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y THE OLD YEAR ANDTHE NEW, AND WHAT | wanted new things planned to buy them, 
4 THEY SUGGEST. | Merchants bought goods, and probably in 
4 Twelve months soon fill up their varied | many cases too large stocks; new 
4 record and complete a year. When past | Schemes of business were projected, and P 

it seems but a short stage from its com- | °!d ones revived; all in all everything 
' mencement to its close, yet how many | Promised well indeed, and was doubly en- 

1 items and incidents diversify its fleeting | °Y' ed because of the hard times that had 
7 days and checker its path for each and all precnded: , 

4 of us. Each human has a history, al-| But alas! how uncertain are all human 
though but few are ever written for publi- | ®Ppearances! The Presidential election 

j cation; and that few, perchance, comprise | €xcitement passed over the country like a 
q many more than are worth the paper and | Whirlwind; the victorious shouted, and the 
4 printing. vanquished groaned; and when the smoke 

But the history of 1860 will constitute | 904 dust cleared away, and revealed the 
‘ a somewhat eventful page in Western Ag- | Snal result, the fire-brands of the South 

ticulture. Such a remarkable season for were stirred up to a blaze, threatening se- 
3 out-door work, good roads, and general lo- | °e88ion, dissolution, and destruction gen- 
Z comotion; such a general absence of rain, | °Tally; so much so, asto unsettle the value 

. sufficient to fill up the streams and wells, | f southern stocks, and to depreciate 
a and yet just right to perfect and mature them to such a degree, as caused our bank- 

ci the finest crops of almost every kind, that | ing currency founded npon them, to shrink 
be this or any other country has ever seen, | 2 #larm and to withdraw itself in a good 
. A singularity in itself that the oldest in- | degree from SENSOR, ° 
= habitants, perhaps, never saw before, and| This sudden retirement of the paper 
je that the youngest may never see again. | blood of commerce, caused and is causing 

To harvest their crops the farmers pitched | @ shivering not only in the trunk, but 
in with a will, and worked long and hard | through every extremity of the country. § before it was doné. This work was done | Like an ague chill it racks with unnum- 

4 with greater zest because of the bright | bered pains already, and begets a thousand 
promise of fair if not high prices, All | fears of new and unheard of terrors not 
felt that the good times had come indeed, | exactly understood or comprehended, 
and were bound to make theumost of them. | Prices have gone down to the lowest point, 
Times never looked more promising’ than | 29d money and exvhange upto the highest. 
during the autumn, for a general and sub- | How long this state of things will continue, 
stantial revival of every branch of busi- | depends upon & score of circumstances, 
ness. Those who were in debt planned to | nearly or quite beyond the comprehension 

pay up (although many did not quite get | f even the wisest. 
| to it) and those that were not in debt and | Meantime the New Year dawns upon
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us, and what are the duties and lessons ; sometimes hear them called old fogies, but 
taught us by the past, for profitable appli- | that does not hurt them, neither do the 
cation to the present and future. The | hard times hurt them. Such managers 
first and principal lesson taught,isapplica- | are always ready for any times, good or 

ble at all times; and that is that all human | bad; it is nearly or quite the same to 

calculations are decidedly uncertain, es- | them. Let all who would be fast, and 
pecially unless circumscribed by great pru- | “ — ~— to ~ neal —~ such — 
dence and moderation. Nothing appears | amples, and profit by the lessons y 

more common than for over-sanguine peo- | teach. To be prepared for all times and 
ple (and their name is legion) to plan too circumstances, or as nearly so as may be, 
largely, and to expect too much; and that | is the part of true wisdom and the sound- 
one common error, how many it plunges | est practical philosophy. Therefore let 
into difficulties untold, and unending. The | all, both young and old, as they ent.r upon 
desire to do too much, thus involving in a —_ this great life lesson, 
debt, anxiety and over exertion. and profit to the utmost from its teachings. 
Who can be much in debt and be hap- +++ —__ 

py? or feel safe that they can pay and COMMON SCHOOL STATISTICS. 

thus avoid sacrifice, loss and perchance Through the courtesy of Hon. J. L. 

disgrace and ruin? All things considered, Proxarp, Superintendent of public instrac- 
snug and careful sailing is the best in the | tion, we have been permitted to copy the 
end, and the most likely to bring safely | following statistics from his forthcoming 
into port. Every human life may be liken- annual report upon the condition of the 

ed to @ voyage, & continued venture, 8Ur- | sommon schools of this State: 
rounded with storms and perils, in pro-] 76 number of school districts is 8,08; 
portion to the risks and hazards taken. the number of parts of districts is 1,829. 

Farmers annually embark i. = Teche Reckoning 2 parts of districts as equal to 
“= os oo eerie P as 8 whole aistrict, we have 4,210 districts 
Se oe ao % N aa : eas in the State. Number of male children of 
eae aaomasonatle about tea tr dco. | School{age in the State, 150,018; of fe- 
we what his freight and cargo shall con- | ™#le children, 188,889, These figures are 
ee . . 8 little curious, showing a large excess of 
- e Seer oe ae ihe - males. The whole number of children be- field is probably already determined, and * 

rs : . tween"the ages of 4 and 20 years of age the plowing and manuring done and being ttondl hools di th A i; 
done accordingly. What building or re- | **tending schools during the past year 
pairing is to be done, and what stock to be 194,834, Nearly one-third have not at- 

sold, bought or exchanged; what seed to tended school. The whole number under 
Ue tet, Gail “ow “stash help to be em- | four years attending is 2,272, while 2,826 
ployed; what machinery if any to be | Pétsons over 20 years of age have attend- 
bought new, and what repaired; what, if ed, The averege number of months chil- 
any, is out in the storm, and what snugly | ‘ten of schoc] age have attended is 42,.— 
under shelter: all these matters and many | Average number of months schools have 
more should early address themselves to | been taught by male teachers 3,7,; by fe- 
the attention of the farmer, and be as well | male teachers 4. Average number of 
and early settled as possible. Much is | months schools have been tanght, 6,%.— 
gained by being in season in all main cal- | Average monthly wages of male teachers, 
culations. This and that thing wanted is | $24.20; ditto female teachers $14.84. To- 

often advantageously picked up when | tal amount paid for teachers’ wages $367,- 
thought of in season. In a word, caleu- | 003.21. The snm of $139,807,65 bas been 
ion and: doubly so | expended on School . H The total lation ahead is everything, doubly s0 on lonses. © 

if sound and wise. amount of money received trom the State 
Here and there we find a farmer who sl- | for School. purposes, is $171,418,74; from 

ways plans close and careful; who never taxes, $402,765,28 ; aggregate receipts. for 
exceeds his income or his means, but al- | School purposes $574,183,97. There are 
ways comes out alittle ahead. True we | in the State 1,405, log School Horses,
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2,296 frame, 177 brick, and 166 stone— Il.—Legislative Expenses, 
total 4,044. Of these 8,486 occupy cites ——— of Members, ‘for « session of 
containing less than an acre, and 8,876 are | Mileage, (cotinated). net slooe oo 

: aainclosed. 8,562 aro without outline | Ponsre ae ee session ste OP 
maps, and 942 without blackboards. The Ener nee ns vases ased cease 3,664 45 

highest valuation of School Hon.e is $82,- Nermpenetonimaied 222 Bo00 oo 
a 000. This is the Janesville School House, easing reports 1800,.-..° 15,000 00 
‘ The lowest valuation ie in Outagamie, the | *fnts!= foreien languager, 4000 00 
i value of the structure being estimated, in | III.—State Prison and Charitable Insti- 

round numbers, at two cents. The aver- tutions. 

“age valuation is $335, totel valuation | tori forinsane, indsbi's, “aioe oo j $4,814,886,09, There are 1,175 District | Hospital for insane, exp'ses, 20,000 00 : 
a libraries in the State. The aggregate num- | Doaf and Dumb Asylum, 1, iz's00 ° : 

4 ber of volumes is 85,989; the number ta- | *t** BeformSchool,........ 10,000 00 4 : ———108, 000.00 
ken ont tor reading during the year is 32,- IV.— Miscellaneous Expenses, 
645, of which about one-fourth were taken | Governor's Contingent Fund, $10,000 00 

] from the Racine Oity School Library.— | seuek ter OMeeti--;---- 5,500 00 j 
{ so oe mone raised for District libra- Pring, other thea agian 3,000 00 

iy 91, VO, cecseeecenececeesees 5,000 00 
There are also in the State 161 select Deelben tenis hehe ee ' and private schools, other than incorpora- won teeessesecee seeveses 8,000 00 

ted academies, which are attended by County Agriculture Socistias 4,000 0 «* : ; 7,825 pupils, dean eee eens ; Interest on State Loan and la als gh turns OXCHANGE s,s ee seceeescese 
q ESTIMATE OF EXPENSES AND kEsoURcEs | **.tem of” Genk Bipeema  °F0° % . OF THE STATE FOR THE YEAR 1861. Laborers, »......sesccceecece suet 

Supreme Court Reports, 2 
[From the fortheoming Annual Report of Hon. L. | nett saiccs Bick Gamage 2? P. Harvey, Secretary of State.] frollee and d Brats Superia- ae ‘ foten 00 

: Herewith is submitted an estimate, in For other appropriations” aa 77 
4 detail, of the expenses to be detrayed from pen peta nie 
2 the General fund for the ensuing year, timated),.....ccecceeeeseee 40,000 00 ’ showing each object thereof, as far as —— sis ait te ’ they are within the knowledge of this de- $360,742 40 partment—and didogeiating between — \ Lcsanp which at Provided for by perma- RESOURCES. 

‘ nant approp’ ion, and such as aire 
: Legislative Rasta the next acreaaes fe The ne haba applicable to deftay the Sine iaien showing the resources which | £oTes°ing liabilities to accrue against the 
} are applicable to defray such expenditures, Pees tor the eneuing year, are as fol- 

ESTIMATE OF EXPENSES. nd sac | L-Balarics and Permanent Appro- | Dro-stths mill tex, dizosioa eo? men me: TEs E “ye 25 
é Secretary's OMe 20222 BRN OB | Raliroed Compania cee, mr Treasurer's Offlee,  200.000..LIIIIITIIII gieo0 00 | vider Read oer agg, 25855 96 Attorney General’s Office,. .............. 1,400 90 | Insuran eed aaa State Superintendent's Ofiice,..... 3,650 00 ae Sa Heinen then, Bank Comptrolier’s Offloe,......-:...-.:.. 4,800 00 | United States, te bearing 2780 22 State Libgary, icteric 1.000 00 convicts cotimated)y 3,000 00 Adjutant General's Office, oo005.02°002. 300 00 | Rae em ste icnsoswwescc. 67000 00 Superintendent of Public Beepeeiy 1,000 09 awkers and’ Pediars, ii- ‘a 

Si Rc angers ers Be | Mentha eT State Agricultural Soolety, ..212717111772 g{000 00 | amecetges dae Hog ccaz, MT Geological and Agricultural Sazvay,..-1.. 83000 00 tee per ached reer 50,178 15 Reporte Supe Graded 3S rae % ieeaeatiaan He oe 
F Township School Libraries). 2.020220222/ esos oo oulans Ji bt rani, 10,000 00 

$80,708 25 aoe geen aet ee
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Liabilities, as Before Estimated. curities and fiies in the Secretary’s office 

1—Selast es and Permanent appropri i: mn me pops and records of he Robo 
‘QtIONS, ++ 250+ reee ree $90) office. In respect to the latter, 

a rat tnsaretons, eerie there is no pretence of providing vaults or 

and State Sai 00 safes for their security. The old capitol 

ere end 8.4n1 70 building, in which they are kept, is not 

sersenseecescser es TBAT TY Gs50,749 40 | ordinarily safe against fire. The risk is 

Balance, ..++ss++ssesensesssoee eves $108,588 64 | great, and of incalculable importance to 

The foregoing estimates are eoretelly, the State; and to all persons interested in 

and, it is believed, liberally made. Should | land titles derived from the State. No 

they prove to be correct, the resources of carefal citizen would expose the books and 

the State for the fiscal ee ending Sep- | papers of an extended private business to 

tember 80th, 1861, will yield in excess of | equal hazard, Few of the older counties 

its expenditures, the sum of one hundred | have failed to make better provision for * 

and eight thousand five hundred and eigh- | the protection of their moneys, accounts 

ty-eight dollars and sixty-four cents. and records, than the State het done for 

The deficiency of E. H. Janssen, former | the safe keeping of the funds and _securi- 

State Treasurer, is, as will be observed, | ties in its Treasurv—the securities in 

omitted from the foregoing estimate of | which its immense trust funds are invest- 

the resources of the State. The amount | ed—and the voluminous records of its 

is, as Me in each annual report from | land office. The responsibility in this re- 

this office since the defalcation was ascer- gard, Gevolved with the duties of the Sec- 

tained, $31,818 54; but there appears so retary’s office, prompts the suggestion 

little prospect of realizing anything there- | that the matter of the capitol enlargement, 

from, that it seems idle to count this | so far at least as to provide fire proof 

among the resources available for the cur- | rooms and vaults, and necessary office 

rent etpenses of the ensuing year. rooms in the building, should cease to be 

TaxaTion.—The exhibit of receipts and | regarded in the light of a local claim 
expenditures for the year 1860, presented | #gainst the State; but asof the first in- 

in the foregoing report of transactions on terest and importance to the State at large. 

account of the General Fand—and the es- Arngaraces.—It should not fail to be 

timates submitted, of the resources and observed that the foregoing estimates and 4 

liabilities of the same fund for the year | calculations are made in anticipation that ; 

1861, appear to demonstrate that an An- all taxes levied and arrearages due will be 1 

nual State Tax of Ong Hunperep anp Fir- | promptly paid. Particular attention is 

‘ry THovgaNp Dotzars, in addition to the invited to the:table of “Balances due from 

other means and reventes provided by Counties” (Schedule A). The amount . 

law, is ample to defray all ordinary and ($50,175 15) is important to the revenues i 

legitimate expenses of the State Govern- | of the State. Besides, it is grossly unjust 3 

ment. The prospective excess of income | to those counties who pay their assess- 

over current expenses for the next ensuing | ments promptly, that others are permitted 

year, appears, moreover, to justify a moc- | to withhold avy considerable part of their ; 

erate appropriation for some work of per- proportion ot the taxes necessary to de- 

manent improvement, should the legisla- | fray the expenses ot the State Govern- 

ture deem euch appropriation called for, | meut. Some plan should be devised to 

without imposing additional taxation effect the settlement of existing arreara- 

therefor upon the people. ges, and for the future, to render taxes lev- 

Tux Extension of THe Oarrrot.—In ied by direction of the Legislatare more 

regard of the urgent public necessity de- certainly and promptly available. 

manding further improvements and greater Appropriations.—It is respectfully urg- 

conveniences in the capitol building, a | ed that in every act of the Legislature di- 

eondition of the finances of the State, recting labor to be employed for the 4 

which warrants resuming this work, with- State, or authorizing purchases to be made 

out increasing the very light State tax lev- | in behalf of the State, provision be made 

fed by the last two legislatares, is cited | for paymext, by appropriation to be 

with peculiar satisfaction. drawn from the treasnry on the warrant 

The underaigned does not deem it ex. | of the Secretary of State, whenever the 

ceeding the line of suggestions pertinent claim or account is audited. And, fur- 

to his official report, to he upon the at ther, that the Legislature authorize no 

tention of the Legislature the need exist- extraordinary expenditure of money, 

ing for a more suitable and healthy room whether in the erection of buildings or for q 

in the pit he the accommo- | other objects, without at the same time 

dation of the Land artment—and to | providing means, by direct tax when ne 

ask their consideration of the totally in-| ceseary, for defraying the cost. The 

adequate provision at present saset Eon prompt payment of all dues and de.cands 

for the safe keeping of the school fand se- against the State Treasury, 80 recently es-
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tablished as a general practice in conduct- | THE PROPER TEMPERATURE OF CREAM 

ing the business of the State, has aided ma- FOR CHURNING. 

terially in the reduction of its current ex- oe 
penses. The experience of past years, The temperature of milk or cream hasa 

when the expenses of the State ran a year, mach greater influence upon the quantity 
at least, in advance of its revenues—when sod quality of butter thanis generally con- 
the bulk of miscellaneous accounts each | ceded. Dr. Anderson, the celebrated 
ear were postponed for settlement by the Scotch chemist, says: ‘If the heat of the 

Lagiulstere, and when claims, and even | milk-house be too great, the milk sudden- 
warrants, against the Treaty. were at a| ly coagulates, without admitting of any 
large discount from cash—and the experi- separation of the cream; or it is so quick- 
ence, as well, of very many towns, cities ly turned sour as to greatly mar he. cpae- 

and counties of the State where the “or- | tion. If, on the other hand, the be 
der” ea now prevails—abundantly ad- exposed to too cold a temperature, the 
monishes that the credit system in mana- | team. separates from it slowly and with 
ging government expenses, tends, in nu- difficulty; it acquires a bitter and disagree- 

= ways, to increase the burdens of aus are Ly? ae ps seeroey be 
taxa! 2 0 come a! 3; and when it is come, 

mre) ar ee ae it is so Mra ts soe a small in the 
AGRICULTURAL LECTURES- quantity, and of so li jue in all re- 
suai ST ae se spects, as to bring a very low price in the 

The public willbe gratified to learn that market, compared to what it aa have 
the novel experiment of the Yale Agricul- | brought had it been preserved in a pro 
tural Lectures of last winter was so suc- | degree of heat.” This is good, sound foe. 
cessful as to induce its repetition this win- ic; but still it does not answer the impor- 

ter on a more complete scale. This course a Pat ‘what is the proper tempers will Feb. 5th 4 é ture of cream for churning? The follow. 
commence Feb. 5th, and continue | ing experimen made by Dr. Barclay and 

through the month, These lectures are | Mr. Alexander, will throw a little light 
given under the auspices of the Yale Sci- | upon the subject. The table exhibits the 

entific School, or Scientific Department of oompiad tn the ie Fe Sons the tine 
Yale College, as a supplement to its newly arenes ee See? ce SF Fis z : uantity of butter obtained fro: e - 
instituted course of practical collegiate ed- oe of oan in each Giettene the a 
ucation, and for the benefit of the public | ity of one gallon of the churned milk pro- 

at large. A new and important feature of | duced in each process, and the comparative 
this course will be its complete illustration seks of the different specimens of 

ee cantar drawings, models and ani- |“, ‘Time oceu- Quantity Quant. of 
. Life-sized paintings of groups from | of Mean pee in of Ohurned 

celebrated herds, will be included in these | 0M" Temp- chuming.  patier Mk 
illustrations, The lectures ontrainingand | 15° 55 410 115 75°89 
breaking horses are to be accompanied by | 15 60 375 115 32) 88 
practical illustrations. The lecturers of | 15 62 800 114 0 88 
last-year will take part in the course, and 15 64 3.1 112127 88 

other eminent names, with a variety of a5 x70 _ 2 ane 
new subjects will be added to the list. Py decor Jame 9. oh mone 

The expenses of the course will be met tent ae einai teas ais a ee 
in part by voluntary contribution. The | perceptibly inferior to the former; the 
py are under the direction of Prof. —— waren: canta Seca 

A. Porter. the fourth was 80: spongy; an 
i inferi respect of ¢! 

Pazsrrvine Haus.—Take slacked lime, ota” mat pdafctn 
saya peck or half bushel, (according to There are several interesting facts con- 
the number of hams, mix the lime with | nected with the above, which deserve 
water and boil in an iron vessel, the same | special notice. One is, that cream should 
as you would for white washing; let it boil | not be kept at too high a temperature. 
as thick as for whitewashing, and when | The cream chirned at the lowest temper- 

cold, — your hiapt beia win re akin sien Yoaars =e open. 
down lanks ; a finest i 5 - 

(the same Sa Roe whitewashing) and lay 4 petikae wie Seed, both quailty and 
good coat on the part unprotected by the | quality was affected. The pre = 
skin; let this oe et mae, and that “the specific gravity of e churn 
you have sweet hams, bugs and | milk was fuund to diminish as the temper- 
skippers, if done in time. ature increased; thus showing, that at the
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lower temperatures the butter, which is | greasy. The smoke should not be allowed 

composed of ede of the cream, | to reach them until nearly or quite cool, q 

is more completely collected than at the and to effect this some farmers have the 

—< temperatares, in which the churned | fire outside of the building, perhaps twen- 

ik ie of greater specific gravity.” The | ty or thirty feet distant, ‘and conduct the 

conclusion arrived at by the experimenters smoke to the interior through a narrow 7 

was, “that the most ere temperature covered trench. By its passage through 

to commence the aoe ion of churning | the trench, it is cooled and purified, and 

butter is from 50° to 55°, and that notime there is nodunger of its giving an unpleas- 

in the operation ought it to exceed 65°; | ant taste to the meat. still better plan 

while, on the contrary, if at any time the | is practiced by the care of Westphalia, 

cream should be under 50° of temperature, which, as all the world knows, is cele- 

the labor will be much increased, without brated for its bacon. The smoking isper- 

any eer cate advantage being ob- formed in extensive chambers in the up- 

tained; and a temperature above 65° will | permost stories of high buildings. Some 

be injurious to the quantity es ‘well as to | are four or five stories above the feng 

the quality of the butter.” and the smoke is conveyed to them by 

tubes from pipes in the cellars. The va- 

‘or is condensed, and the heat absorbed - 

SMOKE HOUSES. by the tubes, so that the smoke is both 

—_ dry and cool when it comes, in contact 

It is not senient understood how | With the meat. . Many of the farm houses 

much the excellence ot bacon depends on | #7 Pennsylvania have a somewhat similar 

the manner in which it may be smoked. arrangement. A room is, partitioned off 

Indeed, we look upon this part of the pro- in the garret, next to the kitchen chimney, 

cess as more important than a good receipt ‘and the hams are hung from the rafters 

for pickling. F ham that is well pickled | overhead. Near the floor is a small open- 

maz be spoiled in smoking it, and ee no | ing in the chimney by which the smoke 

Win cookery will take away its dark | enters the apartment; and instead of re- 

qolor, and strong, rancid taste, As thisis turning to the flue, it finds its way into 

the time of year when such things must the open sit through the innumerable 

be attended to, I will offer a few practical | crevices the roof. The meat is thus 

suggestions on the construction, &e., of | Kept perfectly dry, and it will be found to 

smoke-houses, In building a smoke-house have a color and flavor unknown in that 

the farmer is ner bet to regard external ae in we common a 

appearances than the object for which it smoke-house can too open; 

isintended. It —, be sa strong and | where the walls aor pee are tight, or 

neat, but if it be b ilt on wrong principles nearly so, the smoke condenses on ba- 

it will never give satisfaction, and the seh Tendering, it flabby and ill-colored. 

= wife will always be wondering how To be sure, when there is good ventilation 

is that her bacon is not equal to that it takes much longer to complete the si 

which she eats away from home. Now, | cess but this delay we believe to be rat 

there is no bacoa in this country superior beneficial than otherwise. Some —_ 

to that produced in Maryland, ‘where the | have the fault of always being in a Ory 

smoke-houses are certainly rather primi- and their bacon is never well smoked. It 

tive in their construction. They are usu- should be cured gradually and slowly, and 

ally made of logs, radely pierre with | this is another reason des Med Germans 

clay on the outside, and ¢) with | are so successful in the business. In Vir- 

straw. The hams are hung upon hooks | ginia, two months is not considered @ long 

driven into the rafters. The fire of chips time for the operation, and hams of that 

—vcovered with saw-dust in order to nal State aro but litéle inferior to those of 

venh a Diesornis f0 tha side of tee loor ag ng ie adie 

—ground , generally ; smoke, een sugar-maple chips re the 

after having done its duty, escapes through } for the fire, and after maple are ranked . 

the innumerable cracks and openings in hickory, sweet birch, and white ash or 

the wall and thatch, Such a building is beech, Some think well-dried corn cobs 

not very ornamental, but it is much more superior to. everything else; and they cer- 

efficient than those we frequently see con- tainly furnish a sweet, penetrating smoke. 

structed of brick or stone, with tight roof. Saw.dust from hard wood is also excel
lent 

a slonerfitting: oot and but one small | for the prebes: In damp weather it is 

aperture for eseape of the smoke. The advisable to suspend operations, for the 

great secret in the art of smoking hams is mcisture that then settles on the 
hams is 

to dry them by smoke, and not by heat. | very injurious. Tag shanid sore: De al- 

‘When they are kept in close proximi any
 9 lowed to touch other, or to rest 

the fire, they invariably acquire a against any dist surface, tnd it aris or 

frecable davor, if not Vecoming soft and portant at they hang with small 

:
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ends downwards, in order to went the | Buta great change has come over the a escape of rich juices by argyle: As a| minds of the inhabitants of this State, 
security against flies, some persons are in | since its first settlement. They now find 

} the habit of throwing a few red peppers it more convenient to move their piles of 
on the fire, as often as once a week, which | manure than their barns, and sate more 

' gives the rind or skin a sharp, bitter taste, | profitable. They have learned by experi- 
that is particularly disagreeable to all | ence that there is not a foot of their lands 
kinds of insects. Where the smoke-house | but what may be improved by the applica- 
is so. situated as not to be muth affected | tion of some fertilizing substance. aise 
by the heat of summer, it is a capital | applied to any of our lands enlivens and 
shee to keep the bacon after the operation | warms them. Seeds will sooner ‘inate 
of smoking is perfected. Flies will shun | in them when artificially lee 2 They 
a dark room, and any that en entrance | will send forth a stronger and more thrifty 
may be rendered harmless by barnipg & shoot. It is true, however, that our farms 

4 red pepper or two. _If the smoke-house be | will yield better crops of small grains, for 
: constructed on the Pennsylvania plan, the | a number of the first years, without any 
; daily smoke that comes from the kitchen | top-dressing. But the soil cannot be made 
: will be an additional protection. too rich for growing corn. Farmers, move 
‘ WasaincTonian. your manures, instead of your barns; for 
5 Washington Co., 0., 1860. in - — you will gather i Ces dust, 
z ++ with much more certainty than by going 

: [row the Russl, pssesicn2.] to Pike’s Peak or California. < 4 RICH PRAIRIE S01L OF ILLINOIS. é Anprew Pinoree. 
4 “3 ‘* very ne 1 impression railed in Pingree Grove, Kane Co., Ill. 

e early settlement o! jinois, that the 7 re 
d soil of the Prairies was. 90 rich thet it aes Demeter Ven tee meee 

i never conld be exhausted by cropping, y th an it apenas ak ater 
that it would never need enrichment, by acer! Js ‘the e Ga = 

the use of manures, that cultivation with- Micast Is it Deine age are a 
: out cessation, for centuries, even, would ed to bestow. tra z t 5 labo: 
4 not render it any the less fertile. When ieechad in a Rare oe is it ben 

I first visited this State, which was 1838, | volved in rolling their ficlds, or is it be: 
4 nearly every settler entertained this idea. benefits - Do they not ee Shes th 
5 They saw that the prairies were ay roller is almost i an ibl i ht soils, 

; clothed with sweet native grasses, as because it aaa oe around 
‘ asacommon man, with which was thick- | , mall ee ae it is equall mectaiten 

ly etetaee a great variety of the most | heavy soils, because it panies the clods, 
beautiful wild flowers. They were vocif- on . ee ulverized pa i duess 
erous in denominating this State “Great ee a feed iP a it ripe 
Nature's Flower Garden.” They almost fields, because it ne een 
believed that the black oily muck of our | aaa prety which pay otherwise inju: re 

" sloughs was so abundant in fatness that | the knives of the mowers, into the earth 
pancakes could be fried in it. They fre- | and out of the wa’ pean: it aleo levels 
quently talked about the great inconve- | ant and mole hille-that it is useful uy 
nience to which they roan unavoidably | wheat fields in. the spring, sin; Ene 

5 be subjected in the removal of their sta-| plants which have been je aia 7 the } bles and barns, in order to get rid of the Fas tember oe scenteet- 
; mountain piles of manure with which their | gises a most ha} influence upon oats if 
j eee surrounded. They did not | used after the ~S thainad. a height 

even think in necessary to enrich their | of three or eas ineh at a word, that it 
{ p es et — of every | is good almost Seared ranks very i mn would so run i ith” i i walker aes: | Re eT It is true, the lands of our State are It + hatohiahtt that while we are mak- 4 very productive. I am acquainted with | ;, in oe other direction, we j many fields which have been either planted | pSehdoee en little towards the general i or sowed without rest for the space of fif- fredhote o yy roller. My a ae 

teen or twenty consecutive years, without | ence with it hay been so entirely satisfac- 
anp apparent diminution of crops. Such | tory that I cannot forbear a its im- 
“ sass Seen co never portance upon eater thus 

pe where the ied i 
seatb.al shasclble-seipame tinea tnees | oC Dt ne ne ee inches. It is common in Illinois to find | }g> We have the authority of Profess- 

t the upper productive stratum of the earth | or Agassiz for the assertion that a grass- 
: from one to four feet in depth; hence, its | hopper’s organs for hearing are in his 

high degree of 2 legs. Who cares?
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Wouan.—A true woman, one who dress- 

esas becomes @ lady, seldom meets with HORTICULTURAL. 

— but the most a eae may —_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—— 

where orat any time. But she who plays 

the flirt or coquette, or is bold and brazen INCREASED INTEREST IN ORCHARD 

faced, of loud laugh, and ret PLANTING. 

— in short, — who — as — 

of her sex, displayi is both in the 

style of her dress ae in her general be- 1 ‘Weare: glad to discover that ee 

havior, whether in the street or the car, | ‘*TE°r number than usual are planning to 

, should remember that character, like a plant out apple orchards next spring. 

book, soe by its index. A true ob- | Some who have hitherto had no faith, seem 

server seldom fails to read character aright | now quite zealous in the matter. 

as it comes under his critical notice, 

though it be mantled with a fair reputa- The remarkably fine show of fruit, and 

tion. Many a vile character is clad with | apples in particular, at the late State Fair, 

— pegeeney weap —, ee coupled with the general fact that orchard 

sind cs a ‘which happen alike unto all trees usually bore so well last season, has 

men and women. He that would be thought undoubtedly wrought this happy change. 

righteous, should really be what he would The present feeling is right, and it is what 

pass for; a me ween Si dees we have always advised. Wehaveknown, 

woman’s pel ve, should be clo in 5 

the vestments of modesty and purity; be- eZ * ae peri = oe ome = 

ing thus clad, like a Sister of Charity, or main causes of miscarriage and failure 
an Angel of Mercy, she may go anywhere arose froma want of knowledge and care 

on — of good co mie utter impu- | in selecting and planting. 

nity, ani return unbarm 4 

Manacement oF Cream IN CoLp iahewengsn oe ite meaewhy planieaiv 

Wearner.—For some reason not yet earlier orchards in the State knew little 

known, cream skimmed from milk in cold | or nothing as to the varieties best suited 

weather, does not come to butter, when | to our climate; they either bought what 

et eS cae ~ oe er same | they had known most about east or south, 
in er. Perha e pel- . 

icles, which form the little sack oF pelter or more usually, what they knew nothing 

in the cream, are thicker and tougher. about, except that they got a long whip 

There are two methods of obviating this stock of an apple tree ofsome kind. They 

trouble in a co degree. One is to set | usually planted just as unwisely as they 

joa scaly ik So seas ea or As pod bought. Not unfrequently upon some 

, a8 soon as strained, and let i' . gina 

remain until quite warm—some say until fiat, rich, and maybe oe prairiey with e 

a bubble or two rises, or until a sbich of | hard unloosened subsoil; or maybe upon a 

cream begins to form on the surface. southern hillside, where it was supposed 

Another mode recommended, is to add a | tobe nice and warm, a great mistake, as 

ty nage ert pha og experience has at length pretty satisfac- 

i. ui - 2) 
. 

— will generally come to butter q a torily taught. Amd what was worse still 

. few minutes when churned. It is thought these badly selected and badly planted or- 

the ealt acts upon the coating of the butter | chards were often left to be browsed and 

globules and makes them tender, so that | rubbed against by cattle, grazed and bark- 

they og pee, when beaten by churn- | ed by plows and whiffletrees, and most 

oe wii sat wisi surmise likely back-farrowed up to until they were 

Steamers. twice or thrice as deeply planted as the: 

papers state that few people are aware of 
2 

the amount of capital iyiag behind the | Should have been. 

ze ae Saat OO ecer ot Ball Now who does not know that all the 
. ol \- :, 

more. Mr. Winans holds property of the foregoing and much more has Cet 

wine of $13,000,000,the whole of which will | true of ‘Western planted orchards? and 

be held in readiness, though of course not | being thus true, who wonders that no bet- 

ae ys Pa cn Soe Se of | ter success has been attained? The only 

is mani recent con is for & | trees 

steamer six hundred feet in length, pro- yo ray a“ ie wee! aed 

portioned to correspond, and finished'eo 93 happ to be of the right varieties, and 

to cross the Atlantic Ooean in five days’ that happened to have no other bad lack. 

runnin =e. Goit! But the experience that has been gained 

;
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A by this foolish mode of tree planting is Every Day AssurpITIEs:— 

perhaps worth all that it has cost. Some aa ee — and believe oth- 

of our observant nurserymen have thor- 7 jeep Sem. 

oughly studied the subject, and confirmed vo, nh a me Pee unos by 

‘ their opinions by the careful examination | sending Siem adrift without the means of 

of hundreds of orchards, thus learning just getting work. 

% what varieties thrive, which partly fail,| To ot a dog oF cat on short allowance 

4 and which fail entirely; also what loca- ener oe being ® Set all gi 

3 tions are most favorable to growth, fruit- you a lo ceca if ne De eatiy - 
IE Shey ee iy see you 

i fulness and endurance. in ® shabby onan 

This study and experience has thor-| | 1.01 st on at the age of fifty aad be sur- 

t oughly established at least two facts: Ist, ae fa ny vis fly cara a 
% That there are a dozen or twenty perfectly | Yzasr.—T'o make good yeast, boil two 

i hardy varieties of apples, that will grow | ounces of the best hops in agallon of water 

: and thrive in any part of southern or cen- oe ar a peer’ b ateain send ie it cool 

8 tral Wisconsin. 24, That elevated and | down to the heatof new milk; then put in 
i northerly aspe cts are by far the best for | * small handful of salt and pound of 
4 7 t moist sugar; beat up one pound of the 
i orchards. These two simple but impor-| best flour with some of fe liquor, and 

3 tant facts enable avy farmer whose land | then mix all well Sogetber. Two days af- 

is elevated and dry, to grow a good orchard | ter add three Ibs. of potatoes, oiled and 

a if he will. No mistake about it, it can be ceo mane: A sore. be oe bi wed 
3 e * . i 

done eyen herein Wisconsin. ready for ae Stir it frequently while 

‘Who then that cares anything for his | making, and keep it warm. “Before using 

family, farm, or country, will not make seks he bolt wellup. It will keep in 

the effort? Not at some future and dis- #000) B for two months. 

Sant day, bat pest opring. Let no mors | °™ FEE THSPE OTRO REA! ™ 
a precious time be lost if you already are, or —._, 

4 can get ready. The cost of 50, 100, or Tfiad three tables made, about five feet 

{ even 500 trees to start with, is but a tri- ee. ond Hees f ons aes chen wtiny/ = 

§ fie; with any kind of care and good luck | shout a third of an inch above the mar- 
4 they will double annually in value, and gins all around, and then common (sawed) 

much more than that in size. And after | laths cut into short pieces, and about two 

they come into bearing no one coula buy | inches apart on the top surface of the ta- 
Ht them of * . bles, so that the water which ran from the 

4 m of you for twenty times their cost, 
even though now and then one of them flawer-pots cond pees frac onp:pert of she 

{ ae ak tables to another, crossways or length- 

| = Sat ae at en ea 
4 Then farmers everyone of you plan for tae Oke: ail e ee x a eae 
z . ee «a . water 

5 doing something in this line next spring, which rans from them. ‘Those tables I 
and above all things determine not to buy | placed far enough from the windows and 

q trees that you do not know anything | walls to allow a person to all round 

, about, or of the men that sell them to you. Snes and to water and aringe the Lar 

Don’t order trees of non-resident strangers | y" made a space of sbouk one snd & 
half or two feet in front and at the ends, 

‘ and thus repeat the folly of all past years. | The tables should be of a height in propor- 
2 Buy of parties you know, and take written | tion to the windows, which windows should 

r warrantees that the trees are the varie- | be let down at the top, b that means the 10: $0, . 
‘ ties represented.’ That is the way, and | Plants can have air let inspee them, with- 

the enly mld neo pura: Dottoner | Subs Peape catna RO aa ee 
eastern or southern trees either, while you | as a strong draught or current of air is 

4 can get better and safer at home, in al- yee 
most every county. Buy low grown trees ants in rooms should be watered more 

i and no. other, but be sure and buy and foaeemy than io sreenbonens,: snd they 

3 plant and cultivate and grow an orchard a e syringed over Pa. SOne Gen. ee 
fo ning about ‘sunset, in ory weather, and 

: yourself and for'posterity. Howmany | twice or thrice a week in wet weather. 
will begin another spring? The syringing will notinjure s carpet upon
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the floor, if the water is wiped off imme- | 7th. The certainty of their growing and 
Sietely othe the drip ceases to fall from ine general hardiness and healthiness of 

Those that I would recommend as th are: 
best to flower in parlors are the Pate He adds that he has already planted 
double, and that have a calyx; also | 1200 Delaware vines with such success 
allthe single varieties. fhe plants should | that he is preparing the ground for 1200 
have air, by letting down the top sash | more in the spring, 
whenever the er is mild, or when This i oe ti canine int 
there is no frost in the atmosphere, fora |. °° ** cortainly.a.s Ong beginning, | sd 
short time, though it may be cool. Camel- | 8 in the righthands, for we do not believe 

lias or @ great quantity of air; they | anything will suffer from prejudice in the 
will bloom in ® room where the heat va- | hands.of such men as Mr. M. appears to 

eaane Wala ed bias eeueae mann be, and the exhibition of such grapes as 

occasions they will flower, even though he makes, clearly wen we be Soe 
the earth on he top of the pot has been how to treat the vines. It is just such tes- 
slightly frozen; but extremes, either of | timony as this we want from fruit growers 
a or cold, do not suit an ¥ in the West. Is there a man in the State 
tt a eee eek ee who has fruited the Delaware ? if so let us 
shine on them; but, in such cases, they hear from him; and if not fruited it, who 

should have a great quantity of light. has wintered the vine successfully, or 
I generally use soft water for my plants, | otherwise, for the last two or three win- ~ 

— re 7 —— it is or ters. It is time Wisconsin was heard 
saat ain wititée” Ks to oi So ec g, | "POP the subject of a grape wkich was 

I think it best, whenever the top soil be- | Pronounced three years since, at the East, 
gins to get dry, to water well and freely, | as the “King of the Natives.” The edi- j 
aires a iit may ae ease tor of the Horticulturist winds up his 

roots, an re e i0 vi i tina aaneien begin to get ary again loader upon: this isio' Sunil fraif, i thio fol- 
when Camellias are blooming or growing, lowing spirited manner. After “adopting 

they require more watering than atether | it as the standard of excellence by which 
times" nein ee | to judge all ” he sa: . new comers, ie : 

he extract the above from the London “Its excellence has certainty = laud- 
oricultural Cabinet, as it is excellent ad- | 64 in exalted terms, and we must confess 

vice. The writer concludes by rules for " 
eutisner ent, which are not that we delight to sing its praises. It 

adapted toourdimate,” We therefore add, | carries us a long way up the cla:sic mount, 
Fee Se ee and makes us familiar with such food as 
over, they should be removed to the open | the Olypians may be supposed to have de- 
air, and placed in a situation where they lighted fn. ‘With ‘it we ‘can. be content 

will be shaded all through the simmer from | (1 ; ne 
the ‘hot mid-day sun. They will about | till another shall give us taste of some- 
finish their growth at that season, and | thing more celestial.” Who will not say 
will not ou 80 mach water, ]—Garden- | Amen. Ww. 
ers Monthly. —+-+-+__ 

«+4 TREE PLANTING. 

DELAWARE. GRAPE. For several years past tree planting has 

J. E, Mottier, Chairman of the Com- | been thought of and talked of more as a 
mittee on Grapes of the Cincinnati Horti- | matter = a 

cultural Society, gives seven reasons why | because our fathers did theirs wi 
en area aR pe EO BERE 4 

ly grapes, viz: remunerated thereby. Prior to the years 
Ist. Its superior quality for table use, | 56 and’57, millions of trees had been sold 

2d. It produces finer and richer wine. throughout the Northwest, and this State 
8d. The vine stands the winter freezing | had the reputation of beings good fruit ‘ 

better than the Catawba. growing locality. Antecedent to that pe- 
4th. It stands the spring frosts better. | riod many good crops of peaches had been 
5th. The grapes never rot. raised, and in some localities the enthusi- 

_ Sth. There is no falling off of the leaves asm for orchard planting induced many to d 
till the grapes are fully ripe. : embark largely in orchards, not excepting
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‘ the favorite peach. At that time nurse- to progress in beauty and usefulness, the 

ries were not abundant, and most of the | other to remain as planted a post, and 

trees planted were brought from the Bast | never anything but a post. 

‘ and South, and the nurserymen being But we have not room to enlarge upon 

; mostly from these sections, brought with | this subjectthis month, but may give di- 

3 them the experience gained in their re- rections in season for planting; mean- 

spective native localities in trees and va- | while let those who anticipate setting 

i rieties, ‘The consequence has been well | orchards next spring, think well of the 

timed, and marked with its blessings to theory of posts vs. trees. 

i the State at large, although individuals 0. 8S. WILLEY. 

i : A een 
4 have been, in many cases, sadly disap- PLANTING TREES FOR POSTERITY: 

pointed. We have learned by this bit of | ee 
i experience that the North must produce ie who plants trees upon s paternal 

its own trees, or in other words, each lo- ——— them snd: ae Sew 

; a cality unlike in soiland climate, will grow | which Paraeend to his ancestors. A = 
4 trees better suited to their immediate vi- | tleman whose lands were more extensive 

a cinity than those of. soil and climate en- than fertile, used to plant one thousand 

; tirely dissimilar. This fact has been set- E908 90, he em ee denghter, ppan 

5 tled, and we might say established, in oe por Whe, ORR. 

# some of the States. The Minois Horti- ae vite ee ao her a - 

3 cultural Society make three divisions of | tune of £1000, without any extraordinary 

# the State,and give each its list of fruits as | e¢onomy on his part, the regular thinning 

q adapted to the several districts. Now if of the, woes ie = meh pening 

this is essential to 0 single State's limits, | P1336, Sista small ront for the land. In 
q how much more necessary that we look to | the year 1758 ninety-two fir-trees were 

our own adopted list of fruits. ‘The ques- | transplanted upon a piece of ground about 

5 tion whether we can raise fruit has been $aree GuATseEp i 2 — in erfent. The 

4 go often and long discussed that it seems was Wat F320. expen 
j . and furth tte 

; waste of paper and ink to say more. That a pail tothe young trees. ie 1813 they 
we can raise certain good varieties of ap- | were cut down and yielded ninety tons of 

ples was very forcibly impressed upon our | timber, then worth #4 Ree ton, giving & 
minds on receiving specimens of Golden round sum of £360, which was equal to a 

Russets and others from the orchard of Mr. ay ee Ihe desing, the preashterne desi 

McBride, who informed us that he planted | he es of the facility with ee ‘man 

his orchard of fifty trees in °55, and lost pagers hia a fortune.” 

4 about one-half of them from bad selections | _ The above ret from, an English 

of varieties, and from the remainder this | Journel, and though timber is not scarce 
Soar rained 60° bushels’ of “au fie thett'na | oF Musable berenee, as in, Eagiand Ap 

4 he (or we) eversaw. This is an instruc- ot is ado} fed. whereby the wholesale 

% tive instance, and shows that with proper | destruction of it, now going on, shall be 

$ selections and care, we shall be remunera- stopped ete fied sopsespondents 
ted. i ii ve, Wil e. ‘o or three mont 

= intends planting largely another adv a to. this subj secede aber 

¥ Another great cause of the fruit growers Tee ut te - 
| failure is in the planting. “Everybody | tract given above, very forcibly dembn- 

oe to plant trees!” Of course seston on corpeenege of their ree 

they do, and'to attempt toteach them, too | * oud! can entertained, wi 
often, is like preaching to dead meri’ ““We fifty miles of Philedelphie, there are tna 

dig deep holes, and tread the dirt tight to phe yoy maker potes futrrpeeny 
the tree,” just as a nurseryman would yonss banoe,-by planting i now with tim- 

plant the posts about his orchard and not producing trees; and the wonder is, 
i the trees in it. About the same:trouble | that some of our farmers, who are proverb- 

rrr ee a 
ather ‘by most people, while the one is | will come, and some who read this artiole, 

; alive and the other dead; the one planted | will perhaps live to see it, when an acte
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timber Jand within 7 miles of Philadel- { with care and use proper efforts to have 
phia or New York will be worth twenty | them protected from cattle, rats, mice and 
times the price it would now command.— | rabbits, and you may spendily have your 
Farmer & Gardener. bin of wpe for yourself and your friends. gore EE EE 

PLANTING FRUIT TREES. Sienigiliad imlieisnsslipiaad athe 
Mr. sor one of the great comforts STOCK REGISTER. ofa home is the it wh on every | ees 

homestead. We hear af pation almost DIVCVERIOR ANOE AUete, AT THE NEW 
everywhere mourning the want of frait— ed, 
particularly this and last season, in this | [Reported for the Tarsunz, by Solon Robinson.] 
section of country, and in many other — 
laces, as if there was no remedy. But Mr. John Wade, of Canada, was asked 

, a came the east and north so supplied | to state what kind of sheep he raises for 
with it? id the trees grow of their own | mutton. He said that he preferred the 
accord ? Verily, nay; but those who went | long wool sorts, because they are more 
before us labored to secure fruit for them- age The mutton sells readily, and the 
selves and their posterity. Our orchards | wool, though not worth so much per pound 
are shamefully neglected. We have a fer- | as the fine wool sorts, produces so much ] 
tile virgin soil, wel adapted to the harder | more that the value of the fleece is equal. 
kinds of fruit, such as sapies, # gr plums, | We don’t grow much corn, but we feed a 
and cherries. But to have them speedily great many roots, and feed well. It is fool-_ 

. we must plant them ne and | ish to try to keep any animal on low diet. 
go to en We need not wait until we | We feed anything that sheep eat best, and 

‘can plant out a large orchard, but get a | I fatten peinsipally oe turnips and hay, 
few trees, if no more, and set them out | with a little meal. The long wool sheep 
with great care, for the time spentin plant- | are better adapted to Canada than the 
ing a tree well is not lost, and the next | fine wool. We shear eight pounds of clear 
year get a few more, and so on, year after | wool per head. The Cotswold variety are 
year, as each is able, and soon we may suc- | preferred; they are stronger constitutions 
cessfully compete with our neighbors at | than the Leicester sheep. 
the national fruit fairs. There are many Mr. Pettibone, of Vermont—If a man 
reasons why we should a at once. Let | keeps but few sheep, he should keep a not next spring pass without a large ad- | muttonbreed. If he seers a large flock, ; dition to the fruit trees of our State. “Who | or say 200 or 300, he should keep fine pat an apple tree,” says one entitled to | wool sorts. The trouble in sheep-breedin, 

heard on the subject, “ makes a perma. | is in'letting themrun down in October. f 
nent investment that may be nee to | winter 800 head, and 100 ewes will give 
increase from year pe until its origin- | 100 lambs. I use 400 acres, but many of 
al value is a hundred fold. Who plants an | them are. on the mountain, and valued ab 
= tree makes prudent provision against | only $7 an acre. I do not let all my ewes ° 
life’s rainy days, against loss of health, | breed. I keep my sheep in very close 
misfortune in business, and Ces The | winter quartera, on hay: I feed aoa 
Plies Fests Seve will’ he's tui minis- | ewes one peck of corn a day to 100 

to its owner’s profit, improvement, | In.eleven years I have not had a lamb 
health and happiness. It will stand senti- | die, and they are kept without grain, but nel over his dwelling, eit winds of | always with watered salt by them. There 
adversity, when a aioe frien: . have oe is a material difference in the value ie the While its master is sleeping the tree will | fleece, according to the way sheep are kept. be prowing. It will be. todustcious for | I prefer mys to haye my sheep fat. 
him ‘through all seasons, converting air, | In January I select my ewes, and never 
aad earth, and water into shadow for ‘his | sell the choice ones. I have an owe that foes, fei oe for his parlor, food for | has produced eighteen lambs, and shears 
his table, fuel for his hearth, and timber | four pounds of good wool. I do not select ; for his use, It will serve him contentedly | the most gummy sheep for my use; they 4 = > pete to his wants | are. much su tender than those less 
when its life is ended.” gummy, ill, you must have 

As there are so many kinds brought to | wool i? you have fine wool. I naa 
this market, and not ¢ one is worth | erally twice a day—sometimes po once, 
buying or Se ee care Unseaad in se- Mr. Baker, of Steuben Co., N. Y.—I 
lecting. Many kinds that flourish well in commence:in October, after hard frosts, to 3 other ‘places will perish here, exposed to | feed grain to the lambs, and when winter 
our seyere climate, Select the hardier commences I put them in yards and feed 

kinds from nurseries located as far north | hay twice a day in board racks. I never 
as you can get them. Get good fruit, | kept coarse wool arte My flock aver- 
though you get but few trees; set them ages 4 to 4} Ib. per fleece—not of the
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; mmy sort. I. stable my sheep in win- | sells at 31.cents per Ib, My sheep area 
os fins 400 head, divided into three | cross of Cotswold, and ras ceria 

; flocks, by two partitions. The gross sales | and hardy. I live on a gravelly 1 i SPRVORT, OOM. 
average about $2 a head for wool and | wheat soil, and I think it desirable to 
sales of sheep. I feed very regularly as to | increase the stock of sheep in this State. 
time and quantity. I feed grain some-| A field of clover fed off’ bene will yield 
times, but not be the sine 1 some more wheat than if not fed off. 
the increase of our 8, a8 they ft. ey 

} improve our farms, I feed roots (P ewes |. Lewis F. Allen—On some soils it may 
4 20 days before lambing. I have kept | be best to plow in clover; om other soils it 

about 800 sheep a year on Jess. than 260 isnot. As to mutton sheep, I have fed 
acres in the farm, both summer and win- | S°uthdowns, and the cheapest way that I 
ter feed. I have raised 120 bushels of | °@2, make mutton, is upon grass, and 

} corn on an acre of sheep manured land, | Wethers of 150 Poe bring 5 cents a 
‘ The water on my farm is teaiauton! pound gross at Buffalo. I would keep 

mutton sheep if I hada good farm ona 
: Gen. Hammon, of Monroe Co., N. Y.— | railroad. I can always bel iy lambs at 

4 I commenced with fine wool- sheopea $2, My Southdown fleeces bring $1.50 
# ears ago. I then tried Leicestershire, | gy, Southdo' ; i y ag u erage. Sou wn mutton is the best 
b and then came-back to Merinos. I have | we have, and the sheep always sell well 

; less than 200 acres, and grow 30 or 40 | for mutton. The fine-wool sheep mutton 
4 acres of wheat os year; the land im- | is apt to taste of the»greasy wool. The 
gy proves by sheep. average lot of fleece.| merino sheep are a hardy race of sheep 
§ p fs Ibs. Take 380 head, and on Bas they are nota good. breed to keep, 
; @ year for wool and increase. 1 sta- where mutton is the main object, and I 

: De naateee in i room gent feet, ith would not keep a breed for ar dg that 
5 pe change in the winter. I wash my | produce carcases ‘all fat, like some of the 

sheep clean and let them run six or eight | Jong-wool sorts. 
i days, and then shear. I don’t breed from ; 

gummy sheep. I feed in board. racks, with | Solon Robinson, of N. Y., was called 
straight sticks, so the sheep can put in | UP0D to-state what sort of sheep sell the 
their heads, There is about twenty-five best in the New York market, which he 
acres of reclaimed land on my farm that | has long reported for the Tribune. He 
will keep sheep alive, but won’t fat them, | Stated in substance as follows: Southdown 
My farm is limestone, and I prefer fine ee always outsell every other variety 

; wool sheep to any other for profit; and I | 2 New York to our first-class butchers, 
, consider sheep twice as profitable as cat- | but eer are ‘nds iappreciated> by; the 

tle upon any grain farm. I never breed | Wholesale butchers, who are mostly Irish 
from ewes less than three years old. I | 9" Jews. There is always a good de- 
don’t like the cross of Leicester bucks | ™8nd for choice Southdowns, particularly 

op fine ewes. I have sold of wool and | !#mbs, and the half-blood ones bring j sheep over $900 a year. about pigh per a full: Mood ones 

‘ Lewis F. Allen; of Black Rock—I huve | tondition. Semel Thovge of percha i ess ) RNeasy seecpey tay | cou, haps gd, common, ona er 
a formation, on the Niagara River. There pom end bree, aye, So. ts, full blood 
| is no general rule as to the profit of keep- | which tell a $4 of §5 ahead, fle cling 
‘ = aan cma: as aon the ha; | the ewes, and fattens and sells them, and 
4 long woul shag pat ae bai cence the sales of lambs, fleeces and ewes average 
% aré 460 'fab for lcaay. °Y oa antes f about $7 a head over the first eost. This 

q dine off a cake of Sanow as endl nba makes 8. Yar Plesssps tnt profitable soak z Such sh business, and should be largely increased, 
4 With ee, el be profitable in Canada. | as the market is good now, and improv- 
: seep ina! wie ae vie Ena hee ing every year for such choice lambs and 

loa flesnes shad ee een rnee fat herp The next most profitable breed 
: of eock ‘tents tcnesve ot eae tea for the New York market is the long-wool- 

Desa Sept beding ont Hayne | Seng gerun be, Taner 
eae to scour sheep, at leagt they do | that ic carcasses are donee with fat; the 

x ; mass of mutton eaters in the city are not ‘ wan ea tk of per es a Rian eneh as AEETVSSR es Scent tors ¥ mts 
: cone ae. eee eep generally an 4 at Bee oe sheep that weigh: those which are the hearlest, not the best, 

the coarse. oe bteod thetaiseh prota . i saan teat "tbe é mere a iat - ( le. | ave a e ones My sheep average 6 pounds of wool, that | for the butcher. : ,
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Woxpers or THE Frower Wortp.— | excite the attention of farmers to it. As 

Take one of those little flowers known as | the autumn has thus far been mild, the 

the Daisy, (Bellis perennis.) Look at it | foddering season has been postponed a cor= | 

well, for by its res Tam sure you | responding See, ot time, and thereby 

will be oe when I y that this | much hay saved. Last year at the date of 3 

flower, which is so emall and delicate, is | this writing, we had snow upon the ground 

reall peepee of between two and three | and were, therefore, obliged to put our 

Seated al er flowers, all of them perfect; catgle up and feed them. 

that is, each having its corolla, germ, pis- | — We recommended, not long ago, for ev- 

tit temens and. seed; ina. word, a8 Der- | ery man who hadstock to feed and wished = 
fect as the flower of the lily. | Brey one | to make his rough fodder go as far as pos- 

of those leaves, which form a kind of erwn | sible, to procure a good hay cutter, and if ' 

to the flower, appearing like so many pet- | he had a, horse-power to propel it, so 

als, is in reality so many true flowers, and | much the better. By such an apparatus, 

every one of those tiny things in the cen- + he would be et to prepare Pedder in 
tre like stamens, is a real flower. If your! q shape which would not otherwise be 

fingers were already exercised in botanical | eaten. 

dissections, and armed with the necessary | We know of a liverv stable keeper in & 

apparatus and ae of patience, I might | neighboring county who has a large num- 

convince you of this. ber of heavy horses. He cuts all his hay 

——_+++——_ and wets it ‘with meal in a trough. Indian 

Fine Suzer.—P. M. Pritchard, Esq., of = = — ees, eos and he or 

Fitchburg, in this county, recently por | TO Sor with only Afteen pounds of hay 
chased a flock of twenty-five first class | cach, This he does by the aid of his hay 

Merino sheep, at Whitewater, and of the | cutter. 

Matchless (or Hemenway) stock, ata cost | Meal, or provender of different kinds, is 

as we understood, of about $6 per head. | this year a than hay, and it will be 
This wou'd seem ahigh price, but we have | CCOnOmy for those who are a little short 

. of hay, and propose to buy; to purchase 
no doubt they will pay even better than grain largely, and hay sparingly. The 

low priced ones, if they haye good care | stomachs of farm stock are so constituted 

and escape dogs. that they will require some fibrous mate- 

Wm. RB. Taylor, Esq., of Cottage Grove, rial to give them distension and afford a cud 

also purchased very fine Buck of the for them to “ruminate” upon while they 
luck to th are resting. This may be done with the 

same popular stock. Good luck to them. | coarser and cheaper Linds’ of forage and 

a ee aos the animal kept in good store order, pro- 

THE HAY PANIC IN MAINE. vided nevertheless a sufficient quantity of 

— , _ | nutriment of a more concentrated nature 

There seems to be a Hay Panic at this | be mingled with it. 
time in some gen of our State, judging | This you see was done by the stable 
from the high prices which those who | keeper beforenamed. It is true his horses 

have the article to sell obtain for it, and | did not “chew their cud,” but they never- 

judging also from the fears expressed by | theless required a little of something to dis- 

some who are more apt to look upon the | tend their stomach which was sufficiently 

dark than the bright side. done by the fifteen pounds of hay per “ 

That our hay crop was not so lee by Tn addition to meal, roots may be ad- 

about one-fourth or one-third as that of | vantageously used, and also apples, and 

last yon is very evident, but that there | such other coarser and cheaper articles of 

will be any v hard pinch on account of | the kindas may be at hand, and with a 

it seems exceedingly doubtful. We always | little care and a little judgment a great 

recommend economy in fodder, whether | saving may be made in fodder. 

there be a great ora small supply of forage. | There is another important mode of say- 

By economy of fodder we do not mean a | ing fodder in winter, and that is in keep- 

penurious mode of feeding, but one that is | ing your stock warm. A part of the food 

judicious and not wasteful. Cattle and saben into the stomach seems to be ex- 

other stock should have enough to eat; | pended in getting up animal heat. Wedo 

but it is quite a science to feed stock just | not yet well understand how this is done, 

Tight—to so mingle the good and the poor | but we know itis done. We know from 

os together as to satisfy the appe- | our own feelings that we can withstand 

» and keep the animal fed, strong and cold weather much better on a full stomach 

rere: Some people will do this with | than an empty one, 
half the forage that others will. Captein Perry, we think it is, says 

‘We not Jong since had an article upon somewhere in his account of his polar ex- 

this subject, and refer to it now, merely to | peditions, that when their provisions fail- 

q
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the cold seemed to increase, and when | growth of your stock by scanty feedin, 
28 hungry the winds seemed to cut | through the winter. Give plenty of food ’ Fight through them, although, the ther- toe eros in return they 

mometer indicated no change in the tem- | will give you plenty of cash. This subject 

: perature. needs a more ample discussion, but I stop, 

So it is with all animals. Feed them | intending to enlarge hereafter. This is 

well and the increase of animal heat with- | an important theme. Think of it, you 

4 in is abundantly manifest. It is eae who have stock to winter.—Dollar News- 
in fodder, as well <n poses bd - |- | paper. 
ness and m to have warm stables for ere ies, 

? our stock, Tt you have not the means to 5 Msommon Stock Faras.—Mr. Strawn, 
i baila up tight ‘and elegant barns or sta- | the ares Wiel ofene, cie the follow- 

' bles, make them warm some other way— | ing method in t! ‘8 Advocate. for 

3 batten them with bark or slabs, or bank keeping water on astock farm: Diga ba- 
ith sods sin five or ten rods square and ten feet 

4 them up, Lapland fashion, with si or a high knoll. Feed inthe 

a boughs or earth, or ee that will Le te a * oe Sa a 

4 keep out the cold. Never mind the looks, ‘ll ¢ - dled b: = apr until it is 

g if thereby you keep them comfortable.— | Ye” P MK yy the tramping of their feet, 
é ‘Maine yd a which will make it almost water-tight, He 
ii , says the rains of a single winter sufficed to 

: Casuuzre Goats in Kentucxy.—R. sqnosmacote oeeacae mancews pened ee 
i W. Scott of Kentucky, informs the Ohio ee Ha yhed ewe 

Cultivator that F. W. Ogden, of Fayette set 

} county, has a flock of Oashmere goats, WEIGHT OF HAY FOR SHEEP. 
aes and fall bloods, male and female. — 

le was astonished to “how 7 the | The question is often asked, How much 
¥ short-haired scrub is transformed into the | hay do sheep or cattle require per day? 

fine wool-bearing Cashmere—four or five | In reference to sheep of a given size, this 
crosses appearing to make them in all re- quesiion is well answered ina letter of 

§ spects equal to pure bred animals from im- | the noted wer rer Alex. Speck Von 
ported stock.” Sternburg, of Lutzchena, fexenl, to Hon. 

es ae A. oe American Minister at 

‘WINTERING YOUNG STOCK. erin. He says: 
; — “Qne-thirteenth of the weight of the 

As it is known we Northerners call this | live animal in good hay is considered ne- 
the feeding season, during the wintering | cessary per day for its sustenance, Ac- 

§ rocess on care aliodla be taken partic- | cording to the quality of the fodder, and 
; feck with the young and growing cattle | its abundance or ey this may be in- 

aot horses of the farm and barnyard: It | creased to one-twentieth part; but less 
4 is a universal practice, even among our | than one thirtieth Bee ought not to be 

best farmers, to feed their should-be grow- << bee! good meadow hay as the 
j Bag too scanty. Seemingly the only | fodder standard, a ram should receive 3¢ 

policy at stake being to economise their | Ibs. per day, an ewe about 2% Ibs. per day, 
store of feed in the winter instead of sum- fenitties, &c., in that proportion—taking 

‘ mer. This is very bad policy. Honesty | the average of a full grown ram at 110 Ibs., 
i is the best policy. “But,” says one, “is | of an ewe at 82 Ibs., the weight of each 

it not honest to feed savingly ?” Is it | varying, sere e age, size and condi- 
: honest to slipaway half of the colt’s break- | tion, between 105 and 125 Ibs., as regards 
¢ fast and give it to another? Is it honest | the full grown ram:, and from 70 to 85 
g to take eight or ten pounds of Bey from | Ibs. as regardsthe ewes. The weight ofa 
: one steer to give it to some other? Let | wether varies between 80 Ibs. in lean con- 
¢ us see. I bought some yearling steers | dition, and 110 and 115 Ibs. if strong and 

ve last April; they were badiy wintered and | fat for the butcher. One lb. of good mea- 
x could not cre much during winter, small | dow hay is considertd equivalent to 1¢ Ibs. 
; at a year old. The same winter T fed well of oat, pea, wheat, or pare, straw, four 

some of the same pomp difference | Ibs. of turnips, or two Ibs. of grains in the 
was discovered. turned out to | wet state, as daily delivered from the 

pee Sete ota | Taeh & Satr ate bee growing as while the for 8 winter arrives, 
wintered ones gave no evidence of: Fivak master has his wenptice of straw, hay pe 
or improvement in fiesh until about the | turnips, allotted to him on the basis of the 
first of August, when they began to show | above calculation, and he is bound to 
parable Ud Urata ag make them serve out the proper time, un- 

j the season to catch the others, all der feeding being as much guarded against 
having equal shoes Through the summer. | as over feeding and waste.”—Boston Cul- 
Thus, you see, you lose half the summer's | fivator.
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ECON®MY OF FOOD IN STALL FEEDING. | a day, according to circumstances. The 
—_ bullock that is stuffed one day and starved 

How to fatten cheapest? that is the | the next, may have the desired streak of 
question. rie se animal for the | fat and lean, but he will be a vary expen- 
butcher, is an art can only be learned | sive animal. < : 
by study and practice. Fifteen, twenty, | A variety of food is essential to keep up 

twenty-five on cent. in the value of food | the appetite under full feeding. Even the 
may be sav by the man who knows how. | pig will tire of but one thing. In fatten- 
The question of economical fattening in- | Ing, we want both bulk and aliment in the 
cludes several others: the quantity of food | fodder. If there be stalks, straw and hay, 
to be given at a time; wane of food; | there should also be meal. If we have 
regularity of feeding; cooking food; warmth | roots, we should also have both hey pad 
and quiet of the stalls, and other items. | meal. Perhaps there is nothing better 
Maultitudes who have had animals to fat- | than roots to keep up the cree: They 
ten, have never conducted any experiments | assist digestion and keep the bowels epen. 
to satisfy themselves upon these points, | The beef and muton of England are very 
and have no access to reliable information. | largely made of turnips, beets and oneal 
So each man feeds what is most conveni | wurtzels. A change in some one of the 
ent, and in the manner most convenient, | items of food should be made as often as 
and never can tell whether he has can once a week. If we have steamed stalks 
or lost by the animal he sells to the butch- | and meal with sliced turnips one week, 
er. To answer several inquiries we offer | change the rans to carrots or beets the 
some hints upon these topics. next. The meal and roots being the same 

The preparation of food is a matter of | Indian meal may be changed for linseed 
very great importance. Stalks, hay, roots, | oil meal, or for any kiad of grain meal 
grain, etc, do not impart all their nutri- | convenient to feed, 
tive qualities unless they are artificially | Regudar hours of feeding is another ele- 
prepared. Muchis fouled so that the ani- | ment of success in fattening stock. This 
mal will not eat it, and much more is im- | may seem a small matter, but really more 
perfectly masticated so that it is not di- | depends upon it than on almost anything 
gested and assimilated. It should be so | else. The most economical pork maker 
prepared that the animal can have all the | we ever knew, was a blacksmith who al- 
nourishment with the least expenditure of | ways fed his pigs at meal time, and his 
muscular energy. The less trouble fatten- | meals were Saeees by the clock. Every- 
ing animals have, the better for their | body admired his knack at making fat 
thrift. The ox, ina poor pasture, will not | pigs, but srompody did not know his se- 
thrive as in a stall upon green, cut grass, | cret—feeding by the clock. It is surpris- 
though he cousume, in task oat, the same | ing to see how readily an animal forms 
ens, of food. The sheep will not | regular habits. The bullock, the pig, the 
rive upon whole roots and grain, as when shores looks for the stated allowance as 

they are cut and goes. The pig does | regularly as the clock strikes, and if his 
better upon meal, than upp corn, and bet- | wants are systematically met, an improve- 
ter still if the meal be softened and swelled | ment in condition is soon manifest. If fed 
by cooking. All food should be given to igen, they may consume the same 
fattening animals in such a state that they | amount of food, but eer become restless 
may fill their stomachs and give themselves | and uneasy. The animal of zpecis habits, 
up to rest, and rumination, if they belong | rests or ruminates immediate ly after eat~ / 
to the ruminants. Ifa farmer is to fatten | ing, and the food epeerr digested and 
animals, it will pay him abundantly to in. | turned to flesh and fat. : 
vest in cutting machines for hay, stalks | Quiet should be secured as far as possi- 
and roots, and in a boiler and steam box. | ble, especially during feeding hours. For 

Stalks and = corn fodder are gener- | this reason, stall feeding, where each ani- 
ally more than half wasted, as usually fed. | mal is confined to. small enclosure, is 
Run them through a,cutter, and steam | much better than pasturage, or large open , 
them an hour or two, with a little meal, | yards, where cattle worry each other, and 
and they will be eaten up clean, Stfaw, | may be intruded mpon at ma time by dogs ’ 
roots and meal are much better after steam- | or noisy men and boys. Il animals fat- 
ing, and more highly relished. ten better in the dark than in the open 

full es is another item of great | light, a fact difficult to account for, suet 
importance if fattening. The object is | that they are more Quiet in a dark, seclu- 
not to get labor or milk, but the greatest geen 4 
amount of flesh and fat possible for the ith these preliminary hints as to the 
corey of food aassuimet The animal, | manner of giving 100d, we come now tothe 

erefore, should have all the food he will | food itself. What shall be given so that 
eat up clean, and be stimulated to eat at | the butcher may not be cheated, and we 
frequent intervals, from three to five times | get our pay for fodder consumed? A
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farmer must not expect to get the market A Horse Ap — i 3 pee for what he feeds to &e fatling. If} Wisconsin nethe bt Lea ; gets seventy-five per cent., he will make | and thus discourses: : money by the manure, if he knows how to| Thou canst truat thy labor to him, be- save it. This is the great advantage of | cause his strength is great. i stall Seodipg cate 05 tha. Pagoher, andif = Thou canst bind him with bands in the ‘ aman has not a use for the manure upon | furrow; he will harro ‘ his own land, we doubt if the business oe thee. ge _— — be made to pay. It is considered more | He will gather thy seed into the barn. than an average thrift, if an ox gains two His strength is terrible, in which he re- { pone ‘ 7 worth a - exceed sixteen | joiceth. ? 
cents, e feed must be less in value than | The glory of hi ils is his pride; 4 this per day, or the farmer will lose his | his eek ip staid wan meee os time and make nothing by the operation. He paweth in the valley, and waxeth An ox will eat from twenty to thirty | proud in his speed. : 4 pounds of hay, worth half as many cents, He mocketh at fear; neither turneth he q or its equivalent in other kinds of proven- | his back from the hobe blin. der. An ox would readily eat eight quarts Lo, now he moveth fis tail like a cedar; ; of meal a day, and this alone, in the old | his sinews are as cables, fi States, would bs worth the two pounds of | His bones are like a strong piece of I beef. It is quite manifest, then, that the | brass; yea, like bars of iron. manure making is the only te will | He eateth grass like an ox; behold he i ci stall feeding pay in the North and | drinketh up a river, and trusteth that he : ae eka 

& Our climate and soil are so genial, that oF oarnee, sets his eo ar Bia Ow- we have a large list of feeding atuffs | er, nor his comely proportions i which can be grown upon every farm. At “He is gentle, he is kind, | 4 the head of these we place Indian corn for And his tail stieks out behing,” fattening purposes. Then we have oats, And imsnt ito sell him for something I ; bape? and We, the several grasses, | “> P*Y ™Y debts with — Valley Farmer, i apples th 1 i j pars cor coe tee Tages bang # Manvractures 1n Mancuezsrer, N. 
; hen if we purchase, we have linseed and k fa Fale cae Ge taule at the Amoe- : cotton seed oil cake, ground into meal, rt Falls, in the Mecrimap faites O08 ; both excellent articles. “The following ta- es @ cities of New England which have ble shows the amount of nutritive matters S.marvelous growth, rising from fee- contained in 1000 parts of several vegeta- poses and {rvaniionny to pisces of arose ble substances examined in the oe business and industrial importance in 9 

+) state, Wheat 955, barley 920, oate'743, | @¥ years. | In 1840, Manchester had a - rye 792, beans 570, potatoes 260 to 200° population of 8,223; in 1850, 13,932; in linseed cake 151, red beet 148, white beet 184, 18,897, and in 1860, about 25,000. 136, paranips 99, carrots 99, cab 73 Its growth began in 1838, at which time 4 Sweden mits ae ree : ie % | there were within the limits of the ay 
This list places potatoes at tpohend of | Peat gee more, wen Say Ee ueigke a the roots for feedsn purposes, bat it ia ave before us a chart of the statistics of i cals whe otatace Rake ee ue Manchester manufactures for 1860, from ‘ S Bk ees erate y market | which we learn that the capital stock of Sees oa tise rial ear the meer companies is $6,840,- pay for this purpose, ata hi y iar Y | 000, which run 6,154 looms and 229,132 4 twenty cents £ beshel eee Price than | spindles. Number of female operatives, 

can be raised at a cost of pene aapks Fen cre Secratives,, 2.080; joe Gasha 
ij twelve cents a bi usbel, and at this ase tion of cotton per week, 1,133,500; one will do to feed them.” Ttis Guile maeeat printed per annum, 17,500,000; 2,300,000 from these hints that stall feeding is a sei- | Sym uces DABS Per annum are woven here. ence as well as anart. No recipe cari bo aa "he 7 Lar $a 4 é Ta Fey aaa ; iven for fattening an sides the manufacture o! rics, steam ; foe must rely oe hae aa The fire engines, locomotives, and all kinds of and then, ite likely, it will be nad mill machinery are made here; all kinds 

—_ he will make money by stall feeding, of ete oeti a? eae hi we } —American A it : Perera Cok ings, &c. otwithstand- griculturist. ' ing the large number of mills already in Te term operation, it is said that Curz ror Scours ix OaLvzs.—Take pit the water. pow of Manéhever bat vent milk and scald it; let it cool | been brought into requisition, and that skim again; puta table spoonful of | some operations will be developed ere long eS: PP loped ere long pomioned Tesin fora dose three times a | which will greatly increase the population 
» of the city,— World,
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MISCELLANEOUS. chemical, is not decided yet I believe, b; 
Te scientific yee who have vieited 

THE DEVIL'S CANON IN CALIFORNIA. the ravine. If itis volcanic, Satan’s med- 

—a icine shop must not be very far below the 

[The Rev. T. Starr King, in the Boston | line baal a yay ss 

Transcript, gives the following description “ After leaving the canon we tried a 
SE Tag iS bath in the Holam, which is conducted at 

oo Sey err of pains in a ravine | bJood heat to a bath-house an eighth of a 

called “Tho Devil’s Canon:”] mile distant. It was refreshing, as a bath 

«The Geysers are situated in a ravine ong to be when the water is medicated 

called, not inappropriately, ‘The Devil's | With every kind of drug and vapor that 

Canon,’ which is a vast trench, a quarter scene is accounted serviceable to the 

of a mile Jong, ‘cut out of anuther ravine | haman frame. One ablution in such a 

nearly fifteen hundred feet deep. We hur- | tide ought to save @ man from the possi- 

ried by many of the lesser wonders in or- bility of rheumatism for life. And more 

der to reach the great steamboat spring, on grateful than the bath was the breathing 

the right-hand wall of the canon. Thisis of pure air, and the sight of healthful bloom 

the spout whose loud wheezing we heard, | after two hours’ rambling over the hot 

nearly a mile off, while descending into ashes and sou the Tartarean streams. 

the larger ravine on horseback. Around How delightful that so little of visible na- 

it is a huge pile of slags and frightful ture is a laboratory in which we see her 

clinkers, over which rises the continual chemical processes raw! The more won- 

roar of escaping steam from an orifice two derful chemistry is that which is sheathed 

feet in diameter, and impalsations precise- | in beauty. There is more violent appeal 

ly like those of a huge engine hard at | to the senses in the column of steam that 

work. Each beat ioe the vapor up vis- | Oars through the crevice of clinkers, and 

ibly fifty toa hundred feet; Bat in the | mounts a hundred feet to melt away; but 

early morning, when the air was cool, I | there is greater power and more cunning 

saw a column five hundred feet high, and handling of the chemical forces in the driv- 

widened to a cloud above, belched from | 98 of water two hundred feet through the 

the strange boiler that relieves its wrath | tree vines, to be arrested in the substance 

through the mountain side. Often, a little of leaf and twig, and in the sorcery that 

after sunrise, too, a rainbow can be seen converts its are into the hard column of 

on the steam cloud, spanning the whole | the tree trunk that will stand five hundred 

length of the awful trench with hues as if| years. In the ‘ Devil’s Canon’ we see na- 

they were refracted in pure water drops, ture analytic and critical, her work is 

and not in sulpburous vapors fresh from | mostly death. In the flowers, and groves, 

Hades. 
and hillsides lined with beauty, just out- 

“To describe all the strange substances side the sulphurous gorge, and in the blue 

and gases that lie along the Roce or issue | ir and noiseless light, we see Nature syn- 

from the crevices of the canon, would over- thetic and creative, wrapping her acids in 

load your columns and repel your readers. sweetness, vailing her noigome vapors i 

How a chemist would revel in noxious and ae transforming her fires into bloom, 

mephitic vapors that at or whistle out of essing her deadly gases to the work of 

— ; . ae f b 1_ Here he would oareil id away pvt: Seog aan 
urn up & of brown, crumbly soil, the Geysers, 2 

and ‘and a chy that looks like blue virial; ful that we have seen its marvelous ter- 

nearly under a shelving ledge is a brisk, Tors, and the more grateful that the Crea- 

bubbling pool, overhung with verdigris in- tor hides from us by so much ever-renew- 

crustings; a few feet of spirts a beaded jet | 2 loveliness on the bosom of the world 

eee ei oe; which chedy a dismal brown | the awful fact, which the * Professor’ has 

casting over the surrounding earth; a lit- concisely stated, that we live op 2 globe 
tle way farther still, is a spring that looks which has a “crust of fossils and heart of 

agentes Bie Se eens | caaaeais ein oa 
of alum welg! ‘0 or three hunt 7 : * 2. ~ 

of alum tineaa ‘pmall fountain of epeom | expt Calitvenia; oot a eceaes 
salts; not far off, again, a basin apparent- ac end: Success implements.—Prairie 

3 el ee reel tah | 
white, red, and biack sulphur springs; ¢F |" ‘The same in Wisconsin. Will not 1 

wall, from ‘whikk a steam exhales that nois enact the same liberal protection for 

covers the overhanging earth with a slimy this household God. 

toch it; 6 Bites you a5 rarenonsly te Experiments are bei made in the city 

aqua fortis. Whether. the. origin the | of Paris with electric light, as'a means of 

eats and vapors is volcanic, or simply | lighting the streets. ‘
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“]ESTIMONY IN FAVOR OF SORGHUM. | soil and climateis an entire success. And 
Twoals say = my penser. farmers of the 

eek orthwest, who earn the bread for them- ee serene ik ari | salves and families by honest bends, 
your eee of the 22d inst., wi tee “Don’t pay 80 cents per gallon for import. to the Sorghum Cane, I would take e leas- pay P z 2 ed molastes when you can make a better 
urevsi s8):D5 $0, your xeedemmene: © Cav? || cotinle for 25 eenka™? 
a ae goareerae penis wed Yours, HOPKINS SHIVERS. noes = . hundred gallons of the sor- Toulon, Nore 27th, 1860. e 

: 8 Ihave used Cook’s Evaporator No. 2, a 
which is asmallsize. The entire pene Curvesz Sucar Oanz.—Dr. Benjamin 
of rigging an Evaporator and Mill, was | Easton, of McHenry Co., has this moment 
about one hundred and five dollars. left our office. We have been talking with 

We manufactured from the cane from 20 | him about the Chinese Sugar Cane. Dur- 
to 40 gallons per day, working only during | ing the first two years of its culture in that 
the day time. part of the State, there were no proper or 

The reason why we manufactured so | adequate appliances for its manufacture. 
much more some days than others, was | Good syrup was not made. The culture 

f from the fact that our evaporator was not | of Sorghum became, comparatively, dis- 
q protected by any shed or building, and | continued. But not satisfied with the 

when the wind blew hard it seemed to | tests made, he last spring planted again, 
4 cool the pan nearly as fast as we could | and sent for a Cook’s Evaporator and other 
__ heat it, so that theevaporation necessarily | appliances, and has made for himself and 

progressed more slowly. The evaporator | his neignbors 10 or 12 barrels of excellent 
should stand within an enclosed building. | syrup, which sells see at 50 cents per 

3 The color of the syrup which I manufac- | gallon, and is pesteres at that price to 
tured was not quite as light as honey | any of the Southern syrups or molasses. 

q strained from new comb, but about thatof | So signal has been his success, that he in- 
honey strained from old comb. That | tends to plant muchmore. A complete rever- 

j made from cane cut before it was rpectoatly sion of opinion, with reped to it, has 
ripe, was of a dark color, about like ordi- | taken place awong his neig! bors, and they 
nary N. O. Molasses; while that which | are going to plant largely. He will en- 
was manufactured at just the sy time | large his facilities for manufacturing, and 

; (which is just before frost) was the color | work up the cane in the neighborhood. 
of new honey. If the frost bites the cane He says.it supplants the Southern syr- 
and it is manufactured soon after, it isnot | ups entirely in the kitchen, and, indeed, 
injured; butif it be allowed to lay a week | is substituted for sugar in the manufacture 
or two, it gives the syrup an unpleasant | of pie, cake, etc.—being preferred by 

flavor. house-wives. Mr. Easton is a man whose 
That which I worked yielded from 200 | opinion or statement of facts can be relied 

7 to 240 gallons per acre. on. We, therefore, ask some of our wise, 
There is no danger of burning the syrup | doubting cotemporaries down East, what 

unless you let the pan get nearly empty, sney are going to do about it? 
which is unnecessary. fin fact I do not nd, by the way, here * some Minne- 
think it would be possible to burn it with | sota testimony, from very close to the line 
@ wood fire. (North or st of 45° North latitude, 

The flavor of the syrup made from ripe | which we find inthe Minnesota Farmer: 
® cane, has been pronounced by all who “The Hon. D. T. Watson, of Lakeland, 

have tested it to be,in commercial lan- | has sent usa sample of very fine syrup, 
guage, A No. 1. which he has manufactured with one of 

ith regard to what our old friend of | Cook’s Evaporators. It is, in our opinion, 
__ the Ohio Farmer has seen, or perhaps quite a3 good an article as we Minneso- 

more truly has not seen, of the raising of | tians need, being much better than ordi- 
Sorghum in the Northwest, I have als to | nary molasses, and nearly equal to the 
say, that the probabilities are that he has best golden syrup. The color resembles 
not traveled in our section of the country; | that of honey, and with us the greenish 
for mine is only one of a large number of | taste is not an objection. Indeed, were 
mills that have been operating this season | we the Governor of this great State, we 
within the circle of my observation. Al-| would ask for no better eyrup than the 
though interested politicians, and super-| sample sent us by Mr. Watson; and 

j ray qpearern Ay croak long a aed, whether = get to be Governor or 
ie raising 0! elr OWD 8! ie | not, we 8 home industry, farmers of the North is a failece, ill T ea eon. aoe home-made syrup. 

; prvi sani praetor ys muse Not a dollar should go out of Minnesota 
observation I have had in the business, | for molasses or ea aE Ws bene 
that the introduction of Sorghum to our | season a thousand Evaporators will be in-
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troduced by our farmers, and that half a A FEW RELIABLE METHODS 

sah of ‘dollars will-be saved to our | op prerarina THE g0IL FOR, AND SOWING 
We sre nee nauhipes leet aiaaaes THE SEEDS OF CONSUMPTION. 

sults of Sorghum in this State the past oe all night till broad daylight,” 

season. A very small amount was planted | and ie withthe een the . 
owing to the scarcity of good seed and the | ing,” insufficiently wrapped, in open 
ill-suecess of the previous year. Some sae e ae 
good specimens were grown, however, and oa ahs a alte — ec etioa ‘i ar 

on in 
we doubt not well prmrecrard. nae icjodAdliallor Bishi 

rience proves that nothing is easier t! Wash clothes in steaming suds, and if 
to be fooled on the seed. We know of par- | the wind is blowing like “forty” hang 
ties that bought bad seed last spring, and | them to oF AA the yard without an extra 
lost largely in consequence of it. We | “*DPPEr abont your person. 
would recommend to all to plant none but Posen a oa —? to - omy 
seed that they have some pretty sure guar- | avoid thick boots or stag 
tee as to its quality. Experience shows | If you accidentally stop into a puddle of 
that some varieties are much earlier than pabensy ies meee mes - atone aalicy ' = = jf- | Your feet; and if caught in a shower wii 
others; probably it varies ae ae a market basket on one arm, and a band- 
ferent varieties of mee ml © ought f° | box in the other, so that it is impossible 
lant early varieties to fe. to keep your skirts held above the ground, 

: We still continue of the opinion that | don’t think of changing them. [ 
as ill be found, and ways found out If you haye been out “ sparking” until 

yereties mil tee, ay’ z the small hours of the night, and have a 
of manufacturing it, that will be highly | powerful presentiment that father will 
— if awl te ae hard ae you . pretiions wning you cont 
matter is better unders' ii pro ly | in the window over the shed, lie out in the 

be buta small job for each farmer either piazza or summer house; or if your home 
for himeelf, or hire other is devoid of those architectural luxuries, 

to manufacture for himself, or others, | repose for a few hours upon the “lap of 
his one or two hundred gallons of good | earth,” with the stars above, growing pale 
syrup if not sugar also, We hope and ex- | while peeping at you. 
pect to see it done despite of all rebuffs | Use hot water in shaving, and ride six 

and discouragements thus far. Quite a — —— of @ nor-easter with un- 

good many of Cook's Evaporators have | “Op retiring for the night, let your boots 
been introduced into our State the last | and hose be the first articles of clothing 
season, and thus far we have not heard of | removed, and have ever-so-many errands 

a party that is not pleased with them. ate the unheated room. f 
fhbly so. We should be | Sleep in unventilated apartments, and if 

sana pers es = segslicts makers. eriney: itian o by siete on ae ao 

What is their experience and opinions ee ainhzaracanientieical your fiend “l 2 

upon the matter? whether they have any | out, and mouth wide open, inhale ‘long 
good seed, &c. Let the public have the ee of frosty air to chill your heated 

‘ lungs. 
benefit of it whether favorable or unfavor- In short, to use Mr. Micawber’s phrase- 

able.—Ep, Faruer. ology, “check prespiration as frequently 
—~+->—__ as Pegeees 

A man in Ross county, Ohio, states that ‘he above methods may not be adapted 
he had made last season, from watermelons | to persons in every condition of life, but 
grown on one acre of ground, 18 barrels of | we doubt not they contain sufficient hints 

syrup, which ee 80 ne a a for reflective minds to devise rules for 
ing $460 for acre of the | their peculiar cases, 

fabor. bea! beret is as follows: Take en 
only the part of the melon, rub it Col. G. C. Quick, now in London, has 
through a wire sive into a barrel, then | purchased a live Hippopotamus for $20,- 

strain out the juicein a copper kettle, just : oat id 
‘as you would cider or maple sugar water, 000, and is about to bring it to the United 

‘and be careful not to soorch it when near- | States. If successful in bringing it across 
ly done.—Rural American. the Atlantic, it will be the first arrival of 

This beats Sorghum. the kind.
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3 BEEBE’S CORN SEPARATOR. 

‘ BEEBE'S CORN SEPARATOR, millers who make our corn meal will get : 
We give above a cut of Beebe’s Corn one and put it into use.—Ep. Faruer. 

Sonar, wtih ve aaverve opewbers | Beesuiow ox MeConmiers Tax Pa 
Nese 2 1” | gnTS,—A pplication has been made to the Hiinois and lowa are, under the necesity | Tomnicabher af Patents to eaten the 6 

~F Hany"ty ‘the small hand sellers, bat | Etiongo,Iiincs, fr mprorements inet 
1 when they have a large crop of corn they | V..ting machines. . . a g machines, A patent was granted 

the one ¢ ee ae aes ue to Mr. McCormick on the 23d of October, 
fnat Wah nt Shaeee to naxe teaching. 1847, which was surrendered and re-issued 

ry cee is well made, and that will do ina a aly AE = Sigs of 

satisfactory manner the work it is reeom- | 90: of Se, oat BSG. when ik wen hee 

auoaen sO pease nie eee facts, | issued! Giviied tats ten Satents, numbered 
machine that we did not think was just Respectively froma osMiup, fo, 82>. coe cate swiaGisic damier omaniet a Gaciis - re. | Lhe expiration of the original patent term 

fully examined the above machines, we can aaa pare Race ge Pee Uae 
recommend them to all who wish to pur- : 9 fe J d 

chase a good corn tnresher and separator. | Sly ar hearing before the Commnissi0t 
sre anger bin | ria nt dove rth th oat Fe 

i seen. It cleans the corn perfectly, making = at 1 o'clock. —Seientifie American. 
: it just what it should be to go into market, This is one of the patents that we hope 

j without any further oahle of cleaning | will notbe renewed. McCormick has lev- 
j through fanning mill. Mr. Beebe is | ied tribute eaough out of Western farm- 

ceo ey wid Se with him will | ers. He is probably already one of the 

eale jorably dealt by.—Warmer’s Advo- very richest men in the West, and made 

Norz.—The above machine is probably | °° by the exhorbitant profits on his Besp- 
just the thing for millers, warehousemen, ers. We hope he will not buy nor fool the 
and corn dealers, as well as large farmers. Dee ae ee < oe — 
It cleans as well as shells, a very impor- British Tax on Horses.— The number 
tant thing for milling or shipment, Corn of horses taxed in Great Britain last year 

" ordinarily taken to mill to grind is fall was 288,706 riding horses, and 1,499 race 
dust and dirt, all of which is eaten in | horses.’ The revenue raised amounted to 

the bread and pudding. We hope the $2,000,000,
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DRILLING Vs. ae SOWING OF writer labored ardently to prove that in 
fT. caspase ae cee as ar 

; ; ; eir roots muti and half destroye 
ae oe Pee grace grein crop in the | ©, is too aftenitlw onse in digging aie. it 

United States 101 whith etestet SPIOVe: | 7 Dotter 60 plant them with their entire ment has been made in its cultivation than tops than to cut them back in proportion 

in whoat, particularly in the great West | tolthe loss which their roots had sustain- 
sae es of this is Ene Until ed; and ina later number of the same within a few years our Western farmers * : : 4 
were without the benefit of railroads and | Work, the writer eanees wishes) indna: 
consequently without a market for their . 7 all ” re reat Ne ef a cee 
surplus wheat, ae there was no a Se ze nea emealactcnd the fons t 
to increase the crop by extra care and cul- a rvation, | 
tivation beyond the wants of the family or Spay ieiee coven phy siology: peevel 
neighborhood. Butin more modern times, soodaley GE ths ae oy is Saaniietanes 
since the opening of the markets of the anita ane of the other of these pro- 

wit ae ee ies be- cesses; but the writer seems to have a ma- = one of ae pom crops in a | oie for taking the opposite sideslot alllgop, 
large section of country, and hense our - . 
progressive farmers have found it to their ular questions of the day that have — 
interest to pespete their lands better and With oll i tal cont rea i tin ae ; 
to make such other iapsoremrnte in wheat ae ae calmilatel se anal Se catetat t ngs 

celine 65 aie eee aponk wien But there are some who a receive his more and better implements for cultiva- acsumonte ca law cand secsineetay thin 

the harrow, god the drill, ave been added | imAsmuch as they appear without dissent 
as or comment by the editors of one of the 

oy Samy an a 7 Des foremost papers in the country. It is the 
York and those of England in the perfec- giving publicity ea nei a 

ton of whet roving. Amin the fa: | ee ee fatiee proved implements that ave been intro- actiaaly “Gianiisy Aine Giteae 
duced there are none more important than ines = B =e have a ae Wa'ase . 

reat that is auen in seed es oltow in| pleased to seo all important matters die | 
sectnely afer coen hero the de cannot | iver Bghe bon. She ochion wish eke used to advant 0" inter- . 
ference of the oocaesabie ea weeds, ow propo of improremeat, bub garda 
are left on the land rx harvest. But | ¢ = 
where wheat is sown on fallow land or af- | 1p PHM snd paper cpt ee 
ter clean crops, the benefits of the drill tee a tor the: ubliz thathe should a ] 4 

have been enumerated again and again by Tent — Varn P * main 
those who have used them, and we do not | S*en*— "attey Sarmer. 
know of an instance where the drill has ee j 
been introduced that the farmer is willin, RECIPES. : 

to Mispontinns its ae ete = nature, of ae 
the preceding crop will admit of its opera- | Ux porgep WukaT Brea.—Wet with 
Sober ae ae for the eare- | 1.5: water pure, unboltediwheat meal, stir 

to, care on oe thelr OPS Brows | it with a stick or spoon as it cools, knead 
EY Vee a a little with the hands, make it into bus- 

have been pot in by the two methods, t0 | cuit or rolls, rub them over well with dry 
be ally convinced of theadvantages Of the } four, prick with a fork, and bake in a hob 

A prolific writer, and constant contrib- ore a ue eet should ‘begin'to bake 4 
utor to one of our most popular apni 5 : 
al periodicals, has labored through several To Use Srare Breap.—Slice the loaf 
columns in two consecutive numbers of | thinly, and make a batter as fhe pancakes, 
the work, with the promise of “ further only thinner; dip the slices in the batter, 
consideration of the i aa when other | and fry them brown in hot Butter or lard. 

facts and inferences will be adduced in il- Crisrep Porarors.—Boil potatoes un- 
Justration of the subject,” to prove that | +i) about half done, then peel and bake 
drilling wheat has no advantage over the | them in a hot oven. This is superior to 
old method of scattering the seed promis- | in, ordinary way of baking. 
cuously over the surface, to take its chance sie wae le oe 
for being covered at sufficient depth to in- h 'o Crzanse Waite Tsioth it with 

sure vegetation, or to remain on the sur- wheat flour and a flannel clo , and then 
face liable to be devonred by the birds. | With a clean flannel, Rab against the 

It is but a short tince since tne same | Ar™-
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{HE STATE AND COUNTY AGRICULTURAL by the State effectually to foster, promote, 4 SOCIETIES. and improve these leading interests, is auth wetes Se well expended, and returns to the people ; pray Raden race ‘ ns with accumulated profit, D. J. Powers, Hsq..—Dear as BS There can be a eee better cal- j much pleased with your remarks in pen eninge as collect, diffuse and disseminate q November number of the Former; one facts involving i: ts in th 

in State Agricultural Socie- S improvements = nee to the Wisconsin z ae hich h branches of business, than a judiciously ; Saeaee ees i organized and well regulated State Agri- Prompted our Legislature from time to cultural and Manufacturing Board. It time to sustain this Society, by its liberal shoula be oumiposeds Hob of oafitic b iations, shows that there was an Eee Bon ee oe 
Sppropria Z h j- | of practical men, sufficiently versed in Sci- : cxpectation*thas the money tlins SREP ence to decide correctly upon the practica- See eae abenied moan tarde ofa bility of adopting any measures that ma: 

4 general benefit to the State, in promoting be brought haf “ it r v 
aceuine = SAG py pabeebeers In order to represent the interests of the ing industrial interests. 5 . whole State, let it be composed as you The money so appropriated to agrical- suggest. Let this Board offer premiums 

3 tural societies, both State and county, is or rewards for practical treatises iti from the General Fund, provided by the practical subjects. Let such of these treat- einen revenues of the State; and the ises. as may be valuable, be published in citizens of every portion of our wide do- connection with the proceedings ‘of the main, are equally entitled to the benefits Board, and let this volume of Proceedings : arising from the expenditure, ard treatises be furnished to the Common The question, Do the State and county School libraries among the different dis- agricultural societies as at present organ- | trictg in the State, o ized and managed accomplish this object? | 7, 34 an old axiom “That Knowledge is . is what is most Proper to be discussed, as Power.’ By this means knowledge would involving the practical points of interest be disseminated and furnished as a fitting to the whole State, This main question, pabulum to nourish youthful minds and ft however, I shall pass over with the remark them for usefulness when they arrive at that the published proceedings of the State Vigorous manhood. 4 Society show that it is managed entirely | “phe history of older countries than Wis bya few individuals, representing but a consin show that we have much to learn circumscribed locality, as compared with | jn order to preserve the fidelity of our vir- the whole State, and the chief benefits dis- gin soil. Other countries of greater natu- pensed by it are confined to those indivia- ral fertility than ours have been abandon- uals. Or in other words, the money ap- | ea in consequence of the exhausting sys- 4 propriated by the State and coming into | tom of cropping that its agriculturists have the Society from other sources, is expend. pursued, and wherever this old exhausting ed in providing for the State Fair and system is or may be practised like results awarded as premiums for animals, farm will always follow. # and horticultural products, manufactured I think it may be safely said that nine- ; articles and machinery, and there are very | teen-twentieths of the pretended farmers 9 few individuals outside of the Society of our State are now on this down-hill "proper, that are at all benefitted by any course, and are steadily pursuing it be- knowledge thus originated and diffused. cause, forsooth, they know not what else The absolute leading interests of the todo. The habits formed in accordance j State are agriculture and domestic mana- | with che principles instilled into the minds factures; next comes mining, and domes. of peopie when young, have so strong a ; tic and foreign commerce, These pursuits | hold, and the knowledge of science among comprise the whole laudable business of | our farmers, as applied to their business, the State. Commerce, both domestic and is so limited, that in all human probability foreign, depends chiefly upon agriculture complaints of the barrenness of our soil, and manufactures, Now, whatever is done and of our ungenial climate, will be nu-
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merous and loud before the knowledge | to benefit the masses, must be dissemina 

necessary to change this state of things | ted. The majority of our farmers have 
will become general. but a limited conception of science as ap- 

If our Legislature about to assemble | plied even to their own pursuits, and need 
should in their wisdom find that the Wis- | te be instructed in elementary principles. 
consin State and County Agricultural So-| _ Let the State then change the applica- 

cieties as now organized and managed, are | tion of her oe orci zs - = - 
doing all that can be done to promote these | couragemen' ? 
vital interests of the ee then let | for supplying our common school libraries | 
it inaugurate no change, but rather extend | With such works as will be useful when 
to them such further encouragement as | ted, and of practical application to our 
may be in its power to do. country, eoil) and climate. x Such clement- 

That our leading industrial interests | “7 Se aetel ca ~~ — 
need the fostering aid of legislation every on 2 Rapes a 

inna Dee yes no pean. ee: oe and in this manner introduced mit. Next to our educational system as | . _ _ 

applied to common schools, none need it | int? o Sek ane en 
paar: tapped abe, boeithy: a per The youthfel mind can be just as effect- 
Birenoemns of, the Binks Je 90 Saree ually trained to delight in pursuits after 
ponnected me pos Hist pe may: almost knowledge, as to be suffered to run in the 

ed iad a = — Pa artontet paths of folly and dissipation, and when 

+ ie ne sess oe the difference which exists between the 

. of our State is to abstract from the soil its PRA TEE MAR 

gerain-producing properties, and send itout | joists is taken into account, all will 
ot he ipounizy 20 snelain mechanics 300. admit that any reasonable amount of mon- 
Basnptapeeroes a bromy nr CHPi is ey that may be expended so 4s to usefully 
Fish Pa a eater sericpliane, aa occupy what would be otherwise intellect- 
sist chiefly of wheat, while our wearing ual waste places, will be profitably appro- 

apparel, including the raw material of riated. Zi aa 
which it is composed, is chiefly of foreign P Pretiiums as Geely Kwicded acatob- 
production, and a large proportion of our tained at agricultural aA ad mechaniéal falco 

dome-tic implements are manufactured in are of very little general benefit. ‘The de- 

Ge aoe. sire and design of nine-tenths who join 
The tribute we thus pay to other coun- | such societies is to obtain a larger sum of 

tries is fully equal to seven-eights of the | money for a small one, irrespective of any 
entire agricultural surplus produce of our practical good that may be connected with 
State, and the elementary grain principle | jt, saye that of “ lining their own purse,” 

is thus carried off never to return. This | ang where such a disposition exists, there 
constantly carrying off must of course 8000 | is no wonder that charges of favoritism 
impoverish our soil and render it unpro-| ong partiality, and a misapplication of 

ductive. money should be made. 
I have no doubt but our State Agricul-| Should our Legislature this winter de- 

taral Society has been the means of intro- | termine to change the organization from 

ducing improvements into the State to a| «The Agricultura] Society” to that of a 
limited extent, but then the knowledge of | «State Agricultural Board,” as far as pos- 
these improvements is confined to a favor- | sible provisions should be made to secure 

ed few. To be sure the Society publishes | its management to such individuals as 
its proceedings, which makes when taste- | would look faithfully to the public good. 
fally bound a very pretty volume fora Yours truly, 1. B. Bratnarp, 
farmer’s library, but probably not one in} | Waupaca, Dec. 17th, 1860. 
fifty of our agricultural tax payers have Reet 
any idea of the existence of such a book. EL} The quickest way to make “ eye- 

Tho knowledge of improvements, so as | Water” is to run your nose against « post.
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RECIPES FOR ECONOMIZING. sherry-cobblers and brandy-smashes on all Occasions. PARTICULARLY APPLICABLE T0 HARD TIMES. Yet tis day pass ‘without te: ing by some- 

— thing for cloudy weather. Halt a dime is For Lapies Ker off Broadway when pee than cone a you aoe save “ Fn a?? “ ~ something out of the smalles: ‘ary, you ee sat Saeacedinery, re- Ke eer ana yourself en rete Leave your:purse in the burean-drawer | the poor-house at home, it necessity compels you to pass | _ Don’t think how long you have had that a “cheap store |” old coat of yours—think, rather, how much If you catch yourself thinking how —_ you can make it last. ‘ “nice” it would be if you could have anew | _ Send two dollars for a year’s subscrip- 
- oct; - | tion to Lirg Inzusrrarep. You will find 

carpet, just transfer the adjective to anoth. 
er subject, and reflect how “nice” the old | at the end of caste that the nou W, has one still looks. been well inves! ed.—Mrs. Grorce Wasn- Tf you see anything going at a ‘ruinous | NCTON WrLLs, in Life Mlustrated. sacrifice” —let it go! For the two dollars we will send both Dont subscribe to that doctrine ofecon- | Lirz Inuusrratep and the Wisconsin omy which buys a shilling calico “to | Panwun, Who will do better than that? save,” and then pays a dressmaker three eg times the value of the fabric to make it up. COAL OIL. Settle in your mind just what you can agtivitg 42 Ty areal “a afford to buy,before you can go to market, When bituminous coal is placed in a re- and don’t allow ourself to be tempted by | tort and heated, it undergoes destructive { any “ surprisingly cheap” luxury, distillation; that is to say, the elements of its your purse big enough to hold the | which it is is hee are separated from pennies, and dies them there. each other, so that the substance is no Don’t feel mortified because your neigh: longer coal, but is transformed into a num- bor sneers at the darn in your pocket- ber of other substances, twenty of which handkerchief, or the mended place in your have been already separated and examined, gloves; the time will probably come when | Of these twenty, three are oils—benzole, all the needles and thread in Christendom | toluol and cumo/, F : will be insufficient to mend her broken Benzole possesses peculiar Properties fortunes, which render it valuable for many pur- Remember that your expenditures must | Poses in the arts. It is powerful solvent be regulated by your own circumstances, of gums, resins and fats, which property, not the “ say so” of Mrs. Grundy. “Let | besides rendering it useful when solutions every woman judge for herself” is a capi- | Of these substances are required, makes i- tal motto y a very efficient detergent for cleaning cloth, And, above all, never allow yourself to leather, carpets, &e., from spots of grease, forget that money Goes faster after cheap | Tesin and tar. It causes no injury to the things than expensive ones. And that, as | Color, and leaves no odor in the fabric. the wife can not earn money, it is her | Benzole is the lighest and most volatile of duty to save it. the oils obtained from coal, its boiling wor GENTLEMEN.—Get a port-monaie | Point being 186°. : with a good theumatic clasp to it—these | . The coal oils of commerce which are em- Purses that are easily opened are easily ployed for lubricating and lightning inl emptied. poses are principally mixtures of toluol Don't carry bank bills about with you, | 42d cumol, generally containing ae unless you want to use them immediately; | ties; the heavier oils aeenie a large leave your money at home with your wife, |i, of cumol, and the ighter a and it will bea great deal easier to eay | larger proportion of toluol. A camparison “No” to those Pateawin friends who | Of the — point and composition of ‘come within the Scripture aduss of “ney. | these three oils is shown in the following or repaying.” table: 

you feel inclined to smoke a six-cent Boiling point. Composition. Havana, just put agood rye-straw between | Bemtolevee- vs 1308 ol HS tas teeth instead, and « chaw it’’ at your Cumol 4.0.2... 814,5° C18 H12 eisure. It is astonishing how superior Tt will be seen that they are all com- you will find the flavor. posed of carbon and hydrogen. As there Don’t get into a car or omnibus to ride | is a large class of organic products which half-a-dozen blocks, but walk, and set your | differ from each other in composition by meezish blood ne brisk circulation. | the os of two atoms of carbon = ereby you will save two thi ‘your | two of hydrogen, and as the existence fare and Your doctor’s bill. Aa another oil between the eumol and rae Remember how superior water is to | with the Composition of O** H*, woul
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cause the series of coal oils to vary from | egg in the juice of four fresh lim lem- 
each other, according to this law, tte sup- a then ae two abbepentale’ ee 
posed that there is probably such an oil | ized loaf-sugar, frisk all until light, and it 
which has never been separated. is fit for use. : 

In the distillation of the coal, the lighter | For an Onpinany Coup ow tHe Cxest. 

and more volatile oils come over at the | —Sew half a dozen onions (white ones if 
lowest temperature, and as the ee possible, as their odor is not so strong as 
ture rises those which are heavier and less | the red) in an old piece of white =e; 
volatile are obtained. If the retort is too | pound them with @ hammer until all aro 

pighly, Benn, the coal is pete Seer seed ved the muslin moist with the 
osed in ermanent gas, whi t | juice. i 

i poulaeet into Tiquid cil The pro- ‘avoid oa _— 
— obsained by the destructive distilla- pies ie a oat tikes! 

ion of oj vei uch with the tem- 

perature Re ie aad Sy of the prin rd 

cipal objects a using a retorting retort is | Are we actuall sing through a a ti M 
eet ite contents ot the same | « foancial orisis 2 Pe Mriocls eS 

Cickl oil ta far Sapeetnk’bo "Say obber'for | 22. *2P Sach 28 done a= wealtheaisceup 
lighting purposes; Tt produces Boone vox | around us in brown-stone palaces, and la~ 
and most perfect of all artificial Iights. 1¢ | “168 promenade our thoroughfares in cos” 
ie aloo uncbjectithable on the eoora of | mee shat might eqmalen cisnress « zohes 
cleanliness; if Jamp oil is dropped upon a | £7 splendor. ‘There is no judging by ap- 
carpet, it makes @ dingy epot, but coal oil, | Dearances, 18 there? But when the storm 
on the contrary, makes the ¢ cleaner. | 298 burst upon us, what are we going to 

Nearly all organic substances absorb oxy: | 9°? wyest will the men ala is 
gen and decay; lard oil, whale oil, butter, live within their salaries, even in prosper- 

c., become rancid by the absorption of ow sire d yeet aul boome: of she.we- 
oxygen; but as pure coal oil does not ab- men who have een taught to consider 

sorb oxygen, it sii tan rte that it is vulgar to go into their own kitch- 

decays. As this oil contains no oxygen, | 0% and put their own shoulder to the do- 

it is a perfect protection of any metal im. meric mboel? CO sllrepecimens iatithe 

mereed in it from rast, and hence is is par- | i? female, your American woman is 
ticularly adapted for oiling cutlery, &e. eee ane a roreree OF TESS 

othe cocnemntty babs farnili She can not work, gj she is asham- 
with its peo altar’ c An peetiag, oo eehber ‘of ed” —consequently she can only indulge in 

its uses is constantly increasing, and con- | V4’, Tepiminas and piteous complaints, 
acdunntty the dawanad fects ie bet ~ | which are about as soothing to the feelings 
ie tae ' ing stead- | of the unfortunate individual yoked to her 

It is probable that many substances will for life as oil upon a raging fire. How 
be derived from alpen those at pres- aaah of the men a0 are Ly ieee. 

ent known, and that the applications of | > 1° Papers 8 ving jumped. of te 
this most valnable commodity will be | °c s2¢ Sakon arsenic, could trace Bini 
largely increased.—Scientific American. troubles back to a gloomy home and a 
coo wene G 2 whining wife? More, we fear, than would 

a e have been using Kerosene | be creditable to the sex. Men and women 

(coal oil) for the last few months, and find | are educated for wealth and prosperity— 

it much the best article for light that we why are ) Shay never been educated for a 
anic ne thing is as likely to hay 

a a ae as well as the cheapect = the other in this maLtoaea camden 

aid and candles are nowhere compared | country. We know of some individuals 
with it. We can heartily recommend to | who live in a perpetual panie—who are 

all to try it. Banish fluid if you use it, | elways ‘‘ suspending payment—who take 
and all dangers of explosion with it. est a to solicit in whis- 

e um, 7m ten 

Fluid lamps can be altered for ——- cents to five dollars. Walksow of some 
at fifty cents each. Kerosene is much | women who never can make both ends of 
cheaper than fluid, and we think it is att parece sets and whose reckless er 

bound to supercede all other lighting ma- chasesiot pike set 2 Sone getesraneed 
ae creating “panics” in the rest of their 

terials just as fast as known.—Ep. Fakw. | ho shela fand: i i: . ° usehold fnnds—who starve their fami- 

se —_+-+-—__ lies one day and surfeit them, the next. 

a EDY FOR A Couvex.—Two tea re To such people, a financial squeeze, more 
cider vinegar, four do. loaf-sugar, six do. | or less, in the course of a few years, does 
water; stew a few minutes, and when | not make much difference. Would that it 

bere bottle for — aes 5 nh as en to the rest of the world. 
NoTHER.—Dissolye a unbroken | —Life Illustra
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EDITOR’S T ‘ABLE. eral instruction in all that is known in the === | seat art ofarts? The agricultural press The Press of the State—Acknowledgements. is bound to be Sppreciated, and grow in During the past year as in times before, | magnitude and importance to an unlimited has extended to us a kind and helping | extent, 

hand in the way of frequent complimenta- —_ ry notices and kindly courtesies : for all “i m eaparenanarys Zon, Suascerans | of which we feel — grateful, and only Ohio Gta, has need us thet regret that we have no efficient and ample the system of offering sensational premi- mode of payment by reciprocity. ums, indulged in by many of our contem- But our editorial brethren may Test as- | poraties, is deceptive in character and vice sured that their kind favors are duly real- tate ane gn We pees rpg isa ized, and will be repaid to them or their traction, titoad of hiring people to take ebildren should opportunity ever present. | them, by the offer of silly su, plums. pa ue or on all i cod thi —_ i ails he stag icing oe ofthe greatest hams Are all coming to us bright and promis- | p,4 foregoing expresses our views ex- ing for the new year, presenting an array actly, and the most shocking sight we see of talent and interest hardly found in any | ;, connection with the agricultural presa other department of journalism, is the blazing offers of great premiums, The agricultural press has grown to a | They particularly abound the present year, high degree of importance within the last and though usually connected with the few years, and in all probability has only | boast on the part of the publishers that begun to be appreciated at its true value. | their circulation is already immense and True many who call themselves farmers rapidly increasing, still we are led to be- are yet unable to realize its importance, | lieve that such spasmodic efforts usually and still find much more in Some political | indicate just the reverse, as the true con- or general news sheet to interest them; | dition of things, The idea of offering any- but this is accounted for from the fact where from fifty to five hundred dollars 4 that their tastes are not agricultural, and | for the largest list of subscribers at the that they are probably only farmers from lowest club rates, (usually not paying a accident. Such farmers will usually inthe | penny of profit) is simply absurd, if hon- end be found to be accidental in their est, and worse yet ifa cheat. A good pa- operations and regults, per and an appreciative set of readers ought To offset the latter class a thuch larger | to sustain each other, without any such one will be found, who are beginning to | mock auction or gambling devices, and learn that accident is not the true system | when they do not, then it would be better for farming, and that those who would at- | for all parties to stop than to thus attempt tain to any creditable success must advance | to keep on. If anything finally runs the in their calling and keep well posted in all | agricultural press into the ground, it will its details; not merely in what they can | be this meretricious mode of doing things, find out from their own observation, but | Another modern practice equally insulting in all that can be learned from the experi- | to all good taste, is that of crowding in ence and knowledge of others. And this | all the flashy, trashy, pictures from every latter can only be done through the medi- | old book publisher in the country, and um of the agricultural press, calling them splendid il/ustrations. What A good editor continually collects ang | do they usually illustrate? Gammon, spreads all important facts, ideas and ae 
| 

items occurring, before his readers from | Cook’s Evaporator, week to week and month to month, be- So far as we have heard has given the sides holding his columns open for addi- highest satisfaction to all who have used tional enquiry on each and every topic. | it. We think they will be considerably What more efficient means could well be | used in the making of maple sugar the’ devised for the purpose of extending gen. | coming spring. .
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‘What of the Times. than of old, no doubt. Still it may not be 
The dull snug times have stood about as well to flatter ourselves too much in that 

stationary for the last month as if stereo- | direction, and forget that we aro still im- 

ip "Ph ep in prs patting | Yad ih ho nan eins i ce the bottom shelf at once, and there they ont Saas sealed . ug! 

heve steadily remained. The derange- ages, ee W ho 

ment and depression in money matters ap- | Of us can tell how much provocation it 
pears to be the main cause of the difficul- would require to develope the war spirit 

ty so far at least as the West is concerned. within = how a — 7 

If the state stocks on which our West- | citement to arouse the tige 4 
ern banks are founded should improve | and to send us thirsting for the blooi 
again in value, and promise some degree | Ur enemies. E : 

ili ld If distant, protending evils derange and 
— ete ees _ me block the wheels of all legitimate business 
and farnish circulation for buying and —_ _ wae _— ~— of ac- 
handling the yet remaining large bulk of | tual revolution and warfare? Suppose, 

Sens in HE (what is possible but hardly probable) 
Paper Omens : that this great nation should actually get 

The momentous national questions that by the ears, and turn their reapers anit 

are agitating the country lay at the bot- | -owers into baggage wagons and war 
tom of the whole difficulty, and. until they chariots, their cott:m gins into flying ar- 

are disposed of or seek oak their own sal- tillery, and their negroes into pack horses; 
vation in some way sufficient at least to | should tnn their wheat, corn and —— 
pretty clearly indicate what the final con- | gejds into ‘field of battle for » few cafn- 
eemanon thee will be, we can hardly paigns; when our young men by the mill- 
~ ik for any: asteris|, improrement or ion would be drafted into the armies, and 

a poe Dees ieee (penere ee our maidens left to single blessedness; sup- 
no considerable reason to look for a furth- pose all this, we eay, and all its conse- 

ce Seproesion:: SUll Sq oxmee cmice io quent evils, and what kind of a lesson 
ae bose antowan +> paxipeaoees condi- would it teach the present inexperienced 
tion, might, if aggravated by any. addition. generation, few or none of whom have 

= er ‘roumstanoes, still send us | over geen any real trouble or hardships? 
ian = re aoe jor Rigen oven | rhe present times, oppressing as they now 

of th se ~ ae meee 5 soir in seem, would in comparison with wars and 
e mes, ‘That the times have | desolations, brighten up to a covetable 

eh = nly speaking, for standard, Beyond dispute. 

Some years past, all will admit we feel | We have not indalged in so much spec 
sure, still we should not forget that much ulation because we really expect ever to 

a a been seen by out fathers see the American people so foolish as to 
and grandfathers in the olden times; of aint : 

‘ . p into the follies and outrages of bloody 
pe - of a pee ensizentinine war, still many stranger things have hap- 

oe oom waste pened and may happen again, so it is well 
This generation of Americans have sail- | enough to think of such matters occasion- 

ed so long upon smooth, quiet and pros- | ally, if for no other reason than to realize 
perous waters, that even little squalls and | from comparison our true condition in the 
small waves seem like a big storm, and to | present. Deplorable however as such 
send our fair weather business prospects | war consequences would be, we still deem 
kiting in all directions, Perhaps itis well | them less disastrous in their effects than 
enough for all of us to reflect upon these | would be an abandonment of principle in 
things, and in some measure to realize | fundamental matters of government and 
the changes and chances that are always | civil liberty. A people who stand firm 

possible to arise sooner or later even | and unflinching for the right will in the 
among the most quiet and orderly commu- | end come out Tight, while those who bend 

nities. to every breeze will usually come out about 
Mankind have grown somewhat wiser | where they happen to. Let us all do the
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right thing, and keep doing, and trust to Ttems from Winnebago County. God and Providence for the results, The D. J. Powrrs & Co.:—Please find en- times will come right when they get | closed one dollar for the Farmer for 1861. ready. 

Your plan of a reorganization of our 
, 

State Society meets with general favor in a this vicinity. I hope the time is not far A farmer in Watertown, Conn., has been distant whon Something of that kind may fined for letting Canada thistles G0 toseed |p, done to make our State Society a true on his own Jand.—Lzchange. exponent of the agricultural interesta of Served him right, of Course, as the seed | tpi, great State. would surely blow and scatter all over the Our ex- Assemblyman, Geo. S, Barnum, i neighborhood. We ought to have such a after using all the arts which politicians law in every State in the North-West, and | know 80 well how to use, failed to secure heavy penalties attached to it. When ® renomination, so he run as stump candi- ; Canada thistles once get fairly into our date, and after being adopted by the Dem- soil, all the power of our State and the Peo- | cerats received only about one third of the ple cannot get them out again; while the | vote of the district, his own town giving keeping them out in the first place is per- | him only 76 Republican votes out of 300, fectly easy. Clearly a case where an ounce A first rate example to servants who as. of prevention is worth not a pound but a | sume to be masters, ton of cure. Woe to them who either Respectfully yours, H. scatter or allow thistles to grow in the Winnebago Co., Dec, 3, 60, West! 
= 

The Kirby Reaper and Mower. Re 
We would like to hear from those who 

Ping Appre Cuersr.—Mr, Norton, of used it in the State last season, Alliwe Goshen, Ct, manufactures this form of have met speak in high terms of it, par- cheese quite extensively. The Homestead ticularly to use on uneyen ground. thus describes the Process: “The ourd The Kirby principle patented, or one of of about three hundred cows is bought and the most important of them, is the inde- daily brought to the factory to be made | pendent action of the cutter bar; not be- into pine apple cheese. These weigh | ing governed in its height by the driving about six and one-third pounds each, and wheel, but having an entirely independent about six hundred and fifty are made every | action, admitting of being raised or lower- Week in the best of the season. They are | od at pleasure, pressed in smooth moulds, the marks upon This peculiarity is claimed to adapt it the surface being made by softening them to running on rougher ground, either in in hot water, and hanging them in nets reaping or mowing, than any oiher ma. made for the purpose. Here they hang | chine going; especially on wet and boggy till fully cured and fit to send to marketf mashes, where many mowers would not The whole number made this year is about Tun at all, it is said to do good work, ten thousand. They are carefully boxed | We would like to hear from disinterested and sent to market in the neatest order, persons who have given it a fair trial, ag and being made hard and firm, they im- | We are constantly enquired of in relation Prove with age, enduring any climate, and | +o it, and wish to be able to give relia- are in steady demand for shipping,” ble answers to enquirers. Furthermore — we have engaged to assist the manufac- Peach Blow Potatoes. turers in getting up a good and reliable | 
How have those potatoes that were re- Corps of agents for selling it in Wisconsin, | commended so highly last spring proved in | for all of which reasons we wish to learn quality, &¢.? We would like to learn from | all we can about it, and especially if it } 

those who tried them. Ours were planted | proves as superior as claimed for it. Those | very late and were late in maturing. Did | who will have the kindness to post us on f not have a fair chance, hence do not prove the subject may benefit both themselves ang | anything extraordinary. the public, : 
i 

i
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po Mutual Insurance Company—Its An- | Postal Reform. 
nual Meeting. 

This company holds its annual meeting aa iy ce Se eo 

and election on the 7th of January, at 2 6 = i Per 4 aan 
P. M., at their office in this city. en to Congress. He proposed to redaoe We boss srearisn magsiok iceaadataien the postage on seeds and cuttings sent by 

resent - can make it ct to at- sae so eaekakes OF Doc anore Sian iets 
P on maps a at. | Cunces, to one cent an ounce, instead of 
— Hig i ins rating them at six cents an ounce, as at 

tion; all losses paid S st any as- pe ae pe = oa ® ea me E a will enact the same into a law. It willbe 
— — 1858, and no prospect of | or sore service to the country than the 

pare pec. ee ee ee free distribution of the Patent Office. 

what is jamal theoretically for mutual a ze a See eae Pe made 
companies: and that is, that they can in- ands privilege eae ought to_be enjoy: ed. 
eatslEse anal Aealuibanids shane) by We have paid piles of postage that this 

stock companies. Insurance in this com- xore ee 

pany for the years of 1859 und 1860, has illy afford to pay. 

not cost on five year policies over from —_ 
seventeen to twenty cents on the hundred | witlow Fences. 

dollars, or froma fifth to a sixth of one DS! Powanel® Gol meat) se 

ay! Sn —— For your notice in the Nov. No. of the 

We have the last annual report of ‘the ee en es eee 
old Vermont Mutual, in which. they show | {ter if you or any friends you have, 
that their insurance i farm Simei has om ne aon ie Dito nee perhaps you would like to see what a wil- 
not cost over about one seventh of one per | jow fence looks like, and what the reason- 

Hie lh aoe i semen for —— able prospect is of its being a permanent 
‘ourteen years. On the contrary we know | fence, I have just finished Zayering about 

of no mee scorer Saenen for less | § rods, and shall finish about 30 rods more 
wr pe aS Be encores ifI have time next spring. It will give a 

panies make vast amounts of money out of ees ines > an, ets Beep? ipti . 
such farm insurance; and what they make ga ss oe eae a 

the farmers lose. 

Stock companies make vast sums of | ayitwaukee, Nov thy 1800. 
money annually out of our State, not only 

on farm property but on business property = 
of all kinds. We ought to havea good | Sorghum Seed- 

Mutual Company for insuring commercial We would like to enquire if anybody 
and business property. If once well start- | grew any ripe Sorghum seed last season, 
ed and properly conducted, stores, mer- | and if they have quantities to spare? 

chandize, mills, and all ordinarily good | We are beginning to be enquired of in 
ie Pet = cerca one | relation to it, and do not know what ar- 

re no ae eee com- | swer to make. That there is a great dif- 
panies; then the State would save the | ference in the early maturity and ripening 

; other half and it would be a large sum, | of different varieties of seed we are sure, 
indeed. 2 __ | probably just as much as with the differ- 

wonene ee ree come in | ent kinds of corn. It is the early kinds 
ee faire — eatin Mutual; . that we need for this climate and 

better ed understand it the better wo | latitude. 
presume they will think of it. We hope those who have information 

=e upon the subject will enlighten us all they 

‘Who has it for sale? We hear inquiries | © both as to good seed and where it’ can 
for it. : be got, for another years planting.
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“i pele our call upon ee Oe ee y os ots . 

you to do what you can in your respective = +e of ee woe 

localities for the circulation of the Farmer pete Provisions may have to he made for 
for the year of 1861, and in doing so are sel + 

unable . hold out 25 you any — extra- aaeee ms “ar er i 
4 * : mericans ani joug! |s into sol- 

enary indent io thy of | airy nt holy erent, 
We simply ask our friends to work for he re run Be, specu oa ? 

us as they have hitherto done, on the same 2 ti ae aD Tieteios the Bistoe Tf f 

principle that we publish the Farmer for = eer ap. better instead ‘of ae 
the good that we hope to do and effectuate ‘ P inant tha 2 
through its instrumentalit; We have Which we ‘hope, ° lease, Cee we nce see 
ayer Sonited on ang ee mine what will call for a long session, or even 

OP | ees 
sonally from the publication of the Farmer, Suny t — 
but have found much higher incentives for | Fowl Meadow Grass Seed- 

our continued labors. Thesame must ani-| A gentleman to whom we forwarded 
mate all who take a look beyond the | some of this seed last spring, informs us 

present. that it turned out to be bogus in the high- : 

That our State owes something of its | est degree, being composed of every vile 

rapid progress in agricultural and business | article. 

development to the labors of the Farmer, This being the only case we have heard 

and the band of friends who have stead- | from, we are led to inquire how it was 

fastly labored for it, cannot well be doubt- | with others who tried it? If we were 

ed, and that we still owe aduty in the | humbugged generally by those who for- 
same direction is equally certain. warded it tous asa genuine article, we : 

Let all then, who still think as we do, | Will Jook the matter up, and prevent if we 
continue to lend a helping hand to this | °#D» their fooling others. 
home enterprise, and trust to time and the ‘We should be glad to hear from all who 

future for the results, they cannot well fail | ‘ied it. 
in the end. . ° 

Tet Sie Free ice sein | fee Sats Resuemmnek, Mermea 
owed its prosperity to the favor and indus- | nuts for groves, or rails, in rows, 30 feet 
try of its friends is fully realized and ac- oper the next best is Yellow Locust, 

knowledged. Anda continuation of the | Plant same = Chestnut nfs ee = as for 

same kind favor is confidently hoped for comy ae Se ena 
and counted upon. Look up our old oubt i i 

. We doubt if the Chestnut will grow and 
patrons and friends in all the localities, , tand our climate. We have seen a few 
and put them on the course for 1861, the fe ‘ ; 

‘ trees that grew to bearing, but few indeed. 
earlier the better. All is ki * , . 

silts aay Meadaiaad dere ee | ate te ran anes 
the fallest extent, as often as opportunity pager ae bo aegis 
occurs. Let us hear from you then friends - — nee is 8 
beg ae Pal as practicable, andas| Tue Yerzow Locusr has been exten- 

Bly ly as possible, sively planted all over the State, and a 

Rn cana | tix pomeraae: oar eee 8 early this mon or | it for groves an r. It may do very 

how much important business is likely to | well for the former, but for the latter we 

come before it we do not know; much per- | think it is falling considerably short of éx- 
haps depends upon the disturbing move- | pectations. It grows fast for a little time, 

—" the country. Should matters in | but only attains a small size in many years; 
direction get worse, it might materi- | besides the borer is very apt to destroy it. 

bed augment legislation, not only in re-| We have mainly lost our faith in it, and 
ion to currency and collections, but per- | don’t believe it is going to answer.
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Basan er 
See Gorge erereny HPT Boge Fine te Cot Deb Reel Reve 

SE ioceaen dlobuer. sms Gatsers NOt Messrs. Evrrors:—Observing in your 

this Society were elected at the annual Lo eee ae telative “to ‘the ‘inte j 
meeting, Nov. 14, 1860, and are as when timber should be cut to make it dur- 

na able, I in answer to this question do here- 

President—KEdward Saxe; Vice Preei- by state that I can produce poplar rails 4 

dents—Amasisli Sizang; > Jesse’ Polsid, made in the month of April in the year 

Huntress Ross, Asa B. Swain, Edward 1846 that are sound this day, free from rot, 

Wright, John Hockenbry, B. F. Frisbe, and better than any oak rail I have in my 1 

W. D. Carpenter, Nelson Nelson, Royse fence made at the same date. The trees 

F. Stevens, Barney B, French, George ae seen Pale, ere eee a 
Hawley, John L. Pope, Curtis Walker, and in splitting the trees the bark came 

Joseph Miliken, Jelm Olsistie, Jobs A, jaye Soe re a gaat 
Dedrisk; Seth Rowley; Secretary— Aug. timber seasoned at once, hence the dura- 

P. Noyes; Treasurer—Alvah Nash; Exeo- eee Joszru Rozerrs. 

utive Committee—Seth Rowley, Judson ee aOR Coe Ue: 

Luce, Geo. Smith, D. L. Bunn, J. H. Ours eoness, 
Crocker. 2 a COP see ny i ey eee 

. Cs; WW the Throat, Relieve the Hicking 

Wavxesna Counry.—The following | (Yn uA ee ee ee ied 4 

named gentlemen were elected officers of os aa S Clear and prssendiinsent es 

“the Waukesha Co. Agricultural Society, | aa peta 
for the ensuing year, at their annual meet- PURME. SPEAKERS AND SINGERS, 

: ew are 
ing Deo 10th: Cough or vTepmmon cold te ite frst ts { 

President—W. D. Bacon; Secretary— piich in Oss heriunsns veel yield to a mild reme- 

M., Sellers; Treasurer—R. B. Hammond; | 2yencict Frocks contelning demufocnt ingreaie 

Executive Committee—O. 8. Rathbun, an at, 3 “ mat sane aieate eecere 

Thomas P. Turner, and BE. M. Dan-| B#OWN’S [hich the cokes” eee a aeons ibtng ce Seas See 
e ae . P. WALLIS. 

Vereee ee the annual | BROWN’S caitee ee rer ee oe aad 

meeting of the Waupaca county agricul- | rRocHES ey 

tural society for the election of officers for 4 for Hounsenase. iat 

the ensuing year, held at the village of ete tic Sathcoat! jasmine opie pred 

Weyauwega, Dec. 5th, the following indi- ST eka revaies Peculiar to 

viduals were chosen: BROWN’S | “ Goniain no Oplum ceanyiline Ws 
President—John M. Vaughn, of Wau- | 7*°CHES Pe pgee  Chemitat. Boston. 

paca; Vice Presidents—David Robinson, | BROWN’S ssc douse Raoete ts comeatee 

Weyauwega, and Thos. Pipe, Waupaca; | TRocHES "DE GP. aia"er 

Secretary—L. B. Brainard, Waupaca;| prowns| ‘Benedcisl in Broxourns." : 

Treasurer—L. L. Post, Weyauwega; Ex- a sot ond ee 

ecutive Committee—P, Micklijohn, Wey-| Wins oour excetiet foe 

auwega, J. K. Dunham, Farmington, S. Brown's |"srine one. H. W, WARREN, 3 

G. Dow, Lind. TROCHES ‘ ie “ Beneficial when gompelled to 

Yours traly, BRONNS OMe dae aie ia 
L. B, Brarnarp, Secretary. TROCHES ee ee St. toes 

; ; HES) « ByrxcrvaLin removing Hoarsen 
We will be obliged by Secretaries of | srown’s and Irritation of the hig 

County Societies for early lists of their mon with prof, M STACY JOUNS 
, . sections, ih ‘TROCHES Prof. M. Brace an” 

official organi together with an OI hg 

other items of moto wand gate? See lcs TesebesGamale College 
to their Societies, or in their respective | "ROC ind scr Preaching ‘as they prevent 
localities. Will not parties who can, thus | BROWN’S think ea peel eel a D they will be of t advane 

oblige-us? Winter is the leisure season | TRocHES|“€* ‘° Sy.» rowzey, 

for friends to getupallsorts of interesting | snowars | ,_Prtwden of Athens College, Tena 
communications. ; atl Bewagists ott WERTY 

‘TROCHES Vive CENTS A BOX-oR
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Important Wheat Questions. would seem to be every reason to expect an 
: eee advance upon present prices. 

‘Thet:the Worthwest baer beaten-al): obec ariy surplus of the whole eountry will sections of the Union in the immensity of probably equel about eighty millions; bat 
its wheat yield the Past year, none will deny oumthinttase nt will only feed sixteen 

3 —not even if the estimates made in other ides of month: 4 th di 1 i hi le as the | Millions f mou s, and, under the eondi- 

tet compo ($80 of hone nage, who can doa + se that so many, at je wi 
According to the most reliable statistics, of foreign ae require to be fed 

the crop of the entire country fell but little with American bread? One dollar per 
short of 240,000,006 of bushels ; of which bushel on the surplus now on hand in the 
amount that section which properly consti-| Northwest would bring up the quantities 

tutes the Northwest—viz ; Northern Illinois, already sold to remuuerative prices, and, 
Tows, Wisconsin and Minnesota—yielded not | unless we read the signs of the times very 

j less than one-fourth, though its population incorrectly, that price, at least will be real- 
is scarcely more than one~ninth of that of| : 44 by those’who shall be able to hold their 

| all the wheat growing States. In other wheat until the opening of navigation in 
7} words we have more than doubled the] sn, spring. 
: individual average of the other States. | | Having disposed of this question of more 

This is result ot which we may well be |immedia‘e practical interest, it becomes us, 
“ proad, and although our financial embar—|in the next place to investigate, the basis of rassments, as a people, have been such that | 8F expectations and plans as to future 

much of this res eTPP, has been required oneratiaet. Aptaiest TAUGHT BY THE = the Renters of Sccamulated debt, WHEAT CROP oF 18607 
; hence been forced into the market St} . We answer, the: great importance, nay. 

Prices too low, still there is yet animmense |the necessity of DEEF PLowinc. We have ree aan mt may i tt a Fema ie holde |joicing in their re 
18 THERE 4 PROSPECT FOR BETTER PRICES? | lished vonvietion, that our soil ig all ‘right, 
The wheat crop in Northern Europe was | and the weather the only element of fault. 

less than the average, and the weatherduring i Give us ciee amano they, 
5 the autumn was so .unpropitions that the| “and our onsin average 

next.crop can hardly be better, if, indesd, | twenty-five or-even thirty bushels: per acre 
it cam possibly be'as good. Moreover, the:| every time. | nose oe a 
Pelitiea] upheavals and almost inavitable| is sheer nonsense.” And there é : 
wars in Southern end Central Europe must | that this fallacy may receive the indorse- 
greatly increase the demand, so that thete ment of “ good logic,” from the majority: |!
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We do not deny the value of good|the sutumn past, will fare best, but it is 

weather. Season is an important ele-| necessary that even more than this should 

ment in the problem of good crops, but it| be done, if the farmer would maintain the 

is not the only one worthy of our solicitude fertility of his soil. 

as sound intelligent husbandmen. Had| Constant borrowing and never repaying 

the season of ’60 fallen in the year '69 there | must inevitably reduce our soils and all j 

would have been no such yield as we boast soils to poverty, earlier or later. We must j 

of to-day; for it was the severe and pro-|return what we take, and the returning 4 

trateted drouth of the former year that sub- 
should be made to keep pace with the tak- ' 

soiled our abused and surface-ezhausted |ing ; noother plan is economical. 
i 

lands and thus temporarily restored them To such as have already done their plow- 

to a most astonishing fertility. ing for wheat, it only remains for us to ¢8y, 

‘The explanation is easy and the concla-| Make good use of all available manares.— 

sion inevitable: During long continued Sled them out -_ the leisure months of 

drouths, the surface moisture is necessarily | Winter and spi them upon your poerer 

exhausted by evaporation to # considerable eels allow pint to go so mena 

depth, leaving the pores of the dry earth in| ™SY d totheir fertility. Do this and 1 

the condition ot a vacuum for the water fur- early and well, and you may with propriety 

ther down, and thereby, endowing them, as | trust the rest to Providence. But another 

it were, with new power to compel that water and yet more important question than any 

to rise to the surface, obedignt to the law of of the preceding is this: 

capillary attraction. But the action of the | ARE THE SOILS OF THE NORTHWEST REALLY 

sun's heat makes sure the evaporation of ap eaeac? THE PERMANENT PRODUCTION 

: . . : EA 

this water in turn, thus again leaving 8) To this question, however unpardonable j 

vacuum for more ; and so the process g0e8| +1. he, to W fas ‘ 

repeating itself so long as the drouth fo peneey Beene Ses nue a? 

one h ited we are compelled by undeniable facts to | 

continues, each new Supp y = moisture answer, No! Indeed, iv the strictest sense, 

from beneath bearing up with it fine parti- : . 
; there is no such soil under the sun—none, 

cles of the soluble or but partially soluble) ~. ean, that will pee eta teood 

minerals which belong to the subsoil, and 4 Pee er a 

oe nd’! crops of wheat or any other crop without 

depositing them near the surface on its : 

escape into the atmosphere in vapor form the aid of appropriate manures—probebly 
; x * one, however well manured, that will 

We repeat it then, drouth is 8 most|economically produce any given crop for 

efficient subsoiler—hard in its immediate, | an indefinite length of time without proper 

* but beneficent in its subsequent results.— | fotation. 

To it, to the favorableness of the season) ‘There are some soils, however, which are 

~ es ree ae of virgin lauds sown in| particularly adapted to wheat end with | 

e spring of 1860 we owe the almost fabul- proper manuring will yield economical pro- 

ous yield referred to. The farmer furnish- | gucts of the best wheat for a long period.— 

ed the muscular force, nothing more. But unfortunately a large proportion of sks 

MAY WE REASONABLY EXPECT A GOOD OROF | oils of the Northwest are not of this class. 

Y Phe PRESENT YEAR? ‘The best wheat soils are characterized by 

Should the next season be favorable, and | a decided predominance of clay; while the 

the husbandman put in the seed no better soils of Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin and Min- 

than heretofore, the crop of 1861 will un-| nesota present vegetable mold—with a 

doubtedly be # pretty good one, as the min- greater or less admixture of sand and cal- 

eral elements brought up trom below the careous earth—sand, and sandy loam as pre- 

surface have, probably, not all been con-|dominant constituents. 
sumed by. the crop just garnered, but it} True, in Northern Iowa, Southern, Min- 

were unreasonable to expect it to equal the | nesota and: portions of Wisconsin there is 

crop of 1860. They who have been wise to | a fair admixture of clay in either the sur- 

learn this lesson of nature and have obeyed | face or subsoil, or both, but their excess of 

it in the 4 zeper plowing of their lands in |silicious matter and deficiency of clay and
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lime are too common as a general rule to| cause of the gross errors into which the 
entitle this whole region to rank as a perma-| success of the past year is liable to lead us. 
nent wheat-growing nepeancand Ja the first] Wheat, being one of the necessaries of 
Place, therefore, ‘their composition is faulty, | 1ife, will always find market at ‘some ‘price, 
and secondly, as @ consequence, they areland on new and fair’ land, ‘within’ certain 
deficient in their physical properties, being | jocalities, and within reasonable distance of 
especially subject wie unfavorable action | market, will usually bring renumerative re- 
of cold, heat, and driving winds. turns for a time. On this account the 

For these important reasons winter wheat | pioneer farmers of the West devoted them- 
cannot be relied on, except in a few favored | selves chiefly to its production, and the 
localities, and even spring wheat of the best | annual dimiuation of the yield per acre, up 
quality cannot be long grown without rota-|to the providential interference ‘of the 
tion and manure. drouth in 1859, have been s most forcible 

The soils of Illinois are more especially demonstration ot the folly (of that repre- 
; ill-adapted to wheat-growing, because of the hensible system of land skining of which 

3 great disproportion of the straw-producing | either themselves or their successors haye 
and grain producing constituents. Chemi-| been guilty. 
cally speaking they have an excess of car-| It was naturalthat our first farmers should 
bonaceous elements and a deficiency of the|have given their exclusive attention to 
phosphates. And hence the poorest wheat| wheat, but nothing could be more stupid 

' that finds its way into market is grown in/than for us, at this stage of our develop- 
that State. - ment as a State, and with all the foregoing 

Wisconsin and Minnesota, so far as their feces) ob ane ® ea cae = omy : es ined ea ite | 8°08 to persist in following their example. 
ee ee ee The Northwest—Wisconsin and Minne- similar, but the openings and timbered 3a - * : 

in particular—is eminently adapted to lands conform more nearly to the charac- ‘ ogg oe <s wii 4 a mixed husbandry,—its rich, level prairies teristics of permanent wheat soils and some 
' of them can hardly be surpassed. Some |‘? CO™) BtAss, oats, roots Bee = ane 2 

of the high untimbered table lands on the| ‘8° Prodaction of beef and pork ; its high- Upper ie tetappd, ketal techie! leak land prairies, oak openings, and heavily 
Ppe ey? rf -._-__ | timbered lands to wheat, grass, barley, oats 

Q streams, tributary to that river, are likewise a dto diet geoatnts f 
I-adapted to wheat, Indeed, wehave| "> 7° 9" Est = ; ssiies net iti and wool. Let our practice conform to 

Stetealy Cven Boow Detter wintet whent'aby- | iicsd plain’ adaptations, Ws ‘alsy-to' the de- 
where then sonte specimens grown in’‘the monstrated truths of science, and our agri- 
St. Croix Valley and other localities of the . 1, ; ; culture will soon come to be not on!y more 
character described.’ But, as said before, Yose & 

j aes salle 4 sure and profitable in its immediate results, _— foo, seek tae and eek | Bat o safe nty against that disgraceful 

Ta ee i got and ruinous exhaustion which must inevit- 
‘The true habitat of the wheat plant in| atiy follow the present narrow and one- 

this country is undoubtedly limited by lines | sided policy. 

of latitude and geological formation which 
exclude the Northwest ; and, if this be true, 
it is certainly important that the farmers of| Practical Suggestions for February. 
this region, be not so blinded and infatuated aan 4 
by an occasionally great crop of spring] ‘The work of February is necessarily con- 
wheat, as to lose sight of known and impor- | fined to fewer operations than that of spring 
tant facts and principles of wnich they can-|.and summer, but the near approach of the 
not but be convinced in the end. The | busiest season of thewhole year contributes 
dsctrine here taught will very probably | interest and importance. « January has been 
sppear to many of our readers @ very/@ month of rest: and enjoyment; but the 
strange one to promulgate just at this} time has now arrived when the farmer must 
time, but it is none the less true, and its |rouse himself from’ his long’ and pleasant 
enunciacion is all the more necessary be- | siesta and at least begin in earnest the work
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of making ready for the stiring occupa-| pens, when sheltered from the storm or 

tions of another year. when teeding in the yard. Give them roots 
THE FARM. cut fine with their hay, anda little grain, 

Stormy days may be spent with profit in| daily. Racks are as important for sheep as 

the house, making plans for the season, for cattle or horses; indeed they are more 

and studying the method of execution—in | restless and inclined to run over their fod- 
the cellar, assorting, for better preservation,|der than almost any other animal. Put 

all kinds of roots, vegetables and fraits—in | their feed into racks from which it can be 

the workshop, repairing and making such picked out with some effort, and they are 

implements, &c., as may be required—and |all the better pleased, and will, hence, the 
in the barn, cleaning up grain and prepar- | better thrive. 

ing it for market or mill, cutting feed in} Pouléry.—Provide the hens, particularly, 

advance for stock, contributing in various} with warm and comfortable quarters, when 

ways to the health, comfort and growth of| they choose to occupy them ; see that they 

the inmates of the stable, &c., &c. have an abundance of animal food with 

The pleasant weather should be crowded | their grain, occasional dishes ot chopped 

full of active out-door work. We particul- | vegetables, and constant access to water, 

arize some of the most important daties : gravel and lime, and we will guarantee the 

Horses.—Good hay, with roots and grain, }egg-hunters will not return with empty 

properly apportioned and regularly fed, and | baskets, even in February. 

with water three times aday, so that large| | Wood.—Cut and haul before the snow 

quantities of the cold fluid shall not be/80es off enongh to last until winter again. 

taken into the stomach at one time, will not| Nothing will rejoice the “women folks” 

be sufficient. Your horses must also have |™ore, and you will yourselves be saved a 

clean and nicely bedded stalls, sufficient |thousand annoying interruptions to your 
currying to keep the skin clean and healthy, | ™ost important labors during the busy sea- 

and enough exercise to ensure nimbleness |S of the year. 

of the limbs and general health of the body.| ences—Now is the time to get ready to 
Brood mares, unless used daily, should be| both build and repair, Rails and posts 

allowed to ran out, though with access to| @#y be hauled to their places, for fences of 

sheltered racks, and roots, provided they are | *his style, and logs, may be got tothe mill 

never given to them ice-cold, may properly | lumber drawn from the market more 

constitute a part of their diet. economically than at any other time. 
Cattle-—This will be one of the most|  @ates—Bara and slip-gaps are a nuis- 

trying months of the winter. See that they | 92° and much time is yearly wasted in 

have enough good clean fodder, pure water taking down and putting up. Spend alittle 

and salt to prevent their running down in|°f your leisure hours in making plain, 

health and flesh. Be on the look out for|Stbstantial gates to take their places. 
storms and provide the best means for their Manur#.—Save all you can, makeall you 

protection from cold rains, sleet and snow ; |, and get as much as possible upon the 
humanity and economy utlite in demanding |t0und where wanted. Well prepared, fine. 

this. compost, intended for the surface dressing of 

Racks for FodderTf these have not grass lands, may be spread. upon the snow. 

been provided, it will yet pay to make them. THE ORCHARD AND GARDEN. 

Nothing is more shiftless and wasteful than There is less to be done in this than in 

to feed upon the ground during the dirty|the Farm Department. Some things, how. 
weather of @ late winter and spring. I¢}ever, require attention. 

fodder be short, cat hay or straw, eprinkled| Labels, stakes, pea-sticks, bean-poles, &c., 

- with meal or branjor mixed with cut roots, |Sbould be made ready ; seeds should be pro- 
will admirably ‘help out. cured and carefully prepared, and all imple- 

and condition; putting the bucks, {exoept| Scions—May be cut at any time, when 

those requised for duty,) the pregaant|0t frozen. Assort, tie up, label and bury 
ewes, and the balf.grown lambs, in separate |in dry sand in cellar. “4
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Hot-beds.—See article in Horticultural | potatoe, they stand with me No. 1 Extra.— 

Department. I raised about twelve hundred bushels, of 
Protection from Rabbits and Mice.—It| the three varieties above named, the past 

froittrees are attacked by vermin, wrap/ season, Respetfully yours, 

with old newspapers and daub with tar, J. M, SHERMAN, 
ing we jot the trees, tte tea 

os ir ditahe ) Ihe Great Folly of Western Farming. 
maaan. Bie F The following extract from on address by 

Se get one of the oldest and wisest men of New En- 

THE CARTER AND PEACH-BLOW. Bland, Hon, Josran Qurixoy, Jr. contain’ 
Mr, Editor :—In answer to your inquiry = peraeetians which we cannot too care~ 

about the Peach-blow Potatoe, I would say consider : 

that I planted some on the 24th day of ‘ae enasanomind wiser je stetenehe. 
April, last, side by side with the Carter, scl her hme merkote would aviencent 
both kinds being large potatoes, with one e expense 

Beeeese ie ants nat "on vans re | Wate g eae eto fa 
ceived the same caltivation, and were dug present Pd 

on the same day, The Carters averaged In the ee eee = 

3} Ibs. to the hill, and the Peach-blows 24] the oS P must be. aaa aaa equivalent 

Ibs. to the hill. The Carters are also mach smownt of fering materi. an ares 

the best potatoes, though the Peach-blows | Contains stipulations aoe e 
be Neither kind Z ees his estate as fertile as he 

so I can give you no opinion on that point. ee parti eae = en 

JOHN TINKER. | fof sail isinezbaustible. ‘They rejoice that 
Curwox, Jan. 14, 1861. they shall this year send millions of bushels 

—— of grain to Europe. Did re that 
1 PEACH-BLOWS, BUCKEYES, PRINCE ALBERTS. —_ — nt ae ee nature in- 

-, o - er su) \e Wi ol exhausted 

Editor of Wisconsin Farmer :—I notice] soi “not the income of the present pine but 
inthe January No. of the farmer for 1861,| the carrrat on which they shoul i 
an inquiry about thoge Peach-blow potatoes fee Passer BANS asses would e 

; that were recommended so highly. last} « ‘With stot a system no-one can hope that 
spring. I will give you my experience with | his children will occupy the paternal acres. 

[3 them, together with two other varieties, and et ees the Mibelsei x ae 
you may make such use of this article as] barrier that will say to the advenckag tide of 
you like: selene reeaeee ea 

In the spring of 1859, Mr, Barrett, (one | ” When this is reached and the cur- 
See oe atte rent of population sets back towards the East. 

of my neighbors,) and myself, sent to New| we may hope for an improved agriculture and 
York city for a barrel of potatoes, to wit: pane enema ee oe 

Peach-blows, Prince Alberts and Buckeyes. cap aleiuhe tees Meseg. tner a 

ene are'an early variety; they come, by nas his capital jane yet the 
arrived very late but we got a fair yield for | world at no . roverishes 

the season. Last spring I planted about Baers b fmaeien, byt 3 enriches shat. of 
four acres of the three varieties and they Seta eee 
have proved in every particular satisfactory.| Wheat—Causes of ' Winter Killing. 

The Buckeyes are a white potatoe and| ‘nan agricultural tract from the pen of Mr. 
white meated, and are an excellent, early|Gaonax Lrxpix of ‘St. Louis, on “‘ Broad 

potatoe, and yield well. The Prince Alberts | Corn of the World,’? we find the following 

essere ich th as Pe cae Saas colored, and white meated. potatoe. They| Wit, oovurs to frequen sine ; 

Vicor teeceegeiadtoe sli Lac iiseatencemaestay O-tambeot- inches long, and are @ first rate table’ 6 - 

potatoe. ‘The’ Peack-blow area round |S 7am Shame eanty My mueh, rr 
Pparti-colored potatoe, white meated, and Consequently a remedy for the evil would be 

as fo their yielding qualities and as'a table| the greatest boon. that. could be conferred
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mpen  Dcaae The chief causes of winter| The subsoil is a porous sandy loam, one 

ig Are half of the ground was plowed twice,in the 
“Ist. Excessi' isture in and surface ‘ 

water upon as soll, during ainp'whatbatt ‘and | ®Pringy but could see no benefit from the 

early spring. extra labor, Plowed in thirty loads of ma- 

acnit Gielen” known as the ‘dry| nure, dragged and marked the rows three 

« The I satin dh pada? of the ex-| feet ® part each way. Planted on the 14th 

tensive failurethe lust season in Central Il-|4ay of May with the Benton variety, three 
linois and Missouri. i to four kernels in each hill; worked in the 

Sa By me eeaaeiey mathe ree corn with @ cultivator, and hoed it twice. 

heauly perminatin oad Vigorpus, lateral On the 5th day of September the corn was 

gro’ the plants. ripe enough to be cut up. 

“ 4th. By not having ribs or small ridges| ‘There were 229 baskets of corn in the ear, 
at short intervals ; in other words, @ corru-| 11501, weigh : 

gated surface to hold the snow and furnish| Which weighed, when dry enough to nn; 
2 supply of soil, which may from time to time, |41 Ibs. to the basket, making 9,889 Ibs., or 
-” - eae or blows, laters saved tee roots | 184 bushels; .70 Ibs. of the ears were shelled 

a eee — Gaees — and sent to the mill, which made 86 Ibs 

Araliiig, Quay plowing, elowectng ait oeiae.|“CTNORCI 
wise manuring, seeding early, and with good i Da. 

seed, and in such manner as to leave little | To Hed days hauling manure, $1.25.........$1 88 

Patzevs te-tartace dudiaagy hae herpeoet.| Ss memmend bo Petes oe 
tion of the roots from sun and winds. bey Husking, To SONS 

——+o+———__ y. Cr. 

Premium Field Crops of 1860, | jugar corn st t?4cin pervs 00 
At the late meeting of the Executive Com- Re ATE e = 

mittee of the Wisconsin State Agricultural ae OF ee ree < 

Society, the following awards were made on eee co ae oPeARe: 

Scmmeuens iscune Gwe of the crops}. Brack Earrs, Oct., 1860. 

mentioned: 
— 

Best acre corn, More Spears, Black Earth,...-$15 ee ee ea rae ‘ 
ie sci El — Rvehore. % ‘The soil is a black loam and was manured 

or Sele, Cn with 16 loads of manure to the acre; the 

a — ole mote of mere: previous crop on the land was Wheat; the 

mr Potatoes, but their in- nd was plowed in the spring and plant- 
prec d prevented theawards which would ena ay ae feet four Thais: aca lata 

otherwise have been made, south, by three feet eight imches, east and 
Mr. Gzo. P. Parren, of Pewaukee, claims | west, and cultivated with the cultivator and 

to have grown 58} bushels of Club and| hoed twice. The kind of Corn raised is the 

87 2500 oe pn zane of| Dutton, » portion of the product of the same 

Purp ‘otatoes, bushe Barley, | field being exhibited at the State Fair, and 

and 89 bushels of King Phillip Corn on one| drew the premium for Dutton. Seed Corn. 
acre each. : The product of the one sore was 181 bushels 

And Mr. Jas. K: Cann, of Medina, Dane| of ears of Corn by measure, or 90} bushels 

County, reports 42 bushels per acre of Can-|of Corn. A portion of said crop has since 

ada Club Wheat, and.321 bushels, per quar-| been sold by weight and found to overrun 

ter acre; of Carrots. 4 mi largely in weight. f 
Below will be found the material portions EXPERT, OF OUT a Sraao tl 

of the reporia which won the above prizes.| ramag mer: !¥4C0¥t rrr ic 
They will be published entire and, with a0- | Markings -----v-sssw-ssessrrerepmmrerronreesr 2 

companying affedavits in the transsctions it Ie abe arg eens aE Sa 
of the society. Cult ae NOCH, ..eeeretnsecsvrsrerneensnennsenvesee : a 

CORN—STATEMENT OF MORE SPEARS. Buskeingsensrennnermmereerersremeremerreers 8 00 

The soil is # rich mellow, crumblin; ier KOGA eS ae , 
wuady: Wake Tag Blogk tinld’ td gaine| BPMe De erearsetrce ete 
having been made from the high bluff which} Cost of Oornyyonssssvsseesssearsnnreneseeesinaesee 98 15 

lies on the north side of the field... - Product 90} bushels, costing about 10 cts.
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per bushel, exclusive of interest on lend or Smut in Wheat. . : 

value of manure. —_— : 

ELI STILSON. Ithas generally been admitted that smut in 
wheat is produced from the germs or sporules Osuxosn, Nov. 28th, 1860. of the, previous crop of smutty grains ana 

ae ence the use of certain washes and the aj 
ere ee plication of lime or plaster to dry as ‘well cS . 

The variety of soil on which the carrots | to:sid in the process of destroying,the germs 
were raised is a black loam, with a small/of the disease adhering to the sone 

smountof sand. The subsoil is clay. Mode bia eh Prt as ive Magne rot ne 
of culture: The land was manured at the diseae ta a future crop. But a writer from 
rate of about 16 two-horse leads of rotten Kingston, Tenn., in the “Scientific Ameri- 

manure to the acre, and plowed twice very a es mew ee Eee 
deep and left in beds one rod wide. The| generally used for ste the seed grain in. 

land was then raked with an iron tooth rake fie says, smut is combat by using seed thet 

to make it of very fine tilth, and sown with aoe ced meaeareds sone he ——— 
; a hand drill in rows fourteen inches apart; | Wheat in ae Soap dodgn state and sowing it, 

time of sowing about the 15th of May. Hoed | when it will produce a glorious sage. Sis smut; 

twice in summer, and harvested about the pub oka Foon the nnn wheats yo fully . 
10th of November, The product of the one- Groves, nila the wheat will be good. bid 

fourth of an acre was 421 bushels. fective grain is only able to produce a stalk 

/ : EXPENSE, OF CULTIVATION. avi sient, aye pons, bus mat fo aia Rat 
) into & 80! On 0! ue-stone, an 

Powig cat ccm Fg] ina Few howrs, he says, the germ is dead; 
BOs BG Whig -nveooecn--eeeeecennnrentunonoognabioedbeyoons 99 1:7 8B pet will resist the power of the acid 
Baking, Udayyonnsnnnnnenennrnnnrenee 100] for g day or two. The only benefit to be de- 

Sowing. oe Tepigee  t tap ae 4 00| Tived from soaking wheat in blue-stone is, it 
Harvesting, .-..--cos.sssssssececsctssssseeecssss 8 00| destroys the germ of such grain as were not 

=> | fully ripened—as this ' correspondent 5 Txpens6,.s+-ssricnsusennenssssnmenninnnee B12 601 these facts oan be easily proved by mang 
Product 421 bushels, cesting about three|the experiment. In further proof of 

cents per bushel. The same ground pro- theory he ieee the ae of 3 2 
duced the premium crop of 1857 at the rate farmer in Tennessee, who was: not ~ 

ha ood seed wheat which all his neigh- of 1,284 bushels per acre, and’ in 1868 the| bore ware ansious Yo get. Teas Enowa ta 
product was 1,432 bushels per acre, but not os the a in. = aa Seateevesetion 

reported: te _ Btate Society, and) in'1850, any “ete of seed to be procured; but 
the season being very dry, the crop was only| such was the demand for the old farmer’s 
1,184 bushels per acre, but drew the premi-| wheat that cerry ee a Speman 

4 — with hi i re 80 mucl 
OB ts and in. 1860 it is 1,684, bushels per | TAR Mitt Ti told them that they could all 

j acre, all from the same land. have “ barrel wheat ” if they would take the 
j ELI STILSON. | trouble to pene it.. The oy abst 

take and strike the sheaves over the of 
Saeeags, Nov, 2p Aa, a barrel, and what scattered off was Creel 

wheat.”? The largest and most matured 
The Sugar Estates of Cuba. grains came out the easiest. 

oie a We have seen farmers select their seed 
— & work on the Cuban sugar estates, | vhost in a similar way by threshing the bun- 

by Conia Rebello, British vice-consul at) dies over the edge of a plank in order to get 
lenas, it anpeers that there were in full) out the plump, best ripened grains, vellelag 

operation in Cuba last season 1,365 sugar es-|in the true doctrine, that their crop w: 
= ies | <ogrees 1,127,848,750 | pounds, |}9 like the seed sown—heavy, large grains. : 

093, a) ‘4 tons of sugar, worth $45;-| Whether the caustic solutions used for steep- 
860. Of these 1,865 plantations, 949 use ing seed grait, only have, the tendency to 

ced th! in grinding the cane, 7 water- destroy the vegetating principle of «the im- 

Power, and 409 ox-power, in the old primitive | mature and weak grains, leaving only the 
style. The extent of land planted with cane best, sound grains; or, whether the smut’has 
on these plantations is 691,917 acres, while | i,4 power to perpetuate itself from its own 
the ‘area om the estates used for other pat-| Perms, we are. not reparod to denies but 

‘poses, vig; cattle fields, arin vegetable | Wo have ever urged the importance of select- 
garden, re) pemarians 2 289,650 acres, OF) ing none but Just sUOH GRAINS, whether 
nearly double the oe ity ‘used for cane. wheat, corn or other variety, as the farmer 
ar te present year is et-|Jishes to raise, for the crop will generally Peoted to yield 189,600 boxes mere than last| be Tike the seed —{ Valley Parner! 

qi —— The above is sound doctrine and we would 
8@> Many climb up only to fall down. ' reiterate it with an emphasis.
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How to Grow Clover on Sandy Soils. the physical qualities of dry soils. Twenty 

mg orthirty bushels to the acre of unleached 

A.Jetter of into date from Amon Holmes, orthree times the quantity, if leached, might 

of Oxiord, Marquette’Oo., contains the f91 |, gaged with ailvantege. ‘The quantity of 

lowing in relation to Clover and the other| 4, of the first named substances—clay 

qroveme. and lime-—will of course depend upon’ the 

“One thing which we moe nett cad degree of their deficiency in the soil to be 
section, is to ‘now how to make clover and |" 7 

the other ose gto ‘and thrive ob |improved. Sometimes a sandy soil is found 

der nly Reofla cad ‘fis, which form quite| resting on a clay basis, in which ease 

a proportion of our soil here. Now, if yo" | horough subsoiling, with the subsequent 

‘or some one through the medium of the) 14. of lime in same form would fit it’ for 
Fanwer could give us this desirable in- i ‘i 

formation, you would confer s real favor on luxuriant crops of Clover. Once established 

the farming community in this Tegion in the soil, and there is no erop in the world 

eountry.” so happy in its inflaence upon land. 

Clover is one of the most valuable plants| Feeding as it does so largely out of thé 

cultivated by the former, and wo are glad atmosphere, manufacturing
 its gaseous els- 

to see theinterest manifested by thefarmers | ments into reots whi
ch bear 0 largea pro 

of Marquette County, though not confident portion to the crop removed
, and spreading = 

of being able to give them all the “aid and | jts stalks and leaves over the thus shaded 

eomfort” they require. The inquiry covers | surface to the exclusion and killing out of 

a wide field, and we sball therefore confine | noxious weeds, it is at once a cleanser and i 

our present reply to the Clover plant, leaving fertilizer of the soil. 

“the other grasses" to subsequent num-| In.a soil quite poor and sandy, we would 

bers. recommend as a further means of prepara- 

Our friends in Marquette sre doubtless | tion, the application of composted manures 

folly aware that Clover of all’ the ordinary|/and s succession of two or three erops 

grasses contains the largest per cent. of favorable to an increased supply of organie 

Jime In order to its most successful | matter in the soil. The adoption of this 

growth, therefore, it requires a stiff or tena-|course would necessarily involve some 

tions loam with a. considerable proportion |delay, but it certainly ought not to be com- 

of lime and clay in its composition—just | plained of, if after a series of remunerative 

the opposite of that described in the cum- crops the soil can thus be brought upto 8 

munication above. good Clover-growing condition. 

In a moist climate, or even ina moder-| ‘Perhaps the following would prove a8 

ately dry climate if not subject to serious good a system as any we could suggest: 

drouths, it will succeed tolerably well on| Having prepared the soil as indicated, 

sandyloams. Still, this is not the soil. to| by the application of mineral and organic 

which it is nataral, and as all plants are im-| manures plant it to'corn. The second year 

perative and un¢ompromising in their de-| sow it to oats, with 20 Tbs. of Clover per 

mands, always refusing to thrive €xcept| acre. Cnt the first growth of clover about 

under circumstance
s friendly to.their con-|the first of Fane, and plow under the 

stitutions and tastes, the only remedy, in| second growth early in Sept., and, sow. with 

case of ill-adapted
 soils, is to make them, as | rye. If this crop winter well, let it mature ; 

; nearly a2 possible, what they onght to be. |if not, plow i under in the spring and again 

If clay loam and lime are within reach plant to corn.
 By this time the soil will 

‘and can be ‘applied without too much ex- have gained much strength, and the crops 

pense, let them be added to the soil. The will have paid for the Isbor of first im- 

ay will need to be applied but once, and provement, so that you may seed it.to clover 

fhe time can be economically obtained, st|dgain with prospect of ‘success. ” If the 
almost any railroad station inthe State in ‘enltivation of the corn shall! have been after 

‘the form of plaster, which is ‘stlphate of the “flat” aystem, the seed may -be put in 

Yime. Wood ashes also contain » portion | wi light barrow in’ the month of July. 

of lime end the other mineral. elements By the time. it germinates and shows itselt 

essential to Clover and moreover improve the cotn will be large enough 10’ shade it
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from the hot rays of the sun, and it will be general prosperity of the farming community. 

sufficiently es blished before winter to re- =p te Es of an by the re 

sist the cold, Cut off the, corn stubs as qeuaT ansotictions, we woubd wuggost that 

soon as the ground is sufficiently frozen, or gy Napa maar gpg boy a 

and in the sprieg put on the roller. test's consideration, am ical- 
" " implements, ultural books and 

This method bes heen tried ond agpromed;| periodicels ba, echeticated for plane tx for 
but if any of our readers know a better, the smaller cash premiums. 

let them epeak. We need not here recount the value of og 
ricultural Ss pair to the farming communi- 

j —__++—_—_ ty, every officer of an agricultural society is 

Agricultural Fairs and Premiums. Perens acquainted with this. A single 

ee int or suggestion, ino single agricultural 

Agricultural fairs have now become estab- | paper, that would otherwise have escaped the 

lishEl institutions in the United States, Al-| attention of the reader, often proves of ten 
most every county holds its annual fair, with | times the value of the cost of a whole year’s 

numerous district and State fairs, so that subscription. We hope, then, that for the 

every farmer or manufacturer may ‘avail him-| coming year ten thousand copies, at least, of 

self of two or three of these annual shows with- ee papers of the at will be 

ina reasonable distance of travel, at which he ed as ape ni We think there are 

may exhibit, for the premiums offered, his | but few of exhibitors to whom the award 

stock, agricultural crops, or his machines of meee aE will be made at the next 

and merchandise. .At these numerous fairs | Season fairs in Kentucky and Missouri, 

now held in the United , many thou-| Who would not at the end of the year value + 

sands of dollars, in some es or other, are | the ‘ Valley Farmer” as a premium at ten 

annually paid in premitnms to the exhibitors. times its actual cash cost ; and the same, we 

Fehas Lees the custom of some of these socie-| have no doubt, would be true of many simi- 
ties to pay as premiums modals and diplo-| lar journals in the country.—{ Valley Far- 

mas; others have established the rule of | mer. 

awarding Sl es of ines Plate, serzing in ————————————————— 

jue ac to the amount of the seve! 

premiums offered ; others offer erie cash STOCK REGISTER. 

Premiums ; while few spooks ead porfodi-| The Great Live Market of 
ash, sunt eu! an - 

cals. To the award of medals and plate mee w 

there are several objections, when compared s oe r 

to other forms of premiums, and we are glad From a’ full tabular statement, published 

to see that some of the societies who had for-| in the N. Y. “Tribune,” of the number, &., 

sasrlz contined shal arn es niums of| of gnimals sold in. that city for slaughter, 

they are less efficient, and esteemed of less | ¥° glean a number of most interesting and 

importance by exhibitors than premiums of| surprising facts. We were aware that the 

more useful and practical value. Silver is} American people, were rapidly becoming 

now less abundant than gold, and it seems : : 

like an entire misapplication of its use to more;earnivorous, but were hardly prepared ‘ 

convert it into articles of sscabeuertie small | for such figures. > 

oe hoped eae ee It appears that during the past seven 

eas aes t ah est pra ee eee years there were received in Gotham no less 

] farmer and his household. Cash premiums than, 1,405,919 head of beef cattle; which, 

we presume would be preferred by a mary with an average woight of 700 lbs. dressed, 

ere eye ine expended | give the ¢normous amount of 984,148,800 

needed. But while most farmers mould pre Ybe.of beef, ‘at an aggregate cost of over 

Te Oe one ae bac ayers] os ori, $91,000,000, Add to this 319,782 calves, 

more e such | i erage head; 8,522 

jams aeeeata ine puotunloncy *4 bapeive y= petty of Unthooper * 7. 

‘the agriculture of the country generally. oe lambs, ‘with an average of 

Many farmers are slow to adopt new and 45 Ibs. of meat each, and 2,480,382 hogs, 

ae ar anaes a re averaging 125 Ibs. each, and we have the 
i. total , 

Mine A OS cena peome ef oting ond — 2 vf 7,128,627 of slaughtered sni- 

petual value to them. Many farmnere.cekaas mais, yielding the eggregate amount of one 
to take speapicaliaral paper, heoens® the | billion, four hundred and seventy-six mil- 

feat peal ae ee, er ion, six hundred and sixty-five thousand, 

fe7 no a Spamming, Judge of thelr vl, nine hundred and eighty pounds of buteh- 

gringo ese prefadns if awarded to ere’ meat, at a total cost of one hundred and ; 

cps in the form of premiums would not | forty seveti million, six hundred and sixty- 
to eens aiaeanae wa tas general five th d; nian & ared isd ‘dol- 

Ciasertnetion nally vo the individual and \lérs! Antiiats in sufficient mumber, if er-
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ranged in solid column eight feet wide, to | few months and then credited as furnished 

fill a road two thousand miles long! by New York.” 

Allowing en average of 100 head to each| Let us hope that most of there thousands 

cattle-producing farm; and it would have/thus appropriated by the cattle feeders of 

required 77,288 farms to furnish this one |New York had their origin in Wisconsin. 

market with meat 4 The whole number of animals slaughtered 
Now let us see where this immense herd |in New York city during the past year is 

came from, The tables, in this particular, | stated at 1,116,181 head; the average price 
speak only for the cattle, and for the past | per Ib. about 8} cents. ‘ 
three years. Arranged in the order of the ig }. Low 
largest number furnished in 1858, the sev- ee that Se ee ma 

eral States and Territories are classified as in relation to & mized ‘husbandry. It is pos 

follows: Sin mk oes, sible to flourish for a time in the practice of 

TMinot6.cvccssessecseeeenneee.52,818 85,171 62,561 | growing nothing but wheat, but the folly of 

Sew tok u--sugn Sass aug [tach S'ayetern will prove itself tx the end 
Sede ore relay) ea onan |e Ae TRAN (AN 08 FOE RHO TD 
eee Reece serena 3,997 11,478 | nothing. 
Michigan -tecccsccscscsssscees 146Sh BBS. 2,979 
Pemnaylvainnornmen Ce 4 The soe of Food on th. the wf 

Be scee ce ee. oes’ | be Unitarian ef Bpodh on the Croweh 
Donnectiout, ....rrererervee 500 818. 518 
Virginia ssecvccgrenseeeecseeese 305. 1,001 1,965 — 
Camnde.ivorepnreersneres 300 $4808 B4 (Prom the Journal of the Bath and — eminee 

Cnewkes Nalica i "G2" ak|) Manatee, and Oocneree.} 
Nee 45 | The- “Agricultural Gazette” thus dis- 
eet Te ht Ey “gg | ensses the important question of the influ- 

Madani lareceshiiocrscooes oan) ee 111 | ence of food on the growth of wool : 

Thus it appears that Mlinois ranks first, i nok aigeatige iden De: ao og? rod 
and Wisconsin last of all the States that| duction of meat, and it has become a 

sell cattle in New York! Of course we un-|tangible reality which comes under our 

derstand that our neighbor is both older and | calculation as a matter of course, but it is 

better endowed by nature as s beef making peach evar eegte the ceiercnne an 
. ol 

eatey vga eclacee gens Aeveibcordlscouta calculations. An examination into the 
While the Sucker State is sending forward | subject will show that the closest relation- 
an average of 1,208 head of bullocks per | ship exists between the two, and that they 

* week, the farmers of Badgerdom are ship-| stand in the position of cause and effect. 
ping, for the same great market, 156! The composition of wool shows it to be 

aes fe a highly nitrogenised body containing & 
The ‘‘Tribune” says: large proportion of sulphur and phosphorus. 
“The largest bag: Aoear! from Inli- | It were impossible to select more valuable 

nois was in May, 8,825 head, and it is | ingredients than these, and consequently in 
equally remarkable that a very large por-| getting the necessary supplies for the for- 
portion of the Ilinois,stock ranks as good | mation of the wool the ee is drawn 
fair quay One man in that State|upon for the most valuable nutritive ele- 
Joux T. ALEXANDER, averages about 250/|ments of food. In the case of ill-fed stock 
head a week, sent here in one continuous | the food cannot answer to the demand, for 
stream, and amounting in a year-to nearly’ the addition it makes to the blood of the 

or quite three-quarters of # million of dol-| animal is deficient in the elements required 
lara for the wool ; and hence the growth of the 
And then, as if to tenderly treat and en-| Wool is carried on at the meni cfs 

cere th Younger Waser Sn tr i pan aia fn ay 
mnarmmnpensteepiepinonney, Se aia ery systetn of the lowcomdlsiéned end dll-tod 
largely increased supply of bullocks from This coat of wool, which is Nas 

Iowa and Wisconsin, prophesies that, ‘‘this tree provison for protecting the ‘body 
increase will not only continue, but will Littag th anc has. very ween claims 
probably be largely augmented this year,” upon ani economy, an ‘es prece- 

a sie - a 7 dence of many others; but stock which are 
and generously suggests that « ‘‘very large |i. this low condition have: not only less 
proportion of the steck exported from N.Y. power to produce wool, but they have 
comes into the State from the West, is fed # | greater demands for it than others in higher
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condition, and thes labor under a double| flock, snd it is “ no means without good 
disadvantage. R reason that this has been held, for we are 

To favor the production of wool, we | all aware of the energy which is infused by 
must in the first. place take care that we | the return of spring, when vigor and anima- 
have present in the system of the animal |tion of body succeed'to the torpor of the 
the materials necessary for its formation j|early winter months. It. is\ believed by 
We may take wool as mene ne in a| many.that the first indication of this return 
condensed form the constitgents of the ens | ot ore growth is. given by the wool, 
tire body. It contains’ phosphates; and} and that, for some weeks before we notice 
chlorides—salts forming the~ skeleton of|any, marked disposition for an increased 
the body, and thus the wool ee rapidty of general growth, the wool. is 
—— * great similarity to that of bone. peculiarly disposed to, make progress. It 

e have also in the wool, partly ina state | is ara means unlikely that the energy of 
chemical combination, and partly in a con—/| the body is at first directed to meet the in- 
dition of mechanical mixture, tatty bodies| fluence of cold with which the new year 
which correspond with other .apimal fats. | commences. The old proverb— 
Besides this we have in wool, after it has “ As the day lengthens 
been divested of the former bodies, sub- So the cold strengthens,”— 
stances showing a composition almost|is certainly accompanied and in some 
identical with flesh or muscular matter.—| measure confirmed by the natural disposi- 
These are curious facts, but hey have a| tion of anne produce wool. rapidly at 
value attached to them far beyond this, for| this time. is disposition for the growth 
they.show. in the moat decisive manner what | of wool should on no account be checked, 
ig necessary for the tormaticn of wool; so| but by every means be encouraged, for the 
that in their absence we cannot have it| experience of sheepmasters is very clear 
peoperty formed, or in other words we/ upon this Point that the wool never regains 
cannot have good wool produced. the influence of inferior feeding in January 
The erorie of wool necessitates the. pre; | and February, whilst liberal feeding is pro- 

sence of the various kinds of matter requir- | ductive of a very marked improvement in 
ed for the general wth of the body. It} the fleece. Whenever the functions of the 
requires a rich food to. favor the production | animal body have a special disposition for 
of wool ; and when we consider. the analo-| the tormation of any product which we may 
gous .composition already referred to, we| require, we may always rely spon it being 
shall be justified in stating that a liberal| done then far more economically and satis- 
system of feeding, which is calculated to| factorily than at any other time. This dis- 

prdens a growth of the body, is sure to be| position we observe to be far more powerful 
worable to the production of wool. The|during these months than at any other 

nutritious ingredients of food are taken up|time, and the effects of neglect are as 
into the blood, and when. there the use to] equally productive of bad results as atten- 
which they are applied must, be regulated | tion and pons management are sure to be 

by the requirements of the system. Thus,| followed by a remunerative growth. Liber- 
at one time of the its the same: matter! al feeding will at all times encourage the 
which is capable of being converted into wth of wool, but never in so great a 
wool may be formed into the flesh, fat, and meee as during the early months of the 
bone ot the body, and cause an increase of | year. 
growth, whilst at another time, the energies} The condition of wool may siyexs be 

of the system being chiefly directed to the| taken as an indication of the general con- 
formation of wool, the nutritive matter in| dition of the animal, for disesse and loss of 
the blood would be turned to this use in Game eons qiialss shewrneis by an exam- 
preference to the general development of| ination of the wool.as of the body, The 
the animal frame. The influence of cold| softness of wool, which is always a sign of 
upon the general growth .of animals is|a thriving sheep, is mainly to be. attributed 
rather unfavorable than otherwise, but this | to the presence of the ie which isan oily 
agency gives a tendency towards the forma: | matter that has 9 powerful influence upon 
tion of wool.as a nataral protection against its growth, as well as upon its softness— 

the severity, of-the. winter, It, is true. the | Wool grown, when the yolk is deficient is 
natural disposition for the formation of wool | always more or less harsh and exis in its 

is very much under,our control by the kind| nature, and difficult of growth. For this 
of management adopted and the system of| reason it becomes essential for cupoeraging 

breeding followed-ont, \but it does not sub-| the growth of wool that the yolk s be 
‘mit to our rule without indications of the|present inabundance. Hven after wool has 
natural periods of growth which we cannot | made its mary anpmoopatbesspply 
overrule with safety to the health of, the of alk bao) it at onee loses quality, 

pp pienire ori on ers ‘Itisa inion by she; cause cannot 8 ily removed so 

that atari dead time ae ae oy ner Sen the wool falls | 
, is past a new life. seems to. animate the| off from that portion of the body. The
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may be looked: as the nourish-| wool-producing character of sheep as may 

= et che wed, wikia! which it cannot | be established by variations of breeding. 

Som Sein” Wale tan couse ot ts vii eae i a Most Profitable Kind of Sheep for 
wool being so easily ‘pulled from the sheep ; 
whi are ether i or ia Pore condition. “Pima. 

therefore see encouragement rn z 
of the growth of wool must ‘be effected by| At the meeting of the State Agricultural 
ineping wp Genter stzebs This, as cramp egg wy Drm 

we have stated, is an oily matter; and it is|the following question was discussed +— 
found to exude through the vessels which What is the most profitable kind of sheep for 
convey the blood to the surface of the| farmers? 
body. If the blood is rich from the pre- Dr. Townshead, of Lorain, said he was not 

sence of fatty matter, the healthy action of [Ba to pellet cen 9 It was not 
these vessels will keep up the wt wil settled in his own mind. My father’s flock 
quired by the wool ; but itis clear its|of sheep were formerly’ Leicesters, but are 
presence is primarily dependent upon the|now mostly Cotswolds. Of late, however, 
quality of the blood, and this can only|we are getting back to Leicestera again. 

gain its richness from the food the animal | Land with us is too high to devote to wool- 
consumes. The connexion is very close | growing, hence we raise meat and grain for 
indeed between the food of the anime! and| market. Our flock averages about six 

the wool produced. In those cases in which —- of wool per head, and this sella at 
the food may be inferior to that which the twenty-five to forty cents per pound— 
animal may have Se carer perhaps averages thirty-three cents. We 
ed to, the effect is equally i , and | sell our wethers at from two to three years 

the consequence is ar irregularity in the| old, and have received as much as $16 per 
size of the wool, which produces an un-|head or those that would dress forty pounds 

soundness of staple which is highly fare to the quarter, when it was worth ten cents 
tionable, and which detracts from its et sel pat in New York. Frequently sell 

value, because it is apt to break at these | for $5 to $10. The wool brings about 

weaker porticns. This shows the im roma os te fine wool, Leicester 
tance of the food not only being good fe sheep ‘excellent mutton. The Lin- 

quality but regalar in its supply of nowrish-|colns and Cotswolds are rather large and 

ment. This is a very common fault in|coarse-fleshed. My opinion is that for 
much of our wool, and although shortness | Northern Ohio, the Leicesters are better 

of keep will under the best management| than anyother. South-dowus es eee 
sometimes unavoidably arise, still, knowing | ton, but less of it and less wool. No sheep 
av we do the effect upon the wool, this|keep well on hay alone, but all sheep pay 
should be met by the addition of some Se ene 

other food to make up the deficiency. Its} Mr. Chester Palmer, of Geauga County, 

influence upon the body irrespective of the | said he had an experience of twenty-seven 
wool we do not now notice; bat the produc. | years in en . He commenced 
tion of a good sample of wool’ is of itself] with a jerino Sheep, descended from 
sufficient cause for avoiding the deficiency | the Wells and Dickinson flock, and — on 
in the supply of nourishment. | the principle ot raisi those sheep will 
Nor are these the only conditions which | give the greatest’ yield of fine wool to the 

have to be pemagenbensly for Wwe find the|aere. I selected my first flock of ewes with 

influence of cold and heat almost as great. | particular reference to their constitational 

When the skin becomes cold there is a] vigor, and crossed them with pure Silesian 
natural tendency of its pores to close, and| bucks. The result was;they yielded me four 
this produces a lessened nourishment for| pounds and two ounces per head of clean 

the wool, and Ser aie amma sized | wool. Iraise no other. It is not fgirto 
fiber is produced of less strength. Then, | sell dirt for wool, and San elma 

again, in the hot weather of summer the} averaged eo ‘much wool. , 
‘are more opened, and this causes ‘6 sheeted four hundzed sheep that yielded five 

[iceer plein, bathe sheep have a thicker] pounds, worth fifty cents per pound. Large 
coating of wool this effect is subdued.— nue, 
‘These considerations show us the impor- Ones, without deterioriating in size. 
tance of preserving shecp from the extremes | His experiments with x sige cone ‘Merino 
of heat and cold, and hence the importance | sheep have satisfied him that they are not 
of moderating their action by means of| the most profitable sheep. HisSpanish and 

shelter. ‘The quality of wool, as determin-| Silesian sheep gave twenty-five per ‘cent. 
ed by the evenness of the orate makes &| more profit Se from his 

great difference in ite value. We'have the | largest ewes crossed wi one of Mr; Bing- 
influence of port ne A very much eee —— 

distinct from any such mnescace of the Sn aenionak aan.
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Mr. Chamberlain, of Clarke County, said Winter Care of Stock. 
he had been breeding Spanish Merinos for _ 
a number of years, and claims they have} The following remarks, which we copy 
more constitution, will bear more exposure, | from a. number of the “ Irish Farmer's Ge. 
and flock together better than any other | zette,” are particularly appropriate to the 
breed. He had flocked the Longwools and sean ong worthy the attention of all who 
the French Merinos with the Spanish, and | have the care of stock : 
found the latter always the best. His sixty| 1st. Regularity. The stated hours of feed- 
head ayers Ox and three-fourth pounds | ing must be carefully attended to, and no 

per head. sowed rye to pastare his ewes a to be allowed, Cattle very 
on at the season of lambing, and likes the | soon know the time ber ought to receive 

practice. their allowance of food; and it it passes 
Mr. Quinn, of Columbiana. Fine wool| without the expected supply, they get rest- 

with him had proved-e failure. Had kept | less, and express their cutadanbatly loud. 
the Spanish and the Cotswold breeds, and | bellowi 
the latter took on three pounds of flesh to| . 2d, Gisaliaees From an_ examination 
one for the former. ae are very quiet, | of cow houses or cattle-sheds in general, we 
eat, and lie down, while the fine-wogls roam. | would be led to imagine that cattle were 
about the fields to see what they can find, | naturally dirty, and that their owners, there- 
and thus work off their food. Geta about | fore, consider that the most profitable mode 
twice as much for a Cotswold wether as for | of keeping them, is to pay as little attention 
a Merino, and is not insulted when he takes |to keeping them clean as possible. The 
them to market. At five months old, his| cow-house ought to be cleaned out twice 
long-wool lambs weigh more than fine-wool }every day, and plenty of litter allowed: for 
sheep ever weigh. Mr. Palmer asked if he| the cattle to lie upon. The troughs ought 
can keep as many to the acre as of fine-| to be kept always sweet and clean ; and, for 
wool, to which he replied in the affirmative. | this purpose, the feeder must remove all un- 

Mr. Palmer thinks he can keep three fine-| consumed food, whether turnips or straw, 
wool nore. where he could keep but one | previous to'giving a freak supply, wiping out 
coarse woo the troughs with a wisp of straw. 

Mr- Quinn thinks coarse wool worth more} 3d., Quiet, This is a most important point; 
than farmers usually get for it- He usually| and so much ought it to be attended to, that 
sells his for 45 cents. Hs summed upiby| the cleaning of the houses should never be 
expressing the opinion that coarse a done whilst the cattle are eating their tur- 
sheep are twice as ote as the fine. nips; neither ought the curry-comb (which 

Mr. Easton, of Huron County, says'that| ought to be used on all feeding or milch- 
those’ who can make most by raising wool, | cattle as on such as are constantly tied up) 
should grow fine-wool seme Those who| beapplied whilst the animals are feeding ; 
can make most by mutton should raise the} nor should they be disturbed a 
coarse-wools. This depends partly on near-| laid down, to pole this process. Imme- 
negs to market, and partly on the character | diately after being fed, and before they lay 
of the epuntry. On billy land, .fine-wool | down, is the best time to clean out the houses 
sheep do best; but he, thinks in a level and curry the cattle; and whenever this is 
comatrptbe coarse-wools are preferable. over, let the door be closed, and the eattle 

Dr. Townshend remarked that more fine-| left to enjoy quiet until the next feeding 
wool sheep could be kept on an acre, but | time comes round. : 
the difference is not-in oe to their} 4th. Ventilahon. Warmth is atmge 4 
weight, A wether that weighs two hundred necessary to the health of milch cows ai 

or three bandred pounds will eat but little | fattening cattle; bat this. must: not be the 
more than a small one. The Spanish Me-| stifling heat of anill-ventilated byre. Many 
rino sheep is very active'in its habits, runs | diseases are caused by want of attention to 
about a great deal, apd thus. requires more | ventilation; and wo believe that to this : 
food than if it wasquiet. The.coarse breeds| pleuro-pnetimonia owes its origin and fatali- 

of sheep have good digestion, and hence con-| ty. At the same time cattle must not be, 
vert a large portion of their food intofat.| exposed to a draft of cold air. The best 
The Leicester has a splendid digestion. 1| ventilator is one rising two feet above the 

think that three, coarse-wool sheep will eat} ridge of the réof, covered with slats, and 
about the same as four of fine. having Vesitian blinds in the four sides. 
Quite a number of others participated in| The heated air will ascend to, and escape 

the discussion, but the above sre the points Son liccag nteepariosaa are but not a 
elicited, A vote was taken to ascertain the | draft bei So | 
foie 9h cee areneeh whieh sapped se fo: ings in the at the: granndy loping pr 
lows: woah, dl 5 ag 22; mid,| wards, and covered with gratings, Young } 

dle. and cross, 4. Several, -no.ex-} cattle in sheds, and having access to straw 
Perience, did pot vote atall.—[Ohio Farmer. yards, of course, do not require ventilators ; 

eS re oe | 2 least where the straw yards are protected 
B@> There are 54,508 horses in. Maine. \| by the surrouniling houses.
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P the like be forgotten ; they should have 

___HORTICULTURE. prominent place in every well regulated 
_ For the Wisconsin Farmer. garden. 

Horticultural Preparations for Spring. |" y will be happy to furnish hints occasion- 
Mn. Eprron:—As little ean be done at| ally, in the above line, if you think they 

present in the fruit, or vegetable gardens, | would be worthy of a place in your paper. 

now would be a good time to plan.and ar- Yours, &c., 

range for next season’s horticultural opera- HORTUS- 

tions: ———-So——— 

The first thing to be done will be the ma- For the Wisconsin Farmer. 

king of hotbeds, in which to grow such things Pyramidal Juniper. 
as early cabbage, cauliflowers, tomatoes, let- ae Zs 

tuce, &c. The following hints will be of eer — ne eee 

vice, to those that. are, not, conversant with Juniper, which was unlike anything we have 

the mode of making:hotbeds : met with in Wisconsin, and which we believe 

Ist. Procure as many sash 8 YOU Te) 4:1) be found a great acquisition. 
quire—three by five feet are a good conven- Very upright and pyramidal. in. habit, 

ient size, and two of these will be enongh| ... specimens as much so'as ® lombardy 

Stan entinary oer n lar, while others were slightly spreadin 
2nd. Makes box that your sash will Gt, tnd bushy, Ofe delicate aicdrce aren: 

with a bar between them to keep them in feathery foliage, it retains its color well 

their places. The box should be higher at} 5 14., gh winter, and is a charming variety 

the back than the front, and slope towards among a collection of evergreens. The tal- 

the sonth. lest specimens were perhaps eight to ten 
3rd. Procure stable manure that is fer-| feet high, and only fifteen to twenty four 

menting, and fill a hole three feet deep, and | inches in diameter. 

one foot wider than the box; press the ma-| This may prove identical with the Sweed- 
nure as hard as possible, and, when finished, | ich Juniper, which it somewhat resembles. 
have the manure one foot higher than the | 41) [ could learn of its history is that Mr. 

surface of the ground, then put on your box| Barswam, of the Columbus Nursery, found 
and sash. In about a week it will be ready | ;¢ growing there some fifteen years ago, in 

for the earth, which should be of a light the hands ofa German. Mr. B. thinks it is 

porous nature and partially dry. Press the| dicecious, the most pyramidal specimens 

earth with the back of a spade and sow the | being the male plants. 

seed you intended at once: coveronexeighth| J] have no doubt this Juniper will prove 
of an inch deep, and keep the frame close | hardy in Wisconsin; plants sent to Roches- 

for a week or ten days; if the seed are good, | ter several years ago are hardy there. 

they will be up in that time, Thinout the A. G. HANFORD, 

plants as they require it, and give air on all Waukesha, Wis. 
favorable occasions, to make the plants a 

? sey. Evoutsn Favrr.—I attended one of the 
If the above directions are followed, suc-| largest fruit exhibitions in the country at 

cess will crown the efforts of those that un-|the Crystral Palace in London. The apples 
dertake it. were not worth looking at. Pears about 

a middling. Plams and nectarines very fine. 
The next thing to be considered is whether | Hot-house grapes were remarkably good, 

you have plentiful supply of fruit, shade, | and a few fair looking peaches grown under 

and ornamental trees, together with shrubs, ianer tig sf 7 cares oat 
and smaller feuits. If not, lose no time in| With in America, ‘The fruits in England, 
making up lists of what you want and send-| this year, arenot high flavored. but poor 
ing to some reliable nurseryman forthemat|and insipid. ‘The sun does not shine hot 
once. Small fruits will usually pay: for swdsyaca ow oe ne oa 

thomselves the second. year after planting. | fruit, as we ate.—D, C. R:cHMOND, in Ohio 
Norshould asparagus, rhubarb, seakale,and | Cultivator. we
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Relative Haringes of Seedling® and | which I will name. The Perry Russet, 
Pomme Gris, Fameuse, Late Strawberry, 

Mr. Editor :—I regret having to sby, that a en 33 Fatrae . Semes 
in my intercourse with farmers of this State nest finaneed firalisy soit sala ong 

pa ag eee ‘mel eae ae those which have stood our severe winters 

ne ns the best of any, including more than 
ed ones, has been noticed. Such persons Seen tiaitiaial thoeearpundieattecniie 
did not of course examine the fruits on the is sE06d this Spnceliceuallycalicte’ Mone 
tables at our late State Fair. Had they ional pobdent pertni¢:chearga: 
done so, confering treely with the different mint dilght Be’ greatly extdnded, but’ this 

exhibitors on this point, unless very self- BRS py gS it Ag) 
conceited, they would not have returned laraentes nad sAotsta inensito.the 

ers - rae ‘ae ts = oo _ point under discussion. Seedling trees are 

: one: Ee Tap levte these not alike hardy. Every nursery man of 
* geafts.” That the conviction is honestly mar eaperiense ds qeallamecn Datmhiie. s 
entertained by many, especially in those Setapccheaceunpihardpiredheluieasty others 

soctgns af the State lonst be . ehaneeite are subject to slight injuries from the sea- 

to truit-growing, angst joubted, | an sons, others to serious injuries, and others 

berms sie enterieteen eee eee still do not survive the first severe cold 
it with facts, and arguments, not with cen- weather ‘to which they ‘aro subject: With 

ay = ad auhecre oe Persons -rafts the care being very difficult. Those 
Wie Ben) eae eon instrumental in g1ViNg | varieties classed as hardy being nearly uni- 
currency to the idea, because they had only em nn, tenes cateey ioe aetere coal 
seedlings to sell, deserve the latter course of bcathensl andl cthed msciasadeati sinake: 

testes: 4 This fact alone, gives the cultivator of these 

All apple = grafts, as well as seedlings | hardy varieties a decided advantage over 
have their origin in the seed of the apple-| the cultivator of a lot of promiscuous seed- 
The origin of the former lies back through | ings, 
one or more generations of trees. That of J. C. BAYTON. 

the latter does not. If then, seedlings are} Azrsray, Jan. 18, 1861. 
more hardy than grafts; either perpetuat- Nee 
ing a variety by grafting, tends to disease Culture of Trees. 
and consequent decay, or the seedlings 3 ae 

producing the best fut aro by some am-| ine Dy Masonaua, P- Wusose, Pre. 
— va a ee re ~ 7 dent of the American Pomological Society. 
pes a = non spend paige The author ranks high among the first 
tania promologists of this country and his opin- 
If the former of these two theories were | ions are entitled to great weight : 

true, a variety would be hardy or otherwise,! 1. The healthful development of fruit 
just in proportion to the number of times| trees, as of other living substances, de- 

itd Yen propagtd cing backward] pnd ne regu of ca 
bc an Ae 5 re ice ME sieien derived from the earth, air, water, 
seedling tree. That this is not, true among or other natural*elements, is conveyed 
many varieties now in mind I will name through the medium of the atmosphere and 

two, the Connecticut or Westfield Seek- _ heen a ca 
nofurther, a very old variety, generally | ®04 ont ‘eal ‘> 

5 meteorological agents, the Great 
admitted to be hardy, and the Rambo, which | arbiter of Nature has committed the soil 
originated with David Rambo ‘not more came to our care and treatment. i 

than forty-five years ago, generally admitted m = e this T —_ eet senti- 
to be tender. That the latter theory is -not irai Saccemata all) cultivat tae oe 

true in fact, may be argued and, proved by indispensable to the fait grower. 
classing the two varieties, bearing equally| 3, Not less uniform is: the experience of 
choice fruit, aad many others, some of/ the salutary effects of # proper preparation
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Of the soil fortruittrees, both in the nursery |°" SOM PUN6r SPPrORTia sr sur atten: 
and in the orchard. tiled in the mi tion to this topic, I have only space to em- 

These principles are settled in the minds few general rules to guide practice. 
of ‘all intelligent fruit-growers; bat the te Seah Or silky beveese the thes need to be often procsdigaled asl dntirobi weit'graht dommes. 

Sees ee aa err RA ist..The character of the woods to be 
habits of the tree tothe constituents of the mplted, 98 moe wf Saye soaree: tasiaee, 

ae cata kal aun inti the fickle. 2nd. The wood-buds, whether abundant 
sr ote pa coun or sparse, plump or lean, round or pointed. 
eee eee el aed The seasons of maturity, whether mon causes of failure, not only among in- easly, medium, or Jate. 

saan cultivators, but among profess These suggestions Will suffice to indicate 
froee's “3 a the direction of thought and the kind of in- 
fore attention should be given not only vestigation to be pursued. A better know- to the location, but especially the aspect of ledge af the:eubj will, no doubt, hereafter 

iettra-& commmonserren 44 $0 dhomngaed sthe aiuaiet alae aaecoieae 
time of ripening. We plant OUs OOF gy reae, explicable mysteries which now attend this in the warmest and most genial locations. branch of fruit cultare, 
There should be assigned to our latest va- 
rieties. For instance, we, at the north, have oe ee 
too often ples our late fall and winter | From an article in Wisconsin State Ag. Trans., vol. 5. 

like Easter Beurre, or Beurre d’Arem-| Suggestions to Wisconsin Fruit 
iy northern aspects and She posi- Growers. 

tions, where they are liable to injury by the Wie eikti ss ota kes, da 

Shook bare giv shone aah ampere Sumi lec ls 6 ve given & 801 aspect, ji ead out mt far oly Yo bing thw 0] Ele, Tare rough he othe perfection. The most favorable locations Tro, informs his readers das in Moscow, 
are not so indispensable to our summer| «in summer the most delicious species of 
fraits, which mature early under the more| cherries, apricots, aches, pears and ap- 
direct rays of thesun, and ina much higher be nay, ananas (ineappies} are common} 
temperature. This rule may require modi- | ly sold at & reasonable price.” He further Seer ee tesa ee ee eI south or southwes! ion of our country. > 
And here I cannot refrain from expressing = kinds of Togetabis aro In super 
the earnest hope that our local catalogues | (BUSP oa shoes ee at 7 
may be framed with a wise reference to this Three ‘hers set eetonee theis ate 
——- and that the day may not be dis-| py tished in these reniarks : 

tant w “ie eee cemeye shall a aay Thet auch delicions fruits ean be pro, 
8, ani a aciagaaa locality, cathe ue SORTA eS as the 55th or 

* * * * * . * 2nd. That they can be produced in super- 
. abundance, and purchased at a reasonable AFFINITIES, price. 

I would here again recommend a more| 3rd. That this has been accomplished by 
careful study of afiities between the stock para exertion. iaile in ‘a 
and the pos § Whatever be the opinions in x = ets wi Bate date 

regard to the manner and degree of inflay pane as a ie Seca, 
ence which the scion has upon the stock, ing. Its pe po yn ran or the reverse, the fact of that influence is| taSorabie for a Taxuriant growth of wood, 
undeniable. For example, we have seen| with most kinds of fruit trees, yet the seve: corm easictinaset the pean on eivereney rity and vicissitudes of its climate too fre- Collins, and others, which woald not readily eo counteract this advantage. 

assimilate with the stock,however vigorous.| ~The location of your State, in relation! to 
We have, in many instances, seen heslthtul Lake Michigan, is unfortunate, so far as 

seen es ee Sort So ome eet Soins 
was the sseatatomtinataim of water aredialtthael osteasieme ems poe Fel tions of Michigan and Indians by tho preva-- seen the stocks throw out. auceessive | Hon — Saileoe 

crops of suckers, and although these were | svat. of ‘Wisconsin reccives tne fait a the scion would re-| Son of the subarctic Diasta, sweeping Lown fuse to receive and Semen from the Rocky Mountains and the plains of Sep gute Sneetitvent trees! Nebraska. ‘ ie would finally Tn such instances, the’ ‘This view may discourage the indolent, but 
pa ean sy ee te neg eee 1t should 
is to remove the graft fora ‘of its own'| produce a wha. totais.
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by-exertion is enhanced in value. Cobbett | some of them may be valuatile, many must 
says: “Jn England, where water-aielonsare | of ste ays Ml ay mci 
raised only under glass, and with great | ated from métural and, accidents! impregne- 
pains, the fruit is transported to market tion, without ang‘settled \6r philosophical 
—— like a delicate infant) in @-napkin;| plans, The laws of reproducing in this 

while in the United States, where they, are eattndity ‘are the same::as: in” other 
grown with little care, they. are tipped by! branches. of the vegetable kingdom. For cart-loads upon th: sidewalks like i lnotanoe, t the getable ee staes 
A peach raised under the frowning skies of | 1 omy aa Noor tudes, the great 
Moscow would command more. value than object should “be to produce good kinds, 
fifty specimens from the sunny South, The | Which ripen carly and are —— hardy. 
above cited facts from Pallas should afford | To procure these from the.limited number 

eins t. Traegravers ins many Ee ey re nibs it-growers eountry, who | art ridizatior inj @ parents 
are now contending ih aeheral ipedi- | those forts which eclitain the characteristics 

Pf the inbosplatle climate of Moncow, oat oan es i —_ desire : Sih: 
especially if the sronxpiry of the Bussians, ao as 1 ae oe ee vue 
as they were in the last wena fa hang e | abrusco, a common native grape, and : 

be overcome by indefatigable industry, #0 64-these'vines with the pollen of the Black far as to produce such results, may we not Siaochy ‘d the White Ohaaselas 
confidently anticipate that the active and in-| 4®™ vibe ai ite there — 
telligent population of your Stute, command-| Of forty-five: seedlings,’ thirty-sevem have 
ing the hepetvembate xf: mpders arts‘and| borne fruit, All. progeny. of these have 
sciences, will successfully triumph over the | proved perfectly hardy, and have stood 

comparatively trivial contingency arising witbout protection for several winters, where 

ELS aumo. covsant of, Indetatgnble aove-[injumedcy Sdhhoselinge ‘produced Up te e. same. amo exer- | inj; . 
tien, judiciously directed, would enable each ooeane ton of the Black ee most 

of you to literally sit under his own vine and | of them inherit, in a good degree, the. color 
fig mara ite'oi wi and characteristics of the male parent ; 

This desirable end may pe attained by | while those fertilized with the White Obase- 
mnetane s ore protection to vines lag, all were of a reddish. color, intermediate 

Qnd. Selecting: for ¢ultivation the most | between the natural color of the prette: 
hardy kinds; anu Thus we see the positive and powerful 

&rd. Producing new varieties adapted to| effect of the art of hybridization in the 
the soil and climate. hands of scientific cultivators, who: can, in 

———_+2+-—__—— & meagure, control the process of mgr 
[From the Oregon Parmer.) duction, and render it subservient to their 

American ical Society—Hybri- — 
yn he bile it. was formerly co oo the 

— peculiar, and to many, the disagreeable 
In the month of mber Isst,, the} aroma of our common grapes disqualified 

American Pomological iety held itsan-|them for ihe production ‘of choice fruits 
nual meeting in Philadelphia, and the, sub-| and wines, it has been ee we think, 

jos hybridizing grapes was diseussed;— | beyond a reasonable doubt, that the ehar- 
, J, J. Thomas, ajdistinguished horticul- | acteristic deelanated by the way of con- 

turist, made the following rematks and|tempt, as the fox or pole-cat flavor, will 
statements at one of the meetings of the | hereafter constitute one of the chief excel+ 
Society. They will show to our farmer and | lencies of our esate, when; by the 
horticultural readers, what scientific men | art-of hybridization snd. civilization, it shall 
are ceiog te create new and improved varie- | have been modified and changed, by alliance 
ties of the grape. with other grapes of excellence that are des- 

Mr. Thomas said ‘he’ believed that no| itute of this quality, and that thus' improved 
country on earth is: better adapted to the| it is destined to form: a distinctive charac- 
ereepenre callirabon of the tban the | teristic of an important class of American 
United States of America. frie branch of| grapes, even to give them a marked epee 
fruit culture is: yet in its incipient state, but | ority over such varieties as the Black Ham. 
it has progressed'so-farasito authorize the| burg, Sweet water, and such other foreign 

belief that the grape can be grown with | sorts as.are:destitute of any especial aroma. 
success in almost every State and. Territory | It may yet_make.our seedlings rivals.of the 
inthe Union. == _” | Museats, the Frontignacs, and other bighly 
_ With the: progress already made in rais-| flavored foreign grapes of the old wor! 

ing new sorta, it is only a question of time ee 
when’ we shall have, varieties ‘adapted 'to| .\Horaovsss: srvras Acrp is’the newest 
almost every locality. Thoneens of. anil idea started in England.  It.is proposed to 
vators, scattered over our exte country, | cover whole x and fruit gardens, with 

ee glass, one si mammoth house, the roof 
teed, in expectation success. While! to be on the ridge and furrow principle.
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most important State interests ? There is no 

MECHANICAL. «|e ctiied or totuaging tan hr ber be 
Manufactarey_ Tho | Free Foliscy of | us to send all our raw material to the East 

a for manufacture and then buy it back again, 

There are -many reasons why Wisconsin | t 87 increased cost of the freight both ways 
should aspire to take’ rank with the manu-|90d of all intermediate profits. 

factoring States of the Union. Something shoald bedone,--ell will agree Tn the first place, our State abounds in|t® that poposition, but what shall it be ? 
the raw material. We have rich mines of _In our opinion there are but two remedies, 
lead, copper and iron; forests of timber | cither of which may be adequate, however, 
that can hardly be surpassed East or West ; to the great work of practically correcting 
the rich prairies adapted to the growth of| this important error in. our domestic policy. 

fiax and hemp, and the other products sus- as a State—the reduction of legal rates of 

ceptible of manufacture, andthe grase-| interest, and an exemption in whole or in 
covered hills on which to produce any|P#rtof capital invested in the manufactur- 
amount of wool. ing business. 

Secondly. We have an incomputable| The first remedy has already been sug- 
amonnt of the most economical motive | gested and ably urged by Governor Rax- 

power in the world—available water, power|D4LL in his Message to the Legislature.— 

sufficient to run machinery enough to sup-| In his late Message he says: 
ply all the Northwest for all time to come,| “A difficulty, in the ay of the outlay of 
with all fabrics, implements, and whatever | Capital in pry oneciiny an ae the 

be a! nee ta, the, highest. style, of Wie ten a twelre.ts cent, for Grek 
civilized life, of prea. can be Feaaeel eenrT ae be 
Third ly. constant’ more or less wil raw ym BD: 

Ae ee eee branch = froiatt Ranaienanee 
energy, and enterprise to secure success, Money loaned produces. vo weslth—adds 
both in the produetion of the material and/ nothing to the common stock. It simply 
in its manufacture. =~ ao rth a kind = on es 

: . er who can realize or ree 

Fourthly. We are provided with the best recaate after ali his toil'and labor, on the 
channels of transportation, when our] value of his farni, must be tempted to sell 
manufactures shall have been mude ready | hisland and stop prodacing, when he dis¢ov- 

tre Ao aeiceeete emia Lasily. We are admirably situated with| cent. Capitalists will not-put their mosey 
reference to the great markets to be sup-| into manufacturies, while they can realize 

plied. ee eee the 

Thé great Lakes connect us with the| [© aman of the . ea 

Atlantic Seaboard, and the Father of| this subject; and bog leave to refer agai to 
Waters and its several navigable tributaries | the views expressed in my two last messages 
open to us an easy and cheap communica-| pon it.” 
tion with the Gulf States, the remote but| The above reasoning is certainly sound, 
rapidly growing regions of the far West, | so far as it relates tothe influence of a bona 
and even the newly opened settlements of| fide low rate of interest upon the manufac- 

British America. turing interests ; the only objection that can 
Why, then, do we not only manufacture | be raised to the feasibility of this plan is the 

little or nothing for exportation, but even| almost if not utterimpossibility of framing a 
buy abroad almost everything we need for|a law which may not be évaded, when there 
ourselves—our agricultural implements—| is so much to be gained by such évasion. 
our hardware of every description—our| Money, like everything else that may, be 

woolen, linen and cotton goods, and every | exchanged, has avariable value and willbe 
kind of textile fabric we use—our boots | subject to the same great law of snpply and 
and shoes—our cabinet ware—our other| demand. So long as capitalists can be sure 
household furniture—and all else ; we ask| of twelve per cent. in. one kind of respect- 

why this almost total neglect of one of our! able business, it will not be easy to persuade
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them to engage in another yielding but six one itself upon a sheet of paper with a 

per cent., just because the prosperity of the | lead pencil. What man can pronounce any 
State is ‘thought to:d dit: mechanical or scientific achievement impos- 

¥ hong! sible who reads every day, in his morning 
It is possible, however, to: make such paper, thenews sent from all parts of the 

laws as shall favor an important class of| country by that perpetual wonder and mira- 

interests that cannot be built up without Ty) eer aides re 
+ See ; any reelves an O) uni 

the fostering aid of a ae and friendly legs) in any art for an ro neem wh souk 
islation, and to us this seems the simplest] be of unquestionable money value, or any 

and most rational method. operation which it. would be profitable to 

Laws of this character, aiming at the | have performed by machiniam, however ia 
5 possible it may seem to e! it, let him 

chonregogent - ce tin aon —_ write a short note to the Scientific Ameri- . 
manufacturing interests would, in ®! can, calling the attention of our readers to 
very short period, work wonders for the | the matter, and we can almost insure him a 

young but nobly endowed State of Wis- speedy solution of the problem. . Difficul- 
cbr: ties only stimulate the resolution and inge- 

nuity of inventors. The more formidable 
: an the problem the greater the satisfaction in 

The Fertility of Inventors. encountering and overcoming it. ‘ Impos- 
‘ tase Pp sible?” said Napoleon, “never to me 

We published last week an illustration of| that blockhead of a word.” TSeientifie 
the mode of spiking cannon, and it would} American. 
surprise any oe Se has not tome pate elo abt ee sitet re pee bitte 
actual contact with the inventive genius of the 
country, to learn the number be sagietitnd THE BEE KEEPER. 
which have been made to us of improve-|——————___—_———————— 
ments in this simple operation, both tor| It is astonishing that’so little attention 
spiking cannon and for restoring them again | should be given to the production of honey 

to ee on at — ee of our in-| in this State. It is one of the best luxuries 
ventors is to the n any improve- . 

ment, however difficult of Roootaphekinent thet o possibly = secured we i 
it may appear, it is surprising how promptly and is produced with very little expense, 
some meaus of effecting it will be devised. | further than a few hives and one or two 

A a Se an ea swarms of bees as a beginning. Our own 
marble, in New Hampshire, , under - . 
special conditions, a vwaed of $10,000 for ote has not been  apensra but suf- 

a machine for sawing marble in a particular | ficient to warrant the assertion that the 
manner which it hal beta deemed —— mysteries of bee-keeping are cheifly in the 

sible to effect aed ean and the plans| imagination. There is really bnt little 
poet in upon him in such abundance, that more difficulty in keeping bees than in 

e was not only embarrassed with scores of a a Sarai sta Hee ts 

fie eo applications, but had so many | Tsing sheep, an believing e aur: 

letters upon the subject, tkat he was led to| be one of sufficient importance: to warrant 

exclaim, “ Hold, enough.” = r frequent discussion of the various practieal 

very acts of the operations which are | aatails of the business, we have appropriat- 
now regularly performed by machinery, a br F alta’ 
would have been ve she years ago, | ed a “ corner nf Ake Bakar: 2 
as absolutely at the power of machin-| eral subject and cordially invite the familiar 

ism. Who would have thought, for instance, | friends of the bee to fill it from month to 
ee een be poured into a th ‘ yi : 
hopper, and that a machine would take|™0?'- 

them all by the heads and insert them in SP Fs 
straight rows into papers, with a ee Bees and Fruit Trees. 
and regularity unapproachable by hai oat ¥ nese 7 
work? Here is‘ loom, driven by a power-| A writer in a literary journal of Paris 

fal water wheel or steam engine, and run-| states that: the: bees greatly improve the 
ning with great force, weaving with rapidity fractification of fruit trees. Orchards in 

a slender cotton inset into a web, | which several hives are kept always produce 

and if the tender thread breaks, the loom | more fruit than those in wtich there are 

instantly stops. A piston is moving back | none... In the Provinces on the Rhine, the 

aad fourth in.9 steam-tight cast-iron cylin-| fruits a more abapdent and foes then ip 

ler, aud the varying pressure of the steam, | any other part of Germany, an ere 
throughout every portion of the stroke, | the custom to keep large quantities of bees, 

upon each square inch of the inside of the Plants, too, which bees visit, thrive better 

- ylinder, is’ accurately recorded by the en-| in the neighborhood of ‘hives.
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Winter he Itallian Bees. 
The best practical. advice that can be — 

given just at this season is: PROPAGATION—-HOW PURE SWARMS ARE OB- 

First. See that your bees do not t PAEIR FE FERN OT 4APRER ONE, 

todeath. If the supply of honey is gone] Judge King of this city, who oy 
or nearly consumed, make them a little sos the aaa 

candy with good molasses, clarified by the | ¥#® ‘ew specimens Italian pees 
aid of white of egg and thickened with wheat |f0rre4, 2, Sleohol..7PeY Ppoer Syiie 

flour, and leave it in the hive in some place | tinctly marked, wa copies spot upon the 
conyenient of access ; or, what is still bet- | back, — the base of the wings. moor 

ter, give them a mixture of honey itself, | Italian See ee : 

with desolved brown sugar, in the pro- ee ep en- 
portion of 1 to 2. This latter prepara-| ablesit to reach the nectar of red clover, and 
tion, of the consistency of honey, may be Sea nga ed ae 8 

poured upon dry comb and then exposed | ®vllable to onr natives. 2 recon 

win wil bo moh ace, he |yuaot Oo barn te Jeno 
bees do not incline to come out in search of = colonies. He has also engaged a 
the food thus tendered, the hive must be Googe bee ate be femarteds next spring, with 
removed to a warmer place. We are aware | Whi commence their propagation. 

that this recommendation as to food is quite pose Til : wets opeend of tat hie 
too late, as a supply should have been look-| 4 Queen, we refer to the following commu- 

ed to in the fall; but even yet it may save | nication. 
a few neglected swarms. Pree Me jag mamas When aa 
Second. Secure to them, as nearly as| Cleveland. Nov. last, I visi zs . 

: . Sturtevant, the tlemanly Apiarian of 
possible a uniformaty of temperature. They Fee Cleveland, who had three. stocks of 
eannot do well if subject to extreme and | Italian bees. All seemed to be doing well, 
sudden changes, Two of which, however, were mixtures of 

Third. Be sure that the hive is well ven: | Italian and native. Mr. 8.kindly permitted 

tilated. There should always be an opening ame eee some B talient, which I 
of some sort in the top of the hive, so that The prapapation.of this beautiful bee is 

the air within may be dry and pure; other-| very simple. An impregnated Queen is 
wise the moisture of their breath will con. | conveyed to you by express, in a small wire 
dense in the hive, chill the bees, and eventa-|¢nF%, qncloeed ine wooden box. | The 
ally kill them. To prevent annoyance from | the Queen cells destroyed. (This is. easil 
intruding: insects, the opening may be pro- pecsoemied ina “Lan troth moveable comb 
tected by wi cloth or something. of that|tive.” The Italian Queen is then introduc 
bands aia the eS hive. Ina wae ae 

comm 1s 
; Fourth. Keep the hives well darkened, | strong]: marked Gy bight geldan apt on 
in exit that the bdbs aiay nt ‘bo: 4omapied | the tek, ipupedtigtels oe ea 
out on warm sunny days. Tn a short time ou will observe the black 
ce tases bees gradually Tn aieg ant the others 

Bees in California. increasing, until you have a pore Italian 
pete hive. A Queen once impregnated, is ample 

Bo! bees ree California in we prenane See ss 
such great numbers now im, mn. is, ey are & 
cuuaziggiy and are eet doen ‘by the’ Seems |bee,” When T visited Mr. Stortevant and 
mento paper as an intolerable aaisance,|Ds, Kinland leat fl, te weather as 
They are in that section more troublesome | damp and » 2 ss tally plage Se 
than the house fly ; and to give them some- | Only bees I saw flying, were, the Italians.— 
thing to do, the. cultivation of flowers will OF nasive, bess. Chove genuesten. Ware se7er 

i have to be attended to.” al hundred hi Kixe, Dubuque, 

[The idea’ of bees becoming * trotble- | 2”2- ‘ 
some,” if only kept at work making honey,| In relation to thisinteresting furriner, the 
jeter We'd like to see them “6 Saat eae iret 

thick enough to ensure ‘They stronger, much more ac- 
honey at a shilling a pound.} vi tive an leieasigeecanl as. they are at 

|
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work every morning before sun-rise, before : 

other bos ae 7 pe i” continue thei is ___ EDUCATIONAL. 
bors at night, after the latter have “ gone Farmers’ Clubs—Libraries. 

bed,” thes are probably much hardier. They Clube- ° 

= got Ste beer ag oar they aes We rejoice to know that so many Clubs 

ey ¢ up in severity. 6 price ‘8 | has bee: ized it ll parts of thi 

been ten dollars foe's (ness) el State They are just peti what our ‘i. 
change a whole hive in one year to ye P J y 

Italians,) but as they are becoming abun-|™ers need, and we earnestly hope that not 

dant, the hey will peas Our|one of the consijerable number now in 

Pag earch’: Es en a Leu operation will be discontinued for want of 

stroth’s Bee Book. Tavelation to clustering | terest or for any other cause. 
bushes, Quinby says that = bunch of dry Getting together men of various exper- 

mullein tops answers a good purpose.” iences and habits of observation, they 

—_+-+—_—_ 5 cannot fail to evolve practical truths of great 

New Style of Bee-House and Hive.| value, and to induce the adoption of some- 

ae thing like a system of investigation and 

Mr. G. G. Wooprurr, of Waupun, has experiment, 

farnished us with a new hive and plans for! 7, those who have not already organized 

a bee-house, which seem to be constructed | 11, omselves into an association of this kind, 

UpOR correct principles, and are at the Same | we would say, Lose no time in doing so.— 

time ornamental, though not very expensive: | (,1] q meeting, adopt the simplest torm of 

It has not been patented, and, strange to £9Y;) 4 constitution, and. begin at once the good 

he has no desire that it should be—prefer- work of enlightening and encouraging each 

ing that the honey-loving public should en-| osier, 

ioy the benefits of his experience and me-| To such as are in successful operation, 

chanical ingenuity at the least possible cost. | we would make a suggestion or two in rela- 

We hope to have good engravings of both | tion to the best methods of keeping up the 
for a subsequent No. of the Farmer, and | interest : 

hence defer a description until it may be il-|  Firet. Report your proceedings to the 

lnstrated by plates. ‘anugr. Jf concisely written, we will en- 

Persons interested can see the hive and|deavor to pnMlish in full. If not able to do 

the plans by calling at the State Agricul-| this we will condense the most valuable 

tural Rooms. portions for our columns, and so give the 
0 Kernel of what those reports may contain. 

Horace Greeley on Agricultural Papers ‘Second. Set itamediately about the work 

“rh iu ar @ ffky oF a of collecting a library. By contributing 

ere are at present som lined 

Des cata ed nt vrs ones 
to hemingy 94 ment T ot as in all | tao ‘ : » 

the world beside. ey. ve been built 8 your members in the Legislature and Con- 

at a great expense of talent, labor, and| gress will have. pleasure in furnishing you 

a ee ae nee the| with the public documents. We will endes- 
rst o! m at Baltimore, some forty years J oe y 

ago, ihe idea of teaching farmers anything vor to provide you with the Transactions 

in that Sway was hooted by them as ridicul- | the State Agricultural Society, and what 

ous, and he found it hardly possible to give/ ever else it may bein our power to furnish. 

Se ee ab apt ee ee ae 
these publications; ‘and they are ie day, agriculture and the mechanie arts, and now 

in my judgment, doing more to promote while your members of the Assembly and 

the tens. prostate pomter, sod Senate are in 9 condition to furnish you 

substantial, enduring welfare of our peop! . i i 
hae Ferrer ita trae aa Navy, tor the oe begin the establishment of 

open a wae they are taxed some forty | SC? ® eT 
millions per annum. Such a collection of hooks as could thus 

ee be got together, in the course of time, 

= is a selfish friend like the let- without much expense, would itself serve as 

uted pheaphe though the first in pity, a nucleus for the Club, and very materially 

he is the last in help. tend to its perpetuation,
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The Gov, of. Michigan a the State | ment necessary to be made, as recommend- 
Agri sn bya ees — ae om build 

‘We are’ glad to see that’ this ‘institation | op tht Cotlawe iy Cae nenh oe et 
so decidedly the centre of agricultural-| The Legisiature of 1858 at a law 

educational interest in this country and so | *uthorizing soe Aecronitars) liege, for its 
much—though unwittingly—abused by its oer ncaeneaes wie rit a alg posses ef 

friends, has, at last been emancipated from | sion of certain —e lands belonging to 
the control of the Board of Education and | the Biss, ainee in eatonpehipe ie aor 
laced i Board pecial an eridian, In county o1 , 

P 9 A Pe 8 Th si OY | aan ;Tie Walk and: Bodie ta the Goonty of 
Sppointed for the purpose. he \Jovernor) Clinton. The most of this land is in one 
thus speaks of the college in his Annual | body, situated about two and one-half miles 
Message: north of the College buildings, and can be 

* * * The law organizing the| reclaimed at a trifling expense, and will 
college aed the purchase of a farm then be of great value to the Institution for 
and site within ten miles cf Lansing, at an | grazing purposes. There are some scatter- 
expense of not exceeding fifteen dollars per|ing lots that could be sold to advantage, 
acre. This was an unfortunate restriction |and if sold and the avails applied toward 
upon the action of those upon whom de-| reclaiming the balence, it Soe be far bet- 
volved the duty of selecting the farm and/| ter than to let them remain in their present 
site, as they were necessarily compelled to/| condition. I recommend thatthe fee of these 
purchase wild, uncultivated land, the im-|lands oe into the hands of the officers 

wement of which has really cost the| of the College in trust, and that they be 
Bate more than an improved a of like | authorized to sell such parts as will not be 

quantity and quality, would in the first in-| wanted for the use of the Institution, apply- 
stance. We ought not to expect much good | ing the avails thereof towards openin Rats 
from scientific and experimental caltivation,|to, and improving the balance of these 
until the farm shall fare been srepoomhly lands. There is no institution in our State 
subdued. Time alone can oe this. | that more songs commends itself to the 
The mere chopping down and ae good wishes of the people than the “ Agri- 
a heavy gio of timber, are re the first | cultural College,” Aa it should be the 
steps towards subduing land. Great im-| especial duty of the Legislature to cherish 
provements have, however, been made upon | and watch over itsinfancy. The great mass 

? the farm within oo pee re years, in re-| of the people of Michigan are and always 
moving sage? Bjects, giving it a| will be cultivators of the soil, and this insti- 
more farm-like and tidy appearance.—| tution is designed to elevate them in the 
There are other improvements necessary to| mysteries of their calling. It may take 
be made. More land should -be cleared ; yous to put this institution upon.a firm 
the old Iniige penres, Cedar River, connect is, but the time will come when the 
ing the different parts of the farm, and |“ Agricultural poner wil be the pride 
eis its use, should be rebuilt, and} and boast of our Already has it 
8 barn Id be built. passed its crisis, and soon the products of 
The Legislature of 1859: made an sppro-| the farm will go far towards defraying its 

priation of the sum of thirty-seven thou-| ordinary expenses. Suppose it shouid con- 
sand five hundred dollars, “ for the porpose tinue to be a bill of expense to thé State ? 
of paying the liabilities of said institution ;|I ask what institution of learning have we 

SS ee toe ee for oe ree and is not now a bill of 
ir ildings ; the mnt of| expense to the State? 

clare of proto ad tnecher, and ie ia 
yment of other necessary expenses to 

Incurred in the en operon of ee Gov. Brown on Agriculture. 
schoo! e a - cee ite ine tok eta seen, nemared| - In his late Message to the Leglslature ot 
sixty.” There was paid out ame appro- | Georgia, Gov. Brown says: 
priation during the year 1859, the sum of| “To the Ro | of making a Geological 
seventeen thousand six hundred and seven-| Survey of this State, should be added that ‘ 
ae See ee See ee aes OF seiking chemical’ danlyple' of the differ- , 

ing the year 1860, sum of fourteen | ent qualities of the soil in the different sec- ; : ee eee Panis ts codheael seiner eae, 
ree cents, leavii e balance in ion, necessary informa- 

tne’ ed. ie will soqeteats farther ap- fion au to the kinds of peoductions to the 
ion of twenty-five thousand dollars | raising of which each kind of soil is best 

lor the next two years, to make improve- adapted, and the kind of manures best.suit- 
ments contemplated by the Legi mal fy gc ale gasp wy acre This, 
1859, and make some other slight improve-| it is believed, would great value to
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the planting interest.” ‘Certainly no class of Winter Evenings. 

our re. has stronger claims upon _ 

the liberality and bounty of the Legisla-| The winter is of all seasons the most 

ture; and none has been longer neglected. | s yorable to mental and social cul! 

Every app-opriation necessary to the ad- nines ene 

pancement and encouragement of Agricul- Especially is this' true of the country in 

ture, ae be eee ‘and cheerfully | distinction from the city. 

iene OU ONS ODO eet Li tl During the spring, summer and autumn 

" the time of the husbandman is so thorough- 

__ THE HOME. ly occupied with the labors and cares of his 

The Snow-Fall. occupation that there is really but little left 

sxsnaieene. for reading and social enjoyment. But, 

aitent a when the toils of the thronging season of 

ara Thelen wot day; harvest are over, and his fruits are in 

Trou the chesrfal fe away; the cellar and garner, or, converted into 

. money, have released him from the torment- 

ona Trowel action sight ing anxieties incident to debt, or are secure- 

‘Of the brown earth, rob’d in white! ly deposited in bank until required for the 

: numerous improvements of home and farm 

0 te ey cn rpodinata wide with which he has wisely promised to enrich 
FE ek ee omens to ides his vere may the farmer, - 

propriety, is many leisure hours to the 

Form foo manip Melee Sew higher cultivation of himself and his family. 

BeiR ly, 28 e vnitewing'a, ull’ ane ‘And if he be s father and husband, not 

merely in name but in reality, to those who 

ace fs wine ae eD sustain to him the sacred relations of wife 

Biighted a neta meekly drnkine and children, he will bless the long hours 

? of these winter evenings as of priceless worth, 

On the new baptiz’d creation, and hence consecrate them to the highest 

‘Such a sense of beauty fell! 
Z * the hol: 

ofa ger, [uagvodof the howeold: 
Let there be, then, a fixed system or order 

Siena hom the neh by which all the work necessary to the com- 

ras apostle pmo 7 ; fort of stock and the future operations of the 

ei: farm shall be done. within the busy hours 

Tipien of tee word within ce of day, so that when the children have re- 

‘Then, from off may eerie | turned from school, and the supper has been 
‘the in ” repre 

ot — disposed:of, the whole family may gather 

ST ee ee about the cheerful» hearth and happily pass 

While T mermur'd elt a the curtained hours of evening in reading, 
; study and conversation of « character calcu- 

Os sd a reame— lated to enrich the common stock of know!- 

1 oo oo aaet cies wees edge, refine the manners, and strengthen 

f and expand the: noblest sentiments of the 

ram the nit belo ret inet heart, So shall the Angel of Peace and 

area nent and eral ‘with beauty; | Happiness not only abide with you in the 

sacred circle thus formed, but become the 

Beane thn enli of Uraes hidden; life- guardian of each child committed to 

SEs: mr 
chdin tain taaeee : Fireside scenes like these are the bright- 

ip sense of (a est pictures in our memory of the past, and 

Inthe’ 
ound «Hush of peace t0 dwell! as oft as they come up before us, wfth ever- 

Bitting. x deepening emotions of gratitude and love, 

: sige theme omnes we ot See cen tha: donz Geil. Son, Peshne! and 

Aen ieee vol tog St t Mother who realized the vast responsibili-
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<7 aaee were ever HEALTH AND DISEASE. - 

ithful to scharge em. : 

The farmer who is more mindful of the | S088 Come Foa.s #sion--The Editor 
health and growth of his cattle and: colts of the Buffalo “ Advocate ” vouches forthe 

than of the intellectual and moral develop- Bills g eee 8 Siac 
ment of his children is surely unworthy of|®, qSatity of common soap and stir in air- 

slacked till it isof the consistency of gla- 

I ines = it composition, insert the 
Opinion of Women, finger-therin; nut 3 curp is pertain” 

Woman, with weaker passi ress.-—Sulphuri es oe eee ae 3 i aertik tional Po int ear in daily doses of four to 

divine sense. They were right, . Nature eight oP i be omen y { 
bas given women two painful heavenly gifts, | the medical faculty of Paris, a certain cure 

which one them, and often raise| for deafness. Applications may be contin- 
nature—compassi ime, i ise ahovs r~ 7 ee Aah ued a long time, if necessary. The cure has 

aa Saaenioes by ane a they exalt not failed in any of the numerous cases in 

themselves. What more does heroism re-| Which it has been applied. 
nire heart and effect of climate 
Tmagination cleo, thad ‘men, Enthusiasm omen codidscttinte tases titre = 
springs from the imagination, and self-| the of Australi anvteo oF 

sagen from the heart, Women are there ~~ i ee oe 
fore, more naturally heroic than men Euglisteson ned ee ree ot 
All patios have i’ their annals some of| boned rane; tibpracaresiebcenisics cor 

ose miracles triotism, hi States. , 4 
nidciuinawirieatal nn 
When all is desperate In a national cause, Surece Curr ror Crovr.—One of the 

we ocd ct despair whilejthere remains a| simplest and surest remedies for this dan- 
8] of resistance i: 3 heart,} gerous disease ii water, 
whether she is called ‘Fudith,. ‘Clelia, Joan nd - = eee een 

of Aro, Victoria: Oolonian 4a Eiplyy or Gigs. |°0% “ely spplied..to, the neck and ghest lite Gordy, i ont owe day God foreid | With sponge orcloth. The bard breathing 
compare those cite! Jadith | will eease, and the child havi i 

and Charlotte Con ecrood thomenves, eg ES i Ne <a 
heariGcs recoil jat ori 2 

hoje inspiration yas horose, byt ei hore: |Sible, may be wiped dry, covered up/warm = | 

iam mistook {ts aim ; it took the poignard | 4 put to sleep. 
of thp assassin instead of the sword of the icapiembtimeetannies 
hero. he a DOMESTIC ITEMS. 
defence ; was not merely inspired b; 
heroism, she was inspired ee y —— 

Re ——- Sxirreas 1x Hams,—Simply 
a p the smoke-house dark, and the fly that 

AMas's should ; j Sire 
alien ahh banat a ecoot anes Repeat 

sll in the mountains and when at last it | ‘ose who have tried it, ‘ 
reac its manhood in the plai -AINT.—Smeat a ‘piece * 

though, if you watch it, you i toe nest Pd agente. whiting is Popa 
oa on they had or tency of paste in warm water. Rub the 

the mountsins, yet all its mighty current a ce ith ool Sea hae tal ian 
flows, changslent to the sea." you bald a clean, bright surface, - 
dam across it, in a few hours it will go over 

it ‘witha voice of victory. If tides check To Boxz a Turxer.—Remove the fiesh 
it at its mouth, it is only that when they ebb from che hope As 9 RD FT Sopring 
it can sweep on again to the ocean. 8) 8 corer not to aut it to 

goes the Amazon or the Orinoco across the tered oni and do not 
mere wel dosing its TAK SORES the teeast, beak aet't thigne; draw the akcle- 

fall into ta tardies Cond ant ea =e aoe ao apap 
1 oe Se to increase its force, cacaaenulia deqhore re any Heoken 
Sn en  et we then 7 it abe - plaaete se . up;—hake about three
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A Recieez worrs One T. Dot- | other ins ii i i 
eae oo pound of sal soda, and a when Ase ——. i. a pound of unslacked them ine gallon of waters, boll: meee the room agree upon some object which the 

let it stand till cool, then drain off, and ote whois absent must guess out on his re- 
i ne eae me aity turn, “He is now called in, and the boy or 
clot ae or until ee girl in the room who understands the play 
plenty of coapeunaees boiler of | proceeds to ask him & great many questions 
wil creed wih mle ons enon as to what the object is that was’ agreed 
of washing fluied, Boil half an upon, i 1 i 
ly, ten wah thm hroeghi hough en Baker ta teaeleeens oo, 
suds, and rinse well with water, your | ject until he has first named one—an ani- 

clothes will look better than the old way mal or thing, no matter what—that has four washing twice before boiling. This is an|legs ; the le object being men- 
invaluable receipe, and I do want ¢' tioned last before Ee thin agreed upon by 
woman ore I think with a pak all the party. Accordin; i when the four- 
wash-tub to do the little rabbi se ene | ean, cldect i boned, fie person who er woman mig take the last’ book ‘and | went out of the room knows that his friend 
compose herself on the lounge, and let she | will call out the right thing next, and so, in 
aan ao Se ae who can | answer = ste achation Whe it ——?” an- 

eep a secret pown & year Or two, | swers, ‘‘ Yes!” much to th ‘ise of bat the husband told it while ‘on an elec-| all who do not discover the trick. 
tioneering tour. For orapie, suppose John and Mary 
Svaan Ictna ron Caxe.— Boat two} U2derstand the Takers Shek & tour- pounds of double refined sugar with ‘two legged thing shall be named next before the 
ounces of fine starch, sift the whole through | Object agreed’on ees John goes a gauze sieve, then beat the whites of five | Out, and Mary and the other persons in the 

eggs with a knife upon a pewter dish for half|room decide that the thing shall be Lake am hour: beat in your sugar a little at atime, Michigan, John is then called in, and 
or it will make the eggs fail, and injure the | Mary proceeds to question him thas! Is it color; when.all the sugar is put in, beat it|/this room? John, of ‘course at half an hour longer, and then lay on your| “No,” Ig it the wiadow? “No.” Is it almond icing, spreading it even with altho fire? “No.” ‘Is it Jolie's dress? wed knife, If put on as soon as the cake comes! so on, until che finall ti 2 thi from the oven, it will be hardened by the with tote Takis Neita Gae ae time the cake is cold. ae ee . something e John being in the secret, 

~YOUTH?S CORNER, |be ie sabt.one, ant when Mary asks, one, so when 
CORNER. Is hy aaee Michigan ? he says promptly, 

Evening Amusements. eat) 
; [debian —— oe 

oes while the children of two or Keep your Hearts Pure. - 
ce families will naturally get together eer i ay 

sod have a pleasant ltl felie. It's right] Over t hang tho Donde of hanes Gents that they shonld, and the growmap folks it; the sun throws its broad sheets — 
would do well’ to join in with them. We a es out — fA incli ( ng season iio at people to grow ldo ft. 86 long pata. throghy, fone af gay time with the children once in a while| or ‘their lovel itis, waftlig t etch other 
will do us good. We used to enjoy these| a gratefal Cli, ail ackiind aac torent 

jolfifications with neighbor childrea twenty Laer: ze. Such ee — 
Years ago, and they are now and then de} MOU, De A purity of heart whi 
cidedly pleasant even yet. fea een: Tere ee 

At such little gatherings, plays must gone, you have lost from the casket the most 
come in for their share of time, of course, | precious gift of God, The first 'purity.of 

and though not very well posted, perhaps, fae ee mene Eb ond. of dpeling, = 
wewill venture the description of one which |if Ioef, it cannot be found, though’ coughs we are quite sure will be new to'some. It} for carefully with tears. Trctnepte mone 

is this: Two of the children at léast must | rt may remedy it; if a light wengtinahad, 
naderstand it, but the rest, must be kept in | pte Same may rekindle it; bnt i » flower 
ignorance, of the trick'as long as possible. | odor be watted Ais, oh fea chen or One of the:two goes out of the room; the! bring it back ?—[Recal N.Y. f
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Fancy Rabbits. oar-lop, with the ears both trailing back- 
fated i f ing skiff, when 

Here’s something for the boys to look at, a - aed ae ee with 

—beantiful blue rabbits, with their heads . . aa lik 

gad hevtsts qpleskel with white, end ours) ae ieerens eoremam one Soewenty ike 
as long as a mule’s, though far from’ stick-| the mates which differs from “ horn-lop” 

ing up with the queer, stupid stiffness which | Ouly in the more or turn of —- is 
marks the ears of that joke of the animel- | forward, a @ crown 0 
creation! So far are they fromsticking up,| ‘The flat-lop is most esteemed and makes 
indeed, that they loppingly hang down like | a very wr pet. We know some little 
the long soap-locks of some gawky fellows bare ot Wa) ae ie - Lge dnong a) 

awe hare meom,. 780 OP ed to have learned the Rabbi A if, when summer comes 

nothing but the story of Samson and|any of our little readers would like to get 
Delilah. a pair we'll give them the fall address of 

We presume every boy in Wisconsin has the Georgie and Edward who keep them to 

seen a good many of the grey “cotton-tails” mil. ee 
that belong to this country and occasionally How to Mend the Worla. 
make their unfortunate way either into the got Me ft sei ee 

great wooden traps which the bigger boys pe, day & philosopher came to Athens 

set for them in the fields, or into the re- aoe se Greeks gan pr Ge 
morseless jaws of roaming, ee ao love doh tredenned in ais 
Even this common variety are beautiful, | he @ wise men im, sought 

harmless centres, and we remember very] hs comps Os og tne Toved tin 
well, how we used to plead for their lives | He passed for a wonder with that'wonder- 
when ourselt a boy, and sometimes slyly | loving people. sey those that ry 

ir prison before hi . Le ee ee en ans se ae 
many other varieties of the Rabbit, some| stood the dark Oriental Goctrines of the 
of them very queerly formed and fantasti-|Sege, when he vin of God, Man, ‘Free- 
cally colored. dom, Goodness, she Life shat never dies. 

The variety seen in the picture belongs | “°° 7ours, an Sow peer, iar 

to & class Known se the “Baclop,”, of| Pris evlation inde ene of mer 
which there are several—the names varying | disinheriting many an ancient Sin now held 
according peculiar in whi timate, 

. ny wannner ja'which legs he ssid to himself, when he saw & 
they carry et aad r man Tich or famous—ob, that I also were 

Thus there is the halj‘lop, with one ear| rich and famous, I would move the world 
standing and the other hanging down; the|so soon. Here are sins to be plucked up
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eee sss 

d truths to be planted. Oh! that I F 

could do it al, T wonld men the. ond NEWS DEPARTMENT. 
ight soon. Yet he did nothing: but wait | THE CULTURAL 

or Wealth and Fame. One aay the mY DOINGS OF AGRI 

heard him complain with hi and : —— 

Young man, thou speakest as silly women. | [4 Portion of the News Department of the Fausan 

This Gospel of God is writ for all. Ler will be regularly and specially devoted to the interests 

HIM THAT WOULD MOVE THE WORLD FIRST Societies : - 

MOVE rr good t eae ae of the a and oe 

wit 1 ves 7 
ant Syen as the world ee on. It | the State Agricultural Bociety, and all County Agti- 

asks neither Wealth not Fame to live out | cultural Societies, Town Clubsand like associations 

8 noble life atthe end of the'lane in Athens. | sre cordially invited to give the acts of their soveral 

ee thy: Jaght thy Life ; ay Thonehin organizations publicity through this medium Election 
ction; others will come ro ou . 

askest A place to stand on hereafter and Reports should give the P. 0. address, ag wel as pene 

move the world. Foolish {OME man, take | % Wer*1 
ve — ae an ae ee a Tur First Mertine. of the Fxecutive 

the work shal forward. Reform ‘ is00nsi icul- 
the weak shale renee pee alice [agen econ annie ale ANA 
the world... Heer not thy work abilL@ies-(\ SBz}Posiety fo, the ers com- 

The youth took the hint; reformed him-|menced on the 5th of the present month 

self of his coarsness, his sneers, of all|(February.) It will be the duty of the Com- 

Taeeincss iia 7 | oe (ud es a mittee at this session to carefully, examine 

free Toa 7 sickens ae all fiscal papers bearing date since January 

mind. as the sun-light into the air. His Ist, 1860; to mark out the general policy 

‘Acorn is the father of Forests, His influ-|of the, Society for the current year; to 

ence passes like the morning from contin | prepare a Premium List for the Fair of 

ent to continent, and the ich and the j . =. E 
ont bleaas af eeicecd reread tai 1861, and to appoint Superintendents, Com 

life of Socrates, though they knew not his| ™ittees of Judges and other officers for the 

name.—THropoRE Parken. Exhibition. Every member of the Com- 

i stars eRe Te mittee is anxious to do the best thing for 

Origin of names of Days of Week. | the industrial interests of the State, and no 

In the Museum at Berlin, in the hall de-| effort will ‘be spared to determine the right 

voted to northern antiquities, they have the | means for the attainment of that object. ; 

nee ges s a — = ne - ‘The appointment of Judges will the last 
ur ved. ™ 

| days of our week are derived. This idol thing altended to, and the Officers of the 
is represented with hig face “Tike the san, | County Societies will yet have time to report 

holding @ burning wheel, with both hands /to the Secretary (J. W. Hoyt, Madison,) 

on his busnsty: sasigine *le anemee. round | suitable names for the several Committees. 

which ‘conds Menday'ta habtied in a obort | 7b2Y ate earnestly solicited to do 40. 
coat like a man, but holding the moon in} Tae Jackson Counrr AGRICULTURAL 

Tans Gas cat of se eae comet | Socrery, at the Annual Bleetion of Officers 

a ialne taeda oF the Genmane, and serre: (oS the 9th inst., elected the following per- 

sented in his garments of skin, avcording sons for the year 1861 : 

Sen etine coak mca dolaial whia| Sec ¥, Wil Treareer e week was 
wei ‘Woden, from which comes Wed- ap V. Wi . 
nesday, was a valiant prince among the % es , ¥ 
Saxons. His image was prayed to for vic- Vice Presidents— 

tory. Thor, from whence Thursday, is} -D.J. Spaulding—Albion. 
seated in a bed, with twelve stars over his 0. Winters— Manchester. 

head, holding a scepter in his hand. Friga, L. G. Mersill =tAh 
from whence we have Friday, is re] “ , 
with a drawn sword iu his right Tend, and| Ei Wileox—Northfield. 
a bow in ne aot Seater, trom which is} © J. H. Burto—Hizton- 

Saturday, e appearance’ of perfect Levi Warren—ASpringfield. 
wretchedness; he is thin-visaged, long- 

haired, with & long beard. He carries @ T. 0'Hearn—Melrost, 
Par Xgh 5 lakes somrenpvee vom vin! TpBs Howell-—aroing. 

its and flowers.—[Country Gentleman. D. J. Spauipine, See’y. 

iti eeeeaeeeen
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AGRICULTURAL. —The cotton crop of the United States 
x ee for the year 1860, is stated at 4,675,770 

According to De: Bow's Review, the eot- ; é ii ‘ited 
ton crop of the'Bouth’ for 1859 was 4,675,- ales — io the. U 
770 bales; of which 3,773,256 were ex- + : 

ported, and 1,056, 086 manufactured in this| _ — Beef st Charleston is quoted at thirty- 
countsy, 105,522- bales. in.-Vinginia, and| A" conte per pound, Flour was twelve 
South. of Wieginie:iand:2,110/864-4n tie | ns Pe terelyS wath. ayes Sicknen 
North. begins to prevail already among the troops. 

* —A Mr. Platter, of Page County, Iowa, 
—The “California Farmer” congratu- 7 vr ? 

lates the women ot that State on the recent recently sold a lot of 55 hogs, of which 24 

introduction of the Nonpareil Wheat, from |¢xeeeded 400 Ibs each. Towa is certainly 
the straw of which the famous Italian straw | &*ea* om hogs. 
bonnets are made, known as Tuscan straw, ————ESE== 

and predicts that “tens of thousands of SCIENTIFIC AND STATISTICAL. 

dollars now sent out of the State for straw] Rartroaps or THE Wortp.— From the 

Sans an be given to our own women | British Parliamentary Reports the following 

bor.’ interesting facts have been gleaned con- 

—The Keokuk (Iowa) “ Gate City” says | cerning ra relative cost So he cae 

that a Mr. McCoy, one year ago, bound|mile, of the Railroads of the World, also, 

himself to deliver to Mr. Duffield of Bloom-| the ecmparative loss of life: 

field, in December, 1860, 1000 hogs, not ‘Gost “por oe 

one of which was to woul less than 250 | Great Britain...-cevseyerrsysecceeees 254080 Peoria 

pounds. He more than filled the contract| Bugis. 2c age ea 
by delivering over 1,300 hogs, average gross | Prisetiaig “Saree 
weight 302 pounds, Contract price $4,00 ; c COMPARATIVE LOSS OF LIFE. 4 

amount $12,500. atm oreo a ET 
—The King of the Pumpkins for the| Preeng "yaa" ote hukans 

year of grace 1860, was inaugurated at the | United States. ddd d0do 188,000 

Halle, in Paris,on the 24th ult. It meas-| — According to the Chicago “Tribune” 
ures ten feet four inches in circumference, | the exports of that city in flour, grain and 

and weighs 319 pounds! It was carried)provisions and other leading products, 
about the market with this inscription: though about one-sixth legs than they 

“ The King of the Pumpkins of 1860, born | otherwise would have been because of high 

ore April 6th, gathered September | geight rates, aie amount to over 

, a one-third more ever before. Gross 

—O. P. Dow of Palmyra, Wis., during | amount for past three years as follows: 

the past season, made for himself and neigh. otal value fn 1858 nnnns-nvener donee $19,928,495 & 

bors, 10 barrels of sorghum molasses. He| ota value 10cccccoccnsccs BSTORADD 98 
re continent seen Among the heaviest items, we notice: - 

ome manufacture eomplains 1@ | Wheat....-cse-sesreeeys+-Dushels, $10,864,285 

faith of the public-is not stronger. tsilarameretaee se oom nee Sinnnoos 
Een hha ae i Beet Catan RI 104122 8,123,000 

states, that next to railroad and stesmboat There is but one item, that of Iiead, value 
accidents, more people. were killed by $600,000, thet did not come as the result 
eoihah bi Rast the year 1860} °F Srmers’ toil. 

than by any other cause! i — The total growth of Tobacco in the U. 
—There are in the State of Maine 45,.|S. in 1860, to come, into market in 1861, is 

508 horses, 132,645 cows, 61,578,374,095 | estimated to be: 

em... Mong Bbovenecpereee do 
—The average yield of wheat in New Myint Fi is 

Hampshire is reported-to have been thirty ey dca — 

bashels per acre. Probable Valu0..cssccccunccscsnreeoee ‘$10,000,000
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-— The Boston “ Journal” thinks the State POLITICAL. 

of Massachusetts has not lost less than — 
$200,000 by the cattle disease. Lecrstative.—The Wis. Legislature con- 
mgilegatial rceanas a importing | vened on the 9th ult., and the two Houses 

uantities e “ middle ized by the el - lage’ rosa d—not enough wool of ead Oa 8; rns rae soca sah dieing : Tat MenEaEy masa b, Speaker of the Assembly, Thisise Pande Ae farmers.» | COl Crane, Chief Clerk, and of Dr, War- 
—In Oregon, sheep are selling to the| 7% Chief Clerk of the Senate. batchers at 85 each; leat lard relaila ig| | Both branches appear to be composed of Portland at 25 cts. per Ib. If sheep and| sound and able men, and the Prospect is 

hernee won't pay im-that State where/ good for a prompt dispatch of the important 
public business betore them. 

Pisce a there —— factories The Governor's Message is an able docu- 
Each eee dow Soee pen = By it the several Departments and 
annum, and eight pounds of starch is the| Public Institutions appear to be in a pros- yield of each buibek |perous condition, and the moderate State 
— Linnaeus proved by actual experiment} Tax will be ample to defray the expenses of that the horse ate 262 and rejected 212| the Government. It recommends an en- 

seanes ss ata, rns largement of the Capitol; reliet for the 
while sheep ce, readily 387 and refused| Farm Mortgagors; specie premiums of | ouly 141. | three to fivethousand dollars on Sorghum 
—During the year 1860 fifty one persons and Flax; a reduction of the rate of interest 

Poe in the rite ee at ages exceeding | with a view to the encouragement of manu- 
00 years. ie eldest of these was Milly| factures, &c.; a more efficient organization 

heevesess who es of the Militia of the State; declares the 
jig wach el is right and propriety of Personal Liberty 

..,| laws; denies the right of secession, an — The total number of ied * a ; between Ei % and th Gaited States lect makes a patriotic appeal for the preserva- 
year, in the ‘Teans- Atlantis steamers, was} tion, intact, of the Constitution and Union. 
saa LG 000 whom 50,000 yee Pega Several Bills have been introduced, but 
13,000 in the repute, Gonipa roa the ae great importance have yet become 
previous year. nae ; ud ; The subject of the election of a U. S. 
ae B sired ae Tare $1,801,360 TE, Senator engrossed much of the attention of 
expenses $993,096, 30 ; net receipts $880,-| members while it was pending, but was 
is 42. Pe 1869 there was an| finally settled on Wednesday, the 23rd ult., 

crease 0! in gross Tecel, i 
of $56,176 18 in expenses, and of 305. ate clectpn of wee oven iol — 106°42 tn-nét Saoding: "| Bay. The vote in Joint Convéntion, stood 

* 92 to 34. 1 aoiap tt! Sn oan shows at 2, Cannon Aenea Mas American continent, though it is. behind | ufactures in both Houses embrace some. of 
oon Se eee suber age: the best men in the Legislature and appear Tioi 

New York and its subst Brooklyn, hare| °0 D847 been fitly chosen. 
as many dwellings as Philadelphia—| CoyonzssiovaL.—Congress has thus far Now York bas 54336 cot Besokios 9023, been chiefl pied with thi id ° in all 84,831, while Philadelphia has 89,978, | -- Po Ae SOME 

or an excess of 5,118. tion and discussion of proporsons for :the 
—Farmers, should understand the im-| Preservation of the Union. Mr. Crittenden’s 

Portance of uniformity in the color of corn proposition to amend the Constitution 20 far sent to the Chinas, mache The “ Advo-| as to equ weet in ager. north 
cate sa: ei ure white or of 36° 30 to recognize and protect it iued Boge ts tise market from cue $0 in the secciieeadiates aieaiares eneser 
cols anes Lercrations — — bp. | hereafter, acquire south of that line, and to 
lished grades.of “pure white” and “pure | guarantee to, the Southern States non- 
yellow.” interference by the. Federal, Government,
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with Slavery therein; to 80 amend the | guaranties for the protection and extension 

Fugitive Act of ’50 as to equalize the Com-| of slavery, “He could never give bis con- 

missioners’ fees and make the. Federal | sent to their demands,” and would not there- 

Government responsible for all loss accruing | fore give his sanction to formal propositions 

to the alleged owners by reason of a re-| which had already been virtually rejectad. 

sitance to the execntion of the Act, has| Southern members of the Committee had 

not yet been disposed of, though petitions | refused assent to the indisputable proposi- 

are being received from several parts of|tion annunciated in his late resolution: 

the North on behslf of its adoption as a|“ That peaceful acquiescence in the elec: 

basis of settlement. tion of a Chief Magistrate, accomplished 

The Committee of 33 in the House, after | in accordance with every legal and consti- 

numerous and protracted sittings finally | tational requirement, is a high and’ imper- 

made four reports. The majority Report | stive @uty of every good citizen of the 

by Mr. Corwin, Chairman, requests the | United States,” and it was useless to spend 

States to revise their Personal Liberty Laws, | farther time in necessarily fatile attempts at 

and proposes an amendment to the Fugitive | a reconciliation of irreconcilable differences. 

‘Acts of 1793 and 1850, so as to require} Of all the speeches made thus far, those 

fagitives to be surrendered up by the Judge| of Mr. Seward of N. Y. and Mr. Hunter of 

of the U.S, Court instead of the Executive) Va., are perhaps the most representative. 

of the State to which they have fled, and| The former retuses any compromises that 

giving the fugitive trial by jury in the State| would result in the extension of slavery 

claiming him; into the territories, eloquently appeals to 

The admission of New Mexico and Ari-| the patriotism of the American people, and 

zonia as a State “as soon as may be,” with | insists on the integrity of the Government 

or without slavery ; and and the enforcement of the laws; the latter 

An amendment to the Constitution forever | declares the Union already dissolved, and 

prohibiting any interference with slavery | offers a radical and absurd plan of recon- 

in the States. 
struction. 

The minority Report submitted by Messrs. 

Washburne of Wis., and Tappen of New Se aa tied dace a a. teaile 

Hampshire, opposses all concession as ince she formal. seoRmne. ~ 

“wrong, untimely and inexpedient,” and on Dec. 24th, five other States—Fla., 

recommends the followiug resolution: Ga, Als., Miss, and Le.—have sgactares 

Resoleed, ‘That the, provisions of the themselves out of the Union, and withdrawn 

Constitution are ample Br the preservation their members from Congress. The No 

of the Union and the protection of all the tional Flag has been repeatedly insulted and 

vaterial interests of the country. That it] even fired upon; thirteen Forts, six U, 8. 

needs to be obeyed rather then amended, | 4rsenals, one Navy-Yard.and one Revenue 

and our extrication from our present difficul- Catter have been forcibly seized b; aie 

ties is to be looked for in efforts to preserve 7 y 

and protect public property and catees the| Rebels! Other forte are invested by 

laws, ee than in their reese wal Southern troops and will probably have 

jar interests, or comprom’ . is 
eae eet — been ‘taken before this goes to press. 

‘A second minority Report from the ultra At Georgetown, S. C..a F ‘ederal officer, 

Southerners on the Committee recoinmends Collector of the Port, has been arrested for 

the calling of a Convention of the States Treason to the State, for allowing clearance 

with a view to ® peaceable separation, di-|‘°. ships under the U. 8. Flag; and at 

vision of the public property and the set- Vicksburgh, batteries have been seed e 

tling of terms of fature commercial inter- control the navigation of the Mississippi 

course. 
river. 

Hon. Charles Francis Ademsalso made| From the “Evening Post,” we quote a 

a Report on his own behalf, to the effect | chronological
 table of the dates of the sev- 

that he had lost all confidence inthe dispo- eral seizures of military posts, arsenals
, &e., 

sition of the South to agree to any proposi- together with the attack upon ‘the ship 

tion which did'not give them constitutional | Star of the West—the whole forming 8 list
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passed and the usual facilities for business| NEWS KERNELS OF ALL SORTS. 
are being restored. ~ ej Stee 

The President elect is reliably reported to| gia eee ae 
have appointed Mr. Seward Secretary of] 

State, and Edward Bates Attorney General. | 1.414 Bont ties on and Bert ear Pe 

The other Cabinet appointments have not yet — The ee aay: 

transpired. It is believed that secret plans | 44 challenge to ‘ight py ge ke 

are being perfected to prevent the inaugura-| of Ga., is false. He is too brave aman to 

tion of Mr. Lincoln, and Lt. Gen, Scott is| be guilty of so cowardly a folly. j 

taking prompt measures to protect the city} —The Charlestonians have recruiting 

of Washington and the public property of| agents in New York. 

the nation against the projected invasion. — Austria as just issued bank notes of 
Forerax.—The war of the allied armies| thé value of four cents each ! 

of France and England upon the Chinese} — Ohio, New York and Massacusetts have 

Government for alleged violations of treaty or paeueun the President to 

has closed for the present—the allies having cee ae st dns oe 

burnt the Palace of the Emperor, slaughter-| 1.5 ‘Nitwankee, for 1960, is $12,774,700 
ed a few of his people and thus ‘‘ conquered The publie cocuattciadl faites 

8 peace!” are attended by. about 4,000,000 children, . . ? 

ce Meat, Pomenne = Se ere) the gold yield of the Pike's Prat 
‘Avernra still holds on to Venetia, but is| 009. De atk a ae 
making concessions to Hungary inorder to} __ 4 sweet potatoe was raised last season 
prevent.a general uprising of that long op-} at Oye Creek, Texas, that weighed 29 
pressed people. pounds. 

Prussra has a new King by the death of} — Half a million of dollars is employed 

~ King William IV., and Frederick William, |*9 monufacture beer and ale in the city of 
ho will eforth the title of William g 
Ss ee saaenine his inten-|_— The Fond du Lac (Wis.) jail is now 
tion to presarve the established poliay of the | CMP» thous the county ‘contains twenty 
Government and to adopt the most efficient 

* — There are nowon di tin the Savin; 
measures for its advancement in prosperity: | Banks of New York rene aity million 
glory and power. dollars. 

Russi, grand old ‘‘ semi-civilized ” Rus-] — A Kansas farmer recently took a load 
sia, on the 12th day of January (New Year’s ao 45 pected Elwood to exchange it for 

is her Calendar) consummated the e 

— van of the —— of her gl Santee of eee aoe free States 

i twenty millions of Serfs, and: to-day stands is tay FIBA, . oF ie Miaey, rere 

forth in her majesty, her national flag wash- 

ot ot ce snn thar Daw Gurteed pay | sie i t,t pewpare her we 
for three hundred years. Thus has this last | Government calls for aid. 

and most gigantic relic of European Barbar-| __ has ted a Commission 

ism yielded before the march of a. slowly |to = eee xs intention of a 
but steadily advancing civilization. Mighty | ing financial and commercial arrangements. 

in the vastness of her Empire, which Locating) Goticpaat minh, veer hundred 
«stretches through three-quarters of the} and, yon poultry were 

globe and over one-seventh of its habitable auoged bythe Camden and Amboy Railroad 

surface,” mighty alsoin thé grim and rugged “ss We Jones sabi Endlaien a 

strength and growing intelligence of her| y,7 Lincoln aplit ral teers _ 
, seventy millions of people, Russia is hence- $ Seringfold, Ill, on a to his former 

forth yet mightier through this newly-acquir hand. 

ed moral force, and is surely destined to} — Pern is coming into the world as a Cot 
become the first Power of the Old World. Te enc ursmramindes Sed 

ist pple as _ | eotton across the Isthmus, 

_—The Oregon “Farmer” tall of quanti eee 
ties of apples still “on hand” in the upper] — Seventy thousand persons are employed 
country—12,000-bushels in one connty. in connection with French railroads.
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2 The ‘‘ Horticultural Department? will be __EDITOR’S TABLE. _ enlarged to better oe with the im- Editorial Plans and Ideas. portance of the fruit-growing interests of the Having assumed the entire editorial man- | S¢#t¢: re iat tt sereaeioon, agement of the FARMER, we are naturally contrit ong wie oe 4 toe no less anxious than formerly that it should of Waukesha; Mr. Braxrow a e 

{ s 5 Mr. > of Aztalan. 
be eminently worthy of the public favor.— Messrs. Prump & Witupy, of Madison: be, We believe that a familiar acquaintance with Townrt: of Moundville; Dr. Ho ae i, o 

3 3 Dr. Hoy, of Ra- the principles of agriculture and all the eine; Dr. TrvxeR, of Clinton; Mr. Goutp, 
operations of the farm, and & general of Beaver Dam; and Mr, Bupb, of Madison. knowledge, from personal inspection, of al- We are in nau with 1 most every section of the State, warrant the oth ee CCS nn ers and shall hope 'to announce them in 
conviction that we know pretty nearly what thé March number of the Fistenes: kind of a paper the farmers of Wisconsin < : wali 

‘ ae = wie = ao aid of : This number, al h out in. some- | 8°tleman who has been foreman of some o: thing of a hurry, wa to a pressof duties pe ee ae in England and this gop connected with the preparation of the volume ey = * # thorough uaenedt knowledge of Transactions of the State Agricultural |°%* *his beautiful art. His. ‘‘ suggestions ?) Society for 1860, will give the reader an| "i! bounbliahad very months idea of what we propose. The number of i F ie ie “age ere. we original contributions, independent of our | ave the promise of con ‘ons of interest out is small, for the eee few have | "4 importance, touching the breeds, best come into our possession. This is not as it| ™ethods of keeping, treatment of diseases, should be, and we are authorized by numer- &e., &e, ous able and practical writers in various parts| The ‘* Mechanical Department” will em. of the State, to assure our readers that it | bracea Series of articles on the ‘‘ Manufac- Shall not be so in the future. The Farmer |tories of Wisconsin,” also a list of such ought to be a sort of Farmers’ Club, where-| patents issued the month previous as shall ofall the friends of Agricnitural Improve-|be deemed of importance to our readers, ment in the State, at least, should be mem-| ‘‘ The Bee-Keeper”” will urge the impor- bers—the Editor being simply chairman of | tance of this interesting branch and furnish the monthly meetings. There ‘is nothing | the best information that can be gathered on like discussion to wake up ‘the brain and | the subject. clicit valuable thought and information| ‘The! Home’? will, as heretofore, em- Accordingly we say, just here, and would|>race none but the choisest reading for the say it loud enough and earnestly énough to | family, and such suggestions under’ the be heard ‘and heeded by every intelligent | heads of ‘ Domestic Eoonomy,” and ‘‘Heath friend of Wisconsin Industry, If you are in| ud Disease ” as shall be deemed most val- Possession of anything that would be of value|uable. Mrs. Horr will resume the super- to the readers of this journal let us have it| Vision of the department a8 soon as her —always as. plainly,’ pointedly,, briedy and | health will Permit, in as good shape for the printer as poasible,|. The ‘News Department”? will supply but whether in the most approved form or| what so many have always felt to be a de- not, let us have it. Don’t imitate, the ser- sideratum—furnishing at the latest date be- vant who hid his talent in the napkin. fore going to press, a, carefully Prepared _ It will be seen by an examination of this summary of the most important events of ; number, that some new departments have |the month previous, and will also contain been introduced. We think they were need-| valuable | statistical information that will ed, and believe they will be warmly approv- searely be found in any of the country news- | ed. A great many patrons of the Fanwen papers. This is 4 wide-awake age, and the take no other paper, and therefore need a present ate most éventful times. We shall variety... ; keep our eyes both open, and if anything SCOPB OR THE DEPARTMENTS OF THE FARMER, escapes us that the farmers ‘of’ Wisconsin The “ Agricultural Department ”? will not would ‘be giad and ought to know, it will materially change. The articles shall: be only be’ because we ard’ contpelled to work” Solid, practical and reliable. while we watch. ; |
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The political news shall be simply arecord | press them often over a good cup of tea 
of what is and what promises, without party | in their quiet Wisconsin homes. 
dias. Through the friendly aid referred to, and 

There, farmers, gardners and mechanics, | tolerably diligent industry on our own 
of the Northwest, you have our ideas and our part, we have usually carried the Farmer 

ee eee erent | Op t0 8 good, and during the better times, 
us poerealys See a ee Xeural |! ® large circulation; not usually very 
~ See atintol’ remunerative in dollars and cents, but on 
gi oe the whole satisfactory enongh all things 

Woo es considered. In its labors we have found 
Valedictory. all we sought, an agreeable, and as we be- 

oii ote “9 uh lieve, in a humble sense, at, least, a usefal 
In terminating our connection with the employment; and one we would readily 

Wisconsin Farmer, our special prt. aed have continued for years to come, but for 
pastime for the lest five years, and in #0): interference with some new plans and 
doing, detaching ourself professionally. not projects, ot which the public may or. may 
only Seon, So pablie, boat from. the haat. of not know more in time to come. 

steadfast and good friends that have labored} yo atime,» in disposing of the Far- 
20 xealously aad efficiently for the circala- mer, we have desired to put it in good hands, 
tion of the Farser;-we feel called wpoa''to| 1+ might not only be sustained, but kept 
aan, word more than merely good-bye, we improving and progressing with the general 

~~ progress of other things around it. That 
Yes, in this last friendly greeting, for the| 54h will be its iid Saha ta present 

present, we would amplify «little and ac- ownership and editorial management. we knowledge to all parties who have co-worked | , 5. no doubt. Prof. Hoyt’s editorial ac- 
with us, in our goodly enterprise of dissem- quaintance with its numerous readers and 
inating practical truth and useful informa- patrons, and with the interests and policy 
tion, how mucl pleasure we have found in| of the State and West, eminently qualify 
the task. Though sometimes laborious and him for the latter post; as is well known 

wearisome, yet always interesting and en-|., many of our former readers. 
couraging, in some direction if not inthe) ‘That the Wisconsin Farmer may grow to 

way of dollars and cents, : be a star of the first magnitnde, in its own 
To labor in some vocation is the lot of proper sphere and richly repay both pub- 

all, and an instinct of our natare, that must | lisher, editors and subscribers, is our hearty 
be satisfied it we would secure cheerfulness | wish, aud that we gto often meet with 
and comfort; and with us, especially, active ond, tae our old amar onieihy the 
employment of some sort, all the time, is ns bales Soh see sees oe — 

indispensible. - A lack of meutal employ- Cal ot wou bea humble servant. 
ment led us formerly to embark’in the D. J. POWERS, 
publication of the Farmer, and for a — 
time it admirably auswered the end in| [We are certainly obliged to our friend 
view; putting us in close connection on | 0d former associate for his good opinion of 
the ‘one band with many of the best agri-| Our fitness for the position we have so un- 
cultural and philosopical minds of the day ; | expectedly been called to fill, aud most sin- 
and on the other with hosts of the most| cerely hope he will find any new enterprises 
valuable acquaintances and friends that one |in which he may engage equally pleasant 

is often blessed with; many of whom, both | #24 far more remunerative than bas been 
male and female, we regret to say we have | the publishing of the Fanwrs.| 

ever yet personally met, but still hope to) pap aie wool crop of Wisconsin for the 
in the progress of things. We feel sure. we | past year i estimated ‘at oné 'tind'n quarter 
shall koow such at sight and from intuition, | minlion of pounds, the crop of 1859; ono 
and shall, wait with patience the opportunity | million. Increase within one year, twenty- 
of personal and heartfelt acknowledgment five pet cent. So much for the Dog Law — 
for their many kindly acts; hoping to ex-| Who 80. blind as to insist its repeal.
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County Ag. Societies, Clubs. &0. | money in these tough times for improved 

In another place we have invited all Ag- Sa Ta See ome 

coultiral Sottelisa’Taha”“Clatie! UURalwarale vo erste cope yu cee eee 
| jaianaen tier’ tides! few of the Green Co. farmers, and it will 

We again iarne on + Bk eA some i not be long till the crooked-backed, ill- 

tant matter, and trust they will see the ad- eres eee oat # N8 g - oe ‘ 

vantage to themselves of keeping the State me a : ee re i me om 
and country posted as to their doings. As ipa," sho bills, of Wiacosnie. 

Secretary of the State Ag. Society, we - |'H. Fanos; Janesville. 

frequently have occasion to correspond with — ping ee sda ii Bortoue 

the officers of County Societies, in particu- a anon aig me secitie FOB. Yeuder 

lar, but find great embarrassment in doing ap = iat Bi ‘would Tike 'to “know the 

80, because of not knowing the names and inethow of building & stone honse— 
P. 0. address. Will they not keep us bet- of stone not of the first quality, perhaps 

ter posted? about middling, taking into consideration 

A. wats te COdedCN ies. —Give us durability, looks and expense. It is sup- 

donbanwh sitkda, ‘exppes'aheek “as well ag |P08d to dress and fit such stone to 

possible ; write on but one side of the sheet make them Ahoy. #8 zee) blocks; mould 
es-doxiblysand atically. as ‘you can; be attended with considerable expense. 

andj desteunt to be'‘in always Would it not be durable, look better and 

dispatch your manuscrtpt so that it may ne ad ‘Sacaee 
reach us on the first to the tenth of the| the walls on the outside and pencil them? 
month previous to the month in which it| It bei an oe me Plastering ane 

should appear: the time may vary a little) ©® composed of, and what wou | 
oy 3, /the able cost per square’ ? Would 

according to the Department for which it), es ofiathne aa aha 18'tadhes 

is intended. We said write as gramatically | thick, built double, be:suitable to plaster on 
as you can, and yet we would have no one for inside work? or should the: walls be 

withold valuable information or fail to make) furred out to. receive, fhe plastering? = 
. . . eye : : 801 e 

wa BABI becaase of inability to write in | crows the “whys and itiarefores” would be 
accordance with rhetorical rales, Do the | gladly received. * 

beet iis cans heossine our time is pre-}. ‘Bank Lovse.—Ed. ‘Farmer :—Inclosed 
cious—and we will guarantee that it shall| find stamps for the “Farmer” for current 

appear in creditable shape. year. It should have a wide circulation, | 

——_+-e+—__ and will, it the farmers and gardeners of | 

Condensed Correspondence, the State a ts nee — tell ca | 
a. gr readers in arc! oa we destroy: : 

Broopep Carte 1x Green Co.—Mr. Ed-| and entirely annihilated that formidable 
itor: I am pleased to find in traveling over| pest, the Bark Louse. 

the Southern portion of Wisconsin, that J. Goutp, Beaver Dam. | 

Green Co. is beginning to do splendidly in} [All right. Glad that the Farmer is ap- | 

the line of blooded cattle. Messrs. Fenton | preciated, and will be gladder yet for some- | 

& Lawrence of Mt. Pleasant, have one of| thing that will annihilate the bark louse. 

the finest Devon three year old bulls. that Give us your expericnce.] | 

Ihave ever seen, He measures from the} Wisconsin eae arg = 

tip of the nose to the topof the head, 19| Farmers or Russta.— itor of Wis. Far- 

inches—from the.top of the head to the Be canetieatated eae oa . | 

ce I am correspondent of an Taal pa 
ip bone to the root of the tail—31/ per at: in Moscow, by the Imperial 

inches round the arm of the fore limb—-25 Be : Sa aud ia to ae | 

inolidsséatid. the top pattoF the hock Faink | Due Sram as'to the 'penaced anit ex: 
fad iris 7 fost 11 inches, atthough low in| Perenere oF fee | 
flesh, ‘and is as gentle as a lamb. Itis| [Will not our friend, also give our farmers 

certainly pleasing to see the farmers of| the benefit of Russian experiences in so far 

Wisconsin shelling out their hard-earned|as they may seem a help to us ?] 

|
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Agricultural Cabinet. by having it insured without delay. We 

ee a to belld up.s Cabinet for = say much in favor of the manner of 

the State Agricultersl Bociety thet shall | 107s: bariness adopted. by.the, Compeny, 
fally illustrate the Nabaral History, of Wis-| 1! the; hest zecommend. to,.the people, is 
consin in its more direct bearing upon agri- furnished by the fact, that for a period of 

culture, and also the condition of its Indus- ten years, the Company has done a success- 

trial Progress. Such a cabinet should | ful business in the State, and always paid its 
embrace representative specimens of our losses fairly and promptly. As a farther 

minerals, natural fertilizers, soils, plants, | guaranty we need but call the attention of 

timbers, insects of all sorts—particularly | the people to the present Board of Directors 

those noxious to vegetation -— agricultural | and Officers of the Company, where will be 
products and mechanical implements, and | found names of gentlemen who deservedly 
such curiosities whether natural or artificial | have the confidence and esteem of the peo- 

a be of interest and value to the col-| 516 throughout the whole State. 

We have already a few minerals, some 5 eats Wane Ts nl 

700 species of plants, a small collection of Special Meeting of cho Wisensin Fruit 
seeds and grains of various kinds, &c., and bird S 

would cordially invite all persons who may| A special meeting of the Wisconsin Fruit 

appreciate our endeavors and who feel dis-| Growers’ Association will be held in the city 

posed to render us material aid, to each|of Madison, on Wednesday and Thursday, 

gather together what he can that would be of | the 13th and 14th of February, 1861, at 10 
interest, label them with the name of the|o’clock A. M., at which time o discussion 

contributor and the plaee where found, and | upon fruit culture, including aspects and 

send to us, at his earliest convenience. soils, will behad. A list of sorts adapted 

The members of the Legislature are |to the Northwest will be made out, including 

frequently visiting their homes during the |the Small Fruits. The grape as adapted to 
winter and would, no doubt, take pleasure | vineyard and amateur culture will be a 

in serving their constituents and the Society | special feature of the meeting. Judge 

as mediums of transmission. Think of it, | Knapp of Madison, will deliver an address 

readers of the Farmes, and give us early | upon soils and lovality for an orchard, in- 
evidence of your practical interest. cluding the elements required to successful 

——___ ++ - —__ tree growing inthe different soils of the 

Madison Mutual Insurance Company. | State. Essays on kindred subjects will be 
ciate AE sea read. Official business of importance to be 

We publish in this number of the Far-| transacted. The friends of Fruit Growing 

mer the annual report of the “Madison | in the West are earnestly invited to be pre- 
Mutual Insurance Company.” It is hardly | sent ‘and participate in the discussion. 
necessary for us to add anything to what we| By order of the Executive Committee. 
publish elsewhere in reference to this old J.C. Prums, Ch’n. 

established Company. Yet we feel that we 0. 8. Witzer, Seec’y. 

ought not to allow the opportunity to pass| 3@™ Western papers please copy. 

without urging the importance upon the [ We are glad to see that the Fruit-Grow- 

attention of the Farmers of this State of| Ps have, at last, called a meeting at this 
insuring their property in a safe Company, |Place. ‘The subjects proposed tor distassion 
The cost of insuring is but trifling, and when mr Bape | and it oubonid ee 

we take into consideration the danger of ss ‘ - ; 

. Cray arias gun Tape ale ner core arate ane 
tew hours may consume the labor and in-) po ssown Luap Mixzs.—The Grant Co. 

dustry of years, and leave the unfortunate ‘Herald has most flattering accounts of 

homeless, and houscless, perhaps as is often | new disooveries of lead deposits about Bee- 
the case, without the means of replacing |:own. ‘The more the better, so that the far- 
what has been destroyed, we cannot’ find| mers dont’t all get the fever and leave their 

language strong endugh to urge all. who are| regular occupation. _ Shall look for the pub- 

so fortunate as td possess insurable pro-|lished statistics referred to with much in- 

perty, to provide against such misfortunes ' terest.
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Waukesha County Ag. Society, Experience with Sorghum. 
Waovxesuna, Dec. 24, 1860. Ep. Wrsconstx Farwgn :—Having had 

Eprror Wrs. Farmer:—The Annual | some experience in Cane raising and the man- Meeting of the Waukesha Co. Ag. Society | Ufactory of the Sorghum molasses for the last 
was held at the Gourt House in this village sm ae t “ta. — — what 10th i he followi Ad le Ww . Iw mine up on the 10th inst, and the following nemedyi share Taek fetes CU a sacden eticnt 
gentlemen were elected for, the — a common sheet-iron pan. Always made a yee ‘ first rate article of Sorghum. This year I Presvdent—W. D. Bacon; Secretary— bought an iron mill, made me a larger pan, : M. Sellers ; Treasurer—R. B, Hammond ; (4 by 6 feet square and ten inches deep,) | Execulive Committee—O.8. Rathbun, Thos.| and have made for myself and neighbors | P. Torner and E. M. Danforth. six hundred and twenty-four gallons of a | Four of the six are tillers of the soil, and | first rate article of syrup—so good that I can 
thatis guaranty that something will be done| hardly keep any for my own use. I have 
during the year to come to forward the| sold six barrels at fifty cents per gallon, and 
interests of Agriculture. We have good could sell any amount if Thad it. A great 
grounds, inclosed by a tight board fence,|™any have raised it on parts, but im 
and nothing hinders Waukesha county ay meee ae —— 
from having as good a fair as any county| it °F something else. ? many have pronounced it a humbug; but the in the State. We have laborcd under one day te sot far distant when the Werk gill 
difficulty here from the first organization of ee lied with sugar of our own manufac. 
our Society, and that is this: We have ee wee I first offered my molasses for 
“ran to.seed ", apon orees 5 this-depast-| sate, this fail, Tovuldn’t sell; they would ment has overshadowed all others and those take it on trial! But it soon got about and 
that ure not interested in raising fast stock finally one man sold out a barrel, and got 
have had but poor encouragement in ex- the second. Next year I intend to plant six 
hibiting at our fairs. In our opinion there acres, and my neighbors intend to plant 
are other departments that should claim|lergely. I also intend buying one of Cook’s 
our attention, which are of equal value to| Evaporators, to fix up a building and pre- 
the farmer, and we think that we have a| pare for manufacturing all that comes. board of officers this year that will attend| will give what little experience I have 
to this matter and see that @/Z departments| in raising the cane. The alia Li of agriculture are fairly represented. The | fUr feet one way, by two and a , 

4 other, in the row, or so you can go once in President, we know to be a man of firmness . ‘execs a email plow. I never sucker 
and will act discretely inthe matter and do ine until it gets about five feet high, then what he can to correct this abuse. I do take a knife and out them close down, and not want any one to understand that I am they will not sprout again. I have tried 
opposed to the exhibition of good. horses, suckering when small, by pulling them off, for I like a good horse as well as any One| and four would start out again in the place 
can, but I say, let each ————- have a| of each and have to be pulled off again. fair show, -and then we shall not. have so Plant as early as the ground will admit, much grumbling that there are no premiums and not cover your seed too deep—not over given only for fast horses. I may at some ‘Last I te aaed ; uture time refer to this matter again, and|one inch. “Last spring I sprouted my give my views in‘regard to what should be| by putting it in a tin pan, wet it with warm one by farmers, and officers of Agricultu-| water and covered with a flannel cloth; kept ral Societies, in order to make fairs, both it in a warm place two days, and very near State and county successful. oO. every seed was sprouted. Planted immedi- 

Neal ately, and in three days, half of it was out of B@P See advertisement of Ingraham ihoguad Lhad » small quantity of seed Gould, of Beaver Dam. Have never seen get ripe; but none to be relied on, and don’t his nursery, but judge from what we have| know of any in this section. The time for heard of him as a dealer and from the Cat: working up the cane is just before the frost, 
slogue of his stock that he is prepared to| and I don’t think freesing hurts it, unless it Give satisfaction, comes off warm and, sours it. I don’t use
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anything to clense with, and‘make a better] Pork—‘‘@oop ror HER Sizu.’—The 

article than those who use alkalies. Baraboo ‘‘ Republic” of arecent date says: 

Tora tee eae oS oes 
Sexmoun Canvzs, P. M. en brou; is market sea- 

Hanovan, Grant Co., Wis., Jan. 29, 1861.| Singe Oe nc taaet 

poms BT Ter at two hundred tons, and this week our 

pq A.G. Hixronp, proprictor of the streets have been as lively, and bristled as 

Woodside Nnrsery, Waukesha, Wiscorin, | thick with porkers’ legs, as ever. Allowing 

and joint proprietor of the Columbus Nur. | $4 75 ily ee oe aay 

sery, located at Columbus Ohio, has several| commanded $5 90, and it Goneand eat 

advertisements in this No., to which all par | $19,000 have been paid in Baraboo this sea- 

ties interested in the purchase of either & pen 2 the article of pork. Good for ber 

Seine aurery none, woeld do, well| 
to give especial attention, There is no > 

norseryman in the Union in whom we have PUBLISHER 8 CORNER. 

more confidence than in Mr. H., and while Corresponden’ 

we would lheartily depreeate his removal Wotice to eee ts. 

from the State—so heartily that, if we were| If our friends will remember the follow- 

publisher it wonld be hard to coax us to) ing in writing to us, they will greatly oblige 

advertise ‘his desire to sell—still, since duty | ys, and save confusion, trouble, and perhaps 

and interest have combined to deprive us| loss to themselves. 

of his services as an enterprising and suc-| © Prof. Hoyt is editor of the Farmer, and 

cessful fruit-grower, and of his friendly as- all matters, of whatsoever natare, intended 

sociation as acitizen of Wisconsin, we yield | for or connected with the editorial depart: | 

our own preferences, and reluctlanily pub-| ment of the paper should be addressed’ to 

lish the undeniable fact that he has, and | him. 

offers for sale, one of the pleasantest little} M, Cullaton is the publsher, and all or- 

homes—nursery aud farm ineluded— that ders for papers, advertising, or anything 

we know in the State, and that his stock of| connected with the business of the paper 

fruit trees is large and unsurpassed: must be addressed to him.” ‘ 

Srare or THE CountRy—Latest SiGxs ifthe ‘above rales are not strictly complied | 

or THE Times.—At this moment (Jan, 31) with, we cannot be responsible for any mis- 

the Federal power seems to be increasing. takes that may occur. 

Ex-Secretary Floyd has been indicted for ——++—_—_ 

treason! Gen. Scott is strengthening the e T Subscriptio 

defences of Washington city; and the at tek 

border slave States still decline to join the We do not propose to make any change in 

extreme South. Union men in Virginia, |B subscription prices of the Farman. The 

Maryland, Kentucky‘ and Missouri are show- eee terms apon which it fesent 

ing a Tittle ‘more courage. Still they ef eee zx 

dently intend to make ‘all they can’by'the| sue. ongten; dyin, iinteasled:: .0E 

state of alarm into which the North has| », <n gat Societal deena 
é dan = en ‘ «e+. 8 00 

been thrown, and accordingly, Virginia in| pig, “ Ge a ae oo 

taking the lead has invited the several| ‘twenty ‘* (and one for the agent).....15 00 

states to send Commissioners to meet her at LuppING WITH OTHER PAPERS. 

Washington on Feb. 4th, with a ay, toa , . 

compre upon the basis substantia ly of We will continue to furnish the FaRuen 

the Crittenden proposition. New York and|and either of the Madison Weekly papers 

Ohio are athout agreeing to do so, and ‘the | (“ Argus and Democrat,” ‘‘Patriot,” or 

Wiseonsin Legislature has the appointment) « State Journal ”) at $2, per year. all 

of such acommission under discussion to-| subscribers paying one dollar in advance for 

“ike President prays that sto hostile dem- the Farman, will be furnished with any 

onstrations may be made by either the | Srst class eastern paper at the lowest club 

Government or the traitors while the 'pro- rates. (See prospectus on second page of 

posed conference shall be pending. cover.)
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Tae Present Nomeze.—Well, we have| ggg- We desire to call the’ attention of 

Gosed up the February Number of the FaB-| readers of the Farmer to the advertisement 

uae, sent the last “take” of copy (except | of Mr.C, P, Rice, General Agent for Wis- 

this) to the printer, and have time to sit) consin for the celebrated Taggart & Farr 
down and contemplate our work. Our labor) sowing Maehines—these machines are be- 

through the month hes not been light, and ing sold by Cornell & Co. of Chicago, at the 
we are rather surprised that we have done . 

° rate of over TWO HUNDRED a month—their 
as well as we have. Of the editorial depart- sagen it ake yer 

ment, we are proud and wéll-pleased. The perjority over all. other, MRchipeg mae 

Professor has done well, considering that kuowledged by all that use them, Cs Ewery 

the printers have bothered him almost. to family that has. not got 8 good sewing. ma- 

death, hurrying him now, and making him chine should lose no time in purchasing 

wait for them again. But then he is used to | one of these machines—they are as indis- 

the business and understands it. With usit| pensible’ in a family as a clock—they are 

was different. We had everything to learn, | sold very low, and are really as much a mat- 

new type to put in shape, and all the fixtures | ter of economy as @ plow or reaper. Mr. 

of a printing office to arrange, and the Num-| Rice is located at Madison, and has his 

ber to get out,—all in about 20 days, to say | office at Wm. Booth’s Clothing Store (next 

nothing of superintending the whole printing | door to McKey & Bros. Dry Goods Store.) 

for the legislature and State officers during £ 

the'same time. We hive done the best we ss 

could, and ‘we havé, wé believe, gotten up a B@F Sco the advertisement of the Kirby 

larger and better number, mechanically, Reaper and Mower. This popular machine 

than has ever before been iiésued. * With thia;|Feems t0 be, fully, sustaining the good. opia- 

under all the circumstances, we are satis-|i0m of the public. 

fied. We shall improve upon it in the future, Tt will we seen that D. J. Powers, Esq., 

until we will make the reading farmers of. late publisher of the FaReen, is acting as 

of Wieconsin ucknowiédge thit this Journal| °° for their. introduction into this State, 
is as good as any in the country, and much which is an ample guarantee that they are 

: more valuable to them than any other. all right, in his estimation. 
‘ af co) Tar Stan Gear Dare find also adver- 

: * * tised in the same connection. 

; An Important Considerati pe Also, Plumb, Willey & Co.’s advertise 

In the present state of the grain market, | ment of Fruit Trees for the million, They 

and in view of the probable rise in prices, | claim;to be growing trees that will stand our 

i we would suggest, thet as a: matter of| climate, and have had a long experience in 

utility, every farmer should have a plat-| this country. ; 

form scale that he may know. the weight of Also, agents wanted to sell Fruit Trees, 

his grain before he takes it to market, and | &c., &c., a good and useful employment by 

thus be able to detect any mistakes, either | the way for active leisure men at'this season 

purposely or otherwise, that may be made | of the year. 

by the grain buyer. The cost of a scale 8 

may, in this way, be saved in one year, Dry Goops.—Messrs. Menges & Bartels, 

ant ian en at eae No. 2, U. S. Block, whose advertisement 

aEpeaEs Os: CR SORO A S will be found in the Farmer, have ag good a 

ee ss reputelion they, are ‘used; stoca of goods in their line as you will desire 
almost exclusively by the grain dealers, and consi tliat 

and are everywhere regarded as the test of to acleck froma pnb they. aelk.at prices ee. 
ry! 

correct weighing. must prove satisfactory. . They are obliging 

25 gageganss to customers, and’ entirely deserving of 

Give us Time.—We have written a great | patronage. t " 

many letters, and answered many questions vi —__+2-—__—_ 

during the past month, but it is possible that! To Aczyts.—We want amactive and re~ 

we have not replied to all the letters we have | liable agent forthe Farman in every School 

received. This number of the Fakwan will| District in the State. Liberal compensation 

be a sufficient reply to the contents of many | willbe paid to those who will take hold of 

letters gent us. We shall answer. others asthe work in earnést.” Ful! particulars will 

fast as time will permit. = | be sent on application to the publisher.
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Traverixe AcExrs.—We want to employ New York Markets.—Jan 31. 

two or tron active men as traveling’ agents |, Tetris Peet Seal of oe’ 8 se 
for the Farmer in this State. Liberal in-| tion; toderate export enquiry. sg id 

ducements will be offered. Applications ated a chase, firmer, withost Tromever tay deeded 
iu be My mmon 

should be made to the publisher immedi- canes aicage Bb $1, 2601.38 for can’ ines asile 

ately. woukee Club, — ‘Wisconsin and Iowa, in store 

on and delivered. 

Sexp rx Your Namzs,—We are still pre- eRe 

pared to furnish subscribers with the Jan- Milwaukee Markets. 

uary Number, but the quantity on hand is —" yartwavxes, Jan. 30. 

not large, and we urge new subscribers to| Waear—No. 1 spring at S0c del; No. 2 at 76e in : 

sendin heir orders at once. Saarinen ene | 
——_+oo—— for No. aes in store. did not concede to 

Harpwarz.—The attention of the reader the decline, and there was nothing whatever done on 

is called to the advertisement of Mr. John eee eet firm at 45¢ for No. 1. 

N. Jones, in this issue. Farmers will find eee i cakh:chitted Beale. 

no better place to get everything they want, Rarley—30a Sic for range of qualities. 

than at this first clase establishment. Sie a 94100; fresh roll 11a 14c. 

—_—+o—_——_ Egge—12al4c—the latter price for fresh packed. 

[ Advertisement.) Poultry—Dressed chickens 7a8e per Ib ; turkeys 8a 

The Kirby Reaper. Seo, apapn OB 

D. J. Powzns, Esg..—In compliance with 

as wie seat, ese whe hoe, wave clas atanalamnamteaniotaa’ 

irby Reaper, wou! ive their opinion o! 
it, I submit the following a8 the result of my Book Store and Beok Bindery 

aa ; 4 

yurchased Kirby’s American Harvester 

of gy aw on wai for the haere of expense 

1860. ve no note or money until after 
SS Coaroliek trial. My horses’ were 4 year SEAT OF GOVERNMENT. 

old colts. They worked on the Reaper to 
cut one hundred oon of grainy and pr 

acres of grass and came out in better er 

than when I began, and my farm is quite BLISS, EBERHARD & FESTNER, 

uneven. aaa gave me spe —— z 

faction, my neighbors. ink, binder 

and know it to be the best combined machine iat Stationers, Meckreatiers, and Seen tral 

Lever saw. The machine is more valuable ers of Blank Books, in every style and variety, 

than mT wooden machine can be. All I 

have to doin the fall is'totake off the pole, MADISON, WISCONSIN. 

seat, and platform, and put them in the shed 

or barn, and then I pare 2 woods. braces aad 

to or warp an e geer- fe have for sale Books on every branch of Sci 

tg. When Tqet-ancther machine, ‘which I| Af Beligion, History, Philosophy, Biography, ae. dc. 

igi I will thie year, because of. large | ineys, County OMeers, Merchanth, Railroads, Town- 
farm, I shall unhesitatingly get the Kirby. | ships, (dd Fellow end Masonic Lodges, Religious and 

Tuomas Fexton. | Literary Societies, Abstract Doses Se Rest Ketato 

Mount Pueasaxr, Green Co., Wis., Jan. | Der et ee ee eae 

19, 1861. = Maps, School ee for atrations in 

——_—_—_—_—_——_ ‘We aye the asgest epsertpeet of Sool Engravings, 

Tae Great Ice Boat Fizete,—The pave and Frames that can 

Prairie du Chien Courier says of the Ice| "whenever sou tie in Madison, call at our os 

Beat rece a anes ati 
is greatest invention e age, is | ong ‘ on Ww 

fated to meet more obstacles before its prac- en ne ber 

sont utility ls sparron nena to the world.| #-¢- sus, 43, EBEREARD, ¥. ©, PESTER, 

t was’ steamed up the other day, removed| pwasewemtt Trees for Gardens. 

‘from ite house, and—not tried. One of the| , Se Ne wal 
“shoes” or runners chthé in contact with satecalysapnd ‘and village lots and the 

some resisting force, and’slightually: broke: | dem, both sa highly ornamental ya DWE 
Another delay is the consequence.” APELES of tha best sndimmoss showy Kinds. 4 
Trae ane aa f . DWARF PEARS-Of those sorts which do well; 

. thus grown, including many most excellent kind. 

: aor, Seteclay re the colon ee ” DWARF CHERRIBS—Of varietics which endure 
rienced in this wie Tei ithe climate of Wisconsin. 
mometer at the citadel school at 3 ‘Aa Bend for Descriptive Priced Catalogue, “BR 
—_—: 4.@. HANFORD, Waukesha Wis,
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d Industrial Statistics. as correct information concerning all these 

Where are we, asa State? What have we alee ene =~ ao aoeant_ stn 

done? west SFR, ha doing? Those .®e | been true in our own cases, and the enquir- 

certainly, important questions -—. questions \iog coming to this office (the State Agricul- 
that every Btate should be able to answer tural) ati oat daily from intelligent gentle- 

without hesitation, and without guessing.—| yon in other States and in European coun- 

Especially is it important to a new State| ties are confirm atory evidence @f the 

that it should be able to give BRANES, to eagerness with which such information is 
them, since it is these very questions that sought. 

are constantly being asked by prospective} But not alone with a view to immigration is 
emigrants at the East and in the Old World. | an annual statistical exhibit of our industrial 

Figures are usually considered very dry | condition and progress necessary. We need 

things, but to one seeking information con-|to know for ourselves what we are doing— 

cerning a new country where he proposes! else how shall we be able to correct the 
making a home for himself and his posterity, | errors of which we may be guilty as a peo- 

there is nothing so intensely interesting and | ple and a State? ‘True, if any particular 

satisfactory as carefully collected, reliable| branch of business be overdone, that fact 

statistics. will appear in course of time, either by the 

If a farmer, or if proposing to become | depreciation in the value of its products, or 

such, he earnestly inquires for the area of | —what is often, as in case of deterioration of 

timbered, arable, Se lands; for| soil, much more serious—by a depreciation 
the number of acrés; already in pasture, |in power and capacity of the agencies ne- 

and meadow, the number of acres in wheat, | cessary to their production. But would it 

corn, rye, barley, oats, potatoes, flax, &c.;| not be better to provide ourselves with the 

for the average yield per acre of each of|means of accurate: information at once ?7— 
these products, their quality and recognized | Besides, it is quite as important to know in 
value in the markets of the country; for the | what particulars we are not doing enough as 

amount of stock of the various classes and | in what we are doing too much; and it is this 

the breeds which are best adapted —the|class of errors—errors of omission—that 
quantity of beef, pork, mutton and wool pro-| can only come to our consciousness through 

duced, the amount of each exported and the | the medium of statistical reports. We may 

average price realized. guess that we are raising great quantities of 

If a mechanic, what is so important as a| wheat, very few cattle and very little wool, 
full and complete knowledge of the number, | but so long as there is nothing definite and 

character and capacity of the manufactories | positive, we incline to slur over these great 

and workshops of the country where he | practical faults, and slide along as we have 
would try his fortunes ? been wont. Figures, on the contrary have 

, If atradesman, mere capitalist, or a pro-| point, and will prick us to a realization of 

fessional man of any class, what so valuable ! our blunders as nothing else can.
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What would be thought of a merchant who | the Statute have been duly performed, as a 

should attempt to do a wholesale business in prerequisite to the auditing of his claim for 

all the departments of trade without keep- services; and suppose, further, that the said 

ing a single account book of nay kind ?—| Town Board of Supervisors were required 

Why, he would be set down at once as either | to see the penalty of the law executed upon 

an insane man or a fool, and very soon his| the delinquent; is it not probable that these 

neighbors would have a practical illustration | or similar measures would have the effect to 

of the best method of doing asmashing com-| secure amore uniform obedience to the law ? 

mercial business. If not, will some one who appreciates the 

But the State of Wisconsin is doing just importance of this matter devise and propose 

this very thing, only worse. Agriculture, better. 

mining, manufactures, commerce—all these A REMEDY IN THE HANDS OF THE PEOPLE. 

important branches of industry are being But there is another remedy, which, if 

carried on by our State without any definite adopted, will prove more effective than the 

knowledge as to how much is being accomp- execution of the severest penalties. We 

lished by any of them. We have an active, — the effective will of the people, carried 

enterprising people and know that some- = in the election of none but competent, 

thing, and a good deal too, is being done; interested and faithful men to the office of 

Dut the what and the how are at present be- assessor—men who feel the force of what has 

yond our means of knowing. In a word we been urged in their soonest stupid, 

are “ going it blind.” shiftless and utterly incompetent persons 

The returns which oome to the hands cf|®ch a# sre too often entrusted with this 
the Secretary of State, once in two years, work. Every county and town in the State 

are oftener than otherwise very imperfect, should have pride in being faithfully repre- 

and a large number of the counties make no sented in the statistical reports of the Secre- 

repor#at all. tary of State, and no man should be elected 

What, then, is the remedy ? As it appears to the office of assessor who is not possessed 

tous, it is two-fold—first, the amendment of = some pape ag _ : Peters weed 

the Statute for the collection of statistics,and 4 resentation of the district to which he be- 

secondly an awakening of the intelligent Coa asta a oie 

people of all sections of the State to the im-| |); any Ae ee aoemne noe zee 
ce of thorough work in the matter of this to be a matter of particular interest to 

ae eollaetion, them, and 80, through their several members 

THE STATUTE FOR COLLECTING STATISTICS ear ara e ceaneeatt 

SHOULD BE AMENDED. ians of the work. . 

The law referred to should be so amended | ; See ee sein laters eure 

as to embrace the proportionate area of all eat a = eg td ae a 
ee : an the subj erves. is a 

ee anne a matter in which we have long felt a deep in- 

Bees ea ee esse ee nih ae enctea: terest, and the inconvenience and humilia- 

and some measure should be incorporated eee Se ere 

therein which would insure a faithful obedi- at ere ae what our mines, our agriculture and our 

ence to its requirements. manufactures are producing, have not been 

There is now a penalty of ‘‘not less than | calculated to weaken that interest. 

twenty-five dollars’? attached to the non-| Several other States have their Bureaus 

fulfillment of duty on the part of assessors, | of Statistics and are thus able every year to 

but no one ever thinks of enforcing it, and | furnish the world with an account of their in- 

the law is about as good asa dead letter.—| dustry. One of them—our younger neigh- 

The responsibility of enforcement should| hor, Minnesota—has thereby attracted to 

legally rest with the officer with whom the| herself marked attention during the past 

Secretary of State has more directly to| year, and found a deservedly prominent and 

deal. That officer, under the present Stat-| profiting place in all the leading journals of 

ute, isthe Clerk of the Board of Supervisors. | the country. How much longer shall Wis: 

Suppose, then, it were made the duty of the| eonsin continue to grope in the dark ? 
Town Board of Supervisors to require of oe 

the assessor a certificate from the said clerk] Prerare your ground by deep plowing 

that all the duties devolving uppn him under | for planting trees early in the spring.
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Practical Suggestions for March. | cleanse and whitewash—the best way to 

It is, of course, unsafe to predict at this  --Sieiaceegaie aise wat cae 
time, (Feb. 18th,) whether the AEDS, of ter grain fields. It will catch early, and 1861 will open early or late. The majority thus not only protect the roots from the ef 

of guossers, so far a8 we have Heard, Aron} tects at drouth, but provide a splendid feed the side of an early and mild season—some | ¢,. stock after the grain is cut, and enrich declaring with much eee that “there the soil when plowed under. will be plenty of dust in March.” I iS) © Ciessia<Dtseckicus the last month apply 
said, also, that the trodchucks have given | cow withieren added force. “Spring poor” the weight of their evidence on tne same are mean words when applied to domestic 
side! But waMerer Hie" character lof the | 515: Keep the cattle in good condi- 
season may be, it is always well to be on tion. It's the only way to economize. Once the safe side—to take time by the forelock. The reduced in flesh and health, and it will cost business success of the whole year will de- four times the value of the requisite fodder 
pend in no small degree upon the farmer's to bring them up again. If out of hay und 
obedience to this injunction. corn fodder, use cut straw, slightly moist- 

THE FARM, ened with a weak brine and sprinkled with 
Fences.—Don't forget what was said last| bran. Don’t forget that shelter saves food. 

month in relation to getting materials on | Breeding cows should be carefully looked the ground where wanted before the sur-|to before calving. Give them comfortable, 
face of the earth becomes soft and mud-| roomy quarters by themselves, 
dy. Twice as much can be accomplished| Sheep.—Observe directions of last month, 
with a sled when the going is good as with | and take special care of the pregnant ewes. 
& wagon when it is bad. Horses, Hogs, and stock generally require 
Fuel.-The same argument applies here, | 0ccasional changes of diet in the early 

as above, and the matter cannot be too| Spring, more especially than at any other 
strongly urged. See article on subsequent | season. 
page. The Henery.—Clean out, whitewash and 

Sced.—Be looking out for best varieties, | occasionally fumigate to destroy vermin. 
the purest, best matured, and most perfect-| Preserve ‘the droppings for your garden 
ly developed. Like produces like; and_the planting, &. Dissolved in a large quanti- 
economy that would save by using the ty of water and applied to cucumbers and 
smallest and least valuable of everything | other vines to help them forward, they may 
for seed is more stupid than wise. Such a| save from destruction by bugs. 
rule will not’ work in the breeding of stock,| Wanures,—Now is a good time to spread 
and the law of the vegetable world is just | fine compost upon either grain or grass 
exactly as strict and inexorable. The|felds. Protect the piles of long coarse ma- farmer who sows his best wheat for seed nure from spring rains. See articles on 
and thrashes it gently by hand over the| Muck,” &. 
edge of a cask, saving none but the grains THE ORCHARD. 

i soreilegeperees an = ites eee It is not the time to do general pruning, 
we ae seinP a enEteS yeas but dead limbs and suckers may be remov- wheat diseases. If so slow a Process 88! 04 with a dvantage. 
this be not practicable, still the idea must cE ie a 
not be lost. There is nothing that yields so Scions of the desired vereine eeenis be large a per cent, as labor and great care in secured at once, as the buds will soon begin 
these matters, to start. They should not be cut, however, 
Cellars.—Look to the potatoes, roots, &¢, when frozen, and must be buried in the 

in the cellar. , As the damp warm weather cellar as before directed until time for use. 
of spring comes on they will be likely to| Preparations for planting and transplanting rot. Sort them over and remove all that| should be made before spring work begins 
have commenced to decay. If any are to| to press, as otherwise it will be sure to be : be taken to market see that they are gold| neglected. 
and used up before they are done for, If} Insects—There will be no more favorable 
the cellar itself be damp and mouldy, | time for looking after bark lice, &. Give 

¢
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the trunk and larger limbs of your trees | for ool am collegiate comporre, pines 

A i: ‘i entirely of quite red sand, arising from the 
thorough scraping and scouring with lye. ae ak p by cask kanal ee he «old red 

<RE GARPEY, sand stone.” On this Ryeland—so called 

By all means arrange for a good vegeta-| from sandy land producing rye ae wheat 

ble and fruit garden this year. There is|feile—turnip growing is carried out on a 
large and almost perfect scale, which is not, 

nothing that makesa farm houseseem so home eect SETAE in this climate. Nor 

like as an abundance of every good thing|js turnip husbandry—as Judge French 

right fresh from the garden and in its prop- | seems - se oot of English apse 

: 3: ture. ere prevails, however, a system in 

bile aphid Nor is there anything more | 144 aistrict which may, I believe, be prac- 

conducive to good health, The farmer who | ticed here with economy and satisfaction. 

don’t yield to the appeals of his ‘better | Barley is there the crop grown to seed 

half” in a matter of so much importance pat er ats ay 

- ; 2 

as this, deserves to have nothing to eat but | are not red. but white clover wiih sanfoin. - 

cold corn bread and salt pork and beansall| When we know how little mold sandy soils 

summer long. And as for his family, he contain, and perceive the small degree of 

hi I mechanical support, and the very small 

Goperves to— mate Bane amount of vegetable or inorganic nutriment 

See ‘Horticultural Hints” in their prop-|derived from them by the crop, it will, I 

er department. “Hortus” is eminently think, appear most consistent to grow small 

a 1: Rig dineotionn rather than large clover on soils of this 

sowed, and You MAY XY: 08 008 | character. And, as may have been noticed 

with confidence. by others, there appears to be a natural and 
——_+2+—_—_ ame spontaneous adaptation between 

[From the aoe ar ate ‘Sells he « white” clover and sandy soils. Through- 

Improvement Sand: ils — Sheep | out the West, as I gather from those who 

: P Farming. have traversed it a good deal, and from fre- 

— quently seeing it myself, white clover comes 

For some time past I have watched the ar-|in not only most abundantly after sheep, but 

guments in favor of paying more attention | generally in the well pulverized soil, espe- 

to the improvement of light soils, sandy soils cially where sand abounds, of the former 

more pertioulerly, that have frequently ap-| wagon tracks used before the enclosure of 

peared in the columns of your compressive |the land. I have not red to discuss the 

pare. Their tendency must be beneficial, | source the seed is derived from, but the fact 

for their conclusions generally, and es-|that the Trifolium repens comes in with such 

pecially wherein the longer period of the| spontaneity, is the best evidence of its 

year, and the greater facility, ease, and | adaptability orp land—of the mutual 

satisfaction with which they can be worked | adaptation of soil an plant. 

are great advantages in favor of silicious Then it is also well established that this 

soils, if they can be made by any means plant—in contradistinction with timothy 

to produce full, remunerative crops of grass—branches the more from being graz- 

fair quality. And the larger measure ed off. By this means it spreads and forms 

of success attending the improvement of| a thick, close mass, which at once shades 

blowing sands in several parts of Ger-| the ground, and affords much more subsis- 

many, a8 in Silicia, ( nideiely named from | tence—especially to animals that graze close, 

its sand or silica, ) and others, as well as the | it belie here aes favorably distinguished 

numerous instances of the fertilization of |from timothy, which latter will not bear 

Tigt qualities of soil by swamp muck, | close grazing--than taller growing grasses 

ashes, etc., in many directions among our- with more imposing srbereeneti These 

selves, leaves no doubt of the general prac-| characteristics of white clover well adapt it 

ticability of making such land as productive | for depasturing by ae which graze wae 

as may be desired. Means, facilities and | close, and to shade the soil without tall 

fertilizers are neither inaccessible nor defi-| growth or comparatively weak stem, and a 

cient. All that is wanted is a will, which correspon ins, tendency to lodge, which are 

usually follows a conviction that profit is in- | true the red clover, and not good quali- 

volved, and a clear perception of ‘‘ ways | ties in crops used principally for grazing. 

and means,” and their sufficiency to ac- Sandy soils themselves, from the firmness 

complish ends and desires. Among others | of their texture and their comparative and 

there is a plan of renovating sandy soils that | real freedom from mud and mire in wet 

I have seen no notice of for many years. It| weather, are also naturally much more suit- 

is the employment of sheep to renovate san-| able for sheep husbandry than any land of a 

dy soils by grazing. heavier deacaption ag we cannot have tur- 

In England there are many sandy districts | nips on the lish scale, but must have 
outside the limits of the ae Feriatnk of a it would seem to follow that sheep 

aoe: ae I mistake not, ee parts eer 

ere is mu ening ‘arming that in districts where it is le— 

is, as Mr. a. would have self-| and where is it not !—to keep them at all. 

sustaining.” The Ryeland District, where| If barley is not well aaapead to our light, 

the formerly popular ne nee ‘sheep ”’ | thin soils, it is very certain that white clover 

were most extensively Mis xemakatle is. Ihave seen no account of it being seed-
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ed by any of our farmers on a large scale, | has anything new come in to supply the place 
as a field crop, with barley, or otherwise-— | of what has puree away. The whole tenor 
But as it is certainly grown in the Ryeland | and complexion of country life has changed 
districts of the counties of Hereford and | and that change consists in the country hav- 
Gloucester, on light sandy soils, in fields of | ing become more and more dependent on the 
20 to 40 acres each, in many instances, in|towns. Whether in pursuit of business, 
England, wy, not our sheep farmers try it| pleasure, or information, men leave the 
ona full scale here? If it sanplics honey | country and visit some neighboring city. 
to bees so beautifully, of which there ap-| Agriculture is the only rural avocation, and 

ars no doubt, I think it must also certain- comme is mere plantation life. The private 
TP coatara the elements that supply cheap | social festive board is rarely spread; ie rae 
and good mutton in sheep. becue, with its music and its dance, is obso- 

Sanfoin crore taller than the white clover, | lete and almost forgotten; the report of the 
perhaps as high as medium red, and its roots fowling pieys disturbs not the slumbers of 
penetrate deep, which enables it to bear | the woods or the fields; the huntsman’s horn 
drouth. If otherwise congenial these pee is not heard, the cry of the hounds, and the 
perties fit itas a plat suitable for both a| clattering hoofs of the pursuing steeds enli- 
dry soil, like sand, and a dry climate, as|ven but rarely the dreary monotony of coun- 
usually ours is. They do well together in| try life. The boys, like the men, look to 
the sandy districts alluded to. But Trifol-| visiting town for amusement, and neglect 
ium repens, or white clover, will, without | their traps and snares, their guns, and their 
doubt, do well alone, or with some small| boats, and their fishing tackle, their dogs 
leaved plant, like sanfoin, that will not shade | and their riding horses. The anvil rings no 
it much. longer under the sturdy strokes of the stal- 

But Iam, at all events, anxious to see this | wart smith, the shoemaker has ceased oR 
clover resorted to on our sandy soils for pas- | his awl, the seamstress neglects her needle, 
turing off with sheep to fertilize and bring | and the sounds of the shuttle and the spin- 
them up to the substance and strength that Ting waeel are forgotten. Our fields are 
will grow and mature a full crop of wheat | clothed in living drapery of black negroes, 
without either plowing in red clover, or|black mules, black birds, and black-crows, 
other special manuring. For by this plan| with here and there a forlorn looking master 
the crop which fertilizes is substantially left | or overseer. Our bodies are in the country, 
on the ground, without losing its use for a/our souls in town. There used to be far 
single season, the increase of mutton and | more variety, more leisure, more refinement 
wool being in effect a full equivalent pro-|and more social enjoyment, in country than ~ 
duct, and equally or more profitable and|in town. Each farm was alittle community, 
marketable than the thin, light, poor quality | producing within itself most of the necessa- 
of products too generally raised upon/|ries and luxuries of life, and each neighbor- 
thin qualities of soil. Andif, as appears|hood a little world within itself, with its 
highly probable, sandy soils can by this| store, its post-office, its church, its school- 
means be made to produce good crops of| house, its carpenters, blacksmiths, tanners, * ~ 
wheat, as in the English district referred to, | tailors, doctors, lawyers, and farmers. Men 
they do; and if, as also appears highly prob-| used to make fortunes in town and retire tu 
able, mutton sheep and the production of| the country to enjoy them, Hospitality was 
mutton food are destined to increase and be | unbounded, and the guests always in atten- 
more extensively produced, then it seems | dance. Now the tables are sometimes spread, 
that our sandy soils, and this system, or its | but the invited guests have gone to the city 
equivalent, of growing mutton, as well as|or the rie, 
wool upon them, offers a wide and inviting} Men used to go to town to labor and to 
field that promises well to those who occupy | make eee and return to the et ka? 
it judiciously. * * As to the crops to|enjoy it. How sadly is this changed. The 
seed with, white clover must, I think, suc-| country is the scene of mere monotonous ag- 
ceed with corn, or wheat, or oats, or barley | ricultural labor—labor neither lightened by 
—in brief with any crop with which other | variety nor relieved by amusements. Men 
seeds flourish, when the soil, seeding, and|endure country life aay to make money, 
management are suitable and consistent. and to town to spend it—to cease work 

J. W. Cuarke. j|and ave themselves up to enjoyment.” 
Green Lake Co., Wis. Ce ifpin the Won 
—e untry Life in orth—Progression. 

Country Life in the South—Retro- — 
ssi From an address before N. ¥, State Ag. sresion nn acess SE ete eat 

A writer in ‘‘ De Bow’s Review”? draws| ‘‘ The actual condition of the agricultural- 
5 eq iz, | ist in the United States presents no cause for the following sad picture of country life in despondency. Nature, yy giving profusion 

the South: of productive power to the land, has taken : 
‘“ Within the last forty years country life| care of the western farmer. Nor have the 

has quietly and almost umpercepiibly. under-| farmers of the North any cause to repine. 
gone re changes, and, under the influ-| Capital created in cities is gradually spread- 
ence of modern discoveries and inventions, |ing into the country. Population and mann- 
will, ere long, be wholly revolutionized. | factures are by degrees growing up in every 
The pursuits and amusements of our parents | State ; cities are established, and collections 
are not our pursuits and amusements, nor|of men and capital daily open new markets
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Se ee ee a eee ee ae a ee ae aa 
to stimulate and reward serionltaral inne Sawdust as a Fixer of Ammonia. 

. The profession of the farmer must ——s 

come on atr eu mee deat, The Brito ote roy bs serbnts 
Senteney be aeior d ores iz, o|phuric acid, it is one of the best materials ca lacrealag’ Taber Gonky eal oe for fixing the ammonia which is given off ia on incre! . ount : J omg ted ony etn ype a fling epee ne itical patronage, or a church independent o : re re. ? 

State establishment. Our army and navy|Which sawdust moistened with dilute Sul- 
Bresent but limited cuobaragement for plun- = at etd eo: or ine 

shal per. te pecs piwland aes] the cin in the sawdust. was completely 
me . oe snaritabiy, ine. course | neutralized by the ammonia in the air of the 

oe renee acer ae anc eee in whic! iculture wil studied as a - t an- 
acjonce, ‘and. become the absorbing topic of SeEREnl = Sete ee gaized a 
thought, of interest, and of conversation with of tee nd > atabled’ eWeek tm 4 whaiinane — 
multitudes. The class of ar oes. in En- The seidshoala be dilated “with SpA 

ed ey Lrsaapectl annsieee = times its bulk of water, before it is Sree 
which successful farming wil be the common |to the sawdust. ee nity Sapo = 
eager Pt eanritee. ase wil bezen dcciaive Socount of its culty, canada penis the influence in public affairs, and, although aad ve nets eo ostate at 
neither in the legislatures of the State or of Hs a bene 5 ao arge 
the Union, will exceed all other classes in IP oF, ‘or the a Gu ‘on of the ammonia.— 
shaping the destinies and perpetuating the [Pen. Farmer and Gardner. 
institutions of our nation. —__+49——— = 

“There is or land for all, and it is! Sorcuum xor ananponep rm I:tixo1s.— 
easily obtained. | What, then, is wanting for| Hon. J, H. Baker stated at the State Farm- 
success? Only labor intelligently directed ; | .,,° Club, that the culture of sorghum has 
sores. 3 success, not in multiplying acres or | been abandoned in Northern Illinois. He 
princely domains, but in emg ard cultiva-| has taken some pains to learn, and the Sag sell portions of lana. Helther envy-| 9, Coors tinfgrmed hin -that. suck sriyi'the 
ing nor emulating in show and expense fact. We did not learn of any such want - wealthy capitalists, but content with small | 5¢ ¢ :4, in the culture of the sorghum du- 
profits, eure gains and gradually acoumuls-| +19 our visit to the State Fair of Illinois 
ee a, eer a a sn ban t Ras aa in 1859. There were several mills and 
atte asade Tehoaliy” a collection evaporators at work, and we thought the 
wisely applied labor.” P y syrup made on the ground was of an excel- 

y app B lent quality in spite of the poor season for 
Trvorny on THe Prarnre.—The Prairie | #2¢-—Minn. Farm and Garden, es i We say to Hon. J. H. Baker that he is’en- 
am of” es 2 Ife, re ee tirely ekiatieied on the subject of Sorg- 

Co., Ill, says: ‘‘ The product of one hun-|hum culture. There has been not less than 
dred and sixty acres this year in timothy fee gallons aa eee ao Pee 
seed and spring wheat, startled us a trifle. | the past season, and we p: edict that there 
He had sold one thousand dollars worth of| will be morethan double this quantity made 
wheat and one thousand dollars worth of|the ensuing season. We have an order for 
timothy seed, and had one thousand tons of| for four bushels of seed from one man who 
hay left—that from which the grass seed had | intends to plant it. This man says he can 
been threshed.” The Farmer, in another | manufacture the syrup for 25 cents per gal- 
place, remarks that Mr. P. ‘has discovered | lon, and make it pay.— Chicago Farmer's Ad- 
that manure. even on our rich prairie soil, | vocaté. 
insures good crops of grass—good pasturage. ——++—___ 
He applies his manure broadcast, So Tispiteris Ge Seioeee kK vitvent 
surface after harvest. He seeds land only {llubbatibe dn the “soine tn fo on a 

1 cae aie Sepia aes recent writer in the | Rural New-Yorker— = He says: |\‘In Philadelphia, last summer, ———_+2- —__ appened to be ina meeting of practic: “Nor Porrrics, put Farmina.”—Shortly ners. Someone valor ti tly of 
before his death, Lord Aberdeen was show- oe of manure, — the ee of 
ing off, to one who knew him well, the| Girard College arose and stated he had 
stately plantations round his oo a family of five hundred to feed, and the 
mansion, and pluming himself on the re-| ease with which he was able to do this, de- sult of his labor in creating them. ‘‘ You pended upon the amount of manure he had 
don’t mean to say that you planted all these | on hand at the commencement of ‘ions. yourself?” exclaimed his friend. ‘‘Ev-| With abundance of manure, he pe 
ery stick of them,” replied the statesman ; | al] wants with ease; if the manure was short, 
“and you will now begin to believe what I} he was obliged to work harder and occomp- 
have always been telling you, that my line | lish less, as he worked to disadvantage and 
is not politics but farming.” wasted labor.”
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een Fae eee ae 
Nee an a 

Agricultural Progress in Australia. | the United Kingdom and other places, 

—— amounts to nearly sixty millions of pounds 

‘A Statistical Congress has been held in weight. 

London, to enquire into the agricultural 
Lbs. 

condition of the Colonies. At present the In the year 1807, New South Wales export- 

official reports are in possession of the | 1, en ee ee ‘ena 

Board eT ae aus we hope, en ie 1n 1895, New South Wales ‘and Tasmania to oe 

ublished. e following matter is taken COUNETILS...scssegeeseesnnarseesernnssannesse 

Fae a report in the Farmer's Magazine. The i gne Seen to United King- 04,177,315 

gold production of the Australian colonies | rn 1865; doven cicccccoccoeccececeeeeonee 4 143,908 

since 1854 has exceeded in value the emor- | Im 1859, do...svecvereesssesesrneesnnessssnersnscensssens 53,900,542 

mous sum of £101,000,000; and the effect —_+o+—_—__ 

of this gold yield, and of the immigration six 

it has induced, has been considerable, es- ow aa . wore = aa eee 

pecially in Victoria. In this district the| (eee ee armer, relates his ex~ 

wages of skilled labour prior to the gold | perience with corn, oats, and grass, after 

mining were 6s. and 8s. a-day ; during two | turnips and potatoes. He says: 

years they rapidly advanced, and for | ‘‘T applied three times the quantity of 

short time stone-masons and other mechan-| manure for the turnip crop that I did for the 

ies were receiving wages as high as 40s.| potatoes alongside, and treated both alike 

a-day. After a rapid fall there has been, | the following season, for corn, and did not 

until lately, some degree of steadiness at/| get as much from the turnip piece as from 

about one-third of these high rates. All| the potatoe by ten bushels per acre, and the 

articles bore enormous prices. When flour oats that followed the corn were very much 

was £25 a ton at Melbourne, it was £200 a|less; in fact, when laid down to grass, a 

ton at the great gold field of Bendigo—100 | stranger would have noted the difference in 

miles inland—with a population of about favor of the piece planted with potatoes.— 

50,000. But now these difficulties are| The soil seemed packed, and plowed much 

past. Bendigo has now 4 large incorporate | harder where the turnips grew. y B. 

town, Sandhurst, possessing excellent in-| Many contend that this difference is not 

stitutions. a area of land lt crop | attributable to the turnip crop. It proves 

has been rapi extending, -especia' in . a 

the Ssaagee eolnien: The arene facture Deyond question, (to beet mind, that turnips 

artificial hay. The extent under crop for greatly exhaust the soil.—[ Ex. 

1858, was, in —_+or——_ 

New South Wales,.-sescseccsesssssssesensssuseeees ara Sranparp WEIGHTS AND Measunes.—The 

Victoria (taken March, 1859).....--s-s-+e--+ 278,960 following table of the number of pounds of 

—_ AUStrAlia,....ceceeeeererseeressncennieeerens Ss various articles to a bushel may be useful 

a eee mT TCT Se 
~~ es, Of wheat, sixty pounds. 

Total josesssecovsssseeeeccesceenseeerseeee 1,151,319 Of shelled corn, fifty-six pounds. 

The cultivation of the vine is_considera- Of corn on the cob, seventy pounds. 

ble; the number of acres for 1858 being, in| Of rye, fifty-six pounds. 

New South Wales, 1,180; in South Austra- Of oats, thirty-two peunds. 

lia, 1,626; and in Victoria, 647. The cul-| Of barley, forty pounds. 

tivation of maize is now, likewise, very Of potatoes, sixty pounds. 

large. Of bran, twenty pounds. 

‘An interesting fact is the large propor- Of clover seed, sixty pounds. . 

tion of wheat land, as compared with other Of timothy seed, forty-five pounds. 

countries. For South Australia the wheat Of fiax seed, forty-five pounds. 

acreage is 71 per cent. of the whole area of| Of hemp seed, forty-four pounds. 

land under crop; while in Ireland it is 11| Of buckwheat, fifty-two pounds. 

per cent., and in Scotland only 6 per cent.| Of blue grass seed, fourteen pounds. 

The yield of wheat is remarkably small;| Of castor beans, forty-six pounds. 

as, for instance, 18 bushels to the acre in| Of dried peaches, thirty-three pounds. 

1858 in South Australia, and in 1859 only} Of dried apples, twenty-four pounds. 

12 bushels per acre. New South Wales| Of onions, fifty-seven pounds. 

ranges between these quantities. Victoria| Of salt, fifty pounds. 

illustrates the importance of genial seasons. 

The following yield per acre of wheat for ae 

four years, shows a gradual annual dimin-| Ours For Suur.—A sure cure for smut in 

uation, caused by diminished or less sea-| wheat, is one pound of blue vitriol, dissolv- 

sonable supplies of rain: ed in water, sufficient to cover 300 pounds 

‘Years 1856. 1857. 1858, 1859. | of wheat. Let it remain in soak 12 hours. 

Bushels per acte....se+026.9 23.2 20.7 10.9 The Detroit Tribune says pickling the 

A striking peculiarity of Austria is the| seed in a strong brine and then drying in 

large area of its naturally grassed country.| fresh lime, are excellent preventives of 

Most of the waste lands, are, in their un-| this disease; some in addition to the brine, 

improved state, available for pasturage.| use a small quantity of sulphate of copper 

The quantlty of wool exported annually to (blue stone) dissolved in the water.
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[From the Valley Farmer.) (From the Prairie Farmer.) 

The Starvation of the Soil. Hungarian Grass. 

The history of agriculture shows that ees Hall, of Bureau Co., writes us as 
every nation’ save one, has gradually but|follows: _ a 
surely starved its soil.’ Baron Liebig says| 1 have raised only two crops of Hungari- 
a, jent Romans, ‘‘ All th 8 Als| an, with a yield of three to four tons per 

had ase rary effect; they acters acre—nearly double the average of timo- 
the decay of reeae agriculture, and the|thy. It cures quick, is ready to stack about 
— Renee weary Sot ahat he =n omen se ey I mete sipeonsred ne 
exhausted his expedients to kee; ii fects in ing. en wor! 
fields fruitful.”’? The Tall of the Boe em-| horses, they require only about half the 
natn aacribes ee a aise to the gpelintion aeune of eae nal fed oe other hay. 

of ‘icnlture there pursued. is ey may perhaps me joose occa- 
often the cane that a nation is slowly ruined | sionally, unless constantly supplied with 

stilst « mslln te inpoettees_ ool Gn.oulomiy, ‘When Oats tims otis tenon soil of a nation be impove: culty. en cattle or colts, let 
tion soon goes pansy, The Chinese have have! full access to the salt trough; never 
for three thousand years kept their soil in a| allowing it to be empty. (This salting pro- 
= fruitful state. Every other nation un-| cess I have pursued for a number of years, 

Set Canstae he gioakans tres eee amet ose only occasionally or never salted. 
are bleeding to death the sails on which they Hees can be ee as late as ne 
live." The Chinese have set an example | middie of June when we may very nearly 
which, if other nations would follow, they | estimate the yield of our timothy; and in 
might preseve their soils and their national| ose of a probable failure of that crop, 
prosperity. Le Luc, a French traveler ‘| through drouth, ‘or other cause, its place China, says he often saw well dressed, edu: 
oneal taunting toy the rendaids with | 2'U be profitably supplied with a patch of 
a har o ern Pp se aot eallour: Hungarian. Another good feature for far- 

ped the excrement of passing horses and See or ing vite suis crop ae ce - 
oxen. i ‘ites i : ere ME, Mochi of Ragland writer nto| mide the all grin hares, or athe on Times ’ : ider it : s = 

public aaty Ao tira ne ieee a4 obviates the necessity of paying exorbitant 

great magnitude which threatens British | ¥*E¢, oF lose a portion of some one of your 
agriculture, and through it the nation at| TOPS. Whereas, we have cut timothy, 
large. I mean the gradual and sure exhaus-| harvested wheat, and plowed corn the same 
tion of the soil of Great Britain by our new | 4#y- and paid the same price for hands for 
sanitary arrangements, which permit the ex~ bai a oe as orteoni T am favora- 
crements (really the food) of fifteen million | ble je culture of the Hungarian. 
pe who inhabit our oe and cities to ere rer 

low wastefully into our rivers. The contin- Prose and Poetry of Farming. 
uance of this suicidal practice must ultimate- The N whee Ks her = 
y result in great calamities to our nation.” e New Englander for November contains 

his is precisely the practice of every Eu-|* capital article upon Agriculture as a pro- 

St and American nation. The human fees ra freon ne ray the Ike 
offal drawn from the soil is not returned arvel of literature, but facto a success- 
but lost. The sewerage of great cities pour- | ful farmer in the suburbs of New Haven. 4 
ed out into rivers, lakes and oceans, is a| The opening sentence gives in a condensed j 
fearful drain upon the soil, and in a few| form a bit of unpalatable truth: aon the 
hundred years it will be sensibly felt.—|man who can afford almost everything he 
The soil aoe decline just in peepee as | needs, and sell very little that he raises, 
its crops are taken from it. This is a truth | farming is a delightful amusement; for the 
farmers should ponder well. * | man who can afford to sell almost every- 

+ +—__ thing that he —— and to buy aie or 
Lore anp Wueat.—George H. Chase, an | nothing that he needs, farming is a lucra- 

enterprising young face of Union| tive ear To the oft paraded sta- 
Springs, N. Y., writes to the Country Gen- | tistics aig reports, he briefly re- 
tleman = he manned = paren plies: — = set lay melienveses 
present season, with sal es and lime| never cackle—at least we never 
on wheat. An acre each was selected for|them.” The question as he states it is this: 
three experiments. About two barrels of| ‘Whether farming, upon the whole, is a 
salt were applied to one, two two-horse profession warranting a certain degree of 
loads of ashes to a second, and a hundred | scientific culture, and giving room for its 
bushels of lime to the third acre. The re-| display, whether it is worthy to enlist the 
sult has not been measured as yet, but the energie and the ambition of a young man 
effects of each are very visible. The salt| who has a good life to live, and a career to 
proved least useful; the ashes less so; and | make?”—a question that he helps to ans- 

‘ the lime most of all. The increase of the| wer by sagacious hints and intimations. 
crop by liming, over the portions not} A farmer, he says, should have a practical 
dressed with anything, is at least ten | familiarity with those facts, whether of sci- 
bushels per acre. ence or experiment, which have a bearing
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upon his trade, He should understand | borers into effective help, tells more upon chemistry in its application to farming, but | the year’s profits than even the theories of not the less gather assiduously those unex-| Liebig or the experimenis of Lewes, plained facts for which no chemist can ac-| ‘Phe difficulties we have hinted at are, count: many of them, gradually disappearing : “The botanist must explain to him why | the labor question especially, is becomin, the Canada thistle and the wild carrot, and simplified by the introduction of new oe the johnswort, thrive so heroically in spite | effective implements, which enable the far- of bad treatment; he wishes to learn their| mer to reduce the number of hands. But weak points; where lies the heel of these | since they do exist—and we think that our Greeks; what degree of heat in the com- representations, though they may seem to post pile will destroy the germinating power | show the shady side of the business, will be of seeds; and is the law of one seed the law | sustained by the testimony of practical of another seed ?”” men-—it is best to meet the whole truth in ‘He should know enough of the veteri-| this matter, whatever ugly faces it ma: nary art to put aside the cant of horse jock-| wear. No man conquers a difficulty antit ies about ‘splints, spavins and ringbones, | he sees it Plainly, Oaks are fine things; always a lie if you are selling, and not half | and rivers are fine things; and so are sun- the truth if you are buying.” He must be sets, and morning glories, and new mown a man of business and of means, for— hay, and fresh curds and spotted calves ; “He has his system to decide upon, his but, after all, a farm and farming do not labor to engage and direct, his stock’ and | absorb all the romance of life or its state- 
implements to buy; and then—his crops to|liest heroics. There is width, and beauty, sell, his bills to pay, and his books to bal-| and independence indeed ; but there is also 
ance. Superphosphates and Mr. Quincey’s|—Sweat, and anxiety, and horny hands, eulogies on American farmers, won't help | 20d a great deal of hay-dust in the hair, him much at these things. Money may; | But if a man, as we said, be thoroughly in indeed, no farmer can start fairly without | @rnest, if he have the sagacity to see all it.” * * * «There must be system, | OVer his farm—to systemize his labor, to 
there must be prudence, there must be exe-|°@!Ty out his plans punctually and thor- cutive capacity; and without them all the | °ughly; if he is not above ceremonies, nor geologic, chemic or other knowledges will| heedless of the teachings of science, nor 
be like the dry shreds of exegetical learn-|¥nobservant of progress otherwheres, nor ing to a preacher who has no fire of faith | 2¢glectful of such opportunities as the Yale flaming in his soul.” agricultural lectures afford—let him work; 

With all these qualities, there will still | fT he will have his reward. be difficulties to encounter. One of these is | —=——_ the difficulty of securing efficient laborers. 
sta meelege tate rere fas not to be found, STOCK REGISTER. American blood is fast, and fast blood is 
eee with : hoe < small ae Carrots for Stock. t is well enough that blood is so fast an nt o < x hopes so tall. These tell grandly in certain oe masone with: regard to ths a ~ directions, but they are not available for| perties of carrots are very contradictory— working over a heap of compost.” Farm| some maintaining that they are superior to 
labor, to be effective, must have the person- everything else, and others declaring, with al oversight of the master. There is a aici aasl hat th 1 . breadth and significance in the old saying | U8! positiveness, that t ey are almost good of Palladius, “ Presentia domini provectus est| for nothing: In our opinion both are right 
eee sand be ieee See and both wrong. The difference has doubt- 01 ush a crop through, loo! . ityourself.” Another difficulty is the lack Tess resulted from the different stand- of desirable market facilities. Points assumed by the two parties—the far- A The ve man stands —— the | mer looking simply upon the pleasant effect lucer and the consumer, and monopolizes . the profit. In this respect farmers Tmight of the carrot™™pon the oe and health help each other by judicious combination, | of the animal, and the latter judging from 

best they aa — asa ee They | the basis of its chemical compositiou. ve very little esprit 8. ere is . . * too imnolisolation ; and isolation will in- Chemically speaking, cairets do contain evitably play upon a farmer’s pnrse, as it | but a small proportion of the tissue-forming 
= upon his head and upou his heart.” compounds found in all uutritious foods; m young America has a wing aver- . . 

sion S: tientel labor. He a gentleman, but little ae (less scoorditg <tonkoine and shall gentleman take off his coat? | chemists) than turnips or even wheat straw, 
pote of his ay aed eaneuees to| one-sixth as much as meadow hay, and only in t ordinary s: ity and energy sur- s ¥ pass him in success. He learns ‘with pain | OBe-enth as much as oats, barley, or Indian that knowledge is not confined to books, and| corn. According to Johnston, they consiat that the shrewdness that can mould raw la-| of water, 85 parts; woody fibre, 3; starch,
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gum and sugar, 10; gluten, albumen, &c.,| diet for either man or beast. Its effect 

(muscle-forming substance,) 1}; fatty mat-| upon digestion is especially favorable ; and 

ter, 4-10; saline matter, 1} to 2 parts. It| every one knows that a healthy digestion is 

must be apparent, therefore, that carrots |the best kind of security for the health of 

are among the least nutritious of foods. _| the whole body. 

On the other hand it is undeniable that Such being the character of one of its 

carrots are an excellent kind of food for | most important constituents we should ex- 

most every kind ot stock. For this asser- | pect the carrot to be found a most whole- 

tion we have the highest authority in agri-| some article of diet for domestic animals 

culture—the testimony of such men a6 of every class; and especially for those 

Johnston, Curwen, Colman, Stewart, and | most liable to derangements of the bowels. 

others—as well as our own experience. But some authorities go further than this 

catann aethegitcek npicieheal: nana ent it has a positive medicinal 

turist, remarks as follows: « The profits value. For example, Stewart, in his work 

and advantage of carrots are, in my opin- atresia Economy, says + 

ion, greater than any other crop. This ad-|__“ Not only do carrots give strength and 

e cad band endurance to sound horses, but also give 

mirable Toot has, upon repeated and very | recovery and health to such as are sick. — 

extensive trials for the last three years been There is oe better, perhaps nothing so 

found to anwer most perfectly as a part am ‘When first given they are strictly 

substitute for oats. Where ten pounds of jurectic and laxative, but as the horses be- 

aa : a See oe come accustomed to them, these effects 

oats are given, per day, tour Pounds may De | cease to be produced. They also improve 

taken away; and their place supplied by | the state of the skin. They form a good 

five pounds of carrots. This has been sabatitate Sor grass, and ay
 a 

oa ate . . ative for horses out of condition. To sicl 

practiced in the feeding of eighty horses for | .14 idle horses they render grain unneces- 

the last three years, with the most complete|sary. They are beneficial in all chronic 

success, and the health and condition of the | diseases connected with breathing, and have 

horses allowed to be improved by the ex-|& marked influence on chronic cough and 

change. An acre of carrots supplies a broken wind. They are serviceable in dis- + 

a : P eases of the skin; and, in combination with 

quantity of food for working horses equal | oats, restore a worn horse much sooner 

to sixteen or twenty acres of oats.”” than oats alone.” 

Mr. Colman, the author of European Set it down, then, as established, that, 

Agriculture, in speaking of the foregoing although carrots contain but comparatively 

views of Mr. Curwen, says: “ My own ex- little nutriment, yet the fact that they serve 

perience of the value of carrots, which has | 8 4 relish when given with other food, and 

not been small, confirms these statements.” are also calculated to promote the health of 

But farther foreign testimony need not be the: animal fed upon hom) amply warrants 

adduced; a number of farmers in Wiscon- | their more general cultivation and use. 

sin are ready to add the endorsement of os 

sbeie expecenee- 
Burren axp Sucar ror Horses.—Lang- 

How, then, are we to consider these ap-| ley, ee ee states that 

parently conflicting elements of the contro- butter and sugar in that country are fed to 

. . horses. He says, ‘The Meer's horses con- 

versy? Simply by showing that the value | sume a great iat of grain. The evening 

of the carrot is due to the peculiar proper- | feed is about three-quarters of a peck of 

ties it possesses, as a promoter of health—| barley, or oneal maize, psa in the 

c 2, roe morning, after watering, each horse ts 

to its medicinal properties, if you please— his breakfast, consisting of one nate of 

The gum referred to above—and which | coarse sugar and the like quantity of clar- 

constitutes about one-eighth of the whole set ee — ee — 

. and when ustom e diet after a 

substance of the carrot, exclusive of “water days’ use, horses become very fond of the 

—is a peculiar, jellylike substance identi-| mixture, which fattens them prodigiously. 

cal with the jelly derived from the ordin- ere that this is nets ae 

ii . we 10] e experiment wi ried here, 

ati = such as the apple, pear, Quince, | as one isan quantity of butter in 

&c. It is known to chemists by the name| market that must be good horse food, we 

of pectine, and is one of the best articles of! think!—N. Y. Tribune. 

=. 
«.
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[From the Rural New-Yorker. every farmer can do this that raises straw 

High Feeding of Sheep. and ,oats, barley, buckwheat or corn; for 
— either will answer the purpose, only give 

FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL wHoM 17 MAY | half to three-fourths of a pound daily to each 
CONCERN. sheep. I assure = there is no way of mak- 

Eps. Rurat New-Yorxer :—You know I oe oo of any kind pay unless Rally fed. 

have for may years advocated the higher | When once sheep are got up in good condi- 

feeding of sheep and cattle and keeping tion, a little less than the above quantity 

them growing in winter as well as summer. daily will answer a very good purpose, es- 

No farmer can afford to let his stock stand pe if grain is high; but I peas put the 

still, and what is worse, let them get poorer uckwheat above the average price on the 

from the first of December until the first of | farm; pees or oil cake meal is better than any 

May or later. grain for phe 

rhe Iwill give you a case that came di-| Now, Mr. ,Editor, there are many thous- 

rectly under my own notice. A long-time | ands of farmers keeping their sheep equally 

friend of mine, who lives at a considerable | as badly as my friend did afew years ago, 

distance, was visited by me a few years ago, | who might better their circumstances great- 

when I looked at his wool, just then shorn. | ly if they would only read this and believe 

Thandled afew fleeces, and then said to|me. I write what Ido know and nothing 

him I was surprised that any man of common | else. It makes wo difference whether a far- 

sense would raise such light fleeces. He|mer keeps one hundred or five thousand 

asked me how could he help it; he fed them | sheep; he ought to keep them all in the same 

all the hay they would eat in the winter, and | way. When I kept a flock of from eight 

it would not pay to feed grain to sheep. 1| hundred to one thousand, I fed half a pound 

told him that it would not pay to keep sheep | of oil cake meal or corn daily to each sheep, 

that sheared such light fleeces at any rate, | even when I fed hay all winter—at least al- 

and that, if it would not pay in the way he | ways after I found out by experience that 

was keeping, he had better try grain, as he that was the only true and sure way to make 

could be no worse off. Advised him to feed | them profitable. Iknow H. T. B. thinks it 

straw and grain until April, then have good, might affect trade and commerce if farmers 

early cut hay, to feed until grass, either | should feed so much grain to their stock; 

with or without a little grain; and, judging “by my candid advice to farmers is to try it. 

from his breed of sheep, I was confident that | If they find it ruinous they can discard the 
in a few years, by cutting so much less hay | practice. But to begin with lean stock, they 
he could afford them far more pasture, and must feed them well for two years before 

in that way get his fleeces to average from | they see the full effect of the change, and it 
five to six pounds—that he would raise far|™may even take longer than that with poor, 

more and better lambs, and thus make his starved animals; but begin and continue one 

sheep profitable. Ileft him without know- year and you will never give it up, lam con- 

ing whether he would take my advice or not, | fident. Joun JOHNSTON. 

paths did take Le and gave the sheep three- —_++——— 
fourths of his meadows for pasture. When é cas 
winter commenced he Doon feeding half a ae Sereat ek vege coma or seen 

pound daily of buckwheat to each sheep, |g Paste of Alexandria, informs hint that 
with fresh straw three times a day, (wheat, | 45 has su full: a a raiat ; 
oat, and barley straw,) until the first of rei es at Y eats i S aaa pigs 

April; then gave good hay, with a very little mm pork-fat sows for the leat ffteen years; 
fl tle | and his experience is, ‘the fatter the bet- 

grain. The first year his fleeces were in- His litters hi ? ied thoxt'T 13 

creased about 14¢ lbs. each, orfrom 234 to = See eee a 7 to 

4lbs.; the next year they averaged 4 9-16 | PiBS— overage 10 to 11—and two litters 
Ibs., and this year they aveseied plump 5 from the sow & yer, He does not allow a 

lbs. But that is not all his gain; he raises | S°W to come in until she is a year and a half 

far more lambs and far better ones, and he | 0d, and finds it profitable to keep her until 

sells his wethers immediately after shearing | She is 5 or 6 years old. He has killed the 

for nearly or ee double what he could for- | Pigs thus raised at from 6 to 10} months 
merly get in the autumn. old; and their dressed weight has varied 

Now, let us look at the cost in keeping | from 300 to 450 Ibs. An equal cross of By- 
sheep in the way I recommend. In the first field and Suffolk is his favorite grade. # * 

place there is the saving in the expense of | His swine are never allowed to get hungry, 

cutting and making four months’ hay, which | and they never learn to squeal! 

ise considerable item. Say 75 lbs. of buch- —_+o+—_—_ 

5 ay nae ee a8 Sach shee mie ene Brrs.—In acold day of winter, when a 

Increase of wool, say only 3 lbs. at 46 cents, horse's bits are full of frost, always warm 

(the price he sold it for these two years,) is them thoroughly before putting them in the 

92 cents. Then there is the profit in more mouth. Not to do this is very cruel. Touch 

and better lambs, the additional price for | Your tongue or even a wet finger toa very 

the wethers, besides getting them of in June | cold piece of iron, and you can appreciate 
in place of October, and the saving of cost | the importance of this hint. It may be a 

of cutting the hay. ' Why, I should think any | little trouble to do it, but it should be 

farmer could at once see that the profit is done. The frost may be taken out conveni- 

immense from keeping on dried up timothy ently by placing the bits in water.— Ohio 

hay and poor pastures in summer, and then! Cultivator.
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Curled Silicia, Tennis Ball. Musk Melons | point of vegetation ; from the lowest valley 

_ Christiana, Green Citron, Nutmeg. Wa-|to the mountain summits it is one dense 

ler Melons—Black Spanish, Ice Cream, Cit-|™as8 of luxuriant trees. and shrubs. The 
Onions—all the New Globe varieties trees ot considerable size which we met 

sir. agen RAT with consisted of pines, oaks, maples, &c. 
are good. Parsnips—Large Dutch ond Others of less dimensions, viz., beech, 

Guernsey. Peas—Dan’l 0. Rourke, British | lime, alder, chestnut, &e., give a pleasing 

Queen, Champion of England. Peppers— variety of foliage. The main roads are 

Sweet Spanish, Bull Nose. Radishes—Ear- planted wherever practicable, with pine 
z Gn | avenues, These trees often attain the 

ly Olive Shaped, Black Spanish. Squash—| 1 oiont of trom 150 to 180 feet ; their high- 
Bush, Crookneck, Marrow, Hubbard. To-| or branches forming a perfect covered arch- 
mato—Large Red, Smooth, and Yellow.|way. The splendid effect thus produced 

Turnips—White Dutch and Long White by miles of noble trees, can scarcely be 

French. To the above might be added Sal-|described. = ggg : 

sify, Parsley, Spinnach, and the different 
2 JAPANESE FRUIT. 

culinary herbs. Nothi a ai Sc E 

FRUIT GARDENS. othing is more Pe to Eu- 

is f r ropeans visiting Japan for the first time 

No time should be lost in making up| than the scarcity of fruit that everywhere 

lists of what you design to plant in this de-| prevails, and the insipid flavor of what is 

rtment; for the earlier everything is| produced. No country can be more favor- 
ba ;. pe : 

planted (after the ground is in good work- ably situated for its cultivation. The soil 

ing order) the better. Of strawberries ev- mrery rich and productive, The climate 
: is all that can be desired, yet throughout 

ery garden should have a liberal supply-|the entire empire the fruit is scarce and 

If Wilson's Albany and Large Early|bad. From the short experience I have 
Scarlet, plant the rows two feet apart had during my stay in these parts I can 

and one foot between the plants in the row. scarcely hazard an opinion in the matter, 

Haspucttiee =F ridednit PaLtbistand Cate" | Sue Som, the tite,. Gare. 6ese I consider 
= ett 3 . e secret to lay in the Japenese paying po 

wissa are varieties that seldom fail to give| attention to the improvement ot Fe The ° 

large returns for the labor and attention | original kinds have in all probability been 

they require. They should be planted in| grown year after year, and no pains have 

hills, four feet apart, each way, or in rows, vee ee farther 
ie Oe rengthened in this opinion nding that 

which is better, ive feey apart ani -cne foct one or two varieties of each kind of fruit 

between the plants in the rows. __|only exists. For instance, of peaches, 
Carrots and Gooseberries should be in| pears, grapes, &c., only one kind is grown ; 

generous supply, and treated as fruit-bear-| if there be a little difference in some, it 

ing plants. Few plants show the effect of is merely om they San a smaller 

good treatment sooner, both in the size and Ses eae shape! oe ae He 

flavor of the fruit, Plums, Cherries, Pears, | fee] confident that if a few of our English 

Apples, Grapes and Blackberries should not | fruit trees were imported and a fair trial 
be omitted from the general list. Always|given them, they would prove the soil and 

get such kinds as will suit your soil and lo- climate of Japan to be capable . Hoa 

cality, and you will seldom fail of getting valerate bagi Bae! ee Sie: 

good results. Hortus. | Cherries, chestndte figs, grapes, oranges, 
enon ace Cnronicte.] pence peacl er as walnuts, and melons 

Notes on the Vegetai of Japan THE PLANTS OF JAPAN. 

Taken during a Trip into the Interior to| Notwithstanding the Americans were the 

Mount “ Fusi Yama,” the Holy Mountain| first to obtain treaties with Japan, they 
of the Japanese, in the month of Septem-| have so far only made use of the commer- 

ber, 1860. By John G. Veitch. cial advantages connected with them. Rich 

The vegetation of Japan is remarkable| as the country is known to be in plants, not 

for the immense variety of trees and shrub$ | word has been said in relation to them, 

growing throughout the length and breadth| Our Government, at great expense, has 

of the land. Three-fourths of these may | sent agents to Europe to pick siemontn lens 

be said to be evergreens, giving the country | seeds and plants, which could have been 

almost as fresh an appearance during the | obtained in abundance at home, but has 
winter months as in summer. overlooked one of the best opportunities to 

The country we traveled through during | enrich our gardens with some of the finest 

our trip is probably second to no other in! trees and shrubs. But if Americans take
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no interest in such things, enterprisin; The Currant. 

Englishmen do, and they have cannot ne 

the earliest opportunity to act. Mr. J. G. An old fashioned fruit, met within almost 

Veitch, grandson of the well known nurs-| every garden, and by long use become in- 

en een 4 Sat a dispensible in the domestic economy. Too 

, ‘accol ! 

peomke his researches for Japan plants fen permitted, to 60 Rpperet for Hab 

as appeared in thé Gardeners’ Chronicle, ed, starved, neglected, choked with grass 

which is vot only very interesting, but gives and weeds; the fruit, of a consequence, 

a list of the different plants found growing | small and seedy. 

= such aa . of the country = Sta A fruit adapted to somany uses, the first 

for as yet foreigners are not allow i settee F 
czeal zr ‘the interior. On the 2d of Sep- in the season, | and continuing in use 80 

tember, at Kanagawa, he learned that the long, is deserving of more careful and in- 

consul general of Great Britain, Mr. Aleock, telligent culture, which it will most bounti- 

was coming from Ji eddo to visit Fusi Yama, | fully repay by the greatly increased yield 

ae t mouney ne Japan, and a as well as size and quality of fruit. 

eitch was in ho accompany him, : Boots 

though none but oe were Besa to OF emeny, pers owe ee oo 

£0. Fortunately, Mr. Veitch succeeded in tens Hed and White Tinich are:sitll the fs- 

ie effort, Mr. Alcock appointing him as|vorites. The Cherry is very large and & 

Roar pro tem., Lond Britannic Majes | fine dessert and probably the best of the 

ty’s Legation at 0. ou may im- ds, i 

eee Me: Veitch, “that I grew six| viciorie eee FNM Eigse Alta 
inches taller on my appointment.” He : D0, APPS he Perea 

thus proceeds: “This monntain is said to| White Grape, Chassalas and Chrystal, 

be 14,000 feet high, and is supposed b: the | mong the whites, and are large, more or 

Japanese 2 be holy. Teor of pil | less distinct and desirable in collection. 

grims go there every year, and one year) The Cha: i i 

in sixty females are allowed to eo; ahs =. a een see Ba ooh, 

= to be the sixtieth year. One party = : oP APeE? 

_ will be twenty-eight in all, eight Europeans, ent, rather more acid than the Whites, but 

and twenty Japanese attendants, interpret: | less so than the Reds. 

ers, &e. We shall be the first ae pes The Black Currant is much admired by 

ever — to go inland, or ascen the | some, while to others its odor and flavor are 

mountain. unpleasant. Most persons, however, soon 

“The Japanese are t lovers of . e u 

flowers and shrubs, and I find qualities of ea ureoe souany perder miak ah 
plants grown by them in their gardens, ples is superceding the old English. The 

which I never saw growing wild, nor can I| Bang Up, a still newer sort, bids fair to ri- 

ascertain where they are to be had in o wild | val the Naples. 

state. Endless varieties of plants can there-| The soil must be deeply worked and made 

fore be had in the towns themselves, and | yich py liberal annual dressings of manure. 
others I can procure from the natives as I This i z es F 

go on. The kinds of conifers I am most)”. s is necessary to insure the best results 
anxious to procure appear to me the scarc- with all the Currants, but especially so with 

est; one or two pinuses, in the were our | the Black, which is a gross feeder. 

Soon ee ——— = In some districts of France the Black 

i ut the rarer speci-| Currant is superceding the Grape for wine 

plentiful,” scattered, and apparently not pipe is cultivated in large quanti- 

ties for this purpose. 

——— Excellent jellies and jam are made from 

Fruit iy Mixnesora—Many complain of the Currant. They are also nice, dried in 

the absence of Fruit in Minnesota, and | sugar, and afford one of the most common 

postih ee e coenaee be? as res-| and best of domestic wines. 
be wn is favo wi fror eet :, 5 

a richer supply of apples than Lake City. sos 8 ts Beek waren os eee 

‘And it isan admitted fact tnat our dry, and both it and the preparation of the fruit 

clear atmosphere is so favorable to the pres- | re esteemed useful in affections of the 

ee to that the most common va-| throat. 

rieties of fall apples that cannot be kept 

beyond November in Michigan, Indiana, ie pane Durrant may. He mentiably opie ne 

Tinois, keep well here all winter. So after market. The supply in our cities is far 
all, this is the place for good fruit. Th from equaling the demand. for e eq g the 4 

very best of large assorted = are sell-| Considerable quantities were sent the 

ing for about $8 per barrel. —. past two seasons from this place to Chicago, 

i
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realizing to the producers $1.50 per pushel Bark Lice. 

at the rail station here, 
— 

‘All should plant at least an abundance Seen pes ioe oom Decent 
ces jae baa mike ly destroyed by applying a whitewash, made 

for home use, and it is astonishing how m*| of common ley and lime, The ley should 
ny a family, with a goodly number of little 

- 2 not be strong for any tree, but old ones that 

folks about, will consume; but plants ®Te/ have been a long time affected by them, 

cheaply procured from the nurseries, or} |; . 
= a will require stronger ley than younger 

may be easily) Propagated ie cuttings. | trees, It should be tempered according to 

Trained as little trees, with a single stem, | 5}, 9, ge of the tree to which it is to be ap- 

they look pretty and are easily cultivated, plied. Apply with swob, brush, or any 

but are liable oe disease and accident. We thing you please, but old trees with large 

prefer togn ee in the old fashioned bash tops are better reached with a large syr- 

form, renewing the young wood from time inge, made for the purpose. Apply the 

= mei Dyroutting out se old and UDPTO-| wash early in the spring, or before the buds 

ductive shoots. Five feet is not too far) 4.9in to swell much, as it will kill the buds 

apart to plant. A. G. HanrorD. | i¢ too much exposed. Try it and you will 

Waukesha, Feb., 1861. be delighted with the result. It leaves the 

ne tree smooth and healthy looking in the fall. 

If the composition should be washed off by 

Mahonia Aquifolia—(Ashberry). | rain soon after it is applied, repeat the dose, 

— and apply it every spring to your trees and 

A pretty evergreen shrub, seldom met | it will pay, whether your trees arc lousey or 

with in the west, but which we are sure on- not. I have formerly thought lime injuri- 

ly needs to be known to be admired and | ous to trees, but experience has taught me 

sought for. the reverse. 

Iis prickly leaves of purple an d green Yours, for fruit in Wis., which we shall 

forms a pleasant contrast with every other certainly have by and by, LG. 

evergreen. It is covered in spring with Beaver Dam, Feb., 1861. 

clusters of bright yellow flowers, which, i Sag TT eer ee 

mingled with the lively green of its young Will Our Farmers Ever Weary of Be- 

foliage, and the dark purple of the older| mg Humbugged by Tree-Pedlers? 

leaves, forms an object of much interest. Mr. Eprron: What shall we say of the 

It is one of the few plants that thrive in| hawking Tree Pedler? In this age of mon- 

the shade, and though hardy needs to be|ey-making, perhaps he is not to be blamed 

shaded from the sun in winter, otherwise | at all, unless he lies about his trees. 

the foliage is liable to be injured. Of course they were dug the same year, 

On the north side of fence, or buildings, and some of the roots left on! and while 

or shrubbery, or in shade of trees, would be the load was being made up it was more 

the place for this interesting plant. It convenient to leave them without protec- 

transplants readily and thrives in a varie- tion, over night if necessary; and such 

ty of soils. The Mahonia leaves are con-|Packing—e little straw and trusting to an 

sidered by the ladies very beautiful in va- occasional pail of water to keep them in 

rious ways of ornamentation. A coronay perfect order; no occasion for coating 

about the back hair, drooping behind the | the roots, as they have no fibrous roots that 

ear, is prettier of these Yeaves than any need it! 

made of satin or velvet. Its different col-| Such bundles, and they put up to “order” 

ored leaves, when arranged with taste, | by nurserymen! Good trees on the outside 

make very pretty picture frames, fancy pbas- | but inside full of dead nurserymen’s bones. 

kets, boxes, and other ornamental things. | All warranted fresh dug and that each bun- 

They give a pleasing variety when mingled | dle contains some of each (which word bet- 

with a boquet of dry grasses, immortelles, | ter be left out) of the following varieties— 

&c. In ornamented work they should be | Which list of course is all right. 

varnished, to preserve their shape and col- Now that such a set of men should each 

or. A.G. Harorp. | year stalk up and down our country with 

Waukesha, Feb., ’61. dead trees and sell them to men who have
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eyes, but see not! All this is not very as-| We have grown the “Peach Blows” and 
tonishing, for experience teaches us that “Carters,” referred to by Dr. Tinker, in 
Wor mae emg. - a: or four | Feb. Farmer; both good sorts, the latter un- 

tern pedlers and two purporting to em- excelled, to our taste, by any other sort ex- anate from some reliable Western establish- cept the “Mexican,” introduced by us 
coos . some years ago—standing, we believe, to- pA o en eaees ae ae ba pig day, first as a table variety. It needs, how- 

ever the best of culture in order togive sat- ~ every straggler till they get sick of it, and sifictoryixetu rnd 5 
then probably they will curse all the Fruit Planted late on poor soil and neglected, 
Growers—end tho. comniry cqpeciatly—and| tne tubers are small ana yield light; be- Ts get = — a < Presented sides in unfavorable seasons it is inclined with a circular from a frui ealer, . Sui ok 
Why do not men of common sense, even ae ee sae tig ves ecb pen ser 

if they have but little, go and get their trees sorts received from Rev. C. E. Goodrich, 
atthe nursery nearest home, if a good one— Utica, N. Y., some years since, we found Sega ay ma ao ons one which pleases us much, nearly or quite 

: . the “Carter,” and t from di themselves adapted to our climate, even if a aa The Camet Chili” va tden ty , but five or ten kinds? What do we want of ae oe ; Mr, Goodrich from seed of the “Tough more than twelve kinds of first rate apples le mit > in a nae ook Ba = Purp . > ; aa ao aaeee eH = oar skin, reddish or of flesh color; nearly 
2 smooth; flesh, white ;—cooking dry and — va = a= ~ high, _ eee mealy ;—of uniform size; exceedingly pro- = mee 2 a . 2a 3 A S wee Lge ductive. Should be planted early, as like 

ee ne | the “Carter” it ires the whol will bring the most fruit, and make the bo tamil ray Sen 
most healthy orchard. \ In « Mathews Early Blue” we have a per- Set the trees no deeper than they stood in fect gem,—the best very early sort with 
the nursery, at your peril if you do. Brace which we are acquainted. Shape varying ; 4 , teamed eh eee yet mn obs aes plete) a hite ; ki hite and ly. Good well with chip manure or straw—tend well 5 ite ane y ick penthresa nae Your orchard, und don’t plow more than six ov kuuwa to ees ao a oa soil, sith *. : ’ 7 g 00 times toward the aoe Deen ck them atetaniemee native tpAbada., planted deep enough to die “ early, in order to get size before the dry Fence well, and once a year will be often weather of mid s er, while it ripens. 
enongh to let the cattle prune them. Then, AS @ttiwsoes 

“Tf at first you don’t succeed, try try again.” a = Remember, there are nore than adozen va-| Waukesha, Feb., 2861. 
rieties more hardy than seedlings, of the first Special ing of the Wisconsin Fruit 
uality of fruit—and that will bear in Meeting 0 Association. oes) 

corn aa Sel tna fo This meeting was held in the State Agricul- 
Seite you al " Geo J Keves tural Rooms in this city, as per notice, on ee soalog it * |the 18th inst, The attendance was not Belle Cottage, Janesville, Feb. 14th, ’61. large, but the discussions were of an inter- —_ +o 

esting nature, and much knowledge was t Potatoes. brought to light, which might otherwise 
By way. of introducing new sorts of po-| have ‘been hid under a bushel.” When 

tatoes we have done something for Wiscon. | we think of the amount of good, and use- sin in times past. Growing, for the pur-| ful knowledge this society might be the 
pose of testing as many as twenty dis-| means of disseminating, we wonder there 
tinct sorts in one season. Our exhibi-|isso much indifference expressed by the tion in this department at State and Coun-| Fruit Growers in the State towards it, The 
ty Fairs during past years will be remem-| North-west is upon the eve of a crisis in bered by many. Fruit Growing. It is about to be abandon-
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ed, or renewed with more zeal :—That it will | ries, and other small fruits was introduced, 
be the latter, we all believe who heard | but was objected to by Mr. Stevens (ama- 
the remarks of those present, and listened teur, ) who said it might do for some, in large 
to the lecture describing the causes of fail-| plantations, to keep the weeds down, but 
ures, and modes of success. for his part he wanted to plant nothing in The discussions were confined mostly to | hisgarden but would grow without it; would 
small fruits. Red and White Dutch, and|as soon see a “littered parlor” as “littered 
White Grape Currants were recommended | gardens.” 
for general cultivation, being “the best and [His Garden and Green House are models 
most productive.” Victoria, Cherry, Long | of neatness.—Rep.] 
Bunch Red, Knight's Sweet Red, Red and} The failure of Apple Trees was attributed White Gondouin recommended for further | to bad, level selections of orchard sites, 
trial, The talk upon grapes was fullof in-| with poor underdrainage or none at all, 
terest; every member deeming it best to|which gave them “wet feet” causing the 
always cover the vines in winter. So slight | trees to “take cold and die with quick con- was the labor of doing it, that most of the |sumption.” It was clearly demonstrated 
members said they “would make no differ- | by many that on high, airy grounds, and ence between semi-hardy and hardy vines,” | limestone bluffs or ridges, fruit was suc- 
for, “with protection they are all quitealike.” | ceeding reasonably well. 
The same remarks were applied to Rasp- JUDGE KNAPP'S ADDRESS. 
berries. Hartford Prolific, Northern Mus-| At six o'clock P, M. the Association ad- cadine, Isabella, Marion, Port, Concord and | journed, to meet in the Assembly Rooms at Clinton were recommended for general cul-| seven o'clock, to listen to an address by 
tivation. Delaware, Diana und Rebecca Judge Knapp. A good audience was in at- 
for trial, though some thought so well of | tndance. Meeting was called to order, the Diana they urged for ita place in the|and E. B. Quiner, of the Higher Law, be- first list. Mountain Seedling Gooseberry | ing chosen chairman, introduced the lec- considered most productive and finest fla— turer, who spoke for nearly an hour. The vor. Houghton’s was objected to by ama- following is an abstract of his remarks: 
teurs as being ‘‘too spreading;” must con-| Wisconsin is divided, as to its soil, into fine it to a ‘‘certain position of the garden;” | two great districts—the Southern and the could not “border the walks with itas with |Northern. The line between is tortuous, 
some other sorts.” Wilson’s Albany Straw- beginning at LaCrosse and touching Low. verry “is the berry for the people.” Large ville, Columbia Co., Marquette, Big Buttes 
size, and showy fruit, with its productive-| deg Mortes, and reaching the shore of Lake ness, will always render it afavorite. Wil-| Michigan above Green Bay, as seen by the 
son’s Large Early Scarlet and Hovey’s rec- geological maps. 
ommended for general cultivation, and the| The southern portion is characterized by Willy and Hooker for amateurs. Limestone formations; the northern is san- The Plum experience was varied. Bleek- | dy—both eapable of producing fruit with er’s Gage, Pond’s Seedling, Red Diaper, | proper precaution and care. 

Lombard, Washington’s and Smith’s Or-| Over large portions of the limestone dis- leans were enrolled for general cultivation. | trict there is a layer of soil resembling clay, Very little favor was found for the Cher- but consisting chiefly of sand very finely ry Tree. Common Red English, Morello, divided, and hence-very close and compact. Belle.de Choisey, and Reine Hortense had| in its character. This is not very pervious met with general success—-recommend- | to water, and must hence be prejudicial to 
ed. Several members were trying Peach-/the healthful growth of fruits planted upon es by growing them with very low/it. It is usually found near the surface, heads, and protecting in winter by cover-| and varies in thickness from 2 to 10 feet. 
ing with soil or boxing around them, filling | The remedy in all such localities is drain- 
up with leaves or sawdust, A high state age—either by well constructed drains un- of top cultivation was strongly argued for | der the tree-rows, or by digging large holes 
Pieplant and Currants. “Too much ma-| where each tree should be planted, through 
nure cannot be given them.” | The theory | this clay.like sand, and filling up with sur- of mulching Pieplant, Currants, Raspber-| face soil; or by excavating to the depth of 

. 

|
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6 feet and filling up with stones, sticks’ | tened with water for at least six months, 

gravel and surface soil. and no matter if it be a year; and should it 

Fruit trees may aiso be made to succeed | leak, the ley ought eo ne ttarnea specks 
in the sandy region by making an excava- Should sone the mass a few poe er 
tion in the sand, say 4 to 6 feet cubic, and | iron pyrites, or place on the top st/times 
filling up with a mixture of the black soil Sulphur, Plaster of Paris, = Coperas, vou 
of the low lands—first preparing it by ex-|™8y water the mass with human urine, and 
posure in heaps during the summer and al- | 8° Save the ene yet —— 

so frosty weather, if possible, so that it _ Pyrites, Sulp erie Plaster of Paris, .or 

shall be crumbled—and a peck of ‘fresh | C°P€T@s, should be just so much as would : . prevent the Ammonia from escaping. When 
lime and a half bushel of well pulverized is fill a b 
clay, in alternation with the soil removed; a — = — eee aad 

mang at thp black parin shout pnp cubic work is now done for six months except to 
ios take care of the watering and cover. The 

As to locality, the high lands are the on-) y ory will go on almost as well in winter as 
ly safe places for fruit trees, being better |. mer, 

drained and less liable to injury by frost. At the end of six months, or more, as con- 

But trees should not only be properly | venience and work permit, if the work has 
planted; they must alsobe carefully attend-|1,.0n well done, and the ashes are good, you 
ed to afterwards. Trees, in their growth, | yin) see the result, The oil and gelatine of 
especially require lime, potash, soda, phos-| +1 bones will all be taken up by the Pot- 
phates, and vegetable matter. Tlie last nam- ash, and the bones will be 20 soft.as to be 
ed can be supplied by the application, to) poadily cut by the shovel, or broken with a 
the surface, of stable manurc; the former wooden maul. The whole mass should now 

ingredients may be advantageously furnish- be removed to a board floor, the bones pul- 

ed by making a compost in the following| verised, and all mixed, and put away in a 
manner: a dry place for use. It willimprove by age, 

Take a large hogshead—crockery or su-| and especially if occasionally shoveled over, 
gar will answer—and set it up the same as | and a little salt, say a pint toa bushel, may 
if you were going to make a leach of ashes; | be added, once. When the mass shall be- 
secondly you want every bone you can find | come perfectly dry by the action of the air, 
on the farm, no matter how old or new ; and | it will consist among other things of the 
thirdly, you want all the wood ashes from | following materials, the earthy materials of 
the stoves and fire-places, and the materials | the ashes, consisting of Siliea, Alumina, 
are ready for the work. If you have not/and Lime, which will help to give consis- 
material to fillthe hogshead at one time, | tency to the sandy lands, pure Potash, Ni- 
putin what you have on hand, and fill up| trate of Potash, or Salt Petre, Urate of Pot- 
as the material is made. Begin your work|ash, Phosphate of Potash, Phosphate of 
by placing a layer of two inches of strong | Lime, Sulphate of Lime, Sulphate of Potash, 
new ashes in the bottom of the hogshead, | Sulphate of Ammonia, Urate Phosphate of 
and covering it over with bones, as nearly | Amonia, Chlorides of Potash, Lime and Am- 
even as possible; then put in another layer | onia, with some other Salts, in small quan- 
of ashes, followed by the bones, and so on, | tities, every one of which will be in a prop- 
until the hogshead is filled to within six|er form to enter into the composition of 
inches of the top. All should be so far| vegetable beings. On the whole, the mass 
packed that there would be no open spaces | will be not much less valuable than the cel- 
under the bones; and the ashes may be|ebrated Peruvian Guano, in its manurial 
dampened as they are put in, but not enough | qualities, 
to leak. Takecare that the bones do not} One half peck of this composition upon 
touch the sides of the hogshead; and the | the most sandy soils of Wisconsin, will be 
last six inches of the top should be filled |an abundant supply for a ten-year-old ap 
with ashes alone. The whole should be|pletree, and should be scattered annually 
left under cover, but yet so kept that the | over and dug into the soil in which the tree 
air may have pretty free access to it. This | feeds. ’ 

mass of bones and ashes must be kept mois-| In the limestone region this compost will
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not be so necessary ; but even there Potash | the ends with keys, to be taken apart and is usually necessary, One of the best meth- placed under cover when not in use. They ods of applying it is in the form of a ley, may be,twenty feet or less in length, and wash, strong enough to set an egg on end, | for convenience should not exceed four feet though not strong to float it, and contain-|in width. The front or south side should 
ing salt in proportion of 1 oz. to one pint. | be eight inches high; the north from eight 
Apply in early spring, toas much of the|to twenty, according to the shape of the tree as possible. It will both promote the] ground on which the bed stands, as the top 
growth, and destroy the insects that live|of the frame should have a pitch of eight 
upon the bark. Ashes may likewise be dug | to twelve inches, to receive the heat of the 
into the soil. sun and to shed off the rain freely. 
Thesmall fruits—Grapes Currants, Goose-| Temporary beds are made by setting slabs 

berries, Raspberries, &o., can searcely have | OF planks on edge, and fillingin the manure, too much manure, for their successful culti-| &c. But such beds are difficult to cover, vation. What has been said of the impor-| nd if used for sweet potatoes should not 
tance of care, applies eqnally to them. be laid within six inches of the sides. Cov- 

The Cherry, Plum, Peach, and also the|¢r the beds with mellow earth, four inches 
Apple, require ‘a supply of iron, which may | at the edge and six in the center, on which 
be furnished cither by putting scraps about | set the frames, and proceed to plant the 
the trunks, or by emptying the sand say-|seed. If the bed is designed for sprouting 
ed from the grind-stone box near them. sweet potatoes, then make it the first of 

After the lecture a lively discussion was | April and plant by the tenth day, and lay had. and the whole matter passed off in| them two inches apart, with the top end of 
good spirits. Yours Truly, the potato to the north or upper side of the 

0. 8. Wiutey, Sec'y. | bed, and opposite the middle of the adjoin- 
—o-—__. ing potato, placing the large ones at one 

How to Make a Hotbed and to Sprout} end of the bed and the small ones at the 
Sweet Potatoes. other. If the potatoes are very large, and 

Ep. Wis. Farmer: In the first place, | the bed in good order, they may be split 
arrangements should be made early in the| through the middle, placing the cut side 
Season, to have frames and covers made, | down; but if the bed should be either too 
manure and all necessary material engaged | hot or too cold they will rot. Cover the po- 
in due time. tato with three inches of good soil that is 

The location of the beds should be on| freed from foul seeds and will not bake. 
dry ground, with a southern inclination. Top soil from the woods, and from around 
The best material for a hotbed, is fresh | old logs, would be preferable. 
horse stable manure, and if mixed with one| More Potatoes are lost by over-heating 
fourth or one half its bulk of either saw-| than from any other cause, and as a pre. 
dust, fresh leaves, tan-bark, or straw, the ventive, place more earth under the pota- 
heat would be more mild and durable— toes, especially in the middle of the bed, 
About the first or second week in March, in| and less on top than is usually done at the 
this latitude, haul the materials for the bed, | time of bedding the potatoes, and after- 
and mix them together in a ridge where the | wards add one or two inces of earth just as 
bed is to be made, and as soon as it is hot, | the plants are bursting up, which will also shake it thoroughly, mixing the cold and destroy all weeds that have started. An- 
hot, wetand dry portions together, forminga | other thin layer to be placed on the bed af- 
bed on top of the ground, running east and | ter the first plants are off. During the first 
west, which, when settled with the fork, | ten days the bed should be carefully ex- (not tramped) should be fourteen inches| amined by running the hand down to the 
high at the edge, and twelve in the center, | manure, and if it becomes so warm as to 
more or less, as there is a greater or less| feel unpleasant there is danger of scalding 
Proportion of manure used, and six inches | the potatoes, and it should be cooled by wa- 
wider on all sides than the frame to be tering, being careful not to apply too much 
Placed over it, at a time. 

Hotbed frames should be made of two The beds must be carefully covered at 
inch pine or oak plank, framed together at] night, and in cold and wet weather, and be 

e =i :
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careful to uncover them every fair, warm | Which is just as easily turned to a good ac- 
day, to toughen the plants and inure them | count as thrown away. 
them to the open air. But be not over kind; too much of a good 

Glass-covered hotbeds cause the plants to | thing spoils the whole. Plants must have 
spring up tender and weak, and such plants | “breathing holes.” Just as easy to smoth- 
do not grow when set out in the hill like | ¢T them asanythingliving, which we can see those raised in open beds. “‘move and have its being.” Let the “cov- 

The best covers are made of strong mus- | Ting be one or two inches thick after set- 
lin, tacked on lath eight inches apart, so|ting.” This covering is not given on ac- that they can be rolled up conveniently.| count of any constitutional tenderness of 
Lath for this purpose should be } by 1; the plants, but to save their vigor, and that 
inches, and should project beyond the cloth, | their whole strength may be given to the 
which should be cut two inches wider than | 8'°wth and development of the plant the the frame, and held during winds by loops, coming season instead of one half or more 
or by scantling placed on each end. The| being expended in reclaiming the lost vi- 
tacks should be driven through narrow | tality of the preceding season. 
strips of oil-cloth, te prevent the heads Yours Truly, 0. S. Winter. 
tearing out. These covers will admit the | =—=-=—=——————————+ 
light, shed off the rain, and be cheaper in THE BEE KEEPER. 
the end than other covering, and sufficient- i a as a 
ly warm except in pera cold weather, More About the Italian Honey Bee. 
when straw, or some warm covering should| We are naturally inclined to be cautions 

z be thrown over them, Tramped straw, or |in recommending any new thing until fully 
mats made of rye straw, answer in the ab-| satisfied of its superiority; and it is not 
sence of better covering. our purpose to “goit blind” on the Ital- 

Respectfully Yours, ian Bee question. But inasmuch as we 
Eagle, Jan. 28, ’61. Aupert Bover. | have resolved upon urging the importance 

Nig Sane eR of bee-culture in Wisconsin, it is certainl. 
Strawberries—Protection. proper that we furnish ae readers vn f 

This is the trying month of the whole | all the information at our command relative 
year upon these tender plants. And “ten-|to varieties. It is not impossible that the 
der” is not quite the word, for with very | merits of the Italian are over-estimated, 
few exceptions the plants are all hardy. | but some of the best culturists in the Unit- 
But to illustrate: The plants are small; | ed States concur in the highest encomiums, 
roots fine and easily broken; and as we| and it is hardly reasonable to suppose their 
have often seen, easily lifted quite out | opinions entirely, without foundation. 
of the ground by the action of the frost.| The California Culturist devotes much 
The same, precisely, as wheat is “hove out” space to a discussion of the subject in the 
in many parts where the winter cereal is | Dec. No., and claims to have watched the 
grown. All farmers know the loss attend-| progress of the introduction and culture of 
ing such frosty visitations and all garden-| this variety of the bee “with much care— 
ers will soon learn, unless they take heed |The Editor says: “We believe that the su- 
in time to avoid it. periority of the Italian bee is no longer 

Strawberry beds should be covered with questionable, even among apiarians who 
clean litter, i. e. free from foul seeds, in the | have large stocks of the common bee for 
fall or early winter, but as the damage is| sale.” From a number of letters published 
usually done in March, it is not now too|on the subject, we quote two or three, whose 
late to derive the benefit from protection, | authors are most widely known—one from 
and we find that to a great extent no pro-| Rey. Mr. Langstroth, a careful, conscien- 
tection has yet been given. All who have | tious man, and author of the best work on 
neglected doing so, should, as soon as the| bee-culture with which we are acquainted; 
snow settles away from their beds, leaving | one from Dr. J. P. Kirkland, one of the 
them bare or nearly so, cover them with| most reliable naturalists of Ohio; and a 
some material, coarse litter. straw, chip ma-| portion of another from Mr. Brackett, the 
nure, sawdust, or other refuge, always ac-| sculptor, first published in the American Ag- 
cumulating about the house and stables, and | riculturalist. 

. e
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LETTER FROM REV. L, L, LANGSTROTH, statement in regard to their superiority 
I have three colonies (artificial swarms) | SUStained. They will no doubt, prove a 

to which the Italian queen were given in| Valuable acquisition to localities of high June. All the common bees appear to have | #ltitudes, and will be peculiarly adapted to 
died, and if we may judge from the work-| the climate of Washington Territory, Ore- ing of these colonies, the Italians will ful- ae ig the mouniaynous, resia of Cali- 
ly sustain their European reputation. They 2 a + *. BIRTLAND. 
have gathered more than twice as much| Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 13th, 1860. 
honey as the swarms of the common bee. =< 
This, however, has been chiefly gathered LETTER FROM MR. A. E. BRACKETT, within the last few weeks, during which ce = * I think it too soon to time, the swarms of common bees have in-| form any certain opinion in regard to the 
creased but very little in weight. Thesea-| Italian bees in this country. We must, 
son has been eminently unfavorable for the | therefore, still, in a great measure, depend new swarms—one of the very worst I ever|on the statements of German bee keepers, knew—and the prospect is, I shall have to|and that is universally in favor of their feed all of them except the Italians. great superiority over the black bee. Dzi- 

Aug. 24th, ’60. L. L. Lanasrrorg. | erzon states, that since he has Italianized 
ae his apiaries, his yield of honey has been 

LETTER FROM DR. J. P. KIRTLAND. double that obtained from the same number : 
In your last letter, you expressed a wish |0f common bees. My experience, thus far, to hear from me, the result of my experi-|Satisfies me that they that they have not ence with the Italians, etc. been over-rated. The queens are larger 
Ist. Their disposition to labor far excels | #24 more prolific. The workers, when bred 

that of the common kind. From the earli-|in comb of their own building, are longer, 
est dawn of day to the arrival of evening, | 224 their honey casks larger. | They are they are invariably passing in and out of| less sensative to cold, and more industrious. 
the hive, and rarely suspend their work for|1m all my handling of them—and I have 
wind, heat or moderate showers—at times|one so pretty freely, lifting the combs, 
when not a single individual of the com-/®0d examining them almost dairy— mon kind is to be seen. Two hours, each|1 have never known one to offer to sting. 
day, their labors are extended beyond the | queen that I received in June, and intro- working time of the last named kind. duced to a strong stock of bees, in eleven 2d. Power of endurance, and especially | ys filled thirteen sheets of combe with 
of resisting the impression of cold, they|brood and eggs. There is, at present, 
possess in a marked degree. Since the|Scarcely a black bee in the hive, so rapid 
buckwheat, solidagos and astus have flow-| has been the change. Although I have ta- 
ered in this vicinity, the nights have been|ken from it large quantities of worker remarkably cold. This low temperature | brood and sealed drones, the hive is still 
has, in a great measure, suspended the ef- | 0Verflowing. 4 
forts of the common bees, and they have| Allow me to suggest to you an idea that 
been eating their previously accumulated | may be of importance. They are in a state stores. Not so with the Italians; they have|°f nature, susceptible, in my opinion, of 
been steadily accumulating honey and bee | STeat improvement—at least as far as form bread, and rapidly multiplying their num-|®24 color goes—by culture and careful 
bers. They seem peculiarly adapted to re- breeding. In order to do this, they should 
sist the chilly atmosphere, and high winds, be allowed to build their own comb, as soon 
which predominate in autumn, on the shores | #8 may be, and the largest and best colored of Lake Erie, queens be selected to breed from—avoiding 

2d. Prolifieness they equally excel in.|reeding in-and-in as much as possible. 
Both my full and half-blooded stocks have| 1 have received a letter from a friend, 
become numerous and strong in numbers, | Stating that one of the queens is quite 
as well as in stores, at this late season of| dark; and he seems quite troubled aboutit. 
the year, when the common kind have ceas-}4 little knowledge, if not a dangerous ed increasing, and have become nearly pas- thing, is sometimes an uncomfortable one. 

sive, Every one at all familiar with the common 
4th. Their individual strength is great-| black bees, knows very well that their 

er; and this is well illustrated in their} Queens vary much in color, and I see no Prompt manner of tossing to a great dis-|Teason why the Italians should not do the 
tance, any robber that chances to approach | 89™me, within certain limits, and still be 
their hive. true to the race. Those whoare anxious to 

5th. Their beauty of color and graceful| have high colored queens, must resort to form, render them an object of interest to| careful breeding. 
every person of taste. My colonies are —_ +0. 
daily admired by many visitors. ; 

6th. Of their moral character, I cannot| Froas, Brr-EaTers.—L. Varney notes in 
Speak favorably. If robbing of weaker| the New England Farmer that he has found 
colonies is going on, these yellow jackets| frogs close to bee-hives in the evening, and 
are sure to be on hand. So far as my ex-| inclines to the belief that they eat the in- 
perience has gone with them, I find every | sects. 

#
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Mimi. it may be mded at the side of the MECHANICAL. —_ | spt quny foropot dnote Sconce to which the compensatory scale is adjusted.— eS 

e complement of marking pins are carried in Paine’s Improved Surveyor's Measure | The vena ce Positiou, while the outs, or tally record, and le Case. ; is Kept by turning the knob on the frout to the proper ———_ 
ire. 

The inven- “The Measure, when not in use; is received and thi - coiled within the Case, the handles being detatched tor o' i is Bw: ree | and placed in pockets on each side.” 
valuable in- — 
strument is = : McCormick's Reaper. W.H. Paine, eae 
Esq., of She- roe Believing that Mr. McCormick had enjoy- 
boygan Wis- ed the Reaper monopoly about long enough, 
consin, It the Executive Committee of the State Agri- 
was patent- cultural Society, at their recent meeting, ed ‘in Jaly\, 00000, 204 foy|took the matter under consideration and and August, YS 9 UN J after some discussion instyucted the Secre- 1860, and is Y & Qo x tary to prepare a memorial against the re- being intro- 4 Oa? reuNe = issue of the patent to McCormick, and to duced in the {/ é % Fy \\ forward the same forthwith to the Commis- Government 8 ( e il | i sioner of Patents. The following is a copy Surveys rsarsaetves wee Hf as unanimously adopted by the Committee. 7 i st fas having re. we YX A We trust it fairly represents the farmers of ceived the s Ae firn/ | Wisconsin : : ; pndoceeeai ¢ Ss To the Honorable, the American Commissioner of 
of many of i The undersigned memorialists, for and by authority of the Executive Comitise of the Wisconsin State a kek . cultural Society, would respectfully represent : the most distinguished engineers in the ‘eS while the Tauetiats oyece id ee fasue of i i i tents by the Government, on labor saving machin- 
United States, including Prof. A. D. Bache, ee nds ce mete n Glicoumginetin ae Superintendent U. 8. Coast Survey; Jos. 8. | his ingenuity aa a poreisiae the great ultimate ; gas d to be attai_ed there! the more raj Wilson, Commisssioner U. 8. General Land O ths arts or citlintioe oat conasnuene lie Office; and Prof. Jos. Henry, Secretary ceo labor, whether as manufactur- Smithsonian Institute. This being granted, your memorialists further re- . pregent, that patents should never be re-issued in cases Lt. Col. Graham, who is probably well | where the patentee ‘bas derived tun adequate remuners- ji tion for talent and labor expended, inasmuch as such known to most of our Surveyors, writes as renewal of his privilege of exclusion must neceseantiy follows concerning it: continue a burdensome tax on the industrial classes, 4 = —— nee the effect of which caunot : other & than to zotard thas FICE OF GENERAL -ERINTEND! ve progress whicn the ori ue Was to Lake Hansor Laprovements, } etl 

Curcago, Jan. 25, 1861.) . |" They ae ——- Heel the ‘spplitation of Lt “« Cyras W. McCormick, of icago, Ill., fora rene Thave examined with great interest the “Improved | CYTn8 patent on his reaper is pre-ciinently of the Survevor's Measure,” invented by Mr. W. H. Paine, of class referred to above, and therefore ought not to be Sheboygan, Wisconsin, and am fully seereeet “with | Cvarted. “oc wurient seca he tee enjoyed exclusive Surercat advantages it combines, over the sacy and | Plivileges, which have yielded him ten to Afteen dollage , SOUL cf werk ANE sade Re aa | ok ta beans uaniee one Tapidity of work. “Although I have not had an oppor- riod of time, and an aggregate wealth of perheos tunity of using it myself in surveying, yet I see 60 a erincamorar ‘Solis plainly wherein it overcomes the chief impediments The reaping machine has come to be @ necessity in to that degree of accuracy which is desirable, and ame i of our country, and it is ‘manifestly which the old methods do not secure, that Ido not hes- unjast that the farmers, upon Whose industry the prec, sie te recommend it to the favorable attention of all ty of the country eo essentially depend, sheath ae J. D. GRAHAM, Deenerdis to longer pay tribute to one who has Lt. Col. Sup’t Engineer, U. 8. Army. roe made oppulent through their liberal 
ese Not less than three thousand reapers of different DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASURE AND CASE. | patterns—yet all using patented portions of the Me, . es Cormick machine—hate been sold in Wisconsin the The following description has been fur- past year, and # e Sopra to iaeee a ~ i ; tot fees which would ‘accrue ir. rmic! nished us by the inventor: within the next seven years in the event of a renewal, scarce f i rhe Measure consists of a single strip of low spring Tat eee ae view ot Gn the Sock langti nd ath coe to Seerent aciaation, ot |. Tou: memcesaliess, Hersh impelled by a sense of such length and with sucn graduations as may be desir- our tothe ihusaived thonmiad Sormecesotee 7 ts far {othe ends of which, when in use, are attached Gireotly represent an scall snot jattion oe ae, a re ice of theme ots ae eens | of tas Saletan aces Gare ees + the measure. ons . scale, moved by atangent screw,s0 as to exactly compen. oe in question be not granted to Mr. Mc- sate for the expansion and contraction of the measure 4 B. R. HINKLEY,, President, by change of temperature. J. W. Hors, Secretary. . “The Case which is represented by the lower figure, | State Agricultural Rooms, Madison, Wis.) Feb, 6, ® constructed of sheet brass, and is provided witha'186l, - . 

. :
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New American Inventions. HARVESTERS. 
— ©. G, Dickinson, of Poughkeepsie, N.¥.. for an Im- 

The following reports of some of the most | Provement in Harvvesters, : 

useful inventions recently patented in this ornate of Sie tavention soo a stele, 

country are gleaned from the Scientific Am.: bar and sickle to enable them to pass con chacesane 
g that may be in their path, and also to enablo the ma- 

MACHINE FOR SEWING BOOTS AND sHoEs, _| Chine wn from place to place, the parts being 

‘The object of these improvements for making aaa Tha cesiet nen naitee gipeieer end 
stitched boots or shoes by mechanism is to hold the/ sickle are raised, and thrown, in gear as they are de- 

worl me on the ie or ime essed lescend 

Warr the eel cod needs ob pousllae; andste" Exep the| tion] Set oF to tain WREST EES 
channel formed on the outside of the ou er sole, open, SHINGLE SAWER. 
80 e seam. Wi low closely in this channel, 
that $06 raised lip of the channel may be pressed down | <3 4, ¥. Frenths of Franklin, Vt. for an Inuproved Ma- 
Sfter’ the shoe is Anished, and present © neat appear- | “20 @t Sewing Shingles from the Biock. 
ance, as if the stitching had been done by hand. The [This invention relates to an improvement in that 

invention also provides for stitching the shanks of the | ‘!&ss of shingle machines in which saws are employed 
boot or shoe, in which operation the work can be pre- | °F cutting the shingles from the bolt, ‘The object of 
sented to the awl and needle with great facility; and the invention is to obtain a simple and economical ma- 

at aaa wyrovides: te keepin the upper from the eae ees Sil peroen its work very expeditiously 
needle, and for guiding the channel to receive the | #2¢ in a perfect manner. 

‘ i Tone the emachine 3 a Sie aenine light or ‘MACHINES FOR DIGGING POTATOES. 

pats, Verge Or sesall: winch. ve pecenter 2! in-| DeWitt Clinton and Ives Lynd, of Poestenkill, N. Y. 
vention is Francis D. Dallon, of Abington Mass. for an Improvement in Machines for Digging Potatoes. 

HEMP DRAKES. {This invention consists in the use of an adjustable 

J.B, sfcCormick and W.R. Baker, of St. Louis, Mo. | *©99P, in connection with an adjustable reciprocating 
for an improvement in Hemp Brakes. pe po ace pay ere placed on es ekantaigs 

This invention consists in the employmentor use ot _ ak the posntons, a0 the machine ie 
a:lgtating drain, provide wilt @pikiel ox toothed bare, | Connor west £20, lee from. tee Bille oe delle, Sones 
and stationary or operated in a nuvel way. in counec- and deposited on the top of the 
ita with an cadlees slatiad apron artangedto seperate | Sraumiathe Work being periemed in. an expeditions 
conjointly with tho drum, whereby the hemp may be a 
heckled and scutched or cleaned very expeditiously and MOLE PLOWS. 
without injury to the fibre.] J.A. Hammer and J. P. Gordon, of Lisbon, Iowa, 

ESS for an Improvement in Mole Plows. 
: ‘This invention consists in the combination with the 

Hiram McDonald, of Union Springs, N. ¥., for an adpentia ; g lever, of a toothed arc, pinion, notched disk, 
Improvement in Wood-bending Machines. duc sad ereak, bs he perpen el cpetng tee aaah 

[This invention has for its object the bending of]| to the desired depth, and also in arranging the adjnst- 
steamed wood, such as wagon bows, felloes, &c., into | ing lever with a friction roller in its end, which in 
proper shape, by a very expeditious and simple means, | combination with a round pin behind the coulter, 
and in a pertect manner.] ee) facilitate the up-and-down motion of the 

latter. 

= eee HARVESTERS. 
ae S mae of Princeton, Ill.,ioran Improvement} J. B. Tinker, of Plymouth, N. Y., for an Improve- 

be . ment in esters. 

‘The object of this invention is to obtain a simple 
ore aie ge cance craltnctncmte | cles avenceen teen Renee Se oe 
or drills, and at a greater or less depth, as may be re- eee 3 < 
see ee ee eer ciay extents or haxelag tor needs | rite wat ary one mine SAY oe aes: Peele 

SGeccrting epparaian coerce’! Salsmauanivacsoena: [nee pee ee ee eee reer te | framing of the machine or interfering at all with the 

ise [cena meant aronomen ate a y 6 ar- 

saan ox oN HORE, a ee eieeeaeel eelieet 
eG See ee ee Man a. i: ting jusured without the liability of choking or clog- 

|. G. Carr, > Mo, ing, a contingency of frequent occurrence in using 
Improved Harness for Shoeing Horses. the fecdiprocating exckles! 
[This is an ingenious device for securiug wild or 2S 2 eavaerume 

vicious horses while being shod.) T.8, Whitenack, of Easton, Pa, for an Improve- 
MACHINE FOR FACING AND POLISHING MILLSTONES. ment in Rakes for Harvestres. 

‘This invention consists in a novel arrangement of | |, [This invention relates to certain improvements in 
cutters, polishing device and gearing, Theesby ‘mill: | th: tclass of raking attachments for harvestersin which 
stones nay be laced and. polished very expeditiously | the rake and beaters, in passing over the platform, des- 
and ina perfect manner, and the individual blocks of Sortie nae . veers = Sa is Lemay ca bei 

tone als it and faced before bei 
Deoted together be eimply using = cheok nna device to the machine in such a way as to admit of the 
plate. Edmund Munsen, of Utica, N. Y., is the pat- = Ast a paar p < ——— and also to oe 

of the regulating of the rake and beaters as regards 
Satapict thieinventiae: See eet tne qiovement over the platform and the 

ROLLING TIRE. perfect adaptation of the former to the latter as cir- 

The object of this invention is to produce a tire o. | “umstances may require.} 
uniform width all round and with smooth, and well CLAMPING MACHINE. 

and the invention consists in the em-| Wm. R. Axe, of Beloit, Wis., i Clam; 
ployment, fn Combination with the ordinary pressing | ing fee Maer eee ee 
rollers, of a tup roller acting on the ede of ois IMPROVED HARVESTER 
Previous to its passing throuzh between the o: 

Pressing follere, said top roller being arranged in George Esterly, of Whitewater, Wis, the well known 
es or pane eee with some eels pane Sarieeats inventer of Esterly Harvester has obtained a patent 

face the requisite pressure on ige of the tire. ears Hace % 
Se Eee rslinc ta atechel maniiee| Oe mer eae esting Maghioes 

fulcrum in a swivel head, which allows of adjusting) ~ eee 
said roller to the varying diameters of different tires,| Q@~A machine for milking cows, is 

and flanged guide rollers serve to facilitate the motion | among the wonderful inventions of the past 
of the tire while the operation of rolling proceeds.— Hi dai ; 

The credit of this invention is due to 8. Jayaa, of oak ave any of our dairy men tried 
dtterson, N. J. : em
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EDUCATIONAL. complish so much for the future of our 
young and prosperous State. 

= sel hg : Had he confined his efforts exclusively 
State University—The Chancellorship. to either the Chancellorship or the Agency, 

aaa it is possible that his declining health would 
The resignation of Dr. Barnard, late Chan-| not have failed him so almost entirely ; but 

cellor of the Wisconsin State University, | ine overdoing in a work of so much inter- 

which was tendered to the Board of Re-| ost and importance is certainly a pardona- 
gents last summer, has finally been accept-| hJe fault, and we sincerely trust that his 
ed. Great hopes had been entertained that | brief career in our midst will be contem- 
he would imaugurate a new area in the his- plated with feelings of genuine and pro- 

tory of the institution and in due time suc-| foung regret rather than in a spirit of cen- 
ceed in securing to it the rank and useful-| .orjousness, 

ness justified by its position and endow-| py Barnard is yet but a little past the 
ment. Unfortunately, however, the Dr.’s| meridian of life, and it is earnestly hoped 

health which was feeble when he assumed the | that in the rest and quiet of his pleasant - 
duties of Chancellor, had so far failed him | yew England home he may find again that 

before the.expiration of his first year, that precious boon of health for which his spirit 

he felt compelled to desist from labor and yearns. 

return home to Hartford. The question of the succession is being 
When he came to our State in the summer | agitated in the newspapers, and the names 

of 1859 and assumed the double duties of| of distinguished gentlemen have been pro- 
Chancellor and Agent of the Board of Nor-| posed for the vacancy. It is hoped, howev- 

mal Schools of the State, he was heralded | er, that the Regents will be deliberate in 

far and wide, and the press could hardly| their action, and this time make an ap- 

find words sufficiently eulogistic of his re-| pointment that shall be permanent and-sat- 
markable antecedents and his transcend-| isfactory. The right man is undoubtedly 
ant ability as an educationist. And now, | Somewhere; may the Board of Regents be 
on the other hand, since he has necessarily | fortunate enough to find him. Of what 
failed to execute the impossible programme | Should be his qualifications, as also of what 
which his own laudable ambition and edu-| modifications of the general policy of the 
cational enthusiasm allowed to be marked | Institution seem to be necessary, we may 
out for him, these same papers are equally | have something to say in the next number 
extravagant in their detractions and de-| of the Fanuer. 
nunciations. This is certainly wrong. —+o+—__ 
Moderation at the first, and just judgment, Educate the Daughters. 
in the second place, would certainly have In many of the States of the Union, Uni- 
oan Rizo) coating ®° | versities have been endowed for the educa- 

= tion of tne “inhabitants” thereof in the 
We have never been very partial to Dr. higher branches of learning; but in no one 

Barnard; indeed, for certain important ed-| o¢ them are the facilities offered to the 
ucational reasons, we were opposed to his! the youth of the State without an unjust 

appointment as the executive head of the| and most unwarrantable distinction in fa- 
University; but neither that difference of vor of males. We have on several occa- 
opinion nor his subsequent failure to 2c-| sions called the attention of the education- 
complish what was exacted of him by his| 9) public to this important subject, and 
admirers, have blinded us to his real worth | were intending to prepare an article there- 
as an earnest friend and efficient promoter | on for this number of the Farmer, when we 
of the noble cause of popular education. happily fell upon the late excellent message 

As on suthor and editor he has fairly won| of the Gov. of Michigan, which treats of 
a first position among the educational men| this and other educational topics in so able 
of this country, and we most sincerely and | ang manly a way, that we cheerfully vacate 
deeply deplore that shattered state of health | the chair editorial, for the present, and al- which has forced him to relinquish this new | jow him to speak in our stead. 
and most interesting, though difficult, field] The world is sadly slow in learning the 
of labor, where he had fondly hoped to ac- great lessons of wisdom and justice, but
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the signs of the times are nevertheless hope- | Ur children, and stamp upon their youth- 
fal. ‘There is a better day dawning for wo- ful intellects impressions as lasting as life. 

amo z The influence which they exert upon the 
man, and the time is not far distant wher rising generation is far greater than that 
the enlightened world will cast out the| of the male teachers, and inthe same pro- 
names of the blind guides whose office now paren! or ni eaptaeebireht this infiu- 
: ence neficial; and yet the State moves 
is to perpetuate the old wrongs of the ber-| apparently indifferent, and without ma- 
barous ages. king the slightest effort towards educating 

The following is the language of Gov.|°Ur daughters in “the higher branches of 
Winkees learning.” For twenty:years the Univer- 

. sity fund, which is the joint property of 
In my inaugural message of 1859, I call-| both sexes, has been exclusively,devoted 

ed the attention of the Legislature to the | towards educating our sons. 
great injustice of excluding our daughters | _____________ 
from the State University, at Ann Arbor, 
and asked that some provision might be THE HOME. 
made for their education in all the higher }@.£@—-_—W\———— 
branches of learning. I again renew the To American Mothers of ’61. 
subject. In 1826 Congress granted to the — 
Territory of Michigan seventy-two sections BY MRS. HOYT. 
of land, for the support of “an University, —_ 
and for no other use and purpose whatsoev- Come neighbor, and sit by my fire; 
er.’ The Legislature, in 1887, organized These are days but few of us smilé, 
the ‘University of Michigan,” and by the|  4tdthecheeriest think of the morrow ; 
act of organization specially declared that Leave work, and be with me awhile, 
“it shall be open to all persons residents of Dids’t think it would come to this, 
this State, who may wish to avail themselves In less than abundred years, 
of its advantages.” The act of organiza- When reading our grandsires’ victories 
tion contemplated the formation of branch- Between rejoicing tears? 
es in different parts of the State, and de- 
clared that ‘in connection with every such Greed, wrath, confusion, perjured strife, 
branch of the University, there shall be es- Hate, Treacy rel Heat BONG, 
tablished an institution for the education of Ambitions foul, and flerced-thced war, 
females in the higher branches of knowl- All abroad in this beautiful land. 
edge.” It is manifest from this act, that I know they are many and just, 
the Legislature contemplated and intended ‘Who stand in the breach to-day. 
that both sexes should have equal advan- And with patriot zeal, right eceaty 
tages under the law, and that the rich do- Are poiating the better way. * 
nation made by Congress, was forthe mutual 
benefit “of all persons resident in this But, good neighbor, do you see it, 
State, who might wish to avail themselves of How they falter there to tread? 
it.” The lands thus granted have nearly For they love this old-time Union, 
all been sold, and a trust fund has been Thinking of theglorious dead. 
created, amounting to one hundred and 
twenty-two thousand, five hundred and fif- aed renee Sa 
ty-eight dollars and twenty-seven cents, Closed, but yesterday, his oyes, 
upon which the State pays the University a Dreaming still that beawe ae story. 
rate of interest of seven per cent. per an- 
num. Every child has heard of Yorktown; 

Thus far the females in our State have Still the Delaware is flowing ; 
been denied a joint participation in this ‘Trenton Heights and Valley Forge— 
fund, and have been excluded from the Uni- Speak these words, and fires are glowing. 
versity, since its first organization. The : 

State Bhoala make this is Not one dol- — oyilk compcmase sneered: jut when Union flags are waving, 
lar of money has she, thus far, expended Ewittac thes is, sare us truth Se . ; * ) , 
inteaching her daughters the higher branch- It/will need another saving. 
es of learning. We boast of our common , 
school system, as the early nurseries of the Now what can we women do 
future Statesmen, and the very foundation To save this mighty nation? 
on which our free institutions must ever From troubled times, that bode us ill, 

pits Yet we sonia not carry on this sys- ‘To save this dear-bought nation? 
em one day without the aid of these fe- 

males, eee excluded from the Univer- Bve towent ott owe ay bales’ Dest high, - 
sity. The annual report of the Superin- And whee Say Beast deco setts 
tendent of Public Instruction, for the year| For well I know, of what wo sow 
1860, shows that out of the seven thousand the barvestncf God wil £11. 

nine hundred and forty-one qualified teach- Mother, your boys are like eagles ; 
ers, in our primary schools, five thousand My darlings have eyes of blue; 
three hundred and forty-two are females. Let us take them often upon our knees 
These female teachers mould the minds of And tell them the things that are true.
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“Children,” let us say to them, not against her the grievous sins of a long 
“Christ meant what he said, sickness, and reproaches her not for the cost 

When he spake that Golden Rule and discomfort thereof; who sees in her 
You have so often read; languid eye something dearer than girlish 

a laughter, in the sad face and faded cheeks 
Ani just the things thet you would like that blossoms into smiles and even blushes 
To have others do to you, at his coming, something lovlier than the 

‘These are the things, my children, old-time spring roses—he is a hero. I think 
‘That he has bid you do.” I know one such. The wife who bears her 

fi part in the burden of life—even though it be 
for tiedaercrpshinrians the larger eee ! cheerfully ! never 

dreaming that she is a heroine, much less a 
= = ee ere Pee rad martyr; who bears with the faults of a hus- 

ee raed band, not altogether congenial, with loving 
Principles are not opinions; patience and a large charity, and with a 

Let that truth be deeply sown; noble decision hiding them from the world 
Make them see it, make them feel it, —who makes no confidents and asks no con- 

Help them make the pure their own— fidencies; who refrains from brooding over 
Principles for all life’s conduct, short-comings in sympathy and Sentiment, 

Bice ns Heaven's oberenl Girone. and from seeks for perilous ‘ affinities; 
who does not build high tragedy sorrows on 

‘We must leave them, leave them neighbor, the inevitable, nor feel an earthquake in 
To theconflict error wages, every family jar; who sees her husband unit- 

Battering at the holy shrines ed with herself indissolubly and eternally 
Ot Truth, through tardy ages. in their children—she, the wife in very 
Dat Wwe Bi atl oar Say, truth; in inward as in the outward, is a , i. : 
iene Giais sash aad eopalieen eee? though of rather an unfashionable 

When next our Union’s Freedom altars 
Are assailed by base defaulters, ee 

Be sure our boys will save it then. The Mortgage. 
Mapison, Jan. 17, 1860. 7 —" 
a eg eee The house sehigh, and decorated round . 

* . ; architecture’ it inventions ; 
Heroism of Private Life. Within, arts hold harmonious coutentions, 

—«: And luxury a temple'there has found 

The following extracts from Grace Green-| Ntvcian yor of the ment ate enclose, 
wood’s lectures on the heroism in Common| A viewless thing the master never mentions, 

- < Though unto his sole vision it is bound, —- 
Life we clip from an exchange. The sub-| Whether be wakes or sleeps, has settled firm; 
ject could not have been touched in a more woe Seattnee or ena: cae 
truthful manner or have been better deline- And, when he feeds his guests, unceasingly 

ated by the gifted lecturer : catrere ae = at dise. 
“<The heroism of private life, the slow, 

unchronicled martyrdoms of the heart, Sav See be 
who shall remember? Greater than any = 
knightly dragon slayer of old, is the man The Cultivator. 
who overcomes an unholy passion, sets his 
foot spon it, and stands serene in virtue.— eee 
Grander than the Zenobia is the woman who| _ give fools their gold and k: heir 
struggles with a love that would wrong an- Let cae Tuvbies peeeea fae ar 
other or degrade her own soul, and con- Who sows a field, or trains a flower, 
quers. The young man, ardent and tender. Or plants a tree, is more than all. 
who turns from the dear love of woman, and For he who blesses most is blest ; 
buries deeply in his heart the sweet instinct a oe Ae man oe his worth, 
of paternity, to devote himself to the care 10 tolls to leaveas est 
eal support of aged parents or an unfortun- neat bees eer 
ate sister, and whose life is a long sacrifice ‘And. soomor inte, $0.all thet sow, 
in manly cheerfulness and majestic uncom- The time of harvest shall be given, 
plaint, is a hero of the rarest type—the The flower shall bloom, the fruit shall grow, 
type of Charles Lamb. I have known but If not on earth, atlast in heaven. 
two such. 

“The young woman who resolutely stays 
with the father and mother in the old home,| gqy~ At the age of seventy-five one must, 
while brothers and sisters go forth to happy | of course, think frequently of death. But 
homes of their own; who sheeraly. lays | this thought never gives me the least uneasi- © 
upon the altar of filial duty that costliest of | ness—I am fully convinced that the soul is 
human sacrifices, the joy of loving and being | indestructible, and that its activity will con- 
loved—she isaheroine. I have known many | tinue through eternity. It is like the sun, 
such. The husband who goes home from| which, which seems, to our earthly eyes, to 
the weary routine and the perplexing cares|set inthe night, but is in reality gone to 
of his business with a cheerful smile and a/ diffuse its light elsewhere. Even while 
loving word for his invalid wife ; who bringe! sinking, it remains the same sun.—[Goethe.
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Litrie TanGs.—Springs are little things, HEALTH AND DISEASE. 
but they are the sources of large streams; a — 
helm is a ue thing, bat mark how ren Diphtheria. 
it governs the course of the largest ship that is di . . ever floated the Waters; pegs and nails are This disease has prevailed so extensively 

little things, but they hold together the large | #24 so fatally in this country during the 
parts of the ae pelle: iss memento present winter that it has come to be a sub- 
sent to us by a friend is a little thing, and} joo¢ i ; 
cost perhaps but little of the world’s wealth, 7 — ae ain it or ae ri 
for it is of the simplest kind, and yet it ex-|‘° ‘¢ Public. Much has been said of it in 
resses the universe, for itis a thought of|the medical journals and in the newspa- 

Tove, clothed in a form of beauty; an angry| pers, but the most valuable article we have 
a aS ones a en these yet seen, is from the pen of Prof. C. H. 
are helping to build penitentiaries and pri-|Cleaveland, M. D., of Cincinnati. It is 
sons, and to fill them with those who merely | found in the Journal of Rational Medicine, of 

Re ee ae which he is the able Editor, and covers the 
things. i ’ whole field of enquiry. 
Se eae From this articl learn that Diphthe- 

Coxtext.—I tell you, if a man has come | yi io dij ae o eR or Sense) to that point where he is content he ouete to P ne : 
be put in his coffin, for a contented living has had various periods of prevalence in 

man isasham! If aman has come to that| different countries from very early times. 

token welch heey ee ie as 20 ie rae A full description of the disease would 

worse,” i is in a state H which he ought aS not be appropriate to an agricultural jour- 
change into a mummy. Of all hideous/|nal, but inasmuch as many of our readers 
things, rome are the most “hideous of| live remote from any physician, and as 
acount econ a a eiking prompt and judicious action may be neces- 
[Beecher. sary to save life, we have thought it well to 

—+-+—___ : ; 
R quote a few brief passages which relate to 

- Baan is sae anchor. She a symptoms and treatment, giving in paren- 
not swing far from her moorings, And ye : APS . 
a true mother never lives so Tittle in the shone oe signitention ot sesh pechics! 
pet as when by the side of the cradle.| terms as might not otherwise be under- 

er thoughts follow the imagined future of] stood. 
her child. That is the boldest of pilots, and Concerning distinctive symptoms the au- 
guides her fearless thoughts down through | thor observes: 
the scenes of coming years. The old ark x i is 
never made such a voyage as the cradle| _* * But the disease is not always in- 

dy makes.—[Bescher eo 5 ee, hoe ——_ + ae —_—— comes Ps > zi 

B@F There is a vacant smile, a cold smile, | Premonitory symptoms, and may terminate 
asmile of hate, a satiric smile, an affected | fatally in a few hours, or in a day or two. 
smile, a smile of approbation, a friendly * * * * * 

smile; but above all, a smile of love. A] Thepatient, perhaps more frequently than 
bleep nee shat an angel saat otherwise, is taken in the merning, with 

ae 2 ‘at accepts a lover before) the usual symptoms of cold, or if the 
the words are uttered, and the smile that| the attack is athe severe he will become 
light: fi hie : oe no baby, and assures | drowsy or even almost stupid, but does not 

e complain of his throat. If the physician 
oS makes enquiry, he will persist in saying 

bey What greater thing is there for two| there is no soreness or uneasiness or de- 

zaman seul chant fol that heya ene rangement inthe thrst, even aftr the pet 
bor, to rest on each other in all sorrow, to| licle has extended quite over the fauces 
minister to each other in all pain, and to be Check Lea of nou) antl three ie 
one with each other in silent unspeakable}. Eokhex: Cmaaa sn eee we Queer rer 
memories at the moment of the last parting? slight uneasiness in the throat accompanied 
—[Adam Bede. P with a little difficulty of swallowing, a lit- 

bet Th ese ne tle distress in the pharynx, (top of cso- 
Tue Puncruat Man.—A punctual man is aaa onan) and —, que = 

very rarely a poor man, and never a man of ae “ : 
doubtful edit His small accounts are| Soon there will be emsiderable swelling, 
frequently settled, and he never meets with | hardness and tumefaction of the sub-max- 
difficulty in raising money to pay large de-|illary and cervical glands (glands under 
mands. Small debts iieglecane ruin credit, | the lower jaw and of the neck); the face 
and when a man has lost that, he will find | will look puffy and swollen; and the eyes 
himself at the boitom of a hill he cannot| will be a little red, swollen, and quite 

ascend.”? moist, as though the patient had been slight-
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wa choke = ming io salon oe one amount of proof to establish its non-conta- 

stance. e throat is examined at this| ,; 

stage, the gutteral fauce (parts far back a cant bee soe = purely 

and low down in the mouth) will be seen epidemical disease * Z manifesting itself 

to be dark red in aes but of a rose-color | in such localities and atiacking such indi- 

jn children; the redness being quite notice- | viduals i <n SnGu- 

able on the soft palate and as far forward Be ” Ce eee 

as the wisdom teeth, but not apparently af- iA 

fecting tongue or gums. One of the tonsils , * is 

may He a little swollen, but it is quite sel- Remepres.—After discussing the various 

dom that both are enlarged; the uvula (soft methods of treatment recommended, the 

body hanging just behind the palate) is | Professor remarks: 

swollen, elongated, and tumified ; there is 

commonly a discharge of watery matter 2 ® Mild diaphoretics (agents that 

from the nose, and moisture in the eyes, but induce perspiration), mild relaxants, gen- 

put neither sneezing nor cough. tle laxatives, and the quietude of the sys- 

Usually there is but little fever, perhaps | tem produced by confinement to the house or 

not any, and children sport about the house | room, with as little change from the ordi- 

and retain nearly their ordinary appetite | nary diet as the state of the appetite re- 

for food. But in those cases of sudden at- quires, will be all that will be demanded 

. tack referred to, the disease, even from the under ordinary circumstances for the gen- 

first, is so intense as to excite the apprehen- | eral treatment. 

sions of the patient and friends, and to ‘As there is a strong tendency to the 

produce great and immediate danger. This | formation of a pillicle in the throat, and 

form of disease may terminate fatally in a swelling about the gutteral cavity, it is well 

a few heurs, or continue several days and | to give the patient as much. of the milder 

the patient then sink; or, after a longer | alkalies as the system can dispose of with- 

period the patient may finally recover. out injury. Bi-carbonate of soda, in doses 

of from one to ten grains according to the 

- . * . . age and condition of the patient, may be 

When the disease is more. aggravated in its dissolved in cold water, or watar thickened 

attack, it may arrive at its maximum of in- | with gum or mucilage, to be drank once in 

tensity and danger in a very few hours, or | half an hour, or every hour or more. Ifthe 

in a day or two. In those cases the tonsils|skin is dry, carbonate of ammonia, dis- 

rapidly swell and become s0 large as to|solvedina similar manner, may take the 

touch each other; the velum palatii (soft | place of the soda for a little time. * * 

palate), and particularly the uvula, becomes In diphtheria, a membrane somewhat sim- 

s0 much distended as to render it almost | ilar to that of croup, is liable to cause great 

impossible forthe patient toswallow liquids, trouble and danger; and_its formation 

or even to breathe with any freedom. * * should be prevented if possible without in- 

As the disease progresses, the fetid odor | jury to ghe general system. Pulverized bo- 

of the breath and the cutaneous exhalations | rax has been introduced into the throat by 

become more diffused. The pulse sinks, be- insufflation (blowing in, as through a quill). 

comes thready, irregular, and at times | Borax dissolved in honey and water, has 

scarcely discernable; the extremeties become | been used asa gargle, or applied to the 

cold and damp, with a sticky perspiration ; | fauces and throat by means of a sponge tied 

the patient grows more drowsy, or very | to a probang (any smooth pliant stick will 

restless and agitated; the face assumes a do). * * * os * 

semi-cadaverous look; andthe patientfinal-| | A gargle, composed of a very strong s0- 

ly expires. lution of common salt, if the pellicle is not 

The disease, at times, is very rapid in its | yet formed, will produce a flow of fluids 

approach to a fatal termination; especially | through the epithelium (the fine, thin cuti- 

if it attacks those already in feeble health, | cle or skin which lines the mouth, &c., and 

when the pellicle at once assumes & brown | thus cause the fauces and throat to be too 

color, and its decomposition commences al-| moist to allow a pelicle to be formed. If 

most immediately. Death has occurred in| taken early in the attack, repeated very of- 

a very few hours; but more commenly the | ten, at the same time that plenty of soda is 

disease does not have a fatal termination | taken internally, most cases of diphtheria 

until the end of a week, or one or two days | will pass off without any appearance of the 

more. As a notable contrast to this malig-/ membranous formation. * * - 

nancy, there are many cases of slight ail-| If a pellicle has already been formed, @ 

ment, during an epidemic of diphtheria, | salt-and-water gargle will still cause free 

presenting some of the characteristics of | exsudation of fiuids, which may soften and 

this disease; and yet the illness is so slight, | detach the pellicle and prevent it from ,un- 

that even close obsérvers cannot tell posi-|dergoing the putrefactive decomposition 

tively if it be anything more than the or-| that gives the foul odor to the breath, and 

dinary results of acold. * * * through the lungs poisons the blood, su 

“ produces disease of the whole system whic! 

ae E22 anys, “there ene. ip Pe ap. may be so severe as to throw the patient in- 

positive evidence of the contagiousness of |to the Typhoid Condition, or even to destroy 

diphtheria, but on the contrary, almost any life.
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Many articles and preparations have | strength of the solution, and folded four or 

been made use of as internal and local | fivé inches wide so as to cover the entire 

remedies, for the purpose of preventing | throat and under the chin, should be kept 

plastic deposits about the gutteral fosse and | constantly applied. This will aid the in- 

for their removal after they have become ternal medicine and the gargle in prevent- 

formed; but none have proved of equal util- | ing engorgement of the cervical and sub- 

ity to the internal use of soda and the local | lingual gland and tissues, as well as the 

application of common table salt in solu-| formation of the diphtheretic pellicle on the 

tion. fauces or down the trachea. It should be 

worn constantly, day and night, for some- 

From the very first, a flannel wet with a| time, and then replaced with a fold or two 

strong solution of common salt, and plenty |of dry flannel to be worn until convales- 

of fine salt sprinkled upon it to keep up the | cence is fully established. 

ooo 
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About Foxes. of human character. Sly asa fox has pass- 

There are two prominent species of the ed into a proverb. 

fox in this country—the red and = ie They do some good by destroying rabbits, 

The first named » the’ more Hani ort of! mice, moles, &c., but on the whole are con- 

the two and his fur $8 moet ae *—| sidered “ more plague than profit,” owing 

aacoes cstenee sg more oe omnis to their strong and incurable propensity to 

English Fox, still he is considered by many | Jit the poultry yard. 

to be quite identical. He is about two feet 

long and eighteen inches high, has slender} Being too smart to get into traps and 

legs and bushy tail two-thirds as long as his | snares, they are usually taken by dogs and 

body. His general color is reddish, espe-| guns. In England their capture constitutes 

cially on the back and sides. In the sum-|one ot the finest field sports of the gentry 

mer his fur is fine and bright; in the win-| and nobility. Large parties of gentlemen 

ter longer, thicker and less brilliant. (and often ladies too) mounted upon fast 

When pursued, the Red Fox forsakes his | horses and accompanied by packs of hounds, 

haunts and will often run for miles in one| frequently spend their mornings in this 

direction, though halting occasionally to healthful and exciting exercise. The cutat 

rest, and then redoubling his speed. the head of this article represents & Fox 

The Grey Fox does not materially differ doing his best to escape a pack of hounds, 

in sixe, but has a grizzly color, and is usu- which, though not visible in the pictare, are 

ally disposed to keep near his home. no doubt close upon his heels. Does n’t he 

Both species are characterized by extra-|go it though! Been in mischief, no doubt 

ordinary shyness and cunning, and the Fox | but then we can hardly help wishing he may 

has, hence, come to represent these traits | escape.
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Wisconsin Agr'l and Mech'l Ass'n. STATE AND LOCAL ITEMS. 
At the Annual Meeting of the Board of Directors of] __ 4. aing to tho slalntica of tho Secretary of 

hae etacometn Agee eaal Sy arn eee hee" | micks, thal expendilatee tad remetieek of Wieetesia’ Ric tion, held in Milwaukee, on the 234 of Jan., the fol-| Tort tar oxPene bres au 
loming Meer wore lected foe the prevent yonrs—| 8S Bre to os 
President, T. C.Dousman ; Vice Presidents, Alexan 
Mitchell, H. Crocker, J. V. Robbins, B. Ferguson, H, | Tusisiurive Berens eer reins n+ $0408 25 
Durkee, Moses Whitesides and W. D. McIndoe; Secre-| State Prison and Charitable Institutions... 105,000 00 
tary, I. A. Lapham; Treasurer, Harrison Ludington; | Miscellaneous, of all Kind8.careseceneceece, 103471 00 
Executive Committee, T.C. Dousman, 8. 8. Daggett, PE cscs nns<sspetansegnoensaces ace-avisuere/ SOD, TR OO 
Simon Ruble, W. H. Hobkirk, J. L. Burnham, and 8. ee 
B. Davis. 

‘The Annual Fair will commence on tho 2d of Sep- ee ee ee o 
tember. Liberal premiums are to be offered. From all other Sources............ecceeseeeeenee 280,285 58 

AZ ORR ase cae ccrecccrcesrcocrcrsgerre MOAB OF 
eas — The following shows the total earnings of the La 

County Societies. Crosse and Mitveakes, and the Milwaukee and Missis- 
ST. CROIX COUNTY SOCIETY, sippi railroads, for the past year: 

At the Annual Meeting of the St. Creix County jag ae oe 

Agricultural Society, held in the city of Hudson, on miles. . le. 
the 18th day of December A. D., 1860, the following | Mir gulie. Kane, oe Seale 7S a i. 
officers were elected for the current year, to wit:— 

President, Silas Staples; Vice Presidents, Dr. J. N. ae eee ae Saran 
Van Slyke, John Thayer and M, L, Wadsworth; Be. | Ms ea Sere ca 
Se hoe Pid Dea kgs Secre-| ised under the name of “Tho Milwaukee and Prairie 

: 2 2 du Chien Railway Co.” The officers of the new cout- Teupposed, Mr. Editor, these hed been sent you long | 52 <5. -pyestaents Tk 8) Megurs. Vice pean, 
Sey by, She Conreeponding Gecrgter as trat.aa tia Sat. | a, eueitd.; Gucdel Mbaigery acted OE Rsasis? i: ter late than never” I now send them. m . r = perintendent, Wm. Jervis; Secretary and Treasurer, 

Fee Ie 8.8. STARR, Wm. Taintor; Directors, L. H. Meyer, John Catlin, W. 
Recording Bec'y, St. Crots Oo. Ag.Boslety.... | ca.ctn. -wian.P, liynsde, Alloa Onaipbell, ‘ok’ Wilkiic 

Taner: son, H. L. Dousman, Geo, Smith, N. A. Cowdry. 
RACINE COUNTY soctErY. —The Watertown Democrat says that there is an 

At the Annual Meeting of the Racine County Agri-| extensive business of buying and packing pork for for- 
cultural Society, held at Union Grove, on Monday, | eign markets carried on in that city. One dealer has 
January 7th, 1861, the following officers were elected: | already expended $16,000 in buying pork, and before 
President, Jerome I. Case, of Racine city ; Vice Presi-| the season is over, probably his investment will reach deat, F. H. Trowbridge of the town of Burlington; Trea-| as high as $25,000. He has purchased over 1,000 hogs, 
surer, Francis Drake, of Mt. Pleasant; Secretary. | the average weight of which was 273 Ibs. Most of the 
Gustayus Goodrich, of Raymond; Chief Marshal, | hogs bought aro cured as bacon aud shipped to Eng- 
Bruce E, MeCoy, of Mt. Pleasant. lend 

. GUSTAVUS GOODRICH, Sec'y. | — A correspondent gives encouraging accounts of 
sr farming in Dunn Co., naming a farm, belonging to tke 

ee eer ee Menomonee Mill Co., consisting of 600 acres, that is The officers of the Columbia County Agricultural | yeti fenced, and last year yielded 2,200 bushels of 
Society for 1861 are: President, Daniel White, of| heat, 4,400 of oats, 1,800 of 2orny 1,500 of rutabagas, 
Dekora; Vise Presidents, J. Q. Adams, of Fall « so of potatocs, 60 tonsof English hay, “any amount” 
River and R, T. Graves, of Cambria; Secretary, Henry | of wild hay, and large number of fat cattle. 
Converse of Wyocena; Treasurer, F. C. Curtis, of| he New York Central Railroad Company havo 
Rocky Run; Executive Committee, Il. L. Haskell, of| joaged the large warehouse and ‘Gialdl dacoken of tia 
Portage: Jona Whitney, of Portage; A. W. Ingalsbee, | iato firm of Hathaway & Penn, Green Bay, and are 
of Columbus; C. L, Brown, of Leeds; Wim. N. Baker» | preparing foran extensive forwurding business, Steam 
of Lodi. Yours, &c., power is to be used for the elevator. This company 

HENRY CONVERSE, Sec’y. | are also building several boats to run between Fond du” 
Lac and Green Bay. 

Rock counry socterr. — The Chicago and Northwestern R. R. has been 
At the Annual Meeting of the Rock County Agri-| completed to Neenah, and will soon reach Appleton. 

cultural Society and Mechanics Institute, in December | Oyer one thousand barrels of flour are now shipped 
last, tho following gentlemen were elected officers:—| from Neenah per day, 
Jos. Spaulding, President; W. Lester, Treasurer; J.8.| __ he Za Crosse Repuhlican estimates the Iumber- 
Strasburger, Recording Secretary; Winfield 8. Chase, | ing operations of the St. Croix, Chippewa, Black and 

Corresponding .Secretary: also a worthy man from | Wisconsin rivers at 250,000,000 feet for the year. : 
cach Town asa Director. The principal topic before! __ anothe artesian well has been discovered in Fond 

ee ene zeae du Lac, There dre 200 in that place. 

great incubus upon the prosperity of the Society. 
plan was adopted which, we are in strong hopes, if| — The Elkhorn Independent says the diphtheria is 
carried out faithfully, would at once relieve us, and | having a fatal prevalence in Walworth County. 

Place us once more in the lead for getting up a Fair. — By a recent fire in Menomonee, Waukesha county, 

W. 8. CHASE, Cor. Sec’y. | four children of a Mr. Codigan, lost their lives.
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— The Portage City Record notes the shipment from | The Convention has now been in session 21 days, but 

that place during the six months previous to Feb. 1, of | nothing of importance has been accomplished; unless 

71,075 bushels of wheat, the equivalent of 30,000 bush: | it bea delay of Border State Becession. One of the 

els in flour, and 502,024 Ibs pork. One firm have pur- | members, Hon. John O. Wright, of Cincinnati, a man 

chased pork to the value of $15,000. venerable for his years and his patriotic services to the 

— The St. Croizan gives a graphic account of a con- country—suddenly died while in the performance of 

test between a wild cat and s Mrs. Wicks and her dog, | bis duties at Washington. 
in which this varmént came off second best, losing his| _7A¢:Southors Congress,” called by South Carolina, 

head by a blow of the heroine's ax. Lene eariaae —_ eames and 
01 , forthe purpose of organi a new 

— Tho Oshkosh Courier says W. M. Greenwood, late | _.ornment, convened on February 9th, at Montgom- 
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors of that County, has] ¢ nq arranged a provisional government by the 

been arrested on charge of embezzlement and forgery. | ,aoption of articles of confederation, and the appoint- 

The charge was preferred by Eli Stilson, Chairman.— | .0n¢ of Jefferson Davis, of Mississippi, President, and 

The amount in question is about $1,700. ‘Alexander H, Stevens, of Georgia, Vice President of 

— According to the Chicago papers, Manitowoc has|the new republic. The Constitution and the Flag 

shipped more shingles during the past year than any | adopted are as nearly like those of the United States 

other port on Lake Michigan—nearly 400,000,000 in all. | as they could make them, consistently with their attach- 

The prices are now low. ment to ‘‘ the peculiar institution.” 

—The Baraboo Republic, and other papers in the| The inaugural of Mr. Davis is defiant and threaten- 

western part of the State, complains of the frequent ing. Declares his determination, that, in case war is 

depredatio as of a rascally gang of thieves. forced upon them, the fighting shall be upon Northern 

—Thirteen students were recently expelled from Be- | #01! 
loit College for disobedience. The “ State Convention” authorized by the Virginia 

_—_ Legislature is composed of Union” men, in spite o¢ 

POLITICAL. the desperate efforts of the Traitors to get secessionists 

Feat elected. It is still in session, but nothing of impor- 

Legislative—But little has been accomplished by | tonce has been done. 
the Legislature during the past month. Much time| But little change has taken place in the military 

was consumed in the discussion of the propriety of | status of the country, except that several old ships of 

sending delegates to the Peace Congress, convened et | war are being repaired by the Government. Fort 

‘Washington on Feb. 4th, in response to a call made by | Pickens is not yet taken! Ft. Kearney, in Nebraskay 

the Legislature of Virginia, Theresolution to appoint | was recently taken possession of by a miscreant mob 

passed the Sanate with the casting vote of the Lieut. | who raised the Palmetto Flag, but the people of the 

Gov., but was amended in the House and finally de- | village were not long in recapturing it, tearing down 

feated. the Palmetto and rattle snake and restoring the Stars 

‘The only bills of much general impostanse are as | and Stripes. 

follows : Mr. Lincoin left Springfield on the 11th of February 

‘A bill appropriating $5,000 for the relief of the suff | and proceeded via. Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Columbus, 

ering in Kansas. Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Albany, New York, Philadelphia, 

— A bill extending the limit of time within which Harrisburg and Baltimore, to Washington city, where 

the taxes must be paid, one month; according to which | he arrived on the 23d. Magnificent receptions were 

papment may be deferred until the 2nd week in May. given him at all stopping places on his route. snd mul. 

Several bills of considerable importance—including | tit™des of the people flocked to see him at all possible 

one for the relief of the form-mortgagors—have been | Points. So triumphant a procession has never before 
half passed. been known on a similar occasion. His speeches were 

= brief, and carefully cousidered—shadowing but little 
Congressional.—Therevoluticnary movements | o¢ jig plans, except that he intends to execute the 

in the Southern States have so absorbed the attention of | Constitution and the Laws as interpreted by tho plat- 

Members of Congress that but little progress has been | gr of principles upon which he was elected. From 

made in the transaction of business. Harrisburgh he proceeded alone and ineog, for reasons 
A Tariff Rill, with features resembling the one of | no¢ fully understood, though said to have been strem- 

1846, is pending, and a bill authorizing a loan of| yousty urged by his friends and approved by Gen. Scott. 

{$25,000,000 has been passed. Numerous fears and predictions to the contrary not- 
The great Congressional evert of the month was the | withstanding, he will undoubtedly have been inaugu- 

counting of the electoral votes for President and Vice | rated before this record will have fallen under the eye 

President, which took place in presence of both Houses, | o¢ many of our readers. What is to come then re. 

on the 13th of Feb: Fears had been entertained that | mains to be seen. 

the enemies of Mr. Lincoln would take measures t0 | Foreigm.—The French Chaimber was edarcene’ 

prevent his being declared the President elect, but the |v ¢he Emperoron Feb. 4th. He reasserted his dispos" 

whole affair passed off without interruption. ition to maintain pacific relations with the nationali- 

—National—Progress of Treason.—The | ties of Europe, and explained the sending of a French 

«« Peace Congress,” consisting of delegates from the | flect to Gaeta, which place is being stormed by the 

northern and‘‘border” States, and having in view | Sardinian squadron. He appeals to England to stop 

some plan of settlement of the national difficulti.s, | the career ot Garibaldi. England declines, however, 

convened on Feb, 4th, in Washington City. N. H., Vt., | maintaining that the Neapolitans should be allowed to 

Mass., R. I., Conn., N. Y., N. J., Penn., Del., Md, Vaz, | settle their own affairs in their own way. 

‘Tenn. N.C Ky., Mo., 0. Ind., Iils., and Iowa were | _ Queen Victoris sae a ein 

represented. Ex-President Tyler, of Va., was elected | in this country and earnestly hopes there may soon be 

President, and C. W. Wright, Esq., of Obio, Secretary. | an amicable ‘cianaient
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See SS ETT 
> well loaded. This head was left here by Jones & Co. 

EDITOR 8 TABLE. T also enelose a leaf of the plant. You will be able to 

The State Fair for 1861.—The attention of | Ut? wheter ic whee 

our readers is called to the new: regulations of the Fraternally Yours, Nozwan J. Coueqan. 

State Agricultural Society as partially shadowed on ‘Wisconsin Apples.—Thanks to onr excellent 

pace 102. Every effort will be used to make the next friend A. G@. Hanford for a box of his most luscious ap- 

Para perfect success in every respect. Itis, of course, ples. If the apple with which Mother Eve tempted 

impossible to please all who attend our Fairs, but it is Adam was half as fair and tempting us these, we don’t 

pelieved that with the experience of other years and blame him a bit! 

the sifted experiences of other State Societics, the| Industrial Statistics.—Sco article on this 

Committee will be able to make arrangements that | subject on first page, and ponder what is ead in rela- 

Shall satisfy -all reasonable parties, The new | tion to the election of fit mew for Town Supervisors. 

ticket system will certainly not be obnoxious to the 

tame class of objections that were urged against the Envious of Rarey’s Fame.—John 8. f.- 
x4 rs rey, the famous horse-tamer, has been prosecuted by 

old, and extra pains will be taken by the Secretary to | p., 
: : nton Offut, of New Orleans, for an alleged violation 

improve the system of entries and examinations. 
A, of contract many years ago. Mr. Offut claims to have 

Let every farmer in the State plan to have something | originated the Rarey System, and claims that Mr I. 

forexhibition, Now is the time to determine what it| received lessons from him under oath of secrecy. Don’t 

‘hall be before becoming wholly immersed in the busy | yeljeve his suit will amount toanything. The Rareys 

workof spring. Let the ground be prepared and sown | are the men to whom the world owes the beautiful and 

with reference to premium crops; it will pay whether | human philosophy upon which the present popular 

you finally enter them or not. system oi taming horses is based, and to them it will 

It'sa shame that of eighty or a hundred thousand | award the laurel wreath all the Offats to the contrary 

farmers, only a half dozen have spirit and State pride | notwithstanding. 

enough to enter for premiums on field crops. Awake,| [oe Correspondents.—The communications 

farmers, and give us your data for such areport of | on the “Culture of the Cranberry,” “Planting the 

this year’s agriculture as will astonish the country | Chestnut for Timber,” and the “Origin and Preven- 

yet more than the 25,000,00) bushels of wheat did the | tion of Smut,” arrived too late for this Number, and 

past season - will appear in the next 7 insure their appearance, 

Agricultural Seeretarles, Attention! communications must be in our hands before the 10th 

_Will you not so far regard our wishes and the interests Cisne es” the, month for ealtch they are 

of your Societies as to forward a once, lists of your offi- intended 

«eo for the current year—not forgetting the P. 0. ad.| Recent Pablications—Our ackuowledge- 

‘rete? As the repacsentative of the State Agricultur-| ments are due to D. Appleton & Co» N. Ys Hon. 8.7. 

al Society, wo wish to establish 0 more intimate rela-| Gvodale, Sec'y Maine B'd of Ags Eben. Wright, Esqi 

tion between it and the County Societies. Wild you | Cor. Sec'y Mass. Hort. Society 5 Joseph Harris, Esq? 

give us a@ chance? Geo. Jaques, Esq., of Boston; W. T. Coggeshall, Ohio 
State Librariun; Rev. D. ¥. Kilgore, of Evansville 

Japanese Wheat.—We seo by our exchanges | Seminary; Prot ©. H. Cleveland, Cincinnati, 05 

that come speculating concern in St. Louis is trying | yfesurs. Barnes & Burr, N. Yj and J. E. Tilton & Co., 

to humbug the farmers of the west into the paying Of | Boston, for recent publications. 

extravagant prices for small quantities of “Japanese | We have no space for notices this month but shall 

Wheat,” which they claim will yield 200 to 300 bush” | endeavor to do them justice in the next Number. 

cla, We don’t believe any sensible farmer in Wisconsin 

will be gulled by any such nonsense, but have, never. The Homestead Law.—We regret the dispo- 

theless, written to the Secretary of the St. Louis Ag, sition on the part of evme of our best legislators to #0 

and Mech. Assn to amertain whether’ the protended | smond the Homestead Law of this State as that the 

firm have any real existence, and will publish his re- value of the 49 acre homestead in the country, and the 

ply in the papers as soon as received. halfacre lot and village home, sball be restricted to 

[After the above was in type the following letter was epy a eee ee Pe oa 

received in answer tothe commanication above referred | oranet 
peasy = tcthnve no wuthority todo so we take is true of any law on the Statute Books. Our wives 

as though and children are entitled to comfortable homes, and, in 

ponsbility of publishing it in full It reveals |" 0.. ‘yecause of some blunder of their legal repre 

just about such facts as we had anticipated, and will 5 th honda Recent ; ‘io 

effectually settle the Japanese Wheat question, in this sentative, should they be turned out of doors to satisfy 

the demands of a creditor who should have become 

State at least. ‘The specimen sent us by Mr. Coleman | ...4, with the full understanding that the homestead 

is Millet and nothing else. The character of the head| 14 ne exempt from execution 

resembles that of “Coffee Corn.” though much small- _ 
tc Gat SESE Test colar. whe aond ond. tan? ‘The system of trusting to the present visible proper- 

‘y light color. appear 
very much ki tibes'gG) Figigaciais Gees, and can ty of men rather than their integrity and enterprise is 

hardly be dis cats tetas] unsound, anyhow, and is more likely to result disas- 

tinal trously to the creditér than would the absence of all 

COPY OF LETTER OF ME. COLEMAN, ED. VALLEY FARMER. | jaw for the collection of debts. 

St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 20th, 1861. Guarantee toa man his home, and you not only do 

J. W. Horr. Beq.:—Dear Sir:—Yours of the 21st | not defraud the forewarned ereditor, but on the other 

isathand. Tinelose you about an eighth part of @ hand, you do save his wife and children from a world 

head of the Japanese Wheat. I think it may prove @ of tormenting anxiety and distress and reserve 
to them 

valuable Millet, but the name Wheat is used to gull all anucleus of property as a rallying point for the re_ 

the farmers. ‘The heads are of great length and are covery of what has been lost by fauit or misfortune.
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+ rertisements. The February Number wasa little behing Notioes of Adv time, owing to the many things we had to do, and the Special attention is called te several mew advertise. | 10°" Oise, printed—and not the least. provoking 
ments in this number :— cause of the delay, was a failure to get paper for the 
Loupon & Ronrwson’s Bapcer Starz Nunsznres bear | cover, which did not arrive until a week after the num- 

8 good reputation, and we have reason to believe they | ber ought to pers been ae, The delay is the last 
are safe and reliable parties, number necessarily throws this number a few days be. 

hind, but we have perfected our arrangements to have N. Drake, proprietor of the Racine City Nurseries, the Faanr out in time hereafter. 
offers 200,000 apple-trees; also several varietics of nat Babee lacteuai erates 
ee ae of the January Number left, and can supply those 

Paicep Caratoauzs of garden, vegetable, and flower | who subscribe soon with the Fanuer from the com- seeds, by Alfred Bridgeman, New York. mencement of the volume. 
J. W. Dioxrson, successor to Menges & Bartelsy| Broken Banks.—We will reeeivo the bills of 

claims to have the cheapest dry goods store in Madison. - a =o and oe ae cece 
ARMER, 5 ¢ FARMER only. Bowen & Rasar. at the old stand of 8. R. Fox, offer | *° = : 

the largest stock of hardware, agricultural implements, ce : eae. Pepers with the Fanner, must &c., with which we are acquainted this side of Mil- 
waukee. They area sound and enterprising firm, and} Hirsute.—Those who are ambitious of manly 
deserve a large and continued patronage. honors and have not time to “tarry in Jerecho,” will 

find something to interest them in the advertising de- W. D. Porren, late of Janesville, and woll acquaint. | partment, 
ee ee ce eee Kav| Seeds.—thomas Hislop advertises choice green = 2 oe yee 'n6 | house plants and a large variety of valuable seods, Street, where he proposes to keep for sale all sorts of 

approved seeds, on the most reasonable terms, A store | =e 
of this kind is very much needed in Madison, andas he MADISON SEED STOR E, is connecting a grocery with the seed department, we : 
trust his establishment will become a permanent insti- Johnson's Block... . -King Street. 
Cenen et caret (OPPOSITE THE MADISON HOUSE) 

Persons Havinc Business aT THE State Orricrs, are . 
referred to the advertisement of Wakely & Vilas, Atty’s ot en. T= UNDERSIGNED is prepared to furnish fresh 

Catrporsta Skep Wueat, in any quantity, less tha 1 
25 bushels, may be had of P. 8. Rider, Esq, Pheasant| Garden, Field & Flower Seeds 
porcgsiewar aria gy In any quantities. Having made arrangement for a ——e——————— full supply at all times during the season. 

Re ders by mail, accompanied with money, will se- > PUBLISHER S CORN ER, | cre prompt attention. Also, a fall supply of 

GSS Te hoice i roceri The Present Nnmber, owing to the larger Choice Family Groceries, 
amount than expected of valuable horticultural mat. | Constantly on hand. Farmers and Gardners’ are invit- tor, is necessarily condensed in some of the departments | ©4 to call and examine his stock. en. porcke. 
with the aid of smaller type; which, though not quite | Manton, March Ist, 1861. dawlm [marltf. soeasily read, yet gives more matter for the space. We | _____———___— 
think it will found be fully equal, in every respect, to FAIRBANK’S 
the February number. 

The Farmer on Election Day.—the STANDARD 
gathering of the people at the polls on Election Day 

will afford a fine opportunity for our working friends A 1 to give us a good lift; and while none should omit to sc LES! 

Sar SE aR ee) Sak eae 5 a candi- 
date and secure a unanimous election toe place in the} FAIRBANKS & CREENLEAF 
homes of all the farmers in Wiscontin. 2 3s yg ne Sree ; 

e Careful to ine! Thanks.—We return our thanks to the many of we: nA Ls, — 
sets of ~ ee ere an us oe jan3i-daf-ly Madison, Wis. evidences of Appro’ our efforts to get up a | 
good agricultural journal. Subscriptions come in ful- PLOWS! ly as freely as we expected, and we are well pleased W UarEWATER, GRAND Dz TEUR, MOLINE. with the favor with which the Fanaa is received. Whitewater Breaking Flows: all ainee. aie 
Clubbing.—Look at our prospectus on the sec-| marly (Successors to 8. R. Fox,) Madison, Wis. 

oad page of the Cover. We continue to club with the = Te a ae Tribune, State Journal, Life [ustrated, Atlantic Month- Btoves ana. polars ee 
ly, Argus &Democrat and Wisconsin Patriot, on the = assortmont west \wau- samo terms as they have heretofore been furnished by Kee: “Cheap trea iwi a desl: 
the publishers of the Fanuzr. & marly (Successors to 8. R. Fox,) Madison Wis.
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Agricultural Suicide. man who denies herself the pure air of ——— : heaven, daily exercise, and suitable dress, In the popular and ety: mological Sense, | that that she may look fair and delicate and suicide is self slaughter, irrespective of the thus win the favor of fools; and the ambi- mental condition of the individual who tious man who impairs his health and 
commits the act. It matters not whether he abridges his life that he may win for him- 
be considered an “insane man” or “‘a.Per-| self material Wealth or the temporary ap- son of years and discretion and in his sens- plause of the world,—all these abbreviations «.” So far as this world is concerned, the of life are slow, but they are none the less result is the same—a loss of life and a sort sure, reprehensible and wicked. 
of family disgrace. Let the farmers of this country not be It is in this broadest sense that we use deceived, therefore; “God is not mocked,” 
the term in its application to agricultural and his natural laws are as inexorable as 
practice—leaving it to those persons who are the moral. 
are guilty, either as principals or access-| ; may appear to some of our readers that cries, to decide for themselves which horn of we strike the note of warning oftener than the dilemma they will take. They cannot is necessary, but we think not. There is " escape both, for there is nothing more than nothing of greater importance to our coun- demonstrable, than that the agriculture of try than that its agriculture should conform this State, if not, indeed, of the whole| to the demonstrable principles of economy Western country, is self-destructive. and common sense, and by the grace of The process is comparatively slow, per-| God it shall, in Badgerdom, if the ears and 
haps, but gradualness is not an uncommon eyes of the husbandmen of the State are characteristic; nine-tenths, yes, ninety-| not closed to all appeals to their reason. _ nine hundredths of all the cases of suicide Farmers of Wisconsin! now that you are 
are slow. just entering upon the more important ag- In Upper Styria, and in the mountain-| ricultural operations of 1861, will you not ous districts of some portions of Asia, the | ask yourselves whether the general policy 
inhabitants have a passion for plumpness of | of almost exclusive grain-growing is calcu- form and clearness of skin, and so habitu-| lated to ensure the best results—not simply ally eat arsenic because it is believed to be for this year, bet the next, and the next? Promotive of those desirable ends. But The spendthrift pours out his money like does any one presume that this foolish de. | water to-day, and to-morrow is begging in sire gives them immunity'from the poison-| the streets, So must it be with the farming ing power of the arsenic? Not at all; the}of our vigorous young State, if we contin- 

small quantities with which they begin en-| ue for a few years in our present course.— Sure ® postponement only, of the fatal result. | We are committing agricultural suicide 8o also the man who persists in the use of just as surely as the spendthrift commits ‘leoholic drinks, or improper fopd; the wo- Pecuniary suicide, or the self-poisoner is
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guilty of the disease and death of the| home of the producer is a small per cent. 

body. less than its price in the best markets in 

The wheat crop of 1860 robbed Wisconsin | the world, while the grains that are grown 
of not less than ten thousand tuns of the | will seldom bring more than one half the 

phosphates, the alkalies and the alkaline | highest market prices in the country. These 

earths, and four hundred and eighty thou-| are weighty reasons in favor of wool-grow- 

: sand tuns of the elements which compose|ing, and we know of no arguments by 

starch, sugar, gluten, albumen, and the| which they may be invalidated. If any of 

other compounds essential to wheat—about |oar readers discover flaws in the logic, or 
a half million tuns weight of what cannot|facts which are not facts will they be 

be spared without serious damage to our good enough to point them out? 

soils! If this does not look like progressive} We have said we hoped, ere many years, 

exhaustion, then subtraction is not a means | to see the hills of Wisconsin white with 

of diminution. flocks’of grazing sheep; and although our 

But there is another view of the matter | hope is still strong, we must confess that 

deserving of attention. Even if the soil] we are dissatisfied with the progress made 

were absolutely inexhaustible, the present |0F making. Here and there is found » far- 
exclusive system would not be a wise and |™mer who seems to realize the force of what 

economical one for several reasons. we would urge, and now and then a stray 
First, every grain crop is liable to fail- enquiry comes as to the best breed for our 

ure; so that, if you have but one, the failure | Climate, and the locality where they may 

is total. be bought; but the whole: amount of our 

Secondly, where the husbandry is exclu-| wool export is scarcely more than one coun- 

sive there is liability to excessive supplies | ty ought to clip. 

and consequent low, unremunerative prices, | It is not our purpose in this article to 

and, discuss the question of breeds, but we 

Thirdly, where that exclusion is in favor | have no hesitation in pronouncing in favor 

ef grain the cost of transpotation is large|of the Spanish Merinoes for all who would 

in comparison with the profits. keep a large number, purely or chiefly for 

It must be apparent, therefore, that the wool—and our remoteness from the 

A MIXED HUSBANDRY IS OUR ONLY SALVATION. | great meatmarketsof this country precludes 

The farmer who raises wheat, corn, rye,|the economy of raising sheep for mutton. 

oats, grass, horses, cattle, swine, and, last| The Merinoes cost a little more to begin 

of all and yet Jirst of all, suexr, is on the| with, but with proper care they winter wel! 
right road to security, independence and| nd cheaply, and the clip is worth consid- 

wealth. If one crop fail he has others to|erably more than that of the long-woo! 
fall back upon, and is not bankrupt at once; | breeds. 
while the stock retard or entirely prevent CULTIVATE THE GRASSES. 

that impoverishment of the soil which would But whether you raise sheep, cattle, or 

otherwise be inevitable. horses, or all three—which is better—it is 

For example, suppose instead of nothing| important that your attention be given to 

but wheat, which bears but a very small the growth of grass for food. Stock will 

price, more of our farmers had a quantity live, perhaps, on marsh hay and hazle brush, 

of pork which sells readily at five or six| but these are not the most economical kind: 
dollars a hundred, and likewise a fair pro-|0f fodder. Sheep, particularly, will psy 
portion of beef, bntter and cheese, &c., who | for good. keeping. But no keeping is good 

does not see that their condition would be| Which does not include a proportion of the 
better than it is to-day ? tame grasses. Hence we would urge the 

LESS GRAIN AND MORE WOOL. sowing of grass seed this spring with wheat, 
Wisconsin is especially adapted to the| oats or barley, as may seem best. Whether 

production of wool—theadvantagesof which, | you wish to seed down for meadow and 

over grain are very apparent, in that it| permanent pasture or not, it pays very well 
does not exhaust the soil one-twentieth as|to sow a few pounds of grass seed at the 

much, while, at the same time, it costs less| time of putting in the grain. We would 
than one-tenth as much to get it to market.| prefer a mixture of clover, timothy, and 

Moreover, the price which it bears at the|redtop in proportions varying according ”
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the character of thesoil; others may choose, SELECT GOOD 8EED. 
, 2 differt mixture, What can be more important than this? Here, then, fellow farmers, you have an-| The plowing, the seeding, the cultivation other glimpse of our views of the suicidal|and the gathering may be done ever so system of agriculture pfacticed in this carefully, aut if the seed be not good, it 

State, together with a few plain hints as to| must all come to naught. There is nothing 
the course to be pursued in order to arrest | gained by the narrow penny-wise-and- 
and revolutionize that ruinous system. If} pound-foolish system so common among you agree with us, yrove your faith by your farmers, of selecting out the best of every- works; if not, show us our error, and we| thing to sell and saving the unsalable for ~ will promptly revoke all that has been said. | seed. 

ces Sacer [ok ene nasal ait . & if you avoid Practical Suggestions for April. {emat, It isa sure preventive, and the ex. 
Considered with reference to practical | Pense of preparation is slight. Process ix 

operations, April is the most important | last number of Farmer, 
month in the calendar of the whole year.| In the selection of seed corn, plant none 
All the suecesses of the richly-fruited au-| but such as you know to have been fully ri- tumn have their origin here, and are de- pened, and be sure that it was not’ frozen 
pendent upon the faithfulness of what is| im the field or crib before drying. Then re- done now. ject the small kernels on the tip of the cob: 

THE FARM As we have repeatedly said, “like pro- 
Presents a thousand claims, and all must | ces like” in the vegetable as well-as in 
beattended to at once, or remain undone | the animal kingdom. 
for the year, Each demand is imperative ata sean acc E Ts i and may not be set aside by the farmer to Not until the soil is in proper condition, 
suit his convenience, Awake, then, oh ye | °f course, but when that moment comes, in farmers of Wisconsin ! Lay off your coats, with it, delaying nothing. In this climate roll up your sleeves, and pitch in with a| there is everything in favor of this policy. will. Crops sown early are better prepared to 
LET THE PLOWING BE THOROUGHLY ponz— | Stand the drouth of summer, are more like- 
not lazily and skimmingly, as though you ly to escape destruction by insects and oth- 
had but one small yoke. of steers, spring | forms of blight, and are very sure to 
poor, but deeply and well, asif you intend- yield better results generally. 
ed to do your full share towards a glorious euAwr Wan 
crop. The miserable fashion of just skin-| Much of the labor expended on our farms 
ning the surface, so prevalent among our is wasted because the seeding is not prop- 
farmers is shiftless and disgraceful. Let|@Tly done. The farmer who neglects to there be none of it this year, No opera- plant Properly is about as wise as he who 
tion on the farm pays better than the thor-| Should build a strong fence around his pos- 
ough preparation of the soil for the seed, | Sessions and yet leave open a gap for the 
Remember that. Should there be any old ie ingress of depredating cattle and 
stumps, patches of briers, grubs, or under- | Wine. 
brush, clear them out at once. They are CARE OF STOCK. 
unprofitable and unsightly. One day’s vig-| ‘Betwixt hay and grass” means April. 
orous experience in that direction will con- | The buds are starting and all nature is pre- 
vince you that in such jobs there is more| paring to don the beautiful garment of 
in dreading than doing. Old logs and tree} green, but the warm sunny days have been 
trunks that have been plowed around two or | too few to complete the resurrection of the 
three years should be knocked to pieces and | vegetable world from the grave of winter: 
converted into» rails, ground-chunks for | Now is the time, therefore, when your live 
fenee, or fire wood. ‘They will often pay for | stock will suffer unless you look to them 

the labor of removal in this way, and the|with care. Directions of last month still 
comfort of working and the neat appear-| applicable. To relieve cattle and colts of 
Snce of the field will quadruple your own | vermin—and they must have such relief'eré 
satisfaction. Try it, they can be expected to thrive—smear the
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affected parts with oil. It seals up their| presence in the door-yard, if mother and 

organs of respiration, and they according-| the daughters want them. It is not all of 

ly die for want of breath! The back of the | life to live and grow fat. The soul has its 

head and neck especially require this treat- | needs—needs that are not confined to time 

ment, and space and the baser things of sense— 

CLEAN OUT THE STABLES AND SHEDS needs that must be met in order to that high- 

nicely and make them as neat as possible. | er development of the intellectual and mor- 

The farm-yard too will require your atten-| al nature whose refinement and elevation 

tion, and the cornfields will not complain a| are of more worth than all the crops of 

hit of the manurial contents. grain, fat cattle and bank-stock in the 

THE HENERY. world. 

Now is the heyday of the chickens. Give Flowers have a refining and purifying 

F thet half «chance and they will delight influence upon the minds and hearts of 

you with cackles that mean what they say. children which is beyond the power of hu- 

The roost and entire arrangement should] man calculation to estimate. Will you not, 

be cleaned out and whitewashed at once. | then, do so much, at least, as to prepare the 

If troubled with vermin—and they are materials and do the hard work essential to 

quite liable lo be in the spring—treat them | @ good beginning of what shall bea beau- 

with oil the same way as directed for calves | tiful flower garden in the future? 

and colts. Often a little touch of oil on the ‘THE DWELLING. 

back of the head, which place they cannot) Much of what should be said under this 
reach with their beaks, will straighten them | head will be found in the Home Dep. We 

up beautifully in o few days. must not omit in this connection however, 

THE ORCHARD. to urge upon the head of the family and the 

Don’t let this month pass without filling boys the importance of giving the premises 

up the vacant places in the orchard with|® general cleaning up. _The cellar should 

the most approved varieties obtained of re- be cleared of all decaying vegetables and 

liable home nurserymen. If you have no nicely whitewashed. It is impossible to 

orchard growing lose no time in starting bavepere ss —_ health in the family un- 

one. See articles on varieties, &c., in Hor- less this matter is attended to. The door- 

ticultaral department, as also what has x ard should also be cleared of all rubbish, 

been said on the subject of locality, plant- rotting chips, &e., and put in nice order. 
ing, &, in Feb. and March No.'s Of course every one of our readers under- 

stands all this perfectly well, but then we 

rs Tee Voges qaene know so well how apt we are to postpone * 

Firat resolve to have one that will not be _*| what is unpleasant when other apparently 

disgrace to you, and then go about it in| 1 ore important matters are pressing, that 

earnest. A few hours each day stolen from | +. have rather felt it our duty to jog their 
the labors of the farm will hardly bersinsed memories slightly. 

and yet ensure to yourself and family the ' 

best luxuries of the season. —_++—___. 

Peas, earl, tatoes, lettuce, raddishes, 

vee eke Resco ceihtoeunt celery, Treatment of Bones—Compost. 

rhubarb, currants, gooseberries, raspber-| ‘Bones! what sort of a theme is that for 

ries, sTRAWBERRIES, &c., &c., may all be farmers?” A theme, good reader, that 

had almost as well as not. Sce Monthly | ought to possess a great deal more interest 

Hints in Horticultural Department. for farmers than it does; for bones contain 

THE FLOWER GARDEN. elements which are essential to every plant 

Don't turn away, friend, what we have| hat grows—lime, phosphorus, and carbon. 

to suggest in this connection is specially | Wheat is especially benefited by an appli- 

. intended for you. ‘Well but flowers are| cation of bone dust, inasmuch as it requires 

not necessaries , they will do for the women | the lime and phosphorus in unusually large 

folks well enough, but I can’t bother my| proportions. A few bushels per acre have 

brains about them.” Hold! they are neces- | been known to restore lands to a marked 

saries, and you should give them a little at- | fertility that had been completely ‘worn 

tention—at least enough to ensure their | out,” so far as this crop was concerned.
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= ought to be clear that what has once/ter. The bones may be used more or less 

made bones will make bones again—nay, |sparingly according to the quantity on 
a — can ne bones. And|hand, and the whole should be moistened 

yet how many-farmers take any pains at| with dilute sulphuric acid as before. Cover 

all to save this precious food for their star-| it up and let it stand for several days or 

ving plants? Not one in ten thousand! | even weeks, if in no haste, and when the 
But since there is a growing interest in the | mass requires re-moistening add urine in 

manure question in our State, and as two| moderate quantities, and thus continue the 
or three provident farmers who have col-| process until the bones are pretty much de- 
lected considerable quantities of bones, | composed. Then empty out and mix with 
wish some advice as to their preparation, | shovel or hoe, after the manner of mortar, 
we have thought it well to treat briefly of adding fresh quantities of mould, peat or 

= os eee Bice any muck, en quite dry and pulverized. Itis 
‘st is prepa: y either grind-| now ready for use, and, if put-into the hill 

ing thoroughly dried bones ina strong iron | at time of matabug: will give the peas, 

mill, or by first burning and then grinding. | beans, cucumbers, melons, strawberries and 

The burning deprives them of their carbon, | almost anything else in garden or field an 

but this loss will not be felt in case of the} astonishing rapidity of growth. 

{dark rich ” soils, and the process of pul- * 

yerization, otherwise difficult, is thereby See 

rendered very easy. Muck! Muck! 
We have never seen it tried, but it is our — 

impression that the feed-grinders in com-| It may fairly be presumed that every far- 
mon usein this State would do the work|mer of thrift and enterprise, who has muck 

splendidly, after the bones have been burnt. | beds, took pains, at the opening of winter, 

Puosruatic Compost is made as follows; |to get out large quanties of it when the 

Reduce the bones to small pieces by either| weather was favorable, and expose it in 

grinding or breaking with sledges; put|small heaps to the action of frost. Very 

them into tubs or tanks, or on a dry floor| well; so far, so good. It becomes ‘a most 

under cover, and saturate with hot water, | excellent fertilizer for light, sandy or even 

pouring on just as much as they will ab-| poor clay soils when thus treated, but is of 

sorb. Now pour on dilute oil of vitriol, | little value if not, indeed injurious when 

strong enough to slowly dissolve the lime of | applied directly from the bed. 

the bones, and occasionally stir up, adding} Frost is a great pulverizer, and pulveriza- 

more acid as it may be needed. In the| tion is essential to the best effect of manures 
course of one, two, or three weeks—accord-| upon the growth of plants. 
ing to the strength of the acid—the bones} If any have quantities of nicely dried and 
will be Gesctved sua ths moist mass should | soft muck, as the result of careful attention 

then be mixed with rich, dry earth, muck, | to this valuable manvre last summer, we 7 

= and a — ie nA salt, | would suggest its use as a bedding for stock. 
a ai ei fife up every two OFr| Tt makes a soft, pleasant bed, and is great- 
eee q smn mass becomes|}, improved as a fertilizer by the absorp- 
th FADS mont a: c e tion of liquid manures on an intermixture 

wetanne ‘ane ~ a soak rie with the solid droppings. As soon as satu- 

‘nas Meee: Ae ee 9 es is rated it should, of course, be removed and 

; ie ae time enough this! hove its place supplied. A quarter to a 
eae comes when it] }a1¢ cord will last one bullock a couple of 

Would be advantageously applied—you may 2 
A weeks, if constantly used. 

prepare a cask of compost without the labor Hi d beds: may also:be tredied 

of burning and,grinding the bones. ‘The aa ' aa aa! 3 tase EE 
process may be conducted in = wooden cask |‘ muck with most dees ve 
a8 before, and the materials should consist | Winter and summer, and the compost peat 
of alternate layers of ashes, bones, vegeta- “ig nowhere” without it. In short, muck 

ble mould, charred peat or muck, lime, a is a very important institution, Snd'the ir’ 
small quantity of salt and old scraps of| ™er who entirely neglects it is a sleepy fel- 

leather, woolen rags and other refuse mat- | low and does not know what he loses.
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Management of Manure. 14. During the fermentation of dung 
A f a blished i the phosphate of lime which it contains is 

A paper of much value was published 12! rendered more soluble than in fresh ma- 
a recent number of the Journal of the Roy- | jure. 
al Agricultural Society of England, havin, cs x . “ Me 
the following title: “On the Gomboertion ee ee 

ar oo Sana end — a but on passing into the external and cold 
which it undergoes on keeping under differ- |}, yors of dung heaps, the free ammonia is 
ent circumstances. By Dr. Augustus Vo-| i etained in the hea’ 
elcker, Professor of Chemistry in the Royal ii sah:hebiniel en given off from the 

ee College, uaa inte of surface of well compressed dung heaps; 
hi er i 7 sth points oF | but on turning manure heaps, it is wasted 
this paper, in connection with some re-jin appreciable quantities. Dung heaps, for marks illustrating the correspondence with | 14:5 reason, should not be turned more fr 
well established facts in practical agricul-| | ently than is abeotiiael seas = zd 
ture, may interest our readers, although @ 17. No eee y _ is 

trieted space obliges us to be very . TADSOR? SEMPRA S01 RREN EE TOM = carrying on the fermentation of dung too 
balat- Dr. Voelcker was engaged fexonere far, but every dieadvantage. 

than a year in experiments on which his es-| “1g Farmyard manure becomes deterio- 
say was in part based. Having described | rated in value when kept in heaps exposed 
these experiments with particular minute-| +, the weather; the more the longer it is 
ness, he presents in conclusion, the most kept. ® 

Peto, Ana oe eee 19. The loss in manuring matters, which 
“1. Perfectly fresh farm-yard manure is incurredin keeping manure heaps ex- 

_ contains but a small proportion of freeam- Ree eat eee ae oe 

ss aaa nitrogen in fresh dung exists |™oval of ammoniacal salts, soluble nitro- 
principally in the state of indissoluble ni- | £¢nized organic matters, and valuable min- 
trogenized matter. eral matters, by the rain which falls in the 

3. The soluble organic and mineral con- pe oerine poeta ringing: til 
stituents of dung are more valuable fertil- Be a e 3 ) 

fs ste ie Mee os | ah ee erefore, shou estowed upon the 9 5 : 
preserva jon of the liquid excrements of Soentalins oe han eee — 

cE manure, even in quite a|the dung heap, a serious loss in ammonia, 
fresh state, contains phosphate of lime, soluble organic matters, phosphate of lime, 

which is much more soluble than has hith- cenit nicteding aemnyreiumnnnel ™ rto bee ted. 
* 5. The urine of the horse, cow and pig|¥alue, whilst, at the same time, it is dimin- 
does not contain any appreciable quantity ished in weight. a . 
‘of phosphate of lime, whilst the drainings Many of the above points deserve partic- 
of dung heaps contain considerable quan-| ular consideration. me of the most im- 
tities of this valuable fertilizer. Thedrain-| portant are, that in fresh manure, the ni- 
ings of dung heaps, partly for this reason, | trogen is chiefly in the insoluble state, (par- 
are more valuable than the urine of our do- | agraph 2)—that rotted manure contains ‘a 
mestic animals, and therefore ought to be | very much greater proportion of soluble or- 
prevented by all available means from run- | ganic ae saline ah gy ogo Senas fresh 
ning to waste. manure, (paragraph 8)—ant it “the so- 

8. Well rotted dung contains little free | luble organic and mineral constituents of 
ammonia, but a very much larger propor-| manure, are much more valuable fertilizers 
tion of soluble organic and saline mineral|than the insoluble,” (parapraph 8). If 
matters than fresh manure. these points are admitted, the advantage of 
9. Batten dung is richer in nitrogen fhe epee of manure is demonstrat- 

than fresh. e fermentation is necessary to in- 
10. Weight for weight, rotten dung is|crease the quantity of soluble vegetable 

more valuable than fresh. food. It is no argument against this, that 
11. In the fermentation of dung, a very |in the way in which fermentation usually 

considerable proportion of the organic mat-|takes place, there is considerable loss of 
ters in fresh manure is dissipated into the | fertilizing matter, (paragraph 11,) for Dr. 

"iE. Properly. regulated, however” tho|I2) that if the fermentation 8 <property ‘roperly wever, the 
fermentation of dung is not attended” with | regulated, it is not attended.with any great 
any Ca loss of nitrogen, nor of saline | loss.” a in the ee 
mineral matter. manure heaps” that ammonia is given off, 

.13.. During the fermentation of dung, (paragraph 15.) Care should be taken, 
ulmic, humic, and other organic acids are| therefore, that the process is not carried too 
ee well mea gypsum, sdoeveeat a oa Sagas ited bac run into a high oe 

ammonia generated in om] ion of | perature, a: @ manure should 
the nitrogenized constituents of dung. mixed with substances which will absorb
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any gases apse evolved. If proper (from the Country Gentleman and Cultivator.) 
attention is given, there is no obstacle to Mulching—Surface Mant uring. 
the fermentation of manures in such a man- a = " 
ner as tosecure therefrom very important| From the best experience and observation 
advantages. which has come to my knowledge, itis clear- 

The next point deserving special atten-|ly evident that no one operation in farming 
tion is, that manure heaps are greatly de-| is more advantageous than surface-manuring, 
teriorated in value by being exposed to | oF top-dressing—for almost all crops—while 
much rain (paragraphs 18 and 19)—the el-| it is the cheapest mode of manuring. 
ements of fertility being thus leached out.| First—for Meadows.—I had a small timo- 
Who can estimate the immense loss which | thy meadow of about five acres, which had 
our farmers annually sustain from this/ been mowed many years, until it would not 
cause? On a large proportion of the farms | produce one ton to the acre, and so spind- 
of the country the manure is drenched by | ling it could hardly stand up before the 

‘all the rains of winter and early spring, | scythe; but during early winter about half 
and the soluble matters extracted are car-| of it was spread over evenly with a liberal 
ried off, more or less in streams. coating of barn-yard manure; this protect- 

We may observe in this connection, that | ed the roots of the grass during the freezing 
Dr. Voelcker advises spreading manure on|and heaving, and bleak winds of winter, 
the land for which it is designed, rather go that wherever there was any cracking 
than to allow it to remain in heaps. His| open or heaving of the ground by frost, 
reason for this is, that the further evolu-| the finest of the manure fell into them, not 
tion of ammonia is stopped when the ma-|only protecting but enriching the grass; 
nure is spread, and the soluble matters are | this is one benefit. Then, the spring thaws 
carried into the soil and retained. Wheth-| and rains drenched the manure and carried 
er or not this practice can be adopted with-/it into the soil, before the sun was hot 
out waste, depends much on the situation | enough to evaporate it much, which gives 
or aspect of the field and the nature of the! the grass a vigorous healthy start; this is 
soil On hill sides the manure wonld be apt/the second benefit. Again, this mulching 
to wash off, to some extent, and on sandy | shelters and protects the young grass and 
or gravelly soils it would soak away, and | roots, still laterin the season, from the hot 
also be dissipated by the air. Dr, Voelcker| sun, before the grass is grown enough to 

says: protect itself, and this is a third benefit to 
‘In the case of clay soils, which possess | the meadows—while there are still others, 

the power of retaining manuring matters, | such as keeping the land mellow, moist and 
Thaye no henitetion to say the manure may | loose during the season. 

spread even six months before it is 
ploaptiea in, without losing any apprecia-| _Second—Jor ears ear Pr rer ibis = bed 
ble quantity of manuring matters. I am/|St0und be covered witha good liberal coai 
perfectly aware that, on stiff clay land, | ™& of half or full-rotted manure, either be- 
farm-yard manure, aes especially long fore planting or after the crop is iniely. up, 

dug, when ploughed in before the frost sets | #24 the Se he Ped oe ihe icy ‘a 
in, exercises a most beneficial action by | ™0ist—never si ae a - oak alee 
keeping the soil loose, and admitting the| ‘the weeds will be kept down, so that hoe- 
free access of frost, which pulverizes the | !2& and cultivating can be dispensed with— 
land; and would, therefore, by no means while the time required to do this mulching 
recommend to leave the manure spread on well and carefully, will be less than to hoe 
the surface without ploughing it in. All I and dress it well; then the paaeiee will be 

wish to enforce is, that when no other choice | finely and gradually sens . a sobs 
is left but either to set up the manure in a| by the occasional rains, Ae fe - or 
heap in a corner of the field, or to spread it| tities as will handsomely ere a ae 
on the field, without ploughing it in direct- | nourish the pia Spare y a Orbe 
ly, to adopt the latter plan.” ous growth; while this manure will no’ a 

But he, with good reason, recommends a| Sit to evaporate enough to be re él 
different practice for light and sandy soils, | fre the crop bach ay alae 7 
“as such soils do not possess the power of| that the leaves will absorb and profit large- 
retaining manuring matters in any marked | ly by this escape of ee the ae 
degree.” Here, he suggests, “to manure | 2UF¢} for the successful : iting of —_ 

with well fermented dung, shortly before the pay po nuns =a = aia 
crop i i : i aye 
wall Sp aadend fei Deigere en 48-Puve a tle leaves above ground than their roots below— 

gard todry and light soils. We believe it being more their office to seek and take 
that every reliable experiment will bear out | UP the requisite eee At least ons 
the correctness of Dr. V.’s suggestion, that has been my experience, having invariably 

for light, sandy soils, well fermented ma- obtained the best yields of Leia potatoes 

nure is best, and that the nearer the time and grass from lands ne sy th bud cea 
of putting in the crop it is applied, the|Ured, and that, too, where tl aiaacant 
greater are its effects. Boston Cuutivator. | Potatoes were not hoed or cultivated 

after planting; while I have never known 
ee a corn or potato or grass field thus treated, 

Lr not the first in dignity be last induty. | to suffer in the least from drouth, even in
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the driest seasons, as it not only prevents Large Field Crops. 

the escape of the moisture already in the —_—_—_ - 
earth, but also absorbs and retains the| [The following reports of crops entered 

dews = =o a painting for premiums in this office in 1860, were 
vague notions, but well set . Not ; 
only will time be saved and the labor made | @™1Y Seepetcet te 5 a 
easier by faithfully and extensively prac-|&°ther with samples for the inspection of 
ticing this top-dressing, but larger and more | the Committee, but owing to neglect of the 

Se ae slope of aa will ee from it, | messenger did not reach their destination 
soils remain longer in tilth. ‘ 

Third—for Wheat-—These beneficial re- at the proper time. They show commenda- 

sults will be equally certain and liberal in| ble enterprise and very creditable results, 
the raising of wheat, particularly a bir and we therefore publish them in full, sim- 

ter wheat be sown—and winter-killing will} 5). itting the affidavits by which th 

be almost totally prevented thereby. Let Fe eal sae a ‘ena if i ‘s a i, 
the manure be spread as soon as the ground | ®7¢ Properly am satisfactorily verified.] 
is frozen; then if the ground is likely to ‘ 
crack by freezing the manure fills in and saaitaaitied! is emesis St 

protects the roots; nor can the winds dry| The land upon which I raised the corn 

and drift the soil—laying bare the roots—| entered for premium was a sandy loam,—it 

a - the eave of our, re de ae had been cultivated about ten years—to 

ic PED om IS: | wheat a forgotten number of times—and 

Cause and Cure of Smut. . relieved by corn two or three times during 

See ten years. The last three years it had pro- 

Eprroz ne — ae have been iS duced a scanty crop of timothy. I took six 

5 ese yee 7 2 ro aoe aa a aa acres of this kind of land, manuring it 

a eh —_ — ree ee oat from my barn cellar (neat cattle dung) at 
come to the conclusion that it is owing to 5 S 

. cere x the rate of about thirty loads per acre in 
the heating of the grain, either in the mow : ’ 4 . 

“ . the winter of 59 and ’60. I broke it up 
or bin. Several circumstances of recent 2 ff M ith 18 

forsi Bs Mdeegsniraiaetinte | ee et ee eee 
te hi a hi inch breaking plow, about six inches deep, 

Tech we MUERt ee ‘ eee es harrowed it well, and marked it out three 
properly ae in the field and carefully feet apart each way with a single shovel 
stored, to yield a seed that would not pro- plow. I took a quantity of home-made 

duce smut. Well, just this has been my poudrette, as per page 210, Wis. Far., 1858, 

experience; for when I have reserved 2) nized it with a lot of leached and unleach- 
piece for seed allowed it to get fully ripe and | .4 ashes, and put about a pint of the mix- 

then stacked separate or put uP UPON | ture to cach hill, covering it with dirt be- 
scaffold, ‘instead of mowing it away with| tre dropping the seed upon it, I went 

the bulk of my harvest, I have never had through it with a cultivator twice in a row 

: stout. 5 each way, as soon as the rows showed sufii- 

The result of some experiments made| iently, and hoed and thinned it to about 
with the view of solving the question of smut, | tj re¢ to five spears in each hill. About the 

may not be uninteresting to your readers. | 15¢ of July I went through it with the sin- 
First, I sowed two acres of ground with gle shovel plow, once each way, and follow- 

wheat from the bin, Result, considerable) oq with the hoe, doing but little except to cut 

— up the weeds that remained. The latter 
Second, I sowed three bushels that had part of August we had a very hard storm 

been washed in brine and sprinkled with’ that blew it down so badly I did not cut it 
aches. Result, very little smut, up. I assisted David Chase to measure one 

Third, I sowed six bushels which I had} gore of the kind we call Dutton Corn, and 

first washed in vitriol water-—using } Ibs.|pai¢ an acre called King Phillip. I was 

of vitriol, Result, no smut at. sil. not present at the harvesting of the corn, 
Finally, to finish up my sowing, I took/ py Mr. Chase informs me that the one acre 

another quantity from the bin without] j¢ putton Corn produced 191 bushels of 

washing. Result, smut as before. ears of corn, which we have since shelled, 
I sowed three different pieces of land at| measuring 97 and nearly one half bushels 

three different times in thesame way, and]... acre. of shelled corn. It weighs about 
always with the same result, a “ wr: ae Respectfully, Azoxzo Buarovaus. | 60 lbs. per bushel. The King Phillip half 

Dartford, Feb. 28d, 1861. acre produced 76 bushels of ears per acre.
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Expenses of cultivation per acre. - \. 

Deeeine aa oes eae ~ STOCK REGISTER. 

Planting, ota Cattle—Best Dairy Breeds. 
Cultivating and hoeingye.c--cseeoreeeseereereme 2 50 — 

Hacretints —- Se eee gy | eenng pesumemmennsss of niry 
‘ ——— | farming are too little appreciated in Wis- 

Total,...... csscprvecenosssenryannareecnnnsasnseses S18 QO : . : 
Dorasoulll consin, we have been = some time contem- 

On the 5th of April, 1860, I assisted Da- plating a slight agitation of the subject in 

: a series of articles on the best breeds for 
vid Chase to measure half an acre each of dai 3 either in th 

the potatoes herewith submitted, known saree ae coe? eae 
e 3 ai der of their value, and commencing with 

here as the Trout and California varieties. what ate uauiligh Mécaemated th 

They had been planted on a sandy loan Sead. | AP aie 

soil about tho 10th of May, three feet apart ‘ 

each way; nomanure used though about We shall, of course, find otrself upon dis- 

half of it had received some wash from a puted ground, but no matter; our pages are 

barn-yard. The land had been cultivated oper: to a fair discussion of the subject, and 

to wheat, corn, oats and carrots about six a little clever excitement will not do the 

years. It was plowed and harrowed just least beth harm If our views are not ; 

previous to planting, cultivated once each ee eee ees 
. A - shall not at all object to being floored by the’ 

way with a cultivator soon after the pota- es ¢ atinieh eh ‘ivtités 

toes were up enough to be seen, hoed or ® ead Ce Oe ean 

weeded immediately after, and in about} * . 
“ Truth is what we are after, and if our 

three weeks we went through them with a - 
single shovel plow, once each way, an d fol- farmers are to buy and breed stock for the 

ot . ’ . "| dairy, they certainly ought to be interested 
lowed it with a hoe, cutting up the remain-| + 4; p hich 4 Wal Be 

ing weeds. But little hoeing was done, as|." Aas Seis nh ee i mee: 

the shovel plow in potatoes three feet apart Se teat sie See tiraw bo? 

does most of the hoeng necessary. The dig- FIRST, THEN, OF THE AYRSHIRE COW. 

ging of the potatoes was done with a long According to Flint, whose admirable work 

handle spade—the operator making back-|on Mitch Cows and Dairy Farming is the best 

wards, taking two rows at a time and as-| authority extant, this breed is of compara- 

sisted by a hand to pull tops. The hand|tively recent origin. The name is derived 

with the spade puts in the spade and throws | from the County of Ayr, in the Southwest- 

out nearly or quite the whole hill at once, |e part of Scotland, where the original 

when properly assisted by the one pulling stock upon which the present imported breed 

tops, who is to pull upon the tops just as| was based, first received special attention 

the spade lifts upon the hill. in the latter part of the 18th century. At 

I was not present at the digging of these | that time they are said to have been “of 

potatoes, but Mr. Chase represents to me diminutive size, ill-fed, ill-shaped; mostly 

that the product of the California half acre | of a black color, with large stripes of white 

was 296 bushels, and of the Trout half acre | along the chine and sides of their backs, 

was 197 bushels—493 pushels per acre. about the flanks and on their faces.” They 

oe plowing and a He were, moreover, neither good milkers nor 

Cost eee sk canals 150 | profitable for slaughter. 

=e eee ee 100 | ‘Thereis reason tobelieve, however, that both 

‘About 8 Dushels of scod was cut and used, these qualities or characteristics were su- 

aan shout 26 cts. per bushel,....... 2 00 0 sceptible of easy development in them, for 

‘otal, #12 00 ‘| we find them very rapidly growing into fa- 

Tdeatgned the Minit Meshannock to com-| yo soon after they began to receive the at- 

= for the prize in place of the Trout, but} tention of careful breeders—the main fea- 

it rotted almost entirely, though it exceed-| tures of the system of improvement being, 
ed the Trout in yield, and is a much better| proper care and judicious crossing with the 

Baten for the table. F. C. Curtis. | old Teeswater or Dutch cattle. 

Lowville, Wis., Dec., 1860. ‘These efforts commenced about 1760, and 
——_-+-—___ 

+ i ade such advancement, 
2 From hi in 1816 they had m 

of barley Deaeetecoand os cae rg that Aiton, the author of a Treatise on the Dai-
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ry Breed of Cows, says of them: ‘They | broad across the loin; joints rather loose 
‘ are not now the meagre, unshapely ani-|and open; ribs rather flat; hind quarters 

mals they were forty years ago; but have|rather thin; bone fine; tail long, fine and 
completely changed into something as dif-| bushy at theend; hair generally thin and 
ferent from what they were then as any|soft; udder light color and capacious, ex- 
two breeds in the island can be from each tending well forward under the belly ; teats 
other. They are almost double the size, and | of the cow medium size, generally set reg- 
yield about four times the quantity of milk | ularly and wide apart; milk-veins promi- 
the Ayrshire cows then yielded.” Since | nent and well developed. The carcass of 
that time they have been still further im-|the pure-bred Ayrshire is light, particular- 
proved, until now they not only excel all|1y the forequarters, which is considered by 
others in the special qualities for which good judges as an index of great milking 
they were bred, but are even characterized qualities; but the pelvis is capacious and 
by beauty and symmetry of form, and the | wide over the hips.” 
marks of pure blood and distinctive race; Having been bred for a great many years 
all of which is a most pointed and unans- in a region of country the demands of 
werable commentary upon the value of good whose population was unusually large for 
care and scientific breeding. fresh dairy products, their early-discovered 

As thus improved, the Ayrshire cow is | Susceptibility of improvement as milkers 
correctly represented by the accompanying | has developed that particular capacity, un- 
engraving from the able work of Mr. Flint, | til now they are ranked before all othersin 

who faithfully details her features as fol-|the world in the quantity and quality of 
lows: their milk and the economy of their pro- 

E ‘ duction—a single cow having been known 
Rss 7g al ee ee ck eet to produce pelig ten imperial gallons of good 
li nee en oa oe milk per day, A dollar a day for six ike many of the short-horns, but often pre- areas 
senting a bright contrast of colors. They agate of the Fees ey cua eee : Z ., |ity, to be a common yield in Glasgow—and are sometimes though rarely, nearly or quite fi ts i 3b telew “the” aver- 
all red, and sometimes black and white; ooreny nae eres 
but the favorite color is red and white, high- | "8° a ly contrasted, and by some strawberry-col- Youatt estimates the average yield of an 

oris preferred. The head is small, fine, and a ee 
clear; the face long, and narrow at the | foreach cow; and that three and s half gal 
muzzle, with a sprightly yet generally mild lons of milk will yield one and a half 

expression; eye small, smart and lively; pounds of butter—about seven ounces to 
the horns short, fine and slightly twisted | the gallon. 
upwards, set wide apart at the roots; the| Mr. Harley, who establshed the celebrat- 
neck thin; body enlarging from the hind | ed Willowbank Dairy in Glasgow, and who 

quarters; the back straight and narrow but | was authorof the Harleian Dairy System, kept
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for'some time about 300 head of milch cows | hardy manner, they can bear, without in- 
of the different breeds; with a view of de-| jury, considerable changes of climate; 
termining their relative merits, finally set- | though, as noticed by Morton, it is espe- 
tled down upon the Ayrshires, as being | cially important ‘that the change be from 

“much cheaper kept,” giving more good | worse to better(!)” 
milk in proportion to their cost, and as “‘im-| It is probable that some little time would 
proving much more, in beef and fat, in| be necessary for their acclimation in the 

proportion to their size,” than the higher | Northwest, but their high reputation in the 

priced and larger Short-horns, &e. land of their nativity, as also the success 
This experience of Mr, Harley is corrob-| which has, in most cages, attended their in- 

orated by Morton, who in comparing them | troduction into the Eastern States of the 
with the Short-horns, says ‘‘ the returns are | Union, should awaken an interest in them 

obtained with less expenditure of capital;” | among the stock-breéders of Wisconsin. 

and again, ‘They will yield as much milk} We have positive knowledge of but one 
with less food.” small herd in the State, though we presume 

Youatt very properly remarks, “The ex-| there are others. We understand that Mr. 
cellency of a dairy cow is estimated by the | Learned—the owner of the herd to which 

quantity and quality of her milk. The! we refer—has been in possession of his herd 
quantity yielded by the Ayrshire is, con-| but ashorttime, and presume, therefore, that 
sidering her size, very great. * * */he has given them but a partial trial, as 

The quality of the milk is estimated by the| yet. The yearling bull and two-years old 
quantity of butter and cheese that it will/ heifer for which he drew premiums at the 

yield. * * An Ayrshire cow may be | last State Fair, were very good animals, and 
reckoned to yield 257 pounds of butter per|if he is not now ready to report, we shall 
annum. When the calculation is formed, | be pleased to hear from him as soon as his 

according to the quantity of cheese that is| experience will enable him to speak with 
usually produced, the following will be the | assurance. 
result: twenty-eight gallons of milk, with Gi ee 
the cream, will yield 24 pounds of sweet-| | Why Sows Destroy Their Young. 
milk cheese, or 514 pounds per annum. Mr. Eprror:—Having been a reader of 

“This is certainly an extraordinary |i}. Parwer for some years,’ at different 

quantity of butter and cheese, and fully | times I have seen enquiries therein for the 

establishes the reputation of the Ayrshire | 01450 of sows destroying their pigs, and a 
cow, co:far-as theidairy is concerned.” remedy for the evil. Enclosed you will find 

As beef cattle, the pure Ayrsheres have ja slip from the Homestead, which I. think 

never been particularly distinguished, al- | meets the ease with more reason than any- 
though their flesh is excellent food. The thing I have seen in print. If you think 

feshy portions are mixed with the fat, and | i+ worth a place in the FARMER you can use 
on this account they are not favorites with| ;+ for the benefit of your readers. 

the butchers, who prefer a good deal of sep- D. Warryer. 
arable tallow. Mineral Point, Feb., 1861. 

In rch pasture they fu esty and at an Le Pay asain 
early age. But itis when judiciously cross-|. from the sows destroying their pigs. 
ed with the short-horns that they dre re-| Common sense told me that this must be 

markable for the early age—of two or three | caused by some treatment by which man 

years—at which they are fit for the butcher. | thwarted the designs of nature, as in be 
The average weight of the Ayrshire cow mataral ainteneelnals may devletece See 

to their instincts, of all which the strongest 
is five to eight hundred pounds, though| js love for the young. This led me tostudy 
when bred upon a rich soil and in a favor-| hogs closely during the latter period of 

able climate, they considerably exceed that. nee i on match al ois ee 
‘ As working cattle the Ayrshires have noth- neighbors’ anes their breeding sows, 

in particular to recommend them. and by comparing results, I learned what 
So far as constitution and climatic rela- case the danger, and how to guard against 

ti _ : 4 5 wis Sen ae they dre hardy—okpa~ Costivences and its accompanying evils are t the 

g in a severe climate and on| main cause of sows destroying their young—and 
an inferior soil. Having been reared in a! proper food is the preventive and cure,
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T have never known a sow to eat her pigs From the Rural Register. 
in autumn, when running at large with The Best Breed of Swine. plenty of green food; but with hardly any —_ 
exception. sows littering early in the spring| By the best breed, we do not mean the are troubled with costiveness, which is fre- | best dooking. breed, but the breed which will quently so severe as to be accompanied by | produce the most money, in the shortest inflamed eyes, great restlessness, and other space of time, and on a given amount of signs of suffering. This restlessness some-| food. Of course the questions of hardiness times increases till it amounts tofrenzy. I| of constitution, good breeding qualities, have had them become so savage as to at- adaptability to our climate, and to our sys- tack me fiercely, though at other timer per-| tem of fattening our pork, should be taken fectly gentle. If not stopped, this frenzy | into consideration. We do not keep our may increase with the pains of labor, and pigs in pens as is done in the North and the sow will then destroy her young, or any | East, the year round, but they are turned other living thing within her reach. Cure|out to shirk for themselves as best they the costiveness, and this restlessness and may, relying uponclover pastures, the glean- irritation will be cured, and if she was a ing of grain-fields and ihe cute of the for- good natured sow she will become quiet and | est for their support and growth, and the gentle again. corn-field and corn-crib for the purpose of Green food is the Cure.—As it is usually finishing off the fattening process. scarce at this season you ought to prepare Having had considerable experience in for the emergency by saving roots to feed breeding swine, and having tried most, if them. Formerly for this purpose I used | not all the breeds now known to the West, Potatoes but since the potato rot com-|I will give my views on the question of the menced I have used sugar beets, and al-| best breeds. And first on the list, without ways have some on hand to feed my | hesitation, I place the Chester County White sows for several weeks before they | breed. I have found the hogs of this breed come in. They are very fond of them and/| to be perfectly hardy, prolific breeders and eat them greedily raw. A half a peck or | good nursers; thriving well in our climate, more a day with but little other food will and under our management attaining. a keep a sow in the finest condition. Pota- weight of frou 400 to 500 pounds with good toes are as good, and carrots, parsnips, | treatment, at the age of from twelve to mangel wartzel, or turnips will do, but it eighteen months, and being, in fact, all may be necessary to boil them and mix| that could be desired of a hog. They are them with other food. If you have no roots quiet and peaceable, and good graziers, and of any kind you must resort to sulphur, | fatten very rapidly at any age you may de- and give a large tablespoonful two or three | sire. 

times @ week for several weeks before lit-| The next breed on the list I would place tering. Give also a little charcoal occa-| the receutly imported Berkshires. They sionally, and always be kind and gentle to| fatten readily on a small amount of food, them, and they will never attempt to kill|are good breeders, attain good, average their pigs. size, and are a great improvement on the A common mistake is to move the sow to|old imported stock; their color, black, is an another pen shortly before she litters. This objection, but this only skin deep, and some is very irritating to her. She should be| think that black hogs are less liable to skin separated from the others and moved to her | infections than white hogs. new quarters several weeks before hertime| If the Suffolks had a little more hair, and is out. She must be kept sheltered, and a| the young bigs were not quite so tender, week before she litters supplied with all the they would strongly contest the first rank straw she will want, which will be better|—we mean the late importations. This for being short. After this her nest must| breed has been greatly improved within a not be molested, and she ought not to be| few years. The crosses of this breed on disturbed in any way, as it is the nature of| the Irish grazier and our common breed all animals to seek privacy at this period. | make a decided improvement. The crosses Hogs are more true to their time than other | will keep much fatter and mature earlier animals, and rarely vary more than a day | than the common breed, and an inexperi- or two. But if you want to be sure to lose | enced person may go among a large herd of your Pigs feed your sow on corn and cob| the same age, having the same care, and meal, is will make her very costive, fed | very readily pick out the half Suffolks by without much other food. Then when she| their being in much better condition. The is sick and feverish, and consequently | Essex are too poor breeders to be raised as cross, irritate her yet more by driving her|a pure breed—but cross well on other large from the nest she ios become so accustomed | coarse breeds. But taking all things into to; then let the boys tease and abuse her consideration, it will be difficult to find = every day, and if the poor maddened ani-| breed possessing more good traits for West- mal does not destroy her young as fast as|ern men, than the Chester White. And they are born, it will not be your fault” | those who are raising hogs would find 3 —_+-—____ cross of this breed of inestimable value. A 1 me the celebrated Horse Tamer, | It would increase their size, improve their is del livering lectures in Baltimore and other form, hasten their maturity, and what is Southern Cities. ~ More important than all else, materially
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lessen the amount of food for a given num- ularly, if his head be not and not ber of pounds <p. This, too, would be | very hollow about the eyiet) vigh this the case with breeds mentioned—but | latter shape sometimes exists in young hor- sone of the other breeds combine so many|ses. A concave tusk is the’ most certain excelent qualities. criterion of youth; and as mares have no a writer in the (Maine) “astern Farmer,” | tusks at all they must be judged with refer- also gives a decided mee to. the Ches-| ence to what I have said about the corner ter fog. He says: “I am inclined to teeth, except in some cases of what is call- think that the White Chester is one of the|ed ‘shell teeth,” from their resemblance to best breed of porkers now in the State.| the plate-like cakes of shells, and horses Perhaps it will not be saying too much to/ with these Preserve the appearance of youth say the best. They are giving very general | till ten or twelve years old. It is here satisfaction wherever they have been kept.” Proper to mention, that the difficulty of ac- The editor adds: A gentleman from Win- quiring accurate knowledge of the age of slow, @ somewhat extensive breeder, re-| horses by their teeth, is very much increas- marked to usa few days since, “that he| ed by the tricks that are practiced. considered the Chester—as highly as he ee Ey 
prized the Suffolk—to be the best breed ev-| _Remepy ror GARGET IN Cowg.—I had, a er,introduced into Maine;” said he, “I| few days since, a new milch cow whose bag have a full blood Chester, that at two years | was very badly caked—so much so that the of age, I witl make weigh 1000 pounds.” usual remedies of cold water, soap-suds, eg pss 5 See &e., ae no effect upon . it. I asked our famil. sician for a - eS is Rated Begivere scription, who gave = this: ba The Horse's Age by the Teeth. 1 part of aqua ammonia, 

[rete Senne Tere 2 parts sweet oil 
The following information as to the age! wel mined in, twice a day. In two days of the horse indicated by the teeth, we a cure was effected. W. J. Pere: have taken from one of our agricultural ex- Galisbary,) Ot. ie changes. It will guide some in their exam- a i sere 

inations: : vite Patrence in Minking.—A writer in the Yearling and two-year-olds are alike in| Qj; Farmer says that a cow was cured of 
mouth, and mast be judged by general ap- holding up her milk, by patiently milkin; pearance. At three years old, the horse has until she ceased to hold = and . Ueitee four horse-teeth, two above and two below, uing the practice, she has become sit ae infront of the mouth, which supply the regular, and a good me i place of the sucking teeth. At five years) 2 SOOT OW 
old these are gone, and the mouth is up, at 
least, with the exception of the inside of the THE BEE KEEPER. 
backmost, which, especially in mares, some- Se at ie ee 
times notice ao anahthelsbeth year; that Care of Bees in April. 
is, all the teeth are horse-teeth, and the task Sats ae is up on each side of the mouth. A dark| ‘1m this climate, where frequent changes 
mark, or hollow, is generally observable in| and sudden ‘‘ cold snaps”? are not uncom- 
pe Le ag bee bottom jaw at ae years | mon during the spring months, it is impor- old; and the tusks are concave in their in- ; i 3 i ner surface. At six, the two middle teeth pant pak he hives hokent aniet unt thewrin- . have quite lost their mark, and the tusk is| eT Season is believed to be fairly passed, as 
higher up, and longer, and not so concave. | Otherwise, your bees will be linble to be At seven, the next two teeth have lost it, | overtaken by cold and thus perish in such 
be bac corner eee have the mark| numbers as to weaken the awarm. leftin them. At ei it has grown out of 
theea''add tio arark t ote atall The tusks BOW 70 3HSD STARVASG QU AREA. slso become longer, and instead of being| [If in danger of starvation before the flow- 
concave in the inner surface, become con-| ering season, supply them at once with ei- 

AS the horse is ee termed ee mee ther honey or candy of the description re- , however, a ifference in the mouths; 5 : ; i some have fost their mark in all except the ong pte in the Faby Ne, - Pissing Sheir sep corner teeth, even as early as five years | Plies on the floor of the hive, if the swarm 
old; others have their front teeth in the | be very weak, but otherwise on the top, by 
‘op jaw projecting over the bottom teeth at| cutting an opening two or three inches in di- i same age. You may form some ides of/ ameter in the top board of the hive. Over the age from the i ge sree of the mouth hi : 1 hottont d in general, when the marks are no longer| bis opening place a square, bottomless an 
visible. If the corner teeth do not appear | ttopless box three inches high and closely fit. long and running forward, as it were, to the| ting the board so as to be insect proof (to front of the mouth; if they retain their | ingure this the box may be set in mortar or Square shape, and shut well together; if * Ff ack Seat the tusks are blunt, and have the least con- | lay), and fill with the candy, covering ae cavity in their inner surface, you may con- | With cloth and then with a board, kept in its 
clude that the horse is not very old, partic-! place by a stone.
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In giving these directions, reference is, of i 

course, had to the common hive. Those sh i 
who are fortunate enough to have the Mova- mn 

ble Comb Hives are doubtless supplied with 
all needed information on this subject. a 

CLEANING THE HIVES. om . a 

As soon as the weather will admit of the 
bees making excursions for pollen and hon- jag F | | 
ey, or whenever the workers manifest a de- sane a z 
termination to be out, you should cleanse the = " i 
hives and thus aid them in beginning the ac- “Esse 
tive labors of the season. f 

This shnuld be quietly done, and will or- sat cae ea ee 
dinarily require two persons—one to lift the | | a i eo 
hive and the other to clean off the board and Rie seed ate into favor. qt ae 
put it back, or, better still, a new one in its aaa i hpi Pephuciade ap, Be eee 

place. If disposed to be troublesome du-| . aa . puna % es while 
ring this operation, a few whiffs of smoke |» a eS eee ey Serer 
blown into the hive will quiet the restless [Zee a 2 arn ssi clans oe! 

j for artificial swarming, for feeding weak 
pee. Pe | colonies, and for tho easy destruction of all 

Se EO eRe ee eoge cae ee | moke OF verniie which commonly infest the 
Pee bi .__ | bee-hive, we know of no one that possesses 

If, on the first general stir in and sallying equal advantages. 

forth from the hive, there be an appearance e 
of embarrassment, anxiety and confusion on Natural vs. Artificial Swarming. 
the part of the bees, such as a flying out The foll if fs . A ’ 

from the hive and back again immediately,  Eerees Demerks on this subject mare 
a running out upon the alighting board fol- made at a Bee-Keeper s Convention held in 

lowed by a prompt retreat, together with | Cleveland, Ohio, in 1860. The American 
peculiar plaintive hum in the hive kept up Bee Journal publishes the report in ee 

for a considerable length of time, there is} ,, ae ee if eet at 
good reasou for presuming that the swarm| mode of propogating bees?”—Mr. Sturte- 
has lost its queen, or that the queen, if liv-| vant observed that he would rather that 
ing, is either barren or has lost her ability | S°me other person would speak on the sub- 
to lay worker-eggs. If unfamiliar with these eee, a be ence aie pe pat 

characteristic appearances, and you are yet | sidered artificial superior to natural swarm- 
able to distinguish sroop comb, give the|ing, as the former have more time to collect 

bees a little smoke and partly invert the | Stores, and there is no loss from swarms 
hive, so as to allow the sun to shine between noe which is a great drawback to bee- 

the combs, and thus reveal the y: pans. brood | Mr. Langstroth said that for ignorant per- 
if there beany. If gresent, all will be well] sons, natural swarming is the best; but in 
in a little time, though the queen be dead, | the hands of intelligent beekeepers, arti- 
for the colony will provide themselves with nt be eae rie ge egmateh 
asuccessor. But if there be no comb con- ; 

taining eggs and larva, then a portion of even with ihe common box-hive,. wars: 
such brood-comb should at once be inserted | seldom leave large apiaries, and it is sel- 
in the lower and rear part of the hive.— dom that a swarm can pass over such with- 

Should this be out of the question there is oa, «el explained his method of divid- 
no alternative but to break up the queenless Sn Underhill said that if apiarians in 

colony and divide the bees among the re-|his section ef country, would depend on 
maining hives—first taking care to sprinkle natural swarming, there would be but small 

with sugar-water the colony to which you sirek aciigeict TENE, Surednorenge. 16 a 

would add them, in order to ensure akindly| to. [t is also much aoe for it.requires 
reception of the orphan strangers. less attention and labor. 

eae SRT ee _ + — 

BGS In good honey years, eyer bean-pele sae im a4 ener Aen # 
sweats honey.— German Proverb. working condition hefore May lst.
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To attract and arrest natural. swarms Ho Trees. 

when issuing, and. be able to hiye them ™ te Fleas 
more conveniently, I remove the bottom| Mr. Eprror:— f 
boards from several of my ‘most thriveng . + + 
and populous colonies, replacing them by ane er 
extra boards kept for the purpose, To each ¢ pusber 
of the removed boards I fix three hooks in 3 comes the ‘tree 
such a ae nie each board may be sus- \ planter’s” 
pended horizontally by cords from the limb month ; 
of w tree, withthe side which was next to the gett . 
the bees turned towards the ground. I drop y ler,” e 
some melted wax on the side which will AST er,” ag’t, and 
thus be undermost, and attach to it a small : 6. nurserymen re- 
piece of clean comb. When the swarming q A | ‘ alize their busi- 
season approaches, E suspend the boards hi est season; and thus prepared under a tree or trees twenty “iS + : 
or thirty feet from the front of my api- Sy! oF. 4 vee is 2 little ary, and five or six feet from the ground.| - oh anxiety, if they 
I find that the swarms which issue will al- Ks have a reputa- 
most uniformly cluster under these boards. SSS tion at stake. When the bees have become settled, the FZF WSS iat” thai ao 
board is lowered gently, and the swarm ee ~S BP 
hived. The board is immediately suspend- ducts shall 
ed again to attract any stragglers flying Fra. 1 equal the repre- 
about, which are afterwards carried to their | sentations. Fora “ reliable nurseryman ”” 
companions.in the hive. On yery warm| hos an equal interest in both ‘‘ ends of the 
dsys, swarms are inclined to fise higher line”? His cares, viewed in the future have than usual, and to provide for such a con- 5 i % 
tingency, it is necessary to suspend one of| not ceased when his trees are “‘ labeled 
the boards at a greater elevation than the | (too often properly spelled libeled) and box- 
i aoe mpseoestally used this = ed to the distant purchaser, who, from vari- more than ten years, and can recommen: i ‘ 

it to those who still permit natural swarm- | 0757628005 ocaas ee Ee ing—J. HimpEsranp. is prevented from attending in person to the 
5 selection and shipping of the trees. But 

—Salt, slightly moistened with water while the reliable nurseryman fills his or- 
and applied to the wound, has, in many in-| ders, he quietly hopes, that by strict hones- 
stances, relieved the pain caused by tho|ty and carefulness in cultivation and selec- 
sting of a bee, and prevents swelling. _ | tion of sorts, his trees may stand forth a 
—If, when examining a hive to ascertain | living, progressive advertisement, believing 

whether the young queen has become fertile, | that ere long they, if not himself, shall be 
we find one or more rudimentary royal cells, | ‘‘ known’ by their fruits.”” 
containing eggs or larve, we may safely 
conclude that the queen has been lost, and| To accomplish this desirable end too much 
that the eggs wrre laid by a fertile worker. pains cannot be bestowed on the digging, al- 
— Ants are frequently troublesome pests | though back of this is the selection of sorts. 

inanapiary. To get rid of them, mix equal | And now that it is known which sorts will 
parts of potash and sugar, pulverizing the| succeed almost beyond a doubt, a nursery- 
epee ina mortar. Set the mixture in snal-| man ig greatly to be blamed if he sends out 
wee in places which the ants fre- any others, unless specially ordered, and 
Tae ‘| even then it should be done under protest. 
4 DR FATPR OF Fam Qcaer Bare The 4. tree properly lifted, viz: by placing the American Bee Journal, from which ne apes spade edgewise to the tree, and a proper dis- 

corm = copied, publishes affirmative evi"! tance therefrom, lifting out each spadefall dence in favor of the theory of the impreg- of earth as they proceed anouxp the tree, 
nation. of the queen by the male drones.| thug loosening the extremities of the roots; 
This question has long been a mooted one, | after which, with very little care after the and its final settlement will afford great tree is up, roots will move in every way re- 
Gratification to all the bee enthusiasts of sembling those seen in Fig. 1, and which are 
the world. Mr. 8. B, Parsons, of Flushing, just as easily produced with proper cultiva- 
N. Y., Mr. Wm. W. Carey, of Coleraine, | tion and soil, as those so often disseminated 
Mass., and R.C. Otis, of Kenosha. Wis., are | with large main roots, cut off within six 
sharers in this interesting discovery. inches of the body, and No rrerzs.
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Tree dealers too often receive more than | attention; Perhaps the drawing goes a lit- 

their share of blame. At least one half, and | tle to the extreme, but if so the idea is the 

not unfrequently three fourths, of the losses | Same. A cold, uncongenial subsoil, that will 

are in the planting. Much improvement has hardly grow a weed when exposed to the 

been made in the mode of planting within a| light, and often impervious to water, is cer- 

few years, not to mention tainly not a very fit habitation for trees of 

the inhuman manner very any species. 

many, even of the choicest In tilling an orchard, which should always 

varieties of trees, are twist- be done, and not seeded down, it is much 

ed (Fig. 2) into their earthy } more convenient to work toward the trees 

abodes. The specimen of than from them, and by*so doing, without 

tree, you see, is good, and much care, the tree will still get far below 

the roots not altogethér ob- the surface. Now to avoid this, and at the 

jectionable, though by no same time have drainage, with the roots 

means what they should be. wholly under your control to fertilize and 

But the directions or the in- mulch, plant sHaLLow. If it is properly 

tuitive idea that it is a ne- done the tree can be placed upon the sur- 

cessity has often given the face. We would make a very slight excava- 

roots the positions they are tion, placing their roots in their natural po- 

shown in the drawing. The sition as the earth is shoveled around them, 

planter will thrust his tree Te and when all are covered to the proper depth 

to the bottom of the pit, and they will have the 

then the more certain of Fic. 2 appearance a8 seen’ 

getting the roots all in, the tree is raised in Fig. 4. In this 

with a twist, when surely enough they are mode of planting it 
all there ina “pretty plight.” But then will be always nec- 

this oe is no greater shan s too deep a essary to place some 

planting. In our drawing (Fig. 3) the q material about the 

planter has dug quite through the soil, and tree to prevent the 

( ASE TN SNS wind from blowing 
Fic. 4. away the soil, till it 

becomes settled. At the same time 9 mulch 

: is absolutely demanded in all cases. For 

this purpose any refuse material answers 

well, but when it can be had without too 

great sacrifice, use coarse-ground quarry 

= rubbish, or coarse sand, prefered in the or- 

SS der named. In the absence of any of these 

: sestie — == the barn yard, and litter about the wood 

Fic. 3. pile will be resorted to as ‘‘ the best.’” 

if his roots are not twisted badly, they are oe weeee. 

firmly placed in the subsoil, which they must Vine Hill Nursery, Madison, Wis. 

have a strong constitution to be able to twist ; 

their own way through. The planter is not Hew — me 

altogether to blame for this act of his, who, —_ ‘ 

following the directions of those who profess A writer, Silas McDowell, of North Caro- 

to know, directed his trees planted a little | !ina, in the “Cincinnatus,” a monthly pe- 

deeper than they stood in the nursery row, Bodies si dali a rcenivpdite Seen yee - 
% ‘ay to preserve apple trees which are com: 

which you see he was sure to do, only a|plelcly girdled around by that fatal scourge 
‘* little more so.’’ . Forgetting that roots re- - the ee = borer. In = eee 

a as : . een years after plan le 

autre, Jights pecetiias moles, -and pees iy ay more than : Mecited tae by the dep- 
ment from the atmosphere, as well as that|;edations of that hateful worm, and then 

their relative positions should be such that | found out a way to save my trees, which he 

special fertilizers may be applied at any time pad snares around; — which discovery 

and readily taken up by the feeders. Very] {'hate never fhm his mischief, lost single 
many have erred on this point, which in ev- tree, nor ever expect to lose another. I, in 

ery other respect have given their trees good | fact, begin to maigee like him, as he has giv- -
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en me so many fine subjects on which - Yellow Locusts I have never known to 
show my skill in horticultural ery; an ‘. a0 

man; ee the trees which 1 nee eptirely ru iG iene 3 ore NAY 
girdled around, and the ma completly cut | X°y off by the hard winds. I 
off from the cirealation of the'sap from the | Would recommend the soft or black maple. 
roots, a8 I showed Mr. Ongely, are now as/Itis hardy and a fast grower, and makes 

uy and vigorous trees as are in my 0F-| excellent wood. I believe it will stand our 
«Phe mode of operation by which I effect climate in any location. I have several hun- 

this result, isas follows: I scrape back all | dred of them growing that will be two years 
the soil fram the sindied tree dows to fea old this spring. Some of them are 6 feet high. 
roots, which leaves the wounded part an‘ * . 
the worms in a girdle four inches above the| THe Seed is ripe the lastof May, and will 
roots. I then pass a strong, sharp knife| be found on the bottom lands or in heavy 
through the bark of the roots, and make a} timber. 
clean, vertical cut up the tree ten inches P: ; i 
through the bark, crossing the belt of worms, a sas si sits - * eo y rae in 
and continuing into the bark above the| {Tlls, ten feet apart in the row. Cover one 
wound. I thus pass around the tree divid-|inch in depth. Work with horse, and hoe 
ing the bark antes sections of two or three the same as corn. J. H. Saunpers. 
inches, according to the size of the tree. 7 » 
now see to it. that all worms and their litter eet tora ont 
are removed, and then have ready some | 
thrifty water sprouts, which I cut into sec- ———EES==— » 
tions to correspond with the vertical sections 
in the bark. These I point at each end bya) FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN 
gentle slope from the bark on the one side i 
to that on the otber, and then run one of Tare 
these ends between the bark and the wood} It is a nice thing to have early fruits and 
aaah a she sees (fet Be one vegetables with which to cut short the less 

pa i : = 
across the girdled part, is nicely inserted wholesome diet of the long winter season. 
under the bark, and each cut end now rests | Not that the winter diet is not wholesome 
upon ahe albumen or young sap wood, which | for the season to which it is especially appro- 
it takes up at the root, and a duct conveys]. ; 
across the section where the bark is dissey-|P™ite, but, that the summer season brings 
ered from the tree; a circulation of the sap| With it a demand—and that demand based 
now takes place. You pass around the tree | upon a physiological law of the human bod: 
in this way, confining the bark above the gir-| 6. ood of a different \chavictes: : 
dle and below it, upon the ducts, with a i 
string; then make a mound of earth around| In the polar regions they live and thrive 
your tree to reach above all this, and leave upon train oil, which they consume in im- 
it till autumn, and the ducts will have grown oo ae . 
intoa group of strong nerves. Visit it a| ™ense quantities, while in the equatorial 

year afterward, and these merves will have| regions the craving is equally marked for 

Hie * compact, copramae. sblell aver the fresh acid fruits, such as limes and 
apaasenes oe eet einen’ th eek is oranges. The reason of these two opposite 

in fact, no cause why an apple tree should| cravings is obvious, and is precisely that 
ever be lost from the ravages of the Borer.| which explains the oppositeness of the win- 
as his attacks er at the surface of the 
nalad “ps Ratee eddling with the roots,” |teT @nd the summer appetites. The one 

= * |elass of foods are fat-producing—heating; 
————.-—__ the other cooling—fat-preventing.? 

What shall we Plant for Timber? If therefore the fat-producing diet of 

E Ce . | Winter be continued after the cold, which 
ts asi OF FBR wu Rapnnrl notion required and ensured its consumption, has 

uary number 0: e FARMER an M c 
article recommending planting chestnuts for are xb mast Pee tae wall eee 
tinber. TY wantl iiss betel von say expevi< late in the body, derange the liver—whose 

i a 5 ae office it is to elaborate and digest the fatty ence in raising them. A few years ago I Reed - 
bought some chestnuts in the fall and plant-|POFtions of food—and thus give aa the 
edthem. The next spring they came up and bilious diseases too prevalent in warm 

grew nicely; but the following winter about weather. 
one half of the trees killed out, and thenext} The man who neglects to make the nec 
Winter nearly all of them went the same essary preparations for a good fruit and 

Way. Iam satisfied they cannot stand our| vegetable garden, is, therefore, guilty of @ : ey ege! ree guilty 
Winters. I have known several to plant| flagrant sin against the health and comfort 
chestnuts, but with the same result. of himself and family.
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STRAWBERRIES suckers and ensure a tree-like form to the 

Are a luxury | bush. The cuttings should be set 3 feet 

\ that no family | apart, with five orsix feet between the rows 
v can afford todo THE BLACKBERRY 

a Sa without; and| Isa splendid fruit and may be as readily 
ESS EN the expense of| grown as the raspberry, or in like manner. 

hey he, making a bed of | Luscious and wholesome as a fresh fruit, it 
Ps +y Wa ) themissosmall, | also makes magnificent pies, and excellent 

eg ws Cary \ that not tohave|jams and cordials. The New Rochelle is 
ie iM li) them should be | the best variety. 
2 8 ag ny §6=esteemed a dis- THE CURRANT 

ay “ah iy Wi grace. Is the chief dependence, however, in the 

Boat aire ely Get a few! line of small fruits; bearing the game re- 
SE Me ie dozen plants of} lation to strawberries, raspberries, and 

iS the most ap-| blackberries, that apples do to peaches and 

proved varieties—‘‘Hovey’s” and “ Wil-| pears. 

son’s” are as good asany—prepare thebeds| It is a most unaccountable fact that there 
well, by deep spading and thorough manur-| are hundreds of farmers, neverthless, who 
ing with well-rotted barn-yard manure, | haven't a single bush on their premises.— 
ashes and lime; plant about sixteen inches | This is a shame, and if we had the power we 

apart each way; water well, during dry| would confine all such barbarians to an ex- 
: weather, every morning, before sunrise;| clusive and perpetual diet of raw pork and 

keep down all weeds, and if you fail to get| poiled cabbage. 
afew luscious berries the first year—the| Progagated by cuttings in the same man- 

fewer the better until the plants are well| ner as gooseberries, they will bear quite a 

established—and an sbundance, the second, | supply the second year, and the summer 

it will not be your fault. following hang out their rich scarlet clus- 
Beds already established should have at-| ters in profusion. They should be planted 

tention at onee. Rake off the mulch and/ 4 to 6 feet apart and kept well trimmed out 
thin out properly—using surplus plants to| The old Dutch Red is as good as any of the 
make another bed, or giving them to some| varieties with which we are acquainted ; 
unambitious neighbor who would not other-| though some prefer the white as being less 

wise engage in their cultivation. acid. If, for any reason, deficient, don’t 

RASPBERRIES neglect to obtain and plant a good supply 
Are likewise worthy of much attention.—| of cuttings or roots this spring. 
The American Black Cap, Fastolff and OF THE GARDEN VEGETABLES 

Brinkle’s orage, are good varieties. We have not space to speak in detail. See 
Procure a number of roots without delay ;| that nothing prevents you having this year 

plant in deep, rich soil, well stirred, about/an abundance of early potatoes, lettuce, 
4 to 5 feet apart, and where they can have|raddishes, peas, beans, beets, salsify, 

the benefit of the sun. onions, sweet-corn, and everything else 
Old plants will need trimming. Cut out| that is good and can betonvenienily raised. 

the old canes, and shorten back the younger.| We repeat it, there ia no branch or depart. 

If already possessed of good varieties, | ment of the farm that will pay as well as a 
don’t neglect to ensure to yourselves all the properly prepared and well kept garden. 

plants you want by propagating by layers, ——+oo—_—_ 

GOOSEBERRIES Experiments in Planting Potatoes- 
Are rarely cultivated, and their excellent) pF, yon op Sosehiaiean Ranrenic Taicar 
qualities for pies should sccure them a place | p, armer County Club last spring the, subject 

in every garden. of raising potatoes and planting the seed in 
Houghton’s seedling is among the best)» variety of ways was discussed. Some said 

varieties and, so far as we have observed, | the single eyes, cut the size of a dime, plant- 

is not subject to mildew. ed one or two in a hill, was better than more 
The gooseberry is easily propogated by| seed. One man said he planted the heart, 

euttings, and the cutting out of the buds| cut one inch square from large potatoes, and 
@horld be such as to prevent the growth of| they did well. I have been in the habit of
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planting my best mee) — and _ THE FLOWER GARDEN. 
as they come from the cellar; sometimes Sag | , 
cat ae large ones. Generally change the Mr. Eprroz:—The lovers of floriculture 

seed every three or four years. I have good should now be on the alert, as plants that 
potatoes and a good crop generally. I pre-| Were covered all winter should have me 

pared, as usual, a small patch of ground of the covering gradually removed. Don't 
and planted the 14th day of May last. The remove all at one time, as two sudden an 

rows were all of a length, 31¢ feet each way | €*Posure would be injurious to most of the 
between hills. First I planted four rows | half-hardy plants that are wintered in. the 

seed ends, twoinahill. Result, six bush-| pen ground. 
els of potatoes. Next, two rows seed ends,} Commence the first of the month to start 
one in a hill. Result, two bushels. Next, | dahlias,maderia vines,and thegladiolus; and 

one row heart, inch square. Result, none./as soon as the ground is in working order, 

Next, one row single eyes, three in a hill.| sow the different kinds of hardy annuals 
Result, very small, three pecks. Next, one| where they are to remain. 

row single eyes, twoina hill. Result, half Secure # good stock of Verbenas, Petu- 

bac Blext frase sone one, Aree. : a nas, Heliotrope, Scarlet Geraniums, Pansies, 
small ones (my usual mode). Result, eight Feverfews, Carnations, and Holy hocks. All 

beshels, sped ones . these can be had at reasonable rates—from 
I find a great benefit by changing seed of- 

one to two dollars per dozen—of any re- 
ten. They do not rot so badly as they do by aponstslersonte 

planting the same seed for several years on r r 

the same farm. Respectfully yours, Nothing can surpass a bed of Verbenas’ 
Joux Watrinc. | A dozen varieties of the following names 

Sheboygan Falls, Feb. 28, 1861. will give satisfaction both in color and 
z abundance of flowers: Beauty of” Astoria, 

ge Xi Pink, Brilliant Rose, Captain May, Lilac, 

The Allen Raspberry. Defiance, Scarlet, Etonian, Dark Purple, 
oy ae Ethiopian, Blue, Fair American, White, 

Epiror Wisconsin Faruer:—lI see that, F F Red. Giantof Battles, Ecmisoro 

in a number of horticultural reports, this PERC et ee . . r 
wee Helen, Lavender, Henry Clay, Ruby, Mrs. 

variety is condemned or thrown out, asnot McKay, and Cherry. 
being productive or worthy of cultivation, me e 

and yet I must say it is the best bearer I Great moreercn say hasiboomimediesen ‘the 
have among eleven varieties, when pigntea Petunia in the last few years, and we have 
in rows and as specimens. now some double ones, = large as ordinary 

" roses, and of a great variety of colors. They 

My ee ee foot) apart—esch TOW | should find a place in every garden, as they 
* different variety—and were <aaee 4 | will flower from June till severe frost sets 
the following order, to-wit: American ie 

Black Cap, American Yellow, American Gauniet Gecsninne mee ctalilienkshon, 

Ted,/(these three-varietése are now propogs- when massed together; select the dwarfer 
ted by by suckers,) Fastolf, Frankenian, sorts, of which Tom Thumb is the type— 

Hudson River, Antwerp, Allen, Red Ant- The scented varieties are not to be despised, = 
werp, Catawissa, Yellow Antwerp, Brink- as they are.very useful for boquets. 

le’s Orange. Antirhinums, Caphea, Lantunas, Carna- 

Thad likewise planted, in a garden spot| tions, Picota, and Pinks, are all beautiful 

on my farm, some four dozen plants of the/and deserve better treatment than they 
Allen alone; but they had scarcely any| often receive at the hands of the careless 
fruit, and such as they did bear was imper-| cultivators. 
fect. But few seeds of each berry would} Of the Rose I would like to say a great 

swell; from which I concluded that special | deal, as I think it deserves the name of the 

care must be taken to supply the Allen| Queen of Flowers. Of hardy roses, we 

plants with males in order to insure prolific] have many fine varidties, Hybrid, Perpet- 

bearing. There is always an abundance of | ual, Monthly, Catatonges, with thousands 

dlossoms. of names. But I think two dozen of each 
A hint to amateur cultivators? judiciously selected, would give more satis- 
Pewaukee, March, 1861. C.P.P. | faction than hundreds that bear high sound-
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ing names, a great many of which possess [From the Scientific American.] 

no other merit. Late American Inventions. 

Phloxes and Delphinias, have been im- GRINDING MILL. 

proved vastly within the last two years, , Sea terete ndetne to mn improvement in that 

There is not a plant in the whole family of gender ince within shellor correspond form. 
‘i j-| The ty atten: operation of this kind 

Flora to compare with | full grown speci-| or rit ‘has been Bin teodutlingot uneven works that 
men of Delphinium Formosum. The flow-| is to say, portions of the article being ground are dis- 

cs charged much coarser than others, and the mill, while 
ers are produced on spikes often measuring working api, produces inferior work. In ore to 

* i obviate tyy teeth or projections 
two feet in length and covered with the} poi) Ji tised in connection with the crdinary. or 
purest azure blue flowers; a color very rare | grinding surfaces, said teeth or projections being de- 

. signed to arrest the progress of the article being ground 
and ought to be prized more on that ac- thirongh the mill, and aes gure its reduction to's 

je. | Proper, fine state before its . This arran 
count. There are several other fine varie-| Pont has not been generally adopted, as it Baad ap 

ties of this fine plant, but none of them great a difficulty as the one it was designed to obviate, 
E to-wit, the chokiug or clogging of the mill. This class 

possess all the merits of Formosum. of mills, also, has been = jerto liable to heat, and soon 
“ stan 3 mes worn and unfit for use. This invention con- 

Dielytra spectabilss is also a great ac- sists in having the rotating grindec, and aloo thus shall, 
isition, i i formed of a series of concentric rings, corrugated or quisition, its beautiful, neat shaped flowers sathsdas thing minberiet aoeh ae oe cece 

are admired by all. Itis perfectly hardy | in connection with its ad Fing of the shell, consti- 
‘ . : tutinga distinct grinding device, the articleto be d 

and should be widely dissemminated. passing marie Sareck the aaredar eintine 
Hortus. vices. By this arrangement, the abovenamied dif: 

ficulties are avoided, while the advantages of this class 
a Xa di | of mills, to wit, rapidity of grinding, in connection 
—S—=—aeeoaoo oo > | with economy of construction, are retained. This mill 

is the invention of William Stewart, of Philadelphia, 

MECHANICAL feta > RAIL ROAD SWITCHES. 

SS ITT er inne This invention relates to a novel improvement for 

Economy of Good Implements. automatically operating the switch rails of a permanent 
fe cece ae = Mecayt the eas cars erecenenes me 

¢ s switch in either direction appliances on the locomotive 
Cheap implements are the poorest invest- will operate the switely rail, and ewitch the carson the 

ig | desired track, where the switch rails wi.l be securel: 
ment that the farmer can make of his) (eva and held in the desired position. Patentoo, 7 
money. The best usually costso little more | M. Brahn, Red Bank, N. J- 

than the worst, that the advantage gained er 
1 h a ‘This invention and improvement in plows consists in 

by the purchase of plows, harrows, rollers, novel mode of forming and putting together the eeve- 
; i ind-| Ta! parts composing the ‘of the plow, whereby the 

harvesters, threshers, fanning mills, grind. fie Ao aean ae Tandside aad Doemmore: band 

ers, &c., &c., that are substantially made of'| reversed when an edge becomes worn out, and this cut- 
: ter, with the landside wing, may be attached to the 

good materials and after the most approved | moidboard withont using bolts, pingor screws. It also 
. consists in a novel means of transferring the draught 

models, will often greatly overbalance the from Ug trent end of he i tothe back pa “a or 

‘ase price. ind #he plow standard, and of adjusting the draught 
extra purchase: price bar at this point and giving toit aiding aietscnl 38 

There are always old fogies enough in | further consists in the employment of a self-cleaning 
= ee device for preventing the plow from el ggivg with 

every neighborhood willing and glad to| weeds, &c., at the point where the standard connects 

purchase old, superannuated and superseded wie, terres Fatentes, 4°. Gingrich, North Axn- 

implements of every description at prices UPSETTING TIRE. 
‘i it) This invention consists in a combination of stationary 

much above their real worth, and it should be cud shepgahtabet platea:barbie cles initiate ce tistee 

the policy of the wide-awake, enterprising | for grasping and holding the tire securely, with a sector 
te soisdll end dies a ee he | 824 cam lever for shrinking the tire after it is properly 
'armer to sell an y again, as mas he men ee the dedey ots spring ae Bows the 

ii i ich | moveable spring after it has been acted upon by 
can find a new implement or machine which the-com ant onter, Patented by W. 0. Sain ena é. 

is demonstratably more economical than the | F. Bliss, Placerville, Cal. 

old ones he is using—not that we would ap- pace ‘ sia tee pisos 
ies . object of in invention is to obtain a printing 

prove of his jockeying the poor dullards who} p,cgs wich will be simple and cheap in construction, 
havn’t either the ambition or wit to open | capable of being worked rapidly, and operated with but 

; . | a moderate expenditure of power. To this end the in- 
their eyes to theimprovements that are making rention ee a in the cree use of two 
a i ‘ ist in | Totating and traveling pressure cylinders in connection 

by no means. But if any will persist in| yar Stationary form-bed, which is placed between the 
shutting their blind eyes to the light of pro-| cylinders for the purpote of giving the impression 

then 5t i ints Rigid after | Send, in the employment or use of blanket and 
gress, then it is certainly his privilege, after | tapes, arranged au applied to the press in such a way 

i i ii as to pro| conduct the paper to an u be 
having labored for their enlightenment, to Third ine, cllar operating or dxiving tmebbantioes oF 

sell them all the old traps they may be fools giving te ssavelling: mmomesaen ae Ae oe) nie. 
lary a Famuel . . vt cosh, 

enough to buy! _But sale or no sale, the | Wis tare the patenteee of this invention, 
sensible farmer will not waste the price og TILE MACHINE. 

‘ implements in trying to save the remain | This invention relates toa machine for making tubu" 
two:tepl trying lar tiles, sach as are red for draining lands, and for 
ing value of one. siwilar or analogous urposes. The object of the in-
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ventioti is toobtain a: machine which will mold the tiles | _—— The artisan well at Columbus, 0., hay- 

ery compe Tapes ee oe saniaeiset ing reached a depth of two thousand, seven 
without the liability of being injured or marred, the| hundred and seventy-five and four-tenths - 
compactions of the clay also rendering the tites more | feet without. water being obtained, the work 
substantial and less liable to crack under the baking | has been suspended, A pr gion 
operation. ‘The invention also has for its object «facile PHBECEw 9 A IGURSRE water 
mode of adjusting the gearing for the purpose of vary- | W8S struck at one hundred and. fifty feet, 

ing the speed of the spiral or screw Retiere relatively | Sulphur water at one hundred and eighty, 
eS rodere of the. Dag. wlll, 90 thet she molding ei salt water at six hundred and seventy- 

red clay, the supply boing Regulated according to the | HX¢ feet, none of which, however, rose.to the 
Jemand. ‘this invention was patented by Seorge J. surface. The temperature at two thousand, 
Tiffany and Henry Ingraham, both of Palmyra, Mich. | seven hundred gnd seventy-five feet was 

GRAIN-MEASURING MACUINE. eighty-cight degrees Fuhrenheit, showing an 
‘This invention is intended for measuring grain ina! jnerease of one degree for every seventy-one 

very rapid and perfect manner, and also for registering | foet. 
the measured quantity or quantities. It consists in a 2 
circular measuring box having a desirable number of| — The deepest depression of the Atlantic 

small colls or compartments arrauged around it, which | basin, occording to Lieut. Maury’s map, lies 
box is mounted on a circular floor which hasone ortwo | between thirty-three degrees and forty di 
spouts projecting from it, which are so arranged with y- eres and ‘forsy Ge- 
relation to each increasing cell, that os these colls are | SreeS N. latitude, where the plummet (though 
filled and revolved around a central axis, they willeach | we must allow for errors occasioned by the 

discharge their load throug the troughs. Tt also con- | deflection of the line) has been lowered to 
sists in connecting with the central shaft which rotate 
with the measuring box, a trainof whéelwork and a | the depth of thirty thousand, and even forty 
registering band, suitably arranged 50 a0,t0 operates moments feet. At short distarices from Ma- 

measuring box an every eighth, | deira, the Cape de Verd Islands, and the 

tenth af ueniei ovation of this vox acing Bermudas, the sea deepens. to twelve thou- 

of this invention is J. A. Cluxton, of Bentonville, 0. | Sand and fifteen thousand feet, so that, seen 
——_—_ ++ —___ from the ocean ground, those isle-clusters 

The New Patent Law. | would appear as the summits of mighty 
— | mountain Seats grand and imposing as the 

Since the issue of our last numb@ the Andes. . 

Congress of the United States has passed a | —A white gunpowder -has been patented 

new law in relation to patents—the main|in England. It is composed of yellow potas- 

feature of which is the extension of the time | ee Bea of Pee ‘plates 
; : | talized sugar, ani - 

for which all patents shall be issued toseven_ superior aualition over the black powder, 

teen years, and the prohibition of all renew. | being quicker and more powerful in its ac- 

als, Under the old law, as most of our | tions, and not fouling the gun. 

readers are aware, the first period was four-| — The official census returns show the 

teen years, with the chance of « renewal for | population of California in 1860 to have been 

seven years. three hundred and seventy-five thousand. 

th Z jawed . The population of San Francisco is between 
_ Iour opinion the new law is a decided fifty-seven and fifty-eight thousand. Com- 

improvement, and will do away with a vast] plaints are made that the census was imper- 

deal of the monopoly and corruption that Feotly taken, and that the real population of 

have grown out of the old system of re-issues. meee is not less than six hundred thou- 

SCIENTIFIC &C — There is a eae of flax-straw 

2 peu at Mount Flessant, ont and Gov. 

irkwood, of the same State, has sent to 

New Eada sey ad reo gs oon at ei, Boston for specimens and particulars con- 

— , amounts to $1,609,011.01.) corning the manufacture of flax-cotton, With 

— Over two-fifths of the Union is watered |a view to stimulate the growth of flax in 

by the Mississippi and its tributaries. Towa, whose climate is well adapted to its 

ed i W: culture. 

Eee ay ee eenecs. ales 30,838 | " ‘The total value of imports at New York 
i during 1860, amounted to $1,925,760,460— 

— Every person in the country pays on an | $50,760,460 more than the last ten years’ - 

average a yearly tax of $4.25. average. Total exports for same period, 

There are 1,500,000 real estate owners $145,683,451, an amount considerably great- a 

in the United States. er than ever before within the history of the 

_—One-quarter of the population live in country. Re} 
cities, towns and villages. | —Pennsylvania sent eight —— and nhs 

— The cost of the ‘Crimean war is said ‘to | hundred thousand tons of anthracite coal to 
have been two hundred and fifty millions of | market in 1860. In 1820, the trade was only 
dollars. three hundred and sixty-five tons. Her total 

Tae Coax Propuct or Ox10.—The amount one icagb igabiety mitijannctinente 
of coal annually taken from mines in Ohio, per - 
is estimated by the Commissioner of Statis-| — The Lake Superior ‘Miner’? says the 

ties to exceed two million tons. We never | largest mass of copper yet obtained arrived 
dreamed that Ohio operated in the black}at Ontonagon, January 10. It weighed six 
diamond to such an extent. and one-half tons.
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aa bravo re house to every six persons S THE See or a 
e Unit tates. OWEE.—. iter lew i- 

—The average valuation of land in South | bune”’ estimates that the census will make the 
Carolina is only two dollars per acre. following change in the House: 

— The State of New York contains about : 
one-eighth of the entire pooulation of the Te Reh Terese tet 

tates. = 

— The amount of lead shipped from the ‘The New England ead Boctieie eee a 
Sees adie . zoer, was 18,553,211 The Middle, Beaten 1008 wvevrnrrrnrnn re : 
pounds, valued at $1,088,442.10. V0 States 1086. .cneeneesnneres 

— The number of inhabitants on the east The Coast Planting States lose.............0:0:-00 3 

side of the semaron rire is twelve times TtAD...ococcsee cveswssvccsssseesosssersesececeeee 17 
es than the number on the west side of uae noe tance the power of each 

e river. m, for years: 
—-The number of adopted citizens of the | Free Statetencs-cessuuuuutte Mt te 

Uuited States capable of voting comprises} Slave States... 88 9 82 
arch neamplin of the whole number of Maj. Free over Slave States... 47 bh ° 

= These figures are gloated over by the se- — The total valuation of property in San joni: i i 
— is thirty-five aiitions eaciaknign cmenaver’ is a eae 
and nine thousand and six hundred and es 
thirty-nine dollars. é untae Srares arene Foroz.—The 

-- Immensely rich silver mines have been | following statement shows the number of the 
discovered in the mountainous district of | Militia in each State, from the latest notes 
New Leon, North Mexico. One vein, inter- made to the United States Adjutant General’s 
sected by a creek, was six feet wide and over | “ffice in 1850: 
seventy feet deep. sei Free States. eee Slase States. — 

—Photography is evéty year playing a|N. Mimpshire. 21/867 Maryland... 40,864 
more important partin book illustration, and | Massachusetts... 101.781 Virginia.......... 129,733 

it would seem that the day is not far distant | pine wtiand:”” ieee, AChE carolina 73.048 
when it will supercede the old methods of | Connecticut...... 57.719 Georgia vw... 57,312 
embelishment in wood and steel engraving. |New York....... 224,665 Flosida............ 12,122 

— In the item of cost of construction and clic Fra ane ioe red 
equipment of railroads, Pennsylvania heads | Ohio................. 176,455 Mississippi..... 46,084 
the list, thus: Pennsylvania, $151,529,-|Michican......... 68,038 Tennessee ......... 71,252 
629; New York, $145,259,792; Ohio, $117,-| Theme Seale. Rentucky 0607 
353,116; Dlinois, $106,975,581. No other | Wisconsin....... 32,203 Arkansas... 17,137 
State comes within gun-shot of these figures. Pon leer apace Texas... 19,766 

— The calculations and plans of the Vic- | Minnesota® ...... Total ........ 778,634 
toria Bridge across the St. Lawrence were | °°°#"* -------- 
so accurate that the whole of the iron work Total ........ 1,226,673 
was prepared at Birkenhead, England, from | —— i 
specifications, and was all successfully put | *No returns published from these States. 
up, although each tube contained tour thou-| Rarroaps in THE UNirep STaTEs.— 
sand, nine hundred and twenty-six pieces. | Ohio has more miles of railway in operation 

— Statistics of the Roman Catholic Church, | tan‘any other State in the Union. Seana 
from 1808, prove its steady progress in the | Y@Mia ranks next. The {plowing sroshe fs- 
United States. During the Vast year, foun- ures; Ohio, 3057 miles; Pennsylvania, 2943; 
dations of thirty-six new churches’ were | Hlinois, 2924; New York, 2808; Indiana, 
commenced. In 1808, there were only sixty- | 2058. As regards the total length of lines 
eight priests, eighty churches, and two Dish of which these miles form parts, we rank 
ops in the United States. In 1860, there | thus: Ohio, 4133 miles; Pennsylvania, 3972; 

tg See priests, 49 bishops, and 2,389 qe oh ae wre mth one churches. nm ana, - a e 1 em 0! cos! con- 

CatrrorNta.—The San Francisco papers struction.and equipment, the list stands thus: 

_ make up their statement for the oa aaa sinus aa? OMe ocd sn , 
ing an export of forty-two millions and three sitar cen’ No ch si we ees 
hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars in | hose figures. o other State comes near to 
gold, and eight million and seven hundred |‘"°8* "sures. , f 
and thirty thousand dollars in produce; the | _—Dr. Englemann’s recent calculationsand 
produce export being an increase of three and | measurements make the hight of low-water 
a half millions over the year before, and | mark at St. Louis three hundred and seventy- 
wholly a creation of the past three years. | four feet and four inches above the Gulf of 
The passengers arrived e steamers were | Mexico, and the rit fall of the Missis- 

thirty thousand, and those departing were | Sippi, from the mouth of St. Peter’s river to 
fourteen thousand, showing an apparent gain | the Gulf, about four inches per mile. 
of sixteen thousand from this source, to| — The ordinary coining capacity of the 
which should be added fifty thousand by | Philadelphia ais is seven million and five 
overland. hundred thousand dollars per-month.
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The New Census. five hundred and nineteen thousand, one 
——-. : hundred and seventy. 

The census returns of 1860 develop many| In only twoof the slave Staxes has there 
remarkable changes in the relative rank of|been a positive decrease in the number of 
the different States. While the whole nation | slaves, viz: Delaware and Maryland, the 

has miyungod see veies pereliie. - some | statistics being as follows: 
uarters the progress has n 80 much more Slay 1850, i 
a than in others, that sbsinprupocdonel Delaware............ "3200 ™ Sees ae 7s 

amount of paises power, of commer- | Maryland........... 90,368 35,382 4,986 
cial and industrial iapetnce, has been es-| But in others the increase has been so 
sentially modified. The free States and the | slight as to fall much below the average in- 
territories have gained an increase of popu-| crease of the slave population of the whole 
lation twice as great as the increase of the|country. The total number of slaves in 1850 
slave States during the last ten years, the | was three million, two hundred thousand and 

aggregate of the former being five million, | four hundred and twelve, and in 1860, three 
seven hundred and twenty-nine thousand and | million, nine hundred and ninety-nine thou- 
three hundred and eighty-two, and of the}Sand and three hundred and ‘fifty-three. 
latter, only two million, eight hundred and | The increase has been almost exactly at the 
twenty thousand five hnndred and thirty-nine. | ratio of twenty-five per cent.; ioe while 
The eee of the slave States however,dur- | Some of the States have fallen short of this 
ing this period, has been much (Bas otd than | ratio, others have barely maintained it, and 
that of most countries, and it only suffers in | others again have far exceeded it. . 
contrast with Northern advancement on ac-| In the first of these classes the States of 
count of the large accessions of foreign emi-| Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
gration we have received. Tennessee, and Kentucky may be ranked, 
Among the old Thirteen Colonies only two | their increase being as follows: 

have exceeded an increase of Sen per} on Sam Slaves in 1860 
cent. over the population in 1850, viz: Penn- | Vitgimin.......sssecceone 495,826 
yivania and New Jersey; but New York, | Sth Canty rteageeeeats ate - —— 
elaware, Maryland, Massachusetts, nd | Tennesseo........... 230460 287,112 

Connecticut, fall but little behind us in this | Kentucky...) 210,981 * 235,490 
respect, Georgia.ssccccscccsseesssee 381,782 467,461 
No section has increased so rapidly as the | _ In the second class may be ranked the 

great Northwest, which bids fair to speedily | States of Alabama, Louisiana, and Missouri, 
become the controlling region of the whole | Viz: 
country, as will be seen by the following | Alabama... 942,892 435,473 
statement: Lowisqana..ccsceeccccssseee 244,809 312,186 

Pop. in 1850. Pop. in 1860, Increase. Missouri sesneneannnrengegesnee 87,422 STI ere 
Ohio.....0...222-. 1,980 329 2.377,917 397,588 | In the third class are Florida, Mississippi, 
Tndiana.............. 988,416 eas 362,386 | Arkansas and Texas, viz: 

quae een eer eat $80.78 | Orida ceeeecseseeseecseseese 90,809 83,809 
We eee FOS48S ——«SRO'DOL | Mlselosippi vcseccecec--s 500,878 479,007 
T9WBsectenccn. IRE 682/002 480788 | ATKADSAB..sscssseseseeee 475100 109,066 
Minot ee ht, tare les.r19 RCI So sectors cnneaen2 ss IE 134,958 

eapenesseere ” 3 -170 | ‘The increase in Missouri over the prevail- 
Neen, ce. HR SELE | ing ratio is rather accidental than othewiae, 

—— ——— -——— /and by no means indicative of a strong desire 
5,403,595 9,106,282 4,702,687 | to extend slavery there. It is a mere inci- 

There has been an increase of nearly sev-| dent of the large white emigration she has 
enty per cent., which is more than double | attracted from some sections of the South, as 
the average increase of the whole nation; well as from the North. Into Florida, Mis- 
and while this great region contained in 1850 | sissippi, Arkansas and Texas, a large num- 
considerably less than one-fourth of the pop- | ber of slaves have evidently been taken, and 
ulation of the Union, it has now but eels | in the internal slave-trade traffic they, with 
less than one-third of it. We have included | Louisiana and Alabama, may be, therefore, 
Missouri, although it is a slave State, because | considered importing States, while Delaware, 
its interests are almost identical with the| Maryland, Nargis North Carolina, South 
States which bound it on the east, west, and | Carolina, and oes are better prepared 
north, and it is rapidly becoming assimilated |to, act as exporting States. Georgia falls 
With them in feeling on nearly all subjects. | very little short of the meacaling reat 
It gained a greater increase of population | las, therefore, probably shown little dispo- 
from 1850 to 1860 than any other slavehold.| sition to buy or sell slaves to or from the 
ing State, and it now contains more inhabi- | other slaveholding States. ; 
tants than any of them except Virginia, al-| The population of Utah is set down at only 
though in 1850 it was surpassed by Kentucky, | forty-nine thousand, which is much below 
Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia and North | the estimates that have heretofore appeared. 
Carolina. ‘It presents a very striking con-| But it is probable the returns from that Ter- 
trast with South Carolina, which, in 1850, | ritory are defective. ’ 
Contained but thirteen thousand, four hun- corre er Pee rere Fhe 
dred and fifty-seven fewer inhabitants. But| — There are about 100,000 Indians in the 

the later has gained an increase of only forty-| United States; at the termination of the 
six thousand, eight hundred and sixty-four, | Revolution there were only 36,000 in the 
while the increase of the former has been! thirteen original States.
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* Agriculture in the United States. | Increase of Railroads Illiiiois he Ban- 
We g'ean the following statistical data teas concerning the United States, its agriculture| The vapid ‘increase of railroads in this and mnufactures, from an uble article ty country and the consequent rapid develop- M.E. Dormoy, in the ““Revne Cotemporaine. ?}mentof its resources dasingtthe pest ten In 1783, at the period of the peace. the a is certainly without a parallel in the United States only comprised eight hundred istory of any ¢ountry. Though this has and two thousand, and two hundred and} been called the ‘Iron Age,’ and the **Rail- thirty square miles; at the present time they | road Age,” but few have a true idea of the extend over a territory of two million, nine| extent of our railroad system. Hence we hundred and sixty-two, and fifty square | have prepared the following from the most miles, or nearly double the extend of Europe, reliable statistics we could obtain: exclusive of Russia. Out of a = Milex in operation 1850. 1840. Increase. ef three million and four hundred thousand |.In eighteen Northern States.. 5,498 15,0614 13,4071; males of the age of fifteen and upwards, | 18 filteen southern States..... 2,003 8481 6,068 forty-five per cent. are agriculturists; nal Total in the United States..7,861 378304 19,8751, none ¢ ae sitinats has conniuesed yore pales of ail . e road during the last decade any other rae hii ane ioe aktantie shea: State, and has increased only six hundred 

scarcely claims one per thousand. These a ya Pah eee roportions differ widely from those of |™®0Y # eres eo : put together. In 1850 Illinois had but one Erop, an eo acamieeete hundred and five miles in operation, now she twenty-three per cent. and in Belgium twen- has two thousand, eight hundred and twenty, 
ty-five per cent. The capital engaged in howing an increase of END, ‘orga aerce agriculture amounts, in the United States, ee ee ee Pai: ret to five thousand, two hundred millions of ate e Le anode nia da : the a dollars; while that employed in other! #24, seven Mon ae iis set see " a branches of industry does not exceed one Baie hati ¢ ae ma a ape . thousand millions of dollars. Every year aa oo bts aT is * i Ba vt agriculture adds sixteen million and’ six | Miles seh m3 1860. eb Satoe pines Sar hundred thousand dollars to the wealth of ane init F lif f oe ate eer ca the country, and in the State of New York ifty miles. Cali sen ae pone Mi ta alone, agriculturists- pay four-fifths of the | 20W twenty-two mi S = ryan iy ih taxes In 1857 the total exports from the|®"4 Oregon ure each, as yet, entirely with- United States amounted to three hundred | Ut #ilroad facilities, Kansas has about and sixty millions of dollars, of which sum | *!* miles of track laid, but none in use. 
agricultural produce formed two-thirds, in- < As eee ee cluding cotton, which alone stood for one-| | DURATION or Lire.—By calculation m8 third. In the course of ten years the value| Shown that, of one thousand individuals, of these exports had increased seventy per | twenty-three die in their birth, two hundred cent. In the United States the averge extent | 224 seventy-seven from teething, convulsions of a farm or estate is from one tind ro and | 4nd worms, seven in measles, two women in fifty to two hundred acres; in France it ig} Child-birth, one hundred and ninety-five of not more than twelve and one-half acres; | Consumption, asthma and other chronic com while four millions of small farmers do not | Plaints, two hundred and fifty of fever,twelve own more than from six and one-fonrth to|°f apoplexy, and forty-one of dropsy. Or, seven and one-half acres. Maize constitutes | in another pon of view, of one thousand the chief staple of the United States, since | Persons two hundred die within the first year, it occupies noarly one-third of the land under | eighty in the seeond,.forty in the tind, ‘and gultivation, or ‘thirty millions of acres ;|tWenty-four in the fourth; and within the twenty millions of acres more consists of| first eight years of life, fanr hundred and uncultivated pasture land, incapable of pro- | forty-five, or almost one-half of the number ducing hay; oats are grown on seven and | are cut off by premature death. one-half millions of acres, and five millions —_+— of acres produce cotton. The vine covers B@S~ The population of the world, accord- two hundred and fifty thousand acres. The ing to the most recent authorities, is about four chief sources of revenue to the Union in | one billion, two hundred and ea the way of annual produce are—maize, pro-| million. Of this number it is estimated that ducing three huudred millions of dollars; |there are Protestants, ny a Aine million; ® hay, one hundred and forty millions; wheat, | Roman Catholics, one-hundred and seventy one hundred millions, and cotton, eighty | million; Greek Church, seventy-six million; milliocs. Horses, asses, and mules, are Jews, five million; Mohammedans, one bun- estimated at five millions, or one of those | dred and sixty million; Heathen seven hun- animals for every five inhabitants, there are|dred and eighty-eight million. From this eighteen millions of oxen, thirty millions of | statement Chrii has a heavy work to pigs and twenty millions of sheep. The total perform before it can hope to expect that ue of all these domestic animals is about | ‘every knee shall bow and aoe confess.” six hundred millions of dollars. Nevertheless the labor is steadily 

—————+-2+____ + | ingand increasing, with ineys eangly direct — The earth has 1,288,000,000 people. ed to the great achievement.
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' a THE HOME inet Daaselalg Ryne ae aeons 
— Home Surroundings. 

A special report from the School Land — i 
Commissioners ee received and read in| Presuming that thorough house-cleaning 
the Assembly this morning, urging a radi | ,; ‘. 
cal change in the present system of invest- ailbe done = the ree aoaoate ing the School and other trust funds of the | force of habit, whether irritable busbands 
State, with the reasons which induce them| grumble at the turning of “everything up 
to believe that the adoption of a new system | side-down” or not ; and doubting nut, more: 
is absolutely essential to prevent the total 4 lees of. thane Sanda, over, that all the good housewives who read 

The Commissioners are now compelled to|the Farmer understand thé art perfectly 
loan out these funds in small sums upon| well, we have nothing to offer on that inter- mortgage of real estate, and in most in- ti biget: 
stances, as they state, to make these loans | “°""8 Sebjec 

a ofumbpes shoracter: and responsi-| But of the surroundings of home there is 
jility they know nothing, and upon securit: . ; of the value of which they are entirely ig.|20°4 ‘bat something be said. Indeed, the 

norant, excepting as they obtain informa-|S¥froundings are included in the very idea 
tion from the appraisal of men of whose| of home, aud by their character often deter. 
cneawtoneiaede they have no knowl-| mine its charm or its repulsiveness. Nay, 

The roport then proceeds to give facts in | MOF they not unfrequently determine the 
regard to the practical operation of the| moral and intellectual form and fashioning 
present system. In 1858 there were for-| of the child: ‘hi in their mi 
feited to the School Fund 49 mortgages, and Ge aia " ean ee ora eat 
the Drainage Fund two, securing loans in| ™0u/ding them by the sweet influences 
the aggregate, amounting to $23,628,87.| of orderly and beautiful objects and arrange. 

aus espa ee. Cee at present| ments into models of health, virtue and 
not exceed $5,200. In ere were eid 4 

forfeited to the School Fund 102 mortgages, | P@¥tY, oF by the opposite influences, into 
to the University Fund 3, to the Drainage | gnarled and ugly specimens of a low and 
Fund 11. These were held by the States as | mean humanity. 
security for $51,811. The actual value of if ii these securities does not exceed $22,870,| Of course, we do not claim that mere 
and probably would not bring half that sum | material circumstances are capable of com- 
on forced sale. The loss to these trust funds pletely eradicating the evil tendencies that during the past year from forfeiture of ait nit the’ mnt ¢ . mortgages is reported at not less than $17,-|®*€ innate in the minds of some children, 
178, and probably much more, since, in| or of angelizing the child naturally good; 
obtaining information in regard to the|but we do claim that the mind of every 
present value of securities, the Commis- i bakens tible of i 
sioners have been obliged to rely on the| ""™8" %elng 1s susceptible of very happy 
statements of the same persons who joined | and important modifications of character 
in the original appraisement. Buteven by | and tendency by the means suggested. 

math er SC eatibiiaee Place one child in a rude, rickety, mis’ 
been lost to these funds, erable-looking home, with rag-stuged win- 

_ Startling as these facts are, the Commis-/ dows, half-hinged doors, filthy, swine-plough. 
ae ees ae ee ed dooryard and broken-down fences, and 
interest is now annually paid upon many |his mate in a neat little cottage always 
loans on worthless securities, because of the nicely painted and in good repair, with 

Ae ee exposure ine!-| trailing vines about the doors and windows, 
With the most careful management on the| With a handsome though simple inclosure, 

a =f pe ope eines, aoe or aes ae and clean gravel walks bordered with ever- 
ie funds are inevitable, while under the 

charge of careless or corrupt men, the reei?, cares aut fom era Bae, all other 
greatest facility for frauds exist under the | things being equal, it is almost necessary 
present system. The Commissioners close|that one should grow up with groveling 
with an earnest recommendation for its aims and boorish habits, the other with 
total repeal, and the passage of a law di- . 

recting these funds to be invested in United | Tefined manners and pure and elevated 
States stocks or the stocks of Northwestern | sentiments. 

. States. Even we, who are grown to adult life, can 
—165,226 children daily attend the pub- | not rid ourselves of the influences of things 

lic schools in New York city. about us. How important, then, that the
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youthful and plastic minds of our children [From the Chicago Tribune.] 

should be subject to none but the happiest Our Country's Flag. 

influences when in the primitive stages of Se Bx MRS, HOTT. 

their being. Father, mother, there is hardly |-Qh ho for the Union! They say there is none; 

s possibility of overrating the measure of] Bo fr the Union! They say we're undono— ° 

that responsibility which comes of this wont! nq i aie ae ee ad : 

derful susceptibility of the youthful mind. | But why do they say it? and what do they mean? 

Think of it a moment and then resolve to| The Flag I see, where our ensigus sosr, 

leave nothing undone that your hands or cE oe OSS Fails at 

means may add to the certainties of its | There are the atars, in thelr places all right; 

best possible culture. ~ There is our Eagle, with beak and claw, 

Under the head of “ Practical Sugges- Si ap rpleae oo aga 

tions,” page 110, we have already said a|  ¥ronting our battles and bearing us through. 

word to the husbands and the boys about | The Fathers, the Fathers, we have them no more, 

helping on the-lawn and garden, bat Pe icc aac oo 

the inauguration of the enterprise will, in| And the red and the white of the Old Thirteen, 

most cases, devolve upon the more tasteful | And thestars that are gold on afield of blue. 

and appreciative mother and daughters. 

Let them, therefore, with paper and pencil ‘There's a thrill in my heart, as I see it unroll; 

draw their plans without further delay, and Be ate poset ee. ene 

then, the first opportunity — some evening, | 1t makes mea part of that glorious men 

for instance, when the whole family are} That gave use country to live in, and die, 

gathered about the hearth — talk the matter visees igh as Clee we eee . 

over, as pleasantly, enthusiastically and) Let the waves of oblivion cover him ae 

winningly as they know how, until there is| Let his namo be heard upon earth, never more. 

an agreement on all important points and Dee ee ee atacoe a as 

the head and stgrdier branches of the family} May his name go down to uncounted iGiine: 

have promised to furnish the materials and| May his children’s children sit in our gates, 

aid in the heaviest part of the work. — # ae ane fo nee Pai ae 
: a ‘ avi re tates. 

The spring work wil press heavily upon ee eres beady ais pean aoeat 

sll field hands during this month and the | God help us defend it, and long may it soar, 

next, and you will doubt.ess find it necessary a its =e of Freedom, far-visioned and trae, 
ae . + | And the red and the white of the Old Thirteen, 

to try your own muscles a little in the finish ‘And the ctars that are gold on a feld of blue. 

ing of beds and borders, and in the planting | manisox, Wis., Feb. 22, 1861. 
of bulbs, climbers, flowering shrubs and 

evergreen trees. But then it is healthful to 

work in the fresh earth, and if you are care" Farmer's Work. 

” not to overtask yourselves under the BY CHARLES SWAIN. 

stimulating influences of a quickening sun- ‘Take the spade of Perseverance ; 

shine and the prospective reward, it will — food _— a 
ru 

only put the beautiful glow of health into Garry out and cast aside; 

yonr faces and not hurt you a bit. | Brey eee i 

|. Mee eeottae Sibaecer the salt” FeO ge eens ; ig out, whate’er the toil ! 

PouiteNgEss IN Russta.—Perhaprthe most Give the streams of, Bimestion |. 
polite, observant, bowing, and bending na— aon eacnneiion: 
tion of the world is Russia. It is, to one Qut where’er they block its course ; 

who has a liking for these matters, quite a ee eT ee ai 

lesson to see a Russian nobleman of the Close the crooked gate to fortune ; 

high school in conversation with any one; Make the roed to honor straight. 
he is the bean ideal of good manners and Men are agents for the future; 
gentlemanly bearing; he takes off his hat As (ey Oe a0 oe 
to every woman, he bares his head to a pace epee ann omaperamm , 
pecs he salutes him when he enters meliowiont 8 true Caltivatien, 

is shop, he bows when he goes. Princes 6 rie 
of the blood imperial do this. Sek he enbty OMAN. 

. ‘
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Handsome Gothic Cottage. In the next number we will publish a de 

A friend wishes us to publish the design en * — —s ator amen 

of a handsome cottage of Gothic style, but BERETA ye OF SrenHecene: 

Coes not indicate whether it should be of Give the Boys a Chance. 

wood, stone or brick; simple and cheap, or = 
elegant and expensive. We accordingly| Few fathers ever practically educate thei 

farnish one ot medium grade — material, | Children for the duties ~ responsibilitie: 
stone. of theirchosen pursuit. We mean to sa 

In many places in Wisconsin a fine build | there is too little directand special effort made 
ing stone is easily obtained at an expense | with reference to the duties they will have 

but a little above that of brick or wood. In|to assume when they come to set up fo 

all such cases, we would recommend its | themselves. 
use; for although it may require a little} Most farmer boys learn by imitation alone 

longer time and a little more money to build, | 99d are never thrown upon their own re 

when once erected and finished, it is a house | Sources until they go out from the old hom 

for generations to come. Wood houses al-| for life. They have never been specially 

ways look temporary, as though the occu-|taught the best methods, with the reasons 
pant only intended to remain a few years— | therefor, as a faithful teacher is in the habit 

just long enough to take the cream off the| of instructing his pupils in the philosophy 

soil—and then pull up and be off again to}of language and the theory and applics- 
some new country. But when we find here| tions of science. The result is, in too many 

and there a substantial and handsome stone | cases, when they come into new circum 

dwelling — particularly if it is surrounded] stances and the conditions are different, 

by a beautiful lawn and gives other evidence | they are at a loss how to proceed. 
of refinement and cultivation—we say in-| Fathers, don’t imagine that your boys ar 
voluntarily to ourselves, “ Here is a beauti-| mere animals or machines with so much 

ful and permanent home. May it remain in | work in them, which it is your business t 

the same family line for a thousand years.” | get out with the least possible cost. Treat 
The above design is appropriate to any|them rather as young students trying t0 

well-improved farm, free from mortgage, and |learn the art ot taking care of themeelves 

. requires, in order to the best effect, ample | and of contributing their fair share to the 

grounds about itand a few handsome na-| world’s advancement in civilization. 
tives of the forest. Cost, $2,500 to $4,000,| One of the best methods of developing 
according to the expensiveness of finish. self-reliance and that practicality which will
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be useful in manhood, is: to give them a|I made, that the éentiment of disunion is 

little ‘land for independent cultivation —a pec I uae is wor as 

comer of the garden and a reasonable patch duty what the honorable Senator seems to 
in the filed—and such animals as they have} regard as his. If Kentucky to-morrow 
a partiality for, and are competent to take} unfurls the banner of resistance, I never 

mi five hem all the ntact you] mu APN cee ie nhl Gao 
can, to start with, and then add to it as they sabohdtnets one-to my own State.” 
desire and as it becomes necessary. Labor sata gigig eel 

under such circumstances will be pleasant Queen Victoria’s Children. 

FT nae ee = eres The following, clipped from an exchange, 
their powers of observation and comparison in tabi aire auesttion of wack’ 

of facts — e rons re tender, weak-minded mothers as think labor 
and oe : Se sd i ae t for the! curse to be shunned, and so, though, 

ree eee By i. t ne perhaps, compelled to toil themselves, work 

Waremembes We : sae ee J"! all the more slavishily that their good:for- 
hood attempts at — epeneent ea nothing daughters may spend their time in 

the youn, oy: i é pigs thet we bought with fashionable amusements and grow up in blis- 
money pasnod in ping re — - ful ignorance of all that they ought to know. 

which so rapidly and remarkably increase Mrs. Victoria is a most admirable motherly 

rc? family, bic ne o my pe We! Queen, and now that she has made it aristo- 

had three hhspdieedd dollaceiwns a Pork 0M | cratic for young ladies to know something 

oe hands !— the cae ean potatoes, of the mysteries of the kitchen, we trast 

= we cultivated “on shares” — the beau-| nat alt the would-be aristocratic mothers in 
tifal fock of sheep, all sprung from the the world wtll follow her noble example : 
half-frozen lambkin that we saved from the Queen Vicrorra’s Curupren.—At the 

snow-—and the handsome little colt thatgrew | summer residence of Queen Victoria, in the 
tobe the wonder, of the neighhorhood, and| Isle of Wight, a large portion of the pleas 
continued the object ot our affection and ae mapas ¥ SPEEODEeIeH a the =e 

= : rinces ant rincesses, who have each @ * 

Pete long alter we had ceased our ambi- flower and a vegetable garden, green-houses, 
tious efforts on the dear old homestead farm. | hot-houses, af forcing fromes, tool-houses, 

Others have had similar experiences,and|and even a carpenter's shop. Here the 
all will join in their endorsement of the ronal cura pase honre.ol tee Gee 

i oo * @ch 18 su} ned with a set of tools, marker 
— of the plan of giving children a) i ihe cae of the owner; and here they 
bape ef do something for themselves.) work with the enthusiasm of an amateur 
Try it, ye fathers who have not. and the zeal of an Anglo-Saxon. There is 

no branch of gardening in which the royal 
Hi Colonel children are not au fait. 
eNRY Ciay on Secesstontsts.—Colonel | “Moreover, on this juvenile property is a 

Benton's Abridgement of Debates, vol. 16,| building. the ground floor of which is fitted 
page 594, reports Henry Clay as having upasakitchen, with pantries, closets, dairies, 

thus spoken in 1850, respecting a South larders—all complete in their arrangement ; 
ae ;: : 5 and here may be seen the young Princesses, 

Carolinian, now infamously notorious, when |. saved @ la cuisinierre, floured to the 
no man out of that traitor State dared to|elbows, deep in the mysteries of pastry 
second her proceedings: making, like a rosy New England girl.— 

“Mr. President :—I said nothing with Cooking the vegetables from their own 

Tapes wo the character of Mx. Bhett, for 1 |fareets Povate.shtoug.treeoelet; oro 
panel e enh eeeiwaea pa hits, of distribute to the poor of the neighborhood, 

raising the standard of disanion and resist oe “a he ae ras ane Geese 

anee to the common government, whatever | | jotermmin : at weaheg: shal rage 
he has been, if he follows up to the declar. | U" learned by ha ate ak a are m ae 
ation by corresponding overt acts, he will be | Young people ever happier than during their 
a traitor, and Prope - will meet the fate of | jour at Osborne. 

@ traitor. [Great applause in the galleries, +e —_—_ : 
with difficulty suppressed by the Chair.”] —tTo the man of strong will and giant 

“Mr. Clay resumed: ‘I have heard with | energies, possibilities become probabilities, 
pain and regret a confirmation of the remark | and probabilities certainties.
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Home Courtesies. there.is nothing he can swallow that will do 
eet tht Z him any good; for the cold, with such a A correspondent gives us this experience :/ start, will run its course of about a fort. 

“I am one of those whose lot in life bas|night, in spite of all that can be done, and 
been to go out into an unfriendly world at} what is swallowed in the meantime, in the 
an early ; and of nearly twenty families | way of physic, is a hindrance and not a 
in which tcoate my home in the course of | good.— Dr. Hail. : 

about nine years, there were only three or! Tax Dyspepsia awoxa Faruers.—Would 
four that could be properly designated aa any man think it! exclaims a contemporary, 
happy families, and the source of trouble yet the press of the West asserts that indi- 
was not so much the lack of love as lack of gestion prevails more exclusively among its 
care to manifest it.” The eoens words of | farming population than any other class, 
this sentence give us the fruitful source of| They say it comes from eating too much salt 
family alienations, of heart aches innumer- | pork—too much saleratus bread, bolting 
able, of sad faces and and gloomy home| their food always in a hurry, taking only 
circles. “Not so much the lack of love as}15 minutes to » meal, and then rushing 
of care to manifest it.” What a world of|away to the field to work on a hastily 
misery is suggested by this brief remark!/¢crammed stomach. What a queer commen- 
Not over three or four happy families in| tary on life! Once we thought indigestion 
twenty, and the cause so manifest, and so} ly the gourmand’s and the millionaire: 
easily remidied! Ah, in the “small, sweet | Punishment; now it seems it is the curse of 
courtesies of life,” what power resides! In scpehealemthate cheap sesotntion cae ane 
a look, a word, a tone, how much of happi: | ™¥C% ‘0 get rich in a year instead of fifty, 
ness or disquietude may be communicated. | ** °UF forefathers did, and plagues rr 
Think of it, reader, and take the lesson home | Stomach of the sturdy west as peaneast it o of. 2 were the place and subject of diabolical 
with you. possession. Salt pork, hard water, salers- 

(ae aan Tees tus bread and bolting food are enough to 
Queew Vicroria’s Appeanaxce IN Par- destroy the action of any but an ostrich’s 

pr testi at Victoria, on the opening | stomach.—-Ex. 
of Parliament, entered the chamber pre- 
ceded by heralds emblazoned with gold and (dae eee ne eaiar ee get 2aay wie 
followed by lords. “As usual (says the|“** experienced the benefit of the following account) Hes’ Masiety iv: peekedly! ath simple remedy, is very anxious that the 

. ce eee ; | readers of Tuk TRiBune should be made ac- ease, quietly looking around the splendid quainted with it and its ae 
chamber as if she sat alone in it, and the] ~ «Mix one gill of strong apple vinegar, 
surrounding six hundred pair of eyes were | one table spoonful of common salt, one table bent on any one but her. As always on spoonful of drained honey, and a half pod 
these great occasions, Her Majesty wore| of red pepper (or half tea-spoenful ground robes of state, her dress being composed of| pepper), boil them tog¢ ther to a proper con- 
silver tissue, striped with gold, and a superb sistency, then pour it into half a pint of 
train of crimson velvet, lined with ermine, | strong sage tea. In severe cases half a tes- 
and embroidered with gold, which was car-| spoonful every hour for a child; one tea- 
tied by the ladies in waiting and two pages. | spoonful for an adult. As the canker de- 
On her head was a demi-crown of brillisats creases, decrease the f: equency of the doses. 
and with it were worn en suite a necklace,| To ExcouRAGE THE GrowTH or Hare AND 
earrings, stomacher and bracelets of dia‘ | PREVENT 17s TURNING GREY.—A lady friend 
monds.” of mine was recommended by a coiffeur to 

————EEE=== use sage water. She was obliged to discon- 
tinne its daily use as it made her hair too 

HEALTH AND DISEASE. thick. Pour boiling water on the sage 
Coups.—If a man begins to cough as the | leaves, and let them remain sometime in the 

result of a common cold, it is the result of|0ven or near a stove; then strain and apply 
Nature herself attempting the cure, and she | to the roots of the hair daily. If any po- 
will effect it in her own time, and more ef-| made is needed, an equal mixture of coces- fectually than any man can do, if she is| Dut and olive oils, with a little perfume, is 
only let alone and her instincts cherished. | Very efficacious. Ex. 
What are those instincts? She abhors food —By calculation it is shown that, of 1000 and craves warmth. Hence, the moment a individuals, 23 die in their birth, 277 from man is satisfied that he has taken cold, let teething, convulsions, and worms, 7 in 
him do three things. First, eat not an atom; measles, 2 women in ehildbirth, 195, of con- 
secondly, go to bed and cover up warm ina sumption, asthma, and other chronic com- 
warm room; third, drink as much cold wa-| plaints, 250 of fever, 12 of apoplexy, and 41 
ter as he wants, or as much herb tea as he| of dro y- Or, in another point of view, 
can, and in three cases out of four he will] of 1000 rsons, 200 die within the first be almost entirely well within thirty-six ear, 80 in the second, 40 iu the third, and 

hours. , 3a in the fourth; rnd within the first eight 
_If he does nothing for the cold for forty~| years of life, 445, or almost'one half of the 

eight hours after ithe cough commences | number, are cut off by premature death.
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A Remepy ror Stxeptessyess.—How to| —Those who doright usually suffer wrong. get sleep Sleage cordaa ities a >The man who confines himself to the reat impo: 4) NOEN ORE ns, who | drink best for him, is well-s ied. fre troubled with wakefulness and cxolin, ines arene’ Saude ns bility, usually have a tendency of blood on | 41-7) HO" fern Pecan: ee the brain, with cold extremities. The pres- ae) at ee nt. sure of the blood on the brain keeps it ina} _— Hood said his umbrella was a good stimulatéd or wakeful state, and the pulsa- | Catholic, for it always kept lent. tions in the head are often painful. Let| —It has been well observed that advice such rise and chafe the body and extremi-| is not disliked because it is advice, but be- ties with a brush or towel, or rub smartly | cause so few people know how to give itj with the hands, to promote circulation, and| __The snake has been quite appropriately withdraw the excessive amount of blood adopted as the device on the Secession ban- from the brain, and they will fall asleep in| ner. It is the shape which the Devil took a a ad webtigy a agente oe iat to cause the loss of Paradise to our race. an 

isastian walk in the open air, or going up or down | 3.77 te ee i an eee distire stairs a few times just before retiring, will aie the money in the Charleston. sub- aid in equalizing circulation and promoting ee po ended “Pickins and Steal- sleep. These rules are simple, and easy of facet % application in castle or cabin, mansion or | 78°- . 3 a cottage, and may minister to the comfort of| _--~Harper s Weekly publishes portraits of thousands who would freely expend money | ll the seceding South Oarolina members of foran anodyne to promote ‘Nature's sweet | Congress. They are not as well executed as restorer, balmy sleep.”-—Ev. they ought to be.—-Louisville Journal. 
—X—X—X— -—Drop by drop falls into the clear well WIT AND WISDOM. of youth the bitter water of experience, and <a there is no filter this side of the grave that —The following inscription is said to! can restore the old purity. have been found on a head-board of a grave 

in Sparta diggins in California: a, gee 
an rm DOMESTIC ITEMS. John Smith, Te os ree lips Hercaes J ceases: oie housekeeper Swisrtent says, that the unpleasant odor arising from 8 Mapa AS) soo ie retake boiling ham, cabbage, etc., is completely it res Poh, one of. the p pew kind corrected by throwing whole red peppers mrmianaryam nite | ina the pot at the ame time he dara of ingdom of Heaven. F . —A medical student under examination, | of charcoal will produce the same effect. being asked the different effects of heat and GInGERBREAD.—One cup of molasses; 1 cold, replied : cup of sagar; 1 cupof sourcream; 1 table- eae sopandy and cold contracts,” spoonful of ete take 1 tablespoonful “Suite right. Can you give me an ex-| of buttermilk with } a cup of outter; 2 ample.” tablespoonfulls of ginger; 2 large teaspoon- “Yessir. In the summer, which is hot, | fulls of saleratus ; a lietlo alt Mix it, not the days are longer, but in winter, which is very stiff, roll out like baker’s gingerbread, cold, the days are shorter.” and bake from ten to fifteen minutes. e —At dinner at Erie, some gentlemen Hise eer offered Mr. Lincoln some wine, and rather age a Seman — ame forced it upon him. Mr. Lincoln replied: | ©8885 2 tablespoonfulls of sugar; 1 cup of 

“Thave lived fifty years without the use of | #9UFi ® lump of dmabary large as an ogg, ee any li ata think it th half an nutmeg; you may add, if you like, wha io toichiauice my sabes tie 3 lb. raisins ; mix well and bake quick. 
‘~The following notice appeared on the} Porarox Custany.—Ten potatoes boiled West end of @ meeting-house: ‘Anybody | Soft, six or eight eggs, sugar to your taste, sticking bills against this church, will be| me cup of milk, Yep pound of butter, Proseouted according to law or any other| ®utmeg, essence of lemon, brandy and wine nuisance.” to your taste. Mash the potatoes very fine. 
—A lady being asked the place of her} —Cleanse hair brushes and combs by nativity, replied: “I am so unfortunate as} washing them in a quart of soft water, in to have no native place; I was the daughter | which has been stirred three or four tea- of a Methodist clergyman.” spoonful of li yuid ammonia. 

‘ig Lt Sil noble enterprises the ladies are Ox Marrow Pomatum.—Take two ounces pe the electric telegraph—far in advance | of yellow wax, 10 ounces lard, 8 ounces the males. beef marrow, melt all together, avd when —The aid that South Carolina deserves— cool, perfume with th  “satialo ~¢ gl- canon-ade, mors, .
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To Maxe Rusx.—Take pint of milk 2 
3 eggs, 1 large Thateepeeattl of butter, a YOUTH 8 CORNER. 
tablespoonful of sugar, a cup of yeasst, = i. 

peri en (os fog hin) ae the sun A> Word to the Girls. 
until li then knead into a pull of eee ee . 
eee equal size, roll in the hands, put Girls, in another place, we have asied the 
— = an a ae together, 1st See rise, | fathers to give the boys a chance to do some- 
and when they have done so, wash them over | 44; 
with egg and Sakae! Bake *quich.—{South- thing for themselves and learn to. catry ona 
ern Cultivator. farm by cultivating small pieces of ground, 

Baxep Apriz Dvmpirnas.— Boil one | t#king care of pet colts, lambs and pigs.— 
Peat and eis good Hazel with a gill] But we hope you will not think for a moment, 
of water, and half a pound of brown sugar 
until reduced to a smooth pulp; stir in one tint we have eee all the thousands of 

gill of sweet cream, a tablespoonful of flour bright-eyed good little girls whe every month 

- fine _— apne ie ae rts look first at the Youth’s Corner to see 
lemon JaiCe, OF grave ” forty) whether we have anythi hi ‘ial! sakeminn ything there specially 

Hox Caxe.—This cake, so popular in the for’ thee, | Hot oe We like the girls as 
South as a breakfast and tea make is made | Well as the boys, if not better! 
ae ponies mare ae me Here then, little misses, is a plan for you : 
ndian corn meal with a pint of water; stir gE . f 

in two teaspoonsful of salt and a little melt- A flower ’ garden —wouldn't a be axe 2 

ed butter; put it, when properly mixed, into | have one all your own ?—a delightful little 
a well-greased tin, and bake it half anhour./ nook in the big garden, full ot larkspurs, 

To TAKE TTAtNs cuT oF SILVER.—Steep the| pansies, candytufts, portulacces, phloxes, 
silver in soap lye for space of four hours; mignionettes, marygolds, and a dozen ace 
then cover it over with whitling, wet with ifal : a Rs 
vinegar, so that it may lie thick upon it, beautiful flowers that we have not time to 

and dry it by a fire; after which rub off the | name. A pretty little bed of pansies is cer- 
whiting and pass it over with dry bran, and/ tainly more beautiful than the sleekest, fat- 
the spots will not only disappear, but the a an 4h Jd: and if i yee 
silver will look exceedingly bright. test pig in tl : world; and if it i yield 

uite so much money, you ma: t 
—Destroy chinch-bugs by having the bed- hoe pan atnienl ee esac es elie 

steads taken down every few days, and re ‘. aoe 

washing each crevice thoroughly with cold day and learn from it a lesson of the beauty 

ware then ge them = — isons of modesty, which is of far more worth than 
camphor-water or varnish. ow is e + }: S 

timc. Dust should never be allowed to ac- ee ee eee 
cumulate on bedsteads. : And then, perhaps you can persuade your 

Tea Caxe.—One pint new milk, two pints Kindopacents se-gebgns emendhine-or: money: 
flour, two eggs, two tablespoonsful butter, suckle that will climb up by your window 
one do. of soda, do. of cream tartar. and delight you and your little playmates 

with its green leaves and delicious shade in 

- the hot time ; a floweri d ABint fr Young Mim, |e ehvomem nase dovane sind eee A 
+ A happy woman! Is she not the very be planted each year like the flowers 

ame Sr ae s aes ante wat first named; and even a beautiful little 
n = i - 

whose smile even the coldest sprinkle of cedar; fir, or arbor-vitae, that ‘will aE 
misfortune cannot dampen. Men make a| ‘Tesh and green, summer and winter, as long 
terrible mistake when they marry for beauty,|as yon live. Just think of it !—and not only 
for saben ~ for style: ae sweetest vie think, but go straight and ask mother aud 
are those who possess the magic secret o' A . belup aaigsiadiagnaen any rilonsnetnncck: father, if they will not help you to get all 

Rich or poor, high or low, it makes no dif- these nice things. 
ference: that bright little fountain of joy| Should any very practical little girl read 
bubbles up just as musically in their hearts. | this, who would like something besides, that 
Do they live in a log cabin: the fire light Id bri Hitt) for bright ri ne 
that leaps up on its humble hearth becomes | "0" © OFnE ® ttle money for bright ribbons, 

brighter than the gzilded chandeliers in an | Pretty books, and china for the play-house, 
Aladdin palace. Was ever the stream’ of| we ask her to think of how many dimes she 
life so dark and unpropitious that the sun-| could get from two or three currant bushes, 
shine of a happy face falling across its tur-or a very little strawberry bed, or melon 
bid tide, should not awaken an answering| patch! Father.and brother will plant them 
gleam 7° and you must keep out the weeds.
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The Wolf. with beating hearts draw closer around the 
— _ | fire, ‘as the dismal howl of the wolf echoed 

There are several different species of this | through the woods. The wolf was the most 
animal, as, for instance, the black, the grey, ferocious, blood-thirsty but rageray ef all, 

and the prairie wolf. The black wolf is cor. rarely attacking man unless driven by hun- 
a < ger, and seeking his visting with the utmost 

rectly represepted in the picture above-— | Dertinacity. Tye iitfent Were related oc— 
Though not so common he is more ferocious | curred in the history of Biddeford. A resi- ‘ 
and dangerous then either of the others|dent of that place, Mr. ———, was one 
named. His length is about five feet and | autumn engaged in felling trees at some 

ci iracalls sel Ms AE nom to end of tal distance from the house. His little son, 
SEutapenes srose tp. OF f | $8", | eight years old, was jn the habit, while his 

andtwo feet three inches highatthe shouiders. v. wal busy4vith hou@fhold cares, of 

His. color is brownish-black ; the coat a ranning ou’ inf te Brie eed woods, sraupd 
A ‘ irg, | the house, and often going where his father 

~* hick dawns mith longer, ponnaee RAM, | acatiweks! One day after the frost: had 
which, with his bushy tail, sharp nose and | -ohbed the trees of their foliage, he left his 
stiff pointed ears give him a keen, fierce look | work rather sooner than usual, and started 
true to his character. He bites by savage | home. aces gue edge ok tee care he saw 

a curious pile of leaves and without stopping 
— reeeeias cnepes to think what had made it, he cantionsly re- 

we much more powerful than the dog. | moved the leaves, when what was his aston- 
and his thirst for blood makes him a very | ishment to find bis own darling boy lying 

unsafe fellow in the neighborhood of sheep-| there sound asleep. “T'was but the work of 
cotes and pig:pens. Nor are their appetites | * moment to take up the little sleeper, put 

ified h fi in his place a small log, carefully replace 
Neate oes guadrapeds ; men have often the leaves, and conceal himself among the 

fallen into their remorseless jaws. bushes to watch the result. After waiting 
The following thrilling story will show | there a short time, he heard the wolf's dis— 

onr little readers how ready they are to eat | ‘aut howl, anieely followed by svother, till 
= od little be hen thi t th the woods seemed alive with fearful sounds. 

P even, good little boys when they get the} The howls came nearer, and in a few min— 
chance : : utes, a large, gaunt, savage-looking wolf 

“The settlers of Maine found, besides its | leaped into the opening, closely followed by 
red-faced owners, other and abundant source | the whole pack. a leader sprang directly 
of annoyance and danger. The majestic | on the pile of leaves, and in an instant scar 
forests which then waved where now is fara tered them in avery direction. Soon as he 
the hum of business, and where a thousand | saw the deception, his look of fiercene s and 
Villages stand, were the homes of innumer- | confidence changed to that of the most abs 
able wild aud savage animals. Often at|ject fear. He shrank back, cowered to the 
night was the farmer aroused from sleep by | ground, and eee awaited his fate, for 
8 noise without, which told that broin was | the rest, enraged by the supposed cheat, fell 

storming the sheep-pen or pig-sty, or was | upon him, tore him to pieces, and devoured 

Jaying violent paws upon some aatany calf| him on the spot. When they had finished 
—and often ona cold winter evening did | their comrade, ser wheeled around, peoged 
they roll a large log against the door, and! into the forest and disappeared; within five
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minutes of their first appearance not a wolt ‘ 

was to be seen. The axe et _ NEWS ‘DEPARTMENT. | 
the child to his bosom, and thanked the kind POLITICAL. ’ 

Providence wi led him there -— his —_ 

dear boy. e boy after playi was| Legislati: Among the bills of impor. 
weary, aa laid down aaa teen oe tance alse laws during the latter 
in that situation the wolf had found him and | part of the session of the legislature may be 

covered him with 7 Spe he could | sumerated thetotieis: 

bring his comrades to the ; but himself 3 
had furnished the repast.”*~ A bill for the relief of farm mortgagors. 

— *sng| Abi ¢ ensure the faithful collection of 
t indus statistics; embracing the precise 

ANECDOTES AND FUN. . feature proposed in our leader in March 

ae oF Ixpects1ox.— namber. , 
Wass Cane es o*Abill nigpiy apportioning the State int 

Wanted to buy pair of boots. = ” Assembly and Senatorial districts. 

Foor ated hi teakee— A bill apportioning the State into six Con- 

Sie one at eee ees eal es tas gressional districis, as follows: 
‘Went from Fee to Black, First District.—Embracing the counties 

beck— 
From shop to,4hop of Milwaukee, Waukesha, Walworth, Racine 

wagetnew S sc eutihk to cesene 3 and Kenosha. 

So that Mr. Toots 2xp Disttist.—The counties of Rock, 1 boots ; 
Tore ce eae pare of shoes. Jefferson, Dane and Colambia: 

Pozzir.—Makg four lines, thus: 8p District:—The counties of Green, 

t fy Lafayette, lowa,|Grant, Crawford, Richland, 

Then, by adding five other straight lines, | and Sauk. 

make ten of the whole. 4ru District.—The counties of Ozaukee, 

The following is an improvement upon Washingion, Dodge, Fond du Lac and She- 

the last. Put sowie lines, thus: , | doygan. 

AY | NX 6 Sra Disrarcr.—The covuniies of Manito. 

Add five straight lines and make nine. woc, Calumet, Winnebago, Green Lake, 

' zi _| Marquette, Wavshara, Waupaca, Outagamie, 
Take seventeen matches, pencils, or any. aes ¢ 

thing of that description, and arrange them | Brown, Kewaunee, Door, Oconio, and Shr 

on a table, or level surface, in the annexed | wanaw. 

shape: 6ru District.—The counties of Bad Ar 

socerrtger tater ee. LaCrosse, Monroe, Juneau, Adams, Portage, 

Sites é ; 2 Wood, Jackson, Trempeleau, Buffalo, Pepin, 

Tabs couseetlobou Pierce, St. Croix, Dunn, Eau Claire, Clark, 

Bevel S4ue Marathon, Chippewa, DaHas, Polk, Burnett, 

: sf GR yest Douglas, La Pointe and Ashland. 

a nd A bill to ensure the destruction of noxious 

Ot which five matches or pencils must be | weeds, (snap dragon and Canada thistle.) 

picked up, in order that three squares only | making it incumbent upon overseers of high- 

shall remain. ways and the boards of town supervisors to 

Peis see that they are so destroyed, and thai the 

peers. wooD penal:y is executéd upon all who neglec! 

JOHN their duty as prescribed by the Statuie. 

MASS. , A bill io facilitate the recovery of stray* 

From. these three words having regard to| Attaching a severe penalty to the neglect 

their position, you are to get the name of 8/ i, give notice of the taking up of stray ani- 
man and the town and State of his resi- ie 7 rf 
dence. The surname and town contain mals, and giving to the informant one hal 

three syllables euch. Solution in the next the fine collected. 

number. Send in youranswers, girls and| A bill discontinuing the Geological Sur- 

boys. vey. 

‘As Pat, an old joker, and a Yankee more sly, A bill abolishing the office of Town Super 

Or i an eer Tidow't make too free, intendent of Schools, and creating the of- 

Give that gallows its ees pray 8 pherhwcelires ere fice of County Superintendent, with a salary 
“ woney,”” r, a DO’ . 

aber ding eo ~ by myself, all ‘slope! ™ *| not exceeding $600 per annum.
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A bill providing for the publicstion of IMPORTANT FORRIGN APPOINTMENTS. 

the Transactions of the Wisconsin State} Ministerto England, Chas. Francis Adams, 
Agricultural Society for 1860. of Mass. 

A bill pioviding for the publication of} Minister to France, Wm. L. Dayton, of 
the Report of the Geological Survey. New Jersey. 

A bill creating two new judicial circuits.|. Minister to Spain, Carl Schurz, of Wis. 
A bill taking awéy @ portion of the land| Minister to Russia, Cassiug M. Clay, of 

grant from the La Crosse R. R. Co., and| Kentucky. 
giving it to the Sugar River Valley R.R.,| Minister to Mexico, Thomas Corwin, of 
for the completion of roads between*Madi-| Ohio, 
son and Portage, and Columbus and Port- aie to Prussia, Norman B. Judd, of 

age. inois. ; 

A bill authorizing the Treastrer of State a a ey eageee, 
3 of Mass. 

< aoe LS een f - 220+ Minister to Sardinia, George P. Marsh, of 
000, if needed, for the organization and Wee one 
equipment of militia to aid in suppressing iB x 
dhe fletitherm Rebellion: Our home appointments are too multitudi 

ness and too unimportant, individually con- 
Congressional. —The last Congress was) sidered, to demand enumeration. They have 

chiefly distinguished for its numerous Union| necessarily occupied a large share of the 
and anti-Union speeches; by the adoption of President’s attention up to the present time, 
s new tariff similar to that of 1846 ; by the| since on his accession to the Presidency a 
admission of Kansas into the Union; by the| large number of the Federal offices were in 
organisation of the jterritories of Colorado, | the hands of either armed traitors or of per- 
Nevada and Decotah, and by the framing of | sons of doubtful loyalty. 
anew Patent Law, elsewhere referred to. 

The Executive Session of the Senate con-} Progress of Treason.—Deceived by the 
tinued about two weeks, and owing to the conciliatory police of the President and his 

previous withdrawal of Secession members, | Cabinet, the Rebellionists have made some 
was characterized by unusual harmony and | bold moves within the past few weeks. The 

concurrence with the wishes of the Prosi-| ‘Southern Confederacy ” has been officered 
dent, as follows: 

National—Since tho issuo of tho last} President, Jefferson Davis. 
number of the FaRmenr national events have; Vice President, 4. H. Stevens. 

been so startling as that the intelligence of| Sec. of State, RobertToombs. 2 
them cannot have failed to have penetrated} Sec. of Treasury, C.8. Memminger. 
every nook and corner of the entire country. Sec. of Interior, Vacancy. 

Details, therefore, are superfluous now, Sec. of War, L. P. Walker. 
President Lincoln, despite all our fears| Sec. of Navy, John Perkins, Jr. 

% the contrary, ‘has thus far shown himself} Postmaster General, H. T. Ellet. 
the man for the times—conciliatory and Att’y Gen'l, J. P. Benjamin. 

ee yet firm and determined. In} Texas has seceded, in spite of Gov. Hous- 
lection of bis Cabinet he displayed "2-/ton, and has taken possession of s large 

ee sagacity, and a majority of hig amount of Federal property. 
reign appointments must meet the approv- 
of the whole country. Fort Sumter has been captured, and s 
The following are the officers of the Cab- large army is gathered at Fort Pickens, 

inet and the appointees to the most impor-} Attempts have been made to obstruct the 

sant foreign ministries: navigation of the Mississippi; to capture 

CABINET. the shipping in Norfolk harbor; to take 

Wm. H. Seward, of N. ¥., Seo. of State. possession of the military stores at Harper's 

8. P. Chase, of 0., Sec. of Treasury. Perry; 10 prevent the Possage of troops for 
Caleb B. Smith, of Ind., Sec. Interior. the defence of Washington ; and last and 
Simon Cameron, of Penn, Sec. of War. basest of all, Virginia has seceded, and e 

Augustus Wells. of Conn., Sec. of Navy. | large army is said to be gathering in thc 
Edward Bates, of Mo., Att’y General. vicinity of the Capitol, with a view to wrest- 
Montgomery Blair, of Md., P. M. General. | ing it from the Administration.
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But meantime the President has not been} — We learn that Israel’ Parshal.of Ha- 

less vigorously active in carrying out the | vana, Siginaw county, Mich., raised the past 

line of policy indicated in his admirable | season from forty-two acres of land, 6,72] 

Inaugural. Having first’ got ‘the reins of | bushels of corm ears, which is just about 190 

government fairly into his hands, and gath-| bushels to the acre. : 

. rate the oe 8 uae sad al The same gentleman has constructed for 
everywhere along the coast and on the | jy. j, 5 =! . 

high semi has ie ‘Fort Pickens, fe oreo if ie ieee ste dg 

blockaded Charleston, removed to places of |. sty less soll gparating corn cab... it 
=. is sixty-four feet long and holds 4,000 bush 

safety the arms and munitions of war from : gat apis 
els. Itis built ona hill side, and has a 

Harper's Ferry and other exposed places, |. . aero woh 
collected an army of a hundred thousand pitch, in the direction of its length, of one 

men, and called a special session of Con- foot ip four, It.can be entizely Sica from 

gress to meet on the 4th of July, for the the Upper end, the corn sliding down by its 

purpose of providing the requisite means |0¥® weight to the other extremity, where it 

for carrying on the war te the issue of an en- ig drawn out at a door as wanted. 

forcement of the Constitution and the laws.| — According to the Davenport Democrat 

His proclamation calling for 75,000 men was | the hog disease is still prevailing to a con- 

issued on the 14th of April, and within one | siderable extent in Iowa. . It is said to bes 

week not less than 150,000 men had enrolled | kind of sore throat, and to be chiefly cor- 

themselves. Never in all history was there | gned to fat hogs. The. “black tooth” is 

such a universal uprising of the people.| gjco prevailing. 

Party politics are entirely forgotten, and| , 

the old patriotism that seemed to haye been} ~~ The product of the wheat crop, las 

sleeping for a quarter of a century, has| year, in six northwesiern States, was 95, 

been rekindled and now glows with:an’ in- | 000,000 bushels; Illinois and Wisconsis, 

tensity never known before. At the pres- 25,000,000 each; . Indiana 16,000,000; 

ent rate of enlistment, before the first day | Michigan 12,000,000 ; Iowa 10,000,000; 

of June there will be a million of men in | Minnesota 6,000,000. The whole grain crop 

the north ready to battle for the Union. of Illinois in 1861 is estimated at 101 bush 

—CC_:_ els to each inhabitant. 

AGRICULTURAL. — China at present produces'six times 1 

*__ At the-annual-aceting .of the. State much cotton as all our Southern States put 

Agricultural Society, recently held at St. emt eo is capable of producing s 

Paul, measures were taken to commence a ae - ye, Latior wide Sh 

the work of erecting buildings for the State oes coe ane ee ad. ot on 
Agricultural College at Glenese! mense capacity oy may be considered the 

vr The'Clihy Bekne Baked oP Rysteatbare | SEMPER MA FOR ER 
have decided to hold the next State Fair at} — Every yéar France imports betwee 

Dayton, that city guaranteeing the payment 11,000 and 12,000°horses at an expense © 

of $5,000, furnishing the Fair Grounds free of about $3,500,000, and still the cry ¥, 

charge, and securing the usual railroad “More !” 

facilities. — The immense appetite of London is fed 

— The Illinois State Fair is to be held at every year by about 276,000 oxen, beside 

Chicago on the 9th, TOth, 11th, 12th, 13th |30,000-calves, 1,500,000 sheep, and 80,000 

and 14th of September. swine. : 

— In addition to the supply from swill-fed| | ~~ The Linn (Towa) County Regisier * 

and other animals in the city, New York knowledges the receipt of a sample of supe 

now receives daily by railroad, 180,000 rior cotton ‘raised by a gentleman of thi 

quarts of milk, making, at 7 cents per quart, county the past season: 

an aggregate annual business of $5,000,000.) _-— The United States census shows thi! 

The Harlem railroad derives an annual re-| we might better afford to lose three sucee™ 

yenue from this soarce of $250,000. sive crops/of cotton than one crop of gr
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EDITOR’S TABLE. |* New Joint Stock Scheme for Far- 
—$—$—$———————— mers, 
Some Things the Editor wants so ‘The people of Kansas are starving! The 

tinetly Understood. | people of Kansas are poor! These two con- 
First, That, having simply agreed to | siderations combined, cause great suffering, edit the Farmer, and being in no panner calling forcibly for sympathy and aid. The 

whatsoever connected with the printing and | manner in which we have responded to this publication department, he is no more Te-| call proves in a degree our claim to the 
sponsible for any irregularities of itsmonth- | brotherhood of man. The farmers of this 
ly appearance ‘than are the subscribers | state are poor; in. fact agriculturalists 
themselves. | generally, are Poor ; they are sadly in want. 

Secondly, That all subscriptions and let-} I am in want—my neighbor is in want; not 
ters intended for the business department of | of bread, or lands, or money; we want knowl- 
the Farmer should be sent to the Publisher. | edge, we want facts. I want a great varie- 
Any communication intended for the Editor, ty of facts,—my neighbor wants informa- 
and enclosed, on a separate piece of paper, | tion on as great a variety of subjects ad I, 
in the same envelope, will reach his hands | but a little different in kind. These wants 
just as certainly, and, at the same time, save | we cannot deny, ignore, or secede from. 
him no little trouble. Communications in- Some of my neighbor's wants I can satisfy, 
tended for publication, or reporting facts|and hein turn can satisfy some of mine. 
for the editors use, should, of course be sent Some man up in Pierce, or Dodge, or Rock, 
directly to him. can supply others, and I in return can give 

Thirdly, That he desires every reader, | them something from my store of facts. 
Possessed of knowledge or views appropri-| ‘There is one pleasant feature in this mu- 
ate to an agricultural paper, to forward tual giving—the total absence of any thing 
them to the Farmer for publication. like alms ; and also, that however much we 

> +—__ give, our store is not diminished. Is not 

charity then but a gift—that in giving shall 
The Arts of Peace and War. profit the giver as well as the receiver? In 

There is great danger, in times like the | fact we propose a Joint Stock Mutual bene- 
Present, when war so almost exclusively | fit Society, wherein the amount paid in shall 
Occupies the minds of the people, that the | bear an infinitely small proportion to the 
hands of farmers who remain at home to}dividend, and the dividends shall in all 
cultivate the fields will be less active than | cases increase in proportion to the use they 

is necessary to meet the demands of the| are put to. 4 
Country. And yet there are three important The terms of membership are: Ist, sub- 
Teasons why all agricultural operations |8¢Tibe for the Farmer, and 2d, (and this I 
should be carried on more vigorously than | ™ust here warn you is by many considered 
‘ver: First, because the war will result in| the great boo scare, the skeleton of the 
4n increased demand for the products of ag-| feast) each stockholder shall contribute 
ticulture ; secondly, because the number | from his or her stock of knowledge, what 
'pon whom the production of food dependg|f value they can collect. Is there any 
Must be proportionally diminished; and|thing onorous or burthensome in this? 

thirdly because the increased value of all ag- Will it not rather be a pleasant and profit- 
Ticultural produets will the better remuner-|*>le labor. Let us view this matter in a 
ate the producer. more serious and impressive light. In 

We are certain of war at home, for it has | °H00sing the business of farming, we in so already begun and the conflict is likely to be doing assume the office of Guardian in trust 
“irrevressible.”” The Union cannot compro- of Heaven’s bounty to man. May we squan- 
mise, and treason will not yield until it is|4er this inheritance without guilt, or in dis- 
crushed. Therefore, farmers of Wisconsin, | Sipating it can we plead ignorance with 
awake! Put ona new énergy—the energy | impunity; and at the same time ‘neglect'thy 
Which is begotten of patriotism, of humainity | most ready and feasible means of informa-- 

and of sélf interest—and may the God of|tion. In the business of tilling the soil, 
Jnstice smile alike upon the armies and the | there is a strong tendency to isolation—dis- 
fields of the loyal North ! inclining most farmers from siding to! ¢re-
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ate by dissemination, a (community | of| and to most countries in Europe, must be to 

knowledge. Much, however, of the repul-|°UF State, jae hse: She peculiar benefit to the 

sion that farmers entertain for agricultural counties themselves, which must come of 

literature is owing to the fact that a very their publication, and-henee very properly, 

large proportion of such literature is drawn and most of them promptly, complied with 

from the closet rather than the field—bear- | the request. Others have not done so, But 

ing on its face and in its substance unmis- | ** Provision gould not be made for the, pub- 
takeabe evidence of its origin, and for that lication of the volume until very late in the 

reason too often re jelling the less cultivated | Session of the Legislature, it may not be too 

student. There is also an inoffensive word | !ate yet if some competent, energetic,“pub- 
or term, that is much abused, and made re- lic spirited person in each county will un- 

pellant when it should be winning. Lhere| dertake the task. The following are the 

allude to the term Science. It is considered gounties now represented in the work: 

as a kind of cabalistic sign, applicable only Aaeeey Brown, Bad Ax, Calumet, Colum- 

to the uninitiated few, when its utmost lim- bia, Douglas, Juneau, Jackson, Kenosha, 

it of meaning is ‘‘a correct arrangement Lafayette, Outagamie, Ozaukee, Pierce, Ra- 

of facts.” cine, Richland, Sauk, Winnebago, Waupaca 

There is now, truthfully speaking, no and Walworth. 

science of agriculture, the list of facts being Will not, the oficers of the several Agri- 
far too small, too limited in compass, and li- cultural Societies whose counties are not 

able to too numerous exceptions to now war- represented, take this important matter in 

rant theterm; not because those facts are not | "#24 immodistely, ‘snd: thos \gir9 pa their 
known—forthey are—butas yet they are not reports before it istoo late—say within two 

widely disseminated. Whatis now required |°" sheen eke At Sprthess 2, ies 

is combining, gathering up anc arranging. ‘ 

This labor comes within = famer’s aoe: Monthly Aggiositgral Beperts of Crope 

ence—the facts arein our hands; let us each —— ‘ 

and all send up to the farmers what we There is scarcely any importation more in- 

have and see what will come of it. teresting to the farmers or more important to 
Springfield, March, ’61. D. W. the great public than that which acquaints 

ae ¥ them with the condition and prospects of the 

Transactions of the State Ag. Society | crops from month to month. We propose, 

for 1861. therefore, to publish in each number of the 

In order to make the 6th volume of Trans- FarMER a synopsis of such reports as may 

actions of the State Agricultural Society as| be furnished us from all parts of the State, 

complete an exhibit as possible of the | together with an average estimate deducted 

natural resources and general industri-|therefrom. Returns upon the following 

al condition of Wisconsin, we address™ items are especially solicited: 

ed letters in the early part of December| Principal crops under cultivation. 

to prominent and responsible persons of| General appearance and prospects of the 

our acquintance in all the counties of the crops. 
State, asking for such communications as| Character of the westher—favorable ot 
would briefly and reliably informa strang- ——— 
er of the topography of their counties Also specific reports on Wheat, Rye, Oats, 

respectively—character of surface, distri- ee Sa ‘Root Crops, 

bution of land and water, proportion of pene Ser aaer: 
cultivated, wild, and waste land—of the Stock—healthy or otherwise. 

quality and kinds of timber; of the nature} The persons making these reports, al- 

of the various soils; of the crops cultivat- | though invited to speak for their own crops 

ed; the fruits grown; the character of the SS bas ie 
stock bred; of the number, kind and’ ca- they reside, ite . ‘ 

pacity of manufacturing establishments, a ee 

Senifie, bax y i, ge Ligz- The list of 
A number of the gentlemen sddressed| premiums and judges, together. with the 

sawat once how valuable such a collection| rules and regulations for the, Fair of 1861, 
of reports sent to every state in the Union| will appear in » few daye, +,»
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Extracts from Cortespondence. | Wi.tow Sratas, Lafeyette Co., April 18. 
ae Mr. Eprror:—-Please allow me to - 

Susep—Tue Naxt Woon Curr.—Sheep ble in my rough way. As the time id ariw. 
have wintered very well indeed and bid fair ing near for making regulations and drawing 

to yield heavy fleeoes the coming season. I up societies, I would like to draw the atten- 
think we shall. not get a8 high a price into! tion of the officers to what I call the abeurd 
some eight or fen, orn Per Ib. as last year; practice of giving premiums to the fastest 

but wool-growing will be profitable at even trotting horses. I write with the hope that 

those reduced REP G98, Ihave noticed some some one better able to handle the subject 
very good articles in your last number on| san], will take it up. The benefit of it I 
sheep, which I have taken much pleasure in| cannot see, but I think it encourages gam- 

reading; alao valuable articles on various bling, horse-racing and gamblers, and en- 
other subjects worthy of careful study. I courages farmers to raise fast men, as well 
wish you much success in your noble enter- as fast horses. It is getting so with our far- 

prise. Alpes se*pectfells, mers in this section that but few of them 
H, HUMMERWAY. | have a good, solid, serviceable plow horse. 

Mee Arts AML ACG ‘ If, Mr. Editor, there is any great utility in 
Arutnetox, April 2. | it, please inform us, and oblige 

Pror. Horr:——Accompanying this are ‘ Pepe 

afew little matters for the Farmer, if you} Transactions or THE STATE AGRICUL- 

think them worthy a place in your valuable| runan Socrety ror 1858-9.—Finding that 
monthly. The recipes we have tried, and | the last legislature, owing to unusual appro- 
found them good. The article on Seed Corn| priations in various directions, was unable, 
is condensed from a Cincinnati paper. They| at the close of the session, to appropriate 
are at your disposal. the amount necessary to pay for the printing 

Very respectfully, of the volume of 1858-9, in accordance with 
E.M. Duxxino. | the usage in other years, we have naturally 

[The recipes will be fouud under their ap-| continued in possession of the few hundred 
propriate heading in Home Department.—| copies yet undistributed, and are now mak- 

Ep.] ing such disposition of them as seems most 

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS.—SEED CORN—HOW adyisable. 
TO PRODUCE EARLY GERMINATION. First we gave three copies to each member 

Dr. Chamberlain, of Bureau Co.. Ill. , has|of the Legislature as a reward for their 
made some important discoveries in regard | cleverness! and secondly, we have distrib- 
to hastening this process by artificial means, | uted and propose to distribute 20 copies to 
and demonstrated that nearly half the time | ach County Agricultural Society that has 
may be saved in germinating the seed by the | made its annual report. 
use of chloride of lime, He has in his office} Before the adjournment of the Legislature 
four boxes, each containing corn planted at| W¢ notified both branches of our intention 
the same time, in the same soil, and from| in this respect, and requested all members 
the same ear. In the first box, the corn was | Who were willing and could make it conveni- 
planted without soaking, and has not ger-| ent to favor their respective County Societies 
minated; in the second, it was soaked in|‘ acquaint us with ties fact. A number re- 
Warm water and has just begun to sprout; in ceived the due apportionment and conveyed * 
the third; it was soaked in a solution of lime | the books to their Socreties; others reported 
and the green blades are just peeping above | * disposition - do so, en an inability, with- 

ground; the fourth, was soaked in a solution | Ut too much inconvenience. 
of chloride of lime and copperas; in equal} The following Societies have been fur- 
Parts, and the blades are now nearly three | ished through members or by express at 
inches above the ground! The boxes have | the request of members; and we are willing 
all had an’ equal share of heat and light. | to serve all other Societies reported, on ap- 
The copperas used in soaking will prevent | plication: 
Worms, gophers, &c., from eating the seed.}| Ozaukee; Waukesha, Grant, Racine, Fond 

Dr. C. states that one pound of chloride of |du Lac, Dodge, Eau Claire, Kewaunee, . 
lime and one "pound of copperas, in water, | Sheboygan, Calumet, Manitowoc, Green . 
Will soak corn enough to plant twenty acres: | Lake, Jeffersoti, Marquette, Lafayette, St. 
Worth trying, anyhow. Croix, Richland, Washington.
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Hew Advertisements. |PUBLISHER’S CORNER. 
— The attention of our readers is especial- 

y called to the notices of Messrs. Miedo Scarzs.—We would call at- 
Gifford, in relation to Woodside Nursery. tention, especially of the farmers, to an ad- 

— = of what e said of Mr. Gifford we | Vertisement in another column, of these cel- 

eve to be true. See page 1. ebrated Scales. The very general use of 
Also see Mr. Hanford’ i mre 4 & ts 

1st and 2d pages, La aig pha Maicsias machines renders it a matter of 

Chester White Hogs, and Seed Potatoes. importance to all business men to know 

Smart Prurrs are advertised by the which are the bestand most reliable. Farm- 

well-known firm of Plumb, Willey & Co., on | ers too, are especially interested in this, as 

page as sea aes ears of | they are coming into general use by them, in 

such fruits as eve! ought to grow. See + ; : 
See ais oteer Bis ders 7 ee by alah sali order to detect any mistakes in the weight of 

es - Bvergreens, Wilson's ‘Albany Straw-| their grain, pork, wool, &¢., which they take 

rries, Apple Seeds, ac. to market. 

— Tue Extract or Tosacco advertised, In order the better to advise our readers, 

on page 1, we ae oe as on per-| we have examined the plan, construction and 

; sonal use or observation. is Te- i ith- 

commended, however, by ened tae: workntan = p of the above Beales, and = 

sachusetts, and may serve a good pi = out hesitation pronounce them the best in 

Certainly tobacco should be put to nomorere-| Use. The long experience and constant ap- 

spectable use. plication of one inventors have reduced 

— Canoon’s Patent Broapcast SowER.— vane ee pa daged rhe ard 

We believe this machine has given pretty | time made important improvements, among 

good satisfaction to a majority of those who| which: are the steel guaads, secured by 

have tried it and who prefer the broadcast | patent, to prevent friction of the loops on the 

method of seeding. Mr. Capron can be re-| beam, aaa of the greatest utility are the 

lied on for promptness and faithfuluess in | check rods which, while, they do not in the 

filling orders. least obstruct the foe operation the Scale; 

= 4 : entirely prevent all friction of the bearings 

Tue Thorough-bred horse, Prince of] on the knife edges of the Scale, on which the 

; Wales, comes from good stock, and has the | 1) atform of all Scales must reat. 

reputation of being # good horse. PThese stay rods are not used in the Seales 

Rock TeRRAcE Nursery, near Madison, | first made by Fairbanks, but experience has 

comprises a large and excellent assortment demonstrated that their use, by effectually 

- ae Se grapes, pears plum and ee all chafing of aha pene on = 

cherry trees of the most approved varieties, | pivots is essentially to the durability 0 

also, evergreens, flowering shrubs and an-| the Scale. These Scales being always per- 

nuals. Mr. Chandler was several years | fectly accurate, unequaled for durability, 

associated with Marshal & Wilder. ot Bos-| and the acknowledged standard, are the best 

ton, in the cultivation of fruits, and is no and cheapest to buy. 

doubt thoroughly acquainted with his busi- They may be had at manufacturers peices 

ness, and Mr. Robbins possesses the energy, at their Warehouse, 35 Lake street, Chicago, 

taste, ambition, and meney requisite to suc- and at Simeon Mills, Agent, Madison. 

cess in an undertaking of this sort. Read Se 5 

their avertisement, (page 2,) and give them Uxcurrent Moxex!—Our currency 

a trial. now in such a shape that scarcely any of it 

— Tae Missovrr Farms offered by the|can be relied on for any length of time 

Hannibal & St. Jo R. R-Co., are favorably | Subscribers hereafter will be credited for 

situated, and, in case that State should re-| the amount the money they send us is worth 

main ne inion, will undoubtedly find| when it reaches us. Persons ordering the 

Cee New York Tribune, or any eastern papel, 

Nansemonp Sweet Potato Puants for until further notice, must send us easter? 

sale 7 Messrs Harris & Cobb, Lemont, | currency. ‘Wisconsin money is at too grest 

Cook Co., Ill. We are not specially ac-| discount to make it available in New 

— yrs —— oe — nee York. 

ey found prompt and re. jiable. —-— -e@e— -- 

# —Cuas. H, ae Premium Buw,| Lire Inuvsrrarep.—We have received § 

ARI, is so well and favorably known, that| few subscriptions for “‘ Life Tlustrated,” in 

“re in this place will be nec- clubs with ihe Former. On sending = 

" copies of that journal, we receiv: 

‘ecco ae Poughkeepsie, N.Y., | that it had been discontinued. Thos¢ wh? 

: : Sneotiae a nen oicest and newest vri- subscribed for rit oon have thelr money we 

: : or Ww supplied w: e N. ¥. 

—Cxesrsr Waite Hogs seem to be all) Tribune, or either of the Madison weeklies 

the rage. See Mr. H.C, Graff's advertise-| instead. They will please notify us imm* 

ment, page 1. diately which they prefer.
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a The Culture of Flax. flax, or even ten years ago, but they are not 
Kab Bean Gullinated combina tuime! good against the machinery and processes 

Flex : of the present. Once it was a work of 
a cee weeks to get the fiber ready for market. 

= r e ~.|Now, by the aid of machinery and het 

Se a age water, the whole labor is accomplished in 
muse ue of Encope iis production twenty-four hours; and, anywhere within 

copii tan ina most important branch of # range cf many: miles of,e manniactaring 
Mees andieven Lee des enlabliahed establishment of modern style, the farmer 

flr the TY; a ofieivine- tunteuation iahe is simply expected to harvest and dry it. 

eal ena . oe eee and manufac. | Ev22 the old fashioned and slow process of 

‘aure into cloth. But since the invention of palling, by hand ia. now supercede paces 
eee onaleginntng jenny) cotion ting with the reaper, and this crop is as 

lms been so much more cheaply manufac- aay caunered 26 = ae E 

@ured, that the demand for linen has natur- 2. The second objection may be true or it 

ally somewhat declined—particularly in |™*Y not. When the spinning had tobe done 

tase countries where labor is dear. Re-|>¥ = es at _ aa ee conten 
mtly, however, great improvements have or Ea “4 mae ae h i pep 
Geen made on the processes of the olden Teh PEORAG Ion tare — 

me, which were so tedious, laborious and meso ini the same, Deapove epee ae 
expensive,-and there is reason to hope for a that means have been invented whereby the 

anstend ae Fil sdocavss (in texeat with nite fiber is so changed as to be susceptible of 
~emmase propertioned to tle magnitude of the working up like cotton, there is likely to be 

mew motives which can hardly fail to influ- | *” increased demand, . 
v@mce at least England and the United There may be some doubt—notwithstand- 

‘Mates. ing its confirmation by good authorities— 

easmceniie anaes as to whether the process of cottonization 
Three great objections seem to stand in | will prove economical, but there is very lit- 

‘the way of its more extensive cultivation in | tle doubt that the inventive genius stimu- 
‘Gis country : lated anew, as of late, by the new motive 

First, it is deemed a hard crop to prepare | of patriotism, will speedily accomplish an 

Termarket. object so highly important. 

‘Second, it is not considered a very remu-} But then the business of flax-raising is 
‘merative crop. made profitable in some parts of the country 

Third, it is thought to exhaust the soil | where no account is made of the fiber at all. 

ere than almost any other crop. In Ohio large quantities are raised merely 

& The first was valid as against the old|for the manufacture of linseed oil. And 
methods in use when our fathers cultivated ' with our rich soil and favorable climate,
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we doubt not the establishment of a few oil|or as soon as wheat sowing is out of the 
mills in our midst would ensure the profit-| way and before corn planting begins. If 
ableness of this rather new branch of hus-| for the seed only, three pecks to the acre 
bandry in Wisconsin. will be sufficient; if for the fiber, two bush- 

There are a few mills in ourstate already, | els; if for both seed and fiber, one bushel 
but owing to the prevalence in the public | to five pecks. 

mind of the objections above named, they| If neither the land nor the seed be foul it 
have enjoyed but a small patronage. will not need’ weeding. Otherwise, when 

The seed usually sells for 75 cts to $1,50| about two or three inches high it will re- 
per bushel, and with a yield of 10 to 20| quire going through with the hand or some 

bushels per acre is as profitable a crop as|Convenient instrument—especially if the 
wheat. fiber is intended for the factory. 

Suppose, then, we had factories for work- rare lawrenrca, 

ing up the fiber—and why should we not| [f raised for the seed simply, the latter 
have them ?—and could thus add some 2 tons | should be allowe¢ to mature; which may be 
coarse fiber, or 500 Ibs per acre of dressed | known by the yellow color of the straw and 
flax, with two or three hundred pounds of] the bright lustre and reddish brown color 
tow. It at once becomes apparent that/of the seed. If the fiber is also to be used 
the production of flax may be made a better | it should be gathered when the stalk is yel- 
business than the growth of any of the| low, about one third or one half the way up 
grains now cultivated in this State. from the bottom. 

3. “But does it not exhaust the soil?” As before remarked, the old process was 

We answer no, not so rapidly as many pulling by the hand. Subsequently ma- 
other crops. A chemical examination shows | chines were constructed for pulling it, and 
that a much larger proportion of the sub-| the method now proposed is to reap it with 
stance of flax than of almost any: of the| horse-power machines, When removed from 
cereal crops is derived from the atmosphere | the soil, by whatever process, it should be 

—the mineral constituents being present in | hound in small bundles and set up in shocks 
@ proportionally small quantity.. We have| or stacks, like grain, and left in the sun 
the best authority in the world for making| until cured. 

this statement. Suppose then we leave the} But we have already transcended our in- 
roots in the soil, cutting off the stem just] tended limits; it being the objeet of this 
above the crown of the root, and then return article, not so much to give specific infor- 
all the waste fiber, is it not apparent, that mation, as to call attention to an important 

with such treatment, flax would prove an/| mission in our western farming, and to 
eany crop pox thy soit’? answer some of these old stereotyped objec- 

THE SYSTEM OF CULTURE | tions which have outlived the reasons upon 
Ts as simple as for most crops. The first | which they were once founded. 

requisite for the best crop is a deep, rich,| We are pleased to see a waking up to the 
loamy soil, well drained, either naturally | import ince of this subject, and to note that 
or artificially. Flax willsuceced very well, | in our sisterState, Ilinois, joint stoek com- 

however, upon a great variety of soils. In-| panies are being organized for the estab- 
deed, the finest and best fiber is oftenest | lishment of oil mills and flax-dressing and 
produced upon the poorer soils. The selec-|]inen manufactories. Will not Wisconsin 
tion should be determined somewhat, there-| at least take this matter into consideration? 

by the use whi e crop is to Sa Sa eS 
= Ee eee es Sorghum.—Its Cultivation and manu- 

As to the succession of crops, it is thought facture. 
by many to do better after corn, but suc- Puxasant Spring, Dane Co, March 16, 
ceeds well after wheat, and even upon| Mz. Epiror:—I thought I would give 
sward ground if very thoroughly pulver-| through the columns of the Farmer, my ¢x- 
ized. ; perience in raising and manufacturing the 

Deep plowing und much harrowing are| sugarcane. The first thing to look to in 

important. At all events the soil should be] raising, is the situation, and kind of soil: 
deep and fine. My experience is, that an elevated position 

The sowing should be done early in May, | and sandy soil isto bepreferred. Elevated,
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because less liable to be cut by the early I think the best way to manufacture the 
frosts, as the frost materially injures the|cane, is to cut, express and evaporate as quality of the syrup. Sandy soil, because | nearly the same time as practicable, the cane grows more rapid and is more like-| _I woutd prefer to have the cane cut before ly to arrive to maturity in season to work | the frost, even if it had to lay ‘wo or three before the frost comes to injure the juice; | weeks before it could be worked, than to as [have found that freezing the cane does | have it frozen standing in the field. My materially injure the syrup—making it of | experience the past fall has led me to this a darker color and stronger taste. I have | conculsion. 
also found that cane grown upon sandy soil| One of my neighbors had some cane that is richer in quantity of juice, and decidedly | was nice and pretty well matured that he 
lighter in color, and better in taste, than | wished me to work. But not knowing how that grown upon land that is rich and| the thing shouldbe done, he wenton andcut mucky. p his cane before comiug to see me about The next that I have looked to is the seed. working it for him. 
After getting my seed (I prefer that grown I told him I could not do it for him in less here) I put it into a tin pail, or any suita-| than two weeks. He replied that he was ble vessel, and then pour hot water upon it | afraid it would spoil, as it had been cut a —nearly boiling het—and let it stand for | week already. 
fifteen or twenty minutes, and then turn off| I said that was the best I could do for all the water that will readlly run off with-|him. He brought his cane bound up in out draining; then let it stand two or three | bundles eight or ten inches through, and days in 9 moderately warm place. By this | piled it up three bundles high and went his 
time it will have sprouted; then plant as|way. It lay there three weeks before it was early as the weather will admit. worked, and it made about as good syrup The distance that is to be preferred to put |as any I made, and I made some that look-- 
the rows is a matter of opinion. I have had |€d very much like honey, and of excellent the best success in putting the rows three | flavor. 
feet each way; in this way the cane can be| Cook's evaporating pan, I believe to be vorked among both ways, ‘which leaves less |Just the thing we need to evaporate the work to be done with the hoe. I think that | juice. [used one last fall, and made for planting in hills is preferable to planting | myself and neighbors over four hudred gal- 
indriD’s, as the hill planting is less liable |lons of syrup which was all of good quali- ‘o sucker if the right number of stalks|ty. I used no cleansing material, as the stand in the hill, which I find to be from|Pan did the cleansing till after the frost four to six. It is well known to all that | Struck thecane, Then I used the bisulphate have tried to grow the cane, that it is very | Of lime, obtained from Mr. Walter Carswell 
slow to start, and that it is late in the sea-|0f Portage City, with deci led benefit. It son before it is big enough to hoc. Conse-| Sweetened the juice by neutralizing the acid, 
quently, the weeds are apt to get so large | and made the syrup decidedly lighter col- that it is difficult to find the young spears, | ored and better fiavored, 
Tthink that if those wishing to plant the| The quanty of the bisulphate used, I var- coming season, could obtain plaster to put, | Tied according to the acididity of the juice, “Y 8 teaspoonful in each hill, and then put | But Ithink, on an average, I used two-thirds the sprouted seed upon the plaster, then | of a pint of the bisulphate of lime to forty- “over about an inch deep with well pulver-| gallons of juice. The quantity to be used ined earth, it would have a tendency to re-| of the bisulphate of lime depends upon the "eve if not to entirely remove the difficul- | strength of the bisulphate of lime and acid- ties which have thus far beset us in this di- ity of the juice. I think that the bisulphate rection, It would also have a tendency to/is very useful in cleansing the tubs and bring the cane to maturity from one to two | vessels used in the sugar camp, as it pre- i Weeks earlier in the fall. vents fermentation and keeps them sweet Thaye found that the best way to strip|and clean. 

the cane is while standing in the hill. If} The bisulphate should be put into the. “ripped before the frost comes, the leaves | juice as it is being expressed trom the mill: will pay for stripping. The cloths used to filter the juice should be ae
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washed at least once a day with a half pail|in their properties than any other vegeta- 

ful of water with a gill of the bisulphate| ble whatever. Not only ‘so, they likewise 

thrown in. Some objections have been|contain a large proportion of phosphorous 
urged against the use of the. bisulphate, be-/ and sulphur, those fiery elements which 

cause it leaves a mineral taste to the syrup. | enter so largely into the composition of the 
But 1 have found that as soon as the syrup | brain and nervous system. 

has stood sufficiently long to work itself} These are the reasons they have been in 
clear, this taste subsides, and the molasses | use from time immemorial as a diet for ar- 

keeps decidedly better through the summer/| mies. They give power and endurance. 

that has been cleansed with the bisulphate. | Therefore we repeat it, plant more beans 

After having three years experience with|than nsual. Our soldiers will want them. 

the cane business, I have come to the con- aE ail ae ee 

clusion that syrup can be made from it toa The Great innate Exhibition for 

Pena eta pret eaten oe ata It appears by English papers{that London 
borhood get a mill and a pan and the rest, |. a . 

4 f is again to be the focus of the great world’s 
say eight or ten, reise the cane, say } acre|. eeele ew * 

i std ioe doe ratte industry. The exhibition is to be held in 

— & UP. 1862, and is intended to embrace everything 
E.M. Craxpaty. |. x 

a paps in the departments of agriculture, the me- 

Product of a Model Farm. chanic and fine arts. The guarantee fund 

mae Ps i amounts to about two millions of dollars, 
Prof. J. J. Mapes, publishes in the W ork-| and the necessary preliminary arrange- 

ing Farmer ae faerie sees ees ments are already perfected. 

zahone on Se ae 2 are ei eo Information of the enterprise has by this 

me dee res : oe a 5B} raha : time reached every part of the civilized 

owe on Neen Oe nen a globe, and the hands of industry have thus 

: SALES OF PRODUCTS. soon begun to ply the implements of art 
CADDA GOR... eee eeeeesseresnesseeesnteseesseeeeeesesseese $778 19 | with new zest and stimulated skill. 

CRTTOtB cceeeneeeneseennseeneeeneeseereeee 14960] It was a grand idea, that of gathering 

Seen UCIT Zap gh] together the representatives of the industry 

Sete ena aan ance ie ations foes eompanieon net thelr 
Pighjesccssssesssesesssssseeseseeeseeeseseeeeseeeeee 83 49| progress in the great arts of civilization. 

Portes mmm, pt] By this means, the advancement of the 
Perr beay pinccuat Weta ee oe apn gn Ort Am SESE) Petey ie eur mere nyy tbe 
SDR 8 neo nas nenttnennnnn at M aggregate efforts of all the individuals of 

Pear ear Trost und Grafityewnvwvvrey SF go | enterprise and genius whom the world con- 
Seat sipeaincm ese aus | Re) mem, Favenbionjer xalurpie dis: 
CANTOR, .aceeesseeseeeensesseneenmesneseeeessessceeesseeeeee 112 50] covery is hidden from even the weakest and 

Cae iota “ie 09 | most benighted of the nations. All are put 
MilKyecssesnemeneassnnenmnennnnnsnnesns 98 0| ypon a level for the time being, and each‘: 

Total salen,......-esccreecsseesseessseereeesesees-89,610 07 | helped forward by the best efforts of every 
EXPENSES ARD DISBURSEMENTS. one and all the rest. 

Sine BAO sacs sane eS acncoees secretes ceeecensss LUE BE g 
13,300 Ibs, phosphate,...0.c..ccccccwecccesnes 266 00 But the great advantage derivable from 

Me Risen pelt meadow af SUBS ccc, 68 00 | 8UCh gigantic exhibitions of the industry of 
PaRDi Se tiiaceeenecntercctnaima sas ae i gum i 
Warciiact ta an °0 o- pate eee nose a panies 
Blacteseatth eevee sec 65 00/ tion for our nation to ask is, shall we be 

Ghefeadl Gindettyanseenncnsncccccce 96 80 | Fepresented ? 
Common Balt,...--seceserseerererrererssereercssssesees 23 00 It will be remembered that in 1851 Amer- 
MiscellaneOUs......--sccccevvsveessssssesseessesesseeeeee 100 00] , x s 

—— _| ica acquitted herself nobly in some depart- 

nae Seo rnte eae ments of the exhibition, and, indeed won 
$8,446 36 | for herself the proud distinction of ranking 

4 Net Profity.s.-sesesessessesseseseneessrsseseeseseeese$6,163 71 | firstin the mechanic arts. Will our mechan- 
—_——+oo——— : : . : . . 

Beans di ics be determined to maintain their right 

Plant for our 80 and title to that eminence? And will the 
Beans are among the most nutritious of | agriculturists of America who failed to do 

foods. Indeed they are more muscle-forming| themselves equal credit on that occasion
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prepare to vindicate the honor of the Ameri- ; 
can soil? STOCK REGISTER. 

True, we are plunged in civil war, and Trotting Horses too Young. 
besides being largely engrossed by the mo- ersueds 
mentous question involved, are sure to ex-| It has long been ar Ee that horse- pend an immense amount of effort and|™€® are too much given to putting their 
treasure. But, if wisely managed, as we promising colts to their speed at too early 
believe it will be, the war need not be of | ®@ 28¢- We lave in our aed = number long continuance; and, besides, we hold of splendid FouRs horses which, oe that there is power and patriotism enough think, were just about ruined by such 
inthis glorious old Union to throttle Treason | !unders of their owners. , 
with one hand, while with the other it pre- There can be no objection to een, 
pares the food for the maintenance of its | the Process of training at quite an carly people and the means requisite to a vindi-|2¢- Indeed the work of education should 
cation of its industrial rank among the na- begin while yet they are sucking colts. tions of the earth. But as the development, strength, and pow- Moreover the odds are not likely to be so] er of endurance come on gradually, rarely greatly against us. Other countries either attaining their maximum until the horse are already or are likely to be involved in arrives at the age of six or seven or even 
war. France is struggling hard and ex- eight years, it would seem to be the teach- 
pending great sums of money to provide ing of philosophy and common sense that for herself the best navy in the world, and| the severe trials of speed and power should England is taxing herself to the utmost to notbe imposed until the period of maturity, retain her long boasted supremacy. Italy} And yet nothing is more common, at most 
isin turmoil; Austria is threatened with | of our State and County Fairs, than to see war, and the other governments on the con- young colts of hardly three and four years tinent are buisy with the thought and pre-| put upon the trotting course and whipped 
parations for war. through to the very vergeof their endurance. Not the most propitious time in the world, | In our way of thinking, such practices are 
to be sure, for a World’s Fair; but then the not only unwise but barbarous and inhu- arts of peace must not be neglected even in| man. As will appear by the premium list such times of confusion. Indeed it is more in this number, they are no longer to be en- 
important than ever, that the votaries of couraged by the Wisconsin State Agricultu- industry should be doubly zealous. ral Society. 

As an American citizen we feel a strong} | a ee a 
desire that something should be done by|_, Susan ASHING STG weaken ers i this country worthy of her incomputable Erie county, Ohio, in Sandusky city, March 
natural resources and of her Gmequatied 9th, 1861, unanimously adopted the tollow- 

. . i lution: hysical and intellectual ies. a aioeee : 4 Fasauemaaer on northwest andot Wis-| , Ztoeed, That the practice of washing E eran *8-! wool on the sheep's back is not only injuri- consin, we feel a local pride which must be| ons to the sheep and the man that washes added to the pride of country and general sb but that as the man ie we apo 
i . es his wor poorest, and not in the wae he progress of the arts. least benefitting the wool-buyer or manufac- © Northwest has not yet come to be turer, as they intend to make an average of known, to any considerable extent, by the] the well and poorly washed wool, at the People of the old world, as other than a|same time making bot isle gifarenes. ta 

t ‘ rice, and therefore the disagreeable job is ne aoe of wild lands ao eaae eatieey a useless one, and that being so, Partly waste. Let us show them their| te wool-growers of Erie Co. are ready to error—that here is a vast territory of coun-| abandon it. 
ty teeming with life and the multiform a 
Products of the skilled industry of a people Sheep-Shearing—Scabby Sheep. 
of unsurpassed genius and energy. This i ing ; se ot a is is the season for Sheep-Shearing ; It is hoped that the Agricultural Societies many are already beginning the work, and as of the several States will take the matter at this time remedies are applied for Sheep into consideration, and that active measures | affected with the Scab, we Shall give one of will be adopted to insure a worthy represen-| the prominent receips for a wash for this tation of the United States as individual purpose : Commonwealths and as a nation. 50 pounds Leaf Tobacco, 40 pounds Blue- Pp , 40 por
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stone ; 40 pounds Salt ; 5 pounds Corrosive | soiling cattle is understood raising green 
Sublimate ; 3 gallons Spirits Turpentine. | crops, and feeding them in a green state to 
Dissolve the Sublimate in Alcohol, as in wa-| stock, either in a stable or in a yard or 
ter it is apt to crystalize when cool. This | field of sufficient dimensions to afford ex- 
will make the quantity for 50 gallons water ;|ercise for the cattle. The crops generally 

plunge the Sheep in this wash. Others use! grown for this purpose are corn, clover, 
simply Tobacco water. We learn of one of | millet, &c. The best crop, however, in this 
our largest Sheep-raisers in Monterey coun- | climate is corn, it grows rapidly, and when 

ty having purchased of Greene, Heath &| sown broadcast or in close drills, yields 
Allen, 5000 pounds of Tobacco for this pur-|immensely. The yield on one acre of corn 
pose.” Messrs, Greene, Heath & Allen have| properly planted for soiling purposes is 
large lots of Tobacco at low prices for this ayes sian! ienliessontot Beieo. tient Pi 

use ; to this house we recommend purchasers. . say, ten times the eae otiatoek st 

No Sheep-raiser should permit the Sheep-|},, a Hare shinee cnied in 

shearing season to pass without efforts to] 11.5 p. ti ae PU ARE Hp OAEZed s2, 

eradicate this disease from his flocks ; those “Th y rae ane, Nf, a wisht 

whé neglect to do this are *tpenny wise, but |). nes aan ae Bare to 

pound foolish.””—[ California Farmer. Pa stock — keep it better t an by 
ee Regt saat eee posturing: Lit quate at to 

Overitocking” | take this matter into consideration and try 
king. some experiments the coming summer. 

“I yead the reports of your an For milch cows, there can be no doubt of 

discussions with much interest. Some of] ‘te greet advantages of feeding regularly 

the ideas I find therein, I approve, and some | Sree? food. It is so full of the rich juices 

Ido not. Ilike the idea that land can be | that it increases the flow of milk greatly, 
improved by grazing, if it is not overstock- and in hot summer weather when pastures 
ed. That is the truth, gaineay it who will. | here are burned up by the intense rays of 
There is no way that land can be so profit- the sun, a large, thickly planted corn-feld 

ably improved as by grass, not to be eaten is especially desirable. Qur pastures in 

off to the bare earth. but kept in a vigorous this latitude are seriously affected by drouth 
state of growth. By this course you are every year, and if soiling is not carried on 

enriching the land and getting pay for so altogether, it should be sufficiently to carry 

doing as you go along, by the cattle or sheep stock through thehot months. Horses, colts, 

which you feed, while the land produces hogs sheep, &c., can be keptas well by soil 

more and more grass every year; whereas, |/"S #8 by any other manner, and on about 
if you overstock your pastures, your stock one-tenth of the amount of ground.—Th 

pays little or nothing. Valley Farmer. Rrra 

“Tt was my fortune to be brought up with 
a farmer who thought it bad policy to put Summer Management of Sheep. 

on so much that they had to pick off the 4 ° x ‘ 

grass to the bone. He said that stock which = corzeapandent of the Neve Hemp 

was reared in that way showed many bones Journal, gives the following as his metho! 

but little flesh. I have generaly followed of managing sheep in summer; 

his plan. But let me suppose a case—yet it “I separate my ewes that are with lamb, 

is no supposition, for I have often seen it. from the rest of the flock, and keepthem 01 

A has a field which he thinks will keep 20|hay, witha little grain, till they goto grass. 

cattle, and he puts them into it. B has a/I plan to have my lambs begin to come! 

field of the same size and quality, and he| April, and as soon as she ground is bare! 

puts only ten cattle into it. Now it will|turn them out. I put them up every night. 

almost always be found that in autumn, the | and feed with hay and grain, till the nights 

ten have gained as many, often more pounds | become warm, and the feeble ones, if ther? 

live weight, than the twenty. The ten with | be any, can take care of themselves. 1 put 

first-rate pasture should gain four hundred | them up nights to save the manure, as long 

pounds each, and it is doubtful if the twen-|as they will eat hay. I keep my ewes and 

ty would have gained 200 pounds each. |lambs from the rest of the flock till I wea? 

The ten would make extra beef and bring | my lambs, the first of September. Thaves 

an extra price, while the twenty would | nice place for my lJambs—the fence is tight, 

make only third rate beef, bringing little |and they become tame, and are easily man- 

more per pound than they were worth when | aged through life. 

they were turned to pasture. The ten paid] My pasturing is divided into seven part. 

$25 each for their pasture, or perhaps more. | I have two flocks, and it takes about twenty 

This I have often seen—John Johnston in|days to get them around through the pas 

Homestead. tures, so they have new feed every few days. 

——_ ++ —__ There is water in every pasture. I will 

Soiling Cattle. give you my reasons for this en 

— In the first place, sheep will go to the fur 

We are satisfied this is a subject of much | ther end of the pasture before feeding much, 

importance to dairymen. Soiling cattle is|and if there is a good spot of feed they will 

peecoeed with great success and profit in the | find it, and crop it snug to the ground, and 

astern States, and has also been tried at|the rest of the feed will go to seed. Ins 

the West with the very best results. By|small pasture, sheep will crop off the wild
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grass when it is tender, and when they Two sets of rawhide halters will last a 
come around again hey will crop it pareand mas Metical . St montis too Jong-) 
time, and so on. ey will also be more in some places the Spaniards use rawhide 
contented. I see no reason why sheep will | log-chains to work cattle with, cut into nar- 
not eat wild grass in summer as well as in | row strips and twisted together hawser fash- 
winter. A pasture of one hundred acres, |ion. It can be tanned so it will be soft and 
divided into ten or more, is better adapted | pliable like harness leather, Save a cow and 
to the care of the sheep. The shepherd | ‘deacon pelt” and try it.”—[Wm. Rhodes 
will see them oftener, and salt them more | in Country Gentleman. 
regularly. They will soonlearn his whistle, 5 Sie Seca, 
or will run at the sight of the salt box he Diseases of Horses. 

in his hand, Th 
~~ cena! It gives me a chance Case of Cramp or Sp esm—I was requested tale my potions wi ue exira ex | atin ine ae, pita hess ud be 

leet ieilltdicare the tesie Rpsed Saige tient, a gray gelding, aged eight years, was 
we ean have more room for corn and roots in | Put up at the stable on the evening preced- 
the fields.” ing my visit, apparently in perfect health; 

Fg SR ee early in the morning, ere I was called, the 
* : “feeder” observed that the horse was inca- 

Signs of a Good Ox. pable of moving the near hind limb, and it 

Ata recent Legislative Agricultural meet- creer as I wasinformed, “‘as stiff 
ing held at the State House, in Boston, Mr.} gp making an examination of the body 
Sheldon, of Wilmington, gave the following | of the animal, he appeared to be in perfect 
as his rule of judging of a good ox: health; yet he was unable to raise the limb 

“You should stand before him and be | i® the slightest degree from the stable fioor, 

sure he has a fine hazel eye, large nostrils, ee oe tke ng scoruinely diagnosed as 

eens moves yer cres salen Ae Treatment-—The body and lower parts of 
horns, toes straight out before him, straight the limb were clothed with blankets and * 
inne penees; bosom: fall peckiateai ht, ze flannel bandages, and the affected limb was 
Ride se mssiispaey 16 you sdndd thess points | i nily.cabbed foal an Wane eae a 
breed he fe but if gou went one buy Lia {Portion of the following linament: Oil of 

y “1G, ; i He said that he had found that a black-eyed | Oo0er, “pe craeG it wrewiay ee fm 
ii ce a 2 ba depended sect ie ns ely In the course of a few hours after the ick and be ugly, while a short headed ox tees : : 
Will start quick from the whip, but he will] frst *pPlication’ the difleulty had entirely v4” . soon forget it.’ psi The owner informed me that the horse 

it soli ta k had, on the day prior to the attack, been 
SaAEePeA RE . eon oF + Bees exposed to a cold and continuous rain 

There is not, probably, in the English lan. storm, and probably’ this operated as the 
guage a better description of a ‘well propor-| exciting cause of the spasm—American 
tioned steed,” condensed into so few words | Stock Journal. in 
as the following from the pen of theimmor-| ,oss or Cup.—My method of curing loss 
tal Shakspeare : of cud, is this: Give a healthy cow a small 
Round-hoofed, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long, | quantity of oats or barley in the straw to 
Broad breast, full eyes, small head and uostril wide; | eat, and when she begins to raise her cud 
meee short ears, straight legs and passing | take a handful of it, or the masticated food 
Thin mane, thick tail, broad buttock, tender hide;— | from her mouth; and while warm, put it in- 

Look, what » horse should have he did not lack, to the mouth of the one that has lost the 
Save a proud rider on so proud a back. eud. This has proved an effectual cure in 

Se et all instances where I have known it tried. 
Raw-Hide—To Use. —Cor. Prairie Farmer. 

: How few persons know the value of Raw- a if joultiiieee Sedasack cinweite® 
ide. It seems almost strange to see them a 3 eer 

Sell all of their “deacon” skins for the small | in the Charleston Courier gives an effectu- 
ont a Seep: bale a =e al remedy for that formidable disease in 

ell tanned raw-hide an inch wide, and a . ” ; ‘: horse can hardly break it by pulling back— | horses, the pied staggers,” the recipe being 

‘wo of them he cannot break any way. as follows: ‘Gum-.camphor, one ounce; 

aa into narrow strips and shave the hair| whisky or brandy, one pint—dissolve.— 

asa pharp knife te yu or besser oa Dose—One gill, in a half pint of gum ara- 
Farmers know how perplexing it is to lend | bic, flax sced, or oiher ee tea 

bags and have them returned minus strings. | given every three or four hours; seldom 
F it will out-last hoop iron (common) in any ae to a sore oe ey See: 
hape, and is stronger. 1t is good to wrap | The horse must be kept from water twenty 
around a broken thill—better than iron. four hours. Never bleed in this disease.”
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Horses Purina ar rue Haurer.—Take| The coop should be airy and well venti. 
an inch rope, put it around his neck, throw | ated, or the birds will die, and it should lke 
it over a pole in front of him, about as high| clean and often whitewashed, or they wit) 
as his head—the pole being fixed solid—run | be infested with lice. They should alwayz. 
the rope back under the pole to one of his| have dry ashes to wallow in, and sulpicer 
hind feet, hitch it around his fetlock, fasten, | thrown into the ashes and given in food ts 
and let him pull. This is the best remedy I| the fowls is, in our experience, excelent_ 
have ever tried, and will effect a cure. Salt meat, etc., gives a tendency to disezsr_ 

— In answer to the inquiry, how to break | and tainted meat, onions, decayed cabbagr, 
horse of pulling at the halter, I would say | and many other things, flavor the eggs dim- 

tie him to the limb of atree, or something | agreeably. 
that will give, but not lethim loose. Ithink| Rats will steal the corn unless the feeding 
.taneffectua] remedy.— Cor. Rul N. Yorker.| through be hung on wires, which is a mea 
i — and convenient way. Water must alwaysie 

Arnsnings.—Pure bred and grade Ary- | Present, and it must be pure and fresh ; cas- 
shire bulls are rising in favor greatly with | ered with a grating or slat-work of wire ar 
those of our dairy farmers who have used | Wood, that hens cannot step into it. _ 
them.—[The Homestead. _Black prema Bolton Greys, White Bac 
pore peers Sls ee sings snd lack Falands: are, in our view, 

> y the best varieties for keeping in the ey, 
THE POULTERER. | where eggs are the great aes amid 

—————_—— | well behaved, handsome birds-are desiraiie. 
Poultry Profits on a Small Scale. too. Game fowls are unruly, though exeail- 

A —— lent as layers, as well as for the table— 
Mr. Benjamin Stevens of this city bought [The Homestead. 

13 common fowls at are. cents each Tey dasha et aT) Tne oe 
were kept in a room 10X12 feet, and had the 
run of jaa 10X35 feet. They received THE BEE KEEPER. 

d care, were kept cleanly, and consumed | -—_+— ace 
Sirs worth of corn and other grain and | Starting an Apiary—How to Procure 
meat scraps. They had grass and sods oc- Bees. 
casionally thrown to them in summer, of ! . a 

* which no account was kept, of course Neith-| In starting an apiary itis of the utmect 
er was the labor of attending them estimated ; | importance to commence right: To dothis 
and, in our opinion, for a man situated as/ the following rules should be carefully ob 
Mr. Stevens is, that is living alittle way out| served: 
of the city, having regular business hours,| —First-—Select colonies if possible, in frame 
and of course some hours of comparative| hives, I prefer Mr. Langstroth’s. 
leisure, such labor pays for itself in the! scond—The best colonies to procure in 
relaxation it affords, So that if we wereto be! . Ling are second swarms of the precedis 
nice about it, we should charge it upon the | bt dba Red the 1G be full P — 
credit side of the account. peat proved (be tees ee 

The products are 1,365 eggs, $4.74 worth | full of combs. They are the best, hecansr 
of chickens, eaten and charged at the mar-| if net queenless, each has a young queen. 
ket price at the time they were eaten, and an | Queens generally lose their fidelity after the 
increase of one in the stock on hand. | third or fourth year; the younger the quer» 

The account stands thus : | the more preuce she is, hence the maser 
Cr. profitable the colony will prove to the owmes. 

a — Aguin, the combs are not as liable as older 
fisdee aed rps 25.03 colonies to be filled with a superabunéaner 

rs $35.02 of bee-bread. In frame hive:, this- exes 
13 cocks and hens 3714 cts. each $5.8714 of bee-bread may readily be taken away, a0 
Keeping, 17.82 that by their use this objection is partially 

$22.59¥4 | removed. 
; $12.323¢ “ First”? swarms of the preceeding year 

This makes the clean profits amount to| Should generally be pegecto iby the inexpe 
about a dollar apiece, which does not include | rienced, whenever “second” swarms may 
the interest on the cost of the coop. or rent | be obtained, as the age of the queen cannot 
of the ground on which it stands, nor the| always be ascertained-—the first swarm from 
wear and tear of materials, which are abun-|a hive being always accompanied—save xt 
dantly offset by the manure produced. exception—by an old qneen—usually 2° 

Every family in the city which can give to| Jeast one year old. io 
chickens a comfortable, dry room, and adry,| — Q/d stocks should not be selected when- 
ees can Keep so many as can have 2/ ever either of tho above classes can be pa 
yards of ground room each ; aud Mr. Btev- Se as the ee Box Nee eee 
ens’ success is not at all extraordinary, but vice ee: Cece eee og 
may be the common experience. Were this | $tOcks not over two years old, being 
to be done, we might export eggs, or, as the | from disease or foul brood, which have eas 

phrase is, “‘live like feting cocks,” for|Swarms the preceding year, and whase 
oggeare a prominent article of diet for these| combs are bright, make very good stock 

, hives. You may have to pay more Sor
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“second swarms") than for either of the| should be regular or straight, that they may 
other classes enumzrated ; they will, how-| be more suitable, should you wish to trans- 
ever, be found the cheapest in the end. fer them to frame hives; there should also 
Third—Make a thorough examination of| be a majority of the worker class. 

the selected colonies. After a little experi-| Mode of’ T'ransporting,—Anelastic spring 
ence this need not require over ten or fifteen | wagon is the best conveyance. The em~ 
minutes. Take a piece of cloth about ten/|trances of the movable frame hives may be 
inches square, and spread over it a thin| closed to confine the bees, by tacking over 
layer of tobacco—smoking or chewing—|each of them a narrow strip of wire cloth 
then commence on one side of the cloth and| or gauze. The slots, or holes in the honey 
roll it together, and sew or tie it in a roll,| board, should be uncovered, that the bees 
Punk, or partial decayed maple-wood will! may have access to the honey ehamber if 
answer as well. Set one adie the punk| necessary. The hives thus prepared may 
or roll on fire—do not let it blaze. Blow a| uow be set into the wagon in their natural 
little smoke first in the entrance of the hive| position. Box hives should be inverted 
—the bees will retreat among the combs and| while carrying them in the wagon. The 
fill their sacs with honey, when they are al-| bottoms may be covered by laying a sheet 
ways peaceable. Remove the top cover,| over each, which should be so secured that 

sat blow a little more smuke into or through | no bees can escape; provision for ventilas 
the slots, or holes, of the honey-board. The} tion should be made. The vehicle should 
honey-board should now be removed and|not be driven faster than a walk.—Cor. 
the frames of eomb lifted out reparately,| American Agriculturist. 
and carefully inspected. The conditon of a ——+o+—_—_ 
“good, healthy.” colony should be as follows:| Principles in the Natural History of 
Ast- At least eight frames of combs (there the Bee. 
are ten frames in the Langstroth hive which — 
i ee be for rearing workers, which| | There are certain fundamental principles 
may be known by the size of the cells—the | in the natural history of the honey bee, which 
amall cells being for the workers, the large | have been fully established ; among which 
cells for the drones or male bees. Unless ee ite ee mae eee 
the majority of the combs be suitable for 5 
rencinat et the colony is of but lit aes Sg tue gn eae 

tly value. 2nd. The combs should no be in 2d. The queen is the only female bee im 
the least moldy; on the contrary, they] the family, the workers are neuters, and the 
should present a bright appearance, es-| drones are males. 
roo such as have not been bred in. 3d.| 3d. Queens are impregnated on the wing 

e colony should be perfectly free from| by the drones, and an impregnation is oper- 
disease. This may be ascertained generally | ative for life. “i ¥ 
by removing the lids ot sealed brood. It| These few principles are the foundationef 
any brood be found in a putrid state, which | the entire history of the honey bee ; and the 
meme anenbhatrs sctt, thectlody se nanal:| Terie oer meee ste quote 
lydisensed. Better ee even appar-| and others equally incapable of proof, are ently healthy colonies from apiaries in which unworthy of the eredence of the bee-keep- 
“foul brood ”’ has made its appearance. 4th. fr a _SThe : a : g vublic.—[The Homestead. The hive should be well supplied with bees ; za 1 gh Gens wae, 
also with brood combs in all stages of de-|_ JZow ro oer nip or ANTs.—Ants are fre- 
velopment, which, eyen though the queen | quently troublesome pests in an apiary. To 
be not seen during the operation—is a pretty | get rid of them, mix equal parts of potash 
Sure indication of her presence. Thus ex-| and sugar, pulverizing the whole in a mer- 
amine all ot the selected colonies, and if| tar. Set the mixture, in shallow plates, in 

any be found that fail to mect the standard | places which the ants frequent. 
reject them. A few good, healthy colonies | = 
to commence with are far beiter than a i: 
large number of poor or diseased ones. HORTICULTURE. 
BE colonies be in common “ surplus For the Wisconsin Farmer. 

ives,” the hives should be inverted for 3 uggesti ‘ay. 
examination. The condition of the bottoms ae aReevons fr msy, 

of the combs may thus be ascertained by THE FLOWER GARDEN. 
driving the bees away from them by smoke, — ‘ 
and if you are pretty good at guessing, you| This will be a busy month with those that 

may possibly guess correctly concerning re-| wish to excel in this department. Sow early 

See Seas ene combs abe this month hardy annuals; such as the down. Do not select such hives sim . - : 5 ine, Mig 
cause they have an abundance of ancy, Clarkia, Seayreess paresis pound a - 

The less honey in box hives in the spring, | Rionette, Portulacca and Petunia, a 
Provided the bees have enough—say from| Vide all herbaccous plants, that "you ey 
10 to 15 pounds—the better. The comb| wish to increase, or are becoming too large.
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Towards the middle of the month, tender j Houghton Seedling Gooseberry. 
annuals may be sown with safety, and Dab- . peeeetese 9 - 
lias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, and Petunias, may It is now twelve years since we received 
be planted out. Uncover bulbs, Roses, and|® few plapts of the Houghton Gooseberry 
in fact averything that needed protection | from that eminent pomologist, J. J. Thom- 
during winter, if not done before. Mulch|as, who remarked at the time that it was 
the roots of newly planted trees and shrubs, | worth more than all other sorts for this cliv 
with well decayed manure or swamp muck, | mate, 
and stir the soil occasionally about them, to Accustomed to give great weight to Mr. 
allow the air to penetrate and sweeten the | Thomas’ recommendations, we at once set 

eas ire aie & vigorous Ae for | about propagating very industriously, and mettre a at te ere alse thy te hn 
; vines around pillars. verandahs, such as dH aeasiying, to) Room thee pt ibas ey 

Climbing Roscs, Wisteria, Honeysuckles, eee heen supcesaful and proved en:acqui- 
Madeira Vine, and last though not least, | S!#0n- : Z 
that much abused, but lovely flower, the| A spurious sort has been disseminated 
Morning Glory. Some of the new varieties | hereabouts for the Houghton, more upright 
are beautiful acquisitions, that can hardly | growth, leafrounder, fruit smaller and round, 
be dispensed with, and though the old ones | reddish, with a tough skin. 
are common, we could not replace them by| The true Honghton is spreading, with a 
any other of Flora’s productions. decided tendency to the ground ; fruit medi: 

FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN. um, oval, green in shade, dull brown or red- 
The present will also be a busy month] dish when exposed to the sun, skin very 

with the lovers of good things in the fruit thin, flavor delicate and excellent, always 
ee ee eae Neglect now will be exempt from mildew and exceedingly pro- cae Pian asemte mad tbl gee. A single pant baw afore a well prepared soil, deeply dug and highly a bushel of fruit. It should be trained toa 
enriched with plenty of well settled barn stake or trellis, pruned freely, the soil well 

yard manure. It can hardly be too rich for manured and kept free from grass and 
them as both are very gross feeders, and weeds. ‘ 
require good treatment to produce satisfac-| Plants are now sold so cheaply that every 
tory results. Beans—plant a few for early | family should have a good supply- Its cul- 
use, ina warm dry spot. Beets, Carrots, | ture on a large scale for market and for 

Lettuce, Turnips, Radishes, Spinach should | wine would be very profitable. We might 
be sown early for summer use; the main| then hope to find them take the place of 
crop of these should be sown about the mid-| the prickly wild berries so often used at our 
dle of the month for fall and winter use. hotels, 
Plant Raspberries, Strawberries, Blackber-| In Ohio, another sort is largely cultivated 
ries, Currants, Gooseberries, Grape Vines, | and is displacing the Houghton, which it as early as possible, making the ground rich | closely resembles in everything but habit of and deep for them, and mulch the ground | rowth, being more vigorous and upright. 
with old manure to induce a vigorous growth = ti The Ohio Secdlingtiers aetitiisiow 
Cut the Raspberry within a few inches of the is eg 8 ling,” hich 
ground immediately after planting, never care ee ig! mes wes eel 
allow them to fruit the first season. Plant | "me it has been largely disseminated from 
out as soon as the weather is settled, Cab-| the Columbus Nursery, was introduced by a 
bage, Cauliflower, Brocoli, Pepper and Egg German gardener ot Columbus fifteen or 
plants, and plant seeds of ‘Sweet Corn, | Sixteen years ago. 
Squash, Melon, and Cucumbers, together| “ Old Joe,” as he is known thereabouts, 
with a good supply of culinary herbs, such as | claims to have bronght it from Germany. 

Sader Scour Daa and Sommer iy habit of gronth, and freedom fom mi 
plenty of well decomposed stable manure to | dew, clearly indicates its American origin. 
produce good rich heads. of this delicious} @Gooseberries are fit for use when half 
Vegetable. Prune small fruits if not done ; . before, giving a good top dressing of old| town, for pies and tarts. From the ripe 
stable manure. Hortus. | berries exccllent jam and jelly are’made;
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also, wine much resembling champagne. | about $8 per barrel. It is not Ripsible to 
The best of the kind we have met with, was glut the market, for experience has shown 

J the more they are cultivated the more they 
made by Mr. F. W.§Loudon, Janesville: | are used—Solon Robinson in W. J. Farmer, 
We add his receipt as communicated to the ee 
Wisconsin Fruit Growers Association, and| Strawberry Runners, Trimming, &c. 

published in their transactions for 1860: It is perhaps not generally known, that 
GOOSEBERRY CHAMPAGNE. the practice followed by many strawberry 

“Take large, fine gooseberries that are cultivators of cutting off the runners upon 

full grown, but not yet beginning to turn their fi.st appearance, isnot to becommend- 
red, and pick off their tops and tails. Al- ia a Drapes, time ne cutting itheny, is 
low a gallon of clear soft water to every a ae janye feemot ee cf 

eee : 5 , i 
om pout of Bocas berries , zope rs foliage will follow, which is not desirable. 
ORE er CORE EOD) DOUE ON; SKOOL NG) A practice prevails with some of the grow- 
water, pound and smash them thoroughly | ors of strawberries in Europe, and more es- 
with a wooden beetle, add the remainder of peeially those of Bath, of cutting off all the 
the water, and give them a hard stirring; | old leaves of the plants as soon as the fruit 
cover the tub with a cloth, and let them| js gathered. In doing this, great care must 
stand four days, stirring it frequently and| be taken not to cut or injure the young 

thoroughly to the bottom ; strain the liquor| foliage. By this method, plants secure a 
into another vessel, and to each gallon of| more vigorous growth before fall. 
liquid add four pounds of fine loaf sugar,| A writer in the Journal of the Horticul- 
and to every five gallons a quart of the best | tural Society, says: ‘These young and vig- 
French brandy. Mix the whole well to: | orous leaves were in a condition to elabo- 

gether, and put into a clean cask that will|rate rap, to form equally vigorous roots for 
just hold it. It should be filled full—place | supplying abundant nourishment to the en- 
the cask in a cool cellar on its side, and lay | Suing crop. After it is gathered, the knife 
the bung loosely on top; secure the cask |i8 #gain immediately employed to remove 

firmly, so that it cannot, by chance, be|#l! old leaves, in oniee i0 Reve eeao and 
moved or shaken, as the least disturbance ao ay one fo lige tra may one 

will injure the wine. Let work tor fortnight, ly encouraged, produces a corresponding 
or till the firmentation is over, and the his- t of ai ihe clase fi 
sing has ceased, then bottle it, and drive in snot OF IS OU ce Reema ee th etachiie Packets hei annually regenerated; and hence it may be 
ie corks tightly; lay the bottles on their| inferred that the frequent renewals of the 

sides, and in six months it will be fit for plantations become less necessary.” 
Ls : It is under this system that the Bath 2 
Waukesha, Wis. A.G.Haxrorp. | growers produce such superb berries; some 

—++—__—_. of them measuring seven inches in cireum- 
Cranberries. ference; and their plantations remain in 
— profitable bearing condition from seven to 

Thave an acre of my own little garden | ten years.— Cor. Farmer and Gardener. 
farm appropriated to the cultivation of —_—+-so——— 

cranberries, another devoted to the cultiva- The Sweet Potato. 
tion of strawberries, another to Lawton ere 
blackberries, and a fourth to plums, pears,| This admirable, excellent potato is coming 

peaches and other fruits. I planted my/ gradually into cultivation in this State. 
Cranberries on the swampy land, from| Whether it will ever succeed ona large scale 
whence I removed the muck to the upland. | Z # 
cranberries my be grown from cuttings on | i8 questionable, but a vegetable of so desir- 
almost any variety of low soil. They do| able qualities is certainly worthy of some 

best on marshy land subject to overflow | effort, Some few enterprising gentlemen 
with water, which prevents the blossoms of | paye been testing the practicability of its 
the plants from blighting. There ls no dan- Mivatian in thinalieat ian faves the 
ger of drowning out; the standing water | ° bivation iD, kits OHMB ANE SRE, BO oe y 
does them good, and where lands can be| have made known the results, their reports 
overflowed, it prevents the weeds from grow-| are rather encouraging. 

ae icc the pene from wineries ose For several years J. W. Tenbrook, Esq., 
‘anberries will grow in any peaty or float- u . ing marsh or toe and will uo grow a the Proprietor of the Park Nursery and Sweet 

best potato or corn soil; will grow in pure | Potato House, Rockville, Ind., has offered 
sand, and are not injured by summer over- through the Wisconsin State Agricultural 

flows. The plants may be put out by cut- Society, prizes of one, two-thirds and one- 
tings in drills, with no other care than hoe-| third barrels of his best tubers for the best 
ing, produce the second year, and usually | potatoes grown from seed procured of him. 
cover the ground all over the third year. This year he renews the offer, and the award 
A barrel of plants or cuttings costing $4/will be made as usual at the time of the 
Will plantan acre. They are usually worth | Fair.
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From his published pamphlet, entitled | decay, ) than to give anicer curve to the rain- 
“The Sweet Potato Culturist, (see notice rebelde ee erin Se an ee. It 

* SU 
elsewhere) we extract the following, a8 ap-/ +) thie study of such trees as these—trecs 
pronri=te to the present time : that have the most completely developed 

buss, Sirvation, etc.—Next in impor-| forms that naure stamps upon the species, 
tance to varieties, is the selection of soil and | they are certain to arrive at the same con- 
situation, combining all the advantages of | clusions.” 
protection aud drainage, and at the same —_— 
time, having the full advantage of the sun = a 
during the entire day. No plant that we How to Prune Straggling Grape-Vines, 
have handled is so impatient of shade and . 

surplus molar’ asthe Sect Peat, an | 4 tviunty Dope hare old grapevine none have stood long protracted drouth, or |. ," ae 
transplanting in dry, hot weather better than ides: of covering in some way » cor a Rg . this; and for this reason, we would never] !#ce of house wall, fence or trellis. The 

plant when the ground desiwnt except in old vines have sent out their roots perhaps 

sandy soil, preferring to plant in the dust me feet Sa ieee eine seee ay aes 
rather th: ith int of water to| have secured for themselves what we have 

the plant, which’ should be wovered up with [denied them nearer at hand— very fui 
the roots of the plant, leaving the surface cee saa sass a oe Sale 
diy and loose. The best soil for this crop|ing a g eal of fruit; if left to itself it 
is a light, sandy loam; but we would not/ Will yield but little; if pruned with a view 
discourage those having a stiff clay soil, as| to get all the fruit possible, in all probabili- 
we have raised most of our crops on such| ty it will not be able to ripen all that will 
soil for years in succession, with apparent | grow. Moreover when such a vine is made 
improvement in the yield, but with much | to produce its utmost, the highest branches 
extra labor in pulverizing the clods, which | will produce the best fruit, and it will often 
is indispensable in this crop. The soil|ripenon them when that at a lower tevel 
should be deeply and thoroughly prepared | will not. From each joint (or bud) of last 
for this crop, and thrown into ridges or hills | year's growth we may calculate on getting 
with the plow, three feet apart from the cen-| 2 shoot which will set for three or four clus- 
ter, with one plant in each hill, and fifteen| ters of grapes; and if it has light, air, and 
inches apart, if in ridges. We think one | sufficient sustenance from the vine, it will 
plant better than more, at this distance. ripen them. 

_ Im Southern climates it has been the prac-| “Now if the vine covers as much surface 
tice to plant the small potatoes in the hill, | as is desirable, it is best to allow it to have 
as we do the Irish potato ; but the more! 9 more wood this year than last. So cut 

sea eng oa ie ee es tebt away. ely | Wien new. wood arog : Sait . canes of last year’s growth—can be retained 
practiced South ani << ees ae and substituted for canes of long standing, 
open grounp as soon as the flanger of frost ee a heetane best #9 co oe i the old 
is past, and before the potato can be safely it lng : mae pai ong, facatest 
planted, which. in latitude forty degrees Ha place ® Rew one, of threo:or four feet 
north, ig, from the 10th to 20th of May. and calculate to continue the end shoot to 

When it is desired to have plants set in ad- aoe gnetenere ana parte ot _ 
vance of the regular crop, they may be cov- yea wo, thouga suc = 
ered with a hoeful of ines earth when frost |®%€ never desirable. In fact, the whole 
is anticipated, which, if not too wet, will |SYStem of allowing vines to grow in this 
not injure the plants for a few days, and | straggling way is against all correct princi- 
answers as a first hoeing for keeping down | Ples of vine dressing and training. It is 
small weeds that may have started. We/| best usually to leave spurs of three buds, 
have known acres of newly set plants saved |from which to allow bearing shoots to 
in this manner, at a trifling expense com-| spring, and to rub off the inferior shoots or 
pared with the cost of re-setting, and the | those not needed when they come to grov. iS; | y gs 
advantage of an early market. Thus all the last year's wood, except that 

a | needed for permanent canes, will be cut off, 
=p ys ly leaving these short spurs.— Homestead. 

The Beautiful in a Tree. fe 
EEE 

anes says ee seems tous indeput| Lysects In FrurrTREES.—A Baer cdeat 
able that no one who has any perception of cf : 
the beautiful in nature, could ever doubt for ef ap aE aopene, peeetiee re f 
& moment, that a fine single elm or oak, such Fora common sized plum tree, fill six 
as we may find in the valley of the Connec- | °T eight vials about two thirds full of water, 
ticut or the Genesee, which has never been well spectened. with loaf oes and mere 
touched by the knife, is the most perfect | them on different parts of the tree, abou! 
standard of sylvan grace, symmetry, dig-| the time it is blossoming, and the insects 
nity and finely balanced p Sea that it | Will take that before the fruit, Ihave filled 
is possible to conceive. Gas would no more | vials twice in one season, and found among 
wish to touch it with a saw or axe, (unless tc|them hundreds of insects such as I never 
remove some branch that has fallen into|saw or heard of before.”



THE WISCONSIN STATE FAIR FOR 1861, 
To be Held at Madison, September 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27. 

eee 

In preparing the Regulations and Premium List for the Eleventh Annual Exhibition 

of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, the Executive Committee have, as hereto- 

fore, been actuated by an earnest desire, first, to answer the great leading demands of 

the Industry of the State, and secondly, to meet the views, as far as practicable, of all 

classes of persons directly interested in the objects of the Exhibition. 

The great idea kept constantly in mind has been to encourage the several branches of 

industry in proportion to the importance of their immediate development. It is with 

this view that the premiums on procreative animals in most of the classess under Division 

“A” and on Farm Machinery and Implements, have been largely increased. 

Competition by Counties which proved so animating and valuable a feature last year . 

will also characterize the next Exhibition, and there will undoubtedly be a spirited contest 
for the splendid Prize Banner to be awarded. 

The Farm Prizes have been increased and should induce active competition. 

The Wisconsin Fruit Growers’ Association will make their most magnificent show of 
fruits, and the lectures and discusssions whieh proved so valuable last year will again 

occupy the evenings of Fair week. 

The Grounds so substantially and handsomely fitted up last fall, will be made yet more 

inviting than before, by such improvements as have been suggested by experience, and 

regulations have been perfected which will insure the better convenience and comfort of 

exhibitors, committees and people. 

The Terms of Admission are more favorable than have ever before been adopted by 
any Agricultural Society of the Union. 

On account ef the war which exists by virtue of the Southern Rebellion, there is 
danger that the interest of the votaries and friends of agriculture may be directed into 

less peaceful and less productive channels ; and yet it is hoped that the weighty reasons 
‘wor of a far more than ordinary zeal and activity will not fail of their due force and 

‘niluence upon all the industrial operations of the State. The diminished number of 
husbandmen and of field workmen—the consequent largely increased demand for all the 
Products of the farm—and the better prices which such products cannot fail to com- 

mand—all these are new and powerful incentives to such a work of preparation as 

should insure the requisite material for the best exhibition ever held in this State. Will 
Rot all the true friends of the worthy objects of the Society ence again, ard with a 
apirit and energy worthy the cause and the times, give us the benefit of their best co- 
Operation ? 

On behalf of the Executive Committee, 

IW. ve - 
Stare Acricuntora Rooms, Neer 

Mapisox, May, 1861. }
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GENERAL REGULATIONS OF THE ELEVETH ANNUAL EXHIBITION, 
——— 

OFFICERS. any assistants that may be necessary to the 
—— efficiency of their departments. 

sage eee Ce They should be on the ground as early as 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF SOCIETY. | 8 o'clock a. m. of Monday, and every morn- 

GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT, thereafter at the same hour. 
B. R. HINKLEY, Presmenr. The Superintendents of the Cattle, Horse, 

pak eae .| Sheep, and Swine departments, will each 
ry se hore rs ae have an office in a conspicuous place in 

ei Nee 1 Seen their several wards, where either they or 
CONTROLLER OF TICKET OFFICE, their assistants will at all times be found. 

DAVID ATWOOD, Treasurer. ee rt 
RULES OF ENTRY. 

SUPERINTENDENT OF GATES, 

DAVID WILLIAMS, Mem. Ex. Com. EXHIBITORS 

SUPERINTENDENTS OF TOF ehvaral DEPARTMENTS OF THE) Are requested to forward their entries, if 
: se ; | practicable—particularly such as are to be . [See sete of the severa] Departments in accompanied by “ statements ” or pedigrees 

remium List.] ts abe beer the date of the Fair. 
Seer eee All letters of entry, enclosing the requi- 

W. R. TAYLOR, Cottage Grove. site fee of one acties and directed to the 
og RS Shee at parr _ |Seeretary at Madison, will be by him duly 
SUPERVISION OF THE EXHIBITION, filed and acknowledged. 

- See: The special attention of Exhibitors is in- 

and entire Exhibitions vested inthe Pune | Yd £9 the fllowing roles and regelations, ieee Soar to sce it z the purpose of the Society 

Exhibitors or other persous desirous of = sae competition, except for 
special privileges not granted in the pub- the Pisecar Match auras Display abd 4 & eis Be 5 ie s y . Wines Wit Spee Ott | eating Match mat be made before vay 
assistants in the various departments, and vill greditinety Me cine . eee 
all laborers on the grounds must he employ-| "4 Pat Entries avuatainbeace she came of 
ed with his consent, and report to him the | 6 owilel wad’ his post-office address‘in full 
nature and duration of their services—the the name of the articlesor animal) entered, 
statement being certified te by the superin—| jn¢ age and sex, if an animal, and thaelase 

; ‘J * a , iS ee Ss department the service |i, which the entry is made, thus: ay be perto: és 
The orders of the President will be exes THOMAS DROWN, UNIONTOW3, POLK CO,, Wis. cated BY Animal or Article Entered. Class. 

: 1 Stallion, “ Bucepbalus,” 5 years old,.... Thoroughbred THE GRAND MARSAAL, 1 Sorrel Mare, “Flora,” 4 yrs Ov Rodaters 
Whose'tegular duty it shall be to have | 2s tbe. dune Dotter pete re meeting 
8 » Poli Fee or is | 2 Pots Phlox Maculata,.............Amati List Fi . eee ee ee es eae eee ee a preserved ; a s z g 4 fi 

arrival and direct them to their proper places 3. a entry fee must, ae all Soret poten 
on the Grounds; to see that there be no De ed ess sae arses aes Se 
lack of forage and water for stock ; to see s ene & iS ona eet saphena ee al 
that none of the rules of the Society are vi- | that case also if the entry be for a specia 
olated with impunity, and that the Daily Seance jel tinal be ea 
Programme is faithfully and promptly ful-|. 4. eae eas aatly a hi enter 
filled by all parties concerned. in any other name than that of the owner, LS Seen and any person violating this rule will for- 
< ee he feit Greene which might otherwise be 

e3 ye particular charge | awarded. 
of all matters in th-ir respective depart-| 5, Allentries of blooded animals must 
ments, to receive and attend to the proper | be accompanied with satisfactory evidence 
arrangement of everything intended for ex-| of purity of blood. 
hibition, to attend the Judges in theirexam-| 7, In the class of Fat Cattle the entry 
inations, furnish them with prize badges,| must in all cases be accompanied by a 
and to see that the Programme so far as it| statement of the manner, length of time 
involves their several departments is literal-| and cost of feeding. ' 
ly and promptly carried out. With the ap~| 6. No article or animal can be entered to 
proval of the President, they may appoint compete for more than one premium, except
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as part of a collection in the same class:/ more upon their abilit i Provided, that horses ‘entered for premiums | upon atthoct an ae eae a in he enerel exhibition rey also be en-| hoped that the Tadies and gentlemen who te for premiums in the Trials of Speed ;| have been chosen, will be prompt to attend and provided, also, that the exception shall | upon this call of the Societ then h it b not be so construed as to allow the same| at considerable sacrifice cEaceeeel ~ animal to sompete for more than one pre-| venience. They should be on the gro oe mium in the “ Trials of Speed.” by 9 o'clock Wednesday morning, prepared 1. Prize Animals at the last exhibitions | ‘© Comtinue in the uninterrupted service of 

will be allowed to compete for prizes ; but the soccer during the hours of the Exhib- they must receive a higher award, or in a{ itiom until 12 o'clock, mu. of Thursday, or 
different class, to entitle them to a premium. PTR sence shall he ae eas performed. 

8. Where there is but one exhibitor, al-| val, atthe Secrrroy Come lves on atra. though he may show several animals in a ea et th ‘renee ergs miei ie ill be class or subdivision of a class, only one pre~ ished DM ee ete ee a s » Only one pre~| furnished them, und as soon th mium will be awarded ; that to be the high-| the Office of the E ae cae ae est, or otherwise, as the merits of the animal bo anes Sa eeeesiiven that 
wayta wajemeel any pocencies — es filled before the de- A ivery of their Class Books to t 

9, After having properly entered their | Committees. ee articles, Exhibitors must themselves see to| , They are requested to give attention to their delivery to the Superintendent of the the general regulations at requirements in eprepeirte icperinen so that they may be joes Resa tty and especially to the fol- in their places and properly ticketed by|!0wing specific instructions: Wednesday morning nine o'clock. ‘They 1. A majority of the Judges in any Class are likewise required to attend to their arti shall constitute a quorum and be authorized 
cles or animals while on exhibition, and|‘t® ®ward premiums; and the first on the truthfully to answer such questions as the ist shall be Chairman. Judges may deem essential to a correct es-| 2+ Any information that may be needed timate of their relative value. as to the locality of articles or auimals on 

The Executive Committee will take every Exhibition will be furnished by the Super- precaution in their power for the preserva. intendents of the departments to which the 
tion of articles and stock on exhibition, but pee erealy belong 
will not be responsible for any loss or dam- pba ates vill a icient by oe age that may eceur during either their de animals and articles entitled to premiums, 
livery upon’ the Grounds, their exhibiticn or eee abo rioee not thu entitled, -wHel yee: their removal; nor will they in any caee| eee oreiiek order of merit and thete- make provision for their transportation to or peerorey upeciel Comanieydptian. from the cars, or be subjected to any ex | ots hey coh ote aes in all’ cases pense theft, n attempted interference on the part of oat i | Exhibitors with their deliberati id 

: ‘ ions - nina ese. oF. snimaalensared for or | iene to exclude the party so offending ition n l from the Grounds from con:petition in that particul, a until 5 o’lock p.m. of Friday, except b 5 Preine i Thal nator 
t ck \. Ys piby| 5. Premiums will not be awarded wh 
8 " RS ed when written permission of the President, the articles are not worthy, even though 
Forage ror Srock and-an abundance of| “ere be no competition. 

good water will be farnished free of charge,| 6 Noarticle will be excluded on account Grain to those wishing it at first cost. ¥ jof having taken a premium at previous 
For the’ convenience of Exhibitors who | ae except as provided inf rate No.'?, “Of oa edipase of animals on exhibit- nee premi led b: ion, Punto’ Sates will be allowed re ° minms awarded to barren fe- day and Saturday, between the Tine 8h males shown in the breeding classes. and 9} ack; and’an experienced auction. 8. The Class Books’ should be returned 

cer, with reasonable limitations as to charges <a oe ee Secretary, for safe ‘or his services, will be on the Grounds at pepe andl Specially enjoined that these appointed tines. It should be under. ce Judges make their finrl reports of stood, however, thie’ no ‘shaage of ownce'| awards at the erliest possible moment aft 
ship will invalidate the authority of the f° their completinn—12' o'clock, 'm., of Society o¥é'tNe “anf aaimale devine the Thursday being the hour, determined by the Fair. e Executive Committee when said returns SE [ must actually all have been made. The RULES OF INSPECTION. more elaborate, written reports, which she 

iri pacts ie ne Chairman of each Com- >of Judge Fcati 
ee been selected with much care from | in the oobi of Soonilicionas ae tied nee ie of the State. and as the useful—| ferred until after the awards have heen de- and success of the Exhibition depends clared, or even until the Ist of November.
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__ 9. Articles and animals properly belong-| Ardent spirits will not be allowed either 
img to the several classes but not included upon or near the Grounds. 

im the list of premiums offered, should be ens 
examined by the Judges and, if worthy,| TERMS OF ENTRY AND ADMISSION. 
favorably noticed in their report. Those a 
which are not easily and naturally classified, | rs 
will, in all cases, é referred to the Miscel-|' The regular entry fee is one dollar, the 
fancous and Discretionary Committee, who| payment of which entitles the person pay- 
will examine and report upon them as their | 1g it to exhibit as many articles or animals 
merits shall seem to require. as he may desire, (except for special premix 

10. The premium cards’and ribbons shall | ums which require an extra elk toa ticket 
be placed upon the successful articles and | which will admit him at the Exhibitors’ Gate 
animals as soon as the decision is made. during the Fair, and if the head of a family, 

A blue mbbon or card will represent the | to one Day Ticket for each member in ac— 
Est premium ; a red ribbon or card, the 2d;| tual attendance, Broded the number of 
and a white ribbon or card, the 3d premium. | such members shall not exceed foar, Ex- 

5 = hibitors are further entitled to “ Helpers’ 
AWARDS OF PREMIUMS. Tickets,” for such persons as are necessaric 

pee ly required to take care of animals or ma- 
The Prizes awarded by the Committees |chinery on exhibition. And the Superin- 

«ill be announced by the Secretary on Fri-|/tendent of the Horse Department may 
«day, at the close of the Annual Address, | give to any exhibitor in his Department 
and paid on demand, at the Treasurer’s |“ Exit Tickets,” when needed, which shalt 
‘Office, on the grounds, during the remainder | entitle the holder to one exit and one ads 
of the day, and after that at his office in the | mission of horses, carriage and driver. 

- eity of Madison. Life Members will be required to puy none 
The Diplomas awarded will be prepared | except the extra entry fees. 

immediately and delivered in like manner. Invited Guests, Delegates from other So- 
But all premiums and diplomas not |cieties, Editors and Reporters, not supplied 

claimed and called for within six months | with cards of admission, on application at 
afte: the award shall be forfeited. the Office oh ite Recreteey near vs ae 

——_______ entrance, wil furnished with tickets 
ACCOMMODATIONS. such general directions as will facilitate the 

Arrangements will be made with the rail- objects of their visit. 
» coeds of the State ma transportation at re- OF ADMissION. 
duced rates, as heretofore. Life Membership Tickets, admittin; 

Exhibitors in the different departments| the lawfal holder and his family in 
will find the buildings,tents, stalls, pens, &c.,| all the privileges of the Annual 
all well adapted to their several Purposes. | Exhibitions of the Society, and en- 
The handsome and commodious Hall of| titling ist bo the published Trans- 
Fine Arts has proven itself secure against! actions, and to a ballot in the 
the severest storms ; so that the finest works| election of officers...................$10 00 
of art may remain in perfect safety during | Single Day Tickets, each admitting 
the continuance of the Fair. the lawfal holder to the exhibition 

The Ladies’ Hall is conveniently and| forthe day on which itis issued,.. 25 
pleasantly situated, and will be "eileen Children’s Tiekets, admitting chil- 

‘with female attendants and everything es*/ dren under 15 years onceyw......... 10 
eential to comfort. _ ; Children under ten, if accompanied 

Editorial Hall will be furnished with pa+|  p, parent or guardian, admitted 
pers and dispatches of the latest date, and Fe. 
with every facility for receiving and trans-| Season Carriage Tickets, admitting a 

ening tare eeace: is double private carriage and driver 
To Societies, Clubs and families that may during Fair ngers being sup- 

desire to encamp in their own tents during| plied with ge ee 2 00 
the Fair, pleasant locations will be a Season Carriage Tickets, admitting a 
immediately contiguous to the grounds. single carriage during Fair, pas- 

REFRESHMENTS. sengers being pena withtickets, 1 50 
Invited guests, the Superintendents and Carriage Tickets, admitting double 

Judges will dine with the Officers of the So-| carriage and driver once, passen- 
ciety, daily, at one o'clock. To prevent| gers supplied with tickets.,......... 75 
——- exonhasion shen aa eqoentrs <2 Carriage Fickets admitting single 

for dinner tickets, each day, at the| carriage once, passengers supplied 
ctios of the President.” a Wh ihn 60 

For the convenience of the public in gen-| g@g~ No ticket is transferrable, and any 
eral, arrangements will be ite with respec: | person detected in the attempt to transfer 
table parties to furnish refreshments on the | a ticket issued to or for him by the Society 
Grounds at a moderate charge. wil be punished by law.
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Beat Filly, 1 Id and seers aPhcanevae Official List of Premiums, | 2324290 4 eg pater nen 8 | Best Suckling Mare Coltynmeneenccnececeerneen 3 2 8 eases icectens once DIVISION A. Jupars.—Samo as for Class 3. 
Domestic Animals. CLASS 5.—Jacxs ann Mutes. t or © Jack — FEC yeneereernsseneeeveeesreenevnernensnuneneeeseeen GBS Department o: lorses, Jacks YO oeeesenseeeeevecenreseeeotnyet i enreoeemr stteseae a) and Jules. Best Jeunyevnerresnnnrenernversnnsenatreeen 10 
— Best pair working Muleg,.......cccscccsssecsce, 10 SUPERINTENDENT, BERTINE PINKNEY. 2d do Oe ee Bost single Muleyeveeerneennnnnnnnenennnnnn 6 GLASS 1—Taonogen Baro. Cenarius ee 

Jui 5 . Best Stallion, 4 years old and over rsssecsseeseesse$40 | 7 U#G#S-—Same as for Class 3. td do do eoeonean: a0 CLASS 6.—Marcnp Honars axp Manzs, Best Stallion, 3 years old and under 4,............... 20] | [No animal in this class allowed to compete for more 2 do do veserneesseene 15] than ene premium. To be exhibited in harness. Spead Best Stallion, 2 years old and under 3,..--..........-. 10 | not to be a governing test.) 24 do do ssssensseeeensee 8 | Best pair of Carringe Horses or Mares....sccsceeeseun.$20 Best Stallion, 1 year old and under 2,....cc0cc0c. 7| do WOME cscrciscessicsecyeenn a) 2% do do SSieencnctie. 6 pene Farm or Draft Horses or Mares,........ 20 Best Suckling Stallion Colty.eseesseeneesseneeenre 5| | JuDOES.—Burnham, Milwaukee; Emery ‘Thayer, 2 do dO eeveesssessssusesssesesssevews 3 | Bast Troy ; J. E. Munger, Oshkosh’ Best Brood Mare, 4 years old and Ver jctaneeenrne 38) CLASS 7.—Gzpinas on Manzs ron Sinoue Hanwzse 
Best Brood Maro, 3 years old and under 4,............. 15 Sappxe, &c. 2d do do sssseenmneee 10 | Best for single harness, 4 years old and over,..........810 Best Brood Mare, 2 years old and under 3,.............10| 24 do sees 2 do do sesseseesoee 8 | Best for saddle, 4 years old and overy..ccssencnc, Ip Bust Filly, 1 year old and under 2,.....0cccne T| 2d do eee b 2 ‘do do vecsseeweseccnnee 5| JUDGES.—Same as for Class 6. Best Suckling Mare Colt,.....cscsesesssss soccnenrnccce B CLASS 8.—Trorrens. “do Ob ee ee : . : set atts = (No animal to compete for more than one premium. aa, eens Miwankee; vite Rich | Exhibitera of Stallions to furnish satisfactory evi- 5 5 junes, Belmont. flence that the horse entered has beon Kept as a: slock CLASS 2.—Roaverzna. joree during the season. Speed to be tested by time, not by competition; distance one mile, and b tric (To be shown in harness.} allowed, except in case of anavoldabie accident whee Best Stallion, 4 years old and @v@ry.......ss+1---+-00-.830 | the Judges may, at their discretion, grant such privi- 2d do do seers in ees oe ane ae impartiality. Price Best Stallion, 3 years old and under dy.ccssssssscseee 15 | Of Ach entry in this class. $5. 2 do do csseeese 10 | Best and fastest trotting Stallion, over 5 Best Brood Mare, over 4 years old, LEONE SL a Oa ee “a 2 do do oes 1B ae do do i. ap Best Brood Mare, 3 years old and under 4,........... 15| Best and fastest trotting Mare, over 5 years old,......$10 Be y F 2 do do ssennns 10] 2 do do "do seer Tobias sew Clase 1. lo 0 do nae Is noe Some es fir Clana. 2 Best and fastest trotting Gelding, over Syears olds. 25 CLASS 3.—Honses por Gzxznat Punroses. 2d do do do a Best Stallion, 4 years old and OVEry......sss-sseeeeeee.$30 | 3d do fe Recs wad Sea Qos e Loan pink ck ales eo, | Deer aad inthe Gesing Mental Span, over five Best Stallion, 8 years old and undef dy 10 |. YOAPS OMG, essessssssssssssestemunten tn 95 24 do do eateries) 2] ae do do do...... 15 Best Stallion, 2 years old and under 3,.....---.... 7| 3d © oe do 10 Me cee ac ORIN o| | Jupans—H. M. Billings, Highland; Nelson Dewey, Best Stallion, 1 racers neasters SS Daggett, Milwaukeo; H. P. Hall, ee ae ee See Spee We Bnckoet Recto ne 7 
Best Suckling Stallion Colt.........sssscsscesccne B CLASS 9.—Watxrrs. 24 do 0 sesessseseseeeeeneeeneerees 21 [No animal in thia clase will be all ate lowed to te Hest Brood Mare, over 4 Years Oldyvveeeeeeev~ 15 | for more than one premium. Entry wes$3-] nee Berne = 3 recall ia. an Beit and Setant walking Stallion, in harness or un- ee road Mace = pre WD gg BEF Biles vneeeesesnnnzinnes renee $20 % jo do Wace IS a prong Mare: A reecac hand enten J | Best and fastest walking Brood Mare, in harnuss of 
Rest Filly, 1 year old and wader Qeevecmeccseeneee 5| gg SGOT sul Me 
Best Suckling Mare Colt seennrrere 3 ao ane castect walking Gelding, fn harness or un- 15 ping: G0 sevssrneereeeneesseenerenoerne 2! Boat aud fastest walking Pair of Herees of Maree.” 12 Jepars.—J. H. Warren, Albany; Myron W. Wood,| Jupaxs.—Same as for Class 8. Lancaster ; Jas, Clark, Summit. ee 

CLASS 4.—Drarr Honses. Cattle Department, 
Best Stallion, 4 years old and Over .csesssesssssseeee815 SS =e de Rc sesso MS SUPERINTENDENY?, BENJ. FERGUSON. iit Stallion, 3 years old) and under Syrccrnnenns 10 uae, ae [The Judges of Cattle are expressly required not to Ait Stallion, 2 years Old and under Byreeceeensn 3 aie encourage me tog fed nin ds, iu the breeding 

Best eencxorsneeterien classes. ¢ standard authority in all cases, for - 2 Pelion, lyear —— WNdEr 2, rersseeeersneeeeeee . grees, will be the English and American Herd Books, Best Suckliug Stallion Cut, “ccc 3 | Exhibitors must come prepared to have their cattle fw Go S| lednte the ning when directed to Sot the Super. = sateveceteqsnebensoncteconecs-eti intendent precisely at the time specified, and ani ls a Pons Mare, seco ADA OVETyrrseeseeeeereene * not 7 brought forward will be ruled out of competi- Best Brood Mare, 8 years old and under i... 8 | HOM ado te anne CLASS 10.—Sonr Horns, Best Brood Mare, 2 years old and under 3,.............._ 5 | Best Bull, 3 years old and OVER poeeontecsceseneseessoccones GOO do do Meas Spee a6 do sfototineio eros ete ae
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3d do do sienna CLASS 19.—Frexcu Mrptxozs. 
Regt Bat Taare gone URMeE Syne 1p | Iudges and Premiums, same as for Class 18 
3d do do Frets ace NS CLASS 20,—Saxoxs. 

Best Bull, 1 year old and under 2s 10] Judges and Premiums, same as for Class 18. 
at = a 3 LA CLASS 21.—Stuestan Suzzr. 
Best Cow, 3 years old and OVer.......sseseseessseeseseeeee 20| Judges and Premiums, came as for Class 18. 
= ~ ms sveesennsonneconnnaneneneens = CLASS 22.—Loxa Woot, Mrppie Woot, Leicester. 

Best Heifer, 2 years old and under 3)... 15] J¥dges and Premiums, same as for Class 13. 
24 do do RSet ctse ae OY. CLASS 23—Far Surze. 

34 do do vcssessoropitboners 0] yiarhureaterte Suara caaS 
= ee ee : Best x Sheep, not less than 3 in number,..............$5 

Beat Bull Cal srrrverrrnnennsenvevonnnn 7 = wad a aS 

Jonars.—W. Hi. Bowen, Appleton; BM. Danforth, Department of Swine and Poultry, 
Summit ; James H. Bonney, Belle Fountain. — 

CLASS 11.—Dzvors. SUPERINTENDENT, H. P. HALL. 
Premiums same as for Short Horns. aati cL. Swine. 
Jupars.—G. M. Lyman, Ripon ; Samuel Pratt, Spring AOE eRe 

Prairie; C. H. Williams, Baraboo. NeSRLAR 
Cele he Aer: Best Boar, 2 years old and Overy wrvneernererm $I) 

Judges and premiums same as for Class 11. Best Boar 1 year old and under 2ycsssessesssssesseseene 7 
CLASS 13,—Ayrsniees. 2d do do Peptic 5 

Soke snd proeianes nena te iaciuaas! Best Breeding Sow,2 years old anid O¥€fynvenoe 0 

CLASS 14.—Henerorps. Best Breeding Sow, with litter of Pigs, not less than 
Judges and premiums same as for Class 11. ggg 7 URGE 8 MONEE Oldyereerrrrnrrinennnn 1 

CLASS 15.—Gmapz CatrLe ap Worktxe OXEN. | Bost Boar Pig overs secre Rae ee Mie. 3 
[Working Oxen will be tested on draft.] 2d do do eens 3 

Best Grade Cow, 3 years old and Over,........s0.----$18 | Best Sow Pig over 6 months Old,.....ccsssssscserssece 3 
at do do screenees 7] 2d do Ce 3 
24 lo 0 ecue iene 

2 Old and Under Bresevevceseeeeeens 5 : Best Heifer, 2 years old and under 3+ 3! Pro weigh, at mature age, when fattened, over 350 Ibs 
Bert yoke Working Oxe0,......-s-sssce.sssseecseeeesssnee 15 | Best Boar, over 2 years O1dy.cccecssssssssssssseesssesesseee $10 
2d do Bb eee en aT pS Lyear and under 2,.scssssscees 7 
3d do 18 ceeeecrereteronncerrersssreseorrereorO 4 OAV StiCRe GRIN pula ieee eek 
Bost yoke 3 years old Steers,....ssssssscssssseseveee 7 | Best breeding Sow, over 2 years old, with litter of 
2d do ccncrreereorsretamrseevenrerrees D1 highs Ok bei PRaR Gece ee eee WD 
Bast 2 years old Steers,....cccceccccseceessseseeeeneeee BD = Lyear and under 2yeccscescecccccee 7 
2d do srrseseeerneesssnnesreesessees soeseeeeeere 3] Best Sow 6 month and under 1 year,......---..0-. 5 

Best 1 year old Steerjorcreneeneeennrnnneees 3 Jp¢es—D. W, Maxon, Maxonville; John Crawfor 
24 do eS eee ee Gate tele 
Juvars.—Allen H. Atwater, Oak Grove; Pliny M. 

Perkins, Badington ; J. C. Brewer, Hamden. CLASS 25.—Pountry. 
CLASS 16.—Miicu Cows. Best and greatest variety of Poultry owned by Ex- 

West BiB COW ..02-..0-eocereecssescccocssvesvesnocctovseessveses Gh MRI sasnasscensassiesscbishinpransicnsiinecsisbaccesioteess' OO 
24 GO sassesesesssesssssesesrsnsstsereseseseeseecesesees 10 | Best lot Shanghai fowls, not less than 3,1cock 2hens 2 
3d do duieasiktedicketin cabin ceasesaes. 5.00 “« Dorkings, do do 2 

Judges same as for Class 15. Bolton Greys, | do do 2 
“ in China Fow! do 2 

AM Eee Curree, Best lot Spangled Hamburg, one cock and two hens ! 
Best pair fat Oxen, 5 years old and OVEr,......e.--$10| «” Black Spanish, do do 2 
2d do do See “© Polands’ ae oe : 
Best pair 4 years old and under 5;....0..000000--- 8] «Bantams, = sc 3 
24 do do herein Se eerie 4 ny 2 

Boost Bu: Gow, Stow, 0 HatBiyaennccccccccncsemnemns 8 | Best pair Depheleccncssecsecsiewiessctsssisiniseocnssneome 3 
2d do do crrvreenseneressennnccesnnene $ aAMIBER MOWER ccaclietncissvercssicGtuiccinien) & 
Judges.—Same as for Class 15. a Magi Sees See ete Shesaserecioesnccetcocconcees' 2 
ee i Pea Mowiais..,. cect en 8 

Sheep Department, «. Gnie BNE Reais 8 

2 Jvpars.—Chas. Oswin, Middleton; E, P. Allis, Mil 
SUPERINTENDENT, JEREMIAH 0DGE. ee 

CLASS 18,—Sranise Menrnors. DIV ISTO DE-B. 
2 i 0 1 . 

— sigenhreaie —— ee ae Products of the Soil, Dairy and Household. 
3d do do accsesevensenecssvsnsessesees 6 —— 
Best Buck, Lyear old and undery...csscccccsccccsessesseeee 7 Agricultural Department, 
2d do do Sea 
34 do do Re nee ter ke cen a 
Best pen of 3 Buck Lambsye..sseccwsssecseeeeccecccccenee 5 SUPERINTENDENT, 0. T. MAXSON. 
2a do DO secscccrcesrecerersesreccsersereeres 3 aopuciliees 
2a Ry 98 eerste 2 CLASS 26.—Freup Provucrs. 
Bost pen of # Ewes, 2 years old as overywvww 17| [rhe Products must have been grown by the Exbit- 
3d do do do peels BL 
Best pen of 3 Ewes, 1 year old and under 2............._ 7 | Best sample Winter Wheat, not less than one bushel, s 
2a do do do cxvtvesesece:: Bf Dik do do do : 
3d do do do J) 3 | Best sample Spring Wheat, not loss than one bushel, § 
Best pen of three Ewe Lambs,...ssvsecseeeeeeseee vee 5 | 2d do do do 2 
2a do do IIL 8 | Best sample Rye. not less than one bushel,.......- 
3d do 0g pe een SA do do cee 2 

Juvcrs—C. F. Hammond, Jr., Ripon: Q. H.| Best sample Oate, not lens than one buthely.eccee---- 
Barron, Fox Lake; Johp Delve. tafton. 2d a do Transactions
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Best sample Barley, not less than one bushel,......... 2| Butter offered for premiums must be presented ia 2d do do ‘Transactions | butter tubs, jars, or firkins.) Best sample Buckwheat, not lees than one bughel... 2 Curese. 2d lo lo neactions: 
Best sample Flax Sced, not less than one bushel... 3 = Aine Cheeses made in the State,...crernereeneeeeS . 
2d do do do 21s nae Best memo gs PG tas Ph rent A E7ee, 3 Bee singib cama. corteligy oe TERED 2d lo lo lo 21 oa di d eestor ae, sea rere coon mor eee tba one bushel, 3 “[Goempetitors ‘must. state, tn writing “when it’ was 2d lo lo lo 2 5 Bost sample Clover Sead, not less than one bushel, 3 meee enn of ee ae aires scheme 2d do do lo 21s i ne : y addition was made of cream, and the quantity of Pest sezauie Pees, i Neos than one dushel,.--~--~ 2 | rennet used; the mode of preparing it: fly tade cr 2a 2 2 sl. "g| Pressure; and the treatment of cheese afterward, and Best sample Ean not less than one bushel... 2] fhe kind of aalt used] 
2d lo do insactions ~ 

Best sample Seed Corn, not less than one bushel,..... 3 Fiour axp Honay. 2d do do do... 2) Best barrel Winter Wheat Fout,.ue.cssssssssseeenn$ 5 Best sample Carter Potatoes,.....ccsccsessseeeee 2| 2d do NG) eoreegtessecsce eres 2d ‘do srygeeeeeeessseesfPansactions | Best barrel Spring Wheat Flour,................ 5 Best sample Mercer, GO seesessesnseseseerssere 2] 2d do GO saresnnceovsorressensccsnre 8 2d do do ...+.0.0e'Transactions | Best sample (not less than 10 Tbs.) Honey... 5 Best sample Pinkeye, dO) sciccnesiccloittiatec | 1am do do nie We si wig “sample Early, Gy sssssesercaeeesessenecs 2] [Samples of Honey to be aeccompanied by u written 2a do (lo | .-.......,Tracsactions | statement of the kind of hive used, and of the summer Bast show of known and excellent varictiey,....... 5 and winter treatment of the bees.] 2d do do somes 3] | Jupags.—Bli Stilton, Oshkosh; J. M. Leland, Bris- Best sample Carrots,....ccssvssessseeeeseesseneesesenree 2 | tol; Chas, White, Wautoma, 2d do | a ee A Best sample Turmips,......secssssseessscseeesineecsteeeeeee 2 z : 
2d do sseseneseosesesersereeereesseeT FaNactions | Fruit and Flower Department. 
Juvaes.—L. P. Harvey, Shopier; L. B. Brainard, es 

Waupaca; G. B. Salmon, Hudson. SUPERINTENDENT, THOMAS HISLOP. 
CLASS 27.—Garpen Veozran.ys. en (gee 

All fruits must be arranged on the tubles by Tues- Twelve best stalks Celeryyrnerenrernnin sone $2 001 aay avaniine. Frat eset ioe eee oe 
2d do ssseessseeneseoseneeeTFansactions | cannot compete in another; and the Judges are instruct- bx best Canliflower;wweesnesvevsseerenrmecrevene 2 00 6a to withhold the premiume ofa te an cee 2d do Be Tmmctions | where the fruits presented are either ‘not numad er Six best heads Brocoli,.............ssseocessssessessceeeee 1 50 have not suflicient merit. Exhibitors, if required, must 2d do srssseeseeeesnsseeseeereeTFanMCtiONS | Tikewise present to the Judges a certificate that the Twelve Det Beets seeenneTamanctlODS fruits offered were actually grown by them 
Twelve best Parsnipay..cccccccno itvansactions | CLASS 20—Pxerts Grows ny Non-Pnoresstoxat Cux- 2d do sevecsensssseeesebecentesnvseteaseceess 60 ee Best sample Onions,............ccseseeevccnsersesne 3 | Bost and greatest variety of Apples, not iess than 2d do ssssonseeeecencessenneceeseeees T PUDSACHIONS three specimens of @WChy....c..sscs....Dip and $7 Six Dest hends Cubbagey...cseesssseseeeeeessssseTrausactions | 2d do ‘do do 6 2d do ssstanesvenisseseecssccccssersciasss, |, SOB do do do 3 Twelve best Tomatoes,....... +... Transactions | Best ten Varbethes,......csecsrsesrecsessssecsserecacessceseeseace B 2d do eccstsisrerenetemeldl SUES 30 | 2d WO sssoseeseorneecennrerssecesnncanassessorosonnone Twelve best Purple Egg Plants,...............Transactions | 3d dO sssseesssseeeccocnseeeeessneeeees  FANSOCHIONS 2d do servssssssersseeerssses 90 | Best Five varieties, cccsssssunsssmnecnnecroteneenan t Best sample Sweet Potatues, not less than one 2a GY ssosersernnsnseenerneneesseseseee TPRDSUCHODS bushel, grown in the State, from Mr. Ten Best show of Autumn Applesy......sccssuscsceccessssenseess T Brook’s seed, one of the barrels of Potatoes 2d do seneeceosnnneceeesenessneccnseeee B offered by him, valued At... $10] 3d do anbbesetenerinenSasesschaecdascoll® ab do 08 @ barrel, valued at................ 7 | Best show Winter Apples, ........-..cscsseeseececseeensaneese T iM do 14 do do verses] Od do svssseeeannoseonsneeennenneerereenee B (Competitors to take the risk of delivery and pay | 34 do sssannecesseseeneenserensercesccrene B their respective proportions of freight.] Pears. 
Twelve best Sweet Potatoes,..c.cseceussssserseeseeee 3 00! Best and largest variety of Pears, not less than three, 7 2 do sapectlosbiscacegetsuens SOO) Se do do do 5 Best half-peck Lima Beans,...................- transactions | 8d do do do 3 2d do sstsessnmanscsressersscseseenee | 50 | Boat two varietics Of Pears,.......-ccccsescccsssssecseeessese B Best half-peck Windsor Beans,...............Transactions | 2d do feceatereseencniiressieeot 2d do ictal ishcateeeeee 6) Bd do tersncennessossenaceteseneeectoinae @ — best Winter ae ee Picms. 

Best and areata variety Garden Products,........ 5 00 | Best and greatest variety Plums, not less than 3 each, $8 2d do do sssseesee BOO] 2d do do do 2 Best and greatest variety Garden Seed raised in 3d do do ‘Transactions 
ge ERE ns sacscsapnecorsacrrsyssenvsesecersconseseperse/ 00) QUINCE. = do do Men fmeatnbaw, Of Guinean ecur ciee gs Jupars.—D. B. Bailey. Prescott; H. C. Williams, | 21 WO eth reset arecirccoectocte sna ¥au Claire; Thos. Green, Montfort. Bd , WY” sassessennssssssenssssensensnneeseessesssee 2 
CLASS 28.—Propvcta oF THE Darry ap Hovsznonp. | Benty swe apecinaina af aay eens, eae 

pTTER. ; a | Best show of Peachot,......scocsccssetcsssesssceseeeeeesee 86 Best 25 1s. June made Butterj...cccscsecssssssecsseeeeeeeS ‘! oa Ooo crcara itis oon ioscan eae Fe ad do do sesenesasessecereseesssseeeee OF] Bad GO Nerwoowsasenrascnorrne ronson onrrensenssuencere’ Sd do do srsrmnseseeeeeeeeee 3] Boat single variety, three specimens, 8 Best 26°ne.at any: timey..semccwcessccccsssscesne. 5) Sd do do ieee at do Sieshatonsostereeereeteeetetncertenee i) Sl do do Trausactions Ps do See 2 cao 
itors fo te in writ wiiatet ore ene rues hte te. we kept | Best and greatest variety of Grapes, not loss than onthe farm; the mode of keeping them; the treat- three clusters €achy.......0+ sssrseesescenesseseescerens GB ment of the cream and milk before churning, winter | 2d do do do 2 and summer: the mode of freeing the butter from the | 3d do do Transactions milk, and the kind of sult used. Best und greatest v*viety of Fruit of all kinds,
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raived by exhiDitor,..cesssseessssssessseeeeeeeDip and 10] ‘ do Astens,cccscimcciscs 1 
MELONS. im do Peonics, --r.ee.eeerereeeeers”? 1 

Best specimens and largest collection of Wator- | « es ee et 
iam ernengcrnice ge “ a Sa na al 

lo “ and tes a oZ 

‘Jurars.—J. C. Brayton, Aztalan; L. P. Chandler, Td be ecAita eee Ug oa G 
Burke; John Townley, Moundville. JvpGzs.—Chas. Gifford, Milwaukee; Mrs Z. &. Bur- 
CLASS $1.—Fuvrts nr Prorsssioxal Cuntivators. | dick, Janesville; Mrs. Nelson Dewey, Lancaster; 
Premiums same as in Clase 30. Mrs. B. Pinckney, Fond du Lac; ——— Barwise, 
Jupexs.—Dr. John A. Kinnicott, West Northfield, | Madison. 

Ili; F. W. Laudon, Janesville: Levi Sterling, Mineral GLASS 34.—Deuicactzs. 
Point. [Process of preparation, &c., to be given in all cas. 

CLASS 32,—Wiscoxsix Wines. in writing} 2 " 

Best sample of Grape Wine, not less than two bottles,$5 PRESERVES. 

24 do do do 3| Best and greatest variety, not less than 10, one 

Best sample Currant Wineye.csssseewssesssseesscessseeees 3] OXHIDILOT,--ccccssssceeseeseecencereeesnneseennsesssessessseeen 
2d do do do 2! Apple preserves not less tnan one quart............ 1 

Best sample Rhubarb Wine,......secscsseeeeeeseeceeesene 3] Peach as ema we 

2d do do do 2| “ Strawberry do peat 
Best from any other materials, discretionary, “ Gooseberry do BRIE Whzssscceoccy EL 

[Specimens competing must have beeu made without 7h Currant do QR erewenccsear 

the addition of spirituous liquors, aud be accompanied |“ Cherry do Bo!) ctacssssnatac 
with a statement in writing, showing wher, where, by | “ Plum do dpe eee 

whom, and how manufactured, together with its cost | “ acne ae a0 eoneeeseseee : 

per bottle.] Ph ck et lo JO aevereseenee 

Jupxs.—Same as for class 30. ter is ON 
CLASS 32—Fiowsns ux Non-Proresstonat Cuttiva-| « Catsup ap ae Sea 

TORS. JELLIES, ETC. 

prpcccare ye Natural Flowersy.o..v--------~-$4| Bost and greatest variety, not less than 8,1 exbib’or,$5 

Beat display in quality and variety Cut Flowers,...... 2 2 ae Jelley, - less than one cel ; 

24 do do Transactions |. bras a oot 

Best and greatest vaiety nace nee aa x Grape a S eae 

2d do ..do ransactions | {* sorseeeeeseeees 
Most tastefully arranged Basket of Flowers... 2) becaedionll a = Sse 
la as a Transactions | “ Geoseverry do 80 secre} 

Best and greatest variety of Wild Flowers,.......-... 3| yee S eS 

Beat display of Dablias, not less than ten varieties,.. 2] {| CHOrTY. 0 G0 sestenees T 

2d do do Transactions | (; Currant do Soest 
Best display in quality and eee, of Warner 1 Gon AoE 4 wo eens 

2d do lo ransactions | ‘ © F sesssonnseceee 
Best five named warietien Howey eereenrresno 3 Sw pieeeran ence S I 

Beat variety and quality ASsters,.........s-csrssrre 2] — = o - Beaccscsiocsees : 

2d do do ..............- Transactions | ‘f Peacl jo do Do ieeeeeens t 
Best do GlndiolOS,.0...sssssseeeevesecerere 2 Tomato do do GO sesssssessseee 
2a do do .....++-+-.-‘fransactions PICKLaS. 

Best do Phloxee eee se 
2d do 40 cco mirammactions | Oat wad ameatess variety net Leonean Lees 
Best do Potuningccvccssneerneermres 21 ADDIO Re crserrae 
oa as do or transactions | {{ Apple 80 wnmntmerenermarnsnmnerrn 

Best do Panileg pe ee eS || era hogs Nahe em aE 
ry rd Boe esata |, CU ee Weegee ec 

Best Pyramid Boguetyeovemvevvevrerrne 5) Pear AR eect a ee 
se Flat lo seteeessnensenenserseseenseneeeeeseneeeneees oe eae 3] Junazs.—Mrs. E. W. Edgerton, Summit; Mrs. 3. 8. 
Most tastefully arranged Bouquet of FlOWers,...--0.0-.0» 2 y 
Best Herbarium Plants and Flowers gathered within | Da&sett, Milwaukee; Mrs. 0. T. Maxson, Prescott, 

the year and correctly nained,.......ssssseevseeeeeeeDip SSS ed 

EVERGREENS. DIV ISILON, C- 
Best show of Evergreens, nursery grown, in boxes : 

or tsy-renrerenenrninenmenrnenarrerenns B Machinery, Manufactures, and Works 
2a do io ‘do 

‘Juvers—Mrs. B. R. Hinkley, Summit; Mrs. II. P. of Art. 

Hall, Burke; Mrs. P. H. Smith, Appleton. : a ‘ i = 
nase $3 pt ei . Every machine and implement will be tested so 
CLASS 33.—Fiowens by PRovesstonal COUTIVATORS. | 1. Sracticable, by actual trial. The premiums will in 

Best Ornamental Design of any desirablo mnaterial,.$3 | at cases be awarded upon the basis of ezonomizal and 
2d o 0 aes 
Best and greatest variety Green House Plants,........ 3| Department of Machinery & Implements. 

«© twenty varict,ea in bIOOM.........ececeeeeesereeeeeeeneee B 
€ twelve GeraminM.Q..csssseseeservveceeceesreneeeeeesesnnenn 2 —- 
« and greatest variety Of Dablins,.........ccccee 3 SUPERINTENDENT, C. W. OLNEY. 
“ twelve named do che emer 
« seedling Nas escent 2G 
« and greatest variety of Verbenas,......sccsece 8 as a a erasers wom Agpcise: 
“ twelve named sorts - seceeensavssccessocesces S a 

“ seedling 2 Sy See ‘ 
cipitation tn pote ea eee eee he meen ms premees # 
$6 gix Petumias dO ......sccceccesceeceeseeeneeseeseseeeeeeee D . 

6 gix Phloxes do sswsssssssssssessssssessseesseessssnees 1 | For that Machine which shall satisfactorily andthe 
Si ik Rimbe  OD! csc ccinccoceeenscser oer A most thoroughly disintegrate the soil, and 
* gix Carnations DAMeG, ............cceeseeeeeeeeeeeereee 1 with the greatest economy 0! labor, power, 

* display in quality and varisiy of Roves,....... 3 time and MONeY,.......+.ssecseeseeeseessncsseenesssee oe BO00 

 twelva named sorts do wss+s-0es 2| Bost Threshing Machine, power included,....Dip. & $25 
Most tastefully arranged and largest ccllection of | 2d do do sipesetgeceeen 2D 

Cut FIOWETE sesssseesssssssveesessecessscsseeeeessecessevers 3 | Best Tread Power with Separator,.-.--cccceeceeeDip-& 15 
Best pair Round Buquets,.......cssesessessereersesseeees LY 2d do NAD reson secats retboceessn 130 
4 patr Flat 0 cescasacsceesscunecsaccseccctsseeoeesd | MBnk RRmpet, WOE SOIENE ecco ceteceencacrrreereore-- tee OP pati 
« gnd greatest variety of Phloxes,.....-.-...-cc-se-e 1| Bost Reaper, hand-rakeryq..c.ssssesssseseseaccesssssseeeer DIP
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Dank Minoan ete tee et Dies POW serene nore cncem E RS a 
Best combined Reaper and MoweF....s-ceswesessess.. Dip | 2d do do do 10 
Best portable Grist Mill and Bolting Apparatus, Best Stationary Engine not over 4 horse power, 

complete, in actual operation during the Fair, particular reference being had to security from 
grinding’ feed and economically making good fire, economy of fuel, aud compactness, adap- 
flour, and not costing over $500...............Dip & 25 ting it for printing presses,..............00-.Dip & 10 

2a do do do 15] 2a do do do 5 
Best Grist Mill without bolting apparatus,........... 10 | Best Siding Mill in operation...........c..00.-Dip & 10 
2d do do veces _5| Best Shingle Machine in operation.................Dip & 10 
Best Feed Grinding: Miy.oewnsvevseee---Dip & 10) Best Planing. Tongueing and Grooving Machine, 

lo ercsescccscccnensccceccesccesencncee 6 I OPOPACIOR, ... =~ <---.secesasacenvansseoncaseseessace 
Best Clover Hlletywiowsvsenenerneeevvvenene 8) Beat Machine for Saving a ee 

2 10 eesseeessssnessseeseeeessreseeseeseesseeeee 3 | Best set of Hachinery for manulacturi h, 
Best Fanning Mill,.....cs.ssesscsssswesssssstsesseeseDip & 3| doors or blinds, in operation; Dip ‘« 10 
2d coment eceerseesceinecsesess setae Best Morticing machine........sssssswvssesseecenneeDip & 5 
Best Wind Mill for raising water, in operation, Dip « 15 | Best Sewing Machine for family wse,..........DIp& 5 

lo lo s+ 10} Jupaes.—J. I. Case, Racine; W. H. Prentice, Sh 
Te Co and Straw Cutter to operate by _| boygan; Z. P. Burdick, Janesville; Gacdner Meigs, gq BaD OF horse powerywivernnensreeievnnDiD & 5| Arena; A.J. Craig, Palmyra. 

Best hand power Corn-stalk Cutter,........s000e. 3 | CLASS 37.—MACHINERY For THe Manvractcre or Son- 
ad do do Sree om Guum Syrup Ap Sucar. 

Best Vegetable Cutters evwnenneeeneneeneeDiP £3! Bost mannfueturing apparatus complete upon the 
24 potato Gather, come 3 Fair Grounds, or Sugar and Syrup making, 

 . err tare compricing grinding aud boiling fixtures. par- 
aay BSR TET ar ies to furnish canes an at the whole ex- 

Best Bod Blow Mr att polls, Oettidieate cf Betelléncs|' “pense of Sitting up and working same on Fair 
© Steel Crossing Plows... sconces, ao ag SONNE AUFIDE Balt entnnrnennreennn $50 
ae Sea a eee aoe ee Best sample Sugar, not tess than 20 poundiycn. 10 
« collection or assortment of Plows in use in Rand Sg this country, with price attadied to ache qo | Best sample Syrup, not less than 20 gallons,..-..-. 5 

Beat Farm or Road Setaper).cccescseocsnencn, do| = 7 do WO verses 
2d do sunssserenssseseersseruseresssees$2 |» [Zhe above premiums to be awarded only on the ex- 
Best Potato Digger,.............,, Certificate of Excelence | hibition of a superior establishment for the manufac- 
2a do tessteessseseessesseeessseeesseessee $2 | SOFC Of sugar and syrup and a full and elaborate state- 
Best dressed French Burr Milistones,............Dip « 5 | Ment of the whole process, suitable for publication in 
Best Grain Drill,......+.sssssssseesseeessseeresensseeeseeDip & 5 | the Transactions of the Society.] 
Best Drain Tile Machine, in operation,..........Dip £15] Jupars.—J. @. Knapp, Madison; A. G. Tuttle, Bar- Bost specimens of Drai Tile eeserervnenennm 3] aboo; B.T. Gardner, Green County. 
= Farm WaAZON,...........ssccssassesessessenseseseeDIp OF GS a ees 

Best Po eee 3 Department of Manufactures. 
do Do ee er eee — 
Bost Corn Cultivatotyi.caststsnnentneneree z SUPERINTENDENT. DANIEL DAUGETT. 

Pease ae a 8] [Articles in this Department to be manufactured or 
Best Ox Cart,. vnvueees *| produced within the year and within the State; and in 
2d doen 3 all cages Exhibitors to furnish a written certificate to 
Paes Horke: Wik, oe cececeertcrec- cance 8) Caren 7 Committee that the articles were so man- 
2d OS eer s esreeeeteteteric ieee ctcinierna ts po mene 
Bene HERG Teg Gia cons scnseccacest ccesesencavenssssascons 0M CLASS 38.—Canniaces, Stoves, HARNgss, ETC. 
2d are ceetegerereecertaoeseweciyve PT ROECHORE - ined Teale gelbict 
Beat Ox Yoko,........ocscsesscascesssssocesesesseeressssocecees 9] BOSt Double Carriage, ..........ccscecersseesesene Dip OF $10 
Best Roller for general USCye.scsccsewssssssssssesweevee 5 | 20 do sssveevsapennennsesseseesecsnneserenrennes OF 
2d do vrosscstviseeccsnsnssssnnccccce 8 | Best single Top Buggy,..cssc..ssscveswssssessssceeesDip or 7 
Best Clod Crusher and Roller combined................ 5 | 2d do sissseestneseneeneesnesaaneesnesneese — & 
Best Horse Hoe for cleaning drilled grain crops,.. 5 | Best single Riding Buggy,...ssscccssss.ueee-Dip or 5 
Best Churn,.............sussseereu-Oertificate of Excellence | 2d do sessneenecsneeseneessesseeseeessese  B. 
24 O .n.ssrcsvsorsncerescererscessecassrecsesesseassesseens $2 | Best Trotting Wagon,.........rewsessorserecseeeeeDIP OF 5 

Best Cheese Press,...........-..-...Certificate of Excelence | Best Pleasure Wagon,.........ccsssecssveesssesesssraserenee 
2d do crescecseesesesassengeeeeecsseesecssesseese $2] { double Sleigh.....s-seccsereeesseererssereseeeeDIP OF 
Best and most numerous collection of Agricultu- 2d BO ecvcssesetistst tices trcesseetiecetteee, <1 

Tal Implement8,...........-ecscssreesessesesseseerseseeeee Dip | Best single Sleigh,.......secsseessereerseeesseeeeeeDip OF 3 
Pate ment nmerons collection ofiAgricalinral 2a DO "Ss stsnatasrasunnstorcentaceensatateceecassesse, a 

ans lening Tools and Implements manu- 
factured in the State, by or under the super: HAS MEOGES, BER: 

ion of the exhibitor, materials, workman- eeacserecsareostsaateisenss sesrasensdic ship, utility, durability, ana prices to be con- __ | Tag’ CuTISgS Harmesthvewevennscesemnerernonene $F sidered in both cases,...........scesessuseeneDip & 10| Best Wagon Harness,................ Secale 24 do do do 5] 2d do Meee Co es 
affrtites in the above collection shall not receive in- | Best Single Harmessyevnvnnnsnnnnnes 8 

eae Beat Gent's Saddles gioco cos scccstccccseectnsoencans 148 
Jcpans.—Tra Miltimore, Jancsville: A. B. Smediey? $0) Rapti" BOA, secs ccc shhsceesis ose 

Oshkosh ; 108. vey, ine; J. W. Stewart, Mon 
toe; Henry Ruble, McGregor, Iowa. Lp shge apnoea Pt 

CLASS 36.—Macurnery ror MANUFACTURING PURPosEs. —_ cone FOF WOOd,......seesseeeeseseceeeneeenee = 

Best portable steam rotary or clrcular Saw Mill,in | Best Cooking Stove for Wepre ccseceeeeces 5S 
operation, not more than 20 horse power—saw 2d do BE occeicneci eM 
40 inches in diameter, or larger, to run as Best kine Range for families,....ecceecrseenee 5 
Much as one entire daY......ecsererserseersseeee $25] 2d lo palibcreeseysaestiieeioene Tan 

2d do ‘do do 15 | Best Ornamental Parlor Stove..ccssecesssceseeee 2 
Best Locomotive Steam Boiler, not less than six 2a do seoreseeseesee ANSACHIONS 

DORMER er ce eS ines ccescsn DED & 10) | ent Hall Blo 06 55) coors ccessteamesefaccste oes iecseetis OR 
Po do do do 5| 24 dO sroescossasconnessonsnesosoneeceevees TTADSRCHONS 

t portable Steam Engine for farm use,........Dip & 20| Best sample Hollow Ware;.ccssscccsssssseeessseeene 2 
aa do do do MO | 4° Piro Grates, nine eS 

t stationary Shop Engine not less than 6 horse 2a dO secsesseceesssssensneeneereessovenses TFADSACCIODS
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‘MISCELLANEOUS MANUPACTURES. DLASS 40.—Besr Licutite Apanatus, Erc. 

Best Grain Gay woven nes 2| Bost portable patos, for hotel or family use, 
do eoarrensonceossencosocososcovenset COMEROLIOND not to exceed $2 1D. COB, .erececeneee covcnerencensoosee DE 

Best Twelve Hand Rtakes,.ccscccscsccccsevesseessssssee 2 | Best aparatus for Burning F1Uid,.....ccc-ceseermseeeee a 
2d do eID gnsactions | «+ Lamp for burning Kerosine or Paraphin oil....._ do 

Best six Hay Forks,scssssscssssonessconvnanessnene 2] “ and most econonomical of the above kinds of 
2d do “III transactions | lighting apparatns for family Dxe.....-.--c0000 G0 
Best eix Grass Beythet vr orrrr rears 2} | Jupaes —E. 8. Carr, State University ; A. I. Bennett, 

lo sensenseesensereee reneesees STRDSACTIONS cloit. 

— Six re Scythos,....ccccccesenscseesrcesseresereernes 2 | CLASS 41.—Mustcat Inerruments. 

2d ja qoubaapennncnneosenrinner’ i omi- i % 

oe ce eee eget | nee a et ne ae 
2d do io on © hemes tne es 
Shoat Stic Mameie Bathen col oc cote Le ace Pe ee ae 
2d do Tih ceunnncenpmntons | Bhackie Gregan coc ante be 3 
Bast dias Atte) « see 
2d oo emotions | -gamaas a ckerks Mlinon Satie, Bk igen 
Best lot of Grain Measures, not less than six,....... 2 | ae oe ~ Re z. 
2d a os Transactions | CLASS 42.—Stuven Wane, Curtenr, Buirasia Wane. 

Best dozen Drooms,..--sssecsssessssssseeeesesereeseeeens 2 | Bestexhibition Silver Wareyq.soocssserssssesseeessneeeDIp 
2d do SEI aransaetions | do Silver Table Catlery,...sseses-e-ossseee-+ 0 
Sesh tends AK Pass S| a Sa Ontlarg ne ce ee 
24 do __INNiransactions| + do Pocket Cutlery, Amer. manufacture do 
‘Jupces—Wm. E. Smith, Fox Lake; H. W. Curtia,| “ Specimen Silver Ware, with agricultural design 

Delona; M. 8. Gibson, Hudson. |, pftltable for premiamtne i. mcwenern do 

CLASS 30.—Canswer Wane, Coormnacx, Writow Wane, | ~ get Surgicll Lnstrament8.ceeseesererccccccs 40 
Leataen, Boots AND Suoxs, Ixpra Rupsen Goons, ETc. « set Dental od ire wep aera 

% “ set Mathematical Instruments,.....cccsceee 10 
CABINS? WARS: * set Surveyors - a cae eee 

Best specimens School Room Furniture,..........-+-+- BS | Micrescope,.......---reveseeeeeeeeeenererennnnnnererscenees do 

% assortment Cabinet Ware,.....:s+---+scoseo--------- Dip | ‘* Khronometer Cl0ck........--+-1+ee-ssssserereressesernee do 

6 Jot Enameled Furniture... ceccccccscccee BS WOtChy sssssessssossessssnsseessneeesnneescseseeensnnecnsnssees GO 

© Jot Rosewood Chairs,....cccccssssssscssssescccosnee 4] 8] @cimen Plated Ware,o..ss.evvsevesecreecesseeeeennes do 

“ Mahogany, BD rccciesstecrerentereee= 8]! os do Electro-plated Ware.-..ssss-wseerssseeee dO 
& Black Walnut do .....ccccccssosscsecessesesee 3| JUDGES.—Chas, Eslinger, Manitowoc; Thos. Davey, 

& Rlone Wo0d Soft,.....scccccsscccsssessssesssvesene 3| Mineral Point; —— Grover, Oconomowoc. 

nf ee ee ssvessonesennennecngnneennnananacsnnsceee : CLASS 43.—Paren, Prixtinc, Boox-Bryvixa, Etc. 

i Mele eB Eee ietmen Brine Papers, ett ae 

© Breakfast Table,ccccscscsccccceeseeeencemeeee 31 Be ee do oo 
iA. 8] eee hen = som 

> Guanes DANG Laie een. Sie - eo = go 
M+ Washstand,.2cccccccsnenseseneenerenermecnenees 2 amma Primtimgy.o--sssssseeroceseeeeeeens DIP 

COOPERAGE, BASKET WARE, ETC. | Best specimen Pamphlet Print gyvscrnne nop 

_ a cn ae eae ee ee specimen a Printing,......:--scceeeeeeeee DIP 

ateeeseeesenereces: a 2 lo > ceeccccceseccecesecsonsene BS 

at Pens al pas and neat orere pressions) = ae specimen a and Bill-heads.....-.----000+-Dip 
sosconveod jons do do et ek 

— a eeu ee etter es ae specimen one Primtingsseneseesseeseeeree sooo DID 

a 2 Bostmpecinen a Book Binding neo ae 

+ Display of Goopersge.......Dipand 5 | Best specimen lew Book Bindings ee ip 
“ Splint Baskets of oak OF atbijeccccsscoseccseoeeenwe 2 | 2d do ee ee 
© Willow Basket8.....c..sssssseeeneneense 2] Best speci REL SESE 
© Span Wihee Wawnaisin Sum SDipaed ¢| 94 ho gent era aes 

ie ee ee ee use of Wis. growth, : at Soom oe Book Bindings ener Dip 

. nloengal SABN,....-...seseccereseeseeneneeneeteneeeeeteeene s a specimen Book Work, all in aU yeeenesoeresreer DIB 
: eed cee arate ere do Go ssssaceosiacsences 

Pine Lumberyeccssssssssesssevsersssnseesssesnesseersneee 2 WUDGES.—Chas. D. Robinson. Green Bay; M. Frank, 
Se eee Kenosha; J. Walworth, Richland Centre. 

wie scelioet nies < . \ CLASS 44.—Textie Farrics, Cioting, Erc. 

Best ee Sie Bes eesinees np Di us-& Best piece of Woolen Carpet, not less than loyards..$8 

2d do eet: Sle so oa 
Bot Gute deny Doty S| eee - oe. 
2d do De ee See eee 4 rae’ 
Best Gent's Gaitertnenenrannnesnnmnmens 3] 94 ee ~ fone 8 

Best and nentest Ladies’ Winter Boots, anti-con. _ | Bett plece Flannel, = ras 
So ese aaT gaa ea Best Gont's Blanket Shawlyimreoneemoensiert—7 5 

ork Nain ovtey ay Sasttee Pico: Bobb uae ate Bost Ladies’ Blanket Shaw) snnnnvr 5 
£ : jo aveasonscenesenteesersncesensenssore B 

Bost Laie! Fancy Shoesy.vwwwweeewereenevsv-n 3) Best ansortment of Machine Knit Hosiery 3 
pee ‘Od Aig aa, ees 

LEATHER, INDIA RUBBER GOODS, ETC. CiorHix, Hats, FURS, ETC. 

Beck sprtienen DewAb A sesissciier cen Dipaak 3] ee ee 
Ht Ceapet Bagiissssssnnsicnnclcana!  @e| é Te wt 
 Orasmetal Leather Work, do 3| a Men's Hats and Capac €0 2 
« India Rubber Go0ds,...0.ccccccun do 2 & Childrens’ Hate and Cape, 2 
“ do NIB occas ae 81? e Hist One 2 

M Sole and Upper Leteryaocncnniw 3) Best ie vies Seana 
Re eee en ee ed 
Jupers.—H. W. Hayes, Palmyra; J. Sherman, Ber- | Gillet sparta ; wife, Wau- 

lin; D. J. Spaulding, Block Wath. | them i Beate ee: eeeseet et
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ee 
CLASS 45.—Domestic MANUFACTURES. Beat Crotchet Tidy,.......c..csccsrssseersesnensececsssnescseensee B 

Boat 12 skein Sewing Si0Ky-ewnnons-coveesovsesesesoreeseeeesS2 | edt OE essccansse nt as eect eco ere e 
sae shaen Cloth of RIDbOU, Bydsyc cones 2 | Bast Wrought Blippers,-—aenetnneenneneermnemn 
% ‘Woolen Kersey blankete,...usssccsscssucesnncceene 2] 2d dO sesesessecnssnnsesscnsnserennecssnnnnecees L 

4 10 yards Flamnel,......csesscccsssereesnsseesssssssessneeseee 3 2d dO sasessonesensesssaccnnecnesesnssecensences L 

seed a GiOEI nce, BY Best Pismo Sprendyacoccssessnesneesseenseeneeesenenens 2 
io T1b yactbe WoolOunpet:c 2 ee cae ine rhs aciacccctsssscsccieasseo eer eee 
Sr aT 1 | Best evidence skill and taste in mbroidered Hhadk'f 2 
“ Embroidered Hearth Hug...........cccccesrcerssnesorens 2B 2d do do do 1 

© Rug of other materials,........ssscsesesceseeeeeseenees 1 Best do do Hem-stitched do 2 

4615 yards of Rag Carpat.......csccccccessessseeseeene 3 Best Ottoman Cover, tufted on cloth,...........00 2 

ie NGL Btarkighs soso oie oe do B06 een E 
é Wo ieee ae do tufted on hair cloth, 2 
4 10 knote Woolen Wattijisccssescwcccsosrowneeseeseseeoee 1] 20 do do ness 

& Wyards Linen Cloth,.....scsccessrseseessseesssen sone 2 Best do plain OM CADVARS,........esseeee 2 

TO” DEBT cecccgeccececcrnnceceseoneee Bf OS do do ec neeel 
4 10 yards Towel Cloth,.......sscssesssneesssssesesssneeeee 2 Best evidence skill and taste in Lamp Matof any kind 1 
@ pal Cotton Btocking®;ccc0c coccckacccwas 1] SS Crotchet Lamp Matsa wvewewseee-seeneereeen:L 
« pair do sroseeeeeee semeeeeessmeesstiet | 4 Embroidered Lamp Matyssssssnsseessesseerensesee L 

Popup Tames Bowing Wiveed;ciiccussacsc-< 2] 1, Metnmeel MARINI BIR ete na anna 1 

te RR IE ec cseccsstecacsessssccsstcene Sh] (e) MPU OINIIES (MER tira ecesencterrs treciizciey 

ii White Gaile. cs ce eecectcsenes 2]. cy CUE OE Om cot fancy Work Basket,... 2 

+ double Carflet Coverlet,....--..ssesssesreeessneeseneees 3 2d do do wk 

“single do ennsis ees bececensceces do do fancy Card Basket, 2 

te Kink Counterpane;-ccsecceccscceseoseorcecssssorvesescnneee 2] 220 do do deacon t 

“ Wrought do Ee ere eee do Ornamental Shell Work, 2 

4 Qrotchat Wool Oapescen---e- tee aie EP ae do do do ay 

“do Bie ak eee ee cease eee do fancy Hair Work,........... 2 

s< White Wove Counterpane,....cccsssescssseresseeceeee 2| (2d do do YE 

« exhibition of tasteand skill in cutting andmak- | Best do Hair Flowers,............ 2 

‘ing Boys’ Clothing, by other than professional | 24 do do ee 
MasvUSAObUTOrS;.<con-ossesonnnssssconensensessecererrnsenee 4 | Beat do Embroidered Reticule... 2 

“a Gents Giothin, ‘ao 4 « exhibition Wax Fruit, representing choice vari- 

st Esetilty SHIRE oats Sescacinsnqessusecocstenien ene SLO do do do 3 

Best specimen Straw Haty....ccesecsssesssessssesesceneeees 2 Best do Flowers, do 3 

2d do Pabdisccceacteassss cei ES do do do 2 

Le eo Romie eae 7 JUVENILE.—UNDER FOURTEEN YEARS. 

. ssrsomnnnseessesesssssesseseens 1) Bost evidence of skill and taste in Crotchet Work,$2 00 
SUVENILE.—GIRLS SIXTERKN YEARS AND UNDER. 2d do do do 100 

Best pai Wooler Roekep irr g.| Best plain Needle Worky.ecs-vresseesessenenseeenes 2 00 

2d do Te aia eet abo on veee Boe do wevvvetensssnssnssarensesersesssee LOO 

Bost six keine Woolen Stocking Yart....cssssseeeeee 2 —_ spec.men nee eae nee 7 2 

Dest pair woolen Fringe eS Oe B Raiser seve Commer el iete Vote 
a jo aeeaneneeeeeeeseneeeseeeseene ~ = - 1 

Eat Patch work Sei 3 —y Knit ronan unre oe a ene 100 
% 

2 Nicidesouinsdaceacartessancstetinlaresctsece _ OD 

3 3 Ricotta per Fa Oe REE BOND on csersems ere OD 

GutepeimenDecning Sos causoea ee Ove scnecsrrnrenneserrserrerersreeeeres | BO 
See eer a J ban Wkltens sink |e ee WE cs cececcterecbarnemnintpeccore ot LOD 

Darling, Eond du Lac; Mra. B. C. Sage, New Lisbon. ee SO opener ie $0 
.—Mra. : , Belmont; Mrs. H. L. 

CLASS 46.—MiLtEnany. Palmer, Milwaukee; Mrs. Chas. Billinghurst, Juneau ; 

Best Silk Bonnet, domestic mannfacture,.........Dip or $3 foe H. Bonney, Belle Fountain; Mrs. Eli Stilson, 

2 do #0 dist steceeseeet . 
3d do do Sets ¥ ae eo 

Best Straw Bonnet, do dnccseeeeeDip or 3 Department of Fine Arts. 

2 do do ppeaeaeaake S tes 

Best Ladies! Cloak BT, ae 5 /OUPRRINTEMDENTS, JO FOR ABD AND WIEE- 
2d do do Boece & os 
Bee do oe cers CEASS 48.—Wonxs oF Ants. 

Best Ladies’ Dress do IIINIININ 8] [Articles exhibited in this class, except “+ Paintings 

= 2 e sertesntensneseseene 7 by the Old Masters,” will not be entitled ta a prize un- 

Best Bonnett Flowers, 2 ia ee 5 | am rote a ee 
24 rAd a sroveewws 2 Best specimen of Statuary in marble...........Dip and 5 

Best and greatest variety of theabove and other arti- | = Ce Wo0d,-veoeeeeseeeeereen- DID 
cles of Millinery, manufactured by exhibitor in. | (; no me Btone,wveveveeserreeeererree JO 
ae elate orn Raat AONE do Statuary in Plastery..-vrsseneenseere dO 

Jupers.—M. S. Gibson, Hudson; Mrs. C. H Williams, OIL PAINTING. 

Baraboo; a Racine. P i 
a: Mere, 5.1. Cae, Reston Best Oil Painting, Figures, .nnsenmnnmnnereneo DID 

CLASS 47.—ORNAMENTAL NEEDLE Work. 2d do GO... cereesneeesoee oe ae 

Best Embroidered SHAW, .cssscsccccsssececsssnssnserceceesense $B on = rate en ee 
y ea seo : ‘ Peco ee 

III esse 2] Best specimen of Animal Paiuting,.....-+-----------Di 
Best Embrosdered Seaton “inns 8] aie’ en ee ae 

abst Mastin Ribroiery. rsa 3 Bat Goya Becta ee ees 
lo SII esse 1] pest do. Fruit Paimting,.....----s--s-ss-eee--Dit 

Best Lace BanbeodSery prvi 2 2 do _ 4 nanan 
So item isdbe ons Elceemnenste t 0 ieee! Budubinggi i <ieeetces 

ae aR ; aa do me do ae 

i specimen oe Beall WOR acre : Largest and best exhibition of Paintings, by the Old . 

De rae Masters;.c.scccsccsssssssssosecceceesecssessossrenenneceseeees 
_ pelenngen RG es ae ; Best collection of Original Oil Paintings,.....Dip and $5 

Galckiee es WATER OOLOR PAINSINGS. 
Knit Tid y,.....ssccesessscneenssnceserensnenensensnecsssenensens 

2| Best Painting in Water Colors, Figures,.......-+e+0-eDip 

2d GO cractsrcosconecsssistsnestnsstencesteccternesonsmnen UL A do do do Doeeneenga xi GS
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ee - Ge oe grounds after the work is commenced, until 
Best do do Animal,..............Dip | the Committee leave the ground. 
= 2 a * = oe 6. Each plowman to strike his own land, 
2d do do Mo ct 'gg| and plow entirely endependent of the ad: 

Best do do Flowers,.............-Dip | joining land. 

Bet do Wisconsin Landscupe,.2----pip| _ 6 Within the fourth of an acre plowed, 
Best collection Water Color Paintings,........Dip aad $3 | ach plowman will be required to strike two 

eit mare back furrows and finish with the dead fur- 
Sora ip | TOW in the middle, 
2 doe do nce) 7. Premiums awarded for best work with- 

Best do — Malainotypes,............-sseesseees0+++Dip | in reasonable, 
ee AmPrOLYPES wowerewonsoesevree DAP | JungEs.- Eli Stelson, Oshkosh ; Geo. Robbins, Green 

Best do Amb or Dagueretype of Animals,...Dip | /“*¢# Almon Osborn, Metemen. 
“ do Photographs, plaiti,......scsemseneoe 0 Rak eee Sa See 
a do do water colors,............-- do | Department of Equestrianism, 
“ do pa ee 

Bert collection Strectaopi Petar yle| SUPERINTENDENT, 3. ¥. ROBBINE, 24 do do fi a ee ee = 
Best collec’n of Sun Pictures of differ’t kinds, Dip and 5 | CLASS 51.—Lapres’ Rivixc. 

MISCELLANEOUS. Bitet Promiginy cents -nosess peta EMO 
Best specimen Pasel Painting.......-sreose+seseseDiP | 3d dO Lansansonsnssesserserserserrerrrccrcncnnnnnnn, 10 Rot Cresen DrawigiyevvesereerrnereresereesrnencnreeneesDID MEDS SB ie Vises sscmtisers aacecieeeeotacssioseeancs) 6 
“ specimen Pen Drawing, do [The Executive Committee wish it dis- 
- MAppingy..----evrrseereeeeeeneseeeeeeees 0 | tinetly understood that the above p-izes are India Ink Drawing,....-ssssscssccsscscesscesscscssenes dO J eae “ ‘specimeu of Writing Book by pupil in any of | Offered, not for the fastest riding, but rather 

the pablic Se oN aren iD andl $8 for superiority of ease and grace in the 
“ system ant exec cK 208 :. 

>t County Agricultural Society,.-.--..bip and $5 | 8@ddle, and for skill in horsemanship. ] sé Wood ENgraving,....ssseesesssesesseessssnesseseeeeess- Dip | JUDGES.—Gov. A. W. Randall, B, F. Hopkins, Mad- 
* do steeesserseesssserenesseseeseeeeeeeereeee GO| ison; Chas. Billinghurst, Juneau; G. W. Hazelton, 
“Lithographs, ...-seerssesssseesssessesseseeesesseesseeee GO | Portage; L. H. D. Barron, Pepin. 
“ specimen of Engravings on Coppety...-----..-.. do oo 
« do do cee Bx : 
“ @ Electrotyping,........................ do Exhibitions by Counties, 
Juces.—W. Hf. Watson and wife, Madison; 11. ¥, | For the largest and most creditable contribution 

: boi ie to the Exhibition made by the citizens ofany Pra ae Css 7H Hulchiwonana wit, | Suny excuse of Base ane oo 
GLA08 i Stecmaneee anne: BHM WORSE 5-505 5x. cannes eeosovessesssererics) sesso! 

[Articles of whatever class not otherwise provided |__ [The Judges are to be selected by the 
for have been assigned to this Committee, who will| Executive Committee at the time ot the 
Ganeces ete into their claims and report accor-| Fair, and will be required to base their de- 

JvpaEs.—Orrin Guernsey, Janesville; William Wil-| Ci8ion upon such cireumstances of reps 
son, Menomonee, Dunn Co.; J.T. Kingston, Necedah. | tion, remoteness from the locality of the 
SS Fair, amount, quality, &c., &c., as will en- 
DIVIISON D sure equal advantage to all the counties in 

Re Work and E ral competition. The award will be made to 
arm Work and Equestrianism. the Agricultural Society of the successful 

ae county, and notice of an intent, to compete De co ’ ! mo 
ee must be filed by the competing societies eet A = 

SUPERINTENDENT, W. F. PORTER. with the Secretary as early as the first day 
of August. The articles and animals exs 

CLASS 50.—Prowine Marcu. hibited will not be classified by counties, but 
WITH HoRSEs. each exhibitor from counties competing, 

First Prominm....cccscsseneetennsennmnsnennsnen§15 | Will be furnished with a card bearing the Bd dO sreresseseeneeesnnenunesnunestineneene 1] RaMe Of the county to which he belongs, s0 Sd do ssvrtsnsenninennnsnnnmers 5] that the Judges appointed will be enabled 
WITH OxEN. to decide after an examination of all the 

First Premium,......cusssnesnuseesineseneensneee $5 | articles thus labelled in the several clases. Bd do sesssseeseernerunnerssmneseemmneesnmnenee 10] NO entry fee required. Oe pieces eee eB RoE SN So 
RULES FOR PLOWING. wares, . For the best Cultivated Farm of not less than 40 1. The land to be tame grass sward, and on ee ea ee s 

the quantity for each team, one-sixth of an 2a do do? a calc Sitvertichiets vpics,, 0) 
acre. 3d do do a Silver Goblet, value 30 

2. The depth of the furrow to be not less|_Juvaxs.- B.R. Hinkley, B. Pinkney, David Wil- 
than six inches. liams. 

3. The teams to start at one time,and| [The Judges will visit farms between the 
each plowman to do his work unaided. 15th of June and the 15th of July, and in 

4. No person sme the viewing Com-| awarding the premiums will have regard to 
mittee will be allowed to enter upon the! the general arrangement, the quantity and po ” A
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quality of the produce, and the manner and | true, te the best of his knowledge and belief; and that 

expense of cultivation. Competitors will ae Sea as ae ie en 

be required to furnish a report of their sys | Swo.n t) befere me, mer dele 

tem of management, together with a state- = tay ot ee aie 
—— — Justice. 

ment ct ate expenses and profits for the | ——County, ss.—E. F. being duly sworn, says, that 

year ending January Ist, 1861. Entries for tema ye - hasrosting, | getiam ose and 
x — refer to i 

See inline iene eeorcaen Sees - DO. 3 that received | bushels, as stated in the affiidavit ot C. D. as 

remiums last : a Sworn to before me, this 
pres el year will not be entitled to |” day of seer t 

POT icer wi ihe snort neal —— —, Justice. 

eiccinies SCIENTIFIC AND STATISTICAL 
Best oneacre Winter Wheat not less than 36 bush. $15 _SCIENTIFIC owen STATISTICAL. 

Test one ace Spring Wheaton 1 Population of the United States. 
5 = ing perennnnmeeenneees 18 ieee 

Best one ate Oates not las dia 8 Basel 10] ‘The following table furnished by the Su- 
do See intendent of the Census, at Washingt 

Best one acre Indian Corn, Sera oy, ae 
= mere Indien Gorm, core tae aD ysis a for the purpose of apportioning Members of 

Best one acre Barley, not less than 60 bushelé,..... 10 Congress in the various States, will be found 

Pir = oF see : ms do do... | correct and valuable. The ratio of Represen- 

a es py » nol t ieee ae 300 ests, ag tation for a Member of Congress is 127,216 : 

Best one quar’r acre Carrots not less than 400 bush. 10 ~~ one 
24 do do do do coe Population. Population. —_Rep'tives. 

Best one acre Hopsyq...cesssccssccessseseeee 10 | Maineserreeeessesrssss 619,958 5 
2d do rreenrereeeeseesereceseseesessesneers 10 | Now Mampehire,... 326.072 3 

Best ome acre Timothiy Seedy 19 | Vent en eennen, $15,827 3 

2a do do BSCS CMC (CNSR Te Massachueetts,....1,231,494 1 

Best one acre Clover Seedy... nn, 10 | Rhode Leland... IPEEt Z 
ee ee nen Gna Bg 5 Coins cee — 

‘ian Grass Seed, 
yenseneneetby! as 

2d do ‘do eee Sanaa 10 | Pennsylvania,.....2,916,018 2 

Greatest amount in value of Syrup andSugar from __ | NeW Jerseyor----~ O76.068 5 
p and Sugar from eS . as 

one acreof Caney... Delaware,.....-.-+ 110,548 1,30 

2a a) eas te ere teva an Maryland,.c0, 646,183 esi382 6 

3d do do ab so 0) Virginiay.n.neL 097,973 495,826 u 

[Competitors must file notice with the | Som" Garaute’™” Sisise  4o7tRb i 
ova by the 15th of June enclosing Georgie 615,338 A67461 7 

.00 and a specification of the cro; OKI, cvvvvceeeeeeee 81,8 63,809 1 
P OF | Alabama,............ 520,444 435,473 6 

crops so entered. The final report must be | Mississippi,.......-- 407,051 479,607 5 

made before December 1, and must embrace | L2uisitnte------~- 354,245 312,186 4 

a verified statement of the character of the tena emacs 415,009 1et000 ‘ 
soil,and the manner of preparing it, the Tennessec,..c..----- 859,528 237,112 8 

character and quantity of manare, &c., the Kentucky,.......-. 920,077 225,490 8 

variety planted or sown, time and manner OOOO i 
ot harvesting, the measure of the entire Tlinoi, +... ++-.-0001,691,238 13 

~~ and the weight per bushel, (if grain,) Mee aaa an 7 

pag pute of the expense from first cea 2 ene fi 
and the stat [OWB,seseseceeseeseene 682,002 5 

panied by earn tement must be accom | Minnesota,......... 172793 1 
i | by samples for the-inspection of the | Oregon,......----+ 52,606 1 

ommittee. . California,.......... 384,77 1 

oS Executive: Gousiltes will award at nt 4 

MOE December, but will with-|  Total......27%)384,780 3,900,863 Ear 
wath e premiums it either the quantity or POPULATION OF THE TERRITORIES, 

w ee the crop is not deemed creditable | Sebrasktrwwr----- 28.808 
rthy. New Mexic0y.c. 93,024 

. Utahy....cscccccccenee 50,000 
ciee ae are fos of affidavits for Dakota ee a0 

, Applicant and assistant, whieh | W*hineton...... 11,024 

one appended to the statements of com- Dis 06 Coben ieee 
‘itors: Total of Ter’ries,..262,700 

——County, ss.—A. B. being di RECAPITULATION. 

isa surveyor; that he surronad swith: thats dad com | Total population of all States and Territories 
pppoe) land upon which C. D. raised a crep of —— im the United States,........c...cssssseessseee 27,647,489 

pear spans aod de the tend sas In one coutinnos Slave population;.sscssessseesecssssseessereerees 8)000,883 

see she} ‘A. B. Surveyor. ar eagle toes set ce seems 

—day of —, 1861. — ‘ornia has saw mills, erected at 

— Ostenty, a Oe ae ay eoang a cost of $2,500,000 ; one-half propelled by 

land surveped bere, <— tn patna upon the steam, remainder by water. They cut an- 

Hd surveyed by A. B. and that the quantity of | nually 500,000,000 feet of lumber, worth 
ere —— bushels, measured in a sealed , 

tnt nearing all trop bY Er tod at tate | Pay we 
ment annexed, subscribed by this deponent, as to the | _ —The whole number of regulars enlisted 

matiner of cultivation, expense, &c., is in all respects | for the Continental service, from the begin-
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ning to the close of the great struggle for | what though they darkly lie between? independence, was 231,350; of these 67,- Go to, with coward fears ; 
907 were from Massachusetts. Every State | phe hands of Time, in time, are clean. 
south of Pennsylvania provided but 59,493, | rrath cannot fail nor falschood shun; 
or 8,414 less than this single State. New "Tis eighteen hundred sixty-one, 
England equipped and maintained 118,350, The royalest of years. 
or above half the number placed at the ser- 
vice of Congress during the war. And there, the first of Christian czars, 

3 = Great ALEXANDER stands, 
DLonicratioy oF 1860.—The total number |. -cowned with twice ten million stars, ofimmigrants who have landed at New Y on Sik ctbente, ted, wits aie bemaes mare 

during the year ending December 29tl 5 pee : ° 1860, is 108621. “Of this number, 46,659 "| Sean Coe 
are Irish; 37,636, German; 11,112, Eng- 
lish; 1,506, Scotch; 1,470, French; 1,336, | Now, drunk with joy, the golden day 
Swiss; other nationalities are represented Arches a jubilee, 
in smaller numbers. Of the number of | From Arctic cliffs, still hanging gray 
passengers arrived, about 44,000 have Above the unending roar; 
avowed their intention to locate in New | From where Pacific waters plash 
York. 14,000 in Pennsylvania and New On Asia’s ancient shore; 
Jersey, 14,000 in New England, and 4,000 | Beyond where Ural thunders crash, 
in the Southern States; to Ohio, Indiana, Where valleys slope and mountains soar: Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Min- | From Baltic surge to Caspian— 
nesota, and California, 20,000; Kansas, | ana every man is there a man, 
Nebraska, New Mexico, Canada, etc., 10,- Sacred to Liberty. 
a = SoS = | Oh it is solemn, glorious, grand! 

7 Even we, who weep and pray, THE HOME. eel, a8 wo clasp our nativeland, 
| Tis something more than just to live, From the New York Independent. To live to ace this day. 

Russia. ? 
as Nine hundred years and ninety seven, 

BY MRS, HOYT. Before old Russia’s slaves 

We have heard of storms in the days of old, Could win the right, decreed in es 
‘That howled down the Polar Seas, Zo own the bread was wrung from toil, ce And, when they tilled no more the soil, And shook the cliffs like demons bold; To seat in fresmecia pares And leaped the hills with a fearful glare, I And whirled and shrieked in the desolate air. Courage my soul! Faith in the Good, °Till the wrath of the ghouls was stirred. ‘And good is for thee still; And there are things of which we have heard Bure as the oppressed are séen of God. 
More terrible than these. ‘Ail evil chal be ‘undertrod. 

Thesun that climbed that northern zone, Our country’s future has a date, And walked the skies in red, And he may work for it and wait, 
Saw many a bannered host o’erthrown, Who hath the faith and will. And far, and wide, o’er all the lands, Manisow, Wisconstn, 1861. Saw Arctic snows, with muffled hands, — ie eae 

Sheet the uncoffined dead. A Word to Mothers and Daughters. 
There many a calm and holy night — 

Has arched the conqueror’s way, These are times which demand of every And hung o'er scenes of wild affright, : arenas rue Bills macgits Osean, member of society untiring industry, close, 
And heard the battle’s bellowing roar economy and heroic sacrifice. The fathers 

For millions more to slay. husbands and sons are needed as never be- 
Man reads to mourn. A mightier One fore since the days of the Revolution, and 

Than he had kept the gains no man is true to the interests ef his coun- Where Scythian horde, and Goth, and Hun, try or his race who is not stimulated by the 
Beh readline Sooeett sn iad ped (fe, call of Constitutional Liberty to devote Swept o'er Sarmatia’s plains. SNe SibeasasGhch bass oes as os himself with a new energy to his duty, 

er —. co ibaren sai either on the field of battle or in the flelds 
Nine hundred years and ninety-seven of industry, according as his country may 
Count back the avenging strokes of Time require his services here or there. 

Rothet peaterss mera. It was sentiments like this, and heroic 
Sternly since Russian Rurik reigned, deeds based upon those sentiments that won 

And many a Mogul khan, us the victory in the war for Independence ; The grinding centuries have gained 255: 5 dd 
A stronger light and steadier hand end the same spirit of self-sacrifice an le- 

To point the coming man, votion to principle can alone achieve a tri-



umph now that shall be worthy of th aie acne 
y esac-| Woman has mai 

i. cause of the Constitution and | one of them is, alin ca lesranen 
i 

one 
tion till he is dead, whereas h ath 

— there were heroic women in the eau ey efeckinuhemney 2 her lifetime. ees 

of the Revolution as well as men re | erri , and th 
itori 

must be heroic women now—women anes ne — nt 

to Inbor with new zeal and energy, and tot colar commas © portios of Sensse, 

sacrifice the luxuries, and, if need be, the 1024 sil erg 6 

comforts of life for the furthe f and the : eon eae” ioe 
ae a ; prance of the - e 37th and 41st degree of latitude 

grea “ ol _preserving unimpaired the t contains 100,000 square miles and a po} : 

blessed institutions bequeathed to us by our eeeten ent — 

Fathers, and of thoroughly vindicating bey con eree King bekwacn, Calatenata snd Usek 

fore the nations of the Earth the authority Mexico pay bn: HY =< oe paleo 
See 

y xic north and south. A portio 

= best government the eeciecanean: ae it is taken from Calfornia, Eerie that 

Reet Ee cared on githout ioe State gives its assent. It includes the fas 

mense expenditures of treasure, and some. 1a cena eee 

at least, of the money required must b ie jish ane fe Sect asics wae 

steel of ze e the merica, east by the States of Minneso' 

of a more active industry at home. ta and Towa, south and west by Nebraska 

Property will be destroyed and hnndreds of Its length from north to south is 550 niles, 

families will be left to the christian and pat- - aeons ete a ao it ; 

Cae eugene ; Pp as an area of 70,000 square miles. It 

7 y people of every State. | Was formerly a part of the terri Mi 

Ww ill not the mothers and daughters of the | Resota, but was Uetached shen that te ae 

loyal North, begin, therefore, at once, that a State ee earl chiely inhabited 

retrenchment, close economy, and sauna baa ot 2 

active industry which are nar . et cami COT ae 

y e to becom 
v , 

necessary, and which will only be more ai. DOMESTIC ECON OMY. i 

cult and burdensome if postponed ? ri 1 Substi' 

There is nothing, in times like these, more | 2 — Cora 

noble and beautiful than a patriotic ccialal! [The following recipes accompanied the 

ie among women in matters of economy communication on the early sprouting of 

on Tonoifiah benesolencega Phere taanuch corn, published in last number, and were 

_ it already, but let there be more. Let omitted. by mistake —Ed.] 

: ~ hands a Se Boil moderately a pint of molasses from 

meio hy, babit bas yat/conce active! and five to twenty minutes, according to its con- 

ie a and let such as have not learned the Sener then add. three eggs well besten, 

etal act quably) siciee taaisallleyen al hastily stirring them in, and boil a few min- 

anoct sadnatranue anak iiods ©) utes longer. Season with nutmeg, or good 

lustrious and skilled. — 
E> 

Seok a as ar : essence of lemon. E. M.D. 

months, and mopidee isn piketies 2 Frencu Pancaxes.—Take six eggs, seps 

. a ? 
j 

a feeh <eeaonens a sound pleasing to arate the yolks fromm the whites ; beat the 

~higieaee, isinsensible of the music. — = a dinner plate to a snow; beat 

es 
the yolks with two table~spoonfuls of 

cheerful mind i 
ii 

rons ee iecd iol ind some two of flour, and one of cream; add a little 

— remade! y, like | salt, and a very little carbonate of soda ; stir 

Beat : <— in the whi ; 
ee ue teat of fiendship se 

ew! i of the CEES; and mix gently. 

— ether fore whole our te a spoonfal of butter in a frying pani 

mea — out wearying of one 2 oe res in the whole pancake. Let 

Aen 
it coon slowly for fifteen minutes, with 

(pele dag ose n who “ stand i i soul 
dignity cS ag aude potas . fire: x Put any kind of preserved 

rate hi meal Be acai teive a pieces ot cuit over it. Serve hot. Nice for tea. 

ane Sarcrant.—* Attention, compan’ Cracker Pie.—Eigh iiaib 

"tind to row! call. All of ye that are | f ane 
Tesin ell ye that are | fiue, on which pour boiling water t fter 

PEsanh ty mere, and all of ye that are not | eight t i i ight off eu 
Sy Mae 

ot | eight teaspoonfuls of vinegar, eight of su- 

gar, one lemon ; if too stiff add water.
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Rice Puppixc.—Half-pint of rice boiled ;| Directors, Fred. Bohne, Kewaunee: J, A. 
drain off the water, and let the rice get cold Defaut, Ahnepec; Jesse Ericson, Carlton : —-two ounces butter, four ounces sugar, One GA. Feiker, Franklin; Thomas Paddle quart rich milk, five eggs beaten very light, ford, Mont tes : the a 
a teaspoonful of nntmeg and cinnamon. | oa peers y Uory- 
Stir all together. ville; David Decker, Casco ; Joseph Harp Svcar Caxes.—Two cups of white | Lemieux, Red River; James Pierce, Pierce. 
sugar; 1 cup of butter; two-thirds of a| Truly Yours, 
cup of water; one teaspoonful of saleratus ; | D. D. Gartann, Sec'y. spice with nutmegs, Roll these thin, and | — 
bake quick. 

Prescorr, Feb. 26, 1861. 
Country Crutiers.— One bowl of cream;/ Pror. J. W. Hoyt.—Dear Sir :—The 
1 coffee cup of sugar; l egg; a little salt; / adjourned annual meeting of the Pierce 2 teaspoonfuls of sualeratus. Mix rather County Agricultural Society was held " stiff. a egi| fies ih : this city on Saturday, the 16th inst., and re- 
Fons.—Fine furs should be keptin a cold sulted in the choice of the following officers place. An experienced dealer will tell the 7. 

moment he puts his handson a piece of fur, | for the ensuing year: 
if it has been lying in a warm dry atmoss| W. C. Denison President ; M. W. Barb, ; ying y , ' phere ; it renders the fur harsh, dry and | yf, H. Fitch, Recording Secretary ; J. M. shabby, entirely destroying the rich smooth ee 2 
softness which it will have if kept in a cold | Bailey, Corresponding Secretary. anand i ¢ Yours truly, 
Sealer ey J. M. Batter. Sl 

1. Ti T 
NEW 8 DEPARTMEN T. J. W. Hoyt, Esq., Sec’'y W. S. Ag. ee eres al ee THE DOINGS OF AGRICULTURAL Society. Dear Sir: The officers of the 

SOCIETIES. Winnebago County Agricultural Society are 
aS as follows : BROWN COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. President, A. H. Cronkhite ; Secretary, 

At the annual meeting of the Brown B.S. Henning; Treasurer, J. W. Ball. i 
County Agricultural Society the following Board of Control, G. W. Lathrop, J, 

officers: were elected : Es , | Hotchkiss, W. H. Scott, John Hewlett, President, Wm. Scott; Ist Vice Presi- Samuel Charlesworth, James Adams, and dents, J. Ingalls, D. Cormier, G. G. Hannon, E. D. Smith. 

N. Goodell, Otto Tauk, Jonas Leroy; Re-] The premium (a first class Fanning Mill) cording Secretary, M. P. Lindsley, Corres: | for the best acre of wheat raised in Winne- ponding Secretary, A. C. Robinson ; Trea- bago county, was awarded to Mr. Bushnell, 
surer, D. Butler. the last President of the Society, for stxrv- There was also elected a Board of Direc- FIVE and THREE-FOURTHS bushels. 
tors, consisting of one member from each We shall contend for the Banner at the 
town in the county. next State Fair, and shall go in to win. The Treasurer's account shows the Socie- Yours respectfally, 
ty to be in a sound condition. 

B.S. Hennive, Sec’y. The editor of the Advocate says: “We — 
believe there is not a society in the State,| J. W. Hoyt, Esq.—Dear Sir:—At the 
ne longer established than this, whose pros-}annual meeting of the Jefferson County 
pects are better.” Agricultural Society, held at the Jefferson 

ss Ser House in Jefferson, on the 19th day of Feb., 
Kewauneg, March 14, 1861. the following officers were chosen for the J. W. Horr, Editor Farmer :—Below ensuing year: 

please find the list of officers for the Kewau. H. H. Welds, of Koshkonong, President, 
nee County Agricultural Society for the] A, B, Smith, of Lake Mills, and Justus Car. the present year : penter, of Palmyra, Vice Presidents: A. H. 

Joseph Wilmot, Coryville, President ;] Van N orstrand, of Jefferson, Treasurer ; Barney Hanson, Franklyn, Vice President ; | James Barr, of Jefferson, Secretary. 
E. Derker, Kewaunee, Treasurer; D. D. E. B. Fargo, Lake Mills, Geo. C. Smith, 
Garland, Kewaunee, Secretary. Oakland, E. D. Masters, Jefferson, Milo
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Jones, Koshkonong, Nelson Fryer, Cold| cussions as published in the county news - 

Spring, J. R. Dye, Hebron, H. E. Coon | paders, are fall of interest. The sessions 

Palmyra, W. W. Woodman, Farmington, | are held in suecession at the residences of 

Joseph Lindon, Watertown, D. Folsom:| the members and are represented as being 

Waterloo, J. D. Waterbury, Aztalan, Execu | socially agreeable and professionably profit- 

tive Committee. Yours truly, able. 

Jas. Barr. Sec’y. The officers, for 1860, are Nathan Sar— 
Pror. J. W. Horr.—Sir:—The follow. gent, President; Chas. L. Gould, Treas- 

ing are the names of the officers of the urer; and E. F. Barrows, Secretary. We 
Monroe County Agricultural Society : shall endeavor to publish portiens of their 

RB. E. Gillett, Tomah, President; R. H.| Proeeedings from time to time. 
McMahon, Sparta, Vice President; H. E. STATE MATTERS. 

Kelley, Sparta, Secretary; B. Northup, a 
Leon, Treasurer. Tue Mrtirary Sprair is still intensifying. 

We csilive committee. F. B. Tyler, Chair- The roll of the drum has becomeas familiar 

man; 8. C. Lyon, P. Webster, Wm. Baker, as the rumbling of wagon wheels. Two 

HL Campbell; A. Ws Gibbs, 6) Wood,,J. BL | cr teen MO Rae dor cee a tase 
are, 7 N. Rier, P Van ane ie Milwaukee and one at Madison—and com- 

are ‘ P v Carpenter LE eaiecdi panies enough have tendered their services 

ee epee 7) for five or six more. 

Hi M. Huntley, i - J. — A. Emery, —| The people of Wisconsin are loyal. The 
waper: oe Mole: Best Badger heart is choke full of patriotism. 

Fit 18°F | Tet the Secretary of War but say the word, 

J. W. Horr, Esq.—Dear Sir:—At the| and twenty regiments of a thousand men 

annual meeting of the Green Lake County |each will be eager for battle. We never 

Agricultural Society, held at Princeton, | Were 8° proud of our adopted State. " 

Jan. 7th, the following officers were elected Finding a need for further legislation 
for the year 1861 : with reference to the defense of the State 

Ira Sherman, Princeton, President; A. and the equipping of men in sufficient 
Nichols! Matbeane. VicelPreadent: ME number to answer the future calls of the 

pecs Dera eee maa icra Government, the Governor has convened the 

E os c ee i H. Howard J. Legislature in extra session, which will 

Seana Ny : ommittee, M. H. Howard, “.| commence to-morrow (May 15th). Many of 

Davis, A. Bailey, S. M. Knox. , | the members are already here, and the be- 

Next Fair to be held at Markesan in| yie¢ is that there will be a perfect unanimi- 

September. Respectfully, ty in the making of ample provision for 

M. H. Powens, Sec’y. | every emergency. 

MANITOWOC COUNTY. The ladies, in all parts of the State, are 

The annual election of officers of the| *¢#lously engaged in providing for the 

Manitowoc County Agricultural Society, personal comforts of; the}-volustecrs; and 
took place at the Court House, on Monday, there is scarcely anything too Herculean for 

January 21, and resulted in the choice of phomita undexteke: 2 a nee 
the followin ie days 1500 fiannel shirts have been made by 

Presid oe h F. Ge Rison the patriotic ladies of Madison, and we 

s peswents ooh 2: ce ea a dee doubt nét that the noble women of other 

ae = EB. ee Sate mee towns have been equally prompt and ener- 

Te ries, C ag. Eeslnger and Wm: ‘ach. | getic in the performance of what their 

Executive Committee, Giles, Hubbard.|} ands have found to do. 

oem J. E. Platt, G. W. Burnett, Tue WEATHER AND THE Crops, though - 

View Pease cantemaack town secondary, just now, in the thoughts of the 

aaa masses of the people, have not, we trust, 

Town Clubs. lost their interest to the farmers of Wis- 

THE SHEBOYGAN FARMERS’ CLUB. consin. A little untoward in some respects, 

Is one of the most prosperous in the State. it is our opinion that the season will never- 

Its meetings are well attended, and the dis-| theless prove favorable to agriculture. It
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has ccrtainly been as good as could be ask-| killed and mortally wounded, and the cold 
ed for wheat already in, and we believe it | blooded butchery of 9 inoffensive Germans 

will not long continue unfavorable to the | the following day and night, simply because 
planting of corn. it was Germans who fired upon and killed 

The reports from all parts of the State | ome of the mob as related, gives evidence 
indicate that the farmers have appreciated | that there is a very dangerous element in St. 
the extraordinary demand of the times, | Louis that should at once feel the strong arm 

The quantity of wheat sown is probably un-|°f military power. Gen. Harney is there 
paralelled in the history of Wisconsin, and |2°W; however, in command of the troops, 
all early sown crops are looking unusually and his characteristic energy and courage 
weil. are a good guaranty that prompt and efficient 

The farmers of Minnesota are also wide | ™¢asures will be used to overawe and, if need 

awake, as we learn from Col.G.F. Hastings, | ®, rush out the traitorous villains who 
who has just returned from a tour through mola fain drive the city and State into the 

the more thickly settled counties, and are whirlpool of secession. 2 

determined to beat the world if they can. Gen. Boatt, we nae ae pee 
Ta"S' wok’? the ag vicditarkl“ prospect in| Caters wo. Philadelphia, in order to operate 

2 £4 prosp : 5 a s 
good. Let the farmers of the Northwest with more promptness and efficiency, = doing 

a . : all that mortal man could do to organize the 
but join hearty hands with Providence, and : : 

si «_, | army, and when the time comes to strike, they may ensure results that will astonish| _ é 
will prove by his success, the wisdom of get- 

the world. = : 
SS SS ee ting well prepared before making demon- 

National.—Since the issue of the last No. | stration of the designs and power of the 
of the Farmer nothing of startling impor-| Government. 

. tance have transpired. Tennessee and Arkan-| Troops in immense number are drilling in 
sas has seceded, as expected, The ports of} gl] parts of the North and thousands more 

Virginia and North Carolina have been | are clamoring for admission into the army. 
blockaded and very decisive measures have Large numbers of Southern troops are 
been adopted to hem in the rebels by the/ said to be collecting at Richmond. ft. 
military occupation of important points along | Pickens is pronounced safe against any force 

the line. Cairo is strongly fortified and | which the rebels can bring against it. Sev- 
further protected by several thousand troops. | eral ships of war are lying off, prepared to 

The Union men of Tennessee, Kentucky, | aid in the defense of the Fort, if attacked, 
and Western Virginia have responded to the | and probably also with orders to recapture 
call of the President with one or two regi | the Navy Yard when the right time comes. 
ments each of troops, and seem to be daily! Nine thousand U.S. troops recently sailed 
gathering strength. Western Virginia holds | from N. Y. under sealed orders and will 

a Convention to-day, and, in case the ordin-| doubtless give an account of themselves ina 
ance of secession should be ratified by a| few days. 

majority of the people of the State, will Maryland has not seceded and probably 
probably secede from the eastern portion. | will not, now that Baltimore is under terror 

St. Louis has twice been the center of| of Government cannon, and Annapolis is oc- 
much interest since the preparation for war | cupied by a strong military force. Therail- 
began—first when Capt. Stokes of Chicago, | roads connecting Washington with the North 
by a most skillful ‘‘coup de main,” received | are now repaired and strongly guarded, so 
21,000 stand of arms at the Arsenal in that| that our troops no longer go around Balti- 
city, under the very noses of an immense | more. 

secession mob, and under cover of night! The Southern Commissioners find but little 
transported them to Alton, thence to Spring-| fayor thus far at foreign courts and will find 
field, Il.—the second, when on the 11th of| jess and less as the old confidence in the in- 
the present month, Gen. Lyon, commander | herent strength of the Government of the U. 
of some 5000 U. 8. troops surrounded and |g. js gradually restored. Mr. Dallas, Min- 
took Camp Jackson (a seeession camp in the | ister to England, refused to present the rebel 
suburbs of the city) capturing some 1400| Commissioners to the Queen, and Mr. Faulk- 
prisoners and about 5000 muskets. The ner, though he very improperly did them that 
mob which followed and attacked the U. 8_/ honor at the Court of Mapoleon, requested 
troops in the streets, with a loss of about 20! the French Government to wait until the
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i: i asa proof of our consdideration. as well as our sym- arrival of Mr. Dayton, his successor, before pathy Sir tue noble German axteee whites Thee. Lae 

taking any steps towards the recognition of'| be more and more convinced that the constitution of 
thenew Confederacy. The French Minister, | i Ur uthernstions, (Lond applacce pone OF inter 
M. Thouvenel, assured Mr. Faulkner that — aoe Deputies b: I ame ata tae you mae 

. not hesi ivemy Gove enment means 0! 
France would not recognize any new govern- completing waslike preparations by landandsea Thus 
ment until it became a fixed and unquestion- | the kingdom of Italy, ee ee oo 
able fact; and President Lincoln, through mess. of its force, reasons fer = opportune pradence, Under 

the Secretary of State, has given such in-| fom consists uot leew Is knowing how to date opporta: 
structions to Mr. Dayton as can hardly be ee ee eee eee Devoted ofealy 1 

mistaken by Napoleon or any other of the | crown, but no one has a right to risk the fate and exis- 
reigning monarchs of the Old World. The | Ret sige victocee' che foalian army, whose hay 

i 2 increased every day, has just acquired fresh titles b; 
Tangange Of Mas Seward i058 oUOws se Tee teatbating Heat aucsler of nied OF the ancse Bierce 
4M. Thouvenel that there is not now, nor has cua 7 — ek — a = feat of 

oi ideq | FMS will close forever the painful series of our con- 
there been, nor will there be any—the least—idea | ficts.” ‘The naval forces have proved jin the waters of 

isting in this Govern ing a disso- | Ancona and of Caeta, that the sailors of Pisca, of Genoa, 
— * eee een, ay 9 oni of Venice, are recived among us. A valiant youth, 

tion of the Union to take place in any way led on by a captain who bas filled the most distant Se sea a tries with his name, has shown that neit! rvi- whatever, and that it is high time that this idea tag or og misfortune hae weakened the nerves of 
ismi: 7 vA f the lian people. ud ay se. 

ae ee nee ae fects which bavs inaplied tho natn with groan, 
Thank God, we still have a Government ! | fidence in its own destiny. I am happy to manifest to 

ae the first Italian Parliament the joy which fills my heart 
Rarcion = There iemnt se wariniicecoer ea? King and asa soldier, (Renewed Applause.) 

e eer oa id. eae ae Avsrria is arming, however, and at the 
e se =e Lect P slipidissevers as same time organizing constitutional govern- 

power has not been form 2 
his epiritual, still the ‘thunders.of the Vat=| tt on > Protoss, 20 that Italy msy 

Faint canduintan/atidaredioinu ser be called to suffer another baptism of blood 
a a a ahead 8° | ere Providence will permit her to again 

rrible even i : ee 
ai i take her position among the great nation 

The spirit of revolution seems not to be so of the Bah e = , 

rampant just at the present, but the consol-| por ayy anp Huncany are becoming more 

idation and independence of the Italian and more imbued with the spirit of inde- 

tte aa ana x Cte pendence and are likely to make their Rus- 
canal see ae oe following sian and Austrian masters some trouble, 

3 should an opportunity afford. In Warsaw 
extract from the late blevof 2 
SPEECH OF THE KING VicTOR EMANUEL, | TOUble of a serious nature has already oc- 

5 , a an w i 
On opening the Chambers at Turin eloquent- oe ser Dee of = ee 
ly sets forth the present position and the |*™8'?S e i i Tene eee eee Se 
hopes of Italy. The King said : upon wit ‘atal effect, and many of them 

Senators and Deputies:—Almost entirely free and|™0St inhumanly butchered by the Russian 
united, thanks to Providence, to the co-operation of | SOldiery. = a 

all, and to the valor of exe armies, Italy zee ener France is still carrying on her military 
strength and wisdem. To you it belongs to give her if u 
uniform Institutions and a determined “rganization. and naval preparations on an immense 

nestablishing the greatest administrative liborties S . . ‘cating cacplamascaanle ie Ailkesat eméer and & scale—being, evidently, determined tomake 
different organization, you will be careful uot toweak- | herself, if she is not now, the strongest en that political unity which has been the desire ot so 2 : 
many centuries. The one of ue eee ee power in Europe—stronger than Russia 
nations is favorable to us. @ principles of equity * wiih eevali tare then ore in gu cmnicot Meroe and Austria on the laad, stronger than 

ie neeiees misowabie tow — ee a England on the sea. She is opening a new 
me herselfagain, a guarantee of orde » 4 ae 

and will Siwichlly estes te cateeonsl Se route to India, through the Isthmus of Suez, 
tion. The E1 uf the French, while firmly main-| \ 4; i : tainiag on Mens SL non intervention, which iezo | Which will place her great commercial sea- 
advantageous es A _ eacees heey oe port ten days nearer the great marts of In- 
ambassador. It this circumstance n painful 5 : 
us, it has not, however, diminished our feelings of | dia and China than London, and make Mar- 
pespy may confidence in his love for the Italian | soitleg the great entrepot for the commerce 

France and Italy, between whom there exists acom- Bast. 
munliy abtageiceliseyaelousecs, Maveaeen | P ‘ 
closer, in the fields of Magenta and Solferino, an alli- Excranp is chafing with constantly in- 

T Fhe Govermmsar tnd poopie of Bagisad Cat culedE | Tenses 2 Pavience sp this attitude of heran- cradle of liberty, have loudly procisimed ‘our right to cient rival, and is now considering whether 
dispose of ourselves; they have greatly aided us by | it would not be wiser to make the attempt 
Gone: our gratitude will never forgetit.}at once to cruch this great and growing 
ee ttheee sonata upright Prince has ascended the | POWer, than to let it go on and ruin her com- 

throne of Prussia. I have sent an ambassador to him | mercial supremacy.
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EDITOR’S TABLE. Something of a Scolding. 
“Ws Present Number -—_—~«|~__ Have our readers forgotten that, in thc February 

The P resent Number. No., we proposed to make the Farmer the organ of the 
Owing to the amount of space occupied by the Reg- | Practical farmers, gardeners, mechanics and ofhers in 

ulations and Premium List for the next Stato Fair, this | ‘2° Northwest who have experiences and views that 
number does not present the usual variety of matter, | OUSHt to be made public? If they have, we hope they 
some two or three departments being omitted entirely. | Wil! wake up and hear us say again, that we meant just 
We presume, however, that all our readers are inter- | ¢X#¢tly what we gaid. But how many have responded 
ested in the plans and operations of the State Agricultu- | *° that call? ive or six of the thousands who ought 
ral Society and will be pleased with this convenient op- | *° keep our drawer crammed with thecarefully written 
portunity of examining the official arrangements for | T#Ults of observation and experiment. 
tis next Auovel Brkitllicn, The best practical and scientific Editor in the world 

This number is also a little late, but the Publisher is | Cannot give that variety and spirit to a periodical 
making an effort to catch up, and expects to be able to | Which are really requisite to its highest success. 
issue the Farmer regularly again at the appointed time | He may have practiced farming (as we have) for the 
on and after tho Ist of June. greater part of an active life, and may have studied the a whole subject, moreovar, so thoroughly that he could 

The State Fair. write straight along, a steady stream, until thecrack of 
eet <cqyyy | 100m) aad yet he will not be able tosupply the places of 

We, kent the ee eae a =” = correspondents, who, by their frequent communications 
= ete seal se lh Nae etre yen { 0% Yarious localities and with different experiences, anda : ive life and spirit and added there was greater demand for effort on the part of agri. pabdey cn pois andl ated vales So pu agzionltaral 
culturists, and tho spirit with which they have under-|7 poo. win foams we - 
taken the labor of the season indicates that they intend wuttnoeeace cisex ort 
to bring that effort into the field. # 

There are more men ready to follow tha lead of Mare aes 
than areneeded ; let the remainder renew their devotion Enauiries. 
to Ceres. — 

gee a Hancock, Waushara Co., Wis., March 10. 
The Premium List. Mr, Eprtor :—will you do me the favor to inform me 

: ee through the Wisconsin Farmer, or by letter where I 
sroeaine it coreelly Soom bepianing 29008 GV PTY | oe cetainln sew pitawill and Sent Domi ime and enterprising farmer will find much to interest him, and 4 

at what price, for the different kinds of ewes and bucks, perbaps something to blame. If the latter, remember | °° 0 ase eee 
first, that it is hardly possible for all men to agree, and =. oe oa a a 
secondly, thet the best intentioned and even the wisest eee 
are liable to err in some particulars. When you find a 
anything of which your judgment does not approve, AxcaprA, Trempaleau Co., Wis., May 7, 1861. 
stick a pin just there, aud before the issue of another | 7 J. W. Hoyt, Editor Wisconsin Firmer, Madison: 
list, give the Ex.Committee the benefit of your advice’ | | S!8—Huving seen an advertfsemont in the Wisconsin 
Except in the judicious increase of some of the premi- | Farmer of a machine for milking cows, I shall be obliged 
ums and in the new ticket system, it does not very es. | by your informing me if you can recommend it; and sentially differ from the Premium List of last year, but ; 
ail in all, is, a8 we think the best hitherto issued by | #8 St what establishment T can purchase the same? the Bociety. Ihave the honor tobe sir, Yours Truly, 

oe Groncr H. MARKHAM. 
The Prize Banner. [Have no faith in any but the old fashioned machine. 

= Sorry not to beable to give the address of any one who 
What county will have it?) We understand that sev-| keeps them for sale. Will try to ascertain.] 

eral of the old counties feel a little ashamed chat one ——_—§+o+___ 
of the newest, most remote and hyperboacan counties | Madison Mutual Insurance Company. 
should have taken the magnificent banner offered by F — 
the citizens of Mrdison last year, and are rather of the| We are indebted to the General Agent of 
opinion that that same thing will not be allowed to oc- | this flourishing company for its first quarter- 
cur in 1861. We shall see. Ree ies ly report for the current year. The princi- 

That Silver Pitcher, and those Goblets, | ple upon which the company is based is cer- 
a pebeeuivee: = tainly the true one, and we are glad to find 

0 wants shem this year? ‘There are many good : = : haces kn Widsenpedns| aid Gassowennn chica tases anciacy that its business has increased beyond all 

of the handsome prizes offered by the Society, let them | Precedent during the quarter just closed. 
be prompt to enter them for competition as provided. | There can be no better evidence that the far- 

= “ae mers of Wisconsin are coming to appreciate 
ield Crops. the importance of insurance in general, as 

Enter them early and give the Society an opportuni. well as the soundness of this particular or- 
ty for once to award at least half the premiums offered, | ganization. An intimate acquaintance with 

—_— +o. most of the officers enables us to speak with 
Kirby's Reaper. assurance of their ability to manage its af- 

en fairs with success, and we accordingly feel 
See New Advertisement and Testimonials of this) safe in recommending it as eminently wor- 

popular machine in this number. thy the confidence of all interested parties.
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Literary Notices. — times the price to any farmer, gardener, or me- chanic. Send the stamps and get b 
Tue Ittusrratep Horse Doctor, by Epwaxp Max-| Prop. James Hau, aa - mere i KEW, MR. C. V.8. author of several works ou animals. | 4.0 iit logit wontologist. 

and ameter Veterinary Art, with over 400 Pictorial | ©» Will please accept our thanks for copies of “Con- 
—— Published by AppLeTon & Co., New a ae to:Paleontology, 1858, gnd 1850, with addi- 

ions in 1860,” and the “ Twelfth 
This is a magnificent work —the finest, without | the Regents of the University of an ae rs. question, of the many that have enriched tho Litera-| York, on the Condition of the State Cabinet tu ture of the Veterinary Art and Science. Its science is | History, and the Historical and faaee onan 

sats ay style popular, its illustrations masterly | connected therewith. 
and profuse. \ ‘The “Contributions” have much scientii Dr. Mayhew bas long been known as an able writer | the Report is replete with A i oo 
on this and kindred #Abjects, but in this work he has! ‘Traysactioxs of taz R. I. Soctery voR tux Ew- 
entirely outdone himself, both as author and artist. covuracement oP Domzstic Inpusrey, in the year 1880. Nearly every disease discussed is presented to.the eye Our acknowledgements are due to W.R. Staples? 
in @ most graphic cut, as, also, are the methods of | Esq., Secretary, for a copy of this Report. It is hand- 
handling and treatment; so that to have studied this | somely published in pamphlet form, ‘and contains 
book, is almost equivalent to having had extensive ex- | valuable papers, 
perience in the numerous diseases of which it treats. Reporr oF THE ANNUAL MEETING oP THE FRUL ‘The publishers, too, have done themselves great credit | GRowzR’s Socurr or Western Naw York, held “xt F 
by rendering a work of so much intrinsic value yet | Rochester January 9th and 10th, 1861. 
more attractive by reason of its fine mechanical execu-| 4 Pamphlet with the above title shows the Society ims of Western New York to be in an active and flourish- 
‘Tae Princrres AND Practice op Laxp Drarnace.| '9€ Condition. The discussions of various important 

Illustrated by nearly 100 engravings. By J. H. oe subjects are interesting to fruit-growers, and we shall 
Pane, ee een the Med eine ‘ — — give our readers the benfit of them from time to time, 
Crank & Co., publishers, Cincinnati, Ohio. Price $1,25. oe cane Catatocue or tHe Coxuamus (Om10) 

‘The subject of Drainage is daily acquiring impor- | 1 i 

tance in = estimation of the scientific and practical sare ae pasa. — Eereres eal 
Agricultarists of this ccuntry, and works which | ‘Pe ja, aa pinion ios ween a 
pointedly and reliably teach the principles and the art | Scere ener ne S more this Nursery in other years, and can recommend 

‘The book before us, after a careful examination, is Miiniascs et the Mass. Horr. Soctery for th cordially recommended. The able author modestly | year 1800. Esn Waianr, Secretary, 
declares that it has not been his aim to produce an} wnis society has a 
original work, but he has certainly produced one of] years, and ita lst, ae aie be at vs, value, and one that ought to be in every farmer's | the most distinguished Horticulturists in the United brary. -| States, The volume before us consists 
Possessed of a knowledge of the principles it con-| of 95 pages, Svo, and furnishes Mase 

tains, and of the methods which it decribes, and} that there ia an increase rather than a decline of in. 
illustrates, any farmer, however wanting in experience, | terest in the objects of she Society. 

can aay perform the work of draining in the most | syrrnsosrax Conrmrpurioxs 10 KNowzapcr. 
approved manner. ‘The learned and accomplished Secret e Tax Pxixoreizs or Brexpixa: or Glimpses at the | sonian Institute, Pro meke Res besa bean ccigh Physological Laws involved in the Reproduction aud pi i a rnengage to 
Improvement of Domestic Animals. By S$. L. Goovats, | furnish the State Agricultural Society with a copy of Beslan Maine Board of Agriculture. Published by | Tweifth Volume of the“ Contributions;” which for in Crosby, , 1 . i ae 
We are indebted to the author for a copy of this ad- syemertiaeaes “heute ee — 

mirable little book. It has long been a desideratum, | 4stronomical Observations in the Arctic ean, = and the great stock-growing public are under obliga-| tions of Level in the ‘North American Lakes. aiicer. ine = ae the able manrer in which he | jogical Observations made at Providence R, I., and Re- 
. searches upon the Venom of th . 

‘Too much of the breeding of domestic animals in'this As ose 
country is ef the hap-hazard, blundering sort, as if Editorial ¢; fs 
there were no &irdinal and immutable principles to State vention. 
govern the business at all. This work will have a . 
tendency to correct many tatal errors and establish a Soauaes ae eae = . ne Baeee sad 
tcientific system. The contents have been found ex-| 00h Sua en, ano . A Meacore, 
ceedingly interesting, and we shall take the liberty of | °° "¢ ee ore er cattiew crmens Wilk alee ise HEL be delivered by H. A. Calkins, Esq., of the Argus 
Oc — ta are also due to Mr. Goodale | 2emoerat, and a Poem by H. M. Thomson Esq., of the 

tor copies of his Second, Third, Fourth aud Fifth An-| 1m League. Mr. Harrison Reed of the State Jour- east att bes of the Maine Board of| "2% Will also read his completion of the History of the 
Agriculture. We have not yet had time to examine _ + seme tc ; - 
them minutely, but anticipate much pleasure and eiability, of enn ‘ie seein Goenty profit from thelr pet that the more public exercises will be highly interest- 

‘Tae RoraL ANrwat and Hoaticutrunat Diesctony for | ‘8 and we trees Sink his Bors Se bi aan 1861, Illustrated with 80 engravings. JoszpH Han- | trality and accessibility of the place of Convention, will 
418, Rochester, N.¥. Price 2ects. i niversal attendance of the members of th » N.Y. 2 . insure a universal attendance of mem! of the 
Thislittle book is rich in suggestions, and is worth | Associa tion.
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’ 4#g- Extras of every kind will be kept constantly op KiRBY’S band for machines at all the principal towns inthe 

tate. 
AMERICAN HARVESTER. ‘B_ Send to the undersigned or apply to local agents ae for Pamphlets and Circulars, if any further informa. . —— - tion is desired. 

ste lee Son oe ies D. J POWERS, Cees ee ees jeneral Agent, ison, Wis. pas An es PN Madison, May 1, ’61. tf Rtgs es fe K 
A "aS a Cage * | A Few Testimonials for the Kirby, Se- SEZ. Ni (tenho | Sy < ‘) + am, s bee, ‘ | lectedatRandom froma large Number. 

ON Nap gs aac 4 Mount Pleasant, Green Co., Wis. BN Se ae WY. cp) |__ Gentlemen:—I purchased Kirby's American Herves- hee) ter on trial, for the harvest of 1860. Gave no note or [==} ee Vv: seme: - | money until giving it a thorough trial. My horses z fea were 4 year old colts. Theygworked on the Reaper to Ba lla ai cut 100 acres of grain and 40 acres of grass, and they es oe came out in better order than when I begun, and my =— . farm is quite uneaven. The Reaper gave me entire satistaction, and also my neighbors, I think, and know F A R M E R S ' it to be the best combined machine I ever saw. The . machine ie more valuable than any wooden machine can 
@ we to do in the is 6 off pole, seat, HAVE YOU YET ORDERED A REAP. | platform and reel, then 1 have no wood work‘to rot down or warp and derange the geering. When I get another Bn? iv MOT, COMB ABD SEM | | Cacinewhich Tink otis Ge eae, becuase of s KIRBY’S BEFORE YOU BUY! a large Jarm, I shall unhesitatingly get the Kirby. - : Respectfully, THOMsS FENTON. E HAVE SPECIMEN 4 ACHINES NOW SET CP 

W ready for use, and for examination, in nearly all! 1 used Kirby's American Harvester through my the principal localities in the State, and solicit the ex-| Harvest of 1860. My farm is new and full of stumps amination and scrutiny of all good judges of Reapers. | and trees. I found it to be the best machine to use THE KIRBY. as wo have often said before, in | among stumps, trees, roots aud uneven surface I ere aa much more NEATLY AND THOROUGHLY MADE | saw. I cut 80 acres of grain and 65 acres of grase wih than most other of the common machines, as a Yankee | « gpan of colts, and they handled it with pertect eae uxe is ahead of common, rough blacksmith work, or | through the wole harvest. It is decidedly the best a es ae lever watch of an old bull's eye, _ combined machine I ever saw, and I am well pleased THE KIRBY is the Reaper of the age beyond }with the machine after using it one harvest, and can all dispute. What may come after it we cannot say, | safely recommend it to the farmers, buc it iscertain that nothing yet equals it either in Respectfully, SAM MITCHELL, 
beauty or compactness of structure. 1 Albany, Green Co., Wis. ®9_ In workmanship and durability, (it being uear 
ly all iron and steel,)— : D.J. Powsrs, Esq.—Dear Sir :—¥. E. Shandrew, the %a_ In lightness of draft. (We warrant any ordin- | eeniiemanly agent at Watertown, for selling Kirby’s ary span of horses ample at all times, and for @ whole | ‘American Harvester, put one of them up for me, ani season,)— ‘ as it works entirely to my satisfaction, I am prepared : Ba in having no side draft at all, nor downward | to give you my opinion (as you requested) {re merits, weight upon the tongue— ; I think, as « mower, it cannot bebeaten ; it mows clean %8_ As being the easiest machine in the world to | and handsome; the contrivance for separating the cut rake from— from the uncut grass, is admirablo—it leaves a little WR. 1t being a very common and perfectly easy thing path for the off horse to travel in, which he soon learns for a careful man, with a good, steady team, to both | to follow, and is just the place for him to go to cut the rake and drwve.— ee full width of the knives, and no more. It works well s- As being by oe cheapest machine in the | in the harvest field; there is no need of whipping up ee Oe er the team to get motion enough to cut the grain. se THE KIRBY will last any careful farmer | “The draught is light ™ Toit of hewn eee ork it twenty years, with the renewal of such parts os the as easily as to haul a plow or drag, and its machinery 
sickle, and those parts subjected to extra wear. is #0 simple, and it is built so strong, there is very ge. THE KIRBY can be taken to pieces in ten | tittle danger of its getting out of order. Upon the ae = abe packed up in a space three by four | whole we think it is the bene spots Teaper and mov- feet square for 81 - wehaveseen. MARK R. CLAPP. 4g- THE KIRBY, all in all, is the best com- |" Milford, Jefferson Co., Wis. bined machine in the world, and gives universal satis- 
tection toall who useit. D. J. Powzns, Esq:—In compliance with your pul- $9. THE KIRBY will be warransed fully to | pilshes request that those who had used ihe Kuby Sree ane ants, to be first rate Reaper and x first | Reaper would give their oprnion of it,1 would say thet rate Mower, in every spot and place—and to both reap | 7 purchased one of Kirby's Atnerican Harvesters of and jaow upon ‘rough ground, better than any other | 'Garman & -Co. on trial. I cut one hotsied and 

ee rceiint twenty acres of grain with my team, cnt it with ease #3- Our stock of XX B YS for Wisconsinis run-| 204 did the work admirably.” I cut that whith en ning out fast, and cannnot be promised certain after the stumpy and stoney and rough, uneven and lodged, ani 
early part of next month. : tangled grain and grass, kyong expectation. 1 cut tape man should watt late this season before buy- | arvsen acres of grass ‘which was quite rongh and ur- ing # Reaper, se the probability is strong that theen-| even, and the reaper gave me entire antisinetion; # tire stock of every kind will be exhausted before the | Serfect and. aatisiuctory is ite working, so durable 
harvest. and substantial is their structure From my experi- ¥B_ Attend to it gentlemen, the sooner the better, |ence I would recommend the Kirby to the farming ‘ach and all of you. community as one of the best combined Reapers and %®. THE KIRBY may be ecen set up at the | Mowers now offered for sale in the State. i Dane County Store, Madison, at Eldred’s Janesville.at ABRAHAM MURPHY. N. A. Wright's, Prairie du Chien, at Plattville, Grant | Lake View, Dane Co., Wis., Feb. 25, 1861. Co., Boscobel, Lone Rock, Avoca, Mazomanie, Prairie : 
du Sac, Stoughton, Milton, Edgerton, Lima, Whitewa- Albany, Green Co., Wis., Jan. 19, 1860. tor, Palmyra, Ft. Atkinson, Cambridge. Watertown, | Dear Sir:—I used Kirby's American Harvester to Colembus, Sun Prairie, Pardeeville, Herseyville, Spar- | reap my last harvest of 1860. It gave entire satisfac- ta, La Crosse, Albany, Green County, Monroe, Broad-| tion. I like the raking off the best of any machine I head, Darlington, Mineral Puint, Dodgeville; and many | ever eaw, ard can willingly give my voice in recom 
other places in the State. mending it to the farmers as the best combined ms- 8. About 180 were sold in this State last year, and|chine in use Furthermore it is decidedly a two about 6000 in the United States, and uniformly gaveex- | horse reaper. Respectfully Yeurs, cellent satisfaction. mayltf K. DOOLITTLE. 

.
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SS EE 
The Sinews of War. | by no means, be allowed to ‘diminish ; 

Saas . unless, perhaps, temporarily, and for a bold 
aioe eae lone | Ueee (eye ine sees and overwhelming stroke that shall end the of war. But whence comes money? Out tsi nr gpiie 

of the industry of men. There is no other ° ’ ; 

source. Not a dollar of the millions of the Von aes pi 0g ge pat 

el whic oe Tame rey eae ae = should be lost. The mechanic should lap of the Government had other origin.»* iakol the! train helpllthal landing ieeete 

Money ietways aad sreryahere Beene before, and the farmer avail himself of the lsbor—not necessarily, indeed not often, y Tiset hele Garnialind Gy terete 
those who hold the most of it in them|?°S* 9©?P' Aes espe See 

© | ces and the mechanic arts. 
Janae vend St-plessnte, mneanly, hoard; ae The press of the country has, with marked munificently give; get labor by somebody, unanimity, urged upon agriculturists the 
wants and epmewhen. g_| Seeding of the largest possible area of land ; 
_But war is a most destructive agency, som and there is reason to believe that they 
ae Boe peor money Sweeping | have followed their advice, perhaps even to into wreck and nothingness the grand resulfs ip legit ofliaceding macralecmeal haniees 

of centuries of slow and painful toil. There be properly tilled. 
is but little probability that this present war Laborers will be scarce and wages high. 
will cost the Government of the Unite: It behooves the farmer, therefore, to pro- 

: tates less than ope, thous and moulicn = vide himself with the means available, in 
soyend ee acre Le order to the largest possible yield of the 

by fire and pillage. § | various crops grown. 
Tt becomes a question, therefore, of he] T+ ig no time to waste effort upon anti- first importance, how this immense amoung quated machinery. Get the best that can 

of treasure is to be supplied. There can a be had, and early, so that manufacturers 
but one answer : By a more active and ec! may be able to supply thedemand. Imple- 
nomical industry. ments of all kinds were never so cheap, and 

First, all able-bodied who have been| were never so badly needed. 
Sccustomed to live at ease upon the industry} Machinery for harvesting, should especi- 
ofothers, should either patriotically take | ally be looked to before it is toolate. Ifnot, 
their places as soldiers in the army of the| crops in sufficient quantity to more than 
Univn, and thus leave the agriculturist and pay the cost of harvesters will inevitably be 
mechanic to their legitimate work as pro- | lost. 
ducers of the materiel of war, or clse| But the soil and its immediate products 
themselves engage in some form of produc-| should not receive the exclusive attention 
ive labor. The number of producers should, | of the farmer. Pork, beef and mutton—
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these will also be in great demand at good| Of the numerous varieties which are 

prices. They are produced, moreover, with- urged upon the attention of the farmers 

out the aid of so much manual force as| We know of none which of late have com. 
grain crops require, and, hence, within a|™ended themselves so highly as the Carter 
reasonable limit, are more economical at| 04d the Prince Albert. Both - large and 
such a time as the present, when so many of handsome shape, and acogrding to our no. 
laborers have left the field and workshop tion, sicibenineeay sonable nates cer poots 

for the soldier's camp. Let stock-growing HUNGARIAN Grass is yet upon the witness 

receive its due share of attention. ae mnierecine Brees coe cites. 
$ J < examination by counsel pro and con, but yet 

Industrial men of the Union! There has character enough to warrant further 
never was a holier war than that which is} trial, We can’t exactly endorse it, and yet 
waged against the traitors to this Republic. | are no tfully prepared to condemn it. It has 

It is a war of Government against Anarchy | this advantage: that it may be sown later in 
—of Civilization against Barbarism — of the season than any other forage crop, and 

Christianity against Diabolism. Should the|hence serve a very important end when 

Union fail, the Democratic-Republican Idea | the haycrop is likely to be short. Seearticle 

will have received a blow from which it may|in this number from an Ohio farmer whe 
not hope to recover in centuries. The | has tried it two or three years. 

Government looks to you for the means| SHser-Wasuing anv SHEARING. — These 

necessary to a speedy and victorious issue of | important operations should be attended to 
the confiict. See that they be not wanting. | 8 early in the present month as the wer 

Ae ther will permit. See articles thereon in 

* . Stock Register. 

; Practical Suggestions for June @» Srock Breeprve.— Attend to all your 

The quantity of wheat sown this year is Reka Te poenes ear aan 

probably unprecedented in the history of een eee ete nee of the Me 
the State. Still, in view of the great de- a cSgseae means ag 7 a 

a s. This is true economy and any other 
mand for all classes of farm products which indlfor poliey its Mthedwores\ kina of se 

is sure to grow out of the existing war in this pidity. 
country and the probable European wars, if} Tux Oxcuanp,— All planting; grafting 

behooves every farmer in the land to tax a, i i 
: i a ‘inarching and pruning having been done, 

his energies and the productiveness of the nue ieendae ipinnk tenewbiinioes asd 

ee see that all shrubs, and trees do not lack 
Tur Corn Cror.—Planting has been con- proper mulch. 

siderably retarded by the unfavorableness} ‘Thousands cf evergreens and fruit trees 

of the weather, but has doubtless been com@ die annually in Wisconsin for want of 

pleted ere this. See that the weeds do notq little protection from the sun. Coars 
get the advantage. There is nothing like} straw manure, half decayed chips or s3¥ 
taking them at the right time, as by this@qust answers a good purpose, and something 

means the labor is often reduced one half bof the sort is indispensable. Don’t heap 

and the crop proportionally increased. Sow#it all up around the trunk, but spread an 

broad-cast for green fodder. Two bushelsq inch thick, as far as the roots extend. 
to the acre is a fair quantity. Destroy Caterpillers nests by means of 4 

Porarors.—It is not yet too late for the Pbrush tied to a pole and subsequent wash- 
main crop; seed is abundant, and the sea-|ing with strong soap suds. Suds made of 
son prospectively favorable. Lettheground | whale oil soap and water in proportion of 

be deeply plowed, well pulverized and well] one pound of the former to a gallon and 

manured, if not new and rich. Well-| half of water, will be found best. 
rotted barn-yard manure distributed in the Look out for the borer around the roots 

hill will give a good account of itself. Ashes|and lower portion of the trunk. A little 
are also good, inasmuch as they supply the | punching now will do more good than 4 

alkalies which are especially necessary to | good deal of whinning after your trees 47 

the potato; and a spoonfal of plaster in the | dead! 

illh is very sufe not to damage the crep. Tas Kircusy Fruir axp FroweRr G48
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pey.—The principal labor of this month} Section 3. Anly person of the class referred to in oe x - section one, who shall fail to fulfill the jirements 
will consist in keeping the soil clear of of sald section, and soy averserof high ways wh aball 

ss ‘ not fi ti ligation f weeds, well stirred, and in some parts, at | DOt!twully dletaree the ohiation imponed by the 
least, always moist. Watering must never nnn cn geavetion of sec earact 

. eee «, aa | Neglect, al uni a fine not 
be done while the sun is shining, as it will dria nen lees than ave dollars, sas Bs oe 

: ction 4. Its the duty of t isors of 
boidikelyt.ido) more harm, than, good! Faiew town’ whenever ‘any person or persons of the 

i rt at .| class named in section one, or any overseer ‘of Before sunrise or oro sunset e the for- channel Saaah ooacaat Pan ae ome 

mer case, drawing a little dry dirt over the | lected ie perken the antes reanired waa in sections 
= z x one and two of this act, forthwith to prosecute 

moistened earth to prevent baking— is the fact pervon ie pe or overseer, for the recovery 
. of such penalty; and in case any overscer in such 

enlysuaterule) Gtrawherxies sndilothor | ior y ancll bare cencoyed aay othe asta ats ee 
transplanted plants require especial atten- | weeds upon any occupied lands in obedience to the re- 

quirements of section two of this act, by reason of the 
tion. refusal or neglect of the cme oF oceupants of such 

kant -Thiatins o nd Sna lands to destroy the sala Boxious. weeds, then it shall 
Loo! ‘Drag competent for such supervisors to likwise prosecute 

out for Sree One| ie said cecnpant or occupants far thezrecovery af the 

For some years there has been a law in Section 8. “Tin be the duty ‘othe. Becre ery 
i of State, on or the first day of May next, to 

this State for the destruction of those | Pari printed coplenlal{ thiglackte esol aoauty clerk a 
troublesome pests, the Snap-dragon and a eeetsies who shall ae Sie seseeife: bp yeeliebet 

‘ 4 a «| at iest practi te, in at least - 
Canada Thistle; but being defficient in paper inthe conty In which cq rede Me ie 

i ; re ction 6. Chapter 53 of the Revised Statutes, an 
some respects, and but little attention hav-| i eyo inconsistent with the provisions of this act, 
ing been called to the importance of its sre Hereny ceealet aah ev Mactatataiura: 

: . Thi effect a roe 
enforcement; it has practically been a dead | from ae after its passage. son 

letter. Accordingly, the Committee on| Approved April 11, 1861. i é 
Agriculture, of the Assembly, at the last It will ne seen that the law is very — 

regular session of the Legislature, intro- gent, and it leaves no loop-holes throug! 
duced and secured the passage of a new which the land-holders or the town officers 

act, which we are inclined to think will|™*Y hope to escape. This is just exactly 
prove effectual as it should be. It would hardly be possi- 

It is to be hoped that these noxious weeds| ble to compute the damage that would 
have not fastened themselves upon any result to our agriculture, if these miserable 

eonsiderable proportion of our lands in; Pests are allowed to spread until thorough- 
Wiscongin, but the fact that they have|!¥ rected in every portion of the State. 
become a serious nuisance in any section MODE OF DESTRUCTION. 

or sections, should be a warning to the Where the plants are found but scat- 

farmers of the whole State. It is hoped, | teringly, they may be destroyed by digging 

therefore, that every enterprising farmer] yp as thoroughly as possible, and as often 
and friend of the Agriculture of Wisconsin | as they appear on the surface of the earth. 

will do everything in his power to make| Some claim to have succeeded by simply 
the present law fully operative. cutting them off just below the surface 
The following is a true copy of the act as| about blooming time, and putting a spoon- 

taken from the records of the Secretary of ful of salt upon the crown of the root. The 
State: ee experiment is worth trying. 

Ai AOE. to prevent the epreed hanes wente. But when the plants are thick and thor- 

The Puople of the St te of Wisconsin, represented in| Oughly established in possession of the soil, 

Senate and Assembly do enact as follows : alas nothiug will answer but deep plowing sev- 
Section 1, It shail be the duty of any an 3 ‘ 

Persons residing ipa or Scsupyine eas plbepdind eral times during the dry weather of 

pepper toc ae ee taapgg cpg summer and the cultivation of some hoed 
asthe snap-dragon and Canada thistle at such time| crop the subsequent year. 
aa such manner as shall effectually prevent their eee 

seed. 5 
‘Section 2. It shall be the duty of every over- Hungarian Grass. 

seer of highways within se to destroy at ise ae 
ill t their seed, any an 7 : sami ri prevnt hee barns oct ony tndl| | Much has been published in reference to 

one of this act, that may be found growing either on| this grass, and upon apparently good evi- 
Sener or any unoccupied lands enue ee dence it has been both commana and 

ict for which he was appointed, oF on occupied jenwg| condemned. Farmers are generally in- 
if the perso: tro; id rs Pars 

he shall, tre catities o> the ie iciienaniite foe the eredulous, and inclined to look upon any- 
timeactually spent in such service as fur se deers discharge} thing new with a suspicious at Hun- 

papain et ene os >| garian grass when first introdu was 
ou beate lot wipetetoons: tar 3 ee represented as something wonderful, and I
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think there has been at all times a disposi- Shade Theory. 
tion to condemn it as a humbug without ——— 
giving it a trial. A cerrespondent of the American Farmer, 

pe 1859, I sowed about two bushels of | R. T. Baldwin, claims to be in possession ot 
on three acres of ground, soil a black | facts which warrant and sustain the follow. 

loam, on # hill-side incling to the east, and |. wee 
rather moist than dry, altsongh not awat| 2 2 copes ons. We would be pleased to 
land. I sowed in May and harvested in| see the facts in fall : 
August, cradied it, let it lay in the swath a| “¢ Proposition 1. Of the various changes 
day or two, and then bound and shocked it | which vegetable and mineral substances 
like oats, had one hundred dozen large/yndergo during their decomposition, the 
bundles; it was cut when fully matured | product of the one only alicuikae roved to 
and beginning to die out and dry a little. as aliment of plants is the vanlae f 
I fed it in the winter to horse stock, colts | tefacation. P mee 
and brood mares, and some little to my e, + oat . 
work horses; they all seemed very fond of ee ae change as a distinct snd peceler 
it, and did well upon it. In 1860, I raised | °2¢™c®™! Process, differing not only in the 
about the same amount, and fed it to the Sc aakeonk ae to) producsitt, but 
same stock, with a like satisfactory result. | ® so in the nature an chemical composition 
In the early part of the past winter, my |f each production. 
colts were fed about as much good hay,| 3: The value of each product depends 
clover and timothy mixed, as they would materially upon the attention paid to the 
eat, and four ears of corn per day; when| Circumstances necessary to generate each 
we commenced on the Hungarian, we gave peculiar process. This is known to be true 
them two sheaves each morning and even-| with regard to the vinous and acetons fer. 
ing with nothing else, and they improved | mentations, and is equally true with regard to 
perceptibly in ten days, not perhaps that | every other. 
they gained much flesh, but their hair was| 4. Thata close, cool, dark and damp 
more bright and lively. After feeding | location with a contact of air is indispenss 
them in this way for some weeks, we] ble to the generation of the patretaate 

, changed to oats, giving them two large| process. All organic substances experience 
sheaves each morning and night to those | this change only, when located thus. 

two years old and upward, and three! 5, No substance whatever, will underg: 
sheaves to two yearlings. The straw of the | the putrefactive process when exposed to 

- oats was bright and clean, harvested with- heat, light, and free circulation of aed 

syd mata i ae ae did not do quite!" "The decay or eremacausis, is a distinc: 
Cee mpeaTiee: chemical process, differing essentially fron 
From the above experience I conclude | the putrefactive, in the circumstances which 

there is not much difference between a doz- paces it, as well as the qualtity of the 
en good sheaves of oats and an equal amount | product which is invariably destitute of 
of Hungarian grass as food for horses, but I fertilizing qualities. a 
would much rather have one hundred doz-| 7, Putrefaction may be considered the 
en each of oats and Hungarian, than two | yltimate result of vegetation and animal de- 
hundred dozen of the best oats. We fed a compositions, because it forms the only 

pair of working mules upon Hungarian | product incapable of any other chemical 
several weeks; they did well upon four| change, and is conse Seats indestructible. 
sheaves each per day, without any other| “ g eT hat th eaery Mf f animals A 
food. I expect some persons have injured ec Tk. the bedi S Panui sit 
their stock by feeding it as they would hay Sor APR St ae re ee ——— til 
and grain with it; it is too strong food to never becomes the food of plants un! 
be fed in large quantities with clean oats subject to putretaction. 2 
and corn. Turkeys and chickens are fond| _9- The value of manure depends materi 
of the seed and get very fat upon it. Some | lly upon the perfection of the putrefactive 
think it is a.strong feeder, and rapidly ex-| Process that is the strength or fertalizing | 
hausts soil; my little experience would not | qualities of the mannre mes always be esti: 
justify such conclusion. I raised a very|mated by the density and duration of the 
good crop of corn after my crop of ’59, and | shade to which it has been subject. 
the ground is now in rye of a strong growth| 10. That the surface of the earth itself 
for the season. My crop of last year was | will readily undergo the putrifactive process, 
followed by wheat, which looks equally well | iffavoraply ese that is, ifdensly shaded, 
with another part of the same field, which | which of necessity implies r cool, eas and 
~was in oats. I have noticed however, that damp location. 
it does not grow tall enough ona thin soil} 11, That the fertility imparted to the 

»to be harvested conveniently. earth by shade—that is manure made 

If I were raising horses upon a fiat, rich | of the earth, itself is more durable and 
farm, inclined to be too wet, I should cer-| therefore more valuable than that made 
tainly raise ‘Hungarian grass for their| by aay other substance, whatsoever. 
winter food, in s preference toanyother| 12. It is not true that the impever 
crop.— Cor.; Ohio Farmer. ished condition of any soil. proceeds from
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a deficiency in one or more of its mineral! So11.Never sow on foul land, or that 
constituents, because all soils alike may be) which is a hard, shallow or stony. A rich, 
made exceedinly fertile by shade alone. wants loam is pecksps most desirable, but 
wefan ae we have seen excellent crops raised on 
How to Make Barn Yards. heavy clay soil, made rich and underdrained.. 

See PREPARATION OF THE Sort.—Deep cul- 
As) your eugespondent Tyro has asked | ture pays well. If the ground is not under- 

this question I will answer it by giving my arated: it should be of aaak @ nature as t0- 
plan. First, make the yard level, (large or| allow of bean glowed very deep and 
small ;) then commence in the middle and thorough. Ag erop of carrots cannot 
scoop out in the form of an apothecary’s| be raised with shallow culture. Manures 
seale, deepest in the middle, to the depth/ should be applied abundantly, and well 
of one foot in the slespeet place. Then| mixed in. Baw manure should not be 
collect straw, leaves, old hay, bog grass, | used, but that which is well rotted, and if” 
saw-dust, or anything that can be made into} composted all the better. If special manure 
manure, fill ituplevel, with a row of mangers is used, such as hen manure, guano, or 
around the outside ; then have living water| hones ground or treated with acid, it should 
in the yard, and when you commence] pe applied in the drill. 

foddering, shut | the bars or gate, and keep! Sow1ne. — Carrots should be sowed the 
= creature in the yan when not in the| same time that corn is planted, or immedi- 
stable ; then fill up with litter to give them| ately after. It is not always easy to get 
agood bed, and keep doing so until spring, | the best of seed, so it is best to test it, by 
and the manure is three feet deep or more | a small quantity previous to sowing. Never 
if posible. Then dispose of it as best you! sow broadcatt. The drills should be per- 
can, Some let it remain until fall, and use| fectly straight, and if for horse culture, at 
isfor top dressing. Others cart out in the} Jeast twenty inches or two feet apart, for 
spring, and commence filling up again to| convenience in cultivating them. If it is 
keep the weeds from growing. _ expected to cultivate by hand, (this is not 

A dry yard is good for uothing to make/ best, unless the quantity is small), they 
manure in, while one made from six to| may be drilled in, eighteen inches apart. 
twelve inches dishing, will always be dry| In the rows they uta not be less than 
around the outside, and the dish will hold eight, nor more than twelve inches apart. 

water enongh for the mass above to suck! The proper depth is as near half an inch as 
from. Have good eve troughs on all the| you can get them. If much more than 
buildings, to keep out all the water possible. | this, they do not germinate well, and if less 
Spread the horse manure for the stables] than this, the surface is liable to become so 

over the yard as fast as made. Sprinkle in/dry that germination is retarded a long 
ashes, plaster, muck, turf, chaff, &c., and/ time, if not wholly prevented. 
waste nothing, and you will soon have a| It takes from two to three weeks for car- 
pile of manure that will greatly astonish | rot seed to come up, so that the ground can 
tome that falsely bear the name of farmers.| be cultivated. During that time, weeds 
—L.F. Scorr, Co. Gentleman. often get such a start, that it is difficult to 

[ From the ‘Oni io Farmer. ] clean them. For this reason it is best to 
Carrots and their Culture. sow with the carrot a little mustard or 

a radish seed, which grows at once, and indi- 
R.G. Smith, of Florence Pennsylvania, | cates the location of the row so that it is 

writes that he is convinced of the value of| not necessary to wait for the carrots before 
carrots for stock, and that he has repeatedly cultivation is commenced. These must of 
tried to raise them, and though he always| course be removed before they interfere 
made the ground mellow and though the did | with the growth of the carrots. an © 18. 
enough to deserve success, yet he has never} The seed grows much quicker if it is 

, Succeeded. He writes to us for information. | 80aked a short time before sowing. Buried 
Avswer.—We advise no farmer to under- | 4 few days in a bag im a moist place, but 

take the culture of carrets, who is not|0t long enough to sprout it, answers the 
willing to comply with all conditions neces-| purpose. The drill is the best implement 
tary to their growth. Unless he does this, | to sow the seed with ; if done by hand, mix 
uot partial, but total failure must be the| Well with sand before sowing. If the seed 
inevitable result. Some little thing neg-| has been soaked, sow at once, after oer 
lected, wille make much labor, otherwise|it from the ground; a little drying will 
well directed, of little avail. It may not be| injure it materially. 
necessary that the work be performed with} Cunrivatioy.—All that is necessary now 
the nicety of a chemical experiment, or the| is to see that the ground is kept free from 

care required in making a loaf of bread;/ weeds, and well stirred. It can be done 
but more pains should be taken than in the| with the hand hoe and garden fork, but 
Taising most field crops. The following] takes moré time and labor than with the 
rules will be found valuable to those who| horse hoe and cultivator ; whichever is used, 
wish to raise the most valnable crop. however, should be used with thoroughness.
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porators, | Alderney is remarkab! ae 
of the 

ably distinctive. Ne,
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eae, having once seen an animalof thisbreed| 17.—Back straight from the top of the hips 

will ever after be at loss to identify the} to the setting on of the tail, and the tail at 

blood, even though reduced by crossing, to| right angles to the back. 

one third pure. The one word FAWN-LIKE| 18.—Tail fine. 

eonveys an excellont idea of the Alderney} 49 Tail hanging down to the hocks. 

cow; but in order tofurnish a more accurate) 99._Hide thin and movable but not too 
description and, at the same time, furnish &| jooge. 

standard of perfeetion as determined by the ‘ 
= : Ps 21.—-Hide covered with fine and soft hair. 

Agricultural Society of England, we subjoin} 99 Hide of a good color. [Light reddish 
the following SCALE OF POINTS, omitting Bie “ 

e 7 with irregular and large white spots. or still 

and 2, which relate to pedigree on male and ‘ 

to : better, deer or fawn color, with spots as 

female side, and 34, 35 and 36, which refer vee 

to “‘growth,’’ “general appearance,” and eS nee 

“eondition :’” 23.—Forelegs short, straight and fine. 

3.—Head small, fine, and tapering. 24,—Fore-arm full and swelling above the 

4,—Cheek small. knee and fine below it. 

5.—Throat clear. 25. —Hind-quarters from the hock to the 

6.—-Muzzle.fine and encircled with a light point of the rump, long and well filled up. 

alae: 26.—Hind-legs short and straight (below 

7.--Nostrils high and open. the hocks), and bones rather fine. 

§.--Horns smooth, crumpled, not too thick 27.—Hind-legs squarely placed, and not 

at the base and tapering, tipped with black. too close together when viewed from behind. 

9.—Ears small and thin. agro * to cross in walking. 

10.--Ears of a deep orange color within, | 3)" 7 oS ang 2 r 

11—Eye full and placid. li Sa Ss in form—that is well in 

12.--Neck straight and lightly placed on ine with the belly. 

the shoulders. 
| 31.—Udder well up behind. 

13.—Chest broad and deep. 32.—Teats large and squarely placed, be- 

14 ——Barrel hooped, broad and deep. ing wide apart. 

15.—Well ribbed home, having but little; 33.—Milk veins very prominent. 

space between last rib and hips. By the Society which estall’shed these 

16.—Back straight from the withers to the) points, no cow is reckoaed worthy of a prize 

top of the hip. | which has less than 29 of the 36 points. 

4) 

A may Bin eee 
(I a ae MS ae 

acs area AR i a 
USAIN (ahs 6h! gM SERGE oe 

oy ee i y ae 
Sanat Onde cca lmamamen |) [a ae 6 = 
Veni? (Ue aR Re (ff ee 
Be A a traf et 4s ‘ ) 

ee iia, sae K Es eee’ - 
Ea gf Sse RR at aE, Wy fe a ome 

s A er re AE a eee 

5 eee go | ere 
SS a ee eS 

bo EE NR i a 
M. GG ET po ORB EN Se 

The cut herewith presented (our old read- 1 She received the first prize at the Fair of the 

ors will pardon its second appearance for | Mass. Board of Ag. in 1857, ‘‘which,”’ in the 

the benefit of such as were not subscribers |language of Flint, from whom the cut was 

when it appeared in 1859,) is a fair illus-| obtained, ‘brought together the largest and 

tration of the Alderney and will bear a close | finest collection of Jersey cattle ever made 

eemparison with the above scale of points. | in this country.”? :
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CONSTITUTION AND DISPOSITION. mer is considered a pretty large yield, the 
The climate of Normandy where they| general average for the whole year being 

originated, as also of the Channel Islands, to | about one half that. 
which they have been chiefly confined forthe} It must be apparent, therefore, that for the 
past half century, together with the clever | demands of a mere milk market, the Alder. 
treatment they have received during that|ney would not be profitable, QUANTITY be- 
time, with a view to the perfection of their | ing then, the chief consideration. 
milking qualities would naturally warrant QUALITY OF MILK. 
but little presumption of hardiness. Still! 1» respect to quality of milk there can be 
some of those imported from the higher and | but one opinion among those who are ac- 
rougher districts of these Islands, in the| gusinted with the different breeds of cattle. 
language of Nicholas Biddle, a late importer | tndeed all testimony on this point is so con- 
of pure bred Guernseys into Pennsylvania, | current and strong, that we could scarcely 
“with the ordinary care and shelter given to doubt, had we no practical knowledge of the stock by farmers, [Penn. farmers, not Wis- matter whatever. 
consin !—Ep.] have shown great hardiness, | ‘The amount of butter contained in a given 
perfect adaptability to the climate and the quantity of milk is beyond all comparison. 
best qualities claimed for them in their na- The average ratio of butter to milk, for 
tive islands.” other breeds than the Alderney, is about one 

As it regards disposition, the general ap- pound to twelve or fourteen quarts ; while 
pearance and the mild and peaceful expres-| +4 Alderney average may be correctly stated sion of the cow are convincing proof to the | at one pound to eight or nine quarts. Nu- 
mind of any one who has once seen her, of| merons cases are on record in which less 
remarkable quietness and docility. The | than six quarts have yielded a pound of but- 
bulls are spirited and require some care and | ter, but these should be deemed exceptional 
firmness to keep them in good subordination. | rather than general. 

BARLY MATURITY. | The Committee on Dairy in Hampshire 
The early age at which this breed of cattle | County, Mass., (report published in Trans. 

mature is very remarkable. The wstrum or| Mass. B’d of Ag.) says : 
heat is said, on good authority, tocommence| ‘The Alderney is universally admitted to 
at six or seven months, and well authenti- produce the richest milk in quality.”’ 
cated cases are on record in which pure Al-| (ol. B. P. Johnson, Sec’y N. Y. State Ag. 
derney heifers have given birth to good sized Society, says: ‘‘The milk of the Alderney 
well formed and vigorous calves when less | Cow will give much more butter from a given 
than thirteen monthsold. Of course no ju-| quantity of milk, than any other breed with 
dicious breeder will approve of as early | which we are familiar.” 
bearing as this, but the facts a In the Report of the Mass. Board of Ag. 
show a capacity which within proper restric- | ¢oy 1854, we find the statements of several 
tions is of very great value in a breed in- | responsible parties, all of which confirm the 
tended chiefly for dairy use. Use gives de- opinions above expressed. For example, a velopment, and there can be no question in| Mr. Dixwell, in his report on Ccws says : 
the mind of any physiologist, that the early | ‘‘Qn several trials a fraction less than five bringing of the lacteal organs into active use| and a half quarts of milk gave a pound of p 
must tend to improve the milking qualities | putter,”? 
f the cow. A breed which will allow of the} Jy the report of a Committee appointed by commencing to give milk at two years old, | the Philadelphia Society for the Promotion 

without detriment to either dam or calf, is| of Agriculture, with a view to ascertain the 
certainly valuable. relative value and adaptation of the Alder- 

QUANTITY OF MILE. neys, we find the following statement to Dr. 
In respect to quantity of milk, especially | L. H. Twaddell, West Philadelphia, of his 

during the most favorable season of the year, |imported Cow Europa. The account was 
the Alderney is unquestionably inferior to the published in the Farmer and Gardener, July 
Ayrshire and other breeds ; though we have | 1860: ‘‘She is seven years old. Two lbs. 
perfectly authentic accounts of very extraor-| and ten ounces of butter have been made 
dinary quantities being produced—even as| from her milk in one day, the amount of milk 
high as thirty-six quarts per diem. Twenty | being sixteen and ahalf quarts. One pound 
quarts of milk daily in the spring and sum-| and eight ounces have been made from %
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single milking. Two months before she ALDERNEY BEEF. 

eslved, upon trial, she yielded five quarts of As beef cattle, the Alderneys cannot, of 

milk per day from which one pound of butter] course, be compared with the Durhams and 
was made.”? some other large breeds—that is for profitto 

‘The average yield per annum is also higher|the breeder. Their inferior size precludes 

than that of any other breed of which we| their being profitably raised for this purpose. 

have knowledge. They fat very readily, however, and when 

One hundred and sixty to one hundred and | old and of little value for milkers, they may 

eighty is the ordinary average for other be quickly and economically converted into 

breeds, while the Alderney average is said, | excellent beef. 

on good authority, to nearly or quite double} Mr. Lawrence, in his treatise on cattle, 

this. Thus the Governor of the Island of} remarks that ‘‘the island cattle (referring to 
Jersey has said that ‘‘in summer nine toten| the Alderneys, Jerseys and Guernseys) make 

quarts of milk would produce a pound of|fat very quick, and for their bulk arrive 

butter, and in winter, when parsnip fed, the| at considerable weight (often thirteen or 

same may be obtained from seven quarts. | fourteen hundred pounds.—Ep.) The beef 
The general average yield of each cow, 01d | is of the first class. very fine grained, in col- 

and young, is rather more than three hun-| or yellow, or of a high color, with a blueish 
dred and sixty-five pounds of butter in a/ cast and elastic feel, which denotes the clos- 
year, or about eight quarts of milk per day.”’ | est grained, most savoury and finest meat.’’ 

Mr. Motely of Mass. (See Rep. of Mass.| It appears, therefore, thatthe Alderney is 

B. of Ag., 1854,) says of his cow Mrna :| not to be despised even by the butcher ; but 

‘When four years old, she milked within] at the same time it should not be forgotten 

thirty days of calving never less than three | that ‘‘a cowis for milk and not for meat.’’ 

quarts, and from May 18 to Nov. 9, twenty- PRACTICAL DEDUCTIONS. 

Se ee SE Se Having thus pretty thoroughly canvassed 

ee a - ieee the characteristics of the Alderney breed of 

cas Be sake ra ee hi ie cattle, the question naturally comes up as to 

F A cone Senn On ae one Se oy whether they should be extensively imported 
Lint, illustrated on previous page, that]. To which we answer no, not 

“from May 18 to March 8 she gave four ine I Sees re dgptation to : i 
hundred and sixty three pounds of butter. yeh c Hot until, Chety Soa eee ere 
and next year gave five hundred and eleven: mate has been thoroughly tested by a few of 

pounds,” the leading stock breeders. 

As to quality of butter, the testimony is Our ene opinion is, that they may no? 
equally concurrent, but we shall stop to prove sufficiently hardy for both the severe 

quote but two authorities upon this point. climate and rough usage which anys become 

Mr. Flint, in his work on Milch Cows and their lot if, at once, generally introduced into 

Dairy Farming, says, that no breed can sur- Wisconsin. We doubt not their great value, 

pass them in richness of milk or in the fine however, as milkers, under favorable cir- 

yellow color and peculiar flavor of the butter cumstances, and would be glad to see at 

made from it. least a sprinkling of them in every well or- 

And the Committee of the Philadelphia|dered dairy. The herd imported two or 
Society, from whose Report as published in| three years since by Mr. J. V. Robbins, of 

the Farmer and Gardener, we have already | ‘‘Rock Terrace,” near this city, appear to 

quoted, says : have done well and are reported to have 

“They are unsurpassed for the richness given great satisfaction. He has but com- 

of their milk, the large yield of butter, its paratively a small number in his dairy of 

deep, yellow color, fine grain and sweet taste.'! | some hundred and twenty cows, and yet the 
Our own experience confirms these state-| mark which they make in the premium but- 

ments. The flavor of Alderney butter is pe-| ter sent out from his well-regulated dairy is 

culiarly excellent, and the rich color is so| interesting and emphatic—so much so that 

characteristic that at almost any season of| we have again and again been pleased to 

the year it seems to distinguish itfrom other | recognize it on the best public tables at Chi- 

butter. Indeed, so marked is this yellow] cago and Cincinnati. 
hue that the milk of one Alderney is suf-| To enterprising dairymen, therefore, we 

ficient to beautifully color the milk of four say, obtain a few Alderneys and make for 

or five other cows. yourselves the experiment so suceessfully
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made by others. And if any gentleman pro- | some wash or scalded bran ir it, and this 
vided with simply the conveniences for keep- | will get them into the way of eating. After 
ing a single cow or two, as every cow ought ys ae sg be graduaily ~ to the use 
to be kept, feels inclined to take & little ater one eee socine tne parpnee * 
pains to insure to his family the richest and | . 14 cats, will e very gurebio They 
best milk the world can afford, let him also] should not have any meal when sufferin; 
procure an Alderney. from the effects of castration, as it would 

J Set saree Sat ees ses favour inflam mation, but at snch time there 
{eee hpgonree of the Bath and W ost of Eng. fomety| Rosi beak objection to bran. When they 

Breeding and Management of Pigs. |are about eight weeks old they may be 
Peete hak sna eee weaned from the sow; after this their food 

Guided ty the SHintiplestand pratsicania’ eben pea re pane e raped > “| waste milk and whey from the dairy. er 
ready named, we may presume that the xocidf which doghe S be warm, should for a 
boar and sow have been selected according | time be given thrice a day. Afier a short 
to the requirements of the breeder. We] time, and especially when they are turned 

re NR Be LE Er management whils eding. clover or vetches occasionally will be a go: 
4 oti — a ie een for eee thing forthem- Indeed, a more general use 

tT eS ae 
highly 

rogeny. 2 first tarrow s| ¢ 3 nerative in tl of pigs, for bot! 

farrow in September-or October. Whilst] The autumn farrow would require other 
the sow is breeding, she should be moderate-| sustenance. and the swede or mango!d- 

y a, bat ao aor pet fat. ly wurizel—either boiled or grated by machine 
e better to kxep her with other sows.which|__might generally take the place of this 

are also breeding; but, after the second rental If warm tood is seeeEat: the 
month, she should be kept apart from the | former plan may be adopted, but the latter 
stores, so as to ensure quietness, without} answers very well in all other cases ; and, 

tor dus 30ap {ohich ines tndeneibend arf teen ae oan eee eee 3 a patel thrive equally wel ut much labor and fuel 
16 weeks), she should be patin a cowfortale | are ae Tis wecner io whick the Mecce 
sty, with but little bedding, and this should | are ta be kept will depend upon the system 
be in a small and broken con ition: she] adopted. To this reference has already 
should be fed upon the dairy-waste, warm] been made; and it may here be added that 
wash, with bran, or some similar food—] no system is desirable unless the pigs are 
watery, but still nutritious. This will en-|kept in an improved state: it may bea 
courage the milk and favour the birth of the | slewer rate of progress in some ences. than 
offspring in other ways. Itis very seldom] ia others, but still they should be kept 
that sows require any assistance in farrow-| thriving. 
ing. After the birth, the sow should be fed} _- | *_ =e eee ee te 
with a similar food to that she has already | > ee 
been receiving : this should be good, but not TH E POULTERER. 
heating. For this purpose, bran is as good |————_—_______———— 

+ as anything; but meal has a tendency to Summer Care of Fowls. 

produce teverin the system, and is therefore, Sct 
unfavourable to the milk. On many farms it is the custom to leave 

Management of Young Pigs.—Attention the fowls of all kinds to themselves.’ This 

to the food of the sow, together with a dry, | method of keeping poultry may be the easi- 
well-littered, and clean sty, are the early es | est, but it is certainly not the most eco- 
sential: to health, When five or six weeks | nomicen]—unless to have garden fruits and 
old the young pigs should be castrated.— bles di d, th had ante 
Yoong sows are not so cenerally operated penne es Ceeeye at sincomenl eke 7 
upon as formerly. One reason for this is,| @tain and grass fieldsinfested, and scarcely 
that the increasing delicacy of our improved | ever an egg in the pantry, be considered 
breeds renders the operation more bazard-| good economy. 
ous and the losses by death are consequenly Hi “i aly L * 
greater; the necessity, also, is diminished lens will undoubte: aoe eggs eee, 
by some cause, for their breeding powers ally, though left to roam in a state of semi- 

are weaker, It is, however absolutely neces-| wildness all over a farm, but they will be 

sary in the case of young boars: for, apart | indiscriminately deposited in the meadow, 
from the strong flavour which the meat|in concealed places in the woods, or inac- 
would acquire if the operation were neg- bib. wll der’ the ba: nd more 
lected, great inconvenience would be experi- ~~ oe s Lt eee 
enced among the stock. If alow trough be| likely find their way into the crop of the 
put in the sty, the young pigs may have! crow or maw of the skunk, than into the
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fritter dish or custard pan of the swindled | the supply will continue in the basin until 

housewife. the reservoir in the jug is ehtirely exhaust- ‘ 

No, this way of keeping poultry, or,}¢d- The pan may be kept firmly in its place 

rather of not keeping it, will not answer. | DY sliding it between cleets nailed te plank. 

It ie wasteful and shiftless, and shouldgive| A cask of any kind, with a pipe or spout 

way to the system adopted by all thrifty | extending down into the basin or trough 

poultrymen — that of fencing a convenient | will answer the same purpose. 

and comfortable poultry house and yard. —____++—_—_- 

An arrangement of this kind, will, of A Good Place for Hen-Coops. 

course, involve some expense, but, if as as oa. 3 

simple as may be, the cost need be but a During the early summer, and while 

few dollars. your broods are yet quite young, place your 

The plan proposed on page 200 of the hen-coopsin the garden. The little chicks 

Parmer for 1859 is a good one, but may be will delight themselves in picking off all 

modified to suit the taste of any who may bugs and insects of every kind that are 

sdopt the general arrangement. The yard accustomed to infest the vines and vegeta- 

in connection should be large enough to al- nice ec a Beriens Sue eey Me ee 

low freedom of exercise and be surrounded daintily as not in the least to injare the 

with a high picket fence. Small piles of cariden lee yeeanii 
ashes, lime and sand are necessary to the * When the chicks get too large for the 

comfort of the chickens, and the entire garden remove them and the coop to which 

wood-work of the poultry-house and en- they belong and put another brood in their 

elosure should be kept well white-washed. | place. 

Bar SE od, 2 “mon REE KERPER. 

ane Set en THE BEE KEEPER. 
SS See BES rs [From the Ohio Farmer ] 

oa SNS Beekeepers’ Convention. 

we = aN ae 3 Thursday, March 14, 1861. 

oie! = AA We Met in the Son’s of Temperance Hall, 

: AA teN >. \ g& Cleveland, Ohio. The President, J. P. 
oe ee | ae Kirtland in the chair. 

EG RoE CH soci The first business being the election of 

See ao Ee BENE officers, it was on motion postponed until 

MY JES) pas Se ee ON 2 o'clock, P. M. 

Veer! ae TRE HE Seay ° The President from the Committee to 

Py PSS ee Ne $a secure further legislation on the subject 

BA A ae > =a protection for beekeepers, 

eee es SS Meee reported, which report was laid on the 

a /- SS = eee bese table until next day. 

a eee Sa The question for discussion was that 

SESE agreed to atthe lart meeting. “ What is 

FEEDING AND WATERING. the best form of hive” Which on motion 

In addition to to grain, bran, &c., and of J. Kirkpatrick, was divided so as to read 

sae a bs fi th ki ih * hi “whether hives with or without movable 

pe itchen, they | frames are best,” and then, “ which hive of 

must be daily supplied with a small quantity | ¢he two kinds is best.” 

ef chopped vegetables—lettuce, cabbage, &e. | | J. Kirkpatrick opened the debate by say- 

In hot weather, fowls confined to a yard ing that he was not prepared to bring any- 

are sure to suffer from thirst, unless sup- thingnew on the subject before the Associ- 

lied wi , tion, and to his mind it seemed that 

plied with an abundance of pure water. A'| anything said in favor of movable frames 

trough does not answer a good purpose a8 | was superfluous, but would refer to the 

the fowls are apt to get into it and dirty increased facilities in manipulating the bees, 

the water. A very cheap and excellent the increase of swarms by division, and the 

contrivance is illustrated above—a jug fill- HaNes to supply sauenrs! if one lost. . 

ed wi i i i 2 

a oles Sax i — eee invert-| sf,, Smith. Experience is necessary to suc 

ee ee ec ee ve @ pan oF | cogs in his using movable comb hives. He 

bowl of water. The cork being removed | makes bees pay good interest; he believes it 

while the nozzle of the jug is under water, | the interest of eve beekeeper to let his bees 
J > -
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swarm naturally. It is not natural to/ th frame hi 
cone: pines by faking oska sheet of comb, ret fad lores ee oe et 

. a new colon re i i 
time. They should ie alone _ “geeede” fon hie : Prey are renaterte ae 
at their own time. New beginners, if the: Old-fashions ed fe hee 2th wg ee mine 
commence with the supposition that rnd machi ae “a 
can make any numbet ofswarms by division,| * wa heen ine 
will lose more than if they let nature do the = _ & a a 
work. The answer to the question, “what is Bi Die Oesiot she fperiek Hinrences 
& proper seized hive,” in my o inion, istone eee maine Of money, ; ben Que 
that will hold one bushel. tr it is large’ 1, | ei sue case, therp 18|n0/room for egye aad the qpeee vill ok lnveser autietect oo alt without them the stock soon becomes extinct. 
it. This has been tested by experiment. Ae here os orn eniers eee ‘a e i 8 : ale es the work. ey de not this to in: 

; Dr. Kirtland. The object of our associa~ ecesce. Se Pe thas = i ; so 
tion is to elicit information about the | bas bat’s eyes, dn nian ht; but 
culture of bees. We are living in an ey you cannot entrap her me an te 
portant epoch, so far as bee culture is|If she cannot ent rth bi —e 
concerned. Four years a; ft ing | deposit hi nae egg i ora ee se ago, after having | deposit her eggs in the nearest place, where 
ae ything, contracted fora heat can be obtained, and bees carry them 

er of old box hives, and determined to|in themselves. I think bi 

go back to first principles ; at the time 1 | eggs into the hive th a the Sear dapat 
ied sousringed the old-fashioned hive was |there, Now we want we ager os 

e best. ‘our years’ experi i “ f 
moveable comb feameky hoesae ks Nag canal of ten anal cee de mae 
vinced me that we have si nde i ‘| Th wh og since made impor. e frames, while they do not injure th 
tant advancement. There were no bee | bees, give this control. I ss 70 differ. 
moths inthe country till the commencement lence frhether the a ay orb <8 oe 

of the present century; and before that | hollow log, a b ra fie ora en be 
time, bees, did well anywhere, Since that, | cher oneal ce ft oth rch ge aly 
the moth has made beekeeping almost ae | Division f hi ng tak Pap py 
possible. Patents have been Bayes | time as bees cons Saenelis we wea; 
prevent injury from them, and betore ie at other tim 5 a ees 

; menree te eee hive no advancement had queen might use ia ao scek the 
een made. i i inj C 

hives, see on sane = 2 
change in bee cultivation. Till now, it is A Arete pe toes 
almost impossible to keep the number S| The discussion on this subject being 
your bee colonies good. Under the movay | ceeea rae 
ble comb principle we have bee, honey and Hesoioed, That it is the opinion of this comb entirely under our cence eaueea Association, that hives with movable comb 

look at, or handle them, and ‘detect or Se eee eee cee 
remedy any want. This you cannot do with se Danny i 

other Liven. With moveable frames I can abewenes eens Es teaach=sishe est 
discover anything wrong about the hive ea a ae erases? manishen 
without guessing—perhaps the queen is old Seksna pais een 
or dead—you can discover it, and supply th Be Onesie ees aide EO EALGGe 
worker-eggs for a new one, or =a one = Rane ae Ate eee ere = This alone is an important eed ous forms, but most of them have been fail- 

ueenlss colonies are numerous. In sum-| 1° Ben eee ae cree 
mer, your queen is liable to be destroyed, oe bese tem Nat co) 0 sae bee poe 
but you can detect it at once. Dividing Sermmine,) So Aux #8 the beos'are concerned, 
swarms is no doubt overdone. Two years Pict beeeioan) Sate ney na eoeear a ago, I did it just right, but last peace well as another ; but in controlling them, 
divided them too much, and some of them there is much difference. The strongest 
are weak. I made three Italian coldnies | ™Stinct of the bee is to store honey. They 
from a mere nucleus, which are now ver cannot resist this disposition. A swarm of 
heavy. Could have done it in no other Ion, bees in May comes out at just the time to 
Ten or fifteen years is about the lifetime of do well. The old saying “that a swarm in 
@ swarm in an old-fashioned hive, but in May ia mocih = loplicthaye cuinaioe; ® the movable frame hive a colony 2 be. | Silver spoon ;” “in July, they are not worth 
— old. It itis a perpetual D pies Gon: a fiy,” is 7 nearly ee A hive should 
_ ‘Tho‘consus of th : a simple cavity. All divisions in it do 
in “different parts eee of bee soon harm. The general opinionis, that it should 
thate hes beta 6 anak tetecet procs a contain about 2,200 square inches of comb 

within a few years, and it is greatl: matin cc et ao greatly owing to'it gives sufficient room for the queen to
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deposit her Sees, for bee bread and a little | Langstroth’s hives, placed in « cellar this 

surplus honey. The queen in about three | winter, with dlp thins holes for ventilation, 

thousand eggs in a day. They hatch in and closed at the bottom, be found sufficient - 

twenty-three days. During this pants the | carbonic and gre accumulated to extinguish 

queen will have filled most of the spare|@ candle. is gas is so heavy that it 

cells in a hive of this size. After one brood sinks to the bottom of the hive, and here I 

hatches out, the same cells can be used|found a good many dead bees. This fact 

again for depositing cage. For wintering | may be useful to patent hive makers. 

bees, the form of an old-fashioned churn The f : 

Bee pokes he tale Taw. qrame| , (ene Semmens peneer toes cfs second 
lays her eggs in the highest empty calls: to|day consisted of discussions in relation to 

‘ake advantage of the seceeee the wintering of bees, and are therefore 

Boxes for surplus honey should be placed | omitted for the present.—Ep.] 

in the hive as soon as heat can be spared 

from below to admit of it. These should SECOND DAY—AFTERNOON. 

be made small, so that the cards of honey] The subject of bee hives was continued : 

will be of the right size for the table, and so Dr. Kirtland said that he had only two 

they can be removed at any time without | forms of hives; one Langstroth’s, and the 

too greatly shocking the bees, which is other Flanders’. I have expressed no pre- 

always the case if the boxes be large. With ference for either of them, and have not 

several small boxes, one can be abe away | tested the Flanders’ hive, but shall do so as 

at any time without injury. This is why | soon as I have an opportunity. I would 

Mr. Langstrothases small, instead of large | not give asnap of my finger for most of the 

boxes on his hive. fine model patent bee hives which have 

Mr. Flanders was in favor of the tri-| been presented to the public. 

angular form. It assists materially in keep: Mr. Otis. The amount of money that will 

ing the hive clean. Cleanliness prevents be expended within six months in purchas~ 

the moth from doing so much injury.— | ing hives will be large, and it is important 

Strong odors and filth attract them. By | to know which form is best. The decision 

using reversable comb frames, he could|of this convention will be looked to with 

change the working economy of the bee, bud] interest. 

not their instinct. He had yettosee comb Mr. S. C. Brown said that his experience 

on the triangular frame, built irregularly. ith the Langstroth hive indicated that it 

Mr. Merriman stated that he had fre- |Wwas too shallow. If I make them deeper, 

quently seen irregular comb in such frames. | however, I cannot remove the frames, on 

Mr. Kirkpatrick stated that he used | @ecount of the moving of the comb. One 

Langstroth’s hive for several years, and see to the triangular frames is that 

had met his expectations in every respect. thre Is not sufficient room for brood. It is 

The triangular hive allowed the manipula- | stated that the inclination of the sides facili- 

tor to do several things, but are these things | ates cleaning of the hive, but it is unneces- 

necessary ?—There is no need of reversing | sary, for bees are not sluttish in their habits. 

the frames, for the bees are always clus- r. Otis said he had made great improve: 

tered around their brood, and this secures | meBt in his colonies, by selecting the most 

sufficient heat ; indeed, reversing the frames | perfect queen cells. Those which are small 

fails to secure extra heat, as intended. shonld never be used. We ean improve 

Mr. R. C. Otis said that comb is always |Bee: well as cattle. 

more or less irregular in form. Bees make, eemeaed said this was no doubt true. 

it so, to secure great strength. Comb for| He oncesed a small queen cell colony, but 

brood always has the same depth; for the peer was very weak. 

honey it has not. When a frame is once t the discussion, the following resolu- 

filled with good brood comb, it will last for om was aflopted : 

years. I have referred frames in hives, and|\ Whereas, At this meeting of the Bee- 

could never induce queens to deposit eggs keepers’/Association, there were but two 

in them. I believe such a course will ruin | forms movable comb hives exhibited, the 

any colony. Any place in a hive, where a Langtroth Movable Comb, and the Filan- 

worm can find harbor, and a bee cannot | de Triangular Self.Cleaning Movable 

follow, is objectionable. The queen will | Comb Hives— aa 

never go to a surplus honey box to deposit Resolved, That the majority of the mem: 

eggs, if all is right below. It ought to be| bers of this Association have tested the 

cael that no form of hive will do for | Langstroth Hive, and are satisfied that it 

bees what was intended that man should do| gives the ee entire control of his bees, 

for them.— We can make steam engines and | and is worthy of eo byall bese 

intricate machinery, but it won’t ran of| That the Flanders Hive has not as yet been 

itself ; so with bee bives = the best of them | tested so as to enable the members to give 

must be looked after, and kept in good con- | an opinion of it, based ee 

dition, or failure is certain. It was also Resolved, That this conven» 

Dr. Kirtland said that in twenty-three of' tion recognize the importance of a Bee
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Journal for apiarians, and that we recom—| fine luscious pears of whe mogt hardy 

mend to beokocpers. ie ESD er varieties; but the majority of the fruit- 
ike nlgdelphis, Ea growing farmers have attempted but little, 

At the close of the meeting, Dr. Kirtland for the last few years, in this direction. 
read an address on the Italian Bee. In our opinion, they will hardly be grown 

SnpmimnirmnipDih »§~»_| With success, except by the moreexperienced 
HORTICULTURE. and careful. 

Tae sal teey Pears. J. V. Rotbins, of Rock Terrace, has one 

a. li h of the finest young pear orchards that we 
The general Aistrasi one nae — have seen in Wisconsin, and the fine thrifty 

been ee er of hes pomperatire’y: ae appearance of his trees indicates success, 
fair and sufficient experiments in pear cul- SE cld dane Ea ho tac ah istoeh nd 56 

eure. . and ’57 
Dr. Weeks, Dr. McVickar and Col, . ans 

Crocker, of Milwaukee, Mr. Hanford, of Among the varieties recommended for 

Waukesha, and a few others, have| trial here, the Beurre Bose, figured below, 

demonstrated the possibility of producing | may be mentioned. 

ae 
- 

c 

\ J 

iy 

im , 
BEURRE BOSC. a wild grower. * * * Will not do om 

Hi describes it thus: Color, dark | quince stock. f , 
Ae oth russet dots; form, obovate, Mr. Laudom, of Janesville, names it 

acute, pyri-form ; size,1; use, table; tex: | among the “hardy pears” which endured 
ture, juicy, melting sweet; quality, 1; | the winters of 1856 and '57; and Mr. ea 
season, September and October. of Rochester, includes it with “ valuable 

Fruit, always fine. Tree, vigorous, long, varieties that should be grown exclusively 
brownish, olive shoots. Very fine, though | on pear stock.”
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The Apple Worm. makes its nest there, and. when cocooned, 

, ert ioliy | may be easily destroyed. The burning 

Tae ArrLe Worm ne —_- fel | of weeds, &c., under the tree about the time 

‘Tow, and areaty this peoud andthe fea be lor laying the eggs has sometimes beea tried 

goarded against with care. He ty Wer th eenten 

offspring of the codling or frait moth, 4 teontié Oe 

(Carpocapsa pomonella,) one of the most The Borer. 

beautiful of the family to which it belongs. ow eae 

The head and thorax are brown, itaeled [The following extracts from adiscussion 

with grey ; and the abdomen and hind-wiugs of the bare by members of the Wis. Fruit 

are light yellowish brown, with the lustre of Grower 3 Seacrest et the Annual Meet- 

satin. Its fore-wings expand three-qnartere apse the winter, of '59-'60, are appropriate 

ofan inch, and “when seen at a distance, at this time, and will be read with interest.] 

Kave the appearance of brown watered sill.” J. C. Plamb — The home of the borer is 

zi PPS suk. | not in healthy wood, but diseased portions 

They are marked hy numerons gray and|of the tree would prune the tree from frost 

brown cross-lines scolloped; and near the | cracks und keep in healthy condition ; they 

hind angle there is a “large, oval, dark | never kill a tree directly. Apply a peck of 

brown spot, the edges of which, are of good ashes immediately around the tree. 

AW SPOS) ae oh 8|" Congar—Anything that will destsoy the 

bright copper color.” The following cut| eggs, will be effectual. Apply lye wash. 

illustrates the insect in its several transfor-| A. G. Hanford. There sre several 

mations. kinds of Borer met with in our orchards.— 

ra care The one concerning which most alarm is 

ES ee eee now felt throughout the West,I am inclined 

Rees eeuat eer 1S to regard as distinct from any described by 

eevee eee #__ Entomologists as “ Apple Tree Borer.”— 

i wv oy” => On the south and south-west sides of apple 

a =a 5 trees, especially those with long, naked 

= trunks, strips of bark, extending the entire 

length of the body, are discovered ; which, 

upon removing numbers of borers are 

& s found, having entirely destroyed the inner 

s bark and sap wood. The depredations of 

BE wns Br tte the borer, are regarded as the cause of the 

CROCS injury, which I think is not true. The 

LDS uae was occasioned during the winter or 

APPLE MOTH AND WORM. spring, and very largely during the severe 

mit h 1 h winters of °55 and 66. I am disposed to 

nthe month of July, or as soon as the | ;ocard this borer as working in dead or dis- 

young apples are formed, the moth devotes | eased wood. The remedy will readily sug— 

its evenings to laying eggs in the hollow | gest itself, Low tops, which shall shade 

or blossom end of the fruit, where the skin the trunks, and thus prevent the injury-— 

inesabet -terider.ca¥n! asfew-days the! legge remove the bark, and cover with grafting 

es r = y ©2885) wax. Another borer, which works in the 

begin to hatch, and the young caterpillar | healthy tree, and is often very destractive, 

burrows into the apples, making its way] is usually met with near the ground, though 

towards the core, and soon causing the occasionally near the ground, though occa- 

fruit to: blast wind-fall. ‘The worm now sionally higher up, sometimes in the forks 

et pa So a : and limbs of the tree. The eggs are deposited 

—sometimes even before the apple falls—| by a striped beetle in June and July, upon 

gnaws his way out, finds a hiding place in | the bark, and the worm, when hatched, eats 

chinks or crevicesof the bark, hollowing out|!ts way oe the inner ark phen they 
. . remain the first year, working their way the 

eo Be lag to his shape, and spins for sacond into the wood, and the third it emer’ 

itself a silken case, or cocoon of the most] ges in the form of a beetle, to again propa- 

delicate nature, and there remains until the | gate its species. 

following summer. Remedies — build brush fires in the 

One of the best ways to get rid of them oxchard in ine annie during sees which 

i will allure the beetles, as well as many 

e Wests: wl gait destroy oF feed “to the other insects to their destruction ; and wash 

pigs all the wind-falls as fast as they drop-| the same trees at same season with soft 

Ts has also been recommended to put old} goap. Examine the bark for the worms, 

elothes into the forks of the tree: the worm | which in young trees may be readily dis-
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covered in the first year by the dark, dead/ed here and there, indeed, with those who appearance of the bark ; shesmaaas! by the| honored Fulton as the horizon maker of dust thrown out by the worm. They will| the age. 
almost be found on the south-west side;} And there she stood, dumb as the tomb rompt attention will be found economy.|ot the Capulets. One som through the With @ knife, shoe-maker’s soviay awl, or|iron veins, one beat of the feverish heart, flexible wire, out, or insert a smal piece of| and the craft was motionless. 
comphor, and close the hole with grafting} We know not if it be true, but what a wax. Another species works only in the | story that is, they tell, how when Fulton sat small limbs and branehes, entering the| upon the deck disconsolate ; when his sum- heart and working downward. As the! mer friends had left him alone, a lad, about period of this change to a chrysalis ap-| whose brow clustered the golden Ae of proaches, it cuts off the limbs as neatly as/ morning a encken him, and with en- 1 could be done with a saw, and thus en-| thusiasm o! hood, declared that he could abled to enter the ground and emerge a| make the mead wheel turn pen We do parent beetle. Use the knife as before, and | not wonder the man repulsed the child ; that gather up and burn the limbs which fall. | like the pegs of old, he deemed the lad — } had mocked him. But the words were re- M ECH ANIC AL peated, and the secret was told: range 

> the sere ae Fulton fe Lengthen oe lever. + * ;. And so that arm which moves the world Wisconsin Manufactories. was es, ne the sxnisting wheels 5 beat the bosom of the Hudson into crested * & = oh ae tit se _ billows, and cut the shadows of the Palisades, intention of publishing cree. Ot Ste and dashed ont tuto the Tappan Zee, and cles on ‘‘ The Manufactories of Wisconsin.’ panted around the sea-encircled world. 
Hitherto the duties of our office have so con- _And what a thought it was, to turn the 
fined us at home, that, not until this month | Silver of the fountain into a soul of strength, 
have we found time to make the preliminary that with its thews of gleaming brass, and ~ | iron arms, should conquer Space and Time. observations necessary to the first of this) 7. F. Taylor. 
series. | > ee 

We are now prepared to begin the work . : : ; Tensile Strength of Iron Increased by of inspection, and in the July number shall Rolling. 
give some account of the mechanical opera- | ——— 
tions of Milwaukee. | There are some inventions which address 

fe pees themselves to our notice with much elabor- To Protect Fence Posts from Decay. | ate comparison of results between old and ae new methods of effecting the same object, There are various methods in use, such as | and there are others which, from their very 
coating with coal tar, charring, soaking the | Completeness and self-containedness (to coin 4 dlcnenieeptn tone a word,) admit of scarcély more than the . =e ~— pe .. |Simple announcement of the fact of their None, however, have proved entirely satis- discovery. The invention of James Watt’s factory, although there can be but little| separate condenser might have been given 

" doubt that each of these methods has a| to the world in a petenosen anes, pistes 5 many pages are usually dedicated to the in- favorable effect upon the preservation of the eee of a new brickmaking machine. 
wood. We feel it necessary’ to premise thus much, A correspondent of the Country Gentle-| because we wish to draw the attention of 
man suggests the coating of the post with a tie 
thick pent of mate toe ad a = oT circle,) and which see us under the disad- periment will cost but a trifle and is cer- vantage above alluded to, of giving us no 
tainly worth trying. chance of making a long article about it.— ——+-___ The fact, then, is simply this : 

The First Steam Engine. Given, a bar of common malleable iron : —— it is possible, by a purely mechanical pro- It is half a century since Fulton gave the cess, ‘and without the aid of heat, to increase signal to £ shead, and the wheel of his the tensile strength of the bar 50 per cent. steamer, the North River, just made a half| “On what principle ?” it will be asked. On revolution in the waters of the Hudson, | the same melociaie that wire is stronger per and stood as still as the pulse of.the dead.| square inch of section than the bar from Steamers fluttered in the air; cannon had which it was originally drawn. To Mr. sounded their notes of admiration ; a doubt- Lauth, an American engineer, is due the ing sneering multitude had gathered, adorn-| merit of making this particular egg stand
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on end, and his process is, as will be seen, | the form of a fi di iabili 
of the simplest. Bars of common merchant spotting b: ir ne ae a % 
iron are passed cold between grooved rollers, OF 5 O8 20, S190-®, XOMAOD, ARRiNt 
until the reinete degree of compression is | S°™™eF painting. 

attained. e saw, ut the works in Man- Autumn is really the best season of the 
chester, a bar 24 ins. diameter, and 15 ft. year for this important work, as the slowness long, rolled down to 2 ins. in ten minates— | of drying at this s i ¢ 
(with pesslees this time could be reduced e pa Noma of 5 takes 
one-half.) This } is not lost—as in turning glosey, sad durable finish. siehion lethon_oo-the ber is lengthened The subject of color opens a wide field for 
about 1} ins. to the foot. The bar came | discussion. In the midst of green foliage, out quite polished, and parrallel enough for | whi ifal c ao cahhegabutrnct quite aeaights ir ey white presents a beautiful contrast, and is 
straightened by hand by two men in half an therefore, usually preferred for wooden 

hour, and might be done by machinery in a houses. Builders of the best taste, however, 
few minutes. According to Mr. Fairbairn, | prefer some neutral tint, as’being less glaring, “the effect of the consolidation was to in| and more in harmony with th di 
erease the strength of the har in the ratio oe eee es, © of 10 to 15,” in the experiments made by world. The bright positive colors, such as 
him. Wethink we have said enough to| Yellow and red, should never be used for 
pe readers a moar ‘for wishing to | either brick or wood buildings. A delicate 

of this ti i i ragril ublic-“Eandou Kg} aoe accessible straw color, a pleasant stone gray, ora soft 
light shade of brownis in much better taste 

Tanks for Liquid Manure. a : Recent American Inventions. 
The tank should be built of solid masonr aa 

either rubble or well burned brick laid in teak a iat ol SaaS ir leet pees and well packed between | 1 has long been our opinion that the plow is an un- underneath with dry brick | philisophical instrument, adapted to the first of lay; the bottom should be flagged or laid | agricultnre; that it is destined in course of ie with brick. If the soil is wet, it must be| give place to some machine which shall more ae nese, shallow, unless good ‘drains | fuctorily disintegrate the soil, and, at the same time be be laid outside it to intercept and carry off | free from the objections which are now valid as against the water; if dry, the tank may be made | the primitive implement now in use. This is also the comparatively deep. The shape mast be | opinion of many practical and scientific minds, and 
governed by the site, and may be either | has, of late, given rise to various efforts to supply the 
round or oblong, more or less wide, and in | deeideratum. But thus far nothing bas come into the length according to requirements. It should | Seld with working powers adequate to all reasonable 
be arched overhead, to keep out rain or | ‘mad. 
other wate>. The capacity of a tank for| inmone pee tach Promise well, in the model, the thiny cows and sixty figs depends on the on of one of our own citizens, Hou. Cicero 
Period it is intended to empty them; about ate ieee eee month is necessary for the contents to acoardiagh TET Mil a oe 

ferment and ripen. A tank to contain the Gelaslea ¢ cae the muon as he deus Quantity of urine voided by the above ani-| made and examiné them, Tare ee a for one month, should contain about | We wore courteously received by Mr. C., whom wo 
1000 cubical feet, but to effect your object | found busily engaged in the periecting of his improve- 
of the best manner, there should be a system | ment in Propelling Wheels—another very ingenious af least three such tanks, one ripened | apptication uf the same principle to the construction of 

fling ane pe and pening, the other | wheels for steamboats and mills. After a full exami- 
.—Irish Farmers’ Gazette. nation of the plan of construction, wnd an investigation cae of the working powers of the two somewhat different Painting Houses, models, we wera compelled to acknowledge that aes 

a i seemed nothing in thi f 
The natural disposition of all persons of| Without attempting to describe te machinery af " 200d taste toclean and dress up ahete prem- this time, we may remark, that it is constructed on a 

ines j rotary plan, and operates some thirty-vix spades— =e a spring season, leads to the | twetve triplote—as perfectly as it would be possible 
oe ¢ custom of doing the chief work | for so many Irishmen to do it by hand, digging up » 

oe at that time, when, owing to the eo corer ro — 
mperature of the weather, the oil | 29 its tare comes pene moms EN comes, penetrates the earth almost at 

Penetrates the wood and leaves the lead or | angles, lifts the dirt a few inches, and ee dae ane substance of the paint to ads ae eee which brings the blade surface with a atly d jo shovel nearly perpendicular to the earth, it i consta: CCPCAS: | throws it off, pulverizing th and "6 force, and finally, to rub or wash off in| mixing the saree with the rabeall
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It is not expected that this patent Irishman will be | certain means of directing and controlling the com. 
adapted to stony ground, but in a soil properly free | pound radial and oscillating movement of the piston 

from these obstructions to good cuitivation, it certainly | and packing the same within the rotating cylinder, — 
will do excellent work; and if as Mr. Comstock calcu- | Patentee, J. B. Root, Battle Creek, Michigan. 
lates, it can break up and nicely pulverize a breadth of MODE OF PREPARING PAPER eTOCK. 
twenty-eight inghes with the same power necessary to 
tarnie farcow ten! ot ‘tasive buchie wide, andl without |. 11! Eeras even ape Other Sbeces extetanoes fr Paper stock, the straw or other substance is cut into any of the packing of the soll which cannot be avoided | Piece of suitable length, bl saan 
where the plow is used, it certainly will be a great gain | $5.5 pulp by a suitablemux Se cigtia! | hep Rae 
a sea? and work an important revolution | table gut penta cae « catalase 5 

ae hard matter, which is a great detriment stock, 
It is th purpose of the enterprising inventor to have | i+ is reduced to cs a Sh eke cine a. and, in prepari 

s Trkng chine const a nn nd mk id throngh he using th peer pe on mn of its power acer s  *"*- | appearance. The object of this invention is to obviate 
The following Patent Items are from the Scientific | thie aimculty by separating the hard and worthless 

American—a paper which every mechanic and friend of | portions from the useful fibrous patt. Invented by A. 
scientific pregress ought to take: Randal, who has assigned to J. J. Eckle, cf New York 

° IMPROVEMENT IN GRAIN SEPARATORS. City. 
Tho object of this invention is to obtain a simple and |_| 7 

efficient machine whereby foreign substances may be SCIENCE 9 ART ’ &C. 
thoroughly separated from grain, and different kinds |" 
of grain separated from each other, such as wheat,| —The total free population of the seced- 
4c. Lewin Merrill, of Janesville, Wis., is the patentee. | ed States is 5,671,723 ; of the States yet in 

ee meee the Union, 21,712,462; of the free States 
The patentee, Henry Beagh, Jr., of Philadelphia, | signe, 18,950,059. 

claims that this hook cannot be casually detatched or Pe a 
unfastened, and that it thereby serves as a snap or| —SueeT Zinc, if used for roofing or for 
fastening for harness and other articles a cae gutters, should not be allowed contact with 

Tua for fastening or attatching | other iron or oak timber, as it is thereby 

Seen ntk cn ean: liable to rapid oxidation. If iron must be 

The object of this invention is to pivot the comb | Used for supports, it should be galvanized. 
feames in the hives in such manner that thepivots will| [zap pipes, if perfectly coated inside 

not be accessible to the bees, and the latter be thereby | +1, tin are safe, but the least flaw expos- 
prevented from covering the pivots with wax, a con-| | ? ? pos 

tingency which prevents the swinging out of the comb | ing the lead to the water, has been found to 
frames when it is desired to examine the combs and re. | be more dangerous than the use of pure leai 
move portions or the whole of the same. The in-|)i14 for the reason thata galvanic action 
cvonition Geb Tea 'Goe' tt’ Gafeck us hatining "of bese (EO eee ee . : 
direct from one hive into another, and also the aiding | 1 Produced Dy the pantact io the two me 
of the bees to guide the comb during its construction, | tals, by which the lead is rapidly decomposed 
#0 that the latter will be built in tke same planes with | and made to poison the water. 
the frames, and the combs of the several frames kept ‘ 5 

; arparate. —The greatest span of suspension bridge 
IMPROVED MACHINE FOR MAKING BULLETS. yet completed in America is that over 

Tho iuvention of all kinds of fire armsand projectiles | Niagara River, below the falls. 
has been wonderfully stimulated by the war. Every i 
week brings to light numbers of devices for improving | — A+ M. McCarry of New York, bas 
the power and range ot hand arms and cannon, and | invented a centrifugal gun capable of send: 
even steam guns of several patterns are claiming at-| ing balls at the rate of 480 a minute. No 
tention of the public and the Government. dans 

powder is used. ‘The machine above referred to is thus described in 
aa - —By the census of 1860, the tree popula- the Scientific American: 7 » pore 

This is a machine for making Minie Rifle balls. The | tion ot Maryland is 646,183; slave, 85,385. 
bullet is first compressed within a solid matrix and! __Battimore j si ca the 

Sewer tnt which position the required finish is imparted to its ex- y 

terior by turning. The operation of the machine is| 211,039. The population of New Orleans 
automaticthroughout, ‘Itdispenses with the necessity | is 170,766 ; that of St. Louis, 161,000. 
of hand trimming, and produces bullets with a rapidity ‘ ‘ 

and'with an accuracy of finish impossible with ma-| —A cubic yard of coal weighs about one 
chines in which two-part molds are used. tun. 

‘ROTARY ENGINE. —The Sincopery: of the oxyd of silver, 
This invention relates to that description of ‘a rotary | Which until recently was believed not to ex: 

whose inner rotating cylinder, adram to whica | ist in a natural state, will prone’ an enor 
pistons are attached, is arranged eccentrically | mous increase in the yield of silver. Ins 

within « large stationary} cylinder, It consists in! tun of ore in its natural state, where the
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former yield would be thirteen ounces, the} An annular eclipse of the sun, July, 7th, 
new discovery will produce an average yield | —invisible in America. 
of 113 ounces, the 100 ounces being pro-} A partial eclipse of the moon, December 
daced from what has heretofore been consid-| 17th — 16th in California— early in the y, 
ered useless.—London Times. morning—visible. Size only 2,22 digits, or 

—Satistics of the Crimean War show with abons son at st ibe mop aa ites ay sll 
. . jun, Dat on. 

mathematical certainty that 270 lbs. of lead onl the United States, Daceaher Sik. The 

were shot away to every man that was/ sun rises eclipsed, and the obscuration will 
killed. - be visible in all ae Seaies ast of the Misc 
—The first cannon ever made (A. D.,| 8issippi river, and those adjacent to it on 

* . ae the west, except Iowa. It ends at Wash- 
1341) wae of wropght iron, dongitndinal ington at 8h. 36m. In Texas, Arkansas, 
bars being firmly bound together by iron Missouri, Illinois, and Wisconsin, the eclipse 
rings shrunk upon them. After alapse of|ends at sunrise. Size in the Atlantic 
centuries, attention is again being drawn to | States about six digits. 
the manufacture of wrought iron cannon,| Tue Srupy or Scrence. — Science is * 

with @ veiw to reducing the weight—thus| worthy of study by all men, because it so 

increasing the facility of handling. intimately associated with all the pursuits 
Da. T ne Fok then ton of life. The whole animate and inanimate 

ee one eo = > creation is embraced within its folds. It 
ably served the Government in the Chemi-| affords ample scope for the exercise of the 

cal Department of the Patent office, h’s|most comprehensive and refined intellects, 
been promoted by Commissioner Holloway ‘. well as ees pestle es al 

sg . : . . sions. e% ni nd chemis! 
to the position of Chief Examiner in said poet and scholar, the manufacturer and 

Department. merchant, can find in the pursuit of science, 
—‘A stand of arms,” properly speaking, | a boundless source of pleasure and profit. 

is a complete set of arms for one soldier, in-| (Caxars iv Great Britian. — There are 
cluding musket, bayonet, and other appurte- | 5,000 miles of on & Great eens repre- 
nances. senting a capital of $200,000,000, and since 

ps Propvcrs or Catirorsta.—-The | adoption o steam as the propelling 
tollowing table shows the amount of gold shade oe traffie has incrossed last. year 

dust brought from California each year)’ | kik 
since 1855 : —Tin is increasing in value yearly. The 
ante js eae British exports last year amounted to 2,804 : 

we eee tons, and the mean average price for the 
MOI Sons spdnpectiranspedtinsnsietssoons EROOR ‘om has been £130 18s, ($634 46.) There 
Patter nin seamaster seerT80 as been an increased speculation in the 

1800,..ceusssesnsecsssssssseesssassesneeees 88,490,409 | tin mines of England. 

TOtAL........csseseseeeeenseeesssesssey $215, 869,860 Coat in Utan. — Gals pelieved to ex- 
It will be seen that the gold product is|ist in large qnanties in the Great Basin of 

in ce : Utah. On the Weber river, a tributary of 
steadily ocreesine: epecane apes seen | Great Salt Lake, from the western slope of 
vhether Pike's Peak and other regions can|ihe Wahsatch raige, coal is now eae 
nake up the deficit. mined and selling at the pits for $5 per ton. 

4 Trorurur axp Cuear BaroMetTeR—|] How ro Foreren. THe Weatuer.— The ; 

Take a clean glass bottle and put in it a sensibility of many animals and plants to small quantity of fine pulverized alum.—| the varying conditions of the atmosphere is 
Then fill the bottle with spirits of wine. The| 59 great, that a careful study of their move- 

fe lm will be perfectly dissolved by the} ments will often indicate with certainty 
sleabe) and in clear poser the liquid mill approaching changes in the weather. When 

as trans; nt as the purest water. On “ i y 
the approagh of rain or tiaty weather, the Re et at hie ae 
slum will be visible in a flaky spiral cloud| sain when the storm is about to pass gf; 
ia the center of the fluid reaching from the | careful observers even pretend to ‘ore 
Sottom to the surface. This is a cheap, | how long fine weather will last, from the 
“imple and beautiful barometer, and is | degree to which the web is extended. If the 
placed within the reach of all who wish to| sniier is quiet, it is a sign of rain, but 
— one. For simplicity of construction ‘Shen he goes to work ducing a shower, be 

epee c beteee: ee ace eae: : ° infalli eter, flying low almost - 
Eciarses or 1861.—‘There will be three| ing the earth, and uttering a low, plaintive. 

ore eclipses this year as follows : cry, before a rain, but sailing back and forth
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eS 
high in the air, during pe woeilies; the relative number of these is so small, the 
when a violent tempest is about to bre: di nacks and : 
out, he soars even to the clouds, and adopts eee pee ma Se q eee seine 
a slow, majestic motion, very different from 8 ee Ree ed 
his ordinary one. In pleasant weather the|T@nked fourth or fifth in the descending 
erow will, at any time, leave ker nest in| scale. 

search of food ; but if she feels a storm ap-| The remedy is threefold : education, pur- 
proaching, nothing will tempt her off till her| |. s:on, remuneration. 
mate takes her place to protect the young. —_— ae: 4 : 
The peacock foretells rain by its frequent} The work of professional education will 
eries; the wood-pecker, by its cooings ;|eventuglly be done in extensive, nobly en- 
oe Pee nes a ee dowed and ably officered Normal Schools, 
guinea-iow: yy goin; roost. ie gi e c 

manifests irene creations plunging into It will be some years, however, before we 

the water, and rapidly returning to the|™ay reasonable hope to have such institu. 
land. tions in Wisconsin. But, meantime, let us 

The sea-g alls seek the shores, and are} have the best substitute that can be devised 
only seen farinland in settled weather. The d th otand th 
petrel on the contrary, dashes out boldly | 82° Sen suppets See ennoerne® at agency 
into the midst of storm and tempest. The | OF institution with a zeal and liberality pro- 
chirp of the cricket is a sign of fair weather, | portionate to the great ends to be accom- 
but the cry of the tree-toad indicates rain. plished. 

When the air is overcharged with moisture, |" Jt has long been our opinion, that, for the 
the odor of flowers is strong and penetrat: § ce Icke rm ld weiglanned 
ing, and in dry weather, is soft and agree- penne Ot es Se co ae 
Ny that would so effectually do the needed work 
—— ] Of instraction as the Teachers’ Institute. — 

EDUCAIONAL. Especially is this true in a new country, 
Teachers’ Institutes. where the sparseness and comparative por. 

es erty of the population naturally result in 
The importance of normal instruction for | jnferior schools and ill-qualified teachers. 

such persons as propose to engage in the| Under such circumstances, if we had the 

i business of teaching is no longer questioned | best Normal School in the world, the small 

by an intelligent public. For, if a man| compensation grudgingly offered in very 
needs to take lessons in the strength and | many localities would not warrant such an 
other properties of building materials, in the | expenditure of time and money on the part 

principles of mathemathics and the harmony | of teachers there employed as would be 
of proportions before he is qualified to as | necessary to the attendance upon such an 
sume the duties and responsibilities of an| institution. The mountain cannot come to 

. architect, how much more important is it} Mahomet, and Mahomet must therefore go 
that the professional teacher should under-| to the mountain. 

stand the nature, powers and laws of de-| This is just what is done by the Teachers’ 
velopment of the immortal minds, whose up-| Institute. Thousands of teacners who could 
building and fashioning are committed to| not attend upon a central school are an- 
his charge. nually visited by this itinerating missioniary 

i To be able to teach and govern wisely|and benefitted thereby to an aggregate ex- 

and successfully, is the highest accomplish. | tent beyond the power of computation. 
ment attainable by man. Teaching should) Such would be a proper inference from 8 
therefore be regarded as the noblest of all! correct knowledge of the ends to be accom- 

occupations. Indeed, when Socrates and| plished and of the means employed ; and 

Plato, and Aristotle taught, it was s0 es-|we are glad to have had an opportunity to 

teemed: because they were masters of| prove, that the practical working of the 

their Profession. . Institute justifies an increased estimate of 
But how is it now, even in the most|the advantage it is calculated to confer up- 

enlightened country of the world? Quite/on all teachers and communities where it 

otherwise. True, the Faradays, the Liebigs, | is temporarily located or held. 

and Agassizs hold high and honorable posi-| Asan educational institution, the Insti- 

tions in the estimation of mankind, and are| tute proper was first introduced in Wiscon- 

doing much to elevate the profession ; but! sin by Dr. Barnard,"agent of the Normal
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3 Board, and Chancellor of the} Such, in brief, are our views of the practi- 
-— i. ; but the labor of organiz-| cal value of the Institute. We do not ass 

ing in particular localities and conducting | sume to say that the system of which us 
the sessions, has chiefly devolved upon Prof. the chief part is perfect, or that an efficient 

Charles H. Allen, late Principal of the Nor: Normal School Board might not be more 
mal School at West Chester, Penn. This | €Conomically organized than at present, but ‘~ 

ntleman happily combines the practical | ¥¢ do believe that no instrumentality now in 
aveiodse: tact analederey vorusite (oisut~ operation within this State is calculated to 
cess in this peculiar and most interesting accomplish so much, with the same amount 

field of labor. of means, for the advancement our great 
i educational interests. 

From the Wisconsin Journal of Educas fot tr eee i 

tion, we learn that, during the year 1860, Scuoor Teacuixc.—With regard to the 

thirty-niue Institutes were held, with an practice of giving scholars lessons to be 

average attendace of about 59 teachers, or studied at home, an indignant writer says: 

an aggregate of 1,950. In commenting| The whole system of merely hearing les- 
these facts, the Journal properly re- | 808 recited in public schools is a ennning 

eechyien = fourth of| 24d of teachers, falsely so-called. Those 
marks: “If we suppose that one-fou © "| teachers teach nothing. They sit majestic 
those who attended in the Fall, attended in | cally enthroned in their school chairs, to 
the Spring, we have about 1,700 different| decide, daily, whether the parents have 
teachers whohave been called out. This is eine eras = the ees ee at 

. ome, and to punish or rewa) ie 8c! but about one fourth, indeed, of the whole| forthe parent's ivcGee 
number employed in a year; but they, in] When we Pay taxes for public schools, or 
turn, have imparted, and will impart to| enormous = for — ones, we want tu- 

= c ; | tors, not magistrates, for our money; we others the benefits of instruction received ; eiiliiecaettend arisen: i, 
eee en in Our schools, to 

and though it is in a sense unfortunate that do something more than sit up in state and 
the better class of teachers is that which = questions we p= a our 

the Institute generally draws out to its sesy| children something they did not know, and 

sions, yet they in turn will not suffer the|°t send them home to be taught, that they, 
tand still.” the teachers, may diurnally go through the 

work of improvement to stand still. farce of hearing them recite, what parents 
Each Institute continues one week, and| have taught them, and they know already. 

consists of thorough, practical instruction ——+o+—___ 

upon both the acope of common school edu-| _ Layavaces or THe WorLp.—Of the 863 
cution and the best methods of teaching ;| “istinct languages enumerated by Babi, fifty- 
the information and stimulation being im:| ‘bree belong to Europe, oné hundred and 
parted by demonstrative drills during the fourteen to Africa, one hundred and twenty- - 
day, seine pointed practical lectures from three to Asia, four hundred and seventeen 

coil eteat ea teaieee in the evening. tothe Americans, dnd one hundred and 

After an attendance upon several of these | Seventeen to Oceaniea—by which term he 
sessions in different localities, we are fully distinguishes the vere nember of islands 
persuaded that they are doing more for the stretching between Hindostan and South 
cause of popular education than any other Americca. Of dialects, there are about 5,000 

institution now in operation, and that they} Paxeyrs, attend as much as possible to 
have won the good will of all intelligent| the education of your children at school. , 
communities in whose midst they have been | Show your faces occasionally in the school 
held. In every instance, so far as we have| Tom, if but for a few moments. You will 
observed, a very marked interest has been searcely miss the time, and the encourage- 
avabouad on behalf of schools in the locali-| ™emt of teachers and children will a thous- 

: 5 and times repay you. Much of the dullness 

- ee and inefficiency of our common district, and, 
A ‘ indeed of all schéols, is attributable to the & most decided impulse ; and the County | ract that parents and the public generally 

Teachers Associations, which, in many por manifest no interest in their prosperity. 
Hons of the State, have resulted from this| mpink of this and improve upon the past by 

awakening of the public mind, will also, in dropping in to your neighborhood school the 
turn, accomplish great good. first time you pass during school hours.
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THE HOME mockery and sham, if our acts belie their 

. ____ Jmeaning- Let us prove to our children by 
The Home Materiel. our deeds that life is not a mere quartz 

— crusher, good for nothing, only as it can 

What the body is to the soul that is the| yield us gold, but rather a garden for cur 
outward home—the re itself and all most careful cultivation, a school of disci 

its material surroundings— to the whole being | pine, where mind and soul are to be educa. 
4 e oe ae ae infimenoes of both are} ted and prepared for the vast responsibilities 

inevitable and in their results eternal— of the now and the hereafter. Let us make 

either dwarfing, distorting and corrupting, our homes so attractive by inward furnishings 

~ expanding, elevating, purifying. and outward adornment that they will not 

It is a question, then, of great moment, | ,.1¥ happily influence our children ere they 
whether the homes for our children shall be go out with our blessing to engage fir 

of the first named or of the latter class ;] themselves in the struggle of life, but like. 
whether they shall be mere places 10 stay;) wise be to them afterwards remembrance: 
where the delicate and beautiful child-flower } o¢ days and scenes the most delightful ox 

must waste its sweetness on the desert air, | oarth. 

and stinted and choked by noxious weeds,} Such homes will not be readily forsake: 
produce a gnarled and acrid fruit, or rather} for the glittering baubles of unnatural ani 
homes of beauty for the best growth, blos-| corrupting city life, and their felt power t) 
soming and fruiting of the little immortals} elevate and beautify the character will rex- 
committed to our care. der both them and us sacred and precious 

Words are but trifles, nay they are but] forever. 

i ip 
. —_ / 

3s hi < y - i es 
2 fee a &b oe AWA t0 

| peel “ re rem é — ae 
ren su ay pea (esac RR 

: By |e (it Hoss eee > Pe terre Pi elms neonate on OS 
A Lease esas pencsmerty sewers Ol Tl 

4 a me ee 

‘ SE es Da es peo SES ae 

Another Neat Gothic Cottage. | handsome trees in front, it would be excee! 
The above engraving of the residence of ingly expressive and picturesque. 

H. Sheldon, Esq.) near Tarrytown, on the} Cu, nacren 1s PowER. — It is often sai 
Hnudson, and in the immediate neighborhood | that knowledge is power, and this is true— 
of the quaint and beautiful “ Sunny Side,” | Skill or aay of any kind carries with i 
which bas been made classic by the pen of| Superiority. 4 }0, s a eet teee oe 

+ . is power, and rank is power, an Washington Irving, presents another style power, and genius has a transcendent gift 0 

of the raral Gothic Cottage. mastery ined But higher, purer, a 
- : better than all, more constant in its infu It * built of wood, and, though less sub- ence, more lasting in its sway, is the power 

stantial and tastefully stirrounded than the|of character — that pone which cea 
ttage, illustrated i 5 from a pure and lofty mind. Take a0) 

ao oe oe ibe ee a Hos comtiaaey: who is the man of the most it’ 
it nevertheless has a pleasing and animated | gyuence? To whom do all look up with 

appearance. If relieved by one or two| reverence? Not the “ smartest” mam, 20°
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SE a 
the clezerest spalitician, nor the most bril- Tis er—ihet, I enero the thrill Stikt homes 

liant er; but he who, in a long course vy ae lots a: — eyelids ; 

of sears tried by the extremes of prosperity Tetlis ait Took, Me Gomes oe seen 
and adversity, has proved himself to the Hen lies there Sees soul by concealing 
judgment of his neighbors and all who have TRO ee 
seen his life, worthy to be called wise and | 11 wake him!—with kisses that even an angel 

good. For such rareanjoyment would fold te wings gladly — 
alle seer Would cling to mortality long fer the love of 

- Time. — Whether we play, or labor, or| There! there! Thave reddened the white brow of Baxy 
dance, or study, the sun passeth and the br aghena ger gt mr permanente ‘ 

sand runs. In all the actions a man| Pllcrush himdown hard, wings and all, on my bosom, 

performs, some part of his life cae We| And punish the darling with rods made of kisses ! 

die without doing that for which our slid- PEER LT 
ing life was granted.—Nay, though we do The Moss Rose. 
nothing, time keeps on in his constant pace, ‘The Angel of the flowers, one day, 
and flies as fast in idleness as in employment. Beneath a rose-tree sleeping lay— 
An hour of vice is as long as au hour of ae get = howe, heres. 10 given, P 

virtue ; but the difference which follows up- Awskesing fron Maclght ipo, 
on good actions is infinite from that of ill The Angel a to the Hose: 

ones. The good, though it diminishes our Boe ae eee ne aie 
time here, yet it lays up a pleasure for For the ewset — thov'et given ime, 4 

eternity, and will recompense what it takes ak what thon wilt, "tis granted thee” 

away with a plentiful return at last. Se ete i: 
eo ‘The Angel pansed in silent thought— 

| What aye was there the flower had not? 
“Twas but a moment—o'er the Rose 

P 0 A veil of moss the Angel throws; 
And, robed in Nature’s simplest weed. 

a SES aA Could there a flower that Rose exceed ? 
4 4 BO: Oe ———_+2o—_— 

x : R AA (i Rest. 
z ee 

» \ TRANS. PROM THE GERMAN OF GOETAR. 

“) & ~ , ) eee Rest is not quitting 
XN : al AS Gre L} | ‘The busy career; 

OY SAE Kea Rest is the fitting 
ae < OS S Of self to its sphere. 

“aa Sik °Tis the brook’s motion, at 

Oh 2. eit AR x Clear without strife, 
bs, mS Flowing to ocean’ 

After its life. 

Baby- "Tis loving and <u 

aoe ates The Highest and Best: 
sok eR Tasbiwrisk: ao 

On tiptoe I entered the bed-room of Bast; Se ae 
a Seer tingling a to — ato ee oa bs ee 
Ke trembling {peried the goemer curtains = WIT AND WISDOM. 

on casted Zu folds ct the bluast of velvet A Sremax or Human Nature.—A good 
A rose-bud dropped down on a bed of blue lilies. story is told of Bouvart, a celebrated French 

petals hysi i On entering one morning the Pp ysician. a 

Seer eee dares crest oat of toeiz nestling, chamber ef the marquis, whom he had at- 

Tapper ee chubby, tos rest - the abe cages tended through a very dangerous ees 

¢ fingers a fringe of crochet-work, he was accosted by his noble patient in the 
‘As glossy - : 
‘Lay, cine oe es noted of none, following terms: ‘Good day to you, Mr. 

Bouvart, I feel quite in spirits, and think 

ed soft, ooh Am ey, a ee my fever has left me.”—‘“I am sure it has,” 

‘And eaked me to kiss Mhem, and oh! how I longed to, | replied _Bouvart drily. “The very first 

But dared not, for Baby was smiling so sweetly expression you used convinces me of it.”— 

I knew he beheld an angel-face near him. “Pray baa pease Halhing is seal 

Loose-ringed on his temples of pure alabaster, er. In the first days of your illness, w en, 

Lay carls of the voftert and iighent ot Seta, your life was in eet was your comrers 
akctehed by a crayon gold-tint ; Friend; a8 you began to get better, I was 

See ketans iets, 
your good Dice? ; and now Lam Mr. Bou- 

‘Came up to my lips and went down tomy yart. Depend upon it, you are quite re- 
” 

x translucent as amber, covered. 
Stove Sted und taned'by the Ulan ayes beneath them, | QQ As soldiers in the march ef life, we 
‘Tosoftest of purple. © marvelous eyelids! may never learn to mark time, but e 

Ah! what is this clinging so close tomy heart-strings? | never fails to mark us.
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ractice what you 

lew t rea 
grin: is worse than a Fe ch, or your a 

comm Wr sigitiOlls 

bes Do not 
ons, mi; : 9 juice 

cause you et ena a weak argument be- nee sae es = quer of ce 

sary ; remember, Tym have = wok adver. Serve in glasses. Toda 
: 

8 8 ' 

his rope if you only key will ess Chsyark nasal Gta ee ee —_ in 

; and be all the stronger for it a hay | into the sugar through night, and matin 

ee ells are wounded mortar. re of e whip.— Mrs. Horace Mann's A rd 

way T'm glad that thi ore 
a ee 

ook. 

*, t this coff 
me anything,” sai 

fee don’t ow HE 

at ‘reaetat said Brown, a boarder, S a ALTH AND DISEASE. 

‘Why ?” sai 
Meets 

—— 

y ?” said Smith. 
jigestibility &c. 

“ Beca I aE eas 

of Beef, M 

settle.” use, I don’t believe it would ever} pp, _ oe 

pa@r- Examiner. v 
ere are differences i 

on —“ Wh 
erences in th 

sts 

man?” Smart Boy. — Jonah.” Why cz an well digetity of some of then 

a ‘ause the whal : y | ing, 
Teg = a nese 

after he got him doen couldn't hold him eee pale ® cose 

1a 

ore fati = 

penne 
lender serves you in th pesmi than if he were to Se disply 

al mood, rata 
oa in the ondilion: mhile fed Ca best i os Pugilist, sles teny 

ruins you in the future. e subjective, and a in consequence, — he got a much 

Bee There is a firm i fullype mutton. On the other hi ri. 

known as “Gray and Lant ‘Higin, Iinois | digesthte ae mutton, by dispeptics =. 
r, 

7 
}: . 

iT = 
as 

rant oie aes Sy eee ee 
S 

y and|\ ener they refer eae ese persons, 

BG Some sland 
to the organs of digeetio rang airectiy 

sseoanutgate ee 
sigataoaan palpitation i oekee ne 

age, inasmuch as th magicians of the eadache, or rei he heart, or to 

i 
e 

muttoi 
> mote pain . 

= 
ee beggar’s | They ae 

ue aoe pee mst eee 

B@P An Iri 
lie on. 

tote a predisposed 
i coacalas ef. 

| 
ee rish lover remark Lode poplectic seizure, will i vulions, 

great pleasure to be od that itis a | (Se. by careles: » Will incur no little 

arate 
Oe tion of beet, and ees and imperfect mastice 

ia 
. 

equate comminuti g the pieces with- 

gb A Young gentleman lately adv fatal apoplexy to be puss have knows 

ee ee 
~ haat oe 2... 
g ed t : car 

that he could have wee stating | return of teal ae = esther feu 

rn 

When animal broth i fe Bame cause. 

___| ef good _ beef is bet is allowable, the lean 

DOMESTIC 
FE y as less greasy, a eae that of mutton 

te 
its compenition. nd with more osmazome it 

101 

. 

cane ae rene ere DLS har STH classed with the fibrinons meats 

pounds of beef one hour for every fc % | external to the mu e, and more fat both 

Fequire one hour quuiton ; perk oc veel will (tren nea, oa soles and interposed be- 

pounds, Aleee and a hale: for ev. will | Mohommedans 
amen Exceptthe Jews and 

il ‘meats should be boiled = fined the world, are cones: in most parts of 

91 ecgaxvt Custann ~Take 
one half y- | Pork was considered, by oe of swine. 

fourths of'a ee of sugar, Son moe Waele eae Loe ame ean S 

snd te WE 
it i en has remarked afte 

am 

; d | it is the best fc 
ir Hepocrates 

ter and sugar to; ten eggs. Cream the bat. | Fobust, st food adapted to th A 

gether and add ogether. Stir all th t, and to those Tea ee 

: las! j: ese to-| exercises. Ii 
ated to violent 

Tsiermined) Dat is of rae an Toe |b stet of Greece abd Ra, wo 
EM 

= plaine 
. ; me, whi - 

ie pou Custann.—Three 
lemons grate strength, epee 

aimuisten of theie 

aires ne 
Bt pikcoar ds lany Tengen eb aoe abandoned its use for 

ter size of awalnut. ' Beat 
the,yoll tbat | ons si perk, as To the laborer in th 

froth, whi butter together, the ered sugar, nombiahtie cit , in moderate quantities, is 

mae ch are not to be ad ites to al dition and wholesome alim , 

the ove 
ded until 

that a full " ent, on con- 

nm. Bake on pie-crusts. ready | or of boiled proportion of esculent roots, 

Lemon Caxz 
i with it. cabbage, or spinach, be eaten 

cups sugar, f —One cup butter, three | the salt The addition of a little vi eaten 

cob tne nae eee toca ne ee gucci 
eet ee. 

co ine tepnna Seb tegen owes ne ea 
dishes. of two lemons; Bekeinteced tren tke cae and wiles 

i ion a, 
er 

n 

avoid thar cates ease, had better
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per If troubled with weak back, have on| If an empty pure could speak what love- 
hand half a pint of beef-gall and a half|like speech would it make? ‘You'll find 
pint of alcohol, bottled, which shake to-|no change in me,” 

gether, and rub the back with, before retir-| why is a beofstake like a locomotive 2— 
ing for the night. It’s not of much account without its tender 

To Cure Warts.—M. Blaschko recom-} why is the Union lik iat Re: 

mends the following formula as one of cer-| ..use-to be aie “abiai ores be ri 
tain operation even in very old standing | ..vea y g ¥ 
and inveterate warts: Chromate of Potassa, 3 
1} grains; lard, one drachm; mix. Tobe| Srzz or THe American Frac.—Tho 
rubbed in night and morning.—Jour. Ra- Hourly ee eae eral s six 

i icine. eet six inches in len, ‘our feet four 
“aie ieastiais prescription’ to a| inches in width; the umber of se ere te 
wealthy patient was, “Let your servant thirteen—seven red and, Ls white. The 

bring you three pails of water, and put it anes the finnt ace eiientoar = 

Dua a wesley taES ict yore Shee Set) and three white, and these stripes extend 
into it, and from head to foot rub yourself | rom the extremity of the field to the end of 
well with it; you'll recover.” ‘This advice | 4, flag. The eighth stripe is white, and 

of ca at” cai aoe sion. ewan forms a pleasant relief to the blue ground of 
ween myeel,, ea Pp . ell, |the field. The number of stars is thirty 
said Abernethy “itis open tothat objection.’ four ; one being added on the admission of 

ANECDOTES AND FUN. seomnete 
For is « most beantifel element of social Puzzles. 

life, and ought to be encour: vy all law- 
fal means. Focosle never Biereance when Ay jung reader of the Fanuer offers the 
merry. Laughter is an enemy to malice, a| following solutions of the puzzles that ap- 

foe to scandal, and a friend to every vitue. | peared in the April No. : 
It eee good temper, enlivens the heart co gilloee 
and brightens the intellet. Let us laugh, 2 
then, when we may. | [ae 
—A native of Western Africa, who visited srecees Eee 

this country, when asked what he would call | = ep oo 

ice, said, ‘‘Him be water fast asleep ;”” and ” ” |- 
when a he would call the railroad ag Se oe 
car in which h ridi id, “Hi 3 
a tieedscail). Bea es any ae The dotted are the added lines which give 

—A cat caught a sparrow, and was about | the solution. 
to devour it, when ae sparrow said : 7 He proposes to reduce the six squares 

nee gentleman eats till he washes his | ..4e by the matches or pencils by remov- 
The cat, struck with this remark, set the | ing the dotted lines, as/seen below : 

sparrow down, and began to wash his face es 
With his paw, but the apaCO®, flew away. 
This vexed puss extremely, and he said : 
“As long as I live I will eat first and —_—— | 

wash my face afterward,” which all cats do Sacus 
to this day. How many children do the | se 
same ? seegpecseene” 
A young fellow up in Attala county. fl 

Miss., having wooed re won the heart of a|_ But the removal of thes) leaves one odd 

young lady, and being too bashful to ‘‘ ax” | line, does it not? He must try again. 

pee! man face to face, penned and sent} For the following puzzles proposed by 
: : following : this same friend, we are much obliged : 

3. Abd tes love tue water, —" 1. From six take nine; from nine take 

eee Pedal aanghter. ten; from forty take fifty—and six will re- 

In the dreary winter ti main. 
Wren all was mud and water, 2. Substract forty-five from forty-five so 

was ‘bobbing round,’ : 
Islily woed your daughter. as to leave forty-five remainder. 

And nowI want to marry, | [ The following communication furnishes 

And asf lovel Se ee inves me, a correct solution for the puzzle in the 

mS Don’t you think we orter ? _ | April Farmer, Charles H. Watson, of 
use ao horseman who scoured the plain} 4jpion, also gives the solution.] 

What vegetable is anything but agreeble Laxe View, May 1861. 
on board a ship? A Teak. Mr. Editor :—I have been much pleased
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with your column of Anecdotes and Fun; |small quadrupeds in the Vicinity of his 
particularly with the puzzle concerning | haunts, but is also ambitious of large game. 
the direction of the letter. I would direct |often preying upon the fleet and Noble 
it thus: deer, which he takes by dropping, from the 

JOHN UNERWOOD, branches of some friendly tree, under 
Sere whose shade it may chance to feed, upon its 

If that would not carry it to its destina- neck, and — ea 
tion some one else must try. as i bike? snd ausked amuehiiof it Voitp dais ~_ oe nee -_— is compelled at las, 

LOFTUS FOX. : a TUS FOX The Lynx feeds almost exclusively upon 
YOUTH’S CORNER. the blood and brains of its victims, devour. 

ae ing the flesh only when compelled by nece: 
Sora Te, .—. a = sity. His natural abode is jy 

a a ea eS Le ie th the colder countries of the Ney ie A A Sy and Old World. NS ‘f ae re Fo Be y cere i) = ony Mtn ee saint history 
WS he SS AF . OF ju have doubtless seen occ. Papin (Mees ee oe = Bee ose: oe ee Cotte: em «= ional mention of a wonderfi! 2 a eae ae ger 4 eas &: ; lynx in those times whose eye 
preys Sint eee Cy Me: ic =, had the power of penetrating Fs pace a Ss ao PY {ees ay Gre solid and opaque bodies, [y 

‘ pc SY Sore us. a Bea vs, other words, it could see thn 
as 5 ead La nmate 3 Sane amill-stone whether there was : f % eo eae RETA eo Bye «ge Bic ichee ee ec any hole in it or not! Out o! 

; S cen ay aS aid —- 7S an a this fabled keenness and pov. 

eS Se \ SSS S S er of vision, grew the common 
ISS ee i SS — = phrase, lynz-eyed. But unforti- 

ney SS Ss NS == nately for those old stories 
SSS no such lynx ever had an er- 

The Lynx. Astence outside the wouder-loving brains 0! aig = 
Take care there! take care, children, he’s ee nes ee ey 

going to jump!—But then it’s probably only The Li 

at some rabbit, or other quadruped, as he is uate Fock mud Shoes. 
said by all naturalists to be afraid of the| A Jittle frock but slightly worn, 

d human face. So, be composed, and let us With edging round the neck and sleeves, 
tell you something about his appearance See andl hebaia’ ‘With here and there a flaw; } 

The NorthernsLynx properly belongs to] 4, auganctgledamang the things / 
the feline or cat family, being about three r 2 |. Summer had passed away from earth, 
feet long from tip of nose to tip of tail, and With all its tweeteet fimee;, i 
sixteen inches high. General color, red-| _Tis,birds had left thetr eummier haunts, 
dish, with oblong brown spots onthe body, |  Thetwilight breezes softly played 
and small, round spots on the limbs. His Anened whines on high 
head is thick and round, the ears sharp, oe oe: 
black on the outside, with an angular space iy ee — 
of shining ash color, and tipped with a A cia ae 
tuft of black hair. The checks are marked | The morning shone upon the bed, . ; autumn froe— by small undulating dark bands; the lip The angel moved his silvery wings, 
whiskers are white. The legs are large and And waispered—* Come with me.” 
powerful, with terrible, sharp claws. The| We eo round her dying bed, 
tail is short—six or seven inches long, only And many wets ‘aeanetaeed 

—and tipped with black. j “No bitter tears had she to weep,” 
Fierce and subtle in character, he is not nee eb ne as 

enly the terror of all the more inoffensive To open them in heaven.
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We laid her in the earth’s green breast, ons are more abundant thereabouts than 

wien: Se es grass, ever known before. 
And summer flowers are seen; 
‘And often when dear mother goes, Tue PEOPLE or St. CRorx VALLEY are mak- 

I sete cs ennnat tare ing large calculations on having the finest 

On sister’s frock and shoe. Agricultural Exhibition that has ever . 

| been held in that part of the country.— 

NEWS DEPARTMENT. Success to their efforts. : 

DOINGS OF AGRICULTURAL SOCI- A CORRESPONDENT who resides at Ham- 

ETIES. mond, St. Croix Co., writes as follows of 

Notwithstanding the war excitement, there Srp, Seek Ray Quon Chee so mars 

still seems to be much interest manifested Mr. Editor :—The principal crops under 

in the various branches of industry, and Cultivation are wheat, oats, barley, corn, 

large preparations are making for the usual | Potatoes, and the root crops. Much of the 

Fall Exhibitions, State and County. This wheat is up and looking well. The farmers 

is as it should be. This is no time to allow| generally have sown the most of their 

industrial enthusiasm to cool off and die out. | ground to wheat, as this is the crop that 

It is probable that more than ordinary | brings the most dimes. 

effort will be necessary to make the Agricul-| The weather has been very favorable for 

tural Exhibitions successful, but the friends | farming operations. We have had but lit- 

of Agricultural improvement are capable of | tle very hot sultry weather, which is so 

putting forth that effort, and it now appears | hard on teams; yet it has not been too cool 

that they intend to do it. for healthy germination, 

The Minnesota State Fair is to be held at| Stock generally, has come through the 

Fort Snelling, Sept. 24, 25, 26 and 27.| winter healthy, and in good condition. Mr. 
Horace Greeley delivers the Annual Ad-|G. Peabody drove in a large flock of sheep. 

dress, last summer, which he wintered through 

Quite a number of the County Societies | with but little trouble, and has turned them 

have sent us their premium lists. out to grass, looking well. Sheep raising 

Town Clubs. will pay well in St. Croix County. 

Eprror oF tHe Wis. FARMER :—The Hath-| We are expecting considerable imigra- 

mond Farmers’ Club held their annual meet-| tion to this town during the summer. The 

ing the 8th inst., and elected the following | breaking to be done this season is laid by 
officers for the coming year : some at a thousand acres, or more. 

President—E. P. Scrrsnzr. There is yet considerable wild land for 

Vice President—A. G. Peazopy. } | sale, both timber and prairie, which can be 

Secretary—M. Herrick. ‘|had at reasonable prices. The quality of 

Treasurer—Jonn Tuayer. }| our soil, the convenience of meetings, 
The Club holds monthly meetings from | schools, stores, post offices, grist mills, and 

farm to farm, criticising the operations of | timber for fence and fuel, offer inducements 
the member visited, and discussing such | to the seekers of homes, which should cause 

subjects as may be of interest or utility. | them to visit the town of Hammond before 

Considerable pains is taken to improve seed | investing elsewhere in this upper country. 

and stock, and to make agriculture a pleas- Yours, truly, 
ing and profitable pursuit. M. H. 

Yours for Agricultural Progress, Hammond, May 10th, 1861. 

——_+o+—_—__ Tue Secretary. AGRICULTURAL ITEMS. 

STATE MATTERS. Tax wueat cror of the more Eastern ~ 

eather, Crops * , | Southern States is reported to be very fair, 

¥ : Crops and Fruit. but in those lying more strictly within the 

The Calumet Republican of the 5th inst.,| Mississippi Valley, the army worm is‘com- 

®ays, crops in that county never looked | mitting extensive ravages. 

better than at present, and that more grain| Complaints are also made in Southern 
has been sown than at any previous season | Illinois of the destructiveness of this scourge 

inthe history of the county. Also, that pige-| of the farmer.
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Portions or ARKANsas lying on the Mis- | Bank ge ent ee io Bank, 
sissippi river are suffering greatly from « Fox Lake, Frontier Bauk, 
an inundation. “« Tusa. P* Green Bay Bank, 
Prowixa ur Corrox axp Prantixa Corx.| Jefferson, ee oe 

—The Oxford (Miss.) Mercury says: Many < Milwankee, Jefferson County Bank, 
planters in this and other counties of Mis-| oe Sonteba nna Bank, 
sissippi are now plowing up their cotton 2S oe ee ee 
and planting corn instead. We have no [ae Satara Pak, 
doubt there will be corn enough raised this! Racine,” Oahkeuh Commeveial Bank, 
season, in this county, to last two years—|  < ee as ot 
There will be little cotton raised. . pee Rock Gounty bank, 

Interior Lovisiana papers speak of the “ Whitewater, Rockwell & Co.s’ Bank, 
growing cropsas among the most promising Ee we = Cena mean. 
ever seen. Since the embargo upon west- | Central Bank of Wisconsin,Second Ward a 

City Bank of K . Shawanay ern commerce, many planters have plowed Me : ae State Bank of Madison, 
their cotton fields and planted corn. enale Somety. Bab Sea ee 

Tue Hessian riy is committing great ome peat ae = . 
an 5 ravages in some western portions of Ohio- | Dodge County Bank, Walworth County Bank, 

The fruit crop in Northern Ohio is said, by BOR Binley Bank vee orenty Beak, 
vi is: rant Count; Wisconsin Bauk, ly - Cleveland Herald, not to be very prom ee sata son Wisconsin eee 

ising. Elkhorn , ee ins. Co., 
Reports of crops in the Northern States | *mer* # Mechanics’ B’k, Wisconsin Pinery Bank. eereenlly Renate Harp Monry MEEtINas.—Alarmed at the 
Ngan Like iscuce There is nothing condition of our currency in Wisconsin, 

os = the fi 
thus far in the appearances to discourage eraere oC Jane Gruniy met at ite oe liberal anticipations for the growing pop House on the 25th ult., to determine what 

mat “| course should be pursued in reference to 
Waxwouse: owner, “ton ceria the sales of their wheat and other staples. 

linns,| of (Sci gfiel a : 2g pee éallown The following report of said meeting is 
Ties 1 oth: ie copied from the Argus § Democrat : 

“*T have never seen winter wheat look as ct otthe estes at tha Cont? Homsaee ate eee as this season. Crops generally noon, was well attended. John Y. Smith, Esq., look well, but are something later than last a oo ces arp year. Yet I must own to anything but san- |/W. H. Fox of Oregon and 8 ronest rOumeee — faith in ap prodartitpebes of 1861. mae spent a a to draft resolutions — © excess of wet has, in most cases, sod~j /?¥ring the absence of the committe, brief and interest- dened the land too much for a free spread nib eae ofthe Wists iene ithe report ot Seaee —_ ae the excessive wet the committee was as follows : ‘ollowed by hot and showery weather, the| , Zeseved, while we have the utmost eonfi- 
condition will be farcanln ce the produc. —_ te gis. on pees Ste maar tion of ‘russ and blight, Ibelieve I am, in it is dificult to obtain any of their bills, and the cur no sense, a croaker, but I cannot resist the sehen ee eT the peor. teachings of the past. I may as well own to ption, we therefore pledge ourselves to use being a little mse eee on the matter of our ry eat Sap ncting st eee ‘oar crop prospects this year.”’ Produce except specie or such Bank bills as from the nature of their securities and the character of the —E_—_—_—__—— Ronehdesed oe ee such panka' may entitle them to be 

considered as juivalent of Pete cee: ‘ w Since the agreement of the bankers at thg | should command the specie and frat sy xenanee it 
Bank Convention, recently held in Milwa spect or tsequnalens therefor and Sos one 
kee, to receive the bills of certain banks or] the 10th day of June next we will refuse to receive any 
deposit until December Ist, money matters oe vi scan Seca ieaotal ota 
have been a little more steady. Bill holders LL — Military. 
are & little less nervous, and a few of the — - more daring are said to have slept soundly| Since our last issue four additional regi- 
for a single night with small sums undepo-|™ments of Wisconsin militia have been ac- 
sited except in their wallets. cepted by the President, and are now be- 

: The following is a complete list of the banks | ing putin a condition for service as rapidly 
endorsed by the Convention above referred | as possible. The First Regiment has gone 
to: to Washington, and on Thursday, June 20,
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the Second, now in camp at this place, will the Ist day of December 1861, the Bank 

proceed to thesame destination. The Third Comptroller shall not receive as security for 

Regiment is ordered into camp at Fond du | circulating bank notes any other public 

Lac, the Fourth at Racine, and the Fifth | stocks than those issued by theStateof Wis- 

and Sixth at Madison. In order to final consin and the United States; that he (the 

acceptance, these four regiments must be Comptroller) shall issue for such public 

yeady for service by the 4th of July. stocks as have ranged at or above par value 

The following is a list of the officers of the in New York, during the last six months 

six regiments : previous to application, circulating notes up 

FIRST REGIMENT. to par value of said stocks, but for all other 

John C. Starkweather, Milwaukee, Colonel. stocks deemed secure, notes only equal to 

eae Keates a ninety per cent. of either their average 

SECOND REGIMENT. value during the last sixmonths or of their 

Se econ Te a market value on the day of deposit; that 

Duncan McDonald, Milwaukee, Major. no bank shall hereafter be established 

THIRD REGIMENT. whose bona-fide cash capital paid in, and 

oe Hamilton, Tomeitior Ue. Colonel actually employed in banking at the place 

Bertine Pinkney, Rosendale, Major. of business, shall not equal fifteen thousand 

MOURTH REGIMENT. dollars; that no bank shall receive of 

priest Ag omg i the Comptroller circulating notes to an 

Fred A. Boardman, La Crosse, Major. amount exceeding three times its bona-fide 

FIFTH REGIMENT. cash capital; that all banks outside of Madi- 

Amasa Cobb, Mineral Point, Colonel. sonand Milwaukee, shall havea publicly au-, » 

Saas HE Larabee, io ey thorized agent for the aI of ii 

SIXTH REGIMENT. culating notes that may be presented; and 

—— cate Se ee that after the Ist of December next, no 

Benjamin J. Sweet, Clinton, Major. banker, broker, association, or corporation 

—_—_—_ shall attempt to circulate as money any 

POLITICAL. note or other evidence of debt issued by any 

Se bank or association gut of this State, which, 

; Learstation.—The Legislature convened | fo the last six months preceding such at- 

ya vies rine: the 15th of May, ©X-|tempts to circulate shall not have been 

tended its labors through a period of two! pedeemable in New York or Boston, in cur- 

weeks, and adjourned on Monday, 28th. rent money of the United States, at a rate 

The acts passed are in substance as fol-| of discount not exceeding three-fourths of 

lows: me one per cent. 

= act authorising the Board of Se This act also provides that the Banking 

tegserearonnians Beaies Law thus amended, shall be submitted to 

1 1 a tis f y és ret f th the people at the next General Election in 

ae ey See ES ©! November, for adoption or rejection, and 

foe of volunteers in the United States that it shall not become a law unless ap- 

service. proved by them. 

An act placing ten thousand dollars at 

the disposal of the Governer for extrordin- = 

ary expenditures growing out of the neces- National—Progress of the Ce 

sities of the war. Although there has been as yet, no great 

Aets providing for the organization and | battle fought, no stunning blow dealt upon 

equipment of six regiments of troops for the doomed head of Treason, the Govern- 

the United States service. ment hag nevertheless accomplished won- 

An act to prevent rendering aid to rebels. ders within the last thirty days. Gen. A 

An act to exempt all volunteers fromeivil | Scott, as before remarked, is famous for 

process during the term of their service. | getting fully ready before he goes ahead, 

An act to provide for borrowing money and the thorough organization of an im- : 

to the amount of one million of dollars. mense army, of quarter of & million of 

An act amendatory of the General Bank-}men, such a8 the “Grand Army of the 

ing Law—providing, that from and after | United States” will be ina few weeks at the
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farthest, is a great work for the greatest| A young man of large promise and of great 
Commander. immediate usefulness, his loss is deeply 

But the Government has not been merely | lamented. 
organizing. Several very significant and} Next in honor is Major Winthrop, who was 
important forward movements have been | killed at Great Bethel after deeds of valor 
made within the lines of the enemy. Gen-| that won the admiration of the enemy. Lt. 
eral Butler is occupying Fortress Monroe, | Grebel, of the Regular Army was also killed 
(the most impregnable of all our national| in this same conflict, which was miserably 
defences, and situated on a point of land in| managed on the part of the Federal troops 
Hampton Roads but a few miles North of| by @ Brigadier Gen. Pierce, who we are 
Norfolk,) with some 15000 men, thus pre-| happy to know, is likely to be court martial- 
pared, not only tocothmand the entrance to| 4 for his stupidity. In other skirmishes 
Norfolk Harbor and James river, but also between advance guards and reconnoitering at the right moment to throw an army into parties, several Federal soldiers have lost 
Rickencad: their lives. Let their memories be grateful- 

General McDowell is in command of Alex-| !¥ and tenderly cherished. anita ond Arlington Heights, cner Waak, The several military departments have 

ington but on the Virginia side of the Poto-| bee" confided to the ablest men in the na- 
mac, and the former recently in possession | 4°", end’ episings Leory syne yar = the Govern- 
of the Rebels. General Cadwallader holds|™€t is caleulated to inspire the public Annapolisand Baltimore. Gens. Mansfield, mind with confidence in its wisdom and in 
Patterson and McClellan, are said this me- the ultimate glorious triumph of the Consti- 
thént to be marching from the east north and | tution and of the Union. 
west, respectively, with sufficient forcetotake| The untimely death of Mr. Douglas has 
Harpers Ferry and capture the Rebel army | deprived the couritry of the services of one 
collected there under command of Gen.| who was intended by the President for a 
Johnston ; and Gen. Lyon is in position to post of honor and responsibility, and who 
crush out rebellion in Missouri. would probably have made himself as dis- 
Meantime the blockade of all Southern | tinguished in the field as he has long been 

ports has progressed to almost if not entire|/in the forum. May the mantle of his 
completion. The Government has discon- patriotism and power have fallen upon one 
tinued the mails to all seceded States, pro- worthy to bear it. 
hibited the ee of all sorts of Sup-| Mr. 0. H. Browning, Judge of the Supreme 
plies thereto, and authorized the confiscation | Court of Illinois, has been appointed his 
of slaves escaping from treasonable masters successor in the Senate, and will take his 
the. came as other property—a measure] seat at the “extra session, which meets 
which has already secured to Fort Monroe July 4th. 

some 450 laborers who are performing good ——_+o-+___ 
service for Uncle Sam, whose kindly control _ Progress of Treason. 
they seem very much to prefer to the unres- See hy 
trained domination of their long hated mas-| |. Accounts from the South throw but little om light upon the movements of the Rebel 

But, sadly enough, all this important work | !¢@ders and army. If reports can be relied of capturing and occupying the posts of the | the bogus Government has left Mont- 

enemy has not been accomplished without a|°mery and located itself at Richmond, 
loss of some of the best blood of the Patriot| Which henceforth, (until its capture by Army. the Grand Army of the Union) will be 

First on the honored list of those first| headquarters of the C.S. A. Southern pa- 
slain isthe noble and gallant young Ells-| Pers and escaped citizens of Virginia talk 
worth, originator of the Zouave system of|0f the concentratién of large bodies of 
miltary drill in this country, and the able| troops in Virginia, and of a still cherished 
and beloved commander of the Zouave Reg-| Plan to capture Washington and “ scalp” 
imont of New York Firemen. He was| President Lincoln. At present the strong- 
among those detailed to capture Alexandria |ly defended points are, Aequia Creek, 
and was shot in the most dastardly manner | about 45 miles below Washington, on the 
while in the act of removing a Secession] Virginia side of the Potomoc, Manassas 
Flag from the Marshall House in that city. Junction, 27 miles below Alexandria, at the
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junction of the Alexandria and Orange R. | Republic must hasten the wreck of her own 
R., and the Manassas Gap R. R, Riehmond |rotten and creaking monarchy—appear also 

itself, Harper’s Ferry, in Virginia, and |to be friendly.QBut even sour and grugding 
Paducah, Memphis, and Randolph, on the | Johnny Bull is getting ashamed of himself, 
Mississippi river. and although neutral, as he ought to be, . 

The storming of Fort Pickens seems to haye | Will probably have honor enough neither to 
been given up asa bad job, and Missouri, | open his ports to the Confederate pirates or 

until just recently, had become quite docile |be in hot haste to recognize the indepen- 

and loyal. Within a day or two, however, dence of the so called Southern Confedera- 

Gen. Jackson hag issued a proclamation | °Y- 
calling for troops to resist and drive out Owing tothe active part taken by Mr. 
the Federal troops. To-day’s dispatch says Burlingame, late appointed Minister to Aus- 

he has packed up his traps and cabinet and |‘; in getting Sardinia made a first class 

left for some stronghold up the river— |™S8!00, he has been rejected by the Aus. 
Gen. Lyon is after him with sharp steel, |‘Ti#" Government, and transfered to China 

and will be pretty apt to run him out of the by the President. It is reported that Spian 
State, orrun him through. will reject Mr. Schurz, but the reports are 

; fi ; not authentic. 
(eiees ie eee Oe yielded |""In parts of Russia, some little trouble is 

ne 1 aa a with the | experienced with the liberated serfs, owing 
g : i 

aah a eae an The time | to 9 misunderstanding, on their part, of the 
has come when — s section is his coun- conditions of their emancipation. 

yl atandiby mine. All my hones. my | ee 

fortunes, my affections are centred in the EDITOR’S TABLE . 
South.” ere ae eee 4 

x i i a The Farmer Henceforth.—After two or 
A ie sell cipims to be neutural, but| .1s¢ months of vexatious irregularities in the issue 

is doubtless playing into the hands of Jeff. | ofthe Fanstan, we are able to assure our readers that 
Davis. The ideaof an armed neutrality be- | the remaining numbers of the Volume for 1861 will y 
tween the Government which she has sworn | #Ppear according to programme. It was the intention 
t tect of the Publisher, when he purchased, to devote his 

© protect and defend and an enemy inopen |... an energies to the mechanical improvemont of 
arms against that Government, is fast be-| the paper and the increase of its circulation. He has . 
coming ridiculous, however, and old Ken-| been unable, however, to disentangle himself from 

tucky will soon be compelled to decide | other important business engagements, and has ac- 
whom She'will serve. cordingly given the Farwer buta share of his atten- 

seth tion, and now, as will be seen by his announcement, 

In pirating the C. S. A. seems to have | relinquishes it entirely. 
been quite successful, having captured over | The friendliness of our relations and the conviction 

fifty vessels and steamboats, to wit : that he has endeavored to do justice to the paper and 
* all partios interested in its success, occasion regret 

Papier different ports.......++-++++++ 131 shat nis conection should so soon cease; but at the 
peppers same time we rejoice that the Fanscxm has fortunately 

Steamers on Mississippi-....---------- 15) ich into the hands of parties who havo the time, the 
Mota = me dick ccc cesne Mee and the will to drive it ahead in a business-like 

The fifteen million loan still appears to|"“A'ter the July Number, which for important rea- 
drag, and there is beginning tobe a good | sons, will not appear until the 4th, our readers may 

deal of dissatisfaction among their troops as | expect it promptly and in better “shape” than ever 
° before. . 

well as anxiety among the'leaders of the | Sie. ao. ware von roun Patan! 
rebellion. ——_- +o —_—_ 

bis aes The July Number will begina new era in the 

* < history of the Fanuer, The Proprietors have ordered 

Foreign.—No grand upheavals yet in the | new type, a better quality of paper and numerous 
Old World. Great interest is felt by all the | valuable engravings, and are intending to add eight 

European Powers in the war in this country. | more pages of matter to each monthly issue. an 
thousand fiveyhundred copies of the first num! 

Z The Emperor Napoleon and the French bofprinted, Will not all the old friends of the Panacea 
ress have expressed decided sympathy for | jake a grand rally for an increase in the number of 

the cause of the Union, and all the other | subscribers? Subscriptions recieved for six months or 

Great Powers, so far as heard from-—except | one year. Terms same as heretofore. 
a ——-+-o2—__—_ ¥ 

England, who still remembers the Revolu- Noxious Weeds.—Look to them at once, Read 
tion and recognizes the truth that a vindica-| article on “Thistles and Snap-dragon” in this No. 

tion of the strength and permanency of our | A single plant of the Canada ‘Thistle often yields from
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five tosix thousand winged seeds, and besides this | ing sheep, is, we can shear from three to four weeks 

sooner, and thus give the more time after shearing for rapidly extends itself by creeping roots. Cnt them the growth of wool to protect them from the fall rains down just as they come into bud, several times in suc- and the i . plang tapes — inconsiderable cession,and the root will after a timebe exhausted | item. How often do we delay washing on account of and giveit up. ‘Make thorough work of it this year, | ue Teter being too cold when the weather tt and leave no trace of this worst evidence of slovenly the old in Aa, hy re es | for during the hres jigh- | days immediately after shearing. We wo in one- farming. See that the law is enforced in your neig! = dlotiing & prema tae mine 
borhood. of winter, besidesa stronger constitution anda healthier HORTICULTURALISTS OF WISCONSIN, WRITE FOR THE pe en oe we had frozen our sheep in May, by 
Pane! : Finally, manafacturers would rather have the wool —_ unwashed. They have to re-wash it after us. BG Sheep-Washing.—The following communica. | Bot maleate eee: oan oe - 
tion on sheep-washing arrived too late to secure its half of the wool in some sections of ay = sppropriate place in the Stock Register, and is ac- | they have no clear running water, is actually dam. 

it . It is cordingly published here. Have not apace for lengthy | 85°4 by. the meetin Witter” renal tune tho peo: comments, but will simply say, that we about three- Soe i Scsnte take lees than his wool ia rally fourths agree with bi to the expedie: of the | worth. Wool-growers ! —we stand in your own pee et eee ee upon this subject. But taking unwashed wool to mar- Practice : ket cannot be practised by one here and there. It 
Summrr, May 3ist, 1861. — = — Ser pad = = we beat ‘Briend Hoyt In the course of reading a while ago, | ond Most drectiy got at it? Tecan bedoneby # md the following article from the Ohio Farmer upon | doi ing we shall peeotion samen, —' Labor are Washing Sheep was met with, which so fully expresses | time and money, nprove eur sheep, and bene! my own views upon the subject, that I enclose it for | @*2Ufacturer.—Ohio Parmer. publication in the Wisconsin Fanaen, in thehope that| MMCHANICS, WRITE FoR YOUR DEPARTMENT OF 7EE 

it may induce an exchange of opinion between the far- | Fanner! 
mers and manufacturers among us, which may perhaps SS 
result in a salutary change of custom in this matte.—| Premium Farms.—We commend the senti- Ihave for years desired that the nuisance of sheep | ments and example of the following communication te washing might be abated. But in order to accomplish | all enterprising farmers in Wis., and extend the time it, a combination among the wool growers is essential, | for making entries to ths lat day of July: for when but few dispense with the washing, the buy- Detavan, June 12, ’61, ers take undue advantage of it and deduct more than | 3. Ww, Horr, Sc, Wis. Agricultural Society : the actual difference betwoen the ordinary washing| Dain Sin :—Inclosed please find five dollars, the and the unwashed fleece. There is no doubt about the entry price for the best cultivated and arranged farma. injury frequently received by sheep in the process It seems as though there should be more men in this washing, and its subsequent effects under certain cir State who have $5 worth of confidence in their farm cumstances, The best fine wooled flocks of Europe are management than there were last year. Farming . not washed—and some of the best flocks of Vermont being one of the leading features of industry in thie are not permitted to undergo the dangerous process.— State, I certainly think we should manifest some lit- Why should not the farmers of Wisconsin be as careful | tle confidence in our knowledge of the business we of their flocks? Surely our weather is changeable | follow for a livelihood. As I take the Fanser, I have enough to warrant extra care of so tender an animal as | looked over your premium list and the regulations the fine wooled sheep. generally, and am pleased to see several alterations in If you publish this, please aceompany it with copious | both, which I think cannot fail to please. notes of your own, and thus oblige many of your fur- Very Respectfully, 

mer friends. 
Your Ob’t Servant, The lack oftime alone has prevented my urging this A. H. TAGGART. matter upon our wool growers at an earlier day, and Bae-KEePERS, WRITE Por THE FaRwEn! more fully. Believe me as ever, pee EE oy 

Yours, &c., UERIES AND ANI 
E. M. DANFORTH. Q SWERS. 

Should we wash Sheep.—Humaity, at Waroxwax, Mrxx., April 30th, 1861. least, says cod an natural or a a for | Ditching Plows.— water, it must be cruel to subject them to such treat- mont as aay. sometimes cy the process family Eprro Wisconsin Fanuen: “* wasl 3” yet, in truth, it is not only a detri- saant to the sa Ma rth hag endang y You will confer upon me a favor by giving, et We take it for granted, that what is good for the | Your earliest convenience, any information you may health of man in the way of care, holds good with the | be in possession of, respecting Ditching Plows for ae and who among all our shepherds would think | draining low prairie, &c. ° heures I Out a change of ‘clothen, when somedimes it 1a cohi| Wherecan they be purchased? What will be the enough to oa ze teeth ceatine. em oon ae Probable cost? What sized ditch will they cut? &c. it would benefit our si especially when we desired information, Five a week's rainy weather fest a and Please give me the andcend me Yery often, in this climate, is ia cold and unheal! y for specimen copy of the Wisconsin Farmer, and I will map and beast. Yet ate will ny does the sheep | try to return the favor by increasing your list of sub ° bog. rmbt the facts prove that is not the case— | scribers. our an suffer materially. 
‘But toe bene me = costs great dea Yours Respectfully, of time and money, w! cou! applied toa vr W.K. GREENWOOD, use in cultivating our spring . It is no trifle to = wosh 3,000 sheep every pear’ [Will endeavor to farnish the information in next But the most potent argument in favor of not wash- number.]
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Scratehes.—How can I cure the scratches on | securities of three-fourths ofthe Banks’ are actually” 

my horses feet?—E. L., Kenosha, Wis. scarcely worth more than 60 cents on the ‘afar, with 

‘By washing them cledn, on stabling at night, with'| a prospect of running down considerably lower yet; 

warm soap-suds, and then washing with a solution of | and it is certainly wise to ask ourselves the question : 

‘operas in vinegar—abont one ouhees of copperas to | Who is to have the loss, of the difference here the. 

‘ne pint of the vinegar. Washing off first with strong | then real, and present nomfnal value, when the Bank: 

vids and then With beef brine is also said to be «sure | ers’ Convention shall have falfilled its pledge, and 
an) the members there of are no longer bound to receive 

- se the notes of such banks as are not perfectly sound. 
Gate and Fence Posts—Which end) Wy have no prejudice aguinst taknceaaiiere them 

up.—Can you help your readers to a golution of this | «neither better or worse than other men,” but it 
much vexed question?—C. Brown, Dodge Co. Wis. | would be very remarkable if they should look first 
[We are sorry to say that we have not experimented | ¢, the farmer's interest, and secondly to their own. 

sufficiently to be able to pronource oracularly upon! 26 notice of “Hard Moncey Meetings,”, in News 
it. Philosophy would seem to favor setting the small | ° iB Ney 

partment. 
end down, and not a few experiments confirm the | ——____ - a - 

{hee ey ease hee ee T ? 

wi) mad cae Degsi_tuavior—veo| PUBLISHERS *QQRNER. 
Dog Law, introduced and carried though by Sena- | 7) 
Taylor, till in force. ‘There is some talk of a new To the Patrons of the Farnrer- 

iw having been passed. I go in for sheep, and 0") 1 dount not the readers of the FARMER will be glad of 
beige dogs."—F. Ley Dodge Co» May») ayy change in the business management that will in- 
Isl. he 

There were sundry attempts last winter to amend ee Se pailieation tap ee = 
she Dog Law, which last year operated so well wher| sici.q change have been made, and my connection 

ever the farmers had grit enough to ste it enforced, | ith it as proprietor ceases with this number. 

hat we are informed by the Assiestant Secretary, who |" 4 fo words of explanation in due to myself an well 

has looked the matter up, that none of them succeedt- as those who support the Farmar. When I assumed 

vl. The old law stands, therefore. Look to its ¢-/ the proprietorship of it last January, I had nearly 

forcement. | i completed arrangements for severing my connection. 

pnucrican Hoveskeevans, warre For rar Faruen! | With the Argus & Democrat, and fully expected to be 
TSE eee ene eee eee able to take the Farmer, make a clean business of it, 

and give my whole attention to it, ations 
LITERARY NOTICES. failed, and instead of getting out of ne eck I 

The Young Farmers Manual ; Detailing had to remain, and to attend to matters in the office, 

tie manipulations ot the Farm in a plain and intelli-| that it taxed my utmost efforts to keep up with, The 
ile manner, with practical directions for laying out | State work that came on to our hands, taxed every 

a Farm, and Erecting Buildings, Fences and Gates, | effort, and every type in the office, and being under 

embracing also the Young Farmer’s workshop, &€., | heavy bonds we had to do that work, whatever else hung 

kc. ByS. Epwanns ‘Topp,—C. M, Saxton, Barker &| back. I struggled along with the Fanuxe under these 

(0, No, 25, Park Row, N. York, Publishers. difficulties, hoping when the Legislature adjourned, to 
We are much pleased with the book. Within its| get more time to attend to it. With the close of the 

four hundred and sixty handsome duodecimo pages, it | session, however, came the military excitement, then 

contains a vast amount of valuable matter. Purely | am extra session, and if anything more work for our ‘. 

yractical and simple in ite subject matter and in the | office force than before. So that instead of getting bet- 

wuthod of its treatment, and illustrated, moreover, | ter, prospects fora regular issue of the FARMEn grew 

with hundreds of well-executed engravings, it can| worse. Under these circumstances, and feeling thst I 
vanity tail to strongly commend itself to every young | could not do it justice, I set about making arrange: 
farmer, and there is scarcely an experienced farmer, | ments for putting it into hands that would carry it 
wigwhere who would not be benefitted by ite perusal | through. 

twan extent ten times exceeding the cost. The parties who will now take the Furmer have the 

mga tee means, the time, and the energy to make it what it 
The Currency Question is being quite €x-| should be. They will announce their arrangements in 

tensively discussed in the papers and among the peo-} the next number. We are also happy to state that 

\le. Numerous farmers ask our advice. We reply: | Prof. Horr will remain as editor, and will give renewed 
For immediate use and the payment of debts, the notes | energies to his work. 

ofthe Banks endorsed by the Bankers’ Convention, | Asking the pardon of our readers for errors and 

are doubtless as good as gold. But such farmers asare | short-comings that we could not avotd, ah® assuring 
fortunate enough to be out of debt, who wish to lay UP | them that we feel no ordinary pleasure in beim reliex- 
the protite of their business for’ a time, and. yet know | eq of what might have been pleasant and profitable to 
hot what Danks to trust, would.do well éither to-hjsist | ys under more favorable circumstances, we bid them 

mn the gold oF else keep their wheat and other pte-| adien. . 

servable products in store. f eee 
So long as New York exchange is 6 to 10 per cent., Subscribers. 

vud gold hias a premium of several per cent, it is silly | Who have paid for the Farm f6F'the current year, 
for any man to talk of paper being as good as specie— | will receive the paper to the expiration of the time 
Admitting the integrity of the Bankers’ Convention | paid for. Hereafter all letters connected with the 

othich we should he sorry to donbt) and the soundness | business of the paper must be addressed to 

of individual bankers here and there, (which it would ‘Tre Wisconst FARMER, 

hardly be safe to do,) it is nevertheless true that the : Madison, Wis,
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Singer's New Family Machines, CAaHOOWs ‘ fade racial wt acaba sly Patent Broadcast Sower, 
For Sowing all Kinds of IN ORDER TO PLACE TRE. 

Machi in “the GRAIN AND GRASS SEED. Best Family Machines in ‘ HAND MACHINE, four to siz acres per hour. World. HORSE MACHINE, Ten to Fifteen ‘Acres per hour 
VERY Farmer should have one of these great Labor within the reach of all, we have reduced our Letter Saving aud Seed Saving machines, for with the A.. or TnaNeverse Smurriz Macuines, beautifully HAND MACHINE, weighing 6 Ibs., ornamented, to $50. he can sow four Acres an hour of Grass Seed and Oats eee anaowes ay = a Rye and aie, and dis : tribute the wi perfect and evenness ; THESE LETTER A MACHINES saving thereby one quarter of the wood and three quan 

ters of the time and labor over common hand sowing. Contain Recent Valuable Improvem’ts THE HORSE POWER MACHINE 
And will sew the scatters the seed much wider, and saveg nearly all the labor, sowing from ten to 14 acres an hour. FINEST FABRICS “Tho machine is made of irons and will last a lon; time, with ordinary care. The following Agricultura As well as materials of coarse texture. We would ask Societies have. awarded it the highest Premiums, viz: 

1e ‘tates, ine, Vermont msylvania, for thom (before purchasing eleowhere,) the special | SH, Units Missouri, Kentucky, Virgigia: mee Go attention of Vest-Makers, Dress-Makers, and all those lina, some Sg ed and numerous other State ani Machines for light manufacturing purposes. | Cou: ies. weeret pes tee Nah memniectasing ye The bese premiums are te testimonials of Le far 
themseli 1 t » reds of The Singer Machines which have been revelved, va circular containing many 

them rwarded . Make the interlocked stitch, which is the best stitch | “prow of Hen bere Beaches nh csc as956,00 known. They are of great speed, easily understood, “  “ Hand Machine, only...s.esscecssseereese 8.00 simple in construction, of great durability, adapted to estat GEO. ae the heaviest and lightest goods, are finished in the va z most perfect manner, may be used for several years 
without requiring repair, and if they do not give en- Vine HIll Nursery, ues faction, the money will be refunded. °76 + Place, Madison, Wisconsin. 

re aoe cont one ae 
lowe rubs ant ns, iret ity, The Standard Machines | 4, Mowering Shrute thoroughly r,pened, t0 be tai at the lowest living rates. tee wh oledale and retail For Tailorirg, Boot and Shoe-making, Harness-mak- | catalogues—sent to all applicants. Orders solicit- ing, Carriage Trimming, etc, etc», will do more work, | Sais carckang (om? it the best possible manner to ensure earn more money, and are cheaper than those of any PLUMB, WILLEY & Co., other maker as a gift. aprtf Vine Hill Nursery, Madison. We have always on hand, Hemming ;Guages, Silk, | 2 —_______" Twist, Linen and Cotton Thread on Spools, best Ma- Apple Seeds. chine Oil in bottles, ctc., etc. A PRIME lot of the last season’s growth, frozen aul 
all ready to sow, will As sold in et SEND FOR quart, peck or bushel, to suit the purchaser. 

ph of Pear Seed, at low rates, by the pound—seel I, M. Singer & Co.’s Gazette, Warranted good. Also select list of well rooted Apple Trees, Pear, Cherries, small fruits, Roses and Ever- I. M. SINGER £00. _| greens. 
_ ; Te aoe oe ote Ta WILEY & 00 458 Broadway. > ae All letters should be addressed to Sareea ereey 

I. M. SINGER & CO., SEED POTATOES. No. 50 Clark Street, Chicago. MATHEWS EARLY BLUE. FOR SALE BY a SUPERIOR early Potatoe, white flesh, producti 
hardy, never rots. The best very early 80! . Wm. BOOTH, Agent, Price $1 per peck ; $3 per bushel. 

GARNET CHILI. y MEROHANT TAILOR, A superior late sort, white flesh, very large, exceed feb.26-déw fly.]  McKey’s Block, Madison, Wis. ingly Productive and hardy. Price 50 cents pe peck "ane Ge a | Slab per bedbel. A.G. I JOHN FP. ROB. aprly  * ‘Waukesha, Wis. mporter and breeder of pure bred Durham Cattle | > —<_—_______________— Tiss Suihdows Shny cers fel at piss The Thorouhg Bred Horse a times, a few superior y: Bulls and Rams ! of the above breeds, from animals ofmy own importa, | P| WwW ES! tions. | P. O. address, Union Chureh, Racine Co, RINCE OF AL x Muskego, Waukesha Co., Wis. [13393 Ww serve a Limited Number of Mares the coming $$ _ Beason, at the stable of the soieteeed ia Lake Wanted Mills, Jefferson county. ‘The Prince was by Col. ? Johnston, of Appleton, Wis., and sired by King of ACTIVE RELIABLE AGENT IN EVERY | Cymry, in) 1854 The ‘Kine of Cymry was imported County in Wisconsin to take orders for Wisconsin ted same year by Capt. Mackinson from England. The sown Frult Trees, to be delivered the coving Spring. | dam of the Prince was sired by the imported Wapy Te such a liberal per centage willbe Catalogues Pope and ent of full-blooded Messenger mare gratis to a)) applicants. For address, 4@- Good pasturage will be: for mares from PLUMB, WILLEY & CO. —_| adistance and the best of care taken to ineure foal. u Vine Hill Nufeery, Madison, Wis. |" aprot STEPHEN FAVILL.
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Haying and Harvesting. | ers when past the period of blooming and the . 

What charming rustic scenes do these words | seed-forming stage. 4 i 
suggest to the poet, what solid work and need- | For the more common species, the following 

ed gainsité the farmer! Unfortunately, how oe may be observed with safety : 
ever, too many of our farmers devote more 1. Swale or low marsh grass, being liable to 

labor to the operation than is necessary, and | pecaee rocey and wiry at an early period in 

derive much less profit therefrom than they | ‘#8 maturing, makes better hay when cut even 
aoa. before blossoming, or at least as soon as the 

It is scarcely a mooted question any longer blossoming has fairly commenced. 
whether hay or grain should be cut a little 2. Clover should be cut when about half the 

early, or after the seed has entirely matured. heads'sre in blossom, 
The experience of nine-tenths of those who 8. Bee Top, sure, mie, and other grasses 
have carefully tested the two practices is on of HCE EES when in ete Bloseots, , i 

the side of early gathering. Science also is 4. Timothy, when the seed is in the milky P 

on this side and urges important reasons in its | °™ doughy state—first, because the starchy and 
svoe : saccharine matters in this grass are not so a 

early converted into fibre, and secondly, for the 

UL ad ieee hae tes reason that the tuber upon which the subse- 
The first and most important of these reasons | quent life of the plant must depend does not 

as applied to the cutting of grass, is the phy-| receive that development which is essential to 
sio-chemical fact that in the last stages of the | the renewed growth of the plant the following 

development of the plant certain substances | year until the seed-forming period. 

| which at an earlier stage constitute a very| Jf you would have sweet, tender, and nutritious 

considerable proportion of the plant and are | hay, therefore, do not fail to cut EARLY. 

nutritidus, afterwards change their character,| As to the hight at which the grasses should 

and becoming insoluble, are no longer fit to| be cut, it may be remarked in general, and 

contribute to the nourishment of the animal | of Timothy, in particular, that the policy of . 

body. This is true of starch, mucilage and | cutting close is not well supported. The best 

sugar. They are all soluble, and therefore cap-| authorities agree that it should not be cut be- 

able of entering into the composition of the | low the second joint above the tuber. 

blood, at a certain period of the growth of the} Other grasses, especially the finer species, as 

grass plant, but afterwards are transformed, | Blue grass, and Red Top, may be cut lower, d 

for the most part into hard, woody fibre. That | indeed quite close. And for all species the i 

“certain period,” for most grasses, is when they | rule should vary according to the season. The 

are in blossom. present summer being rather dry, we unhesi- |} i 

There is a difference, however, between the|tatingly recommend high mowing, as in @ E 

various grasses in this respect, some requiring | drouth the lower joint is not so valuable for 

to be‘cut when but partly blossomed, and oth- | hay, and, at such a time the close shaving is |]
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liable to result in little or no after-growth and | sily crushed between the thumb and finger. A 

even in permanent injury. basa straw, the preservation of waste by 

But the curing is also an important part of | shelling in the field, and the possible avoid- 

the general work of haying—a portion too, in | ance of loss by lodging, and the various forms 

which the practice is quite as commonly erro- | of blight are additional reasons in favor of 

neous. Most farmers dry their grass to death. | early harvesting. 

The methods of curing are doubtless familiar | The curing should be done in the shock, and 

to all. But the fact that long exposure to sun | in order to prevent damage by rain, too much 
and dew and rain is absolutely ruinous seems | care cannot be given to the binding, the “‘set- 

to be utterly ignored by many who claim to be|tiug up” and putting on the cap-sheaves. 

good farmers. Nothing looks more shiftless, and certainly 

In fair weather, clover may be cut in the nothing can be less economical, than every 

morning and got in at night, and the hay thus| third shock fallen down and exposed to the 

made will be worth more than twice as much| weather. If the sheaves are pope grouped 

as if allowed to lie out for two or three days | and braced against each other, it will require 

and nights exposed to the weather. If obliged | a very hard wind to blow them over, and if the 

to cut in showery weather, so that he cannot | caps are blown off, they should be promptly 

finish the work of curing in one day, the far-| replaced. The standard sheaves, if wet, should 

mer should at least gather up into winrows or | be separated, or, in twos, stood upon end, dried 

small cocks before the fall of dew at night. | and again placed in the shock. Thousands of 

These may be opened early the following’ day | bushels of grain are every year wasted in this 
and as quickly prepared for hauling as pos-| State for want of proper attention to these 

sible. simple but important directions. | 

Timothy, and the other cae whose stalks nara cayifel ackatdioaofiigood feoniag 

are straight ae mich by, their, une ae was given by a Mr. Kane, at an agricultural 

afford Jom jetnepistion of; air, require cither ascussion iit England, He seid he fed his 
er, Smee are aber in the speeesing, and | iand before it was hungry; rested it before it 
stirring to cure sufficiently for stacking or was weary; and weeded it before it was foul. 

mowing in the barn, but the same reasons sh eS en 

stand in favor of prompt and energetic work, Insect Foes of the Wheat Plant. 

and we accordingly lay down this rule for Fortunately for our farmers and our State, 

hay-making in general : the wheat crops of Wisconsin have not yet 
Cure quickly, and with the least possible expo-| been made the prey of the tiny but terrible in- 

sure to moisture and sun. sect foes, which, in other States of the Union 
If obliged to be put into mow or stack before | and in other countries of the world, Have so 

being thoroughly cured, a few quarts of salt | often made futile the best efforts of the agri- 
to each load will ensure its preservation, and | culturist. Still, we have no immunity from 
even cause it to be relished better than other-| their attacks at any time, and so long as they 
wise. are committing such ravages in our sister 

Eee States we cannot but feel a deep interest in 
The harvest practice is obnoxious to objec- | their character and habits, and the best meth- 

tions similar to those urged against the more | ods of preventing their inroads upon our own 
common method of haying. fair fields. 

Most farmers allow the grain to get too ripe| For the descriptions which are here intro- 
before cutting. This is especially true of| duced, and especially for the illustrations, we 
wheat, which in order to make the best flour, | are under obligations to the able author and 
should always be cut while the kernel is yet|the enterprising publishers of “The Wheat 

in the doughy state, and capable af being ea-| Plant, its Culture, Diseases, etc.,”—a work
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which we have several times taken occasion to | about half the length of the body and com- 

commend, and which we more highly esteem | posed of sixteen joints, each with a cylindric 

the more we have occasion to test its value.* { oval form, the length being about double the 

THE HESSIAN FLY. diameter; each joint clothed with a number of 

The Hessian Fly (Cecidomyia destructor) is | hairs surrounding it in a whorl; joints separa- 

believed to have been introduced into this | ted from each other by very short, translucent 

| country by the Hessian allies of the British | filaments, having a diameter about one-third 

troops in the year 1776, but was known on the | as great as the joints themselves. Thorax 

European continent long before that period. oval; poisers dusky. Abdomen of a dark color 

From Long Island, where it was first found | above, more or less widely marked at the sutu- 

in the United States, it has gradually made its | res or joints, with tawny yellowish lines and 

way westward, until it has finally reached | furnished with numerous fine, blackish hairs. 

Towa and Minnesota. It has never yet attack- | Ovipositor rose-red. Wings slightly dusky. 

ed all portions of our country simultaneously, | Legs pallid brown, feet black. The several 

but rather particular and often widely separa- | pairs of legs equal to each other in length, 

ted districts, continuing its ravages for two or | being about one-fifth of an inch long when 

three years and then disappearing for a time | expanded. 

and making its attacks upon other localities. | | Male.—Antenne three-fourths the length of 

As seen in the accompanying cut, and as | the body. Abdomen consists of seven joints 

besides the terminal one, which 

consists of a transversely oval 

joint, giving off two robust pro- 

ff cesses, armed with incurved 

H i 5 1 ae hooks at the tips. In the living 
Hila |: pe specimen the abdomen is of a 
yf SN femegt ff brownish-black color, more or 

| V/A Se =\\ \ less widely marked at the sutures 

Hh UN Sy wee NY ; with pallid yellowish or smoky 

i i 1 2 ft M)| whitish lines. 
j 4: x * \ : The female deposits her eggs 
i Y 6 \ t between the minute ridges of the 

‘dle \ \\ \ blade in the early stages of 
| 4 . / growth. They appear as minute 

‘ 7 Z FBS ANE? redish specks. \ y a> i 0) The fall-deposited eggs, hatch 
— Ps fN Xz, a out a white maggot in one to 
Se _ eae Ee three weeks, which makes its 

” way down between the leaf and 

a %. Pups. 8. Base of Tet beat swollen from worms remains as a dormant larva, = 
9. Plate where the larve are found in autumn, "a: Balk of wheat attacked (Fig the extremest cold, until 

by the Fly. 6. c. Healthy wheat plant. in the spring it is transformed 

accurately described by Dr. Asa Fircu, the | into a pupa or chrysalide (7), which, after ten 

male and female have the following character- | or twelve days, bursts and allows the perfect 

isticts respectively : winged insect to emerge, deposit its eggs in | |- 

Female.—Head and thorax black. Antenne | turn upon the same or other stalks. These 

“Published by Moore, Wilstach, Keyes & Go, Cincin. eggs hatch in a few days, becoming, after the 

nati, 0. Price $1 25. transformations above described, a complete
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fly about the last of July or first of August, | sian Fly. The name, wheat weevil, by which it 
when they are prepared to make another at-|is known to some persons is inappropriate, 
tack in the fall. applying properly to the Calandra granaria. 

The spring-hatched maggots attach them-| The Midge is a small yellow fly which makes 
selves to the second or third joint of the plant, | its appearance about the Middle of June and 
which is better able to resist their injuries. continues its work until the middle of July. 

The damage done to the plant seems to be due | It is less than one-twelfth of an inch in length, 
more to the exhaustion of its juices by the worm | has a slender body, long transparent wings, 
than to any mechanical injury. In other words, large jet black eyes and an ovipositor (egg- 
the worm does not bore but sucks. The pres- placer) of great length and delicatenees. 
sure may also have the effect to prevent a 
healthy flow of the sap upon which the growth 
and origin of the plant depend. 

In a field suffering from the ravages of this 
insect, many of the plants or one or two stalks 
of a plant will look pale, withered and broken, Fu Gy 
the break occurring at the point of conceal- > Fd Ss 
ment of the worm and being due to the preven- M 
tion of a deposit of the silicious matter neces- 4 Hi 
sary to give support to the stem. j H i 

The proposed remedies or means of preventing 
the ravages of the Hessian Fly are several, ih 
though it is by no means certain that any or } F ; 
all of them are fully adequate. ‘ 

Kurrrart says: A fertile soil, rich in all the 
constituent elements necessary to a healthy 
growth of the wheat plant, is of the first im- 

portance. Fic, 1.—remaLe MipcE. Fre. 2. 

Late sowing is good, as the fly perishes before Figs. 1 and 2 represent the female fly and 
the late sown wheat has made its appearance. | the ovipositor, both much enlarged. 
But this remedy cannot be adopted with safety} About flowering time these little gnat-like 
to the crops unless pains have been taken so to| creatures collect in great numbers upon the 
drain and manure the soil and facilitate the | wheat plants remaining upon the lower part of 
germination as to ensure its coming forward | the stalk during the day and sallying forth 
in good time when once sown. about sunset to begin their work of destruc- 

Considerable importance is also attached to| tion, which “they accomplish by. depositing 
the selection of those varietics of wheat that tiller | their eggs within the upper end of thé glumes 
@ good deal, inasmuch as it is very seldom that | or kernel sheaths. Here the eggs are sheltered, 
more than one stalk of each plant will be at-| hatched and nourished. 

tacked, The larvee, when they first appear, are white, 
Burning and plowing up the stubble after | but they soon become yellow. Sometimes fif- 

harvest has been recommended, but will hardly | teen or twenty are found upon one kernel, in 
amount to much, unless quite universally prac-| which case its entire destruction is entirely 
ticed throughout an extensive locality. certain; or rather its development is impossi- 

THE MIDGE OR RED WEEVIL. ble, since the larvee or worms consume all the 
The little insect (known to eutomologists as | juices that are thrown into the glume by the 

the Cecidomyia tritici) belongs as the scientific plant for the production of the seed. If the 
name indicates, to the same family as the Hes-| number of larve be small, however, the kernel 
a eel
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will be partially developed and present the ap-| How may its ravages be prevented? This is 
pearance illustrated by Fig. 3. an important question, for since its first ap- 

The presence of the larva may be FR | pearance in this country about the year 1820, 
suspected in the early stages of its op- it has destroyed many millions of dollars worth 
erations, by the yellow and faded ap- } of wheat; the annual loss by it often exceed- 
pearance of the glumes. Fig. 4 shows ing a million in a single State. Thus far it 
the larvee surrounding the young grain. ric.g, | has not attracted much attention in the West, 

Having fulfilled their mission, the larve | but this is no reason why much of the weather 
bow themselves up, like | blasting of wheat may not be ascribed to it. 

f the measuring worm and} The most effective destroyers of the Midge 
LN en spring upon the ground, | hitherto discovered are certain parasite insects 

: \\ fa where they conceal them- | created by that same inscrutable but merciful 
Q \\ fae elves, and in the chrysa- | Providence which has ordained the law of suc- 

SAG WA lid state spend the winter, | cessive destructions for the myriad races of the 
’ : assuming the perfect in-| animal world. Some of these parasites are 
wae sect form as before stated | worthy of our special attention. 

about the middle of June, when they are in| One of them is shown in Fig. 6. It is nearly 
turn prepared for the destructive work of their | of the same size and though black and pos- 
“illustrious predecessors.” ~ sessed of four wings, four colored legs, and a 

In making search for the Midge, it should | more wasp-like body is often mistaken for the 
not be forgotten that the male differs somewhat | Midye. Cases are recorded in which because 
from the female—so much so as to lead those | of its supposed destructiveness to wheat, its 

' unacquainted with the distinctive marks to appearance has been a source of great anxiety 
mistake it for a different insect. It is more|to the farmer; whereas the observations of 
rare than the female, and is distinguished by a entomologists have shown that it was created 
shorter body, a less brilliant, and brownish | for the very purpose of protecting the wheat 
color, absence of the ovipositor, more distinctly against the ravages of the Midge, the Hessian 
nervured (veined) wings, and by the spheroidal Fly and other insect foes. This it accomplish- 
form of the little lead-like joints which consti- | eg by thrusting its long lance-shaped oviposi- 

tor through the glumes of the grain, into the 
enemies’ eggs and depositing therein a number 
of its smaller eggs; the very minute maggots 

. from which, though they do not prevent the 
hatching of the Midge larve, nevertheless have 

Se Si ees their growth and development within the bod- 
Se ae ro! ies of these larve and finally destroy them—in 

the pupa state, if not before—eating their way 
#1 out, and, themselves 

DZ Cie a eee 
-~ sects like those from 

which they had their 
. origin. 

s & represents the 
FIG. 5.—MALE MIDGE. op hy wo of the Pla- 

tute the antenne (feelers) and which in the “ak tygaster largely mag- 
female are more elongated. Fig. 5 illustrates} ruz prarrowtrn puxctiger, Nified, and c the more 
some of the foregoing distinctions. largely magnified extreme end of the ovipositor.
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When the parisites are numerous, they are|of opinion, but the general principles which 

sure to result ina diminished number of the | must govern may be laid down with accuracy. 

Midges each succeeding year until for a brief} Our own practice has been to first go through 

period of years they are quite run out. with a harrow or small-toothed cultivator, so 

But there are also partial remedies subject | constructed as to allow it to run directly over 

to the will of the farmer. One of these is the | the row without tearing up the corn—in which 

earlier or later sowing of the wheat so as to} case two horses were of course necessary—or 

ensure the blossoming either before or after|a lighter implement of like character adapted 

the Midge is obliged to do his work. to one horse and passed between the rows. 

Another is the plowing under of the larvse | This operation thoroughly broke up the surface 

or their chrysalids soon after harvest; taking | and destroyed all weeds that had started since 

care not to bring them up to the surface again | the planting. We next used the shovel plow, 

in the spring by too deep cultivation. It has} going twice between every two rows and put- 

also been recommended to burn off the stub-| ting the blade in deep. This did the work well 

ble, and occasionally harrow the ground, thus | and left the soil in an excellent condition; but 

exposing many of the chrysalids to the hot sun, | it involved rather more labor than was desira- 

which is fatal. ble, and Yankee ingenuity has more recently 

There are doubtless other means of protect-| produced an implement capable of doing more 

ing ourselves against this foe of the world’s | economical work. It is properly called a Cul- 

most valuable cereal, but it is for the entomol-|tivator, and has three light steel blades or 

ogist and the farmer to determine what they | plows, the two posterior ones separable to 3 

are. greater or lesser distance according to the 

es aaa ‘| width of the rows apart. We have ourself 

The Cultivation of Corn. used one of these improved cultivators and 

The lateness of the season and the poor pros- | found it a capital thing, stirring the soil toa 
pect for a large wheat crop should prompt every considerable depth, and yet leaving the surface 

farmer who has corn growing to make the most | sufficiently level to obviate the too rapid dry- 

of it by a thorough process of cultivation. | ing in hot dry weather, and the escape of water 
The weeds should not be allowed to show their] When it rains; both of which objections lie 
heads, and the soil should be kept well stirred, against the old method of so cultivating as to 

especially during dry weather. For however | leave deep furrows in the centre between the 

absurd it may appear to the unscientific far-| rows. 

mer who has not learned the reasons for his} After the corn has attained the hight of three 
daily practice, there is nothing truer or more | or four feet it should be worked more superfici- 

‘easily demonstrated than that frequent stirring | cially than when small, so as not to destroy 

and thorough pulverization are the best means | the fibrous roots which at this stage of growth 
of ensuring a moist condition of the soil and| Will have made a complete net work a few 
the healthy and rapid growth of the plant. | inches beneath the surface. 
Science teaches this directly and we have so| Concerning the practice of late cultivation 

often proven it in actual practice, that we feel | our views will probably be deemed somewhat 

bound to urge it upon the attention of our|Tadical, but we shall not, on that account, be 
readers from year to year. prevented from strongly urging the policy. 

Give the plow, the cultivator and the hoe no| We have often seen corn very greatly improved 

rest, has always been our motto, and its adop- ay aneaiee a re nee aking am 

tion by every farmer in Wisconsin would result | Especially is this important in a dry season; 

in a large increase of all our cultivated crops. | #24 if the dust rise so as to nearly suffocate 
- the plowman, so much greater the necessity for 

As to the implements best adapted to the| the work. 

work, there will, of course, be some difference Again we say, cultivate, CULTIVATE!
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Buckwheat Worthy of More Favor. 6. The flour manufactured from the grain 

Despite the prejudice which exists in the makes the best pancakes in the world, light, 

minds of some vegetarians against the use of spongy, splendid! Mixed with wheat flour or 

the flour of buckwheat as food for man, it is oe Indian meal, it makes good bread; and 
really a very valuable plant and ought to be in almost any form is easy of digestion and 

more highly appreciated. nutritious. According to Fresenius, the grain 

Introduced by the Saracens into Spain im- | CoMsists: 

mediately after the crusade, it thence spread pare 8.58 per cent. 

gradually over Europe and America, and though a ae ant Soe tae =e a 

not grown asa chief crop anywhere, is culti- Or aes aorasic Matter),.c-rereeeeee ees i 

vated to some extent in almost all parts of the) 7_ 1; makes an excellent food for mileh cows, 

world. cattle generally, swine and poultry. 
There are several varieties of the genus| g por those who keep bees, as every farmer 

Pi panies it which it belongs, but i £29°- | should, the flowers afford a fine pasture. 
pyrum is the one commonly cultivated. The! 9 with the fiat : 

‘i a 9. present limited amount raised, 
ae Boekm ness aoe German origin, te it can be made to pay. 

original being buchwetien OF beech wheat, owing! The quantity sown on good rich soil should 

o resemblance in form of grain to the| no¢ exceed two or three pecks. Poor soil will 
beechnut. az bear one bushel or more. 

If we were to enumerate the more prominent 

characteristics which recommend it, we would 
Petioa Give us a Good Turnip Crop. 

Th t f t Britain fc t 
1. The lateness of the season at which it may a ore ore ne Gees eit - ee ae 

ae :, 5 basis of her agricultural prosperity, constitut- 
be sown. In this climate it matures if sown as|. . ing as they do, the best winter feed for her 
late as the middle of July or even after the ; = 

‘ucéi Gio; Uae Read Ratvested! : Thidite oukaa- large stock of animals intended for the meat 

cone P . t * hen? th market, and also completing that system of 

ae a mesttowiof Eres’ ae ance when ‘he! rotation without which her husbandry must 
cereals proper have partially or totally failed. inevitably fail 

2. It succeeds well upon poor soil, even pre- is s a 
: 2 ae) Faget In this country, too, they are beginning to 

ferring a light sandy soil incapable of yielding a‘ { 
secure a share of the attention they deserve, 

remunerative crops of corn and wheat. It is : ¢ 
= and are annually growing more and more in 

not averse to a good soil, however, or to any are es 7 
vs é favor with intelligent farmers. 

of the ordinary manures. In a word, it does aa zs ae 
Fe enjaasiesll exeen acok’ caste But it is not our purpose just now to discuss 

y { ; ° re the value of root crops in general—simply to 

8. It requires but little labor to get it in, and | urge the importance of doing what we can, this 

ety - wa : when oa : very month, to make up for the deficiencies 

. It serves to cleanse the soil for cereal crops | which now appear certain in the cereal crops 

and leaves it in good condition in other respects. | of this part of the country. j 

6. It makes an excellent fallow crop for| If in England, the Turnip is esteemed the 

plowing under. This peculiarity is worthy of | ‘‘sheet anchor” of her husbandry, is it not 

especial attention to those who occupy poor | reasonable to presume that it may be made 

| lands difficult to get into clover. By growing| profitable to us. For the fattening of cattle 

two crops in one season and plowing both in, | and sheep, there is scarcely anything better, 

the soil may be sufficiently enriched to yield |and the amount that may be grown upon & 

very good crops that could not otherwise be | given area of land, with good preparation and 

grown. But one merely will amply pay for | proper cultivation renders it one of the most 

the seed and trouble. economical of all. our crops—and this, too,
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independent of the advantage it brings in the | not be benefitted after having cropped a few 
improvement of the soil for grass and grain | times with wheat and other cereals. fi 
crops. Light sandy and heavy clay soils should be 

THE VARIETIES Kberally supplied with barn-yard manure; 

Are numerous, but all may classified into 7he|those in which vegetable matter already 
Swedish and The Common. Some authors fur- | abounds,—particularly if wet and sour—with 
ther divide the Common into Yellow and White. | caustic lime. 

Sweedish Turnips are characteristic as a class| Bone dust is a very valuable manure, and if 
from the Common, by the darker color of their | applied in the drill, a small amount will ac- 

leaves, which are almost bluish; by the great- | complish a great deal for the crop. 

er solidity of the root; by a slower growth THE BEST METHOD OF SEEDING 
and the ability to resist frosts; by containing Is with the drill. This machine is quite com- || 
less water and being more nutritiovs—though monly in use for grain, “and; if lef ‘aattable 
their tendency is to produce fat rather than comeristion, in beise dily men te BS Eat 
milk, as compared with the Common varieties; seed. Besides the convenience of depositing 
by being less laxative in their effect upon ani- mineral manures with the seed and thus get- 
mals; and by leaving the soil in better condi- {iti the fall ana"dtvect etrect'of ‘backckatiein 
tion for wheat. This is the verdict of Morton, diills afford'a imach better opportunity for thin. 
and other English authors, and our own expe- ning out, cultivating and gathering. Oneteam 

pane Mepaenais ie ——_ with a good drill can easily seed ten or twelve The Common varieties yield a larger amount ecres in « day. Two and a half poutids of 
per acre and are much better adapted to table eon will ie cake text’ 

been thie iter enpest dee) “Mite Has Als to time, it will answer well after wheat 
pene 5 sovanperion to. sll iethers bai hare harvest, and such fields as have not done their ever tried that we cannot leave the subject of full duty in the production of grain may, with 

varieties without urging all who have not great propriety, be drawn upon for a liberal 
tested it to do so. crop of turnips, 

SOILS BEST ADAPTED. “The twenty-fifth of July 
There is no soil so good as a deep, rich, and is ae cities milky GONG, pat enter: 

culstferous*(iiate Staring) etady "tox —une ally speaking, the twentieth to the last of this which furnishes the required vegetable and month will include the best period. 
mineral matter, and at the same time a porous, : 

peuetrable bed for the unrestrained develop- Species of Clover. 

ment of the tubers. A heavy clay soil, espe-| pe otessor Becxmay, in some remarks on the 
cially if wet and cold is the poorest. Soils of herbage of meadows, in the Farmers’ Maga- 
an intermediate character will vary, of course, sine, states thet.be eansidece the Trifolium 
in productiveness according to the presence or medium specifically identical with what is usu- 
absence of the qualities above named. ally classed as 7. perenne, zig-zag, or cow grass 

} PREPARATION AND MANURING. clover, the difference being attributable to the 
Generally there is too little pains taken in | influence of cultivation on the former. Refer- 

preparing the soil for a crop of turnips. The | Ting to certain descriptions, he says :— 
old method of very carelessly plowing, sowing} _‘‘These show us the botanical descriptions 

] without the application of » particle of ma-| hs mo plants nthe wild ates Dut we 
nure, no matter how poor the soil, is yet too] make out those differences, it is astonishing une what an amount of confusice we shall get into, 

Some of our best adapted virgin soils may id Sneek eee oro e other that it is oftentimes next to impossi- 
require no manure, but there are few that will| ble to make out any decided botanical charac-
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ters; and this is so well known to seedsmen, and do not so cultivate your mind and taste as 

that they have for some time ceased to pretend | to adorn it with intelligence and refinement, it 

to supply Zrifolium medium under that name, is as if you were to wear broadcloth and a silk ’ 

put now adopt the term Trifolium pratense per- | hat to mill. 

enne, to distinguish their agricultural cow-grass| If you invest your money in fine clothes, and 

from broad clover. do not wear them with dignity and ease, it is 

«We quite think the term fully justified, as | as if a plowman were to sit at a jeweler’s table 

there can be but little doubt that they are, after | to make and adjust hair-springs. 

all, only varieties, and both the 7. pratense and| If you invest your money in strong drink, it 

the 7. medium forms become so much changed | is the same as turning hungry hogs into a 

by cultivation, that if either is to possess the | growing cornfield—ruin will follow in both 

|| permanency it once did, seed must be newly | cases. 

obtained from the original wild sources. Still,| If you invest your money in every new won- 

as we meet with them in pastures, the T. pra- | der that flaming circulars proclaim, it is the 

tense will indicate calcareous soils, and the T. | same as buying tickets at a lottery office, where 

medium no less those of a silicious nature; and | there are ten blanks to one prize. 

they are, therefore, no bad indicia of the nature If you invest your money in the “ last 

of the soil. novel,” it is the same as employing a tailor’s 

“The Trifolium repens is a plant of good | dandy to dig your potatoes.— Valley Farmer. 

character in herbage. nied usually increases ° 

where lime has been ads to the meadow, and _¢ _Hi : 

nore especially if well trodden by depasturing, Tus Giory or THe Farmer.—His glory is 

and it should be periodically rolled. In laying to create and construct. Other men may fetch 

]) down pernaneny pe it bee nae be sei and carry, and exchange; all rests, at last on 

out, and in this, and either of the preced- |}; a tie : . 

ing forms, according to the nature of the soil, his primitive action. He is close to nature. 

should never be omitted. The food which was not he makes to be. All 

In all examinations into the nature and con- | nobility rests on the use of land. Tillage is 

dition of meadows, care should be taken to]. ji oinal calli ¢ the ss 

ascertain if the species be really the T. repens, e original calling of the race; many men are 

white Dutch clover, or the T. fragiferum (the excused from it, yet if they have not some- 

strawberry-headed species) as the latter is fond | thi ; i 

of wet clays, in which we ae inclined to think ai agate oe —_ ie eee 4 

it is oftener present than is generally conceiv- return to their planting. The farmer stands 

ed; but if depastured, its head of persistent | nearest to God, the first cause.—Epwarp Ev- 

colored calyces, which has the aspect of 8) ener 

strawberry, is seldom perfected; still the white : a ee 

flowers just blushed with pink are sufficiently Market Fairs. 

characteristic. 
— 

é The advantages of Market Fairs are thus 

Facts for Farmers. concisely stated by the Massachusetts Board of 

= Agriculture, after a thorough examination of 

If you invest money in tools, and then leave th ae 

them exposed to the weather, it is the same as ee - 5 i 

loaning money to a spendthrift without secu-| 1. Greater convenience in buying, selling 

rity—a dead loss in both cases. and exchanging. 

if you invest money in books, and never 2, Greater saving of time. 

read a haat it is the same as putting your money} 3. Cash for all things sold. 

into a Bank, but never drawing either principle 4. The removal of middle men or specula- 

or interest. tors, giving better prices to producers and less 

If you invest money in fine stock, and do | expense to consumers. ts 

not feed and protect them, and properly care 5. The abolition of the peddling system. 

for them, it is the same as dressing your wife 6. More uniform knowledge of market prices. 

in silk to do kitchen work. 7. Increase of social intercourse among far- 

If you invest your money in choice fruits, | mers. 
; 

and do not guard and give them a chance to 8. Increase of knowledge by comparison 

grow and prove their value, it is the same as and experience. P 

putting a good hand into the field with poor| 9%. Greater division of skillful and profitable 

tools to work with. agricultural labor. 

If you invest your money in a good farm,| 10. Stimulus to higher culture and better 

and do not cultivate it well, it is the same as products. » 

marrying a good wife and so abusing anden-| 11. Bringing the remote farmers into compe- 

slavii paw ‘as to crush her energies and to | tition with those nearer. 

break her heart. 12. Greater facilities for emplying laborers 

If you invest your money in a fine house, | and transacting business generally. 4
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eee 
Hymn of the Harvesters. diffusing information, are indispensable to | 

era a their progress. Meny of the improved farms, 
Wale car coenccr ene ae sore much of the cadelinnns in farm stock and im- | 
Amd the mow grows big, as the pitcher heaves, plements, all over the world, are directly trace. | His lift in the swelt’ring hay. able to these societies. | 
Oho! a-field! for the mower’s scythe, Until recently, farmers were delvers, men of | Hath a ne as e eer Athe routine, workers without ideas. Following the | 7 “Loan a beaten tracks of their fathers they were led to | re ee believe that muscular energy alone, was neces- | 

6 Farner Shem in—the nodding plumes sary to success. The bigger the ox one could | 
asa! oe ee ae ight titumes soos down with his fist, the better the farmer. | Our march o'er the vanquished plain. Previous to the present century, the advantages | 
‘Anon, wo come with a stecd-drawn car— of agricultural societies were not felt, and | 

The cunning of modern laws: where was the progress? The world, with its | And acres stoop to its clanking jar, teeming millions engaged in agriculture, toiled 
SE eS on for more than 5000 years, without making | We gather them inthe mellow fruits, the advancement of the last 50. e vine, 0, ea : | with'thetr russet‘and golden,and purple suita, |, The backwardness of farming in Wisconsin | | To garnish our treasury. is attributable to the obstinate conservatism of | 

| And gic han & Jaleg Ghancis eiiwed some of her cultivators, brought with them 
All beneath its painted rind, t | from the eastern states, where such things are 

To cheer our guests at the social board. | done in spinning-wheel style. There is no | When we leave our cares behind. class of men better in their breeching than old 
We gather them in—this goodly store— school farmers. They hold back instinct as 
But not with - miser’s gust ; well as principle. Like snags in a freshet, 
Math laren —_. ie give a a footing, and they try to turn | 

ie curren : | 
so uo donee & bas Se a But the river of agricultural progress, we | 
Then, a blessing upon the reaper’s strife, rejoice to say, is rising. The farmers are | And a shout at his Harvest Home. beginning to think. Few ideas and sugges- | 
Jo SSS SS = tions are floating everywhere on the surface. | 

Practical Utility of Agricultural Societies. Agricultural journals, like eddies, are dissem- | 
‘aia . in | mating facts collected from the common store- * <. * There are self-conceited men 10! house of organized societies. Some of the every community, who never attend a Fair or details of icultural Sethen im th - 

Cattles Show, who shrink back with holy hor- f as ee ry soaks ae aes eat 
ror when invited to become members of such | © totis cesaeean Cone The ti jis si 
associations, and who occasionally offer phari- ay aa ak ents ns Stites eee ae eee 
saical thanks that they are not such fools as to | ¥/1¢" the farming interest as a power, by means 5 : * of organization, will be felt, when it shall have join a company of horse jockeys and sporting salt ith 2 ak ee 
men. They affirm, with comic gravity, that | * St#te recognition and patronage, comme wa 
the farmers are independent men, that individ- | Tte With its importance and needs. | Intelli- | it association will be the motor.—Brodhead 5 ually, they are able to take care of themselves, a iy Resort | 
that agricultural societies are the biggest kind | " °*'Y “porter. | 
of humbug, and that their prime object is to Fi tt SOR TOT oe | 
furnish office and premiums to a few idlers.| | Dryixq Ruvearn.—Rhubarh dries very well, | Such men may think themselves honest, but | and when well prepared, will keep good for an | 
they are in fact self-deceived. True, societies | indefinite period. The stalks should be broken 
are often mismanaged, but this is no argument | off while they are crisp and tender, and cut | against their utility. They misapprehend both | into pieces about an inch in length. These 
the character and spirit of farmers’ societies. | pieces should then be strung on a thin twine, 
They take such selfish and one-sided views of | and hung up to dry. Rhubarb shrinks very the subject, that nothing is satisfactory unless | much in drying—more so than any plant I am it brings personal emolument. Patriotism is a | acquainted with, and strongly resembling pieces 
word they may utter, but its meaning they do| of soft wood. When wanted for use, it should 
not comprehend. If the same principle were | be soaked in water over night, and the next 
carried into religion and politics, there would | day simmered over a slow fire. None of its 
be neither higher nor lower law. Barbarism properties appear to be lost in drying, and it is 
would soon take the place of civilization and | equally as good in winter as any dried fruit. 
human life would be without protection. Very few varieties of rhubarb are suitable for 

Agricultural societies, we affirm, are patriot-| drying, as most of them contain too much 
ic institutions. They have done, and are doing woody fibre. The best variety of rhubarb for 
great good to the farming interests. Farmers, | any purpose is the Victoria, when grown ina 
as a class, are isolated men, and have too little | suitable situation. The Mammoth is worth- 
intercourse with each other. Associations for less, owing to its fibrous nature, as are also 
collecting facts, comparing experiences, and | some other kinds.—Prairie Farmer.
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STOCK REGISTER. beginning already made, and with the favorable- 

————_——_____________ | ness of our climate, to place our enterprising 

Better Horses---The Thorough-Breds. young State in the front rank with such as are 

on already distinguished for the production of fine 

We have long been intending to say a few| horses. 

words concerning the improvement of our stock} Thus far, our efforts at improvement in the 

of horses in this State—not that we are ashamed | breed of our horses has been chiefly confined to * 

of Wisconsin horses when compared with those | the introduction of the Morgans and Black 

which characterize the other Western States,| Hawks. These are excellent horses for certain 

but that we see how easy it would be, with the | kinds of service, and are, moreover, handsome 
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BEST THOROUGH-BRED STALLION AT THE STATE FAIR, 1860, 

and of a pleasant disposition. They posses un- | vice to which they are not adapted look to some 

mistakable marks of blood, and have done much to | other strain or breed. 

improve the serub race whicha few years ago was| Unfortunately thereisan idea prevalent among 

almost the only horse to be found. They are farmers that blood is no particular advantage to 

small, however, and are wanting in both the | them, and consequently an indisposition to ob- 

power ind speed requisite to some uses. By tain the best stallions for the improvement of 

careful breeding they may be modified, it istrue, | their stock. Price of use has too often been the |/ 

in respect to size; still it is probable that an | first, and in many cases almost the only, thing 

effort of this sort would unfavorably influence | considered. The result has necessarily beeg an 

them in some respects, in which, for particular | inferior strain of horses, ugly in form, wanting 

uses, they are almost faultless. It would seem | in all desirable qualities—such as strength, en- 

best, therefore, to perfect them, as far as possible, | durance, action. 

by ajudicious system of breeding, andfortheser-! But there is cause for congratulation and en-
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couragement. Within the last thirty yearsgreat| Prominent among these gentlemen are Messrs, 
improvement has beenmade. Some of the finest | Srvon and Hexry Ruste, of Beloit, owners of 
horses of the world have been introduced and | the fine thorough bred stallion illustrated above, | 
the effects of the diffusion of their better blood | owners also of * Buckshot,” the thorough-bred | 
is now visible in all parts of the country. While | which took the first premium at the State Fair | 
we rejoice at these improvements, however, Jet | of 1858, and of other fine horses. | 
us not forget that the work is but just fairly| Princeton was foaled in 1852, the property of | 
begun. Joun M. Cuay, of Lexington, Ky. Sired by | 

What we especially want in Wisconsin and | Imported Yorkshire ; he by St. Ntcholas. Ac. 
throughout the West is a larger admixture of the | cording to the American Turf Register, he has 
thorough-bred with our best stock of common horses, | likewise a pedigree on his mother’s side “ 
themselves derived, more or less, directly from | which any blooded horse might well be proud. 
the bsst English and Canadian stock. Color, a beautiful chestnut sorel ; hight, 1514 

“But for our use, as farmers,” says one, hands ; weight, 1050 pounds ; and he is in all 
“‘the ordinary horse will do just as well as your | respects a splendid appearing horse; while the 
thorough-breds. We plain, hard-fisted men of| history of his many brilliant performances on 
the country can’t afford to risk twenty, thirty, | the turf and hig successes at State and National 
or fifty dollars in an attempt to get a colt which | Fairs give evidence that he is made of the right | 
may possibly trot a Jittle faster, but will most | kind of stuff. 2 | 
likely be good for nothing else. We are not| The Messrs. Ruste have done good service | 
Sporting jockéys, ready to stake our all upon a| to the State in importing him from Kentucky, | 
thing of mere chagoe! % Hold on, neighbor. | and we trust their encouragement by the public | 
There is no mere chance about it. If you employ | Will be such as to warrant other importations 
8 fine-blooded and well-bred horse you will just | from the Hoe-cake State, which for many years | 28 surely get @ better colt, as “like produces | has been famous in this country for its well- | 

1 like;”’ am@ you stand & chance to get one many bred horses as well as for its noble Durham 
times more valuable than any or all you may | “attle. 
have on your farm. Two, five, ten, and even| Mr. J. V. Ropzys also has afine young horse | 
twenty thonsand dollars have often been paid | from the same legality. But all told, the num- | 
for horses in this country within the last few | ber of this ¢lass of horses in Wisconsin is very | 
years, and even as many hundreds would pay a | Small. ‘ 
better profit on the money invested, than the| If we could bring about a more extensive ex- 

' miserable “‘oooktail”” or “plug”? that is con- | change with Kentucky, giving for her thorough 
temptible to look upon, that requires goading at | breeds, which we yery much want, some of our 
every step before the wagon or plow, and that/0wn Margans and Black Hawks, which are 
can only travel 45 miles in a day and then sinks | needed by her, the arrangement would be an | 
in strength, flesh and action, in spite of all that | ®dmirable one all round. Will not our stock 
you can do to keep him in good condition. men look to this matter? 

—— i, blood will pay, whether on the turf Be Krxp To rae Dums Beast.—It js an evil 

sdiaiedionns been done in this State, by a ae Bf cele ane ema, Beape paicy ae : ut it is a fearful thing to inflict it on a@enture 
few enterprisinigatock ane poempeere = om that cannot speak, for it must be that there is 
of our horses, and while the great majority of always somewhere a tongue to tell, a mysteri- 
the famers ignore the efforts of these men, we ous witness to bear testimony. fea] like thanking them in name of all horsedom Sg es 
and in bebalf of the better system of agriculture| Scrarcuss on Honses.—Wash their fect and 
that is to be, for the spirit and zeal they have | legs clean, and when dry, paint them with white 
manifested for the advancement of this very im-| lead. One or two dressings will suffice for 8 
portant branch of husbandry. cure.
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Pork-Raising Profitable. BG The Fife Journal says the milking of 

On the pork question, so far as the eating it | COWS om the eve of calving, exclusively in the 

is coneémed, we are frank to admit that we are | ™°Fning, will ensure the delitery of their young 

a Hebrew of the Hebrews. But tho question of | the day time, and thus save night watching 

profit is another thing; and as it is our business | °° the part of the careful farmer. 
:, __——s—o ' 

to look to the pecuniary as well as the physiolo- 
gical and spiritual interests of our numerous Prorit or Suzep Farmine.—A correspon- 

farmer readers, we cannot consistently withhold dent of the Columbus Field Notes, who keeps an 

the opinion that pork-raising may be made to account with his sheep, says, ‘‘ the increase of 

pay: in Wisconsin quite as well as nothing but my fipek-and the wool makes a profit of ‘about 
three bundred dollars a year, from 112 acres of 

Acorrespondent of an excellent country paper land and about 20 acres of that in woods, besides 

—the Baraboo R-public—is of the same opinion, keeping enough other stock for my ownuse I 
as will appéar by the following extract: consider sheep the most profitable stock that I 

®] thin really costs less for ‘what it can raise; they give sure and quick returns.” 

brings than furm product, exeept colts a ae 
and wae ener they are set - = Heaves.—The Farmer and Gardner gives the 

ed is all vetamod te hare pe aaron following asa cure forthe heaves in horses: 

hinder a man’s day’s ween Sp the fag and Take smart-weed, steep it in boiling water till 

of corn is at a season in which harvest) the strength is all out; give one quart ev “6 ot i i q ery 

a Eaitheodbbing iat, ead 20: eae day, mixed with bran or shorts, for eight or ten 
* a that ne and os days. Give green or cut-up feed, wet with wa- 

are costly affairs; not so with * arvesting . : : * 

the ruffuge pays the cost and labor of that. ee ter, during the operation, and it willenre. 

then the cost cf transporting a load of pork to - 

market, whether fur or near, is only one-fourth Remedy for Garget in Cows. 
the coxt of transporting the same value of wheat, * 

and the value of a load is four times the value ade ee & ass . aie Paha aga hi 

of a lond of wheat—that is, one lond, or twenty-| 1) at ch, "s 1 ti y id pee 

four hundred, at five dollars per hundred, is} ,. et herenenl rewaerrar oe en en i 

worth four louds of wheat, exch of forty bushels, | 2.04 our family physician ft ener 
at seventy-five cents per bushel, and the trans- aia = — yr ienelan: paeenecn 

portation of the wheat costs four times a8 much vince oil eal eee Se tath “Tn 

moneystime and labor as one loadof pork. The pen Gays a.cuneswap efeeted. - 

average price of pork for the last sixteen yeurs 7 Ww. J. Perres 

in Wisconsin generally, I think, has been highly eee : 

remunerative, and ne doubt beth «ill rein) ee eS Ss 

for a long time to come. THE POULTERER. 

StospersixHonsns.—Green Burdock leaves} ‘The Dorking Fowl 

it is suid, will cure the s!obbers in horses in — 

fifteen minutes, if he will eat them, as he usu- For size, handsome form, and beautiful plu- 

ally will, if thus troubled. mage, there is searcely any fowl superior to the 

. Dorking. With short legs, a full, brond breast, 

Waurrina Oxen.—Thonghtless men will whip. a weight of body equal to five to ten pounds, a 

whip, whip. They do it cm a habit—a very thick coat of variegated feathers, delicate bead 

“= eas eg we = it ae a sea and a splendid comb, they are the beauideal of 
ny ‘e are o teach our hi way 

men better manners eae to put on the whip| "Be enthusiastic breeder, 
before giving «n invitation to the brate animale The original color is said to have been white; 
“ ” il 4 ; 
iamaeol eg he ene ae — Bsc but they are now oftener variegated with white, 

ment of the whip. Yet we find it a difficult | gray, brownish red, green, and yellow, though: | | 
matter to.control the rls It is surely va sav-| not unfrequently found with a uniform shude 

io ee nx apply ee ecm es from light eream color to almost black, ‘ 

Miss, Plowmun. Their legs are always either white or flesh
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colored, and each foot is provid- SS. 
ed with five, instead of four toes, wm 
the fifth protruding from the Z WN yy 
same root as the heel toe in or- Uff g N 
dinary varieties. / a\ WSN “\ ff. N 

The cock—of which a fine spe- ) = i! aN 

cimen is seen herewith—is a Ly b Wy, Ne: 
most magnificent fellow, worthy sf i i, yy , y 

to be king of the best stocked BG 7 ’ Sj) i Nip 
poultry-yard. ie 7 j MM) i 

ieeieteege sae 4 Yj). ;//ff = AG Gi) Wf A : 
The Poultry Question. a 12 , 4 Yy tf 4 

At a recent meeting of the : —% is Ve A = | 
American Institute Club, the fol- = eH ih as Z ; “4 | 

lowing interesting paper was =m hs = | 

read by Mr. Carpenter : St MM ey “es 

There are but few who are Se ; i io 
aware of the great importance of “== i 

poaitry to the inhabitants of the === ee ee | 
United States. It is estimated A ee = a 
that there are annually raised Ay Aine = 
and consumed for food in this se SS it 
country one hundred millions of fowls, affording ; It is also important that the roost should be 
a luxury for the table that could hardly be dis- | properly constructed; the best plan is to lay the 
pensed with. Admitting this estimate to be | poles similar to a flight of stairs, commencing 
trae, and that the stock preserved for layers is | about two feet from the floor and continue them 
equal to one-half the amount raised, which would | to the peak; the poles should be about two and 
make fifty millions of hens; it is estimated that | a half inches in diameter, and always cut from 
the production in eggs will average for each hen | the woods, and the bark left on. Great care 
75 cents, a cere we $37,500,000 | should be taken to eradicate lice from the hen- 
One hundred millions of fowls for food, at 20 | nery; they are destructive to a healthy condition 
cents each, $20,000,000. making a total of $57,-| of the fowls; when infested with lice they will 
500,000. It can be proved that much better | not lay well, and these little pests often become 
results may be obtained from hens than is shown | so numerous that their atiacks so exhaust the 
in the above estimate. A good hen will lay, if| hens that many of them die. 
provided with proper food, two hundred eggs in| As a preventive in the hennery, the roosting 
ayear. Valued at one and a half cents each, | poles should be well greased at the ends where 
this would show a result of $3 for ench hen. |they rest on the uprights ; grease should fre- 
A friend of mine, having a stock of 45 hens, | quently be put in these joints ; the house should 
determined to keep a correct account of the | be amos washed with lime, spring and 
number of eggs laid in a year; the result was | fall; and a box four feet square and ten inches 
6,036 eggs, which is 134 for each hen; these sold | deep should always be provided for the hennery, 
for $90.54, beside raising 80 chickens. The | and kept hulf fall of wood ashes ; this is highly 
hens consumed 56 bushels of mixed grain, cost- | necessary for winter, as they delight to wallow 
ing 80 cents per bushel, beside vegetables from | in this, and at the same time it will free them 
the garden, and scraps of meat, that were valued | from lice. Feed, and the manner of feeding, is 
at $10— making a total expense of $54.30, | another important consideration. A box should 
showing a net profit of $35.74. By. experiment | be provided for feed in the hennery, and should 
it has been found that large companies of fowls | always contain something for them to eat ; their 
do not do a8 well as a smaller number; fifty is | feed should be varied ; no one kind should be 
found to be about the right number to produce | given them for more than a week at a time 
the best results. It is said that fifty hens will| The number of eggs depends much on the feed 
produce more eggs than twice that number if] that is given them. It is only in winter that 
they are allowed to run together. When a hun-| poultry needs our especial care. It is highly 
dred hens are kept on the same farm, they should | necessary that they be provided with meat and 
be divided into two comphnies Great loss is | vegetables; nature does this for them in sum- 
sustained by neglecting to furnish good warm | mer—the angle-worm and insects for their meet, 
apartments for the hennery, which should al- | and the grass for a vegetable diet, is abundant- 
ways front the south, and a portion of the front | ly supplied These are as necessary in winter 
should be in glass to give plenty of — and is in summer, and should always be supplied, 
warmth to the apartment by the rays of the sun. ' if we expect them to furnish us with eggs. For
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winter use a few cabbages should be stored for 
them, which they are very fond of ; also onions THE BEE KEEPER. 
al ots are good ; pigs’ and sheep’s hars- | = 
lets may often be furnished on the farm. A The Honey Bee. 
very excellent article au be procured here r ss 
from packing houses. called scrap-cake, at a Says the American Bee Journal: Never has there been 

very seen rate. With thisattention, hens will | * creature, unless it be perhaps the sweet-toned nightin- 
lay as many eggs in winter as in summer. It | gale, that has lent inspiration to the poet's muse more 
js said that two eggs furnish as much nutriment | frequently than the little honey bee. And wherefore has 
as a pound of beef. Eight cage weigh one | she received such tributes of praise? Let us answer in 
pound ; » good hen will produce her weight Six | ene words of one of her admirers : . 
times in eggs in one year. She does not lay as 
many the second ye and the third yearnearly “ Not a flower can be found in the fields, 
ceases laying; therefore, hens should not be | See Sane teak ED De 8h Nenenre, 
kept more than one vont on the farm for profit. aes bochnarecanaateds ob ey 

Epes should be set in March ; these chickens 
will commence laying in August, and then all Scarce any she quits unexplored, 
old hens should be sent to market. Great im- BR ee 
provements have been made in the size and Leaves evidence none of the fact. 
Fee of srt a - a few 5 dee The Moniceialeaiean kaa 

ictien anghae fowls has done much to ‘ ae 
improve the size and quality of our native stock ; aan aee eae aka ch deem. 
but the pure Shanghue cannot be recommended Nor charm by their beauty the les. 

as a profitable variety. I have a cross between ‘ 
the Shanghae and Leghorn, which is a great a cite ee a eteiig Siti 
improvement. They are of fine size, great lay- His voracity not thus allays 

ers, a Hac superior for the table. There is The sparrow, the finch, or the crow. 
a vast difference in fowls, as is known by every 
one who has paid any attention to the subject ; TiS vO etme aos aeeeess 
while some are hardy and profitable, others And birds pick the seed from the bed, 
scarcely pay their way under the most favora- BUill less to, be qpared. than tha Sewers. 
ble circumstances and the bestgnanagement pos- | But she, with such delicate skill, 
sible. It is always a judicious plan for the | Her pillage so fits for our use, 
farmer to keep a number of fowls of some kind | eae 
on his premises, as there is always enough See ae ee 
waste or Spare matter to feed them ; and, be- Then grudge not her temperate meals, 
ee are Fiano in ee the se ee ene 
crops lestroying numerous insect depreda- "Nelt R.” CowrER. 
tors. To render ey profitable. it is essen- NT ae oe cake 
tial that ee care should be exercised not onl: Poets are often apt to exaggerate, but in the case of the 

in the a — of valuable ore but in feed. bee we cannot lay this fault to their charge. There can 
ing and raising the young. If we are remiss in | be no doubt that this insect is, in every respect, one of the 
setae ee no profit will result from the en-| most interesting of all living creatures; and as the little 

: denizen of the hive is the companion of man, and renders access sgh ih him essential service, it is but natural that it should re- 
Barty ror Hens.—There is no one grain | ceive a large share of his attention. This too must be our 

80 well suited as food for hens Barley when | excuse for endeavoring to give fresh interest to the story 
fed with oa's and corn, will often be gathered | 11.4: nas already been related by so many able writers. 
first by the fowls, and hens fed with more or less fi 
— nm lay —— We have bs a 
w und peas mixed, and our return of w to Manage Bees Without Getting Stung. 

Be is coeoms of the suitableness of the food. ms easy 
—E£., in Ohio Farmer It is not generally known how to manage 

—_———_ bees without having them cross, and sting the 

Rose Buas.—I have never seen a better way | Person managing them. Take an old pan and 
tan we of these vs — : — bso put some fine chips in it and take some coals. 

e an iron vessel, put in coals, and set « i 
under a tree on the head of a barrel and then | °"¢ — segnadmcke;/s0n ape 

put pe seraps of ae as this = is | front side of the hive and blow the smoke among 
very ve to them, will soon leave the ii i tree; Dy giving a eehteg tee th aes the bees until they run up into the comb, and 

Tare: ese fellows, as soon as they have | they will at once commence filling themselves 

their yellow wi attack horses; bein, ii tieaonale casas kaa a oe with honeys Now you can take your hive and 

through the summer.—Correepondent of the New turn it over; place a box or half bushel over 

England Farmer. the hive, bottom up; wind @ sheet or some
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other cloth around, so as to prevent the bees | as to winter the bees well, they are constructed 
from coming on to the outside of the hive and] on the most nearly correct principle of any 
stop the common entrance. Now, rap smartly | that I know. Yours, &e., 
with the stick in each hand on all sides of the Exisna Gaxxovr. 
hive for about ten minutes; unwind your cloth | P®**?0™: Wis. June 2, 1861. 
and take off _— box oa half bushel gently, x Q x 
and set it up edgwise against the fence or some — . 
convenient place; it now contains the queen The Proceedings of a young queen are sing- a ular. After leaving her royal cell, the first and a large share of the bees. This done, you| effort of a newly hatched queen is, by ‘eeting 
can cut out comb, examine, take out honey, | or piping, to incite the workers to destroy all 

cleanout the maths, oF do anything necessary i embrvaivala which othr royal ele my without the least danger of stings. Or you|she make her hymeneal excursions. But if 
can stir up the bees in the box or half bushel, | the weather is remarkably fine, pasturage ith haiill eitabs thi abundant, and much vacant room in the hive, with your hand, 2 table ‘spoon or anydiing con-| 5, cecasionally occurs that the zeal for honey- venient, and find the queen; or you can set the gathering overpowers the swarming propensity 

2 of the workers, and some of the embryo queens old swarm on = stand where it a ees coe itted to mature. ‘The first enterged 
take your bees in the box and hive them in an cae will then fly out to meet the drones, and 
empty hive and set them two or three rods from | drone one will be era, a. Such 

:, cases, however, are rare—though they serve to 
che old Line, and you here ms \goode ween “S| establish the rule that young queens will not | though they swarmed naturally. If you drive | make their excursions till all rivals are disposed | 
them for the purpose of examining the old| of. The same thing takes place, if a virgin | fter th ee ty the b queen confined to a cage be suspended in a hive 
swarm, after the examination, empty the bees containing one just emerged from her cell. into the stand by the old hive, and they will| The latter will Rot leave the hive, though at 
soon find their way into the old hive. liberty to do so, till her fancied rival is remoy- 

ed. A different result sometimes occurs when 
Bees are never cross when they are filled | strong second swarm, which happens to be 

with food. If bees are inclined to be cross | accompanied by two queens, is placed ina 
when they swarm, after they have clustered, large oblong hive. Here the bwarm may divide i : 4 into two parts, each retaining a queen, and the sprinkle them plentifully with sweetened water, | one take up its abode in i: front, and the 
you will see the effect immediately. other in the rear part of the Jite aah o 

Om Wednesday, the 20h day of Day, 1801] tess eens dhe tuted. will amg, and i I had a weak swarm of bees, and my other | ity in such case is that the queen and workers 
: bees commenced robbing them. As soon as I ee peat posal make peaceable use of one 

discovered it, I drove about six quarts of bees| © uae m 

from strong colony that were hanging: out; BaF Young queens do not usually make their found the queen and returned her to the old hymeneal excursions till the eighth day after 
stock; then I took the weak colony and smoked manne seldom, 

on the 7s early in ing com- || them so ™ to prevent their beg cross, and monly not till the tenth or twelfth day. Very 
took the six quarts of bees which I took from | small queens, or such as were bred in unusually 
the strong colony and put them into the weak | Small cells, are still more dilatory. 
one. This was just at night; on the next aie 

: Bee Young queens which were unsuccessful morning the eee were on hand, but they in, mesting.dngnes, and hawe-one’s ant 
soon found the reinforcements too much for] to lay drone-eggs, will not afterwards repeat 
them. Now (June 2nd) my weak swarm is as | their a - “an et swarm be oe 

s in a hive furnished fully and exclusively wit strengias need be. The maanenens work cecal ombs, a young queen may be confined 
just as though they always lived there. to it for many weeks without beginning to lay 

T have tried patent humbug hives sufficient | drone-eggs. Nay, she may still become fertile, 
: if permitted to fly, after a confinement so pro- to satisfy me on that head. The LaxasrrorH longed that it would seem to render such & 

hive I have not tried; if they can be fixed so /| result utterly hopeless. 
ihe a inc haem be ate ea
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THE HORTICULTURIST. from the sun and air in search of food; and || 

SS | when it is desired to check the growth in the | 
‘The Gardener and the Mole.—A Fable. fall, by withholding water or moisture, and |! 

Sy W. b binDoe. lowering the temperature, in order to ripen 
A exrdener had watch’ da mate, the wood before winter, it is found more diffi- i 
Ai it le . ii «Mieke beat rtd a 56 sae a The re , = not so sensitive to } 
The garden as thou ae exterior influences. e importance of a well 
Upon my tulip and jonquil,— ripened cane cannot be over-rated. If ripe, a Behold them on this tumbled bed, . a 
Dishonor’d, drooping and half dead !” cane will withstand a great amount of freezing, 
The mole said, meekly, in reply : and unless it is well ripened, we need not look “It was my star, it was not I. R 

To undermine {s mole’s commission, for much success in vine culture. 

Media ed earth tnt fits ieet'oure The soil to be used in making a border will 
eter of conie and of hares, sed depend upon circumstances. I will give an 

it it we tl tl i 4 We never fouch the flowers that blow, instance: On the 28th of May, 1847, I agreed 
And ibs th snare y maida bat Inck oe poe to erect a small grapery for J. N..ARrnoxp, of 
Is raised a trifle—not quite sound : Chicago. It was not desired to incur any ex- Yet after a fow days of rain, 
Level and firm it lies again. pense that could be saved. I had no compost 

Res ee heap to make the border from. ‘The site cho- 
Weslinply flow Nature's ue sen for the vinery was the south side of a barn; 

raise the turf to i i 5 Wer ne pe ate 5 Detain the soil, lake shore sand. I sent a team to 
-Ye break it up to set thereon haul the top spading or surface of the black A fortress, or perhaps a crown. ea 
Rain sheicont aval the seg a prairie soil. As it was dumped on the surface 
Nolther for horw'd or tleccy entite of the border, I mixed some fresh barn yard 

bard Nedad paere ea naan’ oe manure, and a few bushels of lime and ashes 
wpa do eat ormm—what then? from a soap factory with it. After the vines 

th eat We never kil or wound 0 brother : were planted I procured ten bushels of bone 
kill by thi 3 i i es cay a oe poogescag ee dust which came from a button factory, which 

Your feuds and warfare never Cease.” I sprinkled upon the surface and raked in and 
‘hong mild by nate seo ot eas pulverized. This produced the best of results. 

jest t more have i eee = aoe ok But 7 T had time to oper enon: I should 

a Os piel certainly do so. When a vinery-is to be erec- 

(From the forthcoming mepers of the Wisconsin Fruit | ted on short notice—as has beer the ease most 
Growers’ Association.) fee ae . Sidr gtvetlnansike 

Grapes in Oold Vineries. aqnent ly in my experience—the above m 
=_ of making a border will be found to answer. 

BY JOHN C. URE, OF THE GRAPETON GARDENS, NEAR CHICAGO. she tie tnedied dani and settles, a top 

THE BORDER. dressing of compost may be given. It may be 
Thave a sandy soil. In making a vine bor-|made of ten wagon loads of prairie sod cut 

der, I never allow its depth to be more than | four inches deep, put in a heap, mixed and cut 
two feet, which I place above the original sur-| fine to be kept moderately dry, and worked 
face. . This will leave the surface of the border | with three or four bushels shell lime, slaked 
elevated twenty-four inches above the sur-| with from one half to one bushel of coarse salt 
rounding ground, giving partial drainage. dissolved in water, or about the same propor- 

" I putthevrichest soil near: the surface; the | tion of pickle. The salt kills grubs or insects 

roots seek it, or are content to feed in it, and |in the compost. To the above add six te eight 

are more directly under the control of the gar- | bushels of unleached, ashes, or twelve to six- 
dener. If the old method of trenching’ the | teen bushels of leached, all the soap suds from. 

ground, burning carcasses or other putrid mat- | the house. Do not turn or work the compost 
ter, &c., be adopted, the roots go down, away | when wet. If you do, it becomes like clay 

|
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worked for brick. To the whole add two or building. Its reputation is established, it hav- 

three loads of barn-yard manure. ing been in competition with several very ex- 

I have hitherto recommended the use of salt, pensive vineries, and receiving the premium 

lime, and ashes, applied to the surface of the | over them all, not because of its cost and beau- 

border without being mixed in compost. I) ty, but because of its practical utility, demon- 

: have used them thus. But it is better that the | strated by the crops grown in it. 

inexperienced mix it with the compost. If| The following is the description of the draw- 

oyster shells or bones can be got easily and| ing A, by which the amateur and his carpenter 

crushed or broken, a few barrels may be added | may make one very cheap: 1, cap board for 

with advantage for a permanent border compost. the upper sash to slide under. 2, upper sash 

THE BORDER OUTSIDE. with four small rollers, to facilitate sliding, and 

Vine borders should be made to extend out- | one small flat iron bar across and under the 

side the house. I make it five or six feet wide | center, sunk into the sash, flush with the sur- 

outside, when it is practicable to do so, and| face, to strengthen it. 8, lower sash, eleven 

extend it annually, until it is twelve or fifteen | feet long, three feet six inches wide ; the upper 

feet wide, sloping from the wall of the vinery | sash slides over it. 4, front sash in two divis- 

down to the surface of the adjoining ground. | ions—the upper portion stationary, the lower 

The roots of the vines find their way outside | hung with hinges to afford ventilation at certain 

the vinery under the cells and luxuriate in the | seasons. 5, Post or stud, from the ground to 

outside border. the rafters, from one inch to two and a half 

If then there is three or four inches of com- | inches square, on which to train the center row 

post scattered over the surface, although the | of vines, as seen in the drawing B. 6, post or 

border be poor, the compost will be given the | stud four by four and a half inches, on which 

soil in the form of liquid, washed from it by | to rest the back or wall plate. 7, elevated walk 

the water applied. down the center, made with two scantlings and 

__ ss snarrrow pieces of boards. 8, iron rods, one 

SPF VOLO, fot long, to support the wire that supports the 

A vine—may be purchased ready made, with eye 

La LP | on one end and screw on the other, ready to 

VIO 2 ‘ screw into the rafter, for eight cents each. 9, 

i 5 wire passing through the eyes of the rods (8), 

I on which to train the vines; this keeps the 

y Me , il \\4 vines one foot from the glass and wall; wire is 

( Cy ? \ cheaper, obstructs less light and is more dura- 

j 4 1i| ble than wood. 10, pipe to conduct the water 

‘I P 4 4 A from the eave trough to the barrel. 11, barrel 

Te i 45 to hold water, which is kept of the same tem- 

| - X | H perature as the atmosphere. 12, pipe to carry 

LN i i off the surplus water from the barrel outside 

: == ; under the sill. 13, pulley screwed into the 

H tt eg _ jj, back post, over which passes a cord (14) with 

| a) artes fe hich to work the upper sash, for purposes of 

See Mins: tl | ventilation, &c., and fastened to a hook (15) 

THE VINSEY. still lower in the post. 16, trough, of zine, 

The above drawing represents the plan of | tin or wood. 

a small vinery made by myself in 1867, which| The éize of the short front stud is two by six 

will serve to give the reader an idea of the best inches. The rafters should be two by six in- 

and cheapest mode of constructing such | ches, with ways nailed or mortised to them, for
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the sash to rest or slide on. The wall plate is| to find them economically valuable. Public 

two by six inches, with the inside edge bevelled | interest and a laudible pride in the adornment 

to one inch, so that no water may rest on it. | of their beautiful city, added to private good 

The sill may rest upon either cedar posts or} and that personal gratification which would 

brick or stone, leaving room for the roots to| result from a regular attendance, should cer- 

find their way outside under the sill. Raise | tainly prompt them to give the Society their 

the border two or three feet above the ground | co-operation. 

level, keeping the manure near the surface, Last winter the Society obtained a charter, 

that the roots may be under your management. | and will doubtless, after a time, be in posses- 

The above is drawn to a scale of three feet to | sion of beautiful grounds and a building suited 

the half inch. to its commendable plans. 

Such a vinery may be built as a “lean to” | The recent exhibition of plants, flowers and 

against another building, and at small cost small fruits, was exceedingly fine, and, in con- 

comparatively—say $5 the running foot. It is| sideration of the drouth, highly creditable to 

not the most costly house that is the most profit- | individual florists and to the Society. 

able, but the one best adapted to our climate. One lady—Mrs. S. D. Canrenter—exhibited 

[ro BE CONTINUED.] some seventy varieties, many of them rare, and 

ee rs all very fine indeed. 

ne ee os The conservatories and gardens of several 

This institution has been in active operation | others were also very worthily represented. 

since 1858. Its beginning was small, however,} Would it not be well for the friends of Hor- 

and the few enterprising gentlemen who origi-| ticulture in all our villages and cities to organ- 
nated it have been compelled to labor zealously | ize similar Societies. 

and persistently in order to awaken ao in- Bevin chia Gel C Bi 

terest in the preiseworthy and moally sepaeess ene anal eae ieee eee 

objects for the promotion of which it was Deax Simo have about a hanieed wild 

formed. But there has nevertheless been @/ plum trees set inside my fence for shade and 

steady progress on the part of the Society, and eae ansltze mreneee Lobeipibieet pi 0 

the results are now apparent, not only in the lio used the fruit up. Inthe Fall I treated each | 

improvement in quantity and quality of our ee to = ptienaat ken tee ene 

vegetables, fruits, and flowers, but likewise in rasa ores the same ground with salt, and San 
the horticultural taste and interest of the pub-| the blossoms were beginning to show I put a | 

lic generally. peck of slacked lime around each trunk. The 
ee : trees blossomed as fine as could be desired; the 

At first the exhibitions of the Society, | fruit formed, and now my trees are loaded with | 

ough aye lings entered a eet ft age | 
|| and gratifying to those who have felt a special up. Can you throw any light on the subject; if | 

| interest in the objects of the organization, were | so, please let me hear from you. 

but very thinly attended. Now, the large hall Respectfully Wantes phiics: ; 

-in which the exhibitions are usually heldis! Reyanxs.—The foregoing letter was handed 

thronged by our best citizens and the show is| ys by 9 friend, with request to answer the in- 

really magnificent. Still there are scores of| auiry. The question is one so often asked and 

Citizens, such as should be expected to identify | answered that we can hardly reply with any new 

themselves with the Society, who have never light upon the subject, We do not yet under- 

done more than to attend an occasional exhi-| stand the habits of the curculio well enough to 

bition. determine how its ravages may best be guarded 

If once enlisted, they could hardly fail to| against. pinay 

take a deep interest in the discussions of the| Throwing sir-slacked lime on the branchesat 
members at their semi-monthly meetings and | the time of the setting of the fruit, and several
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times thereafter, has proved useful. Allowing | nearly white ; fine grained ; rich sub-acid fia- 

swine to run in the fruit grounds to pick up the | vor; growth of tree moderate; it is inclined 

fruit as it falls, is good. Packing the ground | to overbear, and at such seasons the fruit is 

around the tree for some distance is also recom- | small. 

mended. It has been observed that trees which | Its great value arises from its late keeping, 

stand near frequented paths are less liable to the good quality, productiveness and its habit of 

attacks of the curculio. blossoming a week or more later than most 

The curculio is shy in its habits; hence the | other varieties, and thus escaping late spring 

effect of many passers by is to frighten it from | frosts. It might be proper to say that the out- 

the tree under which a much frequented path | jine is from an extra large specimen. D. M. 

lies. It is said, also, to rise from the earth in >_< 

the Spring. The severe tramping of the ground Chestnuts! What to Plant t 

around the tree would retard this passage. Its| Ms. Eprron:—Your correspondent in the 

habit of flight is said to be nearly in & vertical | April No advising “ what to plant for timber,” 

direction, yet itis known, also, to move from tree condemns the “‘ Chestnuts,”’ but does not say 

to tree in some instances. Lime is offensive to which or what. Now if he means the Horse | 

it. Hence, the occasional sprinkling of the tree Chestnut, (ZEsculus) of which there are several 

when the dew is on serves as a preventive. varieties, he is perfectly right in his opinion of | 

Lime-water mixed with suds of whale oil soap, them as being tender, and those acquainted | 

an applied with a syringe a few times early in with them will not be at all surprised to hear 

the season, is preferred by some. The only his decision. The most of the varieties are 

snre way known, however, to get rid of this but shrubs, and so classed by writers, though | 

troublesome insect, is to spread sheets under | AEsculus Carnea makes a low tree, sixteen to 

ee a Kini —_— its appearauce; |twenty feet high where it succeeds, but have | 

ites Sau eet eeee never seen specimen more than half that hight | 

bf 3 in the west, and even those ‘‘ grow | 

Hie beautifully less’? every year.— 

i But with the American Chestnut | 

i (Castanea Vesca) the case is quite | 

i different. This is sometimes call- 

ed the sweet Chestnut erroneously, | 

GAD the latter being a Spanish variety | 

(XS from the South of Europe. The 

7 6 \ true, edible American Chestnut, is 

LA be perfectly hardy and easily grown 

Yi from the nuts, and in open situa- 

“ tion, with an abundance of room I 

know of no tree that will compare 

in beauty with the roundness and 

a> symmetry ofits head. They are ns- 

“Z tives of western New York, and for 

Bawle’s Jannet. aught I know, may be in some parts of the west, 

a> but I have not yet seen them. Thenuts should 

r Mr. Editor: —B geese Paces ties be planted set the tree is wanted, as they 

3 a 77 — is P| are difficult to transplant, and with the ordinary 

nee Publication, it is a notice of an old favor-| care in planting deciduous trees not more than 

ede on? in fifty will live. If this is the variety your 

f Rawle’s Janet; size medium; form round-| eorrespondent refers to, his location must be 

ish conical; color, pale red stripes, on & pale | bad, low, clayey, springy and wet. They love 

\] | -yetlow ground; stem half an inch long; flesh |a dry, sandy, warm exposure, and there they 

p———
————

————
———E
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will bud and blossom and in due season bring | intruding plant is abstracting the “ life) blood ?? 
forth their fruit. 0. S. Witney, of the soil, both from the present and following 

Vine Hill Nursery. eee ae eee eae 

a SS How the Japanese Restore Flowers. 
Golden Rules for Amateur Gardeners. are 

— A Nagasaki correspondent of the New York 

When watering, particularly newly planted | 77oqiq writes : 

crops, in dry weather, give a good soaking of ; : 
water at the roots, and in all mild weather _After a bouquet is Groping beyond all reme- 

sprinkle over the whole plant at the same time, dies of fresh water, the Japunese can bring it 

to prevent excessive evaporation. back to all its first glory by a very simple, and 
Viguid Manure, for growing vegetable crops, seemingly most destructrive operation. I had 

may be given twice each week, and for develop- received some days ago a delightful bunch of 

ing flowers as soon as the calyx or flower cup flowers from a Japanese acquaintance. They 
begins to burst, it should be applied but once a continued to live in all their beauty for pee { 

week. A cloudy atmosphere is the best condi- | tw weeks, when at last they faded. Just as 

tion for giving water, and early in the evening | ¥28 sbout to have them thrown away, the same 
the best period in summer months. gentleman (Japanese gentleman) came to see 

The liquid which soaks from common farm and | ™¢- I showed him the faded flowers, and told 

poultry yards, with some soot added, is the cheap- him that though lasting a long time, = had }| 

est. The soot is an essentinl ingredient as a ma- | 2OW become useless. ‘Oh, no,” said he; 
nure, and as an antidote to insects. . Re put the ends of the stems into the fire, 

Soft Water—Where rain or soft water is not and they will be as good as before.” 1 was 
|| procurable for watering plants, it should be incredulous ; so he took them himself, and held 

Seews that caustic lime is a useful clement in | the stems’ ends into the fire until they were 
reducing its hardness. The proportions are, completely charred. This was in the morning; | 

one of lime water to five of common water to the | 8t evening they were again ooking fresh and 

same degree as that of water after being boiled; | V'S°rous. and have continued so for another |) 

or one pound of chalk calcined will produce nine week. What may be the true agent in the re- 

ounces of caustic lime, which will make forty | Vivitg Process, I am unable to determine falls 7 

gallons of lime water, and be sufficient to mix whether it be the heat driving once more the | 

with five hundred and sixty gallons of ordinary last juices into every leaflet and vein. or wheth- 
water. er it be the bountiful supply of carbon furnished 

Bone Dust, mixed with dry sifted loam or soil, by the charring. I am inclined, however, to 

and sown thickly broad cast, (with after-rollings) | tite latter cause, as the full effect was not pro- 

forms an excellent ingredient in restoring and | duced until some eight hours afterwards; and 
quickening the verdure of decaying grass plots | ® it seems that if the heat was the peincigal 
in gardens and pleasure grounds, &c. agent, it must have been sooner followed by 

Mixing a small portion of pure bone dust in visible changes. 
the soil in which various plants have been grown ee 

ap rood very beneficial, and caused themto| SuLrucn vs. Vine Minpew.—As it apenas 

produce stronger and more aay growth. The | that mildew on grapes is still spreading rough 

effect is particularly noticed in plants of a slen-| the country, Iam anxious to bear testimony to 

der, delicate habit. By thus enriching the soil | the efficacy of sulphur as a preventive and also 

it was proved that plants thrived in smaller pots | a cure for this very troublesome disease. Last 

better than usual, and did not apparently suffer | year it made its appearance here, for the first 

in the same degree for want of shifting to larger | time, and, being quite unexpected, made some 

pots. As a fertilizing agent, (in due propor- | progress before it was pee after, how- 

tions,) it appears to be applicable to a greater | ever, & good deal of trouble and anxiety, I suc- 

variety of plants than almost any other yet ceeded, principally by dusting, in saving the 

noticed, by acting as a mechanical agent in | greater part of the crop. This year, however, 

adding a greater porosity to the soil by slower) as a preventive, I syringed all my vines, just 

Seo ies previous to their expanding their bloom, twice 

Surface Manuring with manure or enriched | over with a strong mixture of sulphur and water, 

soil is of great advantage, and essential for en-| and with the exception of two or three bunches, 

| suring good crops on poor soils. all wed grapes have been entirely free from its 

Surfuce Horing among all crops should, for its | attacks during the season. The following facts 

benefits, be uniformly attended to in admitting | are. therefore, I consider, fully established : 

the free action of the atmospherical — of|1. That sulphur is a certain remedy for mildew 

Tight, heat, &c., upon vegetation, and without after it has made its appearance, but that there 

which, in a proportionate deere. plants will not | is considerable trouble in its application 2. 

grow, flowers will not expand, nor fruits ee That it is a sure pi with but little 

Cleanliness, from all weed and rubbish, should | trouble, provided it is applied with the syringe, 

be considered as essential among growing veget- | previous to the blooming season, 3. Thatulittle 

able crops in the kitchen garden, as among the | or no injury is caused to the vines by its ee 

more fragile productions of the flower garden. | cation when mixed in water.—A. Saul, in Lon- 

In both cases every green leaf of a weed or|don Gardeners’ Chronicle.
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MECHANICAL & COMMERCIAL, | level and lined with buildings worthy of Broad- 
————— ———————————— | way in New York. 

Industrial and Commercial Towns of Wisconsin. AS A MANUFACTURING CITY, 
— Milwaukee will not, of course, rank with such 

% sites I.—Mitwavxer. as are eminently of that class, but she is nev- 
What Boston is to New England, or New| ertheless doing much for a young city, com- 

York to the whole country, that is the city of | mercial by virtue of her location and restricted, Milwaukee to Wisconsin and the North-west.’ | #8 to manufacturing, like all our western towns, 
Handsomely and most eligibly situated on Py she diindiences sexton ent waly ar he the Milwaukee Bay of Lake Michigan and on|"°™ Country. Indeed we were surprised to t i 3 find so many branches of manufacturing car- Milwaukee river, its seems to have been de- Z na s . | Tied on and yet more astonished at the exten- signed by nature for the commercial metropolis |. ¢ i? : siveness of a number of the most important 

5 - Nepeerye 7 oung ert ot re me ee establishments. From the tile necessary to of Wisconsin and its western tributaries are . . . - drain our lands, the agricultural machinery 
bound to become in the early future. for cultivating our fields and gathering the It is not within the scope of this article to great harvests of our State, the brick for her 
speak of the early settlement and rapid houses and the doors, sash, blinds, locks, cab- 
growth of the city, nor to herald the praises | inet ware, &c., to finish and furnish them, to 
of the enterprising pioneers, who, quick to the garments, hats, boots and shoes with which 
discover the germ of commercial importance | to clothe a large population in city and State, in the natural advantages of the location, were and the paper for a teeming newspaper and 
resolute and persevering in their efforts to book-making press, there is scarcely anything 
realize for it that development, wealth and which she does not manufacture. 
greatness of which these very advantages were] The statistics, unfortunately, are not com- 
“sure prophecy. That belongs to the histori- plete, but sufficient data have been furnished an. Our business is to make a few brief notes to warrant the estimate at $10,000,000 per an- 
on the Milwaukee of to-day, its industry and num, as the aggregate value of manufactured 
its commerce—notes such as a few days of in- articles. 
spection and inquiry, added to the statistics The manufacture of Brick is carried on to 

. furnished by the able report of the Secretary greater extent, probably, than in any other of the Chamber of Commerce, have enabled us city of the whole country. The superior clay 
to prepare. from which they are made is found in immense 

Notwithstanding the retardation of growth | beds within the city limits, and numerous es- 
and industrial progress consequent on the re-| tablishments of mammoth proportions are reg- 
vulsion of 1857 which came like a paralysis ularly engaged in giving it form and solidity. 
upon all the stirring villages and cities of the| When finished they have a peculiar creamy 
country, and despite the national upheaval | tint, almost unimitable by paint, which has 
which to the eye of the careful observer of| won for Milwaukee the title of the “Fair 
events has been imminent for some time, the | White City,” and even secured their importa- 
course of Milwaukee has been steadily upward, | tion at a large cost for transportation, into 
and portions of the city evidence a degree of | several cities East and West. 
activity, energy and business confidence wor-| The Drain Tile Works are those established 
thy of the most prosperous times. Within the | somemonths since by Dr. L. W. Weeks. Himself 
past year, magnificent blocks for stores and Properly appreciating the importance of drain- 
workshops have been erected, and whole streets, age, and anticipating a growing appreciation 
subject to inconvenience during seasons of|on the part of other intelligent farmers and 
high water, have been graded up to a desirable | gardeners, he erected works and procured
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machinery adequate to a very large demand. The Flouring Mills, in constant operation, 
But owing to the stringency of the times and number ten or twelve, Some of these mills a reprehensible ignorance of their economical | manufacture flour on a large scale, and the 
value for the improvement of lands of almost city brands generally enjoy the confidence of every character, much of the very large stock | the home and foreign markets, The business 

first manufactured is stillon hand. The prices | of milling, in the early part of last year, was 
demanded are as low as any of which we have energetically and profitably carried on, but the 
knowledge, and these immense stacks of tile, | fluctuation of prices after the new crop began 
of all desirable sizes and descriptions, are a|to move, so far diminished the security of 
reproach to at least the farmers of Milwaukee flouring that the amount done has since not 
county. been so great. 

Agricultural Machinery of some kinds is man- Of Iron and Brass Foundries there are some 
ufactured by a number of companies, but there | fourteen in active operation—eight of the for- 
is room for much more to be done in this inter-| mer and six of the latter class—besides the 
esting department of mechanical enterprise. | extensive machine and repair shops connected 
There is no State in the Union that employs a| with the La Crosse and Mississippi rail roads. 
larger proportionate amount of machinery for | The foundries are devoted to the manufacture 
agricultural purposes, none that is better | of a great variety of the ordinary castings and 
provided with all the natural resources and employ, when pushed to their full capacity, 
facilities for the manufacture of all sorts of| overa thousand hands, The railroad machine implements needed by the cultivators of the shops turn out excellent rolling stock for their 
soil, and yet a very large proportion of all respective roads, and have also built locomo- 
those in use—perhaps it would not be amiss to| tives of unsurpassed strength and beauty of 
say nine-tenths—are manufactured out of the workmanship. 

State. The Type Foundry, owned and conducted by 
Of the Milwaukee Threshing Machine Works | Eowarp MILL kr, is an establishment of much 

were are able to speak from personal observa-| interest, and the character of the work done 
tion. They are located on the corner of Reed therein, so far as we are able to judge, entitles 
and Virginia sweets, and Messrs. Kirby, Lang-| the enterprising proprietor to the confidence 
worthy & Co., the proprietors, are preparing to | and patronage of the public. 
push the business of manufacturing Pitts’ Im- Safe and Lock Factory.—The principal fac- 
Proved Patent Separator, several of the best tory of this kind is conducted by Messrs. 
horse-powers, straw stackers, &c., with come] SHoxmacner & Jounson, at No. 245, East 
mendable energy. Already they employ sixty | Water street, the firm who have repeatedly 
men in the various departments of their’ busi-| carried off the prizes at our own and other 
ness, and the ring of hammers, the music of| State Fairs. When in full foree they employ a 
Saws and planing machines, and especially the | largenumber of hands. Practical and ingenious 
excellency of the work done, made us feel proud | mechanics themselves, they have invented some 
of their enterprise, and hopeful for the future | of the best locks that have ever been produced 
of our manufacturing interests. Next year it | in this country, and their work of all kinds is | 
is the purpose of these gentlemen to turn out | such as cannot fail to secure to them a very 
three hundred of their admirable separators | liberal patronage at home and abroad. 
and horse-powers. Tanneries to the number of eight are in active 
The Planing Mills, of which there are six, are | operation, and the leather manufactured is said 

doing a brisk business and consume vast quan-| to compare favorably with that brought from 
tities of lumber. We are not in possession of| the Eastern’ markets, Last year there were 
any statistics, however, illustrative of the| consumed in these tanneries 50,000 hides; i 
Precise amount of their business. from which it will appear that the amount of
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business done in this single branch of manu-| of the work the latest and most approved ma- 
facturing equals several hundred thousand dol- chinery is employed. 
lars annually. And the consumption is yearly| The quantity of leather consumed in a single increasing. But the receipt of hides by the | week is immense, amounting to an average of 
different sources amounts to some 75,000 per | niaeteen hundred pounds of sole leather, twen- annum, thus showing that the tanneries now ty-three dozen cow-hides, fifteen dozen calf- 
established consume but two-thirds received at skins, and large numbers of kip, sheep, and the Milwaukee market. There is room, there- | morocco skins. Iron and zinc nails, pegs and 
fore, to extend this. branch of business also. thread are consumed by the bushel. 

Of the manufacture of soap, candles, &c.,| The average amount paid every Saturday 
&c., we have no reliable data for a statement. night to the hands employed is about $800. 
We are informed, however, by gentlemen who| The work bears the most rigid inspection 
have visited several of these establishments, | and the vast stock, in boots and shoes of all 
that a very large business of this kind is car- descriptions, turned out by this establishment, ried on in the city. is fast gaining for the proprietors an enviable 

Boots and Shoes.—A personal inspection of popularity throughout the north-west. 
this branch of business has convinced us that| The Manufacture of Paper is extensively car- its magnitude, as carried on by Milwaukee is| ried on at two mills by Messrs. Noonan & 
by no means fully appreciated by even her own| McNas. The amount of rags annually con- 
citizens. People in the West have so long been | sumed is estimated at 1,250,000 Ibs. 
aceustomed to suppose that everything in| The Humboldt Paper Mill is advantageously 
that line comes regularly from Massachusetts | located at Humboldt on the Milwaukee river, 
or Connecticut, that they too often overlook | some three and a half miles above the city. 
and fail to encourage enterprising manufacto- | Its practical operations are managed by com- 
ries in their midst. petent men, and the paper compares favorably 

In passing down East Water street we had | with any manufactured in the West. 
often noticed the store of Messrs. Brapiey &| The amount of rags purchased by this mill 
Mercatr, No. 191, but had no idea that they | last year was 750 tuns—amount of sales of 
were extensive manufacturers as well as tra- paper for the year ending June Ist, 1861, equal ders. Happening to enquire, however, whether | to $103,500 00. 
they made any portion of the large stock offered} About 40 hands, male and female, are régu- 
by them for sale, we were surprised to find|larly employed, and the paper manufactured 
ourself ushered into spacious and numerous | is principally confined to the different qualities 
apartments where the work of cutting, pasting, | of printing and wrapping papers. 
crimping, stitching, soling, dressing and fin-| The Match-making business, which we had 
ishing off was done on a scale that we had supposed to be quite exclusively confined to 
scarcely before witnessed even in the eastern | the eastern cities, has also a place in the stir- 

cities. ring ‘City of Bricks,” as any one must admit 
Just at the period of our visit the enterpris- | who may spend an hour at the manufactory of 

ing and energetic proprietors were engaged in | Dantex Daccerr & Co., in the north-western 
fulfilling a heavy contract with the State for part of the city. This establishment covers a 
the supply of two or three Wisconsin Regi- | large area of ground, employs 50 hands, con- 
ments of Volunteers with shoes, and the work | sumes 200,000 feet of the best pine lumber, per | 
was being crowded forward with a despatch | annum, and turns out 230 caddies, and 100 gross 
almost incredible. Ten large rooms, each | of gross matches per diem. Machinery of the 
twenty by one hundred feet are regularly oc- | most approved pattern is used, and the matches 
cupied by their working force, which amounts | made are gaining a wide popularity, being 
to three hundred hands, and, in all departments shipped not only to all parts of the north-west,
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but also to the Eastern States and Canadas. polite proprietor, Mr. F. F. Apams, informed 
The sales for 1860 amounted to $45,000. _ us that thirty hundred weight of raw Ken- 

Other branches of manufucture of an eco- | ‘U°kY tobacco Sane et mac a ap poo ong 
nomical and wealth-producing character are yee salable condition. : 
likewise carried on in Milwaukee; but the| But we must close this hurried sketch of 

|| limits of this article will not admit of their | Milwaukee as a manufacturing city. If it do 
eaniien not surprise many of our readers, who have 

Nor is the manufacturing business of the sh aad Salad oe ne ee 
city confined to branches of this sort. The vant 5 oo Posi  : as ar 
devil will have his due, and accordingly, with : ‘ is z = ae has chanical enterprise, and trust that the return his usual enterprise, has set up and is vigor- 2 as ES 3 > = . .__ | of better times, financially, will give her an ously carrying on immense breweries and dis- impulse in this direction that shall place her, tilleries, wherein the good gifts of God are | ‘>’ ‘ Re prs : : . z in the front rank, among the industrial cities converted into damning poison, suited to the 

| bid cravings of suicidal men. These es-|°* ‘"° North-west. ae s [10 BE CONCLUDED IN NEXT NUMBER.] tablishments loom up to the wondering eye of 
eee the stranger like splendid palaces, or nobly- 

endowed charitable institutions, or the magni- EDUCATION AL. 
|| ficent workshops of industry, in almost all parts | > Pape a aS Te ete 

of the city, and give one a most monstrous County Superintendents of Schools. 
notion of the immeasurable capacity of the| ‘The attention of all friends of public educa- stomachs of beer, ale and whiskey drinkers tion is called to the new law. The old sys- 

] in this western country. tem of town superintendents has always been 
The capital invested in the twenty breweries | open to very serious objections on the ground of alone is estimated at over a million dollars, of | too frequent unfitness on the part of incumbents || Which three firms own $300,000. The quan-|to thoroughly examine and correctly judge of 

tity of barley consumed per annum amounts to | the qualifications of applicants forthe important 
150,000 bushels; of hops, 75,000 pounds. The | Post of teacher, and it is believed that the new 

{| quantity of beer and ale has equalled 49,800 system of having connty superintendents—whose 
barrels in a single year, which, at the whole- | 4uty it shall be to supervise the educational in- || sale price of five to seven dollars per barrel, terests of the several counties, and who shall be 

{| Amounts to over a quarter of a million dollars, | PA! #reasonable compensation for such services _ es " ._ | Will be a very great improvement. ~ amount of whiskey distilled in 1860 is We are sorry, however, that these connty 
ese at 12,000 barrels, and, fhe recent suprrintendents are not made appointive by the 

rection of another very large distillery ren-| statg Superintendent, as their election by the ders a large increase certain for the present people, at the time of electing other county 
}| Year. In 1859, 30,000 barrels were distilled officers, will almost surely drag this purely 

and rectified. educational office into the meserable cesspool 
Cut Tobacco, too, has its manufactory, where cf party politics. 

thirty hands are constantly employed in putting} Jt is the duty of the people to see that this 
|| ‘Be confounded, filthy weed into the most calamity be avoided, as far as possible. There palatable and smokable form for the unnatural is nothing so important to every community as 

and most depraved appetites of that class of|that the children be furnished with the best 
Poor creatures whose brains and hands, un-| means of education, and every parent should 
moved by any or all the natural inducements | consider himself, in all matters thereto pertain- 
to manly effort, in not perform their duty | ing, under the most sacred obligations to his 
Without at least this baneful stimulant. The offspring, his country and his God.
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Tribute to Teachers. The children of the poor have to labor or starve, se and as far as that goes they are educated to be | The conquerer moves on ina march. Hel practical. The edecation that scat at labor, stalks onward with the “pride, oy and cir-| and encourages idleness, is the worst enemy for cumstance of war’’—banners fiying, shouts | girl, man or woman. Instead of ennobling. it rending the air, guns thundering. and martial degrades; it opens up the road to ruin. The music pealing to drown the shrieks of the| ednoation which directs ua todo what we are wounded and the lamentations for the slain. fitted to do—that respects labor—that inculcates N ot thus the schoolmaster in his peaceful vo- industry, honesty, and fair dealings, and that | cation. He meditates and prepares in secret) strips us of selfishness, is the education we do the plans which are to bless mankind; he need, and that whieh must become the prevail- ary gathers around pa iboee me a e fi nly { 428 System of the country before we can become er their execution ; he quietly thou; rm! i eee advances in his humble path. laboring steadily, pe either happy or prosperous.—New York but calmly, till he has opened to the light all —_—_+_____ | the recesses of ignorance. and torn up by the “You are a Stupid Blockhead!”’ | Toots the weeds of vice. It is a progress not to ‘aakial # ‘ 2 be compared with anything like a march ; but Are you sure of that? Is it not just possible it leads to far more brilliant triumph, and tolau-| that the boy’s teacher is a stupid one? Are rels more imperishable than the destroyer of| you quite certain that your questions, or your | his species, the scourge of the world, ever won. | explanations, are expressed in seeaigable lan- | Such men—men deserving the glorious title| guage? Don’t you talk so rapidly that none of teachers of mankind—I have found laboring | but the brightest scholars can follow you! conscientiously, though perhaps obscurely, in| Does not your severity of manner frighten the their blessed vocation wherever I havegone. I poor fellow that he cannot tell what he knows have found them, and shared their fellowship, perfectly? Are you not, in your anxiety to | among the daring, the ambitious, the ardent, | make him recite promptly and brilliantly, em- | the indomitably active French ; I have seen| harrass him so that he cannot recite at all! them among the persevering, resolute, industri-| Haye you ever done anything to give that boy ous Swiss ; I have found them among the labo-) self-eonfidence? Have you ever heartily en- rious, the warm-hearted, the enthusiastic Ger- couraged him, sympathized with him, made | moet iL tave, found them among the high-| ir feel that you are his friend? Have you minded but enslaved Italians ; and in our coun ever earnestly tried to find the avenue to his Beg ee tanked, their numbers everywhere | Prer; end tio hera Say to yourself thought. | abound, and are every day increasing. Their fully, “After all, am I not the stupid one?” calling is high and holy; their fame is the But ? " a id Sons.< i 7 grant that the boy is naturally a “stupii ne eee oetia rule Cate blockhead.” Is it his fault? Had he the r in proportion 0) : : % ae not far off in thelr own times. Ruch one of trees Bees heme lepine, And do it not pe teachers of the world, possessing his soul had a vithe ee, saat ‘adiy nindi him peace, performs his appointed course—awaits Ps - out sles mete ara = ae sat in patience the fulfillment of the promises— | of the disagreeable fact | hi it your si af the resting from his labors, bequeaths his memory |™ake him any the brighter, or yoursel to the generation whom his works have blessed more amiable ? ¥ : —and sleeps under the humble, but not inglori-} Will you not do away, then, with all bitter 

ous epitaph, commemorating ‘‘one in whom| words, assured they do no good, but much mankind lost a friend, and no man got rid of an | harm. ——Massachusetis Teacher. enemy ”—Lord Brougham 7 canes seen 183 Scuoot Apranatvs.—A great share of school The Education Most Needed. | houses are wofully deficient in apparatus. If 
— © man were sent upon a farm, or into a shop, The idea too commonly prevails that a mere to work, with as little of the needful helps to knowledge of books is the beginning and end of| his business, as teachers find, not much would education. The sons and daughters, especially | be accomplished. Many school-houses have of the rich, grow up with little idea of the re- not even a black-board, or one so small as to Sponsibilities that await them. Their natures be of little use. Districts will do well to get # revolt at the mention of ‘‘labor,”” not dreaming catalogue of the apparatus advertised by Mr. that their parents before them obtained the Sherwood, on the cover of this number. The wealth they are so proud of by industry and| ink-wells save a world of annoyance, as well sconomy. How many young men, college bred | 4¢ ugly stains; and the Primary School Tab- though they be, are prepared to ee the | lets should be in every school where there are gsiate which their fathers possess, and which it | 1ittie children, which ie the eave especially in may have required a ae valve 7 How | all the summer schools in the country districts. many young women. ave acquired i all arate and ianagenioa jatiebneta: — Wis. Journal of Education. know how todo what their mothers have done BQ The training of a child, so far as obe- before them, and which the daughters may be dience is eee ought to be over by the compelled to do at some period of their lives? | time it is five years old.—Miss Sewell.
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THE HOME. Parlor Dungeons. 
Bi il ie "|. It is not every farmer in our new State whois 

fois ee i yet provided with the luxury of » parlor. Sorry 
poe for that, good neighbor, and especially for you, 

Go gaze within that stilly room, hard-working, amiable and patient farmer's SY oar Bonde sj wife ; obliged, as you are, S receive your com- 
vit deal knee ee: pany into the only room in the house, and to 
i aon = oat, ER entertain them in the midst of rattling dishes 

For her I hear hit pray. and pots and kettles. Be hopeful, however. 
There’s a bettertime coming. The farmand all 

pbtereth ac ond dig" its necessary improvements will be paid for one 
4 Oh, let my prayer ere! ia, of these days, and then your husband—if he is 
ae a civilized man and loves his family, and has 
See ie ely ee hand— any just pride in the good appearance of his 

EEK Sg By neighborhood—will put up a neat little cottage, 
‘A yuaraqone;andithet geste, wits; ® with at least a kitchen, dining-room, spacious 

Betore the altar stood, and well-ventilated sleeping apartments, and a And vowed obedience, honor, love, 
‘To him who Jong had wooed. pleasant, cozy parlor for your comfort, and the 

o Did becksa nian away; eet a more agreeable entertainment of guests. 
And strong in heart, she bade adieu— 

For him she yet could pray. But then there are thousands of farmers, even 
‘That husband in his country’s cause in “‘woodsey Wisconsin,”’ who have parlors al- 
ag ek him te Peng van — ready. Wesaid parlors; perhaps it would have 3 
soe eee eee 1 been truer to the facts if we had said dungeons 

A sbleld Is beld--the akleld 9f prayer— We have been invited into a few of these parlor 
‘Thy wife still lives and prays. dungeons and know whereof we affirm. With 

—————— > windows still nailed down since the driving 
The Reaper and the Flowers. -| storms of winter, and heavily blinded by deep 

green or blue paper curtains (both the abomin- BY HENRY W. LONGPELLOW. 
— ation of all people of good taste), they were as 

and, swith hie sickle keen.” eae dark as a caye when we entered and cauticusly 
aN tie Gee eee J felt our way a the offered chair. But me was 

“Shall I have nought that is fair?” eaith’he; by ne menus iy werey Rentareyyigeey oeeuet sae nought pas she paarten aot = up for weeks, and perhaps months—at all events ° ; 
Twit Rete al magne “weer | since the last visit of the parson, or meeting of 

He pasod At the flowers with tearful eyes, > the sewing circle, the air was as musty and 
ip ee eed their drooping leaves; strong as the hold of a slave ship, and almost 

He bound them in his sheaves. stopped the action of the lungs. The furniture 
“My Lord has need of these flowrets gay,” was in good keeping with the characteristics 
a tokens of ihe earth ae the, . evidenced by the pent up condition of the room 

SAU tee teen —stiff as possible in style, and arranged about | “They shall all bloom in fields of light, i i fil Tren lanted by my an, ere the rom as if = several articles were a file | 
And saints upon their garments white, of soldiers drawn in battle array. The books— 

a ees J if there were any at all—were a few ‘holiday 

Ths mother gare, in tears and pain, gifts,”’ or ‘‘offerings,” and some senseless tri- 
She knew she should find them all again fling serial; and the only work of art or nature In the fields of light above, 8 i 
Opiash taigueeney, wok thipvain, daitee detail of Gites aaa ee 
op The Reaper came that day; bia tiating boquet of stiff, gaudy paper muslin 
‘And took fe Lovee aways % flowers. All such parlors are a reproach to the
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semi-civilization of their owners and should be | Beecher on Children. 

inaieted oad eae ______ | The following beautiful sentiment, in regard 
Farmers ! work is not the only virtue in life; to the future condition of children, is from the 

gold is not the only end. If it brings you hard, pen of Henry Ward Beecher : 

drudging labor, receive and despatch it like a Whiéa'Goaleives saw babe. Teenys0!T thask 

hero, and then strive to fill up its few leisure | Goq for thin tates lit in my fan 2 And 

hours with earnest endeavors to make your wees after Bi has aegis in my Housel 
a * + for two or three years, it pleases to tak 

homes beautiful and your family wiser and it away, I can ne: the ar bitter or sweet; 1 

happier. Have no dungeon in your house—no/ can say, ‘‘My light has gone out; my heart is 

room to be opened once a year, or as often as| Sacked ; my hopes are desolated ; my child is 
: i lost—my child is lost !’—or I can say in the 

you may havea pastoral visit or a funeral. Let spirit of Job, ‘The Lord gave, and the Lord 

|| the place of your abode—the nursery home of | hath taken away ; Titesed be the name of the 

your ¢hildren—be such that when they have Lord.” It has pleased God to take five chil. 
/ ¥ | dren from me, but I never lost one. and never 

gone out to share in the labors and trials of life| shall. When I have a child Christ covets, 

|| —perltaps to endure the hardships and miseries wine Giving covet a he says to me, in 

bie, words of tenderness, ‘ you not give me 

of a wounded soldier in an enemy’s land, the | the child, and let me take care of it, instead of 

thought of the quiet, cheerful homestead- shall | yourself bp my fiesh may remonstrate, but my 

come to him across the wide desolation like a| heart says, ‘‘Lord. take it and adopt it” 1) 
‘ | have lived long enongh since the taking away | 

ministering angel of hope and love. | of my children, toyfind that it is better as it is, | 
Sas | than'that they should have remained with me. | 

S I have seen a great many | 

Be B cares and troubles fora 

A Ss, a = Beers . erson of my years, but 

Prins 4 F beepeedetee tis Prt Pheer oaesn that God 
| L . 

| RON SE EE Bo aya ee has put no trial upon me 

fs eee... ise; Which has not been good 

( be eee bo: Yael 9 5 bis. for me to endure. 4 
(i iva ae eee Se Sa WETS! add Aue : As believers in Chris- 

if Ta es Pe) tian 

RU rrr Ns? ee shes 
% : oa de 4 Bog ii ee MMs; heaven as our eternal 

a 1 Le SF eeenaT al oa eee eae Reus. home, it is our privi- 

a a) ‘| a | fi a | He BPX lege to feel that, when 
- | | te | i wi THitewey. % our children are taken 

Gers, 2k s zo Pp tee eee from us, they are not lost 
one ee to us, but only pass on 

See ot — before us to the spirit 

a seal > world, to become angelic 

- ae around the a 

A Home for Comfort. ing throne of God and the Lamb. Jesus de- 

re an er clared that of such is the kingdom of heaven. 

Having published cuts of several handsome They have gone from us, to live with = 

and rather expensive dwellings of the Gothic compet eran) aan rene ca eabt 

style, we herewith present to our readers 4 | not that they will be among the first to welcome 

plain but neat little cottage designed for a far- | ¥8 among the shining courts on high.” 

mer of moderate means. Costing but a few - 

hundred dollars, it nevertheless has an air of 2@F~ What a glorious world this would be. it 
te z — all its inhabitants could say, with Shukspeare’s 

comfort, that a sensible prince might envy. Shepherd : “Sir, I am atrue laborer; I earn 

keen ai ae what I wear ; owe no man hate ; envy no man’s 
i : ; : 

Rouixe ur Banpaces.—This may be done mares i glad of other men’s good ; content 

in the most expeditious manner by simply at- ee 

taching a piece of strong wire to the ving Sr ee rT er 

shaft of a sewing machine, and rotating the) — Men’s lives should be like the day, more 

shaft so as to wind the bandage upon the wire. | beautiful in the evening; or like the summer. 

Ladies, take notice. We have seen excellent | aglow with promise, and the autumn, rich with 

specimens of rolled bandages done in this way. | the golden sheaves, where sa works and 

—Seientific American. deeds have ripened on the field.
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HEALTH AND DISEASE. WIT AND WISDOM. 

Bo Carefal in the Use of Cold Water. — God often works by earthquakes, and though 
—— comm is their plowing, sometimes less will not 

We don’t mean that you should be careful in | suffice for the agriculture af God. Upon asingle 

any anti-temperance sense. Too many are night of earthquukes he may build a thousand 

aretuil “think. wai ay; judging from the years of pleasant habitations for man. 

: Aad —Tears that will not fall in Vain—Any of 
infrequency of their use of it without the ad-| the Northern Volunteers. 

dition of some fiery element. By cold water we| |— To what decision must the South soon come? 

mean very cold, and are, therefore, in earnest To Dred Scott. 

when we say, be prudent in your use of cola) Tse Best Camparcn Paren.—Cartridge pa- 

water during the hot summer months. a Se strane rs —_ 

oe ern oat u ere. 

The matter of frequent drinking is very | yp} shouted the drill eereeeet to a squad of ; 

much a habit, and we may easily, and with aoe eeksne eaiwess % : 

Ae. low the deuce can we dew it, on eleven 

advantage to our bodily health, accustom our-| acjiarg a month ?? rejoined an impertinent lag- 

selves to we Bane of water very occasionally | gard. 

and with ation as to quantity. Ice water, — ueteoroaie Aphorism.—When the clouds 

ne os . | are Rent, and coming down with the Dust, look 
as os used im great’ ee eine — the sys oak hc sea Changer , 

fen ENS adit eo seat most per-|  __Taughs Best who Laughs Last.—The South- 
nicious in its effects, resulting very often in} ern journals say, ‘President Lincoln’s threats 

fevers, dysenteries and rheumatic diseases, and | are received with a laugh of Derision ” Good! 

¥ = but when our turn comes to laugh, we will treat 
not unfrequently in sudden death. No sane| the Rebels to a Minnie-ha! ha!— Vanity Fair. 

man would think of pouring a tierce of cold! _ you my muke you affections too cheap, or 

water into a steam boiler heated to redness, “5 eat 2 oe with Na - ees 
- : riends. too cheap none of them will value 

and yet such an experiment is searcely more | them—if too dear, all will despair of securing 

dangerous to the boiler than the sudden pour- | them. Sea be so many moral aa to 

a 5 be accorded to justice, not to favor, and never 

ing into the heated stomach * pe ah of to be withheld when due, nor bestowed when 

cold ice water. It is almost impossible that it | undeserved.—Simms. 

should not reverse or at least disturb the} —Some Yankee, famous for guessing, wants 

electric currents, and produce a serious de- Bien if *C. 8. A”? means, “Cant Stand 

= ey Ths io eer tainly: nah better to} __Men will wrangle for religion; write for 

deny yourself the luxury of an ice-cold draught | j¢ gght for it ; die for it; anything but—live 

than to run a serious risk of damaging your | for it. Ns 

health for life. —The man who lives for himself alone, lives 

Pouring the water first upon the wrists and for a mean, unworthy fellow. 

a ms : —The horse ‘‘ warranted to stand without 

then supping slowly and cautiously is safe, to| pitching,” was soon offered for sale by his pur- 

say the least. But even this precaution is | chaser with the further goaranty thathe “would 

hardly sufficient for men whose blood has | not move without whipping.” 

been heated in the harvest field. An adulter- —S—_— 

ation with sugar and-winegar makes a pleas- a 

ant drink, alana that may be moderately used DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 

with safety. a 

————_>—— Rules for Cheese-Makers. 

How ro Get a Goon Frame Cuear.—Live cake. sus 

temperately, be abstemious, cultivate early _A correspondent ofthe Country Gen! - 

nents vive ‘with the lark instend of going P nah coe behav which may be useful 

after one. take plenty of exercixe, don't sree . 

arid of lots of ee make - practice of he wide how much cheese you ought to 

always being ebecral yet and you will gota Multiply tho mumber of pounds of milk. by | 
good frame cheap, ant it shall be « frame. more- eleven. Them point off two right hand figures 

over worth more than its weight in gold, such | for decimals, and the product is pounds.and de- 

as shall inclose the very picture of health. cimals of a pound of cheese fresh from the press.
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Example.—Given 495 pounds of milk, how Drying the Common Red Currant. * 
many pounds of cheese ought it to yield? Sa 
495x11=54.45 pounds, or fifty-four pounds| We copy the following method from the last 
a Coe eee eer ca number of the Horticulturist. Hartly of our rea. 

found that this rule applies to F phate us soe a 
the milk in summer. In October the Til is ders will find it just in time to give it » fair 
said to contain a little more cheese in it. The | trial. The editor of the Hort. having examined 
rule is founded in experience. the currant prepared in this way, highly com. 

Of course this green cheese will lose a great | on as it : 
deal in curing, since both the butter and casein . ~ 
constitute but about 8 per cent. of the milk. The currants should be ie ripe when gath- 
= For’ ascertaining the quantity of salt for =, oa the peu aves ed, 34 aaeeet or 

cheese. ‘ectually ant in a en stem 

Multiply the number of pounds of milk by | them and wash them thoroughly, and to each 
three. Then point off three places for deci-| Pound of currants add a quarter of a pam of 
mals. Your answer is in pounds and decimals met? Se ean: med coun aes oe 
of pounds. ie toa 
does sow much salt for the curd of | ##/d heat, when they are turned out into white 

ke? ee earthen dishes, and exposed to the action of the 495 pounds of milk? 495x38—1.385, or one ‘ll lune 
pound and three hundred and eighty-five thou- | 8” until, by ee ley become harden. 
sandths. This may be reduced to ounces by edon me spe side. rey eae turned 
multiplying by 16 and pointing off three deci- a ae aie siner amare ten 

mals—l1 pound 6 ounces, 1-16th. : come a sort of leathery texture, when they are 
po ae put away in earthen jars or boxes until wanted 

Butter Making and Packing. ~. ue a must a he to keep Kay from 
— the dews of night and rains during the process 

The farmer should ascertain the character of | of drying ; jos the utmost sleshtiases Ghocid 
his cows’ milk seperately, fattening for beef | be observed from first to last. 
— whose milk does not yield good yellow een oon ee a a is required to 
utter. 4 solve them or render them to any consisten- 
Then his firkins should be made of sweet cy suitable for tarts, jelly, &¢ At the same 

wood, ash, maple, oak or spruce, and thorough- | time, more sugar is required to make them quite 
ly saturated with strong pickle; work out all | palatable, which must of course be governed by 
the buttermilk with a wooden ladle, then take | taste. Currants in this way have kept well 
for seasoning one pound of good salt, one-half | with us for three years, and the presumption is, 
pound pure white sugar, and two ounces salt-|that they will keep for a longer time if. well 

petre; mix thoroughly together, and use one | cared for. Mrs, Geo. H. Hire. | 
o—_ of a preparation for every pound of ee a ee | 
utter. e above quantity is sufficient for 26 : ‘1 ase 

powulls of butter, “Whe tatler should’ be pot sere aS ee Rae nA. oro 
into the firkin solid, beating it down smooth | the following receipe: ‘We had some 40 tbs. 
with a wood pestle, cover with a linen cloth, | rancid lard, which was valueless as it was. 

saturating the cloth with sweet hot tallow or Knowing that the antiseptic quality of the 
beeswax, taking care to wring out all thetallow | chloride of soda, I procured three ounces, 
or beeswax, you can after dipping the cloth. | which was poured into a pailful of soft water, 
This cover will exelude the air. No salt! and when hot the lard added. After boiling it 
should be put between the layers; simply | thorou hly together for an hour or two, it eS 
stamp down each layer smooth with the pestle. set ‘aeti to cool. The lard was taken off when 
ongeere: with the cloth until the next layer is| nearly cold, and was subquently boiled up. 

Butter packed in this manner will neither = paeaptelgetnsec —— m5 menos cua 
grow soft in warm weather nor crumble in F 
cold weather, and is better one year old than ow aah ue . 
when first made. It will sell for from five to] To Wasn Corrow Stodkincs.—Lay them in 
six cents per pound more than common butter. | Cold water at night; next day boil them ins 
—N. Winslow, in Maine Farmer. copper kettle with some water and soda soap; 

a SORE an o— ea nena and they will Sak 
a ite e! without rubbing; rinse t 

ee wall in cold water, ane Dleadhe" tein ; when cutlet and beat it with the flat side of the clea- 
‘; ; in. | Dearly ‘dry, draw them smooth, folding them ver or rolling-pin. Beat it for about five min- straight th Place th ars 

utes, then, having thrown a quantity of butter, | eee aed, ie me gna 
eggs and flour into a frying-pan, when’ the eavy weight, or iron them, 
mixture is hissing hot, put your cutlet in, and SST ee 
there let it stew. The mixture will penctrate| Guass Cament,— Dissolve isinglass in tin 
to the core, and is imbibed in every part. until it “ropes.”
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YOUTH’S CORNER. “The apple, big, and red, and round, 
i As a Is sure enough for all; = — “T would last @ little Ant like me 

Famous Battle of Bumble Bug and Bumble Bee. There Bumble Hee could stp the futce, 
a While BoEEy nibbed the skin, 

BY MRS. HOYT. . And I with hundred other Ants, 
ames Could tit-bit out and in. 

Bumble Bug and Bumble Bee 
Aged to fght a battle, “oT is yours, ’t is mine, behold how fair, 

For Bumble Bug said Bumble Bee With wealth for each untold, 
Had He on his apple. This rounded sphere of Juley pulp, 

So Bumble Bug to Bumble Bee This rind of red and gold 
Cried out ate Sir, right down, How pleasant, too, as we have read, i 
or wif take you ou my horns ratow good # thing *t would be, 

And toss you out of town. RS reer areas, ee ren, 

But Bumble Bee told Bumble Bug 
a a his to eat, it Bumble Bee 

awa) el 

With all oars 7 While thus the quiet little a 
Then Bumble Bug began to swell Their wicked conduct blamed ; 
And Bumble Bee to buzz, And tears stood in that flashing eye, 
And soon they had thelr little heads Down drooped that vaunting wing, 
All in a little fuzz. As onc pieiaal cach te paver mare 

Do such a naughty thing. 
And Bumble Bug began to climb 
The apple found and red, But not the tear in Buggy’s eye, 

And t a-bugging jor Bumble’s 
"To Bumble Bee he suid’ Can take from out thelr little Rearts 

“I'll show you, Sir, old Bumble Bee Remembered scratch and sting; 
Whose apple’ you are eating; And ever when they meet again, 

Pil push you off upon the ground, On pretty fruit or flower, 
And give you, Sir, a beating.” They think, with sad repenting hearts, 

Upon the Battle hour. 
Then ee ted a Bee Tan, 4 5 

Began le, ight E 
Whereon oth tumbled headlong down gine 3 

imap Bak ie mig toe eeabtles up The Cap of Liberty. 
"And opens wide his eyes, —— 

And Bumble Bee shakes out his wings You have often wondered at the meaning of 
And at Sir Buggy flies. - 

Cap of Liberty, seen in pictures and some kinds 
| The Bumble Bug tried hard to scratch, é a 

The Bumble Bee to sting; of coin. The explanation is this: After the 

she Bu tore off Bee's wing.” death of Cesar, the conspiritors, who had se- 
EEEECeUG rites So cured his death, marched out with a cap, as 

Sir Bug laid down upon his back, i eee ete mo the ensign of Liberty, ae a rer ona 

“Come Bumble Bug,” said Bumblo Bee, spear—the cap without the head indicating that 

“Let's talk this matter over, the tyrant had lost his power. From that fact 

SOhder tiv shaly pe and for this reason it has ever since been an 
“fT was all your fault!” cried Bumble Bug, * 

“oT was yours!” said Bumble Bee, emblem of Liberty. 
“T found the apple first,” sald Bug, SO era ere 
“Under the apple tree.” bep~ Worps seem like little things, yet they 

“Ah ha! ah ha!” cried Bumble Bee, are full of power—falling, if fitly spoken like 
rm aeeuad ik Maureen taetronb sunshine and dew upon the garden of the heart 
Your dinners oft have dug.” * S : 

“Bat i 1 found She apple 6 —but when unkindly, like frost and hail, and 
tree; empest. 

1 Fr my ee clean and sweet; the flerce't r 
ama Bumble Bee.” SSaaaaE eine tiamacceniel; 

Bug eal he'd get up ve 3@> Curtpzex, this month important matter 

os ae arent and the exciting fable poem of Mrs. Hort, who 

‘All ready for the fight. has given you 80 many good lessons in pleasing 

et seeis ce verse, have left no room for an interesting pic- 
ois ences mines ee — —_ — and 7 puzzles = had 

ought to givé you. But never mind ; learn 
Just then a Ant ce out, 

“SHrom of bere, a well the lesson of the poem, and the story, &c., || 

By hte wit pit You fil!” shall come in next number. 
To — 8 Bumble and Bug, eae ge 

Go scratch and in ‘at eye and wing, Bae Be a friend to yourself and others will 
‘Till each has spolled the othars! be friends also. '
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SCIENCE, ART, STATISTICS. Sh tinted igtas ae. 

———— eee | ie Gilpin, in a recent book on the Central 

The Value of Scientific Men. oe rons, advances = meiaten the idea 
. atthe great Western plains, where he has 

Men are estimated in more ways than one. spent twenty years, instead of being @ dexert, ag 

The wealthiest man is not worth the most.|is the common impression, are the opposite, 

Many a poor neglected man of science is of far | forming the pests) garden of the world and 
the basis of the future empire of commerce and 

more value tothe world than an Astor, or 4/ industry of this continent. They occupy a lon- 

Gipapp. siting Perales ears than 1,000 miles 
*. ;. | wide, extending from the Texan to the Arctic 

wdc see vauine: that “knowledge is coast, and from the Rocky Mountains to the | 

power. We may bring it down to the every-day | western border of Louisiana, Arkansas, Mis. | 

affairs of life and assert with quite as good a | S0uri, and Iowa, an equal area to the surface of | 
has Ratt BY the twenty-four States between the Mississippi | 

grace tha: “ knowledge is money.” Ignorance; | and the Atlantic, without a single aor moun- | 

its negative, is certainly the most fruitful source | tain. timbered epect, desert. - lake. There is 

set * no timber on this area, and single trees are 

af loss.” TES pomey?, men ia gain. Tgnorance scarce. The soil is not ‘silicious or sandy, but 
is the parent of superstition, and of doubts and | a fine caleareous mold. The country is thickly 

fears Knowledge brings us out to the broad | clad with grasses, edible and nutritious. through 
light of di anaes 1k } th the year, and swarms with animal life. The 

ight of day, and makes us walk securely, noth-| ojimute is comparatively rainless ; the rivers. | 
ing doubting, as becomes men. which abound, and which all run from west to | 

: east, serving, like the Nile, to irrigate rather | 

ale eee ee a man janet ee than drain the neighboring surface. From their | 

vegetation started this spring, a gentleman | dimensions and position, the author thinks they | 

living in Bureau Co., Ill., discovered immense | are to ote the pein res won ea that 

rag 4 upon them pastoral agriculture will become a 
numbers of a certain kind of beetles on his ap- separate Se of national industry. On 

ple trees ; he became alarmed and took some of | this belt of perennial pasture are found the in- | 

them toa prominent nurseryman, Mr. Eowarps, finite herds of cattle peculiar to North America, | 

‘ wre ”| whose aggregate number, itis estimated, exceed | 

of Lamoille. Mr. Epwanps not being able to| one hundred million, the buffulo alone being as | 

identify the insect, forwarded them at once to | numerous as the sswerigen prcele: The Blaine | 
-. {embrace an ample proportion of arable land, | 

Mr. B. 2. Waren, 98 sprmrate entomologist of | which may be easily und cheaply watered by | 

Rock Island. Mr. W. immediately recognized | the various systems of irrigation, and the soil | 

the ‘“‘bug”? as the Hippodamia Maculata, being alluvial and calcareous, returns a prodi- | 

- ~ Houlat® ® | cious yield, They abound infuel, and materials | 

natural enemy of the bark louse, so that the} for dwellings. The climate is favorable to | 

farmer was terrified about an army of his best | health, longevity, intellectual and physical de- | 

friends. It was found in great numbers on the velopement. ' 
pital ag pte eT 

apple trees among the bark lice, and we are | 

assured that it is owing to its increase and its Poruas os ee Cums fe ee 

consequent ravages’ upon the bark louse that tans —by the = census, the cities and vil- 

that pest of the orchard is so rapidly disappear. | #802 of Wisconsin rank as follows: 
ing fa some portions of Ilinois. They were | Milwaukee ......-...47,101 Hudson ..++.++++++++ 1,560 

|| most prevalent just at the time that the larva of pastes ageeaaseeste® = pees eoeneae °°” ae 

the bark louse made its appearance upon the | Smfson 20122271... 6619, Barabwo croesscssss Lal 
limbs of the trees, and the farmer inaiaed, of ee ao Berlin .eceeeeeseeees . 

‘resorting to any measures to destroy them, should | Watertown.....+-+--» Menasha,..-.--+---- 1’ 

defend them fom the birds or any other ene- oe ‘oe a a 
my. They were after the enemies of the apple | Beloit, +-..-....2.... 4080 Neenah .eeecsecseeee 1288 
trees—not to harm the trees in the least. a see seceeeee Aor Sparta..ereseeserees a 

0. 7.0. Crosse..+s.eeeyee Dodgeville...-..-+--+ 1) 
a iitctes 8,103. Columbus. ....-.-...- 1,19 

Qemcapoy May, 196%, Siuttipwac ers lsc. Bea Meerdake ocaseccess 1100 

pq The following figures show the aggre- er Dam...+se0+: Preseutt.«..-0e++-0+- 

gate longiin of raitresdl neo tr what, by way | Weasree® --c---- Stas, pemuatiecs so" a 
of distinction, may be called the Railroad | Green Bay.......... 2278 Momroe.....+++-+-++ Got 
States: Ohio, 4,133 ;..Pennsylvania, 3,972; Monroe soso <ah aaa Mazomanie....-.---- me 

Illinois, 3,561; New York, 3,445; ‘Texas, Markets «ono = eee in 

2,669; Indiana, 2,622.. Waupun.....sss-++ 1,658 oan Lire
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WAR MISCELLANY. |8n4 vital parts of the body with brilliant scarlet 

——— | caps and coats. 
<> Scarlet has the advantage, to be sure, of 

es \ being the most exciting of all colors, and there- 

A Ramps fore best calculated to stir the blood and étimu- 
"SA late the bravery of the soldier. Its effectis the ; 

rm, same upon the lower animals; witness the red 
>a cloth used in the Spanish bull fights, and the 

Sa — effect of the same color upon the turkey and 

Esp eae : EVES i other fowls. But then this argument is open'to 
J Ree rt the objection that it equally rouses and mad- 

SS of, a SN S dens the opposing foe. 
Cn SIS A great number of observations made by 

\ 5 scientific and military men, have determined 

that soldiers are hit during battle according to 

[From the Atlantic Monthly.} the color of their dress in the following order: 

Army Hymn. Red, the most fatal ; Austrian gray, the least 

RY OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES. fatal. The proportions are: red, 12; rifle 

ag es green, 7; Deon; 6; Apsicion a gray, 5. 

© Lord of Hosts! Almighty King! The Austrian gray is a beautiful shade. of 

moe oe er iretigth tablet faint blue, and should be universally adopted 

Thy spirit shed sage every heart! by our volunteer troops. 

Wake in our breasts the living fires, ee 

hy hd hath minds our Netion fro! History of the Stars and Stripes. 
To die for her is serving Thee. — 
Be Thou a pillared flame to show BY ALFRED B. STREET. 

Fen chore tie tekieshaaees mak The most interesting incident connected with 
Still guide us in its moving cloud. the pee of bran Lars = unfurling, for 

. the first time, the Stars and Stripes at the sur- 
Sey sued aaa we oes aco, render of Burgoyne. 
We ik the starry flag on high Bunker Hill was fought under a red flag bear- 
That fills with light our stormy sky. ing the motto, ‘* Come. if you tie il on the 

ere 14th of June, 1777, the Continental Congress 
Sane Pe par on Pease oat seliia, resolved “That the flag of the thirteen United 
Till fort and ea shore and sea States be thirteen stripes. alternate red and 
Join our loud anthem, Pratss ro Tuxs! white, and that the Union be thirteen stars, 

Aid heise aanED white on blue field, representing a new eat 
Colors Most Frequently Hit During War. lation”? This was made public on the 3d day 

ey. of September following. Viateus to this our 
It has occurred to us that many of our milita- | national panne ae ie Union oh combing 

i the crosses it. George and St row 
TY companies are making & grea 5 mistakein the (taken from the English banner), with thirteen 
selection of their uniform. Bright colors are stripes alternate pe and white. The banner of 

i: bett: kk for | St. Patrick (Ireland’s emblem) was not eom- 
ay neon ea es hee ") bined with the crosses of St. George and 8t. 

the enemy and are therefore the most unsafe | . \irew in the standard of Great Britain until 
that. can be used. . Any one can convince him- 1, the 95 of, the Balen with rsland 

The stars e new flig represen’ e new | 
a eer yemae = “a ee constellation of States, the idea taken frum the 

cloth at a distance, by the side of one of a sone ella Laney which saniies apne: 
dull or neutral d drawing sight | The blue of the field was taken from the edges 

. cee ng eign | the Covenants banner in Scothind, likewise 
Upon it with a gun. Thefirst appearsclearand | .; -nigcunt of the league and covenant of the 
distinct, the other wavers before the eye with a Yolted Polagics amgiony epereesioncr a Pe 

: niten dentally involving vigilance, perseverance 
dimpese and. indes yee ioe The an were disposed in a circle, 

The Zounves have more grossly disregarded |. mbolizing the perneenity of the Union—the 
this philosophic fact by covering their heads | circle being the sign of eternity. The thirteen
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stripes showed with the stars, the number of the | a very formidable armament indeed. and one 

United Colonies, and denoted the subordination | which will be able probably. to maintain a pret- 

of the States to, and their dependence upon, the | ty efficient blockade of the Southern coast.— Ao, 

Union as well as equality among themselves. eaee: 

The whole was the blending of the various flags rede 

previous to the Union flag, viz : the red flags of aoe 

the army. and the white ones of the floating bat- ’ % THe 

teries—the germ of our navy. The red color God bless our native tana; » 

also. which in the Roman days, was the signal Firm may eens 

of defiance, denoted daring; and the white ‘Through storm and night! - 

rity. When tempeste rave . 

Pavvbat elequence do the Stars and Stripes pated wat ea y et 

breathe when their full significance is known Do thou our mere 

Anew Constellation ; Union ; Peepray ; Jus- By thy great ss 

eens Equality ; Subordination ; Courage ; Pu- Hor her our pri shall ese, 

rity. ‘above iea5 
By the United —_ a of sae 13, “On Him we wait. 

1794. it was enacted ‘that from nd after the 
1st of May, 1795, the firg of the United S.ates ee 

be fifteen stripes, alternate red and white, and May Freedom uever die; 

that the Union be fifteen stars. white in a blue ak ane ie See? 

field.’ This’'wasour National Flag daring the Siar atneey aka ane) 

war of 1912. pas Asa matter of considerable importance 

On the 4th of April, 1818, Congress altered | ¢o military men, and the public generally, we 
the flag. by directing a return to the thirteen | append a statement of the army departments 

stripes. as follows : of the United States, corrected up to this date. 
“Be it enacted. &e., That from and after the | prey are as follows: 

a day mer mea the ae of the United Dapeaad of the Fast,—This department 

tates be th rteen horizontal stripes, alternate v2 Pia ay a 

red and white; that the union te cance stars, alka subsiiyiced into three parts, as fol 

Heer ee ok farther enectd, That on\thbiad-|  DPeownt of Meabwglet ashen. o 
mission of a new State into the Union, one star -Columie: agua ee - enieioes sveundary: 

be ndded to the nnion of the flag ; nnd that such Fort Washington sm ad es ee oa 

addition shall take effect on the 4th day of July | the State of Maryland, including irons ol 

next succeeding such admission.” ae Headquarters at the National 

ree eg ee ol. 
Department of the South.—Eastern Virginia, 

Strength of the United States Navy. North Caroline ‘and Tennessee. Headquarters, 

The strength of the United. States. Navy, | Fort Monroe, Va- i 
though not a. in comparison wih those of ine Lf a nS en 

England, France, and Russia. is by no means a y i the oity of Washi teas 

so contemptible as many imagine. Its present | 7NOPO is to the eh ashington, as far 

composition is as follows : Bladenainsay- Md. Headquarters at Annapo- 
s. 

Se ee tosis lisiv esas hive gcopiaal | DepertaanttasoRanady toate — The tate ef 
7 Suiling frigates....... ceeeeeceeeeseeeeecereres B50 Pennsylvania, the State of Delaware, all of 

Reeser Sin ie ee nee S90) Maryland not embraced in the foregoing de- 

SMEs Upebindl.. cist cieciee | Parements. Headquarters at Philadelphia. 
6“ Me ref sowenhipe”|.. socssccccacesee/ceceees 18} Departmeut. of the West.—The country west 

7 First-class steam-irigates....-.0++se+sseeeeeee-++ 226] of the Mississippi river, and east of the Rocky 

G First-clnss steam-sloupe.-+-0-0+00-701770° 770 gq | Mountains, except those portions of it included 

6 Third-class steamers .gan-b sabe) Scbsticaees toate 30 | within the limits of ‘New Mexico. Headquar- 

4 Third-class side wheel steamers (un-boats)....... 8] ters at St. Lonis, Mo. 
4 Steum-tenders...ccecrscecrecnrecrsencscsceseres 4 Department of Texus.—The Government not 

79 7,804 | having issued any new ber Se this 

is it Department, and the forte having been evact- 
This is the total force of lar ships »nd | YePart x ae 

Pe at the command of the sAdministration | ted, it may be said to remain in ee 

at this is by no means all of our force. Fifty Department of New Mexico.—The Fi 7 | 

vessels have been chartered for the blockade by | of New Mexico. Headquarters at Santa-Fe. | 

the mercantile marine. and furty-one of them| Departement of the Pacific.—The country west 

are ulrendy in commission. There are rome of the Rocky Mountains. Headquarters oe 

twenty revenue cutters new in the naval service. San Francisco. . as } 

| many of them fine vessels. In all. ther: fore, Department of Utah.—The Territory of Utab, 

the government has al ont one hundred and fifty | except the portion of eer of the 117th 

vessels’ afloit, subject to its orders, carrying ‘degree of west longitude. Headquarters at 

; “two thousind one hundred and eighty-four ,uns, | Camp Floyd. : 

‘geen DIR naan tadel le ah sonnet ribs coe eS: te
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ties i ted the 15th da; NEWS SUMMARY... |siptmtio's'tt in the vilagoot Cedarburg, Said gone 
——————————————————— vention ee oe comnetedl of ees ena town may appoin e the above ideration. 

v “Rerat That the above resolution be published in AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, &o.| . erwrstnt fifi uniy ant be Wace fear 
SS er publ at Madison. ‘Wx. T. Bonnewait, Sec’y, 

State Agricultural Socicties. —_———— 

With one or two exceptions, the several State | The Weather and the Crops. 
Agricultural Societies of the Union are prepar- The emeeae ae os past month bas pretty 

ing to hold exhibitions the coming autumn. mete ED ee ios mori.crone. 

This is as it should be. It will not do for farm-| __F'0™ Some Parts of the State, the reports-are 
tea to forget: their duty to, themselves, their encouraging, but after some little travel in dif- 
Gecupation asiditheir tovdaiey. beonass: ys the ferent counties, it is our conviction that the 

pis cf war. chat ii will taquizemccpasioet wheat will yield less than two-thirds as much 
eee rie =e Bee wo are not | 2 st year. Owing, to its backward condition, 

7 good State iy es i 
disposed to question. But the farmers of our . # heavy sath to, aha sihevelein sen 

neighboring States, Ilinois, Iowa and Minneso- anni {may ome. eee ween 
tayiare heartily'at work, with s:firm determixia- and it may turn outa great deal worse. The 

ae ie hal .|fruit crops are more promising. Indeed we 
tion to make the effurts of their respective socie- 1 See ee leod hats 

ties successful, and we certainly shall be slow ROArOny. pEnenne ee ane 7 

to believe that the friends of agriculture in Wis-| Patriotic and Calamitous Fires. 

consin will lag in the rear. The glorious Fourtn or Juty is being patri- 

Let us show, farmers of the noble young) otically celebrated all over the State. The 
Badger State, that our commonwealth is com-| turn-out in Madison has never been equalled. 
petent to fitting out ten thousand men forthe} At Milwaukee, the American House, several 

war, without at the same time allowing the arts large buildings in the same block, the Metho- 

of peace to Iungaish. dist Church, and other buildings opposite, are 
The Illinois Society has arranged for a trial] in games. Origin of fire, some heedless boy’s 

of fire arms, as.a part of the attractions of their) gre-cracker in the American stables. Loss, 

exhibition. We are sorry that any extraneous | $100,000; insurance small in amount. 

and disconnected means should be necessary to coe 

get out the people. and sincerely hope that the MILETARBYIi 

people of Wisconsin do not require the magnet- ——— 

ism of clap-trap to draw them out on oecasion| The Fifth and Sixth Regiments, called into 
of the great industrial exhibition of the year. |Camp Randall, at Madison, are now full.— 
> They comprise some of the best companies | 

en ron, ps aaceeeatia thus far volunteered and all in all are a sturdy, 
e are g! 0 know, are ing them- Q 3 

Silvie Sanit upped ‘dee fit the leadd diedilafilpen well-behaved ae of soldiers. In point of { 

SR eR morals, and in the sterling character and 

ore acagtbedamciomnoss ease 10 eniees efficiency of their commanding officers, they 

the attention of oa of them, as will appear Erisent a. plossing, contras 10,108 teuranetg 
from thé’following communication : rowdy Second. They are undergoing thorough 

Me Hiteas Shae aatindar ‘a Useniee drill and will soon be ready for active service. | 

County Agricultural Society, held. at GC, Horn-|. The Third, now at Fond du Lac, are expect- 
Brrer’s, in the villuge of Ceriurburg on the | ed to leave the State in a few days. 
‘7th inst., Mr Yasizow Kurssow offered the £D hi deal deieid 
Plowing revolution, which was unanimously | Prof Daxrets has been commissioned as a j 
adopted: Colonel and authorized to raise a regiment of | 
Mamnssn, Tt tp itehly destcabin, (ett Shee Sees * ofl cavalry, | He is now closing up his'work in { 
a eels oF its exuivalent, for one grain tod other |'the geological survey, and wili have his squad- | i 

oy ree ‘ ocx dated ron ready for a charge by the commencement ‘jj 

wenn fete of tia outeyt a e Sn*che: of the autumn campaign. i
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NETARY. lishments of the United States; bill providing 

eo resenienar 3 for the better organization of thé military es- 

ee tablishment; a bill to promote the efficiency of 

The Currency Troubles * _ | the army ; a bill for the organization of a vol- 

Have not yet all been settled. Theriot which | unteer militia force to be called the United 

broke out in Milwaukee on the 24th of June States National Guard. 

ded in the destruction ‘of. bank. windo' In the House, Mr. Grow (of Pa.) was elected 

eee oF en ae a ey Speaker on the fint formal pital the vote 

furniture, and some valuable sand papers| sanding: Grow, ‘8; Buar, 11; Onirren- 

belonging to a number of the banks in that|prn, 12; the rest scattering. Whole number 

city, was duly and promptly put down by the te se 159. - 

ii ¢ itter- ‘he President’s message is expected to-mor- 

strong arm of military eee ; but the bitter. row (5th), and there is promise of prompt- 

“ness of feeling entertained by thousands of| ness in the dispateh or testian 

Dall holdets, on account of the throwing out of Nartonar.—No great battle yet; still the 

circulation the ten banks enumerated below, | Government is gathering strength and the bet- 

has not subsided even yet. a preparing eel for a Geciniss pee when 

c : the full time shall come, Harper’s Ferry has 

Banks Rejected by Milwaukee Banks, June 22. been evacuated. Gov. JACKSON, of Missouri, 

Nene eet has fled the State, and is supposed to have 

Mietince Betis caes cc -cgrceree aes Oe crossed the line into Arkansas and to be raising 

Dodge County Bank...+-+++-serseereeeeeeree eo troops. “ 

ee On Tuesday night (July 2), the Wisconsin 
E R. Hinkley’s Bunk of Grant County....... 53 4 First and several other regiments, under com- 

La rene Ruety Bank,.++ss++eeeereesereers i mand of Gen. Parrersox, crossed the Potomac 

Beak of Green Bay--svvvvvciccrccc"777 499 | and encamped on Virginia soil, and on the fot 
Bank of Portage ...-.seesceeecereenseeeeeere 1D lowing day had an engagement with five regi- 

Waupun Bank.........cesseereeeretereeeeee 13D ments of the enemy, near Martinsburgh, put- 

It is but justice to the Milwaukee banks, | ting them 2 flight after killing a prea 

a . number and losing two men, wi several 

however, to — that since — is wprerpey wounded. The Wisconsen Ist and Pennsyl- 

of these ten rejected banks making good their | yania 11th had the post of honor. 

securities by substituting Wisconsin bonds for| Several other skirmishes have occurred, but 

Southern stocks, they are again made current the reports are so conflicting and unreliable 

a hdintesn, «Stcasiel-thnen wae ee ne 

Bank, La Crosse County Bank, Bank of Green| what the enemy are doing, or intending to 

Bay and Bank of Columbus—have already | do, the Lord only knows. Jerr. Davis is said 

delivered up their Southern stocks to be sold, to have had Hunter, of Virginia, and Baranp, 
i of Delaware, in NewYork for the purpose of 

and bound themselves to make good the differ-| infuencing the more senseless, craven- hearted 

ence between their value and that of Wiscon- | politicians and commercial men to petition the 

sin bonds, which they agree to purchase and Government for a compromise! 

deposit as soon as the bonds are ready. Other " Roseman sis ere of ee 
* + * urope. ie ig government is slow/y 

banks, not included in abe er of ten, and Ee Gente its stubborn eyes to the claims of 

viously rejected, will likewise make similar | justice and its own best interests, and’sll the 

arran: ts. other Great Powers seem indisposed, to show 

ore ere Eee the rebels any favor. . 

Cavour, the great Italian statesmen, and 

POLITICAL. perhaps she crosses sis oT et 

aia He died at Turin, June 6th, and left 

ConcresstonaL.— Congress met to-day, at’ the whole Italian nation, and all noble-minded, 

noon. After the presentation of credentials in| liberal men to mourn the irreparable lose. 

the Senate, Senator Witson (of Mass.) gave] GARRIBALDI can heroically execute, and Vic- 

notice that he should offer, on the following | tor Ewaxvet can still rouse the ple of new- 

day, @ bill to oe confirm certain acts of | born Italy to deeds of valor sl of patriotism 

the President for suppression of the insur- | by the electric power of his eloquence, but the 

rection and rebellion; a bill to authorize the|far-seeing eye and unfailing wisdom of the 

employment of volunteers to aid in enforcing | great Cavour is no ee the 

: the laws and protecting the public property : | right path and guide the fiery course 

a bill to increase the present, military estab- | of the noble king ‘and the impetuous general-
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Pt ARAB A.» Ail papipelenige apcbertegiec rr iors mame 
_ "| the promotion of which it is its mission to labor. 

Sa ee Stee dora aleg eB REE 
The Farmer’s New Dress, &c., &c. Five Thousand Copies of the Farmer in German! 

In the June number we were pleased to announce @ Desirous of reaching the German farmers of our State, 

termination of irregularities in the issue of the Fararar, | many of whom do not yet read the English language and 
and to give assurance that after the 4th of July, it should | are therefore deprived of Agricultural periodical litera- 

“appear in better shape than ever befure.” We now | ture adapted to their wants, we have ventured the exper 

submit whether these pledges, so far as the present num- | iment of publishing 5,000 copies of the July No, of the 

ber is concerned, have not been even more than fulfilled. Farmer in German. The work is done at the office of the 

Published upon a whiter and much better quality of pa- | Dane County Zeitung, and will compare favorably with 

per, with superior type, fresh from the foundry, with | the best periodical work done in the old country. If the 

numerous fine engravings, new rules, borders, &c., and | enterprise should receive sufficient encouragement, we 

with a much more artistic mechanical arrangement than | shall publish regularly. 

previously, the old friends of the Furmer will hardly fail} Intelligent, and enterprising Germans of the Badger 
to discover a very marked improvement. Messrs. Can- | State, now is your time tospeak! If a few active, public 
puxtan & Hren, who, notwithstanding tho hurry of get- | spirited men in the several German localities of the State 

ting out so large an addition—twelve thousand five hun- | will pledge themselves to furnish a given number of sub- 

dred copies—have done their work so well, are thorough- | scribers, the problem may be solved at once, whether the 

going men in the execution of whatever printing contracts | publication will pay. 

they undertake; and L. 8. Manriw and H. D. Swow, Esqs., Tipe 
tue carefal, prompt and efficient foremen of their large | 17,500 Copies of Farmer in English and German! 
Joh Office said Prem Roots Feepsétively; rank among the | 47° being circalated this month! ome of them go to 

rey bac etakrieel ts Gla Wok persons who are not now subscribers, Of such we only 

Guthg te poids Guatcldkine did’ rattlac tnoapected de: | Soh (ont ex Surety examine the magazine and then 

Iaji'in getty together the new imadertile and in clostag | ** themselves, whether twelve such numbers, treating 

uparringenisats ‘with the lath publisher, this’ number'| % Brectical farming, gardening, &c., in their own State— 

soit Bo Bab Uires Ge Souk digs later thais propossd; but’| S1VINS. ste. tho pith of all. the news of the times—and 
hereafter these caudes of delay will not exist. gotten up by men who are acquainted with the State in 

Wis So kinds Gb Manoanbeasoait cd’ & chalga su t86'| 011 0 parts are themnetven peactiont RoMete Shae oy 
Publication department referred to as contained in the ciate the wants of our Agriculture as no persons not resi- 

Jane No, ws hed no intention whatever of assuming the | 2%" here can sppreciate them—whether. twelve sags 
HapeibalsGs oe Gad Azzatlesath ourselves: “Our HAs] MENT SOt Ne eee gD 
wid birdy Growdad futl'ot tanporthnt dation to the batt: If you decide affirmatively, then show your faith by 

caltare of the Stat, and wo ware reluctant to add to your works. If negatively, we agree to pocket the insult 

thom in the lesft. Clrcunistanced have seemed to require | “*bout © murmur. . 
(Gis etd eohstbctiog. Lateaved ahi'so” having pauxtectaa || ene Mme aan tar oe neceived, clther Saal, 
SRaiacis la sk" be ths aad Susigitaa etclge | oS clubs, and the subscriber may commence with any . 

and efficient printing houses in the State, to print and month he choses. This will afford an opportunity for a 

datives ‘ready he iaatifag, the ‘cetera monthly editions] ""? “"" *™ ‘Tl of Se rege 
on @ given day; with another faithful and reliable party | american Industry and the American Union. ; 

to attend constantly and promptly to the subscription] ‘Thank God, the great crisis in our national mania is 

books, the mafling of numbers, and to the business cor-| passed! For a time it looked terribly uncertain whether 

respondence of the paper; and having, moreover, an 88-| its tutn would be favorable or fatal. But the hour of ! 
sociate publisher, Mr, Atugnt Woon, a prominent farmer | reql peril is gone by, and thé Union is now in the first |! 

of Dane Co., who feels willing to expend any amount of] stage of convalescence. There may bo temporary re- |) 

money necessary to make it the Agricultural Journal of | verses, but there can be no fatal relapse. The great 

the West, we have undertaken its entire supervision. American heart is true to the sacred institutions of the 

There are sixty to eighty thousand farmers in Wiscon-| pathers, and no power under Heaven is able to move it 
sin alone. May it not reasonably be expected that at | from its fealty. There will doubtless be some hard bat- 

least a large minority of these, if the claims of the Wis-| tles to be fought ere the hydra monster, Rebellion, is 
consin Farmer, as a sound, practical and attractive home | crushed; but the result is no longer doubtful. 

Journal, are properly presented, will be pleased to wel-| ‘Therefore, let Industry again left up her head, gather 

Come it to their homes? up her implements and goabout her beneficent work with 

Farmers, Breeders of Stock, Gardenors, Mechanics, | a new certainty of enjoying the fruits of her labor. Fur~ 

Miners and Merchants—all who really desire the material’| ther demands will doubtles be made upon her for imple- ' 

}|, development and social advancement of the Great North-| ments, money, and men for the war; but they may now : 

|| West—give ua the generous co-operation of your pets and'| be given as s sire loan to Liberty, who, in due time, will 

|| Your personal influence, and we will guarantee yéa | return for them a liberal and most glorious compensation.
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Oh ho, for the State Fair! stocks and exchanges. He observes the ruin that often We hope no friend of Wisconsin industzy will forget | overtakes men who attempt to cafry on several kinds of the coming State Fair. In the darkest hour of our coun-| business at the same time, and confines himself to the trys peril the holding of a successful Fair looked rather | study and practice of his chosen oceupation. A crop of problematical to many friends of this society; but the | wheat or of corn, & herd of cattle or a flock of sheep costs hour of darkness bas been illumined by the clear, steady | him money and labor and time. It is of value to him 
light of our star of nvtional destiny, and with strong | and he should not part with it without receiving value in hearts and ready hands we may hopefully welcome the | exchange. 
events thet lle between ur and's peere ahd prosperity | a gar bank rites have depretiatéd ia ol alligether 
grenter then any fn the peat. the fault of the bankers. Many of these institutions in ‘The elect of thts Sevcmable chinngs tn the affhtes 6€ ont | 5. wists Deve tchaencted al tity siftew Nonoesbiy and 
countzs is not, perhaps, more apparent in any department | store board, and yot suffer in the general depreciation of of effort, than in the operations of societies formed, Ik! yates. ‘This is unavoidable in’a groat crise like the oar own, for the promotion of the industrial arts. 'Btste| nresent, when Rebellion refuses to’ perinlt debtors to pay 
and County Agricultural Societies that hed almost given | their solemn obligations and raises ite hydra head against 
Sp-stiempting to make exhibitions'this year, Wr6 now | .1 sound gorerunseiit aiid eslelt fide! babes: “Tt becomes theronghily aweke to the enlject, and tasny of thehs, with | 15 therefore to te Inulent iin oxi julgniont nd to ‘make Sropmmond sbi isl ora wachiig fa nurse Dethed hall | ©" rdecload thts’ of Sagat 0 Gant “alae anesilanty Wisconsin be behind in this peaceful but spirited strug-| 16 a common loss of bankers and people rhther ‘thin of wot We imagine » voice coming up fromthe soventesa'| noccs Genuntiation ugaiiat' tite! Rimar, bessiiee 6f Gir thousand, five hundred Farmers, to whom this number of | own individual lowes and embarraremens. Journal will be sent, saying, as the voice of one man, and weilk bn eutelstalatlls sexctaiad” wo} As will be seen under -~ head of “ Meriter = in the 
The of grain aro not so encouraging as they were | News Summary, some of the ten banks recently thrown ae eer ee aa: ATE 9 ae neotigaa'| Ont by the Mifwakkos femke heave sande goat Gault ao They will probably average fairly, as compared with | CUMtS with the Bank Comptroller and are again current. 

ordinary seasons. And the fruit crop bids fair to exceed | Should all our banks get rid of their Southern Stocks— anything we have scen in Wisconsiu. Apple trees that | Which in the most favorable issue of our country from its 
have never thought of bearing anything but blossoms, | ‘fUbles must be for a long time worth but little and are now loaded with beautiful fruit and must greatly | “!¥aY® unsafe—and substitute therefor the Stocks of our raoice the hearts of all the fruit-growers in the country. | OW State and of the United States, there is no question Let there be acvive preparations made, without further | PUt that they would be sounder and safer than now. olay, on the part of every wide-awake farmer, stock. | 124¢ed if they could be guaranteed against any possible 
raiser, horticulturist, and artisan, in the State, for a | “Sig up and selling out of their Stocks by the Bank General turn out in the last week of September. Comptroller, or es ate wee eo at per aa County Societies that have been dreaming over the splen- | *°CUre either New York exchange or gofli at moderate _ |] did Prise Banner offered for the best aes bat rates. But unfortunately the only. way to make good one county, will take notice that all entries must be in by | Such ® guaranteo is to continue the préeent suspension of Sekt of tages. specie payment, which of itself has the effect to depreci- 

‘ ate our currency in Rastern markets. And if the suspen- Premium Lists, &0,, for the State Fair sion should not be continued, then some of our banks 
Will be promptly forwarded on application to the Seo- | Must be driven to the wall and compelled to let their retary, at Madison. They may also be obtained in a few | Stocks be sold for what they will fetch in the New York 

days by applying to the Secretaries of the County Socie- | ™4rket, where at the present and for a long while to 
ties, or to Post-masters in the principal towns. come they must sell at a discount of fifteen to thirty per 

o_o cent. 

Tho Farmers and the Currency. In view of all these circumstances and considerations, Many farmers are still perplexed as to what course | ¥° 40 not yet see how it is possible, under the ret 
they should pursue in regard to the currency. “Unwilling | *0king law, to escape all loss in the future, and our Saleen excitement, they would plo to — peers Rep Sey ee and pass as currency, the notes of the banks of the State | 1st Feferred to the subject. 

‘until a sounder medium can be supplied. This sentiment While our finances are so unsettled no one is safe in is alike the dictate of patriotism and expediency. We | keeping paper money on hand long at atime. He who 
Togret that their attempt to carry it into effect has not can manage to keep it a “live bird in his hands” may 

been followed by entirely satisfactory results, secure it with impunity. So far as it will serve to cancel 
, ‘The farmer is not a financier in the common accepta- a debt or supply a present want we may take and pass it. tion of the term. His monied operations do not amount | But the impression is strong in our own mind that to tos much in a year as do those of many other men in a | bolster up.a.circulating medium above its actual value single day. He cannot give his attention to the study of | willqprove futile, and that our paper money must 000 

ae nner an
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come down relatively to the standard value of damaged | chenp, and capitalists have employed both te excellent grain. Specie only can be quoted No. 1. advantage. We hazzard the assertion that no eity, east 
Stocks may advance at the close of the war, and all the or west, has made more substantial progress and improved 
losses be made good. Of this we cannot give assurances its appea ance more during the same time. 
now. But the “mint drops” are certainly safe tohold.| The observatory on Mr. Cicero Comsrocx’s mansion ‘These are sound, and will ever be worth their fuce—so | afforded us a splendid panoramic view of the city, covering Jong a the American Eagle is upon them and civilization | an area of 17 square miles intersected by two rivers, with endures. some 15 miles of excellent wharfage, a magn ficent harbor Se ae Ti and a merchant fleet that would bo creditable to an Atlan= The Editorial Convention tic pert. We also enjoyed a similar prospect from Senator Recently held at Watertown, rosulted Pleasantly and Quenrin's res dence, which is situated in a beautifal perk pruitably. There were present, notwithstanding the war | ssoeued with tees, shrubbery end Seninn aca calea 
and currency excitement, some fifty or sixty members of ‘and a together the mo t charming spot we saw. 
the profession, and the sessions were more than usually Interesting. ‘The Address by E. A. Catxrxs, Esq.,and the | Tbe city has more than deubl @ {:s popalation within the 
Poom by A. M. Tuomrson, Esq., were appropriate and | #8 decade. According to the late census it contains 46,- highly creditable to their respective authors. 000 inhabitants. Those “to the manner born” claim tie 
The people of Watertown did honor to the city by their | *#endency, bul the foreign element is most nomeruus, 

generous hospitality, and the remembrance of them and | Pos#e*ses much of the wealth and enterprise and supplies 
their pleasant homes will ever be gratefully cherished. | DY far the greater portion of the productive industry. A 

The next Annual Convention will be held at Racine. | Stanger would readily infer this from the large number of ‘ Breweries, which employ a capital of over $500,000 and Thanks! yield an annual product of nearly 50,000 barrels. 700.8. Winter, Eaq., of Vino Hill Nurseries, foraboxof | py, city has $ daily newspapers, 4 in En;lish and 64a 
strawberries, with creamy accompaniments—all of which, German ; 40 churches of almost as many ifferent creeds ; owing to absence from home, we did not enjoy—and several orphan asylums, hospitals, and other charitable 
ie ss eee oe, = sabes aaa {institutt ns ; a splendid building for free schools in each of lo) Nursery, for a P rare and beaut 2 . 
varieties that did come to hand in perfect order, and are 2 Tae noe Reaves teh, ee now rejoicing in all their freshness and fragrance in the justly: proud of ‘en’ «/Acedeeny ce breslien ia ether poltia place of honor before our parlor window. Messrs. B., H.|*, Holle” and te magnisocsd Hota: tthe Neate taneee 
& Co. have one of the finest nurseries in the United States, and they are prepared to supply orders to any part of the | "* ¢feeted by Daste. Newnat, at a cost of $160,000, 

and is one of the finest Hotels in the United States. The country with the best satisfaction to all parties concerned. | Forse pai Rend: iesiather popaler/inetiletion endl ise 
ponateeroumeiis, erally patronized, ‘There is also a Chamber of Commerce, 

ae where some 200 merchants, bankers, and speculators meet 
CORRESPONDENCE. at 12 o'clock daily, “Sundays excepted,” to discuss the * 
= market, buy and sell, and when business is dull, consider 

Lotter from Milwaukee. the state of the nation, 
Ma. Evrror :—Business lately called us to Milwaukee, the | Milwaukee is to be, and perhaps now is, the great “cream-colored city,” the commercial emporium of Wis-| wheat market of the North-west. At the present time consin. nearly all the immense grain trade of the Upper Missis- 
We used to think we knew Mi Iwaukee, like a book, and | sippi centers here. 

were mach surprised, on the present oecasion, to find all} The indebtedness of the city and its railroad labilities 
our former knowledge greatly at fault, 80 wonderful have | have exerted a depressing influence, but most of the latter 
been the transformations of the last few years, Of those | ere now secured by liens on the roads, or otherwise adjast- 
whom we formerly knew, some repose at “‘ Forest Home”— | ed, and the municipa! debt is to be funded, the interest 
charming spot, this rural necropolis, where many ethers | provided for, and the interest paid in a reasonable number ‘have selected “112” tha. cannot remain long unoccupied. | of years. Toral indebtedness of the city is less than , Some went up when the babble of ’67 burat, ani have not | $1,200,000, which is rot a large sum for a city of nearly 
been heard of since ; but a good'y aumber remain, have | 50,000 inhabitants and containing abundant elements of . 
“made their pile” and now enjoy the fruits of their enter- | continued growth and prosperity. 

Prise. ‘Milwaukee has a goodly number of Insurance Companies 
The city, too, has undergone many changes—all for the | of her own, and several Eastern institutions have efficient 

better, Even during the hard times of the last three years, agencies here; but we were kindly received as the repre- 
extensive improvements have been made, especially in the | sentative of the “ Madison Mutual” and, alternating 
Dusiness streets, 1 large Froportion of the most elaborate | business and Pleasure, have passed a few days very much to - 
‘and substantial buildings have been erected during this | our own satisfaction. G.¥.E. 2 
Period. Labor and material have been abundant aod Mitwavess, June 25, 1861,
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NOTICES OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. | The Wis. Mutual Life Insurance Co., 

Be ae ere ae erate ot tam prudent persons, to inties and 
Madison Mutual Insurance Company. a Droper provision fr thelr dependent familie and 

‘The Semi-Annual Statement of this Company for the | friends well to give attention. ‘The Mutual sys- 
six months ending June 30th, will be found Fabllahed en- ea aeae pone ae ia Gens 

tire erat onc el hiacutecnemeieeene Kehoe Piva be sufficient to eay we have shown onr preference 

fone of invurgnce companion, and le to wa9 most grats-| ©" 1 07 tanning therein. 
fying evidence that the intelligent farmers of Wisconsin a 
are coming to understand the true nature and advantages | A Splendid Stock of Hardware 

of the Mutual system, which, in our opinion, is the only 
sure basis for an institution of this character. Is advertised by Messrs. Ramsay & Campsett. They 

It is true that by a weckless and dishonest course a mn- | “Te sound men and fair dealers, and are, moreover, deter- 
tual company may ruin its credit and fail, but this same | Mined to win an acknowledged place in the front rank 
objection liex equally against all companies of every | Song western hardware merchants. Farmers and coun- 
Stlessinse; whilo a Mutwal Company has this important | t*Y dealers will always find them well supplied with the 
advantage—-that it is controlled by the very persons who | latest improvements and the best of everything in their 
are most interested in keeping it free from any possible | Hine. 
taint of corruption oF unsoundness ia . oe 

nt we need not elaborate arguments which are ably 
set forth in the Report itself, We have said thus much | 400d Stocks of Hardware 
from an unselfish desire, first, to enforce the importance | _ Are also kept by Messrs. C. V. N. Kirrnupor and Joun 
of securing all perishable property against risks, which | N. Jonzs, at their respective stores on Pinckney and Main 
Ctherwise may bring ruin upon the fruits of a life-long | streets. ‘Both of these excellent establishments are ad- 
industry in a moment, and, secondly, to direct the atten- | vertised in this number. 
tion of our thousands of farmer readers, with whom we eS Lo Bae Se 

are identified by every interest and ambition of life, to a 
Company in whose system and Directory we sincerely be- | State Bonds for War Purposes. 
lieve they may repose implicit confidence. Now is the time for persons who have either large or 

> small amounts of money which they wish to securely in- 
vest. The State will undoubtedly be sounder for all time 

Prescott City and the Banner County. to come than any banks of deposit. See advertisement. 
SoeeeneE ae eee eo 

Dr. 0. T, Maxson of Prescott, publishes an interestin, 
ant igthtel account of the County of Pierce and its ad | The Several Brief Business Cards in this No., 
‘vantages as a location for farmers and mechanics and for | Of which we have no space for more than mention, are 
men of capital. We havo visited this favored portion of | those of 
our State and are fully convinced that he bas not over-| Go. Pans, Druggist, on King St., Madison; 
stated its claims as to beauty of scenery, fertility of soil,| J. C. Scuzrte, Proprietor of a Foundry and Machine 
quality of timber, &c., &c., and the enterprise, intelligence | Shop; 
and virtue of its people. Hie statement should be read| CasPeR Mzyze, Proprietor of a Farmers’ Saloon; 
by all who desire either to invest their capital for future | _ Frinp & CkawForD, Clothing Merchants and Merchant 
gain or secure homes for their families. Tailors; 
a A. F. Waxrzinazr, Fruit Dealer and Confectioner ; 

ae = —— Propeioeers ar: aoe 
. i TILLEY .. Proprietors Vine jursery; 

Kirby's Reapers and other Machines. Taos. OurNowstH, of the Empire Harness Manufactory ; 
D, J. Powsrs, Esq., formerly s publisher and editor of] Tuomas & Stourzs, Dealers in Boots and Shoes; 

the Furmer is Gen. Agent for Kinsr’s Reapers, Mowers, | Ausznt Woop, who offers a Hay Press for sale; and of 
and the most approved Grain Drills, Horse Rakes, &c.,| Canrzntsn & Hyer, Publishers of the Wis. Patriot, &c. 
2c. He knows what constitutes » good machine, and we a nae, 

io not believe be would consent to ean agency for . 
any thing in the ‘mechanical line, of whatever description, | Dickinson & Bartels 
that could not commend itself to him as the best of its| Keep a fine assortment of Dry and Fancy Goods. They 
kind. Read his remarks to Farmers in our Advertiser. | deal extensively with farmers and are well worthy of @ 

. liberal patronage. See advertisement. 
S MARR ERS ee ashe 

, | ‘Woodruffs’ Portable Weather Guage, Faller’s Temple of Art 

Advertised on the fourth page of cover is just what has | Is usually thronged with good looking people, anxious 
Jong been wanted. Convenient, accurate, portable and | for the best pictures that can be made in America, and if 
cheap, it should find a place in every farmer's house. Es- | we are a good judge, they—get them. Try him. 

peciatiy, valuable during the period of harvest, as a sure 
ims coming storms. 6 testimoni ani oe nAMes 

of references published ‘are the best guaranty of its value | Sharp Shooters ‘Wanted for the War! 

— aw TE as ae in the mee ee ai All patriotic Sharp Sioobers's anxious for a chance at the 
e shall Barometer, cart ok Sacuedl os General’ 

article on its value and the mode of using it. ent eeeeee e tee kaise . 
see se ER ee SS = eee 

“One of the Most Desirable Farms in Wisconsin” eS New Family Sewing Machines eas 
a IN tati id for most ki 

Is advertised in this number. We havo never seen it, Senta pisercnsiiees mae best ey. irveen “thd interested 
bat perfectly reliable gentlemen who have, assure us | friends of other patents. 
that every word of the advertisement is true; and our 
own knowledge of and personal confidence in the Dr. fewea ea 
warrant its hearty endorsement Fairbanks’ Scales 
+ att unquestionably the best in the world. See adver- 

ment re nt. 
Milwaukee Threshing Machine Works. eee 

‘This is a large, thriving establishment, and the parties " 
appear to be well worthy the confidence of the farming Hamilton Thresh. Machines, Horse Powers, &. 

as notice in “Mechanical and Commercial” | Are good machines and give, so far.as we have heard 
; also their advertisement in this No. excellent satisfaction. See advertisement.
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Reasons for Harvesting Wheat “While yet in| observation. For certainly nothing can be 

the Doughy State.” clearer, in the first place, than that the begin- 
Enrror Wisconsin FARMER :—Permit me tocongratulate | ning to cut while yet the crop is green—sayr 

you on the fine appearance and superior merit, in every | seven to ten days before it is fully ripe—will, 

respect, of fe ae * ‘ned fo rae in any event of weather, make sure the ordi- 
aes it Fae uae e ‘ a ea nary period of harvest, and if the weather be 

cvery intelligent farmer and friend of agriculture. 1| 890d, extend that period by the full number of 

must beg leave to dissent, however, in part at least, from | days embraced between the actual and the 

a single point in one of its most important and really | usual time of commencing. If the weather of 

valuable Editorial articles, At least I would ask your | the few days preceding the full ripening be fair, 
reasons for advising the cutting of wheat “while the | | greater portion of the crop may be gathered 
kernebia yet in the doughy state.” I have been a farmer ‘ 
for twenty years, but this practice is quite contrary to all | before we should otherwise have begun. If not 

my experience. It might make an ordinary wheat for | We can wait, and still have as good a chance as 

flour, but I should assume at once that seed sown from | under the old practice. But this proposition is 
wheat harvested in this menner would scarcely germi-| farther supported by observation, At least it 
nate. . . . 

iiss baling goat atizeton th the iaites ths prompts (Sees Sat oe oe an era ene aS eee 
Jy, beowese tb Is one of great importance, and your ans- State and our observation in this, that in 

wer may influence many farmers in the present harvest, | more than three-fourths of the cases, the weath- 

should it appear in the August number. er of the early harvest period has been the most 

« Respectfnlly yours, A Dane County Fanuzn. | favorable, and that the earlier wheat crops have 
7 ee ; been best secured. Rust, insect blight, and 

Buver-Wo are certainly seatitied by ony other sources of loss are, moreover, often escap- 
cess generous expressions of favor, ed by early harvesting. 

and are especially glad that he has called = Secondly—Early cutting of wheat ensures 6 sav- 

attention to the question of wheat harvesting ing in securing it. 

again. We omitted the reasons for our advice| This saving is two-fold—first an actual saving 
in the July number, because we presumed their | of grain by avoiding the necessary waste by 

Statement to be unnecessary. The article on| shelling out in reaping or mowing when the crop 

“Haying and Harvesting”? was written rather | js fully ripe, and secondly, an indirect saving 
a3 a reminder and stimulator, and we had no by enabling the farmer and his regular hands, 
idea that the doctrines therein contained would |, 9 smaller number of extra ones, to do the 

be considered new and heretical by any intel-| work. This last reason will apply with great 

ligent farmer in the country. But, professing| force the present season when the price of all 
to be always able to render a reason for the | farm labor will necessarily be very high. 

faith that is in us, we proceed to a brief demon- Thirdly—Early cutting ensures a better quality 

stration of the following propositions : of straw. 

First—Eurly cutting affurds a better chance of| The etalk of the wheat plant in common with |) 

securing the crop. the stems of nearly all other species of the grass | 

This doctrine is sustained by both reason and | family, consists principally of certain substances
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—sugar, starch, &c., &c.,—which attain their Saw Fly and Its Enemy. ? ? 

highest perfection in quality and quantity while The Saw Fly infests both the wheat and corn 
=~ seerlicn: green, but which Soe a fields of this country. There are a number of at here et = as 3 ~ Fipening | families of the order to which it belongs and or drying commences. Bu is these very] | merous hes. 

substances, especially the saccharine matter, The one here introduced is the cephus 2 
which render the straw either nutritious as ani- awe 
mal food or rich as a vegetable manure; and if AS) Tos the crop be cut while the stalk still contains , YP 2 
them in their greatest perfection, they will not Bo 
be lost in the process of drying any more than LA 2 aN. 
the nutritive substances of green grass are lost KEY 1 
in the process of careful “‘haying.” It is clear, oY 3 
‘therefore, that the straw of an early-cut crop CH | 
must be more valuable for every purpose than SX) 5 of that which is cut when dead ripe. & & 

Fourthly—Early cutting also ensures a better W | quality of grain, SSMS . | 
If by “early cutting” we meant to say Xv i | 

Perfectly green, the straw and heads in full vig- Ar BSS 
or and fall of sap, this proposition would not be y 
80 easy of proof. But meaning, as we do, green 7 ° 
in the sense of not ripe, it is supported by both 
reason and fact. - 28 Whiii'ciowea dea exposed fo the aegis meus—sometimes known as the joint worm, 

sun until dead r pe, a portion of the nutritive Vea a ae none nae a eg 
juices appear to be either changed into non-nu- if Ag ibaa. Pores ape . oe 
tritious substances as described above, or to be set Balste) mae ee 3 naepied 7 
literally dried out of both straw and grain; the crosslines at (2.) It is a black fy with a 
whereas, if cut when the lower portion of the yellow ’menbrane = Chomeckiandietiitinibeey 
stalk has changed to yellow and the chaff begins of the abdomen. Wings of » smoky color, four 
to assume a hue approximating to yellow when os number. Hips a ae black, es ot closely examined, and then properly put up in thighs yellow. Inside of hips, thighs, shanks 

the shock, the juices intended for the grain are | ®"4 feet yellowish. 2 3 
all passed on by the stalk to their destination! The ones lay their eggs in ne pen. pairs 
during the period of curing, and the surplus is | *24 wheat, either below the first joint or just retained in the straw. under the ear; and the young maggots soon 

If this reasoning be correct, we should expect | hatched therefrom and which are fat, wrinkled 
as the result of early harvesting a superior | and yellow, with a darker head,—(4) and (5), 
plumpness of the wheat-kernels, with greater | natural size and magnified—penetrates to the 
weight of gross produce, of equal measures, and | inside of the straw, consuming its substance, 
of an equal number of grains, and, consequent- ascending and sometimes perforating all the 

eee: Ss °F! joints while yet the stalk is green and then 
= * ee oY ee ans mes’! descending to the base of the straw and cutting 
AAS ee apr RDN: oon") it down level with the ground about harvest 

As to certainty of “germination,” there is time. (8) shows the manner of its working. 
no wheat so sure to germinate as that which| Having fulfilled its mission of destruction, it 
has been harvested at the stage of development, | Wraps itself up in a transparent case within 
and in the manner proposed. the stump of straw just below the surface, clos-
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es its cell, and there remains secure through | tons Hungarian, as I have no meadow land, ) + * i t | Cats, corn, potatoes, pumpkins, turnips, stalks 
the winter until a when it changes firsi fc, onwhiehe keep my stock and i a to a pupa and then within a very few weeks to hogs, so that the amount is the net proceeds a fly as seen above. taking the market Prices at the time of thresh- The fly (Pachymesus Calistrator) at (6), is | ™8 wheat and harvesting other SRORS ding. | 395 bushels wheat, 90¢5-0.nsseencssecescrsernecoseneee STAD 
the natural enemy of the Saw Fly, Producing | 259" « shelled corn, 26¢,........sscccessssesecerce, 66,00 a worm which preys upon it in the larva aa « Doaliee Se, meres pate Mee a (worm) condition just as the Platygaster, des- . Ki hog one yeateur wager ta feckatet, “ eribed in last number of Farmer, preys upon 2 colt fom workin arses wate = 100.00 the larvee of the midge. One year growth of two colts from 2 to 3 yearsold, 40.00 we eat To pp One tWo year old heifer... 10.00 Kurrpart, to whose publishers, (Messrs. nts 7 cathe nes sie Cian aia can Moore, Witstacu, Kurs & Co., Cincinnati, | “"''*"' 8% Poultry, vegetables, etc., sol SE Cee 0.) we are indebted for the above cut, recom- | y4,, Barnard wat amoat bateing bi pease 672.00 mends clean fallowing, dressing with lime, ’ $133.90 letting alone the birds, and hard rolling as| The labor was all performed by my son in means of aiding the Pachymesus in destroying | his nineteenth year, except the cutting of the hy ‘ grain, and a few days in cutting corn and the Cephus. stacking grain, which he has more than paid Wrage ee by laboring for others in turn. Mr. Barnard Illinois vs. Wisconsin Farming. must try again if he wishes to establish the ——— 2 superiority of the soil and productions of the {Wisconsin farmers are great in execution, Sucker over that of the Badger State. = J. BF. Wruutams. 

but unfortunately they seldom zepore the re. Daxe Cocxry, Wisconsin, March, ise, sults of their labor ; preferring it would seem, ah Se a SS SES ‘ to keep their light under ® bushel. Now and Clean up Your Farms. then one has sufficient State pride to report We have been annoyed considerably, in our 
himSelf for the benefit of his country, and travels, of late, by the patches of mullen, this- |] Dany “are always ‘on hand” when cornered. tles and other noxious weeds found on sundry The manner in which Mr. Wruttams of Dane farms, whose proprietors certainly know better takes up the glove thrown down by one of the than to allow them to grow and bear seed. It best of the Sucker farmers will be gratifying is almost too late now to urge this matter, but ‘0 our more spirited readers. The article pub- something may still be done in the way of des- lished is found in the Prairie Farmer for May, troying them. Let not a moment be lost, then. = would have been republished before, had It is a shame to yourselves and a henious sin it not been overlooked.—Ep. Wis. F ‘ARMER.] against the community where you live to allow Tt is an old adage that « competition is the ious weeds i life of business,” T noticed, a few weeks since, Pe eta one Lape rae etoei 

8 challenge from Mr. 0. Barnard to any of our|Yapid and whose eradication is so difficult, to Wisconsin farmers to compare notes through | spread beyond their first place of accidental the medium of your paper. Mr. B. by adding wth, fifty dollars premiums which he received at the | STW‘. AMA Ss ae fair, makes the Very creditable amount of seven} ‘A stitch in time saves nine.” Go about stad oi tmenty-two cle re 88 / the work of their destruction to-day, and a few e ni of twenty-five and a . half eee land in Blowin get Tllinois, hours of active labor may save many days that But I can see in no wise how the fifty dollars | will be otherwise necessary, besides a deal of Premiums ean be any part of the produet of vexation and disgrace. his farm. I cheerfully accept the challenge = : and ask a place in Sag eahaaaiis “for the| Of thistles and snap-dragons we have before benefit of all concerned.” “The strong man| spoken. The mullen is already in the seed, armed keeps his house until a stronger comes.” | but may yet be destroyed by carefully pulling Below is ® correct statement of the net pro- the stalks and burning them in convenient fires, 
ceeds from just twenty-six (26) acres which I : k Tee ck have-under the plow, beside a garden of half| Again we say wake up, all ye lovenly farm- an acre. I take no account of the hay (six | ers! 3
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* Chinese Sugar Cane. should be put under shelter and kept as little 

tare Saipan: as possible exposed to changes of temperature. 

On several occasions we have urged the im- Freezing and thawing is liable to sour the sap. 

portance of late, though not deep cultivation And, accordingly, if circumstances compel a 

of Indian Corn, for the reason that at the time delay until cold weather freezes the canes, 

of earing, the forces of the plant are diretted they should, if possible, be kept frozen until 

to the formation of the grain, rather than to ready for manufacture. 

to the growth of the stalk, But the same is We have seen some excellent syrup made 

not exactly true of Sugar Cane, of which ‘the from cane that had been kept frozen until the 

stalk and its sacharine juice are the more warm spell when it was manufactured. 

important part. It is accordingly thought by THE MANUFACTURE 

many who have carefully observed the effect Requires considerable care and good judgment. 

of cultivation, that late working has a tenden- The mill, evaporator, wood for fuel, &c., should 

cy to stimulate the growth of the stalk fibré to | all be ready before the time comes for their 

the detriment of the sweet juice. There is some | use, so that there need be no delay; and a 

plausibility in this reasoning, but there can number larger than can be certainly accommo- 

be no possible objection to the removal of all dated should not depend on one mill, as in that 

weeds. This should be done always—by the | case much cane will be damaged and necessa- 

hoe and hand, if not by the shovel plow. rily produce bad syrup. 

BLADISG AND TOFFING— The grinding may be done in any of the 

At least: blading—should be done  fow days |2¢7e7! mills now im mee, (The clatifying and 

before the cutting, as the quantity and quality evaporation should be attended to immediately, 

of the juice will be improved thereby. The while the juice is fresh. It may be clarified 

stripping off the leaves is rapidly done by the in a number of ways, but the use of bi-sul- 

hand, and the tops easily removed to about phite of lime is most approved by those who 

eighteen inches above the head, with expedi- employ chemical agents. This substance is 

tion, by means of a light and slightly hooked cheaply manufactured and may be obtained 

corn knife. It isa question whether the seed— without difficulty in the form of a powder, 

except such as is to be kept for planting the ready for solution in water, in almost any of 

succeeding year—should be allowed to perfectly the cities. The best evaporator of which we 

mature, as so much strength will be lost to the have knowledge is Coox’s patent. It answers 
juice. the purpose admirably and is justly very 

opular. 
CUTTING AND PREPARING FOR THE MILL. P x process of boiling, clavitying,, &:5 48 

Cane-growers differ as to the best time for tua: dencsibod thy 06 H Fp & 
ee i us descri y Messrs. Hepgcs, Frey 

cutting, adiome maintain that 2 betiould:-beegs Co., of Cincinnati in a treatise on Sugar ma- 

«while the seed is in the dough ;” others that coe 

the cane should be fully ripe. From the best! where the bi-sulphate of lime is made use of for clari- 

data we can gather, the cutting for syrup, fying, ne even geen chun boiniared.on bre. 

merely, may just as well be done before the = - a roe —— — Spgs = tice om te 

perfect maturity ; but if it is intended to make | temper to one hundred gallons of juice, is the eual pro- 

sugar, then the juice should be as well ma- ee less than that quantity of lime water is goner- 

tured as possible. The juice will not be so "tp made cmmon arto of im 

large in quantity but better in quality. After | the Tanke tees caer eee pet ho of melnstes 

o cane is = os there can be nothing pinnae ene reas a 

gained by. delaying its pees But it rae ee toe ese Somer 

may sometimes happen that this cannot be done | cated without the thermometer, as the temper ‘and best 

immediately! in'which case ‘the leafless reeds | Samceey panty ah crits Sine nr tie ae
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Pat boiling eae meaty Sictned, Boe te: ean be removed every half hour, and thus per- 
tpove the Ase, and let the liquid now rest 30 to 60 min- | forms the cleansing operation better than can 
utes. Next carefully remove the scum, or with a tube i . 
shaped like the letter U, draw off the clear juice, and | be done by introducing alkaline ingredients.” 
either strain through flannel or filter, after which the Sy: 
evaporation may proceed until it is reduced to the proper} This opinion is corroborated to a considerable 

Lia pete wire ‘eas te cibactah by substitut- | €Xtent by the experience of others, but we are 

eee (uct ie Sep ye bal Paliee vant not aware that any of these gentlemen have ; 

my i cz ane eet ima Era made sugar. If they have done so without the 
t witl . i r puaurine bedi not me cana ns eneaht use of any chemieal agent whatever, we would 

Tick aprap ahold be reduced E about So or 3 ehile| Ss “> mnow St 
Beate gr 3b oF 39° of Baume’s saccharometer when cool- ae Dee aga t 
eo make sie, Boil the syrup to the proper con Look out for Your Next Seed Wheat. 

anes ital It Js, however, no ag cane ‘6 explain ‘so| The old fashioned method of saving the best 

oe ae —- Point is aitained, “Sugar | Of the harvested grain for seed and then beat- 
preci brs yl jaune Wie gerteeary:  eottteece’ i! tha ing the sheaves moderately with a flail, so as 

between the thumb and forednger, drawing them lowly to thresh out none but the better and more 
and observing the aj 0 of the tl t i is j i apart, eaiakrake oe J 5 eel o rey oot a easily shelled kernels, is just as sound in theo- 

cator after a little experience palibasha ball: anepenss ry now as then, and will be found to work 
ance of the incipient grain on the back of the le, or Y 2 : ? 
the lazy ebullition of the syrnp in the kettle, where the | equally well in practice. This practice has 
foaming has measurably subsided, and the steam com- * * 
mences to escape in short sharp puffs, are also symptoms | been followed in England for a long while, and 

the batch . 7 . = vite 
OOF the clastibation Tins foea Properly accomplished, the the gradual improvement of their grain in 
—— the ities Which shouldbe i Ee Le quality and in quantity per acre isa signifi- || | 

Wiplsatanale Se maak sigh the Weae: tere Taal ack: | CATO Ot, Were of attention! 
=< eee fire, — oo a There can be no question but that much of 

or, ie wi wooden 
coolers, ‘and alight. agitate e with ms wooden padie aati our seed wheat in these times of machine 
‘aiicusent fete tthe caerbaa Aicprice ‘confined | threshing, is materially damaged by the break- 

Bek peels areata” and should be | +5 of the kernels in the process of threshing. 
sh of agar ay be made into the ‘ue cooler the Any one may convince himself of-this by ex- 

Sived oath t ‘added, ri ¢ ‘ rr tne meas Ba cue en eaten vided: | amining the wheat as it comes from the ma. 

pe of common sugar into the mass, or set it away | chine. 
a few days in » room heated to 80 or 90° Fahr. If the 

mass of when grained is very moist, put it into| We throw out these hints now, that they may 
Conical molds, oF to drain, or in the absence of these,}. ss 
into bags shaped ike ‘a huge pear, and hang in a warm | be in time, and trust that they will be consid- 

place to drain out the molasses. Geodiand ected “onans 

Other parties favor methods differing some- ecg eles 

what fromthe above, but we have seen excel- Number of Seeds in a Bushel. 

lent in thi: 
Pe erates Ea ca aa A correspondent of the New England Farmer 

ae oan, Peccmnmendyng..& 70. She meEpers: says: ‘Timothy seed numbers 41,823,360 

“1 1 ‘ains to the bushel, and if sown on an acre of 
Mr. J. C. Puunm, who has probably had as S eee 1a gi 

ee anlar ee ds aioiin ground, as recommended by some, would give 

this elites — i é ae z about 6 to the square inch. Clover of medi- 

age | Pade ee acs esi me um size, 17,400,960 or 2} to square inch. Rio 
5 - sere nag ons pi eased Grand wheat, fair and plump, 556,288 to the 

i nr _ a aererh alk r , ¥ bushel, or 12$ to squarefoot, Rye 898,880, or 
ge eer, © such ingr Pye o destroy the 20} to sq) foot.” Thus it is easy to judge 

ey-like davor and:to give the syrup ®/Per-| . shout the quantity should be sown per acre. 
manent disagreeable taste as well as dark color. ; eC ee ee 

The construction of the evaporator is such that} ggg» We would be glad to have. specimens of 
it retains the'scum and feculent matter at the | the best grain grown in the State this year for 

ends of the ‘several channels, from which it| exhibition in the State Agricultural Rooms.
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Marl as a Fertiliser. The Value of Indian Corn, 
The following, from the Germantown Tele-| For the following interesting information in 

graph, will show how marl is appreciated down regard to this king of food, we are indebted to 
east. We have numerous beds of valuable | Hunt’s Merchant's Magazine : 
marl in Wisconsin, and in next number we ex- ane those re. do et know, or are too scien- A * + ir | tifie to profit by the ex: ‘ience of nations of Penk t > Publish an. interesting paper. on their men and herds of fat cattle, Indian corn, rice, localities, uses, &¢., &c. buckwheat, ete., are only considered good fod- There is an old axiom in natural philosophy, | der. Leibig states that if we were subject to that ‘‘natare abhors a vacuum.” This is also the same degree of cold as the Somoiedes, we ||: often the case in a geological point of view. | should be able to consume the half of a calf We frequently see large tracts of land so rough | and a dozen candles at asingle meal. During and barren that they would not pay to cultivate excessive fatigue in low temperature, wheat 
as a gift, yet a few feet below the surface lies, | flour fails to sustain the system. This is ow- (a if by a wise provision of nalure,) the hid-| ing toa deficiency in the elements necessary len treasure, awaiting the advance of civiliza- to supply animal heat, and the strong desire tion and science to unfold them for the benefit | for oleaginous substances, under these circum- of man. Such are the coal and oil fields of stances, has led to the belief that animal food Pennsylvania and the marl beds of New Jersey. | ig necessary to the human support. But late 

There are very few Pennsylvania farmers | scientific experimentshave led tebetterboyuain: who have an idea of the importance of this tance with the habits of the North American 
New Jersey fertiliser, which abounds especi- Indians, and show that vegetable oil . ans- ally in West-Jersey, in the counties of Glouces- | wers the same purpose as animal food; that ter, Salem, Camden, &c. Marl is so far a one pound of parched Indian corn, or an equal 
grand desideratum, that its effects as a fertil- quantity of corn meal, made into bread, is iser upon light, sandy soils have caused acom-| more than equivalent to two pounds of fat plete revolution in the price of land and the! meat. 
profits of farming in various portions of Jerséy.| Meal from Indian corn, contains more than Land that could be purchased for $10 an acre, four times as much oleaginous matter as wheat twenty-five years ago, cannot be had now for flour; more starch, and is consequently capa- 
$150.” I have seen marl tried, however, on our | ble of producing more sugar though less glutin; heavy soils in Pennsylvania, with no visible in other important compounds it contains near- improvement; but on nie soils its effect on ly as much nitrogenous material. The combi- 
&rass, rye, potatoes, buckwheat and truck gen-| nation of alimentary compounds in Indian erally, is like magic. Farmers haul it from | corn renders it alone the mixed diet capable of five to fifteen miles in Jersey ; and a provision sustaining man under the more extraordinary is made in letting a farm, taat a given number | circumstances. In it there is a natural coai- of loads of marl must be put on during the term | escence of elementary principles which consti- of the lease. Ee oe fhiteet ah bes tute the basis of organic life, that exists in no There is one peculiarity in this fertiliser, | other vegetable prottintiog? In ultimate com- which is, that when it is put on a barren Spot | position, in nutritious properties, in digesti- 
of land, the white clover will spring up where bility, and in its adaptation to the various no signs of vegetation were ever visible before. | necessities of animal life in the different cli- A very respectable member of the Society of| mates of the earth corn meal is capable of Friends used to say that he could see the grass supplying more of the absolute want of the seeds in the marl. = adult human system, than any other single Marl, or green sand, is generally found on substance in nature. the banks of creeks and small streams flowing i. ___ into the land ; and though there is a difference White Clover. in the quality of almost every deposite, yet I — believe the presenee of phosphates, iron pyrites,| We are satisfied that our farmers do not ap- potash, clay, &c., are the principles of its fer- | preciate the white clover or white honey-suckle, tilising power. Any individual that would like | as some call it, so highly as they ought, nor to see the effects of marl, let him take a trip to| take so much pains as they should to cultivate Woodstown, Mulica Hill, or Alawaystown, all| it. In fact but very few sow it, when they lay pleasant little Quaker villages in West, Jersey, | down their lands to grass. They trust to na- and talk with the farmers there, as well as see | ture to supply them with it.. When once seed- the manner of digging and applying it to their | ed with it, the soil will retain it a long time, crops, &c. for the low, short stems will bear heads full of The land owner that has a mari bed in West- | seeds, and these become scattered out: into the Jersey, of good quality, his fortune is made. | soil; and thus the seed is bien in the ground It sells at from $10 to $15 per square rood and | and springs up whenever are is- uncovered and dug generally by poor work-| favorable for its development. A. moderately ing men in the neighborhood. +H. I. W. | clayey loam is congenial to it, and if this be
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dressed with an occasional dressing of plaster | villainous old bachelor without a hat, who it will bring it out abundantly. It affords an | affect to despise your calling as humble or low! excellent pasturage for bees, the best honey in| But, be it boldly said, every sensible person, the world being obtained by these little insects every decent and respectable person, will re- from white clover. It also affords the best gard your profession with sentiments of both pasturage for cattle, especially cows from whose | esteem and honor. Without question it is 80 milk cheese is manufactured, as experiments regarded by the world. have proved that cows that graze upon this| Now, if this be true with mankind generally, species of clover yield milk that contains casein, | with how much prouder honor should it be es- or cheesey particles, in greater abundance than | teemed by the Farmer himself. He should they do when fed on the common grasses. We| love his art as Pygmalion did his statue, as throw these hints out for our reader to think | Bacon did philosophy—not fitfully, or for a of. Four or five pounds, mingled with a due | season only, but earnestly and for life. And quantity of other grass seeds, will be sufficient this, indeed, is most important to success. for an acre, and it can be obtained at reason-| That man never lived, who disliked his calling, = et at the agricultural seed stores.—| and at the same time prospered in it, whether laine Farmer. he began with capital or not. No, “a feeble —.__ heart makes a feeble hand,” in every pursuit 
and calling in life. The student, to become me vol ae eee err eminent iow scholar, must idolize science, must Farm Calling. make the midnight stars the sentinel witnesses * # * % ‘he Farmer should love his|°f his devotion ; | the professional man must 

|| calling and continue at it through life. If|PPly himself with a mind-shaking earnest- there is a man who should be proud of his pro- | 2°** is he seeks to become, not indeed a Chal- fession, that man is the Farmer. As his is the | ™€™S: ® Galen, or 2 Marshall, but to obtain = most ancient, so it is the most useful of all arts, | TesPectable competence. Just. so with the It is the ultimate and almost the universal sus- | mer; he must like his calling, must take tainer of human life, and as such, it has in all | 2" interest and pride in it, if he would not 
ages, employed a vast majority of mankind. niet aa every day, and drag. along his ]| A recent computation makes the number of Se dea eee nee to penury, from 

{ ee one Deng 10. the iia ety pelea Yet it is not aac the farmer should 
alone have the masses, the humble citizens of | @¢tely love his calling ; besides this he must every age and civilized country, chosen your ore fa fone oat throng sits You mer profession for their occupation, but many of | Member the, proverb of the “rolling stone ; the highest fame have turned to it for a there is truth in it. It is not the meteor, flash- and happiness, when the world’s dazzling hon- | "8 from one quarter of the heavens £0. snothor ors egal delightno more. Witness a Timoleon, | hat gives us light, that calls forth the delicate- after that patriot had triumphed for the estab- | f°ted Spring, or rolls the harvests of bounte- lishment of laws and freedom, in battles yet | ous Autumn ; no, it is only that fixed planet, splendid in history ; a Cato, the Censor, when | Whose place to-day de that of to-morrow, a 
he had grown as old in honors as in years; a next year, forever. ae IE moral in this; Mirabeau, when the fortunes of Louis XVI, | ® ™0ral from which men, even in their worldly 
and of an ancient throne and aristocracy were a Kd ae & practical ene To, suc- borne, Atlas-like, on his shoulders; and him, | °¢¢4, the toiler must not veer from one pursuit “brightest of the bright, and purest of the |‘ another—yesterday a farmer, to-day a law- pure,”—Washington hiner! These are but | Ye? to-morrow a physicien ; far otherwise. 
& few of that long line of princes, orators, poets | After chosing his. geeenten, be miuat resolve . and statesmen, who, by engaging themselves | ‘° Stand by it unto the end. Only See at least casually in agricultural pursuits, have, | YeT@nce is successful, and, depend upon it, the in every age, adorned your profession, and | f#tmer who furrows out for himself a different who—to use the beautiful simile of Chapin,— | Course in life, will see the ‘bitter day. 
“wear ae their breasts the stars of the Le-| I was reading, yesterday, for the second gion of Honor!” time, an incident of a little girl, who, in early 

But who doubts that agriculture is honora-| Spring, went out on the river-side to gather : 
ble? Who ean pronounce it unworthy of pride | flowers. Not coming back, search was made, 
and admiration? Why, its commonest fruits| when she was found lying near the water on 
are health, strength of body, vigor and purity | the green bank, drowned. In her little hand 
of mind, and surely these are enough to enti-| were clasped the flowers she had culled; and 

tle it to our love, not to mention those, its re-| on her cheek, though chilled in death, still 
nowned votaries from whom fame has been | lingered her wonted smile of innocent beauty 
harvested, nor its constant and immeasurable | and hope. So did she die, and so with those denefits'to man. True, there may exist a few | same flowers on her bosom, was she placed in Tunaties, some dandies or aristocrats, perhaps, | her little grave. She died a martyr to the | some wrinkled old maid, all woe-begone, or | Beautiful, and I have thought that her devoted
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aims and spirit were worthy of imitation, and | neighboring run or water course, or beneath 
should form a pathetic model. Yes, let that] the sand, for the sfnd and clay are never far 
devotion to a pursuit, which distinguished this | apart. The finer it is, and the more greasy, 
little child, be a lesson to men in every profes- | the better and more durable will be its action; 
sion in life, and to you, honest farmers. Stand|and the more liberally it is applied, the more 
by your calling! Honor, it, love it! Give it | thorough will be the improvement consequent 
not up, only with life itself! So, shall you, | upon its application. The best time for apply- 
like her, as sweetly rest. So, shall death come | ing it is immediately after ploughing, and to 
as placidly; tears as holy water your tombs; | secure its being refined and broken up, it 
the laurels of a life-long Art bless your sleep, | should be deposited in heaps, and spread evenly 
and your children’s children point with pride | over the surface, to remain exposed during the 
to the graves of their Fathers, where hallowed | winter to the action of the frost. In the spring 
marbles shall bear on each the beautiful senti- | plough again, not so deeply as before, in order 
ment of Tully : not to disturb the sward; harrow, and again 

“Semper mea consilia pacis et togae socia,non bellintque | Toll. You can now sow on rye, or plant, and 
armorum fuerunt.” . the crop will come off in season to allow you 
If, therefore, the Farmer is first a diligent | ®” opportunity to give another dressing of clay, 

man; if secondly he is an educated man; if which in quantity, should be equal to the first 
lastly, he honors his profession, and ready to | —8*y forty cords to the acre, and spread as 

stand up for its dignity and general success, before. ss a 
he continues a life-long worker in his pursuit ;| This will entirely change the texture of the 
there is nothing to bar him from becoming soil, and you will no longer have the barren- 
both respected and happy, both rich and influ- | 2ess of sand to contend with, but a soil endued 
ential—in a word, an enlightened prosperous | With all the essential requisites of permanent 

Wisconsin farmer.—Hewny 8S. Maqoon. and vigorous fertility, and on which manure 
> will act with as much celerity and aay = 

2 upon the richest loams. It may be thought 
Sandy Soils. that the quantity of bie reponeteenore ee 

There is a very erroneous but strong impres- cords to the a ae Dut when we Tetlsct 
sion on some miads, that light, loose Sands are nae aoe Sr iae bestow | ne ed of 
valueless for purposes of cultivation. In their Re eS ee ne ee ee 
natural state, it is true, they are seldom very portant fact that while manure is an article for 

productive ; ‘a few crops of rye or buckwheat which money lias to be paid, the whole cost of 
reduces their primitive fertility, and so much | “#7 38 a ee ba eee hd bg si 
manure is thenceforth requisite to reinvigorate a aeaies mi) d "donee nf eee ee. i ett 
and keep them in heart that they are either aigs “an at ius Cae +s seein "fe tie war 
turned out to pasture, or abandoned in despair. . . . 
I have had some experience in the cultivation the farmer cannot afford eae a apply 2 
of this species of soil, and my success has in- less quantity at first, and add to it year by 

duced me to attach to them a much higher | °°"; but in this case he must be contented 
degree of importance than is usually accorded. with a much less licrative return for his an- 

And I am fully persuaded that even the lightest nual labors, as 8 very large percentage of clay 
and most sterile sands, may, by proper mana- |} called for, in order thoroughly to improve 

gement, and without any ruinous outlay of the soil, and overcome the many and serious 
expense, either in time or capital, be made ee ite of eat eo any — 
highly and permanently productive; in short, erefore itis mue etter and more in sro 

that our poorest plains land can be redeemed mre with policy of enlightened economy, to 
from this unjust imputation of utter worth-| S'¥e enough at first to effect the object desired, 

Yesmness, and made to yield, not only remuner- | 74 enter at once into the pechte oe the Das 
ating crops, but crops equalling in abundance | 2¢88; than to occupy years with only a limited 

and richness those afforded by the most affluent annual return. 
soils upon which labor has ever yet been be-| The great reason—and indeed I regard it as 

stowed. the principal one—why manure never acts vig- 

In the first place. in order to the successful | orously on light sands is, that the extreme 

amelioration of sandy soils, it will be necessary | porosity which characterises’ it, causes the 

completely and thoroughly to cleanse them from | dung to dry, and consequently to remain inert. 
stumps. After this is effected, let them be|A lump of dry manure is no better in the soil 

peuee deeply, with a strong team, in the| than a chip ora stone, and will produce just 

of summer, turning in all the wild growth | the same effects uponthe crop. The clay gives 

upon them to the depth of at least one foot ; | cohesiveness to the,particles, unites them by® 
then hatrow thoroughly and roll with as heavy | sort of glutinous attachment and consolidation, 
a roller as P se can procure, The next thing | and while it favors the absorption and reten- 
is to give the surface a good dressing of clay. | tion of moisture, ensures the fermentation and 

|| This earth will generally be found in the near | ultimate decomposition of thadung.s 22 a few 
vicinity of the field to be clayed, either in some | years the soil will.assume a fine appear-
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ance, resembling that of garden mould, and | by rotting, to be well incorporated with the 

the various seer will find in it a bed capa- | soil—not considering that green manures are 

ble of affording expansion to their roots, and | continually giving out matter which will enrich 

a supply of moisture and soluble food commen- | any soil in the operation. 

surate with their wants. Farmers are now complaining of the depre- 

To every person, therefore, who is the posses- | dations of worms among their corn. Are they 

sor of sandy soil, I would say, clay them at| aware that well rotted manures harbor twice 

once! No soil is so easily worked, and from|as many worms as manures that are carried 

no goil, when managed in this way, will labor | directly from the barm and yard before they 

secure to itself a more certain and rich reward. | have had time to ferment—to heat and breed 

—Cor. Ger. Telegraph. worms ? 
eH ge On our own field we cannot perceive that 

‘Wheat Growing Countries. | the worms have done any more mischief than 
—— usual. We never put rotted manure in the hill. 

A late number of the New York 7ribune con- | But we place a handfull of ashes and plaster 

tains an article on wheat culture, from which | °", each hill before the corn comes up. 
EB The seed for an acre of corn costs but very 

it seems ours is not the greatest wheat produ- | little compared with potatoes—therefore, we 

cing country, both France and Britain exceed- | can afford to drop six or eight kernels in a hill, 

ing it in average yield. Our last year’s crop ant tet ihe worms have a share.— Massachusetts 

is assumed to be 180,000,000 bushels, but the pie wee ee Seggs etee 

average is probably only 120,000,000—and as Sorrel and Other Weeds. 

our system of agriculture is exhausting the| The following excellent hints im a nut-shell, 
best lands, a diminution of the yield is antici-| ye find in the Massachusetts Plowman, which 

pated. The average yield of other countries | has always set the example of using mo more 

is stated as follows : words than necessary {n saying what it has to 
PYRTO0, ciseissssnscconnsetsesecsecssoceseobcadscsdecseseseneulOL AS20085 i 
Britadivnsnnnnennsrnsnn — nn aaa say: rey 

Sic nevenevneenneenenrntesennnee 000,000 | Many of out ee viseidirootions for 

Me do Se ee seteaoo killing sorrel. It seems # be Sea lion in the 
AUB, ccevsssevccsccsssseseessesssesssesestssnneeneeneeeee 27,180068 | way” with some farmers, and we have heard 

Bee saci nen te eee Maa meee es Salle’ short of 
Baia Pe ese trees coors 13,360,000 palling up by Hand and being laid ona dry 

= eae eR) cas ae oi aoebagg der 
Denmark 2 slooojeen | danger of its to any extent. A good 

Sweden and Norwayyecseesessessvervssseeeeeeeeenvere 1,200,000 | plow, well bry deep enough to 
“Here is an annual production of over 606,-| prevent its appearanée igh the summer, 

000,000 bushels. If the crops of this continent | provided that some valuable plant is encouraged 
are included, the total may be safely assumed | to take its place. Every decent soil will bear 

to be 900,000,000, as the unascertained product | something im the course of the summer, and 

of Russia and Turkey must be very large. No'| when the forage neglects to improve his land 
better evidence of the primary value of the | he must expect to find it green with some kind 
wheat plant to the human family could be given| of vegetable. |, t - 
than such an exhibitionasthis. It provesthat| A good growth of clover will bury all the 

where the highest civilization has been attained, | sorrel and smother it for the whole season. A 
there the greatest production is realized.” growth of buckwheat will smother all. other 

Mie eit aie i vegetation, and come near killing all foul weeds. 

‘Well Rotted Manure. And buckwheat will grow in very poor soils. 
<= | el 

This is a favorite expression with many farm- Ashes and Plaster. 

ers. Well rotted, or wholly rotted manure, —— 

works so quick that the purchaser thinks he| These articles, mixed, operate well on dry 

shall have quick returns from it. and sandy loams. One gill of the mixture is 
Many farmers put a shovelfull of this in each | enough fora hill of corn. When this is dropped 

hill of corn and: potatoes—and in June they | on the corm hills, at the time of planting, it 

Point to the advantages they are having over | keeps down weeds and worms, while it starts 

farmers who use manure before it is well rotted. | the corn early. 
Other farmers spread on manure’and let it The labor of applying ashes before the corn |} 

Tot inthe field—trusting to its doing/some ser- | is up is not half so much as when the leaves 

vice while the operation of rotting is going on. | are in the way. Hight bushels of ashes and 

Many’ farmers Rislike to carry manure into | two of plaster may be mixed together for an 
their fields till they have become fine enough, | acre.—Mass. Plowman.
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STO cK R EGIST ER. | rinoes, Spanish, French and Saxon—do not 

_—___ | thrive in Great Britain. The Leicesters and 

Most Profitable Sheep for Wisconsin. | the Teeswaters, Cotswolds and Bampton, (which 

— last three are but varieties of the Leicester), 

“Why don’t you publish something for the | and the South Downs, Norfolks, Suffolks, Dor- 

enlightenment of young farmers like me as to | sets, Rylands and Cheviots would accordingly 
the best breed of sheep?” be the best for that country. But it must be 

Such was the language addressed to us. the | presumed that it was the intention of our friend 

other day by an ambitious young farmer of | to enquire with reference to this and not any 

Dane, anxious to know the best course for him | foreign country. But even this is not a suffi- 

to pursue in all matters pertaining to his busi- | cient narrowing down of the question; for, in 

ness. We have several times already inciden- | some portions of the United States—in the vi- 

tally indicated our views on this subject, and | cinity of New York and many large Eastern 

have hoped to have something more at length | cities for example—the South Down and other 

on the subject from some of the numerous ac- | middle wool breeds would be most profitable, 

tual and long-experienced growers of sheep in | owing to the large demand for the excellent 

Wisconsin. | mutton which they furnish for the great meat 
ee : markets, while their wool is also 

Page in good demand, and bears a re- 

Le in ee spectable price. 

a See sai If it was intended to enquire, | 

¢ < a a ‘ “What is the best breed of Sheep | 
‘ ti UE: Ra for Wisconsin farmers to raise?” 

yy ee we) then we would ask the question, 

*3 4 s ‘«What are the circumstances of 

y ae os locality, climate, use, &c., neces- 

5 see . sary to be considered ?”” 

ST This may be briefly answered. 

gait cs f As to locality, we are far removed 

a sey x ow ; from all the great markets of the 

ae | | (aban C= country, whether for mutton or 
es eS ;! rege ! . (===. wool. And inasmuch as mutton 

ee 23 Ae ie, Si _. is less easily transported than 

Ss $e eS i , i jg eG S ‘aoa wool, we cannot hope to compete 

= sg aes ee in the great meat markets at all. 

5 ; 5 ae == If we raise sheep therefore, it must 

. ' Se ee be chiefly for the wobl. 

The above question as put by our friend| But what kindof wool? If we had manu- 
opens a pretty wide field, as it is not qualified | factories where the coarser wools could finds 

by any restrictions either as to locality, use or | good market, this question would not be 80 

anything else. To answer it fully would re-| important. But we have not. The wool that 

quire a lengthy discussion therefore. we raise, therefore, must be for exportation. 

In England the long and middle wooled | Shall we not, then, produce the best quality, 

sheep are best—first, for the reason that the | so as to get the most money for the least care 

chief demand is for cloths and fabrics, such as | of the flock and, bulk of the fieece?- “Cer- 

wools of those descriptions will best manufac- | tainly. But do these circumstances decide you 

ture, and secondly, because the sheep which | to choose the Merinoes?” Undoubtedly. For 

furnish the finer and shorter wools,—the Me- | there is no sheep in the country whose fleece
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is so fine, so desirable in its felting qualities, | But during the past summer he was obliged to 
ich i time, ‘ use this 2U acre lot as a sheep pasture, and his 

and which is, at the ee nay man - splendid flock of merinos ran otal about for 
“But are the Merinoes hardy?” Quite as /| some cool nook to protect. them from the burn- 

much so as any sheep we have. As a general ing ve of the on and found none. It was 
. , _| pitiable to see these poor shee ting for 

rule, sheep are eee oe canes com" | breath at midday ; and on aaa Fancast the 
stitution, and being subject to peculiar diseases neighbors sent a deputation to the old man, 

require more care than hogs or mules. But if suggesting the propriety of removing the flock 
thi ith oth hati | * Some other field, on the score of humanity 

we compare this race with others, we shall) +, dumb brutes; but he “pooed” at. the idea, 
find them quite as able to endure our climate. | und dismissed them very summarily. 

The fact that they, are crowdiug out other} One day much warmer than usual, the old 
= ~ |man found several of his sheep so exhausted 

breeds, until they probably at present consti-| from the effect of the heat, as to be unable to 

tute three-fourths of all the flocks in the State, ey he removed ae toa cout pace 
: . . near his dwelling, but they had suffered too 

igofiifeelé some ippeaende y ; much and soon died. On the follewing day 
“There are. two varieties of the Merino, | half a dozen were found in the like condition, 

however, in Wisconsin.” Yes, the Spanish, and they died ae pee the eyes of the old 
= . 2 farmer were opened at last, and after having 

and the French. But the Spanish furnisheS| 1. $100 worth of his best sheep, he concluded 
a more uniform staple and is a little more | to remove the remainder of the flock to a field 

e f igi where there was an abundance of shade. 

hardy; we accordingly answer the original) "1°. ionally some of his neighbors ask him 
question, What is the best sheep for the aver-| how much he cleared by cutting down the trees 
age of Wisconsin farmers? by saying, Decid- & his sheep posure, when he shrugs up oe 

cs shoulders, and begs them not to mention the 

editing Sygate Serius. : subject again. On one occasion he admitted 
If any of our good wool-growers dissent from | that he would pay $500 if he could restore the 

this decisi i give them the privil trees to his field. 
inaerigien tesa =e eer eee There are hundreds of just such self-conceit- 

of an appeal and of arguing the case to any | oq, bp farmers as the man we here allude 
reasonable extent in the Farmer. to, who dispoil their farms for the purpose of 

eae | grinding out a little extra cash.—Rural Amer- 

Shade for Stock. oo . 
i —_— Sn a 

The following anecdote, with the moral it} Tux Waite Cugster Hoc,—As the merits of 

teaches, is dedicated to those short-sighted in- | this superior breed of swine are daily attract- 
._ | ing more and deserving attention, we present 

human farmers, who, for the sake of saving} 9 Written portrait thereof. 

every inch of land and making “a clean field,” | ‘Their charsetereine Srerciange size, remark- 
ably symmetrical form, easy keeping, compara- 

cut off all the shade trees that adorn and {#74 "Witte “offal, great depth fant length of 
beautify their openings, and thus leave their | carcass, and producing large quantities of lard. 

poor dependent brutes to bake and swelter in They power in 7 euigent oars me Spry 
mr esirable qualities of early maturity, and fat 

the sun, Read the story and know that “the tening at a very early age. As to the origin 

fools are not all dead” yet : of this breed, it is said that a shipmaster who 

An old farmer not far from Utica, N. ¥., who | used to trade between Liverpool and Wilming- 
considered himself pretty sharp in gathering | ton, some thirty-five oir ago, procured 

in the pennies, one aay said, “boys, come, let | couple of hogs from Bedfordshire, England, 
us go and cut down the trees in the 20 acre lot. | with the em of inizodecing, ee into se 
They will make 20cords of wood, at least; and| country. For several years they were o 
lane see any use for them —— the Bedford breed, afterwards the County 

80 the boys took their axes, and commenced Chester, but now are known as the White Ches- 

cutting down the great trees, with their wide- | ter. They are pure white—Hastern (Me,) 
spreading branches, which had adorned the | #77. 

field for ages, and the neighbors looked on with are ee. 

astonishment and thought the old man was} Scxsrcus.—A correspondent of the New 

erazy, and they. were not far from right. England Farmer, says his method of curing 

_ In ghout a week the trees were all cut down, | scratches is to rub on West India molasses a 

and the wood hauled out to the road and piled | few times. He has never known it toofail.— 

up, and the old farmer boasted of his sagacity | Wonder if here is not a new use for, sorghum 
and said that he had cleared $50 by the job. | syrup? i
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Handling Young Colts. stomach. The piece of wood prevents this, 
met r _ | and also will instantly release any wind accu- 

Most farmers make an important mistake in| mulated there. In a few hours (sometimes 

not handling, petting and controlling their | minutes) the turnip will soften and fall into 
ie while thay are, follogingaisty ee ee ee te WEEE P y & hastened by unloosing one side and giving s 

mothers. At this period, by judicious man-| mouthful of hay which may force it.down. 
agement—not that kind of fooling and teasing ia eh a 5 

to which mischievous boys are so much given aaataee egies a ae 

—almost any young colt may be so educated | by the following receipt any case of colic in 
and trained, as afterwards to require scarcely | horses in twenty minutes. Take 8 ounces to- 

bacco, in small bits; 1 drachm red pepper ; 1} 
any of that severe and dangerous work of gallons boiling water; mix and. simmer on 

breakimg now so universal. coals ten minutes, or till the properties of the 

Solomon (might have) said, Zrain up a colt | Medicine are extracted. Administer by injec- 
¥ tion with } pint syringe. Repeat every minute 
in the way he should go, and when he comes to be | +i}) revived. By this method I have cured 

a horse he will not depart from it. more than fifty cases without a single failure, 
pee The horse is generally fit for use in one hour. 

Be Humane to Your Horses. The modus operandi of the medicine is this: 
ae Tobacco is a powerful relaxant—Capsi¢um 4 

The following remarks of Mr. Raney should ee stimulant. ay ee relaxation Pre; 
3 jue the tobacco, exit is given to the be panied in ape hat of every man who has Se. of windior ess end pegs id 

anything to do with horses: is equalized; the pepper prevents too great 3 

Noe od every wrong act the horse commits | 'elaxation. 
is from mismanagement, fear, or excitement; PETA — Geen 
one harsh word wal 80 excite a nervous horse |. Wasuixaton’s Love or Horszs.—The Pres- 
as to increase his pulse ten beats in a minute. | ident’s stables in Philadelphia were under the 
When we remember that we are dealing with direction of German John, and the grooming 
dumb brutes, and reflect how difficult it must | of the white chargers will rather surprise the 
be for them to understand our motions, signs, |™oderns. The pight before the horses were 
and language, we should never get out of pa- | *Pected to be ridden they were covered entire- 
tience with them because they don’t understand ly over with a paste, of which whiting was the 
us, or wonder at their doing things wrong. | Principal component part; then the animals 
With all our intellect, if we were placed in the | WeT¢ swathed in body-cloths, and left to sleep 
horse’s situation, it would be difficult for us to | Upon clean straw. In the morning the compo- 
understand the driving of some foreigner of | Sition had become hard, was well rubbed in, 
foreign ways and foreign language. Weshould | ®2d curried and brushed, which process gave 
always recollect that our ways and language | ‘° the coats a beautiful, glossy, and et 

are just as foreign and unknown to the horse as | *Ppearance. The hoofs were then blacken 
any language in the world is to us, and should and polished, the mouths washed, teeth picked 
try to practise what we could understand were |®"4 cleaned, and, the leopard-skin housings 
we the horse, endeavoring by more simple being properly adjusted, the white chargers were 

means to work on his understanding rather | led out for service. Such was the ) aed = 
than on the different parts of his body.” the ancient times.—Recollections of Washington. 

See eee ee oe 
Relief Horse Suorixc—Foraixa.—W. H. Ladd, of 

Fa phan Satis, Richmond, Ohio, writes us that if J. T. T. wil 
A Wisconsin farmer says that a sure relief | have his mare’s fore feet pared down as much 

for horned cattle, choked with a potato, turnip, | 28 they will bear at the toes, and then put shoes 
piece of pumpkin or the like, may be obtained | on with high square heels and no toe corks, 
by proping the animal’s mouth open, which is | and reverse this with the hind feet, putting 0” 
done with a block of wood about two inches | shoes with toe corks, set well under, and n0 
long, and one and a half inch square, with a | heel corks, the probability is she will quit forg- 
hole bored thoough it, having cords attached to | ing.—American Stock Journal. 
tie to the horns to keep it in its place. The ———_ 
reason of the thing is this; there is no danger| ge@~Stifle Joint Lameness is ee to affect 

from choking but by the swelling of the first | young colts, and is produced by the wearing 
stomach, and a —— by ‘the rene pan Pe? the toe. It is in fact the dislocation 
swallowing in rt to e ob- | of patella or knee It is most preva- 
struction; Esch attempt so wallow-aote Ts lent when the animal is Kept on bccn 
a foreepump, and forces down a quantity of| ground. The best remedy is to have hinrsh' 
air and saliva, which in time will burst the | and remove him to level ground.
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POUL ER. [From the American Poultry Yard.] 
it THE POULTERER zune Preservation of Eggs for Cookery. 

: Dorking Hen. «Preserved eggs,” says Cobbet, “‘are things 
—- to run from, not after.” Perhaps so, perhaps 

Last month we furnished our readers with a| not, as the case may be. At any rate, many 
ef conil + articles of cookery, which cannot be made 
ee without eggs, are ak things to run from. A 

handsome eut of the cock. He was a splendid | jarge proportion of the eggs brought to market 
fellow and has made all the boys in the State | during vere Lily ataptgnatie enough, 

“ ” ‘ quite uneatable as eggs, but only not offensive 
Ts me Sit saree aor ee to the smell. They are saved Pee ‘oe 
have a Dorking rooster, cost what it would. tion by immersion in lime water, to which salt 

is added by some housewives. When wanted, 
aan Fea) they are fished out of the tub, wiped, and 

} eee om sometimes rubbed with a little sand to give a 
} Gs cera fresh-looking roughness to the shell. 
| i ae - % Cooks say they answer their purpose; but it 

i) k e PEF. Ni," is assuredly worth while to try for something 
| - . w\\ better. 

i i The three following are cheap and easy 
ANN hn modes of preserving eggs for culinary use :— 

\ y 1 No. 1.—Pack the eggs in an upright water- 
ee A 4) tight cask, with their small ends down. Take 

pe mS : y Z¥ | eight quarts of unslaked lime, one half pound 
se ea Se i”, wae of common salt, two ounces of cream tartar ; 
mS ie! ha mix in water so as to bear up an egg with its 

Se ee ‘ia top just above the surface; pour the mixture 

4 Nise — ii. hii into the cask containing the eggs, and they 
tay —<" ae pees | will keep sound and good for two years. 
See = we Pe: re No. 2.—Pack the eggs in an upright earthen 

5 ee er eS vessel or tub, with their small ends down. 
SS en ae Melt and strain a quantity of cheap tallow or 
SS ae —SC ard, and pour, while warm, not hot, over the 

Se eggs in the jar till they are completely covered. 
a is When all is eold and firm set this vessel in a 

We now present them with a picture of Mrs. | oo9], dry place till required for use. After the 
Dorking; and a most plump, portly and moth- | eggs are taken ere; the _— need not be 

i ‘: + wasted, as it will serve for making soap, or 
SosepeS bird she is too. Not exactly an | any other household uses: P, 

“everlasting layer,” but supposed to do fair! No, 3.—Pack the eggs in common salt, with 
duty in this respect, and especially distinguish- por ae and eee keep tolerably 

egies * for eight or nine months. 
ed for her readiness to “set” when the time | ® Tt has been stated by Reaumur, who is high 

comes, and as long as may be necessary. She | authority, that clear a unfertile sagt sil 
is noted fi kee, od longer than those that woul 
ve ee el ae meonienes bur it is doubtful whether the dif- 
chicks, which are generally brownish-yellow, | ference is so great as to make it justifiable 

with a broad, brown stripe down the middle of | keeping the hens in a melancholy widowhood 

the back and a narrow one on each side. on this account. 

| The eggs are usually of a clear white, but How to Keep Eggs a Year. 

sometimes of an ashy-grey color, pretty large It has been an interesting question, and one 

|| and rounded at both ends. that has been argued and experimented on from 

i} Columella and Pliny, who wrote many hun- | the earliest history of the world to the present 

| dred-years ilowt hen, the description day, namely, the best, cheapest and safest 
x ago, eulogize a hen, the description | -ode of putting up eggs to keep good the 

of which quite certainly identifies her as be-| greatest length of time. Nearly every farmer 

longing to this breed; from which it would | bis pe a a ihe o land, sah soe ; 
° : longest ve ever heard of eggs being 

Sppear that the Dorking has been famous since fennate months, I believe. 

very early times. But I think I have struck a plan (or rather || 

= the hen struck it,) that will settle the question |} 

| B@™ Those who have tested it say, that white- | for all practical purposes. The discovery was 

| *kinned chickens are best. in this wise:—Over a year ago I had some
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hens laying in a hollow gum, filled or nearly se aay necessary to enter the hive, by which 
full of unleached ashes; the gum was upset | many of them have their pollen rubbed off. The 
by accident, and I paid no further attention to | whole colony is also thrown into great excite. 

; it, until I needed some ashes this spring in| ment every day, when the drones attempt to 
making mortar. In taking the ashes off the take their flight i and the entrance must be en- 
ground at the end of the gum, I dug out four | larged daily, early in the morning or late in the 
eggs that had been laid there one year ago; | #fternaon, to allow the bees to carry out dead 
they were perfectly sound and good. We used | drones and imperfect brood, which they have 
one immediately after finding them, and kept | been dragging for hours about the contracted 
the others four weeks and then used them, and | P&S88ge. - 
found that they were as good asif they had| 3. Clipping the winge ibe gnech, ans bhting 
not been laid a week. There is no doubt that | Warming 18 an o anes ah one srhiok wit 
these eggs were laid in the unleached ashes, the ey ree gprs on 
previous to the gum being upset, over one year fect! = ee ee tan! a anes ae 
ago; the upsetting covered them with ashes, will UE the alightin, ae Peres og 
which were leached in course of time by the | 545 he fost in the pa NS “The bees return to 
weather. Let some of our readers try this, the parent stuck, to await the dev ent atl 
and satisfy themselves that eggs can be kept | the ee queens, and will i gf often | 
fresh and good one year. I am trying the ex-| three or four times. . | 
er te, with a larger lot, and will let you| 4 From some experiments which Thave tried | 

now how it succeeds at the proper time.—A. | this season, I think that 1 eon stietaslly pre. | 

C. Phelps, in Genesee Farmer. vent swarming, without in ie interfering 
—_—_—_—_—_—M—"——SSXX— | With the natural instincts of f ars = 

The hives in which swarming is to re. | 
THE BEE KEEPER. vented should all have their alighting fate 

————————————————————————— resens on a large board placed We ground, | 
and the wings of the queens shoul ‘clipped | 

a een in the way Seceited 5 page 223 of my book; | 
Prevention of Swarming. so sg: if ave lests she a eG week | 

— to the hive, when attracte: um of 
Bich pre aires from ots several me- | her voturaiae tolony. She wal not be dixposed | 

ave been advocated. to leave often; and bees will probably aid | 
1. Many persons supposing that bees swarm pag destroyii tte maturing ace or] 

only for want of room, aim to prevent it by fur-| this however, I eked be more certain after an | 
nishing abundance of room, either in the min} enlarged course of observations. If the bees | 
hive or in the surplus honey receptacles. But| should prevent the destruction of the young | 
every experienced beekeeper is awure tht stocks | queens. and the old one should be killed, then | 
will often swarm without occupying the surplus | the whole plun will fail. Of this. however, I | 
storage room—or after they have partially filled | have little fear —/.. L. Langatroth. Oxford, Ohio. 

it a Set and in Mexico, where bees are of- ‘ | 
ten kept in flour barrels, [have seen them swarm | 
when the barrels were not near filled with comb ee ney ne: | 
I have repeated ae swarms from old gums] The movable comb hive is peculiarly adapied | 

bedding over reas eo) Py a eeeee° for the purpose eG pallechng oe sepuring, = | 
< e its pure state and unmixed with other kinds, | 

ae keeles Sad ate vee cies eae nenen memeananaeae 
placed over the old stock. in the method described eee P as eet eet et || 
in plate v., fig. 16, of the third edition of my | Chita Hov iiioccatittedpeex nisi | 
book ‘The’ bees had filled the second story. and | "it¢ Clover, mustarc, lavender, SOBt Cr simi | 

were busily at work in the third. It is very lar plants are largely cultivated; it is only | 
evident, therefore, the ample storage room can- abopsenry, Maen ay, Lor ay oe pleat | 

vested 8 be relied on for preventing swarm-| 14 remove them when filled. If the honey is 
2. Many devices have been contrived for pre- intended for immediate uae,, it 4s pot ae 

veniing swarming by contracting the entrance |‘? delay the removal till the cells are oot 
to the hive so as to prevent the queen from | °Ve?: and the contents can then be more readily 

leaving. while free egress is allowed the work- | drained out and the combs the more speedily 
ers. At one time I looked upon what I called|Te-inserted. But to secure this object com 
my non-swarmer with considerable favor; but |Pletely and secure the largest amount of the 
longer experience has convinced me that it will | particular kind of honey desired, there should 
not answer. It is true that if the entrance is | be no unsealed brood in the hive during this 
made exactly five thirty-seconds of an inch | period, as it would demand a large expenditure 
high, the queen cannot yet out. and the bees | of time and attention on the part of the work- 
after swarming will return to the hive. _ But| ers, and involve no inconsiderable consumption 
such accuracy of adjustment is difficult to ob-|of honey. The queen should, therefore, be 
tain, and the bees are sel‘iom reconciled to the | confined or removed five or six days prior t 

eee eee eel
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the intended operation ; and released or restor- 

ed after it is ended. The brooding chamber or THE HORTICULTURIST. 

proper dwelling place of the bees, should also | 
be amply stored with common honey, so as Horticultural Hints. 

to offer the workers no vacant spaces or aes 

empty cells; because they would instinetly August, the harvest month of the farmer, is 
fill their a — with stores, be-| not an idle one to the Horticulturist. In the 

joney to the more remote parts ‘ 
ee i om ee ae ae iar ugual toils of the season the farmer may forget 

kind of pasturage abounds, and the brooding the little attentions which his orchard and gar- 

oe i weet Leased eee cieaeane den may require to perfect the crop and crown 
serviceable to take out the frames with empty A 

combs, and insert combs of sealed honey in- the feast of ingathering with Inscious Tralta. 

stead—-thus constraining the bees to carry| The heavy labors im the orchard, garden, and 

their a ay saa combs pape ie nursery are all over, and, if well done, the 
to receive them. en, the apiarian has once % 

thoroughly established the movable comb sys- cee ene and rapid ‘development to matu- 
tem in his apfary, he will almost always have | rity is gratifying indeed. But look out for the 

on hand supplies of frames with sealed bon-| next year’s work, in the abundant crop of seeds 

ey, and be prepared to effect the requiste ar-| _; ae fe 

rangements, But if he is yet a new beginner, ripening in the few or many stray weeds which 
he should remember that full combs may be| escaped hoe and cultivator. Run the cultivator 

taken for thi fi h hi en for this purpose from such common hives i 
as are not intended to be wintered; or if he eaete ow co peck ee rere ay jess < 

should subsequently conclude to preserve them, the crops, run the horse-hoe and light subsoiler 

the honey may be restored after it has served in all the root crops. Look to the orchard. 

this temporary purpose.—Bee Journal. Select finest fraits and tie them to the branch 
el ., , ., 

Het caineuae Buc Raneeca When rub: with an envelop of musquito netting ; you will in 

bing bees attack a weak colony having a fertile this way save samples from various depredators, 

sens : is advisable to remove it from its stand | also for the fairs, and get some beautiful parti- 

toadark chamber orcellur. Set an empty hive A 

in its place. strew therein a handful or two of colored ppeaiers’ 
- stems and leaves of wormwood, and rub the| Early fruits of apples and pears can be kept |} 

ront of the hive and the bottom board there- il the fall exhibitions. Simpl ii 4 

with. The assailants will soon forsuke the spot rs De ~~ aan aL a eee 

anil the colony muy be replaced on its stand on | J°"*s fill up with pure cold water, seal up and 
the evening of the following day.—Bee Journal. | bury in the ice house, or in earth in the cellar. 

Th per ee Hh a They will retain their form and color, and not 
Lad e effects of chloroform on bees is thus . 

told: ‘He closed the door, then covered the crack from evaporation as when put up dry, but 

hive with a cloth, and blew chloroform into the| in order to retain flavor an addition of a little 

hive When the bees had fallen to sleep they | white loaf sugar to the water is necessary. 
were easily removed to another bive without % 
ce to any one, and next, morning were all] Clean away sprouts and rubbish from your 

cee sence ively ents trees, so that the trunk and crown may be har- 
SASS Terese 

RG The Baron of Berlepsch has had colon-| ened by exposure to the weather, and better 
ies in his apiary which increased eleyen pounds | prepared for winter, besides destroying the 

in weight in one day. Mr. Kader, uf Mayence, | harbor of many insects which prey on tree and 
had one which increased twenty-one pounds ‘ 
und the Rev. Mr. Stein, of the s»me place, one | fruit. Remove nests of worms, if any remain. 

; Which increased twenty-eight pounds in a day. | Attend early to the budding of roses and young 

trees if they are growing well. 
8GE The teeting of a queen bee is produced . oes 

by forcing air sbenibl the stigmata or esatiton Pruning and ringing should now be done to 

ant the tracheal system ; and, not.as Gun-| develop fruit buds for another year—the first, 

'lach supposed, by rubhing against each other | 4. pinching in the young shoots of the branch ; 

the weeond und thi 1 te of thy a PIRSRIAS ams, 
domen. ison era etree the second by taking off a ring of bark one- 

ee aa fourth to one-half inch wide near the base of 

> Two natural , hived on th i 
day, should oR Hbeiblacel eke lagether th the the branch, or by tying a cord tightly around 

Apiary; and the same rule should govern in the part. In large branches it will be neces- 

the disposing of. newly made artificial colonies. | sary to scrape the wood a little after taking off
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the ring to._prevent the downward flow of sap— | verbenas, &c., of choice varieties for winter 

do no severe pruning in the vineyard or orchard | stock. 
after the first of the month, except sprouts.| If not done before, drive good stakes for the 

Every leaf now-enlarges the root. Straw your | dablias, tie up and trim off surplus side shoots 
tomatoes to keep the fruit from the ground and| and suckers. Clean out all weeds and may be 

cut back the ends of vines after the fruit has| thin out the plants in flower garden that you 

well set. Setting of strawberry beds is not re-| may have a fine show in autumn. 

commended, except as they may be very conve-| Save seeds from the garden and flower beds of 
nient to move with a little earth, then with a| the choicest varieties. Have ready some paper 

thorough mulching, plenty of water, and a little| bags with the names written on them, and 

covering from the sun a few days may do well./ gather a few at a time, leaving them open in an 

Layers can still be made from roses and many | airy place to dry; then by a little neighborly 

soft wooded plants by tongueing and pegging, | exchange, you will be provided at little cost 

covering the parts with compost, leaf mold, or| with the nucleus of a glorious show and sub- 

well rotted peat. Layer pansies, petunias, ! stance another season. 3. 0.P, 

. | 

HOS | 

| 
| 
| 

\ | 
| 
| 

= | | 
| 

| 

i No. 1. No. 2. | 

p Ep. Wis. Farmer :—In the earnest desire | fruited several years past in the strong burr-oak 

to get some additions to their list of early fruits, | soils in Jefferson and Dane counties. Tree, 

some of our friends are inquiring after the old | moderate grower, hardy, spreading, and requires 

varieties, two of which we herewith describe, | high cultivation. 

and will follow with some of the new as well as| Exxror describes it thus: ‘‘ Fruit medium or 
old which we can recommend. rather smatl—roundish, sometimes flattened ; 

No. 1.—Summer Rose —An old variety but | color, rich glossy yellow and streaked with red; 
little cultivated in the West, probably on account | stem varying from stout to slender, short ; cav- 

of its slow growth. Its irregular dwarfish habit | ity shallow; calyx partially closed; basin 
of tree will render it unpopular for market cul-| round, slightly furrowed ; flesh white, tender, 

tivation, but it succeeds well on the strong clay | crisp, juicy, sprightly, (aromatic); core medi- 

soils of this State—and its hardiness, earliness | um ; seeds ovate.”’ 

and excellent quality of fruit are in favor of its} Season—middle of August into September. 

adoption for the gardener and amateur. Itreally| No. 2.—Zurly Margaret.—(Syn.—June, Red 

is a great desideratum in the apple line. It has | June-eating, &c., &c.)—Another old variety of
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excellence in fruit, but doubtful in tree forthe| Asa partof gardening and orcharding, how- 

North-west. ever, it. is» absolutely essential; and will be 
Fruit medium or below, roundish oblong con- | omitted by no sound fruit-grower who has care- 

ical, green and crimson red ; stem short, thick | fully considered the advantages derivable there- 

cavity, medium ; calyx closed; shallow basin ;| from. 

flesh white, fine grained, tender, good. The| But we set out with the purpose of recording 
tree is a moderate bearer, upright showy shoots, | some of the actual results of thorough drainage 

resembling in growth, but not equal in charac-|as practiced by an enterprising farmer and 
ter of the tree, or fruit-to the Harly Strawberry, | gardener in the vicinity of Milwaukee. We 

which is quite vigorous, of upright growth, with | refer to Dr. L. W. Weexs, whose beautifal and 

erect long leaf and stalks; fruit small, round-| productive lands lie just out of the corporation 
ish, conical and yellowish, white, nearly covered | on the south side, next the Lake, and whose fine 

with brilliant red; stem long, slender; deep, | garden and beautiful orchards, are of them- 
rather wide cavity ;\small basin, flesh yellow-| selves, a better argument in favor of drainage 

ish white, tinged with red ; sub-acid, sprightly | than we could frame in a month. 

flavor. Season—August. An amateur and/ A few years ago a considerable portion of his 

dessert fruit. J.c.P. | now large and handsome farm was an impassa- 
a Ses eee ble lake marsh To-day it is covered with the 

Drainage---A Tile-Drained Orchard. most luxuriant growth of garden vegetables we 

We have already (ine former volume of the | have seen for years; reclaimed by ditching, 

Farmer), discussed the principles and practice | brush and tile draming, and by managing the 
of drainage, strongly urging its many advanta- | Course of @ stream partly natural and partly 
ges, and pretty conclusively demonstrating, as derived from his upland drains, so as to secure 

we think, that it removes stagnant water from|* depost of the wash where it could most suc- 

the surface and from beneath the surface ; that | °SSflly encroach upon the swale, As we 
it carries down soluble minerals and manures walked over these gradually made and now 

to the roots of plants ; that it ensures the sera-| highly cultivated possessions, picking our way 

tion of the soil and the preparation of mineral through the great growth of marketable vegeta 
substances for assimilation by the plant; that| ‘ion, the transformation from what we could 
it warms the subsoil and equalizes the tempera- plainly see it had been to what it then was, 
ture of the soil generally during the important seemed almost a miracle. 

period of growth—by all these means, facilita-| But the wonder of wonders, among the visible 
ting pulverization, deepening the soil, length-| results of drainage, was found on the upland, 

ening the season, preventing injury from drouth, | where we were conducted into an orchard of 
rust and rot, and improving the quantity and | several acres, rejoicing in the boundlessness of 

quality of the crops. It is not our intention, | its fruit-growing capacity. Not an apple orch- 

therefore, to re-demonstrate these propositions | ard, mind you, but of pzars! And such an 
unless they should be called in question. They| orchard! Trees, both dwarf and standard, 

are as true as that water tends to run down hill, | smooth, clean, thrifty in growth and perfectly 
and the sooner they are recognized as truths | healthy, in a word, the finest we ever saw any- 

the better for the agriculture and horticulture | where. And the fruit—well, as to quality, it 
of the country. can’t be beaten in the world. Every blossom 

Owing to the cheapness of our rich lands,| would appear to have fruited, and already— 
however, and to the reluctance with which far-| early in June—the boughs were bending under 

mers, a8 a class, let go of old prejudices and| its weight of genuine little pears, that seemed 
adopt new systems of practice, we have scarcely | a sort of dreamy realization of what our enthusi- 

hoped for the general introduction of drainage, | asm had oftentimes pictured for the fruit lovers 
48 one of the fundamental operations of farm-| of the wiser future, when Nature’s conditions 

ing, for some time to come. shall all be known and faithfully fulfilled.
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The soil in which this orchard is growing has| The conditions under which a successful re- 
a considerable proportion of clay, and, though | sult may be expected are— 

it slopes a little towards the beautiful andro-| 1st. Stocks of a suitable size, usually twice 

mantic glen which separates it from the hand-| to four times the size of the scion from which 

Some grove reserved for a building site, is|the bud is to be taken. The stock must be one 

nevertheless inclined to be wet, and but for the | that has been growing vigorously, and will be 

thorough drainage effected by tile laid between | for several days after the bud is inserted ; then 
the rows, could scarcely hope to produce healthy | the bark will peel freely, and the cambrium or 

pear trees, much less such profusion of the | new deposit of sap wood, will be in a pulpy 

most desirable and delicate varieties of fruit. | state, just right to nourish the bud. 

In view of all the discouragements incident to} 2d. Scions, with well matured, prominent buds; 

fruit-growing in general and to pear-growing, in | and to secure this, the scion should have formed 
particular, in Wisconsin, we consider this or-| its terminal bud, or have been pinched in ten 
chard of the Dr.’s a triumph of which he has a | days previous, to ripen the wood and develop 

right to be proud, and a demonstration of the | the buds. The leaf and leaf-stock should be 
advantage of tile-drainage, which every horti- | removed immediately after cutting, close to the 

eulturist in the country should be prompt to| Scion. Scions cut in this way can be preserved 

acknowledge by the adoption of similar meas- | for days and weeks if rolled in damp cloths, or 

ures for the surer success of his own orchard. | Sent by mail rolled in oil silk—air tight. | 
On behalf of the Agriculture and Horticulture | 3d. Some good tying material, prepared be- 

of our State we heartily thank the Dr. for this | fore hand. Many kinds are used, the best of 
important pioneer example, and on our own indi- | Which is bass matting prepared from the inner 
vidual account for the very great pleasure de-| bark of basswood, rotted or boiled sufficiently 
rived from an inspection of his ably conducted | to seperate the layers into paper-like sheets, 
farm. which can be stripped into bands of convenient 

Unhappily, the afternoon of our visit was so|size. The inner corn husk, dried, softened, 
foggy a8 to eclipse the city and surrounding | rubbed soft, and stripped up, is an excellent 
scenery, which, in fair weather, must present a | material if used with skill. Yarn, cloth, or | 

beautiful view as commanded by the grove al- | twine can be used if nothing better is at hand. 

ready referred to; but the premises of them-| Whatever the material used it should be moist- 

selves were enough to charm an enthusiastic |ened only enough to make it pliable. Many 

admirer of thorough culture, and we have prom- | buds fail from shrinkage of the band. 

ised ourself another afternoon there, at some| 4th. A sharp, smooth-edged, thin-bladed, cen- 

time in the future, when, weary of the heat and | tre-pointed knife, with small handle. The blade 

hum-drum of city life, the Dr. and his family | should have.a rounded point, thin and sharp on 

shall have sought the cool and fragrant country | one edge, and the back near the point thin and 
air and the purer joys of a quiet suburban | dull; this back is to lift the bark and push in 

home. the bud. This we find by long experience the 
aie or a best form and far superior for rapid work to the 
Inoculation--Budding. regular ‘“ budding knife.”? 

Budding affords the most rapid means of the} Having the materials ready for work, select a 

propagation of most varieties of fruits known | Smooth place upon the north side of the stuck, 

to Horticulture ; ‘yet comparatively few out of | draw a lengthwise incision of an inch or more 

the professional ranks are familiar with the | with a cross cut at the foot, presenting an in- 

principles which underlie a successful practice | verted _|_, raise edges of the bark at the corners, 

of this very interesting operation, We will | and it is ready for the bud. Place the knife 

now. therefore, briefly detail the process as we | one half inch above the bud on the scion, and, 

perform it, and may suggest some practical | with a dishing .cut, carry it downwards and 
ideas new to others, into the wood enough to give firmness and stif-
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ness to the bud slip ; bring out the knife three- | taste for rural life should learn, and which, if fourths of an inch below the bud, then insert generally acquired, would add largely to the the slip and push it up gently to its place with | general interest in Horticulture, the back point of the knife ; close the bark down : J.C, Prums. oneach side and apply the band thus: Place| V!** Hi, Madison, Wis. 
i 3 DCT ue ree ieee theikatock; w 16 sales Sos [i Home-Mapr Puant SyRinar.—Geo. E. hold it firm with the thumb until with the other = S a 2 Brackett, of Belfast, Maine, tells the Maine hand the band is brought round and lapped R . z : ‘armer how he made a syringe for use in his over 80 as to bind the end ririy. Thus wind gate 

firmly —— mpate en eSNG inter aed long, with an inch- and when fully above, underlap one or more to and-a-quarter “ trunnel-auger,” through a hold the end fast, andthe work is done. There Piece of 2x2 spruce scantling, and planed it : salat down, taking off th rs king it eight 
1 > iz ‘e corners, making it eig] = eae aera t Derterming this simple ge square, then plugging one end firmly—this was ration, and perhaps better than the one de-| tie cylinder, I then took a stick an inch scribed, but we admonish the beginner, that | through, and enough longer than the cylinder ualess the band is firmly and securely put on, | ‘? be easily grasped by the hand, and made a 

a es " * 2 piston from it by winding woolen yarn around it will shrink loose, to the destruction of the one end, and fitting it exactly to the bore of bud. We shove the bud upwards because the the cylinder. A cross peg was put through the shoulder below the bud will bear much more| Piston-rod near the upper end to prevent its q forcing out the plug; several small holes were pressure of the knife than the leaf stock or bud then made through the plug, and the syringe will in pushing down, and it is often the case | was complete. This merely as an example; of . . . course it may be changed to meet the means of 
that me pare pl Soe wa rose cions, all, as regards wood used, size of bore, &e, 
and in spring budding, with cions saved over. | There sheold be several fine holes through the After about ten days loosen the band, usually | plug, some of =_ suing to ae centre, so . : : . as to cause a shower oi water in e streams by drawing the knife down the eee side | Jets. “Poh! that’s nothing but a ‘squirt from the bud, which will be found adhering and gun.’” Very well, never mind the name, if it fresh, if successful. answers the purpose.” pds f eg eh . Spring budding can be performed An. May or How Are Double Flowers Produced? June with scions from the winter cutting, and ania started immediately by topping the tree; itis| In reply to this question, the Maine Farmer 
not recommended for fruits, but succeeds well | S4¥8: 

i 2 i for the North-| ‘‘ We believe that nature never produces ae ase xhe poe aeacan, eee Se double flowers. They are consideres among west begins the last of July with old and not botanists as beautiful monsters. They are very thrifty stocks, but for young nursery stock | generally, indeed we may say always, the pro- duction of skillful management of the cultiva- the last half of Angast and fret half of oe tor. The Dutch gardeners have been very suc- tember, or as early as good mature scions can cessful in this kind of production. The prin- be obtained and as late as we can be sure of ten ciple of doing it is to keep the plant growing days growin; ion ; the | rather stintedly on poor soil, until all the or- : ae 5 Licpaped Seni ace aL ho gans of flowering are beginning to show them- time to be determined by two conditions, viz. : selves, then pushing it by liberal watering . state of scions and state of stock. But the sea- with liquid manures. This eornuen is ae Y : | ed on the physiological habits of plants. You Sons’ come nearly after the ee — have undoubtedly observed that the first exer- Rese, cherry, plum, pear, apple, quince, Ma- tion of the plant is to get its growth, then it haleb cherry, and peach. stops this part of the operation and makes i i flowers, then this operation stops, and the The whole operation is very simple, but must whole energy is bent on maturing and perfect- be performed with exact observance of the sev-| ing the oe This seems to be the great end eral conditions of stock, scions, tools, time, and | and oe of its ~ fies this done, it — 3 * any further action for the current ‘season at With @ certain dexterity which can only be Tost 
Sequired by practice. But the art is one which | «Ag g general rule, therefore, they so grow |) every young man and young lady who has a| the plant that the system which supplies ma- |.
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terial, or sere whet may be called the teorologist on the degrees of temperature, the bodily growth of the plant is not stimulated amount of rains, density of the much—merely fed enough to give it fair growth. froquency andainene a a of After this is done, and the energies of the plant | air, &c., &c., are familiar to all who know begin to be expended on the formation of the anything of the thermometer, the rain guage flower, push it as vigorously as youcan. Feed * it hight This. unica clack a Sewanee! and the barometer. But the’ operation of the 
stamens into flower leaves, and thus you obtain | Tide Guage and the Anemograph, and the re- double flowers. Sometimes this feeding is car-| suits attainable thereby, are not generally ried so far that every stamen is converted into famili d will be i init a a flower leaf. In this case, the flower becomes | f#™iliar an e interesting a ee 
barren, and no seeds are produced, and the| The object of the Tide Guage is, as the name 
only way to propagate the plant will be by | ;nai, i i dividing the un Or by cuttings and layers indicates, to determine the preciso extent fre- 

ee hi aiae ‘or iki biect quency and duration of the tides on sea or lake. J ii ane a aT ie UPC | ails House “al eaitt in the harbor, within 
“The best raiser of the stock gilly that I ever | Which and upon the water is placed a float con- knew, oe to — _ peer in very a nected with simple but ingeniously contrived pots and poor soil, until the blossom buds be- * + * gan to form; he then planted them out ina machinery which at the same time slowly reels 

bed of rich soil, and supplied them liberally | off a long scroll or belt of paper, long enough to with manure water, until the seeds were ripe, | last one month, and with a pencil marks there- and from the seeds so produced, he hada large li Kobe dates tations proportion of plants that had double flowers, |" ® Wavy line whose deflections or variatio and the plants of a fine dwarf habit, which | correspond exactly to the ebb and flow of the would not be the case when the stimulus was . i water and measure the’ degree of rise and fall. li ii 1 the iod a? 
Se ee eee ee = ae = ems ———| It also shows with unfailing certainty the 

number and degree of swells: occasioned by 
SCIENCE, ART, STATISTICS. the movement of ships, and hence furnishes a 
ae “i PPR Te aN "| record of arrivals and departures. 

eteoroloptoal abe Observations, The Anemograph (wind-writer) is a very 
During a recent visit in Milwaukee on which | recent invention by a Mr. Bunvext, formerly 

occasion Mrs. H. and ourself were the guests | of Ohio, but now a citizen of Milwaukee. Its 
of I. A. Laruam, Esq., we were favored with object is to determine the direction, velocity 
an opportunity of examining the methods of| and force of the winds. The particular instru- 
scientific observation practiced by this able} ment which it was our privilege to examine, is 
and faithful investigator, and likewise of ex- now in operation at the residence of Mr. Lar- 
amining a new and very ingenious instrument Ham. It consists of a vane—with a slender 
for determining and recording the changes in | blade to determine the course of the wind and 
direction, force, velocity, &c., of the winds. four semi-circular brass cups to catch the wind 

For many years Mr. Larnam has been a| and ensure the revolution of the whole vane 
careful observer, under direction of the Smith- with a rapidity proportionate to its force—and 
sonian Institute, of Meteorological phenomena | an instrument similar in its general objects, to 
in Wisconsin, and to no man in the West are | the Tidge Guage referred to above. The vane 
the Natural Sciences generally more indebted | is, of course, several fect above the top of the 
for their recent progress. First to make a house; the instrument in a room below—the 
geological and botanical exploration of this | former governing the latter by a rod of iron 
State—and even of large portions of the neigh-| which passes down through the roof and ceil- 
boring States, Illinois, Iowa and Minnesota— ing to its proper attachment. The machinery 
he has also been first to make important de- | is regulated by clock work, and the marking is 
ductions from series of observations on the | done by a pencil which leaves a complete and 
waters of Lake Michigan, and to determine infallibly accurate record of all the wonderful 
the existence of its lunar tide. and fantastic movements of the fickle winds 

The more ordinary observations of the me-|above. Observations for a brief and isolated
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period would, of course, be of little value other | Stream is found to be off the North-East coast than to amuse the observer; but when contin- | of South America, in which vicinity nautical ued for a number of months —especially if | discoveries find the sea in a ceaseless state of made at different points with a subsequent | boiling and commotion, From thence the water comparison—may reveal habits and laws of the | indicates a high state of temperature and forms atmospheric ocean which shall greatly extend | itself into a current in the direction of Iceland the domain of meteorological science, and| and the’ Maelstrom, and is usually called the practically result in the saving of many yalu-| Gulf Stream. 
able cargoes and precious lives on all our| Lieut. Macy accounts for it on the ground of Great Lakes. a considerable difference of temperature between 

We have not space in this number for further | #¥© portions of the sea—but is this satisfactory ? detail. These thermometers, barometers, psy- | Why is it always the same stream, and why not chrometers, tide-guages, and anemographs, so Miccak’ ave ee Teparkaple? What is more silently and faithfully watched by the noble | “banging in its course than wind caused by un- MS °. like temperatures? Now I Suppose that vast brotherhood of scientific men in all parts of ae Z 
the civilized world, doubtless appear to the quantities of water find their Way through the & Maelstrom into the bowels of the earth where unlearned but toys and wasters of time, but 

j : ; through heat and a well known magnetic influ. their great value to the future of science and 
the world’s higher civilization is none the less = nee, they are more quietly ejected, through a oH a farger opening, into the bottom of the sea off on that account; and the time is not far off, the coast of South America. From dheneetby we trust, a these modest, patient —— means of the momentum of this same as yet on the outskirts of human knowledge will be unexplained magnetic influence in addition to duly appreciated for their unselfish devotion the force acquired by the difference of temper- and the incalculable good which shall result ature as mentioned above, it takes the course of from their unrequited labors. the Gulf Stream 

SMa ee eae That powerful magnetic currents exist in the The Gulf Stream and the Maelstrom--A Query? earth which greatly exercise physical bodies, Error Wis, Farmer :—Being something of| there is no dispute. The great magnetic cir- & student of natural phenomena, I have for | cuit, lately discovered in the earth, which ope- some time been desirous of Presenting an idea | rates so powerfully on the magnetic needle does in the form of a query to your numerous intelli- not lie very much out of the direction of the gent and scientific readers, hoping thereby to| Gulf Stream. Then may there not be a grand Provoke inquiry among them and to arrive at | connection and relation of interdependence be- farther truths respecting the wonders of nature. | tween the Maelstrom and the Gulf Stream? 
My iden is this—are not the Gulf Stream, so| Javesvitte, Wis. 1861. DELTA. remarkable in the nautical world, and the Mael- Vee lige Mees 

Strom, of the coast of Norway, not less = am seae Were. able, two parts of one and the same natural} The ravages of this insect have been so ex- Phenomenon Is not one the silent and unob- | tensive and serious in many portions of the j served yet natural result of the other? country this summer—particularly in Ohio, If I am well informed on the subject, there is | Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee and Missouri— 
nO more reasonable explanation given to the | as to render its identification by the naturalist Maelstrom than that it is the mouth of a vast | @ question of much interest. Harris, in his 
Subterranean passage or river of water, similar | work entitled “Insects Injurious to Vegeta- to what have been seen, on an inferior sale, in | tion,” describes an army worm, but it appears our mammoth caverns ; and it is not unreason-| not to be this one—at least it differs both in able to Suppose that it might traverse half the | character and habit, from any that we have 2 diameter of the earth. The origin of the Gulf | seen described the present season.
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Mr. Kurrrart, of Ohio, who has furnished| These larve vary somewhat in their coloring, & communication on the subject to the Ohio | 8°me being lighter than others, some also have 
epee on some of the segments smooth tuberculous .| | Former, thinks it is not produced from the egg; spots. And from these differences and the fact but others profess to have watched it in its | that the pup differ in size, Lam inclined to the 

various stages of transformation from the egg a eee Delumg 10 aificrent species: to the perfect miller or moth. The ee of the Army Worm, i ae 
Mr. C. Tuomas, of Illinois, thinks it is by Mr. Kurrrasr, are thus described in the 

closely allied to the noctua elandestina (clandes- | "hel et sae oot “ea Bee . 5 have not observed them attack anything ot | tine owtlet-moth) of Hannis, and in a commu- the vegetable kingdom other than Graben 
nication to the Prairie Farmer gives the follow- | that is, the cereals and true grasses. They do | 
ing description of the worm and the erysalis, | Not attack any weeds whateyer, and notwith- | 3 ss z 2. standing there were trees and shrubs along the | together with drawings, engravings from which | jine of railway between Dayton and Xenia, have been kindly loaned us by the proprietor | where they destroyed every blade of grass, all 

; . | the weeds, trees and shrubs escaped unmolested. of that excellent paper, and are herewith pre- The grassy space over which they traveled ap. | 
sented : peared as if the vegetation had been burned | 

over, every stalk and leaf eaten down to the | 
3 Sa root. Clover they avoided. When they enter a | 

field of barley, they commence on the leaves | 
| and devour them entirely, close to the joint, | | and then crawl up the stalk and cut the head | 

off, aoe an uae or two of the stalk. a | | they destroy in the same manner. I observed | 
hed ae tae OC “eye yge Ruy a field of rye near Dayton, which they had | 
grown and of the crysalis formed after the completely stripped of all its foliage, but the | trys - Senha et ohio seevions: . we ‘rom, | heads were unmolested; the heads were as | 
fur cample of @ number of worms, ‘The lower light | green as usual, and appeared not to be injured. | stripe is not as distinct as it should be, otherwise it well | They destroy the foliage only of wheat—the | represents the worm.—Eps. heads are not attacked. | The larva or worm when full grown is about The army moves straight forward in the same 
one inch and a quarter long, diameter usually | general direction in which it starts, turning | something less than one fourth of an inch.| neither to the right nor the left—crossing | Has six true legs (legs with claws) two placed | fences, roads, paths, and dry ditches. In the | on each, the first, second and third segments | meadow ground above mentioned, is a small | back of the head. Also eight ventral pro-legs, | stream of water. The worms moved forward 
two on each of the sixth, seventh, eighth and | to its banks, fell in the water, floated along the | 
ninth segments, and two legs at the latter end | sinuous current until they lodged against some | of the body. It is striped lengthwise with | obstacle, to which they attached themselves, dirty-white and greenish-brown or dusky | and crept out, sometimes on the same bank stripes arranged as follows: Along the back is | from which they had fallen, and at others, on a broad, dark or dusky stripe darker in the | the opposite one. Where the stream of water 
middle, fading toward the borders and border- passed under the fence, a stake happened to be ed with black. Next below this on each side | set in the middle of the stream ; this stake was 
comes a narrow whitish stripe; next below literally covered with worms that had been this comes a narrow dark stripe; and next| carried down the stream, and were escaping comes another white stripe which frequently | from a watery grave—they will float from 
has a reddish cast, this last stripe is immedi- twenty or thirty minutes before they sink. I 
ately above the legs and along the line of the | observed several places where they had crossed stigmatae or breathing pores. All beneath dry ditches with almost perpendicular banks 
pale green. The legs are often marked with | more than a foot high. | spots or rings of black. The head is large,| The “line of march” is sometimes not more equal in diameter to the segment next to it. | than a rod or two in extent, from right to left; 
It is marked with two dark lines that arise sometimes, however, it is the entire extent of from the sides of the mouth and extend over| the field. Although the corps d’arme compri- to the back part of the head; they approach | ses millions of myriads of these worms, they 
each other in the middle and again recede be-| do not all move “ abreast,” but are scattered hind. The prominent cheeks or sides bounded | over the space traversed. In the meadow by these lines are of a pale fulvous color feed above mentioned, where the main army chequered over with narrow lines of dark | had passed four days before my visit, I found, brown. There are a few scattering hairs over | at least, one hundred live worms on a square the body and on the front part of the head. foot, and most of these were of the whitish
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caste, although a share of them were |stroy them, and do the land less inji than black. oe - ditehing, or in @ meadow would do ie hacen It is said that a very hot sun after a shower, | than burning straw. is destructive to these worms; that the: ; sssreke themselves on the under side of the i oe . oe cae ae foliage of plants during the heat of the day, | Some future invasion of this insignificant yet and Ce more ae “et pe of me destructive foe will be pleased to know that da at any other time. me who profess ogee . aie to Tikye paid oh dese attention ie their | 2turalists in oe the States ravaged this season operations, state that they live about forty-| are after him with that eagerness for a’ «better 
En and consume gt whe _ bree acquaintance” which is almost certain to re- weight o: nm vegetable matter. On this * A * bees of their natural histeny Tam unprepared sult in the discovery of some means by which 
to say anything, but from the number of dead | he may be out-generalled. ones found in the line of march, I think it ss oni * very probable that their term of life does not | | M*- Ean, of the Prairie Farmer, writes us exceed two or three days. that he has succeeded in breeding the miller, 
Some eaten A their crops — and that he will be pleased to furnish us with attack, ligging a ditch, say two feet wide i . °. and a feu dees. anid és iaclas thetarmy had an engraving of his mothship as soon as per- 

moved into the ditch, it was filled with straw | fected. 
and fired—in this manner all the worms which euadl. ieiew oui were in the ditch were destroyed. Others The Mystery of Comets’ Tails. plowed a double furrow, placing the ground on Fate ts Tec ‘i both sides, and making the sides and bottom ee tc iaeduraua on concave rather than square; when the furrow anmaee! When a comet is first diseovered by a was full of worms, a short log, 15 or 18 inches telescope it generally has no tail, appearing 
in diameter, was drawn through the furrow PY | like a faint star seen through a haze. As it aimee ie the att thus ae From approaches the sun the tail is developed, start- L at I have seen of their rae ap a ceteeche ing out.on the side next the sun, but being im- am fully persuaded that they would cross a mediately turned back, as if it were a flame narrow ditch having a slow current of water— acted on by a powerful blast coming from the 
for they are comparatively good SWIMEAers, | atin, | Phe aclene OF head of the comet is when it is remembered that very few kinds of matter, though lighter than the thinnest fog, Worms float at-all, but sink the moment they | but the tail is either not matter at all, or it is strike the water." E threw some of the army acted on by forces which do not manifest them- worms rather violently into the stream, where selves on this earth. If the train were simply 
the water was about six inches deep; and Hike| matter, acted on by gravitation, it would follpe Falstaff in the «Merry Wives of Windser,” | the hhead’iniits track around the sun, conse- || they went to the bottom, crawled an inch or quently bending, as the head sweeps around 
two, then bounded to the surface, floated three the part of its orbit nearest the sun, into nearly |, or four rods, struck at some obstacle, and. semicirenlar curve. Instead of this, thetrain || crawled out on terra firma. This I did repeat- ahedys points from the sun, swinging around as edly in presence of several witnesses. . the stream of light from a lantern in the fog Birds, poultry and pigs appear to be very | does when the lantern isturned. Asthe trains | fond of them, and destroy great numbers. It| are sometimes of such length that they would appears to me that just as good results will be| reach from the sun to the earth, and as the || obtained by placing straw over the worms and | comet. when nearest the sun moves through || burning it, as to dig a ditch—it will require | many degrees of its orbit in a few hours, the perhaps somewhat more straw, but then a ditch | end of the train is swept around with a velocity often spoils a field. Burning straw on them | which forbids the belief of its being matter i Sppears to be the most effectual remedy—the possessed with the property of inertia. H heat from the burning straw, especially ifa| The velocity, too, with which the tail is shot || light wind is blowing in the proper direction, | forth is irreconcilable with the idea of its be- i has been known to kill millions of them that ing snbject to the law of inertia. The tail of were at least a rod distant from the burning | the great comet of 1680, immediately after its || straw. perihelion passage, was found by Newton to T have learned of no experiments, but it ap-| have been no less than sixty millions of miles | i Pears'to me that a strong solution of alum, or | in length, and to have occupied oe two days | | Copperas (green ate applied to | in its emission from the comet’s body. i the grass, or foliage whieh they are about to| One of the most singular phenomena of com- 4 attack would destroy them. Or if they were | et’s tails is the violent commotion observed in || ee with caustic lime and then| them. Flames stream forth from the nucleus || ‘with water, while the sun was shin-| in fan-shaped and various other and swiftly ing down ‘pretty. warm, it would, I think, de- changing forms, toward the sun at first, but |
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bending quickly back as if encountered by a Rosa Bonheur, the Artist, 
furious blast, and then streaming away millions - a ae Z 
of miles into the sky. This may be owing to| A recent Paris letter has the following re- 
the intense heat to which they are exposed specting Rosa Boxnevr, the greatest of female from their proximity to the sun. The great| . b comet of 1843 approached the sun within about | Painters : 
@ seventh part of the sun’s radius. Sir John| Rosa Bonheur’s atelier, built by her, in the Herschel calculates that at this distance the | house she so long inhabited, but has lately heat of the sun would be 47,042 times greater | quitted, in the Rue d’Assas, was one of the 
than it is at this earth, and at least 24} times | largest and most beautiful in the capital ; full greater than the heat in the focus of Parker’s | of birds, pictures, modellings, and the artistic great lens, which melted cornelian, and agate. | gear ~ beloved of artists, and ite walls hung 

Usually, as the comet moves away from the | With her own incomparable studies. There, sun, the reat which it is now paaitig partly | Fridays—the only days on which her doors before it, gradually diminishes till it disap- | Wer opened—she used to receive all comers, pears altogether. Sometimes, however, the sreonel > Dee of round, long-sleeved, pina- train is obliterated in the vicinity of the sun, | /0Pe, of unbleached linen, that enveloped her the comet emerging from the sun’s light with- | {rom the neck to the feet; her intelligent face, out any tail whatever. At other times the tail | With its small, well-cut features, bent =pon her is the longest just after the perihelion passage; easel, and painting busily while talking with at others there are two or three or more tails | Ber guests. : endivtanali branching out likeafan. They are frequently A more original individuality than that of curved like Donati’s in 1858, and exhibit a | the renowned lady-artist, in person as in mind great variety of singular phenomena, which | #24 talent, could not be found in all Paris. are an incomprehensible mystery to the stu-| Her short, wavy hair, parted on one side, her dents of astronomy. bright gray eyes and charming _ Smile, her At’ about the same time, Bissel and Prof, | beautiful hand, and the extreme simplicity of 
Pierce, each independently of the other, offer- her manner, will never be forgotten by any ed the suggestion that the trains of comets may | W20 have once seen her; while her great gen- be electricity. Perhaps they are simply light; | €TSity, goodness and uprightness will seem to the sun’s rays, in their passage through the all who know her more intimately, to be the 
unknown substance of the nucleus, may acquire arene and natural accompaniment of her ge- the power—analogous to polarization—of pro- eae : Guee the alti which constitute light. Entirely absorbed in her art, she hag lately The heads of comets are unquestionably quitted Paris, because the importunities of formed of material substance, as they are acted visitors made too heavy a demand on her time, 
on by gravitation, and reflect the sun’s light, | 924 has transported to an estate in the country but this substance is generally of extreme her menagerie of Pontes, donkeys, fawns, dogs, tenuity. Stars of the smallest magnitude have | 8°#ts and birds, with her carved oaken furni- been seen through the densest portion of the | ‘ure, and the skins which are the only species head, and, in the language of Sir John Her-| covering, she will allow to lie on the floor 
schel, ‘The most unsubstantial clouds which | °f her studio. 
fioat in the highest regions of our atmosphere = ee must be looked upon as dense and massive Coating Fence Posts with Cement. bodies compared with the filmy and all but cave spiritual texture of a comet.” In some, how-| Wa. Kexwev, of Paris, Ky., makes the fol- ever, a very minute stellar point has been seen, i i ii a3 indicating the existence of a solid body. lowing Sees in the Country Gentleman 
Among the mysterious phenomena presented of the 14th inst. : by the head, is its diminution in size'as it ap-| A few evenings since, while engaged in set- proaches the sun, and its re-expangion during | ting fence posts, I was revolving in my mind its retreat. It also throws off nebulous envel- | the many suggestions offered for their preser- opes one after another, during the formation | vation, and while thus engaged an idea ocurred 

of the train, in a very curious manner. , _ to me, that I do not recollect to have ever heard Many of the comets move in elliptical orbits, | advanced, and which I submit for your consid- and continue to revolve around the sun. But | eration and use. Hydraulic cement has been the orbits of a few have been ascertained to | used for many purposes other than stopping be hyperbolas,,and these consequently will | leaks and plastering cisterns. Itmakesa hard never return, mee ctneren volumes of va-|}and durable paint, mixed with flax seed oil, por, they come unmeasured distances | for wood work and out-door machinery much above, below, or on either hand, with constant- exposed to weather, and is impervious to water. ly accelerating velocity, rush in strange tur- | After once mixing it with water and pukering moil around the sun, and then move more and it to harden, it cannot be again dissolved, more slowly away on their solitary coures into on plastering cisterns when fully dried, it is the depths of space.—Scientific American. there for all time, and as hard as adamant.
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Now suppose we were to prepare a solution of ihe omentin teres and cite tas ne MECHANICAL & COMMERCIAL. 
of our fence posts several successive Epping, | 
drying after each dipping, to the depth we Industrial and Commercial Towns of Wisconsin. want them to stand in the ground—might it = not make some of the less durable timber more No. I.—Parr II. durable for posts—equally so with the yellow _— locust or cedar? The materials are cheap, and MILWAUKEE AS A COMMERCIAL CITY. it costs nothing to try it—and had the idea oc- Independent of all circumstances of new- curred to me before I was about finishing mine, dk cs Ishould most undoubtedly have tried it. hess of country and her own recent origin, o iH Milwaukee occupies a Proud position among Cost of Making Iron on Lake Superior. the commercial cities of the Great West. Mr. Gay has furnished us the following Her numerous railroads radiating into all we ot the ea per oe of making BEE at| parts of the country constitute her a natural his two furnaces, located, the one at Collins- *, » 

ville, three aiiiendren. hherejiand: the, other: at focus for the ipmente trade of all tat portion Forrestville, two nriles above on the same| of the Northwest lying North of latitude 42° stream, both being operated by water-power: | 307 3; and her harbor—one of the best on the fet eie ad er fo ous lakes and of sufficient capacity for a nayy ipeict ee to stacks, and iron back to rail- 150 | #dequate to the demands of a vast and densely Cost for'ftux, ee ae Populated territory—opens for her shipping a Cost for coal, per tOM,-...ssseessssssussnessecrserercrerrce 7 BO cheap and direct communication with the great 
5 | pease oh tha en eee Ge Cont of dockage, Per tOMyricecsennensenreneneecense 25 In some departments of trade her commerce Cost on eee ee 2% lis already worthy of an Atlantic city, as will Mr. Gay has sold his iron the past season, isti delivered on the dock at this place, at twenty Spree from, the auaticn collected by, her dollars per ton, which leaves a balance of | Chamber of Commerce during one of the most - 7 Lag aap in rept of ne aes oe trying and disastrous periods ever known to facture. e capital invested in the Collins- : ville Furnace, is $13,500, the interest of which, the commerce of this couaey at seven per cent., would amount to about THE GRAIN TRADE OF MILWAUKEE poe cour tiene cree Is already immense. Her local position is urer a net profit o 2 per ton. e cosi nae of the upper furnace was something less, about | SUch as to make her the natural shipping port $12,000. Each furnace will turn out, with an | for Wisconsin, Minnesota and Northern Iowa, ordinary run of luck, at least 3,000 tons per +e Seat eat annum, and of course the product of the two aaa ie superiority of the wheak ae wis would be 6,000 tons per annum, and might be| Portion of the Northwest, as compared with considerably more.—Lake Superior Jourmal. | that grown on the ill-adapted soils of the Prai- 

Alek tana ie State, h: ured to hi th of RGF A scientific gentleman, of Boston, has = e ten a “ . s a a o _ Performed successfully the experiment of freez-| grain grown in Northern Illinois, despite the ing carbonic acid gas by condensing it. The proximity of its own commercial Chicago. qucrmometer, during the process, sank to 123 Her warehouses have a capacity for the stor- degrees below zero, and both mercury and ucohol froze. The temperature was indicated age of over 1,800,000 bushels, and are fur- by an ether thermometer.—Fz. nished with facilities, adequate to the daily This experiment has been successfully per- shipment of 820,000 bushels per diem. But 
formed many times before. When condensed even this capacity, great as itis for a young into a solid, the gas is perfectly white and city in a new country, is unequal to the de- when rolled up resembles balls of snow. mands of the grain trade in a productive sea- ‘ Ae 

i * i B@~ The enduring odor of musk is astonish- | #7 #04 other storehouses are being hich ing. When Justinian built what is’ now the whe year 1860, on the trade of which our mosque of St. Sophia, in 588, the mortar was | statistics are based, may, at first though ag charged with musk, and to this day the atmos-| pear exceptional rather than representative, Phere is charged with the odor. but when it is remembered that the moderate
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demand in the eastern markets and the low | of business; the receipts being 85,000 in num- 

price paid for wheat during that year had the | ber during the year; the shipments, 32,941. 

effect to keep back one-half or two-thirds of| The Provision business is not immensely | 

the whole amount intended for sale, the aggre-|jarge, but is growing in importance. The fol- | 

gate of bushels received and shipped within | jowing table exhibits the receipts and ship | 

the year will doubtless be regarded as nothing | ments of some of the leading articles for the 

more than a fair average. year: | 

Of Wuear, the total amount received during Articles. Receipts. Shipments. | 

said year was 9,108,458 bushels; of which Beef cattle, little less than... 10,000 head. 21,390 bbls. | 

8,144,004 bushels were received by the several] age Migr ead, S| 
railroads, 71,458 bushels by lake, and 892,906 | putter,.....c-eeoecnewre 880025 Ts. 814,690 De. | 
bushels by teams. EGGS, sesvsessssessecsenveessereeeesens 9,679 bbls. 2,254 bbls, | 

The aggregate would undoubtedly have been] ‘The Trade in Malt and Spirituous Liquors | 

much larger had the carrying capacity of the | has already been referred to as very extensive. | 

| grain vessels of the port been greater. They | We have no means of knowing precisely what 

number some thirty and their eapacity is equal | quantities of Highwines and Alcohol have been 
to about 400,000 bushels. The lowest price shipped; but the exports of Beer and Ale are 

during the year was 65 cents; highest, $1.15; | stated at over 12,000 bbls.; those of Whisky 
the average, 95} cents. about 30,000 bbls. || 

The total of shipments of wheat for the year Of Salt 82,388 bbls. were received, and 5%), 

was 7,568,608 bushels; 5,085,112 of which 079 bbls. sold. 

. re? Buffalo, 1,651,282 2 ay aoe The Lumber trade for the year 1860 was not _ 

remainder to various ports including Ogdens- = ‘ 
e so extensive as in former years; at least the 

burgh, Kingston, Collingwood, Montreal, and receipts were not so great—being as follows: | 

ee Of Lumber, 31,897,881 feet; Lath, 3,119,000 

Tue Fuoun Trave is rapidly increasing—| feet; Shingles, 12,318,500 in number. The | 

the receipts of the past year amounting to| shipments for the same period were about one 

597,118 barrels, including 202,810 barrels] third less than the receipts. Even this is an 

manufactured in the city mills. Average price | extensive business; but in 1857 the receipts of 

paid, for the year, $4 76} per bbl. Total of | Lumber alone amounted to over 71,000,000 feet. | 

siemens, sohPi bare The Wholesale Trade in Dry Goods, Grocer- | 
The receipts and shipments of oats, corn, |. | 

barley and rye, are concisely exhibited in the ae aed eee ee = se oT 
following table: creditable, but is now assuming great magnl- 

enea. Eeeants tomers tude and importance. The merchants are vy | 

ate, sensneenensseneenes 178963 bush. 64,682 bush. | Benerally men of uprightness and enterprise, 

Cortascnsrnsnnsrniutinvene 196,404 “ 87,904 “ | quite as anxious for the fair name and business | 

Barley pssscsesssssssssseeeuseeee 108,795 “ 28,056 “| prosperity of their beautiful and growing 

ByCpenerennnpaneenennnnee 62982 “ 9,785 “| young city as for their own personal advance- 

Total wcesrnsnsaeseenmeeeeeers 467,644 bush. 190,677 bush.| ment, Feeling that Milwaukee is justly 

The receipts of Grass Seed (chiefly Timothy) | entitled to a large proportion of the wholesale 

amounted to some 15,000 bushels; the ship-| trade of the Northwest they have gone about 

ments to 10,204. the work of securing that trade with commen- 

Woor is, as yet, not grown in the Northwest | dable energy and resolution, and are now 

to an extent to warrant the expectation of large | beginning to enjoy the profits of their labors. 

statistical figures. The shipments in 1860 | Immense quantities of goods of every deserip- 

amounted to 659,875 tbs. tion have been: sold the past year to lesser 

| The Hide Trade is quite an important branch | jobbers and retail dealers not only throughout
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Wisconsin, but also in Northern Iowa and | confidently anticipate that in the future we 

Minnesota. ‘ shall have abundant occasion to be even more 

Of the numerous and less important branch- | PFeud of her than now. 

es of trade we have not room to speak, having Management of R and Mi 

already occupied more space than we at first hehe 

intended. Statistical summaries are full of ees pete Condener given nomse-encelions 

interest, however, to every one who desires a a nae 4 3 rp concerning the Heaper and 

knowledge of the condition and progress of| ©"? Tt Sra shoal xaoeeee 
communities, and to our mind it has seemed me a on ‘ safe in saying; that no 

3 3 inconsidérable per cent. of the failures to make 
almost necessary that the intelligent represen- 

2 . iz the reaper, mower, thresher, and some other 
tatives of the productive industry of the farm machinery work properly, are Mote 

Northwest, as also many eastern capitalists improper care and aaa: Take counsel 

with westward inclinations, under whose notice | from the following ; it may save you a deal of 

this hurried account will fall, should feel a| trouble and inconvenience, at an important 

deep and emphatic interest in the business | season in farm business : 

| capacity and character of our chief commer- 7 “First, let the meshing: be an pesiact sraee 
pone. 2 a = this, we mean, that the knives show e 
| cial city. We have carefully avoided making | ch the guards well pointed, and free fi all 

| statements or reporting figures which are not | roughness; the journal boxes should fit prop- 

| based on perfectly reliable authority; while eply, neler tee trates fey flay 
| 

| very much that might with propriety have been | ojJed all the time. Oil is a great eae of 

said and would greatly have added to the re- | machinery and muscle. A well and regularly 
fied i fi a a oiled machine will last twice as Ge as any one 

cognized importance of its manufacturing an that is badly cared for in this pai cular ; and 

commercial bnsiness has of necessity been | with this additional advantage, that more work 3 ge. 
fenaied: will be done with it at less waste of horse ener- 

; gy because a well lubricated machine will 

The past and present of Milwaukee are full eS aa ae oases ahaniere 

of occasion for the congratulation of every | continually moaning for grease. i 

citizen of Wisconsin. Her future is in the Use none but the best oil. The best is the 
cheapest. Get none but the best, improved, 

hands of her business men, who may make her prin oil can, with a long tube, so that 

@ respectable city of seventy or a hundred all the parts can be reached without danger or 
: S ous inconvenience. 

thousand inhabitants, secondary in importance | Neyer go to the field without your tool box, 

and to a great extent tributary to Chicago, | which should always conten. tt dense, abe fol 

even in the estimation and affection of the Eee Kee Deda cae hae oes 

people of her own State, or a great and fiour-| guards, extra rivets, a blo-k of iron on which 

ishing metropolis rivaling Chicago, St. Louis poiciens te TiN heads, @ pair of pincers, and 

and Cincinnati, and commanding the trade of| Never, if you have any love for your horses, 

larger territory than either of these. She | wish to do good work, use a knife for more 
h . pe than three hours, without sharpening. Keep 
as the geographical position, and the other your knives sharp. 

natural advantages requisite to the attainment | Let your team be steady, and well aaaiahed 

of great commercial importance, and nothing aay oy paler eae Sart tad 

is wanting to insure the most triumphant suc- | possible way to teeek Ea ERS 

loptior intaii All good machines easily how, therefore 

ae a a % ~ reer ees — always give the machine a foot or two to get in- 
energetic and liberal policy in the management | to motion before it begins to cut the grass. 

of her vari i d in| There are many who love to boast that they have 

h . Se oe s ee = - a machine which they will stop and start again, 
er social relations with the smaller cities and | without backing; in the mene tees bid 

villages of the west. We sincerely hope that | the horses could speak, they oy out 
the.guardishship of her interest Beni against this uncalled for 8 

- interests may De | smith’s bills andthe ly worn out machine, 
trusted to the wisest of her leading men and | attest this impolicy in the other direction.
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Under no circumstances, give your team and THE HOME. 

machine, into the hands of a careless and inex- | _ 
pcos operator. Bad drivers are worse than | ~~ 

teams and dull knives, and the latter two Dipping up the Water. | 

are as bad features about a mowing machine, as = 

we can well conceive of. et aa Tie | 
Every two or three rounds the driver should pang te beagle eae 

apply the wrench to the principal nuts, to see Dipping up the water." | 

that they are perfectly athome. A nut or screw : i . 

bee shes pao? damage or delay of the most Bare were a ta shoal: . 
. Es unconscious charm 1 

Let us recapitulate—sharp knives, plenty of Made my love the Banere | 

oil and the best at that, a box of good tools, ok dente. eenint | 

plenty of extras, a steady team, a careful and Wantand knit Beside er, 
observant driver, and our word for it, your hay- Drank with her from out the stream— 

mowing and harvesting will go on with a smooth- Blushing Kitty Ryder, 

ness and regularity that will surprise you. And I said, “The poets tell us 

Our remarks are based upon long practical ” Life is like a river; 

experience.’” Shall we not its waters sweet, 
‘ Always drink together?” 

Street Railways. moos pee nent passed us by, 
— | ike the flowing water; 

City passenger railways, which were greatly eae Sos dance 

opposed at first in England, are now said, by 2h TIE ARES . 

the Scientific American to be becoming quite | Cultivate a Proper National Spirit in Children. 

eens ee Fa Reins ~—— miles} parents, let not the present eventful periol 

ae ee an a aaa we os oe have | pass without deeply impressing upon the minds 

give 4 SPREE TT ‘i i sh re oan a and hearts of your children the great lessons 

ee bp ts . aes oe oe S-! it teaches. Patriotism: is a virtue that cannot 

a ee Sao seen avorably ©P | be too sedulously cultivated. | 
them, and there are now being constructed two ; | 
others of greater length. The circumstances of to-day are such as to 

In most of the large cities in this country ensure its rapid development, but there is 

* some danger that the sentiment of nationality | 
they are becoming more and more popular ; and hi lofi aan | 

it is expected that, ere long, some ingenious ere as Re = a a a ee ae : | 
Yankee will again take the lead, in this great It is 2 time of violent mite passion, = | 

2 transportation improvement by inventing a safe the Eowing so of our children have kin- | 

and economical compressed air engine to take dled into a patriotic blaze. See that the fires | 

the place of horses now used. become a sacred flame consuming all baser 

 _ sentiments, and leaving nought but a noble | 

R@F The Shoe and Leather Reporter says, the | and enlightened love of country. Teach your | 

manufacturers of hemlock-tanned upper leather | sons upon whom the defence of the Republi¢ | 

have disoovered. a method of imitating the oak-| in this present conflict with its enemies may | 

tanned by coloring it with ochre and other sub- | devolve, that they go forth to vindicate not the 

stances. Shoemakers, look out ! superiority of the men of the Free North in 
ee eee 

QF Total quantity of steel and iron exported physical strength and martial heroism, but to 

from Great Britain, in 1860, was 1,442,045 do battle for the cause of Free Government 

tuns, not including hardware, of which 778,775 | *"d to prove that the free institutions under | 

cwt. were exported, at a value of $15,144,014. which we have lived are worthy of the most 

ee valiant defence and unlimited sacrifice ; that 

ee peat ae is sta-| this is not simply a question of to-day and for 

a contragt with parties in New York for the use| this country and people, but rather for all 

__ ces — The re en peoples and countries and times; that the 

ve exclusive transit . pete at 
| years, and to allow Se to receive | Republican Idea and the better civilization 

| ‘$200,000 in shares of the new Company’s stock. | the future are hanging upon this grand strug-
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gle of the present. Teach them all this and| races of the earth, and equal to a future more 

then point them to the glorious battle fields of | worthy and magnificent than has yet been 

the Revolution and to the graves of their he-| conceived. Show them the relation of Amer- 

yoie ancestors who suffered martyrdom for | ica to the other nations of the globe, and thus 

these very ideas and institutions. So shall| lift them up to a conception of her possible 

they be filled with the true spirit of the con-| destiny, inspire them with an ambition and 

flict which is waged for the Union and them-| heroism worthy of the sublime mission of her 

selves be worthy of the tears and blessings of | future men and women, and cultivate in them, 

a grateful posterity. while yet young and impressible, those great 

Your daughters, also, should be instructed in | virtues which alone can ensure its fulfillment. 

like manner and inspired by the same high = SS 
biti Th i : Bacxnitine.—The longer I live, the more I 

and holy ambition. ey are the coming) fee] the importance of adhering to the follow- 
mothers.of the sublimer Republic that is yet | ing rules, which I have laid down for myself 

+ in relation to such matters: 
= eee whee prorat consis aa 1. To hear as little as possible of what is to 
ended in the utter annihilation of Treason and | the prejudice of others. 

the final destruction of its primal cause, and ae pense eae of the kind till I am 
. absolutely forced to it. 

when the unfettered eagles of pre empire shall | “3 Never to drink in the spirit of one who 

have found a welcome home in every valley | circulates an ill report. 

and on every mountain crag from ocean to| 4. Always to moderate, as far as I can, the 
fe . | unkindness expressed toward others. 

| ocean and from the Arctic to the Ant-Aretic} 5, Always to believe that if the other side 

Sea. So teach them that they shall be equal] were heard, a very different account would be 

to a responsibility so vast and a destiny so| $'¥e" of the matter.—Rev. C. Simeon. eg Ne gp as 
glorious. Femaue Ine.vexce.—A married man falling 

And your little children—strive by every | into misfortune, is more apt to retrieve his sit- 
to fill their mind: a enebacats than uation in the world than a single one, chiefly 

ene Soe eae because his spirits are soothed and retrieved 
same great thoughts and sentiments. Let the| by domestic endearments, and his self-respect 

blessed name of Wasuincron be among the | kept alive by finding that although all abroad 
th be darkness and humiliation, yet there is a 

first and most precious they hear or are taught | jittle world of love at home. 

tospeak. Go with them, in story, over the —_——_ 

rough and thorny paths of the early Republic, The Strength of Helplessness. 

and make the memories of its intrepid and| ‘The heart that never softens even to a wo- 
self-sacrifici triot soldi edolent of all| man, may have a little cleft in its rocky grain 

. Se ee 2 rn large enough for a child to cling in, and make 
virtue and nobleness. Tell them the history | (16 think of a delicate flower on the breast of 
of our country’s Flag, the glorious old Flag of | a rugged cliff. How like a casket for a jewel 
the Union, as it is borne along in the civic does a little coffin look to us; we have no re- 

: 2 z a collections of past helplessness and lingering 
Procession, or flaunts its beautiful stripes from | pain to alloy thought, as in the case of adults. 
liberty pole or court house, church, and capi- | There is some penne pathos fens 

+ ful kness, but with children it forms one o! tol, or is bravely borne at the head of the}. Weel charms, * 
noble volunteer column. Tell them, too, what| The heart grows warm and large as we look: 

that Flag represents—what deeds of valor in | them, and the stout bachelor that walks 

thi ; «the long path” alone, is more indebted to the 
e past, what dignity and power, and glory, | neighbors’ children for keeping his humanity 

and supremacy in the present ; what a govern- | from rusting than he will be willing to — 

m : When children die, they only attain maturity 
Ey or a fee oe eee? Naat in a readier way than by the tedious route of 

Vastness of empire with incalculable resources | ¢},j5 moral living. 
for the development and perfection of all the} Even the —— epee ssooreere ne re 

‘i ‘ +» | lessness of childhood, with an instinct finer 
en arts ; what “silver paths of trade than our own. In a little book lying upon the 

for a commerce wide as the world; what 4 | jower shelf at memory’s eastern edge, there is - 
Tace of people too, composite of all the best|a story that everybody knows. It is of an
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elephant in Delhi, or some other of those glo- WIT AND WISDOM. 

rious old places we net to gecem eae 

got in a great rage one day, and rut ren- + 

zied through the market-place. Boeths, men, | care cle whe eae ty Soe ‘pena | 

walls, nothing could stop him, when all at tality. 

once he came upon a child that had creat ex- Many a man has missed ‘being’ ® great 

a, in his way; the huge fellow stopped, and man by spli into two middling ones. Con. | 

gently as a mother could do, lifted the child certain using, ies, if yo ies 

aside and placed it out of danger. He saved | Doig in ue ee yee ? your | 

the child, but he would have orphaned it with a as — | 

blow.—B. F. Taylor. ..».Men talk of victory as if it were some. | 

thing fortunate. Work is victory. Wherever | 

eee aren tavern work is done, victory is obtained. 

HEALTH AND DISEASE. ....Dr. Adam Clarke, who had a strong aver- | 

SS sion to pork, was called upon to say grace at 

Wuar 1s Nespep.—We need for our dwell- dinner, where the principal dish was roast pig. 

ings more ventilation and less heat; we need He is cent Se have said 1 oe: if thou 

more out-door exercise, more sunlight, more ee b an as me St — ns jou didst | 

manly, athletic and rude sports; we need more | “U*#° Sater ie tee, Hees Pe: 

amusements, more holidays, more frolic, and| .---Some years ago, a southern editor, in 

noisy, boisterous mirth. Our infants need eens. to compliment General Pillow as 4 | 

better nourishment than colorless mothers can | “‘ battle scarred veteran,” was made by the 

furnish, purer milk than distilleries can man- types to call him a “battle scared veteran.””— 

ufacture; our children need more romping and In the next issue the mistake was corrected 

less study. Our men need more quiet, and as to read ‘bottle scarred veteran.” 

earlier relaxation from the labors of life. All} ...-All men who do anything must endures 

men, both young and old, need less medicine | depreciation of their efforts. Itis the dirt which 

and more good counsel. their chariot wheels throw up. 

<< .... There is a Gaelic proverb :—‘‘ If the best 

Buisterep Hanvs anp Fert.—As a remedy | man’s faults were written on his forehead, it 

against blistering of hands in rowing, or | would make him pull his hat over his eyes.” | 

fishing, &c., or of feet in walking, the quickest]... One reason why the world is not reform- 

is, lighting a tallow candle, and letting the | eq is, because every man is bent on reforming 

tallow drop into cold water (to purify it, it "is | others, and never thinks of reforming himself. 
said from salt) then rubbing the tallow on the A 1 bei foned : to 

hands or feet, mixed with brandy or any other |. 00 vc ie ha Bee questione: ay, is judge 

strong spirits. For mere tenderness nothing olen td wed ft os mlelati® 7 ae ied, 

is better than the above, or vinegar a little di- 1 a eee eae PR aintiff, but I am em 

luted with water. This, for the most part is, ploy yee ‘i 

if I remember rightly, a remedy of the Col. ....Educate the whole man—the head, the 

Thornton of pedestrian celebrity. heart, the body; the head to think, the heart 

Se ae to feel, and the body to act. 

Incrowrxa Naits.—I noticed in a former| --: -Many a poor woman thinks she can do 

issue an article entitled “ Ingrowing Nails.” | nothing without a husband } and when she gets 

I beg leave to differ a little with 8. W. A. upon | one, finds she can do nothing with him. 

this subject. I will admit that the best preven-| | ,, A recent philosopher discovered a meth- 

1g maar cepaeenel pees a od to avoid being dunned! ‘“ How?—how!— | 
qn very bod; 

iy 

best. For immediate relief, he says let the in- — apn, Nomrkwe same: | 

wing corner remain uncut. oP aa eer nit > ERR, | 

Sry "yould recommend that the ingrowing cor- DOMESTIC ECONOMY. | 

. ner be cut sufficiently to prevent its irritating ———— 

the fiesh. Then with some sharp intrument, Storing Butter in a Cellar. | 

. pare or scarpe the centre of the nail until it is — th 4 

so thin that you can almost see the blood] A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer writes 

through it. This will cause the nail to grow that “during several years of our first farming | 

upward instead of ingrowing. This remedy has | in Iowa, we found it extremely difficult to pre- | 

: been effectually tried and always proved bene-| serve sweet, for winter use, the butter,that we | 

ficial.—s. ¥. EB. in Prairie Farmer. made during the months of June, Jaly and | 

Se a eee August. We finally adopted the following 

Bq Trust in God, but keep your shoes easy ! | plan, by which we are successful :—We with 8 | 

—Atlantic Monthly. few minutes’ work, settled large stone jar 

> into the cellar bottom—it being sandy and 

BaP Nine-tenths of the cases of summer com- dry—by putting nearly the whole jars into the 

plaint are owing to green fruits and exposure. ground, and packing the sand close outside, 

Ni
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eee 

}| and the butter inside, taking especial care to To Cuzan Brack Lace.—Strain off some 

|| keep it well covered, first with a thin cloth, | tea from the leaves about the same strength as 

]| then a thin layer of salt, and then a board | drinking tea. Put in the lace and let it stay 

with a weight on it, to prevent its being uncov- | for a few hours, then squeeze it, dipping and 

ered by accident. Last season we took an oak | squeezing again and again until the tea be- 

|| putter-firkin that would hold one hundred | comes dirty, but do not rub the lace. Then 

} pounds, and painted it well outside, and in-| dip it in weak gum water, after which clap it 

| serted it in the ground beside the jars, and | for about fifteen minutes, then pin it to a towel 

|| filled it with butter, which kept as sweet as we | in the shape you wish it to take. When nearl, 

| could desire. Persons who have a dry cellar, | dry cover it with another towel, and iron with 

| I think, will be amply compensated for their | a cool iron. The lace will look as bright in 

trouble by this process.” color as when new. 
SS ——. ———— 

Summer Beverages. To Kerr Preserves.—Apply the white of 

1 2 Seah s an egg, with a suitable brush, to a single 

Water is the best beverage to quench thirst | thickness of white tissue paper, with which 
and preserve the system in perfect health. But | cover the jars, overlapping the edges an inch 

this requires pure, sweet, wholesome water, | or two; when dry, the whole will become as 
and such a beverage is not often found; there-| tight as a drum; to prevent jams, preserves, 
fore, substitutes or antidotes are sought out. | ete., from graining, a teaspoonfull of cream of 

People who decline entirely the use of these, | tartar must be added to every gallon of the 
must be very particular to clarify the water | jam or preserves. 

they use; and it would be well if this were deatsas petite eet ecntcetand 

done by all. An Excenuent Furniture Porisu.—Into 

Srruce Berr.—Allow an ounce of hops and| one pint of linseed oil put half a pound of 

a spoonfull of ginger to a gallon of water. | treacle and a glass of gin; then, stirring well, 

When well boiled, strain it, and put in a pint | apply sparingly with a clean rag, and, if rub- 

of molasses, and half an ounce or less of the| bed. quite dry with linen cloths, this mixture 

essence of spruce ; when cool, add a teacup of | will produce a splendid gloss. Eating tables 

yeast, and put into a clean, tight cask and let | shonld be covered with cileloth or baize, to 

it ferment for a day or two, then bottle it for| prevent staining, and be instantly rubbed when 

use, You can boil the sprigs of spruce-fir’ in | the dishes are removed. 

room of the essence. ———_———— 

Smup or Currants.—Pick ripe currants, 7 

and put them into a stew-pan over the fire, 80 YOUTH’S CORNER. 

that they get hot and burst ; press them through rears 

asieve, and set the liquor in a cool cellar for A Song for the Boys. 

thirty-six hours; then strain it through cloths, E ates ss 

ae with loaf sugar, and bottle for use. [Here is a little poem, in the spirit of which 

The juice of cherries and raspberries may be | we are sure every one of the thousands of boys 

prepared as above. The sirup, ae who read the “Youth’s Corner,” will heartily 
spring water, makes a refreshing summer drink. join—that is if the boy heart is not a very air 

Lemonape.—Three lemons to a quart of wa- = : i 

ter makes good lemonade; sweeten to your taste. ferent thing from what it used to be when it 

| This is the best beverage for social parties; | beat in our own bosom :] 

cool, refreshing, pleasant and salubrious. God bless the Girls, 

Oranceapg.—Roll and press the juice from Whose golden curls i 

| the oranges in the same way as from lemons. Bland zi cee svie cone i 
It requires less sugar than lemonade. The Like spirit wives, ‘ 

water must be pure and cold, and then there Or—as naiads haunt the streams. 
can be nothing more delicious than these two ‘They soothe our pains, 

kinds of drink. They fill our brains 

Orange Water.—Mix with a quart of spring Pegegrinormdotie Girls, : 

water the juice of six sweet oranges and that God bless the Girls, 

) of two lemons; sweeten with sugar or sirup. God bless our human flowers. 
This water iced is a delicious evening drink. =i ia ae 

paneer Ege Fe The Bear. 

Osyoxtous to Bep-Buas AnD Fiizs.—Coal as i ; 
| oil is said to be a sure destroyer of bed-bugs. There are three varieties of the American 

| Apply plentifully with a small brush or feather Bear—the Black, the Grizzly and the Polar 

ae places where they most do conereaate. Bear. 
@ cure is effectual and permanent. Gilt : 7 . : 

]| frames, chandeliers, rubbed lightly over with The last is an inhabitant < those cold, ad 

}| Cal oil will not be disturbed by flies. covered countries in the midst of the Arctic
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Seas, and is never seen as far South as is leer potatoes, wild grapes, persimmons, plums, | 

United States, except as a prisoner within the | acorns, whortle and other berries, and does | 

iron-grated cages of some traveling menagerie. | not even disdain the worms and grubs such as | 

He is often very large and quite white, like | he can find under old rotten logs and stumps. | 

the everlasting snows where he makes his home. | He is fond of fiesh, however, and devours with | 

The Grizzly Bear is chiefly found on the|a good relish, birds, small quadrupeds and | 

western coast of North America. He often|cuipren when he is so lucky as to get hold | 

attains a monstrous size and is the most pow- | of them with his great strong paws. 

erful and fierce of all the bears known in the] The home of this bear is usually in the most | 

world. Lewis and Cranxe and other early | secluded parts of the forest, where he makes 

explorers of the country west of the Rocky his den either in some hollow tree or cavern in | 

Mountains tell some thrilling stories of their |the rocks. During the summer season he re- | 

fights with this terror of the Pacific Coast in the tires to his den only occasionally, as during a | 

early part of the present century, and of their | storm or when he does not feel secure in lying | 

narrow escapes from his powerful arms and down to rest in the open air, But in the win- | 

devouring jaws. A few years ago two of these | ter he spends his whole time there, going in 

monsters, weighing half a tun each, were cap- | late in the fall when very fat, remaining ina 

tured in California, put in great strong iron |torpid state, without taking food and again 

cages and exhibited in various parts of the | appearing in the spring, lank and lean and 

“ «hungry as a bear.” 

We presume most children 

; ‘ who read the Farmer have 

3 ie ied z 4 » seen one or more of these black, 

hs Sas ge ‘ shaggy fellows and, therefore, 

Mi so x oe need no description of his ap- | 

: . ee * pearance. To suchas have not, | 
Re af a || 

ZZ ee Press RN: oe it will be of interest to know | 

ZG - ‘os ‘ait that, though not so large as the | 

os aa — other two referred to—the Polar | 

ae : a eee —I and the Grizzly—he neverthe- | 

Ee —— : “SOy— RS less is a large animal, some- | 

y hs F times six feet long, and often | 

RSS sty - : weighing four and five hun- | 

SSS dred ‘iekde! that he has a | 

country. We had the opportunity to see one long, black, shaggy coat, a thick, tough hide 

of them and we sometimes shudder yet, when | and muscles so hard and strong that he can 

we think of being hugged to death and then hardly be hurt by a blow which would instantly 

having our bones crunched all to bits by such | kill a large and powerful dog. His feet are 

a terrible beast. large, long as a boy’s and armed with heavy | 

But the first of the above-named three varie- | Claws ; and often, when he stops to rest or look | 

ties—the Black Bear we mean—is the only one | °ut for his prey or some enemy more powerful | 

that belongs natively to the more central por- than himeelf he sits straight up on his hind | 

tions of America—the enly kind that has ever | legs, just like some little dogs you have seem | 

been found in Wisconsin or in any of the States when made to “speak” for their dinners. | 

along the Great Lakes. He is not so ferocious| The females bring forth their young in the | 

as either of the others mentioned, and depends | winter time and are very devoted to them while | 

less on other animals for his food; seeming to | small and dependent—ofttimes denying them- | 

be content with a pretty large share of green! selves food when very hungry that their eubs | 

:
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—usually two in number—may be fed, and not Col. Ellsworth’s Last Letter. 

unfrequently loosing their ae lives in moth-| [Jn the following touching and beautifal let- 
erly attempts to screen the little fellows — ter, our youthful readers will find an example 

the attack of the hunter or from other wild | of filial love and devotion which they will all do 

beasts. well to imitate. Col. ExtsworTH was a young 

During the early settlement of most of the} man of brilliant promise, and a brave and fear- 

States the frequent attacks of the bear upon | less soldier, but yet in the moment of his sternest 
the pig and poultry yards and the corn-fields| duty and weightiest responsibility, he lovingly 
of the pioneer farmer have been a source of| remembered his aged parents, and thus, on the 

much loss and anxiety, but now, except upon | night of his departure for Alexandria, where he 

the frontier, such depredations are so uncom- | Wa murdered by a cowardly and wicked foe of 

mon as to be a strange and exciting event | bis country, sent them these tender words and 
when they occur. blessing :] 

‘ z Heanquanrers Isr Zovaves, Came LiNcony, 
In our own State, though quite new in many ‘Wasmmeonen, D.C, May.23, See 

parts, they have been greatly reduced in num-| My Dear Fatner any Motuer :—The regi- 

bers, but are still met with here and there in| ment is ordered to move across the river to- 
h dod eae? 4 night. We have no means of knowing what 
the wooded counties; and at times when the| reception we are to meet with. I am inclined 
fires in the northern forests drive them out, | to the opinion that oe wees a ea of 

= . Alexandria will be hotly contested, as I am just 
they nee eee — = way into the| informed a large force have arrived there to-day. 
more thickly settled districts, and have even | Should this happen, my dear parents, it may be 

been killed in the streets of some of our vil-| ™¥ lot. to be injured in some manner. What- 
je ever may happen, cherish the consolation that I 

lages when desperate from pinching hunger. | was pape in the performance of a sacred du- 
There are various methods of capturing and | ty ; and to-night, thinking over the probab lities 

hint te 8 f them i i of the morrow and the occurrences of the past, 
ying the Dear—some of them ingenious |] am perfectly content to accept whatever y 

and full of interest. The Indians, who delight | fortune may be, confident that He who note 
+ even the fall of the sparrow will have some pur- ] to a them, have a way of finding the place pose, even in the fate of one like me. 

of their concealment when denned in the| My darling and ever loved parents, good bye. 

winter in caverns and holes dug by themselves | 40d bless, protect and care for you. = 

in the earth, by the fog or mist which hangs > 
above the opening, and which is caused’ by the Slow.and Sure. 

breath of the animal. When they have found| The river Amazon, the longest river in the 
h e : | world, and which discharges into the sea the 

a 2 dams they cgven a ereermitly logs, dee largest sey of water, is, at the same time, 
ing simply a small opening through which to| the slowest. It falls but one foot in fifty miles, 
make their attack. They then either pierce| yet it would be inst o8 sien} 40 stop its 

' . course, or prevent its flowing into the ocean, as him with long spears, or by dropping noosed | j¢ would ae up the Mae 7 

thongs, Gopes made of the skins of deer and| That one foot in fifty miles is just as good as 

other anim: ji _| though it were a hundred. What an image the 
A im ee Laver: his head, snd. then drag mighty flood presents of a resolute eaibdsten 
ing him, half strangled, so near to the hole,as| mined to accomplish a certain purpose ; let but 

to be able to beat his brains out with a le the will be formed, and it matters little how 
hawk. Thi * . ._ | Slow the means may be, the object will be ac- 

<f e white man usually relies on his complished s2oner or later. In these fast days, 
gun and dogs. _ | when ee to have received —_ 

: in thi tain impetus, an at enterprises are taken 
LD hed intended, in this number, to tell you up and aa sf ro ‘“ fuck ia very Yell to 

‘thrilling story about a brave little boy and| bear in mind that the ate things that have 
an old she bear and her cubs, but we have al-| been accomplished in the world, have been done 

read i " by slow and patient movements. 
y talked too long about old Bruin for one| “The briliant result may have suddenly burst 

time, and so must ask you to wait until some | upon the world, but the processes by which it 
future numb: won th ill tell was spoons have been deliberately plan- 

umber. Next month we will tell you! noq and slowly executed. The lectrio tele- 
many things about war. graph is now the type of rapidity ; but consider
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by what.slow and patient steps - was brought| The subscriber who stumbled on the reduc- 
to perfection. It took a full hundred years of| ;; i i - i 
plodding thought, of patient eee of slow, tion of the six squares; in April. No\; writes as 
deliberate movements to reach that ultimatum | follows : of rapid progress. Braver Dam, July 4, 1861, 

There are no great things done in a hurry —| Mr. Eprror: I must ———....._____ 
Itisa eae thing to be fast, when, as Davy | have dotted the wrong 
Crockett suid, you are sure you are right. But| . ¥ ‘ 
it is much better to be slow and sure, for then | lines accidentally in the | 
there will be no danger of overshooting your | match or pencil solution | i 

mark. pSbitlewogus: tel —but I think this wil | | | i 
ANECDOTES aND FUN. a0: hice Ta : 
—=_ NEW PUZZLES, 

++++When we hear the words, “‘ Am I not my . * a 
own master ?”’ coming boastfully from the lips ahe fullowing mies are ssid tobe literally 
of a young man just entering upon his majority, | true, but how is it? 
we cunnot forbear recalling the reply of a French Two-thirds of 6 is 9. 
Prince to a stranger, whom he encountered in 0: half of 12 i 
oue of the rooms of his palace : ne-half of 12 is 7. | 

** Pray sir,” said the Prince, ‘* to whom do Half of 5 is 4, | 
you belong ?”? i 

‘To myself,” grufily replied the stranger. Sis haltof 11. | 
“Ab, my dear sir’? was the retort. what a) Will some of your young readers place 19 trees 

pity it is you have euch a bad master !’ in 9 rows, and yet have 5 trees in each row? | 
+++.A certain judge was once obliged to . 

double with an Imshman in a crowded hotel, “PLAIN QUERIES ABOUT SINPLE-T8inas. | 
: when the following conversation ensued : ** Pat, 5th . | 

you would tave remained a long time in the old] taiasiaivion to the foregoing puree, x wool | country, before you would have slept with a/ like to usk the readers of the Youth’s Corner, 
judge, would you not?” ‘‘ Yis, yer bonor,’| the following questions : 
said Pat, * and 1 think yer honor would have | 
been a long time in the ould country befure ye’d| How is it that a black pencil will make | 
been a judge, too.” white mark on a black slate ? 

-++.Why is a bee-hive like a bad potato ?— 
Becayse 2 bastive is a bee-holder, und a be- Why a we find grass and herbage wet with 
holder is a spectator, and a speck-tator is a bad | dew, while rocks, equaliy exposed, remain dry? 
potuto. : Why. is there’ more dew.in clear nightie than in 

--.Why is Great Britain like a hen? Be-| clgudy ones? What causes dew? What is it? cause her sun never sets. jf 
and where does it come from ? § 

+++-]f Queen Victoria gave Prince Albert a 
kiss and he returned it, what public building] We young farmers, who get our féet’wet so 
would it name? Answer.—Royul Exchange. | frequently when after the cows, should under- 

.-,-A pradent man advised his servant to put | stand all ubout what does it. 
by his money for x rainy day. In a few weeks . 
iiepane inquires aire aahick ot hfe wages he| Perhaps these are not suitable queations for 
bud saved. ‘* Faith. none at all ” said he, “it)the furmer, and yet, after ull, 1 think that 
rained yesterday, and it all went. something to set us a thinking may be a8 profit- 

Se Raa Perret uble at times as fur others to do all the head- 
QUESTIONS AND SOLUTIONS. | work and we look it over after it is done. 

a oie Yours, truly, A Susscriser. 
Solutions to Puzzles in June Farmer. 

— Norg.—We are obliged to our friend for the interest he 
To No. 1,....81X——-I1X—XL bas taken in the “ Youth's Corner,” and trust that he will 

rx— Xo. -L cont'nue to propose puzzles and ask questions until all 
a the thousands of children who met therein from month 

to month, are thoroughly waked up. Let the cow-boys 
No. 2,—9-|-8-|-7-|-6-|-5-|-4-| -8-|-2-|-1==45 | remember the dew questions and send in their answers, 

1-|-2-|-8-|~-4-|-5-|-6-|-7-| 8-|-9-45] ‘Will not some of our youthful readers also give u# || 
|] something for their own “cornet.” Occasional brief let 

8-|-6-|-4-|-1-|-9-|-7-|-5-|-3-|-2—=45 | ters of interest would please us'and profit them.
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WAR MISCELL ANY. Casemare.—A bomb proof chamber in fortifi- SS | Cations, through holes (embrasures,) in which ’ Q 
heavy guns are fired. 

it 
Conumetap.—A gun of very large: calibre, é 

used for throwing solid shot or shell. f} oe Aas ES Dantoren Guy.—Improved cannon, named (| ee Weg «x * Pe = for the inventor. Ot BS Oe Yen pegs. A » DerLoy.—To open the order of troops from Ss) at ty y. column into line of battle. a oa WET Emprasuge—An opening cut ina parapet, uN - =| or fort wall, for cannon to fire through. When 3 Le tl guns fire over a parapet they are called barbette | guns 
Envitava.—To Sweep with a battery the Our Nation’s Flag. whole length of a work or line of troops. aon = fee < seagrass ; Haversack.—A coarse bag of linen, cotton, Tt is blazoned with deeds of the valiant, or india rubber, in which a soldier carries his And sacred with names of the dead. | 4 ‘ The stars are the symbol of Union; rations for daily use. "nigel Siem orton, | HOWaER.— A. chambered eanneo, “which Tho red Is the blood of the brave. fires a species of shell called a howitz, ge! noe ee ria KNapsack.—A square frame to fit across the The shades of our heroes are round it, shoulders. covered with canvas or india rubber, Beneath it, the ranks of the Free. ie F We will keep its young glory unsullied, and containing the entire necessaries of an in- past ctacae Dee fantry soldier. Unbowed, through all storms to the last, Morrans.—Short pieces of ordnance, with ee ae large calibres and chambers, from which shells Military Terms and Definitions. are fired at an elevated angle. 

For the following definitions of militaryterms| Parxnan--( Pronounced Poy-zan.)—A large we are chieflyindebted to a recent work on In- howitzer, similar to a Columbiad, and throwing fantry and Rifle Tactics, published by Lippry-| very large shells and balls, Named after the corr & Co., Philadelphia : inventor. 
Apatis— (pronounced Ab-bat-tee )— Felled Park.—A number of cannon arranged in trees, with their branches trimmed, sharpened, | close order. Also, the place where they are. fi and pointed outward, as a protection against |. Progective.—All kinds of shot and shells. the enemy, Everything projected from fire arms, Anmstroxg Guy.—A rifle cannon, loaded at Regiment —A body of troops comprising ten the breach.” Its projectile is of cast iron, sur- companies, and commanded by a Colonel. rounded ‘by leaden rings, so as to insure its fit- Squaprox.—A body of cavalry, comprising ting the grooves of the bore. two troops or companies. 
Barrery—A number of cannon arranged| Srarr.—Thé officers connected with head- for firing together. A full battery consists of quarters, wh» assist in the general conduct of six pieces, — affuirs ; such as quarter-masters, commissaries, . Barration,—One-half of a regiment of infan- adjutants, adjutant-zenerals and aids, 

try. Sometimes, though improperly, two com- Vivettz.— Mounted sentinels on out-post Panies,-and,again; a whole regiment is called duty. 
8 battalion: “~~ Wixpaaz.—The small space by which-a ball Boxs.—4 shell thrown from a mortar. fails to fit exactly into a piece; i. ¢. the differs 
Casutgr.—To dismiss an officer ignominiouse| ence between the diameter of the ball and the | 1y from the army. bore of the piece. 

; | 

4
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Zovaves.—Light infantry troops in French NEWS SUMMARY. 

service ; originally composed of Arabs and | 

Moors in Algeria, but afterwards recruited with | DOINGS OF AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES. 
French soldiers. Their dress is peculiar and —— 

their system of drill and tactics adapted to rapid State Fairs. 
Z ate The following table shows fhe times and places for 

movements and unusual emergencies. Te | holding the several State Fairs arranged for 1861: 

are several regiments of these now in the Grand Wisconsin,...-seeseseeeeeeeeMAGiSOMy.04 0000s Sept, 23—Z7 inc. 
. Minnesota, .....--ceverseeeFOrt Snelling, vee U7 « 

Army of the United States. emgsensg « te 
——_>—_—- fs sneveneeeseneeecenees ODICRE Qs, aersernensee - 

Coxrmauaxn or Wan.—By treaties of the | Kenfidkjy cba cs“ HE « 
United States with France, Great Britain, Swe- | New YorK,wssesss.s.stssWAtertowDynrvveee “17 —20 * 

den, Spats, Prussia, the Netherlands, Brazil, California, «.....-rsesereeee-SACTAMENEO,.0000 “  16—21 “ 

Gentral America, Mexico, Chili, Equador, Peru, Sa . 

Venezuela, New ‘Grenada, and the Two Sicilies, pa ee Agncaitatst en Magan: 
goods contraband of war, which are subject to cal Association will be held at Milwaukee, Sept. 2-6. 

Seizure by a belligerent, if found on board a i ee 

neutral ship, to be conveyed to an enemy’s port, | County Societies. 
are expressly designated thus :— ‘We would be glad to publish a complete list of all the 

1. All arms and ammunition. County Fairs to be held in this State the present year. 

2. Bucklers, helmets, breast-plates, coats of | witl not the Secretaries of the several Societies furnish 

are eee wae a eee made up in |... with reliable information on this subject? At the | 

Taree ae bolton’ di me © eh their fur- | time When most of their Premium Lists were published, | 
. y 

niture, we were unable to examine our country exchanges and | 

4. All kinds of arms and instruments of iron, | cannot now conveniently post ourself up without off | 

steel, brass and copper, or of any other materi- | cial aid. | 

als, manufactured, prepared and formed ex- pe en oe ye | 
: I , 1861. 

pay for the purpose of war, either by seaor| p..¢ 5. w. Horr, Madison, pony | 

5. Provisions to a besieged or blockaded ee acum pa eee me en | 

lace, and those places only are besei or | County Agricul ety compete e Ban- | 

Blockaded which a ceeaatie a ee | ner at the coming State Fair. Yours respectfully, | 

force capable of preventing the entry of a vessel B.S. Hennine, Secretary. | 

———— —_—_— | 

Tue Army OatiH,—The following is the oath STATE MATTERS. 

which all eolgupers ane regulars mustered into aiaes is 
the service of the United States are required to 
take before their final enrollment into service : The Weather and the Crops. 

“J do solemnly swear that I will bear true The Weather during the last half of July, though too 

allegiance to the United States of America ; | cold, was much more fayorable to drouth-damaged vege 

that I will serve them honestly and faithfully | tation of all kinds, and the crop prospects have bright- 

against all enemies and opposers, whatever ; | ened considerably. 
that I will obey the orders of the President of We have not been out in the State, except over the 

the United States and of other officers appointed | s1;jyankeo & Prairie du Chien Railway, since our last 

over me, according to the rules of the armies of ee 
i ” issue, but several verbal reports from those who have, 

the United States, so help me God. ee Seige cad ate ee 
logether crop items gleane: m the newspapers 

Banpanirr It is the oustom of all civilized | Published in nearly » hundred ifferent ee 
armies to treat the enemy’s wounded with mercy. | tnt the following statements: That the Winter Wheat 

But if this were adopted as a test of civiliza+| on good wheat soils has come in very well. 

tion, the Rebel Southern Army would necessa-| That Spring Wheat, though somewhat improved by the 

ay ee : ee eee milan ‘or late rains, will nevertheless be a poor crop as compared 
ey have tre: our woun' ri ou- a th 

. |) sand times more meanly and cruelly tham would oor Aes Se eT Soe A : 

respectable devils—cutting off their noses and |*Yer#e® Ttis generally ip, with abort seen 
| ears, stabbing and beating them when half] sme portions of the Stato has suffered from Tust, smut 

| dead, and even setting them up «s targets ! and the Chinch Bug. We are still of the opinion that 
ss —— the average crop of wheat will be less than two-thirds— 

a that of last year—probably not over one-half. 
QF In the historical collection atthe Palace 2 

at Berlin, there are two cannon balls, each with That the Oat Crop is light—in many places almost * 

|| one side flattened, said to have been fired by failure—much improved by the rains. 

| opposite parties at the siege of Magdeburgh, | “That Barley is fair and promises well in the best bar 

| and to have met together in the air! ley-growing sections.
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That Corn and Potatoes, though still backward, are | The War, 
coming on quite well and may yet bea respectable crop, | Thus far, has been at once glorious and disastrous on 
should the weather be a little warmer and continue, in | the part of the Grand Army of the Union. In Western 
other respects equally favorable. Virginia McCx11.y’s division has completely broken up 

‘That the Fruit Crop will be magnificent—perhaps the | the enemy, annihilating two armies, taking 5 guns, 12 
best with which Wisconsin has ever been blessed. colors, 1500 stand of arms, 1000 prisoners, including 40 of- 

Finally, that the general agricultural condition and | ficers. Of the two commanders of these armies, one is 
prospects are much better than was anticipated one month | killed and the other a prisoner. 
‘ago, and a cause for congratulation rather than serious | In Eastern Virginia several engagements have resulted 

discouragement. honorably to our arms, but the finale of the great battle 

——_—_—>__—_ at Bull's Run, (near Manassas Junction,) has thrown a 
Monetary. deep gloom over the whole North. With 40,000 troops, 

The success of the Bank Comptroller in selling the | Gen, McDowztt attacked 60 or 70,000 of the enemy, be- 

bonds of the discredited banks in New York for gold has | ping their entrenchments and heavy batteries; but after 
considerably increased the amount of specie in the State, fighting 11 hours, with a daring unsurpassed in the an- 

which may now be bought for 9 per cent. premium. | nals of war, a panic occurred in the rear, occasioned by 
Exchange bears about the same price. The Comptroller | an unexpected attack of the enemy's cavalty upon our 
and Bankers are actively engaged in bringing up discred- | teqamsters and reserve force, and the several divisions of 
ited banks. At present (July 26) all the ten banks pub- | the army were compelled to fall back, leaving the field 
lished as last thrown out, in July No., have been brought | tg the enemy, and losing several pieces of artillery, hun- 
up to par, except Dodge County Bank, La Crosse County | dreds of stands of hand arms and large numbers of their 
Bank, and Wisconsin Pinery Bank. wounded. Our loss is variously estimated, but it is pro~ 

Of those formerly discredited, the following have re- | hably not less than 1000 killed and twice that number 
cently made good their securities, either by substituting | wounded. The enemy’s loss is believed to be greater 
Wisconsin Stocks or by furnishing additional securities: | stn, 

peice er: ae” Stung by this severe and needless defeat, the Govern- 
City Bank of Kenosha, Elkhorn Bank, ment is gathering up its forces with increased energy 

Columbia been aoe dete ? Monroe, and will, and, in our next issue, we hope to announce vic- 

tories that shall wipe out this foul blot from the history 
Military. of the war. 

The Six Regiments provided for by the Legislature | 
have gone to the seat of war, and the 7th and sth have] EDITORIAL MISCELLANY. 
been ordered into camp. ee 

No sturdier or nobler Regiments of soldiers ever enter-| q day with the President of the State Ag. Society. 
edinto any service. They have all been highly compli-} ymmodiately after the Editorial Convention we found 
mented at every point on their route, and some of them | i¢ conyenient to make a visit to Summit and accept the 

have been assigned posts of high honor by Commanders | proffered hospitality of Col. B, R. HinkuzY, President of the 
of the Army Divisions. W. S.A. 8. and one of the best farmers in that beautiful 

—EEE garden of Wisconsin. 
NATIONAL AFFAIRS. We had remembered Summit from a former time when 

— == we first made the acquaintance of its charming scenery, 
Congressional. magnificent farms and excellent people. It is now almost 

‘The Extra Congress has met the expectations of the | needless to add that thesevall remain unchanged, except 

People. The President's Message and accompanying Re- | for the better; and after seeing many portions of our 
Ports of the Heads of Departments are noble state papers, | State and country, we are still decidedly of the opinion, 
Worthy of the men and the times. that, all things considered, we know of no neighborhood, 
The call of the Executive for an appropriation of $400,- | East or West, that so nearly approaches our ideal of what 
000,000 and400,000 men, was received with almost uni- | a home and life in the country should be, But of all this 

‘Yersal favor, and a bill has passed giving him more than | we have written before. 

he aaked for—Frve HUNDRED MILLIONS oF DoLLARS AND IVE | Did space and time permit, and did we feel sure that it 
HUNDRED THOUSAND MEN! would not be distasteful to him, it. would afford us pleas_ 

A Dill will also pass levying a direct tax of $30,000,- | ure to give our readers at least a description of our Pres- 
00 per'annum upon the whole country—Seceded States | ident’s handsome and magnificent farm—its 160 acres of 

included—to aid in defraying the expenses of the Gov- | as beautiful as the sun ever shone. upon—its 
ernment. sch lflend Silenatepauan ceed 
With the exception of eight or ten friends of Secession | enclosed with the best of fences, with substantial and 

j the members are all loyal men, and will pass every meas- | convenient gates opening from a neat private avenue into 
| Ure necessary for the maintenance of the Union. each, and best of all clothed with such crops of wheat, 

a
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oats, corn and clover, as make an enthusiastic individual | Humbugs. 
like ourself feel like swinging his hat at every passing, | Dear Sir :—Ishall esteem it a very great favor if you 

stocked, moreover, with the best blooded horses, sheep, ena es res ae a lift by inserting the above as.a 

horned cattle, all wading in clover up to their eyes—of all Tam, dear Sir, yours truly, | 

these, and of much more we would be pleased to speak, JOSEPH THORLEY. | 

but cannot now,:-fimMloest; that the two days of. our xieit | (Undgubfediy!) But then, there ane fwp.gahetantial | 

were crowded falhof sujeyment,and thet worreturned to | TUM WHY. we cant Be Jt: Wires, besanen wa:beliere | 

our duties, more than ever in Jove with: thie mout charm | “Tbuiey'a Food”. ta be, ab, pam ttigated humbug ; ani | 
ing of Wisconsin's many beantifel towne, pronder than | P20Rdly, becansa we do not intend that the Wisconsin | 

over of our able, efficient and genial .President,.and say- | ¥4®™2% shall bo the organ of any set of patent right | 

ing in our hearts, An independent -home life in the venders in the world. We frequently receive urgent pe | 

comnlay Gases! titions, from nostrum-mongers and all sorts of quacks | 

eet ae a ere and public fiuisances, for the publication of their stereo- | 

‘The Volunteers Coming in Nobly-~More Wanted, | ‘Ped lies, together with lange offers of pay, if we will | 

‘The New Half Volume of the Farmer starts off splen- | Bly “give thema Wit.” The advertisement and the pay 

didly. Hearty congratulations are coming in from all | #F@ always refused; but the lift—over the left, shoulder 

quarters, accompanied by large lists of new or old re- —they may calculate on every time.] 

newing subscribers, and the friends of agriculture TATA Te 

throughout the State are taking hold of the important | Editorial Change, 
Seok ct ea iautik cit ackdk aadlouetay, This Mate Mr. Cuas. D. Braapon, for several years past the Editor 

gratifying, and we feel. encouraged to renew our own of the Prairie Furmer, has withdrawn from that paper 

ceucto to qappla, thera witha jourasl of which thay say | 202 Suocated Bimal editorially with Mr, Moons, of 
eink the Rural New Yorker. Mr. Brapoy will travel exten- 

wee ahs arian didogod injthocranumastor saopeigge | SR ee ee this summer and autums, | 

Saas Siseisege’ anaes teicuny aul sigrariee ongee, | aban el Rochester, N. ¥., where his duties | 

sain ais rich eal ap dkacoek Gs aha cioagaten SEINE will compel him to remain permanently. 

sin Industry is most thankfuly received and appreciated. We part with Mr. Bracpon with reluctance. He has 

Sit ak era aaa cibecdatoen unis Getabis tallen | On eee eee sqticuttural: progress, ‘and «| 
Pau real pipet gable ea es in the Western ficld. 

his best efforts to induce them to join the host of those | postmasters . 

| who have pride in liberally sustaining their own Home| Aro epecially requested to act as agents for the Fanxtt | 

Paper? It is the determination of the Publishers, «| xo far as practicable. Specimen numbers have been st | 
announced in the July No. to furnish the farmers of the |. a11 who are not regular subscribers, and, if please | 

State and of the Northwest with a eee SOUND, PRACTICAL, | with the paper, we trust they will have pleasure in help | 

| ATTRACTIVE PAPER, cost what it may; but they can ce | ing forward the good work. The terms of subscription 

tainly labor with more spirit if encouraged by the cheer-| anq agency will be found on second page of cover. | 
ful faces of twenty thousand readers than if of but half | 

that number; and s0 long as they are ready to put back = ee | 
into the paper all that they can realize over and above New Books and Exchanges. © | 

bare expenses, every man who adds to the list of paying | 745 Compneuensive Fan Reconp, with Directions for | 
subscribers a single dollar, derives, himself, adirectadvan-| its Use—Arranged by FRANKLIN Hoven pt. New 

tages queda York Census, &c., &c. | 

[teens bene Nua This is just what we have long wanted to ggg com 

i Help for the Farm. prehensive systematic record book for the use of our | 

There are still large numbers of idle men in the cities | farmers. There is nothing of greater importance to the | 

and villages of Wisconsin, notwithstanding the drain | farmer than that he should keep) himself thorougtly | 

made by enlistments, The general stagnation of busi-| Posted in what he is doing; and yet nine-tenths of all | 

ness has left them without work. With our light crops | Who'profess to be systematic in the management of their | 

} this year there need be no suffering of grain for want | farms and in.the transaction of business generally, kee? 

! of harvesters. We advise the two parties—laborers and | noAccount except such as is naturally)made upon the 

! employees—to look each other up in time. ‘The times | *ffaceable tablet of the memory. |The gmerchant is 

and crops will not warrant extravagant prices, and’we | Pected to keep books, but the farmer does not seem | 

hope none will make unreasonable demands. understand its importance in his own case, although | 

i ooo reasons therefor are more abundant and imperative. 

The Farmer's Barometer =, ‘As a clase farmers are toa much inclined to the habit of 

“Appears to be attracting considgrable attention. In| going it blind. And that is the reason the progress 

answer to enquiries, will say they are believed tobe ac- agriculture has been so slow. If one man is fortunate 

curate, and can be sent by Express. Description 4c. in | this year in the cultivation of certain crops, the succes 

; the next number. is lost to his neighbors, because he has no carrect record 

:
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of what were the precise means used, and the peculiar | Qur State Exchanges 
circumstances attending the planting, cultivation, &c. Will receive our most hearty thanks for the marked 

‘This Farm Record most admirably supplies the defici- | favor with which they received notice of the newjarrange, 

ency—furnishing reliable information and suggestions on | ment for the publication of the Farwsn. They have al- 

many of the more ordinary branches of farming, and | ways been generous to the paper, and are entitled to the 
300 neatly prepared pages for every item of inter- | gratitude of all friends of Agricultural Industry. 

est and importance both in the present and future, It enact 

is handsomely printed on fine writing paper, quarto size, CORRESPONDENCE. 

and substantially bound in half-calf. === 
‘We have no hesitation in saying that during the 25| A Fine Wool Clip. 

years for which it is prepared it would prove to be worth ae oe ie — to report my present wool 
: clip through your journal. 

one hundred times its price ($2.50 we believe) to any in- | “My flock consists of 96 sheep of the Spanish varléty ; 

telligent farmer who might use it, besides furnishing | 60 breeding ewes, 22 yearling ewes, 12 yearlin bucks, 
and two stick bucks, ¢iz-:. “ Matchiom’* and * Hotiaean 

important data for the correction of false systems of| Rich,” seven years oid last spring. I clipt from the ewes 

practice, and thereby advancing the great science of ag- | 0D Some ol bd ceapanrey ag ST. 60 ae 
ew yunds, avel ‘iny uns On. 

riculture in the world. Send your money to the pub-| washed wool; lio ‘from 22 yearling owas, leh dennis 
lishers, who will forward the work free of - averaging 6 poun oz. per head. 

| a ae Se The bucks were shiared on the Ist of June. The 12 
| 4 : ,, | yearling bucks yielding 123 Ths. respectively, as follows: 

Busut ox Gnars Couruss—0, M. BAxrox, Bauxxs &Co.,| Nol Tilba: Nova. 8 ths, 8 on Nov, 11 the; No. 4,13 
3 4 ths. 4'0z.; No. 5,7 Ibs. 8 oz.; No. 6, 12 Ths. 12 0z.; No. 7, 
The book before us is the second edition of a work | 8 Ths. 4 02.; No. 8, 12 ths.; No. 9, 11 ths.; No. 10, 11 tbs. 8 

Neseabap oe Star ant pasa eae cane Sih tt ha, | Oe at Eb Oiies SB anie e. AS, 9 ree eres 
methods of Grape Culture. Mr. Bricut’s system of cul- ty stock bucks, “ Matchless” and “Robinson Rich,” 

ture is founded on reason and a successful experience of | the. 8 eee eee msiaesankie Ge acamneeet 
years, and seems destined to come into universal use. | 684 r of wool from the 96 sheep, varying 7 Ths. 4 oz. 

See advertisement in this number. PR errewivaccsaty ie sei gees rg ey 

‘Tux Haxpy Boox For THe U.S. Souptzr, on coming into Remarks.—The above communication was accompanied 

service. Embracing the Manual for the Rifle and | by samples of the wool, taken at shearing time. They 

femme iae Rint, Sing Tie bom ok on Introduetion | are all of pure quality and give new assurance that 
by J. B. Liprixcort & Co., Philadelphia, Penn., under | friend Hemexway is not only enterprising in the matter 
authority of the Secretary of War. Price $1.25. of securing the best blooded sheep, but also judicious in 
Every Volunteer should have this book, as it contains | ¢1,0ir management. 

iuformation that cannot be otherwise acquired without > 
the aid of more expensive works or an experience of | Crops in Walworth. 

| years in the service. It is published in convenient form | The following extract from a private letter to the Edi- 

) for carrying in the pocket. tor, gives an encouraging account of the crops in Wal- 
is 

worth: " 
‘Tae Frurr Preserven’s MANvat.—By 8. ‘ 
Le Bean Pablishea, Rocuestor, Ny x cPrice | _ Prospects are now moderately favorable for an average 
15 conta in stamps. 3 crop of wheat, oats, and barley. Corn is decidedly poor. 

Winter wheat is now fit for harvest, and is of a superior 
This pamphlet appears to be a pretty thorough discus- quality—the best _— yore Fy scvorndia, Ih shia tection, 

sik _| near thirty bushels per acre. ley ing an ion of the whole subject of preserving fruits, the meth & omen Sire Tus Widtaes. 

ods in use and the cans best adapted. S°Spnixarte.p, July 22, 1861. 
ee 

Eiguta AnyuaL Report of the Massachusetts Board of = 
Agriculture. NOTICES OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

One of the best of Secretary Futv1’s model Reports. It it = 
ia brim fill of highly interesting and valuable matter,| | OWing to unexpected matter at the last moment, our 

and ie in every respect an honor to the Old Bay State,” | Columns are so crowded this month as to admit of noth- 
ing more than a bare mention of the following new ad- 

oo feo ie ef the reales sopnel vertisements. It is our determination toZadvertise noth- 
7 e Board te Dayton, on the 10th, fit heen setae ing which is unworthy of the confidence of the public, 
ber, 1861. Competition open to all the States, and we, therefore, feel warranted in endorsing them in 
Shows s prosperous condition of the industry of the | the aggrogate: 

Butkeye State, and gives promise of a successful exhibl- | Seedlings and Grafs J C. Puumn & Co. | 
tien: leqretary: Kuaraunt-cwill-recelve out: thanks’ tox | _ Dree Fier. Ye W. Wants: Bee atticte tn! Hawtt. ; cultural Departm 

copies, aa 4.000. 3 
. eady-Made Clothing, éc— ‘OBNER. 

Ove Fair or Four Acres axp tax Mons wx MADE bY iach ee tere 
™—C. M. Saxroy, Barker & Co., New York.—Price| Threshing and Horse Powers—W. D. BACON. 

cents, : Patent Agency, Washington—R. W. Fexwick. 
1, 'm. BRicHT. A.neat little duodecimo volume, full of valuable sug- ee eta Mat_A. Bonadtl: 

gestions and as interesting as a novel. Town Lots—ALBERT Woon. 

-
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[ADVERTISEMENT.) longer time than one year, all moneys received from them, 
less the regular rates for the time they are insured, and 

Semi-Annual Statement of the Business of the | $1 50 paid Agents ‘or ssateey’and iptlley, cad the pokey 

Madison Mutual Insurance Company, ie It oot allow the setting up of additional stov — 8 
January Ist to June 30th, 1861. and the removal of the same from one room to another 

ut not 18 Company. such 101 
al Metisased aortas or ce coal tee Eeeet June 80, 1861, inclusive, -:---reeesee++ 960 diminish the value of the property ineured. 

‘Total _smount of property ineured 4g- 6tb.—It will pay all damage caused by the effect thereon,.....+..ssesesesee++ $2,900,202 00 ie igbiadig Ge soueety whether the bulla 
Total amount of premium notes tag te bereet/ or atucwies not exceeding the 

received thereon,........+..+-- 61,479 44 anasto. 
Totat amount of cash premiums 7th.—It will hold itself pian for the correctness 

received thereon,............+- 26,006 61 of the surveys and other official acts of agents. 

4 Gia 8th.—It will not insure over-hazardous property, be- 
‘Total premiums rec'd in notes and Heving os they do that the homes of our fhunilies slould | 
CAS, «+ eeeeeeseereserseseeeeee $77,576 06 | not be liable to be taxed to pay losses incurred on prop- 

Whole amount of losses paid since erty in the hands of reckless speculators not only ee | 
Jan. 1, 1861,.-.+-00--000%---2- 2,736 47 to fire and lightning, but to wind and water, as cities and | 

‘Whole amount of losses in process commercial towns. | 
Of settlement,.......es000++--- 3,064 83 Sth-—The premium notes given to this Co, for insurance 

———— 5,801 30 | expires i. all cases jon es ape for which they were | 
————_| given and are not held by as a perpetual | 

Ghats oontngtgresenosh acne $71,774 75 faisteadaseageinet the insured. This fentuzo fn this | 
———— | Company overcomes a very formidable objection raised 

‘Whole number of policies issued todate,.... 11,689 | against other Mutual Companies. 

Am’t of capital accumulated to July 1, 1861, $182,164 24) supsraNTIAL REASONS FOR INSURING HOME. | 
By the foregoing report it will be seen that the compa- STEAD PROPERTY IN THIS COMPANY. 

ny has done a very large and prosperous business during | 1. It is a Wisconsin institution, located at the Capital of | 
the first half of this year, steadily gaining upon the large | the State, thus affording every facility for members to in- 
amount heretofore done, and numbering about three thou- | stitute inquiry into its business operations, and for the set- 
sand policies for the last six months. We congratulate | tlement of losses through their representatives in the Leg- 
the members of the company upon the prosperity which | islature, and the State officers. 
has attended its business, and trust that this report will} 9. It is a Mutual Company, thus cheaper 
not only ‘be satisfactory to them, but will attract the | rates and greater security than can be ob! in Btock 
favorable notice of all who have property to insure. Companies. 

The company now embraces about 10,000 members, in-|} "3. Its capital stock consists of premium notes of the 
cluding thousands of the ae farmers and business men | parties insured, and cannot be squandered by corrupt | 
of the State, and offering privileges, economy and safety | officers, or become the basis of speculation to the mana- | 
to the insured to a greater degree than any other compa- | gers; but can only be ealled in to pay losses and other ab- | 
ny doing business in the State. We invite a careful peru- | solutely necessary expenses; while stock companies receive 
sal of the foregoing statements, and a close investigation | the fall amount of premium in advance, and often invest 
of the principles and rules of the Somes it in stocks which are liable to become worthless, causing 

D. WORTHINGTON, Secrefary. | general embarrassment to the companies, and rendering 
| ‘The following is alist of the Officers and Directors and | SEM thetmmured. a 40 the State of Wisconsin; 

& general summary of the Company’s system of operation: | ang to the insurance of Farm Property, and strictly isolated 

The Directors and Officers elected for the year 1801, are | buildings, with their contents, in villages and cities. 
as follows: 1 5. ' It is one of the oldest and most successful com- 

| D. J. POWERS, Madison, Dane Co. 2 ee Seen always paid its losses 
J. W. BOYD, Walworth Co. 6. Itis under the control of the insured parties, each 
DAVID ATWOOD, Madison, Dane Co. one having a vote in the choice of its officers, at the com- D. WORTHINGTON, Waukesha Oo. Sensmuaet or evecy vies. eat Bima, 
8. D. HASTINGS, Trempeleau Co. Siro would Gall abtention by tae Soliowtag aus orticis fries 
= a oe: Madison, DensiCp the “Madison State Journal,” of July 80, 1860, on the , Grant Co. tual Saaencnar 

| SR MGOLELEAN, Renosha C: eee ee | . , Ken O TT LREET WOOD, Tene Oo. INSURANCE—THE MUTUAL PLAN. 
‘ASA KINNEY, Green Lake Co. ‘The system of Mutual Insurance Companies is becoming 
TIMOTHY BROWN, Madison, Dane Co. very general in our Eastern cities—or that which amounts 
0. T. MAXSON, Pierce Co. to the same thing. It is a system upon which the profits 
ORRIN GUERNSEY, Rock Co. of assurance are divided between the stockholders and 
CICERO COMSTOCK, Milwaukee. policy holders. The last number of the New York ‘Inde- 
G. R. MONTAGUE, La Crosse, La Crosse Co. pendent” has an excellent article on this subject, giving the 
G. F. HASTINGS, Madison, Dane Co. results of several large compsnies in that city, and showing 

EE) great success. It says that ten companies in New York 
; : cily siete have stotied Sie gertcteece ames x2 

D. J. POWERS, President. emlpent advantage to the public. The “Independent” 
J. W. BOYD, Vice President. says the plan “‘must gradually supercede all other s98- 

| 8. D. HASTINGS, Treasurer. tems, end compel the older companies to adopt it.” 
D. WORTHINGTON, Secretary. oldest Insurance Company in the United States, is upon 
G. PF. Le ae Agent. the Mutual peinaiane bones: the Worcester Mutual in 

(Office Porter’s Block, Madison, Wis.] Macsechannity ‘one of the oldest is the Jecunt Me. 
1st.—This Com; will not insure any buili for | tual. Both of these companies present @ clean record, 
suits tana toro tives ita Gla value a Boer ad having never failed to meet their engagements ae: 

ses to insure not more than one half the actual value— | These are only fair specimens of the many Mutual tom 
thereby keeping in view the protection of the insured | Paniesin the country, and the only difference between ee 
and the interests of the Company. it Maiael Companies ane fos ene sefecred 20.00 ne = 

Si eases 9 Ineare fore than $2,000 in| Seat a aca ok Raine the larger one 
‘34.—It will not insure any dwellings standing within | Portion to remain uncalled for unless absolutely needed, 

twenty feet of each other. while the New York Companies receive the entire premium 
‘4@- 4th—It will refund to any person insuring for ain cash, with the promise of paying back a part if not
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Vou. XIII. MADISON, SEPTEMBER 1, 1861. No. 9 

Grain Crops—-Threshing, Marketing and Storing. practice would not be more economical than 

The harvesting having been done, it becomes | ‘he present method of sometimes covering well 
a matter of much importance to determine | >Ut oftener very badly. 
what shall be done with the crop. Now and then a stacker will be found who 

As to the sheaves, it is safe to presume that | Uerstands the art of very perfectly topping 
they have been, by this time, either carefully out with the sheaves themselves; but even 

stacked or securely housed in the barn. If then it is better to cover with something less 

) not, the work should be delayed no longer. valuable and so save the grain that otherwise 

Here and there a slack farmer allows his grain must be exposed tothe weather. For this pur- 

to stand in the shock for a month or six weeks, | P°S® nothing is better than marsh grass, which, 
because driven by other important work; but if properly put os secure the grain against 

the practice is ruinous to both straw and grain, | *!! injury by even protracted rains. To keep 
and should find neither favor nor even tolera-| it in its place, a grass rope or withe, encire- 
tion among enterprising husbandmen. Or- ling it and kept in its place by weights on 

dinarily eight days are a sufficient time for the | PP°Site sides, answers a good purpose. 
shock-curing process, and the sooner the sheay- AS TO THRESHING, 

$6 te Boyes After Daring ‘cured: suficiently. There is and should be a diversity of practice, 
for stacking or mowing, the better for them. according to cireumstances. 

Last year the vastness of the crop resulted] That portion of the crop intended for seed 
in much careless stacking and consequently in | js not entirely safe in passing through any of 
the sprouting of large quantities of wheat. | the threshing machines with which we are ac- 
We know of several hundreds of bushels that quainted, and should hence be threshed with 
were lost on account of the centre of the stack | the flail or in some other way which will in- 
haying been made lower than the circumfer- sure the saving of the best kernels uninjured. 

enee—thus forming a dish for the water—and | Of this, however, we have repeatedly spoken. 
| secondly, by the almost total neglect to pro-| phe great proportion of grain in this great 
: vide a proper covering, For the present, if grain-growing region is, and must be threshed 

the stack is already made, no caution as to its by machinery; nothing else could ensure its 

| formation will avail anything, but it may not preparation for market. We haven’t human 
Jet be too late to attend to the matter of! muscle enough in the country to do the work; 

cavering. and if we had, the antiquated back-breaking 

In England it is the almost universal custom | operation of beating the threshing floor with 

to thatch every stack with straw, the same as | the old flail of thump-i-tee-thump memory is a 

4 building. The thatching costs about four | waste of energy that may be much better em- 

shillings per stack, and being of no use after- | ployed in some other way. But whether it is 

wards, is deemed rather expensive in this coun- | better to employ the largest powers and dis- 

tty; but we are by no means sure that this| patch the work at once, or with the lesser
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tread-power, do the work with less help and|crop. If this process of reasoning be unsound, 

more at leisure, is 2 question of some import-|we are ready to face the flaw. If correct, 

ance, and one that must be decided by the cost | there would seem to be no occasion except in 

and difficulty of obtaining labor, the market | the necessities of individuals for an effort to 

prospects, &c., &c. thresh or sell any earlier than may be desira- 

If labor can be had without too great sacri- | Ple on other accounts. 
fice, if the grain be exposed to the weather, and ee es 
the first prices are likely to be the best, and Therefore, assumes even more than usual in- 

money must be had, then, of course, it will terest. 

pay torush the whole crop through the ma- Since our last year’s harvest hundreds of | 

chine and the grain off to the market. But if thousands of bushels of wheat have suffered | 
not, then it may be more economical to use the for want of proper storage, and the credit of 

tread-power and thresh at convenient times EEE ES which hes siways ranked 
during the ‘late autumn and’ winter. ‘This high, has thereby,depreciated several per cent. 

method enables the farmer to do the work Pertiaps this depreciation may be partly owing 

without extra help—often during stormy weath- | '° damage in the shock ou to « sweating” in | 

er when nothing else could be done to advant- we stack, ous ao of it is ortesnly, due to 

age—and furnishes fresh straw from time to RIT DOr Sega Satu hy Catan 
time’ for ‘the stock: the ‘value of | whith’: by Proper storage relates first to the condition 

k proper feeding; may be made’ to almost ‘equal of the grain, and secondly to the character of 

| that of ordinary hay. . Se 
~ As to condition, it may be sufficient to 

It may be rather unsafe to give advice as to say, that grain of no kind should be put 

| the probabilities of the market at a time of so | into store while yet damp and muggy. Better | 

| much confusion and uncertainty, but we will | q great deal spread it out and shovel it over 

at least venture an opinion that the early upon the barn floor, or even run it through the 

market will not be the best this year. The | screen, again, slowly, so as to ensure its better 
large quantities of last year’s crop still in our | airing; and if this be not sufficient to ensure 

| granaries, the favorable prospects for a good | its safe keeping, we suggest that it may be 

| crop in Europe and of a fair crop in this coun- | well to sprinkle over and thoroughly mix with | 

try, together with the Southern blockade, are | the grain a small quantity of dry quick lime— 

the data upon which we base our conclusion. | say a peck to 100 bushels. The Ifme will ad- 

The fact that half a million of men have been | here to all damp kernels, and by its absorption | 

called into the service of the Union will doubt- | of moisture render its preservation more sure. 

less have some effect upon the demand for| When prepared for grinding it will of course 

breadstuffs, but, inasmuch as they were not | be run through the fanning mill, and this pro- | 

called into service until the seeding had been | cess will separate every particle of the lime 

done, we do not see how their change of situa- | so that none shall be found in the flour. | 

tion and occupation will materially enhance} conp1TIONS ESSENTIAL TO A GOOD GRANARY. 

the value of the cereal grains. They must be} The granary should be clean, as secure 0 | 

fed to be sure, but ¢hat would have been | possible from vermin, and WELL VENTILATED. 

necessary anyhow. To our mind it seems} If used heretofore, see that it is properly | 
clear, therefore, that the price of wheat should | cleansed with soap and water, and afterwards | 

not be expected to materially advance until | thoroughly dried and whitewashed. If per | 

the agriculture of the North shall have been | fectly new the cleansing will of course be ut | 

made to feel the loss of the laboring force up- | necessary. 

on which it has heretofore relied, or the influ-| Protection against vermin can best be se | 

ence of a possible failure of the European | cured by building the granary separate and 

slips cok a a nt eae
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eee apart from all other buildings ; placing the following new method which seems to us both frame upon pillars capped with inverted tin or | rational and practical: zine pans, and entering it by a movable bridge. Upon the usual sleepers or joice lay a floor If built within the barn, asin most cases, al-| of narrow inch stuff, edgwise, and with spaces 
most the only protection is in not having any| of an inch between, and upon these stretch vermin about the building—a desideratum but | and fasten good strong wire cloth or seiving 
rarely, if ever attained. Lining with sheet fine enough not to allow the kernels of wheat iron or other metal and flaring the top out-|'to Pass through. This will support the grain ward is the only way of accomplishing the | and yet permit a perfect circulation of air from object mechanically, and this is rather ex-| beneath, The escape of air above may be se- pensive. 

cured by having a square box tube or pipe But whether built without or within the | Connect the granary with the outer atmosphere || . 
barn, yentilation is all important and cannot | above the roof—taking care to so protect it at 
be neglected with impunity. And yet three | the top as to prevent the rain from beating ‘in fourths of the granaries of the country are | 20d running down upon the grain and perhaps constructed without the slightest reference to | observing the further caution of Suspending a the necessity of the grain for air. In one of| dish at the lower extremity of the tube to our recent visits to the country, we took occa- | Prevent any dropping of condensed moisture, sion to call upon a thrifty, hard-working farm-| A Sranary constructed in this manner would 

er, who has been holding some two thousand | #lways have a Perfect circulation of fresh air bushels of his wheat for a better price. It was | 82d constitute the safest place into which wheat divided into four piles of five hundred bushels | Could possibly be put. The wire seiving would each, but all the lots were garnered in small | ¢0st but ten cents per Square foot, or legs than dark holes under the hay-mow without the| fifteen dollars for a granary 12x12feet, and slightest possibility of any ventilation what- | the expense of everything else suggested would ever. In one of these the grain had spoiled, | be but a trifle. and from the others there came upa hot, musty / Will not the farmers of our country give this 
odor that promised anything but good, healthy, | Subject the attention its vast importance de- 
marketable grain. «“'The first five hundred | ™ands and prove by their works that they ap- bushels I had some anxiety about,” said our | Preciate the old maxim of Poor Richard —«q friend, «for it was rather damp when put up; | Penny saved is worth a penny earned?” but this, (dipping his hand into one of the How to Save Ammonia, other bins) went in all right. That will keep — , 48 long as you please.” We demurred, of a phpeotcechge aca if oe 
Course, but not with any avail, and when next poting to save it. It goes a rg the aope of We meet we shall expect a long blue account of} @ volatile gas, very pungent '@ smell.— how he lost the rest ys his do This man | Hence the strong odor about stalls, barn-y ars, sink drains, and privies. How to catch this 
is but the representative of a large number of fugitive and make him do justice to our gar- rehhy a ne hen ett int aegis a a Probably not less than a quarter of a million | 37) Winter. There is a dead loss of five dollars dollars worth of wheat the Present year, be-/on every animal so kept, But if the cattle are sides damaging the credit of the State to the sobied ‘ray be Pee eds moet Pads mount of millions more. 

dry muck two or three feet thick will absorb Sore vmare onaans, [tng quay ged manu a In order to complete ventilation there must ia —_ ‘ae ea » ] be access of air at the bottom and outlet at the old litter. { | ‘°- To make sure the former, we offer the] In the stables, if they are cleaned every day,
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it is a good plan to sprinkle on plaster of Paris | farmers, and then bought land for himself. He 
every day, about a pint to each stall. If this | now has a farm of 600 acres or more, has given 
is not at hand, dry muck made very fine will | two sons each a good farm, and pays taxes on 
answer a good purpose. The foulest stable | two hundred thousand dollars of personal pro- 
floor will lose its pungent odor in a few min-|perty. He has never had any business but 
utes, if it be covered with fine muck or pulver- | farming. 
ized peat. The finer and dryer this earth is! I know another man whose father left him a 
made, the greater its absorbing power. If it | farm of about 200 acres, something over thirty 
has lain over one season it is readily prepared | years ago, with some encumbrances on it in the 
for this purpose by a shovel. *| shape of legacies to other heirs, who now has 

Dried clay is also an excellent: article for | over 400 acres of land, and fifty thousand dol- 
this use. If it is partially burnt, it is still| Jars at interest. He also has done no business 
better. For this purpose make a heap of dried | but farming. 

| sods, or brush, or any combustible material,| Several men have worked for me, whe, though 
and cover it with lumps of clay or clayey soil, | they had nothing when they came, are now 
leaving holes enough for ventilation. This | well off. A young Scotchman worked for me 
mass when it is reduced by burning, makes a| over thirty years ago who had but three cents | 
powerful absorbent, and is much less expensive | when he began, but who now has a good farm 
than plaster. If it is not burnt, the lumps | of 200 acres, well stocked, and he is free from | 
should be knocked fine with a hammer or|debt. He knew how to do the mechanical part | 

mallet. of farming thoroughly, but knew nothing of | 
Every place about the house and barns, | speculation. I could name others who have 

where there is the smell of ammonia, should | acquired fortunes wholly by farming. 
have these coarse or fine absorbents. Many| A farmer of small means should be very eco- | 
farmers lose one, two, and three hundred dol- | nomical and still very liberal. He should be | 
lars a year for want of them, according to the | economical in dress for himself and his family, | 
number of animals they keep. The money | and in his dwelling and furniture; he should 
goes streaming off into the air as palpably as| be liberal in feeding his stock, manuring his 
if a whirlwind took up a pile of bank bills. | land, and in supplying labor to work his land. 
The nose takes cognizance of it, but because |I have seen many farmers who were kept al- 
farmers are not accustomed to reckon money | ways poor by trying to do too much work for 
by their olfactories, they do not perceive their | the number of laborers employed, whereas if 
loss. The loss nevertheless is as real as if their | they had hired double the labor it would have | 
pockets had been picked. Wise farmers save | paid abundantly. This is a very common 
their ammonia.—American Agriculturist. mistake. 

23S Se a Ea | 

[From the Canadian Agriculturist.] Land Drainage~-Cheap and Good Tile. 

> mony me September and October are the most favora- | 

_It is pcommon, we think, cormpat at ble months for this important work, as the wet | 
viction that large fortunes are seldom made ° aa 
farmers. There are, however, exceptions. Ae lands which most need draining are dryes' | 
riculture, as a pursuit, probably yields about | then, and the farmer is not so much crowded 

the average rate of profit on the capital em- i $ ployed as compared with that of commercial by other apace bes as at other seasons | 

undertakings, when the losses, which are often when drainage is possible. 

heavy, ee the em are eae We have often urged this subject before, but 
There is generally much less risk in farmin; + , E 

than in Ticauobred and commerce; and a aie under the disadvantage of having n 
dustrious, economical habits, guided by a_| tile in the State or within available distance to 

sound judgment, will scarcely, in any instance, | which we could direct the attention of our 
fail in securing a comfortable competency. fi Has hi es 
There are thousands of farmers in Canada who | **™™¢TS- ‘appily this embarrassmen| 
are now comparatively wealthy, who aa to | longer exists, as they can now be obtained of 
this country twenty or thirty years ago almost . i than the 
without a chilling. The following instances exeelient Gpalisy and Si, agate lees 5 
of success in farming are taken from an arti- | Cost of any other equally permanent and valu 
cle furnished the Boston Cultivator, by that| able drain materials. Dr. Wesxs, whose well 

ee eiae agriculturist, Mr. John Johnston, | 4 -Jered tile works are now in operation at 

Some sixty years ago, a man came to West- Milwaukee, makes as good tile as we have eve 
ern New York from New aes or ay Le ‘seen anywhere, and the reasonable terms which | 
sey, I am not certain which, his axe and a ittle 3 jlrosds | 

loose change being about all the property he he has been able to make with the rai | 
had. He worked several years for different | for transportation, place them within the mes” |
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of almost any farmer—at least for use where How to Manage Timothy Sod. the demand is pressing. | Mr. Eprror:—Allow me through the Farmer Why is it that the gardeners and farmers of | to urge upon all who would succeed in getting Wisconsin are so slow to commence a work of good crops on Timothy soil, to plow it under in improvement which is demonstrably import-| the fall—August or September—when the grass ant and the economy of which has been so| has started up with a good growth. It will often proved by actual experiments? The few then heat and by its rotting help to rot the about Milwaukee who have experimented with sward. 
tile in their orchards, gardens and wet grain} If they wait till spring, it may answer for fields, speak of the economy of their use in planting, provided the season be wet; but it the highest terms and are ordering more for | will not answer for grain for these reasons : the improvement of lands which they had be-| In the first place, spring plowing leaves the fore supposed would not be improved by drain-| furrows lying up loose, so that much of the. age. Wet clay lands will more than pay the} water which should soak into the earth and cost in the increased value of the first two or | thus improve the crop passes off in the artifi- three crops. Lands in the vicinity of large | cial drains thus made; and towns and devoted chiefly to gardening have| Secondly, sward plowed in the spring recieves been known to pay the cost of draining with | no benefit from the action of the frost, which the added yield of a single crop. is very important, as a means of breaking up Farmers, try it, and if done in accordance | the soil, reducing the minerals and settling the with the best authorities, and yet without ad- | earth for the better growth of the new crop. j vantage, we agree to Soot the bills and bear the Any one who does not appreciate these rea- curses. 

sons, may make the experiment with two fields, Sateen eee plowing one in the spring and the other in the , Signs of Rain. fall, and if he does not find a great difference eed by Dr. Jenner, 1810, to a young | at harvest in favor of fall-plowing, then his ‘acy who asked him if he thought it would i i j i 
rain to-morrow. is experience will be just exactly the Opposite of 

The hollow winds begin to blow, se AtnEnr Woop. The clouds look black, the glass is low; Manison, August, 1861. The soot falls down, the spaniels sleep, fan Met mers ce of Bctormiating Oanada This e 
The moon in halos Ia hee eae : Beat Method eee thes. a eee a Canada thistles may be effectually destroyed ‘The walls are damp, the ditches smell, by mowing, summer fallowing, and hoeing. Closed is the pink cyed pimpernel Each of these methods may, under some cir- Slowhy erawitng vere ome cumstances, be better than either of the others. Loud quack the ducks, the peacocks cry, Mowing, about the first of July and the first ne cieent hills are looking nigh. ; of September, will put an end to them as long Old Betty's. Se ae ee! as the field lies to grass; but when broken up, And see yon rooks, how odd their flight, they will again show themselves, as the seed ae tate the gliding kite, will lie in the ground several years and grow Asif they felt the pier ball. | when brought to the surface, and will again How restless are the morting swine; require the use of the scythe. ae bay op) iste the rei A Plowing and harrowing will destroy them, if The cricket, t00, how loud sho sinaat repeated often and continued from May until "Twill surely rain, I see with sorrow, September; and then it is better to break up Our jaunt must be put off to-morrow. sod grounil deep the fall before, as you have Ca cone e the land in better condition, which is more x Pram Breakine.—Three horses and a likely to render the experiment successful, Sixteen inch plow will be found valuable in} As a general rule, I prefer hoeing. I would this Work. But few larger plows are now used plow the ground in the fall deep and coarse, for this purpose. If the prosna is not very | then again in the spring plow and harrow, plant dry two heavy horses will do good work. Re-| to potatoes, and hoe two or three times, taking member, to keep your plow sharp, for if you | pains to pull out the thistles among the tops. do not you will need to double your team. After the last hoeing, I would go through the
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ficld once in ten or twelve days and cut up the | received close fall feeding, by all means stock 

thistles, until it is time to dig the potatoes.— | should be kept off during February and March, 

After digging, the ground should be plowed |so that the surface may become somewhat 

deep once and perhaps twice, and in the spring lightened by the rain and frosts, that the ten- 

plowed and planted to corn. A few scattering |der growth of spring may proceed without 

thistles will show themselves, which should be | injury. One hundred pounds of feed gleaned 

cut regularly once in ten days as long as one | froma clover or timothy field in the winter or 

can be found. Ihave never known this course | early spring,. will cut short the crop of the 

of treatment to fail in reclaiming the worst | coming season five hundred pounds or more; 

fields. The crops will more than pay expen- | so that it will prove the most miserable econo- 

ses, and leave the field free for-any future | my to allow a hoof to press upon lands that 

| crop. A Fact Hunter. | are intended for hay or summer pasturage. 

os SS 

Report Your Grain Crops. English Love of Country Life. 

The farmer who, after toiling hard to pre-] Lavenayz, a distinguished French writer, 

pare the soil, put in the seed, and gather the | in commenting on the English taste for a coun- | 

: crop, is anxious to know by accurate measure- | try life, remarks: 

ment just what he has gained by all his effort) The national literature, as expressive of 

i illustra’ though on a scale propor- | manner and customs, contains throughout 

oes illustrates, SMe és eek marks of this distinctive trait in the English 

tionally less, the strong desire we feel to be| character. England is the country of descrip- | 

| able to determine and correctly report the | tive poetry ; almossal! their poets have lived | 

in the country and sung of it. Even when | 

srop forse whale etete- ; English eee tale Rare fon aie cael, Pope | 

: The individual farmer has this advantage, | celebrated Windsor Forest, and wrote pasto- 

: however,—that he can appeal directly to his | rals; if his style was not rural, his subjects | 

| i: hel f Tiabl hil were. Before him, Spenser and Shakspeare | 

; alf-bushel for a reliable answer, while we are| wrote admirable rustic poetry ; the song of the | 

: obliged to beg of this one and that, in differ- | lark and nightingale still resounds, ee the | 

i ‘i e lapse of centuries, in Juliet’s impassioned fare- 

ent portions of the State, to give us their fig-| Tti%.> Romeo. . Milton—the sectarian Milton | 
ures, and finally, after failing in nine cases out | employed his finest verse in a description of | 

of ten, to get any answer at all, to make sun- the first garden, and in the midst of revolu- | 

dry tours through the State and estimate u: tions and business, his fancy carried him to- | 

! - e PO” | ward the ideal fields of Paradise Lost. | 
f scattering data, oftentimes, perhaps, imper- But it was principally after the revolution | 

fect. of 1688, when England, now free, began to be | 

: a herself, that all her writers became deeply | 

j To obviate this difficulty and to ensure ®| impressed with the love of country life. It | 

more prompt and accurate report of the crops | was then that Gray and poms sppeeres | 

; the first in his celebrated Elegies, and among | 
—particularly of the wheat crop of ae State— cthene dines tlountes ii paciea rd,” the oe 

we would urge upon all County Agricultural | in his poem of the Seasons, striking in delight 

Societies the propriety and importance of mak- | ful sounds this favorite chord of the British 

i ffort t thei ti ti lyre. The Seasons abound with amiable de- 

ing an effort to report their respective counties | .-rintion ; it is sufficient to instance the hay- 

as correctly as may be after the first thresh- | making hagvest and sheep-shearing, the latter | 

ings. being already in Thompson’s time o great | 

z s - i business in England; and among the pleasures 

What Society will lead off in this matter? | of the country, his account of trout fishing | 

oe The angler, at the present day, may find in 

Cuover AND Meavow Lanps.—The Valley | this little descriptive picture his favorite art | 

Farmer speaks thus concerning the management | fully detailed. The feeling is everywhere | 

of clover and meadow lands:—Stock should | lively and spontaneous—enthusiasm, real and | 

always be turned off from clover so early in| deep, for the beauties of nature and the sweets | 

the fall as to allow the plants to make a growth | of labor. To these Thompson joins that quiet, | 

of leaves sufficient to protect them from the | high religious feeling which almost always 8 

action of the snow and frosts of winter. When | companies a solitary and laborious life, in the | 

eaten off to the ground, and the surface be-| presence of the never ending wonders of the | 

comes trod hard and compact, the roots will| vegetable creation. It pervades the whole | 

be drawn up frequently three inches above the | poem, especially in the concluding part, where 

surface before spring. he likens the awakening of the human soul 

a If clover and meadow lands have already | after death to nature after winter.
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STOCK REGISTER. to a degree which no other malady seems cap- : 

if aable of exercising. The animal constantly 

Hydrophobia. licks some portion of the body. The place 

: srs appears to itch violently, and the tongue is ap- 
Of all we diseases which em and the plied: with an energy and & perseverance highly 

lower animals are subject, there is none so Sliarainheslilioscfieneneucexougha sarncaaaie 

terrible in its characteristics or painfully fatal temper. The appetite always is affected;— 

f ane . ; 

in ita terminstion as Hydrophobia. He who sometimes it is ravenous. The rack is not only 
has once witnessed the dying agonies of a éiaplied ewithieenteualiennets yt Urals eed 

fellow being struggling with the relentless Rabeater-secilod! al alent Gonsimad whee 

poison will remember it with shuddering to the parent relish. Generally, however, the de- . 
- . : 

end of life. Even the thought of such a death sire for provender is destroyed. Sometimes 

chills the blood with oe the longing for fluids is morbidly increased.— 

4 With the theory of origin we ot haye a The horse plunges his head tothe bottom of the 

ing to do. We have professed discoveries of pail, will bite the groom who endeavors to in- 
infallible remedies, but none are so verified as terupt the draught, or seize the wood between 

to be entitled to credence. It is nevertheless] 1 :. teeth and crush it with a powerful gripe. 

subject of much importance, and as this is the More frequently water will cause spasms, and 

season when persons and animals are most ex- beavaided wiih hekeec: 

posed, it is believed that the following illustra-| 746 nervous system is always highly devel- 

Poamoo oun Gt ts ey mepeones! sect proRrecs oped. The horse starts at the smallest sound, 

that noblest of beasts, the horse, will be read trembles violently without a cause, flies back- 

with interest. We ae fromthe teliustrated ward, hangs upon the halter, stares wildly, and 

eee (ponnanes by Arpretox & Co.; | bursts into a copious sweat without any appa- 
New York), to which complimentary reference rent reason being détected. The neigh is 

has been made in previous numbers by oe squeaking, and the face at the commencement 

Fanuen. The 9 are electrotype copies of is characterized by immense anxiety, which is 

the fine engravings executed by the Author, |... changed for a peculiar aspect of cunning, 
and very graphically represent the agonized | +. 04 with grinning ferocity. 

countenance and furious sees ba me pores, Rarely, however, all the foregoing symptoms 

88 wecheve:several times seen en in the terri-| arg absent. The horse is harnessed and taken 
ble paroxysms which mark the disease : to work. Suddenly it stops, appears stupid, 

2) ZZ and threatens to fall. In a short time it re- 

Gi V Sy _ covers, and the labor is proceeded with. The 

(UY) a — fits occur again and again. At length they 
VAY SN , NY A SS end in violent shivering. When the tremor 
A SQ hi fe the ite 

yy Q\s ceases, the recognition is not- perfectly recov- 

G : \ aN ered. The breathing is quick and sharp; the 

N : Daly q eye bright and wild. The animal is turned 
A BN wN \' homeward, but seldom reaches the stable be- 
\ oe NL 
Ny Ss ‘ fore the furious stage begins. 

FAS as Hydrophobia is commonly matured before 

me the expiration of the sixth week. A fortnight 
COUNTENANCE OF A HORSE WITH HYDROPHOBIA. is the earliest period of its appearance; but 

“This (Hydrophobia) is always the fruit of | some writers have asserted that the imbibed 

contagion, received from some stable-pet, in the | virus will remain dormant for twelve months. 

shape of a dog or cat. It is essentially a nervous |The writer has no experience which justifies 

disorder. From the first it influences the brain | the last opinion.
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Whenever a suspicion of this incurable and| Exportation of Shorthorns from the United 

horrible disorder is entertained, place the horse States to England. 

by itself in a building with bare walls, but ae folowing patepeen from a recent 
. ;,.|number of Bell’s Messenger, an old weekly ag- 

capable of being looked _ through a win- ricultural paper of good authority, published | 

dow. Put food and water in the house, and, |jn London, will prove interesting to our read- 

if the door be not strong, have it barricaded. | rs senenly a EIN ie those that are 
practically engaged,—and we have now man: 

Let no one enter for at least three days, as, | such in different sections of the Saar 

during this disease, the horse is both michiev- | the improvement of the breeds of cattle. We | 

ny have now on this continent commenc- | 

= i BS : enreperink England, in kind, for | 

i ENS «2 what we have long been receiving | 

a = , righ SEs ~, from her; and this importation will | 

‘« es SS 2 . Za afford conclusive evidence that the | 

A BS SSS < BAN | soil and climate of this portion of 

on SSS SS iN Ss “ SX North America are admirably suited, | | 

—" Sina, “SS under proper management, to the 
SS ee A H & highest development of the world re- 

(a — ORS Ee ee j nowned Shorthorn. We have breed- 
<~ cs a: Ad ers in Canada who, if they could 

4 ha a SS spare their animals, might follow Mr. 
Ss 5G “se Thorne’s example with a like suc- 

SSS = cess: : 

SS Ss yi a «On the 29th ultimo we had an 

NSS ON fp arrival of “Dukes and Duchesses” 
SS {/ — from the United States. Most of ou | 

SS rs SS Sg readers remember that in 1853, Mr. 

SS 3 SS . Thorne, and Messrs. Becar & Morris, 
from the United States, were present 

ous and dangerous. The pain is such that it at the great Tortworth sale, and carried away 
taf in destrusti ‘Ail ursathine ond the Duchesses 64 and 66, for 600 and 700 guin- 

seeks relief in destruction. eathing and) oa respectively, besides other animals of the 

moving creatures first attract its rage; but, | Oxford tribe, bred by the Earl Ducie, and ori- 

: i: ; i | ginally from Mr. Bates. Subsequently Messrs. 
wanting these, its frenzy is Sepended an break Becar and Morris sold the whole of their herd 

ing, rending, and scattering inanimate objects. |to Mr. Thorne, who, in the course of a very 

Its ability to destroy is only limited by the ane Roun BE DO vse of drafts ea 

‘ . r. Thorne previously spent upwards o! 

duration of the disorder. £20,000 in the formation of his herd. Both 
Let as few people as possible be near the | of the Tortworth Duchesses and their produce 

hydrophobic horse. The quadruped’s nerves thus fell into his hands; they have, however, 

ae ‘ ; $ : P | hitherto bred mostly bulls, so that the number 

are then alive to every impression. The pres-| of the Duchess tribe now in America is not 

ence will be detected, though the person be| very large. The arrangement by which some 

; i f breath- | of them have come back to this country has 
sancnonaly concealed. The squad of breath- |) on negotiated by Mr. Stafford. He sent the 

ing even adds to the torture. Keep all people | Tortworth Duchesses across the Atlantic, and 

away but one; and that one should be the best | it was only fair that he shonld do his best to 

shot in the neighborhood. Let him approach, bring their produce back. The following notes 
2 ® 3 respecting them will interest our readers : 

aim steadily, and pull the trigger; fora bullet} The «5th Duke of Thorndale,” hired by Mr. 

well placed is the only remedy the author Langston, M. P., died upon the voyage. The 
= hich Mee thin ceo disor “2nd Duke of Thorndale,” calved in April, 

slab summa iki Se Ric ai Wh sorder.”” | 1858, has been bought by Mr. C. Howard, of 

ee ee es Biddenham, and Mr. Robinson, of Clifton Pas- 

Cows Leaxine Taerr Mizx.—A ee tures; he is a grandson of the 700 guinea cow, 

dent of the Prairie Farmer says, that where | Duchess 66, and of pure Duchess blood. The 

“ofp dane oe mi by Asoka be be ee «4th Duke of Thorndale,” calyed February, 

- rem applying a small quant 1859, is a son of the 700 guinea cow, and ow? 

totledion to the end ofthe teat immediately after | prother to the dam to the celebrated Duchess 
milking. ‘This will at once form a thin, tough | 77, which took so many prizes last year; Mr. 
poeeenece. skin, which will prevent the leak-| Hales, of North Erith, had secured him. Mr. 
age, and which may readily be removed before | M’Intosh, of Havering Park, Essex, has pur 
milking again. chased the “8rd Duke of Thorndale,” calved
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August 28, 1858, a grandson of Duchess 64, To Protect Horses Against Flies. 
the 600 guinea cow—a son of her daughter, Soe 

«Duchess of Thorndale,” a cow bred in the| 1¢ not unfrequently happens in the hot weath- 
— ea — me aren ese Turk, the ~ er of summer and in the fall that the fretting of 
ize at the Chel ford meeting, was put : 

Fede thence The Uhans of Oxford andl ee Cee eke tne eae 
Imperial Oxford look full of promise; they system than all the labor they have to perform. 
acoareene eet eee aoe of Crone The question of a remedy, therefore, is one of 
18th, a cow of . Bates’ breeding, sold as a . 

calf at the Kirkleavington sale for 60 guineas. considerable importance to both the owner and 

One of these has been engaged by Mr. Lawford, | the horse, Nets serve the purpose, in part, but 
Lineletie. edtire. wane only female) acheee they are after all quite as ornamental as useful ; 

heifer, 4th Lady of Oxford, granddaughter o: - 

Ostend 18H Hes been sold WU Mr. MPTatosh. - (202 84 Santee Steqhasl remedy, warlons waange 
‘Those of our short-horn breeders who haye | have been proposed. Of these, one has been 

seen the animals since their arrival have ex-| so often recommended by persons in whom con- 

pressed their admiration at their character and | gence may be placed, that we publish it in the 
condition, and have spoken in very complimen- a at & 
tary terma of Mr. Thorne’s management. As| Farmer. It is simply & decoction of walnut 
the best proof of the opinion which is enter- leaves. Apply with a spunge just before taking 
tained on this point, we understand that every | the horse from the stable. It costs nothing and 

animal has been sold, a fact which must be]. . 
highly gratifying to Mr. Strafford, as well as |*® certainly worth trying. 
to Mr. Thorne.” —Canadian Agriculturist. ER. EE 2 eS 

i How to Increase the Value of a Cow. 

Cuegse-Making 1x Switzertanp.—The Every one who owns a cow can see ata glance 
manner in which the Swiss peasants combine oe it would be profitable to inorease the value 
to carry on cheese-making by their united ef- W here ated Shi ee how athe it. 
forts deserves to be noted. Each parish in © O80 eae ae eae mane it : . equally palpable to our readers. If a cow is 
Switzerland hires a man, generally from the | pant g y tter, it would certainly add to h 
district of Gruyere, in the Canton of Frey- Ee ae Met péeatekine va 8 of el 
burgh, to take care of the herd and make the | jij should beuasechreds Phi bettas ciater 
cheese; one cheeseman, one pressman, or a8s-| this can be improved just as the yield of a cul- 
sistant, and one cow-herd are considered neces- | tivated crop can be improved by what is fed to 
sary for every forty cows. The owners of the! each, and it is simply a question of will i: pay 
cows get credit each of them in a book daily | in manuring the one cu Ieedtinge the other.  In- 

for the quantity of milk given by each cow. | dian corn will add to the quantity and quality 
The cheeseman and his assistants milk the | ofthe butter to a sensible degree, and it is 
cows, put the milk altogether and make cheese | simply a natives oft solution, by experi- 
of it, and at the end of the season each owner | ment, whether it will odd. to the Take of the 
receives the weight of cheese proportionable | butter-maker to buy corn at one or two cents a 
to the quantity of milk his cows have deliver- | pound, and convert a portion of it into butter at 
ed. By this co-operative plan, instead of the | twenty-five cents a pound, or whatever the mar- 
small-sized, unmarketable cheeses only, which | ket price of corn and butter may be, and anoth- 
each could produce out of his three or four | er portion of it into fat, and another Pas of 
— se a has the same weight in large, - ioe ee for Set ve ee meanls of 
marketable cheeses, superior in quality, be-| the chemical change luced in the laboratory 
cause made by people ahs attend ip sae ee of the cow’s eon The same result will 

business. The cheeseman and his assistants | follow any other kind of feeding. Good pas- 
| are paid'so much per head of the cows in mon- | tures will produce an abundance of milk, often 

ey or cheese. A similar system exists in the | 88 much as the cow can carry ; but does it fol- 
French Jura.—Notes of a Traveller. low that even then it will not be profitable to |} 

ere Neg feed her with some more oleaginous food to in- 

Hq crease the quantity of butter just as it some- 

Sena ue Tate oe, Rese Sine bcos save taney. Ieeeteiey @ahe 
tail, as some su pose, but feces within the ae appear to us that the value of a sine 

caused by a aryaead or want of secretion, upon ordinary winter food, may beslinany egal 
which is* occasionally found to exist there. | by making that food suitable for the } Faria of 

This may be removed by inserting with a swab increasing the quantity of milk, if that is the 

i of lard the size of a hickory nut, and | purpose for which the cow is kept. Farmers 

ing it well around within the anus. If this generally understand that they can convert 

part is thus eee well Inbricated with grease, | corn into beef, pork and lard, and some of them 

the horse will be relieved from the itching and] know exactly at what price per bushel it will 

will cease to rub his tail. pay to convert it into these substances ; but
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| does any one know at — rate it will pay to| fee every new moon to the admiring boys and 

convert corn or any other kind of grain into} 5; * 
| Sates, ae day Pere fics at ded te dairy girls of the Greeks, or when the Emperor 

aise ? = the whole business a hap-hazard Vitellius used to feast upon their brains as the 

one? We fear so. Some persons know that Resi 
they can increase the saleable value of Ritter rarest of delicacies, the Pea-cock has been the 

by adding the coloring matter of carrots to it. | admiration of everybody except the unlucky 

Does mayer know the value of a bushel of| poulterer or farmer who has undertaken to 

| carrots fed to a cow to increase her value as a R 
| butter-producing laboratory? | Experimental prove it a useful as well as ornamental append- 

| et ie ae point ohept a more wee’ age to his farm: such persons Have almost 

agricultural prizes than it is to see who CaM) invari : | 

| show the largest sized roots ; for by afew » | invariably become disgusted and ceased to re- 

| fally conducted experiments we should be able| gard him as other than miserably vain, | 

ocr oo of a cow almost at pleas-| strutting, black-footed, screaming, querulous, 

ee and destructive fellow. | 

In the jungles and forests of India and Ja- | 

THE POUL 
a 0 TERER. __|pan to which they are natives, they are un- | 

= & | doubtedly a brilliant addition to the motely | 

et hv i collection of birds, quadrupeds, &c., that in- | 
C f A 

WR LY ff If d ED habit those countries; indeed, when viewed 

4G ps a independently of its habits and objectionable | 

‘3 ie BR characteristics, there is scarcely any bird in | 

ee Oe Bee the world more beautiful. The gorgeous rain- | 

2 ‘T/ PAIN bow hues of its magnificent tail have scarce a | 

Y FErr 
| 

| te Lint \ Ss parallel within the whole range of ornithdlogy. 

| = p> NOR, . ‘And, if one has a large handsome lawn with | 

| sf See ana forest trees, and either cares to have no gar | 

F = 2 7 (oneal rt den at all, or on the other hand to well protect | 

LEFF So his fruits by high inaccessible inclosures, 4 

ZZ | 
Sarees , So small flock of Pea-Fowls add very much to the | 

fi 5 + i = ek ph = = animate beauty of the landscape and may be | 

} it es v's 

al i a Sey me as cleverly tolerated on that account. 

1) ee Soe 2. ei © pan Oa ‘The hen lays but few eggs, is but little cared | 

a} bite 2 ee 5 for by her liege lord either during the period of | 

j 2 Ya ——— Vaan incubation or at any other time. | 

— Oo. The chicks are interesting little fellows tak- | 

ing on their plumage and growing in strength | 

The Pea Fowl. at a wonderfully rapid rate—being able within | 

Mz. Epiton:— * * The Peafowl is a beautiful the first week to fly upon their perch, and in | 

bird; has it any other claims to a place in the farmer's | two or three weeks more to fly to the top of the | 

poultry yard? My children have somehow got the no-| barn. It is their natural tendency to get up | 

tion that they must have a pair, and Iam disposed to|in the world, and neither in youth or old age 

gratify them if the prejudices I have against their moral) | +1) ¢n, 1 

| character and fruit-destroying habits are unfounded. In ‘will they tolersie/ confinement. 

4 | your answer please inform, if you can, where either the We do not know where either the eggs | 

chicks or the eggs can be had. Yours truly, 7-1. birds can be obtained. 

Portage, July 25, 1861. ae ae 

Ww t that Kerr tue Pounrry Hovss Cxeax.—From 

~ 2. oo meee reply to the ete cana twelve to fifteen fowls may be kept in a house 

e made more satisfactory to the children of | eight or ten feet square, with a yard attached 

our correspondent. 
spots twice that sizé, and with profit, as We 

* s ow by experience. The house must be kept 

eae the ime when they were first intro-| clean, the inside occasionally whitewashed, | 

puced into ancient Athens and exhibited for a| and the nests frequently changed. The yard
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should have partial shade from trees or build- | spoils, but for conquest ; and while at war, no 

ings, otherwise shade must be provided. Dig | living thing could exist in the vicinity. They 

up a few feet of the yard every day for the|stung a large flock of Shanghai chickens, 
fowls to work among and dust themselves. | nearly all of which died, and persons passing 

‘After it is all worked over once or twice, re- | along the roadside were obliged to make haste 

move the surface, and use it in the garden, and | to avoid their sting. q 
give the fowls a load of fresh earth. That) A little after 6 o'clock. quiet was restored, 
removed is worth all the trouble it causes, as | and the living bees returned to their hives, 

manure for the garden. It is unequalled for | leaving the slain almost literally covering the 

flower beds. The house, if it has no other | ground, since which but few have appeared 
floor than the earth—and this is better than| around the hives, and those apparently sta- 

boards—should be served in the same manner. | tioned as sentinels, to watch the enemy. But 

Fowls in almost all cases become diseased by | two young swarms were entirely destroyed, and 
neglect.—Rural New Yorker. aside from the terrible slaughter of bees, no 

other injury was done. Neither party was vic- 
——oeE>Eee | torious, and they only ceased on the approach 
THE BEE KEEPER. of night, and from utter prostration. 

The occasion of this strange warring among 

———_——_——————————— | the bees is not easily accounted for ; and those 

Battle of the Bees. most conversant with their management, never 
— before witnessed or heard of such a spectacle 

The spirit of waring seems contagious. Even | as here narrated. 

the bees have caught the infection and recently <a. 5 i : 

had o grand Bull's Run fight at Conneaut, | Fertility of the Quoen Beo,---Excess of Drones. 

Ohio—with this difference in the result, how-| In transferring a stock from an old box hold- 

ever, viz.; that both ‘armies had leaders and | ing nearly two bushels, I found about 50,000 
. ; cells, containing worker brood, and about 10,- 

neither party run. For a long time they had} 9g containing drone brood. This queen must 

lived in harmony, seventy States (hives) of| therefore have laid nearly 8,000 eggs a day. 

them, until finally one portion of the Grand wala henge of the hive was filled with 

Union got an idea that the other intended to} From oniiieain old box, I cut out over 15,000 

abolish the drone system (or pretended they eelet and unsesled Seca Thousands of 
seas lrones had already hate! .* In examining a@ 

hada conviction of that sort,) and so seceded! | ovable comb hive belonging to a friend, I 

The Colony of the Union, finding no constitu- | found two of the central frames filled with 

tional authority fe edi f that | drone brood. The yield of honey from this 

— a ee *"l hive for two, seasons had been small. The 

sort, objected, and so gave them battle. Both | joney uselessly consumed in rearing and sup- 

parties appear to have fought desperately, | porting drones in many stock hives, is suffici- 

though without any immediate result except ent to pay a generous interest on the value of 
the stocks.—L. L. Lanasrroru. 

the slaughter of vast numbers of the combat- 

ants and the exhaustion of their forces. The [From the American Bee Journal.) 

following account is by an observer : Ant Riddance, 

Ezra Dibble, of Conneaut, has several swarms | __ We have made a very important and cheap 
of bees about equally divided on the east and discovery to keep ants from bees. Several 

west side of his house. On Sunday, August | Years since the little red ants were very nu- 
14th, about three o’clock, the weather being | ™erous in our cupboard, and we put stone coal 

warm and the windows open, the house was | inst the end of the house opposite the cup- 
suddenly filled with bees, which, forced the board, and it banished them all. We concluded 

family to flee at once to the neighbors. Mr. | it was the effect of the copperas in the coal. 
D., after getting well protected against his as-| This spring the black ant began to annoy our 

sailants, proceeded to take a survey, and if bee me proee ne a cs the 
ossible | hi d di coal bank and put it aroun e bench legs. 

Possible'lonin tho cause which tel! Wier" | cleaned all the ‘ants, off, of tbe bench, and 
The seventy swarms appeared to be out, and there has not been one about the hives or 

those on one side of the house were arrayed in | bench since. 8. M. & E. 8. Briac. 
battle against those of the other side; and| Kirkwood Township, Belmont Co., Ohio. 

such a battle was perhaps never before wit- DES ee we a . 

-nessed.. They filled the air, covering a space| gs Now is the time to prepare for putting 

of more than one acre of ground, and fought | your bees into winter quarters. See that they 

desperately for some three hours—not for | have plenty of food and good protection.
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THE HORTICULTURIST. walnut, &c., but should be planted when fresh, 
—— —____] or mixed with loam and buried until a conve- 

Horticultural Hints. nient time. 
September, the month of ingathering, the te eee — Eas ° many other shrubs as svon as the cool moist 

renee eee — eee if nd weather comes, and after the plants are ripen- invigorating coolness, nights of refreshing ed, the enrlier the better. 

slumbers ; how welcome after the sweating toils Bulbous and tuberous plants that have ma- of the summer harvest. . : . a ws 
tured their foliage, especially the peonia, lily, 

The gathering and storing of fruits and vege- tulips, &e., should by all means be moved now ; 
tables for future use is the great labor of the divided, planted, staked, registered and mulched 
month, but among the horticultural operations for the winter. All things transplanted now 
will be, to finish up early the budding of late should have the earth heaped over them and 
growing roses, peaches and some other fruits if| we] mulched with straw or litter for the winter. 
still growing vigorously, to see that the bud Cuttings can be of scions for future use, but 
strings or label wires are not girdling the trees, they should have all the unripe wood and leaves | 
to prune away all late starting shoots from the | trimmed off and be buried in the earth; but 
base of trees, and clean away rubbish and] the great mass of scions for winter use will be | 
weeds as recommended last month. But do no cut during the next two months. Cuttings can | 
Severe pruning now, as you thereby induce a still be made of growing twigs of many varieties | 
late growth, besides depriving the roots of a large of roses and herbaceous plants, immediately 
Store of returning sap. potted or beded in the greenhouse, or even in 

Attend early and late to labeling or staking|the room if covered with glass; well rooted 
and registering fruit trees, perennial and herba-| plants can now be potted, and on the approach 
ceous shrubs, as by fruit, foliage and flower, you | of frost can be placed in winter quarters. The | 
can now distinguish the varieties, and it may | cold pit is one of the best economical structures 
be very desirable to know them at transplanting | for wintering half hardy plants and should be | 
time ; if you have them thus booked, you will | prepared early this month. 
then know what and what and where you want| In all these labors do not forget to get ready | 
new varieties. To orchardists especially would | for the autumn fairs of town, county and State 
we commend this plan, and in your register |—take something io show, for these fairs are 
take and give a full description of tree, foliage, | among the great institutions of the age, and 
and fruit, if it is of value. will be a source of great pleasure and profit to 

Tie up choice specimens of fruits as recom-| those who rightly patronize them. J.c.P. | 
mended indast No. In order to get the full size, Jaya a a eee | 
beauty and qualit From the forthcoming Report of the Wisconsin Fruit 

fully Praca i te oe at ernest as | ’ y cannot Grapes in Cold Vineries. | always be retained until that time, and it is eae 
often desirable to save specimens for exhibition, Ser oe eee ene meneenere 
such can be picked a little before maturity. [Continued from page 231, July Number.) 
Envelop each one in paper, and keep from the PE Aae at 
light in a cold dry place. If the vines have been grown in pots, are 

Fruits designed for market should be handled | started, and it is late in the season, it is best 

with the greatest care, as every retailer will | to disturb the roots as little as possible. 
attest. = Vines one year old from the eye are the best. 

Continue to save seeds of everything desira-| Plant them before, or as soon as the first of 
ble, and with the greatest assiduity ; all seeds| April. Shake the earth from the roots or balls 
Should be dried in the shade and some will not| formed by growing in pots, straighten the 
bear drying at all, as the plum, peach, chesnut, | roots in all directions, and cover lightly with
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the same soil that is used in the border; for,| vine. This precaution may not be needed, 
putting strong manure on them will injure} but I have saved a crop in this manner when 
them and cause canker in the injured parts. | most others lost theirs. A slight frost will not 
Rich compost may be spread over the soil. kill the vines; it only injures the most advanc- 

The vines being planted in hills, or crown-| ed of the fruit spurs. 
ing, the border decomposes and settles, and} It will be more trouble to regulate the tem- 
the application of compost is necessary to keep| perature of the vinery the first year than 
the surface level. It is best to plant thickly—| thereafter; because as the vines grow they 
one vine under each rafter, and as many rows| shade the inside of the house and protect it 
as the width of the house will admit, planting | from the effect of sudden changes. 
the first row one foot from the front stud, and| Give air gradually, and mostly from the top 
the back row the same distance from the back| until the temperature gets up to 90° or 100°, 
stud. They may be planted four by five or six | which will be in May or the first of June. 
feet apart, and as the house gets age and the| Scorching from so high a temperature will 
roots grow, they may be thinned. It will be| be avoided by syringing and keeping the house 
necessary to do this because the laterals andj moist. If the temperature should get higher 
roots will extend to the injury of each other. | than is wished—say to over 100°, giving air 
Thus, we have a White Nice and a Rose Chas-| suddenly to lower the temperature will scorch 
selas. The White Nice being a strong grower | the vines; and if it is watched, it will be 
made fine bunches weighing 3 to 4 Ibs. per| found that they are scorched near the top, and 
bunch; it will sometimes give bunches that|in the draft. But if the syringe is used on 
will average 10 to 12 Ibs. Bunches of it have| the wood work, passage ways and border, first, 
been grown as heavy as 19 Ibs. But by its| it will cause a moist atmosphere and create a 
vigor, it reduced the size of the Rose Chasselas | vapor which will modify the action of the sun; 
to a few ounces per bunch. It is a bad plan| then open the top ventilators gradually, and 

to have any forest trees growing near a vinery, | the temperature will fall without injury to the 

as their roots will get into the border and rob | vines. 
the vine. If the red spider should make its appear- 

MANAGEMENT. ance, it may be eradicated by a moist atmos- 

When the vines are planted, avoid exposing | phere, caused by syringing. 
them to dry winds. The temperature may be| By the middle of August we should make 
allowed to rise as high as 75°; syringe them | the atmosphere a little dryer; withhold water 
two or three times per day in dry bright days; | a little—at first gradually, but by the last of 
but withhold the water in cloudy weather over-| September withhold it almost entirely,—just 
head. A warm moist atmosphere will cause| enough being given to keep the roots from 
the eyes to burst better, and a good start is an| shriveling. This will make the wood ripen up 
important item in vine management. and become solid. As the color of the wood 

They may be started from the Ist to the 15th | becomes brown, the bottom ventilators may 

of April, according to the season. But it is| be opened a little at first, and then more every 

best to keep them cool and as backward as| fine day, until severe weather. 

possible on account of late frosts. Butif the| Some are afraid to give enough of heat or 

vines in a house have not started, they may be| moisture in the management of the vines dur- 

saved by putting a barrel or tub in the house, | ing the growing season, although it is very 
and if frost is expected, fill the tub or barrel | essential. < 

with boiling water in the evening and again in| It is better to have a straight cane thana 

the morning, and by syringing the house—all| great many lateral shoots. For from each eye 

the vacant spaces—with hot water before the| will start a shoot or cane; and these starting 
sun gets up. But no water should touch the| in the spring will show fruit after the appear-
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tse of the first or second leaf. The growth | them by using a vermin killer which I obtain- 

of these laterals should be stopped at the fourth | ed at the drug stores. It destroys mice also. 

or fifth joint or leaf, by pinching. They will MANAGEMENT THE SECOND YEAR. 

again start; and should again be pinched off,} As soon as the first of April of the second 

leaving one leaf after the preceding pinching. | year, the vines must be looked over. Care 

This pinching-in process should be continued | should be taken that the vines do not grow— 

in the manner described as long as these lat- | that the house does not get too warm. It must 

erals continue to start. This throws all the | be kept cool, and the vines kept back as long 

strength and vigor of the vine into the main|as possibe. The coarse manure or litter should 

cane, where it is wanted, and keeps the Jater- | be taken out between the Ist and 15th of April. | 

: als from intermingling and interfering with | The vines should be slung up loosely—not tied | 

each other. up in their permanent position—but suspended | 

PRUNING. low, by tying up the middle of the vine. It 

The vines should always be pruned in the | is important the buds at the root or base of the 

fall as soon as the leaves fall, so that they may | vine should burst first, and if they are growing | 

heal. They are not saleable to bleed; if they | in the form of an arch, and yet kept as far 

| do, bleeding only weakens the vine, does not|from the glass as possible, and off the 

| kill it. ground, the desired result will be secured. 

In pruning the first year, if the canes have| After the buds have grown two or three 

| done well, they may be cut back to about seven | inches, rub off a few of the weakest buds. 

| feet; if they have not done so well, they may | The remaining buds will or should show blos- 

| be cut back in proportion. Or in other words, | soms two or three leaves from the main cane. | 

' if the vines have grown 25 feet, cut back to | These spurs should be allowed to make four or 

| seven feet; if they have grown a less distance, | five leaves, then pinch in as directed in the | 

i we would leave the cane proportionably shorter. | first year’s management. | 

t WASHING THE VINES. When the branches begin to show, after they | 

| They should be washed in the fall so as to kill | have set, leave only one and the best on each | 

| all larvee or eggs of insects. Wash with half a|spur. Thin that one, taking off about one 

gallon of soap suds, half a pound of tobacco, fifth of the berries with a pair of scissors, se- 

[if tobacco stems are used it will require a lecting the poorer ones, and distributing the 

pound. They may be obtained at two to four thinning so as to preserve the symmetry of the | 

| cents per tb.,] one pound of sulphur, half|bunch. Some varieties require more thinning | 

pound of sal soda; stir logether and boil. As than otherst-such as are compact growers, like | 

soon as it has comé toa boil, take it off and|the Frontignacs, &c., while the loose open | 

let it cool. When cool, apply to the canes | growers, such as the Muscats, Hamburg, Nice, | 

with a brush. Then the canes may be laid | &c., require less. | 

down, bent carefully, but not covered until) If it is desired to cut out any vine on ac- 

i severe weather comes; then they should be | count of thick planting, it may be allowed to 

i covered with leaves or litter—the latter is|fruit much heavier than as above directed, 

i best—or wound with straw, and then covered | exhausting its energies in producing a crop 

; with dry litter. Some cover by digging in and |the second year. But the above directions | 

1 laying in the border; but this sometimes de-| apply to permanent vines. Care should be 

i stroys the roots. taken not to allow a vine to fruit as heavily 

t Put a handful of air-slaked lime in a circle | as above described, unless it has had an abund- 

! about the base of the cane, when field mice | ance of well ripened wood the preceding year. 

; are troublesome. The general management may be the same 

q : Rats sometimes girdle the vine in the winter, |as the first year, until we come to pruning 

borroughing in the litter. I am poisoning |again. Then the side shoots should be taken
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off in the fall pruning leaving two eyes; for| growth of the vine and development of the 
the first eye is seldom well developed. Three | fruit, it is not necessary to disturb the roots in 
or four feet of;the new growth is left on the| order to furnish them with the food. Liquid 
main cane. The general management the third | manure may be used, and it is sometimes easily 
year is similar to that given for the second,|and cheaply obtained—such as soap-suds, 
varying only in respect to the amount of fruit | barn-yard drippings or drainage, &c. Or one 
grown. peck of wood ashes may be mixed with 100 

ysis tbs. of cow manure and water applied. The 
The varieties I have growing are well adap-| aches assist the decomposition and hasten 

ted for this latitude. Some of them are known | the time when it is in condition to apply to the 
by several names. T would plant in the fol-| vine. If the ashes or salt and lime are added 
lowing proportion : to the liquid droppings of the barn-yard, it is 6 Black Hamburgh. 1 Tokay. nifadvantere 
2 Wilmot’s Black Ham- 2 White Canon Hall Mus- Be 

burgh. cat. WILL GRAPERIES PAY. 
1 Black Cluster—one of the 2 White Muscat of Alex-} yi. is 9 pertinent question. I will give a 

earliest, andria, ‘ een H ae 
6 Black Zinfindale, bunch- 1 White Pilmaston Cluster. | f€W facts that will aid the reader in arriving 

es long with two shoul- 2 White Nice. at a conclusion on the subject. I have given 
ders. 2 White Frontignac. above the dimensions of a small grapery. The 

ie Bleck Exipoe; 1 Wihiite Tokay, cost of house, plants, painting, making bor- 2 Black Frontignac. 2 Chasselas Musque. — - dee eee aie kee aan WT Hise Ghasssias, 2 Basel eae: er, &c., &c., did not exceed one hundred dollars. 
1 Reine de Nice. 2 Golden Chasselas. I will quote frpm an article furnished the 

The Muscat of Alexandria should be planted | Prairie Farmer, by me, Nov. 11, 1858: 
in the warmest part of the vinery, and the| “This vinery was planted in June, 1857. There were 
Muscats should be given the warmest places. Srrenty-four vines, twelyeiof:witich a frultedk tGi/ year. We had over two hundred and fifty bunches—average 

MILDEW. weight one pound per bunch. The bunches which were 
Sulphur will check or stop mildew by sprink- | weighed ranged from one pound and a quarter to one 

ling it on the leaves after syringing, and rais- | PU"! 4nd a half each. They all ripened and colored 
2 si well with the exception of three bunches. If I had not 
ing the temperature a few degrees. Keep the} saxon so many bunches, I should have had larger ones, 
house closer and dryer for a few days; but be] put my object was, quantity with quality. I could have 
careful that the sulphur does not get ignited, | sold them here at three dollars per pound this fall, al- 
rr it will kill vines and all. But if exposed | tough they are only worth one dollar and a half per 

pai 1b. in New York city, while Isabella, Catawba, Diana, to the rays of the sun it will send off fumes eo To ee Eee sms z : Concord and other native grapes are sold at twelve to 
that will destroy the mildew and will not hurt eighteen cents per pour in that city. 
the vines, or the leaves even, although the| Mr. Arnold grew these simply for the use of his family 
sulphur may lie upon the top of the leaves, | —not with any purpose of marketing them, and of course 
and exposed to the sun. would not sell them; but this does not affect the question 

i ‘ of profit or their value for market purposes. Some will 
Mildew may be prevented by spreading a think I overestimate the value of exotic grapes; but 

pound of sulphur (in a house of the dimen- | tittle Sweet Water grapes sold here the past season at $2 
sions herewith given) upon piéces of boards, | per pound notwithstanding the “hard times.” This is 
or in shallow pans, in different parts of the | °° much. I have eaten the same quality of grapes in a d letting it A d to the | Mareilles in the south of France, which cost only one 
Le ee tel. 7° | cent and a half to eight cents per pound. Now, we can sun from the first of June to the first or mid- have grapes cheaper hare than we do have them—per- 

die of August. Care should be taken that no haps not for eight cents, or twenty-five or fifty cents per 
fire touches it. pound for this kind of fruit for years to come—but we 

orn tee may make money growing them at fifty cents now. Still 
zeae : at Tags the demand for such fruit will be good for years at a Seasily applied. If the soil is deficient in any much greater price. Now look at the cost and the profit 
of the properties necessary to the healthful | of the investment the second year:
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DR. Fruit Trees on Sandy Soils. 

Inne Set pas BY J 0. PLUMB, VINE HILL NURSERIES, MADISDS, WHS Atten! wo seasons of one hour —_ at $2 per 00 rset knser ke 72) How shall we grow good, durable, productive 
ee ete ee 20| fruit trees on sandy sub-soils? is the oft-asked 

Kent of gouMyarcnnn tree ees. 13] question by our friends of some of the central M womvevesoonsnpevcuneneevepremneesosiveceotebesseneceeesonstay || S i Tools, including syringe, cords; ker; || counties of this State. We attempt the answer — 3a | this important question in a practical way, or sain barnes scescrinaied ane sis’ ceast oecdial ceed 2 

250 pounds grapes at Chicago prices, $2 per th.,........$500 | nation of the subject. 

PrOfitysesneceerneeneeneeenesreneenmeeernesneraseseneeenees§265 | That standard fruit trees have been a partial 
We fruited twelve of the vines, and have the other | failure in the sandy districts of the State as 

twelve ready for a heavy crop next year. In my esti-| well ag elsewhere it is useless to deny, and some mate, I have given more than the actual cost to the | are of the opinion that they can never be grown 
present time, and now have my vines, two years old next s 
June, and the house left for future profit, besides the | UPOM Such soils eecceerauy and euro $265 in cash, which might easily have been obtained as| That there are serious natural obstacles in profit on the fruit, and the real pleasure which grows | the way of complete success we admit, but none 
out of the cultivation of such fruit. more difficult to overcome than those found upon The varieties fruited were the Old Black Hamburg, 1 . iti 
Golden Chasselas, Chasselas Musque, Muscat of Alexan- aad — ee pe 2 a oe ie = Aria, Wilmot’s Black Hamburg, Royal Muscadine, Black | | Pé"severance in the right direction will wins sue Prince, Grizzly Frontignac, Zinfindale and a few other | °¢88,”” We, with others, propose to have this por- varieties. Of these the Zinfindale and Black Hamburg | tion of the State become eminently a fruit grow- fruited heaviest.” ing country. 

This article was written in 1858, after hav-| The principal causes of failure hitherto upon 
ing taken off one crop from 12 of the vines. sandy soils may be numbered thus: | 
These vines looked so well that fall, that instead Ist. An unnatural and improper system of | 
of entting them out as I had intended, I laid training or pruning. 
them down with the rest. In the spring, they| 94, The want of that winter protection to the 
made so good show of fruit, I kept them up srrrounding surface, natural and necessary to and fruited them again, and they fruited heay- all trees in cold climates. 
ily in 1859. In 1860 I again fruited them| gq. 4 deficiency in some of the elements of a 
heartily, and they are yet good vines and are | durable tree organization 
laid down ready to go to work again the cur- Under the first cause mentioned is the almost 
rent year, with good plump eyes. universal south-west side deadness complaint, which 

Although grapes have sdld lower here since, can be remedied by that natural low growth than in 1858, the crops obtained during 1859 | of branch and twig, so congenial to fruit trees 
and 1860, would have been very remunerative, in general, especially in connection with a cool | 
had they been sold. A single vine bore over aspect. 

80 bunches. Of course all were not so pro-| Under the second general cause is that re- 
-duetive, but a heavy crop of fruit was taken | markable disease of 1856 and the year or two 
in this, as well as in another house (much | following, which made such general havoc in the 
larger) planted and managed on the same young orchards, especially of the sandy regions. 
principle, under my care. The fruit was dis-| During the winter of 1857 in many places the tributed to friends, and it was impossible to| earth was frozen four feet in depth, and remain- keep statistics of the production. But hun- oma e 3 . th dreds of visitors can attest the truth ‘of my | © in this State so long in the spring that the statements. , continued evaporation from the trunk and 

am preparing to demonstrate the profit of | branches during latter winter and early spring, this mode of growing grapes on a larger scale, he at Grapeton Gardens, near the city, where the | before the usual supply was resumed from the money profit alone will be the object. roots, that exhaustion and death was the conse-
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quence. And during the two years following, | and what the need of continued applications 

we examined thousands of injured trees of all | when no crop is removed from the orchard ? 

ages, from one to twenty years old, and found| We answer: Any soil that will produce a 
the root and crown up to the line of earth con-| p54 crop of wheat, will grow fruit trees for the 

tact in good condition, with discoloration and/ same time, and no longer, unless the sub-soil 
death immediately above. contains the same necessary elements, which 

It may not be generally known that vital cir-| wit) be reached by the tree roots, but not by 
culation from root to branch is positively neces-| the wheat roots ; hence many old worn out wheat 

sary in the winter. Not continuously as in the | soils of clay and stony land make excellent 
summer, but at intervals corresponding with| orchard grounds with very little preparation. 

the changes of nen coos But with the sandy soil and sub-soil the case 

 * ae caUanon. pas ery eee very different. The present crop of wheat is 
almost impossible with such an manawa depth grown at the expense of the creamy mold upon 
of frost; hence the beneficent wistions of that die sartice. snd thie eeaseniap rscegn akeasel 

Power which provides the great white non-con- benim with tha’ feat enutue of ie strata acllt 

ducting sheets of winter mulch all over the| +, o three crops are often sufficient to 

rigorous North. i exhaust the entire wheat-growing capacity. 
If, from experience, we find that we eas al What wonder then, considering the similarity 

ways depend upon this natural protection in this Cn er ee ee 

medium latitude,then with leaves, litter or spiel euccessfully upon an exhausted wheat ground. 

| produce the same effect by an artificial winter . , 
Haan How and with what shall this renovating be 

| Again in the spring of °59, large quantities of done? 
| young trees in the nursery and seed-bed were We answer apm by the simplest manuring 

| killed outright by having the surface frost taken peovesss and with) the cocaine material 
|| out some two or three weeks before that below, within the reach of every farm in the State. 

and the constant soaking and freezing of sur- Material from the barn-yard, straw-stack, com- 

face, roots and stocks of all kinds, resulted in| Posted heap of all manner of litter. Muck, 
] death, with the top and lower roots good and | Pe%* turf, or mold from the low grounds, ashes, 
1 an: refuse and wash from the house. Also a small 

This destruction could have been, and was in quantity of lime and plaster spplied annually 
|| Some cases, entirely prevented by a thorough ie ag general suetace Ss well Se plivepiese cf 

| winter mulch. ‘These conditions are liable to | !ime in eee aay nae 
| occur in'all soils, but from the fact that in very city and firmness to the soil as well as to add a 

sandy soils the roots are inclined to be small valuable constituent, apply clay from the white 

and fibrous at the surface, they are more liable ome lands. All of these and all other essen 
to injury unless protected by winter mulching. tions aban be spread evenly upon, and lightly 

The third general cause mentioned—defici- worked into the surface. They can be applied 

ency of some necessary elements of soil— at small cost annually upon one or ten acres of 

demands a careful and candid examination, and orchard: qegumd: Foe or eatidy ae ae 

thorough and faithful application of the reme- which ¢an) Ve) hale Gunns Le ee 
dies. But we need not be discouraged. Since undoubtedly pay the best in its ‘value to the 

it has been truly said that the same elements orchard, if convenient to the locality. 

necessary to produce a good crop of wheat will} As to the cost of these applications it would 

Produce a good fruit tree. The only difficulty | vary of course according to the amount de- 
lies in 9 continued application of the materials manded and the sources of supply, but in the 

Wanting. general we think it could not be more annually 

Query.—Why then the necessity of additions | than the interest on the cost of tile draining 

| to the soil that will produce a good crop of wheat, | impervious clay soils, which is found so abso-
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lutely necessary and so highly recommended in | plaints of their being no longer profitable ; but 
many fine fruit localities both east and west. | Who would expect @ crop of corn or wheat to be | aS a a4 $ e remunerative under similarly unfavorable cir- | As the limits of this article will not admit of cumstances, or when subjected to such utter 
more detail, we may another time pursue the negiens No sopeliie Seemer, surely.) pias | 

5 : ese thirteen causes of decay, at leas subject further and more specifically. Reason- nine are simply due to the shiftless manage- | 
ing from the causes of failure and the constitu- | ment of orchardists. They seem to forget that 
tion of the tree, we expect to demonstrate a | 9 00d tree cannot be made out of bad materi- | ii g als, on unsuitable soil without manure, and in Successful system of fruit growing on sandy spite of destructive pruning. They ignore the 
soils and sub soils, and in the general outline ine dictates a come sense an betes yatems — of management, and of course suffer the conse. 
moma, coo enent, : quences. The poor trees are often placed in Ist. A special list of fruits whose character cold, water-sodden soil, they are unfurnished | fits them for such soils. - with manure of a proper sort, they are never | MS . «.,: | trimmed until overgrown and crowded, and 2d. An elevated and cool aspect, with virgin then they are hacked to pieces, and with all 
soil, where the white or burr-oak timber grew | this to contend against, the blind parsimony of | if possible. their own generally covers the ground up to | Ps i 7 the very tree-trunks with some exhaustive crop. 

3d. Close planting—say 16 to 20 feet each | And yet the misused trees are expected to bear | 
way for standard trees and top them within two | g00d crops, and we hear people condoling with | fe f th a each other about the decay of our orchards. oe ro ‘Somehow, apples don’t grow as well now as | Ath. To cultivate only with root crops early | they did in my father’s time.” No wonder! | 
in the season. Applying all manures to the a) i | 
surface and any amount of straw for winter Pears in Wisconsin, | 
mulching, a good space around the tree in early| The experience of this year is doing much to | 

| winter. encourage all hopeful lovers of pears. We have | 
We submit this general outline, and on the | never taken stock in the doctrine that pears | 

Subject we invite special discussion by your | could not be grown in Wisconsin, and the large 
fruit growing correspondents. 

ee aeons 

The Decay of American Orchards. 

Dr. John A. Warder, the eminent Ohio po- 
mologist, writing in a late number of The Cin- 7 
cinnatus upon the decadence of orchards in this ; 
country, gives the prominent causes of failure in 

the following : 

“Summary.—In this essay, I have passed 
in rapid review, with some occasional amplifi- IN 
cations, the chief cause of the premature decay 
of apple orchards, which may be attributed to 
the want of proper selection and preparation of 
the soil ; to neglect of cultivation ; to exhaus- 
tion of the soil; to want of manures judiciously 
7 er under the guidance of analyses that 
indicate the special manure or plant-food re- rh 
quired ; to excessive fruitage and early maturi- f 
ty of the tree ; to old age ; tothe effect of graft- J 
ing and use of bad stocks; to our breeding \ 
trees for fruit, rather than for hardiness, vigor, Wines 
and wood growth ; to sickly sorts being propa- 
gated ; to cold and sudden stories 3 to number of fine healthy trees, laden with beau- 
sessive humidity ; to diseases in the trees and | ,. . oa 
fruit, and, lastly, to bad and injudicious prun- Sfultrait, ee it has ‘been’ our pieneare i 

ing. behold in various portions of the State this sea- 
>“ With all mene, ue » mich oo hae son, have by no means weakened our faith. are so generally subjected, it is not surprisi : 
that we should often find them in a state of pre-| We would not have it understood that our 
mature decay, nor that we should hear com-! faith is unqualified, nor that we intend to en- 

-
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courage attempts on the part of every blunder- MECHANICAL & COMMERCI AL: 
ing individual who would like very well to have | ———— Siei, 
pears to eat, but knows nothing of the condi- Machinery in the Useful Arts. i 
tions of successful culture. They are undoubt- Every day adds tote ou vickion eins Bape ‘ 
edly more difficult of growth than apples, but fal appreciator of the power and capacity of 
this should not deter the careful farmer, who man’s genius, that machinery-is ana ie a 
has the ambition to learn the best methods, from Gael ari dgery. iody his conteel ofthe 
selecting the best varieties and making a faith- elements and forces of nature has contributed 
— btaihed alist cfsccih not a little to the slow elevation of his race 

a SOF ae a Soe ies mi above the level of mere brute force, and the desirable and best adapted to our climate, and facility with which works that fieniougine 

Stab meting drawings of them, Snurereds spall quired a laborious and tedious application of present them to our readers with notes prepar- muscular energy are now accomplished by ma- 
— the most successful fruit-growers in the chinery as a mere exercise and recreation, gives 

tees ees ‘ promise of an early ‘‘ good time coming,”” 
See ae: pene poco though Labor is a physiological and intellectual ne- usually regarded as a little tender for this cli- cessity—labor of the hands and brain; there 

mate, is nevertheless an excellent pear, and is can be no doubt about that : Ber ieat shoal 

ps eer = B beh ao vmepeed Bae neither be restricted to the present narrow field 
aes ssa - ae ae eee nee . of objects nor in any of its application be of 

K pes ask we : c ae a ne “. "| that exhausting and stinting character which 
TR oO Ey Mea ae ree “8! marks the labor of the present time. Man was 

orous, hardy, early and productive bearer on intended to be a master of the elements and 
pear roots ; shoots, yellowish brown, upright, forces of nature, not the abject slave he has stout. 

b hitherto been, and we hail with gratitude every 
Frait, medium, often above, obovate, obtase new evidence of progress in the attainment of pyriform ; color, rich yellow; overspread with that end. 

cinnamon russet ; stem, usually stout, medium The above reflections were suggested bythe 

length, curved; calyx, short, reflexed penals remarks of a correspondent of a New York basin, shallow; core, small 5 eons sharp, paper, traveling in Massachusetts, who thus de_ 
ovate, flackish ; flesh, white, melting juicy, Scribes some new application of machinery to 
Sweet, aromatic. Season, September.” the mechanic arts in that great hive of American 

se Industry : 
How ro Have Fresu Tomatogs tizt Wrx-| The extent to which machinery is taking the TeR.—If late in the season, just before Son, place of hand-labor is strikingly’ illustrated in the vigorous late-bearing tomato vine be pull making ladies’ shoes. I recently visited a and hung up ina moderately dry cellar, the manufactory in Haverhill, Mass., where, with fruit will gradually mature and thus furnish the | the machinery in use, twenty-five persons turn table with fine luscious tomatoes from time to| out 600 pairs daily. All the stitching is done by time, even into the winter season. Sosay they sewing machines run by steam—a combination of who have tried it. the two greatest mechanical inventions. Every > operation except fitting the shoe tothe last, evén Yretp or Bernres per Acre.—A writér in | to the final polishing, and cutting the pegs out 

the Ohio Cultivator says that two thousand | of the inside to prevent them from hurting the quarts per acre is not an uncommon yield for | foot, is performed by machinery. One of ithe the first crop of the American Black Cape Rasp-| greatest curiosities is the pegging machine, 
berry, and that an average yield of three thous-| which inserts the awl, cuts out the Pegs from a and quarts per acre can be obtained by a care-| strip of wood, and drives them in, all at one ful selection of plants and good culture. This, | operation, and so rapidly that it will peg two however, does not equal the strawberry crop of | rows around the sole of a shoe in twenty sec- 
4 farmer in North-Eastern Ohio, whose average |onds, The facilities in this manufactory are Product this season from about thirty varieties, | such that the raw calfskin and sole leather can Was at the rate of 2,240 quarts per acre, whilst | be taken in the basement of the building and in Monroe Scarlet, eiayaneneig Pine! and Wil-| half an hour turned out in the form of a com- son’s Albany, gave 5,000 quarts per acre. plete pair of shoes!
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A stroll through the Pacific Cotton and Print Southern Harbors of the United States. 
Mills in Lawrence, a few days since, gave me a y ae : : 
vivid impression of the vastness of the manu- In Hunt's Merchants Magazine, there is an 
facturing interests of that young city. I had| article, by an officer of the Coast Survey, on 
often observed the factories before from the car | the above subject, which contains some exceed- 
window, but did not realize the greatness of the | ingly interesting information. ass 
whole until I had seen something of the details.|_It is stated that all the important cities of 
The Pacific Mills consist of two buildings, each | Virginia and Maryland have access to the ocean 
nearly nine hundred feet in length. Their full| only through the Chesapeake Bay, which, at 
eat aeee of employees is now twenty-one | its entrance, measures eight miles in width. 
hundred, and will be twenty-seven hundred as| A single war frigate can close this bay against 
soon as the machinery is all set up in an exten-| the exit or entrance of merchant vessels. One 
sion of the main building, just completed. The | of our steam frigates, at most, with a gun-boat, 
raw cotton goes in in bales at one end, and | could close the bay against all commerce, with 
comes out at the other manufactured goods, | Fortress Monroe in possession of the govern- 
ready for the market. Curious ladies, by stroll-| ment. 
ing through the print and delaine departments, | Beside the bays and harbors of Maryland 
can learn what styles are to prevail several | and Virginia, there are thirty others belonging 
months hence _I will not attempt to tell you| to Southern States. 
how many yards of plain cotton cloth, prints, a‘ 
lawns and other goods can be turned out in a HORTE CAR OIaeS 
week ; it is too far up among the ciphers for me| Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds.—After pass- 
to venture. Qne of the machines for gets ing Cape Henry, there are a series of low sand 
delaines, stamps the piece with sixteen different | jslands and shoals lying between the shore and 
colors and shados of colors in passing through | the ocean, forming several sounds or long bays, | 
once. There is only one other like it in the | navigable for vessels of light draft. The Dis- 

world. mal Swamp Canal connects these sounds with | 
the Chesapeake. There are several inlets from 

Rake Dace lee Sone aea tepieee the ocean to these bays. Hatteras Inlet is | 
Every aut : four years, as if it were | long and narrow, and has only 7 feet of water | 
ee ee ane Sei ees nor af it ths bar; a single gunboat of light draught | 

a religious duty, we have, in some form, re-| could close it. Ocracoke Inlet has 10 feet of | 
peated this important injunction; and still its | water on the bar, also opening into Pamlico | 

reiteration seems just as necessary now. We|Saund. The inlet to Albemarle Sound is long | 
as and shallow, and has only 5 feet of water on | 

are willing to admit that there has been some | the bar. | 

little improvement, but there is no doubt, that|  Beaufort.—This harbor is inside of Topsail | 
eb a aa oes bn dowedl yen in and | imlet. It is a good haven, having over 15 feet | 
Wf to-day we were to travel over the grain anc) oF water on the bar at low tide. The town of | 

grass fields of our State, hundreds of cultiva-| Beaufort is commercially important, as it has 
tors, plows, reapers and mowers, would be|® Tailway connection with Raleigh and with 

‘ = the various roads north and west. The en- | 
_found lying exposed to the weather just where | trance is defended by Fort Macon. There are | 
they were last used—not wearing out, but more | several small inlets for vessels of very light | 

rapidly rusting, baking and rotting out.— draught, but one war steamer could blockade | 
. | the main entrance. 

Thousands of dollars are wasted every year in Wilmington is a harbor on Cape Fear river. 

Wisconsin alone in this very manner; and all| It ae a snes Jong, sh ere mi ae | 
: + " inlets. e depth of water is only about 

ere pone miserable, slack, slvpbering feet at low tide. It is connected with the inte- | 
habit on the part of so many of our farmers. | pioy by railroad, and is an important commer- | 

Come neighbor, if you are yourself open to| cial entrepot. Forts Johnson and Caswell, | 
the charges we have been provoked this the| ear the mouth of Cape fear river, have been | 
fourth time to make, resolve this moment to seized by the secessionists. These fortifica- | tions, however, are of very small importance. 
take yourself out of the way of reproach and 

of all stumblers who may have taken license SOUTH CAB SENA- 
from your example. If you have no place to|_ Cee reser ae a single mee 

: ing channel ten miles long, and varies in dept 
war eee are Sper el eee oe from 7 to 30 feet. The Pedee river connects | 
the sun and rain without further delay. it with the interior. This harbor could be 

eee ae easily blockaded. 
RG Relative strength of Irons: Bull’s Bay.—This is a good harbor, and is 

Lancaster, Pa. -.-.sscsssesesssessssseeesens vonsereseeeeeeed 58.661 | very accessible. The depth ‘at low water on 

Re ee ee ee Lee 
Lake Superiotycsscccscccscssnseesese tovnsneeeseseeeseee 89,582 | feet inside.
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Charleston.—This harbor has six entrances, Key West.—This is a harbor on an island of 
varying from 7 to 11 feet at low water. A this name at the southern extremity of Florida. 
single steam frigate can blockade this harbor | Fort Taylor guards the town anil its various 
without being in danger from the forts. Char-| entrances, and it is sufe in the hands of the 
leston is connected with the interior by rail-| United States government. It is of great im- 
roads and two rivers. It is the most important | portance as a naval station, and one of the 
city in South Carolina, and its entrance is keys of the Gulf of Mexico, 
protected by Forts Sumter, of famous memory,} Fort Jefferson guards Tortugas harbor. It 
and Moultrie. Charleston lies at the conflu-| has been recently garrisoned and provisioned, 
ence of two rivers, and is surrounded by rice | and is safe. It is also a valuable stragetical 
swamps. There are several good harbors on| position, commanding the entrances to the 
St. Helena Sound for vessels of light draught. | Gulf. There are several shallow, unimportant 

Beaufort, S. C., is situated on St. Helena | inlets leading to small fishing towns—such as 
Island, and is accessible by two inlets, one 17 | Charlotte Harbor and Tampa Bay. The latter 
and the other 20 feet deep; the latter being | has a depth of 19 feet of water at the entrance, 
the southeast channel of Port Royal entrance.|and is valuable for safe anchorage during 
Beaufort river has an average depth of 16 feet | storms. 
at low water. This port has superior natural] Cedar Keyes.—This is a port on the Gulf 
advantages to Charleston, but it has no river|Coast. It is the ter minus of a railroad which 
or railroad communication with the interior. | crosses Florida, connecting with roads north 

GEORGIA. and west. The entrance to it is narrow and 
egerene sal Sete shallow. 

_ Savannah.—The entrance to this city is by a St. Mark’s.—This harbor is connected with 
single channel, having a depth of only 11 feet | Apalachee Bay by a single narrow entrance. 
on the bar at low water. Vessels drawing 15| The depth of water on the bar is 9 feet. This 
fect can reach the city at high water. Savan- port is connected with Tallahasse and the inte- nah has connection with the interior by river | yjor by railroad. A single vessel can block- 
and lines of railway. It is entirely surround- ade it. 

ed by rice swamps, is difficult to approach by| In the bay of St. Joseph's is a very safe and land, and the entrance is efficiently guarded | capacious harbor, with good anchorage and 17 by Fort Pulaski, on Cockspur Island. Port feet of water on the bar. 
Jackson is three miles below the city. There Apalachicola cannot be approached by ves- 
are several small harbors off the coast below | sels drawing over 8 feet. These places can 
Savannah, but they are insignificant, as they | easily be blockaded. 
have no important connection with the interior. Pensacola.—This is an important place, as 
Brunswick harbor, however, has a railroad railroads connect it with Montgomery, Ala. 
partly finished, intended to connect this harbor | The hay of Pensacola is the finest harbor on with the national interior network of railroads, | the Guif. The water on the bar is not less 
but at present it is an unimportant place. than 22 feet deep, and inside it is much deeper. 

FLORIDA. Santa Rosa Island, nearly 40 miles in length, 
+. throws its western extremity across the bay, 

ye speata na m0! Jemaithan ia eee ee leaving single entrance if miles in width. 
Fi uc a amigos ae a ees oo a = Fort Pickens is near the extreme western end, in peinla Teena ie tan dtd so situated that the enance channel Mac's Veer ekiak. da thabhadidtaneaiene af sweeps round it in a semi-circle, and vessels 

Gases ia, The entrance to it is a channel which | Cntering it are exposed in turn to the fire of hex fate 2 of ‘Water ua the bax: aiid there ts | three sides of the fort within range of less 
iia 1ac ailes long deunninseanivoes ‘he than a mile. Fort M’Rae is on the main land 

State cpemiectia it with Cedar Ke es, on. the | CPposita: Nort: Bickens... The Navy, Yard snd 
Gulf of fei It is a most im ptt oint, | Fort Barrancas lie within the bay, about two- It dt othe as d iF fa thirds of a mile from Fort Pickens, which can 

ey Er chaeee: wo inene Whe TARPOs te pene OF Oh Ta inee maintain a blockade of Pensacola. 
freat communication between New York/and It is in the hands of the United States, and is 
Rey Orleans; and a large steamboat, now upon | 5 great eye-sore to the seceders. e stocks at Greenpoint, with its hull nearly 
finished, was intended to run in the Gulf in ALABAMA. 
connection with this railroad. The people of} Modile.—This place is 40 miles west of Pen- 
Florida, by their secession movements, haye|sacola. The bay of Mobile is capacious, and 
certainly “bitten off their own noses.” the city is the second place of entry on the 

The St. John’s river is really a broad arm of | Gulf after New Orleans. The population is 
the sea running up into the State. The water | 25,000; the business wholly commercial. The 
on the bar is shallow. A single war vessel | channel to the bay is long and narrow, but the 
can blockade the river. St. Augustine is a| water is no less than 20 feet on the bar. Fort 
Place of no great importance; its harbor has| Morgan guards the entrance, and all vessels of 
two shallow inlets, and is commanded by an| heavy draught have to lie under its guns; the 
old fort. fort is in the hands of the secessionists. Ves-
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sels blockading this port will find it difficult to} SOTENCE, ART, STATISTICS 
obtain safe anchorage in stormy wether. oe ‘i e : 

There is a shallow sound running along the}~~ Ss —CCCt—C<CS~;73; }3P Cl 
coast of the Mississippi, and there are numer- The Chinche Bug. 
ous inlets connecting various places by water irecaee 
with New Orleans through Lake Pontchartrain, Mapwon, Wis. August 6th, 1861. 
but no vessel drawing over 7 feet of water can | D®- J. W. Horr: 
navigate these shallow, extended bays. A con-| Dear Sir—I send you a box of “ Chinche Bugs,” which 
siderable trade is carried on with light schoon- | I secured last Friday and laid aside, forgetting them un- 
ers, but the whole connection between Mobile | til this morning, (Tuesday,) when, upon opening the box, 
Bay and New Orleans may be cut off with a| most of them appeared to be alive, which goes to show 
steam gunboat. i : that they can sustain life well without air or food. In 

ee: the section of country near my farm, in the town of | 
Mouths of the Mississippi.—There are three | plooming Grove, they have destroyed at least one-quarter 

main passes of this river to the Gulf. At their | o¢tne inte-sown wheat crop, and in some fields it has been 
widest divergence, they are about 22 miles 1 ‘stitial acl A Salle. tn Westport’): 
apart. The water on the bars averages from | "°*"Y Tuined. 1 notice some felis in Westport have 
13 to 18 feet. From the bar to New Orleans, suffered much, while others are, apparently, entirely ex- 

it is 120 miles. The various passes of the | ¢mpt from its attacks. I presume the little rascals are 

river converge about 12 miles from the Gulf. | perfectly familiar to you, but take the liberty of addres- 
Three war steamers can blockade the Missis- | sing this note, as it can do no harm. 
sippi river. New Orleans is wholly a commer- Yours, truly, N. W. DEAN. 
cial city, and finds access to the Gulf by the — 
river. There are two forts below the city, on Remarks.—We are obliged to our friend 

either bank of the river, that were stolen by | py,x for thus calling our attention to this 
the secessionists. New Orleans has communi- ) 2 te 

cation by railroad with the whole interior, and troublesome insect. Since the issue of our last 
a railway, partly finished, connects it with | number, we have heard numerous complaints 

Houston and Galveston, Texas. of its depredations in various portions of the 
TEXAS, St s aaa : 

There are nine harbors and ports in Texas. Siete, aoe aenenod pasting) os oe 
Galveston is the most important, but a single | the subject, with illustrations, in this issue ; 

zone = poo it easily, and the same | but the cuts did not come to hand, and hence 
ockade cuts 0} ouston. s a m All the entrances to ports in Texas are very the matter peo have been otherwise deferred 

shallow, and unfit for navigation by large ves- | to some other time. 

sels. The specimens arrived during our absence, Rio Grande—This river is the boundary be-| | hho ie eee | 
tween Texas and Mexico. It has a shifting | °24 hence were not exposed to the air until six | 

bar at its mouth of from 5 to 7 feet in depth. | days after they were received, or until ten days 
Were there railroad connections through i: i: Texas to the Rio Grande, cotton and tobacco oe aa pee and confinement in the close 

could be sent into Mexico and shipped without | tin box in which they were first placed by our 
meine eaten te store iy “a eee correspondent ; and yet many of them are still 
squadron. is is the place to look out for] ,._; : ' z. future smugglers. eas and as smart as so many bed-bugs! Ver- 

The harbors of the Southern States are not | ily they ‘endure hardness” even better than 

difficult to blockade, but during the months of | good soldiers. 
August and the fall and winter, very severe Ashen) ed * . 
gales frequently prevail along the coast, and} “18 288 Deen remarked by various writers on 
as the water is shoal for a considerable dis-| their entomological characters, so we observe, 

tance out to sea, it is difficult for large vessels | in this case, that the several specimens differ 
to maintain a strict lookout close to the coast. z a 

naa ANS aris somewhat in their appearance—some present- 

Pics peasaray or eee onion ing the appearance, in size, form, color, &c., 
ilder says that a spider’s web furnishes a . oe : better plan for the laying out of cities, than of the perfect fly, and — sufficiently dif. 

any which has yet pe ieiaet by surveyors | ferent to warrant the opinion, at first glance, 
and engineers. Any one who can find a dis-| that they bel: t th . Th 
tinct web unbroken, will see how beautifully = eet eaies fees pe tere ef 
regular it is and how perfectly adapted for the | 2"¢ undoubtedly the same insect, however, only 

quent passage from any one point to another. | in different stages of development. 
‘he coneentric rings are not circles, but poly- ‘Acooedisin €o the best aitinedll mosh 

gons, the radiating exquisitely regular and gprs) Se ee : 
straight. the perfect Chinche Bug (Micropus leucopterus) 

lesen |e Ree ia ee
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is a winged insect about 3-20ths of an inch in|} remedy. For the prosecution of this work of 

length, narrow, quite straight on the sides, | experimentation, there is no one so well situa- 

dark brown ‘or black, with snow-white wing | ted as the farmer, and we hope that he will not 

covers, marked by small black dots on their | quietly sleep, year after year, while this little 

outer edges. The very young insect is quite | insignificant foe lays waste the fruits of his 

red and rather elliptical in form, without either | labor. 

wings or the white wing covers. The odor of . 

the “bug” is said to resemble that of the bed-| Increase of Population in the United States. 

bug, (which it does not, however, though quite} The following statistical table makes a very 

as offensive,) and it was on this account that | interesting exhibit of the relative growth in pop- 

it got the name Chinche,—that being the Span- | ulation of the several States in the Union, since 

ish word for that worst insect pest of human | the year 1790. The number of States, at that 

habitations. time, was 17; now there are just twice that 

The Micropus prefers the wheat plant, but is | number, with still room enough for many more. 

quite at home on any of the cereals, frequently “Tale Was 

attacking them in succession on the same farm, | re, | 1800, 1210. | Yeen..| 1690. | 264 | 1800, | 1800 | Hi 

until the crops are all either devastated or out lem ve orem [ee |r cee 

of their way. The part attacked is the stalk, | 3 | Xie | N¥k | Pos | ren’ | Vints | One, i |Oue | 
= ‘ 4 | Mass | NCar | NCar | N Car | Ohio” | Virg’s | Virg's Tilinois| “98 

which they perforate with a sharp, lancet-like i155 pees bee peer eee sae) 
z : aie 3 | Boar | Bind | Ken'y | Mass | Tenn’ | N'Gar | Ind | Mase | 33 

proboscis, afterwards exhausting the juices by 5 | Gen | gaan, | miied | Mar | Mone | Mare | Kony | Min) 7s 

an ingenious miniature pump. This exhaustion |}? | $2, | 83st | Bea | Med | Geos | Pate | Mince! Geos | 0 

of the sap causes the shriveling, if not the |13 | Geos |¥eme| Ohio’ | NJer | nara Maine | Mae’) Alabe | 33 
P Ty | Ken'y | Maine | Maine | Conn | NJer | Ubinois| Sar | Mie | 46 

death, of the plant. i Bis | Dem |S | ome | Qi | ir ame wt) 1 
a 17 | Tenn | Delwe | R Isla | Lou'na| Vermt | Mise Mint | Bor 6 

The first appearance of this troublesome | }5 | | Sale | Leen) ees | Bet eeal wae iaeea | tee 

fellow was in 1783, when its depredations were | 2 | Tada | ite | bine | Mahl] Vero | Conn | Lowen! 8 
i a : a io 2 | Rises] Dewwe | Mie) NH | NL | Maine) 0 

so serious in North Carolina, as, in 1785, to # | | [ete ee ee | eee weal One | cae 
= . % | Ark’ns) Flori’s| Ark'ns| Texas | Ark’ns) 14 

cause wheat-growing to be given up for a few | # | Mich'n| Mich’n| Delwe | Azk’ns] Calfa] 6.89 

years. In 1809 it appeared in the same locali- | > | | | Wavn| Galtea| keous | | 
i eae 3 Ey Delwe | Minne| 27:43 

ties again, with like results; and in 1841 open- | % | | | —_— re, 

ed a very destructive warfare upon the wheat | 3 | | omen! = 

and other grain crops of the upper Mississippi] y, order to appreciate the relative “ups”? of 

Mae : se anusavaneets ne States and the ‘‘ downs’? of others, select 

5 Ge ceanagt nate es a as RO’! some one in the first column and follow it 
roe vad extensive in a = erable por- through to the last. Thus, in 1790, Virginia 

a of “ ees, oe ‘as probably damaged | -anked first, holding that position for two de- 

esconett: crops quite as much as those of cades, or twenty years, when New York took her 

neighboring States. place and compelled her to rank second. Next 
As yet, no successful method of destroying Pennsylvania got in ahead of her, in 1830 ; then 

them or preventing their ravages has been dis-| Ohio in 1840; and finally, in 1860, Illinois, 

covered. They appear to have an aversion to} which started in her career long after the Old 

water, however, and are not abundant there-| Dominion had passed the zenith of her suprema- 

fore in very wet seasons. This circumstance cy, comes in ahead and compels her to take the 

has suggested the use of water, applied by | fourth rank. 

means of garden engines, or some force equiva-| The first census of Wisconsin was taken in 

lent; but the idea of thus raining artificially | 1840, when we find her ranking number 29. 

upon the immense grain fields of the west, is | But at the next census she has risen to the 24th, 

not very practicable, and we must according-| and again in 1860 makes another stride and so 

ly experiment further before claiming to have | now ranks the 15th State in the Union.
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Minnesota appears to have had the highest per EDUCATIONAL. 
cent. of increase during the last decade. , ee 

But we have no time for further comment.— * Better School Houses. 
The table is full of information and rich in sug- 3 Ts s a * There is scarcely any educational subject, in gestion. We hope our readers will carefully 4 hich eae bli A 
study it, and thus renew their faith in the fu- Sinai iy se - ie ecm, to pupue ee ture greatness and glory of the North-west. ment is more imperatively demanded than this 
a ane of an improvement in the character of our 

Tugs 1x tae Veceranie Krxepom.—M. | school buildings. To be sure, the moulding and 
Cuevnevr, the distinguished French Chemist| furnishing of the minds of our children are 
and Government Dyer, in the Eleventh Report higher in the scale of importance than the ar- 
of his Researches on Chemistry and Dyeing, | chitectural style and construction of the house 
says that at the Jardin des Plantes, the Director | where they are to receive their instruction and 

of the School of Botany presented to his exami- development. But then the same might be 
nation 15,000 hues of leaves and flowers of all said of the body as compared with the mind; 
countries. and yet no one would think of denying that the 

Tue Oneie or GoLv.—The introduction of | CM ition of the body should be a primary con- a new description of cheap jewelry, closely | sideration in the practical business of educat- 
resembling gold, has led to the following expla- | ing the intellectual and moral powers. Just so nation, originally furnished by the Scientific]. ° American, of the character of the substance. | i8 it with the more external body of the scholar 
It is an alloy of copper and zine, a French in- | —the school-house. 
vention, styled ‘“Oreide.” It is composed of 
100 parts by weight of pure copper, 17 of zinc,| The argument may be stated thus: In order 6 “ ome ee aE of ae to promote the best development and health of 1.80 of quick lime, and 9 of crude tartar. It . is very ductile, cenbaniibd jeweler’s gold in ap- the mind, there must be health and comfort of 
pearance, and is as easily tarnished as com-|the body. But there cannot be health of the 
mon brass. body unless the natural laws of the body are ee 

A New Apprication or Puorocrarny.—A | Obeyed; and these are necessarily involved in 
sironmeaaoe aoe oe Peon, the | the construction and furnishing of the building great iness utility of the modern discoveries - * of photography and the electrictelegraph. The where the hours of intellectual effort are spent. 
Count de Penafiel left Lisbon for Paris, carry- | It is clear, therefore, that the best development ing with him an order for 70,000 francs. This. = = hioweene, lib sintortenstely i oa on the road, an 4d and health of the mind cannot be secured, ex. 
telegraphed the same to Lis banker at Lisbon. | cept the school-house be constructed and fur- 
coerce te oe Seeparhel ae nished in obedience to those natural laws stopping payment of the order, but sent by post| 
the portrait of the Count de Penafiel, stating | Which determine the bodily health. that the amount might be paid to him when he} If this argument be logically sound, we need 
presented himself. not consume further time or space in an at- 

Inon-pLatep VesseLs.—In a recent discus-| tempt to make our position stronger. We be- 
sion in the Institution of Naval Architects in| lieve that it is, and therefore declare, most 
oe Sue eo a positively and without qualification, that the a ? 
tem of iron-plated war vessels, and quoted his district school-houses of Wisconsin and the 

sctap ous SOigochins alciovie. ke entire West are a reproach to our civilization 
Douglas, the great authority on aval gunnery, | 2nd boasted enlightenment. In all our travels 
who has vigorously condemned the new iron-|we have found but very few that should cased war vessels, now admits their necessity, stn : but says that the iron plates must be put upon | 2ot be indicted and burnt! Small, pent up, 
a prontaa and not an iron hull. unventilated, and furnished with back-break- 

~ rae ing benches, they are as uninviting to the Bas The cut of Woodruff’s Barometer has : . — zm a e . a not yet arrived, and its publication is postpon- child as a prison, and should never be entere 
ed until next season. with either its own or any intelligent parent’s
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consent. But this is not all; the exterior is Ff H E H oO M E 
almost universally repulsive. Think of an old ee 
bald red school-house, when there are so many [From the Cincinnati Gazette.] 
pleasing forms and colors that are just about as God Reigns. 
cheap. Think, too, of the location of most of ey 2 

. HOYT. our school-houses—stuck down in some low, oe 
quaggy spot, where it is impossible for child- God Reigns! In my secret soul down hidden capes ti Sanaa Fond belief of this is cherished, ren to be healt! Ys or up in bold relief on some Fragment of a faith forbidden, 
barren knob, without a suitable enclosure, and Strengthening the else had perished. 
without either a oe tree or a flower-bed any Where the‘cliifs of bold Parnassus 
where near. There it stands—the old red, or ‘Westward toward the village lean, 
unpainted shanty—reare stupid, stin; Where the stars, to northward burnin, 

painted shanty. d by pid, stingy > 1S, 
tax-payers, who see the advantage of building Centuries long, Mars Hill have seen, 
good barns for their horses, but cripple the eee Hak iwektie, i : 2 ig between, bodies, and cramp, and stint, and disease the Stands a tree, with air majestic, 
minds of their children, because they have no Sheltering still the old home hearth; 
apparent cash value in the market !—an humil- There my Mother taught it me, 
iating evidence of the short-sighted folly of the “Reigns, my child, in Heaven and earth.” 
parents of our youth, and a burning shame and Where the Ages, grim with error, 
disgrace to the barbarian sentiment of the Westward toward the oceans lean, = 

Wh tars, vard burning, country. We have long deplored and reproba- : a So vare, to pacthners = pe 5 a 7 Scarce a century, yet haye seen ted this sin against the rising generation, and How the hopes of Time are brightening 
now propose to urge it upon the numerous in- Where my country lies between, 
telligent readers of the Farmer, in a series of Stands a solemn Fane, and stately, 
articles, with occasional illustrations—treating, Sacred to the rights of Man; R i 3 There our Fathers left it written in such order as may be convenient, of location, When great Freedom’s birth began, 
of architectural style, of internal arrangement, furnishing’ &e. Childhood’s faith for manhood’s peril! 

ee Who believes "tis God that reigns? ———_-—___. Wisconsin State Teachers’ Association. Let him lift his voice in council, 
Ser ar Pec Lift his hand upon tho plains; The Annual Meeting of this Association was Lat thewets ster ees 

held at Fond du Lac, July 80 and 31. Presi- But the deeds, the deeds that win; 
dent Craia in the chair. Some 250 teachers Saying, both, to things infernal, 
were in attendance, and all the exercises were No more compromise with sin ! 
unusually interesting. Several distinguished By the mothers who have loved us, 
educators, from other States, were present and By the fathers we revere, 
delivered addresses. The officers for the ensu- By the God who broodeth o'er us, ing yeanate: Saying, “Children, I am near,” 

= Ye who still believe He reigns, President—Joxaruax Foro, of Milwaukee. 2 Ses Vice Presidents—R. %. Mason, Appleton; J. E. P1.s- Lift me up your hands in whiteness, tun, Mineral Point; J. J. M. ANGEAR, Berlin. Swear that while the sun hath brightness Pea oe hee And the — in beauty wanes, 
eee a eee Not one block of Freedom’s granite 

Tue Wisconsin Journat or Epvcarion is a Shall be wrested from the free, capital Magazine of its kind, and should have Nor the master with his slave a large circulation among friends of Educa- Sit beneath my household tree. tion throughout the State. Certainly every 
teacher who does not read it suffers a great Fe ee See loss, besides proving himself, thereby, utterly |  pay= Many envy the success of others who unworthy of his profession. h a ffort t eodthica= Address, Rev. J. B. Prapr, fave never made an e © suce 

Editor and Publisher, Madison. | selves.
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Elizabeth Barrett Browning. was spent in the British Realm; but in 1846, 

Died in Florence, Italy, on Saturday morning, June | being most happily wedded to Ropert Browy- 

20th, half an hour after daybreak, Euizasern Banner | ING, she went, with her gifted husband, to Italy 

Brownine, aged fifty-two years, wife of Robert Browning. | where the struggling cause of Italian Liberty 
Dead. Died at midnight, at sunset, or at has held them for the most part until the day 

dawn. It is not much to say of man or wo-|0f her death. She was the intimate friend of 

man, and when once said for most of all the | CAvoun and Garimaxpr, and Victor Emanvet, 

millions who have lived life’s little or its lar- | the new Italian King, and by her writings con- 
ger day, it is the end. tributed not a little to the independence of a 

“The gay will laugh reunited Italy and to its recognition as one of 

When thou art gone; the solemn brood of care the European Powers. Fortunately she lived 
Plod on, and each one as before will chase Rati oe ij i i Hic tseciio puamtocl to rejoice in the aes of that independ. 

But - ¢ Mea. B , i ence, whose bright radiance at the same time 

= me tie SPOT MENG) CRERO HME | tnaiaed the long shaddowed hearts of the 
words: ‘Died a half hour after daybreak on 

Sac oppressed people and her own pathway to the 
a morning in June,” have thrilled both conti- * 2 . 

: 2 better life. Strangely fortunate in her union 
nents as if an angel swept the seas and cried, | _. . S at 

x with a poet of kindred soul and genius, and in | 
“Behold a star that was and is not!” And 4 : ae | 

a a son who inherits the qualities of both, she | 
this is not the end; for true poetry, such as * : . | 

5 = was yet more happy in the immortal fruits of | 
that which was her life, and whose results i : 5 | 
h left that lif her remarkable life, and in the circumstances 

ada ee of its close. Blessed be her memory forever. | 
“ Rich as autumn in its plenteous fruits,” = poo | 

4 | hath in it elements of immortality. The Falling Out. 

We trust that most of our readers feel the As through the land at eve we went, 

force of these words and join their sympathy ee 1 ears, | 

with ours, in this, the world’s great loss. A Soyer entees | 

woman of the highest order of poetic genius, Sous whkkn We caitin where ites Goo Ot | 

of a deep, genuine, far-reaching philanthropy, ‘We lost in other years, | 
= ie 5 There, above the little grave, | 

and yet rich in all the beautiful graces and 0, there, above the aietie grave: = | 

tender affections of the wife and mother, she we . cee || 

was one of those rare and precious gifts which | Waxx or Lirz.—We talk of human life as 4 
Heaven vouchsafes to earth onl: ce in long |journey, but how variously is that journey | 

: = = gabe tie eae = performed ! There are those who come forth | 
centuries of time. girt, and shod, and mantled, to walk on velvet | 

Of her works, we have not room to speak. | lawns and smooth terraces, where every gale 
i: is arrested and every beam is tempered. There 

ares neg mee eenaee ee ean are others who walk on the Alpine paths of | 
the old and the new world, and will be yet | life, against driving misery, and through stor- | 

more appreciated as they are more read and a ee eee aoe ey walk ae 
. are feet and nal reast, jai mangled, studied by the lovers of true poetry. Her Gnd chilled — Siiuay Geist = 

earlier productions, though remarkable, in See | 

view of the youth of the author, (she began to hs -<—= x is an evil uae needlessly to Sai a | 
., . uman being pain; but it is a fearful thing | 

iarite ot ten Shih to Dah Se epventecn,) ere, to inflict it on a creature that eannot speak, | 
not very successful. But soon her ripening | for it must be that there is always somewhere | 
genius began to attract the attention, and to |® anane to tell, a mysterious witness to bear | 
win the admiration of the best literary men of ais 

the time, and years before her death she had} gg The Proverb which says the first step 

come to rank among the first of the poets of toward greatness is to be honest, does not state 
. the case strongly enough. Honesty is not | 

this century. . ae 
5 simply the first step toward greatness; it is 

Born in London, the greater part of her life | greatness itself.
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HEALTH AND DISEASE. and yourselves to the more careful and consci- 
——S= entious observance of the laws of health and 

Autumn Fevers. the conditions of cure. 
We have neither space nor time foralengthy| The general remedies in the incipient stages, 

description of the diseases peculiar to this sea-| are indicated by the nature of the causes. 
son, nor for a detailed account of their treat- If of the character known as Bilious, and 
ment, but simply intend to say a few words of superinduced by improper food or improper 
their nature, their prevention, and cure, when quantities of proper food, there is no remedy . 
not so serious as to require the skill of a phy-| in the world so good as s/arvation and exercise. 
sician. This gives the system a chance to rally its 

The autumn fevers, so common in the Nor- powers and throw off the surplus through the 
thern States, are properly classed as either bowels, the kidneys, the lungs, and the skin. 
Bilious, Intermittent, or Typhoid. If starvation be not sufficient of itself, then 

CAUSES. employ such simple measures as will open these 
As to cause, they are traceable either to at-| several channels and insure their more vigor- 

mospheric conditions, errors of diet, or abuse | ous action—bathing, gentle laxatives, sweat- 
of the nervous system. The first cause—at- ing, &c. If these are not sufficient, and the 
mospheric conditions—is not entirely within | disease still progresses, call in a physician. 
our control; still, by having a care for the| the disease be of the Intermittent type, 
healthful location of our dwellings and the (Fever and Ague,) and has been caused by ma- 
neatness of our premises, something may be laria, (bad air,) medical agents may be used with 
done towards rendering it free from those im- advantage as a means of counteracting the 
purities which -arise from the exhalations of poison. Nux Vomica and Arsenicum in tine- 
stagnant water and the decay of vegetable | ture and solution, taken in alternation, and in 
and animal substances. drop doses in a teaspoonful of water every 

Errors of diet, the second great cause, is, | three hours previous to the chill, with Aconite 
perhaps, the most prolific of all; for, in most during and after the fever, has often proved 
cases, the first would not act with such fatal] successful in the hands of Hommopathists ; 
effect unless this had first weakened the pow- | and Quinine and Prussiate of Iron in 8 grain 
ers of the system and prepared it to become an | does—4 grs. of each—at about the same inter- 
easy prey. vals have also succeeded with others; while 
Nervous exhaustion, though not so common Hydropathists claim to have been much more 

4 cause as the one just named, is nevertheless | successful and with less injury to the system, 
much more so than is generally supposed. It] in the use of the wet pack, € 
may be the result of either intellectual or Should the disease assume a low, nervous 
physical exertion too severe or too long pro- | type, the case should at once be put into the 
tracted, and leaves the system in a condition | hands of an educated physician. 
to be very easily deranged by either of the| But after all, no remedy is so good as PREVEN- 
first named causes. tion. Hence, during the hot weather of sum- 

| MEANS OF CURE. mer and autumn, the diet should be especially 
| Of drugs we have but little to say. A phy- simple and easy of digestion. Fatty meats, 

sician, we give it ae our honest opinion, that,} much butter and milk and all other rich, oily 
in the majority of cases, they do about as| foods should be avoided. The system does not 
much harm as good when administered, and require them for the production of animal 
that a blind reliance on their curative proper- | heat, and unless vigorously exercised, so as to 
ties is the occasion of much indulgence and] consume them in the. production of animal 
consequent disease which would not otherwise | force, is sure to become clogged by them and 

| exist. “Give physic to the dogs” therefore, | thus very soon diseased. Good light bread, lean 
SE ee eee
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i fi i By reason of the various sizes of cans employed, the 
abate, TeCeRT VOR CRY ce men sae eed state I gl cate ts trait ee tans Der seme eae 
each and all in moderate quantities and at | degrees of its maturity, the length of time of heating 

: .__ | cannot very well be definitely specified, and must there- 
proper times, are perfectly safe and nothing | fore in a measure be left to be determined by the judg- 

5 ment of the operator. It may be stated generally, to be 
else is. Remember that. that which is simply sufficient to heat the contents of the 

—_—_—_—— can completely through. 
ie an a ae aure = 4 inches in 

r jameter may be heat gh in about 20 minutes 
DOMESTIC ECONOMY. after the steam begins to issue from beneath the boiler 

——— cover. | Some ind of fruit, however, become heated | 
. vars throt sooner n others. 10se ween the is of | 

Best Method for Preserving Fruit in Cans. | \ilich the interstices are comparatively large, buch as | 
. eee peaches or pears cut in pieces, heat sooner than sliced | 

At this season, and in this State, when and | tomatoes, which in consequence of their watery nature | 
here iti a = so fill the can as not to leave any interstices. Fruit fully | 

where it is desirable to put up all the fruits that or over ripe, generally heats through a ey little sooner | 
. 3 : an that which is green or not whol; . | 

can be conveniently obtained for that purpose, Presupposing ‘Gute ana be so) mre toe Bvoinches | 

r ‘ “ ae »g | across, that the boiler or steam chamber be properly the following from “The Fruit Preserver’s Shosed. uaa that Ge operation te performed se irink, 
anual” wi doubt be especially i st- | fire, the TIwe oF HEATING, after the steam begins to issue 
ae ee ee Pe es ee ny ken poet oe Ulin ca ae rg 
ing to all our housekeeping readers : specified proximately to be, for | 

“The very best method known, is to heat the fruit in| Strawberries, about.ccseseeeeeeneeeeee13 minutes. 
the can, thoroughly through, by steaming at a tempera-| Maspberries, SF aissacessssetsasstcah seek rs 
ture of about 218° or 220°, and then, by sealing whilst] Whortleberries, © luiicusesssscccnncld | 
hot, exclude the air. Blackberries, (6 (cssitssmrersoeeseesn DO) | 

This method so far as respects the degree of tempera-| Cherries, REE TS a 
ture and manner of heating, is believed to have been | Currants, 2 eee Weaaagl) te | 
unknown before being practiced by the writer. Cranberries erences | 

By heating in the can the fruit is not broken and re-| Gooseberries, IIIS to20 « 
duced to a mass: the air is sufficiently expelled, and the | Peaches, Ce ee ceea dat wn 
sealing is most easily accomplished. Pears, ge RURIE L S | 

By heating at a temperature of 218° or 220°, as before | Tomatoes, it) psnecpecieuiean ey ake | 
intimated, the tendency of the starch to change to sugar | —Quinces, cee eee a | 
being partly or wholly counteracted, and the vitality of 
the yeast for a while neutralized, fermentation is for the | _ For preserving large quantities there should be a steam | 

| time prevented. chamber for the reception of the Cans, made of boards or 
By heating by steaming, this part of the process is | sheet metal, and charged by means of a pipe or hose com- | 

much more conyenintly performed than in any other way, | municating with a separate boiler. | 
the temperature is ol raised to the required degree, To avoid breaking by heating toosuddenly or unequal- | 
and the whole exterior of the can being equally exposed | ly, when the Cans are of glass or earthern, it is safest to | 
to the heating medium, and the interior being filled with | place them upon the rack whilst the water is cold or be- | 
compressed steam, in contact with all parts of the fruit | fore it becomes much warm. If they be of tin or other 
not covered by the juices, every portion of the fruit is | metal it is not material whether they be put in place 
heated equally and completely. before or after the water boils. | 

By sealing whilst hot, the extérnal air is excluded at| Some kinds of fruit, berries especially, settle away 
the time when the air within the can is highly rarified | during the heating and leave the Can but partly full. To 
and so much expanded, that when separated from that | remedy this, some of the fruit should be put into a tin | 
without, there is not enongh of it to revivify and again | pail, or other convenient vessel, and be set within the 
energize the yeast. boiler and heated at the same time with thatin the Cans, 

‘This method may be successfully practiced on a scale | with which to fill up before sealing. 
sufficiently large for the supply of single families by the | | ‘The sealing, whatever the particular manner of it be, 

-] | observance of the following need not be performed hurriedly, since the heat imparted 
Direcrions.—Into a common Wash-Boiler put a quan- | to the contents of the Can will keep up the expansion of | 

tity of water sufficient to cover the bottom to the depth | the air sufficiently long to admit of its being effected 
of two or three inches, which will be enough to supply | deliberately. 
the requisite steam and prevent the bottom from burning. | With few exceptions, the sooner the fruit is prepared 
A little above the surface of the water plsco « rack made | and put up, after being gathered, the better; but in re- 
of lath or like strips, on which to set the Cans. Fill the | spect to the degree of ripeness or maturity of it, there i 
Cans with the fruit, without the addition of sugar or other | not the necessity for particularity that may have sup- 

‘|| ding, and with the stopper out or cap off set them on | posed. tis best, however, if convenient, that it should 
the rack. Glose the boiler as tightly as can be done with | be subjected to the process when just fairly ripe. 
the cover anda cloth spread beneath it. ‘Then with a |. As to the preparation for the: process, it need only be 
brisk fire heat the can and contents thoroughly through | said, that the larger fruits should be divested of their 
—the time necessary for which, will depend on the kind | skin, be deprived of their pit or core, and be cut into me- 
of fruit and size of the can, and as hereinafter more par- | dium sized pieces or slices. 
toularly stated, will, be from 16 to 90 minutes after the} | After sealing, if the cans be of glass, they should be 
steam begins to issue freely from beneath the cover; and | set away in a dark place, and always, whether of glass or 
when heated remove the Can and seal as soon as can be | other material, in a cool situation; and yet, where the 
done conveniently. temperature never falls to the freezing point. 

Heating thoroughly through, at a temperature of 218°] Fruit prt up according to these Girections will keep 
or 220°, and then excluding the air, be it repeated, are | uni Ma well, and givers retain, very nearly, the odor, 
the conditions necessary to ensure preservation. Itis the | flavor and appearance which it possessed before being 
degree of heat rather than its continuation that is requir- | submitted to the preserving process.” 
ed, Could the requisite degree be obtained in a single eg pare 
minute, no longer time of heating would be needed. But 

the = Es = ae of po doer of — To Dry Tomators.—Slice them without 
can being ly by juction e exterior, + ‘ * 

° and some time being required for this, a number af ‘min. | Peeling them ; to every pound of fruit add half 
‘utes, consequently, instead of a single one, are necessary | pound of sugar; boil them in the sirup, then 

for pong oe contents to the required degree. skim them out and lay them on plates to dry 
The closing the boiler in the manner described, will in| in warm oven. Th al then bi ian 

most cases 80 confine the steam that its temperature may | 2 ® War : ey will then be nearly 
be very easily raised to 220° or 225°, nice as imported figs.
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| YOUTH’S CORNER. brought together and placed under a leader 
= who shall have power to command the Colonels | Officers of the Army. just as they control the Captains. This collec- 

| In these times when almost every man they | tion of Regiments—usually four, five, or six 
| read about in the papers has some military | in number—is called a Brigade; the chief offi- 
| titlh—General, Colonel, Captain, or something | Cer, a Baricapier Generar. Cavalry or horse- 

else—the readers of the Youth’s Corner would | men are organized differently—two companies 
| no doubt be glad to understand what these | Composing a Squadron and eight orten squadrons 
| titles mean, and what their rank. a Brigade. 
| 5 : Now as a Brigade consists of four, five or 

= eo = ne conrarling eneennee six thousand men, it is about as large a body 
a= oe nso se stlis (emnelioee pees < ee as is usually required at any particular point, 
belezenng coven ree a ues ee ilerived though not unfrequently several brigades. are 
Remo as Conca iCanes ce = pas — placed in command of one Brigadier General | Bee eee eae HOE eg Rest Seon a ledlbeihin ons Se onan eee 
SREB ea BN CeCe ee eunetee ET  acas eiaer heap the case at 
Seana, Sorepants and Comorals—rhove the recent battle at Bull’s Run, where twenty business it is to execute his orders in all mat- ar'thiréy thousand’ mb! woke “undie the 'éone 

| ters pertaining to the movement and discipline mand of ‘Brig. Geleral “McDowsrt. But in’a 

| of his goldiers either when aera eae cany great war like the present, it becomes necessa- 
Reese nae: : ry to have a good many of these smaller armies Fay eae OUD SUaMIECe Ot DUS SBOE a cata yet all under the direc- 
andes mes 2) ean cee CO make "P 8” | tion of one man who shall have power over 
anmy there must be many companies put to- one Brigade here and another there, as it may 
eeiaer, te, Womd apbidos: bowayer,, © Tubs seem best. Several Brigades are therefore in- 
hundred companies, as such, all under the a cluded in what is called a Division, with a rection of one leader, unless there were other controlling officer known as s Mask Gunauis. 

officers between ‘him and their Captains, for There are several of these Divisions now under 
the reason that one man could not carefully the command of Major Generals, such as Banks, 
mitvey, the: field ct belie, /obeerso: the caval Fremont, McCieutay, each responsible in his 
ments of the enemy, and, at the same time go own portion of the country for the success of himself and tell each of the Captains what to the cause for which we are contending; and it 

do. Experience has shown that fen such com- is these several Divisions, all taken together, 
Be eee tenis: 9 oe inan ose which constitute the Grand Army of the United 
sive orders to, so as to be heard; and so that States, with Lizrurenant Genera Scort at 
See ee ecerice imso wnietts calle” cad. Riwselt auieee Uh he diacdeeee & Regiment of Battalion, and placed under the the President, who is Commander-in-Chief of 
control of an officer who is called a CoLonen, Aas theo axonal: 

and who has assistants, just as the Captain This, then, is the order: The President gives 
has, to enable him to reach the heads of the general directions to Lieut. Gen. Scorr; he 

Companies. These assistants are known as forms his plans for the accomplishment of the 
Lieutenanit Colonel, Major, Adjutant, Quarter object desired and sends his orders to the Ma- 
Master, Commissary, and Surgeon. jor Generals; they, with considerable liberty of 

But ten companies would only number one judgment as to the best method to execute the 
thousand men, and could hardly be called an general orders, command the Brigadier Gen- 
army, which often consists of ten, twenty, | erals, who with less discretionary power, give 
fifty, a hundred thousand, or even a half mil-| directions through their Aids, to the Colonels; 
lion of men. Regiments must therefore be| the Colonels transmit the orders to the Cap-
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tains, whose duty it is to execute promptly, | its all right, and everybody wants to go; and 

and without question, by moving their men as | almost everybody is willing to give money and 

required. clothes and food and a blessing to those who 

Thus it is that the will of one man is ena-|do go. Besides this you hear of great ships 

bled to move, if need be, a million of armed | that have been taken, of wagons loaded with 

men with the greatest accuracy and efficiency. | bread and beef, of guns and of horses by thou- 
Sey oa ae sands that have been seized and money more 

What do the Little Folks Think of the War. than you could count in a life time, even should 

We wonder what the children think about the | you live to be older than Grand Father. And 
war? I mean you, ye rosy-faced, good-na-| we who hear of it are glad, so that the gain is | 
tured little girls and boys who have been taught | on our side; and good men and good women | 
how naughty it is to strike and vex each other, | look up to Heaven and thank God when they | 

. or take more than your share of any good or| hear of hundreds slain wishing it had been | 
pretty thing. thousands. : | 

| “Let dogs delight to bark and bite, Children, do you understand all this? Down | For ‘tis their nature to; 
But children, you were never made deep in your hearts do you ponder these things | 

| Ee rene Saat and wonder as do the large bright eyes with | | You have all of you learned this, and many | “7° i Se ON Ee ey | 
more lessons of the same kind, such as, which you listen to the story of theday? If 

“ Pussey Cat Mew Jumped over a coal easan pani one at home does not tell you all about 

a a cat Meo kad an more milk, this in x ords that you can eae easy as 

on eae i yon ver eaten ae ; your aaoey Jet us know and we will try to 
She was after some other cat's share of sweet milk.” | say something about it next time. | 

Some of you have seen men who were sent eee | 
to stay long years in prison for stealing some- Puzzles and Scientific Questions. | 
body’s horse or money, or burning a neighbor's | Mr. Eprror—Will you allow me to propose | 
barn; and after they came back people did not | a puzzle or two to the readers of the Corner: | 

| like to trust them, even though they behaved 1st. Place the numbers from 1 to 16 in four | 

quite well, because of the very bad things they | rows so that they may count 34 horizontally, | 

had ever done—more than this you have heard | vertically, and diagonally. | 

of, perhaps have known, those who have gone 2d. On each side of a square twelve sheep | 

to live out a miserable life in some dungeon or | are penned in the following manner: 12 at top, | 

been led to the gallows to die the death of a/ 12 at the bottom and 12 at each side. A per- | 
felon because they had been found guilty of the| son bought 8 of the number and afterwards | 
crime of murder—that is, had killed some one. | returned 4, out of which pens were the 8 taken, 

Now whenever father comes from the post | and in which were the 4 replaced to make ex- | 
office with news papers, or a neighbor comes | actly the same number as before on each side? | 
in to talk, or when you stop to play by the} Why is limestone, after being heated, lighter 

way side you hear of hundreds of men who | than before; and why does the application of 

have been killed in battle by thousands of men | cold water cause it to effervesce (froth up) and 

who went there on purpose to kill them. Per-| become hot ? 
haps your own dear father or brother, your} If the pressure of the air will sustain a col- 
uncle or cousin has himself gone with the|umn of water only about 33 feet in height, 

regiment that carried a beautiful flag and went | what is the nature or philosophy of the power 

with a drum and a fife and a big cannon and/}used to draw water from wells much deeper 
a great many guns to kill the father and broth- | than that? 
er, the uncle and cousin of many another little} Will some young farmer give us his views on 
child with just as bright eyes and curly head | the different kinds of Pumps. 
as yours. And yet everybody seems to think Yours truly, A Farmer.
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P'll give to thy Charlotte thy last farewell ! WAR MISCELLANY. fismet ‘where death thickest descendeth in rain, ———_——————— | The friend thou forsakest, thy side may regain!” CTT | Hitherward, thitherward reels the fight; ) Q Dark and more darkly day glooms into night. . AN Brothers, God grant, when this life is o'er, NS In the life to come that we meet once more! 
$ Hark to the hoofs that galloping go! 5S Se at ‘The adjutants flying— Sipe ha f) a sean ey The horsemen press hard on the panting foe, | KG and = Their thunder booms dying : 

ietory LK oe SS Sim) bear. NY Terror has seized on the dastards all, SSE PS, S . And their colors fall! Sa :, Wy Victory ! 
es ‘ Closed is the brunt of the glorious fight; . 

zi sR COUNTSY. UE AUN And the day. like a conqueror, bursts on the night; Hamm, OCF Cv \ on ‘Trumpet and fife swelling choral along, | | a . | ‘The triumph already sweeps marching in song. | Ni esa Farewell, fallen brothers; though this life be o'er, 
eS ‘There's another, in which we shall meet once more! 

ge 
| ir Great Sunday Battles. 

| i The great battle of Barnet was fought on if 5 : ‘ 7 1 | Be aa eiee ae Easter Sunday, April 14th, 1471. The battle 
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF SCHILLER BY BuLWER. | Of Val, of Laffeld, near Maestricht, was fought 

| —— on Sunday, the 2d of July, 1747. The Penin- | yes es sular war is fruitful in Sunday fighting. The 
| Through the green plain they marching come! second battle in Portugal, that in Vimiers, was~ 
| Measureless spread, like a table dread, fought on Sunday, 31st August, 1803. The | ee Woe Eo tie coke ee battle of Fuentes d’Onor was gained on Sun- | Looks are bent ground, 5 : | Hearts beat loud with a knelling sound ; day, 5th May, 1811. On Sunday evening, 16th | | Swift by the breasts that must bear the brunt, January, 1812, Lord Wellington issued the brief | Gallops the major 2 front; but determined order that “Cuidad Rodrigo al : 3 : | And fettered they stand at the stark command, must be carried by assault this evening at seven 

And the warriors, silent, halt! o’clock.” The battle of Orthes was fought on 
| Proud in the blush of morning glowing, Sunday, the 27th of February, 1814; and that 
| . Waaton oe mowing of Toulouse—the last general action of the 1. uee you the Seman's bangers waving? Peninsular war—occurred on Easter Sunday, “Ww he f 's bi ing!” p z > “God be with your children and wie” the 10th April following. The battle of Wat. 

Hark the music—the trump and fife— erloo was also decided on Sunday, the 18th How they ring throngh'the ranks, which they rouse to| 1.6 1815, ‘The second Burmese wer afforded the strife! e , a ; Thrilling they sound, with their glorious tone, two examples—Easter Sunday, the 11th April, Thrilling they go through the marrow and bone! 1852, the attack on the lines of defence at In the life to come that we meet once more! Rangoon, and the attack and capture of Pegu, 
fag. the gmoke how the lightning is cleaving asunder! | on Sunday, the 2lst November, 1862. The 
Bese lke oa ne pee cn een ow) ti booms: in chat Victory of Inkerman was achieved on Sunday, 
From host to host, with Rating sound, the 5th November, 1854, The shouted signal circles round. 
Freer already breathes the breath ; It was also on Sunday, the 10th of May, 
aa ieecees tetaeex tase all 1857, that the terrible Indian Mutiny broke 

The iron death dice fall! out at Meerut. And to crown the whole, it Nearer they close—foes upon foes— z 
“Ready !”—from square to square it goes. was on Sunday, that the great battle of Bull’s 
They kneel as one man from flank to flank, rand Asal iteiliee canes alse tem tue Sesmoed oil Eun was fought and lost by the “Grand Army Many a soldier to the earth is sent, of the United States. 
Many gap of balla is rent ee 
er the corpse before, springs the hindmost man, aie fap the line may Tot fall to the = van; 4, PrivaTeERtnc.—The London Volunteer Ga- 
© the right, to the left, and around and aroun: zette, which is said to be edited by W. H. Rus- Death whirls in its d the bloody ground. Dore : God's cunlight ie quenched in the flery feht, sell, special correspondent of the London Times, 

Over the hosts fills a See now in the South, denounces Southern priva- eT cot grant, when thi se is oer * | teering in the most unmeasured terms, such as: 
th Read = ciek a Pe ae ee el «The scum of the scoundralism of the world ;” e men lie in the weltering s q And living are blent in the slippery flood, “We most heartily wish every Te them a 
And the feet as they reeling and sliding go, short shift, a strong cord, and a jump from 
Stumble still on the corpse that sleeps below. the yard arm of the nearest man of war;” 
See ore ere =“ last aren «We therefore owe it to the United States to the dying man murmurs, the thunders swell— i i ‘ “Pil giv as cl dee the cane acer? put.down, with a high hand, any privateering 
Ho! comrades !—yon volley !—look sharp to the rear! | against them.
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Lieutenant General Scott. ie same period. Through three wars—the 

Just at this time, when our national reverses | late war with England, the Seminole and the 
have saddened the whole North and even re- | Mexican—he has led the gallant armies of the 

sulted in half-suppressed murmurings at the | United States; and now, in this time of our | 
noble old hero who stands at the head of the | C°Uttry’s greatest peril, when base Treason 
American Army, it may be well for us to look | aunts its black banners over nearly one half | 
him once again square in the face and refresh | 0f the Union and clutches like a fiend at the 
our memories with those heroic deeds and | throat of the Republic, though he has already 

splendid military achievements, which have |2Umbered his three-score years and ten, he | 
long since won for him, as a chieftain, the | Still stands firm and unimpaired, like a moun- 

highest place in the admiration of the whole | ‘#im of granite in the sea, beating back the 
civilised word: fierce surges of Disunion—a very Olympus 

Born in 1786, and for the profession of arms, from whose proud summit are yet to be hurled 

Lieut. General Wixrrexp Scorr has lived an | Confusion and utter defeat upon all our foes. | 
eventful life, serving his country in all her) Since the Mexican war, no name on the 

times of need since the Revolution, and with a| military rolls of either the New or the Old 

greater efficiency than any other man within | World has enjoyed such emblazonry. Even 

ag ge ——$—$—$—$—$—$—$—$$————————————————————————————
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the hero of Waterloo and the proud champion The weight of the shell is 410 Ths.; of the 
of English arms, magnanimously, and : with | solid shot 425 Ibs. When charged with 40 tbs. 
truth, declared him the ablest General of the | of powder its range is over 4 miles. It will 
present day. Would it not be well, therefore, | have a charge considerably larger than this, 
if blame must be attached to any one of the| however, and its maximum range is probably 
number of men in charge of the war for the | not much less than 6 miles, 
Union to be sure that the fault does not rest| We have somewhere seen it stated that there 
with others before charging it upon him who | is a cannon in England and another in Russia 
has never suffered a defeat when left to the | of still more monstrous proportions, but have 
wiser dictates of his own unerring judgement. | no reliable information on the subject. 

| The defeat at Manassas was not his. It was The Turks would seem, however, to have 
the merited defeat of senseless, hot-headed | beaten the world in the casting of great guns, 

. congressmen, journalists and politicians who| if a recent correspondent of the Scientific Am- 
would neither wait, themselves, nor leave the | erican may be credited. He says: “The fam- 
people to a just confidence in their long tried|ous cannon used by Mahommed IL., at the 
chief. Other defeats may follow, born of the siege of Constantinople, which threw a stone 
same fatal phrenzy, but they will not be defeats | ball weighing 600 tbs., I suppose is not in exist- 
of General Scorr, whose plans are always | ence; but there is one still larger at the Dor- 
deep laid, far reaching and successful, when denelles, carrying a stone ball of 1,100 pounds 
unembarrassed by the shallow follies of impa-| and requiring a charge of 300 pounds of pow- 
tient and ambitious men who know nothing of| der. This is referred to in Gibbon’s “Decline 
the science of war. The name of WiNFIELD and Fall,” vol. 4, p. 339,” 
Scorr is a tower of strength. Let us see to it 5 oe ea ac eae 
that its beautiful and majestic columns be not Bloquent ate zeaaky 
tarnished by the shameful obloquy of a blind,| The following extract is the closing portion 
ungrateful people. of the speech of the Hon. Joszrn Hour, of 
> : Kentucky, recently delivered at Louisville. Three of the World’s Biggest Guns. Truly, such 2 man is worthy the home of 

We believe the largest cannon in this coun-| Henry Cuay: 
try is the one now at Fortress Monroe. It was| If this government into be  teatrored, ak 

* . ourselves; are you willing it record- ast sunder (he/direction\andjafiee the method |Zi"s0' Liste at Rentiiey stata by in the of Captain T. J. Ropman, of the Ordnance greatness of her strength and lifted not a hand 
Corps, and is so much of a monster as never | to stay the catastrope? If it is to be saved— a as I verily believe it is—are you willing it yet to have been mounted within the Fortress, | shall be written that in the immeseurable glory but stands outside, sullenly looking out over | which must attend the achievement, Kentucky 
the waters of Hampton Roads. had no part? - 7 He : P I will only add, if Kentucky wishes the wa- Its dimensions are as follows : ters of her beautiful Ohio to be dyed in blood; Total Nength Of gay weneereeenesveerns senses 190 inches. | if she wishes her harvest fields, now waving Length Of caiitees of bortiweweernneneenee 166° * lin their abundance, to bé trampled under the elliptsidal chamber, w...ccsssssccee 9 : é : Total MG OR ee 165 « | feet of hostile soldiery as a flower garden is Greatest exterior diameter,......... wc 48 trampled beneath the threshings of the tem- Diameter ae ea = “| pest; if she wishes the homes where her loved Titness of mansion nse. 3 | Snes are now gathered in peace, invades by Weight of gumtjeiseverssesesssssssseesseeeseeeee 49,100 Ibs. | the proscriptive fury of a military despotism, 
Notwithstanding its great weight, it is so | sparing neither life nor Property ; if she wishes 3 inah i the streets of her towns and cities grown with mounted upon the carriage as to be easily grass and the steamboats of her rivers to lie managed and loaded by a firing party consist- rotting at her wharves, then let her join the ing of ag t and six men, who have per- | Southern Confederacy. But if she would have 8 Meet a Bae 4 " Bee the bright waters of that river flow on in their formed the feat of charging and firing in one gladness; if she would have her harvests minute and ten seconds. peacefully gathered in her garners; if she
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would have the lullabies of her cradles and the | hand to hand, and bayoneted them in the ranks. 
songs of her homes uninvaded by the cries | This is unquestionably the true resource of 
and terrors of battle; if she would have the | superior physical condition. 
streets of her towns and cities again filled with| On this plan the coming war between the 
the hum and throngs of busy trade, and her | North and South will surely be contested; and 
rivers and their shores once more vocal with | in part evidence thereof, I merely point to the 
the steamer’s whistle—that anthem of a free| fact that the government has already taken 
and prosperous commerce—then let her stand | away the little costly breech-loading toys which 
fast by the stars and stripes, and do her duty | the munificence of New York put in the hands 
and her whole duty as a member of the Union. | of Col. Ellsworth’s regiment, and served out 
Let her brave people say to the President of the | to them the spear, in the shape of a saber on 
United States, ‘You are our chief magistrate; | the end of a Minie musket. 
the government you have in charge and are| The saber bayonet is also to be distributed 
striving to save from dishonor and dismember- | throughout the entire army, and I feel certain, 
ment is our government; your cause is indeed | from what I have gathered through military 
our cause; your battles are our battles; make | men, that the actual embrace of battle, man to |] _ 
room for us, therefore, in the ranks of your | man, is what the Northern captains of this war 
armies, that your triumph may be our triumph | intend mostly to rely upon. 

also.” —_>———_- 
Even swith the Father of us all I would plead | Cost of the Territories Claimed by the South. 

for salvation, so my countrymen, as upon my 3 conety as : 
very knees, would I plead with you for the life, The toe ing forcible display of figures is aye for the life, of our great and beneficent | found in a most able and eloquent speech made 
institutions. But if the traitor’s knife now at | by Epwarp Evererr on “The Issues before 
the throat of the republic, is to do its work, | the Country :” 
and this government is fated to add yet anoth- “Then look at th f ti 
er to that long line of sepulchres which whiten a a Re ee eee een, moment in 
the highway of the past, then my heartfelt Paras birspdsitel irae oy made 
prayer to God is that it may be written in his- | 0" ‘M8 side o a ee Peer ne pers- 
tory, that the blood of its life was not found - century—Florida, Louisiana, Texas, and upon the skirts of Kentucky. the entire coast of Alabama and Mississippi ; 

vast regions acquired from France, Spain and 
A Mexico, within sixty years. Louisiana cost 

The Weapons of this War. 15,000-000 aiollace @hen oar acpelation wes 
; ‘Thee’ (N. cei 5,000,000, representing, of course, 90,000,000 

aa eS Be oe S: x) eee ote of dollars Se ae pant day. Florida ‘cost Times is a soldier, and now in Washington. | 5,999,000 dollars in 1820, when our population 
In a late letter to his paper, he thus remarks es less fies. 19,000,008, ental fo 46,000,000 

. ¢ ollars at the present day, besides the expenses ZS the weapons with which the battles are of General Jackson's °iwenidin 1818, and the 

likely to be won :— Florida war of 1840, in which some 80,000,000 
Some importance has been attributed to the | of dollars were thrown away for the purpose 

fact that the Southern men, as a general thing, | of driving a handful of starved Seminoles from 
are better marksmen than the soldiers of the | the Everglades. Texas cost 200,000,000 dol- 
North, and that they will consequently possess | lars, expended in the Mexican war, in addition 
a great advantage, through such superiority, |to the lives of thousands of brave men; be- 
in the hour of battle. But while I do not be- | sides $10,000,000 paid to her in 1850 for ceding 
lieve that this is the case to any great extent, | a tract of land, which was not hers, to New 
I would not, even if it were so, give much|Mexico. A great part of the expense of the 
consideration to the fact; for ¢n battle but few | military establishment of the United States 
special shots are made, and the coming strug- | has been incurred in defending the southwest- 
gle is not destined to be a contest of mere|ern frontier. The troops, meanly surprised 
markmanship or evolution. and betrayed in Texas, were sent there to pro- 

2 War began with the spear for its weapon;|tect her defenceless border settlements from 
after a variety of changes, through several| the tomahawk and scalping-knife. If, to all 
centuries, it yielded its refinements, and under | this expenditure, we add that of forts, the 
Napoleon III., on the fields of Magenta and | navy yards, court houses, the custom houses, 
Solferino, came back to the spear again. On| and other public buildings in these regions, 
those bloody and bitterly-contested fields, the 500,000,000 dollars of the public funds, of 
alert Zouaves and athletic Chasseurs d’ Afrique | which at least five-sixths are levied by indirect refused to accept the rations of powder and | taxation from the North and Northwest, have 
ball when served. out to the troops just previ-| been expended in and for the Gulf States in 
ous to battle; nay, when the charge was given, | this country. Would England, would France, 
even refused to discharge the loads which were | would any government on the face of the earth 
already in their weapons, but rushing forward | surrender, without a death struggle, such dear 
through the fire, they engaged the Austrians | bought territory.”
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The Future of the United States. NEWS SUMMARY. 

The North British Review, for May, thas |————————————————______—. 
closes an article on American affairs: DOINGS OF AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES. 

«There surely cannot be a permanent retro- =e SS 
gression and decay in a nation planted in the| State Fairs.—The ‘following table shows 
noblest principles of right and liberty and) the times and places for holding the several proportions, the vigorous and energetic ele- A 
ments of the world’s master races, in the midst | State Fairs arranged for 1861: 
of which the tone is given and the march is a nnn mnerve mene Bape 9—14 
led by that one of them which has never fal- | California “Roy tascen cerns IOS 
tered in its onward course, and which is pos- | New York,.................Watertown,. «= 1730 
sessed of such tenacity and versatility, that it Freeh acdeY yaneoreeeoane ORIEN reaer renee {ae 
is everywhere successful. The present calam-| Stenigay “Demi, «Be ity and confusion, probably form the crucible | Minnesota, ......-.......8t. Paul, ABT 

fires in which the Union is to be “ purified, on WeSt,..cocre .coceLODGOM, crvesscrsserersevece “© MPT 
made white, and tried,” in order that she may | 0°82 Oregon CitYjrrvnesemnO0tober I 

) take her destined place in the van of the : ; * 
world’s progress in Christianity and civiliza- The Wisconsin State watt has eet postpon- 
tion, fulfilling in the resistless march of her|¢4- For reasons, see Editorial Miscellany. 
dominant Anglo-Saxon race across the Ameri-| The Fair of the Wisconsin Agricultural and . 
Sues tae the sce et part Gospel Divine| Mechanical Association will be held at Mil- 
shall survive all changes, overthrow all evils | waukee, September 2—6. 
raga its meee enuaehe in the lat-| National Horse Show, Ottowa, Illinois, Sep- 

r days of our world’s history. eanivbien gil6. 

Washington on 0 + . 
cake peri County Fairs.—We have not yet been 

agannk ce Deen aie hy able to obtain a complete list : 
e following letter to Col. Henry Lee, then - 

in Congress. The letter is given by Irving, | Grawhvi 202020 7Praime da Ghicay7S8* e745 
yol. iv., p. 489, and the italics are those of Fe eS o eae 
Washington : IMNEDAZO,..ser0+srereneee OSD esseseeeernsene® 

“You talk, my good sir, of employing infu-| Richland 777"Metient Gotten, «BoB 
ence to appease the present tumult in Massa- [Pap or remmaatatied > pence é re 
chusetts. I know not where that influence is | U& Favette,---------.++..-Darlington, esses. 
to be found, or, if attainable, that it would be ere A ee ee 
4 proper remedy for the disorders. Influence 
is not government. Let us have a government STATE MATTERS. 
by which our lives, liberties and properties Ton ser ere Y 
may be secured, or let ts know the worst at| The Weather and the Crops.—With 
once. ae oe call for a decision. aoe the exception of about eight days—between 
precisely what the insurgents aim at. If they 9 ths pies r 
have real grievances, redress them, if possible; the 2d and 10th of the month—which were in: 
or acknowledge the justice of them, and your tensely hot, the weather of August has been 

inability to do it at the moment. If they have| as good as could be asked for harvesting and 
not, employ the force of Government against dioxin 
them at once. : 

ee RH ey Fie The crops have come in better, as a general 
Let the reins of Government then be braced | 4}; Coe it i i b 

and held with a steady hand, and every violn- | “i>&* ‘bam was anticipated, and it is believed 
tion be reprehended. If defective, let it be| that they will come up to the general average 
amended, but not suffered to be trampled upon | for the past several years. We shall soon have 

whilst it has an existence. the reports of threshers which will enable us pen Stree Sena 
Tue Sunraxperep Genenar.—After the| to estimate quite accurately the average per 

capture of Lord Cornwallis at Yorktown, he | acre of wheat, rye, oats, and barley. The corn 
was one day standing in the presence of Gen- 

eral ‘Washington with his head uncovered. | *°P showatn exnetin) aevsnced day sae fercens 
The General politely said to him: ‘My Lord, | ble weather of the last of July and the entire 
you had better be covered from the cold.” His | month of August, will not belarge. The pres- 
lordship, applying his hand to his head, re- t indicati that it will ri 
plied: “It matters little, sir, what becomes of | °2t indications are pen before 
this head now.” autumn frosts.
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Monetary.—But little change in financial | the last and the ‘most reluctant to leave the 
matters since our last issue. Exchange and/|field, Loss of this Regiment, 25 killed, 68 
gold can now be had for about 7 per cent. Gold | wounded, 66 missing. Total 159. The entire 

becoming a little more plenty. Of the ten|loss was about 841 killed, 1011 wounded and 

banks last discredited, two others—the La | 1216 missing. 
Crosse Co. Bank and Wisconsin Pinery Bank| Up to the present date (Aug. 20,) the great 

—have been made good. The Dodge Co. Bank | event of the month has been the battle near 

therefore alone remains. Of the list first dis-| Springfield, Mo., between Gen. Lyon’s forces 
credited, two more have also made good their | and those of the notorious Ben. McCuxtocu, 

securities—the Oneida Bank, (City of Berlin,) | Aug- 10th. The battle was a terrible one, be- 

and the Bank of Manitowoc. ing fought by us against an odds of almost 3 

er to 1; and though our arms were victorious, 
Military.—The 7th and 8th Regiments | pouting the enemy, burning his camp and bag- 

have been called into Camp Randall (the State | 5554 trains, we lost our noble leader and were 
Fair Grounds,) and already several companies, compelled by considerations of safety to fall 

have gone into quarters. The Cavalry Brigade back to Rolla—nearly 100 miles—where rein- 

is reported by Col. Daniens nearly full. Ef-|¢orcements could be furnished. The retreat 

forts are making to raise a Zouave Regiment, | was conducted in a masterly manner by Gen. 
with a good prospect of success. The First | gygpy, 

Regiment has just returned to Milwaukee,| Brig. Gen. Lyon had won the admiration of 

(August 20th,) and been mustered out of the | the whole country for his skill and energy as 
United States’ service. The men are in good |, General, and there is scarcely a man in the 
condition and a majority of them will re-enlist. | service whom the army and the people would 

Goy. Raxpaut has just received orders from | haye yielded up with more profound sorrow. 

the Secretary of War for five more Regiments| He was a graduate of West Point, and after 
and five batteries, and has accordingly issued | serving many years as a Captain on the fron- 
a proclamation calling for six Regiments. tiers in Florida, Texas, California, Oregon and 

Political.—Both ae pepbijivan’ and the Kansas, was stationed at ine opening of the 

Democratic State Central Committees have peoeeny iar eee StL omin; Aeaealj) mince 

called Conventions for the nomination of State Saee ce ae are familiar to all. He 

Officers for the ensuing two years—the Republi- | ‘ied at the head of his columns gallantly lead- 
. can to meet Sept. 25th, the Democratic, Oct. 2. ae = Sr: 

Our loss in the engagement is reported to 

have been about 200 killed and 600 or 700 

AAAS? BAR PEA ean wounded; that of enemy much larger. Their 

The War for the Union.—The battle at | leader, McCuttocs, is also believed to have 

Bull Run, which was bad enough in all con- | been killed. 

science for the Union side, turns out not to| Tired of the slipshod management of the 

have been so disgraceful as was feared at the | army in and about Washington, the President 

date of our last summary. | Our soldiers fought | has called Gen. McCLetian from Western Vir- 

like heroes until the panic, and probably would | ginia, where he was eminently successful, and 

have conquered, had they been led by brave/ placed him at the head of all the Divisions 

and skillful officers, despite the superior num-| heretofore under the divided command of 

bers of the enemy. The Wisconsin Second |Parrersox, Banxs, Mansrretp, McDowstt 

charged the enemy’s batteries like veteran | and others, with unusual powers. He has as- 

troops and covered themselves with glory. | sumed command and is putting things in much 

With the exception of their commander, who | better shape. An attack upon Washington is 

is said to have disgracefully fled, they were | still feared, the enemy having accumulated a
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force of 150,000 to 200,000 men almost under! If the States shall themselves eolleet and 

the shadow of the capital. Scorr is loth to| pay over the’ tax a deduction of 15 per cent. 

belieye an attack is intended, but intends to be | will be made; otherwise the Federal Govern- 

ready. Maj. Gen. Woor has been ordered to | ment will appoint its own officers and make 

Fortress Mgnroe to succeed Maj. Gen. Burien, | the collections. If any States refuse either to 

who has gone to Massachusetts to raise troops. | collect or, allow to be collected, the amount 

In the West, Maj. Gen. Fremont is laboring} shall accumulate against them, with interest, 

with great energy to strengthen the defences | until paid. All incomes which amount to over 

in Missouri, and to collect an army that shall | $800 exclusive of the expense necessary to the 
put to route the Rebel army of Gen. Pirtow. | business itself, are taxed 8 per cent. on the ex- 

Kentucky has at last laid off her robes of|cess. Thus the man whose income or salary 

base indifference ‘and openly espoused the} amounts to $1,000, will pay a tax of 3 per 

cause of the Union by a majority of 50,000 at | cent. on $200, or $6. 

the polls. Both branches of her new Legisla-| The Tariff is also modified to some extent, so 

ture will be almost unanimous against the Re- | as to bear more heavily upon articles of luxury. 

bellion. Kentucky and Tennessee have been| A law was likewise passed confiscating the 

formed into a military department, under the | property (including slaves) of all persons found 

title of the Department of Cumberland ; Brig. | in open rebellion against the Government. 

Gen. Ropert AnpeRson in charge. Among the important confirmation of Presi- 

The blockade, thus far, has not been very | dential appointments are those of Mr. Morey, 

efficient, but active measures have been taken | the historian, as Minister to Austria; Gov. 

to make it so. If Secretary Wetis cannot | Raxpatt, as Minister to Rome, vice Gen. Kina, 

bring to the task the requisite energy, sonie | resigned; Judge M. M. Jacxsoy, of Wis., as 

other man will soon be called to his place. The | Consul to Halifax; Col. Hamriton, of 3d Reg. 
President is unfaltering in his resolution and | Wis. Volunteers, as a Brig. General. 

hope, and will leave nothing undone which may The Committee of Investigation to ferret* out 

seem to be necessary to the rescue of our belov- the traitors yet retained Lg Clerks in the Execu- 

ed country from the doom which threatens it. | tive departments at Washington, of which Joun 
= F. Porrer was Chairman, made some startling 

Congressional—After an active session, | discoveries and effected numerous removals. 

Congress: adjourned Aug. 6th. Besides the a 
confirmation of appointments made by the FORRIGN AFEAIRG. 

Rvcaiient, pat dittlo-wes done shad had not 4/ The Government of England still graciously 

nn ae ni tbaresnet apd declares its intention of neutrality! but its 

without much opposition. The following is eel aete eon ven oo en 
the apportionment to the several States : Times, keeps up its misrepresentation of the 

Maine, ossscesseeeeee $420,828 Indiana, ....ssessee $904,875 | i88ues between the Government of the U. 8. 
Te ios Mien ici de wana and the Rebels, and omits no occasion to prove, 

on res Sega aes pest in a cowardly covert way, her secret wish that 

Connecticut,.......+ 308,214 Michigan,............. 501,763 | our boasted Republic may make a magnificent 
New York,-.-.ce.--+--2,608,918 Florida,...-.essseeeeee 77,522 | 
New Jersey, 450,134 TeXA8,...00ee-0eeereee 355,106 | failure. 

Balielr<Atiat Wistasiayss-2 fuses | ‘The course of France and the Imperial Press 
Mac BO alrni  SABE 5yjuat and courteous. Prussia also, and Rus- | 

Dore Garolina ee S104 Cregonewiwvwwwe $514 | sia have taken occasion to declare their sym- 
yore nati on on eeporeongiea _ pathy with the cause of the Union. : ' 

Mississippi,... ........ 413,084 Nebraska, ......... 19,821] Italy, since the acknowledgment of her inde- 
Louisiana,............ 385,886 Nevada, s+. 4,501 
Lee a tines Calera apeerrreons: er pendence by Napoleon IIT., has assumed a more 

Tennessce,............ 669/498 Dist. Columbia...... 49,437 | stable form and is now quite free from agitation.
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Union and of the State tural Society, will EDITORIAL MISCELLANY. | Snion.ond othe State agricultural society, wil appre oe ]} Committe, and that nothing will be mye aprerd " Whe State Fair for 1861 Postponed a, | miitidual farmers or County Agricultural Societies, thet The State Fair for 1861 Postponed.—since may be necessary to the best development and progress our first connection with the Farmer, we have written = = eae ees asa State, during this period ne words with so much reluctance and regret as those of Very respectfully your ob’t servan the caption above. The war and all its necessary con- ae. HOYT, Sec'y WS AS comitants have been a discouraging circumstance since | [State papers please copy Circular, or otherwise notice.] Seen ee eee 

carly summer, and one which bes occasioned postpone- Corrections.—in an article in July number on ments of like exhibitions in several of the other States; A ee ae ere os = ul.| TU™BiPs, (page 220,) the types made us recommend two mt restlving the mportence of Jeoping up eee _, | and @ haif pounds of seed to be sown to the acre! We tural operations of the country, as a source of revenue conistasy net ee ielseicedioie den and the only means of subsisting our armies, we were | “*t'nlY intended nal fiema, judicious thinning out, at that, We presume no one has disposed to double our efforté, and, by dint of energy and been misled by a recommendation so palpably erroneous, hard work, hold an exhibition which should be succsssful ¢ . but as we aim to be perfectly sound in all matters per- in spite of the times. This is the spirit in which, up to a| 
ining to our profession, we are not willing to let it pass recent date, we have labored for that end, and the same without correction. 

spirit has likewise animated the other members of the ae 
State Board. Circumstances over which we have had no 

control have thwarted us, however, and as a Sacretary of CORRESPONDENCE. 
the State Agricultural Society, we have found it neces- as ae Toman, August 4, 1861. sary to issue the following circular letter to members of | pr, 3. Wy, Horr, Sec’y &c, ae ee ee 
the General Committee: ee Sir ee sole nats of one oe mittees at State Fair; also a list in from tent Stare Acricutturat Rooms, Office. Will you note on the ee return it early, Mapison, August, 1861. advising at what season of the year to be sown, and quite Dear Sir :—When it became apparent that th ige your ob’t servant, tulty of our Government, would necessitnne ance Pa, ROBT. E.GILLETT, the traitors who had taken up arms for its destruction, Prest. of Monroe Co. Agricultural Society. and that siete aceon of troops ater) to be —-: Wanted from this State, the Commander-in-Chief of the| Rewanxs op 1uz Ep—! 1 nam, Wisconsin Militia found it desirable to establish a Camp pea iiirset wee ancetest Dirge at Madison. The State Fair Grounds, being admirably | Suitable to act on committees at the State Fair we are adapted to the purposes of an encampment and easily | much obliged. For although it came months after the Pn mht Goaee ee Regiments, | Committees had been made out and published by the So. were naturally desired by the Governor, who was anx-| ciety, it shows that such reports from the County Societies ious to be able to make prompt and patriotic Tesponses to the urgent demands of the Federal Government ;—| 2” be made, and is therefore an encouraging circum- scoondingty. ithe. Executive Committee, glad of their | stance; besides it may be filed and consulted when we al wor the State and advance the canse Baton, cheerfully fendered to Hie Excellency « fhe use of| Come to prepare our next Premium List. Fair Grouns & Campus Martius, until such time] The list of varieties of wheat consists princi of as the Society should deem the claims of the Arts of peels Peace paramount to those of war.” They were gratefully | those which have not been tried in this country, and we, accepted = the Governor and immediately occupied by | therefore, know but little about some of them,—nothing Se fhe liar ane toes ein | about ataere: it a CUA coeaa ad as Pale Gas Would be abceereus improvements and enlargements | to send out specimens of grain without some account of 

Seal sanremsie eek ee UT RADI ee nn | dint itetulinaa oe g eieg they should be Bubsequently the 5th and oth Regiments were encamp- | sown. ed upon the Grounds, and it began to appear doubtful : whether the Soclety sould nore driven to the alterna- | ‘The following is the list referred to: tive of either postponing its Fair or insisting upon future | 1. Noe Wheat from France. Regiments being quartered, at however great expense | 2. White Flint from Algeria. and inconvenience, in other portions of the State. The |. 8. Poulard Wheat, France. improvements referred to were valueless to the Society; | 4. Chevalier Barley, France. indeed it would cost a thousand dollars to get rid of them.| 5. Spelt, Germany. At Was determined in Executive Council, therefore, not-| 6. Common Rivet Wheat, France. [ithstanding the arrangements, including the issue of | 7. Red Wheat from Turkey. = ee ae pry teg epee ps of o 8. Red Wheat from Italy. et r interests of the and coun: and postpone the Fae for one year, in case any consider. We have no very accurate knowledge of either the able additional number of troops should be demanded of | “Noe,” the “ Poulard,” or the “Rivet.” Haye written to Seen pe Seo Rovers Seaeld Sal that the Goomnds |, Gaice Check ot tha'dghcdthatal arcioer Satie Patent The recent call of the Tth and Sth Regiments to this | Office bureau of the Department of the Interior, and shall Sere ant Go ret deter Seats of Temedin can ae oar | publish the results of our inquiries at the earliest date. ies of Artillery have decided those questions an rine, No, 2, we understand to be a winter wheat and of good therefore, been instructed by the Executive Committee 2 to publish the postponement. quality. Whether the Algerian is much of an improve- 
Tie neem ra casino profound rsrt a ment upon the White Flint of England and this country, even more now than ever, e ral interests of the country should be carefully fostered, | Femains to be seen. It is confidentiy believed, however, that all friends of the No. 4, is an excellent quality of spring barley, highly
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Seen 

esteemed in France for malting purposes. It requires | the same, and by comparing reports, we may arrive at 
about two weeks longer time to mature than the ordi-| some valuable conclusions in this new branch of product- 

nary barley, but will bear sowing that much earlier. _| ive industry. J.C. PLUMB. 
Spelt is a coarse kind of wheat quite common in France, | Maison, Wis., August 5th, 1861. 

Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Spain, and Northern Africa. | [Thanks for the information and for the samples, which, 
It yields well, but is only about two-thirds as heavy as | though coarse, damp and very dark colored, are never- 
common wheat. The kernel is large and requires milling | theless undeniably Sugar.) 

to separate it from its chaff. The famous Nuremberg and ee 
Frankfort starch and flour are made from Spelt wheat. | 5. wy, Hoyr, Esq, Foorvits, Wie., July 29, 1861. 
It shoutd be sown in the spring and with the chaff on. Dear Sir :—I saw a notice in the July number of the 

Nos. 7 and 8, are probably spring varieties, but of this | qisconsin Furmer of Dorking Fowls. Will you take the 

pomrematcertss: trouble to write me where they can be obtained, and 
Any winter wheat may be converted into a spring va-| the price per pair. Yours truly, HA, EGERTON. 

riety by germinating in the early winter and keeping it 
frozen until the sowing time in the spring. <== 

ae Book Notices. 
Sugar Cane Sugar.—Ep. Wis. FarMen:—Follow- — . 

ing some well timed practical remarks on this subject on an eae eo ee State Goreme 
the last No. of the Furmer, you express the wish to| ments of the United States.—By E. D. Mansriztp, late 
know if any one has made sugar “without the use of any | _ Professor of Constitutional Law.—A. 8. Barus & Bunn, 
chemical agent weaterenss; This is not a new book, but rather a new edition of an old 

Now as this subject is out of our professional field, we | on6 which has been more popular than any other of its 
accept your gratuitous compliment with the reservation | ciass ever published in this country. Besides showing 
that you know not all the disciples of “old Sorghum” | the form of organization of the State and National Gov- 
who persevere in “raising cane” for the “Union” and} urnments, and explaining the rules which govern the 
Northern independence. (May their shadows thicken.) | action of all legislative bodies, it contains all the recent 

But to the question: We answer that we have several | Jecisions of the Supreme Court on Constitutional Law, 
pounds on hand which we produced from Sorgho and | with the recent acts of Congress and the Executive. In 
Imphe last year, and in the manufacture of which no| 4 word it is the Science of Government as it exists in 
chemical agent whatever was used: action, and is earnestly commended to every American 

Samples enclosed and some reserved for exhibition at | citizen, ‘The Price is about $1. 
the next State Fair. And asastill further item of news 
to you, we present you a specimen of Sugar made at the CO ee ae unis bce ent tee 
last State Fair, where in connection with another man | Canadas.—Office, Washington St., Boston. 
we were the uufortunate competitors for the premium on| An interesting pamphlet of 175 pages. It treats of the 

Sorghum, &c., but did there make a very superior article | History, Geography, Climate, Minerals, Soils, and Pro- 

of Syrup, small quantity of which was saved and grain- | ductions of Hayti; also of the People, their Religion, : 

ed ina few weeks. Education, Government, Foreign Commerce, Internal 
‘The amount of Cane planted in Wisconsin this year is | Industry, &c., &c. The several chapters are written in 

small compared with last, but it is planted generally by | Mr. Repraru’s best style, and the whole work is a pleas- 

men who do not believe in “fail,” and we believe it will | ing and effective presentation of the claims of the Hay- 

be demonstrated no humbug, but a practical valuable | tian Republic to the attention of the Black Race on the 

addition to our home productions, and supply a great | American Continent and throughout the world. At some 
desideratum to our domestic economy, especially in con- | future time, we may condense some of its most interest- 

nection with the use and preparation of summer fruits. | ing information into an article for the Fanwzn. 

Pyeicerenire dries See tare ‘TRANSACTIONS OF THE StaTe AGRICULTURAL SocteTy.—A 

Scctsaoe aceliinabet Ws adgrecs number of County Agricultural Societies have not yet or- 
‘We have one variety of the Imphé growing from peed | dred their quota (20 copies) of the Transactions for 

ralsed by us last year—planted about the 25th of May, now | 1858-0. Do they not want them for premiums this Fall? 

stands four to five feet. It is showing some seed panicles —_—_—_—— 

and promises to mature quite carly. NOTICES OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 
‘We are decidedly opposed to the use of chemical com- ———— 
pounds in domestic manufacture, yet it may be demon-| Attention is called to new advertisements of Kirby's 

strated of value in scientific hands. Reaper, with Self-Raker attachment, by D. J. PowErs; 

In the manufacture of our two acres, we shall intro-| Of Waupun Pumps, by Woop & MoGreaon; 
duce some new mechanical process and perhaps experi-| Of Attorneys’ services and agencies for the transaction 

ment chemically; shall also keep a just account of every | of business with the State Offices, by Waxzuer & Vizas. 

procedure, and would suggest to every Cane grower to do All are believed to be worthy of public consideration.
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[avvertisemcyr.] longer time than one 7garzall moneys received from them, ess the Tates = ie ey are an 
Semi-Annual Statement of the Business of $1 50 paid Agents for survey and policy, sienna 

=e Company, from othe Se will at the setting up of additional stoy. 
Madison Mutual Insurance pany — low the yy January 1st to June 30th, 1861. itn Tomaralf the same fm no room to another jout notifying the Company. such additi we i iectestee ened aeeee Tan, 1/40 2,960 | Slterations and repairs as do not increase the hese? Tital amount ed prone asred” Roneceee.= Me diminish the value of the property insured. hahaa ocean 10st ambien let 4x th—It will pay all damage caused by the effect Total amount of premium notes” of lightning to the property insured, whether the bull received thereon,...+..se...+-+ 51,479 44 aot neds OF otherwise damaged, not exceeding the Totat amount of cash premiums ‘th.—It will hold itself responsible for the correct: 

received thereon,.............. 26,096 61 of the murvays an other offical acta of agents. = , 3 Sea -—It will not insure over-hazardous property, be- Total premiums rec'd in notes and $77,576 05 loving as they fo,that the homes of our fatnilies alould 
CASH, .0002s0eceeccceccceoeeees é not be liable to to pay losses incurred. on 7 a5 of losses paid since erty in the hands of reckless speculators not only at 
wate eiacenasis reel 2,736 47 to fire and lightning, but to wind and water, as cities and jount losses rocess commercial Ds. s Of settlement, ....-srerecerweee 3,064 83 9th.—The Premium notes given to this Co, for insurance ———— 5,801 30 | expires - all cases a = polleiee for which they were 71.774 75 | Sven and are not held by the pany as a tual Balance)...-.+.seeseesseeeeeeseeeese $71,774 7 indebtedness against the aa thie feature this F1ga9 | Company overcomes a very formidable objection raket ‘Whole number of policies issued to date,.... 11,539 | against other Mutual oataaion My 1 

RY Anm’t of capital accumulated to July 1, 1861, $182,164 24 | sonsranrrar, REASONS FOR INSURING HOME. 7 - foregoing — a be seen — the — STEAD PROPERTY IN THIS COMPANY. | 
ny has done a ys e us business durin; - the first hair of this your, stony gaining pee tee eee a It _ a institution, locat-d at the Capital of amount heretofore done, aud numbering about three thon. | the a into Ite poche, acuity for members to in- sand policies for the last six months. We congratulate | stitute Fas ss — Operations, and for the set- [Bg members of the company upon the prosperity which | Hement of losses through their representatives athe Leg- has attended its business, and trust that this report will | lature, and the State officers, not only be satisfactory to them, but will attract the} 2 It is a Mutual Company, thus afording cheaper favorable notice of all who have property to insure. : Cee Security than can be obtained in Stock e compauy now embraces about 10,00 members, in- , cluding thousunds of the best farmers and business men | 3. Its capital stock consists of premium notes of the of the State, and offering privileges, economy and safety | Parties insured, and cannot be squandered by corrupt to the insured to # greater degree than any other compa- | officers, or become the basis of speculation to the mans- ny doing business in the State. We invite a careful peru. | €T8; but ean only be called In to Pay losses and other ab- sal of the foregoing statements, and a close investigation | *olatrly necessary fxpenses; while stock companies receive of the principles and rules of the company. the fall amount of premium in advance, and often invest D. WORTHINGTON, Secretary. | it in stocks which are liable to become worthless, causing general embarrassment to the companies, and rendering The following is a list of the Officers and Directors and | unsafe the insured. ® general summary of the Company's system of operation: | 4. It confines its operations to the State of Wisconsin; : and to the insurance of Farm Property, and strictly isolates The Directors and Officers elected for the year 1861, are buildings, with their contents, in villages ung as follows: Ty 5. It is one of the oldest and most successful com- D. J. POWERS, Madison, Dane Co. Panies in the North-west Having always paid its losses J. W. BOYD, Walworth Co. Promptly and without litigation. DAVID ATWOOD, Madison, Dane Co. 6. It is under the control of the insured Parties, each D. WORTHINGTON, Waukesha Co. one having a vote in the choice of its officers, at the com- 8. D. HASTINGS, Trempeleau Co. mencement of every year, either in person or by proxy. B. F, HOPKINS, Madison, Dane Co. We would call attention to the following able article from . L. BASFORD, Grant Co. the “Madison State Journal,” of July 30, 1860, on the H. H. GILES, Dane Co. subject of Mutual Insurance: F 8. R. MoCLELLAN, Kenosha Co. — AUBERT WOOD, Dane nO INSURANCE—THE MUTUAL PLAN. NEY, Green Lake Co. ae ‘nsurance Companies is becom ZIMOTHY BROWN, Madison, Dane Co. rae geveral in oat esters cleo at wachcaeees 0. T. MAXSON, Pierce Co. to te t * ORRIN GUERNSEY. Rock Co. esame thing. It is a system upon which the profits CICERO COMSTOCK, Milwaukee. poligy mance are divided between the stockholders and EE AQSIAGUR LE Gros coco, | olga a te New ar ©.¥. HASTINGS, Madison, Dane Co. Tesults of several large compznics in that city, and showing OFFICERS.: great success. It says that ten companies fn New York me, have adopted pation system with Re ge Na eel eminent advantage to the public. The “Independent ” S.D.H [ASTINGS, Treasurer. says the plan “must &radually supercede all other x D. WORTHINGTON, Secretary. tems, and compel the older companies to adopt it.” G. ¥. HASTINGS, General Agent. the Mos Pendens te sO peta ee Stine aereet ing for | tan Bath of thee Saupe atte emeent Me Ist—This Company will not insure any building for companies present a clein more than two thirds its cash waren Droferting in ali ca. | having never failed to meet their engagements Promptly. Ses to insure not more than one half the actual yalue—| These are only fair specimens of the many Mutual thereby keeping in view the protection of the insured | Paniesin the country, and the only difference between these and the interests of the Company. cld Mutual Companies and the one referred to by the “In- 2d.—This Company will not insure more than $2,000 in | dependent,” is, that the old Mutua? Companies receive but one risk. 

small portioa of the premium in cash, leaving the larger Sd—It will not insure any dwellings standing within | Portion to remain uncalled for unless absolutely needed, twenty feet of each other. [hile the New York Companies receive the entire premiom 4a 4th—It will refund to any person insuring for a in cash, with the promise of paying back a part if not
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; The Two Furrows. Fall Plowing. 

oo There are some localities in this State in 
The spring-time came—but not with mirth— which fall-sown crops succeed very well; but ‘The banner of our trust, aa eines And with it the best hopes of earth the rule is in favor of seeding in the spring. 
Were trailing in the dust. The consequences are two-fold and diverse in 

‘The Farmer saw the shame from afar, their character—an excellent opportunity, in 
And stopped his plough afield; most cases, to plow in the fall, and a culpable “Not the blade of peace, but the brand of war, A # ‘This arm of mine must wield. postponement, in many cases, of the plow ing 

“ Whon traitor hands that flag would stain, until spring. The time will madoubsediy come 
Their homes let women keep; when none except the really shiftless farmer, 

Until its stars burn bright again, will fail to appreciate the importance of fall 
Hat others sow: and reap: plowing, but at present, the custom is by no The Farmer sighed—* A life-time long means universal, 
The plough has been my trust; be In truth it were an arrant wrong There are three great reasons in its favor: 
To leave it now to rust.” In the first place it may be considered as a 

With ready strength the Farmer tore question of time. Were our grain fields con- 
oe aE os the ae fined to a few acres, as is the case in most of nd to the village smith he bore 
That plough-share stout and good. the Eastern States, they could be plowed and 

‘The blacksmith’s arms were bare and brown, made ready for the seed in the spring time. And loud the bellows roared; But, on the contrary, they are often vast in 
‘The Farmer flung his plough-share down— extent, and their preparation involves an 
oe ae eran! amount of labor that could not be performed 

And then a merry, meenty chiins: in the short spring season which divides our The sounding anvil rung; z cs sis Good sooth, it was a nobler rhyme lingering winter from the short and precipitate 
Than ever poet sung. summer. To those who haye large farms, fall 

The blacksmith wrought with skill that day, plowing is therefore a necessity. 
The blade was keen and bright, But, secondly, the cold and shifting weather And now where thickest is the fray - : 2 ‘The Farmer leads the fight. of winter is calculated to act beneficially upon 

Not as of old that blade he sways the soil, disintegrating mineral masses, and 
To break the meadow’s sleep, reducing them to a condition capable of solu- “ But through the rebel ranks he lays tion by water and assimilation by the plant. A furrow broad and deep. * 5 i 2 : es This process is known as weathering and is one bi - : pe eaewahe os eae ae of great importance in agricultural economy. 

Right well he wots what blessings crown Finally, fall plowing throws up and exposes 
The furrow of the Plough. to destruction by freezing innumerable worms 

“But better is to-day’s success,” and insects noxious to vegetation. Thus the Thus ran the Farmer’s word— is * e For uations ot. cabore shall. biass chinch bug and some other insects known ie 
This furrow of the Sword.”—Harper’s Weekly. be destructive of wheat, after fulfilling their 

.
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mischievous mission penetrate the earth and | residing, as appears by the date, near Notting- 
. * di ham, Prince George’s Co., Md., and was ad- 

there re natal the: eno ms srr when dressed to Hon- Henry L. Ellsworth, at that 
they are waked into new life by the genial | time Commissioner of Patents: 
warmth of the vernal sun, and again go forth) «Sim:—I received yours of the 14th, making 
on their errand of putting to naught the labors tary yeepeane at a te oe SS 

5 you understood I had raised. ve the pleas- 
and blasting the hopes of the hushandman. | tre to say that I have brought this corn to its 
We do not intend to say that fall plowing is a| high state of perfection by carefully selecting 

sure and infallible remedy against this class of | the best seed in the field for a long course of 
c “j ._ | years, having a special reference to those stalks 
insects, but we do say that its tendency is| which produced the most ears. When the corn 
remediable, and further, that the difference in | was husked I then made a re-selection, taking 

; only that which appeared sound and fully ripe 
Se pemaie, See pate ae = having regard to nia deepest and best color, as 
fall and spring plowed lands, even side by side, | well as to the size of the cob. In the spring, 
is often so marked as to force conviction upon befare Sranae ge cee) I scamined it again, 

*. : and selec! that which was St In al respects. 

the minds of the most incredulous. In shelling the corn, I omitted to take the ir- 
In view of all these reasons we earnestly | regular kernels at both the large and small 

hope that the work of preparing for next ends. I have carefully followed this mode of 
‘ . a . | Selecting seed corn for twenty-two or twenty- 

year’s crop,—now well begun,—will contin- | three years, and still continue so todo. When 
ue as uninterruptedly as possible until com- | I first commenced, it was with a common kind 

= a F of corn, for there was none other in this part 
ee ee eee len? ae of the country. At first I was troubled to find 
proposed crop be wheat or something else. | stalks with even two good ears on them, perhaps 

There is no crop but that will be benefitted by | 0n¢ ae oe ane small one, veo Zood 
. * “a ear and ‘a nubbin.’ It was several years be- 

this system of fall tillage—none that will not | fore T could discover much benefit resulting 
suffer for the want of it. If, when spring | from my efforts; however, at length the qual- 

comes, you find time to plow again, don’t be ay and quantity began to improve, and the 
3 A ., | mprovement was then very rapid. At present 

afraid, but go heartily about it. The soil|1 do not pretend to lay up any seed without it 
naturally loves good, thorough cultivation, ae stalks which bear four, Bee or six 

* : ears. ave seen stalks bearing eight ears. 
and will return you many fold for all your One of my neighbors informed me that he had 

extra labor. a single stalk with ten perfect ears on it, and 
i that he intended to send it to the Museum at 

ing 8 Baltimore. In addition to the number of ears 
= ‘o Sass and of course the great increase in quantity 

It is of the greatest importance to have good | Unshelled, it may be mentioned that it yields 
seed. Mom depends upon this than upon a|™uch more than common corn when shelled. 
proper preparation of the ground and good Some gentlemen, in whom I have full confi- 

culture, although these are considerations of dence, informed me they shelled a barrel (10 
no small weight; yet if a farmer plants poor | bushels of ears) of my kind of corn, which 
seed he can hope for but a small crop, even if| Shelled corn measured a little more than six 

the other requisites are attended to. One of | bushels. The common kind of corn will meas- 
our neighbors was obliged to replant his field | Ure about five bushels only. TI believe I raise 
of four acres of corn, the past spring, on ac-|4ouble or nearly so to what I could with any 
count of the first seed being poor. Wishing to | °ther corn I have ever seen. I generally plant 
change his seed, he obtained some from a|™y corn about the first of May, and place the 
friend who traced up his seed corn, and hung hills five feet apart each way, and have two 
it in the chamber above where his corn was | stalks in a hill. 
placed todry. This injured the vitality of the =e 
seed, and it germinated but poorly. Mulching Winter Wheat. 

We have often urged the practice of saving — 
the most forward ears for seed, and of gather-| Our winter wheat crop is generally seriously 
ing it in the field from stalks producing two or | injured, and sometimes entirely destroyed, by 
more ears each. We publish below a letter | our winter weather. At the North, where the 
originally published in the V. £. Farmer twenty | snow covers the ground four or five months in 
years ago, and also recently issued in many of | the winter, the crop is much more certain, for 
our agricultural journals, which goes far to|it is protected by the snow; but in our lati- 
settle this point with regard to the selection of | tude the wheat has no such protection—the 
seed corn. It was written by Mr. Baden, then | ground is barenearly all winter. Our climate, 

.
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too, is very changeable, far more so than a Fixed Facts in Agriculture. 4 more northern or southern one. Alternate re thawing and freezing is going on most of the} 1. All lands on which clover or the grasses |/ 
winter. If the sun comes out brightly upon | ®¥¢ grown, must either have lime in them na- |) the earth even in rather cold weather, the | turally, or that mineral must be artificially {4 ground is thawed, and at night again freezes. | Supplied. It matters but little, whether it be | 

The result of this thawing and freezing is | SUpplied in the form of stone lime, oyster lime, that the wheat plants are heaved out of the | a { 
ground and destroyed. Now if this freezing|2- All permanent improvement of lands must 
and thawing could be prevented, the crop might | 100k to lime as its basis, 2 
be saved. We are going to recommend a plan| 3. Lands which have been long in culture, which, though it will not be an entire prevent- | Will be benefited by applications of phosphate ive, yet will aid very much in preventing the | of lime, and it is unimportant whether the de- 
upheaval of the plants. It is this: When you| ficiency be supplied in the form of bone dust, sow your wheat, which should be done pretty | guano, native phosphate of lime, composts of early, also sow on the same ground oats or fish, ashes, or that of oyster-shell lime, or marl 
buckwheat to act as a mulching during the | —if the land needs liming also. winter. The oats or buckwheat will get up a| _4. No lands can be preserved in a high state 
foot or two, and be cut down by the frost, and | of fertility, unless clover and the grasses are 
afford an excellent protection to the wheat | *ultivated in the course of rotation. plants all winter. 5. Mold is indispensable in every soil, anda We ask our readers to try this experiment | healthy Supply can alone be preserved through 
on a small seale, and report the result through | the cultivation of clover and the grasses, the the Valley Farmer. We believe they will say | t™ing in of green crops, or by the application 
that where the oats or buckwheat was sown, | of composts rich in the elements of mold. the crop was less affected.— Valley Farmer. 6. All highly concentrated animal manures 

are snanoaeed ae ae ine Benstts Bee 
lon, admixture wi! aster, salt, or pul- The Farm Under Your Farm. a Sisserak e : yi 

Farmers, you have skinned the soils of Wis- 7. Deep plowing greatly improves the pro- 
consin long enough. For many years you ache Don cre of every variety of soil, that is 

have been exhausting the surface of its rich| 8, Sub-soiling sound land, that is, land that 
elements, until, in many places, leanness and | is a ee is eminently conducive to increased ¥ roduction. 
poverty are all that seem to be left. Forty| PP“ Vee tand should be thoroughly drain- 
bushels of wheat to the acre, once, ten to| ed. 

twenty now!—except now and then at long| , 10. All grain crops should be haryested be- x iS fore the grain is thoroughly ripe. intervals, when God takes pity on you and} 1]. Clover as well as the grasses intended 
sends his drouth-pumps to suck up the wealth- am bey, wala be monet when a bison: 4 : 2. Sandy lands can be most effectually im- bearing moisture from the treasure depths be- proved by ‘ lay. When such lands oy tae 
low, and so gives you a glorious harvest like liming or marling, the lime or marl is most 
that of 1860, just to reassure your faith in the | beneficially applied when made into compost 

4 with clay. In slaking lime, salt brine is bet- good old calling of your choice. ter than water. 
Hankering after more land? What for? 18. The chopping or grinding of grain to be There is a good new farm only four, five, or | fed to stock, operates as a saving of at least 

ee twenty-five per cent. six inches beneath your old one !—use that. 14. Draining of wet lands and marshes adds 
Deep plowing and subsoiling are golden | to tigi yale by ae a 

.| and by improving the of neighborhoods. keys to a wealth of which most rene Sar ne 15. To marree or lime wet landers to throw ers have never yet dreamed. They insure the manure, lime and labor away. 
better position and condition of the mineral} 16. Shallow plowing operates to impoverish food ted. by. the ole ‘il ft the soil, while it decreases production. ‘ood required by the plant, @ porous soil for| 17 By stabling and shedding stock through 
the easy penetration of tender rootlets, eration me a a ips of ee the me may 

. . . . e effected; that is, one-fourth less food will and oxydation of oe soil, easier riddance of answer than when such stock may be exposed 
excessive water during the wet season, absorp- | to the inclemencies of the weather. 
tion of moisture and fertilizing gases during] 18. A bushel of plaster per acre, sown broad- i Putte aronths and. tuiaits piceee taco cast over clover, will add one hundred per cent. seg 9 vy to its produce. 
MUCH BETTER crops! 19. Periodical applications of ashes tend to
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keep up the integrity of soils, by supplying |the dews, the rain, and the air; the bark of 
most if not all of the organic substances. the tree should be kept in a healthy condition, 

20. Thorough preparation of land is abso-| by scraping when necessary, and by alkaline 
lutely necessary to the successful and luxu-| washes.—Ohio Farmer. 
riant growth of crops. a 

21. Abundant crops cannot be grown for a Land Drainage. 
succession of years, unless care be taken to — 
provide an equivalent for the substances carried | Now is the best season of the whole year for 

off the land in the products grown thereon. | the important work of drainage. The low wet 
22. To preserve meadows in their product- i, Z 

iveness, it is necessary to harrow them every lands are dry and accessible, and yet suffici- 
—e autumn, apply top dressing, and roll| ently moistened by the autumn rains, so as not 
them up. a : 2. en stiff clays are benefited by fall ana |‘ be hard snd difficult to cut. It is also the 

winter plowings; but should never be plowed | Season at which, in this wheat-growing State, 
while they are wet. If at such plowings the | other important farm operations crowd less 
furrow be materially deepened, lime, marl or aD. ? 
ashes should be applied. upon the time and energies of the husband- 

-24. Young stock should be moderately fed | man. b+ 

with grain in winter, and receive generous sup-| ¢ any of our readers are not yet fully con- 
plies of long provender, it being essential to| . 7 a x 
keep them in fair condition, in order that the | Vinced of the value of thorough drainage, we | 
formation = muscle, eT ae be en- | hope they will, at least, be willing to test it on 

rr 3 : é \ coun SeatEE Ce chon ABs kept in |® small seale—making the experiment in some 
dry, moderately warm, but well ventilated | field of stiff, cold, clay soil of which but little 

quarter; fed and watered three times a day;| has been expected and less obtained. Or, if 
salted twice or thrice a week ; have clean beds; x a 
be curried daily; and in addition to their long | 2° Yet prepared to prove the utility of it in a | 
provender, should receive succulent food morn- | single small grain field, suppose you give the | 
ing and evening. | 

26. Full complements of tools and imple- ea eect ears eoiehogirest | 
ments of husbandry are intimately connected | they can do under favorable cireumstances. 
with the success of the husbandman. 

27. Capital is not only necessary to agricul- Patent Office Wheats. 
tural success, but can be as properly used in ra - 
farming as in any other occupation. In our last we referred to several kinds of 

28. Punctuality in engagements is as neces-| Wheat forwarded to soniétof the Agricultural 
sary to an agriculturist as it is to a merchant. Societies of this niisi 

29. Every husbandman should carefully read RA ERS a Nae ESS, rome, Ovens are 
and digest matters connected with his business; | of them when the desired information should 
his success being as dependent upon a full) have been received. Meantime, the following 
knowledge of its principles and details, as is 2 a 

| that of a lawyer or physician with a knowl- from a correspondent of the Country Gent. will 

edge of the science of law or physic. be interesting: 
30. Wheat, rye, oats and barley should never ; 

follow each other in a course of rotation ; there Se eae “Aspens - Gone tecee 

eee be an intervening hoe crop be-| apo ie as sent a quantity of the above- 
. 2 e named wheat to the Patent Office, a small 
31. Weeds should never be permitted to ma-| sample of which I received, and sowed it two 

ture their seed on a farm, but be pulled up or| oars in succession: but at thal dae k taaw 
cut down as often as they show themselves, aethin eiodt the ealtive of wint * t ed 
such being the only @ffectual method of eradi=} sowed £. too 1nbe4ad. thew Rie cat ‘ ? . eason—it was mostly 
eating them. To insure this result, the ground destroyed by the midge. I sayed what little 
should be planted in corn, and that kept clean. | i), midge left—perhaps half a gill—which was 

32. Time and labor devoted to the collection | put in a package and marked, and remained in 
of materials to be converted into manure, are | my seed-box till six years ago, when I received 
the most fruitful sources of profit in the whole | several Bogkages from the Patent Office. These, 
range of farm economy. with the White Flint, were sown—the Flint 

33. The orchard, to be productive of good, | yielding the best. From that small beginning 
fair fruit, requires to be fed as much as does a | I have every year since raised fair crops of it, 
field of grain. The soil of each requires;that | and sold many bushels for seed. I think it is 
the substance abstracted by the crops shall be | the handsomest sample of the lot. This sea- 
restored. The soil should be kept clean and | son it has not been injured by rust or midge. 
open. to the ameliorating influences of the sun, | Last week, had some of it threshed; it weigh-
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ed 64 Ibs. per bushel, and yielded 48 Ibs. of (From the Country Gentleman.) 
extra quality of flour per bushel. About the Use of Lime in Agriculture. 
same time—(by way of ascertaining the worth asia tele a. 5 of my wheat for family use,)—I purchased at |. The distinguished chemist Boussingault has 
one of our stores 24 tbs. of flour, for which I | Just read before the French Academy of Sci- 
paid $1, or at the rate of $9 per barrel, it be-| @Ce8, @ paper on the employment of Lime in 
ing the best kind of flour sold here—but not of | Agriculture. It has not yet been published, as good quality as that from my wheat, four | but M. Barral gives the following as the sub- 
bushels of which will make a barrel of flour, | Stance of it, which we translate for the Country which at $9 per barrel, makes the wheat worth | vt. from the Journal d@ Agriculture Pratique 
(to me, for family use,) at least $2.25 per | for August 5:— : , 

bushel. ‘Lime introduced in an arable soil very 
No. 2—Early Noe Wheat from France. Noth- quickly sets at liberty a certain quantity of 

ing of the kind can exceed the quality or] ®#0te in the state of ammonia; the azote ele- 
brightness of the straw of the Early Noe—| ™ents were before united in insoluble combi- 
good heads and kernels, productive aah hardy, | B#tions, and not assimilable by plants—the and its flour makes a number one quality of| #ction of the lime sets them free, and permits bread—sweet and moist. The Patent Office |® Part of the capital buried in the soil to be 
Report, 1854, says, “from its iardy and pro- utilized for the next erop. If this was the ductive nature, it is gradually supereeding the whole effect of lime, of which the experiments 
Saumer wheat in the high latitude of Paris, | of Boussingault afforded evidence, small doses 
and is much sought after on account of its| °f it at once, ought to be counselled, because precocity. As this wheat has the property of the quantity of ammonia produced does not 
ripening some days before the common sorts, | i2¢rease in proportion to the quantity of lime 
if it sueceeds in our climate in this respect, a| US¢d. But as heavy limings produce incontes- 
great point is gained. A single week thus| tible effects in certain cases, it must conse- 
gained in ripening, would often secure a crop quently be admitted that lime exerts an action 
from injury by the fly or rust—aside from the | °f Some other kind upon the elements of the 
advantages to be gained from an early market,” | ™0vld. Boussingault thinks that certain min- 
With me, it has not proved much earlier than | ¢Tl matters, such as potash and silica, may be the Flint and several other varieties under sim-| liberated in the soil by the lime; that other ilar culture. substances injurious to plants, are destroyed or 

CHESS modified by the same agent, and that’ to these 
Is becoming a troublesome pest among much eee i sine Tate Ge ae sce : changing the constitution of the land. The 
ce eee ae of ae action oF the lime is thus excessively complex, 
singe by.a: anachine: peapelled Dpawaieee The and its good effects can only be explained by 

: I % ip studying attentively the special circumstances 
grain, as threshed, is winnowed and passes] under. which they are produced. The grand through a spout into a large box in the base-| fact proven by the present researches of this ment, and there is a blower which forces a agricultural savan, is that there exist in mould, strong current of air through the grain as it! as well in the form of organic matters as in 
apente ee blowing cor &e. This cur-| that of mineral matters, a host of substances 
dee 2 ae a oe aaa completely inert for vegetation, until the mo- 

unis usne’s of wheat | ment when some proper agent renders them 
—Probably as much as four bushels more of assimilable by plants. The continuance of ex- the chess went in with the wheat; if so, the periments upon the thethod devised by Bous- 
account would stand thus, 18 bushels of wheat, | ¢+ ult, can alone clear these excessivel 10 bushels of chess—or as they call it in Ohio, | “se te."¢, aaoctat Gob: * - h 8 ill hi hy pain cage complex?facts, and point out to our agriculture 
creat. Some will say the wheat turned to| the most effective processes. The discovery of chess; but I witgive it as my humble opin-| methods which conduct to truth is often the 
ae ore eee ot ae ent wes greatest service that can be rendered to Science 
the wheat, and there was seed enough left in or saa 
and about the machine to completely vitiate 
the hundred bushels of pure wheat threshed.| Sep WaEat.—Now is the time to obtain 
“Smut and chess” are oftener distributed | good seed wheat for the present sowing. Good 
through the agency of threshing machines, | seed wheat is just as important asgood stock. 

than many farmers seem to be aware of. In| Poor wheat will bring poor returns; just as 
view of the above, I have what little seed| poor stock will beget poor stock, Bee that 
wheat I sow threshed by the flail, and by so | your seed wheat is free from all fouk4 — 
doing, ayoid smut and chess in my crops.—| Run it through the fanning mill several , 
Levi Bagrizrr. is, soasto blow out all light kernels. If you - 
< asi + have not a good fan, put your wheat into some 
The pulp of potatoes, scraped into water, | large vessel containing water, and then skim 

cleanses the finest silks, without injury. off the light seed, chess, &c. In this water
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some blue vitrol may be dissolved, which will | yet yours are almost as good as new. Their 
destroy all the sporules of smut. It is also | reply would be, I take care of mine by keeping 
said to be a specific against rust. The wheat |them well sheltered and dry; and you leave 
may remain half an hour or so in the liquid, | yours to take care of themselves. This looks 
and then it may be spread on the barn floor to | like proof enough for every careless farmer to 

dry. Air-slacked lime may be mixed with it | take heed and adopt a strict method, by having 
on the floor, by using a shovel. a place for everything and everything in its 

If our readers will take some extra pains in| place. A great many of our wealthiest farm- 
obtaining and preparing their seed, they will | ers, ‘but not the best,” have good barns and 
be rewarded with extra crops.— Valley Farmer. | plenty of room in them for all their farming 

fa eee ee implements, but instead of seeing them all put 
The Farmer’s Bank. away safe and dry as soon as through work, 

oe will trust them with some one who is careless, 
‘The times may be hard as the ground, and they are all left out through another fall 

Frozen stiff in the December cold; and winter, and when spring comes it takes 
But the bank of the farmer is sound— about one week to get them together; then 

If broken, it discounts in gold. about two-thirds will have to go to the shop 
for repairs. 

His share is a plow-share in banks : o 
‘Whose dividends never rely é Di 

On the grind-stone men at their cranks, otis ne oe ; 
But on rain and the sunshiny sky. From an elaborate article in a recent number 

5 of the Journal of the West of England Society, 
ae ce on potato culture, from the pen of Dr. Lang, 
preamps eybaanee haben: in which many curious and important truths 

So that gold grows up in the field are discussed, the following may be regarded 
Like a thought that grows into a deed. as conclusions deduced from his treatment of 

[Gzo. W. Buycay. | the whole subject. 

Ea See ee Ist. The desirability of early planting in dr: 
Care of Farming Implements. clean, and well mahal ene . is 

of z ‘ . 2. That white potatoes are less liable to the From the following complaint of a Missouri dinease, and ihecenes to be preferred to the 

farmer, published in the Val. Farmer, it will | colored sorts. 

appear that the shiftless farmers are not all| 3. That the soil in no case produces or injlu- 
Z : ences the disease. 

confined to Wisconsin : 4. That the disease 1s of a fungoid charac- 
In trayeling about in this part of the State, | ter, investing many varieties of plants, and 

as well as other parts, I find that a great many | increased in activity by atmospheric causes. 
of the farmers pay but little attention to this} 5. That all heterogeneous manures are inju- 
most important part of the farm. I see their | rious. 
plows out in the fields where they finished] 6. That lime and salt, mixed in the propor- 
plowing their corn and last fall’s grain; their | tion of 8 tons of lime with 8 cwt. of common 
reapers and mowers in the fields and meadows | salt, is the best manure; and this is the pro- 
where they finished their last harvesting; | portion used to the acre. 
threshing machines at the threshing grounds;| 7. That potatoes that ripen earliest should 
harrows in the fence’ corners; pitch-forks | be exclusively grown. 
seattered about the barn, some with the prongs| 8. That, as soon as the disease appears, earth- 
sticking in the ground; and in fact almost|ing up the stalks repeatedly with fine earth 
everything they have on their farms suffers | from the centre of trench is the only effectual ; 
more or less from exposure to bad weather. preventive to its ravages. 2 this operation || 

How long does it take to wear out such cost- | the author consequently hes the gréatest 
ly articles thus exposed to all kinds of weather, | importance. wie 
and through all seasons of the year? They| 9%. That when exhumed, suhlight appears to 
cannot by any means be of much service after | arrest the progress of the murrain, and pre- 
the second or third year; whereas if they | vents the further decomposition of the tuber. 
would build a barn, or even a shed, and put| Without committing ourselves to all the aboye 
them under it as soon as through work, they | statements and suggestions, some of which a 
would last about five times as long. But they | we think, doubtful or open to well founded ob" 

S do not seem to look far ahead. jections, the attentive reader wilk.find much 
I have often heard some farmers say to oth- | useful material for thought, wecarefully 

ers, How is it that we purchased our acfehinig considered cannot fail to im: aid in 
machines, reapers, harrows, &c., the same day, | coming to sounaleonctsions ag far jon- 
and my thresher is worn out, my reaper is all | fessedly lit 1d imperfect kn will’ 
rusted and not fit to save another harvest, and | as yet permit, on this very important : ual- 
the teeth are all falling out of my harrow, and | ly difficult subject.—Canadian Agri ist.
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Pasture Lanps.—Of all the lands compos- STOCK REGISTER. 
ing a farm, says the Maine Farmer, the pasture 

needs manure the most, for it is from that the | ——________ 
stock must draw their principal support. If| Fine Wool Clip.---What to do with our Wool. Pp 
dry and sandy, spread on muck and leach ans 
ashes and old, half rotten straw, late in the} Ep. Wis. Fanmer:—In answer to the many 
fall. The snow will prevent its evaporating, | inquiries about my sheep and their clip, I send 
and the winter rains will wash it into the earth. this f lication, if ink heat 
Carry out all the manure that has been made | 3°" #8 for publication, if you think best to 
during the summer and fall, and spread it so | insert it. 
that it will become incorporated with the sur-| fy flock bering 141 h . “ 2 ly flock numbering was shorn between 
face earth during the winter. Apply bone a . 
dust, and all other substances that can form| the 17th and 20th of June, from which I cut 
bone earth. If the pastures have been ex-| 1047} Ibs. of clean washed wool, which you 
hausted by wool-growing, renovate with plas-| _. 7 
ter, thus restoring the sulphur which has been nee se au averae er? ne; ices nee 
drawn from the earth; for in every one hun-| head. When I selected my sheep in Vermont, 

dred pounds of wool there are five pounds of five years ago, I set my stake to get a flock in 
sulphur. But on no account allow it to be fi f 100 that la 7h 
said that any part of your farm is “an old and| "V® Years o! ae See nee S 
worn-out pasture.” That is equivalent to ac-| That point was reached last year as you will 
knowledging that you are a lazy, shiftless fel- | soe by referring to my communication on page 
low, incapable of appreciating the blessings} ,_ « 
of heaven—and dishonest in refusing to pay | 2"? of the September number of the Farmer 

the rent required by God for the use of his| for 1860. I have now moved the stake to 8 Ibs. | 

land. and am confident I have the material within 
See OR eee ss 
> i my own flock to reach that point in four years 

Dee teen Ue nOnee PCO) Te ‘There are aocke ie New England that 
ent of the Ohio Cultivator gives the following do St, but it takea fal bloga, WEAE FE eaid in 

directions how to build one: a2 . 
the communication referred to in regard to the 

Get stone pillars for the foundation, one foot}. Spanish *, oe f 
square and to stand 2} feet high, and for the | Price of pure Spanish sheep in Vermont, (from 
top a piece of sheet iron 8 inches wider than | inquiries made during a visit there last winter, ) 

ee ores sae a it oe shan Tam fully persuaded was correct. At no time 
rusting. en build your house the size to ie 
suit you. Mine is 20x26 feet; the door at the have they ever been sold for less than $25 per 

end, and a bin on each side to within four feet| head. Perhaps you may think me mistaken 
of the back end, which is for wheat and oats, fe 
and is divided by partitions. The wheat and when 4 mn there arenes seo eal Blessed pen 
cat bins hold 400 bushels each, corn bins 500, | ish sheep in Wisconsin, but if you or any one 
and there is Tony ene left, me nate else will take the trouble to investigate the 
a work bench and fanning mill. e floor f should be as high as the bottom of a wagon matter, they will a I am not far a of the 

bed, which is easy for unloading, and if the| way. Let no one think when sheep importers 
crud 2 moe ont of the building, it is} offer to sell young ewes for $10, $15 or even 
easy to back to the door. $20, that the ties Eistliecad b 

2 y are genuine: high grades can be 
—_—_———————— 2 se 

Twheeie eT oaeaCoun: Konpue wo) cae sold for these prices, but full bloods, never. 

Acrz.—I eut foddegiien to-day, as it began] We are frequently asked, What shall we do 
Hacdee ” en port ey atone with our wool? I say letitlay. If you have 

‘ ought > ‘ 
ured off a plot 20 by 15 feet, and weighed it | it nicely packed away and covered up where 

oe dae - is oe aiid OF Rete — dust will not settle on it, or mice and rats get 
acre. i 2: ws 

covered and cultivated exclusively by horse | t? it; it will pay better to keep than money at 
power on the Gage cultivator spoken of in a/ten per cent. Let no one be discouraged in 

meee * fe ene, the sheep business, take good care of your 

the field—only a little if anything above the | sheep, when our Southern brethren are brought 
A . It seems’ sae growth of seventy | to see and feel their faults and sue for mercy 

ec. _— oe a idee at our nation’s shrine, then our wool will sell 

Country Gent. for prices that will pay.
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If any of my sheep friends differ with me, I ie anilitary dispatshes, They remain re ga 
th ns ree or four hours, when, if not want they 

hope:tp hhoux feos: icte the ool vai are relieved by fresh ones. They will travel, 
the Farmer. Let us post each other up. with a soldier on their back, fifteen or sixteen 

R. T. Graves. pouss ze cne day, at the rate of six miles an 
R our. eir action is fine, and they bring 

si SO ee ete eine mig their hind legs under them in as straight a 
line as a horse. Such is their activity that 

Brahmin Cattle. they can clear a five-barred gate with ease.” 
P 0 ‘ Thevenot says, (Relation, vol. iii. p. 151. 

As an interesting novelty, we herewith pub-| « As the Oxen 7 A are by no whe Bl.) 

lish a cut of a regular Brahmin Bull, owned | governable, there are ney persons who em- 

by Cuas. G. McHarrox, of Bridgeton, Mo. | Ploy them in traveling, and who mount them 
2 in as they dohorses. Their ordinary gait is easy. 

Mr. McH. is a large breeder of this race of | The animal is saddled like a horse, and when 
cattle. For the engraving, we are indebted to | @ little eae sng action it goss wery. gpicky 3 

. - some, indeed, gallop as well asa gi orse. 
the proprietor of that vexcellent agricultural | mpose cattle are in general use throughout the 
magazine, the Valley Farmer. whole of India, and they use no other in plows, 

Judging from the physiognomy of this ani- | coaches, and chariots.” : 4 
al, the Brahmin O: _ fal, acti “The two oxen,” says Travenier, “ which 

ieee min Ux must De a powerlul, active, | were harnessed to my carriage, cost me nearly 
hardy and yet docile beast. Mr. McHartow, | 600 rupees. The reader need not be astonish- 

ed at this price, for. these oxen are of great 
yo Ants Ease Posse: any oreeent strength, and which travel journeys of 12 to 
qualities, and also well adapted to the climate | 15 leagues a day, for 60 days, and always on 

of the Southern United States, thus enumerates | the trot.” 
their characteristics: , They were first imported from the East In- 

1. They are of fine size and beautful propor- | dies by Dr. James B. Davis, of South Carolina. 

tion, and possess wonderful activity, strength, | pe Editor of the Val. Farmer, who has seen and power of endurance. - ‘i ae : 
2. They are perfectly adapted, by their pe- Mr. McHarron’s herd, speaks highly of their 

culiar organization, to the climate of the South, | fine skin and neat appearance. 
as they endure in their native country greater 
heat and fatigue than they would here ever ex- 

perience. The Proper Method of Milking Cows. 
3. Their milki fe —— 

best of tard eg cuaties =e Siee The manner of milking exerts a more pee . 
4. Th ify. ful and lasting influence on the productiveness . They are thrifty, and keep fat on scanty 

pasturage; and their beef is equal to that of| of the cow than most farmers are aware of.— 
any other stock, having been tested, in Lex- That a slow and careless milker soon dries up 
ington, Ky., by many of the most respectable the best of cows, every practical farmer pr! 

paren te bannato Pronto petpe rem will ae 5. been i e beautiful stru 1 se 
and pees reoaatis eapiatine Soctoe further to explain the proper mode of milking, 

Out. of 160 sold, only one is known to have | ‘® obtain and keep up the largest y: Hod...“ The 
been 1 i udder of a cow,” says a writer in the Rural een lost, and that through accident. eves : 

vs Cyclopedia, ‘is a unique mass composed of two 
Most writers who may be considered author- | symmetrical parts, simply united to each other 

ity, concur in giving them admirable qualities, bys collalee Sas, lax, and yer sepia. 5 
especially i and each of these parts comprise two 

x ee ee nck ther eerie or quarters, which consist of many small gran- 
in their native country. ules, and are connected together by a compact 

M. i rated laminous tissue; and from each quarter pro- 
th Paes, terrier celts i Renee, ceed systems of ducats, which form succestive 

us describes the Brahmin Ox, page 22: unions and confluences, somewhat in the man- 
“The large Zebu, or Brahmin Bull, is cer- | ner of the many affiuents of a large river, until 

tainly a ae animal, and much more active | they terminate in one grand excretory canal, 
than ery.cf our breeds. These animals are | which passes down through the elongated mam- 
used in India as beast of draught and burden, | millary body called the teat. Its lactiferous 
and also for the saddle. We learn that Lieut.| or milk tubes, however, do not, as might be 

Col. Skinner, of Danak, on the borders of the | supposed, proceed srAeny from smaller to lar- 
Bichaneer desert, 100 miles west of Delhi, | ger ducts by a gradual and regular enlargement, 
maintains a large stock of them; and six or| because it would not have been proper that the 
seven beasts are always kept saddled to cafry | secretion of milk should escape as it was form-
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ed; and therefore we find an apparatus adapted | sary with young cows with their first calf, as 

for the purpose of retaining it for a proper | the mode of milking and the length of time to 
time. This apparatus is to be found both in | which they can be made to hold out, will have 
the teat and in the internal construction of | very much to do with their milking qualities 

the udder. The teat resembles a funnel in | as long as they live. 

shape, and somewhat in office; and itis posses-} At the age of two or three years the milky 

sessed of a considerable degree of elasticity. | glands have not become fully developed, and 

It seems formed principally of the cutis, with | their largest development will depend very 

some muscular fibres, and it is covered on the | greatly upon the management after the first 

outside by cuticle, like every other part of the | calf. Cows should have, therefore, the most 

body ; but the cuticle here not only covers the | milk-producing food; be treated with constant 

exterior, but also turns upwards, and lines the | gentleness; never struck, or spoken to harshly, 

inside of the extremity of the teat, as far as it] but coaxed and caressed; and in ninety-nine 

is contracted, and there terminates by a frilled | cases out of a hundxed they will grow up gen- 

edge, the rest of the interior of the teats and | tle and quiet. But harshness is worse than 

ducts being lined by mucous membrane. But| useless. Nothing does so much to dry a cow 

as the udder in most animals is ae ane up, especially a young cow. 

endulous manner to the body, and as the * 
vat of the column of fiuid roel press with Se ee ea eta | 

a force which would, in every case, overcome | surely will this habit be fixed upon her. Stop 
the resistance of the contractions of the ex- milking her four months before the next calf, 

tremity, or prove oppressive to the teat, there | anq it will be difficult to make her hold out a 

isin the internal arrangement of the udder a! yi:hin four our six weeks of the time of calv- 

provision made to obviate this difficulty. The ing afterwards. Induce her, if possible, by | 

various ducts, as they are united, do not be-| moist and succulent food, and by careful milk- | 
come gradually enlarged so as to admit the! ing to hold out even up to the time of calving, | 
ready flow of milk in a continual stream to the | j¢ you desire to milk her so long, and this habit | 

teat, but are so arranged as to take off, in @| wii) he likely to be fixed upon her for life— | 
great measure, the extreme pressure to which | But do not expect to obtain the full yield of a | 
the teat would be otherwise exposed. Each | gow the first year after calving. Some of the | 

main duet, as it enters into another, has a con-| very best cows are slow to develop their best | 

traction produced, by which a kind of valvular | quslities; and no cow reaches her prime till | 
apparatus is formed in such a manner as to] the age of five or six years. | 

become pouches or sacks, capable of contain-| The extreme importance of care and atten- | 

ing the great body of milk. In consequence | tion to these points cannot be over estimated. | 

of this arrangement, it is necessary that.a kind | qe wild cows grazing on the plains of South | 
of movement upwards, or lift, should be given | 4 merica are said to give only about three or 

to the udder before the teat is drawn, to force | gouy quarts a day at the highth of the flow; | 
- ae eee ; 

out the milk; and by this lift the milk is dis-| anq many an owner of large herds in Texas, | 
placed from these pouches, and escapes into | it ig said, has too little milk for family use, and | 

the teat, and is then easily squeezed out; while | sometimes receives his supply of butter from | 
the contractions, or pouches, at the same time | the New York market. There is, therefore, a | 

i resist, in a certain degree, the return or reflux | constant tendency to dry up in milch cows; | 

of the displaced milk.” and it must be guarded against with special | 
The first requisite of a good milker is, of| care, till the habit of yielding a large quantity | 

course, the utmost cleanliness. Without this, | and yielding it long, becomes fixed in the young | 

the milk is unendurable. The udder should, | animal, when, with proper care, it may easily | 

therefore, be carefully cleaned before the milk-| be kept up. | 

ing commences. The milker may begin gradu-| If gentle and mild treatment is observed and | 
ally and gently, but should steadily increase | persevered in, the operation appears to be one | 
the rapidity of the operation till the udder is | of pleasure to the animal, as it undoubtedly | 
emptied, using a pail sufficiently large to hold|is; but if an opposite course is pursued—if at | 
all, without the necessity of changing. Cows| every restless movement, caused perhaps by | 
are very sensitive, and the pail cannot be| pressing a sore teat, the animal is harshly | 
changed, nor can the milker stop or rise dur-| spoken to—she will be likely to learn to kick | 
ing the process of milking, without leading the | as a habit, and it will be difficult to overcome | 
cow more or less to withhold her milk. The] it ever afterwards. To induce quietness and | 

utmost care should be taken to strip to the| readiness to give down the milk freely, it is | 

last drop, and to do it rapidly, and not in a| better that the cow should be fed at milking 
slow and negligent manner, which is sure to | time with cut feed, or roots, placed within her 
have its effect on the yield of thecow. If any | easy reach. 
milk is left, it is reabsorbed into the systemor| Ihave never practiced milking more than 
else becomes caked, and diminishes the ten-| twice a day, because in spring and summer 

dency to secrete a full quantity afterwards.— | other farm work was too pressing to allow of 

Milking as dry as possible is especially neces- | it ; but there is no doubt that for some weeks
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after calving, and in the highth of the flow,| There is no known cure for the disease. 
the cows ought, if possible, to be milked regu-} | Hipz Bovnp—Cause—Neglect, or turning in- 
larly three times a day—at early morning, noon | to a straw or stable yard for the winter. 

| and night. Every practical dairyman knows| 'reatment—Liberal food, clean lodgings, soft 
that cows thus milked give a larger quantity | bed, healthy exercise and good grooming. Ad- 
of milk than if milked only twice, though it} minister daily two drinks composed of—liquor 
may not be quite so rich; and in young cows, | arsenicalis, half an ounce; tincture of muriate 
no doubt, it has a tendency to promote the de- | of iron, one ounce; water, one pint. Mix, and 
yelopment of the udder and milk veins. A | give as one dose. 
frequent milking stimulates an increased se-| Roarixc—Cause—The bearing rein ; the fol- 
cretion therefore, and ought never to be neg-| ly of fashion. 
lected in the milk dairy, either in the case of | | Symptoms—A noise made at each inspiration. 
young cows or very large milkers, at the highth | | 7'reatment‘—No remedy. The cabman’s pad 
of the flow, which will ordinarily be for two| is the only alleviation; that conceals but does 
or three months after calving. not cure the disease. 

The charge of this branch of the dairy should| Rixa Bone—Cause—Dragging heavy loads 
generally be intrusted to women. They are| up steep hills. 

| more gentle and winning than men. The| Symptoms—A roughness of hair on the pas- 
| same person should milk the same cow regu-| tern and a bulging forth of the hoof; a want 
| larly, and not change from one to another, | of power to flex the pastern; an inability to 
| unless there are special reasons for it. bring the sole to the ground, only upon an even 

| There being a wide difference in the quality | surface; loss of power, and injury to utility. 
| as well as in the quantity of milk of different] 7'reatment—In the first stages apply poul- 
| cows, no dairyman should neglect to test the| tices, with one dram of camphor and opium. 
| milk of each new addition to his dairy stock. | Afterwards rub with iodine of lead, one ounce; 
| whether it be an animal of his own raising or | simple ointment, eight ounces. Continue treat- 
| one brought from abroad. A lactometer is a | ment for a fortnight, and after all active symp- 

yery convenient instrument here; but any one | toms have subsided, allow liberal food and rest; 
can set the milk of each cow separately at first, | work gently when labor is resumed. 

| and give it a fair and full trial, when the dif- ——_ >. 
ference will be found to be great. Economy Importance of Salt to Animals. 

| will dictate that the cows least adapted to the! professor Johnston gives the following very 
| purpose should be disposed of, and their Place | conclusive reasons why salt is essential to the 

supplied by bettex ones —U- E- Wuaax: health of animals: The wild buffalo frequents 
| Foe en cee aera the salt licks of North-Western America; the 

Diseases of Horses. wild animals in the central parts of South Af- 
| — rica are a sure prey to the hunter who conceals 

Crip Birrsc—Cause—Sameness of food, and | himself behind a salt spring; and our domes- 
| unhealthy stables, or indigestion. tic cattle run peacefully to the hand that offers 

Symptoms—Placing their upper incisors| them a taste of this delicious luxury. From 
against some support, and, with some effort, | time immemorial it has been known that with- 

| emitting a small portion of gas. out salt man would miserably perish; and 
Treatment—Place a lump of rock salt in the | among horrible punishments, entailing certain 

manger; if that is not successful, add a lump | death, that of feeding culprits on saltless food 
of chalk. Then damp the food and sprinkle |is said to have prevailed in barbarous times. 
magnesia upon it, and mingle a handful of | Maggots and corruption are spoken of by an- 

| ground oak bark with each feed of corn. Pu- | cient writers as the distressing symptoms which 
rify the ventilation of the stables before these | saltless food engenders; but no ancient or un- 

|| remedies are applied. chemical modern could explain how such suffer- 
| Farcy—Cause—Excessive labor, poor fed,|ings arose. Now we know why the animal 
| and bad lodging, operating upon old age. craves salt—why it suffers discomfort, and 
| Symptoms—It is at first, inflammation of the| why it ultimately falls into disease if salt is 
| superficial absorbents. Lumps appear on va-| for a time withheld. Upward of half the sa- 
| rious parts. If these lumps are opened, healthy | line matter of the blood (57 per cent.) consists 

| matter is released ; but the place soon becomes | of common salt, and as this is partially dis- 
| afoul ulcer, from which bunches of fungoid| charged every day through the skin and 
| granulations sprout. From the lumps may be | kidneys, the necessity of continued supplies of 

traced little cords leading to other swellings. |it to the healthy body becomes sufficiently 
The appetite fails, or else it is yoracious. Mat-| obvious. The bile, also, contains soda as a 
ter may be squeezed through the skin. Thirst | special indispensable constituent, and so do all 
is torturing. At length glanders break forth | the cartilages of the body. Stint the supply 
and the animal dies. of salt, therefore. and neither will the bile be 
There is a smaller kind of farcy, called button | able properly to assist the digestion, nor allow || 

farcy—the smaller sort is the more virulent of| the cartilages to be built up again as fast as 
the two. they naturally waste.
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Sarr ror Swine.—A correspondent of the 
Annalen der Landwirthschaft states some inter- THE BEE KEEPER. 
esting experiments to test the use of salt in | —=——————————————————. 

fattening swine. He selected two pairs of bar- Prepared for the Wisconsin Farmer. 
row hogs weighing 200 Ibs. apiece. One pair Look piary. 
received with their daily allowance of food two et 
ounces of salt; the other pair, similarly fed, BY W. H. MORRISON. 
none. In the course of a week it was easily eas 
seen that ae — — et a mee aa The honey is now about closed for this month, 
appetite than the others, and after a fortnight * 
heck Teint ie. ars ‘onninea! aes and weak swarms should be examined and aa 

After four months the weight of the salted hogs | moved, as other swarms that are stronger will 
was 350 Ibs. apiece, while that of the unsalt- | commence to pillage and rob, and they cannot 
ed, five weeks later, reached only 300 Ibs. This be'wi 4 with fit Ie i 
experiment was repeated with almost precisely | P¢ Wintered with profit or success. it were 
the same results. The author feeds young |a common custom among bee-keepers to remove 
pigs, according to their age, a quarter to one ‘ i 5 i 
ounce daily, breeding sows very little during te ieee, a a | 
pregnancy, and during the heat of summer | Ure of flowers, thereby exposing any refuse | 
withholds it in a great degree from all, as it | honey, which will cause a pillaging disposi- | 
induces thirst, and liability to disease. tion; there would not be as many complaints | 

sree P ateerige ta Se 
Extraordinary Fat Cow. about bees being plundered. A queenless hive | 

eo with a feeble swarm free from the ravages of | 
John Johnston writes to the Secretary of the th awit B h d for 

New York State Agricultural Society, “at he | the worm, and with honey enough secured for 

slaughtered a cow fed by himself, the weight | winter, may yet have a swarm containing a 

of which PERE follows : queen from some condemned hive put into it. 

Dead Week Rec iar we | f the bees that are introduced are not from 
eee age some distance, the hive should occupy the 

dnl Ibs. stand or same place that contained the queen. 

This is sixty-five and a half per cent. of the| The quite prevalent disease called ‘foul 
live weight fs oe por cs Sey ee and brood,” is in fact more destructive in many 
a hall per cent. 0: ee ide ant LOW. ie . *, *, 

cow was six years old, of the pure Hereford Places than all. else combined; in many in- 
breed. Her feed in the foddering season was| stances whole swarms are lost without the 
buckwheat, bran, corn-stalks or hay, the corn- ting the t fi great 
stalks, by far the greater part of the time, and OMMER FUSPOOR NE eee oO eae ae . 
nothing but pasture from the 6th or 8th of |™any bee-keepers who are aware of its pres- 
May, until the beginning of December, when | ence, are too anxious to increase their number 

. she was fed soft corn for about a month; and 4 
afterwards buckwheat bran, as she would not = emer to/mentore she dinsedel ones ct he 
eat enough of the corn meal to improve her. neglect is followed by sad results. It is quite 

a necessary to examine eyery swarm, at this sea- 
How. to Raisr Porx.—The New England if i t ld, as th 

Farmer says: ‘‘We do not work our hogs, either eee esas ~ Desobces yeni, setley are 
in harness or on the manure heaps. When | ® liable to it then, as those that are five or 

they have taken their meals and what exercise |ten. If the combs of a hive are very foul, a 

ies Bese, they rei te « dy: Foamy be | nauseous effaia willbe perepible upon past 
An Irishman can overhaul the manure heap |ing it. But it is dangerous to let it progress 
much cheaper than the hogs can. We slaugh- | to this extent, as other swarms will often take 
tered swine last fall made from pigs that weigh- th Kass 
ed less than 36 pounds each, eleven months secs oe oe s 
before, and the hogs weighed, when handsome-| In order to render the bees quiet during 

” 
ly dressed, from 450 to 475 pounds each! such an examination, tobacco smoke blown 

ieee ee rea ced * . 
Coven iv Honsrs.—In answer to an inquiry amongst them will have the desired effect, then 

for a remedy for coughs in horses, I would say |turn the hive over and examine the brood 

~_ I oo _ — cates poke ecet thoroughly ; if there is much found dead in 
e, mix 1 ‘m mashes, and giv‘ . 

have found this to relieve horses that are | the larva state, it should be rejected. Never 
troubled with coughs. sacrifice a colony for the honey, but economy
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would dictate the removal of all diseased ones,| These truths are certainly impressive, and 
although there be found honey enough for | every intelligent farmer should consider his 
wintering with safety, remembering at the | vocation as imperfect, without a stock of gen- 
same time that the risk is much increased by | eral knowledge of the cultivation of Bees to 
the cells being filled with brood.* The honey | accompany it, and in a material poitit of view, 
taken from a hive containing foul brood, is|@s every farm, as being deficient of an essen- 
eatable, persons will find no bad effects to | tial item, until the labors of the Bee are sum- 

follow. med up with its annual profit. I cannot give 
The honey contained in the small boxes on| to the readers of the Farmer a long life of 

top of the hive should now be removed, for it | personal experience connected with this inter- 
is quite certain to be removed down as soon as | esting and valuable subject; but by carefully 
the flowers commence to fail. A healthy pop-| perusing and studying the best authors, I have 
ulous swarms can be wintered if they have | gathered up many thoughts, which I trust, will 
combs occupying some fourteen or fifteen hun- | both be interesting and instructive. 
dred cubic inches. More anon next month| 7®°™ Wis. SAE IT Ra 
about feeding when needed. Smart Brrs.—Mr. Sandison of Peru relates: | ‘Troy, Wis., Sept. 2, 1861. “A few years ago a German got out a few | ee ge hives of bees, an insect formerly unknown | For the Wisconsin Farmer. | here. The first year he obtained a plentiful | i oi supply of honey, but year by year it decreased, | Sar ee cla pel ain at nn |e ance ea hardly collect any, * BY W. H. MORRISON. And why? Our climate is so equable that 

flowers can be had all the year round, and the 
| The natiye instinct of the Bee offers to the | Sagacious animals having discovered this fact, - have evidently lost the instinct of hoarding use of mankind one of the first and greatest honey for a winter that never comes.” 
examples of nature. 

1. By her uniform habits of industry in all 
| her labors. THE HORTICULTURIST. | 2. By her unrivalled habits of economy. ee 3. By her wisdom and sagacity in construct-| === =. |. ing her cells; which constitutes both her hab- Horticultural Hints, itation and store-house. sth} * 

4. By the peaceful regularity of her little eee: — = ae a sharp frosts communities. will effectually ripen the remaining fruits and 
5. By her temperate use of the choicest lux- foliage of the orchard and fruit garden, and to uries of nature. ipa Nee ali . ; assist in this important operation we are most 
She also offers to mene rich. recompense ioe happily favored with short days, oblique rays, all ioe cae and pees pe may bestow ap and ‘mild, cool weather: 

cultivating, her species, and in promoting their Transplanting of small trees and irate ae 

Se. currants, gooseberries, raspberries, &c., should “The Bee observe, : She too an artist is, and laughs at Man, be attended to early. Also any deciduous 
eo bat galden wooed eee sat foundation. | trees to be planted this fall should be moved 
on, fe Solis! and still, from bud to bud, from flower to early this month; first striping off the leaves 

Fear eee lire lang dey. at fale sronee, and cutting back the young growth one half, 
By honest means like these, look here and learn and this had better be done some days previ- How good, how fair, how honorable ’t is 
To live by industry. ‘The busy tribes of Bees, ous. All fall plantings should be well banked So emulous, are daily fed by Heav’ns peculiar Manna fi *Tis for them, Roteesied Alchym’sts,) the blooming world | up with earth to protect from wet and winds, Nectarious gold distils; and bounteous heaven, 3 Still to the diligent and active good, their very labor, | cold and mice. Do not plant deep; cover all 
ic cole hiss or fature wealth.” with straw mulch. Any time this month trees 
Sel eee eee | end plints for spring setting can be moved and *The combs containing foul brood, bee-bread and the 5 g : F few scattering cells of honey which are oe buried for the winter. (See article on fall should be buried from the bees, as it would prove inju- plantidg.) 
ious. .
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Fall plowing of the orchard is an excellent | be convenient to mulch the currants and other 

plan, destroying thousands of insects in the| fruit shrubs, and the manure will be worth 

chrysalis state by exposing to frost which also | double what it would applied in the spring. 

pulverises the soil; do not mar the trunk and} Thoroughly overhaul them and prune the 

large roots of the trees; better dig a little with | grape vines, raspberries, blackberries, &e., lay 

the spade. Great benefit will come from a|down and cover with a little earth, then cover 

good stiff banking of soil around the trunk of | with litter of straw or mulch as the winter 

trees in the fall. All dwarf pears should, in| closes in. The reward of this treatment to the | 

addition to the banking, be well mulched with | garden will be a bountiful yield of fruits where 

coarse manure, chips, &c., to protect the quince | barrenness prevailed before. 

roots. This alone will almost ensure success in} Beware how you put up large bodies of car- 

dwarf pear culture. rots, beets, parsnips, or onions, especially in 

Attend to the drainage of the orchard, both | cellars; better be in out-door trenches or small 

surface and sub-soil if you would see the trees | root cellars. They will bear considerable frost, 

winter well. Examine the bodies for the co- | but should have free ventilation. Double cover | 

coons and eggs of insects, grubs, &c.; then | out-door piles and trenches with two layers of | 

wash all within reach with weak lye to destroy | straw and two layers of earth, alternating | 

many which escaped observation. Pruning of| three our four inches of each, but set small | 

large limbs can now be done if necessary ; | box ventilators upon the crown, which can be | 

the wood will harden without decay, yet it is | open most of the winter. Potatoes are better 

well to apply hot wax to the wound; do not| kept in large bodies, and if with earth and sand | 

cut very close to the trunk, and never remove intermixed, all the better, but ventilate. 

a side branch unless it is positively necessary | In the Flower Garden, the “the last rose of | 

to give balance and proportions to the tree. summer,” and most of the brilliant autumnal | 

Cuttings and cions can now be made in quan- | beauties are withered by the cutting frosts or | 

tity, striping off the leaves as fast as cut; bury seasonably matured, and now is the time to | 

them in dry soil for spring use, or in sand in | look out for early blooms next spring. | 

the cellar bottom for winter use. Wrappedin]| If not already done, do not delay planting | 

oil silk or packed in sawdust or moss, they can | out the dried bulbs which you took up in May 

be safely sent by mail or express almost any | or June, or you may procure such as anemone, 

distance. Currant cuttings are very success- | crocus, fritillaria or crown imperial, hyacinth, | 

. ful if set out early in the fall and well mulched | iris, jonquils, narcessas, tulips, most varieties - 
for winter. of lillies, and many other species with their 

Gather the remaining fruits, sort over and | numerous varieties, from which you can select 

pack for winter. Keep in cold, dry place, yet | stock for a splendid spring show at trifling 

|, free from frost; do not attempt to keep unsound | cost. The peonia, both tree and herbaceous, | 

or bruised fruit. If you have something new | should now be transplanted for next season; | 

and nice, especially if it be some new seedling, | also the showy diclytra spectabalis, beautiful, | 

or you wish to know the name or disseminate | hardy and cheap. These and some other flow- | 

it, send specimens to the Hditor—describe tree | ering tubers and shrubs are so early starting 

and fruit. The Editor will acknowledge the|in the spring, that they are worth far more | 

gift, and his wife and the public will be grate- | set in the fall. | 

ful. For all these, prepare a deep, rich bed, set | 

In the garden, clean up the weeds and garb- | rather high, but cover four to six inches deep | 

age, which should be fed out or go to the com-|and mound up well with mellow soil, over 

post heap; then cover with a good dressing of | which lay boards or mulch ; stake and register | 

fine manure and plow in, or with a heavy coat|every plant so that you may know where to | 

of coarse manure to lie until spring. This will | look for your pets in the spring. | 

Se ee ee ee eee
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The tuberose, tigridias and amarylis, should | spongiales or little feeders in every direction. 

be taken up, well dried in the sun, trimmed | This it does under three favorable conditions 

and packed away in dry sand, secure from | First, The soil éontains that degree of warmth 

frost or mice. which is peculiarly favorable to this root devel- 

Dahlias should be lifted soon after the frost | opment; Second, The atmosphere is cooler, 

kills the foliage, cut off the top near the groud, | more equable in temperature, and, consequent- 

and label the stump; clear off all the earth, | ly, the evaporation is not so great from the 

| day in the sun, and put on the cellar bottom on | trunk and branches during the time of its re- 
| boards, free from frost and wet. Very many | establishment, as in spring; and, Third, The 

fine half hardy plants should now be covered | great amount of vital sap in the tree at this pe- 

| with a little mulch for winter protection, such | riod, not having been exhausted by the winter's 

as carnations, pinks, pansies, daises, Kc., or | €Xposure. 

all of these with the petunia can be pottedand| But, notwithstanding the truth of this phi- 

| put in the pit, light cellar or green house for | losophy, the rigors of our winter, with its 
| rest, to bring out in mid winter for early house | bright February sun and snowless March, and, 

blooming. Verbenas, and many other tender | in fact, the almost entire absence of large 

| plants, if well rooted, may still be potted for bodies of snow, are too exhausting to the slen- 

| indoor wintering. But in all the pits, parlors, | der supply of moisture the tree draws from 
| green-houses and cellars, look out for the the frozen soil, and without some protection, 

| nightly visits of Jack Frost. J.C. Pe amounting to complete covering or shading, 

| == ae fall planting of fruit trees will commonly be a 

| Fall Planting of Frait Trees. failure with us. 

| In answer to the almost daily question :— However, we need not lose all the benefit of 

| “Which do you think the best time to plant | fall planting, but can secure most of them by 

| fruit trees,”—we must say that the only really | taking from the nursery, in the fall, all trees 

| | safe time is in early spring, and for one simple | and plants we wish to set out, heeling in the 

reason: that is, the great danger of losing the | large trees, and planting the small trees, 

| tree, if planted in the fall, by the many and | shrubs, &c., inthe permanent grounds. These 

sudden changes of temperature of our long win- | should be well covered with earth at the time 

ters. of planting, and, as the winter closes in, put an 

This is especially true of the north-west, but | additional coat of straw, leaves, coarse manure, 

in the middle and seaboard states, as well as in | chips, or some sort of a shade and shelter from 

western Europe, the autumn is, by many, es- | the sun and wind, over the whole plants. 

teemed the best time to transplant all decidu-| If this is thoroughly done, the plants will 

ous trees, and, in some places, even evergreens. | winter perfectly—even better than they gener- 

| There are some conditions very advantageous | ally do in the open grounds without removal, 

| to the planter where this autumn planting can | and, in the spring, will start from their win- 

| be safely done, and were we to reason alone | ter’s slumbers almost as vigorously as if they 

| from the physiology of the tree, we would pro- | had never been moved. 

| nounce it the best time, for the following rea-| This applies as well to large trees, if they 

| sons: The tree, at the time of its fall of leaf, | are as thoroughly protected, root and branch ; 

| is in the most complete state of organization, | but here lies the secret of fall planting—winter 
| containing the greatest amount of vital sap and | protection from the extremes of temperature. But 

| organized matter, and if, in this condition, it is | the inconvenience of sufficiently covering stan- 
| removed and placed in its final home, it begins | dard trees is such, that we recommend heeling 

| immediately to restore the severed connection | them in, or burying them for the winter. This . 

| with the surrounding soil, by granulations over | process is simple, but must be well done. We 

| the wounded roots, and then throwing out | have tried many ways, sometimes simply lay-
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ing them upon the surface—digging slightly for | except by boards, brush or evergreen boughs, 

their roots—and then covering root and branch | or if the number be few, they can be set com- 

with a good mellow soil. But our favorite mode | pactly and a box turned over them and well 

is: In some light, sandy or mellow soil, dig a| banked up. This would be an excellent plan 

trench of length proportionate to the number | for fruit trees, were it not for the mice, which 

of trees, and of depth according to the size of | seldom trouble evergreens. 

the roots, so that they may bea little belowthe| Whatever the mode chosen for wintering 

general surface, throw the earth all to one side | trees, they should, in every case, be placed in 

and in the direction the tops are to lay, place | dry, cool place; no water should be allowed 

in the roots with the tops reclining upon this|to stand or run in around the roots, and to 

bank, two to five deep according to size of| prevent this in clay soils, a trench should be 

trees; then with well pulverised soil cover the | cut leading from the base of the mound to car- 

roots six inches or more, filling all the spaces |ry off the water; a sand bank is an excellent 
between and packing closely, also throw a lit- | place to winter trees in. 

tle soil among the tops to give them an easy| We have been thus minute in this matter, 
berth; then cover all with a good layer of| because many have failed from partial cover- 

straw, leaves, sawdust or any such material | ing, or have become discouraged by the trouble 
which will remove easily in the spring, then | of exhuming them when deeply buried in some | 

over all a layer of earth sufficient to keep mice | dead, cold, wet ditch; but there are some mat- 

from getting in. This last is a very important | ters yet to speak of, as the care to be exercised | 

matter, and should be looked to with the great- | in keeping Proper divisions by willow bands | 

est care. The object of the intermediate layer | around the several varieties loosely but secure- 

of straw is, to facilitate the removal of the|ly: also to notch the labels and see that they | 

trees in the spring, as the first two coverings] are secure, let the notches correspond with 

can be removed easily and quite early, and| numbers in a register kept of them as they go 
saves much of the usual trouble and delay | into the ground. This is a very important 
from frost in the trenches. If there is a large | matter to the intelligent planter, and a little 

amount of trees to be thus wintered, they can, | attention to these matters may save a great 

before the straw is applied, be laid in in suc-| deal of perplexity in the hurrying time of | 

cessive layers, covering and packing the roots | spring planting. | 

each time as before mentioned. In regard to the general preparation of the | 
5 This process is attended with the least troub- | ground for orchard planting we have much to | 

le of any thorough out-door burying, but this say in favor of the autumn season, but will de- | 
or any other manner of covering trees must | fer it until another time, hoping to reach your | 
secure them from mice, or great damage may | readers before the winter closes in. J. c. P. 
follow ; mice will seldom dig in the earth late} Vive Hit Nursery, Madison, Wis. 

in the fall, but will look out all the holes lead- ine | 
ing to the trees. If the thing is well done, it Peerage soon praca 

will surprise one who has never practiced it, | strawberry season, we found the yield was | 

to see the vigor the trees will show if set in| What we considered very large, and as there 
s was one small patch which could be easily early spring, and the extra summers growth measured, being evenly set with plants, and a | 

will well repay the trouble of securing and | square nearly by itself, we had the curiosity | 

properly burying for the winter, indeed you gSS aaiireraa don. Monday. forenoon, | 
thus secure nearly all the advantages of suc-| June 2d, and was cleanly picked on Friday | 
cessful autumn planting. evening previous, leaving a space of two days 

The above remarks apply to evergreens, ex- seer a Sen esc - Gen 
cept that they should be trenched or pitted with something over the paaet an acre, we 

plenty of room for the tops, and no covering | picked five full bushels, each of which would
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. measure out nine gallons at retail, or enough | tience possessed by them in a rare degree have mare ae up the overplus on the fourteenth Mr. and Mrs. H. toiled for many years to pro- 

PeThis was without any extra culture whatever. | duce what is now dear to them and must be 
The hel ys ins Ses shied genons sf preening: dear for all time under the pleasant and appro- 

al taken dat thom betwedn thi fonts dant aad, Priate name of ‘ Woodside,"—here, too, their | leaving from 12 to 18 inches width of plants. | children have sported, reared their pet colts, | This patch yielded at the rate of over 200 bush- calves, lambs, Guinea pigs, rabbits and birds, [| els per acre for the season, and the same could > : be made to yield 250 if not 300 bushels per gathered beautiful boquets of wild and culti- 
acre, by proper culture. It is perhaps almost | vated flowers, climbed the cherry trees for 
needless to say that the variety was the Wil-| their tempting crimson fruit, and made the |] son’s Albany. —Carew Sanvers.— Val. Farmer. - i 

orchard echo with their merry shout as they 
| PSS Sa have gathered the golden apples and pears 

Rusticatory and Personal---“ Woodside.” from under the bending boughs,—and here, 
Staying and living are two very. different again and again, haye hosts of warm friends 

| conditions of existence. The former is com- repaired to spend a leisure day or night and 
| mon in the city, but the latter belongs especi- enjoy the sweets of a refined and cordial hos- 
| ally to the country. Such have been our pitality. Is it any wonder that all, both they 

reflections a great many times when we have | and their friends, should remonstrate against 
| found it possible to leave the hard work of| that necessity which requires of them a remo- 
| brain and hand in the office Secretarial or Edi-| yal to another State? 
| torial, and escape for a time, into some of the It has been the desire and determination of 
| many beautiful country neighborhoods which | Mr. Hanrorp to prove, by actual demonstra- 
| abound in Wisconsin as no where else in the| tion, that fruit, and the best of fruit, could be 

West. It is hoped, therefore, that our good grown in Wisconsin, To this end he has la- 
| farmer readers, who luxuriate in the genuine| bored with the zeal of an enthusiast and the 
| pleasures of a country life all the year round, prudent care of a scientific philosopher; the 
| will indulge us occasionally in such expressions | results are more than equal to his hope. If 
| of enthusiasm as cannot be suppressed without | «by their fruits ye shall know them,” then 

a violation of the constitution—our constitu-| are these persistent, successful and unselfish 
| tion, we mean. horticulturists, Mr. and Mrs. H. entitled to the 
| We have visited many delightful places in| most kindly recognition and the warmest grati- 

Wisconsin, within the four years of our resi- | tude of all fruit-lovers in the Northwest. An ap- 
| dence, but at none have we been more welcome, | ple orchard that bears hundreds of bushels per 

and in none have we experienced more solid | annum, and pear, plum and cherry trees whose 
enjoyment than at “Woodside,” the quiet | hardiness and excellent fruit-bearing qualities 
charming home of our excellent friend, A. G. | are established beyond question—these are the 
Hanrorp, Esq., of Waukesha. Located upon | results they have wrought, the lessons they 
& beautiful eminence which overlooks a wide | have taught. 
range of that handsome rural scenery for| As the Fates have willed their removal, and 
which suburban Waukesha is distinguished, | as ‘‘ Woodside” is to be sold, we sincerely 

| and commanding also a fine view of the village | hope some good, earnest horticulturist who can 
itself,—from the business centre of which it is appreciate a beautiful home, and who will 

| distant less than one mile,—its eighty acres of | have the taste and ability to carry out the plans 
j woodland, cultivated fields, orchard, nursery, | of the present owner and occupant in the mat- 
| fruit and ffower gardens, together present an | ter of improvements, which have been, for the 
| attractive group of material circumstances, such | best of reasons, postponed by him, may be so 
| 48 one seldom finds anywhere. fortunate as to become its possessor. 

| Here with an assiduity, taste, skill and pa- We shall part with the Hanrorp family with
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great reluctance, and hundreds of other friends Letter from A. G. Hanford. 
will deeply regret their departure, about the| Dr. J. W. Horr, we 
Ast of October. It is some consolation, how-| My Dear Sir :—Haying spent the past two 
ever, that we shall still have their kindly greet-| months at my new home in Columbus, Ohio, 
ings and horticultural advice with the privilege | where I am to continue the pleasant occupation 
of passing them over to their old-time readers | of rearing trees and plants, I am again at 
through the “ Farmer.” our “Woodside” in Wisconsin, The old home 

Friends Haxronp, may you find another | seems very dear after this absence; each day 
“Woodside” in Ohio, and may the choicest | I realize more fully how hard it will be to leave 
of Heaven’s blessings be with you evermore. | it. My orchard here is looking finely, apple 
ne Emp agi bg Beat and pear trees bending with their loads of ri- 

Gard pening fruit; many visitors give a note of ex- 

“More about fruits!” Yes, what better can | clamation at the sight, and declare they have 
we talk of in such a magazine as this? The | not seen its like. You saw it in its early stage 
fruits were man’s first food, and there are the | in the beginning of summer. Come, now, you 
best of physical reasons for the doctrine that | @nd Mrs. Horr, and witness and taste the full 
the natural craving for them so amost univer- | fruition of the promise the season then gave. 

‘ sal was intended to be satisfied. In the meantime, here is a box of fruit which 

There are several splendid mansions and | Yo may eat by way of proxy for your readers 
beautiful lawns on Spring street, Milwaukee ; | —2nd give them the dry descriptions enclosed. 
but out a mile or more from the bridge, on the| I shall hope to meet our Western friends at 
North side and sloping eastward, there is a little | the coming State Fair, but shall not even then 
lot of two or three acres with a very plain | feel that I am bidding them a final good bye; 
wooden tenant’s cottage on it, that always | ties of friendship as well as business will keep 
turns our eyes away from the great imposing | me in frequent intercourse with the Northwest 

piles of brick and stone, with turrets, minarets, | Where I have spent a large and happy portion 
observatories, countless projections and “gin- | of my life. 

ger bread fixings” which line that beautiful| 1 find the conjecture very prevalent that my 
avenue. Why? Because years ago it was |Teason for leaving Wisconsin is, that it is not 
dedicated, by a gentleman of good sense and adapted to fruit raising and the nursery busi- 

a just appreciation of the real comforts and |°SS- , Sa & 
js luxuries of life, to the goddess Pamona, and This is altogether and entirely aes 

to-day smiles upon the passer by with a most I have had, it is true, to learn some things 
enviable wealth of apples, pears and plums all about our climate by experience, and some- 
beautiful and glorious in their inimitable tints | times dear bought experience, because there 
of crimson, purple and gold. was little past history when I came here in the 

The skillful and faithful hand of our friend | W#Y f fruit raising, or ornamental planting. 
Col. Crocker has been there, and lo this piece > ae aa as _ ee Ee eo 
of common earth is tempting as Eden. pera ane ner pai pee: oe ca _ 

We had but a few moments, but these were sooty ——— = — pepertiy: si Sa 
well occupied with a series of gustatory ex-|**® a State: provided a judicious selection 
periments on sundry varieties of plums and Pe erat aede aa = enter cere 
blackberries, &c., of the most satisfactory adopted. I can only wish that all carpers on 
kind. Col. C. is one of the most successful | this subject might have had an opportunity of 
amateurs in the western country, and richly | Walking through my orchard any fruit season 
deserves these delicious fruits of his labors. | since it came into general bearing. Of orna- 
“But does he tile drain?” You’d better be-| mental plants too, the list of hardy varieties is 
lieve it. quite large enough and none need delay longer
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to beautify their homes with these pleasant SUMMER ROSE. surroundings. Most nurserymen can now fur- An apple of great beauty, medium or rather nish a large list of desirable plants of well] small, roundish, skin yellowish blotched and proven hardiness. striped with red on the sunny side, flesh ten- I admit that the softer climate of central|der, crisp, mild sub-acid, excellent. Tree a Ohio is better for getting trees through the first | slow grower, but hardy and a good bearer years of their nurseryhood without the loss or succeeds in all localities, begins to ripen mid- check in growth almost inseperable from our | dle August. 
severer winters. But even here I have little EARLY JOE. complaint to make as any will readily believe} A very beautiful and delicious apple of me- who have visited my nursery or purchased] dium or small Size, oblate, red stripes on yel- trees therefrom. low ground, deep red in the sun, flesh fine Rather than that fruit culture in the North- | grained, tender, crisp, juicy, very rich, agree- | J: west should receive the least check fromthe sup- | able sub-acid spicy flavor, much like a pear. position that a Wisconsin grower has backed | Tree upright, slow grower while young, hardy out in despair, I would say that my ‘‘reasons’’| and a profuse bearer. Last Aug. and Sept. are more of a family than a fruit nature, a BENONI. change of climate for the former rather than| Medium size, roundish conical, red in broken the latter being considered a desirable experi-| stripes and dots, flesh yellow, tender, juicy, ment. 

rich, mild sub-acid. Strong upright grower, 
I can fully give our farmers and orchardists| Very productive, hardy and succeeds in all a word of encouragement, and assure them| localities, August and September. there is no need of fear of failure in their RED ASTRACHAN. hopes in this respect, if they but take the right| A Russian apple of great beauty and excel- steps to produce the desired results. lence, admired by many as a dessert fruit, by My address after Ist of October, will be| others esteemed too acid; above medium to Columbus, Ohio, where I shall be happy to| large size, roundish oblate, nearly covered 

answer inquiries of correspondents, or give| With deep crimson and a thick bloom, flesh any advice in my power with regard to the| White, juicy, tender, crisp, rich acid, becomes 
Horticulture of Wisconsin, in whose welfare | mealy when full ripe. Tree vigorous, upright, and progress I shall ever take a deep inter-| hardy and productive, succeeding throughout est. A. G. Hanrorp. the West in almost every variety of soil. A 
Wauxesus, Wis., Aug. 28, 1861. fine market variety. August. 

pee Cg DUCHESS OF OLDENBURGH. Reacriptions of rea rine Early Apples. A large and beautiful apple also of Russian 
EARLY STRAWBERRY. origin, roundish, a littlé flattened, light red in Medium or small, roundish ovate, smooth | broad broken stripes and splashes on yellow and fair, mostly covered with deep red, flesh ground, flesh yellowish-white, tender, juicy, a white, tender, almost melting, with a mild sub- | ji¢ttle coarse; fine cooking apple and by reason acid flavor. Tree moderate erect grower ; Pro-/ of its great beauty and uniform productiveness ductive. August. an excellent market variety. Tree vigorous, 

SINE QUA NON. an early bearer; succeeds in all localities Medium size, roundish inclined to conical, throughout the Northwest. September. greenish yellow, brownish cheek on sunny ‘ —+e+—_ 
side, flesh fine grained, tender, delicate, of an Descriptions of Seven Fine Early Pears. agreeable sub-acid flavor. Tree of slow growth, BEURRE GIFFO pb. 
but productive, fruit always fair. Middle to| A new pear of great excellence, medium to last August. large, greenish yellow sprinkled with carmine
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dots, red on sunny side, flesh white, tender,| GATHERING AND RIPENING SUMMER PEARS. 
juicy, with a sprightly vinous flavor. Tree, a Nearly or quite all summer pears are greatly 
fair, rather straggling grower, bears young | improved by being gathered when full grown, 
and abundantly ; succeeds well as a standard | but just before they “turn” upon the tree, 
or dwarf. Middle August. and matured in the house. Some of which rot 

BLOODGOOD. at the core and are of only indifferent quality 
Above medium size, turbinate, dull yellow, | when suffered to ripen upon the tree, become 

slightly russeted, flesh yellowish white, buttery, | delicious if house ripened. To hasten ripen- | 
melting rich. Tree a fair grower, succeeds ing, place in drawers in a dry, warm room; to | 
well on quince; thus far it has not been very | retard their ripening, place in a cool, dry room | 
productive with me. Last of August. or cellar, and bring from cool to warm; place | 

TYSON. as wanted, they will ripen finely. | 
Medium, pyriform, yellow with reddish | 

brown cheek, flesh fine texture, buttery, melt- rises | 
ing, juicy, sweet, rich aromatic. Tree upright, | ReMarKs.—Our notes on Woodside, written | 
vigorous, very productive, fine as a standard | before the above communications with the ac- | 
or dwarf. Last of August. companying fruits were received, and published | 

ROSTIEZER. on another page have anticipated in part what | 
Medium or small, nearly pyriform, dull yel- | would otherwise have been said in this con- | 

lowish green with a brown cheek and a little|nection. We appreciate the motives which 
russeted; flesh juicy, melting, sweet with a | have called our excellent friend, Mr. H., from | 
high perfumed flavor. One of the best sum-| his pleasant Wisconsin home, and are glad to | 
mer pears; does well on the quince. Last of | publish his own correction of certain misap- | 
August. prehensions, unfavorable to our fruit-growing | 

SUMMER FRANKREAL, interests, as to the reasons which have deter- | 
Medium, obovate, yellowish green with faint mined his removal. | 

brown blush ; flesh white, fine grained, buttery, The fruits referred to, and so briefly and | 
melting, rich, excellent. Tree hardy, moderate accurately described, came to hand in admira- 
grower; succeeds well either as dwarf or ble condition. They were as fine as can be | 
standard, and thrives in most soils and locali- produced in any climate, and have given un- | 
lities. Season, last Aug. and early Sept. bounded satisfaction to ourselves and friends. | 

: BEURRE GOUBALT. Each variety and specimen last tried seemed 
A new pear deserving of extended culture;|the best—if the superlative is appropriate | 

medium size, roundish, very smooth, regular | where all are perfectly superb—until at last | 
and uniform, greenish yellow with green dots ; they reached a climax of perfection which had | 
flesh white, very juicy, melting, sweet. Tree | hitherto been supposed to belong only to the 
good grower on pear or quince, hardy ; comes | ideal fruit of the gods. Oh, they were mag- 
in to bearing quite early and is exceedingly | nificent! 
productive. Season, early September. We had intended publishing cuts of some of | 

BARTLET. them in connection with the descriptions, but | 
One of the most popular pears, large to very | the engravings have not reached us in time.— 

large, variable in form, mostly obtuse pyri-| They will be furnished hereafter, however, 
form, clear yellow when ripe, with a blush with, perhaps, further remarks as to hardiness, 
cheek; flesh white, fine grained, juicy, melt- | locality and mode of cultivation. 
ing, sprightly vinous perfumed flavor. Tree Henceforth, if any one questions the practi- 
erect, vigorous, bears young and is very pro- | cability of successful fruit-growing in Wiscon- 
ductive on both pear and quince. First to|sin, send him to us—or, better still, to Mr. 
middle September. Hayrorp’s orchard—for conversion.
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| Another Visit to Dr. Weeks’ Pear Orchard. | MECHANICAL & COMMERCIAL. During the time of the Milwaukee Fair we SSS ES 
found an hour or two to spare in the splendid Reaper Improvements. pear orchard of which we gave an account in| There is no machine more truly representa- the August No. tive of American genius than the Reaper. 

The Dr. is justly proud of his beautiful trees| Here was a vast expanse of the most fertile and luscious fruits and drove us out to his| land on the earth and there wore the markets farm with a most enviable satisfaction. The| of the world asking for more bread. But the day was clear and delightful, and as we ap-| necessary muscle was wanting, and so the ge- proached the orchard-bearing slopes from the | nius of a McCormick produced the iron-mus- lower and lakeward side there seemed nothing | cled Reaper, capable of doing the work of a 
wanting but the two fruit-burdened spies pic- | dozen sturdy men, and thus rendering possible tured in the old family Bible to convince us| the production and gathering of millions more 
that we were just entering into the good old] of grain every year. All honor, therefore, to land of Canaan. this successful pioneer in the great work of Such trees! and such pears!—hundreds of'| providing American agriculture, and the agri- bushels of them—well, it’s no use to talk.| culture of the world, with facilities for gath- 
Words are inadequate. Dwarf trees and ering these now almost measureless breadths standards literally weighed down to the earth | of our harvest. 
with countless Bariletts, Flemish Beauties,| But like all other inventions the first Reaper Louise Bonne de Jerseys, White Doyennes,|W2S susceptible of important improvements, Saint Ghilsins, &c., &c., thick as bees in| Which have accordingly been attempted from swarm, ponderous as town clock weights and | time to time, and almost constantly by hundreds luscious enough to make any pear-lover in the| of inventive minds; so that the first complex 
world squeal outright—to use the Dr.’s expres-| Clumsy machine which so triumphantly bore 
sive word, Two trees of the St. Ghilsin yari-| off the palm in sundry contests with the best 
ety were perfect miracles—tall, beautifully | Teapers of all the world, but a few years since, proportioned and each loaded down with per-| Was as far inferior to the light, simple, durable 
haps ten bushels of delightful pears; about a/®2d splendidly operating machines of the 
half bushel of which, by some means, found] Present as the magnificent steamers which 
their way into the almost insatiable maw of| to-day proudly walk the Hudson, surpass the our very considerate carpet bag. first rude steamer by which Furton’s genius 

A few of the trees had suffered somewhat | astonished the world. 
from a sort of blight which blackens the leaf} To reap and mow by horse power at first and destroys the branch attacked, and several | Seemed the ultimatum of the farmers’ wish. were likely to be damaged by slugs unless| But he was not long in discovering that there promptly treated to a dose of ashes, which the| was yet too much work left for him, and he De. faithfully promised them should be admin- therefore demanded a rake, which should gath- istered in the afternoon. = eee eg er up the grain into gavels ready to the hands GarHERinc Axp Purrine up Frurr.—Great| of the binder. The mechanic furnished it, fren nthe mu af ahceaghnd'a | 8% 200 there were scores of diferent plans ting up winter fruits. In those parts of the | for doing this very desirable thing. Many of country where fruit is so abundant that the| them hare proved good and been adopted to 

cial ie ee — seem ae some extent; and yet none of the rakes hith- 
damp with dew or rain, tumble it into barrels | erto patented have given such unqualified sat- eye ee one oe on Cement isfaction as to have rendered hand-raking 

Sis omega apples and are, reapers absolete or even very generally unpop- carefully handling, drying and packing away. |ular. There can be no question, however, of
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the final success of the attempts now making | tion among the great grain growers of this to invent a rake whose economical advantages | country. 
shall insure the universal adoption of the} The next improvement of the reaper should P Pp 
“‘self-raking” Reaper. be @ machine which shall of itself both rake and 

Of the various styles of rakes which we have | "4. Who's the man to say, ‘Yes, here it is?” eee eae seen, a recent invention by our old Farmer as- Ancient Commercial Cities of the Low Countries. 
sociate, D. J. Powers, Esq., is the most promis- —— G 
ing. It combines compactness, lightness, du-| . ima Hare been so maueh, Blessed me - _ rability, simplicity and Ghetenich Casaticcs ticle on this subject in the Merchants Magazine, 
already won the reputation where it has been ed a Pre a ier Aa tried during the past harvest of doing its work an, idee ee yy eet ie ren ee a5 well as any of the aiore complex, heavy of the Farmer. We trust. they will read it , it i and more expensive rakes. It possesses this | ™” ih anol arte , . z The cities of Flanders and Holland had ris- advantage, moreover—that it can be easily and | op by commerce and manufactures to opulence cheaply attached to any of the hand-raking | and splendor when the greater part of Euro) sac z | i din barbari a t sti as 

; + : : was immersed in barbarism. legant struc- eee now inuse. It is certainly folly to tures for city halls, palaces and bourses still hire a man, at harvest rates, to do the work exist which were erected before the United which can be better done by simple, inexpen- cee meceaianted., pemeaires alike ok . * . able for their material and architecture, buil sive machinery, and we would not be surprised | 5+ 9 period when the buildings in Great Brit- 
should this new improvement’prove itself wor- ain, with the exception of the castles of the thy of v. -al adoption. nobility and religious edifices, were composed Naty Beneral stoption. of frame work filled in with’ clay, and often But the cutting and raking are not sufficient: rani ronan these-populous districts 
the grain must also be bound by machinery. | had been fenced in and reclaimed from the Young America has no notion of breaking his bea Crean ann ae soil gulraiea mae aoe it became a garden. Here were collected the beck at 7 = of binding ater: the old fash- whale oil and herrings of the North Sea, the ion, and cries, Give me a machine that shall wheat, furs, lumber and naval stores of the also bind. Iowa acknowledges the force of | Baltic, the wine and salt of France, the wool ES, b 4 tin of itai i 1; d the objection, and furnishes, in the person of ae Erp irae eee the silks of Italy an W. H. Burson, Esq., of Muscatine, a man who Navigation was conducted by short summer ‘. i 5, id Flanders was a convenient rest- 
gives us a machine which, by the help of one | YOY@ges, an 3 J 

lace between the Baltic and Mediterra- hand to manage it and another to «fork up” shay eae Ne ee ees ii the grain, will firmly bind as fast as the reaper 7 Before the Pome Around, the cere of oot A ope was opened, the spices and luxuries o: can cut and before it leaves the apron. We India were imported into Flanders from the had the pleasure of seeing this binder operated | eastern shores of the Mediterranean. These a few days since in a field of oats near Madison, a enhanced in value by ay ee Sor ne A ive | MG One or more journeys by land, ani ie and although the grain was not such as to Sive | profits and risks of several adventures. Some ita fair test, the working was quite satisfactory. | idea of the risks, expenses and profits of these The hand consis of No. 20 wire and is vo | detangs may be firmed om the flor fastended by the twisting of the ends together dian commodities landed in the commercial as to render its giving way solely a question of | cities of Flanders just after the opening of the the strength of the wire... The size of bundle is Hope Indian trade around the Cape of Good 
not material, as the machine will, with equal IMPORTS, 
facility, bind a very large bundle or a mere 600,000 tbs. Pepper nds at Aleppo 244 fa India. 
handfull, no larger than the finger. The bind- aposoen : ee, a tebe ig ercan be easily attached to any han ing ee - Rutmogs2e. 44. nit . 
reaper, and as it costs but a few do! Wwe 150,000 “ mace.......4s. 9d. id 8d. ea shall expect to hear of its extensive introduc- £1,465,000 redanta to £511,458. 

'
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Under a mild form of government the Flem- | refusal to grant it the guardianship of his son, ish provinces embarked early in commeree, | its port of Sluys was closed by its Austrian established an extensive fishery for herring on | master; its commerce at once declined and was the coast of England, opened the whale fishery, | soon transferred to the rising city of Antwerp. built ships and established marts of commerce. During its prosperous days the Italians sent Since the palmy days of this commerce, these | silks and spices here in large vessels. But the States have been the seat of devastating wars. | vessels in general use were of less size and There has been a fierce struggle between the value, for in 1470 seven Spanish vessels bound Inquisition and the Protestant faith ; opulent | to this port were taken and carried into Eng- cities have been beseiged and taken; dykes} land. Their tonnage varied from 40 to 120 have been broken and the ocean admitted to tons, and they were valued at thirty shillings drown the invader ; harbors have been closed per ton, from which we may form some idea of and new ports and marts have risen to distine-| the value of money at this period. tion; but commerce and wealth have left last- If we may judge from a treaty concluded in ing memorials which have survived intolerance 1470, between the Arch Duke of Austria and and oppression, and do not fail to interest the Edward IV. of England, his subjects had be- modern traveller. gun to display that sharpness in trade which BRUGES. | they still occasionally exhibit: for the 12th Bruges had become an important city as| *rticle of the treaty provides that the English 

early as the sevefth century, and became still | °°™panies shall not direct their agents at the more conspicuous under Charlemagne, great fairs to defer the purchase of goods of From the ninth to the fifteenth century it the Netherlands until the close of the market, was the capital and residence of the counts of | Wien the Netherlanders, in their anxiety to . Flanders, who allowed their sujects great priv- get home, sell out ata reduced price, of which ileges and very liberal institution, and the| there has been great complaint of previous restless spirit of freedom distinguished the| Yeats Article 13th provides, also, that they Flemings. 
shall discontinue the practice of buying by During the days of chivalry it attained to| the king’s beam and selling by private weights, great opulence and splendor. So rich had it which last we presume sometimes fell a little grown under the counts of Flanders, that one | below the standard. of its merchants became security for the ran-|_. Bruges was almost destroyed by the eruel som of the last count of the race in the sum of | Duke of Alva, but its canals and island quays, 400,000 crowns, its fifty-four bridges, many of its public edi- 

From these counts it passed to the Duke of| fies and stately warehouses still cenennse Burgundy, and contributed largely to the| @ttest its ancient grandeur, although its popu- 
wealth of its sovereign, the splendor of whose | !#tion has dwtndled to less than 50,000. court surpassed that of all Europe at that pe- GHENT—German, GENT—English, GLOVE. riod. When the queen of Phillip le Bel, of} This very ancient city still contains 90,000 France, visited Bruges, she reported that she| people, and is nearly eight miles in circuit, found there hundreds of ladies looking more| although many fields and gardens are within like queens than herself. the area. It was the birth place of Charles Here was instituted the order of the Golden V., and in former times so much larger than Fleece, which derived its name from the great | the capital of France that Charles used to say staple of manufactures and commerce. In| he could put Paris in his glove. 1385 Bruges was at the zenith of its fame; it} It was also the birth place of John of Gaunt, had attracted mercantile firms from Lubeck, | Shakspeare’s time-honored Lancaster, the son Hamburg, Bremen, Cologne and Dantzic, from | of Edward III. of England. England, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, France,|} Athough an inland city, distant twenty miles Portugal and Spain, and became the emporium | from the sea, it was situated on the Lys’ and of English trade, and the centre of the com-| near the Scheldt, navigable to the sea, and, merce of Christendom; connected with Ostend like Venice, divided into many islands, most of by a ship canal, navigable by vessels of the | which have magnificent quays. largest class, and having Sluys for a harbor,| It contained seventy bridges and an immense located a sufficient distance from the sea to cathedral, lined with black marble, and sus- avoid the inroads of the Danes and Normans; | tained and embellished by pillars of white it became the entrepot of the herring fishery | Italian marble. It contained, also, many mag- and the seat of the manufacture of carpeting | nificent warehouses and public and private and linen, and more renowned for its wealth edifices, some of which are still standing. than any city which had preceded it in North-| Its cathedral dates back to 1228, and the ern Europe. Grand Beguinage, held by 600 recluses or Its prosperity ended with its transfer to Aus- nuns, who are not bound by any vow of seclu- tria, to which it passed upon the marriage of| sion, and devote themselves to the sick and Mary, the heiress of the Duke Charles, with | needy, originated in 1284. the Dake Maximilian. Flanders was at this early day traversed by Having revolted from him in 1482, upon his | many canals, and Ghent, by its ship canal to
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the Scheldt, was accessible to ships drawing | ing will be as we have said, 1,200 feet by 700, 
18 feet of water. Ghent was celebrated for|though the ground plan shows that in some 
its manufactures of cloth, linen and muslins. | parts the width is diminished to 500 feet. The 

° In the sixteenth century it is reported to | average height will be 100 feet, nearly 60 of 
have held 175,000 people, and Voltaire states | which will be a solid brick work. Taking one 
in his history of Europe that in 1468 there | of the main sides of the building, on the Exhi- 
were in Ghent 50,000 artisans. bition road, as an example, it will present a 

Even in modern times, while annexed to | lofty recessed facade, from the center of which 
France, Napoleon regarded it as the third | will rise a supurb dome of glass and iron to 
manufacturing city in his empire, ranking next | the immense height of 250 feet, with the base 
to Lyons and Rouen. of the dome of no less than 160 feet diameter. 

Ghent passed, with Bruges and the fertile} These, for there are to be two, one at each 
and rich counties of Flanders, to Burgundy | end of the building, will be the largest domes 
and to Austria, and suffered from the succes-| ever built. That of St. Paul's is only 108 feet 
sive wars which desolated the Garden of Eu- | in diameter at the base, and even St. Peter’s is 
rope. Having enjoyed great freedom under | only 139. These domes are to be reared over 
the mild sway of the counts of Flanders, it | the intersection of the nave and transepts at 
was restless under its new arbitrary and less | right angles, and as the floors of the rest of 
intelligent masters. the building, an unequaled view will be got 

In 1839 it was taken after a revolt by Charles | from here through almost every part of the 
V._ Again, in 1678, it was captured by Louis | vast interior. One magnificent nave will be 

| XIV., afterwards, in 1706, by the Duke of| continued from this entrance in the Exhibition 
| Marlborough, and finally, in 1796, by the rev-| road to the extreme end of the building in the 

olutionary armies of France. It is remarka-| grounds of the Horticultural Society, and at 
| ble that so much of its commerce and manu-|the termination of this the second dome will 
| factures, and so many elegant structures as|rise. The nave is, therefore, to be 1,200 feet 
| still exist, should have survived its misfortunes. | long by 85 wide, and 100 high. All the roofs 
| As illustrative of its former commerce we | will be of wood; coated with felt and meeting 
| may add, that in 1468 no less than one hundred | in the center at an angle, like the roof of West- 

and fifty vessels arrived in a single day at its | minister Hall and most of our cathedrals.— 
port of Sluys. The effect; however, from the interior, will not 

| No city in Christendom, says Erasmus, was | be that of an an angular roof, as the grinders 
to be compared to Ghent for extent, constitu- | will be arched and colored, and on these the 
tion, or the culture of its artisans. eye will naturally rest. The whole design and 

Its drawbridges were raised daily, and bells | aii the plans connected with the building are 
rung to suspend business while the armies of | the work of Captain Fowke, R. E. The time 
artisans went to and from theirlabors. It was | fixed for the exhibition is the same as that in 
surrounded by walls whose circuit was nine | 1851—viz., from the lst of May to the 15th of 
miles, and cou!d bring into the field more than | October. The guarantee fund amounts to near- 
60,000 soldiers. It was a republic in all but ly £300,000. 
name. . 

endgame Se ee 

-|.| Crystal Palace for the World’s Fair of 1862. TurxisH RaiLroaps.—The Turkish Govern- 

The designs for the great exhibition building | ment has granted a concession for the construe- 

in 1862 are now completed. The building will | tion of an extensive system of railways, 
cover a little over twenty-six acres. There sy a d 
will be some 500,000 feet of flooring more in | Saranteeing 6 per cent. on the capital expend- 
1862 than in 1851. The greatest height of the|ed. Tuos. Pacz, C. E., of England, is the 
roposed cuilding will be 266 feet, and the nave ss . eae 1,200 feet long, by 85 wide, and 100 party in whose eee the conpeerion has been 

feet high. The dimensions are to be apart for | made, and he will immediately commence the 
the display of agricultural implements, which | construction of a line putting Constantinople 

vaste ae pity oectaetee 2 in direct communication with the principal 

furnish the edifice for £200,000, though in re- | capitals and markets of Europe. 
ality it will cost £300,000, but the payment of 
the extra £100,000, as they did in ’51. The 
building will be erected at Kensington, infront] Ligur Dravent Steamers ror Troors.— 
of the new grounds of the Horticultural Society, | On the 23d ultimo, a trial trip took place, on 
which they will inclose. One side of the edi-| the Thames, of a very peculiarly constructed 
fice abuts on the Cromwell road, the main en- | steamer, intended for the conveyance of troops 
trance on the Exhibition road, and the third | upon the Lower Indus. She is 377 feet long, 
side on Prince Albert road; the fourth or rear | and has accommodation for 800 men and their 
side faces immediately upon thé grounds of the | officers, while the draught of water was. only 
Horticultural Society. Externally the build- | two feet.
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Hew MotiveiRewse. SCIENCE, ART, STATISTICS. 
The Providence Press speaks in high terms |-=—————————————____—_———— 

of a new steam(?) engine, the invention of The British Census of April, 1861. 

Sreruen Witson, of Rhode Island, which it] The first British census was taken under Mr. 
describes as follows : Pitt's administration in 1801. It was the year 

«Without describing it accurately, we may ot es ele teplend aie hase rine, 
say that the engine presents to view an iron aren a A eithatt outed ar Me it ilies 
box, four feet long, two and a half feet wide, Th e lati f G ee B SReCy Ot Le ae 

and two and a quarter fect deep, having &| at 732,000 in 1751, Manufactures and the 
furnace near one end. On its top, side by a mg tos : d . eas 
dae aes 7 Ss aa! ge towns increased, but emigration was 

Mae Berea szlinders which coniain pit | commencing, and some country wilges wer 
shaft carrying a fly-wheel and supported at ee aa a ee = 
either extremity by an arch, firmly attached to peaked meshes ronee ry mgt a ¢ 
the box. The cylinder, which is directly over Drtecac att ee mae fons op ner me 
the fire, supplies the heated air to the other A breath can make them as a breath has made: 
cylinder, in which is the piston, whose upward ae Ded peamatiet their coer, 8 oy 
movement turns the shaft. An eccentric works a ESR Dees ie suns 
a valve, which admits the air to be heated, and | A" Dr. Price contended that there nee Oe 
suffers it to escape after it has parted with absolute decay of the population. This gave 
some of its caloric by its passage through a| Tse toa protracted controversy, which, in the 
quantity of thin corrugated iren plates, termed critical neater) the country, ning Mars. pat a regenerator, by passing through which the to settle. The population of Great Britain was 

newly admitted air becomes partially heated oie enumerated in 1801, and amounted to 
before entering the supply cylinder. The cyl- 10,917,000, and with that of Ireland united 
inder is eighteen inches in diameter, and the | With ber, made above 16,000,000. This was a 
length of stroke eight inches. Ordinarily, the | tiumphant reply to the doubts of those who 
shaft makes about 130 revolutions per minute. | lespaired of their country. Notwithstanding 
A simple apparatus checks or stops the engine the war the population increased, as the cen- 
at pleasure, and it is started by giving the sus showed, at the rate of two to three millions 

wheel a turn with the hand. Less than an|¢VeTy tem years until 1841. Then immense 
hour is occupied in heating up, and the engine | °™igrations took place; there was a depopula- 
will actually continue in motion, with a light | ™g famine in Ireland, which had an imperfect 
load, for half that time, after every vestige of | POY law, and cholera was epidemic; yet the 
fire is removed. population of Great Britain was augmented by 

Any one who can manage an ordinary coal 2,808,000, and although the population of Ire- 
stove and oil a grind-stone, is competent to be land fell off, the people of the United Kingdom 
the engineer. The amount of fuel consumed amounted fo 27,724,000 = 1851. 3 There will 

is about the same as is required for a stove, he Ho Inyeay eee ee the “religious profee- 
and when it is desired to warm the room, the | $0" of any one. That inquiry, when pro- 
engine does that, and then costs absolutely posed last year, having been met with general 
nothing for fuel. An explosion is an impossi- disapproval, was abandoned hy the government. 
bility, not a drop of water being used, and the The census concerns every individual in the 
risk of fire is not increased in the slightest British Isles. Early in April @ schedule was 
degree. Are we not justified in extolling such left with the occupier of every house and 
a machine?” . apartment; and shortly after sunrise, on Mon- 

day, 8th April, 30,441 enumerators in England 
Bs i and Wales began their calls at every house, 

TabLe FARM, Mauston P. 0., and collected the schedules which they have 
Juneau Co., Wis., Aug. 31,°61. | previously left, filling up those of persons who 

J. W. Hoyt, Esq., have been unable to write. A similar army 
Dear Sir :—From reading your remarks (in| performed a precisely similar operation in 

the Wis. Farmer) relative to threshing grain, | Scotland, in Ireland and in Australia. It is 
the advantages of the small or “tread power” | Sometimes asked, why is the seventh census to 
threshers, &c., I am induced to enquire of you | be taken? What is the use of the information 
whether the tread power threshers are manu-| to be collected? The injunction ‘know thy- 
facturell in this State; if so, at what place, | self” is as binding on nations as on individuals. 
the usual price, and what make you would re- > 

commend for the use of a farm, growing say| popynarion or THE Wontp.—M. Dietrici, 
150 acres, small ‘feaa , director of the office of Statistics at Berlin, 

j| . By giving me seers. at your | has published in the annals of the academy of 
earliest convenience, you will greatly oblige | that city the result of his researches relative 

Your ob't serv’t, H. Dawes. |to the present population of the globe. An



: 
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addition to his calculation of the total number chinery, 154; best German, 216; second qual- of inhabitants, which he puts down at upwards ity, 241; best sheet, (cast,) 54; hoe and shovel, of 1,288,000,000, M. Dietrici estimates the (cast,) 142; best ey blister, 108; second number of the different human races as fol-| ditto, 211; gin saw steel, (best,) 874, and sec- lows: the Caucasian, 360,000,000; the Mongol, | ond quality, 123 per cent. 
552,000,000 ; Ethiopian, (negroes,) 196,000,- ae 
000; the American, (Indians,) 1,000,000; the | The Drummond Light. Malays, 200,000,000. The leading religions he | — 
divides as follws: Christianity reckons aaa We announced, some time since, that Prof. 000,000 adherents; Judaism, 5,000,000; the | Grant had been employed by the government 
Asiatic religions, 600,000,000 ; Mahometanism, | to erect one of his powerful calcium lights at 160,000,000; and Polytheism, 200,000,000.— | Fortress Monroe, in order to shed light upon Of the Christian population, 170,000,000 belong | any nocturnal schemes that might be underta- to the Roman Catholic church; DO ken in that quarter. 
to Protestants, and 76,000,000 to the Greek An improvement in the arrangement of the | church, | lime-points has lately been patented by Prosser | {Se eee | & Stanley, of London, for increasing the in- Life Policies Not Subject to Forfeiture. | tensity of this light. It consists in arranging | | ae two lime-points opposite one another, towards | The following is an extract from the report | the jets of flame, and they are made to con- | of Hon. Wiuiiam. Barnes, Superintendent of | Verge toward a common centre, by being grail- | the Insurance Department, to the legislature ually pressed forward with a spring or a weight, | | x BOS: PEDAT APIA; EEK aim to keep the points in contact when the flame | of New York: | impinges upon them. These lime cones are | “The entire forfeitive of policies by the | Tetained in tubes, and a fresh surface is con- | 
non-payment of premiums at a certain speci- | tinually presented to the action of the ignited 
fied date has long been a serious obstacle to | S88¢8- s i i | the increase of life insurance. The impolicy, | The caleium light consists of a fine stream if not the injustice of this provision, is practi- | °F hydrogen and another of oxygen gas, care- 
cally acknowledged by nearly all the compa-/ fully brought into contact, and burned upon a nies, and the forfeiture is seldom fully enforced. | Pi¢ce of purified lime—fine chalk. I cannot but regard it, therefore, as a matter (Bi. Pate eat oe of public congratulation that the New York| Tux Sources or tux Nize.—The Levant Life Insurance Company has issued a table of | Herald says :—* Baron Hochbein, envoy from rates of premium for life policies expressly | the Duke of Saxe-Coburg Gotha, who recently stipulating that after the receipt of two or| presented the Grand Vizier with the decoration 
more annual premiums, if further payments | from that prince, left during the past week for are discontinued, a new policy will be issued | Alexandria, after himself receiving the third to the original holder, if living, for a specified | Class of the Medjidieh. From Alexandria he proportion of the sum insured, or, if deceased, | Proceeds, accompanied by six scientific fellow- an equitable sum will be paid to his family or | travellers and an armed escort of thirty attend- 

5 legal representatives.” | ants, to explore the sources of the Nile. The ee ne Prussian government has placed a sloop of war Amari * in the Red Sea at the disposal of the party.— > ae in England. The Baron has already made one journey to | A felling akin to consternation pervaded a Soudan, and on this second expedition intends, | portion of the iron trade on Change at Wolver- | it is said, to penetrate into a country which | hampton on the 6th of March, at the intelli- | has been explored by no previous traveller.” | gence that the new American tariff bill had, in ———-—__ | all probability, become law. Should this ‘bill | Frexcu Raiways.—aA Dill has been pre- become law, it will prove most disastrous to | sented to the legislative body authorizing the the iron trade of Great Britain, inasmuch as | construction of 25 railways, of a total length scarcely any iron of British make can, with | of 823 miles, which are to cost £14,,692,000. such a duty as that proposed, find any sale in Amongst the number is the Paris Girdle Rail- the American markets. On bars, the principal | way on the left bank, to’ cost £880,000. The description sent out, the increased duty would | expenditure upon French railways up to the be more than a guinea a ton; on hoops, chiefly | end of last year has been, by the State, £32,- used by the southern States for baling their 440,000, and by companies, £152,000,000, cotton, £2 6s.; on boiler plates, £1 14s. ; and making a total of £184,440,000. On the Ist on all kinds of sheet iron, £117. The increase | of January of the present year the State had on hardware will be in the same proportion. | contracted to pay the railway companies £7,- On best cast and sheer steel the perpen in- | 870,000, and ies had undertaken crease would be 92 per cent.; second quality, | works for rail conceded to cost 120; extra, (axe temper,) 81; table blade, | £57,320,000; an to be hereafter oon- 186; common hoe and fork, 167; round ma-| ceded to cost £12, D
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THE HOME. ‘The Prairie Grave. 
—— BY FRAME W. BALLARD. : 

Oh, Why Should the Spirit of Mortal be Proud? The Banish: flowers, abows bee trent, 
2 Saag Bud, bloom, and fide sway; 

BY ABRAHAM LINCOLN, ESQ., OF ILLINOIS. The Winter snqwflakes lightly rest <i 
— Upon that lifeless clay. 

Oh, why should the spirit of mortal be proud? 
Like a swift-fleeing meteor—a fast flying cloud— No heedless footstep may invade 
A flash of the lightuing—= break of the wave— ‘That holy, hillside plots 

He passes from life to his rest in the grave. A rustic paling, rudely made, 
Protects the lonely spot. 

The leaves of the oak and the willow shall fade, 
Be scattered around and together be laid; Nor father, mother, sister near, 
As the young, and the old, and the low, and the high, Her prairie bed to share; 
Shall crumble to dust, and together shall lie. Or moisten with the falling tear 

The infunt a mother attended and loved— The ERE ee Oe 
mother, that t's affecti ed— ae meme ee ers eee ae Meats She lees in slens and alone, 

Each, are all away to their dwelling of rest. For God’s own hand hath seal’d the stone 
The maid on whose brow, on whose cheek, in whose eye, Shore Shek Crate oe eae 

01 by; 
Aad diike teat the tess cb toe triage. Ose aa ae 
‘And the memories of mortals who loved her and praised. While we this grateful memory keep— 

‘The hand of the king that the sceptre hath borne— SCRE ORNS GTE® 
The brow of the priest that the mitre hath worn— Sr 

e eye of the sage, an of the bray 
‘Are hidden and leet in tho depths of the grave. _ cece 
The pessant whose lot was to sow and to reap— The homes of America will not become what 
= eoneps eae ne = — sp kad steep | they should be until a true idea of life shall 
ave Bboa eagnie ‘ie guateat oxnaa have become more widely implanted. The 

4 worship of the dollar does more to degrade 
ae raped aly rpermpsies ce ees American homes, and the life of those homes, 
So the multitude comes, even those we behold, than anything, than all things else. Money 
To repeat every tale that has often been told. is the God of almost universal worship. The 

Soc sie aid CEA beaks Geir koe have Faaas chief end of life is to gather gold, and that 

We see the same sights our fathers have seen; gold is counted lost which hangs a picture up- 
We drink the same stream, we see the same sun, on the wall—which purchases flowers for the 
Amxun Che sate race our thers heve run. yard—which buys a toy or a book for the 
‘The thoughts we are Cet our fathers did think, eager hand of childhood. Is this the whole of 

= ae death we — shrinking co sary i shrink, | human life? Then it is a mean, meager and 
But Fee anes cenirtine the bird on the wing. | most undesirable thing! A child will go forth 

is Eye eet teas from such a home as a horse will go out from 
ey loved—but the story we cannot unfold: i ‘i 

Taal Rrenad bat the heat’ of the haughty ts cold; | * 8tall-egiad to find free sir and a wide pas- 
They ised inte ‘wail from their slumber will come, | ture. The influence of such a home upon him 
They joyed—but the tongue of their gladness is dumb. | in after life will be just none at all, or nothing 

‘They died—ah! they died—we, things that are now, | £00d. Thousands are rushing from homes like 
~ = a a a ve lies non — ba these every year. They crowd into ae. 

ni e in their dwellings a ient abode, They crowd into villages; they swarm into 

Meet the things that they met on their pilgrimage road. | Djaces where life is clothed with a higher sig- 
aot ie ara meee ee nificance; and the old shell of home is desert- 

ether ine am 3 ji i . 
rh er eaiteks tad the wong andthe dizge, | cu Oy cvety bird: amscon as it can Ay=~Ances 

Still follow each other, like surge upon surge. tral homestead and patrimonial acres have no 

wiih iin, Nae cess, 52s spite’. || encrednees | aud, weeny flee Sateen sas Se 
From the blossom of health to the paleness of death | die, the stranger's money and the stranger's 
From the naan saloon, tothe bier and the shroud— _| presence obliterate associations that should be 
Oh, why should the spirit of mortal be proud? among the most sacred of all things. 

Leaeretine Mieer, I would have you build up for yourselves 
” and for your children a home that will not be 

Econom1sine Lagor.—Labor to be effectual, | lightly parted with—a home which shall be to 

and accomplish the greatest ends, must be sys- | all whose lives have been {associated with it, 

tematic. By afew minutes spent in arranging | the most interesting and precious upon earth. 

for the day’s work, much valuable time can be | I would have that home the abode of dignity, 

saved, and the same objects accomplished with | propriety, beauty, grace, love, genial fellow- 

ease and promptness, which would otherwise | ship, and happy associations. Out from such 

drag heavily, and be poorly executed. Always | a home I would have good influences flow into 

have a memorandum book with you in your | neighborhoods and communities. In such a 

operations, and note everything that may be | home I would see noble ambition taking root, 

desirable to remember or refer to. and receiving all generous culture. And then
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I would see you, young husband and young| @~ The late Judge Srory thus describes 

eee: Do srive on of| the fall of liberty in Greece. There is a les- such influences as will come to you through an ; : institution like this. No Boke ean pay you | °°" for 15 jathe words for such a deprivation. No circumstances but | ‘The Old World has already revealed to us those of utter poverty can justify you in de-| one of its unsealed books; the beginning and nying those influences to your children.— | the end of its own marvellous struggles in the Timothy Titcomb. cause of liberty. Greece, lovely Greece, ‘the "1 land of scholars and the nurse of arms,’ where 
e ee sister Republics in fair procession chanted the A MovEL HUsBAND.—Hear what Saxe says praises of liberty and the gods, where and 

of a model husband :— what is she? For two thousand years the op- I saw a model husband—in a dream pressor has bound her to the earth. Her arts roo peng ee oe they seem; are no more. The last sad relics of her tem- <igteth Nolseed eat een ak haw; ples are but the barracks of a ruthless soldiery ; And fe the pny the aes ae , the fragments of her columns and palaces are hile Jane non Chaise five minutes at the gate in the dust, yet beautiful in ruin. She fell oe took etree, ‘our not when the mighty were upon her. Her For dinner ; and, like Patience on a throne, sons were united at Thermopyle and Marathon, He didn’t swear to find a button gone, and the tide of her triumph rolled back upon Tee a Se the Hellespont. She was conquered by her “Home Conversation. own factions. She fell by the hands of her —_ a ” 
4 Children hunger perpetually for new ideas, |°*" eee 

and the most pleasant way of reception is by Feet ee nage oe the voice and ear, not the eye and the printed HEALTH AND DISEASE. page. The one mode is natural, the other arti- Se ficial. Who would not rather listen than read ? Virtue and Health from Eight to Sixteen. We not unfrequently pass by in the papers a rs full report of a lecturer and then go and pay} Lord Shaftesbury recently stated ina public our money to hear the self-same words uttered. meeting in London, that from personal obser- An audience will listen closely from the begin- | vation he had ascertained, that of the adult ning to the end of an address which not one | male criminals of that city, nearly all had in twenty of those present would read with the | fallen into a course of crime between the ages same attention. This is emphatically true of | of eight and sixteen years; and that if a young children. They will learn with pleasure from | man lived an honest life up to twenty years of the lips of parents what they deem it drudgery | age, there were forty-nine chances in his fayor, to study in books; and even if they have the |and only one against him, as to an honorable misfortune to be deprived of the educational | life thereafter. 
advantages which they desire, they cannot fail| Thus is it in the physical world. Half of to grow up intelligent if they enjoy-in child-| all who are born, die under twenty years of hood and youth the privilege of listening daily | age, while four-fifths of all who reach that age, B to the conversation of intelligent people. Let|and die before another « score,” owe their parents, then, talk much and talk well at home. | death to caused of disease which were origi- A father who is habitually silent in his own | nated in their “teens.” -On a careful inquiry, house may be in many respects a wise man: | it will be ascertained that in nearly all cases, but he is not wise in his silence. Wesome-|the causes of moral and premature physical times see parents who are the life of every | death, are pretty much one and the same, and company which they enter, dull, silent, unin-]are laid between the ages of “eight and six- teresting at home among their children. If] teen years.” This is a fact of startling import they have not mental activity and mental stores | to fathers and mothers, and shows a fearful sufficient for both, let them first provide for responsibility. Certainly a parent should se- their own household. Ireland exports beef | cure and retain and exereise absolute control and wheat, and lives on potatoes; and they over the child until sixteen; it cannot be a fare as poorly who reserve their social charms | difficult matter to do this, except in very rare for companies abroad, and keep their dullness | cases, and if that control is not wisely and for home consumption. It is better to instruct efficiently exercised, it must be the parent’s children and make them happy at home, than fault; it is owing to parental neglect or remis- it is to charm strangers or amuse friends. Aj sness. Hence the real source of ninety-eight silent house is a dull place for young people— | per cent. of the crime of a country such as @ place from which they will escape if they | England or the United States, lies at the door can. They will talk or think of being “shut | of the parents. It isa fearful reftection; we up” there; and the youth who does not love | throw it before the minds of the fathers and home is in danger. Light it up with cheerful | mothers of our land, and there leave it, to be instructive conversation. Father, mother, talk | thought of in wisdom, remarking only as to your best at home. the early seeds of bodily disease, that they are
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ee nearly in every case sown between sundown by a cup of strong coffee—because these nulify and bed-time, in absence from the family cir-|a larger number of poisons, than any other cle, in the supply of spending-money never | accessible articles—as antidotes for what re- earned by the spender, opening the doors of| mains in the stomach. ; confectionaries and soda-fountains, of beer ——__. and tobacco and wine, of the circus, the negro 

minstrel, the restaurant and the dance ; en DOMESTIC ECONOMY. follow the Sunday excursion, the Sunday drive, — / with easy transition to the company of those] How zo puriry Rancrpe ut ss whose ways lead down to the gates of social, pondent of the Ging Pea il physical and moral ruin. From “eight to| the following recipe: ‘We had some 40 tbs: Spee eery fDriy-nine. oes sage) rancid lard, which was valueless as it was.— 
fifty ; fixed by the parent! Let every father pe pte Se quality of the and every mother, solemnly vow: “By God’s e ‘ob sels: eth roe three ounces, help, I'll fix my darling’s destiny for good by cad when eee toast i. ee, 
me home are yeas than the street. thoroughly together for an hour or two, it was Gee nel a Heelies set aside to cool. The lard was taken off when aera a ee nearly cold, and was subsequently boiled up. Hall's Journal of Health abounds in excel-| The color was restored to an alabaster white, lent practical suggestions, which may be of | nd the lard was as sweet &s a rose.” special advantage to those who live in the —S— 
country, where s physician cannot, at any! Swerer AppLe Puppinc.—An excellent pud- minute be called in. ‘The following directions ding is made with sweet apples, sliced in a ought to be pasted up somewhere and kept in| dish, and a batter of Indian meal, made by mind: 

stirring it into boiling milk first, to scald and A WOUND. = get the proper thickness, and then pour it warm If a limb or other part of the body is severely | upon the apples; first scatter sugar among the cut, and the blood comes out by spirits or jerks, | apples, and some into the batter ; we cook ours per saltem as the doctors say, be in a hurry, or | without any other Seasoning, except sugar; the man will be dead in five minutes; there is | the milk should be sweet and good, and when no time to talk or send for a physician; say | it is baked, eaten with butter or sweet cream. nothing, out with your handkerchief, throw it | Bake slowly two hours. So says a lady in the around the limb, tie two ends together, put a| Ohio Furmer. 
stick through them, twist it around tighter, ——____ and tighter, till the blood ceases to flow. But Demprixcs.—In boiling dumplings, or any 
stop, it does no good. Why? Because only a kind of paste, the cover should never be re- severed artery throws blood out in jets, and moved, nor the water allowed to cease to boil ue arteries get their pitod from the heart ; cunkil the paste is done, when it should be ta- ence to stop the flow, the remedy must be ap- Fee plied Nebwach the heart and the wounded spot ken off before it becomes soaked and heavy. 
—in other words, above the wound. If a vein . P had been severed, the blood would have flowed | _ CARE oF Kxtves.—Do not let knives be in a regular stream, and slowly, and, on the | (topped into hot dish-water. It is a good other hand the tie would be applied below the | Plan to have a large tin pot to wash them in, wound, or on the other side of the wound from | Just high enough to wash the blades, without the heart, because the blood in the veins flow | “¢éting the handles. toward the heart, and there is no need of such ee ee ert a hurry. CruLLERs.—One cup of sweet milk, half a POISON. teaspoon of soda, one cup of butter, one of 

If a person swallows a poison, deliberately | 848°" ae SSeS aon Sea s br or by chance, instead of out into multitudious Bake din hates nay _— a . ie and incoherent exclamations, dispatch some bal ies P the top in cold water, and sprinkle one for a doctor; meanwhile run to the kitchen, |" White sugar. 
t half a glass of water, in anything that is SRM RRST OOR ke fanay, at ints it a teaspoonful of salt and as| To Remove Tron Rust —Take a little good much ground mustard, stir it in an instant, cream of tartar, tie it up with the Spotted part. catch a firm hold of the persons nose, the| When you put the article in to boil, be careful mouth will soon be open, then down with the not to stir it till it boils, and it will all disap- mixture, and in an instant up will come the | pear if the tartar is good. Poison. This will answer in a large uumber aaa enema of cases better than any other. If by this BGS” Away with your yellow saleratus biscuit! time, the physician has not arrived, make the They are a slow poison to any human stomach patient swallow the white of an egg, followed | and a disgrace to any civilized cook. 

-
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a RERRDmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmeemes comme 

YOUTH’S CORNER. what we can of these things, though it is not 
ae near so easy to do this on paper as it would be 

ieee the Field Notes] if your bright eyes were looking up to ours. 
ies r In the first place we must tell you what is 

Pe aes meant by a Government and how people come Whistling easee tee cet ews. to have, and for what they havea Flag. When 
What seontets bengath that wide straw hat the world, as we see it now, was made ready To make bright eyes twinkle so? : . To curve his red lip in a smile, for people to live upon it, the number of those And make that bronze cheek’s pretty glow? = people was at first, and for a long time, very 
er clench on ite eeming bea * small. There were no houses, no bridges, no 
ee eee i owiy net © brook, | yailronds, no boats, and nothing at all of the 

Poy Mary in when fee dolloe osce; many things with which we clothe and take 
a ae - baad kgs hand, care of ourselves and lay np for future use. 
Once week in her true little palm You children all know what property a and 

He lays all his earnings, a precious store; can easily see that there was very little of And bending their young heads down, they count és Hers added to it, @er and o'er. ; what we now call property in the world. There 
siya ome grace ner ut becca ‘curls! was nothing much to own but flocks of cattle, 

a lak rate ths iota poartsy and as everybody had enough of these, and 
There's a winding path beside mosry logs, there was pasture in abundance, the few fami- 

And hills and hollows and fern-crowned bank, lies that then lived went where they pleased And a low rill’s gurgle, whose way is marked 
7, ay willows, with oe growth rank; and fook whatever they found and nobody And there *mong the oaks, is the cottage low, 
With wild vines making its gray walls green; cared, partly because there were but few to After sowing and reaping, will Charlie, the king, f Bear home to his nest his glad heart's queen. care and partly because there was so much of 

Rosetta. | what they knew how to use that they all had ———-—_____. 2 ‘Talk with Children about the War! more than enough. If you children were here 
——_ and we had a whole day to spend together, we 

Children, you little ones with whom we| coujg tell you how all this was changed for talked last month about the war, wondering what we now see. But many thousands of 
what you thought of all the terrible things years haye passed since then, and as you all that are being done, we wonder now how many! know that one year is a very long time, you 
of you have found friends ready and patient | can easily imagine how long the story would 

-J| te tell you all about it? Many of you have| he to tell you all about it. Why your father 
such friends, and as they have told you the and big brother and uncle would all be as an- 
story of the Flag, our beautiful Stars and gry as they could be, because it would fill the 
Stripes that wicked men and women are try-| « Farmer” quite full, leaving no room for what 
ing to tear down, and of the good Government they want to hear of; so you must be content 
they are seeking to destroy, you have felt as] with your corner and let this talk be short. | though you could hardly bear to be little boys! Well, when there were a great many children 
and girls now that so many grown up people born and they had grown up and there came are needed to put a stop to what these bad to be old folks and young folks, strong and folks are doing. But then we know there are weak, rich and poor, wise and ignorant, good 
children whose father and mother have but and bad, all together, by this time there had 
little time to talk to them of sueh things, and come also to be a good deal of what we call 
Some, we are sorry to know, whose older property, for all these people were all the time 
brothers and sisters are apt to say, in answer finding out something that it was worth while 
to their questions, ‘Go way; don’t bother me.” to have in the earth or in the sea or in the air. 

Now if any of these come to the ‘Youth’s They were all the time, too, trying new things, 
Corner” of the “Farmer” we will tell them experiments as we say, so that one person had 

; a
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something, or knew something that somebody | ed, because there was no law to punish crime. else didn’t. Then began all those dreadful But, from time to time, as the people came to things we read of in history—one man driving | be wiser and better and to learn through the another away from the place he wanted to live Bible and other good books, from good teach- in and taking his property away from him, | ers, and most of all from the life and teach- just because he was strong and could. One ings of our blessed Savior, who came to teach man would catch another and make him do his |love and peace among men, they began to work for nothing, and if a good man told him make these Governments better ; sometimes by he ought not to, very likely he would be beaten | making the King or head man see that it was and pelted if the bad man was strong enough | best to be kind and just, and sometimes when to doit. These things grew worse and worse | they could not do this, by getting rid of himand as there came to be more and more people in | putting a better man in his place. To bring the world and more things about which to | this about, many wars have been fought and fight. 
many very good people have lost all their pro- Then the people gathered together in great | perty and at last their lives in trying to make numbers in different parts of the world, and things better for their children, and those who said, ‘‘We can’t get along this way. There is should live after them. Of such were the no use in trying to have anything, or do any-| brave and noble men of whose deeds we are thing, if somebody who is bigger and stronger | so proud, and whose names we so love to speak can come and take it all away and beat and | of—the hero men, who with our good and great kill us who are better, but not so strong as he. | Wasuincron set up this Government under Let us see about this and try and get things| which we now live after conquering the right fixed so that we and our property may be safe, | to do so by a long and bloody war against a and if any one do any wrong thing he may be very bad and powerful King who once ruled punished and so be afraid to do so again.” over us. In our next we will tell you all about In such, or pretty nearly such way as this, | this Government and Flag that they set up, so what we call Governments came to exist, That | that you can easily enough see why it is right, is, people began to have rules and laws to decide | ana why God and all good people want us to what they might and what they might not do, | fight and kill the wicked men and women who and to say what they might have and not have, | are trying to tear them down, that they may and what might or might not be done to them may be able to set up bad men and bad laws and with them and their property. Sometimes | io rule over us. 

they set up one man and called hima King, or —_o—____ 
an Emperor, or a Duke, or a Lord, according} ges An unsophisticated country lady see- 48 more or less people agreed to do as he said; ing, for the first time, the queer looking unfin- 3 S 3 ished dome of the Capitol, said, «1 suppose and sometimes the King or Emperor set himself those are the gas works.” «Yes, madam,” up because he was strong enough and rich | replied a gentleman friend, “they manufacture enough to go with his warriors and fight them | &4S there for the whole nation.” 
and make them do as he wished. In this way pa Nuke ma oe aie 
® great many very bad men came to be at the are so soon tired of their own company, as head of different Governments, so that very | those coxcombs who are on the best terms with wicked laws were made and very cruel things | themselves. 
done to the people; but after all it was found Bas He who is always inquiring « what will to be better than to have no Government at all, people say ?” will never give them an opportu- for one bad man did not do so many wicked | nity of saying any great things about himself. 
‘hings and deal so uasasily, with, the; whale Maj Whos a nna pantameany or assistance, People as a great many did when everybody | the world, as a rule, is very obliging and in- did as everybody pleased and nobody hinder- | dulgent, and lets him want it.
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WAR MISCELLANY. Visit to the Seat of War-—Cairo and its Defences 
wil, ind ---Egypt and the Great Illinois Prairies. 

Q Sometime since we had the pleasure of a 

S visit to this point of great military interest. 

€ Located on the extreme southern point of Ili- 

f) x +*X* se nois, and overlooking portions of Kentucky 

| * HK fies *«* ia EQ and Missouri, and of the two great rivers—the 

x Se 5 oe a Marre, Ohio and the Mississippi—which have their 
= Pasa Siti oo » confluence here, Cairo possesses even geo- 

ie ae —— es 3 Pa AN hical interest of unusual character; while 
a OUR COUNTESS ES Bin : : sagas 

N Se | as a strategical point, commanding, by its | 
Le eee eH | 

Lien new-made forts and heavy guns, the navigation | ta ga 
St of streams which connect the Gulf of Mexico | 

with both the Middle and the Northwestern 

Soar] rrr=--—""= | States, including Missouri and all its contigu- | 

na@s- Il AM AGAINST ANY AND EVERY | oug States and Territories, there is none so | 
COMPROMISE THAT MAY BE PROPOSED |. tect inthe while Vi | 
TO BE MADE UNDER THE GUNS OF THE | i™portant in the whole West. | 
REBELS. * * * * * * Situated on low, wet land, and within high | 

The arbitrament of the sword has been defiant- | jevees, essential to its security in times of high | 
ly thrust into the face of the government and — > 
country, and there is no honorable escape from | Water, and consisting of miserable wooden | 
it.—Joseph Holt. buildings, with scarcely a green and pleasant 

—eaeeaS60605059 = ooo = | spot for the eye to rest on, the town of Cairo 

Dirge for One Who Fell in Battle. is one of the most unseemly looking places that 
BY LONGFELLOW. we have ever seen. But of this we care to say 

Room for a soldier! lay him in the clover; nothing. 
He loved the fiel tl 1 be his cover; vhi 

incr aneatannin cessed ne ee re ne eee eee 
Where the rain may rain upon it, position and controls the navigation of the 
Where the sun may shine upon it, Ks 
Where the lamb hath lain upon it, waters, is located at the lower part of the town 
And the bee will dine upon it. 
- ee and mounts some twelve guns, several of them 

Take im to the agent aclaa ty eed Saver birches,, 32-pounders and one 64-pound columbiad ; the 

eee Serer shall mourn, where the oriole | totter so situated upon a turn-table in the cen- 

Mldketeaidcue it, | tre as to be turned in any desired direction, | 

ine on feels ee x * and thus perfectly commanding every exposed | 

E point within a range of three miles. | 
Busy as the busy bee, his rest should be the clover; z - 
Gentle as the lamb was he, and the fern should be his In the rear of the fort is the camp, with all 

Fern and rosemary shall grow my soldier’s pillow over: | its barracks, parade grounds and other accom- 

whan tie ema eae paniments. At the time of our visit, there 
ee ee it, were but about 3,000 soldiers there, the num- 

Sunihiee talkie hosel, teecelawldmesdicten, | having been diminished by the discharge 
Out of those tender eyes which evermore did soften; of the Three Months Volunteers. 
He never could look cold, till we saw him in his coffin. rl rae Pee ST 

oe a et with a Ps it, Bird’s Point is just across the Mississippi 

Where the mon ty ren pon it, |on the Missouri side and within less than a 

ee oe aon ®. mile of the Fort above named. It was formerly 

Bae Jeong rpg Bh gee lrhe tap ae des a small settlement of a few scores of inhabi- 

OR ete LEE Soe He eyes of a mighty | tants, but is now a strongly intrenched camp, 
"Long as the sun doth shine upon it, consisting of 80 to 100 acres and both backed 

Shall grow the goodly pine upon it, ae 
tang asthe meee i upon it i and flanked by dense woods, quite impenetrable 

[itlantic Monthly for August. | by any organized body of troops, and capable 

[ a 
eee 

a
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of being easily shelled from the Fort. With|car windows and almost reminded us of the 
any reasonable force it is impregnable and | good old time when they used to sell for a shil- 
may be considered safe from attack. There | ling a bushel. 
were 7,000 soldiers in camp when we were| The vast fertile prairies over which the stur- 

there. dy locomotive bore our train as smoothly and 
Norfolk—a forsaken secession village 6 miles | almost as swiftly as the thread is carried by 

below, also on the Missouri side—is likewise | the shuttle, nevery looked so bright and beau- 
occupied by our troops, commanded by Col. | tiful. Stretching away as far as the eye could 
Turcntn, an able officer, late of the Russian reach, its gentle swells waving with wild grass 
Army. The Col. has been in America long] or clothed with cultivated crops, and here and 
enough to appreciate our institutions, and is| there animated by herds of grazing cattle, and 
heroic in his determination to crush out the| the faithful pioneer farmer guiding his plow, rebellion. Mrs. T., his accomplished wife, | there is nothing in nature which so agreeably 
shares with him the privations and dangers of| blends the sublime with the quiet and the 
the camp, and is herself competent to take his | beautiful. 
place in command, should he fall in defense of} Vast quantities of these lands are in the pos- 
his country. The soldiers were all well and| session of the Ill. Central R. R. Co., and held 
fine spirits, some cooking their dinners in| for sale at reasonable rates and on long time. 
camp, and others naked in the river, washing | What a garden the great Prairie State will be 
their clothes in its muddy waters. when all these fertile lands shall have been 

| Col. Wacyen, chief of artillery in Fremont’s | subdued and brought into thorough cultivation 
. Division, gave us a sketch of his plans as to| by the industrious skill of the scientific hus- 

additional fortifications—among other items, | bandman! s 
including a new fort on the Kentucky side,| This was the first time that we had traversed 
(now finished and named Fort Hort,) and | the entire length of this magnificent State, and 
two above Cairo, one on the Ohio and the other | we must say that we had never before had any- 
on the Mississippi, and we feel entirely confi-| thing like an adequate idea of its vastness of 
dent that he will execute his plans with that | area and the immensity of its natural wealth. 
ability which shall insure success. Altogether, and in every respect, our trip 

Brigadier Gen. Prentiss was in command of | was a satisfactory one. We had journeyed 500 
all the points above named, when we were| miles over one of the finest agricultural por- 
there, and to him we are indebted for the| tions of the Great West, had visited a division 
Privilege of unrestricted inspection. He ap-| of otir noble army and its works of defence, 
peared to us an able and efficient officer, and | given its officers and men our humble but ear- 
as he has been assigned the command of a| nest words of cheer, and after an absence of 
column in Missouri, we shall expect, ere long, | only four days, returned to the scene of our 
to hear favorable accounts of his achievements | more peaceful labors, instructed and encour- 
asa field General. aged and in no wise fatigued. 
Our return from C. was more pleasant than {Boose Whatin sto 

the going, owing to a grateful fall of rain —— 
which had nicely laid the dust, moderated the} We are sorry to say that there is too much 
temperature of the weather, and refreshed the truth in the Tollowing paragraph we copy from 

vegetable world. Fgypt was arrayed in all its | ® long and able editosial 2 ahs Heres 4 ‘A peace party in the North is nothing more glory. Fields of rustling corn and orchards than the reserve forces of Mr. Jefferson Davis. full of ripe, mellow fruits, such as we haye| Both are animated by the same purpose. Mr. 
Searcely seen since the days of yore, greeted upon gates hee 
us along the way—peaches by the basket-full, dissolved; so does the peace party. Mr. Davis 
box-full and cart-load tempted us through the | wants Northern bacon and Northern arms; the
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peace party have both to dispose of at reason=| is a@ war power. 1 say it is a war power, and 

able terms. Mr. Davis wishes to ruin the Ad- | when your country is actually in war, whether 

ministration; the peace party is laboring to | it be a war of invasion or a war of insurrec- 

the same end. The only difference seems to be | tion, Congress has power to carry on the war, 

that Davis has armed his Virginia “peace |and must carry it on according to the laws of 

party,” and stationed it at Manassas, under | war; and by the laws of war, an invaded 

the command of Beauregard and Johnston, | country has all its laws and municipal institu- 

two very distinguished members, while his | tions swept by the board, and martial law 

“peace party” in the North is commanded by | takes the place of them. 

Breckinridge, Bayard, Vallandingham, and| The power in Congress has, perhaps, never 

Wood. The whole six of them are very faith-| been called into exercise under the present 

ful officers, and Mr. Davis is as efficiently Constitution of the United States. But when 

represented by his Northern servants as he is|the laws of war are in force, what, I ask, is 

by his Southern.” one of these laws? It is this: that when a 

oe he country is invaded, and two hostile armies are 

[From the Weekly Wisconsin.] set in martial array, the commanders of both 
Dead! armies have power to emancipate all the slaves 

Dead, dead on the field of battle! in the invaded territory.” 
°Mid its awful crash and roar! peal _selvetbtbag ave Pon tl 

Det etced wins porersore ae an 
Gin the magi oceauerallic, Havoe of Life by War. 

ide ie eee eee It is difficult to conceive what fearful havoc 
ary = the Reet ooitin! this evil has made of human life. Some of 

lant heart ant 5 its incidental ravages seem to defy belief. It 
Chane, sioe to an or er has at times entieaty aeseauisiea| immense 
And where men fell like autumn leaves, districts. In modern as well as ancient times, 

And where he fell—and died. large tracts have been left so utterly desolate 

Dead, dead on the field of battle! that one might pass from village to village, 

With his name and his honor white; even from city to city, without finding a soli- 

ree = es coher tary inhabitant. The war of 1756, waged in 
Thank God! he died in the foremost ranks, the heart of Europe, left in one instance no 

In the fiercest of the fight! less than twenty contiguous villages without a 
. single man or beast. The thirty years’ war, in 

et the 17th century, reduced the. peuiatign of 
= —e — BO, os die, Se) ea to ee ae 

° 5 fourths; and that of Wirtem| from 500, 

es oa ea = gee tyxc. | to 49,000—more than minetenphe I Thirty 

pbs viin <> n peomeiamaall thousand villages were destroyed; in many 
is others the population entirely died out; and 

John Quincy Adams on & Southern War. in districts once studded with towns and cities, 
h Joun:| there sprang up immense forests. 

abe orizest pela poms ees se a Look at the havoc of sieges—in that of Lon- 

Quixcy Apams in Congress, Apr anc! donderry 12,000 soldiers, besides a vast num- 

15th, 1842, will be read with deep interest at ber of Inhebltan in that of Paris, in’ the 
eee ‘ . 16th century, 30, victims of mere hunger; 

this time from its bearing on the present war, | 51) O'S ivimaii, 40,000; of Vienna, 70,000; 
and because it gives so clearly the views of] of Qstend, 120,000; of Mexico, 150,000; of 

one of the ablest and most learned statesmen Aus. yaaa en Carthage, 700,000; of Je- 
. rusalem, 1,000,000! 

this country has ever produced. We ask for) “yya14'the slaughter of single battles—at Le- 
it the careful reading of every man who would | panto, 25,000; at Austerlitz, 30,000; at Eylau, 

thoroughly understand the nature of the con- | 60,000; os ree ane Spas Bree, one ge 
: . ement in fact, 70,000; at Borodino, 5 

test in which we are now engaged : St Fonteno, 100,000; at Arbela, 00,000 ; at 
«J believe that, so long as the slave States | Chalons, 300,000 of Attila’s army alone; 400,- 

are able to sustain their institutions without | 000 Usipetes slain by Julius Cesar in one bat- 

going abroad or calling upon other parts of the | tle, and 430,000 Germans in another. ~ 

Union to aid them or act upon the subject, so| Take only two cases more. The army of 

long I will consent never to interfere. I have | Xerxes, says Dr. Dick, must have amounted 

said this, and I repeat it; but if they come to | to 5,283,320; and if the attendants were only 

the free States, and say to them, you must help | one third as great as common at the present 

us keep down our slaves, you must aid us in | time in Eastern countries, the sum total must 

an insurrection and a civil war, then I say that | have reached nearly six millions. Yet in one 

with that call comes a full and plenary power to| year this vast multitude was reduced, though 
the House and Senate over the whole subject. It | not entirely by death, to 300,000 fighting men,
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and of these only 3,000 escaped destruction. 
Jenghiz Khan, the terrible ravager of Asia, in 4a N E WwW 8 8 U M M A R Y : the 18th century, shot 90,000 on the Pains of | 
Nessa, and massacred 200,000 at the storming | DOINGS OF AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES. of Charasm. In the district of Herat, he ae ey 
butchered 1,600,000, and in two cities with The Mil Fair—tThe Second An- their dependencies, 1,700,000. During the 1 2 meer “Wi é — last twenty-seven years of his long reign, he | "Vl Exhibition of the is. Agricultural & is said to have massacred more than half a| Mechanical Associationn” was held pursuant 
million every year; and in the first fourteen | to notice on the Cold Spring Course, near years, he is supposed by Chinese historians to| me 
have destroyed not less than eighteen million—| Milwaukee, Sept. 2—6. The weather after a sum total of oe O00 O00 an forty-one years. | the first day was faultless, and, in view of the In any view, what a fell destroyer is war! ats ie 
Napoleon’s wars sacrificed full six millions, Postponement se State Fair, it was expect and all the wars consequent on the French | ed that the exhibition and attendance would be Revolution, some nine or ten millions. The large. For some reason, however,—probably Spaniards are said to have destroyed in forty- f alah z z two years more than twelve millons of Ameri- | ‘°" Several—the sanguine expectations of the can Indians. Grecian wars sacrificed 15,000,-| Association were not all realized. 000; Jewish wars, 25,000,000; the wars of the shee twelve Cesars, 30,000,000 ; and in all the wars a rene departments, the exhibition bon of the Romans before Julius Cesar, 60,000,000; | ¢xcellent, in others meagre, and in some which the wars of the Roman Empire, of the Saracens | haye always been interesting departments of Se 2 Foon” | our State Exhibitions it waa totally deficient. > 000 5 » 100,000, 000! “If we take into consideration,” says] The show of swine was particularly good, 7 the learned Dr. Dick, ‘the number not only of t only i in th * those who have fallen in battle, but of those eae pubes i ne nite ss who have perished through the natural conse- | breeds, but also in the quality of the animals quences of war, it will not perhaps be overrat-| exhibited. The fine, chubby Suffolk, the lar- ions tenth of the hums rae hea Toc |" and coarser Leicester, the “contraband” stroyed by the ravages of war; and according| Essex, the mammoth Chester, and numerous to this estimate, more than fourteen thousand grades and crosses were all there and made a millions of human beings have been slaughter- lendid displ 

ed in the wars since the beginning of the | SPlendid display. 
world.” Edmund Burke went still further, The exhibition of sheep was fair, of horned and reckoned the sum total of its ravages, from + 
the first, at no less than thirty-five thousand eacle moderately om is ead cles of ovine millions. Among other exhibitors in this class, we no- 
> ticed our friends ————._ and Ricumonp, of 

Tue War Sprrir Nortu anp Sovrn.—There | Whitewater, both of whom brought worthy 
ieeaurelianabiy = oe Sane eo: representatives of their respective herds, The 
and energy with which they are struggling in | Durhams occupied but a few stalls—those ex- 

this contest. The North, conscious of béing | hibited by friend Brooxs, of Walworth, at- 
eee ent ae nee and ae tracting the most attention. “Sampson” wore 

matter ‘coolly and philosophically, trusting to | his laurels with a proper bovine modesty and 
Providence mainly for the issue. The South, | never looked better. Mr. Rossins’ Alderneys on the contrary, is striving with the fierceness tio di dlaomidiit and disposition of a fiend, caring nothing for | Were also there and in good condition. the right and totally unscrupulous of the means, The show of horses was good and comprised 8o that they win in the struggle. If this dif- 7 imals. ials ference is to continue—if the giant of the North | * member: on as . ene e “ will not rouse himself, put forth his mighty | Speed were animated and gave good satisfac- 

ee and squelch ee ae tion to those most interested in this chief under his resistless tre: en is the Union by sneit . no means safe, but the recognition and inde- | branch of the Ca In the races “ Twi 
Pendenee of the “ Confederate States,” a thing | light,” owned and raised by J. V. Rossins, 

is sure as fate. oe long will the tom ea bore off the palm. fs inue to slumber on the very crater of the vol- S * *, cano which threatens the everlasting destruc-| The exhibition in the Machinery and Imple- tion of the Republic. ment Department, was rather meagre, though
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there were several machines, &c., which inter-|cago, and on what is called the “Brighton 

ested us much. We have room to mention but | Course,” Sept. 10th to the 18th inclusive. 

two or three, to-wit: The Victory Mill, by D.| The Grounds comprise 80 acres of flat, rich, 
G. Powsr—a cheap and portable iron mill prairie land, and, with their fittings, would 

doing excellent work ; the Spading Machine, | have afforded ample and comfortable accommo- 
by Hon. C. Comstock, to which reference has | dations for the Exhibition and people, had the 

already been made in the Farmer; a “Sulky| weather been favorable. Unfortunately, how- 

Plow,” invented and operated by a Mr. FRazter | ever, it rained very hard during the first two 
—a rather good thing, especially for lazy farm-| oy three days, and just often enough after- 

mers; and sundry drills, reapers and plows, | wards to keep them in a most miserable condi- 

principally by our energetic and ever-present | ¢ion__indeed quite impassable, but for the 

friend, L, J. Busu, Esq. countless tons of marsh hay, with which all 

Of fruits and flowers; textile fabrics, arti- | avenues and portions of the Grounds most fre- 

cles of domestic manufacture and works of | quented were liberally strewn. 

art, there were none. The Exhibition in all departments but one— 

It is not our wish to disparage the Exhibi-| that of works of art—was good, and in some 

tion in the least; indeed, all things considered, really magnificent. 

ae a Be ee a eae coun} Such splendid cattle, horses, sheep and hogs | 
try village, we should have thought it very as were there gathered in great numbers, are | 

creditable, but as it was, it certainly did not : f < a 
re worth going a thousand miles to see, and prove 

rellpetewasiamonnbet om gins most conclusively, what we have long believed, 
and prosperous city of Milwaukee, whose citi- that the great Sucker State is one of the no- 

zens neither helped it by-their contributions of Sicet, insta: ended sabeniaene-and-se the 

articles, nor by even going out to see what had energy, and public spirit of its people, of all 

been put upon exhibition by their more enter- the great States, and that within not many 

prising country neighbors. To us, this let years, she will be found gpiritedly contending | 

sion policy towards their own pstieseociation with her older sister New York for the laurels 
is only explicable upon the ground of a nar- ct empire. | 

row and unworthy selfishness which is its own | 

worst enemy and the poorest possible basis for The show of mary and implements was 

any institution whatever. also fine, embracing many varieties of such as | 

: are commonly exhibited at fairs, and a num- | 
The attendance, throughout, was less than dant ab ealamabliivine alicia dadaoheces 

ata nusaver of i> county’ third) snc! on before. Among the latter was one which is 

Thursday, the “great day of the Fair,” as an- intended to cut and shock corn. The cutting 

nounced in their programme, did not exceed portion is constructed after the manner of a 

the number of 6,000-at any one time. reaper seckle. The corn, when cut, is thrown 

The chief officers are deserving of great by a horizontal reel upon a dished sheet iron 

praise for their activity and energy in carry-| piatform, where it is bunched up into a pile 

ing the Exhibition through, and might have had large enough for a shock, by a man with a 

reasom to be proud of their success had they | hooked rake, and afterwards pinched up at the 

been sustained by the people. top by the same person, in the use of a long 

a a screw and cord, tied with strong coarse twine 

The Illinois State Fair.—Notwithstand-| and dumped on end where it is intended to 

ing an unusual press of business engagements, | stand. The whole machine operatednicely 

we found time to,make a visit to the Annual | when standing still and may possibly, do good 

Exhibition of the great State of Illinois, which | work. Messrs. J. I. Casz, Crcero Comsrock, 

was held at—or rather near—the city of Chi-| D. J. Powers, and other enterprising exhibi-
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tors were present and have doubtless won pre- Crawford County Fair.—Prairie du 

miums. Chien, the County Seat of Crawford, is one of 

Fruit and Flower Hall was well filled. The | the oldest towns in the West, dating back even 

Old Doctor” was there, of course, working | more than a hundred years; but the County of 

with unresting energy on various committees, | Crawford is nevertheless one of the newest 

stimulating his associates to promptness, greet- | and most sparsely settled Counties in Wiscon- 
ing his hosts of friends with smiles of wel-| sin, south of the Pineries. Its agriculture is 
come, and looking after things generally. | backward, therefore, and large results should 

Egypt was not so largely represented as on | not be expected as yet. Indeed it was not un- 

some former occasions, our old Badger friend, | til 1858, that a few energetic friends of im- 
Carpenter, of South Pass, having, for some| provement united their efforts for the organi- 

unaccountable reason, been detained at home; | zation of an Agricultural Society. We had the 
still there were mammoth fruits there—ap-| honor to be present, on occasion of the meeting 

ples, peaches, pears and grapes—in abundance, which adopted the Constitution under which 

tempting to the eye and luscious to the taste. | the Society now acts, and to address the nu- 

Agricultural Product Hall was likewise well | Merous wide-awake farmers who were there 
filled, though the fields were hardly so well|®*sembled. It was in February, and a break- 
represented as the orchards. neck drive we had of it, getting in Seneca— 

The Natural History Department was admi-| some twenty-two miles up the river—over the 

rably represented, one entire large hall being | ice-clad bluffs. 

filled with specimens of coal, marl, marble,| J¥st last week we had the honor of address- 
various minerals, shells, insects, birds, plants, ing those same farmers and other citizens of 

&e., &c. Profs. Wortuen and McCuesney | ©Tawford, at their County Fair, which was 

were the chief exhibitors, and the latter took | eld at Belle Centre, an embryo city, near the 
the premium of $75 for best collection. centre of the County, and 35 miles from Prai- 

The attendance at times was good, but ow-| Ti¢ du Chien. 
ing to the distance—5 miles—from the city, Owing to an oversight on the part of the 

the uncomfortable condition of the Grounds, Society, we had not been notified that we were 

and the cool indiference of the mass of the Skies: ~apilasiceit dems Laminin ms Spt ca 

people of Chicago, was much less than it should 7 “e untif’ the: last—after duaiibedet 

have been, in view of the extraordinary efforts the cine of the County:had pee ot out 

put forth by the able and efficient officers of | ©°™S sndygonp, 5) Wie remtes tees gag: share 

the Society and the excellent character of the | “°"® ™°"™Y things, me mould bern neem. plesaed 

Exhibition. We have never known a Fair| ‘° ee to theta. Maj iiel Roe eaiee ose: Whee 

more thoroughly advertised, and the persistent minineds owen aan sltagythensked a syed 

energy and faithfulness of President Van Epps, Hime: cs, Gaenblnotaeaaesme Mell c& the. Sxlithiy 
Secretary Reynorps, and the other worthy tion, as many things nad been removed; still, 

gentlemen who for months have labored for its enough Wes a #0. commnoe:-asithine the: fem 

pre-eminent success, certainly entitled them to | “* ans fies eerie ce waking bg 
the most satisfactory results. to fhe importance of improvement in the rais- 

Opie tnithe lage ef ee ty vain an dsend. ing of stock, the cultivatiodiap teir crops, the 

the Fair was continued over until Wednesday en ee eee Sone Loe 
ch 'iis aacond week, wat qeatrust thet thg ne tion of the coulis and = of the Lo 

ceipts have been adequate to meet all premium Wo ware capecialy aianeat oe aoe se 
demands and current expenses. eties and remarkably fine specimens of fruits 

ee exhibited by Mr. Hucurs—most ponderous, 

BQ The Bad Ax County Fair has been post-| magnificent apples and beautiful clusters of 

poned until Oct. 7th, 8th and 9th. luscious grapes. Of the latter, we now attempt
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but two varieties—the Milton and Clinton—| g@g~ Judging from our exchanges, the Fairs 

having found the Catawba and Isabella too | of the State and country generally have none 

tender for profitable cultivation. He gives the | of them been eminently successful. They have 

preference to the Milton, a Vermont grape, | doubtless done much good, however, and the 

“hardy as an oak,” sweet, and very prolific, a | efforts made, though only partially rewarded, 

single plant having produced 20 bushels the | will have a tendency to keep alive the interest 

present season. of members in their several Societies. 

All that portion of Crawford over which we ee 

passed, is a succession of bluffs—sometimes STA = MATTERS. 

abrupt and rocky, but usually undulating, : ie 

ae = and ait ie with ee The Crops of all Sau eS ee 

and flowers. The highway for the most part me Olean eS =a = ne i 
following ubevciase 4s beauty terpantine likely to Hold off well, and in view of certainty 

with waly galls cine ad asena’ AUBenace of fair prices for almost every sort of produce 

it winds down the side of the bluff into a beau- hice etmang monte neere a n 
Gia Walley. “uote Gually ioondetta to the sep Northwest have abundant reason to be encour- 

and tortuous raft-bearing Kickapoo, and the seeds Ginna cobwaeasaneiiel 

traveler then finds Kimeclf in the midst of| 3, w. neve pwr airs 2 qin edmeeors to aueuer 
heavy timber—elm, hickory, basswood, ash, | 7p Cuduiries briefly in regard to crops in this County, 
walnut, &. A fine span of ponies, an easy eine hia pate cena ann etoe Seay eel] 

buggy, a safe driver, and best of all, a most | stationary for Blsceyeictreg) spe ere aay) eel 
glorious day—now shedding its floods of golden | and the.neads not well led as owest 

light upon the richly tinted foliage which lined | yield of wheat I have heard of is 9 bushels—the highest 
: 17 to the acre—but it will probably be exceeded in both 

and sometimes over-arched the way, and anon | directions. For a guess, 1 should place the average at 

spreading over the enchanting scenery its oft, aunty ou ao as aa a oc eines 

flitting shadows—all these and a thousand ee eel seo ge he! eee a 
things else made our journey of 70 miles, and mrerage crop, our eet little was planted. Grass was 

the Fair, with its pleasant incidentals, all pass- Respectfully, on, 
ed and enjoyed between morning and evening,| The fruit crop has been a great success in 
seem like a fairy dream. It was a day brim | 2¢arly if not all portions of the West, and must 

_] | fall of pure enjoyment. largely contribute to the encouragement of 

We ate @idd Wy learn that the Rx Ouanittes those who have not yet entirely recovered from 

linve ‘been authiorined to eclool and At up'a per= the Sue ae of the destructive winters of 

manent location for future Fairs, and shall oe 

expect, when we go again, to find the Society pe aaistay wince a eaey te on, 
at home, on its own Grounds, and making a : p a 

= magnificent show, far in advance of this of ques ey ee, rae paent A oe 
1861. made in money matters generally since our last 

—_——_—____- issue. Exchange and Gold are now readily ob- 

R@F The Pierce County Agricultural Society | tained for 2 P cent. premium. = 
has appointed its 3d Annual Fair and Cattle Of the $1,200,000 authorized to be raised by 

Show for the 4th and 5th of October: Address | the Legislature, $850,000 have already been 

by Secretary Harvey. negotiated. The disbursements have not reach- 

Se ee ed that amount. The State Treasurer has just 

BaF The Baraboo Republic styles the Sauk | lately received $205,000 frém the General Go- 
County Fair a “‘successful failure,” except in| vernment, being 40 ¥ cent. of the amount of 

two or three departments. The attendance was | the claim of the State at the time the account 

good, the show small. was rendered.
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State Equalization.—The State Board of | sion spirit in North Carolina, had the effect to 
Equalization has averaged the valuation of the | animate both Administration and people for a 

lands of the several Counties as follows: time; and the success of Rosecrans at Carne- 

Milwattgye cee meen 85 | AE Perey On Gauley River, in Western Virgin- 
ae aL SA pe re eek | nr te ee ae aaa eee Fond dt Laty.svo-esemessessvssesestnueeesesessineeeervenee 13 00] Wounded, he put to flight the rebel army 
Oyukintoe ieee 30 00 | under Fioyp, has still further added to the 

owas nea EF §0 | spizit and confidence of the Federal troops. 
fa Crosse ani Manlowia cc bg] the Department of the West, matters of 

eee eo | Sone omens eros Rranapined: dunia teeeres 
Monroe, Pierce, Richland and St, Croix,.............. 5 00| month. Gen. Fremont, taking license from ID MUABRERN Cc crete eect oi tcee, Seat eee anh) ‘ See 
Adams, Brown, Crawford, Eau Claire, Juneau, Mar- the daily confiscation by the Government, of 

Helen, sont wonpaces Waushara and Tren 4 59] property not included under the ‘Confiscation 
Seukuie cite ease 2 g4| Act” of Congress, and acting in accordance 
Pome eee = yo ee 2 o9| With the recognized principles of war, viz, that 

r SS ae every power has the right to attack its sworn 

Political.—The Union and the Republican | enemy in the weakest point, on the 30th of Au- 
Conventions will be held this week, (Sept. 24th | gust issued a proclamation establishing martial 
and 25th.) Wecannot wait for the results, and}/law in Northern Missouri, confiscating the 

predictions would hardly he safe. property of all persons epposed to the Govern- 
Gov. Raxpat has published a letter declin- | ment, freeing the Sat such, and ordering 

ing to be a candidate under any circumstances. | that all rebels found with arms in their hands 

SS within his military lines, should be tried by 

NATIONAL AFFAIRS. court-martial and shot if found guilty. The 

es, Proclamation was received with demonstrations 

The Rebellion is not yet dead! The Go-| of great satisfaction in all parts of the North, 
vernment is undoubtedly doing all in its power | and even among sound Union men in the Bor- 

to get a force into the field that shall make a] der Slave States. It was regarded as striking 
clean sweep of the whole brood of traitors when boldly and at once at the vitals of the hydra 
the weather of late autumn shall permit a safe| monster which is seeking to destroy the Go- 
forward movement. But somehow the work of| yernment, and if allowed to go into unoubstrue- 
preparation hardly keeps pace with the increas- | ted execution, would have made short work of 

ing demand, and meantime the flag of the|treason. The President regarded it as unau- 

traitors flaps defiance and contempt in the very thorized, however, and hence, on the 11th of 

face of the President. All this may be, and| September issued an order restricting its exe- 

probably is necessary, but it is certainly hu-| ution to the terms of the “Confiscation Act” 
miliating, and we hope in Heaven’s name such passed by Congress, which only confiscates 
a state of things will not long continue. Gen. | that property and those slaves which have been 
McCienian appears to hold the confidence of} actually employed in the direct work of the re- 
military men at Washington, and there is no | pellion. 

doubt he has done much toward subjecting our Sg a =o 

army to that rigid discipline so essential to] Kentucky is finally coming round to her 

their efficiency in service. old loyalty. The Legislature recently passed 

The capture of Fort Hatteras, about 150|a resolution requesting the Governor to order 

miles below Norfolk, on the coast of North | off the Confederate troops from the soil of Ken- 

Carolina, by virtue of which Government is|tucky. The Governor vetoed it; but when the 

able to command Pamlico Sound and the Albe- | resolution was passed over his head, he issued 

marle River, and thus hold in check the seces- | the order.
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Matters in Missouri seem to be but lit-} EDITORIAL MISCELLANY. 
tle improved. Gen. Fremont is | gatherimg | 
forces as rapidly as possible, no doubt, but as! Qhanks, Thanks !—Our friends have remember- 

yet they have been able to accomplish but lit- | ed us this autumn as never before. Wish we knew 

tle. Marauding parties are frequently making SURES eee they like us better, or because = 

attacks here and there, destroying railroad ws ie hee heen ire akan ee 

bridges, plundering villages, robbing banks, | , pomona! and all the other goddesses and gods who 
&c. Lexington, for some time in the posses- | have a care for fruits, ye may envy, but please don’t pun- 

sion of Col. MuniiGan, of the Illinois Vol- | ish us by denials in the future, for this glorious Septem- 
! 

unteers, with a force of some 4000 men, is a ae Have Bad. ome 50 eam eea te Rae 

known to be under a state of siege by fifteen or ipaaee from our skillful and generous friend, 1. W. 

twenty thousand rebels, under Gen. Price, and | Haves, of Palmyra—a whole half bushel of them—beau- 

there are flying reports that he (Munxican) | tiful to the eye and delicious to the, taste—Damsons, 

has been obliged to surrender for want of water. | @*8e, Washingtons, Egg Plums and Golden Drops. Mr. 
I. is one of the most successful amateur plum-growers 
in the State. On the occasion of a recent visit we were 

Maryland has tried hard to secede, but a8 | astonished and delighted by the incredible weight of the 
often as members of the Legislature are elected | thick clusters which almost bore down his fifty or more 

and attempt to convene for secession, they are | trees to the earth. 
picked up by the Government and sent to Fort Apples, Pears, “Shrub” and Cider from friend Haxrorp 

easene —already noticed in Hort. Department. 
ee ms Pears from Dr. Weeks—also acknowledged in Hort. 

«| Department. 
artmi is bein, ee eee oF a - ‘Plums of several varietios and of most delicious quality 

ae from Dr. P. R. Hoy, of Racine—a whole basket full, and 
italists are prompt to furnish money, and the | with notes for publication in next number. 
people of the country generally will not be less | Apples and Pears—Indian Rareripes, Bartletts and 

prompt in taking the small Treasury notes, aa aK ee Eoq., of Oregon, with prom- 
ise of n r next number. 

bearing 7 3-10 % cent. interest. On Septem- erect tino *4 aie ceadionabehpeeay 

ber 2d, Mr. Cuasx presented to prominent | kin—and as good as large, from friend HucHes, of Craw- 

capitalists in New York a tabular statement of | ford County. 

the national indebtedness, of which the follow-| +1 b2*Ket of fine Grapes from our esteemed fellow citi- 
oer oa zen, B. F. Horxrys, Esq.,—Clintons and Feabellas. 
eee ts A magnificent cluster of Grapes—Wilmot’s Black Ham- 

Seven: Annual Tat. Redeemable. burgh—from J. C. Urg, Esq., of Chicago, by the hand of 

$2,883,364 11 $173,601 85 Dec. 31, 1862. friend Puums, of Vine Hill Nursery. 
Sousa ncn — any L aon And finally, several lots and specimens of various kinds 
meee oo oveion0 oo Jan. i ere. of fruit from our very appreciative and extremely modest 

7. an. ii. 
18415,000 60 —_1,104'900 00 Jan. 1, 1881. friends Anonymous. 
3,461,000 00 173,050 00 Jan. 1, 1885. To all we return our most hearty thanks. The pleasure 
eee eee hed we have derived has not been more in the eating than in 

$70,217,048 50 $3,901,467 35 the encouragement they have given and the demonstra- 

TREASURY NOTES. tion they have made of the practicability of growing in 

re Sirs n an past dae our State almost any quantity of the best fruits in the 

168807100 1,085,900 09 April to August "6. ss, cean ee eee eee 
10,000,000 98,630 14 September *61. 
ao Ene o or ot ae sh. Productions of the Agriculture of Wis- 

eeeo'sso "aeons Go Fay and AUS: °8 | comsin for 1859-60.—For the following Statement 
a of the aggregate productions of Wisconsin Agriculture 

$55,950,500 - $5,840,746 49 
re for the year ending June Ist, 1860, as furnished by the 

From this it appears that the debt and an-| j.cont census, we are indebted to tho Hon. J. 0. G. Kix- 
nual interest are as follows :— Nepy, Supt. of the Census, who kindly furnished them 
Loans,.....-+.++0-$70,217,048 50 Annual Int.,...$3,901,467 35 | for the forthcoming Sixth Volume of Transactions of the 
—————— 5,840,746 49 | Wis, state Agricultural Society, These Statistics are of 

Total,......$126,167,548 50 $9,742,213 84| great interest to every intelligent citizen of our Btate,
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for although they are often inaccurate in some particu-| Foundry and Machine Works in Madi- 
lars, yet they always approximate correctness and give a | son.—Being in the vicinity of this establishment, we 
fair idea of the relative attention paid to the various | lately took occasion to drop in at the Mendota Foundry 

branches of agricultural industry. and see what our old friend and former associate, E. W. 
Tho productions by Counties, not yet received, will first | Sxixxzn, was doing in the manufacturing line. We were 

appear in the course of a few weeks in the said Volume | prepared for something of a stir—as he has never been 
of Transactions. identified with that class of business men who let the 

It is to be regretted that the crop of 1860 could not be grass grow under their feet—but hardly expected to find 
reported instead of the crop of the previous year; but | «uch evidences of prosperity in these hard, grinding times. 
this we shall have through our Collectors’ reports, if the During the past season, Mr. SKINNER has done quite a 
amendments to the law which were adopted by the last | Iarge business in building Reapers; working some twenty 
Legislature have been properly enforced. men and turning out nearly a hundred machines, all 
We have no time for comments now, but may make | complete. His force is now turned to the manufacture 

some portions of the interesting table which follows, sub- | and repair of Threshing Machines. We found several in 
jects for comment in our next : the various stages of progress, and, if we are any judge 
om < Unlinproved ati piaine of good work, they will compare favorably with similar 
Cash Value of Farms, .......0--sss.ssssssseqgee$130,878,882 | Work in any of our Western establishments. He is also 
Weber et eae eT, een eee to do all kinds of casting, promptly and to sat- 

Asses and Mule8,.....sscesscecsecsseseccoeeervvveee ‘988 | isfaction. 
meni Oe eee svete oS An establishment of this sort is very much needed in 
Other Cattle, 226686 | Madison, as the farmers of Dane, for many miles in every 

eee sar direction must either get their work done here or go to 
Value of Live St0ck,..wcscennccensnsvs ve $17,175,084 | places more remote. Mr. 8. appears determined to de- 
Sar ees seteeeenneeceeeee spre serve the confidence and patronage of the public, and we 
Rye, bushels of..rccec ne TIT ger eaing | hope his success may be equal to his energy and his hope. Barley, bushels Off.vcc.-vsccwcccssssseuseenneee T2081 ————____. 
Buckwhent busts of. t MRSi,|_ he New Varieties of Wheat namol inst 
Onin Rraticle Ob orsisn es asi cciiecsdccececale 10,937,993 number, are reported by the Chief Clerk of the Agricul- 

Wook, pounds ofc Bung | ter Department of Patent Ofice to be aU for fal sow Peas and Beans, bushels Of,......... -..0--s0ess 1oLtTass ing. The Chevalier Barley §» be sown in the spring. Trish Potatoes, bushels Of,......csssssssssesoe 3,750,864 aan ee 
Fe ere ANE Ol tec sixaer4| ‘The Brown Spider.—Mn. Enrron:—Can you, or 
Wine, gallons ofyencnnnrnoncc cee: eloes | 8BY of your readers, give us a recipe for the destruction Value of Produce of Market Gandens,.....-. sangoeg | of the little Brown Spider and ite eggs, so destructive to 
Butter, pounds Off .rcsso-sssesessnnessseoorees 13612410 | house plants? Roun SMT bags 
Cheese, Pounds Of,.....s- veessssseseeeserserseeses 1,103,693 eerreeeniene ry 

Glover Seotrbiabels ofc: MSA NomcES OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Grass Seed, bushels Of, .....--..sssecscscscee 25,752 pee SS 
Hen etnias | RR | apoctal attention’ caused. dp ris Uakadlerh Gon ad 

Hemp, oe Totted,) ton Ofjvswsececscsonssee 17 | vertisement of Threshing Machines. We know of no 
Tas pe OK | otter Tacesher and Separator bathe tact titi Sor 
as Sod, boule a ee eee eee 3,65734 | which they are General Agents, and it is, therefore, only 

Meple ugar foun cl 1,609,zo7 | necessary to ada, that, we believe them to be prompt and Maple Molasses, gallon Ofjasecssseensreereere 80,699 | honorable dealers, and, in every respect, worthy of a Cane Sugar, pounds Of,........scceccccssee-scsseee 289 “ Sorghum Molasses, gallons of,.. ss. sessces 20,824 | Iarge public patronage. 
Saracen eats he Se acheter cers 7,950 20,000 pounds of Wool wanted by James Dawson, of Honey, pdunds of... 0000000 Iga a93 5 Value Pa Manufactures,........ $193,431 | Madison. 
Sean We buy our hats of Geo. B. McG1e, Madison. 

Important Stock Sale.—Joux P. Roz has ad-} See Joux B. Wiser’s advertisement. Heknows how to 

Vertised to sell by auction, without reserve, at his farm | make a good wagon or carriage, and, we are told, never 

in Muskego, Waukesha county, on Wednesday, the 9th | fails to do it. 
October, 1861, a choice selection of young animals, chiefly | According to our palate, oysters are the greatest luxury 
calves and yearlings, from his herd of imported Durham | furnished by the animal kingdom; and now that the 
Cattle and their descendants: including three fine heifers | farmers can get a prime article at the lowest market 

which took premiums at the late Agricultural Fair at | price, we doubt not that they will occasionally lay aside 
Milwaukee. ‘The Muskego herd is too wellknown by the | their salt pork and beef and indulge in a few luscious bi- 
frequenters of our State Fairs to need any special Gom- | yalves. See advertisement of Mr. Raraonp. 
mendation from us, and we doubt not our intelligent All the advertisements in this number are of an impor- 

farmers ‘and stock-raisers will avail themselves of the | tant and interesting character, and our readers will do 

opportunity now given. well to carefully examine them.
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a mger time than 
Semi-Annual Statement of the Business of the | {°%,‘he rexular rater for fe time ney are lamered sed 

Madison Mutual Insurance Company, from es one for survey and policy, und the policy | 
January Ist to June 30th, 1861. au oe ae the setting up of additional stoves | 

Whole number of i ioval of the same from one room to another | 
a amt oa ae om ano | nt nti de Coan, ‘Ae ah on Se DRAM testa nn anseeeesncrenee 2,960 | alterations and repairs as do not increase the hazard or | 

thereony....eccoreeoses sees e$2,000, aati ie wil eave ee 
Total ami of preaiams oles | oc tightning to the property inated wheaey te sae | 
reoe! a ty |, whether the build- | 

i reeerereeee 51,479 44 | ing it burned, or otherwise damaged, not jexcsedingtins | 
a “= ates anaes | etic will hold itself responsible fur the correctness | 
Soa petites Tea tees NTT aie surveys and other oficial acts of agents, | 

a 1 aN - iene ae me nok ee over-hazardous property, be- | 

Whole 'asnouit of losses ‘paid since 877,576 05 | not he table to lstasd 4i cap ines eee | ; xan = "d to pay red 0 
Bits nets cesses ctswensstos STO 47 | gEty in the bands of reckless speculators, not only a 

of settlement, ...cssscsresrcee, 3,068 88 | othe the prea Sirocican cra ee 
2088 won 30 | ts Prem notes ven 1th oo inane a bth en pee 20) ee ‘ f cies for which they were 

Wien: sezseecsrerseagscarntsz r+ SULTIAMD | Sonattsicemser inet oe keen ae pespetunl 
Whole number of policies issued to date,.... 11,589 | nsuifat other Moved Corsa gemable objection tase 
Amt of capital accumulated to July 1,1861, $182,164 24 | gr ee ee | 

Bs ie basics cami econ ce | SUBSTANTIAL REASONS Fi apne iertmancrs Uathe Gue; | StaAD FnOPanrY 1x ais COMPAMY. © 
e half of this year, steadily gaining upot 2 larg | 1. iis it 

J a done, and n raineniege eee the Sa aaa ee ee oe | ies for the last six months, We congratulate | Stitute inquiry into its b a aeaeensa an 
tho members of the company upon the prosperity which | te ry into its business operations, and for the set- Scone ceteas Sen, SaParecee | eae ee een eee nl 

jot on! e satisfactory to the: i of | is 0 = j 
favorable notice of all who have peonesty tein, ee | rates and ere at Company, thus aGording. cheaper 
Shsiusbany moeretensrcinar an ioe nites a. ace a eee 

cluding thousands of the best farmers and business men | 8. Its capital n | Of the Beate, anll oliscing priviiegse cena nod ohne | pariise Soowrod, and catent oe een ee | 
a = en to coon degree than any ier contoe. officers, or Reotas aan papi oree we Caos: | 

siness in the State. We invitea careful rs; but ne: 
sal of the foregoing stateme: careful peru- | £¢r8; but can only be called in to pay losses and | wren asane rear os che investi | ay meer cnpenn Ehigank compen ee 

D. WORTHINGTON, Secretary. | itin stocks which ace tane ia pear mechan mee | 

se eons isa list of the Oficers and Directors and | unsafe te a comennle, and rendering | 
‘ary of the Company's system of operation: | 4+ It confines its o wigeice 3 erations to the State of Wisconsin; | 

he Directors and Officers elected for the year 1801, are allege otk eee eee strictly isolated 
lages and cities. 

D. J. POWE © 5. Itis one of the old ‘most 
pa ae 3adison, Dane Co. panies in the North-west avr iGnerr eater can 
DAVID ATWOOD, Madison, Dane Co ae ae bgation. : WORTHING ee pane Oo. . ¢ control of the i 
8D. HASTINGS, Trempeleen Cor” es Sa eshte of ite oferta the coms 
B. F. HOPKINS, Madison, Dane Co. mencement of every year, elther in person or By proxy. 

2 ens Soul al aetin io he feloing sbi are rm . H. GILES, = Sa Me poneieane, een cubtrot Mutadimcsoe?? fe) See 
T WOOD, Dane Co. = as A EINK EY, ven ee me a INSURANCE—THE MUTUAL PLAN. | 

OWN, Madi e syster ‘surance Companies is becom! 

ORRIN GUERS ee very gcucral in oat Basten iiite “or Oat chickens | y JERNSEY, to the ‘amount 

CICERO COMSTOCK, Milwauicee oC hasurance ‘ert Gividel’ Panes he eee | 
G. R. MONTAGUE, La Crosse, La Crosse C poliey holders. ‘The last number of the Noe tae ee 
G:F. HASTINGS, Madison, Dane Co. Pendent” has an excellent article on this aubjeat ving wee 

OFFICERS. Freed eeseereral large comp: ples in that ety, ann showing 
D. J. POWERS, President. city alonn, latoladepted thie Gonna oe 
3. BOYD Vice Provident. eminent advantage to the abla. the“ Indepentont 

. D. Treasu! says plan * lualls 

D. WORTHINGTON, Secretary. tems, and compel the older companies te claps ni? tho 
G. F. HASTINGS, General Agent. oldest Insurance Company in the United. Steves: ts upen 

[Office Porter's Block, Madison, Wis.] the Mutual principle— being the Worocster Murssl in 
2st-hin Company wil not Snmure aay building for Massachusetts; and one of ths oldest is the Vermont Mu- 

more cash value, preferring in all ca-| having panies present s clein record, tes to Insure not more than onc halt the coe ori | Tae ce ergs (o meet their engagements promptly. 
thereby Keeping in view the protection of the insured 1 nl tir wecinen of the"meoy. Maal Goa and the interests of the Company. . Paniesin the country, and the only difference between these 

ox 2ty This Company will not insure more than $2,000 in dopesient" ta boat the ot esas ee nets 
3d.—It will not  mmall portioa of the premium in cash, leaving Seer kag fore nat insure any dwellings standing within | Portion fo remain oun ir mien suecteiey eee, 
49> 4th.—It will refund to an New York Companies 

y person it receive the entire jum 
insuring for a! in cash, with the promise of paying back a part if Dot
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needed. A brief examination of the two systems will com {nvariably has demonstrated i: great superiority in all mend the old Mutua to favor. It makes the burden of essential points. = ms the insured parties light at the commencement; and a Com. oss pany would be much more likely to find jouid to nancy | Two ordinary horses have operated it when three and none le, it it 
neoses, ving Boseito-aiess Agee ae ee four were required for the Seymour and Morgan. We are Urreent seems = is entirely in favor of the Mutual sys- | informed of one instance when the Seymour and Morgan ct fae ep pears ye. oe rakes | self-raker, with three horses, only kept four binders going, “The Mutual, Companies cae inevitably obtain the | while the Kirby, upon the same farm, kept seven at work, ; 

best and “are only reli ones for all Sica SC ac a |, bir minora rn ve |, but it @ disposition to grasp too a8 yet appeared, as will lantly testified by 
they ca satan business beyond the limits over which | nose winches said _ control. Those companies that have confined ody with bce pater ay And dealt honorably and oo ly wi eir ave alway et on Ny i 
ius ace af pone tuyere tee eae Our New SeLr-Raker is now perfected, well praved in Sheerness home business restos tte farmers of any Com- | the field and ready for another season’s use. For simpli- pany in the State. Its directors have no desire to expand is business beyond its own State, ant ite present saccess | ‘i'¥> directness, ease and durability of action, it will sives ample evidence that its effcrts for good are becoming | be found to have no equal, It will be shown at the princi- appreciated by the people of Wisconsin, With as strong & backer of the principle as the New York “Independent,” | Pa! {ars the coming fall, and will speuk for itself to all who and with the same hontst and economical management of | see it, They will be extensively introduced into use anoth- 
its affairs that it has heretofore pursued, it is bound to do ae aradinrnae o of the Farmers of Wisconsin, | &f 880m, and in the opinion of all who have seen them at 

work, they are bound to revolutionize and supercede all 
ae ee 

other rakes, and hand raking also, (ADveRtisemenr.) 
The Kirby Reaper.---The New Self-Rake and Grarw Daitis.—Our new Grain Drill and Horse Rake other Matters, Combined is now completed, and will be shown at the prin ietaa=s cipal fairs, we shall be disappointed if it does not meet In the July Number of the Fanwer we spoke of the with great favo: among all good judges, and we solicit Kirby Reaper, the amount of sales, the satisfaction it bid their a:tention to it before purchasing for another season’s fair to give, &c., &c. (The same article was inadvertantly use, We have already made arrangements for a large repeated in the August Number.) quantity of them for another year’s business, and calcu- ‘The Kirby has now gone through the harvest, and given late to sell them to all good farmers. those who have used, or seen it used, an opportunity of | Aut of our machines will be exhibited atthe Illinois State comparing it with other machines, and of judging of its Fair on the 10th to 14th of Sept. At the Milwaukee Me- merits, both comparatively and specially. chanical Fair the first week in September, and at the State ‘We have already conversed with or heard from hundreds Falr from 24th to 27th September, A careful examination of the prehasers, and as yet do not know of a single one of them is solicited, D. J. POWERS, among them all that is not well pleased with the Kiy, | ——— EEE —————— and many among them are enthusiastic over it, as by far the best machine they hare ever seen, in all the esentiat| W A U PUN PUMPS. Points that make up a good Reaper and Mower. Pump Eighty Feet with ease. In mowing, in every case heard from in which it had an W? Ake Now MANUFACTURING st our estab- lishments in Madison and Delavan, WAUPUS 

even chance, it cleaned out all competitors, Buck Eye, PUMPS. These Pumps are extensively used in this State, ‘Wood, Allen and all the rest as well ; no instance is known | puja spoken of very satisfuctorily by thore having them. We fix them to Wells and warrant them. Being of its having been clogged either in the most tangled clo- of simple construction, they are not liable to get out of Ver, or the finest wire grass. order; and, in any event, they aro easily repaired with- out much expense; and as their boxes work in hard ma. Many have been profound!y surprised, to see what rough ple; their otitctiveneas ‘and durability cannot be excelled. and wet boggy ground it would mow on, and do the best “ of work, nothing has ever been seen like it in that respect, FARMERS AND OTHERS its independent driving wheel action enables It to beat them Wanting 9 good Pump, for well or cistern, either in the se 01 it loors, cai rom] and cheaply sup- 
all. ‘The Buck Bye, with its two blundering wheels and plied on: pplication ‘to the undersigned, at the Redan, heavy arrangement, is no where beside it, much to the sur- | br Delavan Post Ofiices, or at the manufactory in Madison, Her ce aa? ho Ghoeght ft perfect, No\the Back Rye | Mig Hilts Warshowsa,io's ics & MoGREGOR. folks must try again and lighten up a good eal all srowma | —_—__ to keep up with the Kirby, and then they cant unzil they WAKELEY & VILAs, } throw out their extra wheel. , 
As 4 Rearen, the Kirby has as yet found no superior, it ATTO RNE Ys AT LA Ws has worked, in many instances, side snd side all through Office in the United States ewe Seren ee re NO | genet eee . Payment of Interest o - the Buck Bye, the various Manny’s and the much bragged vines at the State Offices attennet as Up Seymour and Morgan, both hand and self-raker, and | cHAs. T. WAKELEY. (13-9) WILLIAM Ea viLAs.
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JOERWN A. PITS 
rise ! 

Improved Separator and Double.Pinion Horse.Power! 
MANUFACTURED AT BUFFALO, N. ¥., BY BRAYLEY & PITTS, 

(Successors to John A. Pitts, the Original Inventor and Patentee.) 
eae MACHINES stand unrivalled for THRESHING and CLEANING GRAIN, and are acknowledged to be 

SUPERIOR to any other thresher in the World, in its operation , finish and durability. 
‘The Machines for 1861 have all the late improvements, and many that are peculiar to this Machine alone, making 

them far superior to avy heretofore made inthe PERFECTION of their practical operation, having been thoroughly test- 
ed by threshing in this Stat- as well as elsewhere, during the present season. ‘They are admitted to be the most perfect 
and durable Separators, and in fact the cnly reliable Horse-Power in use. 

| Threshers of different sizes are manufactured, from Tws to Ten Horse Power. Also, Portable Steam Engines, from 

‘Three to Twenty Horre Power, suitable for driving Separators and other Machinery. 

‘fhese Machines are sold here at from $25,60 to $75,00 less than any other Threshing Machines—our rates being the 

Manufacturers’ price, and transportation on/y, and at these rates we are prepared to deliver, at any Railroad Station in 
| the Etate, or at any steamboat Landing on the Mississippi River, Purchasers will do well to call early in the season 
| and examine our Machines, and send in their orders. 
| Extras, for Repairs, kept at all our Local Ageacies. g(7 Terms made eary <0 

| ‘Address P. L. CARMAN & CO. Gen'l Agents for Brayley & Pitts, 
| Or any of the following Authorized Agents : Madison, Wis. 
| JOHN P. HAINES,.......++-----Columbus, Wis. CHAPMAN & THORPE,.......Eau Claire, Wis. 
| O. G. BUEL,....--++0000++0++00+--+-Berlin, Wis. PARKER & BURDICK,......+.++-Boscobel, Wis. 

ELIAS BOYNTON,.--.--------New Lisbon, Wis. BEARDSLEY & LYFORD,........Prescott, Wis. 
JAMES W. SMITG,.....--+++0+++++-Sparta, Wis. COON & PLATT, .0.++++0++++00++4-Hudson, Wis. 
J. H. WARREN & BRO.,...--.-+--Albany, Wis. || JOHN ROBSON,............-++--Winona, Minn. 

| WB. BOX...00es000000seeeMineral Point, Wis, || JOHN WHALEY,.........+++++-Hastings, Minn. 
| WHITING & CARR,.wULI.........-Desoto, Wis. || BURBANK & CO...-+--.+++++++St. Paul, Minn, 

| ‘The Mutual Life Insurance Company) FARMERS, ATTENTION! 
OF THE STATE OF WISCONSIN, 

PRESENTS ADVANTAGES inmany respects aval and |impire Harness Manufactory, 
in some superior, to those of other Companies doing E . 

business in the North West. Its rates, its plan of opera- Washington Avenue, opposite Dane Co. Store, 

tions, and its basis, are identical with the best Companies oe MAY BE FOUND acomplete assortment of 

in this country and Europe. Its age, and consequently its Fancy Single and Double Buggy Harnesses; also 
accumulations, are not equal to theirs in amount, but in | Ladies’ and G2nts’ Saddles, of various pattern: Bridles, &c. 

proportion to the age of risks, and amount at risk, they | "Particular attention given to Draught and Medium Glass 
will compare favorably with the most successful. Fancy Harness especially adapted to Farmers? use. 

‘Its assets, which have resulted solely from the accumu-| Repairing done in the best style and atthe lowest prices 

lations of two years’ premiums, amount to $56,981.20, and | Tznws:—Good approved notes of sixty or ninety days, 
its annual income from policies now in force, over $45,000. | with a discount of five per cent. for cash. 
‘This, according to the experience of both American and| Employing first-class workmen, and using nothing but 
European Companies, is ample for the protection of all its | the best quality of Bark-Tanned Leather, the proprietor 

members, and gives a fair surplus. feels assured that he can give better satisfaction than any 
Its assets and business are constantly increasing. Its | other establishment in Dane county. 

losses have been promptly paid. Its Trustees are well-| Madison, July, 1861—6m. THOS. CHYNOWETH. 
known, honorable business men, as are as capable of | —— — ——————————————________—- 

managing an institution of this kind, as men in any other 9 

postion of the United States. ‘The experience of the Com- J. C. SCHETTE’S ; 
pany thus far proves we can have as reliable pa- pany thus far proves that we can have as ratable Compa” | ROUNDRY AND MACHINE SHOP ! 

cerest certainly sntioates shot wos sboule basse themed ON THE THIRD LAKE. 

up home interests in every practicable way. In| PVE UNDERSIGNED takes pleasure in informing his 
| the above respects, this Company claims equally with its 7 friends and the public eee thet he hes erected 

co-workers, and in the following, superiority: It obtains | and fitted up a first class Foundry and Machine Shop on 

the greater portion of its business in the healthiest portion | Third Lake, and is now fully prepared to do all kinds of 

of the United States, thus having the advantage of a less | Castings according to order at the shortest notice. 
per centage of loss; it receives higher rates of interest on | | Also, Re of every description on Machinery, Reap- 
its investments, thus making more rapid accumulations— | ers, Ring Machines, &c.,&c> ‘The best of material 
both very important items in Life Insurance ; and its ex- | used and worked by experienced and skillful hands, will 

| penses have been Jess in proportion to its business than | give guarantee that every order entrusted to this estab- 
| any other new Company doing. business In the United | lishment will be done in a workmanlike manner, at reas- 

States.—June I, 8.8. DAGGETT, President. | onable rates. J.C. SCHETTE, Madison. 
A. W. Kgi1oa0, Sec. ‘H. G. Witsox, Gen. Agt.| #a-CASH PAID FOR OLD IRON.“@& = volano7-6m 

Sa =
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J © HN IN Ae 2a On hs CO =, 
fi _ || Nos. 121, 123 and 125 East Water St., Milwaukee, 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN 

HARDWARE Se HOE & CO.’S ’ — Se 
ax & se a SAWS, 

HOUSE TRIMMINGS. 3 = Meo, WIRE AND ROPE. =e = oe ee ae ae ast 7 Ne ane ee STRAW CUTTERS, eee De ar ees Axes, Hoes, Shovels, 
‘ Pa a is CULTIVATOR TEETH, EGG Weacyey GUNS AND PISTOLS, and all kinds of es = pepe) ips j ee or ae pili 

FARMING TOOLS Aly if ee Also, all Kinds of = be Sas % EMME IRON anv STEEL. 
ALL KINDS OF TIN PLATE, seyctMfopm iain aco. 01 J0"N WAZRO ACO. SQ) TR 

SHEET IRON. gui tee fet ee Pael— Blacksmith’s, Cooper's, Carpenter's 
erent : 6 | | i eee R- and Cabinet Maker's 

to., &e. wi Lata Bo ba —_ Seo Sc Peeters” Tools of all Kinds, CLE ee a 2 a eee 
PLATED FORKS, = oak SPER oe > NAILS, GLASS, WHIPS, 

Cutlery, Spoons, &c. “Witenes aa Belting, Belts, &c. 
seer Paci ee a ee ge as 

M E R E D ¥ Ty H H Oo U Ss E , PHILO DUNNING. J.§. JONES. J. W. SUMNER. 

AT THE FOOT OF KING STREET, DUNNING, JONES & co., 
BY aaa preice CSR: | WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 

(PHS HOUSE, during the past summer, has been com- T 
ae and refitted, and is handsomely located D R G G I S S 

on ‘ird ce bank, and near the centre of the city. 9 4@-The proprietors are determined to make this a 
or stopping place for their friends and the tray- AND DEALERS I= 

Mudison, July, 1861. bi pee | PAINTS, OILS, DYE-STUFFS, WINES AND LIQUORS, 

CHOICE FAMILY GROCERIES, A. F. WALTZINGER, a a ae 
‘Wieclesele end Retsil Dealers in Glassware, Perfumery & Fancy Articles. 

CANDIES, FRUITS, CONFECTIONERIES, Pinkney Birerk,, 5, Soap epot. of (ie inte Beak, AND FANCY ARTICLES. vo13-n010 MADISON, WIS. 
‘AS ON HAND, and i tant]; facturi es TK AS dE RR ee ae ae TH ectiog the tnest Conde aol Cot tl STEAM PLANING MI BL, 

Ser oe aie Mey: Aelia Taye Maas, Orne. At the Old Stand of James Campbell, 
FANCY CAKES ON HAND AND MADE TO ORDER. | On Washington Avenue, Near the R. = monet: 

‘ o ve ‘e Ni E MACHINERY 
sae ee ee Sania ER Fi ‘tcronghty refitted the Mill, the subscriber wishes 

Seasonable Fruits received by Express from the South. | to gay to his friends and the public generally that he is 
A. F. WALTZINGER, prepared todo all kinds of Planing, Mortising, &c., makes vol3noT-tf No, 6 King 8t., Madison, Wis. | DOORS, SASH, 4c., and does all kinds of Job Work, as 

oom | cheap as at any other place in the State. | 
FRIEND & CRAWFORD, __isetr "ASA BURGESS, Madison. 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CASPER MEYER’S SALOON! 

MERCHANT TAILORS,| 9 waexe rae rarwens ree ar nome, 
AND BEALERS 1 Main Street, 3 doors below Capital House, Madison, Wis. 

READY-MADE CLOTHING, HATS, CAPS & TRUNKS, | Be eee eee ee eines to bp the Dene alee 
BADGER BLOCK, MADISON. freshments, at reasonable prices. 

M. PRIEND. (vol3no7-tf) B.B, cRawronp.| vol3n07-tf CASPER MEYER. 
PRG Relic Ue sine Tau Se ety
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W. D. BACON is receiving, at the Warehouse of H. & J. F. Hill, Milwaukee, and will keep there, as well as at « his residence in Waukesha, WHEELER, MELICK & CO.’S One and Two-Horse Tread Powers. Single Threshers, Threshers and Winnowers of different sizes to SUIT LARGE OR SMALL FARMERS, Saw Mills for sawing Wood, Feed Grinders and Clover Hullers. Also, Four-Horse LEVER POWERS, fitted to drive in place of the tread, if preferred. Also, LARGE SIZE PITT’S EIGHT AND TEN-HORSE POWER Threshers and Separa- tors, manufactured by McLaughlin & Christie, N.Y. All will be warranted if desired, and will be SOLD AT MAN- | UFACTURER’S PRICES, adding transportation charges. For full particulars, address | Office in Malwaukee at 190 E. Water St. (13:84m) W. D. BACON, Waukesha. a a ee 
; | STOVES AND HARDWARE.| FAIRBANKS 

oes oo STANDARD | 
JOHN N. JONES/SCALES! 

(SUCCESSOR TO GLEASON & BRO.,) OF ALL KINDS. . = 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN FAIRBANKS & GREENLEAF, 

35 Lake Street, Chicago. AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS : sae Be. Be Careful to Buy Only the Genuine. 
OF ALL KINDS, SIMEON MILLS, Agent, 

Mechanics’ Tools & Building Hardware|_*°*" eS 
IMPORTANT to INVENTORS. FAIRBANKS’ PATENT PLATFORM SCALES, eee | x - ROBERT w. FENWICK, | Hazard’s Powder, all kinds. 

| Counsellor and Patent Agent, Guns and Fishing Tackle, all kinds. AT WASHINGTON, D. ¢. 
From Hon. Chas. Mason, late Commissioner of Patents. POCKET AND TABLE CUTLERY, Wasmrxotox, D. C., Oct. 4, 1860. 
dice in Gls cht eC Ba ee cerfully 

" office in this asa itor y GOOLEY'S PATENT DOUBLE ACTING FORCE PUMPS, | state that t nod inne yor o asa gentleman of large experience in such matters, of prompt and accurate busi. Fer Wells of all Depths, Also, ness habits, and of undoubted ag ere Assuch I com- 
mend him to the inventers of the United States. | The Good Samaritan Cooking Stove,| _23-Nite—r. Yenwick cnarges ome ES MA _—Mr. Fenwicl a is ° the business and obtaining the Letters Patent. Mean, Warranted to be the best Cook Stove now made, in doing | ~"*"%* Whatever. vol mot more work with less fuel. 4g~ Try it, and if it dont suit WANTED to exchange for country pro) ty Lot 4, in return it without cost. 

Block 154, and Lot 4, in Block i. in Madison vol8no2-ly JOHN N. JonEs. | ity. ALBERT WOOD. | 

;
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STOVES, HARDWARE anp AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS. 

THE LARGEST, THE CHEAPEST AND THE BEST ASSORTED 

STOCK OF HARDWARE, 
Including all descriptions of AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, west of Milwaukee. ’ 

§, R. Fox’s Old Stand, South Corner of Capitol Park, Madison, Wisconsin, 
CAMPBELL having purchased of J. B. BOWEN his interest in the firm of Bowen & Ramsay, the business 
Deere etn tm oe BAMA & CAMPO ae most for their - 
eaten ove Rrens. apc renaatactanzees si the Moree coen nines, coe aaenay, chalenge the compete ofa dealers in 
the North-west, | Making our purchases for cash we are {o sell our goods at the MOST REASON ABLE PRICES. 
Together with other and innumerable articles we are enabled to offer to the publis the largest and most complete aacort- 

Heavy and Shelf Hardware, Stoves, Iron, Steel, Nails, Tin, Sheet Iron, Copper Ware, Agricultural Implements, 
S eelee C oteer Bellows, Anvils. Vises, Screw Plates, and all kinds of, Blacksmith’s Tools, 

Carpenter's and Joiner’s Tools of the best manufacturers, Pocket Table Cutlery, 
‘Pumps of all descriptions, Well Chain-Pumps, Fixtures, 4c. House Trim- . 

ming Goods of all kinds and qualities. Agricultural Implements. 
‘We would call special attention to our stock of FARMING TOOLS which at all times will be found full and complete. 

We keep constantly on hand a full assortment of Whitewater Cast Steel Clipper Ploughs, Moline Ploughs, Grand de 
Tear Poughs, Breaking Poughs o al tes &e., &e. Road Scrapers, Straw Cutters, Hoes, Hay Forks, Wagons, 
Rope and Belts and Belting, &c., &c. 

STOVES: STOVES! 
A large assortment of the latest and most improved styles of Cook and Parlor Stoves from Albany, Troy and Phila- 

delphia manufactories kept constantly on hand. 
‘Manufacturing our own trimmings for Stoves, persons purchasing of us may be assured that all the Furniture will be 

made of the best Stock and in the most perfect manner. 
Tin Roofing put on and warranted. Eave Troughs, Conducting Pipes, &c., made to order and put up. James 

Camacx, the wall and favorably known Foreman of our Tin Shop, will attend to all kinds of Manufacturing and Jobbing. 
AGENTS FOR HOWE’S IMPROVED SCALES. 

| go Before purchasing elsewhere, call at 8. R. Fox’s old stand. 
DANIEL CAMPBELL. (18:7-tf) WAYNE RAMSEY. 

FARMER'S STORE. FOR NURSERYMEN. 
A IPEE SEEDS.—Prime, frosh; only $5 per bushel when 

—- 2 bushels or over are taken. 
PEACH STONES.—$1 per bushel, for 3 bushels or over. 

||| DICKINSON & BARTELS, } appre sctons—a gencral assortment $1 50 to $2 per 
thousand, new sorts $3. 

No. 2, United States Block, Angers Quince Cuttings, true, $3 per thousand. 

MADISON). 0) 9. > 5, ., WISCONSIN, | ree ee ee ieera tt be nektns Re 
ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS in great variety, and ex- 

WISH to inform the Farmers of Dane County and ‘tremely I Was y low to the trade. 
ear” ah Tange. at RS RI SEER OS OM rr aLe DATE RE ok large assortment finest kinds, 

prices reduced—$2 per dozen, $10 per hundred. 

DRY & FANCY GOODS,| “““* "Sizer: , BATEHAM, HANFORD & 00. 
Aan be foand this sie of Chicago and Milmaakee, | — cht nail edad Sree tneee 

Goods being purchased in New York. Philadelphia 
anil Moston for CASEL, direct sroen Maca tacturans aa im SOUTH DOWN SHEEP. 
Perters, we are prepared to andersell any other establish- | r7VI1E SUBSCRIBER offers his entire flock of Thorough 
con Wester Lake eee. T Bred South Downs tor sale, either in pairs, or ewes 
Country Merchants find it to their advantage to| with their lambs, or in lots to suit purchasers. Also 

o ee CHESTER WHITE PIGS. 
Choice selections of this celobrated breed from the pens 

GEORGE PAINE, |f:t1e Woon, ot chester county, Penn. This breed at as much greater weight, wile e 
AINE. tness to fatten, which made the Suffolk 80 Bs 

ees Or RAE nea OF Papen © Fat Prico—boxed for shipping, $10 cach, or $18 per Dak, not 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL dealer in Drugs, Medi-| akin. ‘A. G. HANFORD, 

Gines; Patent Medicines Chemicals, Perfumery and] | 1prly ‘Waukesha, Wis. 
veuay Peat, a @ Sash, oe Gass | 

2 ices crack oF the Chore guste cinage cu bind und FOR SALE. 
Will be sold as low as can be bought at any establishment | (\ N EXCELLENT BAY PRESS, in good order and very 
West of Lake Michigan. GEORGE PAINE, cheap. Apply to 
Jy-4m No. 3 King St., Madison, Wis. ‘ALBERT WOOD, Madison, Wis.
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C. V. N. KITTRIDGE, SINGER’S 
ROLaRALE BYR BAER ReAyaa Ne NEW FAMILY MACHINES. HARDWARE, [romn == 

9 THE BEST FAMILY MACHINES IN THE WORL STOVES . 2 within the reach of all, we have reduced our LerrzBia., TIN, COPPER, ZINC & SHEET IRON WARE) or zransoerse shut Machines, beantifally orvama 
Bruen’s Block, next door to State Bank, to $50, These Letter A Machines contain recent 

PINCKNEY ST., MADISON, WIS. | improvements, and will sew the FINEST FABRICS 
‘T 3 PROPRIETOR of this establishment would say to | Well as material of coarse texture. We would ask for 

the Farmers and others of Dane County, and State of | them, (before purchasing elsewhere,) the especial atten. 
Wisconsin, that they can at all times, find here the haters Dress-Makers, and all those who want 

thines for light manufacturing purposes. : BEST AND MOST COMPLETE 43> THE SINGER MACHINES make the interlocked assortment of goods in his line in the County. And as his | stitch, which is the best stitch known. They are of great | Purchases are made for cash and direct from the manu- | speed, easily understood, simple of construction, of great | facturers in the East, he can and will sell goods at Whole- | durability, adapted to the heaviest and lightest goods, are | 
sale and Retail, as cheap and cheaper than can be bought | finished in the most perfect manner, may be used for sev- | 
in any other establishment West of Lake Michigan—and | cral years without requiring repair, and if they do not | 
Parties coming to the State Capital cen always save time | give entire satisfaction, the money will be refunded. | and moncy by making their purchases here. THE STANDARD MACHINES for Tailoring, Boot and | 
dy-t C. V. N. KITTREDGE. Shge-making, Harness-making, Carriage Trimming, etc., | SIN OUR a a) | ste will. do more work, earn more money, and are cheap. | VINE HILL NURSERY, er than those of any other maker as a gift. | 

"76 PLACE We have always on~hand, Hemming Guages, Silk, | MADISON, : 9: 4: : 2! WIBOONBIN. Twist, Linen and Cotton Thread on Spools, best Machine | Per, SHADE AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, Small | Qj1 in bottles, etc., etc. Vines, Flower rubs and Evergreens, of first é ; quality, as cone wood thoroughly ripened, tobe| Send for I. M. Singer & Co.'s Gazette, | sold at the lowest living rates. See wholesale and retail I. M. SINGER & CO, 458 Broadway. | catalogues—sent free to all applicants. Orders solicit likewise for PIE-PLANT and planta of all the valuabie | All letters should be addressed to | ee fee teases ‘ I. M. SINGER & Co., No. 50 Clark St., Chicago. | carriage." Address, PLUMB, WILLE Fox. © | For sale by WM. BOOTH, Agent, Merchant Tailor, | 
apr-tf Vine Hill Nursery, Madison. feb26-ly McKey’s Block, Madison, Wis. | ne ef YO ee eee | 

THE WISCONSIN FARMER. | 
| ENLARGED AND IMPROVED. : : : : : : os 2 PRICE NOT INCREASED. | 

-] | TU28 FARMER is eminently practical and especially adapted to the wants of the industrial classes in the North- West. | Besides giving the most reliable information on all subjects connected with Farming, Stock-raising, Gar- dening, the Mechanic Arty and Domestic Economy, it furnishes a condensed summary of the important news of tho month, for the whole world, and is the best Family Magazine published in the West. Farmers who can take but one paper, will find information In the FaRaten adapted to all their varied wants. Bene aingle Copies, $1 per year—7 Copies, $5—10 Copies, $8—15 Copies, $12—20 Copies, $15, and one to the Agent. | Supeqriptions received half-yearly or yearly, and the subscriber may commence with any number. 4a- Agents wanted everywhere. Twenty-five per cent. silowed, as commission, on all subscription lists of 20 and over, taken at one dollar each—the money being forwarded with the names. Postmasters and Officers of Town Clubs and County Societies are eapecially requested to aid in extending, the circulation. Specimen copies sent free. ‘Address, JW. HOYT & OO, Madison, Wis. 
RATES OF ADVERTISING IN THE WISCONSIN FARMER. pa EE ANE eet ans OMIT sk HH ar 
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Sin of the Straw-Burners. nothing returned; it is inevitable that, after a «But are there any such wasteful improyi-| time, there should be no money there. When dent farmers in these days of the light of sci-| Will the farmers of this country all learn this ence?” It’s too true that there are—even in| teat lesson of common Sense and simple our very midst—farmers, too, who set them-| ®tithmetic? 

selves up for oracles of wisdom, and sneer at} That straw consists, like all vegetable sub- the idea of there being anything in the books stances, of parts which are combustible (or- which they do not already know! ganic matter) and of other parts which cannot 
We are glad that none of them belong to the | be consumed, (mineral matter, becoming ash great Farmer family, for we do not care to have | after burning,) is certainly familiar to every the discredit of such dull, blundering connec- | °n¢ who has witnessed its burning. It must tions; and we would almost be willing to} also, have been observed, that the portion swear, that none of them take any of the agri- which burns away and is lost in the form of cultural papers of the day. They are self-| gaseous matter is larger than the small amount 

reliant, independent fellows, farming it on} of ash which remains. 
their own hook, “asking no questions for When, therefore, the fact becomes known conscience’s sake!” Our only hope of reach-| that in all, except very rich, black soils, the ing them, therefore, is through our intelligent | part which is lost by burning is really the most and benevolent readers, who are willing to | valuable of all, it cannot fail to be apparent regard and practically treat them as fit sub-| that the habit of burning straw is wasteful, jects for missionary effort. and therefore highly culpable. And yet in all The basis of the false theory upon which | P2"ts of our western country we find these ‘rests this strangely absurd practice, doubtless | V°'Y Straw-burning farmers putting on long consists in the idea, so prevalent among farm- faces, lamenting the annual diminution of ers, that the fertility of our western soils is | TOPS, and talking seriously, but most prepos- inexhaustible; for certainly no sane man who | terously of the dispensations of Providence! 
knows that, straw being straw, the elements of “But,” says one, “what shall we do with which it is composed may be converted into| our straw? We haye such immense quantities straw again, could for one moment suppose it | of it that it is quite impossible to get it out of to possess no absolute value. the way in any other manner.” What shall But is there any soil whose fertility is inex-| you do with it? Why manufacture it into haustible? Of course not; and that farmer | manure for your starving fields. If you haven’t who acts upon this hypothesis is just as sure | stock enough to do this it’s your own fault and to impoverish his’soil and himself, as that, one | reproach; you ought to have. But certainly subtracted from ten leaves but nine, It makes | you have some stock; and, by taking a little no difference how full the banker’s vault may | pains to have it done, you will be surprised at be of gold, if there is constant paying out and | the amount which only a few animals can be
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made to work up into something out of which ee) as subsequent fertility of the land. ; | This mode affords time for the crumbling of hy "proper ener ee = the marl, and it raises a close vegetable growth valuable manure may be made. Not by feed-| on which the future crops depend for their nu- 
ing at the stack—a most improvident and | triment. The substances used as top-dressing ; but feeding in racks, | CA20t be incorporated with the soil from want slovenly ¢ustom—but by DE IM Tacks; | of arable culture, and consequently the effects using large quantities for bedding. depend on the influence which it is able to ex- ij ishi: = ert on the materials with which it comes into < is astonishing how im of aren our Soe contact. By raising a lange quantity of SS 
grain-growers properly furnish their stock with herbage, in the shape of roots, leaves, and straw for bedding. They have stacks without | culms, it efonis pian eerste of ae she : stances, when the is plowed, a vegetable number slowly rotting in their fields, and yet | * pabulum” to the growing crop, te Which 
allow their poor dependent cattle, horses, sheep | no manure yet known is superior, if any one 

h t ffer for want of the nice warm | be equal to it, either in action or duration. and ses are . little bl ld be Consequently all top-dressings of an earthy beds which, with but little trouble, cou! nature should be used with a view of producing given them; thus adding to their comfort and | this vegetable growth for the support of the : ini ion | future crops. The quantity of marls used in at the same time coining gold by the conversion this way on grass land may be stated at an 
of the straw into manure. average of 40 to 60 cart loads of two horses. Think of these things, farmers, and then re- ane use of marls on oe iulloys et parley * and turnips in spring, admits of the better member to urge their importance upon the mixing with the soil, provided the iigithbls ve: 
attention of your guilty neighbors. In the| duction of the marl can be accomplished, which ‘ d for | may be done by exposure, if the weather be mane oeienne and sean PSM ess favorable, before the last plowing of the land, the better credit of Western Agriculture, let} ang when the nature of the marl itself fayors no more burning straw stacks offend the heay-| the dissolution. It is often necessary to go : ; over the work, and break the land with hand ens and the intelligence of sane men. mallets. The weather is ihe best operator, and . the time of exposure may produce some recip- a sche Aoplicktiee: rocal actions. In whatever manner marls are We h lread ed the val f Marl as | applied, it is most absolutely necessary that 2 cage a a a age h pie eae a 7 the substance be reduced as fine as possible a fertilizer, and inasmuch as we have large by breaking the lumps, spreading it evenly, by 
quantities of it in various portions of our harrowing and rolling when dried after rains, State, it is hoped that all wh ill this | and by being plowed into the ground by means ee = aS cost chee a : of a shallow furrow. Some marls will crumble year test its utility for themselves. The fol- to powder immediately on exposure, or very lowing, from the London Farmer’s Magazine | soon alge others sg the changes of both A + winter and summer, and also much attention should be read with care. It eee oe in improving the action of ghe weather, by 
valuable information, both practical and sci- breaking, harrowing and rol 

entific : The effects of marls have been much ‘the Marls are well suited to be used as a manure greatest on dry, healthy grounds, that have in top-dressing lands, as the substance crum- | been converted into arable cultivation; and on bles by exposure, and the particles are most sandy loams, and on all sandy land generally, minutely subdivied. The most preferable ap- | the applications haye been very beneficial. On plication consists in laying it on a grass ley in| raw, damp loams, reports are less favorable; the end of autumn, or in the early winter, | the mar! attracts moisture, and thus increases when the herbage will be of little value, and | the poachy looseness of the land. Clays are when the changes of the weather will effect | much improved by large quantities of marl, the decomposition of the marl, by the time the | but the clay must be pulverized in order to fa- grass shoots in the spring. It will thus secure | cilitate the incorporation with the marly sub- the regular spreading over the surface, and the| stance. Practice directs the use of clayey bush-harrow and the roll being afterwards em-| marls on all light soil, and the application of ployed, the particles will be well reduced and sandy and shell maris to heavier lands; but all \ pressed into the soil. The crop of grass will| these substances have been found useful on any be greatly improved, and when the land is| soils, when judiciously employed. plowed for a grain crop in the following season,} Matls are often made into composts with the marl will be thoroughly matted in the turf, | earths and farm-yard dung, either in layers in and the vegetable sward which it has raised | the heaps, or in the bottoms of the fold-yards, will most materially promote, by its decompo-| where they will be soaked by the urinary
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juices, and afterwards mixed with the marls. | stance like paste, and not unfrequently of a It is thought that such a preparation is more liquid nature, the marl remaining dissolved effectual than mar] itself. Frequency of marl- | and suspended in the water without any coag- ing may produce a hurtful looseness in the | ulation. But water alone will produce bubbles land, which is very easily removed by the| when poured on certain ary dave and hence Deeoage the land in rest for some few] it is recommended to subject marls to water years. avaricious use of the plow has| for a time before being tested by an acid.— produced the trivial hurtful effects that have | Marl contains no alkaline salt, as it imparts been observed from the use of marls. no quality, smell, nor taste, when digested or The action of marls is usually attributed to boiled, and has nothing soluble in water. Mu- the quantity of calcareous matter which they | riatic acid may be applied till the effervescence contain, and to the change it creates in the ceases; the loss of weight will show the quan- land by a mechanical action, and a mueilagin- | tity of air expelled, and the remainder is earths. ous matter that is derived from the exuyiw of | The quantity of calcareous earths may be as- animals. The extremely minute blending of} certained by dissolving the marl in muriatic the ingredients of marl has been supposed to | acid, diluting the Tiquid with water, passing it constitute the fertilizing quality, each particle through a filtering paper, and then precipita- having the power of exerting its peculiar pro- | ting the calcareous earths from the clear liquid perty on the soil, and on each other, and of by a solution from some fixed alkaline salt. retaining or giving out the substances they —._____ may form, that are favorable to vegetation by} Appracarion or MaxunE.—It is worth about the different agencies and combinations. The double, if applied in autumn and spread on the clays impart moisture to the sandy parts, and | surface, and worked in in spring, especially if the sand prevents the clay from being too ad-| preceding corn. Heavy crops of corn have hesive, and thus the respective qualities are | been raised by spreading the manure on grass exerted advantageously on each other. An| before winter, and after the grass has begun to oleaginous nature has been discovered in the spring up green and vigorous the next spring, composition, arising from the mixture of the | to turn it under toa moderate depth, and plant. substances with animal and vegetable matter, Drawing it out in winter, as it accumulates, and to this property much of the fertility which | answers a good purpose. The application to it produces has been ascribed. It is also | wheat in autumn has been already spoken of. thought to be an absorbent earth, composed | Compost heaps for this purpose may be made of clay and limestone, and that the useful qual- | on the intended wheat field the previous spring, ity is derived from the very intimate mixture by thin alternating layers of manure and soil. of these valuable ingredients. In all instances when manure is plowed under, The quantity of calcareous matter is no cer-| it should be first well harrowed after spreading, tain criterion either of the quality or of the| to break it fine and intermix it well with the effect, for the marls that effervesce little or | soil. In some instances, its value is thus none by the application of an acid are good| doubled. It is the fine diffusion with the soil, manures, and marls of great difference in color | that renders autumn manuring so valuable, the and in chemical composition have been dug | soluble and enriching parts soaking through from the same pit, where they lay contiguous | every particle of soil. In large lumps, manure and almost mixed with each other, and have| cannot be of much use; and in dry seasons it shown no discernible difference of effect in any | thus injures; while, finely intermixed, it pre- crop, when applied in equal quantities on the| vents the bad effects of drought.—Count. Gent. same soil. On coarse, healthy pastures, an ap- ———__>_____ plication of marl produces the usual effect of | To Prepare Sandy Soils for Next Year’s Crops. calcareous matters in banishing the rough fog- T= gage, and substituting a close sward of finger| On page 40, of the February number of the 

grasses, ate seea will be obtained. By, te Farmer, we treated at some length of the best use of any other substances, provided it be . : properly ee pared for the intended purpose. meee of soeoing sandy oni ae atten- 
Marls exposed for years retain. the same | tio” of the interested reader is again directed 

Properties as when newly dug—do not effer- | to that article, and we would further take oc- 
vesce after calcination, and good marls feel casion, in this connection, to recommend anew greasy when touched, and friable when dry, ae h £ and the land is generally good above them: the distribution of clay upon the surface o! 
the red and blue colors, with yler rene are/such lands where it can be conveniently ob- found to be the best in quality. Marls are], . + A known by breaking into small pire from ex- pore Tete the: very, clement thay: i as 3 by the crackling of the particles of| require for almost any crop, and if applied in 

dry mar “ the ie ike salt, ou by Surering the fall will be much improved by the action of up bubbles to the surface of the water by A .. whi it is covered, and by gradually dissoly- | “¢#¢hering and thus yield better returns the 
ing and forming with the water a soapy sub- | coming season.
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Gathering Crops. o Manures-—-Preservation and Value. 

Next to getting the seed into the ground at i pe Manure is one of the most energetic 
the proper time and in the right condition, the . i; way revmest cc hepraey elects 
gathering may be held to rank first. Not treatment, most of that made in summer will 
that the cultivation may be ignored, but that in - ee ruined. Raa ye RS ae 

ss orse was allow ome the matter of harvesting the crop promptness nace, it lost nine-tenths of its weight 
and thoroughness will pay a larger per cent.|and more than half its value. This was-not 
on the labor and money invested. Too many cto ae ee 
farmers, after working hard to produce a crop, | heap it is little better than ashes. This can relax their efforts when they see that their o a by ae application of a = 

4 the manure heap, frequent turnings and mak- lsboxs have = ornen with success, and ing compact piles, but this is attended with a thus at a critical time, when much may be good deal of trouble, and few have water in 
easily lost or saved, allow the best time to pass | Sufficient quantities convenient. Mixing with d thei tate . sod, scrapings of the roads and walks, swamp and their products to waste. muck, &c., will retard decomposition, and Potatoes are frequently suffered to remain | should always be composted with horse dung. 

* . . | Manure, however, cannot be made in summer undug until they have either begun to rot un- | Manure trouble, and the farmer should, in the der the influence of autumn rains, or, yet spring, apply to the land all that he has on 
Worse, until they have been frozen up and hand, and it is better to give corn a good top- 
spoiled. Corn that should have been harvested aa oe een ed 
during the pleasant weather of the autumn | to risk keeping over. This course we have 
months is permitted to lie in the half-fallen | pursued with good results. After this the or- : ‘ a chard may receive a top-dressing and a shallow shock,—its gathering postponed until much of plowing. Such an application will not be 
the grain has been softened and much damaged | wasted. Where manure cannot be taken care 

a f, it is best t ly it to the land at 
3 i of, it is best to apply it to the at once = eran eee er a nage where it will be accomplishing some good. 

mer petites ey peopmpennen!s:< The manure of horned cattle contains so what would otherwise have been very agreea- much water that it ferments slowly, and may ble business. es coupected with less youl and less ee 
5 . * = : ‘or this reason, it is good to mix with horse es of => don’t let it be this manure. Although it is really of less value way with you this season. True you have had | than the former, yet from the better condition j @ laborious year, but never mind; put on a/| in which it is usually preserved, is often found 

littl t Th 1t will th to answer a better purpose in practice. The ittle more steam. e result will more than | yaine of manure, however, depends more upon repay you. the food consumed than upon the animal by —<—<—.___—_ which it is produced. The manure of birds, 
i is th t inly b Ax Tsxors Panx.—the largest faraiin | instance, the mont powerfl, mainly be: Mllinois is that of Isaac Funk, who resides near wonderful effects produced by a small quantity 

Bloomington, McLean county. The See een Ce guano, is in consequence of the fact that ber of acres occupied and owned by him is! the birds which produce it feed entirely upon 89,900—one farm of 27,000 acres, said to be fish, and make their deposits where there is no worth $30 per acre, and three pasture fields rain to wash away the most valuable and solu- containing, respectively, 8,000, 3,900 and ble portions. Flemish farmers pay $20 a load 1,000 acres. His great crop is corn, all of | for the manure of tame pigeons, which are which he consumes at home, and is thus able kept almost exclusively for this purpose, yield- to market about $70,000 worth of cattle per ing their owners a good revenue.—N. H. Jour- year at New York. His stock on hand of nal of Agriculture. 

eats RT Cheat oie oe fo 9,.0ld to We beg respectfully to differ from some of oie Hag! taeesneg wee eet ett the doctrines advocated in the above article. 
7 i Horse manure may be decomposed in com- BaF According to the Farmer’s Magazine, | post without any loss of valuable constituents, 

fifteen millions of pounds of cheese were ex- | and oy ore? ae ao ee peas 
; immediately available to plants, without an: Ported from the United States from September of the ill effects arising from its use when in Ist, 1859, to September Ist, 1860. an undecomposed state. All this may be
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brought about by sinking at the lowest point 
of the manure heap, a cistern supplied with a STOCK RE GISTER. pump, go that the fluid drainage may be fre- | —=——————————___— 
quently passed back upon the top of the heap; Sleepy Staggers. and if this drainage be not sufficient, supply 3 i 
it with water so that at all times the whole| “Staggers,” in the language of Mayuew, mass may be kept so wetted as to entirely pre=| « means no thi taggerin: steady vent fire-fanging. A little sulphuric acid ad-| % : J seri = ce Sui cba ded to the cistern, will change the volatile car- | 8tit; an incapacity in the limbs to support the 
bonate of ammonia into the sulphate, which is body. It therefore by itself, represents only 
not volatile, so that no odor will be given off that want of control over voluntary motion during the decomposition. None of the inte- ei A RAC grants will be parted with, while the mass will| Which generally accompanies injuries of the 
be rendered homogeneous. brain.” 

When composted with muck and other simi- ss : ee ‘i lar materials, the fluid passing through the The origin of the disease is over-feeding—a 
mass will pervade all parts, and without turn-| circumstance which surely indicates a preced- 
ing or forking in any way, the intrinsic value ing starvation or neglect. The careless owner of each portion will be communicated to the ie Sane whole. Manures are always improved by this | ° driver starts off to town or the mill in a mode of treatment.— Working Farmer. hurry, takes his own lunch but forgets the hay 

Importation oF Gnain.—The Mark Lane| 4 grain for his hor aes at is not cenxeniens 
Express says the aggregate value of grain im-| to get them fed, and thinking that a little fast- 

ported by Great me for a ee oue ot ing will do them no°harm, he decides to feed the present year may be estimated at £2 > 
000 against £9,500,000 in 1860. Of this total| them the more when he gets home. Or, per- about £14,500,000 represent wheat and flour, | haps, haying returned home late from his day’s 
our importations of which in the same period k | Judes the h too t 
of 1860 were below £3,000,000. The question we ae eee ee bse ay : next in importance is as to the sources whence | ‘*ke their grain just then, and so leaving them shese supplies have been derived, and the re-| to grind what hay there may be in the manger, sults in that respect continue to present some + # remarkable features, which must have led to| '® Promises them a good figs es od pas singular variations in the general course of| and goes to the house. His wife receives him 
ince = ae athe us “ nie Sup-| with smiles and a good cup of tea and sundry plies, and contributed about as much as Russia, ‘ : - * Prussia, and the United States combined, while | *C¢o™paniments, and after eating: heartily, he 
from America the amount was merely nominal. | sits by the fire in the arm chair and goes to 
In 1860 Prussia took the lead, Russia was sec- sleep. A storm comes up; the cold rain and ond, and the quantity from France was insig- : Pats ak nificant. This year America has distanced all | leet beat against the window panes, and make 
other countries, and has sent us nearly as much | the rallying to go way out to the barn seem an 
oe Er aenie, Teowte, and iErance, combined. the | stmost invpoasible/ thing”: Ho: sleena/gaii/and quantity from the latter being less even than se in 1860. fimlly concludes to let the horses go just this +. ; ine.” To'Kaxnr Poraross in rap Cunndp.=A wri. | O°? and ‘feed them the more in the morning. 
ig in the Nes ieee, Farmer says eae The result in either case is the same: the them in a pile as deep as you can conveniently. He has for three or four years noticed that half-starved brutes get a oe dose when 
whee oer were nn espert wa re the | the next regular time for feeding comes round 
est. Last autumn he put 125 bushels in one t it all if ; the st h i 

bin, and filled them two and a half or three an eee = = SS oot ae eee bes feet deep. They decayed but little, and he | crammed, the brain is oppressed, and “an un- 
found more rotten ones near the top than any- easy sleep interrupts the gormandizing. The 
where else. , eye closes and the head drops. Suddenly the 

A Gotpen Rute ror Farmers.—Do not 0 | horse awakens with a start; looks around, be- 
on dividing up or using up your capital by comes. assured and takes another mouthful. cropping without manure. Make it a cardinal ene 
principal of action, never to be swerved from, | But before mastication can be completed, sleep 
pet son. wl not, in any iEeanes B relation | intervenes, and the morsel falls from the mouth any or crop, or rotation, plant or sow. : : ance 
without a supply of manure—sufficient at least | °° sontiines seine bases: the Oye: ; 
to preserve the existing fertility of the soil. Sometimes this condition remains for sev- 
as te
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eral days; the head hanging down or firmly Water for Sheep. 
pressed against the manger or stable wall. Among the necessities for wintering sheep “The pulse throbs heavily—the breathing is | successfully, water, easy of access must be in- ; Fi inspi-|¢luded. Without a constant supply, when laborious, and the animal enores at each inspi-| Cluded. | Y dry food, they will not thrive. If ration. The eye is closed; the skin cold and fed regularly ‘and bountifully with roots, this 
the coat staring; the nasal membrane leaden; | wa be Seen} aes fein each it = z ; ion- | best to have the water brou, ly into the mouth clammy; the ears and tail motion: | the yards. The sheep will eat snow and ice in 
less. The breathing alone testifies that it is a | preference to seeking water at a distance, es- living animal.” | pecially in stormy weather. They suffer both 

for the want of water, and from eating what is The accompanying cut graphically illustrates | 8 poor substitute for it, as any one knows who 4 ni . jg| has attempted to quench his thirst with a the re: of the poor creature at Oe ET If the sheep are foréed to leave 
stage of the disorder: |the yards for water they not only acquire a 

——a habit of wandering, fi SSS but casualties are 4s SaaS jy) liable to occur. \ > a ee W) Many a carcass ee SS Wiig dragged from the hss “Steer ae Sey ph ae deep spring or creek 
= a A ips proves that not > he eh a Wither @2- without reason does 

& VERS) Page tee the sheep dread to ‘ Ae RS wn ~— approach their icy h pee % Ee ay? and slippery banks, é rik “ Be ey overcome only by [4 ba SN 4 wo the demands of PWN PSS thirst. Sheep drink | Tis K Se > = little and often.— Te aS - Be eee Watch a flock in on gy om Se the yard, even with 
a | rs ~~ new-filled racks.— 5 ei Giakons i ee yj os Their frequent vis- Sa ats r SawenWa its to the water- <5 ee xS= troughs show that OS Sa oo - S— they like drink as ae well as food. The The remedy consists in the use of some agent — oe so yee noe this appears a oa . . : less discussion, but the serious error that which will relieve the bowels of the sarpins | “sheep will do well enough without water,” 

grain. Maynew recommends a quart of oil, | has been too generally allowed to permit it to 
repeated in six hours, should no amendment | Pass unnoticed. Pure water is the cheapest ; AS of necessities for the thrift of all: stock.— be detected. When another period of six hours Homestead: 
clapse with perceptible improvement, he re- a eee 
commends thirty drops of croton in another | Hat ae 
quart of oil; ‘and in case none of these do-| The following suggestions from the old “Spirit : » | of the Times” are worthy of consideration at ses effect anything, that the round be repeated.” | thindie: 

“: rks,| . “A few years ago we told them calmly, 4 — heroie irentpest, but x he cae. plainly, and emphatically, they would rue the 
it is “more than an ordinary disease.” |day when they permitted racing to die out; ‘ P ‘ . that the time would come when they would If not relieved, the disease will pass into the need the courage and endurance of the racer 
next stage, known as the Mad Staggers, when | in this breed of horses. We were laughed all hope may quite as well be laid aside. at for our pains, and men who ought to have et known better shrugged their shoulders, remark- Farmers attend to the cause. This is in ing that it was our dusiness to talk thus and so. 
your control in most cases, and humanity and The day which we prophesied has come; yes, both d a th 1 verily, we can ask where are your horses? economy both demand that they be less com- where are your chargers? where is the cavalry mon, however unfrequent this terrible disease. | to come from to prosecute the war you have
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undertaken? It is thoroughly understood by | aliers reach the enemy’s lines, and they in turn 
all who have any knowledge on the subject | be met with a warm reception; for if charging 
that men high in authority in this State insist | a line of regulars prepared to meet them their 
that we cannot mount a regiment of cavalry | destruction is almost inevitable, yet when 
properly. When this was first bruited broad | brought to bear on militia the opposite result is 
people looked at each other in utter amaze-| in nearly every instance to be anticipated ; vol- 
ment ; but such is the ease—we have no horses. | unteers generally breaking before a body of 

What a laughable sight it would be, were it | cavalry as they do when charged by the bayo- 
not so serious a matter, to see a thousand men | net; under such circumstances a well-organized 
mounted on a heterogeneous lot of horses, | body of horse are a most valuable peers on 
crossing over a plowed field with a ditch at/|the field of battle when you are opposed to 
one end, the Connestogas stumbling in their} raw recruits; veterans care nothing for a cay- 
efforts to raise their feet over the ridges, fall-| alry charge except when already broken, and 
ing when forced to a gallop, thetrotters trying | then when the horse penetrate their lines and 
to keep up at their unnatural gait, and the| get between man and man, and commence the 
hacks that could gallop a little, after reaching | business of trampling them down while the ri- 
the ditch, tumbling into it or trying to wade | ders use their sabres with terrible effect, then 
hesugh instead of clearing it with a single | are the foot soldiers fully aware that their glo- 
bound ; and worse than all would be the action | ry and honor is departed for that day, and their 
of these brutes when within sound of the can-| only hope of safety is in flight, which is at best 
non’s roar, shying, turning, twisting and run-| buta poor recourse. The weight of the horses, 
ning away at every explosion; and as for| the men, and their accoutrements, is a matter 
attempting a charge at cold steel, the sight of | for very serious consideration. Horses could 
the bayonets glistening in the sun would make | not be too large or heavy, provided they could 
their hearts burst with very terror. have the proper speed and endurance, in both 

A first success is often more ruinous toa man | f Which qualities the majority of large horses 
than a series of petty defeats, for the one gives | ®Y¢ lacking. If animals cannot in these days 
him an overweening confidence which may |&° faster than a trot, or a hand gallop, we 
lead to his utter destruction ; the other teaches | Might as well return to the use of the elephant 
fortitude and the means by which misfortune | * expect to derive any material advantage from 
is to be overcome; the parallel is true of a|* lubberly brute; therefore experience has 
siation. tt taught that we must use a smaller, more com- 

When the Mexican war was first commenced | Pact, and purer yee ae bes hun- 

we told the people that our cavalry was in a ai Be oa ahd te a aia am, * Se rts 
state of utter inefficiency, but coming in con-| ® TY Horse should be than any other animat o! tact with an effete race of men, and, if possi- which we have cognizance; he is very nearly 
ies 5 shares abound crane horses than the | {oroughbred, possessing all the virtues of the 
people of the country; a country in which latter except extraordinary speed, but this de- 
the owners of large stocks of horses preserve fect is counterbalanced by an increase of stout- | 
as stallions only those animals which are de- | 2°*- The next point for our consideration is 
formed by e, and would not bring a re- the size and weight of the men. In former 

munerative price in the stock mea days it ¢ daa wai Re dhgicig en largest, 
such horses and to such a race of people we parka d aff sd Det ie ey * hard 
were opposed, it is therefore not to be wonder- ss babe . . Tldpiares® Setter ine rf md 
ed at that our own deficiency was not exposed, | S2°W2 uat much Lighter anc’ sm me ad 
80 easy was our conquest. So determinately | P¢ used to greater advantage; that 145 pounds were all our friends of opinion that a war is the maximum wes Boe that cae at = 

could not be brought about except with an in- “ ee er et Ce 
ferior race, that a eold shoulder has been 170 pounds. 
turned to all our efforts, and the tests of a pe 
horse’s value have lost interest to all but a rostats eiagee oa ot as or Gad: poe 

, 
seus, ante advantage of cavalry is, after the | gives the following directions : : ; 

chang sactesbnen hate sobtnsbgitin Sool) US at mats wat utero wopeny te artillery or a charge of bayonets by infan' r 5 
for them ia pars aioe the nea ceapen ts beat him yourself with a good stick upon the 
reforming of the ranks, completing the tempo- | bead between his ears, and then stick him in 
rary disorder and causing it to result in a total | the spurring pluce iii or iiii times together, with 
rout. To accomplish this result, horses and | R¢ legge after another, as fast as your legges 

riders must be thoroughly trained, capablé of | might walk; your legges must go like two 
performing every evolution with precision and | bouching beetles.’ 
rapidity; the horses must possess endurance, pee ee ee ne : 
courage, and speed; the latter quality is as} Youna Broop Marzs.—I consider, in short, 
necessary as the two former, otherwise the im- | that to breed from a filly that is growing, is to 
portant moment may have passed, ere the cay-|run the hazard of unfitting her for fast work.
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Chester County Whites. (A pig that has low shoulders or sinks in the 
7 " S ._ | back, should at once be rejected as a. breeder, There seems to be quite a diversity of opin-| _ it jg only fit for the butcher.) 

ion among the admirers of this stock as to oe penn ane when well wee Bes . soe: *, ‘nq | present uently a si! appearance. ie what it really is—some eee one thing and least spot, or ap} dena iy color, indi- 
some another. Our own opinion has been that | cates a “grade” animal. 
there might be some humbuggery in the great} | Harm—Soft, thin on the back and belly, more ‘ thickly set on the sides, and frequently a little efforts made to foist them as a new breed upon curled. 
the ever eager public. Nor is such & suspicion] Bones small and fine. Tail fine, tapering 
entirely without sanction from some who have | #24 curled. 
given them a practical trial. Remedy for ‘‘Horse Distemper.” 

Still we wie anxious to atest we ae Mr. Eprron:—You expressed a wish for 
cove of our journal to everything really re farmers to write their. experience of any mat- 

sOereae, = hence, for fe pret of ex ter that might help to benefit their brother farm- 
= mee oregon ae a aslory bas e “| ers, and I greatly approve of that doctrine, lish what is ya of their c! eee 2 if ithe ohare eo simple a matter. 
by a “Chester County Farmer” in the Ameri- I thought it was not right to be always re- 
can Farmer: gies Se * ‘ 53 ace een er ceiving instructions through your columns and Among the important characteristics 0: 18 . + . A 
breed of hogs, is its remarkable aptitude to | ttempt to give nothing, so I will give my ex- 
fatten at any age, and without being fed on | perience in treating my colts when under the 
grain. On good pasture, with the ordinary disease of Horse Distemper. I had seven 
“slops” from the kitchen and dairy, the Chester 3 a 
will at all times keep sleek and fat,—in fact, | Which had it last Fall. When first I saw any 
our farmers frequently have trouble in keeping | symptoms of it amongst them I commenced their breeding sows in sufficiently low condi- feeding them all with bran; wash once a day. 
tion when running to pasture, with nothing % 
but pure water to drink. With this aptitude | Some times I put a table spoon full of sulphur to fatten, we claim for the Ghesiet, that they|in and a little salt to each colt. (I used also will produce more pork upon the same amaunt of . 
food than any other breed, consequently, they | Buckwheat bran mixed.) Two of them were 
are more valuable and profitable to the farmer, | bad; their throats were nearly closed. I put 
aban By ene ‘breed. “ sone we tar in their mouths. The disease broke inside. when well car 01 

. vars one pound weight per day till two years old, | In the others outside, and they had it light. I 
and has been known to reach one thousand Ibs. | recommend to treat them early and keep them . at that age and over. We do not consider it rane 
desirable, however, nor is it profitable to at- ee y tempt to reach this great weight. From 300to| The disease was very prevalent in this 
400 Ibs. weight makes the best pork, and a well neighborhood last Fall and a great many colts fed Chester is sure to make this weight at from died of i y & J ecas nine to twelve months old. At eight weeks old of it. COTS sy ONE HIBEABs —which is the proper age for shipping, and | oss Pxarvs, Dane County, Wis. 
they should never be sent abroad earlier—our eT Fe i 
shoats measure about thirty inches in length|  8@§" Horses sometimes gnaw their bridles. and weigh about fifty Ibs. One of our horses was in the habit of chewing 

The following are recognized by our best eee. oe ie 
breeders here as some of the established spines % “points” of this stock:—__- and assafetida in dilute alcohol, and washed 

the reins with the tincture. One trial was Form—Head short and broad, face somewhat enough for the beast, as he did not like the 
dished—wide between the eyes and jowls. medicine. 
ars fine and thin, standing well out from the ——_——>—____. 
head, and pointing forward, (never drooping.)| Hay Requinen ro Kerr a Horse.—Five 
Neck short and thick, well set on the shoulders | pounds of hay at a feed, or fifteen pounds per which are prominent and fully Sides carrying a, with twelve quarts of oatmeal, or its their full width back to the hams and rounded, | equivalent in shorts, will keep a good sized Hams rounded, swelling out behind and at the | horse in fine condition for all road or farm sides, and frementing a full and round appear- | work, and is amply sufficient. Some will keep ance on all sides. Back straight and broad. | on considerably less.
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A Barey among Horned Cattle. Training Horses.and Boys. 

7 “4 . An interview between the venerable Elipha- 
A correspondent of the N. Y. Tribune, writ- | 1, Nott, President of Union College, and Ar. 

ing from the Illinois State Fair grounds, speaks Rarey, the celebrated horse-tamer, developed, 
e; : according to the Philadelphia North American, 

a Deedee ie aciaiies tonne the curious fact that both gentlemen have acted “Every year since I have been able to learn, | oy exactly the same theory in their widely dif- 
T have learned something beneficial to me as | ferent spheres of effort—the one a trainer of a farmer, or something that I could communi- youth, the other of horses. This fact was 
cate to others to their advantage. I shall try brought out in the following conversation : to profit equally by what I see here. Ihave] <7 have been twice to see you perform, Mr. \ 
seen one thing to-day which I wish every far- Rarey,” said the doctor, ‘and this has begotten 
mer, and every man who ever drives oxen, or | in me a desire to see you and compare notes. I 
handles cattle in any way, could see as I have | have been a trainer of boys for more than half seen. It would teach him the great benefits of | . century, and boys that have proven ungoy- 
the law of kindness. We have all heard of ernable in other hands have readily yielded to Rarey among horses and have almost loved the | mine. Now, do you know I think that your 
man in our admiration of his process of train- bearing dawant the horse is guided by much 
ing. Ihave just seen a Rarey among horned | the same spirit that successful educators mani- 
cattle. ._ | fest toward refractory boys?” a Here is a boy perhaps ten years old, train- “Tam muth pleased to think, sir,” was the 
ing and handling six steers, not yet two | rejoinder, «that such isthe case. In training years old, with all the ease that an experienced | j};5 horse I use no other punishment than re- 
Yankee ox-driver handles a single pair while | straint. As soon as you know the horse’s 
in the yoke; and he has no yoke, nor rope, nor | mind, and the horse comprehends you, the in- 
does he speak a word scarcely above a loud | stinct of obedience leads him to do your bid- ea only eee oe Be ble ding.” 
that would raise a blister upon the skinofa| « aes ; mt pat 
child. All his actions are based upon the law seers Jo duet, miy, Wey of pants paid the 
of kindness, with a firm determination that all “ And,” resumed Mr. Rarey, ‘I am satisfied 

his orders must be obeyed. Now he brings up| that in even the worst horse the instinct of 
asingle pair as though yoked together; then | obedience is stronger than the reverse. The 
two yoke, then three; then he mismatches all) nobler the disposition of the horse, the fiercer 
of them as though he were about to yoke the| and briefer is his resistance. The worst sub- 
off ox on the near side. Then he changes jects are those in whom resistance is dogged places, and puts odd ones together; then he }‘and stubborn.” 
unyokes, if I may use the term when he does] «But even in such horses you find the effi- not use a yoke, all of them, and brings them | acy of your system more marked than the up in a line like a platoon of soldiers, and present mode of horse breaking ?”” 
with greater precision than any “awkward|” «Yes, sir, With such dispositioned horses 
squad.” Then he trains them round by two] there is no safety by the usual mode of sub- 
and three, or drops out a single one and orders jection.” 
him to a new place by a motion of his small |" «Then your ideas and mine,” said the doc- 
whip, or, as it seemed to me, often by a mere tor, “are precisely the same. I have been ac- 
effort of his will that he desired a change of | eystomed to horses from boyhood, and so train- 
position. For an hour that I stood watching, | eq them that at the sound of my voice, with a 
there was another pair of older steers standing | Joose rein, they would stop, even when going just outside of the circle of his operations, pa-| down the steepest declivity.”” 
tiently waiting their turn, until some one} «That is a cardinal point in my system,” 
asked: «Can you handle eight as well as six?” | saiq Mr. Rarey, ‘‘to accustom the horse to my 
“T could,” he modestly replied, ‘<if my whip | yoice as much as to my person.” 
was a little longer. I can’t reach the outside! ‘The result of the interview was confirmatory 
one, when in line with this short whip, but I of the opinion already entertained by both, 
will try.” And So he did; and notwithstand-| that neither in the subjugation of unruly boys 
ing the short whip, all were managed with the | or rebellious horses is cruelty, or the infliction 
utmost ease, and all who saw were taught a} o¢ physical pain productive of any good result. 
lesson which none seemed to tire of learning. 
Thope they will profit by it. Will those who : 
read also profit so far as to pursue the same} Use or tue Curny-Coms.—lt is said by old | 
course in training all domestic animals. Teach | hostlers, that a good currying, brushing and || 
your boys too, to yoke up the young steers, to | rubbing down once a day, are equal to a feed 
use them kindly, with patient perseverance, to] of oats for a horse. However this may be, 
make them as Vidable es this boy has these|there can be no doubt that it greatly pro- 
now on exhibition, and then they will make| motes the health and comfort of horses and 
good, and valuable oxen.” cattle.
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THE HORTICULTURIST. rent to the general farmer and gardener than 
SEES SS } to the orchard grower; but as the means of 

Orchard Planting.---Fall Preparation giving a healthful depth of new soil to the 
Is a consideration of more relative importance | tree roots, it is the most economical and sci- 
to the Fruit Grower, than that of fall plowing | entific mode of enriching the orchard ground 
of the wheat field is to the Farmer. and preparing it for the reception of trees and For the same reason so far as the time and| Plants. And here we wish to be understood 
team is concerned, but more important still | that sub-soiling is to loosen the sub-soil, after 
the preparation of the soil and sub-soil by the | and below the furrow of the common plow to 
various changes produced by drainage—frost | the depth of twelve to twenty inches ad libitum, 
and the variations of the weather during the} by the lifting shoe-soiler, not throwing it out 
winter months. to the surface to remain, as many seem to un- | 

As a systematic preparation of the orchard ee ba agit i sgh 
grounds we recommend— ging the orchard ground is perhaps the | 

Jet. Thorough drainage of the'soil and sub-| 0st *eady way for preparation, and one which | soil to the depth of three feet—four would be] °°" eer mere . here oe 7 abiac e ordinary plow, and which we have often 
2d. Loosening the sub-soil to the depth of ates and deseribed, but will again 

sixteen to twenty inches. PECHDe BSE 
3d. Ridging eg ground so that at no time Accurately lay off the ground and stake for ‘. the orchard rows one way, then with succes- of ae year surface water will stand near the sive back-furrow plowings raise a ridge so that 

aes . eRe bi aay anaes = acd the highest point shall come exactly where the cultivation may increase the depth of soil rows of trees are to be. Or, if the ground is 

pears oe ee nt ae be ens He pone .__ | new, untilled and unsub-soiled, it will be better The first point mentioned is one long dis- to plow.narrow lands of s few fatrows width 

eee ee serculire, so that the dead furrow may come on the line but its value to the fruit grower is ten fold, afdibegnwn, ad ter ancbeaiec slowings inthe 

= E a ey ee dead furrow, twelve to twenty inches can be ous sub-soil, whether in the valleys or on the reached with the common plow. 
P hills; indeed in this direction its merits have This, then, if lying through the winter, will 

Pe nae aoe: be greatly improved in its condition by the In fact, by a thorough system of the under- action of frost and the weather generally. 
drainage, the second and third points are nearly! Then in early spring, by successive plow- accomplished, as in time, the most compact ings, form the ridge, and set the trees thereon 
soil will become porous by the percolation of with very little hole digging, except by 3 plow water through the soil to reach the under- furrow on the tree line. 

drain. On this latter plan a neighbor of ours is 
The second point, sub-soiling, is one on which preparing to plant out several thousand apple 

our personal experience, the last four years, | trees the coming spring, the same gentleman 
has been most satisfactory ; and now we would having set near a thousand pear trees in the 
as soon think of dispensing with the common same manner last spring. 
plow as with the sub-soiler. By its use we] This plan we highly approve of where gen- 
have been permitted to look upon luxuriant | eral sub-soiling or under-draining is. not con- 
freshness in the garden and nursery, when all| venient in the start, as both these operations 
around was parched and thirsty as the dusty | can be performed during succeeding years. If 
highway. it is upon the side hill where it is liable to j 

Its good effects are more immediately appa- wash, let the ridges run at right angles with
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the other way. But again we wish to Say, | @cre; put it in well; harvest early, before it mind the main points of preparation. 7hor-|i8 dry enough to shell; get it clean by cutting ough drainage and loosening of the sub-soil, and | it all, raking and binding it well. The result ridging to avoid surface water, and deep coverb is that it averaged last year over 40 bushels of the roots at the base of the tree per acre, and this year 32} bushels. One acre ‘ ithede 1abot of ti on ald, if that was top-dressed one year ago last spring, ses Ee ec et yielded 65 bushels. The quality both seasons ame, be done in the a — So or late | yas the best. 
will do, but the necessity of moving in the mat- The plan that I have practiced for the few ter during the fall will come home to the good years past has increased the quantity from sense of every tree planter in the West. twenty or twenty-two bushels per acre to the In this connection we wish also to drop a | figures above. , word in favor of the annual cultivation of the| The motto is, «Sow less, and do it better; orchard ; we would like to tell every one of the | manure well and get more.” grassy grain orchardists, to put in the plow, Yours, &e., M. C. Busuxeut. es ee begin this fall, continue next spring, and never Product of a Vegetable Garden. 
= re of the grasses in your chest. unless Dr. D. P. Winson, of Massachusetts, reports you wish to see your trees look faint, sick and | the following splendid results of his small weary of life from starvation. gardening for the present season. Let every (On: thid cot ill talk } dl reader of the Farmer resolve to “go and do 18 point we will talk long and loud when likewise” next year, and then—not Sorget it: time and space will permit. J.C. Proms. The garden contained one-half? acre, on ‘Vixg Hit Nursenres, Madison, Wis. which grew thirty-six apple trees, also twenty- ——_-—____ one of pear and other fruits. The apple trees Raise Fine ‘Whea are about five years old. All of the land was How to Fine Crops at planted with common garden vegetables, and Ep. Wis. Farmer :—As it is the season of | the following figures will enable you to form a th h ti de for th, fair estimate of the produce. - © year when preparations are made for the Forty-seven bushels Jackson white potatoes ; wheat crop, to commence to raise it, I will tell 8} bushels tomatoes ; 9 bushels Swede turnips ; »¢ | 24 bushels English flat turnips; 3 bushels hor- you my method. ‘In the first place, 1 don’t ticultural pole beans, for table use; 23 bush- calculate to sow any more than I can prepare els China dwarf string beans; 6 bushels car- the soil for. Plant and manure once in three|rots; 4 Users ane 3} eae a é a s ith | Queen peas; 4 bushels parsnips ; els Years; plow about 10 inches sea) aver with second crop turnips; 5 bushels small ears of one team; cut about the same in width, and Burr’s sweet corn; 1840 ears of Burr’s sweet t day. Iti - | corn, for table use; 887 heads flat Dutch cab- Salles ee oo bage ; 278 heads red Dutch cabbage; 14 heads sential that it should be plowed in the fall, that cauliflower; 8 large pumpkins, =o Hutiecs the new soil plowed up may become pulverized | squashes, 14 hills, 587 pounds; 178 summer | |. by the action of the frost during the winter | 8quashes for table use; 319 cucumbers, white tas spined, for table use. ft and spring; also, that the whole soil, stirred Many of the early garden luxuries were en- by the plow, may become somewhat compact soyet by eRe! soa a before led ; record was kept, which renders it impossible before the wheat is sown. for me to furnish a full account of the whole After I have used all the manure made on produce of the garden. I sold more than i enough to the expense of manure, plough- | |: 

me place, I have made a practice of drawing cae me rn fae trenty then daca it from town and top-dressing the land before My family was constantly supplied with good or after sowing, which has paid well, produc- | vegetables, some were 2 - fee ~ had i none, and my cellar is wel stoc win- ing about one-third more than that ee ter. The whole cultivation of the garden was not top-dressed. done by my own hands, during the spare mo- Sow as early in the spring as the frost is out | ments from my daily occupation, and oceupied and land about two hours per day, from six to eight =“ o’clock in the Tomine. during the season for Prepare the seed by washing in strong brine; garden labor.— Mass. Ploughman.
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How to Make a Good Orchard. cut it off. They were three and some four 
Epiror Wis. Farmer :—At the request of a|Ye#rs old at the time of setting. They were 

mutual friend, G. F. Hastives, Esq., I give | 8¢¥em years old last spring. All are healthy, you my management and treatment of our snooth, 4 have grown wanderfully Ana 
little orchard. I will give it, stating its short | he majority are well loaded with good fruit, 
history, in as few lines as possible. To tell the story in short, good trees were 

It is located on a rolling piece of land, soil pelociod, then well fed and cared for. The clayey loam. I fenced it well, harrowed, and | T@Sult is they have done.as well as they have 
plowed it deep; then took my team and went | been done by. to the nursery to select the trees myself and Between the trees I set currant bushes, and 
see that they were properly taken up with | We have now bushels of currants. They were 
good roots. I selected them from varieties | ‘Tested, after setting, the same as the apple 
that had a smooth, healthy and vigorous ap- trees were, and the fruit has been very nice pearance, with low tops, &c.; did not ask many andabundant. Yours, &., M.C. BusHNent. 
questions as to the name or quality, being de- Sen Ames 20, 19, : 
termined to get trees that would stand our Horticultural Hints. 
climate, and fruit early, and continue to do so. Noveuhes wall close up most of the hortioal- 

T will say here what I believe to be a eon tural labors of the season. The fruit trees 
mistake with western people generally, that and shrubs have produced an uncommon crop they are over partial to some old variety they of fine fruit, or great growth of wood, and if used to ~ at the East or South. They must never before, they now should be treated as 
have this and that variety whether Sm children of civilization, and sensitive objects. do well or not; and after much time and money Prepare Fruit Trees for the Winter.Earth 
have been spent in raising an orchard, their banking, to the limbs is an excellent mode of 
hopes are all blasted, for the trees are knotty, protection, especially for low trees and dwarfs, scrubby, sickly, and at last die, and they are If in grass land invert the soil. Form a nice 
then brought to the conclusion that Wisconsin conical mound which will shed water; will 
is no place for raising apples. also prevent mice eating, bark bursting, and But to the setting out of my trees: after with a little straw mulch around the base will they were taken from the ground, care was prevent root killing of the Quince and many “] | taken to keep the roots moist till they were set | other tender rooted plants. One penny each 
in the ground again. The holes were dug | winl pay the cost of well doing the whole. large enough to receive the roots in good form,} Piew the Orchard? —(see article on «Fall 
and about the same depth they stood in the Preparation,”) especially late; secure good 
nursery—care being taken to work the fine drainage of surface water and melting snows. 
soil amongst the small fibrous roots. And, by | This is the best time in the whole year to sub- 
the way, the soil that they stood in in the nur- soil and under-drain ; also this and next month 
sery was a sandy soil which produces a great to secure muck, turf, or leaves, for composting many small fibrous roots, very essential to se- next year. Composted manure is invaluable to cure their living and doing well, when taken UP | the gardener and nurseryman. 
and set out. Attend early to the pruning of large limbs— 

After they were set they were mulched with uf it must be done—as recommended last month. 
straw manure, and have been kept well mulch- | There is but one other season for heavy prun- 
ed, packed, hoed, trimmed, and free of worms ing, which is immediately after the tree comes 
of all kinds. Washed in the spring with weak | into leaf in the spring. 
lye. No particular set time for trimming; but] Zhe Nursery, if it has been well treated 
if a limb was found going wrong or too high, I| during the season, is now a beautiful sight,
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‘ and an excellent time it is to select trees and| should be strawed or sacked early, and well 
plants for the spring setting, as every tree | banked, either before or after. 
shows now what it is; also an excellent time| It will pay as well to attend to all these little 
to transport trees, if careful to preserve from | matters of preparation for winter, as the house frost. All young seedlings and tender trees, | and shed banking and corking for comfort of especially young hedge plants, should be well| animals and preservation of the winter store 
covered for winter, or taken up and holed in, as | of vegetables, 3.0. B. 

aera Several Fine Varioties of Pl 0 \. Grapes should now receive their annual — nes 
pruning. Vineyard stake and trellis yines| [Grown by Dr. P. R. Hoy, of Racine, and 
should be cut very short, cutting off generally forwarded, with brief notes, to the Editor » Who nine tenths of the young wood after the pre- has long since demonstrated the correctness of 
vailing mode of pruning. @ But in the renewal | Sid noe by highly satisfactory cués.] 
system the whole wood is cut back nearly to Wists Magnum Hemme quite ripe. Re- 
the ground every other year, and the alternate | 14ités to be thoroughly ripened. When on year a good amount of strong bearing wood is sandy soil it is a very tolerable fruit. Liable 
left for the next crop. The younger the vine | t® Tot on the tree. et 
the more this cutting back. Throw the pruned| 20mard.—Prodigious bearer. Not more 
vine upon the ground and cover with earth, if| than third rate. Light purple. 
a tender sort, or if generally hardy, cover with ne Prune.—Purple whee ripe. Sweet and 
brush, straw, or litter, for the winter. See| ‘delicious. Valuable for drying. that no drip or slop from the house falls on| /esteson.—Small but delicious. A good 
any plant during the winter. bearer. Purple. 

Raspberries, Blackberries, and like hardy | _ 2™P¢7at Gage.—In all respects a good plum. : ‘3 ° When over-ripe a rather sickish sweet. plants, should be laid down and covered Coe's' Golden De pith N 
lightly with earth early this month, then as bist . Bre é ee coe a phe: . g F superior fruit with us. Does not always ripen. the winter closes in, with a straw mulch, or 7 secpotlicnsinitlen Sheteta} Columbia.—The most showy of all plums. 
mone : Great bearer, but liable to rot. 
Strawberry beds should be lightly covered Jefferson.—One of the best, but not a great with mulch. Cut straw, light manure, saw bearer with us. 

dust, tan or muck, are desirable, as they would Washington.—Good always. 
not require removing in the spring and would| gmjth’s Orleans.—In my estimation, the best . repay ten fold in the next crop. . of all plums. 

Pie Plant and Asparagus designed for early ———>—___ 
use should be covered early and heavily with Improvement of Vegetables. 
straw or coarse manure. Seeds of many plants} There is no vegetable now cultivated, which can be sowed with advantage now, with an eye | is not susceptible of almost indefinite improve- s . their | ent. Yet we see very little difference between to early use in spring and to ensure their the crops produced now, and the crops raised growth;swch as onions, parsnips, salads, and by our forefathers. Indian corn, beans, pump- 

kins, squashes are the same, identically, as we the seeds of *PP le; pear, peach, plum, weliut, were accustomed to see in our fathers’ fields &c., all of which should be covered with some and gardens forty years ago, except that, in sort of mulch during winter. Many choice | some instances, there is an obvious deteriora- bulbs f ly bl {ill be planted, but tion as regards both size and quality. This is + for early bloom can: si ep atl the plain result of carelessness—a sin to which should be well mulched with coarse manure or most cultivators will, we fear, be compelled to 
i th plead guilty, and of which they are annually, straw to prolong their growth and preserve although some seem not to be aware of it, ex- || them. periencing the fatal effects. The power of art Choice roses, especially perpetuals and moss, | over nature has already been most forcibly ex-
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emplified in the vegetable kingdom, and with grown by Mr. A. G. Hanrorp, of Waukesha, reference to some of the very productions and well sustained their high reputation. which, in this enlightened age, We are permit- T 7 h P ting to “run out.” By carefully studying the he Germantown Telegrap says: : 
habits and modes of nutrition and ork cov-| There can be no longer any question as to ered by the various products of the soil, and| the merit of this raspberry. We have now by selecting annually the best, most perfectly | tested it for three years, and Pronounce it to developed, and most productive products of the be a real desideratum. It bears two crops of so mort and chnnge them; as aaa |e Baseman Bas many, pernone have so m and change them, as re- | other which are earers at the move them from their respective classes. The | time of ripening of the crop, they combine the fine specimens of Indian corn which we see at | en, ies of the cane upon the second crop our agricultural exhibitions haye all been im- wane ripens late in the autumn; indeed, it proved in this way. continues to ripen from September to the first The earliest potato we know of is the Ash-|°f November, should the weather not become leaved Kidney. It is small, white, and of a|t0o severe. At this writing (November 1st) very perfect kidney shape, uniform in size and | We have Seats the bushes jane and perfect form. In quality it is very good, the best of ian oo ee ee Bist) aie the 

ari ead peer, to . rly oe canes of five stools, a little basket of fine fruit June, or beginning of July, and will be entirely | Was taken; and the same quantity twice a ripe by the middle of the latter month, if the meek ar Some coven works. se Ry 2 ss soil is not too rich or too moist, when it will e e Gata of sev = P rf it Geo rs keep green a little later. Next to this in ear- | of the teas wee ey ater: ‘iene liness is the Early June, a small, white, round ee will es pegs tb hs aie potato, skin a little russety, but smooth. There sy : ” are several varieties called by the same name, ee heen np econ - ae one, a 
re wae Fee negate true Early June can be wood anand to ren over winter. Those ee glossy ni = oe who prefer two crops, must, about the middle this actly a pod a ike ‘Ash-leaved Kid. of this month, prune the vines ready for stak- A pane deta li” Bradt, andi [ig inthe rng, bend them cartlly down f fair potato for an early variety. Neither of inate of earth, shaped to a point on the to 
shane yields venetiyh solpey Sti groming ty When this ear’s aca ii cekciea cover the fees Sxpeet Shey nse, oF me PY eect withon io oereorcn soil, banking up bells ast cae tie giboriap.city” oe ea in the same way. We have found this better . than any other protection against frost. Next to the above, and very good for a suc-| The way to propagate this raspbery, is to cession, is the Mountain June, a large, white | take up the roots, say the latter end of Janu- patato, yielding well, but not of the best qual- ary or beginning of February—cut them up ity, though far from being a bad potato for the into inch pieces, as the eyes may indicate— Season, especially when grown on dry land.— plant them in a box of sand about one inch The Buckeye ripens about the same time as | under the surface—place them under glass in a Mountain June, and is a large Potato, giving | hot-bed, and keep moderately moist. One old an excellent crop. When grown on dry and | stool will produce from twelve to twenty new rather poor ground, it is very good, but on soil | canes, that is rather rich, or moist, it grow too large, . 
one hallow, spssomewhet watery.—Rural Tux Crimpine Piants.—No class of plants ee are more useful in the hands of the skillful = 7 gardner than the climbers. They possess al- The Catawissa Raspberry. most miraculous powers, transforming any un- a — sightly out-building into an object of’ real This is one of the most interesting of the | beauty. No good gardener will have any bare umer. ieti board fences about his premises,—all are * ne eee eho imap beray: iene: wreathed and festooned, and made gay and being a large, handsome and pleasant fruit, it graceful. Then for covering cottage veran- bears two crops annually—the first at the cahty what Se eae are class of Diana! . 5 + ey put to the @ expensive wor! ordinary period and the second in Dehober = of the architect, and the Baie and make and thus can be enjoyed when other varieties the poor man’s cottage appear more elegant— have had their season and passed away. Domne mone of, nepase-—meare Fone We have had the pleasure of eating some of | 87000 han, easily Foariatied ok: erate ae them during the month just past. They were | are very useful.—Rural New Yorker.
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MECHANICAL & COMMERCIAL, | than ever hitherto in this country, and with paw Pelion OM SL aaE gar Ta ETAT TTT the view of absolutely determining which the 
National Trial of Agricultural Machinery. best ma¢hines are in fact, and not ‘as is 

= aia too often. doné, which the smartest men are to We understand that the preliminary steps fish for premiums In fact it de me ae " Propo 0 were taken at the late Illinois State (Chicago) enact the death penalty for all who in any way > Fair, to get up a Grand National Trial of Agri- undertake to infu. . . ni . colfural Machinery dutite the othe ickaet ae ence committees or decisions. : 
ory, s ° & iE It is intended that every decision and award The movement was set on foot by the machine shall be as carefully arrived at as the decision men themselves, who from year to year of late, . | ? z of a Supreme Court or verdict of aJury. To |} have been getting more and more disgusted the end that the trial may be of some absolute | |. with the beltcr skelter way that such matters use and benefit to community; furnishing as 

are necessarily managed, when attempted at it will, correct and reliable data of merits and 
all, during the few hurrying days of a fair; demeaiaa. ; 
when not unfrequently superficial, and may be Perhaps some may be impressed with the 
interested parties assume to act as Judges and | jjo9 that the undertaking is too large to be 
to pass awards upon ingenious and complicated successfully carried through in a single season; aay, of which, perhaps, they know but to this we would reply that the plan of ope- 
nothing, and may spe careless. 7 rations would probably be to appoint special It is not more ae to aL by looking at a and independent committees for each depart: 
race horse, what precise time he can make, ment who would proceed under the instruction, that what or how well a machine will perform rules, and superintendence of the general com- 
without absolutely trying it in the field and mittee to make their trial tests at such time 

| for days together. and place as might be thought best and deter- The proposed trial is intended to be as thor- mined upon. Thus the trial of plows, &., may ough as possible, with every class of machines | take place at any one point and its proper 
entered for the purpose. And instead of being| season, and of the best class of machines at 
merely a reaper and mower trial as hitherto, | another when the right time arrives for it to be 
to be sufficiently comprehensive to embrace done to the greatest advantage. So that one 
every important class of farm machinery. For | will not materially or necessarily interfere with 
instance one class to embrace all soil workers ; | another, and thus during the whole season the 
not only plows, but all their competitors, put | entire programme will be fully and thoroughly 
through every kind of soil and circumstance | worked out. The places for the different trials 
caloulated to test and determine their absolute | would be selected under a full consideration of 
as well as comparative merits. all the circumstances. ; 

Next in order would come seed planters of| A proper and full programme of the whole 
every important description, both for hill and} matter will probably be put forth to the public 
drill work. in due season. 

Then perhaps the cultivators of the soilin| To such as may think it not an opportune 
crop in all their varieties of style and opera-| time on account of war difficulties, we reply 

tion, ‘ that we hold to just the reverse idea, it will 
Then the mowing and harvesting machines | not be the object of such trials to collect large 

for a long and thorough trial in every kind of| crowds of men, idle curiosity seekers, but 
Work and with every possible test. merely and mainly the amateurs, experts and 

Then the threshers and cleaners and granary directly interested parties whom the war will 
and barn machinery generally. not divert much, if any, and the South, in such 

Such isan outline of what is proposed and|a matter, of course, would not be missed at 
intended to be carried out more thoroughly any time. P. 
omnia ea te eee eee. Pl) Sa al
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m ledges shown in dish “E.” The rake is facili- 
A é ~| tated in its fall by a stiff double coiled wire 

spring, seen at “F.” Which spring is so con- 
trived as to easily be made to exert more or 
jess force according to circumstances. Thus 
the constant revolutions of the rake become 

- nearly or quite as simple as those of the reel, 
and apparently requiring but little more power 
to drive it. 

Pp One great advantage this style of rake ap- 
a pL pears to possess over all others, arises from the 

Ns Se es fact that it is so geared as to admit of arrang- 
= = o eam ing it to run any sized bundle that may be 
S —_— Z) desired according to the lightness or heaviness 
a of the grain, not for a single bundle as in the 
Sse old style of self-rakes, but to run at any speed 

Powers’ Universal Self-Rake. that is desired for all day, longer or shorter. 
—_— This will prove a great advantage, and one that 

The above cut gives a good general idea of | al] farmers who have used the old unchanging 
this new novelty in the way of labor-saving in- style will readily appreciate. | 

}| ventions referred to in our last issue. It may| The whole arrangement is light, weighing 
be briefly described as follows: ° only forty or fifty pounds, and so compact and 

“‘A” represents the rake in its vertical posi- simple in action, as to surprise all who see 
tion, just ready to fall down behind the reel to| it, with wonder that it had not been thought | 
the position of the dotted line upon the platform | of pefore, especially when it is remembered | 
“C,” and into the grain when upon the plat-| how much labor and pains have been bestowed 
form, which is at once swept off in a bundle] upon the subject of inventing a self-rake that 
by the revolutionary motion of the rake, which | would successfully displace the extra man, 
is made to revolve entirely around, as often as upon this great labor-saving machine of the 
a bundle is formed. The revolution is per- age—the reaper. We hope this rake will real- 
formed by a pair of bevel wheels underneath | ize all the high expectations formed of it, and 

|| the dish «B,” the one on line shaft «D,” and | cannot see why it may not.. We also hope, at 
the other on the lower end of an upright spin-| no distant time, to see an entirély suecessful 
dle coming up through the center of the dish. | ang practical self-binder, requiring no man or 
See cut «E,” on the top of this spindle or ver- boy to run it; thus enabling the reaper to’ per- 
tical shaft, the rake is pivoted in a joint “F.” | form its complete and full mission of going 
Upon the rear end of the rake is a friction | forth with merely a driver to cut, rake, and tie 
roller, which by being operated upon by the up the grain ready for the boys to set in shocks; 
cams or ledges of the dish “E” causes the rake | thus excusing man altogether from raking and 
the instant it has left the platform, (or throws binding. Good fortune hasten the day, the 
off the bundle,) to raise gradually to a vertical | world must be fed with cheap bread, and only 
position while passing the standing machinery mechanical ingenuity can cheapen the cost of 
and driver’s seat on the reaper. Still the con- producing it. 
stantly revolving motion of the shaft keeps it Oo 
turning, until it is again around in the right An Unpestrasite Maonine.—There is a 
position, and ready to again fall into the grain; | class of men who are’ ever ready to pump you 
the roller upon the end of the rake being per-| to any extent if you only give them a han- 
mitted to escape upwards between the parallel | dle.
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See the Maese are lined by @ commodious quay for SEUSEMEE. A aA the vessels which navigate that river. 
Brussels, one of the most ancient cities of} 1, 1408 Liege was taken b: Charles the the Province of Brabant, and now the capital Bold of B ndy, and in oe * 

i . . modern times has 
of Belgium, forms an amphitheatre upon the been athiéte? to Wastes bank of ihe Senne, a mere rivulet of thirty feet in width. . 

LISLE OR LILLE. ‘This flourishing inland city still retains an eS is hundred lacs inhabitants and several ca- fe zis city, once a part of Flanders, was thedrals, which were erected in the eleventh | ounded A. D. 640, and flourished under the 
and twelfth centuries, and the city itself was liberal Sway of the counts of Flanders, who founded as early as the seventh century, Seem to have early discovered that commerce, It grew under popular institutions. As early manufactures and wealth were best promoted as the thirteenth century it adopted the trial | DY liberal charters, and to have allowed their 
by jury. 

suring cities to establish systems of. self-gov- It flourished under the Duke of Burgundy, | Tment. and under various sovereigns has been embel.| Lisle had risen to great importance, when it lished by. magnificent churches, hospitals, a | was besieged and taken in 1667 by Louis XTV., savings bank with large deposits, boulevards, |and annexed to France. After a lapse of canals and railways, a theatre, college, acade- | forty-one years it was recaptured from France my, picture-gallery and observatory. by the Duke of Marlborough, but at the treaty It was once distinguished for its manufac- | of peace reverted to France, and remains one tures, but was checked in its prosperity by the | of the few permanent acquisitions from the | Duke of Alva. costly wars of her great monarch, | : Tn 1695 it was bombarded by Marshal Vil- In 1836 Lisle contained 72,000 people. Its eroy. a ancient manufactures of laces, velvets, serges In 1706 it was taken by the Duke of Marl-| and linen still survive, and to these have been borough. — added cotton and beet sugar. : In 1746 it was taken by Marshal Saxe. Tt has an active commerce by canal and | “1794 4% § France. railway. 
| LIEGE. LOUVAIN, In the seventh century Liege was known as This city. whi . 

ce * es : 'y, which now forms a portion of Bel- Pe Seren Lega, ous eer eee gium, was in ancient times a celebrated city of : l field fiftee iles i length and five in | Brabant, and subsequently of Burgundy. Dur- with, it soon benia Ue hd eeeitag ing the fourteenth century its manufactures of a cathedral in the eighth century, ‘became a patpaaee Le on bishopric. artisans; and althou i iti b 
P 2 PEEAS $ gh this tradition has been princes. “ite burghers however wets sions uestoned, the pea extent oh renee imbued with a oe laws for theie opular | 2°W converted into boulevards seven miles in ae aa S hi h th * fe | circuit, attest its former grandeur. It is ac- oe a rere a fatios = Sede ile cessible to vessels of 150 tons burthen, by a tee case th 1000 Gk sik it geadnlly canal which communicates with the Scheldt, 2 Sorta See and contains an university of great celebrity, declined, under a less liberal government aad to which are attached no less than forty col- t half that ib 1888, bul is ner arena eae om leges. Having revolted from the Duke of the constitutional government of the King of ee oe ee 
ee been distinguished for its exten-| "Ve" 'ecovered. sive coal trade and manufacture of iron, cop- DELFT. 1 df 

. 
ance ee hanna ieee This ancient town, which lies between the |) cea ve ana 2, Sn, cter Seams] gue and overd and within ou nile id five hi i of cannon. It is, in| © ? a fact, coe of the chist sroceceant Europe.” Seine Boon alice. In ti the ancient ce of the | celai ‘arpets. Prince I arene eared sere manu- carried to all parts of the world by Dutch facture of steam engines, by Messrs. Cockerell, | Commerce until the cheaper wares of England of England, who employed there sixty steam | gained a preference. engines and twenty-two hundred operatives. A! Its population is now but 15,000, and its strange transition, ftom the elegant and festive | modern expansion is in the almost contiguous entertainments of the founders of the palace. | seaport of Rotterdam, the second city of Hol- Liege is connected with the great canal and | land.
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Fall Care of Implements and Machinery. | SCTENCE, ART, STATISTICS. 
* Tine upon linet: Ya, 0 ke he 26. 

cessity continues so great as at present. One Flax Cotton. | 

would naturally suppose that in these hard| An Iowa correspondent of a morning paper 

times, everything that costs much money would | talking of the culture and preparation of flax 

become an object of peculiar care. The re-| in that State, writes from Fairfield: 

verse, however, appears to be true, for we find] We have had in operation at this place one 
i .|of “Randall’s Brake’s” and a ‘Scutcher or 

every whtre 4h our travels walusble OWA) MAE | 5 2 cit oth scan hist eed aURA COs Ealaa 
rows, drills, rakes, rollers and reapers, ranging | for the purpose of preparing flax straw for the 

in price from ten to two hundred dollars, lying eee They feo is as ern: x 
+ * e flax is mowed with an ordinary scythe 

oat: in the: Belds just “where they ‘happen to or mowing machine, before it is thoroughly 
have been last used. « |ripe; is cured in every respect the same as 

Ask any farmer in the country whether these | hay. It may be threshed the same as any oth- 
aia a hi t er grain, the tangling of the straw not injuring 

or implements and machines are not more | she 'fibre in the least. It is not necessary that 
damaged by standing out in the alternate sun- | it should undergo a rotting process, as it breaks 

i i in | equally as well without, the only advantage of 
Sana eet aoe os See rere bad rotted over unrotted straw being in the dis- 
constant service with proper care, and he will| tance it may have to be hauled, as the former 

answer, “‘yes,” without a moment’s hesitation. | weighs about one half less than the latter, 

What then is the secret of this deplorable and | there being a corresponding difference in price. 
3 ope The brake separates the woody portion or 

shameful neglect, of which complaint is here | shaves it into small particles, which are removed 
made? by the duster. It is then ready for baleing 

< 4 ate tbn. and shipping to the manufacturer, where it 
It is all answered in one word, which, if we undergoes the cottonizing process. One ton of 

had the power, we would brand upon the fore- | straw yields from 500 to 1000 pounds of lint.— 
4 i About 200 tons of the unrotted straw has been head of every slack, Seen farmer in the engaged ia the yiciility OF Chis plese 4ESS per 

country—sHIFTLESSNESS. ton, by the party who has control of the ma- 
—___—_. chinery here. This is intended merely as an 

. : introduction to the operation for next season, 
American ImpLements.—An English writer | when 9 large amount of machinery will be lo- 

of character, in a recent communication pub-| cated here for the purpose of preparing the 

lished in London, thus compliments Yankee | ST@w for market. Two of the same brakes 
‘ . : are in operation at Mt. Pleasant, Henry Co., 
ingenuity and enterprise: Towa, with the same success as here. 

“ I do not think that we can entertain a doubt 
Pome 2 ees did - > vey, ae = as to the success of this movement.—With 

wheel-plow was in use; it required two men, | Yankee ingenuity and Western perseverance 
with four, sometimes six horses. This is now both interested, there can be no such thing as 

superseded entirely by the swing-plow (after fail. ° 

the Scotch and American models) which requires The Lost Arts. 

only one man and two horses, and doesits| 4 great deal of nonsense has been uttered by 

work better. The hand implements have only | sensation lecturers and magazine writers about 

attracted attention of late years; those now | Wonderful arts that perished with the ancients. 
: ,, | To trust in the lamentations of these wiseacres 

used are generally made after American models.” | over the “lost arts,” one would think we had 

ee eee fallen upon very degenerate timesindeed. But 
none of these doleful stories are true. Cleopa- 

IxpusTRIAL AND CoMMERCIAL Towns OF Wis- tra, no doubt, was a very fine woman, but she 

consin.—This series of articles will be resumed | never dissolved —e = wine. See 
* : * was a great man in his day; but he never set 
in the December No. Since the issue of the fre tothe Roman ships with burning glasses, 

August No. we have been so thoroughly occu- | as the fable relates, 

pied in attending Fairs, County and State, as| The ancients had no useful arts which we do 
: a not understand better and practice more skill- 

to have no time for the work of providing our- fully than they did. The humblest American 

self with the necessary information. | mechanic could teach the polished Greek and
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eee ————— cunning Egyptian sciences and arts of which A New and Valuable Invention. they never dreamed. The ancients, indeed, — did many wonderful things which have not| Mr. S. N. Rice, of this village, has invented, been since repeated, but they were only such | #nd has now nearly finished, a musical instru. things as are not worth doing over again. If ment, that, in our opinion, is destined to take we had occasion to build such a foolish thing | entire precedence of the piano, and in fact, all as a pyramid, we would improve on our model that class of instruments. The tone of this in every respect; and instead of keeping a | instrument approaches nearer the human voice + hundred half starved slaves at the work for | than anything in the music line that we ever twenty years, we would turn it out finished in heard—it is, in fact, so near that it is almost & few months. George Law and a hundred | impossible to distinguish one from the other. others would be willing to take the contract at | It also resembles somewhat the tone of an or- a day’s notice. gan, in its deep and lengthened vibrations. If any people, now-a-days, lived in a condi- The principle upon which the tone is produced, tion like the ancients, they would be objects |18 entirely different from any other instru- for sincere pity, and it would be our duty speed- | ment. . / ily to send missionaries among them. What} It is fourteen years since the idea first oc- |] a lamentable sight would be a nation of great | curred to Mr. Rice, and was first suggested to mental vigor, half clothed and half fed, tilling | him in his endeavors to improve upon the pi- the earth with wooden plows, without soap, |n0. The cost of the instrument will be about pins, friction matches or india rubber! How | the same as the piano. Mr. Rice intends soon B queenly would one of our factory girls appear | to apply for a patent, and has made arrange- |} to them! Beggars, now-a-days, with regard ments with a wealthy gentleman in Chicago, to |/ to the comforts of life, fare better than ancient furnish means for manufacturing. It is truly |, kings.—Scientifie American. an important and useful invention, and dem- |} . onstrates a great inventive genius in the origi- Fiax Corrox.—A correspondent from Boston | 2#tor. We trust that fortune which has so 5 és long tempted him, may now reward his efforts thus speaks of the recent invention for “flax-| with success.—Horicon Gazette. ing out” King Cotton: 

Oe There are now in operation in this city ex-| PowEr.—Steam is no stronger now than it perimental works for the manufacture of flax | Was a hundred Years ago; but is put to better fibre into a material called febrilla or flax cot- | ¥Se- A clever fellow was acquainted with the ton. This can be produced in any quantity at | expansive force of steam ; he also saw the between seven and eight cents per pound, and | Wealth of wheat and grass in Michigan. Then the cloth made from it is better in every re- | he cunningly screws on the steam pipe to the spect, and will take and preserve colors better | Wheat crop. Puff now, O steam. _The steam than cloth made from cotton. The raw mate- | Puffs and expands as before, but this time it is rial, flax, wild or cultivated, can be produced | dragging all Michigan at its back to hungry and is produced in Canada and all the North- | New York and hungry England. Coal lay in ern States in vast quantities. (ol. Lander in | ledges under the ground since the flood, until one of his recent reports speaks of coming to | ® laborer, with pick and Windlass, brings it to plains covered with immense quantities of this | the surface. We may well call it black dia- plant growing wild. monds. Every basket is power and civilization. Now, here is an article which even now can | For coal is a Portable climate. It carries the |; be had in quantities so that its material can be | heat of the tropics to Labrador and the polar produced at from two or three cents per pound | circle; and it is the means of bea less than cotton, which makes a better cloth, | itself whithersoever it is wanted. Watt ie: and which is destined to supersede cotton. Stephenson whispered in the ear of mankind Slowly but surely the parties owning the pat- | their secret, that a half-ounce Of coal will draw ents for the process for manufacturing this | 0 fons a mile, and coal carries coal, by rail ° article are working it into the attention of our | 224 by boat, to make Canada as ‘armas Cal- people. cutta, and with its comfort brings its industri- —_—>—____. al power.—Emerson’s ‘ Conduct of Life.” Bee A needle may be magnetized perma- mom nently by passing the north pole of a magnet i pi from the eye ie ike Point several times, the per reds ae bey bed Paes any friction being always in the same direction,— | Toad in oe United States, er eee The magnet must always be lifted up when it | road, established the first water works, ran the Teaches the point. first locomotive, established the first hospital, * eee a ere cen the first law school, the first public museum, RQ A varni: le with one pound of sul- : : ; = boiled for half an hour in ae iron vessel | the first hall of music, and the first Ubrary,in 8 perfect protection from damp to brick walls. | the world opened freely to all. Good for Penn- It should be applied with a brush, while warm. | sylvania.
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THE HOME. Take care that there be a good quantity of | 
—— | wood at the door, and that it be such as can 

‘What Might be Done. be burned without that provoking steam and 
oéellnaa ehiicaie smoulder and smoke, which are allowed to 

— prove so annoying and irritating to four-fifths 
. Lary prec lg hnecinpetiogn ter ea of the farmers’ wives. Well seasoned wood, 

iieenl cae, properly cut and stacked up under cover of a 
And cease their scorn of one another! convenient house, if you have it, and if not, 
ieee Serta ka: then under a ee shed, is an important 

All —aeieiae pene matter, and will pay a large per cent. by say- 

Light on ener ea blindness. ing time, money, and wear and tear of pa- 

All slavery, warfare, lies and wrongs, tience. 
All vice “ian a Again, provide the several rooms of your 

aioe a — = rain! dwelling with suitable wood boxes, and your- 
ice ia aese ae selves see that some man or boy about the 
The deepest sunk in guilt and sorrow, premises keeps them filled with wood. It isa 

| een ig very poor way to have wood piled upon the 
At teen TAS Selene ONE Solnore. floor, making litter and bruising the wall. A 
hopsm gtd nw ome. common rough box, such as any farmer can 

meuusecer e's make in a few minutes, can be made to look | 
If men were wise, and loved each other. very neat by covering it with paper, and will 

SS save a great deal of time and bother on the 

A Fow Pisin mentae Good aeashonas: housekeeper’s part. | 
We use good, in the above heading, in a qual- Now is the time, also, to make walks from | 

fied sense; since husbands who are absolutely | the house across the door yard in the direc- | 
good may be supposed to need no word—espe-| tions most trayeled. It is a source of great | 
cially of the kind we have to offer. To explain, | vexation and labor to any tidy housewife to | 
we intend those who are kindly and generously | have quantities of mud and gravel tracked in- | 
disposed, but who have the fault of sometimes | to the house every time the door is opened to 
forgetting their duty in certain important par-| friend or stranger. A few boards, bricks, or 

-]| ticulars; so that their good wives, as a conse-| stone, judiciously used, will obviate it all; see 
quence, enjoy less of the comforts and luxuries | that they be not wanting, and that the work be 
of life to which they are justly entitled. done now, before the hard rains set in. 

Winter is coming. Storm, and snow, and| Once more: During the long winter even- 
mud, while they necessarily curtail your own| ings, when your self-sacrificing and untiring 
operations without, will, on the other hand, in-| companions have “done up the work” and are | 
crease the labors of the housewife within. | prepared to sit down to the further task of | 
Will you not, therefore, take more pains than | knitting stockings and mittens for the family, | 
usual—more than ever heretofore—to provide | or mending or making garments for the house- 
those who have the care of the house and who | hold, don’t be found either lounging about some 
are expected to minister to your personal com- | place of resort, or even sleeping like an ani- 
fort, with the best possible facilities for per-|mal before the fire; but rather employ your 

forming their responsible and often arduous | precious time in reading some profitable book, | 
and trying tasks. newspaper or periodical—(not forgetting the 

See that the winter stock of vegetables and | Farmer)—nor yet silently reading, but in a clear 
provision stores of all kinds are nicely put and distinct voice audible and pleasant to her. 
away in the cellar, and so arranged as to be | This is the way to lay up stores of knowledge 
easy of access. that shall advantage you both, in the discharge 

2



THE WISCONSIN FARMER. 395 5a Raieesammemssssse ——— of the responsible duties of life—the way to | those graceful, well-rounded, elastic, Junico cherish and strengthen that holy affection, | forms which may still be seen in Italy and a " * a : other European countries. The ladies of Ken- without which marriage is a terrible mockery, tucky alone offer an exception to this; but the and the lives of both husband and wife a most = a resemble tulips, in whom only the head « : elights. Their faces, too, are pleasanter serious and mournful failure. through the delicacy of the expression. Their FINALLY, roraer Noxx oF THESE THINGS. complexion is hardly ever rosy, and rarely —_ lively and fresh. They are all somewhat pal- Not Lost for Ever. : lid, like zealous romance readers among our- Not lost for ever! though on earth we'v ted; Cael one ey, seem 10 be hot-house penne 
Not lost forever though or ait et their entire education and formation in the ‘They do not wander lone and broken hearted fashionable ladies’ academies is on the forcing Who soe Heavens radiance on the further shore. system. These pretty, delicate palefaces are met with not only in capitals, but far away up Maat meso ees feats token, away, the Mississippi, in the new settlements, and in — ae my soul, Seoueh all the pan are broken, the prairies among the Indians, ender grace that never can decay. 

‘Not lost for ever! while around me springing HOW THE UNMARRIED Act. 
rey a tele birds & ccna wena aah! If there be any especial beauty among the Flood with soft music all the tranquil gloom. daughters of a family, she assumes the mas- tery so utterly that, so to speak, everything is as Frand end soles verses or the fore done in her name. Even though the official Teling of happy dreams, and happy hours, invitations to balls and parties are made in the Of life and sunshine, which it caught from thee. parents’ names, the daughter has most certain- Not lost for ever! thou shalt still be near me, ly selected the candidates. She will also invite ‘Through every future, and in every clime; any one she pleases, or may be introduced to, Withou abate be with reeate memories cheer me, without asking papa or mamma, When young é people arrange to visit any house in the even. 

ing, they do not say, as in Paris, “Shall we Libel on American Ladies, visit Madame N. to-night?” but “ Shall we go . fe ras ye 5 call on Miss A. or Miss B.?” The good papa. An atrocious fellow, who signs himself M. | some rum-bibbing member of Congress, or sen- Kohl, contributes an article on American W0-! ator, bothered with political committees, is not men to Bentley’s Miscellany for September. at all taken into consideration. On entering From his article we copy the annexed ©X-/ the house, the daughter is naturally seen sit- tracts :— ting in the centre of the sofa, and the conyer- Ss HOW THE LADIES LOOK. sation is exclusively addressed to her. In The great majority of American women are | ™any cases the mother is quite passed ONE moderately pretty, very passable, or pleasingly If she be at all wearisome, she generally sits Pretty. Still their charms are concentrated | With the grandmother warming herself at the more in their features than in their demeanor, | fire. It often chappens that a stranger may figure, or corporeal shape. A classical bust, | Stand on very intimate terms with the daugh- rounded arms, and well-developed limbs are | ter ere he has been introduced to the mother. the oreatest rarity among them. You may The liberties which may be taken with young gaze on a hundred and not discern one shapely ladies in conversation are, according to her waist. The effeminate manners of these any-| notions, very great, even more so than they thing but Spartan republican ladies, their | take themselves, or provoke. They are very horror of bodily movement and physical exer-| forward and gelf-conscious, and this can be tion, produce a neglect and decay of the entire seen at their meetings in the street or on any muscular system, Walking in the open air is | Public occasions. They look about them pert- something quite unusual with them, for in| ly. and openly stare into the faces of pee their country, where there are no footpaths or | gentlemen, salute them first, cast their eyes Promenades, they move about in carriages, and | down bashfully, and approach them timidly rarely on horseback. The rest of the day they when they have received the signal to begin spend, after the fashion of ladies in eastern | the conversation, or what the Americans call, harems, on softly covered sofas, or in their fa- | 8° characteristically, the flirtation. For the vorite ‘rocking chairs by fire-sides, Many conversations of the two sexes rarely consist American husbands ought to discard rocking- | of more than flirtations. The word is untrans- chairs—if they wish tidy-looking children. | latable; the ideas of paying sear, coquettish 
and playful love-making, and tri! ing-gossiping 

They are used only by lazy women and slovens, are comprised in it. ‘The young Sivibons ‘ 
AMERIOAN BRAUTING. Ameriean “beaux” and their “belles” are won- . Full beauties, a Ja Rubens, are never found | drously practised hands at it. The couple among American women, and equally rare are| have scarcely met ere the lisping soft causerie
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begins, and goes on uninterruptedly, as if the | wants, and is never satisfied. It is impossible 
watchwork had been wound up for the purpose. | to understand what becomes of all the silks and 

They twitter and flutter incessantly like a pair | satins which the ladies spread out upon the so- 
of turtle-doves; like two trout in a stream, | fa expressly provided for them in the fashion- 

they swim around each other for hours, until| able shops, and desire to be sent home. At 

the beau breaks off the affair, because he re- | times they order their husband to accompany 
members that he wants a glass of rum and | them when shopping, to act as privy purser. If 
water, or a cigar. he has more pressing business, he finds the bill 

re ‘ on his return home, and must look to the settle- 
HOW PAS MASELED/EAPIEEOF- ment of it, for American ladies never have any 

In America, this terrible degenerated rever- money, and do not understand its management. 

ence for women, which might be called more | They have none of that house-keeping economy 
truly pampering and spoiling, is naturally felt | which in Europe is regarded as a virtue, but 

mostly by husbands, who have entered upon | in America, especially with the ladies, is a de- 
life-long slavery. If a lovely American girl | spised and unknown quality. 
sinks into the arms of a man, oe bound to 
him for life, she does it much in the same way = 

as she throws herself into an easy chair. Mar- An Indian Wife. 
riage is her pillow, her sofa, on which she pro- <7 wen the wile sald the tadien woken 

poses henceforth to comfortably repose. Upon]. o¢ 9 Blackfoot rece aE aaa teas 

it she confidently throws all the burden of her faithfully. Who was so earl meee cain t= 

cares and troubles; she regards the husband Whose lodge was so well provided, or kept so 
as her factotum, who has to provide for all her clean? I brought wood in the morning, and 

wants. He must procure her a house accord-| "iced water always at hand. I Saisied Ge 
ing to her fancy, he must furnish this house |}; coming, and he found his meat cooked and 
exactly as she wishes it, he must arrange and ready. If he rose to go forth there was noth- 

administer kitchen and cellar, and every morn- ing to delay him. I searched the thought that 

ing, before breakfast, make the necessary pur | was in his heart, to save him the trouble of 

chases for the day’s meals. Even in Washing- speaking. When I went abroad on errands for 

ton, at Gmes youmsay see senators, statesmen, him, the chiefs and warriors smiled on me, and 
renowned in the world and influential in the | i, young braves spoke soft things in secret; 

papers, hurrying to market places early with | put my feet were in the straight path, and my 

a basket on their arm, and carrying home eal eyes could see nothing but him. When he 

ad, pastry, green peas, strawberries, or other went out to hunt, or to war, who aided to equip 
vegetable produce. Even farmers’ wives often |}: put I? When he returned, I met him at 

hold themselves much too high for business of | +}. Goor, I took his gun, and he entered wit 

this sort, and scenes of the following nature | ou, further aga While he sat and smoked 

may be seen at market: A young farmer’s| 7 wnioaded his horses, tied them to the stakes, 
wife 1 once saw sitting in a little one-horse | 1.4 prought in their loads, and was quickly at 

chaise and holding the reins. In her elegant |} 5. foot e ne hia nanan carers, nD I ice 

dress she could not, of course, be expected to chee off. and put on others, that were dry ay 

go into the dust and confusion of the market, |, ‘I dressed all the ce aiadiceen in 

so she had sent off herhusband. He was busy | 41.6 chase. Hecould never say to me, ‘Wh: 

among the stalls, like a swallow collecting in-| ... it not done?’ He Seed the dese ee 

sects for her young, and presently appeared antelope, and the buffalo, and he watched for 
again laden with all sorts of boxes and parcels. | +1. gnemy. Everythin, a ee ae ek 

These the farmer's wife, naturally, could not | wy on ou = Soe ea thats camp he nh a 

take on her silk lap, so the husband had to hold his horse and rode away, free as though he had 

them carefully in the chaise. The wife, how- fallen tanto whice He ed nolan ntd 

ever, whipped up the horse, an@ they started | 41 the labor of the camp; it ma that 
homeward, the wife as driver, and the husband packed the horses and led eas on the journey. 

as servant—to me a symbolic picture of Ameri- | Wien we halted in the evening, and he sat with 
can married life. It is, however, only by chance fica ae tieaer ane ennai al i! wie 1 ok 

eee ae sooompantes the hugtiand on — pitched his tent ; and when we came toeat and 
expeditions ; usually she remains at home and Sieeaty inant per and his bed were ready.” — 

busies herself with her toilet, dusting her ele- Dh ag P ? 

gant furniture and fondling her children. Only ee 
one description of purchase American women ‘ 5 i ° a 

attend to themselves, and that is articles of A Quatarication.—A merchant, lately ad- 

dress. A drive to the elegant shops of the city vertising for a clerk, ‘who could bear con- 

is, with the exception of the walk to the church finement,” received an answer from one who 

on Sundays, almost the only regular prome- | ad been ten years ina State prison ! 
nade an American lady undertakes. These ae ee 

trips take place almost daily, for the wardrobe| Those who are always peering into the af- 

of such a lady is a greedy melstrom, which | fairs of their neighbors constitute a very mean 

has every morning a fresh appetite and fresh | sort of peerage. 

Ba aes
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Bits of Spice. | An Eccenrric Witt.—The will of the late 
= Earl of Pembroke contained the following be- 

Wink at small injuries rather than avenge | quests: «Item—I give all my deer to the'Bel 

them. If, to destroy a single bee, you throw | of Salisbury, who I know will preserve them, 
Sonn the aire instead of one enemy you make | because he denied the King a buck out of one 
a thousand. Z of his own parks. Item—I give nothing to 

The tears of beauty are like the clouds float- | Lord Say; which legacy I give him because I 
ing over a heaven of stars, bedimming them | know he will bestow it upon the poor. Item— 
for a moment that they may shine with greater | To Tom May I give five shillings; I intended 
lustre than before. ar eee behets vee ere ‘History 

: ., | of the Parliament,’ thinks five shillings is too 
h “Tt is ae pee I ae a sit | much. Item—I give Lieutenant Gen. Cromwell 
ahleores res z ake leas cmatd oe SAY | one word of mine, Jecause he never kept his own. 

Sworiak ut it, wife; the least said the soon-| Trem T give up the ghost.” 

A bankrupt was condoled with the other day ieee arp coe sr he plenses, ym 
for his embarrassment. ‘Oh, I’m not embar- He wis thinks do unk therant 
rassed at all,” said he, ‘it’s my creditors that}. ORO LAIR ER, BOs CRE hd) WELLDOUL Clete. 
gen eanbareasand 7 mistaken. He who thinks others can do with- 

E out him, is still mere mistaken. 
When Caesar slipped and fell, on landing in| ,, Dans tae; /# ania abiewstale winaeiiell alien’ 

Africa, he is said to have exclaimed: ‘Land |... that boy have got his temper from? Not 
of Africa, I take possession of thee!” Thierry | ¢ i ee eas 
in his “History of the Norman Conquest,” | om me Um sure,” "No indeed, my dear,” 
says: ‘The Duke (the conqueror) landed last | |). ea Niet dae oh Veni bs 
of all; the moment his foot touched the sand, 2 eee ee . 
he made a false step and fell on his face. | _ If aman is dissipated, his fortune will prob- 

murmur rose, and voices cried ‘Heaven pre- | #bly soon be so too. 
serve us! abad sign.’ But William, rising,| Why is necessity like a great many lawyers? 
said directly, ‘What is the matter? What are | Because it knows no law. 
you wondering at? I have seized the ground ic ads * * . ly beautiful, let not her 
with my hands, and by the brightness of God, beauty be made dim by the flash of diamonds. 
so far as it extends, it is mine, it is yours. Resaeie; i 1 ike malicuan aaa 

Froissart relates that Edward the Third fell | xow, with the aid of a sewing machine, -they 
with such violence on the sea shore at La Hogue takoonem nonae, E 

pean ee ae te = at _ Men who endeavor to look fierce by cultiva- 

swered quickly, and said: ‘ This is a good to- ting profuse whiskers, must be harem-scarem 

ken for me, for the land desireth to have me;” | fellows. 
‘of the which answer his men were right joy- Sete Toa 

ful.” HEALTH AND DISEASE. 
Voltaire, speaking highly of Haller, was told id 

- that he was very generous in so doing, since Cure for Corns. 
Haller said just the contrary of him. “Per- i see — 
haps,” remarked Voltaire, after a short pause, It is astonishing how few people there are 

“we are both of us ae Libanius | whose feet are entirely free from those misera- 
writes to Aristeenetus, “You are always speak- 
ing ill of me. I speak nothing but good of ble torments, corns. Soaroely -~ Laeheas on . 
you. Do you not fear that neither of us shall| hundred escapes them. Deforming and crip- 
be poieren ee an his ia pling the feet, and, worse than all, causing the 
tune, leaned to a gentleman who scorn ‘im ; . 5 are 
aa he grew to his greatness, ebiAE Ee soon most intense suffering, it is eee os <7 

after, he sought to him. Themistocles said,—| most any remedy—however inconvenient its 

“We are both grown wise, but too late.”” application—would be hailed with great plea- 

« Bion was sailing, and there fell out a great | sure. 
tempest, and the mariners, that were wicked r - ae 
and dissolute fellows, called upon the gods; but We, therefore, ae ROUEE which, in a large 
Bion said to them—‘ Peace! let them not know | number of cases, within our knowledge, has 
that you are here.’” been entirely successful. It is this: 

Some men’s mouths seem to be like the dikes Thoroughly soak the corn in warm water; 

af Holland —inede/to Keep'cut water: pare as closely as possible without drawing 
Truth itself becomes falsehood if it is pre- blood, and apply & salve, consisting of simple 

sented in any other than its right relations.— | P1004, anc apply a s oP 
There is no truth but the “ whole truth.” white lead paint, (such as is found on the sides 

; ‘
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of ordinary kegs of white lead), thinly spread | not sufficiently greened, drain off the vinegar, 

upon asmall piece of bladder. Bladder is pre- osaag ae oper Shem oe 
. :, 01 en 

ferred to cloth, simply because it may be used | they are sufficiently greened, pour over them 

very thin and yet be impervious to the oil con- | hot vinegar; if they taste of the leaves, change 

tained in the paint. The plaster should be re- | ‘¢ Vinegar after a week. 
: : ——_—>—— 

newed every night on going to bed, for a few! Cpgay Murrixs.—Takea quart of sour cream 
days successively, when the corn will have en-| and two eggs well beaten; a tablespoonful of 

tirely disappeared. Ever after, let the shoe be | Salt; stir the eggs into the cream gradually ; 
add sifted flour enough to make a thick batter; 

80 loose as not to press severely upon the part, | dissolve a teaspoonful of soda in as much vine- 
and there need be no further trouble with corns. | gar as will cover it, and stir in at the last. 

rae eee Bake in small cakes on the griddle.—Ohio Val- 

Buisrerev Hanps anv Fret.—As a remedy | /@y Yarmer. 
against blistering of hands in rowing and fish- 2 
ing, &c., or of feet in walking, the quickest is, Arris Fura. eee and Mw the fpplse 
lighting a tallow candle and letting the tallow | 84 You Would for, mince meat. le ee 
drop into cold water (to purify it, it is said, | Wheat breed and beef suet very fine; put s 
from salt), then rubbing the tallow on the feet | #Yer Of bread and suet in the bottom of the 
or hands—mixed with brandy or any other | P® and then a layer of apples; continue the 

strong spirits. For mere tenderness, nothing See ea I ge ich filled me preety suet 
is better than the above, or vinegar a little di- | °™ apy les; make © vichicantard sae om Cre™ 
luted with water it and bake in a good oven. Eat it with any 

: sauce to suit your taste.—American Farmer. 
> i hen fie Nee vos sents 

aor ad ee a = eae ae ae 2) Arpie Fioat.—Take the white of three 

goo rnp er cringe remand Take oe | ag, whippedinio god th; havea art 
cficutoe; heat it bolting cho ‘Then pout the {on Soest ee eee ee ane eens 

affected finger in the ive a few seconds. Re- oe = ted Pe : a = iter ae ero a 
peat two or three times. I have never known to the Wath _ a aéClet the fost: pant Tang Be 
this simple remedy to fail in effecting a cure, if | fore it is wanted, as it will fall and be tough ; 

pyeion 1 time.—Mrs. W. A. Hart, Friendship, | eat it with rich cream; it is a very pretty and 
> ¥., 1861. very nice dessert. When beaten well, it is 
a nearly as white as the eggs themselves.—é. 

DOMESTIC ECONOMY. = 
=——— YOUTH’S CORNER. 

Greening Pickles with Grape Leaves. =— 

eas Our Country. 
It is considered very desirable by housekeep- said e wa aad 

ers that pickled cucumbers, mangoes, Xc. mn wo Oceans! Yours and mine, 
should be of a deep green color. ‘They taste Oe ee eerste i 
no better, but they look nicer. To produce In the blue mists and air of gold, 
this greenness, it has been customary to place ae ae eo 
the pickles in a brass or copper vessel, pour Wraiting for a tee, pide day. 
hot alum water over them, and let them remain sera wanna ani 

until of the desired color; that is until the salt Land of the Past! Glory and shame 
of copper, verdigris, has acted upon them suf- ee a et erianatcith waits; 
ficiently. A better way of doing it without But where can soul of pride so climb, 
the aid of poisons, is recommended by Mrs. soda) ee 
Haskell’s Encyclopedia, which is as follows :— Ot bere saan wip laid these States? 
«« When packing the cucumbers in salt, line the 
barrel, bottom and sides, with grape leaves, pene sar es pee. 
and pack between the layers of cucumbers a Whose mystic bars of white and red 
quantity of the fresh leaves, until the barrel is Flashed day from heaviest despair, ate 
full. When salted through, remoye them from iat peat eeclire = peri hgenaae 
= aut pour vee we spo the ‘When solemn words were stoutly said! | 
pickles, several times. If not the desired col- 
or, linea tub in the same manner that the Eenraorn asec Seyret ior | igieace 
barrel was prepared, and pack the plekion with Our prayer to Heaven is still for thee. 
a large quantity of the leaves. Heat vinegar From shore to shore we —" thee ours; 
boiling hot, pour it over the pickles, and cover am, Pees. of powkrs, 
them tightly. If, the next morning, they are Our country one, great, proud and free. 

,
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Talk with Children about the War.-—No. 3. Then it was that the beautiful Flag that the 

In our last we told you something about | Pbels are now trying to tear down was set up 
Governments and how necessary it was found | be the emblem of this good Government. 

to have some sort of a one to protect life and That is it was to be the American Flag, so that 

property and secure any degree of happiness wherever it was carried, all who saw it, would 

and safety to society. I think, too, that we know what country it represented. No nation 

came to the conclusion that almost any Gov- | but ours could carry it, and wherever our peo- 
ernment is better than none at all. Now we|Ple went with this Flag they would be safe, 

will tell you just a very little about this Goy- | both in life and property, because if any harm 
ernment under which we live. Just enough to | 85 done to them, the whole country would 

show you that the war we are making upon rise up to set it right again and punish the 

those who are trying to tear it down is all wicked doers. You all know what this Flag 

right. is, and how beautifully it waves with its Stars 

In the first place those great and good men, and its Stripes and its Eagle. For almost a 

who, with Wasuneron at their head, fought hundred years it has been the pride and glory 

the battles of the Revolution, and gained their | °f ur land, and under it we have grown to be 
independence, made up their minds that they | ® mighty nation indeed, till from thirteen it 

would not have a King in the new government has now shining down from it thirty-four Stars, 

they were going to set up. They had had each one standing for a State, and more people 

enough trouble in ridding themselves of old live under it and love it than you could count 
George the Third of England to want something in a long life-time, even if you should do noth- 

quite different from the state of things he had ing else from morning till night all your days. 

brought about while they were under his rule.| But about the war. Well, while all the world 
So after they had fought that wicked King for | “** looking on and wondering to see how well 

many long years, and at last had conquered | ¥° Were doing, and nearly all the world wish- 

and driven his armies over the sea, they looked ing for a Government like ours, some wicked 

into each others’ eyes and said, “This isa|™ here at home began to plan how they could 

great thing we have done, and God is on our destroy it and set up one that would suit their 

side. Let us now ask of Him wisdom to set | >@4 hearts and purposes. It seems hard to be- 

up such a Government as shall make us strong lieve, but they made up such terrible stories, 

and safe and happy so that no King from over and kept the truth so hidden from the people 

the sea dare ever trouble us again.” And so who lived near them, that they at length in- 

it was the wisest and best of them all came|4uced many many thousands to join them. 
together, and after a long time, they framed They began their dreadful work by stealing all 

what is called the-Constitution of the United | ‘ey could of our property, many millions of 

States. To be sure this was nothing but a dollars! worth af which:they seized: Heticome 
piece of paper, but the writing upon it said in tent with this, they put our men and women, 

very plain words what might and what might who lived where they could get them, in prison, 

not be done, both by the separate States and and, at last, they fired upon our beautiful Flag 

by the General Government. And when it was and began, hyithousands ead tens of thousands 
sent round to all the people they said «Yes, to kill all they could of our people. 

this is just what we want. Under this Consti- iB yicue memes mca tnnne ne es see 
tution we can live and be safe and happy and and do as they do; those who still love the 

come to be rich and strong and a mighty na- dear old Flag and Government of our Fathers, 

tion.” So thirteen States came into the Union, | #4 are doing all they can to stop this dreadful 
and the people were glad and took a solemn| Work. It would be a long story to tell you all 

oath not to do anything or allow anything that | the wicked things they have done, and about 
was contrary to it. the noble men who have been killed already in
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trying to put a stop to their bad conduct. You | now I’ve got six shillings, all my own! Tim 

must ask your folks at home to tell you all the | Fisher says I can buy areal good pair of skates 

things that we have said to you makes you for that, and I’m goingto do it. And then, if 

think of, for after all, what we have written | the snow’ll only keep off the pond, we'll have 

was more to induce you to ask questions of | a gay time—the boys and I.” 

those around you than anything else. Henry—“ Pshaw! I think there’s a great 

But enough has been said to show you how | deal more fun hunting rabbits, and quails and 

good a work it is, and why good men are hur-| other birds. Last winter brother Joseph made 

rying to the army and leaving all their dear} me a good trap, and I caught even so many— 

friends with the hope of doing a share in put-| and one beautiful red bird. But I put it in a 
ting down this wicked rebellion. But can we | jittle cage, and after about a week it died.— 

do it? Of course we can; it is the good cause | The rabbits cry when they are caught, and 

of freedom we are fighting for, and the same Johnny makesa great fuss about my killing them 

dear God who led our armies to victory in the | ang cries too; but it’s real sport to catch them, 

war of the Revolution is now upon our side, | nq George Maynard says God made them on 

because he is always on the right side. purpose to be Killed.” 
But many little girls and boys whose eyes Jose P ss ra Ue ares 

qpar¥ie:when thoy see fitherand brother going| °°?" SUS ope cee 
away with music and banners and all the peo- ewan 2 te = es GEES penues 

ple blessing them, will see them come back no Ee * erent eae CHE TO a 

cooels da earth, (War Ge oidiceahal datug! nal] onent he nines ere eee many eee mare 
only in such a cause as this,and when itcan be ip Delp dies all Vesna tore ands 

med thr nt Ga ea the : 5 > 

pee ena va the old red school house, and got pretty nearly 

To Country Boys and Girls. through the geography, and as far as fractions 

Girls and boys of the country, what are you ote ee Be ee 

going to do this winter? We fancy we hear a ae a es ood Guid" Od aac 

great variety of answers to this question. If 5, . : 

written out, they would read wii as follows: pao eo that the editor of the Far- 

Richard—** 1 know what Iam going to do. acca ae cor oe ane 
I’m going to have me a grand new sled. Uncle on * = Src cae ceet coe ee 

Pete has promised to make me one—a real nice, ‘is ha eee rae pclipel = 

long one—long enough so that I and two or] ce nee 

three more boys can sit on it all ‘together—and elides ‘down hail with , oa Play: . ao and 

with iron shoes too, turned up ever so high, and geese at noon. Oh, we have such nice times!” 

my name painted in bright colors on the side. Soha ee 

And then, you see, when the snow comes, and and we peoqume: Shy of the x oe nee of 

the hill over in the pasture is nicely covered, ee as See = ee 

wotiaye'll havels great time Gliding Goyhani:| “eens cn cneloe he uve a ee 
Mr. Newell's and Mr. Jones’ boys had fine times | ®™4 Will make the wisest and most useful man. 
last winter; but I had no sled of my own, and Boys, how many of you will follow the exam- 

you see this year I’m going to make up for it.” ple of Joseph ? 
Charles—“T'm going to learn to skate—| As to the little girls, we imagine that they 

Father gaye me five cents a day for helping to | all at once agree with Joseph, that it is better 

pick up potatoes, and mother two or three times | not to grow up in ignorance merely for the 

gave me three cents for being a good boy and | sake of having more time for frolic; and we 

rocking the cradle while she was ironing ; and | have no question that they will do all they can
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to help — mammas ; that they will learn to E D U c A F I Oo N A L 4 ‘ 
love their books, and thus grow up to be truly | 

beautiful, good and intelligent women. Get Good Teachers for your District Schools. 
—_—_—_—_————— —— 

Tru Couracs.—A company of boys in—— As the time is at hand when arrangements 
street, Boston, one day, after school, were en-| must be made for the opening of winter schools gaged in snow balling. William had made a 11 th: : good hard snow ball. In throwing it he «put | °l! ‘hrough the country, we would urge upon 
in too much powder,” as the boys say—he | the attention of Directors and Parents the im- 
threw it too hard—and it went further than he | portance of maki t effort ti 
intended, right through a parlor window. All x is eran on ar Ne eee 
the boys shouted: ‘There, you will catch it | 8*Vices of the best teachers. 
now; run, Bill, run!” Then they took totheir| There will be found many in almost every 
heels. But the brave William straightened up c and aid, “T'shall not rand?) Wethea stactet country neighborhood, mo from the want of 

directly for the house where the window had | the advantages of education themselves, or 
een te at be door, sro from an innate selfishness and consequent in- 

ged what he had done, and expressed his re- | ,. 8 gret. He then gave his name, andthe dana of difference to the [pubic weal, do not, and can- 

his father, and his father’s place of business, | not, properly estimate the value of judicious 
and said the injury should be repaired. Was | early culture. It 4s certainly a misfortune to not that noble? That was true courage. It is a cowardice that would lead a boy, when he has |®"Y community that there should be such men 

done an injury like that, to sneak away, and|in it, but then it is the true office of educa- 
run to conceal it. Give us William, whenever | ¢i5,9) instrumentalities to open their blind any real courage is called for, rather than all 
those boys who cried out, “run, Bill, run!””— | eyes and gradually lift them up to a better ap- 
He will face the danger, while they will sneak. | preciation of the dignity of human nature and 
— Wellspring. the measure of its possibilities. + 

A Grear many Tutncs aBpout War.—Next True, it is not an easy task to convince a 

month we shall publish many beautiful pictures |™#n of the beauty and value of light and the 
of swords, guns, &c., and tell you, children, | glories which it reveals ; and it is about as dif- 
many things about them that you have been | ficult to convince an ignorant parent of the 

long waiting to know. We intended to do so| importance to his child, and the great public 
this month, but as we write these few things | im Which that child is to become an influence 
way down in “old Virginia” it happens to be | for good or evil, of such educational advanta- 

inconvenient. ges as will ensure its best intellectual and mor- 

eee al development and furnishing. To him the 

8G Mrs. Swisshelm, in her letters to young | cheap teacher is just as good as any, and the 
nee sale or ik aoa er ae ae old text books that he once pretended to use 
‘ow to color with madder. ‘is we be-|,. ¢ 

lieve to be an ethnological fact, as we have al- himself, or such as can be obtained at second 
ways noticed that with all girls, the madder | hand and for a trifle less than cost, will answer 
they get the redder they grow. the purpose very well. A teacher is a teacher 

. and a book is a book. 
n@g- A schoolboy haying good-naturedly di 

helped another in a difficult ciphering lesson,| We are sorry to say, we have found such 
was angrily questioned by the dominie : “‘Why | men even in Wisconsin. Some of them have 

roe meee bin lemons} Tos lererw his | 1. rare and arowortit thax thousand! work,” replied the youngster. x . : 
. iv which circumstance, unhappily, adds to their 

BaF “Peter,” said a teacher to one of his baneful influence, and now and then gives them > 
pupils, ‘you are such a bad boy that you are | something like a control over those of their 
not fit to sit in company of good boys on the|_.- t oft ‘ 
bench. Come up here and sit by me sir!” ae who! ao Loe bat often greatly i 

perior to them in intelligence and the higher 

@5> When Mr. White looks black, does he | ™Tl qualities. 
change color ? But their influence must be met and coun-
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teracted in all our school districts, and we look It — this class that are found the noi- 
= 4 | siest advocates of the « Irrepressible Conflict,” 

te ery eutelligest anon = sto ne-| and « Squatter Sovereignty.” These are the 
complish this work. Show them if you can, | men who spend the most time discussing the 
the importance to their children of the best | political cant and nonsense cf nh 3 who 

say 5 . are sure every time to vote for sident or 
possible instrugtion during iS few months, ai Governor—matters which, decided either way, 

at most, years, of their pupilage—of such in-| would make but very little difference to them 

structors as will appreciate their capacities and | 0 their children,—and yet, when the day of 
z . , ._| School meeting comes, and they are allowed to 

tastes, and give them that culture which is| exercise the highest privilege our laws give to 

best adapted to their natures and to the sphere | American citizens—that of voting the money 
ae A : of the rich to educate the children of the poor 

in life in which they will be most likely to —they cannot find time to attend it !—E. B. G., 
move—of teachers who have themselves been | in Wisconsin Journal of Education. | 

thoroughly disciplined, and know how to disci- 
pline others in such manner as to build up the Through a Book. | 

best character that can be produced out of the ee r 
: . I have never experienced a sensation more | 

material furnished,—but whether you succeed | dificult to describe to myself, than that felt in 

in convincing them or not, see to it that the| finishing the first reading of an entertaining | 
oe eee : out vaenee.| book. One inertia, inability to go on, inabili- | 

greet eee of the Seer of your respec: ty to stop, at the same time. It is like trying | 

tive districts are committed to none but such | to find a balustrade in the dark. He reads the 

as are intellectually, educationally and morally | last sentence as one sometimes takes a high | 
x . step, not knowing that he is at the top of the | 

competent to the responsible task. They can} .ijirg, 

be found in most instances if the requisite ef-| There are books we read as we carry in stove- 
i . i a wood. We come to /finis with a sense of relief. 

ae = Reeds ane He oe aes: % pay om Yet the stove-wood is useful, and so are such 
twice the ordinary price for their services, they | hooks—Dick’s works, Rollin, Josephus. Some 

will prove in the end to have been infinitely eae get us rough reerengee impercepti- 
ly, as a steamboat landing when we are 

cheaper than the cheap teachers too commonly asleep. here axe’ others that teave us sud- 

employed. denly, unexpectedly, in inextricable places, 

Nothing less than this can be palmed off up-| like an express train at a western terminus. 

onthe future as a full discharge of duty—|_ One comes from reading a play of Shak- 
S «; ji speare, as from a grand palace of music and 

nothing less will answer the just demands of| wonder and splendor. Sounds reverberate in 

posterity and country. his ears, tumult disturbs his mind, and solemn 
—_ magnificence hovers around him long. 

r Go to School Meeting. Some books surfeit. We rise from them as 

=< from a great reception dinner, with many 

If those who have children to educate, and | tastes in our mouths but no appetite will ever 
are not able to do so unless they have a good| come again. Other books are like Hostetter’s 
school at home, would consider the power they | bitters, only good to tone the stomash. 
have to vote a tax sufficient to make their] There is no “through” to certain authors. 
school just as good as they want, it seems our | Emerson's works are circles. As well begin in 
school meetings would be more fully attended. | the middle as at either end. 

There is hardly a school district or villagein} A few books won't let you stay through 

the State, in which that class is nota majority, |them. The conclusion invites you to the pre- 
who can never give their children any school | face and that entices you to chap. I., and so 

privileges except such as are found in their | you read and read as visitors at the fair go in 
own district. This class have the right by | and out of Floral Hall. 
law, and the power to make their own school] Who can forget the pride he felt on laying 
such as will answer the highest purpose of an | aside the first book his juvenile intellect mas- 

education to their children, at a cost to them-| tered? Those were proud days on which thé 

selves comparatively trifling ; for their wealthy | second reader was disposed of, and the pri- 

neighbors must pay most of the tax, and yet|mary geography. But remember the triumph 
they stay at home and allow a few men of| with which the first (not school book) was made 
wealth who can give their children the benefit | your own. Was boy ever more exalted than 
of the High School or Academy abroad if need | on the day he finished Robinson Crusoe? The 

‘ be, to determine the character of the accommo- | Alonzo and Melissa period comes later. Then 

dations and the grade of instruction in the| books no longer absorb us, we begin to absorb 
home school. them.—Journal of Progress.
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WAR MISCELLANY. The Defences at Washington and the Grand Army 
abit of the Potomac. Z 

1 | We had seen Washington frequently in other 
N days—in winter, spring, summer and autumn 
ae —a wide-spread, rather rusty, Southern-look- 
f x Den shetal aaa » ing city, situated on handsome ground, over- 

(| Ke fogs + = looking the noble Potomac, and commanding a 
nae “et x Baa a, . fine view of some of the most sacred spots on 

SSS SR hig co, ® “Old Virginia’s shore”—its broad avenues, 
2 emer) wv . aT magnificent public works, monuments and gar- 
Lae OUR OO TS . . See Y Riya | Jens and widely separated dwellings distin- : [-__—- ema || guishing it somewhat from the American cities; 

—and we have once, at least, made detailed ‘ 
x i reference to these several characteristics. 

beg Iy any Man snaut arrempr ro cur| But all these circumstances are now of tri- 
DOWN THE AMERICAN FLac, sHooT HIM ON THE| fling importance. To-day Washington stands, 
spot.—John A. Diz. . . . 
———___ i} im an especial sense, the representative and 

The Sea-Fight. visible symbol of the Government. Under its 

‘Tne sun hath ridden into the sky, shadow the vast army of the Republic is en- 
And the night gone to her lair; . : : 

Yet all is asleep camped; upon all its surrounding hills are 

Andaidnitna olin geste. planted the batteries formed for its defence; 
All seemeth as calm as an infant’s dream, and on the broad, beautiful river whose waters, 
As far as the eye may ken: . . S g Pte ae teak mingled from Northern and Southern streams, 

That just now passed, , . : Teg Wath cuntbsnedeseh dhersaa a inen: lave the base of Mount Vernon, the sacred 

An order is blown from ship to ship; resting place of the Father of his country, lie 
All round and round it rings; A 

‘And each sailor is stirred sullenly at anchor or daily pass and repass 
By th like word, 

salsa dapkee lin dooce flings. bustling men of war. 
He strippeth his arms to his shoulders strong; v i 58, w! in fri fe gitoch his Tete beats iS What a change since 1858, when, in friendly 

And he answers the cry company with Frint and Surron, of Mass., 
Of his foemen nigh, i is 

With a cheer and a noble shout. and Merryman of Baltimore, we sailed down 
What follows?—a puff, and a flash of light, i anon herein pas, — lash of lig’ the unruffled Potomac to Acquia Creek and 

And a scream, that shoots thence to Richmond, where, for the time, the 
‘To the heart’s red roots, s 

And we know z fight’s begun. active, business Northron and the haughty, 
A thousand shét are at once let loose: af ‘ Each es fom is Maken den, ; aristocratic Southron met on common ground, 

ike the ’s swift breath, joice ov i i bk crew Rear reath,) to rejoice over the grand ae progress of 
And smites down a file of men. our glorious and unshaken Union! True, the 

Knee gates all eck aide a cause of all our present calamities was then 
nd timbers crash, | ‘Anil tha saateanee dank, and there spree but =e love of all for 

4 Foaming all far and wide: country and the faith of all in the great future 

k tole tion; of America, made this present, sad disruption 
F ‘That the struggle still, i i i / Betasan ele ill, seem a thing almost impossible. 

i Gpenon.in theearth below. x There the fact stands, however, palpable and 

Day pauses, in gloom, on his western road: mournful—America shaken to its foundations, 
‘The moon returns again: * ; But, of all who looked bright, many of its strongholds and most important 

wthisialans aly Sao fea stragetic positions in the hands of an unscru- 

Look up, at the brooding clouds on high! ulous, desperate, traitorous foe, and the vi 
Look a ot the autel cont = Pa eee 2 ee 

And, behold,—the sea flood capital of the nation beleagured by bold and 
Is all red with blood: * : . . . 

Hash i—a battle is lost,—and won! [B. Cornwall, | determined insurrectionary armies—their can- 

I i ee
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non daily thundering in the ears of the Presi- | land; so that the railroad is securely in the 
dent! hands of the government. Along the whole 

The question of our defences is, therefore, | length of the Potomac are strong detatchments 

one of deepest interest. And, as but few of} and divisions, of the Grand Army; numerous 

our readers have had the opportunity of a per-| brigades of infantry, horse and artillery, at 

sonal inspection of them, it is presumed that a | distances varying from one to two, three and 

brief account from the Editor of the Farmer, | four miles from the capital, and within hail- 

and written in their very midst, will not be|ing distance of each other, encirele the City 
unacceptable. on the north and east; and on the Virginia 

The error is, perhaps, common, of supposing | side, is a chain of forts, mounting heavy artil- 

that Washington City is, itself, one grand camp, | lery, and extending along the range of Virginia 
with its armies of tens and hundreds of thou- | hills for many miles above and below the city. 
sands of men, all surrounded with, and protect-| The army probably amounts to 200,000 to 

ed by, immediate intrenchments and batteries. | 950,000 men, and is in excellent condition. 

The facts are quite different. Great armies do | The chief officers in command appear to have 
not operate on so minute detailed a scale.|the confidence of the troops, and are doing 

Great thoroughfares and natural approaches | much to effect that thorough discipline, with- 

are possessed and guarded so that access is | out which the men must not only have no con- 

impossible to any considerable or even a small | fidence in themselves as soldiers, but would 

armed force. But this by no means requires | really be little better, practically, than a patri- 

the military occupation of every hillock, or| otic mob. It is a beautiful and yet sad spec- 

that every turnpike should be commanded by | tacle, as witnessed from the dome of the Na- 

heavy batteries. tion Capitol—that of the fifteen or twenty 

Thus, here at Washington, the approach | grand camps, with numberless smaller ones, 

must be from the Virginia side of the river, | which proudly encompass the heart of the Re- 
for the reason that the loyal states, and Mary- public; the tented and bannered host impa- 

land, which is under the control of the loyal | tiently waiting for the set time when they shall 

states, lies immediately behind it. It must be | be permitted to go forth to do valiant battle for 

direct, also, since the stream is only passable | the holy cause of ‘Liberty and the Union.” 

at certain points—at least for an army of any| me fortifications on the rebel side of the 
magnitude—and our own army is sufficient, | potomac are of the most approved style, and | 
along its os a, nae —— oo enemy | equivalent in defensive value to tens of thou- 
from crossing and attacking the city in flank sands of troops. ‘ 

or rear. It is apparent, therefore, that in 

order to further protect Washington, it is sim- The meee . ordnance, and of aoe 
ply necessary to construct and properly garri- and shell is being vigorously and extensively 

son fortifications at the crossings—which are corripd on\at the navy. yard and) azeenal. ans 

Long Bridge and Chain Bridge—and upon the | 4¢ed there appears to be great activity and 
high lands beyond the Potomac, which, by | ©?¢&Y here in all branehes of the military ser- 

means of heavy artillery, can command the vice, and in every part of the vast army of the 

city. This is what has been done. POtnEaee: 
The Washington and Baltimore R. R. is} Moreover, the end of the coming is not yet. 

guarded all the way by small bodies of troops | Every day there are new arrivals of squadrons 
at short intervals, and by large bodies at the | of cavalry, regiments of infantry and batteries 
junction with the Balt. & Ohio R. R.—known | of artillery. At the present rate it cannot be || 

as the Relay House—and at other important | long before the number of troops, well armed 

points. Indeed, there is a chain of these | and equipped, will equal three hundred thou- 

guards all the way across the State of Mary- | sand men—a much larger army than Napoleon
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or any other commander of modern times was| America, as Seen through French Spectacles. 

ever able to meats: at one time. [The following extract is from a published 
At Anstealits, were BHOMAR: ‘ARTE ecteated letter, said by the Home Journal to have been 

the combined armies of Russia and Austria, | written by a Frenchman of rank, now in this 

he had but 80,000 men; the allies, 100,000. country. It contains some truths that may 
At Jena, where he shattered the power of Prus- well be pondered :] 

sia, his force was but 130,000. At the famous] But it is the political aspect of their affairs 
battle of Wagram he marshalled but 160,000 wns His nia Seecnary and most la- 

eee mentable. ie masses here are herded and 
troops; at Leipsic—where was fought the| driven, like the flocks of the Landes, by aclass 
great combat of the giants—175,000. of men they set up on stilts and dignify with 

In this country, no battle was ever fought, | the title of politicians. These persons, by flat- 
ii beri e tering the local jealousies and prejudices of 

we believe, wherein even 70,000 men took part | their neighborhoods, have established a per- 
on both sides. How grand, then, is this pres-| fect system of despotism over the bulk of the 
ent array of, say, a quarter of a million of public, partaking even of the intensity of are- 

. : Ee ligious tyranny, since they have persuaded 
armed men, provided with all the terrible mod- | them that it is sinful to rebel against a species 
ern inventions for the destruction of life, wait- a atdatty they oot eae ( = such a neiges 
. 5 as this been carried, that (though it is stil 
me ie move, as with the tread of an earthquake | customary to boast themselves the ‘treet on 
against a brave and desperate foe of almost | earth) I am confident there is no civilized con- 

equal mumbers! How eagerly the despotisms | t¢mporaneous people that have practically so 
< . little influence in the management of their own 

of the old world, how anxiously the struggling | affairs. Unfortunately, their managers, being 
little republics of the old and new, look for the Reena have no permanent interest in 

< ; ide | the welfare of the country, intent only on fill- 
aoe eee Se which may Cee ing their purses, have used their power almost 
the fate of the most imposing and progressive | universally, in the spirit of a pekin. 
nation on earth—nay, more, which may decide ; [This ie oT natranaleranie pec of ee 

= . slang, which might perhaps be paraphras 
the fate of the great republican idea for ages into “a mean little snob of a civilian.” ] 

to come! Accordingly, they have sacrificed to small 
Fare Sea personal purposes, the honor, the interest, per- 

Bas The latest accounts from the Gulf| haps the very existence of the nation. These 
squadron state that the whole line of coast, | politicians are, in reality, the parties to whom 
from Galveston to the Florida reefs, is in a| the distressing civil war now raging here is 
perfect state of blockade, and that the garri- mainly due. Continually overbidding one an- 
son at Fort Pickens is in a position to attack | other in the development of the dominant bit- 
Pensacola and the adjoining forts of McReea | terness of their sections, they had at length so 
and Barrancas. There is no doubt in the | committed themselves to extreme measures of 
minds of the best officers there that the place | hostility, that they had nothing left but to urge 
can be taken without serious difficulty. things to a crisis however deplorable, or be 

oe undone. To the latter alternative they could 
Great Rirte Guns.—In the Elswick Ord-| not consent. No American politican can. Be- 

nance works of Sir William Armstrong & Co., | hold the consequence! 
near Newcastle, England, no less than three| But the people, at last, have begun to dis- 
thousand men and boys are continually em- | trust them; so that, perhaps, the most happy 
ployed. A great 300-pounder battery gun is | result of this internecine strife, however it may 
to be constructed there for the British govern- | otherwise result, will be the complete sweeping 
ment. Its bore is 10} inches; length 14 feet ; | away of an entire generation of these misera- 
weight 12 tons; and is to be a muzzle-loader. | ble vermin—(ces vermisseauz miserables.) ‘ 
A 200-pounder breach loader is now being| We have seen, in Europe, at various times, 
manufactured at these works, and six or eight | statesmen, who, however ambitious and cor- 
rifled guns, of various calibres, are turned out | rupt, have at least cherished a patriotism in 
weekly. the grand way which has redeemed them from 

Ta ee contempt. But here there is absolutely no such 
Army Supriies.—Hon. Geo. A. Shaw, In- | thing as a statesman, no such sentiment among 

spector General of army supplies made in New | the politicians as patriotism. One passion gov- 
England, says that there are twenty mills now | erns them—the desire of self-advancement. It - 
engaged in manufacturing cloth for the gov-| might be put into the form of an apostrophe:— 
ernment, and that the amount of goods ordered | «‘ Let the country perish, so I get office.” 
are Yalued at $20,000,000. I have said these politicians have no patri-
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ism. They seem to be equally devoid of the 
notion of honor, changing about from faction NEWS SUMM ARY. 
to faction, and betraying equally friend or foe, | $$ —— 
when they conceive it to suit their individual | DOINGS OF AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES. 
interest. From this arises, I suppose, the fa- EES 
cility with which, in the most serious concerns, ichigan Fair.—wWe had the plea- 
these men falsify all the earlier professions of Mi “ne $0 nu Be 
their lives. I am told that, in the present com- | SUre of spending parts of two days at the late 
lication, there have been cases where a man | State Fair of Michi; , which, in spite of the P $ ’ en, Sp! 

has shed tears when pene vio the star-| war excitement and many other circumstances spangled banner, and wiped eyes with the a confederate flag. Wonderful go-ahead people ! | of embarrassment, bad weather included—was 
anu et have, ae eine ne very creditable as an exhibition, and, as we is letter I have written, laugl when, for . = 5 x 
the honor of humanity, I should rather have | Ver? informed, quite snovesstill inthe :dmpor- 
stormed. For, indeed, it must be said, that | tant matter of receipts. 
there is a pulse-hastening moral grandeur 22 | The grounds were the same as those occupied the spectacle of millions of men embarking in last indeed. b A A 
an uncertain and terrible contest, for the con- | #5* year—indeed, a number of years past— 
servation of an idea—the idea of a united peo- | and though convenient of approach, and am- 
ple, sole possessors of a continent. Unhappily, ibiti ct 
the other party are also battling for an idea— Pia torshe Es. ofthe ahha, theyar 
for the extension of their weakness over a por- | peared to usa little rusty and untidy. Evena 
tion of this same continent now free from the very limited, use of carpenter’s tools and white 
blight that afflicts them. Ah, my friend, these ak swells ey seek aidlcmenm, ts 
are sad things to see and to say. But, what a| W982 wou BTL ATNATS Bs YRS erence) 2 
powerful nation they might have have become: | their general appearance. The ground, too, is 
om feeble they cat yet be H ues A Peo | faulty, in that it is flat, and liable to the worst 
lestiny was before them: and who shall rea = ; . 

their future now! Providence planted them a | Kind of mud in wet weather, 
tree to overshadow half the earth; but Provi- The business, in all the departments, seemed 
dence placed, at the same time, a canker at its| ig pe attended to well and with but little fric- 
heart ; and now we find that the disease has| . 38 . he offi. almost eaten out the healthy life. But let us | tion—thus giving good evidence that the offi- 
trust that this great nation, true to itself, will | cers were able, efficient and faithful. 
yet recover its first vitality. For me, French- 3 * aoe man though I be, my heart sickens at the ap- We have no room for a detailed description 
prehension of a failure; Frenchman though I | of the several departments, nor even a refer- 
be, my soul goes out in an earnest and glowing | ence to everything in which we were for the prayer for the restoration of this more than tina) Geneleedead. 
magnificent Union (‘cette Union plus qus mag- 4 Stita 
nifique.”) THE STOCK DEPARTMENT. Seb eS ee ee aes 

A State. was well filled in most of the important branch- 
What constitutes a State? es. Show of Short-horns good; of Devons, 

Not high raised battlements or labored mounds, tolerable fair ; of Herefords, excellent ; of Al- Thick wail or moated gate : 
Not cities proud with spires and turrets crowned : derneys and Ayrshires, small, though quite as Not bays and broad armed ports, : 
Where, laughing at the storms, rich navies ride: good as at most of our Northwestern State Not starred and spangled courts, : Where low-browed baseness wafts perfume to pride. | Fairs; of Fat Cattle, very fine. 
pep eope a The exhibition of Sheep especially excelled 
spas beasts oncl ead brakes, orpicsiadbes rade; in the number and superior quality of South 
Men, who their duties know, . i i a N iknow Rhein ita ising daceennte Downs; some of which equaled any animals 

t ti blow, cra econ ean hic} ven whin chats of that breed that me have ever seen. : 
These pangs meres Ape Hogs were present in good number and vari- 
Over thrones and globes eae ae wet ety, but not so particularly worthy of commen- 

Sits Empress—crowning good, repressing ill. dation: 
Oe 3 

News or tHe War.—A good story is told of| Horses were there in great numbers and of 
a lady lately traveling on the cars, who got s0| superior character—thorough-breds, roadsters, absorbed in reading the war news, that she re- h aa for “all k.” We 
quested the canductor to let her know when | raft horses, and horses for mon 
the train stopped at Manassas Junction. witnessed but one or two trials of speed, but
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were fortunate enough to see ‘‘MagnaCharta”| THe Reve Cavse.—An intelligent gentle- 
—Michigan’s best horse—prove himself splen- | ™" who managed to escape from the interior 

ial of a Gulf State, says that the feeling at the 
didly on the course. South, the number of troops in the field, and 

MACHINERY AND IMPLEMENTS. the bate universality of belief in the good- 
This d t litably | 288 of the rebel cause, or certainty of success, 

°P Sawa abee ver bh are exaggerated. Public opinion Recs every | represented. Reapers, drills, mowers, plows, | man able to bear arms into the service. The |" 
&e., were there in considerable numbers. A | Stay aes rool from pete re eon ‘ 

oo . in. | Presents of hoop skirts. ‘rains ring sol-. 
elever Deraeher and, Winnower particulary "| diers, which go daily, are welcomed at ved 
terested us. We cannot stop to deseribe it, station by the whole population still at home, || 
nor have we here (at Washington), the means which cheers and feeds the soldiers. The 

ante h sient slaves are quiet but expectant, and understand 
of furnishing the name of the inventor. It} the meaning of the war and its possible conse- 
was operated several times on the grounds, and | quences to them. 

appeared to give quite universal satisfaction. ia eae aa a 
5 inowTu or Corron iy Pannsyivania.—The 

Tt strips off the heads, rube out the seed and | py iiadetphia Press has an article in which the 
delivers it, in condition to be sown, at the other | possibility of successfully cultivating cotton in 
end of the machine, We noticed also a minia- | the middle States is diseussed at some length. 

3 care 2 It is the general opinion,that the climate of the 
ture grist mill in operation. It employs burr | middie States is altogether unfavorable to the 
stones of peculiar shape, and in general style growth of this produet; yet the Press pub- 

of construction is modeledafter the coffee-mill. | ishes a letter from & well known gentleman, residing in Brazil, which goes to show that on 
FRUIT TENT the table lands there, where the climate is 

was not so well filled as last year, owing to the | nearly identical — ey own, a ee su- 
perior cotton is produced on plants which flour- unfavyorableness of the season. ee Pe ish year after year amid frosts that are fatal 

third or one-fourth of the fruit on exhibition | to vegetation of less hardy character. 
was from Wisconsin—though we are sorry to a 

say the quality of the Badger portion was| Tur ee or Preparep Foov.—Secre- 
: ;,|tary Cameron has ordered the Commissary hardly a Peep ef our sxenllent this Gonecal hereafter to buy desiccated vegetables 

year’s fruits. The exhibitor's name we did not | and other prepared ea. from American manu- 
get. facturers, and not to make any more contracts 

FLORAL HALL. for foreign articles, giving as his reason his 
‘ J desire that all the money of the country should 

Though not so crowded with flowers and | he kept here to carry on the war. 

works of art as in 1860, was nevertheless beau- a 

tifully decorated, and made one of the most| A Costiy Resetiion ro SLavEHoLpERS.— 
. sbith A Leavenworth paper says it has information 

Se nctire Sacnrent peoreaeintten: A large | 1, the effect that one hundred slaves leave Mis- 
aquarium, full of sundry varieties of fish, large | souri every day for Kansas. At this rate, 

small ‘i tre, and constantly | Should this rebellion hold on for a year or so, 
A socrnie? he ee by delighted 7 it will need no emancipation proclamation to 
drew about it large crowds of deligl PCC-,| neko Missouri a free State. 

tators.. ae 

We are under obligations to the President} Carrripaes ror tue GoveRNMENT.—On 
Secretary—™ . Wi d Jounstone | Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, of this week, 

= ssl Cee : er oe = t| five million cartridges were sent away from 
—for many favors, and it would afford us great! ‘1. Watervliet Arsenal. Four complete six- 
Pleasure to have an opportunity to welcome | pounder batteries and six Shieisrie pounder 

ibiti batteries were also completed and shipped.— them both to our own State Exhibitions at any ‘Albany Knickerbocker, 21th. 

time in the future. —_- 
Michigan is a noble State—noble in her re- Kaxsas.—This young State has furnished, 

Sources, progress and people—and most ear- | complete or nearly full, nine rerieens for the 
* war, besides turning out thirty day men when ‘s 

meer do’ mavhapentimy her siemeenerany ana the emergency required ; and every able-bodied 
brilliant career among the great and progress-| men in the State is said to be undergoing drill, 
ive States of the Northwest. and ready for drill.
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PRICES IN Vircinia.—We subjoin a list of} The trip of the Steamer Portage to the city 

Ce ee tomy menue Peo, after which it was named, was deemed by its 

copy: : friends a perfect success, demonstrating the 

Somuich Blown Sagat.cccaccccccccgs “"™* | feasibility of the route of the Upper Fox for |] 
Sek er ree yd | etehting purpoete: RNY toe awa two 
Pee cee Ee eas ows wi barges heavily loaded, one with wheat and the 
= a fe other with flour. The Register says that she 

Cotton thread, per SpOOL...secese-seseeeeereesreere-receeelO takes wheat from Portage to Green Bay at 5 

ee ee ee cents per bushel, a saving of over half the 

STATE MATTERS. rates by rail. 

Another Big Clip of Wool.—Eprror Dear Sim :—In a past number of the Farmer 

Waepckats Wiauies 1 noticed in the Bacmer io ask for information in regard to the Jersey 

for 1860, a letter from Mr. Asaru Pratt, of Peach - lows and Early York Potatoes. We 
Lima Center, giving an account of the shear- have raised both varieties for two years, and 

ing of his Spanish Merino sheep, and express- a them so well that we shall plant no other 

ing the belief that the amount of wool shorn Sige ee ee ee 

from them was hard to beat. Now Ihave some and for table use are hard to cee ne Red 

Sat sibch Mepuniah (Mariaiee anetetnemn Ct ee es eae 
Vermont late in the month of November last,| The American Agriculturist for this month 

and the long journey of ten days—eight days | awards the palm to Wisconsin for raising wheat. 

of which they were in crowded cars, with no | In a paragraph relative to it, the Agriculturist 

chance to feed—together with the change of | 5®y5: 

climate and water, lessened the weight of their The largest yield of wheat which has been 
ii 3 communicated to us, is that raised by Samuel 

fleece, many good judges think, a pound or | Charlesworth, Esq., Winnebago county, Wis- 
more per head. I shall not beat him on the|consin, who harvested sizty-three bushels from 

bucks this year, but the ewes go ahead of his aes actene one done better, and if so, 

or of any I have heard of in this State. I have pa wee 

three bucks which sheared as follows: one 16 Pots Gnovs, Jackson Co. Oct. 20, 1861. 

app. Shes ot, (omni aa etme ee biel ees Lo ? ee 
before, 18 Ths. 4 oz.) one 14 Ths., and one 13/ Corn and potatoes first rate. 

Ths. 8 oz. My lambs or yearling ewes, nine| Please send clubbing rates early. We will 
in number, sheared on an average’6 Ibs. 2.0z., try Ta pate oe eps, 

which I think hard to beat in this State or ——_— 

any other, as my sheep were selected from some NATIONAL AFFAIRS. 

of the purest bloods and best flocks in Vermont. wrothing yor deooniptists eal Wortity or anks: 
But if I am beaten, | will try again. ° give A Aa 

I have raised quite a number of buck lambs pene Hee eee eis 

this year from the above mentioned ewes, which of the — and the slow progress of the Union 

[will sell on reasonable terms. | I'also have | °*"*° ™ North Caroling, Kentucky and Mis- 
some choice older bucks. Any who wish to | 8Uri- ‘ 

z improve their flocks by some of the best bloods| The forts at Cape Hatteras have been 
in the State, will please call before purchasing | Sttengthened ; large bodies of Federal troops 
elsewhere. A. Jongs. have been stationed in various parts of Ken- 

Lanse Centex, Columbia Co. Oct. 19th, 1861. tucky; and Fremont, at the head of some thir- 
[The preceding communication came too late | ty thousand well drilled and finely equipped 

to hand to appear in its proper place. The | soldiers, is driving the rebel Price from his 

Vermont Merinoes, first introduced we believe | threatening positions in south-western Mis- 

by Const Jarvis, have a high reputation.] | souri. It is doubtful whether he will have an
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opportunity to give him battle, but if he should, | ton, and are on their way to Europe to try we may safely reckon on a brilliant Federal their skill at diplomacy. They are both able victory. 

and desperate men, and may possibly do us In Virginia but little is doing. Occasionally | some harm, 
a brush between advanced Pickets, and once} On the other hand, it is reported, with show in a long while a small skirmish in which a| of truth, that a detatchment from our blockad- half-dozen men are killed and wounded. Of ing squadron at New Orleans, has taken pos- the latter class of engagments, the most con-| session of an important island in the mouth of spicuous as well as the most interesting to cit-| the Mississippi, which controls the navigation izens of Wisconsin, was the battle at Harper's | of that river more effectually than could be Ferry, on Tuesday the 15th ult., in which Col. | done by a strong fleet in the Gulf. Geary with three or four hundred men—in- _ 
cluding companies of the 3d Wis,—is said not FOREIGN AFFAIRS. only to have sustained an attack from three : al ‘ thousand rebels, but to have driven them from alan ee oo <iscorsrable change in the field at the point of the bayonet and pur- tht views and disposition of foreign nations 
sued them a distance of three miles! This | wards the American Government. England report would seem incredible had it not been aoe none of hér longing; France is still made rather officially to the war department rather non-committal, and Germany and Rus- fo sia sympathize with the Federal cause. 
by Gen. Banks. ithe tity Cie = In the neighborhood of Washington, the ene-|_ im Sn oe anes sige ae a ae my have fallen back from time to time until| "8 the views en sr yens cones, Bagtiak th aap Me feion the gentlemen who lay claims to statesmanship: ey Zow occupy Very nearly the position "Y | sir Raward Bulwer Lytton made his usual yearly ad- held before the battle of Bull Run. At this coe at a a = the Herts Acticulturd ceciety,, writing, (Oct. 18th) the army of the Union is the ‘Austrian! Monarehy in tho European scx nee ot in the possession of Munson’s Hill and prob- oe ear ag an iterates as Slows; | when I took the ably, also, of Fairfax and Mt. Vernon; and oon ae samans myth td ey Dal i i ily, | the dis ‘ed Diplomatic Minister of the then Unit 
our a are seine extended almost daily, meas = veto wil ree thee port 
though inch by inch! teat sens: emctionte snare, an Hepable The Potomac, though not absolutely impas- | can kinsfolk, with whom, nevertheless, there was at that e * A moment, as there has been often before, one of those irri- 
sible, is nevertheless practically blockaded by tating questions in which much was sternly asked by 9 e : young Brother Jonathan and mildly conceded by ol the several formidable batteries along its banks, John Bull. Well, we Englishmen respected the giant An attempt, on the night of the 16th, to steam beer geen Englert wEhcann marian f i - | the pangs of its separation and the horrors of its civil 

peat was aan resisted, and ships of va: talon even then, wen ‘te. Dallas wa our guest I rious ne - a of rey moe cm eo a s ia ‘at - ‘oor par aon Aa 
i i i iti h under one form ern- 

fifteen, were lying elow aa ia, wail ing Soe Mareen Rice cannes hee for a favorable time to run by without being | ca which is now being brought about by civil war, I have long foreseen and foretold to be inevitable; and’I ven- sunk, a 
ture to predict that the younger men here present will The Pensacola—a splendid new man-of-war, than four eophrete and sotereins common vealtan canine carying 40 heavy guns, two of them eleven aot ane positions neat pera ee = i i 

- Al far from t 
inch Columbiads—as tugged out from the tthe under wage ft oe eee navy yard on Monday, the 14th ult., to Alex- tinies of America, or inflict a on that grand Smee s 

ple of self, ent in which the substance of andria, and as soon as thoroughly ready to Sonsista, I Peliave that sack separations will be attended sail, will give the gebel batteries a chance to Seen cr men civfltetion WE cuir tote “try their metal” on one of the most powerful shih ee one Storey“ ber mighty sx ships in the American navy. : peso’ a8 ston commer, wold ire formed aad 
one 

Rumor says that Mason and Sripent have <a cee es cite eee Succeeded in running the blockade at Charles- & populace exceedingly adventurous and excitable, why 

-
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then America would have hung over Europe like a gather-| sia into a single empire under the rule of the ing and destractive thundercloud. Nostale kingdom in dobaait ¥4-sond 
Europe could have been strong ents to maintain itself} Prussian King. 

Tours of a done of te lobe And hie ‘Stace Such a move would be one of the most im- 
extent empire wi ve as perma- 

nent uatety and eae oh ae herself cK the portant of all modern changes ee the Euro- 
maintain ns healthy Circulation of ite own lifeblood | Pean powers, and ts course the conjecture oc- ever has been, since the world began, fioes . s 2 ip 
which it ee By their own weight, the old colossal casions animated discussion. ‘ 
empires 2 Fasc nen ge eee oe ovavast | The fleet bound for the Mexican coast, to 

a s : der tho very ‘armies which ae ee eee which reference has heretofore been made, is hi mail Ly rel up her do- 5 ’ 2 hinoniat tothe revenge of the arbariant she had | now understood to consist of Spanish, English 

ee lee jeces . But, i 
their ae empires of the motes the commonwealth of | *'™P!y for aes g re pay’ 
Rome, nor the monarchy of Charlemagne could compare | Jong due to individual citizens of these govern- in extent and resources to the continent of America, (and S ‘ you will remember that the United States claimed a | ments, and a guaranty of protection to foreign right to the whole of that continent,) and the ultimate | in a nd tad spite fate of America under one feeble executive—the fee- | residents in that distracted and thoroughly mis- 
ee ee Reve Mata ho exception to the trae of ruled republic. ‘The movement is said by lead- history and the laws of nature, But in proportion as | . :. : Amarica vhall become subslivided into diferent states, ing English papers to be intended for no ich i ess—larger than i Ks siusupean Kingdon her aubitics wil hele fonstan | other purpose, and to have reeeived the sane ble to the rest of the world, and T do not doubt that the | tion of the President of the United States. 

action of emulation and rivalry hetweon one ree Btate 
d another, speaking the age and enjoyin, ; s that etoated Culture which Inspires an‘aifection for aff | According to latest accounts, cotton had ad that enlightens and exalts humanity, will produce the vanced in price in England, and the market at same effects upon artand commerce, and the improve- 

| ments in practical government, which she same kip, of | Liverpool was remarkably lively. Many of 
iti reece. Meson gr that my convictions mag mot tbe erroncous. | the factories have made a reduction of 20 to 30 I , one of those who say that the impending ‘ ane 

shire of the Asenioon tates proves “8 mp ofher | hours per week, in the working time of em- jocracy. ve ‘ . imeat would hate equal into Keeping together nc. ployees. This, of course, will have the effect ns of a community so geogra; cast Z ss ¥ eats antagonistic to each other. - But this I may say, that | t© prolong the time of consumption of the cot- 
when Sea and law alike suspended in the mo-} ton on hand, but must surely bring want and ment of danger. printing presses destroyed by. an unre- | £0 i Democrathy Gora nH of public writers stifled by @ | distress to many poor people who will thus be mocratic Government,—when we see an erican D President so bewildered by his own arnice, == espe: partly thrown out of employ. 
Tekin Gavbal he command of "Amercen petra “t Late advices from the Sandwich Islands state : in art : 3 2 foe govereat wiih ean preserve fren inthe hen that King Kamehamaha has retired to his coun- 

to itself 2 Drala nd ae nears of tea on vind meric ns try seat at Kona, for the purpose of sovuee 
learn from En; from | 7< iris ; : 2 ‘Apoeisn, “Tat ‘us, then, enceie eyes back to our own | Pimself principally to eat aaahtan cotton, 

pec ce sos grr nel pl the blessings we enjoy, and | The Honolulu Commercial Advertiser says : manfuily resolve and main’ em.’ 
e «The King has recently purchased some cot- 

It suould be remarked, however, that the| io) seeds, and intends to appropriate a portion 
better class, though perhaps, not at the pres-| of his land to se smn Lehane hpioe 

: i | to give it a fair trial, thou; e says he has eae ne mont ‘eet pe SERRE eC not much faith that the slants are to be sud- land, entertain views directly opposed to those denly enriched by this branch of agriculture, 
of Mr. Bulwer. We regret particularly that | but is ready and anxious to take the lead and 

will not allow the publication of a| i¥¢ the force of hisexample. Like every oth- vi 7 er new branch of industry, money must be ex- most admirable reply to the above. . ded and lost in experimenting; and when 
The: iéaeeid fae me one — is 801 on Hauroyeam papers are Jost now goniping| hg Tecoma experonen St ened some one 

considerably as to the object of a personal in-| ble.” 
terview between the French Emperor and: the| Recent mails from Japan bring accounts of 
King of Prussia. The common opinion seems | an attempt on the part of a number of Japanese 
to be that it looks to the extension of the] soldiers, to massacre the British Legation at 
French empire, and the consolidation of the | Jeddo. 

petty German States with the Kingdom of Pras- Fortunately, a body of soldiers arrived in 
5, sielitiees bas eeeintisu rhe algiitescen gueienen s * -RELREAL SK ADA TOSI, ST er eee 
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! time to drive the would-be assassins away, but ; beri a ae day aon the bat- 

before Mr. Oli s tle of Rocroy a Frenc! cer asked a Span- 

nave on Se ary of the Le- iard what’ were the numbers’ 6f “this'vototad in 
gation, had received some severe wounds, and | fantry before tlie battle.” “« You Have only,” 

Mr. Consul G. S. Morrison was cut inthe head. | replied ae to a the a Kent = 
. | era,” ussian officer asked t! ~ 

By whom the gang was raised for effecting | per of the troops to which ede Sosanea 

these murderous deeds has yet to be discovered. | pointed to the field of death, and said, **you 

No doubt but they will be traced, and on the | MY count them; they are all there.” 
: ae ee 

discovery, we may feel sure that the ramifica-| 5. re King of the Netherlands has follow- 
tions of the anti-foreign party at court will be | ed the example of France and Belgium, and has. 

laid bare, and great good result. Indeed, it es British subjects eaxelingss. a eeae 

: aa Be m the passport encumbrance. weden ant 

wanted something of this kind to enable Mr. | Norway are about to take a similar step. 
Acock to carry the matter home, and bring | wit abil Legh grins Se 

about a permanent and beneficial change in| Bay~ The Royal Commissioners have appoin- 

our relations with the Japanese Empire. re ‘Tharodayy the 1st of May, 1862, as the day 
‘or the opening of the great Exhibition in Lon- 

The story of the assault is briefly as follows: A band | don. The commissioners will receive all arti- 
of about twenty ‘spent the day at a tea-house in the vi- = r vo 

Cinity of the British Minister's quarters, and between 9 | cles sent to them from the 12th of February to 

and 10 o'clock, when all hands were in the arms of Mor- | the 31st of March. 
pheus, they drove in the door of the grounds and entered 
the house. Two of them, one in armor, then approached | Se 
the quarters of Mr. Consul @. 8. Morrison, but being | gagy~ The famous iron-cased frigate, the War- 

seen by his servant, he was warned in time to getasword | 139 recently built in England, is 6,000 
and pistol before the assailants came up. Mr. Oliphant, | |) ) Bngiand, is, 6,00). tons: 
having heard the noise, rushed out of his room with a burden; she can throw a broadside of 1,400 

hamnting whip only; and was ee eee oe | tbs. of metal, and has cost £360,000, She is 

right nee ae Hortng T Otiphant ery ot Mr. Mor- | half as large again as the next largest ship in 

rison drew aside the screen of his room, ‘and found him- | the British navy, and could blow that ship out 

self face to face with the miscreants, one of whom he | of the water. Each of her guns is above five 

Ne oe eet a eave: Catling muerioon | umes the: calibre of thove:-with which three- 
across the head, and again wounding Mr. Oliphant in the | deckers fought their actions tm days gone by. 

wrist. At this juncture Mr. mag and Mr. Reginald a 

tate sepeeranen proached the effect, it would seem, of indu-| _#@@~ An ancient London institution has been 

cing the band to retreat, bearing with them the body of abolished. The ‘‘annoyance jury” system of 

ee ae by Mr. eee aia eo hey | Westminister, created so far back as a reign 

‘cneee oath en pee eee being killed in the | Of Queen Elizabeth, ceased to exist September 

affray, and seven of the Japanese soldiers wounded. | aah The Dean and Court of Burgesses are 

————q~————_ now to appoint inspectors, to act in the place 

pay There is ‘not any news from Italy excopt | °f Recseholders; wae were walt oe the 
Z | streets and inspect the weights and measures 

statements of the further suppression of brig-| of the shopkeepers. 

andage. Baron Ricasoli says that the national | 5 ied imac ubeally! Re 

000 t -._| gaa England does not liberally patronise its 

fig ah; Healy, fosts Ser th A neat ant own authors. Dickens’ last story, “Great Ex- 
ping, manned by 100,000 sailors." These are| pectations,” has run through only four editions, 

much larger figures than we were prepared for. sae one thousand, Co Eogiand, while one 
ublishing firm in Philadelphia have alread, 

War has not yet commenced between the Turks | PU ng cree. th susand coe ay either 

and Montenegrins. four illustrations, by McLean, of New York, 

—_>—_—_- none of which have appeared in London. 

Nexsox anp Contixewoov.—The naval his- NEES ae ane 

tory a md ser a striking example of n@y-The Manchester (Eng-) calico dyers 

the oe ist spirit of noble emulation:— | and printers have discovered that apple juice 
« See,” cried Nelson, (at Trafalgar,) pointing makes their colors fast in printed cottons, psa 

to the Royal Sovereign as she steered right for they have been buying up all the sulice ‘y 

the centre of the enemy’s line, cut through it, | get in Devonshire and Somersetshire, giv- 

and engaged a three-decker, ‘see how that no- ing a price that has not been known in the 

ble fellow Collingwood carries his ship into ac- | dearest years. 
tion.” Collingwood, 5 ooo at being first in ————>—__—\§_- 

the heat of the fire, and knowing the feelings| g@j~ The first Jewish hotel ever opened in 

of his commander and old friend, turned to| the capital of Austria, endemploring nove but 

his ty eres ‘and said, ‘Rotherham, what| Hebrew servants, has just pub! its adver- 

would Nelson give to be here!” tisement in Vienna.
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EDITORIAL MISCELLANY. |*0rever: which, hough hardly important enough to get 
into the newspapers, is, nevertheless, interesting toa 

ait fo ans ae te Sian Stan aE stranger to the operations of war. We notice a few items: 

cidents of Travel and of a Week in (CHANGING CAMPS. 
Washington. None of the troops—except it be at the Forts across the 
Prompted by a desire to obtain further information rel- | Tiver—remain permanently in the camp where first quar- 

ative to the Exhibition of the Industry of all Nations, to | tered. On the contrary, there is almost.a constant shift- 
be held in London next year, and to secure to the North- | ing; so that you have no certainty that where was a 

western States their fair share of control in the organiza- | camp yesterday there will be one to-morrow. Sometimes 

tion and management of the American portion of that | these movements are around the outskirts of the city, and 
Exhibition, we left Wisconsin Sept. 30th, for Washington | therefore, not observed. Sometimes through the aven- 
City, via Chicago, Fort Wayne & Pittsbuagh R, R.,—the | ues to the Capital—though usually as noiselessly as pos- 

- best Southern route to the Eastern States and the Na- | sible, and oftener than otherwise in the night. By this 

tional Capital. means the public are kept constantly in the fog as to the 

It ap happened that Busteed’s Battery of Chicago Light | number of troops about the city; while the soldiers are 

Artillery made up the larger part of the train, and, con- | the better drilled in the making of camps and in perform- 

sequently, we were afforded a fine opportunity of seeing | ing rapid movements, and—what is quite as important 

how soldiers fare and behave when in transitu, and of | 8 anything, in this stand-still time of our army—are 80 

witnessing the patriotic demonstrations customarily made | far kept busy and interested in new scenes and circum- 

during these martial times, along the great routes of | stances as not to suffer from monotony and discourage- 

travel. ment. Sometimes the avenue is full of troops, going 

The C. L. A. Co. were a band of as sturdy and resolute | from one camp to another, or moving over to the site of 

young men as we have “seen go off to the wars” since | some fort on the other side of the river; and yet, so com- 

the present struggle commenced. Captain Busteed, their | on have become these movements, that they scarcely 

gallant commander, was still suffering from severe | #ttract any attention. If accompanied by a band, one 

wounds received in the several engagements in Missouri, | Will be likely to halt a moment on the side-walk, or, per- 

previous to the battle of Lexington, and was so much the | haps, step to his window and enquire who they are and 

idol of his troops that they would not go without him.— | where from; but further than this, nothing. 

Nor was the attachment all on one side, for though pro- | Of course, so much changing of position necessitates a 

moted by direct aypointment from the War Department, | large wagon force for transportation; and accordingly, 

to a Colonelcy, he could not be induced to leave the little | there is almost a constant rumbling of baggage-wagons 

band of sterling fellows who had rallied to his war-stain- | on the stone-paved streets. Not unfrequently these trains 

ed banner. To them all, hail! and farewell! will be half a mile long—the wagonsall alike in construc- 

Every city, village and cottage, from Chicago to Wash- | tion and finish, and each drawn by four horses, or mules. 

ington, appeared to understand that another train of sol- | The cover usually bears the number and State of the reg- 

diers was coming, and the people were all out to greet | iment to which the wagon belongs. 
them with banners and cheers, and welcome refreshments eed 

| for the “inner man.” Hail to the soldiers of the Union! | put a good deal of wagoning is necessary to the proper 

Huzza! Good bye—God bless you! were repeated @ | supply of the encampments with provisions, new cloth- 
thousand times by young and old—by some in tones of| ing mail matter, &c., and this largely increases the noise - 
buoyant hope and wild enthusiasm ; by others with trem-| ang ustle of the streets. About the Post Office Depart- 
Dling voice and tenderest pathos, Even yet these shout- | ment and great bakery it is not an uncommon thing to 

ed words are ringing in our ears. We shall never forget | see 50 of these wagons waiting to be served. And as each 

them. item of business is in charge of some officer or agent— 
But the most touching enthusiasm was that of thesol-| perhaps half a dozen of them—and as each one of the 

dier guards along the line of the R. R., through Mary- | agents makes it a point to serve himself as well, in the 
land. Tented by every bridge, crossing and curve of the | way of seeing friends, making little purchases of various 

road, and at shot-hearing distances throughout the whole | ;inds, &c., the side-walks, stores and hotels are pretty 

line, the wild joy of the welcome they gave to our boys | wel] filled with men in military costumes. While the 

of the grape, shell and canister division of the federal | provost Guard patrolling the streets from morning until 

; forces, coming to swell the Grand Army of the Union, | night, and from night until morning, not unfrequently 
brought tears to the eyes of many a stout-hearted non- | crowding citizens upon the curb-stone in their passage, 

military passenger, and made him wish to take their | ang always stopping every man in military dress and de- 

places for a time, at the post of danger, and relieve them | manding his pass, still further contribute to the ceaseless 

of the hardships and privations of the camp. stir of the city, and toa permanency of realization that 

INCIDENTS AT WASHINGTON. war—or rather preparation for war—is the great business 

Of the defences of Washington we have already spoken | ofthe day. And thus Washington, from being usually 

in “War Miscellany;” there is much transpiring there, | one of the most quiet, every-day-of-the-week-Sunday 

en a eee
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pe ; towns, has suddenly come to be the most active business | squadron and battery until he reached a commanding po- : city in America, sition, where he halted, drew up his staff in a right line, THE WAX THE ARMY 13 PROVIDED WITH BREAD. and awaited the passing of the troops—the Artillery first It is no small job to feed 250,000 hungry mouths. And | and Cavalry next. ‘8 health is all important to the soldier, the quality of the | While at reat in their several positions, they covered food is a thing of great interest. the undulating plain for more than a mile in extent, and For a time, the soldiers at Washington were allowed to | made a very imposing array. But it was when they be- make their own bread and do their own cooking generally; | gan to move at the sound of the bugles, battery after bat- but this was soon found to be poor economy, and their | tery, and squadron after squadron, that they charmed bread is now manufactured on an immense scale, in the | the eye of every beholder, and made the two hours of basement of the Capitol. their passing seem at once a whole day, and but a few mo- The spacious halls and apartments where but lately | ments, Bating the fact that many of the horsemen rode walked the Legislators of the Republic, are now filled | rather awkwardly, the appearance of the entire body of with stores of flour, and the efficient gentleman, Lieut. troops was splendid, and they won many high encomiums Thomas J. Cate, of the U. 8. Army, carries on the great | from experienced military men, establishment with a force of one hundred and aw Fortunate in predicting the spot where the General and hands, and with practical results which are perfectly sur- | his staff would station themselves, we obtained and held prising to any one not acquainted with anything more | ® position in their very midst, and were thus enabled to, extensive than the old family oven. Nearly two hundred | identify Gens. McDowell, Stone, Blenker, Sickles, Prince barrels of flour are daily consumed at this single bakery, | de Joinville, and other distinguished persons. and twelve wagons are continually employed in carrying | Gen, McClellan Was, of course, the most prominent fig- out to the several camps the sixty thousand loaves. The | ure of the whole group, although but for his successive bread is of excellent quality—much better than we usu-| salutes, as the officers of the army passed in review be- ally find even in the homes of our private citizens. | fore him, it would not have been easy for a stranger to SUPPLIES OF MEAT. | distinguish him from his numerous fine looking subordi- Every day are seen coming into the city immense | nates. ‘Though of low stature when standing, he makes droves and R. R. trains of cattle, sheep and swine. Beef | a tall and rather fine figure on horseback. Characterized is in greatest demand. The quantities consumed are by a fine, healthy looking face, free from lines of care, startling—perhaps the more so to us because of our lack | and by adeep, full chest and broad shoulders, he im- of carnivorous propensities. There are probably several | pressed us especially with his intelligence, self-reliance, butcheries, but one of the most extensive is that just | activity, vigor and Power of endurance, Judging from across the Potomac, near the end of Long Bridge. his face, we should not credit him with either breadth or Stumbling one dark night while walking alone over | profundity. And we found ourself involuntarily smiling there, upon the Mountain of White Skulls, accumulated | when we heard him compared to Napoleon and Washing- within the past few weeks, we were probably not in a| ton. In opportunity he is superior to either, and fortune condition to underrate the magnitude of the butcherous | may give to him an immortal name, but if he is really operations carried on at that point. We were unable to | and essentially a groat man, our physiognomical and psy- ascertain the number of cattle slaughtered each day, but | chological science are seriously at fault. His military doubt not that they equal several hundred head. spirit showed itself in every posture and movement of his GRAND REVIEW OF CAVALRY AND ARTILLERY. body. Even his foot could not rest quietly in the stirrup, ‘These are oceasions of so much interest that we pre- but, as if animated by a separate soul of its own, kept sume accurate and detailed accounts of them have been | zealously beating time in harmony with the music. Published in all the papers of the country. We were for- | Of the other officers we have not time to speak now.— tunate enough to be present on the Sth ult., when the | prince de Joinville sat upon a clumsy old horse just in most imposing review of Cavalry and Artillery was made | the rear of McClellan, and in his coarse, loose garments by Gen, McClellan, that has ever been witnessed in this | and slouchy felt hat, looked more like an easy, clever cat- country. | tle buyer than a Prince. His sons were with him in mil- The number of troops was published in the Washing- itary dress, and appeared like fine, dashing young fel- ton papers as six thousand Cavalry and seventeen batter- | jy, 
ies of Artillery—102 guns—but the large amount of space * CROSSING THE RIVER. 

required for troops of these two classes made the number | This cannot be done at the pleasure of civilians, but is 
Seem much larger;*.and the common estimate among | entirely dependent upon the will of the Provost Marshal, 
those who had not heard what was to be the number, was | Gen. Scott or Gen. McClellan, from one or the other of thirty to forty thousand. whom a pass must be obtained. “Very important busi- 

A heavy rain the previous night laid all dust and made | ness” is the only declared ground upon which this is. 
the bright day as pleasant as could have been asked. By | granted, and the crossing, therefore, is not so common as 
noon the troops were on the ground, and a few moments | formerly. Having “important business” with our Wis-' 

after, Gen. McClellan, with his brilliant staff of Brigadier | consin troops stationed at Arlington Heights, we obtained i Generals came dashing along the lines, viewing every |'a pass—after long and patiently waiting, in the rain, for 

ca
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our turn to come—and madea survey of the fortifications, | Great Northwest will cleverly allow him to bear it. It is 

and visited several of our noble Wisconsin regiments. — | but just to the Board, however, to state, that several of 

The boys seemed to be very comfortably situated, and | the Commissioners saw the blunder and earnestly re- 

universally eager for “ the good time coming.” quested the extension of the Commissions #0 as to give to 

THE PROPOSED COLLISION OF THE GRAND ARMIES all divisions of the country a fair representation in the 

| Is still postponed, and is, by no one, considered very im-| organization of the enterprise, so far ns this country is 

minent. The Army of the Union is daily strengthening | concerned; and that failing of this, they did actually so 

itself, and impatiently waiting for cold weather; while | far repair the neglect as to appoint an Agent in each of 

the Rebels are wearing out their clothes, consuming all | the Northwestern States to carry out therein the plans 

available food, and beginning to be distracted by threat- | by them devised. 

ened attacks on the coast. It is humiliating to be obliged | In our next number, we shall be prepared to give all 

to stand still with a quarter of million of men and al- | necessary information pertaining to the Exhibition, and 

low the enemy to flaunt his. vile banners in our very | to advise as to the course which, in our judgment, should 

faces, but it may be better, after all, to wait until we are | be pursued. 

ready to make several simultaneous attacks, in front, —————_—>—_— 

flank and rear, than to press at.once upon the enemy in|] Be Hditor’s Apology.—As will appear from, 

his fortifications, and hazard everything in a single bat- several articles in News Department and Editorial Mis- 
fie. cellany, this number of the Farmer has been edited at a 

> distance; and although the labor has been greater, as we 

The World’s Fair.—During the Extra Session of | have been unable to read the proof we shall be surprised if 

Congress in July last, the following joint resolution was | there are not slight mistakes of one kind or another on 
| paased : almost every page. Our readers will be kind enough to 

| _ That the President be, and he is herelyy authorized to | bear this fact in mind, and not hold us to a rigid account 

er ee or ae SC ecan otis for such errors as may have been overlooked by those 

United States at the Exhibition of the Industry, of all | who have had the proof-reading in charge. A few minor 

| Penee ee iw iskecohy appremiates ‘en tunapcenen- |< tcio® mOboe our eplecfion, Daye eles Henn: snscstor:4y; 
tal expenses thereof.” the printer, to fill vacant spaces in the Departments. 

The President approved the resolution, but owing to oo | 

the immense burden of care upon his mind, authorized |, Trial of Scales.—We have seen astatement of the 

the Secretaries of State and of the Interior to exercise the | Tecent official trinl in one of the principal counties in 

~ power vested in him by Congress, viz.: to take such | this State, of twenty-five Grain and Stock scales. They 

measures as should seem to them best to facilitate a | Were the ordinary out-door wagon scales, and were tested 

proper representation of the industrial interests of the just as they were found in common use, thus making it 

United States at said Exhibition. ‘These gentlemen ac- | ¢ of the best possible practical tests. Sixteen of them 

cordingly—or rather Mr. Swann, for Secretary Surra | Were of Fairbanks’ make, and nine of various other kinds, 

disclaims the responsibility of either the measure or the | including some which have lately been claimed as supe- 

appointments—appointed a Board of Commissioners, | Tior to Fairbanks’. The result showed a remarkable de- 

whose duty it should be to devise and carry into execu- | sree of accuracy in those of Fairbanks’ make, while all 

"| tion the best plan for getting out a creditable exhibition others were condemned as not sufficiently accurate for 

from this country—not to attend the Fair at London, as | use. The importance of this fact will be appreciated 

has been erroneously published in the papers. without comment. We publish it because it is one in 

This plan was, perhaps, well adapted to secure the end | Which the public are interested —Chicago Tribune. 

ptoposed; bnt if it was desired to interest the industrial —_——— 

people of all sections of the country andcall out such an] NOTICES OF NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 

exhibition as would fairly and honorably represent all go eos 

parts of the United States, it is a little remarkable that | Mr. Powers continues his talk about Farm Tools and 

rone of the Commissioners entrusted with this work | Machinery, and first of all advises farmers to take care 

should have been selected from that vast and important | of such as they have. 

portion of onr country distinctively known as the North-| ‘The Mendota Agricultural Works of this city have an 

west, Still more remarkable is it, that, after the omission | established reputation. Farmers, Mechanics and Millers, 

had been respectfully pointed out by an authorized repre- | not already informed, will do well to examine into the 

sentative of the State Boards of Agriculture of five of | merits of the work done at this establishment. 

those States, and after the President himself had request-| Batcham, Hanford & Co., Proprietors of the Columbus 

. ed the appointment of at least one Commissioner for these | (Ohio) Nursery, offer a large and fine assortment in their 

States, this self constituted Commissioner and Chairman | line. Mr. Hanford is well known to our readers already, 

of the Board of Commissioners, Mr. Szwanp, should have as an old and experienced Nurseryman. 

obstinately refused to correct the error! Such are the Mr. John Wilcox, of Omro, also calls attention to his 

facts, however, and as he boldly declares his willingness | Apple Seedlings and ‘Wilson's Albany Strawberries,” in 

to “take the responsibility,” we hope the people of the | the “ Winnebago Nursery.” 

*
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Vor. XIII. MADISON, DECEMBER 1, 1861. No. 12. 

Agricultural Papers---How to make them More | and since the time of the Hebrews has labored, 
Useful. with slow and ineffectual thumps to beat out 

We can remember distinctly when there were | its few bushels per diem, hangs up there on its hs 

not more than a half dozen Agricultural pa- peg in the barn—a relic of the past. Its work 
pers of any description in America. And some | is now done by horse-power machinery or by 
of these were but a rehash of the ill-adapted | the wondrous agency of steam, and hundreds 
teachings of about an equal number of trans- of bushels are threshed and winnowed while 
atlantic journals. But what a change has pecks were merely thumped out before. So 
been wrought within the last quarter of a cen-| ajso of a hundred other wenderful labor-saving 
tury! To-day every Northern and many &/ machines for draining, fertilizing, preparing 
Southern State has its journal devoted to the | the earth, for cultivating and harvesting crops. 

progress of rural pursuits, and not a few can! and where is the intelligent man who will 
even boast of several such publications; so deny that wise practical books and periodicals 

that with a few standard European journals | geyoted to the attainment of these very ends 
we now receive and regularly put upon file| yer pointing out the deficiencies of the old 
nearly a hundred valuable periodicals of vari- —urging the importance of new adaptions and 

ous forms, all zealously—and most of them | sometimes suggesting the most feasible means— 
intelligently—devoted to this one great work insisting that Agriculture involves principles | |! 
—the advancement of the productive interests | which were as fixed and definite as the laws 
of the world and the elevation of the laboring | o¢ planetary motion, and that these principles 

masses upon whom those interests directly de-| should be studied and known by every tiller of 
pend! the soil—inculeating in all who are in any 

See, too, what immense progress has actually | way connected with industrial pursuits correct 
been made by the industrial aris within this | jqeas of the value and nobleness of their call- 
brief period! The old Bull plow, with wooden ing, and stimulating them to new efforts for its 

mold-board aud horn handles has given place | elevation and progress,—we say, Where is the 

to innumerable models skillfully fashioned, intelligent man who will deny that agencies 

under the guidance of scientific principles | which have done and are doing all this are of 
with a view to the various uses to which they | incalculable importance and should meet with 

are to be put, constructed of the most econom- | the most cordial support and untiring co-ope- 

ical material furnished by nature and art, and | ration of every one who desires the prosperity 
capable of performing the desired work with | of himself and his country and the advance- 
great saving of power, time and patience, and | ment of his race. 

of doing that work certainly one hundred per| It is not claimed that all their teachings are 

cent. better than formerly. The slow-gather-| infallibly correct; but if the promulgation of 

ing, back-breaking sickle has been superseded | truths and principles established by the induc- 

by the majestic, field-cropping harvester. The | tions of science and long series of careful exper- 

old-fashioned flail, which in the days of yore ' iments, and if the publication of the expriences 

ee
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and observations of sound practical men are | cealed pleasure, knowing as he does that while 

calculated to benefit those whom those truths at mnageeree ~ Sa rae 
" “ : * , > 

and experiences directly and vitally concern, | ces in value, in fact puts on what is called 

then must all able and judicious agricultural | “war Becee voap is cingulate’ Pe, Soy. 

6 _) ones actively employs gen prospe! 

papers prove @ very great benefit to sueh farm=| ity is the order of the day. oe the common- 
ers as can be induced to read them with inqui- | est farm laborers feel the influence of the times 

i i inds. in a few shillings extra per week. 

= ant eee oe . The greatest draw-back to this prosperity is 

Every farmer, therefore, who desires the | the fact that peace must follow war. Then, 

welfare of his fellows and the highest promo- | when everybody is trying to rejoice at the de- 

tion of the art of his choice, will not only be, Sees tee me se ae ap 
x > 

himself, a careful gleaner from such agricultu- | his fears. In a little while business becomes 

ral periodicals as he may find it possible to dull, farmers have to dispose of their crops at 

leks a 4 }\ibah will oli Saale Bas lower rates, speculators who purchased at war 

ake (and pay for!) but will alec real nae ei "| prices have to sell at peace prices, and the re- 

por to increase their usefulness by induceing his | sult is, many failures and general stagnation. 

less interested neighbors to follow his example. rome er Bae rea ee ane 

If the thousands of farmers in each of the] sinq it’ difficult to conform to their altered cir- 

States would see this matter as it is and then | cumstances, and pay their debts, and in this 

" viet r ; 7 work they often have to be aided by the sheriff. 
put has convictions safe deeds, they would Only those who had the sagacity to look for- 

thereby insure great gain to themselves, the | ward to the probability of peace, and take in 

industrial prosperity of the nation and the | sail, are able to weather the storm. 

rapid advancement of our noble profession to | aoe de shave About the, Prepent Pale sie conse 
: ey . ifferen! ate 0! i Bt 

{| that high position among the occupations of! found to be the sone result of war? In 

men which seems to have been designed for it | the first place our Eastern ams lose their 

ae Southern trade, and a good deal of money 

by the God of nature. and of 2580. owned by Southern creditors. This will affect 
- business in these cities, and may perhaps more 

ie vee ee than counterbalance the extra activity which 

sa Agrict . would be the natural result of war, but cannot, 

Eps, Runar New Yorxer:—Will you allow : ane sicnecbelae lisesi capt Soe 

an old an, one who as ive dating wars |p f the West waually snd sr pro: 
lantic, and witnessed their effect upon agricul- ae Maan eee aanast 

ae dl en ree of a eee geet this market, and the result will be somewhat 
in this time of alarm and excitement. Every|.".* ". ’ ’ 

one seems to be carried away with the excite- elec eo the aris of _ ee ec 

ment,—every one seems to take it for. granted | Pro’ uce that will not pay for shipment East 

that war must necessarily bring hard times |™ust be necessarily low, but cattle and all 
and embarrassment, and ruin, to all our com- things that can find an Eastern market will 

mercial interests. Now, if we continue this | °™ 7S remunerating prices. 

guuram, want of confdenoe, and general ©*| sven to uy. aad vast il in any tease arrassment will ass ly follow. we keep 8 y min r 

up this mad dog ery against our own prosper- tend to cause derangement of business, and in 

ity, we shall of course suffer. The dog against | them I see no cause for the great outcry that 

which the cry is raised, though perfectly well, | is now being made. On the contrary, I think 

suffers just as much as though rabid. But is this will be a year of prosperity, equal to any 

this necessary? Is this commercial ruin the | which the farmers of America have enjoyed 

necessary result of the war, or is it the au cere oe eee fA aks A eee oe 

of our own unreasonable fear and alarm? It| dollars is being expen: every day by the 

is the first time in the history of the world that Berpraiens: “E> this money, is mr sent aeeats 

I have known war to cause hard times. In| but circulated among the people in paymen' 

Europe war is always considered the sure per- | for provision, clothing, &c. Its influence must 

cursor of commercial activity and general | be felt for good, throughout all the avenues of 

prosperity, and particularly so to the farmer trade, and will jingle in the pocket of pany, a 

and those engaged in the work of producing. | farmer who now has a long face, a heavy heart 

The English farmer, though he may moralize and an empty pocket. But, some say, we are 

alittle upon the evils of fighting, receives the ruining’ our country by the vast outlay of 

declaration of war with a good deal of ill-con- ! money now making by the government. Such 

& 

o
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saiemenis ery = eee too, in the English | journals are already becoming nérvous in view press, and Mr. Bright, of Manchester, in an i 4 os : 
address in which he treated of American af- of high prices, and are urging immediate and fairs, showed that the expenses of the present | simultaneous purchases in all the great grain- . 
year of war in America are less than the ex- exporting ports of Europe and America. penses of the British government in the year Wi ve adil to tlie doesion.d ‘ 
of peace. We, who have so often boasted of nen we add to this foreign. demand the in- 
the strength and glory of our country, must | creased demand at home, growing out of the 
acknowledge what we have said and sung to} waste of war and the necessarily smaller ag- be only an idle boast, if we now consider that Es - @ year of expense, such as England endures | 8*¢gate yield next year, owing to thousands of 
every year, can bring our favored land to the | our farmers having forsaking the fields of hus- verge of ruin. a : 

I do not feel competent to treat of the war bendsy, onthe ,Aaldtjak battie— me Bay, sehen and its effects, morally, politically, or commer- | these circumstances are all combined, nothing 
cially, and only throw out these few hints for} can be clearer than that American wheat not the benefit of my brother farmers, who are now | _ t ted, I h very unnecessarily alarmed. One frightened yet exported, must bear a much more remuner- 

man will frighten a crowd, and one cowardly | ative price than that hitherto sold. 
& epee See ee rsa or a | But already vast amounts have been shipped 

Monroe County, N. ¥., 1361. | to other shores—vaster than ever before within 
——_—_+___. | the same period, as will appear by the following 

“Shall we Continue to Sell, or Hold on to our | comparative statement of the value of bread- 
i Grain?” : | stuffs and provisions shipped from New York 

Our advice has been since the earliest re-| ;, foreign ports during the week ending Oct. 
turns from the grain-growers of this country Ist, and since January 1: 
and of the old world, ‘Z/old on, if practicable!” 1859. 1860. 1861, 
Some of our readere received this advice with Hince Jan 11st Sakeaeiao carer ten oeneraet 

slight misgivings, but the recent market reports To such as have had debts on their hands 

from England and France afford the strongest | that ought especially to be paid, we have al- 
sanction for its soundness. ways said, “Sell the fruits of your labor and 

According to concurrent testimony in the pay them.” So we say now. But all kinds 

most reliable English papers, the aggregate de- | of sound grain not urgently demanded for the 
ficiency of the wheat crop in Great Britain, liquidation of debts should be securely garnered 
the present year, is twenty-four millions of | and patiently kept for “the good time coming.” 
bushels greater than usual, making the de- Seen gar er 
mand for foreign grain sixty-four instead of Example of Washington as a Farmer. 

forty muilicns of puanels: *. | | Butif we wish, my friends to establish by In France the estimated deficiency is still} one bright example the dignity of the farmer’s 
greater, amounting, according to the Journal | calling, I would remind you that the man who Pde Peatirus & t 1 2, Boat stands alone in the respect and affection of his 

ereeeiers Eieegee, 0 not fees ia ma countrymen, the consummate chieftain, states- 
eighty millions of bushels—an amount, which | man and patriot, was not less a consummate 
when added to the English deficiency, swells | farmer. Inheriting from his older brother the 

estate of Mount Vernon, he made considerable 
the aggregate to the enormous sum of ONE HUN- | additions to it by purchase, so that at the time 
DRED AND FORTY-FOUR MILLIONS FoR THESE | of his decease it amounted altogether to some 

— eight thousand acres. One half of this was in 
=e pyoe eee ALONE fi . | Wood or in lawns, lying in a state of nature, 

But this is not all: Belgium, Holland, Spain, | put above four thousand acres were in tillage, 
Italy, Portugal and other European countries | of which the management was directed by 

Bis renen ot ‘ Washington himself. Besides the ordinary 
must also become buyers. is: apparent, operations of husbandry, there were upon the 
therefore, that the demand for our surplus} estate a flour-mill, brickyards, a eee 

i i establishment, and extensive fisheries. The wheat aaa after a little time, Te Cee aconetes wan divided. into ick tacrmacd aie 
the expectations of the most sanguine Ameri- qual dimensions, each with its appropriate set 
can producer. Indeed some of the English | of laborers, under the direction of aur overseer
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—the whole, especially during the President’s An Easy Way to do Good. long absences from home, under one superin- are a 
tendent. Each of the overseers was required| When you meet your neighboring farmer, to make « written report weekly to the super-| ascertain whether he takes an agricultural intendent,“in which a minute account was given Ie : of everything done on the farm in the course | P®P¢r- not, tell him of the good old Wis- etx = =e: meets a oe * me CONSIN Farmer, that for years, and for very and the number of day’s work of each | say) i gaged in dif- laborer. These reports were recorded in a . 3 pay; bes heen faichfally _ ae book by the superintendent, and the originals | fusing valuable information, among the people sent in a weekly letter to the President. The | of the Northwest and stimulating poor, mis- President returned a weekly answer, usually a ble; bd-ckiect davai 1 letter of four pages, sometimes twice that = * ‘and-skinning, straw-burning, cattle- length, carefully prepared from a rough draft, | starving farmers to the adoption of a better and then neatly copied by himself, after which system of agriculture. him i & press copy was taken. A series of these let- 4 Seago eee ters, hitherto unpublished, has lately come into high character as a Home and News Journal— 
my hands, arg asad the President’s corres- | of its numerous carefully prepared departments pondence with his superintendent, from the 
commencement of his second administration aaron ne eee ote pee eee down to his retirement from office. They | family and of the community. Talk to him of evince an adherence to system, a grasp of de-| the advantage to his children of becoming tail, a minuteness and accuracy of observation, dually famili dthvithe xeanon M4 and an executive ability truly marvellous, | §"dually familiar with the principles involved 
The rotation of crops in his numerous fields | in the noble occupation of their father, and of , dadiod ona glen sid d ith great 5 was conducted on a plan laid down with grea’ i i ho ce tuinuteness by himself ‘The culture of tavae, ee peamenoe which a pure and high- sone ag: 
co at this time had ceased at Mount Vernon, ricultural literature must have upon their esti- 
and ne aioe eee the Sanivele, mate of a calling from which farmers’ children given to those crops which are cultivated in tneli this part of the country. Not content with |®7° generally too much inclined to escape. 
general results, nor relying exclusively on the| If necessary, lend him a number and get discretion of his intelligent superintendent, he | him to read it. In a word, persuade him to gave instructions from the seat of government, . = on the smallest details of management, and the | become @ subscriber for the year 1862, and time and manner in which every operation on thereby secure to himself and family a great 
the estate was to be performed. Even when | benefit and contribute to the advancement of he was on the march to suppress the insurrec- e S 5 x tion in the western counties of Pennsylvania, | the important work of industrial progress in in 1794, his correspondence was not wholly in- | the Northwest. 
terrupted. One short letter was written from 5 Reading, and another from Carlisle, on his way FRIENDS OF THE FaRMER, wit you po Ir? * to the rendezvous of the army. In these let- = Sees ters he mentions the appearance of the buck- Selecting Seed Corn. ’ wheat and the potatoes, which he saw on the Sa : farms by the roadside, and gives a general| A correspondent of the Boston Cultivator 
direction for the care of his stock at the ap- | offers the following suggestions respecting the proach of cold weather. The father of his leati A fi s country does not seem to have thought that a | PTPer se legtion of corn for planting. We rebellion ought to engross our minds to the in-| think they are very good; and while they are terruption of the ordinary duties of life. On 
the 10th of December, 1799, Washington ad- generally pursued by good farmers, there are dressed a long letter to the superintendent of | ™4ny others, not so careful and observant, who 

his Grech the last epee production of his | may be induced to follow them by having the pen, enclosing a p) rawn up on thirty writ-| ,. i ten folio pages, containing directions for their oe ae = — ney ey cultivation for several years tocome. In seven | U'ging, which we now give, to read and heed days from the date of this letter, his own ven- them: 
erated form ‘‘was sown a natural body, to be . 
raised a spiritual body.” —Epwarp Evenerr. cen the ears that set nearest to the 

We commend the reading of the above to| “2, Those ears having @ short foot stalk. 
those wise would be statesmen who can see no E im stalks having c most —. Gen- a les . . erally but one ear on a stalk is proper for seed, patriotism in watching over and fostering the and that usually the second ear. If the first 
arts of industry during the time of war. ear is as good, take that.
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4. Never take from a stalk having but one The Potato Rot. 
ear, if stalks can be found having two or more pores; 

ears. . A number of our American and European 

5. Always take ears that are filled out full| exchanges are complaining of the ravages of 
to the end, one tose run beyond the husk, if this ieee di . he ae 
such can be hi manee, 

6. Lay up four or five times as much as will] The Prairie Farmer says, “ There can be little 
ably be wanted hi prol wanted. tion that t tat f the West will 

7. When you come to plant, before shelling, ae } ‘ x: hae pac . a = 

break every ear and see if the pith of the cob ‘om } to } below the average yield” on 

is dried up and hollow, for if it is not, the corn | account of the rot. Again, ‘so far as we learn, 

is not fully ripe. Then shell off the but and| the disease is making greatest havoc among 
tip till you come to the long grains. ) A Z 

If farmers will follow this course yearly, the the finest varieties, such as the Mexican, Prince 

crop may be greatly increased. Great crops | Albert, Meshanock, Carter, &c., while the 

can never be raised from stalks having but one | .,.+ser yellow meated varieties are to a great 

ear. The carelessness of farmers in selecting x or 

seed corn is one great cause why corn crops | extent eseaping.” 

are generally of so little profit. So far as I! In Ireland and Scotland the disease is doing 
know, the general practice of farmers in select- a ak: sien ially af. 

ing seed corn, is to take the best and fairest great damage and has already materially af- 

ears in the pile, without knowing if there were | fected the price of breadstuffs. The Dublin 

one or more ears ona stalk, and most likely | (azete says, ‘In some quarters the farmers 
there was but one. “ n 

seem to have given up all hope of saving any 

Don’t Procrastinate. portion of the crop. Never since 1846 and "47 

Farmers, forget not that next year your has there been - general atlas in the po- 

working force will most probably be less and tatoypreduce as this year exhibits. f 

more expensive than in years past. By Christ- . * hares 38 y ts heard no noe serious com- 

‘mas, Wisconsin will have sent to the war twenty plaing in Wisconsin, and most sincerely hope 

thousand of her sturdy working men. It be- this plague may pass us by. 
ai aerate 

hooves you, therefore, to do everything in your} p, giving or your GRain.—Grain of all 

Dower during the winter mop he 9 help tie kinds has been so cheap the past season, that 

was poet _o ae pte iawing, many farmers have grown careless in storing 

clearing, preparations for fencing, the getting) 114 handling it. ‘This should not be. A wise 
“Ee? 8 store of wood, repairing of imple-| 4, will look to the morrow. Breadstuffs are 

ments, selection of seeds, fruit trees, and all) 14 always to be a drug in the market. War 

else that can be done must not be omitted. prices will come bye and bye, and then to have 

4 There should be but little dreaming by the fire- saved all with a scrupulous care will appear 

aon ee in its true light—a private gain and public 

Vatur or Asues.—The Rev. Mr. Weaver | virtue. 

inquired if any one present could tell him the —————__——- 

value of wood ashes to a farmer for manure? Linseed Crop. 

Prof. Mapes stated that they were réally ae — 

worth 50 cents a bushel, and that he could af- Within the past week, the manufacturers of 

ford now to pay that for 1,000 bushels of good Linseed Oil in the West, held a meeting in this 

hard wood-ashes to apply oe a ay for the pespoe of compas notes, with 

Mr. Carpenter said that the selling rate in | reference to their future action. 

We te ester Gacat is 15 cents a bushel, and| ‘The statistics furnished, showed that the 
estch y - 

farmers value them only at ae pe a ioe ora of sod Cees +2 ee & 

Prof. Nash said that he had tried them ex-| the spring of , oe 

tensively, and was fully convinced that good | 40,000 bushels; and that the average product 

hard wood ashes were worth 50 cents a bushel | was tae oe, on Sieh eee i the one 

m good loamy land. He had the ashes of | sown. is year the whole amount given ou 

100 cords of rated a year, and refused to sell did a ee Se = ee ine 

them at any less than 50 cents a bushel, which | there has been much less independen: 

ieaatsabers ‘were unwilling to pay, and so he | sown this year, than last. The cause of this 

had the use and profit of them.—Rep. Amer. falling off was the wet weather in April, which 

Int. Club. rendered sowing in all cases difficult, and in |
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some cases, in flat land with a clay sub-soil, | chased by our friend is the enuine Bi-sulphite y y g 'P ; impossible. The growing crop, we understand, | of Lime. It may be cheaply manufactured, 
a ee aor paieesduteae ce a and the temptation to cheat in its sale cannot 

The whole number of oil mills in the West | be very great. If the article in question has is sixteen, all of which, we believe, were rep-| a faintly yellowish or milky tint and a slightly 
eee ie product of oil is generally two gal- acidulous taste, it is probably genuine. The 
lons per bushel, so that basing our calculations method of use has already been treated of in upon the above figures, leaving out the defici-| this journal, 
ency in independent seed, the comparison is Sra ere a as follows: The Farmers and the Currency. 

Baer, PE AEN HH | At an adjourned meeting of the Elgin Farm- 
Diditenty thse ine Bssi,000 ers Club, held at the School House, near W. 
Based upon this fact, thus made known, the | Wings, on Friday, the 18th inst., the following 

manufacturers agreed not to sell their present | preamble and resolutions were adopted : stock of oil less than 55c, which is an advance Pies! oe nse peeael crisis = "ST cotta of 4@B5c per gallon over the rate it had been | fallen with such crushing weight upon the produ selling at.—Cincinnati Commercial. eiaeeme exch rhe produce what rae 
—_ pee ean counters for redemption it was termed a ; a 

Bee wes oe ee nek. | Gnrtunn Ger dhivinuiens ia eos furnishing a ear Sin:—I noticed in your Wis. Farmer, circulating medium which we believe to be safe and re- 
Vol. X1., No. 9, September, 1859, an: article | Mie: SOeratre caste of the producer will be written by J. G. Knapp, for the State Agricul- better suberved by not receiving bank notes sp receenes 
tural Society, upon the manufacture of Chinese | Hesolved, That we deem it wise, prudent and safe to ’ receive such money only as the Federal Government Sugar Cane. He speaks of the use of Bisul- recognizes as lawful tender. ; x ‘i 
phate of Lime, and states that it ought to be| teen = er : Roane . furnished at about 5 cents. I sent to Raune We believe the time has come mae the busi- . : hess men of our country shou! carry out for the article ; they sent me what they called | practically the suggestions embodied in the 
the Bisulphate, a small bottle containing about | #bove resolutions and save the country from 1.5.0 His elpd Satya Sime HTS tank, mad Thare is a thi Cine Now any information that you can give me ractical ses, and if we we would iy y g Pp purpo i upon the subject will be kindly and thankfully mere ae yeping! be nese by, creny 
received. Iam satisfied that there can be a mand the gold and silver for his peadice: This 
good article of sugar as well as syrup made | has become the practical issue at Freeport, 

Illinois, and other places, and no deduction on from the sugar cane. I have quite a large crop, prices of produce in consequence. oe 
and would like to improve from last year if eee eee et 
possible. Please inform me whether you think Waa oF Corn 1n ee ae ms ew York Bas : Z erald gives us some interesting figures on this is the true article which they sent me, or freights, &c,, which shows that a bushel of 
whether it is a different article from that which corn, produced in the centre of the State of 
I should use, or any other information that will Tine, pos cee He: bushels will cost 90 
benefit me in the manufacture of the cane. In i - Cents. Going v0, it will also be» publio favor; fox wo | trastes Gunga = 
have got to arrive at: perfection by trying ex-| Treas eg nnrenren 
Periments, Yours truly, J. W. Ans. Sea lh to New ai aa ie. he r N OTK yrrerrevveenvsevsrscseeererssnerensesseeees Renarxs.—From some cause, the above com- Tnrurance from Chicago to TE hres munication, though dated Sept. 28, never came | °° Bt nrretneennntnnnrierr 2 

to hand until this week, (Nov. 6th,) and it is a -ouibGunmiennamneennat et 
now too late, probably, to make our answer | now a better aie than raising grain. It available for present uses. will be seen that the lake freight to Buffalo 

We cannot, of course, determine from the Se oo ne 
above information, whether the specimen pur-| one half the distance.
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j STOCK REGISTER. | For these reasons it is probable that the SSS. Leicesters’ and :Southdowns..and: creases, and 

The War and the Wool Trade. | grades of these with Merinoes and native 
It is known to our readers that we have al- | S!¢eP Will be popular for the next few years. SIS orte ways been a zealous advocate of the wool- Poisonous Properties of Brine. aS Wi £0) frost 
ee “hae wile caetoctael ie Tt may not be known to all that brine, in editorials and addresses and before legislative | which meat or fish have been salted, is poison- committees we have done what we could to oor fo daeets ee ret Pathe : 4 _ | they will partake as ly of it as they of enforce the importance of this pee of hus pure salt, when it very often proves fatal. ‘The 
bandry. Nor do we propose, because just now, | Z’ Union Medicale, a French publication, gives there is a partial stagnation of the wool trade, | 2 account of the researches of M. Reynal in a x h: in th . |regard to the poisonous properties of brine. Aner aime whe imay have; engaged inthe busi- | pn 6 “gariest oF experiments detailed, he ness with high hopes are a little disheartened, draws the following conclusions : 
to retract anything we have said on the subject. | __ First, That three or four months after its preparation it acquires poisonous Deepen yee. |  Sheep-raising is just as imperatively de-| Second, That the mean poisonous dose for a 

| manded to-day by our peculiarities of surface, | !r8e is about four pints; for the hog, one ; 2 pint; and for a dog, four to five gallons. soil and climate, as a State, and by our re- | _ Third, That in less doses it produces yomit- moteness from the great national markets, as ing in the dog and hog. ‘ 5 twel th | Fourth, That the employment of this sub- tbwas.twelye monthe.ago. .| Stance mixed with the food, continued for a The war has had the effect to partially par- ar time, even in small quantities, may be : fatal. alyze some of the woolen factories of the We know from experience, says the Valley 
country, and to create an unwonted demand Farmer, that brine, if swallowed by hogs and 
for coarse and middle wools to the temporary | other animals, will prove fatal, io we doubt if . = . | the subject is susceptible of the definite re- exclusion of fine wools. But this is no sufii- sults as stated by M. Reynal, for the degree of cient ground for discouragement. There is by | the poisonous properties of as brine depends 

+ . {on various circumstances. e have known a no means a surplus of fine wools in ths world ; much less quantity to prove fatal than that 
and when commerce and the mechanical arts stated above. 
shall have recovered from the shock of war, ——>—— 
they will undoubtedly again be in good de- ‘Wintering. Cattle. 
mand and bear remunerative prices. A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker, 

There is one social and political principle, widng fr ie Mlinois, farpiahes Hak paper with 
however, that should be considered in this con- | *” teresting account of his visit to Mr. Isaac 
nection: war has the effect, in all times and in ee that State, from which we make the 2 ies, to make the people plain and | following extracts: : ee Sane aha z or The largest farm in Illinois is that of Isaac economical. The thousands who fight our bat- Funk, who resides near Bloomington, McLean 
tles must be clothed in strong coarse cloth; county. The total number of acres occupied + * - | and owned by him is 89,900 acres—one farm of = as the soldiery are but recently and imme. 27,000 acres, said to be worth $30 per acre, 
diately from our fields and workshops, count- and three pasture fields containing, respective- 
ing rooms and professional offices—our own ly, 8,000, fae oa ao acres, ee 

; crop is corn, all of which he consumes at home, : fathers, sons, brothers and friends. 730 who and is thus able to market about $70,000 worth d are left behind will sympathetically adopt the| of cattle per year at New York. His stock on 
the plainer fabrics also, and thus inaugurate a Band # See a aie hoes and fat cattle is 
‘fashion which will at least continue until the Me: Fak uiaally aintare’ over from 700 to 
return of more prosperous times. This will, |1,000 head of cattle, a sal ee io aay i lemand spring market from to e SE Samese rn ess Hae npg. Poenee iaevens his stall-fed cattle about the first of wools and insure larger profits than heretofore April. He buys cattle all the time, whenever 
to those who grow them. he can do so profitably. Those he sells in the
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summer and fall are generally, three qr old.| Why Horses Kick.-—-Rarey’s Method of Cure. 
The class he stall-fe are genera! four years detoat a =e ‘ 
old. The Eastern reader will think ita qubhe Kicking is the worst vice which horses are 
kind of stall-feeding, when he is assured that | ‘@ught. Few men will deny. the first part of 
not one of these animals go inside a stall or the assertion, but some will doubt that the vice 

are tied up during the winter. A little further | i the result of education ; for, say they, “Does 
and we will give Isaac Funk’s definition of stall-| ot the horse kick by natural instinet, as a 
feeding. He prefers to buy cattle (steers) the | Protection against enemies?” Certainly “he 
spring they are two years old. They usually does, and if he is made to think (for horses do 
cost then, if good ones, from $18 to $25 per think) that every touch upon his flank and hind 

head. These are kept one summer, one win- quarters, and every rattle he hears behind him, 
ter, and the half the next summer, when they | #Te from an enemy, he will let drive in the 
are in condition to market, and will average | most natural manner. 
from $45 to $52 per head. He winters his} The character of a horse is established dur- 
cattle on shocked corn. The steers that are to|ing the first four or five years of his life. If 
be wintered through and marketed in mid-sum- | through accident or design, a colt be alarmed’ 
mer are “strong-fed.”” Those that are to go | from behind a few times—particularly if he re- 
to market the last of March or first of April, | ceive a sudden blow—he will learn to expect 
are ‘‘stall-fed.” The difference in the two| danger from that quarter, and to ward it off 
modes of feeding is that the bullock that is | with his heels; and the finer and more spirited 
being stall-fed gets all he can eat and a good | his organization, the more likely he will be to 
deal more, while the one that is ‘‘strong-fed,” | acquire the vice. For example, a young colt 
gets enough to keep him thriving finely all/had become quite troublesome by entering 
winter—gaining in flesh, and growing too. | neighboring fields, over the dilapidated fences 
The corn is drawn from the field on wagons, to | of his owner. After repeated annoyance, and 
the pasture or lot where the cattle are herded. | much vain expostulation, one of the aggrieved 
One man feeds from 75 to 100 head. And this | parties caught the colt while trespassing ; fast- 
care occupies him from early morning till late] ened a tin pan to his tail, and turned him loose. 
at night. He rises and eats breakfast by can-| Away went the frightened animal, plunging 
dle light, and draws corn with from two to|and kicking to get rid of the fearful enemy 
four yoke of oxen—the amount of team de-| banging at his heels, and he nearly killed him- 
pending upon the condition of the soil—all} self before breaking it loose. From that day 
day, and returns and eats his supper by candle| he was a confirmed kicker; not a leaf could 
light again. Mr. Funk says the true way to/rustle in his rear, but his heels would fly like 
feed is to provide two fields for each company | lightning: and he was harnessed and driven 
of cattle. Feed the cattle in one field to-day, | only at the peril of life. Another colt was 
and in the second to-morrow; to-morrow turn | taught to kick while confined in the stable, by 
one hog for every strong-fed, or two hogs for| his owner ignorantly trying to “break his 
each ‘stall-fed animal into the field in which | spirit.” This he did by belaboring with a cow- 
the cattle were fed to-day ; changing each day, | hide, and yelling at the top of his voice! The 
the hogs following the cattle. He says one] horse was frightened into the belief that man 
acre of good corn will winter one bullock if| was an enemy, and he acted accordingly, kick- 
strong-fed; if stall-fed it will require one acre | ing at every one who did not terrify him into 
anda half per bullock. The cattle have no| temporary submission. This was as sensible 
other feed, and no protection, except timber, | as the advice of an English horse-breaker of 
if they happen to be feeding near it. Salts | the olden time: ‘If your horse does not stand 
his stock with his feed about every third day, | still, or hesitates, then alrate (yell) with a ter- 
and provides them plenty of water. rible voyce, and beat him yourself with a good 

ee stick upon his head between his ears, and stick 
. > ‘ eee him in the spurring place, iiior iiii times to- 

Keerina Horses’ Legs axp Freer 1x Orpen. “ —if I was asked to account for my horses’ legs | Bether, with one legge after another as fast as 
and feet being in better order than those of ee en mig) 2 ht SORE ROS ES 
my neighbor, I should attribute it to the four | *¢ ‘Wo Douneing beetles - 
following circumstances: First, that they are| In the training of the colt, too little atten- 
all shod with few nails, so placed in the shoe| tion is paid to educating the whole animal. 
as to permit the foot to expand every time they | He should be gently and continually handled, 
move; second, that they all live in boxes in-| not only about the head and mouth, but from 
stead of stalls, and can move whenever they |<‘end to end.” First invite his affection by 
please; third, that they have two hours daily | little presents of corn, or a few crumbs of 
walking exercise when they are not at work;} bread. Having gained his confidence, smooth 
and fourth, that I have not a head-stall or | his neck, then gradually extend yourattentions 
track-chain in my stall. These four circum- | along his back, and down his flank, and so on 
stances comprehend the whole mystery of keep- | day by day advancing a little at a time, until 
ing horses’ legs fine, and their feet in sound | you may safely handle every part. In time he 
working condition up to a good old age.—Miles. | will learn to bear a smart slap upon the
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haunches without thought of retaliation; and naturally carries his chin quite near to the when once he has learned this, he cannot be chest. So that the i ‘ 
made to kick by any fair usage. The man who|°'** 50 that the iron of the snafife, instead aiuaee @ horse, deserves a kick. of pressing against the angles of the mouth, 

ut can a confirmed kicker be cured? Rarey | directl: th i 
says yes, and if one can exercise Rarey’s firm- ae eee Eon Sener ents ness, good sense, and patience, we believe he annexed cut. It must be apparent, therefore, 
can make the worst kicker safe. We witness- that, ifsthe jaw ed his treatment of a most dangerous mare, we t brok and the effects of the one lesson given seemed 4 eisai ey 
marvelous, He first applied the strap to the it has been some- 
foreleg, then led her around upon three legs, | // fl ti db; 
until the creature found she could not kick. | ae / AA) a re aie 
He next threw her, and commenced handling | Ip AE’ < gia drape: her flank and hind quarters, at which she 0) r ENE hardly escape se- 
kicked violently. But she soon found that r BS vere wounds: and 
nothing resulted from it; nobody was hurt, ” a ‘ 
frightened or angered, and in about fifteen NN ati, \ the bone will oc- 
minutes her intrepid conqueror lay down and ——— a ° casionally be 
placed her hind foot upon his head. When q Oh Scie hh 
she was released, he mounted and dismounted ; mre Ser ene 
repeatedly, until she allowed him to sit quietly | by the dark marks in the accompanying cut, 
upon her haunches. Such lessons, repeated | before and behind the tusks; in which case half a dozen times or more, as the case might , 
need, he said would tame her hind quarters. |the gum mast 
Our advice is, first, don’t teach your horse to| slough and a por- 
kick; but if unfortunately you have been |,; 

cheated in trade, and are the owner of a dan- mon oS the bone 
gerous’ beast, don’t try to cheat any one else: | exfoliate, or, if 
try the Rarey method thoroughly, or employ an | not cast off, give i 
experienced horseman to do it, and so make oeiain toda 
the best of a bad bargain. 8 - 

tare Se sce) ragged ulcers. 

At of ths Hasea—Wo. 2. Again, the lower margin of the jaw-bone is 
— liable to injury from the curb chain, which 

4 eo ee ae too many are in the habit of jerking without 
= view of the natural beauty is form and} stint or mercy until the bone, through bruises 

carriage of the horse and of his wonderful | 4; length throws out a loathsome osseous knot 
disposition to.cheerfully sacrifice himself for as seen below. 
the greater comfort and convenience of his 

feebler master, whose tyranny he conld almost Boa 
always punish with instant destruction if he en WS 

MA) My | ‘ 
chose, it is remarkable and most unpardonable if) Li | , \ 

Wad Fi s\ 
that this noble animal should so often be Bl, ea eS 
shamefully abused by a cruel use of the reins. a ENA, 
We have a thousand times pitied him as we ig ee 

see him suddenly yanked up into that exeruti- Pa Ne, 
a Hi \\ 

ating attitude which some numb-skull of a : . 

rider or driver fancied was particularly splend- Sm | Sy 

id, and as often wished that we had the same 

bit in the mouth of his torturer that we might| The treatment of all these cases of injured 

teach him one simple lesson of humanity and| bone consists—aecording to Maynew, from 

common sense. whose able work the above cuts are copied— 

No horse in the world can be improved by | in keeping the gum open by means of a knife 

such treatment, while thousands are ruined by | until the bruised portion of bone is cast off, 
it every year. and in syringing the part several times daily 

A horse with a handsomely shaped neck | with a lotion composed of chloride of zine one
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scruple, water one pint, aniseed a sufficient | are masters—keep them going until weary, and 
. + js- | but very little after. 

quantity. Buthereas - “o other cases of dis- Tt is easy to learn steers to turn right and 

ease, an ounce of prevention is worth forty pounds | \eft, when you have them in the yard under 
of cure. your control. Touch the near one when ge 

5 ‘: wish them to go to the right—the off one when 
sor faites somes — ese men to handle to the left; or if you wish them to turn about, 

the reins gently and in all things to treat that start one ahead quick by a touch, while you 

) noble servant of man, the horse, with patient pct oe eee oe ac eee ee, 

kindness—yourself setting them the example. _| most oritveal mart of «breaking teen,” ead 
Se should be accomplished by gradual spe 

. being careful not to worry nor weary them. 
Training Steers. Suit their tasks to their strength and endur- 

A correspondent of the Amer. Stock Journal, ance, and have patience now, that when they 
5 # s ss a are fully grown, they may not be prematurely 

gives his experience in the training of Steers. | « o]q ‘cattle.’ How many pairs of so-called 

He says they should be— old, slow cattle, are really so? They are old 
1. Accustomed to your presence. in appearance, and slow, because when young 
2 Minined deibe ‘yoked,—to travel in the | their spirit was destroyed by over-work. Cat- 

woke ial tain saat and left at command. tle are more unfitted than any other animal to 

OS Teasenl ee ‘ severe labor, before attaining their full growth 

The first should he accomplished long before as tigeteiaeinyeselt ela a MON ahiae sa 
~ breaking,” as it is termed; if, however, it is oP ae ate . % 

not, it may be very easily done by handling Eek apane pa reer ta ee 

the animal—if it must be by force, handle, al- eir natural animal Sprite.” : 
ways being deliberate and careful in action, One year ago we trained two pairs of steers: 

ant never be thrown off your guard so much as ome ese Tosa ild and os a pe ee 
to strike or kick. The creature will soon learn sf _ sat ana oe " me Ne aioe 
he has nothing to fear,—now let him know he a a is etnies een Oat eating 
has something to gain by giving hima nubbin| }5 Oy one we yoke Min ith his Ak 

of corn, or scratching his neck, back, etc.— could not dune thems We ihen hitched!'s 

Whenever you undertake to handle an animal, | orn of oxen ahead and ae ‘hee 

accomplish what you undertake; and if you part. Sethe time sliding on the ground and part 
: have any doubts as to the result, do not begin the time tae bank alle waaatle, puchris; 

until you have force enough to be sure of suc-| 4 5 poll S h bd aT ark hed 
cess. If you do begin and fail at first, perse- | 224 72 One oul 9 beeBe ned, and we 
vere until you finally conquer—that’s the word, ee 2 eee sais kta sins 
conquer. . = y 

Any animal is a long time forgetting a tri- to bene any under yaa enn 3 then gop 
-]| umph. I would rather teach ten wild steers to| “°° thi Be 1 - gi fe Joes: if 

}| handle that have never been tampered with, aa, inks less of you for conquering, i 

than one, that has once come off “best.” The | ¥°U ° not abuse your superiority. 

most skillful man we ever saw at handling cat- SSeS, 

tle, did it with the least expense of feeling to Feeding Horses. 

them, and yet, when they refused to perform, — 
he used the most imperative force to compel/ The London Omnibus Company have lately 

obedience. An animal came from his hands| made a report on feeding horses, which disclo- 

tamer and more gentle than from one who re-|ses some interesting information, not only to 

solves not to force. Use, then, force enough,— | farmers, but to every owner of a horse. Asa 

do what you attempt, but be always mild and | great number of horses are used in the army 

gentle—show no temper. for cavalry, artillery and draught purposes, 

Training to the yoke.—This is easiest and best | the facts stated are of great value at the pres- 
done in the barn yard. Drive them quietly | ent time. 
around for considerable time—mind, you drive| The London Company use no less ihan 6,000 

them, if not they run and scamper where they | horses; 3,000 of this number had for their 

like, without porns that you are master. | feed bruised oats and cut hay and straw, and 

After half a day of such driving many steers | the other 3,000 got whole oats and hay. The 

will submit to be yoked by the driver alone, | allowance accorded to the first was—bruised 

and wild ones can soon be so wearied as to be | oats, 16 Tbs.; cut hay, 7} Ibs.; cut straw, 2} 

readily yoked. In this regard you have to|Tbs. The bruised oats, cut hay and cut straw 

judge whether best to yoke by calling in help, | amounted to 26 ths., and the unbruised oats, 
|| or keeping them going until you can yoke them | &c., 82 Ibs. The horse which had bruised 

a alone by yourself. When you have them| oats, with cut hay and straw, and consumed 

yoked be gentle with them—let them know you | 26 tbs. per day, could do the same work as
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well, and was kept in as good condition, as the Shelter for Sheep. 
horse which received 32 Ibs. per day. Here ts eh 
was a saving of 6 Ibs. per day on the feeding} We have heard farmers contend, that the 

of each horse receiving bruised oats, cut hay | only shelter needed by sheep, was a stone fence, 
and cut straw. The advantage of bruised oats hill cn a 2 wanda. sui kta taatabadall: 
and cut hay over unbruised oats and uncut hay 0 OF, BESOC. OF GOT ae Pe eee 
is estimated at five cents per day on each horse, | and one of this class (we take it,) learned bet- 
amounting to $300 a day for the company’s | ter from the following incident, which hé re- 
6,000 horses. It is by no means an unimport- lates in Field N. e 
ant result with which this experiment has sup- | “tes 12 Field Notes: 
plied us. To the farmer who expends a large ** Last winter I fed about eighty ewes in my 
sum in the support of horse power, there*are | meadow, as above stated. [Helping themselves 
two points this experiment clearly establishes | to hay from stacks, or to “old fog” on the 
which, in practice, must be profitable: first, | meadow, with a little grain aot Thad in 
the saving of food to the amount of 6 Ibs. per |an adjoining field an old house. I made the 
day ; and second, no loss of horse-power aris- | way open to the meadow; I did not force the 
ing from that saying.—Scientifie American. sheep into the house, but left them to be their 

———_>—____ own judges about going in. It would have 
Cramp or Spasm in Horses. done you good to see them marching out in the 

Eeae iz: By morning to their feed, in single file, and back 
| 1 was requested a short time ago to visit ain the evening to shelter from the chilling 

horse, said to be the subject of “stifle lame-| blasts of a cold winter night; and if the day 
ness.” The patient, a gray gelding, aged eight | was extremely cold, they took up their line of 
years, was put up at the stable on the evening | march twice a day back and forth. I think 
preceding my visit, apparently in perfect | they did not lay out in the open air to exceed 
health. Early in the morning, ere I was call-| half a dozen nights during the whole winter, 
ed, the “feeder” observed that the horse was|and those nights were moderately warm. I 

4| incapable of moving the near hind limb, and | was so well pleased with this arrangement in 
it appeared to be, as I was informed, ‘as stiff | the spring, that I immediately put two shelters, 
as a crowbar.” ra one in the meadow—frame thirty-two feet by 

On making an examination of the body of| fourteen, posts four feet high, weather-boarded 
the animal, he appeared to be in perfect health; | and roofed—to be used at pleasure by the 
yet he was unable to raise the limb inthe|sheep. The other I built in one corner of a 
slightest degree from the stable floor. The | field, by setting up three rows of posts in the 
case was accordingly diagnosed as a cramp of | ground, the highest in the middle, and roofed 
the flexors. both ways, and open on the east side, to be 

Treatment.—The body and lower parts of the} used by my ewes and young lambs of nights 
limb were clothed with blankets and flannel | and stormy days.” 
bandages, and the affected limb was diligently Ra ee eee 
rubbed for half an hour with a portion of the . 
following liniment: Oil of Cedar, 1 0z.; Sul- Cure for Thumps in Hogs. 

phuric Ether, 2 ozs.; Proof Spirit, 1 pint. Ep. Vantey Farmer: I wish to make my 
In the tiger of a few hours after the firat acknowledgments to the Valley Farmer, and to 

application, the difficulty had entirely disap-| yy. 5 ww, Salter, for a valuable remedy for the 

peared. oN cure of Pneumonia and Thumps in hogs. 
The owner informed me, that the horse had, | “pout a month since I noticed that a very 

the day prior to the attack, been exposed to} \ainable pig, which I procured for breeding 
the cold and continuous rain storm, and prob- purposes, began to lose his appetite, and soon 
ably this operated as the exciting cause of the | j,i, respiration became hurried, and attended 

spasm.—Amer, Stock Journal. with a quick, jerking motion of the sides. He 
eS nea ae ., _.. | also coughed considerably. Never having had 

Remepy For Biinp Stacerrs.—A writer in any experience with such a disease, I searched 

4| the Charleston Conrier gives ‘‘an effectual rem- | for a description of the disease and a remedy. 
| % 5 : In the August No. of the Valley Farmer I found 
| vi for that formidable 1 aes he what I considered « case similar to mine, i. e. 

|| blind staggers,” the recipe being as follows: | Thumps. I tried the remedy, veratrum viride, 
a hor, 1 0z.; whisky or brandy, 1 | ten drops, three times a day, in milk. His ap- 
Som ae See re ess cS petite improved immediately, but it was a week 

Pint—dissolve. Dose, 1 gill, in a half pint of| 0. two before his breathing was less rapid or 
gum arabic, flax-seed, or other mucilaginous | his cough diminished. He is now about cured, 

4 hi * and thriving very fast. I also turned the pi 
cee Gan ero: fhuroorine founshoneyineiioms out of his pen in which he had been ae 
necessary to give more than three doses. The} pefore.—O. C. Graves. 

horse must be kept from water twenty-four erie bine ee 

hours. Never bleed in this disease.” Be See that your hogs have clean beds.
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+ e Potatoes and onions should not be neglected. 

HE POULTERER But corn is the greatest reliance. Let them 

oo | have access to pure water. Gravel, bits of 

Fresh Eggs the Year Round. plastering, and particularly oyster-shells 

There is poetry on the dung-hill as well as arerenrr wa tees came This 

in the meadow or hearth-stone. We all re-|., cs ° 

member the cricket in the old-fashioned fire- | 18 9 great point. Comfortable quarters, enough 

place: it is a touching little thought, going to eat (just enough and no more), with mate- 

back far into childhood. There are also the | "als in reach for see elle (gravel, pounded 
cackling hens and chanticleer of boyhood.— oyster-shells, &c.)—thése are the main things. 

The cricket now is mainly confined to the field; | Buf the minutie must not be forgetten. A 

but the cock struts as proudly as ever on his happy hen will lay; and a happy hen is one 

favorite dung-hill. Eggs are still hunted for, that lacks for nothing. The lime should be 

and obtained—fresh ; but only in the country, slacked. It keeps away vermin and disease. 

and then, alas! not always. +: course an sine alee i en the pu 

Fresh eggs! It is not necessary to dilate|t® Pass im and of by Sa OUUL.De Site 

here, or poetize further, on the subject—a trick molested as possible—never frightened nor 

of ours, . We will say this much—and we can | Watched. Study to make them a happy family, 

say it with authority—that fresh eggs may be and they will make you happy in return. And 

hed at all times, and with little trouble. Is| 40 not be discouraged if at first you are not 
not that an item in the sum of life's experi-| remunerated for your outlay. - They will soon 

PY 
| ence? We will not eat a spoiled egg; and ail | take to their new.life. But you must attend to 
| but fresh eggs we consider spoiled: old eggs them: they are sensitive towards neglect. 

| are not fit to eat; they are like old butter. If you have no relish for the thing, you will 

| But how shall we obtain fresh eggs? Hens, not be apt to succeed—you will not take the 
it is said, don’t pay; many have tried it, and | Proper care. There is not the sympathy be- 

these discourage others. But some have tried tween you and your colony, which is appreci- 

it, who continue the practice of raising their ated at once and acted upon. There is phil- 

own eggs, and sell largely. ‘These certainly | Sophy in the treatment of hens, as well as in 
q mi it fitabl sek a z anything else. There is but one fact about 

must find it pro’ le, for a man does no ig 3 

knowingly, throw away his money. We have everything, and that must be possessed, The 

seen the process tried, and fail; and we have fact about hens is, mostly, good treatment— 

seen it tried, and succeed. It is precisely in| 2t in food merely, but in everything. There 

this as in other things: in making butter for | ™°Y be an abundance of food, and yet the 

instance, or coffee, or raising stock. If prop-| hens suffer in other respects. These must be 
erly conducted, it will pay; otherwise it would zee “ begin! ich wie is 
soon cease to be practiced. eated—avoid all extremes), with windows for 

To have fresh eggs the year round, and with- light; large enough, and undisturbed; quiet, 

out loss to the producer, must be a consumma- | Sve by the singing or cackling of hens; kept 

tion devoutly to be wished. It is an easy clean, with sekecenre Easne nee ean 

|| matter with a little care. pure water always in reach and ready of ac- 
cess; and regularly fed three times a day with 

ax Zaks ne ox to dose of hen, (Zouns hens | hat fod will be ean, ad mo more hese 
agreeing with the size of the family. Let your are the principal things that form the good 

building—a rough shanty will do—be dry and treatment of hens, and, with the minutis ad- 

airy. Hens, as well as men, require fresh air, Nena ati aia 

and dread moisture. They also suffer from |‘, = 3 

cold—so their quarters in winter should be Valbeynke ‘ 

warm; but always dry, and kept clean. It ——— See 

should be often cleaned and sprinkled with} pporirante Pouurry.—Asahel Wright 
a : : : = ight of 

Bee And ee enero whitewash the | Deerfield, from 20 hens, and 28 doz. eggs in the 
inside. Eight feet by five, or smaller, will do. | month of February, or an average a dozen each 
The roost poles should be three by four (joist), day. ‘The food of these fowls was varied as 

placed along the back part of the building, | much as possible, and care was taken not to 

ee ~ a she eT of poets about three have the same thing two days together. One 
feet from the floor, and half that distance apart. | gay jt was boiled corn, another day boiled po- 

Place a board for the hens to walk up. inieake another day boiled beets, ea nel . 
‘As to feeding, give them almost anything. | meat, table crumbs or hasty pudding, came in 

They will thrive upon variety. They should | their turn amiss. We rather guess that Mrs. 

be fed three times a day, and regularly. In-| Wright keeps an eye on the biddies in the win- 

dian meal made into dough and slightly pep-| ter, as we know she must about the time of 

pered, is excellent to make them lay; with a | planting her model flower garden in the spring 

little meat every other day; and raw onions} and summer. There is always profit in taking 

once a week, and raw potatoes chopped up. | pains, and loss in carelessness.
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THE BEE KEEPER. century, and at the close of it, Huber, (though 
—————————— | blind nearly), was the most visionary of all. 

Random hts upon the Bee.—-No. 2. Bonner, a Scotchman, is the first racti- ‘pon P 

The chief object of this number is to review sous aerehpeean ate M 

the past, and endeavor to ascertain, how long| nor, Wisconsin. ip ers - 

the Bee has been made a subject of investiga- ——————>___ 

tion. Wintering Late Swarms. 

We find that Democritus, who died 86] years} Ip the Co. Gent., Aug. 22d, “A Young Farm- 

before Christ, aged 109 years, is the first apia-| er” asks, ‘‘Is there no way to preserve a late 
“ swarm of bees over winter, or must they be rian whose works have come down to us. The taken up after the old fashion.” I could say 

knowledge of the bee at that age, was confined both yes and no tothis question. I must know 

to the speculative knowledge of natural history, | its connie 2 give poe proper eae ™ 
3 _| simple fact of being /ate, has no effect on it 

rather than a Dee knowledge of oe econ-| wintering qualities. I have had swarms after 
omy and value of this most useful animal. the 15th of August that wintered without the 

least trouble, having provided themselves with 
Alexander De Montfort, wrote the two first everything necessary Rom iia tiwerel tha 

modern treaties upon the bee about the middle | had them in May that failed to do so, and were 
i ‘ it | lost in consequence. If a swarm in addition t ‘ q 

orgie tay See = ates ans Fossa to being late is small, and has constructed but 
of the Honey Fly, its Virtues, Form, &c.”| few combs, and has but little honey, which I 
Also, “The Spring of the Honey Fly,” divided | suppose is the kind of swarm meat by A Young 
: NS : 2 ;.| Farmer, the chances of successful wintering 
into’two parts; in'which wall be found a curi-|5- iss istteude (45°) ate very few; and E would 
ous, true and new history of the admirable | advise that all such be taken up if the owner 
and natural conduct of the bee. De Montfort | has not philosophy to put up with a loss. By 

i 1 tal: £ tak it killing the bees of such a hive now, as soon as 

notices a long catalogue of ancient writers| the brood is hatched, and getting all out from 
upon bees, particularly Aristotle, Columella, | between the combs, and setting the hive and 

Varro, and many others; he further adds the | contents away in good order for another year, 
Sites wiey Le, it would be valuable—with just as much to a 

first practical touch to their visionary specula-| yew swarm as so much honey and comb of its 

tion. Virgil says that a bee isa ray of the| own peer oy i 
Sos se as 7 But should it be desired to keep a colon; 
ae hae bat ae : ee af however remote the chances of success might 
Virtues; Quintilian, that it is the Chief of the | pe, I will give some of the requisites and a few t 
Geometricians ; and De Montfort, the bee sur- | directions. First, a good colony of bees is 

3. < {il of Aroktined important. If too few, add those of some con- 
passes, in architecture, the skill o ehumeces- | demned stock or swarm, or unite two or more 
Plato who flourished about forty years before! small ones, smoking to prevent quarreling, 

i i i: | with tobacco or puff-ball, and confining them pemrereas? ascribes oa ine bee hee oe io tha hits pani netion thoan days. Another 

tion of that angry divinity which inspires) equally important item is honey. They should 
poets, and cautions his disciples against dis-| have combs ‘sufficient to hold enough for win- 
turbi iiiesof thea’ ter—one with less should be disposed of as 

ee above. Feeding should be done sometime in 
At the close of the 17th century, appeared | October, after the brood has all ae ae 

i it be done in as short a time as possible, other- 
Swammerdam, Moraldi and ead all men wise the’ brood fwhiclt the feciing Wilt induke’ 

of science, who opened to our view the natural | them to rear will consume too much of it. Not 
ji : odierna, of Totria,| much less than twenty or twenty-five pounds 

sey: ere az of contents—bees, eombs and honey—will be 
first disclosed the fact, that all young swarms) ..¢cient. Surplus boxes part full, set on the 
spring from the eggs of the Queen Mother. | hive, with a hole for communication, ee 

* ‘i emptied in a short time, and still more quickly 
These men laid the foundation of the trae if the caps are cut from the ends of the cells, 
apiarian science, and were translated into before putting them on. Combs taken from a 

ki hive and put in a box will answer just as well. 
oe . Strained honey, if taken from a healthy hive, 

This interesting subject engrossed the at-| wil] do to feed without any preparation. Put 

tention of a host of writers through the 18th | it in a shallow dish with some floating material
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to keep the bees from drowning, and set it on which accumulates frequently at the tops of 

the hive. If the dish is very smooth at the| the combs to melt and run down. 

sides, something must be put by them to assist} Jt is a good plan, when hives are left all 

the bees in creeping in and out. When feed-| winter upon their stands, to remove the small 

ing at this season, particular care is requisite | hoxes in the supers, and fill the upper sections 

in all cases to have the box cover to fit closely, | of the hives with fine hay, packed in rather 

to keep out robber bees from other hives.— | closely. We now refer to any hive that is con- 

They are quite apt to scent the honey and make | structed in two parts, or those that have doors 

an effort to carry it away, and sometimes when | in their backs to allow a set of small boxes to 

we have fed enough to bring the hive up to the) pe slid in, in which the bees stow their surplus 

required weight we find it lighter than when| honey.» The moisture generated by the bees 

we began. When honey cannot be had, sugar| will ascend through the holes leading to the 

may be substituted many times with good re-| supers, and become collected in the hay. In 

sulis; but this had better be fed as consumed | the spring it will be found in a wet and slight- 
through the winter. The hive is taken to aly mouldy condition, and may be thrown out 

dark, warm cellar, turned bottom up, and the | gs waste litter. 

edges of the comb cut off square, and some eRe is 
shallow dish set onthem. Syrup made of good Some puisriahs bore an inch hole near the 

white sugar as near the consistence of honey tops of their hives, in order to allow the mois- 

aa possible ia poured in,. Two or three gills| {tre to pass away. | We never aoe ee 
is enough for a weekY The dish will be fast-| Plan, as & vost asl oft cole 2 munahp eon 
ened to the combs very soon, and should not| “#ntly cirew ating up through the hives. 

be broken loose till done feeding, as it disturbs] _ All hives left out upon their stands in winter, 

the bees, which should be kept as quiet as pos- should either be raised up to allow a circula- 

sible while in the house, Whenever a pleasant tion of air beneath them, or once in three or | 

day occurs, suitable for the bees to fly, al/ that four days the dead bees around the passage | 

have been fed should be set out for an airing. | ways should be cleared away, as an accumula- 

We cannot get the feed of an exact consistency tion of bees at the entrances in the winter will 

of honey, and will’ sometimes—quite often— sometimes become saturated with the melting 

produce dysentary, making it necessary for| snow or rain, and close up the passages by 

them to have an opportunity to leave the hive | freezing, which will smother the bees when 

whenever the weather will admit. Such as they have no other means of ventilation. A 

were fed in October often leave some of their| long goose quill is an excellent thing to run 

honey unsealed that will sometimes sour and | into the passages to remove the dead bees. 

induce the same effect. If pleasont days oc-| We recommend the placing of short pieces of 

cur once or twice @ month, so that they can | poards, a foot wide, up against the hives, so as 

fly, such fed swarms will do very well, but in| to prevent the sun shining into the passage- 

steady cold weather for a long time they are ways, which always, in mild weather, causes 

quite sure to suffer.—M. Quinny, in Co. Gent. | the bees to leave their hives, and many become 
ghishivpo o6 25 21U8 cue on alighting upon buildings, fences, 

i ce., and never return. But more especial; is 

Wintering Bees. great loss caused, when the ground a eared 

Z i 5 with snow, and the warm rays of the sun draw 
The following remarks on this subject, are| oi the bees in large mi Deaieeal tb beddine 

from T. B. Mrxor, author of the “‘Bee-Keep- | dazzled by the reflection of the sun upon the 

er’s Manual.” They are not strictly applicable snow, and fall down and die. 

to this climate, but involve principles and rr 

practices which ought to be familiar to every] Remepy ror Brx-Srines.—Three years ago 

keeper of bees: one at my ae ones poked his spade into a 

ingest do peck, to mioeetin bers | ens Neu mtiag oemaai weer ce 
= a loss they eonein in = winter. | ipecacuanha powder and applied it to the place’ 

leerpen es of Mee eae ke renee stung, (of course extracting the stings where 

le on this.subject, we will now a few | visible,) and in ten minutes he was playing 

suggestions. * about and all irritation was gone. The nurse 

In all latitudes south of New York city, where | was stung, too, in several places, and the same 

the snow seldom falls to last over a day or two, | remedy applied with equal success. The Indi- 

we think the hives may as well remain out| ans use this remedy for the stings of scorpi- 

upon their stands, as the weather in such cli-| ons, and a friend has called my attention to 

mates is not so cold as to do them much injury. | the fact that Dr. Livingstone states in his jour- 

Bees, when the hives are prosperous, will stand | nal that the African tribes use ipecacuanhsa 

a few days of very severe cold weather, provi- | for snake bites. I think they mix the powder 

ded thatthe sun shines warm enough, once a| with oil. I have used it for gnat bites.— 

week, to warm the hives, and cause the frost | CHantes Harpy in London Field.
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THE HORTICULTURIST. The accompanying specimen branches, load- 

——S | ed with blossoms, ripe fruit and berries in all 

Everbearing Raspberries. the intermediate stages (on one branch num- 

We are frequently asked for a real monthly boxing aeee hundred berries), will illustrate 
bearing or perpetual raspberry. There is now their bearing capacity, and thus they will con- 

quite a long list claiming to answer this de- ae na five 
mand. We will mention but two at this time, | The Cattawissa is rather difficult to propo- | }> 
both hardy in Wisconsin, and worthy of a| St hence the supply has scarcely. ‘equalled 
place in every farmers garden. the demand and the price has hitherto been 

t ic : high. A. G. Hayrorp. 
The Ohio Everbearing.—A native of Ohio,| Warxxsua, Sept. 24th, 1801. 

like the black cap in all respects, except the} The specimens mentioned above were refer- 

habit of producing a second crop of fruit late|red to in Nov. No. of Farmer. Good strong 

in the season. It does best in strong loam or| plants are now sold at the Columbus Nursery 

clayey soil which must be deep and rich. In} for $2.50 per doz., or $15 per hundred.—[Ep. 

dry and poor soil with neglected culture it meee 

nearly or quite looses its habit of fall bearing. [For the Wisconsin Farmer.] 

To grow any raspberry successfully, the soil Pear Culture in the Northwest. | 

must be deeply worked and heavily manured,} No part of fruit nae has been more neg- 

and this is especially needful for the everbear-| jected perhaps in this country than that of the | 

ing sorts. pear, and no good assignable reason. Not- 
The Cattawissa.—This fine everbearing rasp-| Withstanding we have a sdil and climate that 

berry was found in the grave-yard of the little | is well adapted to the production of most va- 

Quaker meeting house in the village of Catta-| rieties of the best pears, yet a pear tree is 

wissa, Pennsylvania. seldom found among the farming community. 

An accidental seedling, one of natures own| That pear trees have been planted to a consid- 

improving; probably from the native black | erable extent, and have proved a failure, is no 

raspberry growing very abundantly there-| argument againt Pear Culture. They have 

about, and which it somewhat resembles in generally come to us in bad order, of varie- 

habit of growth. ties frequently not adapted to our climate and 

Fruit in form resembles the common red, in| are set out in bad order and little cared for 

size nearly as large as the Antwerp, color when | when set, and a consequent failure must neces- 

ripe dark reddish purple, high flavored and | sarily follow. 

excellent. I will give my method and success, believing 

It bears successive crops upon the ends of| it may dispel the skepticism of some on this 

the young shoots as they are produced, begin- | subject. 

ning in August and continuing to fruit abund-| In 1856, I ordered from a reliable nursery in 

antly through the whole season until frost. central New York, sixty pear trees of first 

We esteem this much the most valuable of| quality, selecting the varieties mainly from 

the everbearing raspberries for this latitude. | those that had been tried here and found 

Of the many monthly sorts cultivated at’ our | “hardy” and “half hardy ;” also some that. 

nurseries at Columbus the Cattawissa was cer-| had been reported “tender,” and others that 

tainly the most productive, and to our taste, | had not been reported, as either including | |: 

the best. thirty varieties, about fifty standard and the 

An advantage this variety has over other | remainder dwarf and quince siock. 

Tasperries is, that should the canes be injured These were planted on high, dry, open, un-. 

by winter, it would only postpone the fruit] protected prairie land that had been deeply |]. 

crop; the latter will be increased thereby. trenched, and the stiff loam comprising the
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sub-soil thoroughly mixed with the surface | the mixture of the sub-soil and surface. This 

soil. An underdrain was made 3} feet deep | makes a substantial soil, adapted not only to 

running lengthwise the plat of land occupied, |the pear, but also to the apple, plum and 

also a slight surface drainage. I regarded the | cherry. 

mixture of the stiff loam which composed the] Underdraining with tile or cobble stones 

sub-soil with the surface as essential to the | three and a half feet deep will be sufficient for 

health and vigor of the pear tree. I planted | any soil, but if the soil is naturally wet, the 

them 12 feet apart each way and kept the land | ditches should be made not exceeding 24 feet 

under cultivation with vegetable crops, prun-|apart. Dry soil, where water does not stand 

ing them lightly, cutting down the tops of the | near the surface in the spring and when heavy 

standard trees to prevent too high a growth, | rains have fallen, do not need underdraining. 

and thoroughly using the knife on the dwarfs, | Pears are succeeding in this vicinity admirably 

keeping a low pyramidal head. Last year | in gravel soils, particularly the Flemish Beauty, 
three of the trees were loaded with pears, two | which seems to flourish everywhere, regardless 

of them being Bartletts; this year I found that | of soil or climate, and is doubtless one of the 
twelve of the varieties produced specimens of | most profitable market varieties. 

the finest pears. Of the Bartletts, three were| With the pear, as with all other fruit trees, 

standard and two dwarfs. One of the stand-| no stinted tree is worth planting or retaining 

ards produced nearly half bushel of fruit.|in the orchard when it becomes so. No tree 
The Queen’s Orange proves a very hardy, vig-| produces fruit younger nor more abundantly 

orous tree, and fruited well. when grown or lives longer. I know where 

The Oswego Beurre, Dearborn Seedling, Sec-| stands a pear tree of more than a 100 years’ 

kle, White Dogen, Flemish Beauty, Stevens’ | bearing, which has never been known to be 

Genesee, Buffum, Beurre Bosc, D.D.Angolueme, | without annual crops. It stands on the grounds 

and Beurre d’Aremberg, all produced fruit this | of Ebenezer Scofield, in Pound Ridge, West- 

year, and are strong, healthy trees. chester county, N.Y. The pear tree described 

A few of my trees were injured with the|by Rev. H. W. Beecher, in this State, about 

frost blight in the winter of 59 and ’60, and | ten miles from Vincennes, in Indiana, produced 

last fall, 1860. Around part of them I put a/ in 1840, one hundred and eighty bushels, and 

mat covering, and the residue I covered with|in 1844, oné hundred and forty bushels of 

long rye straw, tying it with a straw band, and | pears! . 

I have seen no new cases of blight this year.| I have also seen the tree of but two years 

This I regard as a necessary protection. from the bud, and no larger than a good rid- 

Thus far, the dwarf trees, except the Seckle, | ing whip, produce and ripen three pears. The 

show as much health and vigor as the same | tree was sustained by a stake. 

varieties on the standard. The varieties on} For both profit and luxury, every man who 

both dwarf and standard are Flemish Beauty, | has a garden should have several pear trees. 

Beurre D. Aremburgh, Beurre Diel, Seckle, D.C: &. 
and Bartlett. Exar, Illinois, October, 1861. 

Feeling a good degree of assurance of suc- it ae aaa ee 

cess in pear culture, I am now preparing to set re ae eee ase a 

an orchard of 200 trees. As I havea gravel) fre blight; both taken together will maintain 

formation four feet below the surface, I under-| any pear orchard undiminished. The first is 

drain each tree. First, I diga hole two feet Sa ees ee 

in depth and five to six feet in diameter, and | and two or three feet below the blackened por- 

from the bottom of this hole I bore with a post tions. This will save many trees. When the 
.,, | tree dies in spite of this treatment, adopt the 

auger to the gravel and fill the latter hole with | jther remedy, namely : Whenever one tree dies, 

small cobblestones and fill the large one with | plant out two more. , » .
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The Public Gardens at Washington. such new species of plants or new varieties of 
The most interesting of these are the Con- species hitherto cultivated, as have not been 

gressional and the Propagating Gardens—both srgwn in this: country, may be systematically, 
situated just east of the Pennsylvania Ayenue | "4 judiciously tested, with a view to their 

and between Sixth St. and the Capitol. In | introduction, 
view of the fact that they are so ee, to| The idea is certainly a good one; for although 

the principal public houses— especially the re a - = _ we —_ 
National and Brown’s Hotel—and that they | CUtvate everything of value that can be suc- 

are always open to the public without charge, cessfully grown in our climate, the history of 

it is remarkable that so few strangers visit the past cannot fail to have taught the more | 
anernl intelligent that we have, by no means, as yet 

The Congressional Garden embraces several exhausted the resources of the vegetable world. 

acres, and is divided by a running stream. It] The history of cotton, sugar; tobacco, the 
is not an arboretum, however, and a considera- | Potato, maize, &c., affords an instructive lesson 

ble portion of the grounds is yet quite unim- Laer i : : 
roved. < n the hands o: e right man this experi- 

’ The Flower Garden, Hot-houses, Cold Plant- | ™ental garden may yield very valuable results. 

habitations and other Plant-houses are well | !t must not be allowed to take any other than 

managed, however, and worthy a visit. a practical direction, however. 

In addition to many of the more rare and At present, we believe it is under the general 
3 supervision of Isaac Newron, Esq., lately in- beautiful plants and flowers which belong to tallod 'aa/ Bagoctaesda takin 

America, they also contain numerous species Beaniahief (uaipateat ones Sai a 

of such as belong natively to the tropics of hasia/laug By ion ieaidace ae ee sai 

seise countries: cultural affairs, and has for many years main- 
There, ware the Bread Tree—s singular look- tained a high position among the agriculturists 

ing:specimen, sbout twenty fect high, though of Pennsylvania and of the whole country. 

bearing no breed, when we were there-—several A personal acquaintance with him has only 

Varieties of the Palm, some of them bearing strengthened the conviction that in selecting 
immense leaves, two or three feet wide and four | him for his present responsible position the 

or five in length, and some with foliage not so im- Department has made a fortunate choice. ; 

mense in its proportion,—the Olive Tree, bear- But we were talking of plants, not of men. |} 

ing beautiful, sweet scented flowers, prophetic The Propagating Garden is neatly pl aout 

of the fruit it intends to give—the India Rub- tastefully kept. Among the objects of especial 

ber Tree, with its thick tough leaves and milky interest there undergoing trial, the most inter- 

juice, and many others equally rare and inter- esting to us were numerous pots of the Tea 
esting. Some of these plants were so large Plant—some quite young and tender, others 

yee ee ee ee larger and in blossom—and new varieties of 
little difficulty in imagining ourself in the far- the Grape, one hundred and sixty in number. 

off lands of their origin. Of some of these numerous varieties of 
The Propagating Garden, though less exten- | grapes our readers will be likely to hear again, 

sive in area than the other, nevertheless has, | as we have a promise of some of the cuttings . 

for a practical mind like ours, more real inter- | for trial. 

est; for here we see the beginning of what we| During our stay in Washington, we found 

trust will some day be of great economical | this garden a delightful strolling place before 

value,to the country. breakfast, and we would recommend other per- 

It originated in a desire to have some place, | sons who may be stopping at the Capital dur- 

convenient to the Agricultural Bureau, where | ing summer and autum, to pay it their respects.
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Visit to the Columbus Nursery. MECHANICAL & COMMERCIAL. 

During a late visit to the good old. home of | ————————— 

our boyhood, near Columbus, Ohio, we took Honor to the Commissioner of Patents. 

occasion to visit this extensive and widely} Jt is known to the Agricultural and Mechani- 

known Nursery. Our friend A. G. Haxron, | eq] public that the question of the extension of 

whose pen and noble example have done so! \jeConaick’s reaper patent has been pending 

good a work in Wisconsin, and who is now one | for some time. It is also known to the readers 

of the proprietors, was not there to welcome | of the Farmer that the Wisconsin State Agri- 

us, but his co-partners, Mr. BaTEHAM and Mr. | eyitural Society and the Editor of this paper 

Rogert Hanxrorp, were, and pontiialty devoted warmly espoused the cause of the farmers, 

the half hour of na stay to showing = around, and by petitions, remonstrances and published 

Their entire Nursery ‘possessions estado articles, have done all in their power to secure 

— hundred and fifteen =e ae ee sited the defeat of Mr. McCormick in his attempts 

into two parts. We aot nM Re a por to perpetuate his splendid monopoly. 

ino ealice— epeitny — panes We may be expected, therefore, to rejoice in 

* anor everything in = = eee, the recent decision of the Commissioner of 

- ao eatplents ee oe ~ se Patents that there should be no extension. 
andsomest osage orange ge that we ever 

seer: ith, if re a be grow and preserve The Reaper is too important an invention to 

sonia depilges in Wisconsin! What beauty would warrant an unreasonable continuance of the 

it add to our farms and gardens! What mil- heavy tax which it has been generously allowed 

lions would it save to our farmers! But an are ais tas: of 7 oie oo 

there’s “no use talking,” it can’t be done. 1s GOG 68 Mr, MOCQRMICE URE er pasa 

We were pleased a learn that during a immense sum of money from his invention— 

portion of the season, the Messrs. B., H. & Co. certainly over a million of dollars—he ought 

have made great sles. They were just fairly . an pares a ‘ oe ea 

beginning the fall trade, which promised well. |‘ Tevev iS SREMREES 08 ADOC 

The proprietors were ae at work with coats | ther taxation for his own exclusive advantage. 

off, and appeared to highly enjoy the good He lacked the soul to do it, however, and we 

work of carefully preparing and packing trees therefore rejoice that, in the person of Mr. 

whose fruits would some day water the mouths Hottoway, Commissioner of Patents, agricul- 

and gladden the hearts of their thousands of ture aol found an appreciative, honest and 

customers in all parts of the country. Such | U™SWerving friend. 
men deserve to succeed, and we hope they will This decision should make a reduction in the 

flourish yet more and more despite of the war. price of all machines hereafter sold and thus 

—————>—_—_— save to the farmers of the country an aggregate 

Preservation of = of hundreds of thousands of dollars per an- 

It is almost as much of an art to preserve | num. 

as to grow fruits. And it is not difficult if — te 

attention is paid to a few simple principles.| Tur Mxcuanics oF Wisconsin.—What are 

One of the most important of these, so far as|they doing in the way of preparation for the 

apples and fruits of that class are concerned, | World’s Fair? Wisconsin has the honor of a 

is the keeping of them as free from dampness | number of important inventions. Will they 

as may be. Moisture is calculated to facilitate | not all be represented at London in 1862.— 

the process of decay. Coolness is another re- | Scarcely known as yet in the mechanical world, 

quisite. Therefore in putting up or even tem- | now is the time for the Badger State to gain a 

porarily storing such fruits, care should be| recognition at the great industrial gathering 

taken to give them a dry, warm apartment. of the Nations.
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a mi the machine can be read- 

[Sea ily put up by any mechan- 

fs ic. The entire weight is 

i 8200 pounds. 

z At the Ohio State Fair 
- ee a of 1860, it was subjected 

Ti re to thorough tests by two 

ar committees, and was 

et H | a awarded the first premi- 
me q a um. It is adapted to the 

ia P, H a te rj making of all the sizes 
. i ay i e required, and is said to 
i: i i i i i Se have a capacity for man- : 

a ufaeturing 100 rods of 
eh — << ood two inch tile per ; aH H i RY = g 

ee di Ps ua alia —__. hour. Two ordinary 

i i il “WN i ie fens == horses are sufficient to 
ae — ; . Oi eee = operate it. Price, $300. 

= a hi | S- sean = A hand power machine 
SESS Bi of 1 BS ieee ea 

Ss 2 SS ia aimee fy———-is also manufactured at = <> Se at 
SS oe oe ae ie ae F== the same works, which 

3 NY <a) Sei ie | Qaen, = ee Bae a has a capacity equal to 
J Un ieee es 1-400 two inch tile (thir- 
ai Ss i Hee 5 Be teen inches 1 ) 

he a s ae 3 teen inches long) per 
eS pal Ce SESS how. Price, $176. 
NN S er = ioe i) im We had the pleasure of 

SSS Z Z a : i { seeing one of these ma- 

AW Gg SS chines operate at the 

. SSS Tile Yard of Dr. Weexs 

Excellent Tile Machine. | last summer and were much interested in the 
Gi ie ject of drai has | manner in which it ground up the clay, screen- 

Ory 3 sini aphieceia eS a is it and squeezed out the tile, hard, smooth 
prompted us to take some trouble to obtain all ud patteol'in’ shapd slmosttie/fuabl anvaneants 

useful information wothin our reach in relation | , wen could handle them. 

to the manufacture of tile. The time is not far distant, we hope, when a 

The annexed cut, which we publish for the |large number of these machines, or some new 

gratification of parties interested, illustrates| and still better patent, will be in operation in 
one of the best machines now in use for this| this State. 

: (ee 
purpose. It was patented in 1860 by Messrs./ 5.41) we have a Substitute for the Plow? . 

W: f Union Springs, N. Y., Dare. 
po ae i a Sanrorp Howarp, Esq., editor of the Boston 
and is now manufactured largely by A. La- " i iddvatite daldite 

E f Waterloo, N. Y. Cultivator, who has spent considerable time 

ee ae * sii England, and who is well qualified to give an 
It is made entirely of iron, and the rollers opinion on the subject, discusses the question, 

upon which the cams work to give the recip-| ,; Can any implement be advantageously used, 

rocating motion to the plungers, as well as the}, any extent, as a substitute for the plow?” 
face of the cams are all chilled. The shaft and |. goljows: 

roller gudgeons are of wrought iron, strong| We think the question may be answered in 
and durable. The construction is simple, and|the affirmative. What is generally called a
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cultivator in this country—often called a grub-| the cultivator and grubber can be profitably 
ber in England and Scotland—might take the | used us a substitute for the plow. Clay land 
place of the plow in many instances with con-| which has been made sufficiently dry, may be 
siderable saving of labor, and with equal, if | improved by plowing it late in the fall, leaving 
not greater, advantage to the land and crops. | the furrows rough, or perhaps in ridges, that 
It should be stated, however, in the outset, | they may be more directly acted upon and pul- 
that but few of the so-called cultivators that | verized by frost. The operations of a cultiva- 
are used in this country are capable of per-| tor of proper construction on clay soil which 
forming the work in a proper manner, except | has been thus exposed, readily produces a mel- 
in very light soils. Still there are some—as | low and well pulverized seed-bed. We regard 
the steel-tooth field cultivator, made in the|the conclusion of the writer above quoted as State of New York—which have been used |,correct: “On clay land especially, as already 
with great advantage. A common fault is that | said, a single plowing before winter is almost 
they do not penetrate the ground deep enough | all that such land should receive throughout 
for general tillage. Those which are made of the year. Spring work should, if possible, be 
cast-iron soon become so dull from use that} confined to the use of implements which stir 
they will neither penetrate the soil or cut up| the furrow-slice, and the seed-hed should be 
weeds much, and their shape is so faulty that] prepared upon the winter-weathered surface. 
the earth adberes to them, sometimes to such | No other surface, turned up by a spring plow- 
an extent that a block of wood or a stone drag- | ing can be generally reduced so easily or per- 
ged over the soil would be about as effective as | fectly by the roller and the harrow.” 
a cultivator. * : But this substitute for the plow need not be An implement is required that will, if need | limited to clay soils. Thereis much soil which 
be, penetrate the soil as deeply as the plow | is 80 light and thin that a cultivator will read- generally does, stirring it thoroughly, but at | ily effect all the tilth that is required, except the same time requiring so little force to draw | When the land is broken up from sward; and 
it that a much wider breadth can be gone over | in all such cases .# great labor saving can be 
in the same time and with the same team, than | Made by the substitution of the cultivator for 
could be done with a plow. We have seen land | the plow. If it should be objected that the 
well prepared for a crop of spring grain by the | Plow is needed to bury manure, we reply, that 
steel-tooth cultivator before alluded to—the | if the manure is in as fine a condition as it 
land having been in Indian corn, or some hoed | Ought to be when applied, it will be so well crop the previous ‘year. But even this imple- | ™ixed with the soil by the action of the culti- 
ment is decidedly inferior to some of the Eng- | Vator and harrow, that the effect will be better lish and Scotch grubbers, in regard to the | than if it were plowed in. 
stirring and cleaning of the ier oe —— 
relative amount of strength requi: to w it. The teeth of the former are set too up-| SCIENCE, ART, STATISTICS. 
right, stand too much at right-angles with the | ———_____ 
ground, and present too broad a front or breast 2 
to the line a tate, while those of the latter Return of SeoAretio Expedition. 
‘are set at a more oblique angle, present acom-| (ne evening in the early part of last week, paratively thin edge to the unbroken surface, | while in conversation with a few seientific and draw into the soil in such a way that they | friends, the Arctic expedition under Dr. Hayes raise to the surface all fibrous matter with | formed part of the discourse ; and this led to , which they come in contact. inditing the brief paragraph which appeared 

In an article, attributed by an exchange to | on the subject in the last issue of the Scientific 
John C. Morton, it is said: “There is not, | American. On the next day (the 10th), after 
among the lessons of recent agricultural expe- | going to press, the unexpected news came over 
rience, one of more general utility, and hardly | the wires from Halifax, N. 8., that Dr. Hayes 
one of greater importance than the serviceable- | and his companions had arrived at that place. 
ness of the cultivator or grubber as a tillage | Owing to great fields of dense ice south of the 
implement. If we had before us the accounts open Polar sea, which Dr. Kane had discover- 
of all the agricultural implement makers in the | ed, the party was unable to proceed further country for the past few years, they would | north. The expedition has, therefore, been tell us that in nothing had there been more | inconclusive in its results, so far as it relates agricultural progress than in the extended use| to extending our knowledge of the Polar sea. of the cultivator, scarifier and grubber, as a| We have to lament the death of August Sontag, 
substitute partly for the al and partly for | the distinguished artist, who was also one of 
the heavy drag harrow. n all drained clay | Kane’s companions in his Arctic explorations. 
soils. it is becoming more and more the prac-|We hope this will be the last expedition ever 
tice to plow only before winter, and to depend | fitted out for the dangerous and uninhabitable 
on the cultivator for obtaining the tilth in the | frozen regions of the Arctic Circle. 
spring.” | There is still another American in the north- 

This is one of the cases in which we think | ern regions, respecting whose fate much anxiety 
i i
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is felt. About the same time the Hayes expe- Harbors on the Southern Coast. dition started, Mr. Hall went out in the whaling 

er = George Henry, of New Bedford, on an ex-| We subjoin a list of harbors between the ploring tour, he having formed the notion that 
i he could adapt himself to the habits of the| nut! ° the Chesapeake and Florida, and the Esquimaux, and thus spend years among that | ‘stance between each : ople in pursuing his investigatios Runs. Miles. Inde Arde wide, Me M8) a no wre it Concluding ‘that some of Sir John Franklin’s 8. Hatteras Inlet. ......-ccccseesssescenceneere 10 party were still alive, he decided to make the $ GeTRCOK i neseereneseenenerneneevereneel to 20 

attempt to discover their location and aid them, 6. Cay | a amano eae toa if possible, in their return. He was to leave i. od “ropa Ta 30 to 35 the George Henry at Cumberland Inlet, intend- = pean, Met ie togo ing after that to live entirely as the Esquimaux | 19; Cam Foal tilebrwmnnrncn) 8035 ; ce using ee and an ice-boat, which a i own iit so ee e took with him, in journeying over the ice > Georgetown Light, 8. Oy. ssssecsccosseed and open water. He intended to winter mear| jg Gift fldMr rv owenrancnne 8 1 0 Cumberland Inlet, and pursue his journey in 15. Charleston Bay,. -.-..-.ssesssesnsceeseeon20 £0 25 the early spring. He spoke with no certainty = Pore he SOUR rename 1040, 
as to the period of his return, and stated that| 14, pert Ros Witvet, is, cd a ph no alarm should be felt if he should not be = oe a ee -—_ back in five years, | 20. Duboy Sound... ccccceccccnncerneee No information has been received of the ship| 38. St Juke Ren one tO George Henry since October, 1860; she is ex-| = pronase — 
pected back next December.—Scientific Amer. 25, Musquito Inlety.- so OB —_>—__—_| 28, Cape Carmtvalyanreseerseresone-eeneenrrdO £0 45 . MartiaL Sratistics.—The New York Ex-| 2. Indian Rivers eon ccncaccssene.. 0 to 55 press publishes a table of the population of the = Tae inlet So Se ee loyal non-slaveholding States and Territories, 30. Cape Florida,.. \......ssccc. 40 to. 50 the number of their fighting men, and their SL. Rogers's KeyyrrreessccesseenreseeersreersesdO £0 48 quota for an army of 500,000. We copy the| This brings a yessel inside the Florida Keys. statement below : From this point there is no difficulty in making State. Population. Fighting Men. Quota. ‘ Milne chee "baa 078 125,000 16,250 | ® harbor every night, or even every few hours. New Hampshire... S202 om B50 ee 

Meenas gins © stash Sulphite of Lime in Cider. Bote i Mat 35000 “sam | We copied last week from the Boston Journal New York,........++-0003,887,542 778,000 101,000 | a statement that sulphite of lime put into cider Fee eee Tavo0o {454 | would check the fermentation. We had barely Delaware, wascncsse oe 112°218 22,000 2/360 | room on the page to say that the Journal’s de- QNIO,....0.e+seereneeeseeneee2,389,600 468,000 61,000 | scription of the reactions was incorrect, and Tie eee 51200 3,100 | as the subject is interesting we will now briefly Michigan, 0.000002 "749,112 150,000 19,500 | state what reactions do actually occur. Wisconsin,...s.ereeseeoee TT5,183 155,000 20,150| ‘The sulphite of lime is a combination of sul- stem ose ion 3000-4259! phurous acid and lime, while sulphuric acid Kansas, queens 107,110 21,000 2'730 | and lime combine to form the sulphate of lime. California, .....seceeeeeee 535,457 76,000 10,000 | Sulphurous acid is a combination of one equiv- : oe = mance Bree roa0 100 alent of sulphur with two of oxygen (S Or), Colorado Territory,... 34,842 6,500 1,200 | and it has an intense affinity for oxygen, New Mexico Ter’tory, 93,541 19,000 2,400 | ily combining with one more equivalent to District of Columbia,. 75,076 bos 2,000 | form sulphuric acid (S 0s). The fermentation 
Total, soe seco se0eee]9,322,680 8,800,000 500,000 | of wine is the process of combination of the Scan auEeee atoms of wine with oxygen; but as oxygen— Tug Census or Canava.—The revised returns | unlike some gentlemen of our acquaintance— of the census of Canada, for 1860, give the | prefers sulphurous acid to wine, when sulphur- following result: Canada West, 1,395,222; | ous acid is present in the cask the oxygen Canada East, 1,103,666 ; total, 2,498,888. The combines with it instead of with the wine, and population of the principal cities is as follows: | thus the fermentation is arrested. Wine ma- Montreal, 90,498; Quebec, 51,109; Toronto, | kers are in the practice of burning a little 

44,743; Hamilton, 19,096; Ottawa, 14,669 ; ee the casks to check the fermentation. Kingston, 13,743; London, 11,555. ulphite of lime put into cider has the same SoS effect; and from the same property of sulphur- 
Bay Queen Victoria now reigns over 174,- ousacid. This acid combines with the oxygen 000,000" of people. Of this number British | in the cask, becoming sulphuric acid and form- 4| India has 135,000,000. ing the sulphate of lime. ,
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See ee ee 

The British and French Armies. THE HOME. 

France has a standing army of 400,000 nen | ——————————— $$ 

and 85,000 horses. England and her colonies, A Christmas Hymn. 

212,000 men. According to recent official ‘ Secs hier 

statements the total land forces of France It ae ee ent and silent night! 

amount to 400,000 of all ranks, and 5,658 yen hundred years end Aity-sixee 

enfans de troupe, independently of troops in Ie con es tomes te la, me 

French colonies (besides Algeria), whose num- No sound was heard of clashing wars— 

bers are not given, but whose cost are charged ane Paces cestee hestes domain; 

to the navy and colonial budget, and of 2,894 ‘Held undisturbed their ancient reign, 

men, 663 horses, in the Garde de Paris. Class- In the solemn midnight, 

ing all ranks, according to arms, in France and Centuries ago. 

- Algeria, and comparing them with a similar ~~ was in the calm and silent night! 

classification of the English forces, there will A senator of hops ge Bewrn 
be :— ingation:, oe - —. flight, 

1 
mm los re’ rollin, > 

"yemae* "agagtim Eevanticit | tdampnal arches, gleamia, evel 
taf vveecveeeeceesecesseee 4,607 1,222 1,222 His breast with thoughts of boundless sway; 
Tnfantry,.cccccseoossee259,841 101,230 150,128 What recked the Roman what befell 

CAVAITY,...0..sesceeereeseee 76,903, 13,194 18,210 A paltry province far away, 

Artillery,.....--0+ese00s0++. 37,873 22,393 28,520 In ‘the solemn midnight, 
Engineers, oc... 6,084 4535 4,535 Centuries ago? 

TraLR, manecconneeoreoceerene 5/055. 1,909 1,909 = : 
Adm’strative services, 8,737 1,561 1,61 Within that province far away 
Indian depots in Eng- Went plodding home, a weary boor; 

SAIS Sscnonlocros teens Socks 6,688 A streak of light before him lay, 

a a a | OE eee 
: pital Gee aT ot Mold what wa going on within: < 

The French army expenses are equal to ‘The alr, how calm, ana ont ere thin, 

$100,000,000, while that of England is offici- In the solemn midnight, 

ally stated at $75,000,000.—Scientific American. Centuries ago! 

So 0, strange indifference! low and high 

Srrance Propuxcies.—In the year 1815, the sea can tat ae 

late Elkanah Watson, as appears in “Men and eae ‘was listening, unawares. 

Times of the Revolution” (page 522, second low @ moment may precede 

edition), made and ubliched the following es- nee ee —— secre! 

timate of the probable population of the United ‘Man’s hopes were linked no more to sever— 

States for a long series of years. The actual In ee midnight, 

result, thus far, shows a singular approxima- a ary 

tion to the calculations. He calculated that It re Fee cor onl epee 
: : ousan: ‘and throw 

the population would be:— ‘Their joyous peal abroad, and smite 

_In 1820, 9,626,634—actual result, 9,638,151 ‘The darkness—charmed and holy now! 

In 1830, 12,883,645—actual result, 12,886,020 Tee seas 
In 1840, 17,116,526—actual result, 17,050,566 For in that stable lay, new born, . 

In 1850, 28,266,888—actual result, 28,191,876 The SS prince nce and heaven, 
mts je 

In 1860, 31,758,854—actual result, $1,647,859 ae aires Domne 

His calculations for the future are as follows: > —__— 

In 1870, 42,328,482 In. 1930, 133,000,000 One for Every Day in the Year. 

In 1880, 56,450,241 In 1950, 177,000,000 ‘poe 
- 1890, 78,055,989 In 1970, 236,000,000 Just now a friend picked up the calendar 

In 1900, 100,355,802 In 2000, 283,000,000 | that lay upon my table, and holding the small, 

tc ne meter a 5 neatly bordered card a moment in his hand, 

inaagearion The follawing table will show remarked, thoughtfully, “Who would think 

the arrivals of immigrants for the past ter] to: on this there is a number for every day in 

ee i the year?” It had never occurred to me be- 

1800 a weneesrnnronnsnnnsownnss vs gagig0t | fore, perhaps to neither of us, that ® year is 

ea erst peters ieee e such a yery little thing. A date, plainly writ- 

ee ee ten, for each day of it lies here before me and 
1856 .-ccccsesvcsesssasecsvessnvessneeeseeeenessenesesseeseseeesneens 142,942 | yet the space occupied is but a few inches and 

a ee a eee P 
nsnirceaeeesonsiesgen Oak A aa _— might be much less. Is it any wonder that 

1800 16 Deo. 8922.2 aas\eai | with the thought, thus directed, both my friend 

tol scssscessccssceceevedveneessesseveesssssesneneeneesees-2, 131,487 | AN myself should find a silence between the
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pauses of conversation long enough to reflect The Brave at Home. 

somewhat sadly upon the brevity of everything The maid who binds her warriors aeah 

with which we have to do on earth. A aor meena eee ae ee 
so very short in its flight, so narrow in its} Py Piety pcr ton —. — Semele, 

compass, so unsatisfactory in the sum of its | ‘And fame shall never know her story— - i 7 | Her heart has shed a drop as dear 
results and life made up of just a very few of | As ever dewed the field of glory. 

these years. After all, thought I, or Hel nee — = or amet 

thought, or was almost tempted to think, What | OVE Deck hea hace te neh sania 

is the use of struggling thus to reach the ever | Doomed nightly in her dreams to hear” 
4 5 : The bolts of war around him rattle, 

unattained of time enough and result sufficient | shed aes — = Mae esis 
er : ea Yas poured upon the plain of battle! to satisfy the demand of a high ambition? A | his hee end cbc hes gvtae 

moment of almost bitterness and a sudden = _— — her son. Laney anaes 
en breathes a few brave words and brief, 

questioning of, Why did our Heavenly Father ‘Kissing the patrioebrow she blesses, 

so arrange things and so constitute us in this pifonfoas ae pain’ ther iwclghie upon her, 

world that there must be this ever recurring | bag ces Peng eee ay pee 

incompleteness? I looked again at my cal-| ae 

endar. This time there came a thought of the Intercourse at the Table. 

four fair seasons that had come, and almost | To meet at the brenkfast-table, father, moth- 

gone with those onthe, wecks and days of| + So StS0: W should he's soures af bumble : ; h e 
beautiful weather; of sunshine and sky; of} eran and should wake up the warmest 

earth and air and water in all forms of beauty | feelings of our nature. Shame upon the con- 
D6e thi ih of affection, of social | temptible and low-bred cur, whether parent or 

and use; of the weal OF eon, _. | child, that can ever come to the breakfast-table, 

and intellectual happiness that had come glid-| where the family have met in health, only to 

ing to adorn and enrich my life since the day oa ee je, ane growl, patties bt is 
sa prima facie evidence of a mean, and grovel 

this little card had been laid upon my table to a selfish, and degraded aialitral whe eae 

note the succession of those very days of, which | the ehurl may have sprung. ae is Noe 

T now though so complainingy. peaerromenenedroevbarner a 8 = ; , 

One for every day in the year! Oh if these | the circle may be stricken with some deadly dis- 
+ ease, to gather round that table not again forever. 

little calendars that are thrown aside so care- Children in good health, if left to themselves 

lessly, or with such reflections as but now| at the table, become, after a few mouthfuls, 

5 ‘ ‘i i if within at all reason- 
stirred the soul were laid by as memorials of garrulous and noisy, but if 1 

ds it is better to let them 
days made golden as the sunshine of heayen pee cane eee ‘hay a not eat 

by good and noble deeds; made useful to our-| so rapidly as if compelled to keep silent, while 

selves and to our fellows, as the opportunities pric ee ee —— x 

they bring are ample and the incentives they digestion and assimilation. The extremes of 
i i f| society curiously meet in this regard. The present are worthy, with what emotions o: y s 

gratitude and with what true pride might we tables of the rich and the nobles of England 
~ | are models of mirth, wit and bonhommie; it 

gather up therefrom the record of a life of| takes hours to get through a repast, and they 

: the richer, perhaps, in its|live long. If anybody will look in upon the 

a oe dae eee negroes of a well-to-do-family in Kentucky 
fruits because its season, though short, had| 10 ot their meals, they cannot but be:im- 

been mellowed by somewhat of that same love| pressed with the perfect abandon of jabber, 

that is the soul of this and of all the years. pera ee is _ ——- = = bres 
* 5 

——— lows, then, that at the family table all should 
meet, and do it habitually, to make a common 

Tur Toxen or Horz.— Hast thou hope,” | interchange of high-bred courtesies, of warm 
ore 4 of John Knox, when he lay wearing. affections, of cheering mirthfulness, and that 

Sey seken of Jobe os i generosity of nature which lifts us above the 
He spake nothing, but raised his finger and brutes which perish,—promotive as these things 

pointed upward, and so died.—CARLyYLE. are of good digestion, high health and long life.
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A Worp To Farmers AND THEIR Famities. | berries in their natural state—and to fresh, 

—In rural districts during the present husking | lean meats, boiled or roasted, as meat is easier 
season, the best husks might be selected which, | of digestion than vegetables. Milk, gravies, 
split fine on a hatchet or otherwise, and thor-| pastries, heavy hot bread, farinas, starches, 
oughly dried, would be of use in our army | and greasy food in general, aggravate dyspep- 
hospitals, in the form of pillows of several si- | sia by their constipating tendencies. 
zes, (half size, quarter size and less) as sup-| 11. It is better to eat at. regular times ax 
ports to wounded limbs. They would not re- | often as hungry, but so little as to occasion no 
tain heat like feathers,—would therefore be | discomfort whatever. 
better and less expensive. The selecting and| 12. Constantly aim to divert the mind from 
preparing the husk would afford pleasant rec- | the bodily condition, in pleasant ways; that is 
reation to boys, and awaken their love of coun- | half the cure in many cases. 
try; mothers and daughters could assist by aie ae et 
making ticks and cases for the pillows. Slip-| for Siegr.—We have read a statement, 
pers for the sick may also be made of thick | written by Dr. Windship, the “ strong man,” 
broadcloth, doeskin, satinet, or fine carpeting, | who recently lectured st ihe’ Nérih: cf sulee 
lined and bound with worsted galloon, and|py the observance of which he chtainaaua 

soled with felt-hatting or sheep skin. The | remarkable strength and muscular power. To 
soles should be lined with cotton flannel, jean | one of these rules in particular, as being that 

or silesia. The numbers most needed will be | which men are most prone to violate, we wish 
7, 8, 9 and 10, and any shoemaker will cheer- | ¢o call special attention. The Doctor says he 

fully furnish the pattern. Let them be of good | takes ten hours sleep out of twenty-four, and 
isco In every neighborhood meetings for| he advises everybody to take at least eight 

his purpose should be organized immediately. | hours rest nightly. We are convinced that 
most of the ill health in the community is due 

ee ets to lack of sleep more to than any other cause. 
HEALTH AND DISEASE. Rapidity of eating, lack of exercise, heated 

aoe rooms, over anxiety of mind, and other causes, 
Tarra contribute to the ill health and abbreviated 

Remedies for Dyspepsia. lives of our city population, but the going to 
= Se bed too late and rising too early we believe to 

Hali’s Journal of Health says: There are} py productive of a ream felcinappaad 

some general principles of cure applicable to | deaths than any of these or all of them com- 
i * + + | bined. Dr. Hall, in his Journal of Health, all, and which will seldom fail of high ad-| Pines.) ally with De. Windehip die Roe 

vantage. cessity of longer sleep than the majority of 
1. The entire body should be washed once a| men allow themselves. Indeed we know oft 

week with soap, hot water and a stiff brush. respectable medical sanction for the shorfen- 
2. Wear woolen next the skin the year round, | ing the term to six or seven hours. We know 

during the daytime only. very many men who are rarely in bed before 
8. By means of ripe fruit and berries, coarse | midnight, yet are always up by six o'clock in 

Gread and other coarse food, keep the bowels|the morning. Such men are exhausting their 
acting freely once in twenty-four hours. vital force, prematurely. They never can reach 

4. Under all circumstances, keep the feet | the limit of three score years and ten, much 
clean dry and warm. less live far beyond it, as almost every man 

5. It is most indispensible to have the fullest | may by taking care of himself. 
plenty of sound, regular, connected and re- 
SE oe aie o— See well-aired SS  ) 
chamber, with windows facing the sun. 

6. Spend two or three boars of every fore- DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 
noon, and one or two of every afternoon, rain aes 
or shine, in the open air, in some form of in- Hog Killing---Hints to Housewives. 
teresting, exhilarating and unwearying exer- = 
cise. Walking with a cheerful andentertaining| As the season of hog killing is approaching, 
companion is the very best. we re-publish the excellent Hints from Hettie 

7. Eat at regular times, and always slowly. | Hayfield to Housewives on this subject. To 
8. That food is best for each which is most| young or inexperienced wives, this article is 

relished, and is followed by the least discom-| worth much more than a year’s subscription 
fort. What has benefitted or injured one is no | to this journal. 

rule for another. This eighth item is of uni-| Before hog killing, you should have your 
versal application. * meat house and store room in perfect order, 

9. Take but a teacupful of any kind of drink | and every implement and vessel requisite, ready 
at one meal, and let that not be hot. ' for use. There should be on hand a sufficient 

10. Confine yourself to coarse bread of corn, | supply of salt, saltpetre, ground cayenne pep- 
rye or wheat—to ripe, fresh, perfect fruits and | per, sage, spices, &c. To have them to hunt
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up, clean, and prepare, is a great back-set to} heads after soaking a day and draining well, 
work. Being prepared in your department, 1| are salted less heavily and used fresh. The 
take it for granted that your paragon of a hus-| backbones and spareribs are just sufficiently 
band has had his pork bred and fed in the most | salted to keep—the last, if the weather is freez~ 
approved style. That during the slaughter a|ing, may be kept quite fresh. The feet may 
hand has been detailed to look carefully over | be packed away in salt, if not to be immedi- 
the heads and feet after the animal has passed | ately used, and will prove almost as good at 
off the platform, and after putting them in per- | any period of the year as when first killed— 
fect order, has washed the outside carefully. | they are kept thus much better than in pickle, 
That a second person, armed and equipped | though ribs (when the weather makes much 
with an abundance of clean water and towels, | salt necessary) keep sweeter in pickle. Many 
has followed the opener and washed out the | persons turn over and rub their pork once a |f 
inside until a search warrant could find no | week while it is in salt. We have never prac- 
trace of the murder. ticed it, nor ever lost a joint. And now, hav- 

CUTTING UP PORK. ing trespassed thus _ = Le RE 

This work belongs to the male division of oni Seay ae bates De aie ae ne 
the house, and the master, or some well-train- | 9} sprinkled with cayenne—about ‘hes bois 
ed old servant, will do it up without your ever especially a good supply should be laid on.— 
thinking of it, probably. We will, however,| The hams should be hung highest, because 
give afew brief hints on this branch of the | there they are least liable to the attacks of in- 
business. Have the hog laid on his back.— | sects, A fire-place on the outside, communi- 

Clean the carcass of the leaf fat. Take off the | cating with a smoke flue, is preferable for a 
feet at the ankle joints. Cut the head off close | meat house to any internal arrangement, be- 
to the shoulders; separate the jowl from the | cause it does not heat the room—which, by the 

skull, and open the upper part lengthwise on | way, is best if lofty, cool, and dark. 
the underside, so as to remove the brains fully. | We give a receipt for pickle for pork, and 
Remove the backbone im its whole length, and | the English method of euring bacon, and then 
with a sharp knife cut off the skin, taking all | retrace our steps clear back to the slaughter 
but about a half inch of fat off the spinal col- | house, as possibly you may have to direct some 
umn. The middling or sides is now cut from | novice there. 
between the quarters, leaving the shoulder | PICKLE. 

uare shaped, and the ham pointed, or which may De rounded to suityou., Theribs are next | -O8e gallon of water, one and a half peunds 
removed partially or entirely from the sides. ae a siewee! ak bor me of eee teeta ek 
The fat trimmings from ens and isbey nieces oa otaah: (ote mitted), "Boil, and 
arts of the sides, are rendered up with the ey i ¥ 

Paokbone strip. ‘The asusage meat 1s out from | Skim thoroughly, anid pour over the most. pep- 
between the leaf fat and the ribs; any other | [°CUY Colc. | Ut must rei ? . bacon; and if to keep pork all the year, should 

f part ee ae seh = aaa Lpel ag 3h a . be boiled over two or three times in the warm 
1¢! art o! e@ backbone ig * ry 

the taperiitg? bony end, you can proceed to mae with ‘an sdditional cup of seit and 
| sugar. 

SALTING. ENGLISH BACON. 

When your meat is to be pickled, it should} So soon as the meat comes from the butcher’s 
be heavily sprinkled with salt, and drained for | hands, rub thoroughly and fill every crevice 
24 hours. When it is to be prepared with dry | with fine salt. Next day scrape off the salt 
salt, mix one teaspoonful of pulverized saltpe- | not absorbed, cleanse out the vessel, salt the 
tre to one gallon of salt, and ones 1 ae pork as the Fed before ‘ sees te three ove 
side you. Cut off a hog’s ear, and with it rub | The fourth day use pulverized saltpetre mix: 
eae of meat with the salt on the skin | with a handful of bees salt (} Tb. of salt- 

side until it is moist, then lay it down and rub | petre to 70 Tbs. of meat). Then mix 1 fb. of 

and cover the flesh part entirely with salt.— | coarse brown sugar and 1 pint of common mo- 
Pack hams upon hams, sides upon sides, &c., lasses, and pour over the saltpetre; repeat this 
for convenience in getting them to hang up at four times a day, for three days, and after- 

different times, as they will not all be ready at | wards twicea day for a month. Then smoke 
once. It is likewise best to put the large and | jt with maple or hickory, or clean corn cobs. 
small pieces in different divisions. The weath- | And now to commence at the beginning of our 
er has so much to do with the time that meat | own proper womanly labor. There should be 
requires to take salt, that no time can be safely | ready an abundant supply of clean hot and 
specified. After three weeks fry a piece from | cold water, tubs, buckets, cloths, and so on. A 
the thickest part of a medium sized ham—if| long, stout table for the ridders to stand by, 
salt enough, all pieces small and of the same | and a tray in which to receive the entrails as 

size are ready for smoking, and the larger ones | they fall from the cavity of the animal’s body. 

can wait a few days. The jowl and chine are | The opener should hang the livers, &¢., on a 

salted in the same way for smoking. The | pole, to cool for purposes hereafter mentioned. 

. J <
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The ridders should proceed as quickly as pos- | of beef, seasoning more strongly, and boiling 
sible to their business; it is easier done while | after stuffing, before drying. 
the intestines are warm. The melts and sweet FEET. 
breads are cut off and thrown into some con- Under another head, we have said that we | 
venient vessel; then clear the maw of fat; | consider it best to salt down the feet, instead 
next strip the intestines, being careful not to| of pickling. Previous to salting, they should 
cut them, and so soil the grease. The thin, be carefully examined, the hoofs taken off, 
gauzy parts, called the veils, should be thrown | not a hair left; be scalded, scraped, and soak- 
together in one vessel of cold water. The | ed until perfectly white. If wanted for imme- 
capes into another, and the strippings into a | diate use, they will be ready for boiling after 

_] | third. The maws and large intestines should | laying a night in salt water. Many persons 
be opened, emptied, washed clean, and put to| boil the feet and ears, and keep them in cold 
soak, to be afterwards used for chitterlings or | spiced vinegar, ready to use cold or to fry; 
soap grease. The small intestines are saved | this is termed souse. Others, boil the heads 
and cleansed for stuffing sausages. Close your | and feet until they can be freed from bones, 
day’s labor by having your tat washed again | and mash to a pulp; this is seasoned with salt, | 
and put in fresh water to soak; do the same | pepper, and spices, moulded, and kept in vine- | 
office for your sausage skins and chitterlings. | gar, and termed pork cheese. | 

Your first care after this is the lard. Render wavecrateneas | 
up the gut-fat first: having washed it clean, . ed 
put it into your kettles, separated the day | Ate prepared by repeated soakings and wash- 
before, because, being of unequal bulk, it will | ings. Then, being turned, they are scraped 

| render up unequally—or else cut up the thick | fee from the slimy coating, until, when blown 
| parts very small. You may use a brisk fire | UP, they are perfectly transparent. - They are 

until the water is out nearly. When the crack- again soaked in salt water, several days— 
lins are brown and crumble easily, or when the | Changing it every day—and are then filled with 
lard will sputter when water is dropped in, it is | S4US@ge meat by some of the various imple- 
done. Strain it off into a kettle, and when | ments devised for that purpose. 
cool put it in what vessel you choose—hot lard | BLACK PUDDINGS 
will melt tin, or leak through the best wooden atteek ; 
vessels. Leaf lard should be so handled as Shee Y core ee ene a 
not to require washing, as water increases the | 16. and spi et ae a ees 
chances of its spoiling. It should be rendered er Uhiciectings are ee upedae eikse a 
up slower than gut-fat, as it is easier scorched. | «4 jarge intestines of the ho; Quicklime will 
Always put a ladle of melted lard in the bot-| Sov. erSble you to vid them of the sli 
tom of your kettle instead of water. Cut uj «. ce penige dhestimg: ont: y : peer ‘P | Having soaked and washed them until white 
your leaf lard into thin pieces, and render it | 514 inodoro’ Sa inky Kemp andana dion a8 
by itself. The strip which comes off the back | 14 would ode tri 7 The livers, kidne: 
bone, and other trimmings, should be skinned | ¥' een Ree tame. 
and cut up small; they make good lard, but | “°?,M8Y De a Dan Reese eee P * 7 = 8 a) salt to keep, and a strong seasoning of pepper, 
render up slowly. The practice of putting ley | 514 kept for your fowls all winter. The liv- 

‘in lard, which begins to prevail, bleaches, but » J : 5 Br oie . a“ ? ers, however, melts, suet, heads, &c., are 
impairs its quality. When you have finished | ..:cemed table luxuries, and are kept b: 
your lard, throw all your skins, and the fat inkli lightly with sali ee 
from around the kidneys, which is usually at mae ne ei me _ eas ith a 

wormy, into a ketl, and fender it up as dirty | teams and larger inietines, with any 
grease. Subject your cracknels to the strong-| ¢f weak Ive, and boiled until the grease from { 

seoaur an, Poorest dt taaby |them se fo the ura.” his gees we . ‘ul for soap, wool, or farm implements. 
ee * proms a ac pice tema! ae Lastly, the hair of the hog should be saved 

trait to aay oe _ ? S| for mortar, or, with proper preparation, makes 
ee is good mattress, or, with the bones, may be 

SAUSAGES. sent to the compost heap.— Valley Farmer. 

Wash your sausage meat in tepid water, but | a ae a ee 
do not soak it; see that it is free from bone;| Goop Bisovrr on Suont Cake.—To one pint 
gristle, sinews, Kc. Cut it up in small pieces; | of sweet milk, take two teaspoonfuls of cream 
to 3 tbs. of lean meat, allow 1 Ib. of the leaf | tartar, one teaspoonful of soda, and two table- 
fat, chop or grind it very fine. Mix in this | spoonfuls of good butter; a trifle of salt. Mix 
quantity, 3 ozs. of salt, } an oz. of pepper, and | in flour sufficient to make a soft dough, roll to 
two tablespoons of powdered sage. When well|an inch in thickness, cut with a sharp-edged 
mixed, cook one and try it; it is easy to add | cutter, crowd closely in the pan, and bake with 
too much seasoning, therefore be cautious in | rather quick but gentle heat, fifteen minutes. 
using it. Your sausage will become more salt | When they are done, remove from the oven, 
as it dries. Add any spice you like. cover with a thick cloth, and allow them to stand 

Bologna Sausage is made by using one-third | under the stove a few minutes.—Ohio Farmer.
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WIT AND WISDOM. YOUTH’S CORNER. 

— Poetry is said to be the flower of litera- To- eee a ’g Fire. 

ture; prose is the corn, potatoes and meat; mighty nam = " 

satire is the aqua-fortis; wit the spice and BY MRS. HOYT. 
pepper ; love-letters are the honey and sugar; Pica? 
letters containing remittances are the apple-dump- ‘Whet axe Oe Chicas Ganon 
lings. To-night, by the farmer's fire? 

What are the children talking of 
BeavutiruL Giris.—Dr. Beeswax, in his By the Nenetifal; oP ae 

«Essay on Woman,” remarks, with some truth, There are little bits of boys and girls, 
that “beauties generally die old maids.” FER LCE LE ET 
“They set such a value on themselves,” he Sosa hale cpdecened tx bg aadannne 
says, “that they find no purchaser until the Sitting, standing, and tumbling down. 
market is closed. Out of a dozen beauties who Frizzle heads, smooth heads, and heads of curls, 

have come out within the last eighteen years, ‘End Seats toss Ghcaniatinean eal 

eleven are still single. They spend their days ‘All together there in a heap, 

a psbichan de von a aby 1 — Big enough all to be asleep, 
Fre “4 ce bo Raphi Little tall children, little short children, 

renen novels. r pede f Rosy children, plump as a berry, 
Never look at the girls. They can’t bear it; Wide awake children, ever 00 merry, 

they regard it as an insult. They wear their What is the cause of the clatter thes hide! 

feathers, furbelows and frills, merely to please ‘To-night, by the farmer's fire, 

their mamma thats ail- By the beautiful, blazing fire? 
—True greatness consists in doing what de- 

serves to be written, in writing what deserves I know what the children are thinking of 

to be read, and in making mankind happier By the fireside’s ruddy glow 

and better for your life. : And I know what the children are talking of 
. eas ‘As well as I want to know; 

ae aeriniee is the parent of love; wisdom, Hor I've been a little bit ofa gict 

a At night, by a farm-house fire, 
—Hialf the failures in life arise from pul- With sisters and brothers, oh ever 80 many, 

ling in one’s horse as he is leaping. ‘As wide awake and as noisy a4 any— 

— Poverty breeds wealth; and wealth, in its Have helped, myself, to keep up the clatter 

turn, breeds poverty. The earth to form the By the beautiful, blazing fire, 

mound, is taken out of the ditch; and what- When counting the days to that golden date 

ever may be the hight of one will be the depth For the coming of Christmas we scarce could wait. 

of the other. e Oh that Christmas day! that blessed day! 

Doa-straLinc 1x THE Seconp Decren.— Deer ne a et 
Hooking town-made sausages! a ee tL diesen aes Bae 

—‘*How many deaths?” asked the hospital And the fir; white mow of the ond below 
physician, while going his rounds. ‘‘ Nine.” Why children, it will be a Christmas snow! 
“WhyI ordered medicine for ten.” ‘Yes, but Such icicles hanging from all the eaves, 

one wouldn’t take it. Such frost-work trellised on all the leaves, 
h drifts, such piles, so dazzling white, B 

—If you want to learn all your defects, oe 
quarrel with your best friend, and you will be Hie copied Gomnastee ip a see eer 

surprised to find what a villain you are even in Oh I know as well as if I were there 

the estimation of a friend. How you will laugh, and how you will shout, 
r ‘. wake in the morning and first look out ; 

Grave Wir.—Since the battle, some of our iin peat 
boys were out looking at a grave of one of the phere arse a eee Sea — 

Secesh. He had not been well buried, and one ean gen gee are ee 
hand stuck out. “He's reaching for his land How the gifts you have dreamed of have come to 

warrant,” says one.” your share; r 
As you empty your stockings of goodies and toys, 

—A man had better be burnt out of house And take down your dolls, books, pictures and 

and home, than to have all the generosity and slates, 

nobleness of his nature consumed by pride or Your caps, mittens, knives, whistles, trumpets 

envy. The one loss consists in money, stocks, and skates, 

goods. The other loss consists in high thoughts, Just the happiest girls and the happiest boys 

angelic emotions, god-like deeds, and the ever- As you think, and I think, that ever were born 

lasting peace of soul that flows therefrom, like ‘To live by the light of a farmer’s fire; 

the river of light from the throne of God.— By the great, red blaze of the farm-house fire, 

Horace Maxn. By the beautiful fire of a Christmas morn.
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Daniel Webster's First Case. existence, as was to them the food on their Soe ther’s table. furnished thei: food; Let the children all read the following story et may ee Sate ee of the first plea of the great Wesster, and | they not spare a little for the dumb creature treasure up the beautiful lesson it teaches—the wey toe te lesson of love and mercy to all the creatures of their portion. Yea, more, the animal had nev- God: er violated the laws of his nature or the laws ; of God, as man often did, but strictly followed Ebenezer Webster, father of Daniel, was a the simple instincts he had veined fi the farmer. The vegetables in his garden suffered hands of the Creator of all thi 6 i considerably from the depredation of a wood- ca oH ao hed agi sete God ie chuck, whose hole and habitation was near the lik ns i os lib. me - . tie ee ight premises. Daniel, some ten or twelve years ‘od pe on an Hi oo 2 ate os old, and his brother Ezekiel, had set a steel ihe =o ca ra = ae . trap, and at last succeeded in capturing the theca: eornest 'n Bo ae eae sd transgressor. Ezekiel proposed to kill the ani- | ‘h® z genes waeet, inn se - aa Se — mal, and en@ all further trouble with him; but ee SNe it i fish sare ak a Daniel looked with compassion upon the meek, a eepeck, 3 en x0 ite tks pa dumb captive, and offered to let him go. The oe they took the life they could not boys could not , and each appealed to . 5, ene father to dente tka palin il During this appeal, tears had started to the 

“Well, my boys,” said the old gentleman, old man's eyes, and. were fast running down “I will be judge. There is the prisoner,” his sunburnt cheeks. Every feeling of a fath- pointing to the woodchuck; “and you shall be ic heart co = bs him sone er a the counsel, and plead the case for and against Fe “are Sreatnens of his son. efore his eves, an his life and liberty.” he felt that God had blessed him and his child- Ezekiel opened the case with a strong argu- | 72 beyond the lot of common men. His pity ment, urging the mischievous nature of the and sympathy cues awakened by the eloquent animal, the great harm he had already done— words of compassion, and the strong appeal said that much time and labor had been spent for et and forgetting the judge = the in his capture, and now, if he was suffered to | ™4) and a father, he BPrene from his chair live and go at large, he would renew his dep- dapile Daniel Sie ends, e pees redations, and be cunning enough not te suffer | ™e™' 7 one + ma tek t eer 1d eeay himself to be caught again, and that he ought aaa e case,) an turning to, his ol noes now to be put to death; that his skin was of | 1@Shing the tears from his eyes, he exclaimed : some value, and that, make the most of him “Zeke, Zeke, you let that woodchuck wee they could, it would not repay half the damage > he had already done. His argument was ready, = practical, and to the point, and of much great-| 49° Children should early learn that a er length than our limits will allow us to occu- piness is more in the heart than in the world pare rere panel $a pride on his son, who | °*8#de- If the sun of a happy spirit shines 
became a distinguished jurist in his manhood. | Within, the crosses and disappointments, so apt « Now, Daniel, it’s your turn ; I'll hear what | to fret and anger the inexperienced child, will y ne a, case. Daniel saw that the | 2° be able to cloud your enjoyments.’ To this 
plea of his brother had sensibly affected his | end, cultivate a feeling of love and good will oe the jndze ; and ¥ yee pone toward your associates and of reverence for lack eyes looked upon the so! expres- . . : sion of the animal, and as he saw it tremble the superior wisdom of your parents. Strive with fear in his narrow prison-house, his heart | to make everybody about you happy, and you swelled with pity, and he appealed with elo- | wilt then always be happy yourselves. quent words that the captive might again go 
free. God, he said, had made the woodchuck ; take oa oS he made him to live, to enjoy the bright sun- Ez shine, the pure air, the free fields and woods. be The Sword of =. sword dinky _ tant God has not made him or anything’ in vain; | Sticking in the bottom of the steamship Golden ~ ics pasar as eee as any one Age, when she was hauled up recently in Pa- ving thing; he was not a destructive animal 5 2 as the fox or wolf was; he simply ate a few rae for repairs. The sword ee poke was common vegetables, of which they had plenty, | thirteen inches long, and it was driven through and could well spare a part; he destroyed | ty, the out d inner plank- nothing, except the little food he meaded ‘ gps cea nn irrwc hit ec = sustain his humble life; and that little food |img- That fish stabbed the wrong customer was as sweet to him, and as necessary to his | for once. ‘ 
NLU 
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EDUCATI ONAL. The Agricultural Schools organized in Mary- 
SSS }land and Pennsylvania, are gradually becom- 

Agricultural Colleges. ing established, and both are affording instruc- 
We are glad to see that the several institu- | ‘!™ to very respectable classes. tions of this class which have sprung up in The Towa Agricultural College, as an institu- 

the United States within the last few years are | 40" of learning, is yet in abeyance; but, still resolute and tenaceous of life. There is a through the zealous and faithful efforts of its 
principle in them which is vital, to-wit: their | Secretary, Gen. W. Duaxz Witsoy, it is come 
practical recognition of the need and the right | * good work in the way of distributing valua- 
of the industrial classes of the people to the | Pl Seeds and diffusing information throughout 
means of education in the science and art of the State. their several callings in life. | We trust that by these important services it 

We have faith, therefore, that they will con- | will so far secure the good will of the people 
tinue to live, in spite of the prejudices of the as te make its success certain when the time 
ignorant and, worse than all, of their own shall have come to erect buildings and begin 

errors. the work of instruction. 
For years they will have a struggling exist- | Illinois is also astir on the subject of agri- 

ence, and, no doubt, have occasion to change cultural education, and is preparing to open an 
some of the present features of their policy, but institution under auspices which will insure 
in process of time, they are sure to rise into re- its ultimate, if not its immediate success. 

cognized importance and to occupy a highly| There is good ground for the hope, therefore, 
useful position among the educational institu- | that the great cause of the practical education 
fions of this country. of the people is still cherished in the hearts of 

The Agricultural College of Michigan, we|the true men of the country, We are still 
see by a Catalogue just received, is going for- | strong in the faith of the “good time coming,” 
ward with renewed energy and gradually fit- | when Wisconsin will be prepared to join handy 
ting itself for the career of more extended | with her sister States for the furtherance of 
usefulness which it is destined to have in the | this noble work. 

future. yer es 
Process of Manufact 4 . The whole number of pupils is 72; of which a prt so 

number 7 are in the Senior class,* 9 in the} We are glad to see that the Great Exhibition 
Junior, 27 in the Freshman, and 29 in the Pre- | is to be a School as well as a Fair. 

Besides making arrangements for showing 
Peay, se, go he machines in motion, and illustrating it by The farm is being improved as rapidly as processes, her Majesty’s Commissioners will 
possible. 250 acres are now under cultivation | reserve space for the exhibition of process- 

* iti-|¢8 of manufacture in certain handicrafts, and will soon be ee seme for the legiti. which’ can ‘be carsied: om without danger 
mate uses of the institution. in the building. They consider that it will be 

;, | interesting to the general public to have an True and able men have the interests of this opportunity of seeing the folowing pie gee 

pioneer college in charge, and we have an | lar processes, and will reserve cient space 
idi sth in i for showing one illustration of each of them: abiding faith in its future. Stoel pen making, ain ile masala ok 

The State of New York is making vigorous | button making, medal ene Cr han 
‘ + institution | ™*king, engine turning for watches, &c., type preparations for the opening of by a raskngs type iptinting by .hand, lithograplte 

at Ovid. The farm of 670 acres is being put printing, copper plate printing, earthenware 
in proper condition for the use of the College | printing, porcelain printing, a potter’s wheel, 

les é + brick and drain tile making, glass blowing on and buildings are in process of erection. a small scale, turning in metal, wood, and 

"8 We undaratand since writing the above thatanumber |1VOTY> glove making &c., pillow lace making of 
We eels aie cee ee fe thatanumber | various kinds.
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MISCELLA NEOUS. found equally good in each. The nearness of 
———SSS== I __——_——— | market makes all the difference that exists.— 

The Agriculture of New Mexico. All of them, however, lack the sweet clear 
— water of Wisconsin, and the salubrious climate. 

LETTER TO THE “FARMER” FROM J. G. KNAPP, | West of these the country and climate point 
JUDGE OF THE U. 8. COURT FOR N. M. unerringly to but one present pursuit for man. 

er ., | If the states forming the valley of the Missis- Ep. Wis. Farmer—From this distant point, sippi lying east of Fort Kearney can raise 
I have determined to let ee monies of the grain enough to bread the world, the plains 
Farmer hear from me oe : My oa and mountains can rear cattle and sheep enough 
hither has been through Illinois, to Quincy, when fed and fattened to supply the United across Missouri to Leavenworth in Kansas, States with meat and wool. The great busi- 
thence by Fort Kearney and the Platte river ness of whomsoever may inhabit the plains 
to Denver, and along the east side of the Rocky and the mountains west of the regions upon 
Mountains, to the Huerferno, over the Sangre which the fall of rain is sufficient for agricul- Christo Pass into the valley of the Rio Grande, tural purposes, must be stock growing. And s : 
at Fort Garland, then down the valley from even that must be confined to neat cattle and where the elevation is 8100 feet, and in lati- sheep. One man with his dogs can easily 
tude 38° north, to this place, at an elevation of herd and keep 500 cows, or 2000 sheep all 
about 2000 feet, in latitude 35°. I have pass- through the year, as they require no care but 
ed then the richest prairies in the United to be herded. He must, of course, live with, 
States, filled with grain, and fruit, and grass, and upon his herd. From them he must get 
where the rains are so abundant that men his meat and milk, and the river or mountain struggle to rid themselves of it, to where noth- must be his drink. The ground must be his 
ing will grow except the wild wormwood, be- bed, and his blanket his cover from cold wind ae there is no water ; aoe instead of and rain by night or day, broken only by such 

@irains to carry the waters into the streams, brush wood as he can gather for fuel, or rocks men ren the order and carry the water tom behind which he may squat. Every additional 
the rivers to the land. I have passed pisins man or boy can add another flock. The fam- larger than states, over which the buffaloes ily of the shepherd, or pastor of a flock, will 
Foam, and where there is no timber for the reside in an adode house, of one room, con- construction of houses, or fences, or for fuel; structed on the bank of some stream, where by 
climbed the sides of mountains covered with irrigation they can cultivate a few acres of 
rocks, too steep for the passage of carriages, grain. Near or adjoining he will build the cor- till I stood among the clouds, 14,000 feet above rel for his flock, and then he may cleep at . » the level of the sea; trod upon acres of iron home one half his nights, unless the fails 
ore, and over quartz filled with gold, both in its vicinity. 

: equally valueless for the want of water ; upon| Whether the fine wooled sheep can be kept 
alluvial soil of unknown depth, out of whose and grown here under the care of the shepherd 
bosom, soda, potash, and lime had oozed until is an undecided question. Those now reared the whole was covered with a white crust, here, and there are very large flocks, are long 
forming the great source from which the winds legged, and coarse wooled, many haying a cov- 
of heaven have gathered salt-petre to enrich the ering only of hair. The native sheep and 
fields of Wisconsin, and the world. cows are remarkably healthy and prolific; and In quality and fertility of soil, supply of| such as they are, the business is exceedingly 
rain, and favorableness of climate, there is | profitable for the owners, merely for the meat. Pp iy but little choice to be made in Illinois, Mis- Their wool will not bear transportation to the Spo souri, or eastern Kansas, when Places can be| eastern states, and is but partly worked up
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here into coarse blankets and beds. Beds | None of the green heads will shell out, and nearly as good as if made of curled hair, can they are lost in the straw, which is cleared be bought all through this Territory for ten | from the wheat by the wind and water of the cents a pound, and are in universal use. They | ditch near by. 
are cheaper and better than straw beds, for} I have not seen a plough, a yoke, a grain uuder beds. Pillars and all are formed of the| cradle, a flail, a harrow, of any kind, nor a same material. The wool would answer for cart having a body upon it, since I have been carpets and blankets, and some of the coarse| in the Territory ; and it is said that the Mexi- cloths, from which good garments for laboring} cans would not use them if they had them. men may be manufactured. A manufacturer There is not more than enough grain grown to could readily find here a full supply of mate-| pay for attempting to run a threshing machine, rial to manufacture 200 yards a day, (if he] even if one could get all there is to thresh, desired to use that quantity), at ten cents a} without drawing it from one pile to the other. pound allround. He could also find a domes-| No grain is stacked; there is no fear of rain tic market for that amount. Large numbers | to damage it after it is cut. I have therefore of the sheep are black, so “sheep grey” cloth| come to the conclusion, that one farmer with could be made without any cost for coloring | his tools, would do more work, raise and secure materials. Those sheep, and neat cattle in- more grain in a summer, than five of the na- tended for market, would have to be driven | tives of this Territory, even upon the same east across the plains, when they might be} land. 

fattened among the corn fields of the states, There are situated in the mountains, and The Mexicans and Indians who liye in houses, | particularly those lying east of the Rio Grande 
cultivate corn, wheat, beans and peas for food | and west of the Rio Pecos, many tracts of land 
for men, and a few oats, but the hotses gener-| which can be cultivated, and good crops raised ally are made to depend upon grass and corn. | without irrigation. These are filling up with No hay is cut for the stock, nor is any grass/men from the eastern country. They would 
cultivated as a crop. And the wild grass is | make excellent locations on which to keep milk too thin to be cut. The straw is generally de-| cows. The butter and cheese of which would stroyed, and nothing is preserved but the corn| find a ready market, at present, in the Terri- stalks, for fodder, nor one half of them. The tory. But let no man undertake to come here corn grown is called Mexican, and is very | unless he brings his wife, a Yankee wife at 
short, the ears starting from the second and that, and a farmer’s daughter, and flatter him- 
third joint, and so near the ground that in| self that he can be a Yankee one year after 
cutting up the ears would fall from the stalk. | his arrival. All single men become lost in the 
Therefore the corn is allowed to ripen, which | associates he will find here, and their nation- it does before the frost strikes the leaves, and ality lost. 
the ears are broken off and carried to the The waters of the Rio Grande, at this point, houses and husked, after which the stalks are| are as muddy as those of the Missouri. And 
cut up, unless eaten up in the meantime by | when allowed to run over the ground as they 
the stock. The whole system of harvesting is | do for irrigation, they deposit large quantities 
wasteful in the extreme, and I have no doubt| of mud and minerals upon the surface, thus 
but the use of water in irrigation is equally | keeping up the richness of the soil, as the del- 
so, during the making of the crop. The wheat ta of the Nile is kept up. 

is cut when some of it fully ripe and other is The vines of the watermelon, the ochra, 
yet inthe milk. It is immediately gathered tobacco, and nearly every vegetable however 
up without binding and carried to places pre-| tender, unless matured, is yet growing at this 
pared on the ground for treading it out, and place. As a consequence, this is the country the sheep and goats are at once turned upon it. lof grapes, Peaches, apples, apricots, and
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j pears. Of the four last I cannot speak, hav- | dustry of the older States might have been pass- i ing only seen the peaches and apples. Both ed by to some extent unnoticed, will now receive is their full and deserved share of attention.” of which are small and tough. The apples all This extract does great credit to the enter- appear to be of one variety, a small sweet one, | prise and sagacity of the people of California. 
tasting somewhat like the baldwin, but want- ae General Committee numbers no less than : ah ue persons. Each county is represented, and ? ing the crisp, juicy, melting pulp of that va-| 9 report will be sent with each article, besides riety. But the grapes; commend me to those | ® general report on the mineralogy and geology the banks of the RioGrande. Th of California. A room has been provided for | grown on the banks of the Rio Grande. There articles in San Francisco, under the charge of are two varieties. Those above Santa Fe re- Royal Fisk, Esq., and arrangements are being semble the Clinton in size and color, but the | made to have all the articles sent to London free of charge. All classes are invited to co- clusters are more open, and they are far sweet- operate in the efforts of the Committee to make er than any grape I ever saw in Wisconsin. In ra part of the great exhibition, representing 4 Jalifornia, worthy of general notice and ad- fact they appear to be filled with grape sugar miration.—Scientific yf Prien 
and just water enough to dissolve it. Those 

eg 
=e _—- have clusters as =e ee MANUFACTURING AT PirrspuRGH.—TheChron- tawba, with larger round berries, some of jrjp published in the Iron City, says: Pittsburgh about the same color and some considerable|is herself again! As usual in the summer eis a tas Malagas. A perfectly | ™O>thS, some large works closed, but the iron ‘arker, and as sweet as Malagas. A perfectly mills have been in operation for a week or two, raisin flavor, without a particle of musk flavor. the nail factories, with one or two exceptions, The foliage is that of the vi fE 11} Were at work yesterday, the glass-works are fee ge eee ee making headway, and there is a demand for and deeply notched. Wine of the greatest | hands which cannot be easily filled, so many strength is manufactured, or might be from having left peaceful avocations to use their sai it | muscles in the service of a cause as dear as = ee — Se beats our religiop, and as precious as national liberty is manufactured, as it was done on the hill and unity. The government orders for shot 

sides of Judea of old; men tread out the wine ve on ee and acre ae sad- . . . . es, bridles, knapsacks, and cartridge boxes, |} in the a — with their peau feet.— and other leather work, are sufficient to keep Could this vine be got to the States it would hundreds of toilers busy, and their families excel e thing now reared in the vineyards | Comfortable and happy for months to come. eee ee . oe a ., | This is a world of compensation, and such are || for the table. I buy themin the town at retail some of them, that we, Pittsburghers, have to for eight cents a pound, and I do not hesitate | make us forget the horrors of “grim visaged 
to indulge in them. Enclosed you have a few | ¥8?- 
of the seeds. J. G. Knarr. m c Tea mess Bf XHIBITION CLocK.—Her Majesty’s Commis- Seer ee eae nay URAC ANTE sioners have not forgotten to make provision an ee ee eS for the accurate measurement of time, and Mr. California at the World’s Fair. Benson, of Ludgate Hill, London, is now at — work upon a clock which will be one of the A General Committee has been appointed by | most striking objects of the Exhibition. It the various scientific and literary associations | It will be erected in the centre of the raised ' of California to make preparations for exhibi- platform, near the principal entrance in Crom- tions at the World’s Fair of 1862 from this Great | well Road. In size and power it will be sec- Pacific State. A circular has been issued in | ond only to the great clock at Westminster. which we find the following: The works will be on a level with the sight of “It is probable that owing to the distracted | the spectator, and will be inclosed in an im- condition of affairs in the East, little or no | mense glass case, above which the bells will preparation will be made by the Atlantic | be suspended. The framework of the move- States to occupy a prominent position in the | ment will be made of iron and gun-metal, and next great Exhibition. The people af the Pa-| will be nearly ten feet in length. The wheels cifie Coast should consider it their duty to sup- | will be of gun-metal, with steel pinions. Four ply this deficiency, as far as in their power ; | dials, surmounting the entire structure, will and their exertions should be further stimulated | indicate the time to persons within the build- by the fact that their contributions to the Fair, | ing, and a clock face, some fifteen feet in di- which, otherwise and among the more numer- ameter, will appear on the exterior, above the ous and varied specimens of the skill and in- principal entrance.
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NEWS SUMMARY. Sxctioy 1. 
| Crass 1, mee eerie Metallurgy, and Mineral 

luc! 
“2. Chemical Prodi INDUSTRIAL AFFAIRS. Se ee eae 

a : (a anarer. . Ani . 
The World’s Fair.—It is an occasion of wifactures. = 

deep regret that the Government of the United Sgcrion 2. 
States should have been so tardy in making | M85 5 Raliway: Dent, inclnding, Tecometive, Ragiies 
arrangements for this great Exhibition of the| “  & —— not connécted with Rail or Tram 
Industry of all Nations. But for the steps} “ e Manufacturing Machines and Tools. 
which have really been, at last, taken, it would| “ 9. ‘Aguoaltacel: aa “Horticultural Machines and 
almost seem that those who have been intrust-| « 19, au Hnglncering, Architectural, and Building 

ed with the organization of the enterprise on| « 4), Military “Bnginering, ‘Armour end Accoutre- 

the part of this country were disposed to let} , 2 Mave Atehtestaes, Eula eet 

the whole matter go by default. “13. oa eee and processes de- 

Articles intended for exhibition must be] < jf Horclogiea Tastraments. Siena 
ready for shipment at New York, by the Ist of] { = Bite auld apace: 

January, and yet the American Commissioners Section 3. 

have but just sent out preliminary information | Crass be Cotton. | 

regarding the means to be employed by inter- ‘ >» Silk and Velvet 

ested parties in order to an exhibition of their ie iearimsio nlite ee pene 
articles. The war is, of course, a valid excuse} { = Fie oan, Veltel, and’ Laid Pabelon, when 

for not doing all, as a country, that might be] .. 4, Tapestry te a ee ee: 

done, if the Arts of Industry were unembar-| “3 ste, Pur, Feather a ae 
rassed, and the public mind not engrossed by| “ 27. Articles of clothing. | 

“23. Paper, Stationery, Printing, and Bookbinding. 
questions of greater magnitude. And yetifwe| « 29. Educetional Works aad ‘Aeplacicas. 

we as “30. Furniture and Upholstery, including Paper- 
are to do anything it is almost unpardonable hangings and Papier Macho. 

that the movement should not haye been made| = phe = aitee bay 

in time to have allowed the best possible rep-| “ = eae Motale, and their imitations, 

resentation of our American resources and| * - -_ : 

industry at this great gathering of the Nations.| “ 36. Manufsctares not included in previous classes. 

From the Lower Canada Agriculturist— Suction 4. 

(which reports a vigorous movement on the | “4s 37- Divtiegs ton and Water Colors, Drawings. 
part of the Canadian Provinces and the prob-| ‘ Pe eee and Intaglios. 

abilities of a fine display at London of the} yranufacturers wishing to exhibit machi- 

products of their growing industry), we quote neg or other shies that will ee 
. . *Goati lations or special constructions, mi e 8 

ee regulations and eae ’ declaration to that effect on their demands for 
icles, as adopted by Her Majesty's Royal | space. 4 4 aol 

Commissioners : ‘ Any exhibitor whose goods can properly 
Every article produced or obtained by hu- Heike aon wee eo idea Eee 

cuageh, Morehouse oe Fine Arts, ib be | Tees eee an Se Stee iJ ais : . of the on, and the soars to the Exhibition, with the exception es thac exhikidben: ° S 

: Where it is desired to exhibit processes 
Pie patoeaiccnd pate. al substances, liable to} manufacture, a sufficient number of articles, 2. Fresh xoqsianis anim cea, a, 7 < 
a aay eeping. however dissimilar, sine bona ory om 

ng Or en a. purpose of illustrating process ; 

eee highly inflammable nature, wail sot be a must ae sxasha Y ne number moreeny reqelce 
mitted, unless sent in well secured glass vessels. Exhibitors ill § required deliver their 

The articles exhibited will be divided into | goods at the building, and to unpack and ar- 

the following classes: range them, at their own charge and risk ; and
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; all articles must be delivered with the freight, | redemption according to law, on the first of December 
{ . 

carrghporerage, and al changes and ues |i cyte nyc aed a at 
upon them paid. so arise, be paid out of funds now in the hands of said 

Packing cases must be removed at the cost committee, and out of funds to be provided by an assess- 

of the exhibitor or his agent, as soon as the | meston the str current tenlt Ad tite te now re 
goods are examined and deposited in charge of | quired to be paid into the hands of said committee for the 

the Commissioners. Purpose ee t 

Exhibitors will be permitted, subject only to} ,.tmreh.7 rat ee maton of 201 betes: ey roe 

the necessary general regulations, to erect, ac- | to ~ ast et (Deoemabec paren that ener that date, the 

cording to their owg taste, all the counters, | ote Ot eee om: failing to i be returned to 

stands, glass frames, brackets, awnings, hang- Senko ob rei a aoe idl 

ings, or similar contrivances which they may | Bank and Waupun Bank. 

consider best calculated for the display of their ere opinion * fhe Beckers. Som- 

goods. _____| Radduetion in the velume of the currency, they are hereby 
Exhibitors must be at the charge of insuring | authorized to make a requisition on the banks of the 

their own goods, should they desire this se- pa at 2 oe centane ct their Carey 

curity. Every precaution will be taken to uke a comer cece eee 

prevent fire, theft, or other losses, and her Ma- : . . 
jesty’s Commissioners will give ait'the aid in People will naturally avoid the bills of the 

their power for the legal prosecution of any excepted banks. Still the security of these 

person guilty of robbery or wilful injury in| banks is all i rt da wh d 

Tre Exhibition, but they will not be responai-| 0 nye oan 5 area Re eer We Nae 
ble for losses or damage of any kind which they will be worth respectively as follows: 

may be occasioned by fire or theft, or in any Dodge County Bank,q..-sssevssseres+-sseeeseeeeeee69 3 per cent. 
Rasik of Portage seinccicccisowniccan scares) IS 

other manner. ‘Waupun Bank,....scscsessssers oe “« 

Exhibitors may employ assistants to keep in| yy. ane oth UY taesee wee 

order the articles they exhibit, or to explain ost of the other banks—indeed all except 

them to visitors, after obtaining a written per-| three whose security is largely in Wisconsin 

mission from her Majesty's Commissioners ; € oar 

but such assistants will be forbidden to invite a8 a = ee e Fegkaned: by good 

_| | visitors to purchase the goods of their em-| judges as entirely safe. But whether they be so 

Por 5 * hu a or not, it is perfectly safe not to have much of t 

er Majesty's Commissioners will provide . _ 
shafting, steam (not exceeding 80 tbs. per their currency on hand, about os Ist of ue 

inch), and water, at high pressure, for ma- cember, when the term of suspension of specie 

chines in motion. payment expires. For such as have piles of it 

—_—_—_ laid by, now is an excellent time for the pay- 

STATE MATTERS. ment of debts! : 

— ‘ 

»Monetary.—The condition of Wisconsin] Political.—From the official canvass it ap- 

i currency after the Ist of December, is likely | pears beyond all further doubt that the follow- 

f to be rather better than we feared sometime | ing gentlemen have been elected to the several 

ago. : State offices—majorities not yet determined : 

At a recent meeting of Wisconsin Bankers, 2orts P. Harvey, oe Rock, ae Ep- 

. : : . +. |waRD Satomon, of Milwaukee, Lt. Governor ; 

held in Milwaukee, it was dete ed to saae James T. Lewis, of Columbia, Sec’y of State: 

a fund to redeem, at par, the notes of such|Sam’s D. Hastines, Trempeleau, Treasurer ; 

banks as have failed to make arrangements for gas H. Howe ot Brownie? Seneca! ; ne 
‘ * s : : . Ramsey, Ozaukee, omptroller ; J. L. 

redemption, with the exceptions, which will be | pcx, ‘ABD, of Grant, Supt. Public Instruction ; 

found in the résolutions below. The banks| Aztex. P. Hopaes, Winnebago, Prison Com- 

are thus redeemed will be wound up by the | ™Sstoner. 

assogiation. 
z Most of the gentlemen are already known to 

The following are the resolutions adopted the public, by their official acts. The others 

by the Convention : co 5 

BB shgtowe on) an of = Bankers o of be State have fai.| In the new Governor, we believe the farmers 

ae & ‘ f : 
: Sri ie " on the reat eas me ake re Aso of Wisconsin have an eee who is Atpod, 

Fee es a Renee. * aie ny ee od ES, 2 a Geoxing oe nature and ie esti to appreciate 

Taw, which takes affect on 9 first of December prox. | the importance of agriculture and the other 

to wind up such ‘aoks as fail to make Saieeenan for | indusirial arts, and who, im his administration 

. . 
-
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of the public affairs, will protect and foster | his camp, and then being obliged to retreat to those great interests with a faithful and jeal- | avoid being cut off by a force from Columbus. ous care, 
In Kentucky the rebellion has also progressed ms backwards. We had scarcely done rejoicing The Markets, &c.—The prices of grain | over the gallant and destructive repulse of and produce have improved but slightly of | Zotticorrer and rebel horde at Camp Wild late. Rates of transportation are enormously | Cat, when Gen. Netson engaged the enemy at high, and there is, we are glad to see, but lit-| Pikesville, in Pike county, and won a hand- tle disposition on the part of the farmers to some victory. 

sell. East Tennessee is eager to redeem herself 
The following are the prices of some of the| from the foul taint of treason, and the Union principle products of the farm, up to the 20th | men along the line of the railroads are proving 

of Nov., in Madison, Milwaukee and Chicago: | the genuineness of their loyalty by burning 
Wheat, No. eee fees OMe bridges to prevent the transportation of rebel 

RYE, -.-0esecseeeee veveeeee SO@BSC. 31@32c.  — 30@3le. troops. 
Daf eee, BOSE | athe Departments of the West are therefore Beso ee Big ARG ite: promising well. By a recent modification of ieee ee oes ee a, pa what have been distinctively known as the De- TROBE Soa oSthossasia 35@10ec. partments of the West, of the Cumberland and 

—_—_— of the Ohio, they are made to embrace now the 
NATIONAL AFFAIRS, following States and Territories, under the 

aso titles named: 

mr erent anther cee | ae MOe sit 2, Mc acm oth tt t been an eventful month—a month fraught with Canby, U.S. A. 
deepest interest to every friend of the Union. oon Inte Settee eee rae pero 

In the Department of the West, Fremont, tomes ototen ok core whose 
after a vigorous movement, recapturing Lex- Iows, Mideesotay Wasa Ts ae ets, 
ington and Springfield, and driving the rebel peibe Sateen fof the Le eren mares, tobe 
armies upon the very borders of Arkansas, has | ° ‘The department of the Ohio, to comprise the states of : Ohio, Michigan and Indiana, and that portion of Ken- been deprived of his command and superseded tucky east of the Cumberland, with the state of Tennes- spies see, to be commanded by Brigadier-General, D.C. B iell, by Gen. Hattecx, recently of California. whose headquarters will be at Louisville. 

Gen. Fremont behaved with great magnan-| In the East, likewise, things of great import- 
imity on taking leave of his army ; and, on re- | ance have transpired. A tetrible sad reverse 
turning to St. Louis, was received with flattering | at Edward’s Ferry, on which occasion the gal- 
ovations. He has declared his intention to | lant Col. Baxer, U.S. Senator from Oregon, 
defend his character against the aspersions of|and some four hundred of his troops were 
his enemies, and is reported to have gone to| slaughtered and drowned by the victorious 
Washington for that purpose. enemy—the capture and butchery of a small 

Gen. Hatteck has assumed command, and | Union guard of about 250 men at Guyandott, 
is expected to follow up the advantages gained | by a worse than savage foe—are the chief ca- 
by his predecessor. lamities of battle; while the retirement of 

At Fredericktown a battle between about|Gen. Scorr from the command of the armies 
6,000 each, of the Union and rebel troops re-| of the United States—made necessary by a 
sult in a prompt and decisive victory to the| serious decline of health—may also, in one 
Union side. And at Belmont, on the Missis-| view, be regarded as a sad misfortune. The 
sippi river, a drawn battle occurred—the Union | greatest military chieftain the age, anda 
forces, 4,000 strong, under Gen. Mcljernanp, patriot as true to the old Union under whose 
having first put the enemy to rout, destroying | flag he has fought for half a century, as the
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magnet is true to the pole, the people of this | entered the navy in 1815. The following is a 

country cannot lose the active energy and complete list of the vessels: 

practical wisdom of the old hero, in this time THE GUNBOAT FLEET. 

of’ our severest trial without sadness and tears. The gunboats are all well armed and manned. 

Vessels like the Unadilla, Seneca, Pembina and 

THE GREAT NAVAL EXPEDITION Ottawa, each carry one 11-inch Dahlgren, one 

was a brilliant success and the most marke? Parrott rifled gun, and two 24-pound howitzers. 
z | The names of the gunboats are: 

event of the season. The fleet met with some Seminole, Commander J. P. Gillies; Mohi- 

mishaps ‘in the gale which it encountered be- | Can, Commander Godon; Florida, Commander 
ste vat xt Port Rovel sh which Gildsborough ; Pocahontas, Commander Dray- 

fore its arrival at Port Royal, in which one ves-) ton; James Adger, Commander Marchand; 
sel foundered and two went ashore. The loss | Augusta, Commander Parrott ; Alabama, Com- 

f li k modore Lanier; Unodilla, Commander N. Col- 

et Bite pomeor onthe eee at captan ene lins ; Ottawa, Commander Thomas H. Stevens ; 
Forts Walker and Beauregard was inconsider- | Seneca, Commanner Daniel Ammen; Pawnee, 

able. After a brisk action of four hours, the | Commander oy a Wsmans ane Com 

> mander Bankhead; Isaac Smith, Commander 
rebels were effectually shelled out, and heats Nicholson; R. B. Forbes, Commander New- 

hasty retreat. The Federal Government is now | comb ; Curlew, Commander Walmough; Pen- 

in possession of an important southern port, | £410, Commander Budd. % 
hich will doubtless b de the basis of fi ?| In addition to these vessels, all of which are 

which will doubtless be made the basis of fu") -teamers, there are now on the station, and to 
ture operations. Both forts, which were but| join the squadron, the Sabine, (50,) Captain 

ightly d ‘i Ringgold, at present blockading Charleston; 

ebanty’ esse snthe arent Pee gee the Susquehannah, (15,) Capt. Lardner; the 

splendid earthworks, constructed in the high-| Flag, Commander Rodgers; the Savannah, 
est style of military science, and pronounced Cs) cea 30.) Cape P off Seveone 

., . : the St. Lawrence, (50,) Capt. Purviance, off St. 

by es ee reais pile eee = on Simon’s; the Dale, (16,) Commander Yard, off 
attack. Large reinforcements are being sent | Fernandina; the Vandalia, (20,) Commander 

south, looking to the speedy capture of Charles- | Haggerty, recently off Bale’s Bay, 8. C., but 
, a . ‘ . 2 shes es % mic just returned to Hampton Roads ; and the 

ton and Savannah. “Dixie” may well begin | Governor, (transport, ) Capt. C. L. Litchfield, 

toquake! Besides the capture of a large quan- | with Major Reynolds Battalion of Marines.— 

tity of ammunition, stores and heavy ordnance, pe armament of the fleet is about 400 

a Se quantity of sea-island cotton THE TRANSPORT FLEET. 

fell into the hands of the victors. It is said 

that Government will make this a port of a 
- - Se DOES ON amet: Tonnage. Commander. 

entry. FoR soecsisiscSgsscshotacecses SRNR oasoctopss fensoeos  ODMNNBOOKC. 
Ocean Queen...cccccsesseceeeeeee2BOZ.cevessesseeeesees one S@MDUFY. 

The great expedition which made this bril-| hing cree BAB naan Rater. 
sae ae Coe = ae branches—the Marion nner $00. 

mayel Si aitiasy (ox, iad fovoos. Eon si Sree eee 
convenience of future reference, we publish ewe at Sccssevscrerscssss anes 

the following list of ships, forces and com- Rn ae 

manders : ee ees meee: 
ROANOKE ...sesseresreeeversernerseeL OT Leceses seeseerereeeeesOCONOD. 

. THE NAVAL BRANCH. Ericson .ssssssessee-svnveeeseesrvel;Q0Dreesssevessssee sevens OOWlO8. 
a Rearerre erenate even senses sesveese EUBOS 

Of the former, Commodore 8. F. Dupont is | Potomac -vsssrsenrseesenneeers sseeeesesers saeveeeesELill@rd. 

the head. His flagship is the Wabash, carry-| Philulelpha 07 in Barton 
ing fifty guns. Her armament is of the most en oe 
formidable description. It consists of twenty- | WAnbeld Booty vwvneerene Se evererrerrre tn 

eight ll-inch Dahlgren guns; one 10-inch | Bolvidere.ssocswssussseesere——ieoseesreenseerePRULLDS. 
Dahlgren; one 80-pound rifled Dahlgren ; | Ben. Deford.......rorrsevserss»l0B0 csseeseseesss4sts44¢— 

one 30-pound Parrott; fourteen 8-inch shell Davieselok ee pets ) 
guns and three boat howitzers. The crew in- Seuete, (heryioee) 
clude about 650 men and marines. me’ (ferryboat.) 

Commodore Dupont is a native of New Jer- Seothoetes tie ) ean 
sey, but was appointed from Delaware. He | Commodore fe" (ferryboat.) g
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SAILING VESSELS. CORRESPONDENCE, 
Tonnage. ee 

Qeean Repro ae “Eshinently Sound.”—Eovron Wis, Vancrn.— 
Benas Ih sevserenrereseenenseessssnensessesssseteersessserse sess BBB * s s * e ° 2 Golden Baglen.-seessssseseeesssssessee nee seseeessnnssseesesee1,198 | I have been a subscriber to several different papers and 

All these transport vessels are armed. They | journals since I was fifteen years old, and now take five 
carry ordnance and Quartermasters’ stores, | diferent ones. I have always paid in advance, and by 
two posses? im ng work, bricks in large | God's help I never will ask credit of a Publisher or Print- 
quantity, about 1,500 shovels, the same num- | 4 tor 9 single number of his paper. And I'll not have 
ber of picks, sand bags, horses, boats for land- ing men and guns through the surf, and every | ‘°r'" I Fed attentively and try to profit by such journals 
other article likely to be required for a cam- | * the “W1scoxsty Fanaen.” Go on in your good work, 
paign. and if you make the “Farer” as instructiv> in the fu- 

THE MILITARY BRANCH, ture as it has been in the past, and the people will only 
Brigadier General Thos. W. Sherman, (who | #Ppreciate and try to profit by it, it will soon be an ad- 
must not be confounded with W. T. Sherman | vance pay journal, altogether. 
of Ohio,) is the commander of the military Most sincerely your well wisher, L. R. Brnauam. 
division of the expedition. He is considered| Tarroy, Grant Co., Oct. 7. 
one of the best officers inthearmy. He grad-| [If every farmer in Wisconsin would talk and act as 

a West Point, and was brevetted Major | wisely as friend B., the agriculture of Wisconsin would 
or. his gallantry at) Buena Vista, where he |, sss that of any otter part Of America: anil Gideute commanded and gave its name to Sherman’s | ¥,; agile as acct ed Rane 
Battery. He ia a native of Rhode Island.— | vr re en en ee eam nad heave tee 
When the present war broke out he was on the | largest circulated of any similar periodical in the world.] 

frontier. or 
There were 15,000 men on board the ships| Winnebago County Ahead--We Rather 

when last heard from, and it is supposed that! @uess.—J. W. Horr, Esq. Sec'y W. S. Ag. Society,— 
otters will be added pees eT oa of = Dear Sir :—In your issue of November, I notice an arti- 
Foes onroc. ine Arey brigade, Gen.  F-. 1. | ie stating that the: largest yieid of went frum alsingle Viele of N. Y., commanding, includes the Third ae = 
New Hampshire regiment, numbering 1,150 | “Te Ws Telsed by Sam’l Charlesworth of this County, and 
men, the Forty-sixth New York, the Forty- | **king if it had been beaten. 
seventh and Forty-eighth New York, and the| In reply, I copy from our Society Book that the premi- 
Eighth Maine, 1,046 men. The second brig- | um for the greatest yield of wheat per acre was awarded 
ade, Gen. Stevens of Mass. commanding, in- | to Mr. C. Busuyett, Esq.—65%{ bushels Club wheat. Sec- 
cludes the following regiments: Roundhead | ond premium to W. D. Strand, 6014 bushels. Best acre of 
Pennsylvania regiment of volunteers, Fifteenth | oon E, 8, Durfee, 13634 bushels shelled corm. Best 1; 
Pennsylvania regiment of volunteers, Eighth |... o¢ carrots, Sam’l Charlesworth, 421 bushels. 
regiment of Michigan volunteers. The third ‘Cast Sagi oak te as Bik bent thi = a s 
brigade, Gen. Wright commanding, is compos- v v “ a 
ed of the Fourth New Hampshire, the Sixth and Yours respectfully, B. 8. Henntna, 
Seventh Connecticut, and the Ninth Maine. Sec’y Winnebago Co. Ag. Society. 

All the above Brigadiers are graduates of | Osuxoss, Wis. Nov. 8. 1861. 
West Point. [Echo says “Can any?” What county will answer?” 

CONTRABANDS. + : 
Besides the above soldiers, 1,000 contrabands| What Every Farmer ought to do—*+* 

from oS Maser of ee Mone ee Your valuable Farmer is a welcome guest to my home, 
panied the expedition on the steamers Oriental 5 
and Matanzas. They are principally for dig- Coot ae a ea bg ebay tee sere 
ging intrenchments, and for the first time con- | ©™*#!ns something new and instructive in the way of 
stitute an important arm of offense in the hands | frming. Therefore, brother farmers, subscribe one dol- 
of the Government. lar for this valuable paper, and let us of the North-west 

The battery is Sherman’s well-known one of | encourage the circulation of an excellent home farmer’s 
six guns, and 140 men. Besides his, however, | paper. Mr. Hoyt is doing all he can for our interests, : 

a number of heavy siege-guns are taken, 4| and the subscription list ought to be raised to a point 
cos of sappers aa snginsest pewene -£° | that would insure him a fair remuneration for his time 

e lar army, large supplies of camp equip- . 
aes none of masons and carpenters, quanti- ATT: ee = _—~ a the ae 
ties of brick, mortar and large stones, and in | "S rests of the . try and get up cl 

fact a complete fitting out for an expedition Daxons, Wis,, Kor, 1861, Josera Cuntis. 
about to land on a hostile coast, in the face, a 
perhaps, of powerful batteries, and to intrench | [Modesty forbids comment! But we hope that friend 
itself on that coast with a view to making its | Curtis will succeed, and that his exhortation will be 
lodgment the base of important and future | heeded. “The Chinch Bug and Deep Plowing” willhave 
operations. a place in January No.)
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A Magnificent Wool Clip.—Ep. Wis. Fanuex— |THE MUTUAL LIFE INS. COMPANY |}. 

In the Nov. number of the “ Farmer’? is a communication OF WISCONSIN, | 

from Mr. A. Jones, of Leeds Center, Columbia county, | 7yRESENTS ADVANTAGES equal to any other Com- | |} 
giving a statement of his wool clip the past season, claim- rE pany; its rates and basis of business are the same as 
ing to have beaten mine of last year, as also all the rest | those of the most successful Eastern Companies; its 

of this State, or “any other.” The yield of his ewes | assets, in proportion to its liabilities, ave larger than any 

might have answored very well for as long ago as last other new company in the United States. Its trustecs 
year; but will hardly do for this, as a statement of facts | are well-known as good business’ men in this city and 

will show. I have 20 yearling ewes, sired by Herman | elsewhere in the State. Its losses have been prompt- 

Hemmingway’s stock buck, “ Robinson Rich,” from which | jy adjusted and paid; and the whole bysiness of the’com- 

I sheared the past season an average of 734 tbs. per head | pany has been, and will continue to be done with a view 

of well cleansed wool; being 1 Ib. 10 oz. more than Mr, | to economy and permanency. It is the direct interest of 
Jones’s—and he leaves us to infer that his might or might | every man in the West, who wants life insurance, to | 

not haye been washed. From 46 breeding ewes that | make the same with the Wisconsin Mutual; for, being t 

reared 42 lambs, I sheared an average of 6 tbs. 2 oz. of | based upon the same fundamental principles, it is able to 

cleansed wool. Thess are all Wisconsin or home-bred | obtain higher rates of intergst for the money accumula- 

Spanish Merinos, which thus prove themselves to be 4 | ted, and the business of the West can be conducted more t 

much superior stock. If there are better sheep in the | economically here than with Eastern Companies, as fig- : 

State than mine, their owner will confer a favor by cor-| yres prove. Consequently, the profits, which are divided 

responding with me, as I wish to keep my flock equal | among the insured will be greater here than elsewhere. \ 

with the best. If Mr. Jones desires an intermixture of | {np addition to all this, the true principle is to keep all 

my stock with his Vermonters, to bring them up to the | the money for accumulation in the West, instead of send- 
home standard, I will oblige him upon reasonable terms. | ing it away. Office of the Company, No. 14 Wisconsin 
Try again friend Jones, and when you have excelled my | street. : S. $. DAGGETT, Pres't. 
this year’s product, I, also, will try again. ee Seely. it 7g. wihon: Gone a 

QusnPass, | SS eee 
Lira Center, Rock Co., Nov. 18, "61. Baltimore and New York Bay A 
(That is the right talk and the right spirit. A determi- J 

nation to be a little ahead is what carries the world for- OYSTER DEPOT. 
ward. Such men as our friends Pratr and Jones are K igo oe rome at all ae gamee ee 7 

worth millions to the future industry of Wisconsin.] etn tt Gees on Ge lon) aio thetewernomend il 
Be A ES we De: salt water FISH. "His arrangements with Eastern Deal- 

ers are such, that he ars fresh quantities of each 
twice, daily, by Lightning Express, and is hence pre] 

ma the Remedy for Bark Lice-Mn.| (761 orters on the shortest notice and in any portion of 
Eprror:—I wish to inquire through the columns of the | the State. Especial attention given to country orders. f 

Fanmer, of the author of the recipe for killing Bark Lice Pcp Conte the purchase and sale- 
with the preparation of Tar and Linseed Oil, if it can be | © gg~ All stock warranted to go fresh to any part of the 

. oanuot : country. Address, FRANK RAYMOND, 
applied with good effect at any season of the year; and, | “°X" 2°... West Water and Spring St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
if not, what season does it produce its best effect. Inthe} "7 
hurry of the Spring it is dificult to find time to do this| WF A TJ PU N PUMP Ss. 
work as thoi@ughly as it should be done. 

Youd ie ca Wena Pump Eighty Feet with ease. 

Baits ee E ARE NOW MANUFACTURING at our estab- | fy 
rr W “iitimorts in Madison and Delavan, WAUPUN 

PUMPS. These Pumpsare extensively used in this State, 
A Query.—Drz. Horr:—Can you tell what causes | and are spoken of = by — having 

¥ them. We fix them to Wells and warrant them. Bein, the park of the apple trees to turn black and dead near | Fe 0) Hom, they are not liable ta got out ; ; 
the roots? I cannot always find traces of the borer—| order, and, in any event, they are easily repaired with- |g 
Can pon telat a ramaly? E.P. Hiwxurr, | oUt much expense; and as their boxes w hard ma- 

bility cannot be excelled. acum: Wasksihs Go. 00 16, 61. ple, their effectiveness and durability e ) 

[We have an opinion, but will modestly let some of the FARMERS AND OTHERS a 

regular fruit-growers speak first.) Wanting a good Pump, for well or cistern, either in the 

ee | HOUSE OF OU Of doors, can bo promptly and cheep eer. 

Io | ne ae ‘undersigned, at the m | 
WAKELEY & VILAS, Se eee) the manufactory in Madison, | } § 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW, ENDS RE Yo he AO 
se HS cic ke ala! GEORGE B. McGIH, [py 

: MADISON, WISCONSIN. Sea k | 
sa-Payment of Interest on Schosl Landa and other iyst-| DEALER IN HATS & CAPS, 

fc ness at the State Offices attended to. (Giga of the “Big Bear,”) 
CHAS. T. WAKELEY. (13-9). WILLIAM F. VILAS. Fairchild’s Block, St. (3-10) MADISON, WIS. 
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